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VOCATIONAL EDUCATION AMENDMENTS OF 1974

FRIDAY, APRIL 28, 1974

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
GENERAL SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION

OF THE COM3IITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
Raleigh, N.C.

The General Subcommittee on Education met, pursuant to notice
at 9:45 a.m., in Raleigh, N.C., Hon. Carl D. Perkins (chairman;
presiding.

Present : Representatives Perkins, Lehman, and Andrews.
Staff members present. Jack Jennings, counsel; and Charles Rad-

cliffe, minority counsel.
Chairman 13Ertkuys. The hearing will now come to order. I am

pleased to be here in Raleigh, N.C., to hear testimony on the Vocational
Education Act. Chancellor Caldwell, would you like to make a state-
ment at this time?

Chancellor CALDWELL. Ladies and gentlemen, I hope these important
hearings were not waiting on me to commence. In any event, I am
here now. Chairman Perkins will get under way as soon as I say
welcome to him and his colleagues from the Congress of the United
States.

I am glad he has decided to conduct this hearing in North Carolina
on our campus. We are highly engaged in vocational education. We
have been historically centered in the vocational areas Chairman
Perkins. I want to tell you that all of us in education and more specifi-
cally, those of us in higher education, are indebted to you for the
way you have conducted yourself in the Congress of the United States
in the field of education. You have been an admirable example of
a good committefi chairman. I want to thank you.

Also, I want to thank you for bringing your minority representative
with you. I have a Wisconsin mother-in-law who is the staunchest
Republican you ever did see. Thank you.

The CHAIRMAN. Chancellor Caldwell, first let me thank you for
your most gracious welcome.

Next. let me introduce the persons with me this morning. Of course,
you nil know Congressman Andrews, on my left. Congressman Lehman
will be here later. Congressman Quie was scheduled to be here, but
could not make it at the last moment. He is being represented by
Charles Radcliffe, minority counsel; Jack Jennings, counsel of my sub-
committee staff is also here.

In 1963, when we were oily spending approximately $100,000 or
$150,000 under the George-Barden Act. and nothing in the way of
trades and industrial vocational education, we knew something had

(1)
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to be dt.-,ne. At that time, Non Carolina was out in the forefront with
the :r own vc,:ational shoot. Representatives from North Carolina et -ate
to Was;o:,-Lcrzim to testify and gave us a lot of good ideas about the
fortmC.a. We enacted the 'Vocational Education Act of 1963 which,
'or then rst time. provided construction funds for vocational schools
thrwaez.-..aat the country.

I want to also add ti-_at that conference committee. to my knowledge.
was °lc Senator Lister Hill sat on before he retired from the
Senate.

Then next year. in 1964. we added a provision in the Appalachian
so :l_ at :.1:e poorer cmilniunities in the Appalachian area could

ngv-.1: of their cost_ from the Government to construct \Twa-
t:cis:a: a oo:s_

exit7Insion of x-ocational schools in North Carolina certainly
nals.es anybody feel good. because they are industrially orientedmore
so r..--.riLat-stnnn in any other State I know of.

I ie:-.g hte. to be here in Raleigh this morning to commence
occupational. vocational and career education. These will

the :inst. major hearings conducted by a committee of ('ongre on
t:,-inestion anywhere in the country since the 196S amend-

ments to the act were enacted.
I .to want to state that it was Congressman Quie from Minnesota.

a _goat leader in education in this country. and I who took the bill
1.-.E.4.--arne the Vocational Education Amendments of 1968 to the

We are beginning. these hearings. today in North Carolina because
of the osatstanding leadershipboth past and present which your
State demonstrated in the field of vocational education. A deep
commitment to vocational training evidenced by the fact that the

of State funds supporting vocational education programs in
North Caron soproximately file times greater than the Federal
sliare of red ei-Jed for this purpose. And. I was informed that

million has just recently been added to the State
f .ort for vocational education I.y the North ('arolira State

1,-r the remainder of this fiscal year and for fiscal year
T.:.s :5 the k:nd of cominitment we would like to see all States

r vo--at ional edit/ -at OIL
allow the many fine vocational ednea-

t t :.at ha, n!re:aly proven their success in your State
21- we: as To pt runt you to expand others and to create

I w v-; e-pe. ia11v stronar secondary education pro-
a h (,vide job entry skills for your

: p to continue on to post-secondary training.
k' ow. vo,,r s---condary s,.hools have established an

ce v pasi-acundary inAit;Ition5. technical institutes.
Tr r.d 111;ive:"5:tles. to further assist those students

. at ion. whether it he at a technical institute or

att.-7 I (+:1 t:rawn_ too, to your State's excellent eurrie-
v,:tli stron:r emphasis placed on individ-
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And, most important, is the unique role North Carolina has dis-
played in involving local people in the policy and planning decisions
for its vocational education and trainmg programs. It is of great
interest to me to see the new approach you have taken in eacouraging
local citizenry and parental involvement by the use of State-wide
television. This new approach which your State has just undertaken
is, I believe, a good example of why North Carolina is a leader in
providing vocational, occupational, and career training opportunities
to the youth of our State. This is the kind of success we in the Con-
gress had hoped to see result from the implementation of the Voca-
tional Education Amendments of 1968. Of equal importance to you
here today, well, is the knowledge that your State educational sys-
tem is constantly willing to study new approaches in the area of vo-
cational education.

Another reason I am especially pleased to be holding our first hear-
ing on this subject in Raleigh t, day is my esteem for my colleague
and your Congressman. Ike Andrews.

While Ike Andrews has only served in the Congress for 15 months,
he has proven himself to be a hard-working and exceptionally effec-
tive member of the Education and Labor Committee. I am not only
proud to have him serve on my committee, but you here today should
be grateful to have him as your representative and voice in Wash-
ington for education in North Carolina.

I could not commence these hearings without mentioning to the
people of North Carolina the great assistance Ike Andrews provided us
in the Congress in achieving an equitable formula for distribution of
title I funds under the Elementary and Secondary Education Act. As
most of you may know, this is the program that provides Federal
assistance to local schools for the education of disadvantaged children
Ike Andrews worked long and hard on this major piece of legislation
and was instrumental in protecting the interests of the children of
North Carolina, as well as the other States of the South in the final
title I formula. It was Ike Andrews who saw to it that the children
of North Carolina would not be cut back in their funds, but would
continue in the years ahead to receive their fair share of Federal aid to
education.

I would also like to point out that we have witnesses who will ap-
pear More us today from a number of other StatesSouth Carolina,
Alabama, and Texas. Those States, too, have made great progress in
providing vocational education. And, we are looking forward to hear-
ing of their achievements.

I have found it most beneficial to come to the areas in the country
where we have good vocational institutions to get first-hand informa-
tion, grass roots support and suggestions. It is much more convenient
than calling everybody into Washington. I very seldom travel abroad.
In fact, I have never traveled abroad as chairman of the Education
and Labor Committee, nor have I ever traveled abroad at the Gov-
ernment's expense since I have been in Congress.

We will be holding further field hearings in Wisconsin and Min-
nesota in July and then resume hearings in Washington in August
and September.

I certainly know that we are not spending enough' money today for
vocational education. Al Quie, the minority ranking member of this
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committee, and I have discussed this subject and with Congressman
Andrews we feel within the next 2 or 3 years, we will be doubling the
expenditure of funds for vocational education above what we are
presently spending. Currently we are spending about $3 billion 29 mil-
lion in the United States. On the Federal level $474 million; that has
gone up from $396 million in the last 3 years and it is up for fiscal 1975,
up to about $500 million. In North C'arolina from the Federal level
the amount has gone up from about $12 million, in 1971 to about
$16,171,000. That is for State and local. For secondary education,
your Federal allocation is $11 million. It has jumped from $8 million
in the past 2 years. For post-secondary, you are receiving approxi-
mately $4,925,000, which jumped from $4 million in the last 2 years.
I certainly want to see this great program and the great program
that you have in this State continue to go forward and advance in the
future.

I commenced my career as a teacher in education right in the heart
of the depression. My certificate was earned after 2 years of college
back in 1932. I attended a little rural school. At $9.60 a month, I
decided I could not make a living and it would be better for me to try
to manage to go to law school. So, I decided that I would get out of the
teaching business and go into law. But when I came to the Congress,
I came with that in my, mind that somewhere along the line, we had
to make teaching a profession and we had to provide vocational train-
ing. Let it be professionally oriented, trade, and industrially oriented.
No State has made greater progress in training people for industry
where that industry wants to locate within that State. That is one of
the reasons we wanted to come here and I certainly want to tell
this group another reason I am here today. We have been bogged down
in Washington for about 16 months on the Elementary and Secondary
Education Act arguing over an equitable distribution of title /
money. Some of the richer States felt like they had about 70 percent of
their children on AFDC, some of .the poorer States like Mississippi,
Tennessee, Arkansas, could not count a cEld in a family with
an income above $2,000. Whereas in New York, you can count all
those children on AFDC if they were receiving $5,000, $6,000 or $7,000.
It was the same in Connecticut, New Jersey, and other wealthy States
in the country. We were trying to achieve equity, trying to treat al
the children in the Nation alike. We knew we did ilot have the vete
to do that, but we came as close to it as we possibly could and we cut
back on the AFDC payments, considerably.

My good friends, it is a pleasure to be here, to open up these hearings.
We promised the Office of Education, I should make mention of that,
sometime ago during the hearings on elementary and secondary edu-
cation, that we would consider all Federal vocational educational
programs. Some of the programs they recommended that we consoli-
date we did not consolidate but we would welcome testimony from the
witnesses today on the concept of consolidation and on any suggestions
you feel may improve the vocational schools in this country within the
next 2 years. It is my hope and belief, and I say this with all sincerity,
that we will see inroads. This is an area that is the cheapest insurance
against welfare and unemployment in the country. We can double
the sums.
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Now, Mr. Andrews, if you have a statement, you may proceed.
Mr. As onEws. Thank you again for coming l :ere.
First of all, I guess I am guilty of having traveled overseas at

Government expense but that was long before I got to Congress, back
in about World War II.

Chairman PERKINS. I am guilty of that, too.
Mr. ANDREWS. Let me just emphasize this; there is absolutely

no partisan politics in vocational education and there certainly should
not be. I see my good friend Jim Hunt has come here, I hope to testify.
'We have asked the Governor to come here. I do not know if he will or
not

Al Quie promised me he would be here today. I later learned that
would be impossible. Jim Martin, a very fine Republican told me he
would be here and I hope he will yet show up.

Vocational education, as most of you know, is the oldest program
of the Federal Government having started in 1917. It has survived
during both Republican and Democratic administrations and should
survive throughout any administration and I am sure it will.

As to the timing of the conference here, it was decided long, long
ago that as soon as the committee completed its vote with the very
major programs, we would then undertake hearings and begin work
on vocational education. I do not think anybody knew last year when
we started work on the Elementary and Secondary Act that it would
take this long. That passed the Congress last year. The chairman
promised me that the first hearings would be held in Raleigh, N.C.
Thiq State is recognized as having some of the finest programs and
certainly some of the finest people working in them.

It is required that the States match dollar for dollar. North Carolina
has consistently matched the Federal allocation to the extent of $5
not $1.

I am glad to be here at this time to move on with the upgrading of
this fine program. I appreciate all of you here in support of it and we
will have a continually improving vocational program in North
Carolina and throughout the country.

Chairman Pnxiss. Charlie Radcliffe, minority counsel for the
committee, is here today representing Mr. Quie, who is one of the
greatest proponents in the Nation. Do you have a statement?

Mr. RADCLIFFE. Mr. Quie is very sorry he was linable to be here
and I would certainly concur with the remarks that have already
been made.

Chairman PERKINS. I understand. Our first witness is the Honor-
able Tames Hunt, Lieutenant Governor, State of North Carolina.

Mr. Governor, you may proceed in any way you prefer but before you
start, I may have neglected to bring to the attention of the people, the
fact that I have used your State Department and have called them on
a dozen different occasions. I contacted Dr. Craig Phillips, Bob
Strother, Nurham Warwick. and others in connection with running
these formulas. We were having to see that not only North Carolina
received equitabl-. and fair treatment but children in other States
throughout the country.

The State Department of one State in this Nation who we felt wanted
too much money, the State of New York, has a large department of
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education in Washington. So, we had to call on some outside help
and we used your good people in this State more so than any other
State in the Nation for that purpose.

Go ahead, Mr. Governor.

STATEMENT OF HON. JAMES B. HUNT, JR., LIEUTENANT GOVER-
NOR, STATE OF NORTH CAROLINA

Mr. lit.vr. I am James 13. Hunt, Jr., Lieutenant Governor, State
of North Carolina.

I want to say first of all how glad we are to have you here, how
grateful we are to have you here so we can know you better. You men-
tioned working with our State department of education. We are
proud here in North Carolina that we could provide this kind of help.
We think once in a while somebody does need to keep New York State
straight. and we are proud to do our share.

I am delighted to be able to speak today in support of vocational
education legislation. Obviously, my position as Lieutenant Governor
would force upon me an interest in training programs for all cur
populace, but beyond that, as an active member of the North Carolina
State Board of tducation, I have seen the effectiveness and the effect
of ,.rood vocational education programs on our youth and adults.

I also want to commend the decision on the part of this committee. I
believe the involvement of citizens in terms of where we are going to go
in America is critical.

It is extremely wise of the Congress to hold such preliminary hear-
ings in anticipation of new vocational education legislation. The in-
volvement of citizens in this decision is critical. Slice 1917, histou
shows that new legislation in this field from the Federal level has
always been preceded by the input of millions of our citizens. In this
area of education in particular, I feel the Congress has been responsive
to the wishes of the American people and when Congress has acted,
educational opportunities have grown.. Witness for example the mas-
sive expansion given to vocational education programs with the pas-
sage of the Voc..tional Education Act of 1963 and the subsequent
amendments of 1968.

S:nce 1963, trade and industrial education programs in North Caro-
lina have more than doubled at the secondary level; programs in busi-
ness and office education have been greatly increased. though not nearly
enough to meet the needs: distribution and marketing programs have
increased by one-third; and health occupations has experienced at
least a 10-fold increase. One might anticipate that with this growth
agricultural education would have declined but in North Carolina
Fuel has not been the case. except to a very sligh degree. and interest
in agricultural educational programs is growing rapidly once again.
not only in rural but also in urban areas.

The ne,.d for increased opportunities of a vocational nature for our
population has been pointed out recently in a study done by Craze,
Johnston, and Bressler of the Research Triangle Institute in North
Carolina entitled, "North Carolina Educational Policy Plans for the
1970's." I am very interested in this study because it indicates some
of the things we are going to have to do to prepare for the things to
come So often in education as well as in other areas, we look at the
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needs right now without taking into consideration the needs to be
required later. In this study, there are data which speak to the educa-
tional system requirements for the decade of 1970-80. There exists in
this decade, according to this report, a training requirement of
1.161.600 individuals to move into the work force throughout this
period of time. The larhrest number of individuals needed- 352,200
is centered in the high school graduate category.

Other requirements In decreasing order of importance are for post-secondary
technical and vocational training (217,800), high school 1-3 training (187,100),
college 4 plus training (174,900), and college 1-3 training (166,900).,

The report goes on to say :
Training requirements at the secondary level indicate a strong need to retain

current school age youth in the educational system until high school sraduation.
Availabilities of work force new entrants with high school diplomas, estimated
from information re:iorted elsewhere (S.C. Department of Public Instruction,
1974) which forms the basis for projections of graduates and enrollments at
each level of secondary and post-secondary education as discussed in a separate
technical paper . . and summarized in Chapter 3, fall below baseline training
requirements by 156,200 (352,200 minus 196,000).

This excess training requirement of 156,200 people in our high school
program must be met by good vocational education programs not now
in existence. We must conic forward with the funds and the capacity
to give vocational training to that many more students in North Caro-
lina than we are now providing for.

In addition, the report says:
Post-secondary technical and vocational training requirements over the 1970-

1980 decade total 217,800 in contrast with the projected availabilities of new
entrants of 168,000 if trends continue. The additional 49,800 work force new
entrants will require 67,800 technical and vocationa; program eompleters or early
leavers with marketable skills (EMI's) assuming 74 percent of these completers
enter the work force as estimated in a separate technical paper,

Now, Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, these two bits
of data point out the extreme need for massive growth in vocational
education programs in our State. The projected cost in North Carolina
over the decade for this growth is astronomical. I am sure that many
who appear before your committee today will speak in behalf of ad-
ditional Federal funding. There are those who consider one-third of
the total cost of public education to be the rightful expectation one can
make of the Federal Government for input. This percentage may or
may not be correct. North Carolina has moved far beyond a simple
mat ping of Federal moneys since 1917, and thus in our State Federal
funds have served as incentive and have not been the backbone of our
programs. In my opinion, this is the way Federal funding can and
should work.

You may be interested to know Mr. Chairman that our past general
as,lembly, where I preside, for example, appropriated an additional
$5 million of State funds for vocational education, to be used in a
totally flexible manner at the local level. with such funding to go on a
per pupil basis by formula to the local administrative units. This may
seem to be a small amount of money, but when one realizes that it is
in addition to the more than $24,307,816 of State moneys spent by
North Carolina to match the $8.117.745 of Federal moneys in 1972-7:1
for the high school vocational program, then one begins to realize
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that North Carolina is indeed more than willing to pay its own way
for education.

Now I believe, the history of vocational legislation shows that di-
rective incentive funding from Washington can work. These funds
can be, what I like to call, leadership funds and should never, in my
opinion, be looked upon for base program support. Mr. Chairman, I
do not auk of you and the Congress sufficient additional monies to do
all our work. I do ask four things: (1) an increase in funding that is
reasonable in light of inflationary trends and the projected growth
needs of the country for vocational education programs; (2) such
moneys should be designed in an incentive fashion to get new ideas
going in vocational education; (3) much broader categories for fund-
ing should begin to exist as opposed to some of the narrow categorical
limitations which are now there; and (4) please give us forward fund-
ing.

In respect to the latter, too often, as a board member, I find our staff
conies to us late in the fiscal year saying that funds have just been
received and either one, programs cannot now be begun because it is
too late in the year; or two, we utilize this money to support local
administrators who laid their necks on the line in hopes of Federal
money coming through. Forward funding would correct this.

I found when I was attending the National Lieutenant Governors'
Conference in the past fall, that the problem of when the moneys come
in, is a very great one. As a matter of fact, I sponsored a resolution at
the National Lieutenant Governors' Conference urging the process
being started very early so we would know when the funds would be
available. There are tremendous problems in receiving these funds very
late in the year. We have just completed our general assembly in North
Carolina. We have established a budget for the coming year.

Chairman PERKINS. I wish you could help us educate the Congress
as to the importance of timely appropriations. We do our darndest
and we try to get timely authorizations and we have on numerous oc-
casions but it is almost impossible to get the Congress to realize the
importan, 3 of timely appropriations so the State and loca'. educa-
tional agencies can properly and more efficiently plan. That has been
a drawback. We have provided for advance funding. For many years
we were unble to do that but it is only a question of time until the Con-
gress will become educated as to the great necessity of timely approp-i-
riations and realize how we are squandering a lot of money through-
out America by not doing the things that you have suggested

Mr. HUNT. Let me say this, I believe the people of this country who
are involved in education are so concerned about this and so anxious to
be of help in establishing a workable product, that they are ready to do
what they can do to help. I am willing to go to Washington at any
time to testify before any group on this matter. We always think funds
today because we do not get them in a timely fashion. We are not
about to plan for some of the great advances and implement some of
the great ideas that we have and know they will work. I would say
the leaders of legislative and educational branches throughout Amer-
ica, in every State, the leaders of PTA's and other groups are ready
to come to Washington in massive numbers to ask for this kind of
advance funding. We would welcome your leadership in how to be
helpful.
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Chairman PERKINS. That is the reason for these hearings. We are
going to followup on these suggestions.

Mr. HUNT. I am very sincere in saying we want to do this. As a
matter of fact, ali of the Lieutenant Governors said they were going
to try to use their influence in their respective States to bring this mat-
ter to the attention of Congress and represent it as being an expression
of the people of the United States. We are very serious in saying we
want to A able to help in any way we can.

Senator Ervin and others have made comments about the budgetary
process which is good, but I think the single most important thing
would be adva.:ce funding in educational programs.

Mr. Chairman, I canont leave this group without speaking a per-
sonal note for the other important facet of vocational education. Sala-
ble skills of manual dexterity are needed. Vocational education pro-
vides this and will continue to do so. The leadership skills that are
also given through youth group activities may well be the most under-
rated yet the most salable skills given in our programs. As I indicated
earlier, Mr. Chairman, I speak as Lieutenant Governor and board
member in support of vocational education, but most honestly I must
say to you speak in its bebelf as a product of the system. You indi-
cated your own experience in learning about education and some of
the things indelibly impressed in your mind and spirit. There is no
way I can comple:ely &scribe to you the impact on the future farmers
of America on me at an early age in a small rural high school ; yet I
know, and many of my peers 'know, the things 1 learne .1 there may well
be why I am here today. It is not only the Lieutenant Governor of
North Carolina who can say this, but all across this State there are
present day leaders in education, in business, in industry, in govern-
ment, all of whom would say that I have spoken the truth. I epent 4
years in agriculture.

I served as president of the FFA and I received a number of
honors while in the organization. I have found that the FFA and
other groups offer similar experiences. That is probably the thing that
produces the leadership within different occupational grot.z)s. Within
this system we are fortunate to enjoy this aspect of leadership more so
than in any other area. I would say these organizations and the ex-
periences young people have in them, are of our greatest phenomma.
Vocational education youth clubs helped make us what we are. The
youth of our country still does respond to that in which we believe.
I find them responding most earnestly and most openly in vocational
youth groups. They know what they want, they know where they
are going, they want the skill, but they are putting it together as whole
people. I'm proud to be a product of the FFA.

We need your continued support, your understrnding, and much
insight in terms of creative funding of this very, very important
program.

I have followed your record. I know the things that you and mem-
bers of this committee are doing. Certainly there is nothing being
done in Washington that is more important to us, and our people stand
behind you very strongly in helping us to move forward in the in-
creased funding, more effective funding and policies you have indi-
cated you believe in.
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Chairman I'ERKINS. There would be many questions that I would
like to ask you but we have many witnesses here today and we intend
to go right on through lunch with no breaks. But I would like to ask
von to what extent should we add additional funding at the national
level to take care of the demand of adults and youngsters at the se,
ondary level and postsecondary level who we are presently unable
to take care of insofar as trade and occupational education is con-
cerned as well as all other vocational educational aspects? How much
additional funding would you suggest

Mr. HUNT. I would leave the snggesti "n as to amount, to some of
the others who will speak to us. It is costing more not to meet the
needs than it is to meet the needs.

Given the fact that the Federal Government is involved in a lot
of other expenditures, this is an appropriate area for us to have a
very substantial input from the Federal level.

Chairman PE3IXINS. I want to congratulate you on your matching
of $5 to $1.

Mr. Andrews, any questions,
Mr. Arnazwe. No; I believe not.
Chairman PERKINS. Thank you.
Dr. Fountain, Dr. Ben E. Fountain. Jr., State president North

Carolina Department of Community Colleges.
I see many youngsters coming in and I am delighted we are in this

great institution, this great university which won the national basket-
ball championship this year.

Go right ahead, Dr. Fountain.

STATEMENT OF DR. BEN E. FOUNTAIN, ER., STATE PRESIDENT,
NORM CAROLINA DNPARTNENT OP CONXITNITY COLLEGES,
BOARD OF EDUCATION

Dr. FOUNTAIN. Thank you very much. My name is Ben Fountain
and I am State president, North ,:,rolina Department of Community
Colleges.

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee. it is a pleasure for
me to represent the Department of Community Colleges of the State
Board of Education and the 57 institutions of the system. We ap-
preciate the opportunity to comment, through this paper prepared
by personnel in the department. on vocational legislation and its ef-
fect on postsecondary vocational programs.

The Congress is to be commended for the support it has maintained
for vocational education. Since the passage of the Smith-Hughes Act
in 1917, all subsequent vocational education acts have provided for the
development of more comprehensive programs, services, and activities.
The Federal, State. and local partnership that has endured these many
years has provided educational and training opportunities through
the community college system to 431,174 North Carolinians in 1972.
73. Although this figure represents the total enrollment in our system
in all programs. vocational education continues to be the major pro-
gram thrust of the technical institutes and community colleges.

Efforts to expand post :secondary vocational education opportu-
nities in North Carolina coincided closely with the passage of the Na-
tional Defense Education Act of 195g. At that time, only limited
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preparatory vocational education opportunities were available to
adults 16 years of age and older.

Chairman Puterss. Dr. Fountain, if you will permit me and pardon
me for interrupting you for just a moment. I noticed we have with us
this morning numerous high school and junior high school students.
They are accompanied by Mrs. Molly Madison and Mr. Richardsan
of Wake Forest. I want to say to this distinguished class that we are
here to get grassroot views in order that we may formulate better
ideas and opinions as to how we may strengthen vocational educa-
tion because we realize that all youngsters are not going to college and
perhaps should not go to college. or if they do go to colloge, will need
technical training. We feel it is our duty and our responsibility to
see that all youngsters who need industrial oriented training, agri-
culture training or craft training, have that opportunity and not be
deprived.

We have thousands and thousands within your State and my State
that cannot be admitted to a vocational school today. The purposes
of these hearings is to get the views of how we can make sure that we
can see to it that every youngster or every adult who needs to be
retrained will have the opportunity to attend a technical school so
that he ^an become a taxpayer and not depend upon welfare.

Proceed and excuse me for interrupting you.
Dr. FOUNTAIN. Thank yon.
To meet increasing manpower requirements of our rapidly indus-

trializing economy. the 1957 general assembly initiated the develop-
ment of highly specialized Industrial Education Centers committed
to providing additional vocational education opportunities. Dining
1963. when Congress considered and passed the ocational Education
Act of 1963, the North Carolina General Assembly created the prese.it
community college system. and the "Itate Board of Education R as
designed as the governing body. The 20 industrial education centers
became the nucleus of the present day 57-institution system of compre-
hensi% e technical institutes and community colleges.

The community college system was founded upon two major prin-
ciples: an open-door policy and comprehensive programing. Individ-
uals. 18 years or older. whether high school graduates or not. can
find in one of these institutions educational opportunities fitted to their
abilities and needs. By State statute. every institution must offer voca-
tional. technical. and adult education programs. Twenty-six technical
institutes also offer a general education program. The community
colleges must offer one additional program. the college transfer pro-
gram. The Community college system in North Carolina today has
the primary responsibility for community education for adults in this
State.

Since 1963. when 18 tecnnical and 20 vocational programs were
offered, we have expanded our offerings to the point that now we
offer 108 technical and 63 vocational programs. Included are a wide
range of programs for training allied heelth professionals.. ngineering
technicians. agricultural and natural sciencz paraprofessionals. busi-
ness and office personnel. personal service workers. building and con-
struction tradesmen. metalworking tradesmen. mechanics and main-
tenance persol..pl.

2 :4
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Growth in occupational enrollment in the institutions has been
equally significant. In 1968-69, under 30,000 individuals were enrolled
in 1- and 2-year occupational curriculum programs;, and 86,146 adults
were enrolled in occupational extension courses. During the 1972-73
fiscal year, 54.650 individuals were enrolled in occupational curriculum
programs leading to degrees or diplomas. There were 171,461 adults
enrolled in occupational extemion short courses.

The State Board of Education in North Carolina governs vocational
education in the secondary and post-secondary systems. Single board
supervision of the secondary and post-secondary programs insures a
minimum of unnecessary program duplication and provides for co-
operative planning and educational service. One third of the Federal
vocational funds available to the State are expended for the post-
secondary programs under established State Board of Education pol-
icy. Since 1968. the expenditures for current operations, equipment,
adult occupational programs, and construction have more than doubled.
In 1973 the annual fiscal report, submitted to the U.S. Office of Educa-
tion. indicated a total of $66.201,000 was expended as you have already
mentioned; $4,925,000 of this total was Federal vocational funds, and
.$61.276.000. State and local funds.

The Lieutenant Governor did not mention the significant increaser
for community colleges and technical institutions. His role in this
regard was a major role in the 1973 and 1974 general assembly. Them
was an increase of about 40 percent. The technical institutions and
colleges in North Carolina will use most of this money for vocational
education.

We have attempted to use these funds wisely in the development of
the comprehensive occupational programs ana services offered to the
adult citizens of North Carolina. Short-term planning and long-range
planning were and are key elements in the rapid development of our
post-secondary system. Decisions concerning programs to be offered
are based upon manpower needs and occupational needs data. The de-
velopment of training opportunities is dependent upon the availability
and timeliness of funding for facilities, equipment, and operational
costs.

Now, my next section comments as the Lieutenant. Governor has
already done has to be subject to late funding. I would second what
you and he have said about this. It is even more critical for our system
in that we operate on a 12-month basis and delayed funding is a
tremendous problem.

In recent years, late funding and the uncertainty of the level of
funding of Federal appropriations have compounded the problem of
trministering vocational education programs.

The passage in 1970 of the "Tydings amendment." allowing the use
of unexpended Federal funds during the succeeding fiscal year, has
provided some measure of relief prior to its expiration. Congresi
should consider making ac permanent legislation the concept of carry-
ing over unexpended funds to the next fiscal year.

Our pc t-secondary system operates on a full calendar year schedule.
When Federal appropriations are late, programs funded from cate-
gorical funds are jeopardized. Local administrators are inclined to
close down a program when funding is in doubt. for they are not per-
mitted to encumber funds not duly appropriated.
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We would recommend that forward funding be applied to vocational
funds.

Although post-secondary occupational education has been the re-
cipient of increased undiag. the continued demand for programs and
services will require additional funding.

And now to move also to the quest:on you addressed to the Lieutenant
Governor.

We recommend that Congress continue to provide and to increase
funding for vocational education and to modify the Vocational Educa-
tion Amendments Act of 19itii to provide increased flexibility at the
State level to plan and develop programs consistent with State needs.

We also recommend t17. funning of title X. part A and part B. of
the Educatienal Amendments At of 1972 at the level of $15,700,000
for part A and tit:0 million for past B. This added support would

in assuring adequate plan r.ing and development of our institu-
tion& particularly those wait,: are still in temporary facilities. and
would help provide for the development of areas of trunng which are
not offered presently.

The fishing induAry along the coast of North Carolina is in danger
of declining becau* of decreaas d. cat.-hes of fish brought about by
polluted waters an i EnereaW. operating Employment and a
soiree of food are in t-,pareiy. An increase in funding from the Sea
Grant Art of ItY6 for oc.rupstiontl programs related to environ-
r.iental science and marine technology would assist in the development
of our coastal waters as a more plentiful food source and would create
the demand for more jobs.

I more to another term. differing guidelines exist in work-study
Programs funded from the Higher Eduction Act and the Vocational
Education Act. As our poteconiltry institutions qualify for fund-
in 2' from either source. let me note for you some problems.

The vocational work-study promm limits the ages of eligible
stuclerts from 15 to upper-level age restriction prevents num-
bers of our students frczn being eLgible for this program for example.
2t3.:2114 individual ; enrolled in our 2.2CitutiOns during the 1972-73
term were older than a(-e 2! and. therefore. not eligible. There is no
age restriction under the oo:lege work-stecly Program. which we com-
mend. We recotr_mend that the g-d.delines for the vocational work-study
pro2Tarn 1e the same as the guidelines for the college "York-study
program: that is. with no upper age rft-triction.

Another fa.rtor of the roczyrional work-study program is
the limitation of innme whi-h can 1.e earned by the student. A resi
dent vocational :_tnite,i to earring .S47, per month or 5<3r.0
r4n. aaderni year. A .N1r --_--.:tirt. student can earn. ii( per month or
it:dio net- 3r.idern:A- year. This corr.reni.stion unrealistic in these in-
flatirmary t:_rnes. for a p-1:-.--tR-co-rdary g-:,-lent who pays a nominal
tu:t:on. p:Inhase-s h:s looks and r,:nt,:es. provides transportation.
and in SOrr3 :-sr, e.-e4

When in i-,q:tetion from 1-.crh a:-*.s the technical
iro lent 01-: `re Near;. -study funds for an average
of hn% -z. re?'" w-eek srzi the -47....--azional student must be re-
st- frrm :"="- rh,-r -reek be.-ans...? of ti-A limitation of
2ro- t:_s: the ,:-ol;e-cre work -study provisions
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are sound and the sane provisions should apply to the vocational
work-study programs.

Congress has used categorical funding to emphasize the need for
more effort in exemplary and cooperative education programs and in
programs for the disadvantaged and for the handicapped. The re-
sponse in North Caroline was to adapt the programing to carry out
congressional intent. The result was an increase in educational serv-
ices in the designated program areas. We found, However, that as the
programs developed and as the staff competencies increased, the
guidelines and rules and regulations were too restrictive. We propose
that Congress initiate broader categories of funding which would
build an incentive approach to fending. An increase in funding for
accomplishment, we have learned in North. Carolina, produces more
desirable results than withholding of funding for less than satis-
factory performance.

We hope these comments will be of assistance to the committee mem-
bers as von consider the strengths and weaknesses of vocational educa-
tion legislation,

For more detailed statistical information about the North Carolina
Community College system, we are providing additional material
for use by the committee.

I add.my word of welcome to you again to North Carolina and
we hope you will come back soon.

Chairman PERKINS. We thank you very such for your testimony.
It has been moo helpful, Dr. Fountain. would like to ask you just
a question or two.

I share your viewpoint that we should fund title 10. Congressman
Andrews and myself, nal I am very sure Congressman Quie. are
hopeful that we will appear before the House Committee on Appro-
priations next week and ask that that be done.

In addition, we are going to ask that more money be place'', 'n the
bill for vocational education and for the handicapped. I woo. l;ke to
ask you if, in your opinion, since you are receinng from the Federal
Government for poqtseconeary education, $4.925,000 and you are
receiving for secondary education in North Carolina $11,246,000.
which is more than $5 to $1 matched, if we increase that type of
funding from the Federal let-el. do you feel that the same incentive
would be present in North Carolina? For instance, if that figure for
postsecondary was increased from $4 to $8 million do von feel that
same incentive would be present for you to go ahead and match
to the extent you are presently matching today and this would
be more or less seed money to create the incentive?

Am I right in my thinking?
Dr. FOCNTkIN. Yes. sir, had you asked me directly how much this

amount should be increased, I would probably have said double, which
is what you have just indicated. We could use the additional funds
wisely in North Carolina. In my judgment, the State of North
Carolina would continue to match at the same level it is matching for
the foreseeable future. This State is committed and the people are
demanding and using these resources. I forsee it is a great seed pro-
gram and will be matched.

Chairman Pr.ax,Nc. From your experience in your position. how
much more money is it goinw to take from the Federal level to take care
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of technical training at the postsecondary level if we serve all these
youngsters and adults who are requesting to be served in North
Carolina?

Mr. HUNT. As you know from the figures you have just read, we
are touching approximately 10 percent of the population of this State.
Of the 5 million in the public schools, we are touching 10 percent of
our total 5 million population. I do not know what the upper limit of
demand for funding will be. There are so many factors involved
such as inflation, cost of equipment, and salaries. These things must
rise in keeping with the inflation of times. I would say we should
anticipate some increase but I have no idea what the upper level would
be unless we could hold constant some of these other factors.

Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Andrews?
Mr. ANDREWS. I would like to thank you for your statement.
When I came to the general assembly in 1959. I well remember there

was an attempt to bring industry into North Carolina but we did not
have the skilled labor to attract industry here. I assume vocational
education at all levels was the objective. I understand from that rela-
tively small beginning our State has become rated second to California.
I am proud of that and I am sure you deserve some commendation for
that.

In North Carolina, the years immediately preceding 1973, more of
the money, considerably more, back in 1970. went to secondary educa-
tion rather than postsecondary education. It seems that has twisted
around and for 197 3. we had more money going to postsecondary than
to secondary for posteducational purposes.

Do you think that is a trend which will continue. No. 1; and. second,
is that because of Federal guidelines or Icral decisions?

Dr. Fot XTAIN. Before I respond to that question, I um a relatively
newcomer to Raleigh and I appreciate your words of commendation
but they belong to Dallas Herrino. and Luther Hodges, members of
tlw general assembly. who had the foresight to see the potential here.
While I am now receiving some credit for it, I am really not due that
but I have enjoyed working with this program.

To get back to your question, it is not as far as I knek, any local or
Federal policy change which has brought about a greater emphasis
than we have had in the past in technical institutes and community
mil:es. I think it is a shift in degree because we are a relatively new
and growing program and any time you have a new or growing and
developing program coming into a funding picture, you will see a
greater perc:ntage rise than in the old program. Perhaps the way to
respond is that this program is taking its rightful position along
with higher education, along with elementary and secondary educa-
tion, not only to supplement.

I do not think we are deemphasizing anything else. I think we are
making available a relatively new program for the people of North
Carolina and this will affect tbe percentages.

Mr. AxnaF.ws. If I may say another word, the Congress has been a
little'bit abused as to delayed funding, but it is not all the Congress.
Here on this very campus as of last week, nobody knew how much
Federal money would be available for loans and grants for those My:
are to be here in September. The Congress provided money for that
purpose I believe more than 3 months ago. approximately that. At
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sny rate the Office of Education still has not notified any institution
ia the country as far as I know, how much that institution is going to
receive. They said they do not have enough computers and personnel.
Maybe with all the training yon can do, maybe you could loan them
a few. :1-'4.) it is not altogether Congress. although we have to accept
some of the blame.

Dr. FOrNTAIN. We under-Aand that and the budgetary procedures
which I unden4and are pretty close to enactment which will also help
the problem. But bureaucracy is also a problem.

Chairman PERKIN Thank you very much. Mr. Fotuitain.
Mr. Radcliffe, any questions
Mr. RADCLIFFE. No.
Chairman PMIKINS. Our next witness is Charles J. La v. Jr., direc-

tor. DITision of Occupational Education. North Carolina Department
of Public Iraniction.

You may proceed, Dr. Law.

STATE= OF DB, CHARLES J. LAW. JR., DIRECTOR, DIVISION
OP OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION. NORTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT
OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION

Dr. L. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee. thank you for
co*- az to :Forth Carolina_

As ,iireetor of occupational education. I have the responsibility for
the expenditure of Federal and State funds for vocational education
in loth our secondary and postsecondary system. Though my respon-
sibilities are this broad* I will confine my comments, to the secondary.
program. sin,* Dr. Ben 1 'camtain. president of the department of
cornmanity clleg.es. has so well stated the case for our postsecondary
sratem.-North Carolina has always related extremely well to the work ethic.
North Carolinians believe in work and in work experience for our
children on the farm. m the schools. in the factories. and in business
and h%pird:S. ;Corth Carolinians arc concerned because even through
our educational s.-ystem seems to have been able to meet relatively well
the r.eds of our college -bound youth. we have by no means been able
to keep pace with the demands for competency made upon our high
school graduates and early leavers (dropouts) by our evolving indus-
trial and business complexes. Thus. more and more of our students in
t*et. two categ-,ties and also those students who enter college but do
not finish find themselves in a job market with little to sell in the way
of North Carolinians care about this.

Our general 1.%embly has supported and continues to support the
need for increased vocational education opportunities. However, we
end that though opportunities have grown, particularly since the
Vocational Edu7stien Amendments of 1965 and subsequent funding of
fr:ese arnendmmts_ these opportunities still are far few and lack
the comprehensiveness. which our students need. Our State board of
edu:-ation. has led the way into new areas of vocational emphasis over
the years. As has been mentioned by Dr. Ben Fountain, the community
coll_ege sys..tern came into existence in 1963 and is a facet of our edu-
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rational approach of which all North Carolinians are proud. Little is
known about a small program known as introduction to vocations
was funded in our high schools that really became the basis of our
occupational exploration ideas. Subsequently, under the leadership of
Gov. Robert Scott, in 1968 a middle grades exploration program
was funded at a cost of $3 million per year to expand the ideas begun
in introduction to vocations. These have all helped to broaden our
program base. The most recent act of support has been the receipt by
the State board of education of $5 million of additional money to sup-
port vocational education programs in the public elementary and sec -
ondarr schools in fiscal years 1974-75. It is my sincere hope that this
$5 million appropriation will become the nucleus from where North
Carolina may develop a monetary base for vocational education pro-
grams supported totally by State dollars. Upon this basic foundation,
I should like to propose that both present and future Federal funding
of our programs might then rest.

The history of Federal incentive funding for vocational education
in our State shows that Federal dollars spent for this purpose in North
Carolina generate State dollars at a ratio of 3 to 1. It is my considered
opinion that Federal dollars are wisely spent when used for new solu-
tions to old problems and require States to contribute to and then es-
sentialv support that which is proven beneficial. I should hope to see
eventually a delivery system for vocational education programs that
would be modeled after the agricultural extension structure which I
have personally seen work so effectively. If we could have Federal
dollars in such a way as to encourage us to do research, then follow
that research with good teaching of what we learn and, most impor-
tantly of all, then extend that to each classroom across the State, I
believe we would have part of the answer.

Many people will speak to the need to have massive input of Federal
dollars. I should like to give my attention to other concerns which per-
haps trouble me even more than lack of money. These, in specific order
of reference are, first, late receipt of funds, second, restrictive pur-
poses for which funds may be expended, and, third, reporting required
for expenditure of funds.

FORWARD FUNDING

My greatest personal problem of administration over the past 41/2
years has been that time and time again I have had to approach our
State superintendent and State board of education with information
that once again the extent of our receipt of funding would not be
known until sometime after the school year had begun. Specifically, let
me document.

Item No. 1: Our basic grant award for fiscal year 1973 was received
by our State superintendent of public instruction in North Carolina in
the following manner: (1) First quarter allotment was dated in the
regional office in Atlanta on January 16, 1973; (2) second quarter
allotment war dated on January 17,1973; and (3) third quarter allot-
ment was'clatA January 31,19113. By this time, school was well under-
way and obviously funds could not be expended properly in ways
which were intended.
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Item No. 2: The grant award for fiscal year 1974 was received by
the State superintendent's office on September 5, 1973. Again, the same
problem faced the State board of education. A tragic correlation that
particular year was that in order to assure the continuation of ongoing
programs in North Carolina our State board had to essentially with-
hold approximately $3.6 million available from State, funds as of
July 1, 1973, in order that then ongoing programs could be continued
if Federal funds were not received. Thus, we found ourselves in a very
difficult situation when our own general assembly held us accountable
for expenditure of funds for fiscal year 1974 in terms of documentation
of program expansion.

Item No. 3: The most recent example of late receipt of information
can be found in EPDA. On April 16, 1974, my office received notifica-
tion from the U.S. Office of Edneation regarding availability of funds
for EPDA, part F, section 552, leadership development program for
vocational education. This announcement required the most massive
input of State and local time and effort to secure adequately qualified
nominees and to secure adequate data for the approval of the institu-
tion offering training than I have yet seen come in a request of this
type. In addition, the notification allowed my office 16 working days
to have this information completed and back in the office in Washing-
ton. During this period of time, I am supposed to find qualified ap-
plicants. make sure they are acceptable to the university of their choice,
screen these applicants, and provide other data. These requirements
in this time frame will simply mean that only people already in the
program and easily accessible to the system will stand a chance of
being nominated and little gain will come to our people from expendi-
ture of these funds.

RESTRItaivt, CATEGORIES OF FUNDS

I understand and highly respect the need for categorical funding
of certain types. I do believe that categorical funding for vocational
education has made advances but I cannot refuse to ask questions about
the process and where proper categorization should end. For example,
in my own experience as a vocational agriculture teacher, I know that
the needs of disadvantaged and handicapped children were being met
prior to the 10-percent and 15- percent requirement based on funding.
I also know that this restriction (though it has increased the concern
over disadvantaged and handicapped children) has required essen-
tially meaningless changes being made in already good programs in
order that proper documentation could be given to support the fact
that changes have been made in that program. I would go so far as
to request that if a No. 1 priority of the Congress is for programs
aimed at compensation and exceptionality. then I would prefer to see
additional moneys for this purpose conk to our State outside the
vocational program. if in the same act our 10 percent for handicapped
and 15 percent for disadvantaged restriction were removed. This would
be better than seeing North Carolina's share of additional Federal
resources divided among vocational programs, compensatory educa-
tion programs. and exceptional programs. thus giving my staff more
money but maintaining the restriction of 10 percent and 15 percent.
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REPORTING

Perhaps this is not your concern, Mr. Congressman, this is not your
bailiwick, perhaps. Mr. Congressman We have 151 local superintend-
ents responsible to their board for the expenditure of their money.

I have already spoken to the burden of repotting. No one is more
aware that a State director of the possibility of misuse of funds in a
State. Accountability is essential. I happen to prefer the Federal Gov-
ernment holding the State of North Carolina accountable for meeting
the total needs of its citizens and auditing that effort in uny way
deemed necessary to the present method. This now expends much of
my time, the time of my staff, and more importantly, local staff time
in documenting our activities to Washington. I have seen no improve-
ment in terms of accountability which is guaranteed by having to re-
port through the present mechanism. There must be a better way.

I certainly would have to agree, as one of the first who has appeared
here from the State department of education, in terms of our working
relationship with this committee. I would like to commend the mem-
bi.rs of the committee for their understanding of vocational needs. This
committee has meant more to the educational system than most our
people will ever know. Perhaps more than anything else, you are
pushing us to do a better job. On top of it all, the thing wo appreciate

imost is your willingness to involve us in your deliberations in this
very important matter. I will be glad to respond if there are questions
to my presentation.

Mr. ANDREWS. Thank you. May I introduce my colleague from North
Congrressman Bill Lehman. The first hearing I ever attended

as a Member of Congress happened to be in Congressman I.kliman's
district. Bill, even though you are from Florida and proud of it, may
I recall to you it was bitterly cold and windy in Miami this time of the
year and we are extremely pleased we can offer you beautiful weather
here today.

Thank you for your statement, 11Ir. Law and may I say one of the
strange things I sound in going to Washington, they would say we
are considering and debating an authorization for ,z certain purpose.
As a iner.iber of the general assembly here, I thought we passed
that biil. it meant wo had authorized the funds and the funds were on
the -.say. It was very disconcerting for me to know that when you pass
tint uthorization you really haven't done anything.

In terms of the work of the Committee on Education and Labor. we
can offer bills only on appropiaeons but before this money can leave
anywhere, we then have to get from the appropriation committee, an
appropriation bill to appropriate, the funds being authorized.

I have asked the question of many and no one has quite satisfied me
yet as to why that is the procedure in Congress. but that is it. Fre-
quently, our committee gets it to the Congress in time. Even if the
departments are going to delay for 90 days as they have in recent
instances. you still would not be very far behind. But that gap which
comes is frequently many months and there is really nothing we can
do about it. So. again by way of some explanation, the blame, so to
speak. for the extreme difficulty you are suffering is divisible in many
parts and is not curable entirely by us. We will take your message back.
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Charles, do you have questions of Dr. Law?
Mr. RADCLINTS. I have one.
You spoke of two categories but of course there are other cate-

gorical grants within the act as amended in 1968cooperative edu-
cation, research, innovation, curriculum development, personnel
development, et cetera. Now, how do you feel about the possible fold-
ing in of some or all of those? I am not talking about taking away
the funds authorized for those programs, but the folding in of some
or all of those into your general grant which you get for general pur-
poses? Also, what do you feel the results would be of such action in
North Carolina? Perhaps because North Carolina is blessed with one
of the best directors of vocational education in the country, in in
judgment, perhaps I should also ask what you think the effects of such
consolidation would be in other States, without specifying the States.
but generally?

Dr. LAW. I have looked very carefully at the categories within
the funding within our purview and I have not yet seen an item
categorized to be particularly 'significant by the Congress which does
not concern us in our own department of public education. It has not
forced us to do, in terms of actual expenditure of funds, things we
would not have been interested in doing anyhow. They are, I feel,
perfectly safe in saying two things; that North Carolina is represented
by our teachers, staff, laymen. We would under no circumstances in
my own opinion, leave out expenditures in any of the categories now in
there. In fact, we might add some as we have done with State funding.
We would appreciate the flexibility of doing it without feeling it was
required in the way it was. I feel the same purposes would be served
better because it would be our own decision as opposed to an imposed
decisionwhich always begins to bother people.

Second, in terms of moneys, I think you would feel the increased
flexibility this would give us. It would end up in the final analysis
by North Carolina and the Congress being much more pleased with
the program we are offering them that which we have now. Plus, it
'would almost zliminate the massive amount of reporting we are re-
quired to do to guarantee that we have met tO the penny, those things
specified.

Now, in terms of your second question, Mr. Radcliffe, and I appre-
ciate the comment very sincerely, I am not sure I know. I would
suggest when my friend Mr. Guemple from Texas appears before
you, he might recite this information. I have to face all 50 of my
peers in 'Washington next week and I am not about to comment on that.

Mr. Ammtaws. There are many No. l's around here recently. I am
proud of it. Bill Lehman probably is the first politician who cannot
speak. Bill. I am told, has laryngitis. That is another No. 1. Thank you.

Our next witness is a panel consisting of Mr. John Massey, iCT
coordinator. Smithfield-Selma Senior High Sehool; Mrs. Helen
Sibley, teacher of handicapped students, Wake Forest ; Mr. Robert
A. Smith, president of North Carolina Vocational Agriculture
Teachers' Association ; Mrs. Sally ProfItt, teacher of distributive
education, Asheboro High School ; and Mrs. Elaine C. McDaniel,
teacher of Fnglisb, Jones Senior High School, Trenton, N.C.

If you will, Mr. 'Massey, just go ahead and proceed as a panel.
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STATEMENT OF JOHN MASSEY, INDUSTRIAL COOPERATIVE
TRAINING COORDINATOR, SMITHFIELD -SELMA SENIOR HIGH
SCHOOL, JOHNSTON COUNTY SCHOOL SYSTEM, JOHNSTON COUNTY,
I.C.

Mr. Maur. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and other members of
your panel. May I say at this point, the programs we have in North
Carolina I feel are the finest programs in the Nation.

Gentlemen, today I am representing Smithfield-Selma Senior High
School which has an enrollment of approximately 1,300 students.
The faculty within this school system numbers 68.

The curriculum offerings within the school include three major
areas: (1) College preparatory and general education with 37 faculty
members; (2) business education with 4 faculty members; and (3)
occupational education with 15 faculty members, and 12 other faculty
members in the following areasROTC, guidance, librarian, music,
physical education, and art.

II. TRADE AND INDUSTELLL ET JCATION PROGRAM

Trade and industrial education in Smithfield-Selma Senior High
School consists of three major areas: Introduction to industrial edu-
cation, trade preparatory training, and industrial cooperative train-
ing. These programs ale designed to meet the needs of occupation
education students based upon local, State, and national employment
trends.

A. Introduction to industrial education is a 1-hour introductory
and exploratory course for 9th- and 10th-grade students. This course
provides hands-on experiences in shop laboratories using tools and
equipment common to the trades. An example of this type of program

iis construction industries, which includes several trades common to the
construction field such as carpentry, bricklaying, drafting, plumbing,
electrical wiring? and cabinetmaking. Approximately 4 to 6 weeks of
instruction"; is given in each trade. Students are able to choose from
these experiences the type of occupational training they wish to pursue
in their junior and senior years.

B. Trade preparatory training courses are 3 hours in length and
provide instruction in a specific trade. This course provides hands-on
practical work experiences in shop laboratories using tools and equip-
ment appropriate to the trade. An example mould be ani,omotive
mechanics program in which students are given instruction in the
fundamental skills and technical knowledge of the trade. At this
point students are beginning to specialize in their chesen occupation.

C. Industrial cooperative training is a cooperative education pro-
gram that provides 1 hour of instruction each day in a related occupa-
tion with on-the-job training in the afternoon. An e:,ample. in the
industrial cooperative training program woukt be that of a dental
assistant. Whereas the practicing dentist provides the on-the-job
training aspect and the 1-hour general and job related studies is pro-
vided in the school.
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II. GENERAL INFORMATION ABOUT INDUSTRIAL COOPERATIVE TRAINING
PROGRAM

A. The specific responsibilities of an industrial cooperative training
clordinator are as follows: (1) Selecting students for the cooperative
program; (2) providing job placement dependent upon students
occupational choice and availability of employment opportunities;
(3) directing the general and job related studies for each student at
the school in the cooperative program; (4) followup with the employer
as to the students progress and needs which dictates his 1-hour study
program; (5) maintaining good public relations between the school,
industry, business, and the general community; (6) placement .of
(rreduating seniors not in occupational education programs.

13. The industrial cooperative training students are released at noon
to work on jobs in industry, business and services for the on-the-iob
training aspect. The student receives credit for this experience and it
is counted toward the graduation requirements at his or her school.
These students also receive wages while they are working in these
on-the-job training experiences. For many of the industrial coopera-
tive training students the earnings enable them to stay in school, pre -
pare and save for college, and in some cases even support themselves.
The pay scale for industrial cooperative training students in our area
ranges from $1.75 to $.55 per hour, dependent upon their occupational
choice and abilities. These cooperative students work approximately
2.5 hours per week and also carry the required courses for graduation.
Upon graduation the student may pursue his chosen occupation or
continue his education on a higher level.

C. The variety of cooperative programs available to students is lim-
ited only by industry and business within a given community. Other
examples of cooperative programs are automotive trades, medical
services, weldirg, machinist, sheet metal mechanic, drafting, electri-
cian, television repairman, carpentry, and bricklayng.

D. Each student who takes part in the cooperative program is
placed on a job which reflects 'his choice and ability. With the coopera-
tion of industry and business, Industrial Cooperative Training pro-
grams are the least expensive type of occupational programs offered
because of their nature and design. The employer provides equipment,
tools, and training necessary to train the student which is not true with
other trade and industrial education programs.

E. Follow'ip on students indicates approximately 80 percent of stu-
dents trained in industrial cooperative training programs remain in
the occupation trained for or a related occupation. Employers are
most cooperative with the school and proud to employ graduates
trained in the industrial cooperative training program.

F. Youth Club activities ere an important part in the development
of the trade and industrial education student. They have the. oppor-
tunity in most schools of membership in the VICA Youth Club (Voca-
tional Industrial Clubs of America). VICA is active locally and asso-
ciated with state and national activities under the guidance of trade,
industrial. and technical teachers. The organization emphases leader-
ship development. citizenship. character development, and social corn-
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petence. The overall emphasis is on general personal development for
the individual student. Respect for the dignity of work, high stand-
ards of trade ethics, workmanship, scholarship, and safety are also a
major goal and, objective of the individual club member. Enrollment
has increased from 10,000 members in 1972 to 11,000 members in 1973.

III. TRENDS

A. Growth in trade and industrial education has been rapid in
North Carolina. In 1972, there was approximately 127,000 students
enrolled in occupational programs.

B. Projections indicate the enrollitient in 1977 will be approxi-
mately 183,000 students. Over the State the request for new and addi-
tional programs far exceeds State money available. There is a demand
for trade and industrial education programs by both occupational
and academically oriented students. An example of this demand would
be the Smithfield-Selma Senior High School. The student body is
composed of 1,300 students; approximately 70 percent are enrolled
in one or more occupational course.

IV. CONCERNS

A. Facilities in most cases across the State are crowded and poorly
planned and arranged. Often the planners are not informed or familiar
with the minimum facilities necessary to teach courses in trade and
industrial education.

B. Equipment in many ewes is old, outdated, and not appropriate
for the skills being taught in these programs.

C. Materials needed to teach a rands -on -nurse in trade and indus-
trial education are often in short supply. Local funds are iust not
available to purchase these needed expendable materials. Without
these materials some students do not get the full benefit of a good
hands-on-experiNice.

D. Teaching materials and aids such as films, filmstrips, books, text
manuals, and r diovisual materials are much in need of updating and
many additions are needed.

E. Curriculum ,elides and outlines for various programs need to be
lipdated and rewritten.

F. Stanch., are either lacking or insufficient in organizing and
implementing ,cupational courses. There should be seine standards
set as to class size, teacher load, specific duties of teacher, equipment
and facilities for all courses in Trade and Industrial Education.

G. Certification standards should be developed for all programs
and adhered to in all situations.

II. Professional education courses taken for renewal of certificates
should be directly related to the teacher area of instruction.

I. More relevant method courses are needed by all occupational
teachers.

3. Teacher training institutions should design their programs to be
more applicable to the needs of teachers in the field.

K. More funds are needed for additional teachers.
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L. Additional funds are needed for more experimental programs
in occupational education.

In conclusion I believe that the Vocational Education Act of 1968
is desperately needed in the State of North Carolina. Furthermore, it
is my opinion that without continued and greater financial support.
in the future that a great injustice will be done to the students not only
in our State but also these United States.

It is earnestly hoped that your committee will recommend author-
izing legislation to continue occupational education programs.

Let me thank you again for allowing me to share with you my
opinions concerning trade and industrial education in the great State
of North Carolina.

Mr. ANDREWS. Thank vou. We talk in millions and millions of dol-
lars. It is especially good to hear from those of you who are working
with those kids.

Mrs. Sibley.

STATEAENT OP HELEN P. SIBLEY, EXPLORATORY VOCATIONAL
TRAINING INSTRUCTOR, wen FOREST-ROLESVILLE JUNIOR
HIGH SCHOOL, WAKE COUNTY SCHOOL SYSTEM, N.C.

Mrs. SIBLEY. It is a pleasure to be hers aid I know I have no need
to tell these fine gentlemen about our State of North Carolina.. You
brought them here so I am sure you had something to tell them before
bringing them here.

I will read my full text unless you promise you will read it because
there is a lot in it I want you to know. I have tried to summarize it. I
have tried to be as brief as possible.

Mr. ANDREWS. The full statement will be placed in the record. You
may proceed as you deem appropriate.

Sirs. SIBLEY. I teach in a small town about. 16 miles north of Raleigh,
a beautiful town where we now have our Southeastern Baptist semi -
nary, formerly Wake Forest College. My program is at the junior
high school which until 1970, was formerly an all black union school,
1 through 12. The school is located in a black neighborhood and was
the center of neighborhood activity until 1970. The school being on the
edge of the town, didn't get its share of the paved roads, streets and
sidewalks which were found normally around white schools. The black
people keenly felt the loss of "their" school. The white people in the
town did not want to come or send their children to this school but
biracial groups were formed and great progress has been made.

Our school has widely separated facets. Our students range from
children of seminary professors and other professional people to chil-
dren of very low welfare families. This broad difference has not yet
been handled by our school.

I am the vocational part of a team this year. This came about because
the guidelines for meeting handicapped flid being able to be funded,
almost paralleled the guidelines for the Exceptional Children.; Divi-
sion. We, the EMR teacher and I. decided to form a team and felt we
could help the student in a better way. We have one-fourth TMR
students, one-half EMR students. The rest are afflicted with learning
disabilities, hearing and visual problems.

There are two of us who try to do it. alone in the classroom.
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In my paper which has been handed to you, you have a listing of the
students and their reading levels which run from zero to third grade
and there are IQ's ranging from below 46, to a 72. I do have an advisory
council. I work very closely with vocational rehabilitation, social
service and since we have had no art teacher in our school, I have en-
couraged and asked a friend of mine to come in one afternoon a week
to teach art to the students. As a team, we are trying to do social devel-
opment. We arc trying to do reading and communication skills. We
are trying to do computation skills and we are trying to introduce
then to the world of work. This is my part of that team. These students
are Seventh, eighth and ninth graders who come from a very wide
school attendance area which took place when integration took place.
The world of work, of course, is my responsibility. I do help out with
the other aspects but we found that the guidelines that were set up
would require us to have additional help for testing. So, we have had
a private psychologit who has come and has tested all our students in
our program. Now, we know these peoplepsychologistsare avail-
able from the State Department but they could not possibly get around
to all they would need to tit and have the teachers advice as to howbest to handle these students. So we have done this at a cost If $40
to 460 per child but this way to spend money was approved as the
result of the 1968 action.

There are many stories I could tell you about, how this money was
spent, but this is money well spent and has helped us with each student
tested.

I want to take time right here to tell you one story. Cumulative
folders many times do not tell or show you the true picture. I began
working with a young man who physically did not appear to be 19
years old. Therefore, he was saying he was 16. When I went to the
home and when I inyc-stigated this situation, it turns out he did not
start to school until he was 11 for various reasons, but in group test-
ing. he had a reading level so low the only test score on his folder was
a 5:2 IQ. He was one of the first tested with money from Federal
funds. When the reports came back, he tested out to be very normal at
a 92 IC. I broturlit him in and talked with him and told him about
this and tears rolled down his cheeks and he said, "doyou really mean
I am all right" All these years he had been told he was retarded and
he had been pushed to the back of the mom.

Now, I see a special need for money. for in-service training of which
I have already taken advantage. In North Carolina. we have a lot of
in-service training for teachers working with handicapped children.
I have also worked with some of the workshops and taken extra
classes to upgrade myself as to the knowledge I shouldhave. We need
much more money for adapting and training our teachers how to use
our present school materials and the equipment. For some reason
I find that the trend is going to be towards putting these very low
IQ children back into the mainstream of education. I am all for this,
for a part of the day but I think there is a certain part of the day
they need to be brouolit out. Maybe if the schools could have music.
art and PE. this would be fine but they do need their own special
lei el with people trained to meet each child's need. We certainly need
some curriculum development or guides. I have been doing my own
thing. Every year I have changed the program to fit the needs of the
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students, and maybe this is good. We need more materials to introduce
these students to the world of work, to show them hands-on experience
and to be able to bring the outside world in for them to see and cer-
tainly to take thbni from the schoolroom into theoutside world. These
students who came hero today from my school as a part of social
stadia, I am so proud of. I do not think I teach any of these students.
They had to pay their own way for this field trip. If I take these
students whom I work with and we go on a field trip, sometimes they
do not all get to go or I pay their way. So some never get to go.
There are some of the students who have never seen a movie and some
of the students live in homes where there are notelevisions.

To me, all education is learning to live, learning how to live and
be happy. So occupational education to me should be infused in all
their experiences with good learning management. I would rather
be referred to as a learning man r than a teacher. Let them find
their way as I mentioned, before they do /wed to go into the main-
stream but they do need to be pull out in small contacts for the
extra love, understanding and help from trained people who know and
care. I only touch a very few of these students in my school. We need
so much more money to help others in my school.

When- I first started this program, after about 4 months ray
husband one night approached me and he said, "I think it might just
be possible that you might have to quit work." By this time 1 was so
involved with this that I certainly, was not going to quit work. The
reason he gave me was, it was costing him more for me to work than
I was making because I had not learned how to use the trained people
and use the outside agencies as I have now learned how to do.

When I would visit a home and the children did not have shoes,
clothes, I would buy them. I now know how to handle these problems
but I can never forget a saying my grandfather used to remind me of.
He always used to say, if a man Is hungry and vou have a fish, you
share it with him and he is no longer hungry for 'that meal but if you
teach him how to fish, ho won't ever be hungry again. So, that is my
theory now and I use it.

My local director recommended that this program remain as a
handicapped program. So, I am now paid partly from State, Federal,
and local funds. I cannot stress what great benefits could be derived
from you gentlemen, understanding that we need help for these child-
ren. My heart goes out to each of the students with the hope they can
find fulfillment in their lives. They are not very happy with them-
selves. We have a hard time with attitudes and trying to change them.
We hope they might become responsive students and hopefully
productive citizens of our society. So, any help you might be able to
give for the continuation or the expansion of this p will
certainly be a part of this effort which will be very rlioelynolfnull and
gratefully appreciated. I feel this is not only true of the school where
I am, but it is true of the schools throughout our State and our entire

Nation.
Thank you very much.
Mr. ANDREWS. Thank you, Helen, and I will be pleased to refer

to you as a. good learning manager, but whether you like it or not,
you are a good teacher

Mr. ANDREWS. Mr. Itobert A. Smith.
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fa recognised that providing such opportunities for growth is vital to the main-
tenance of quality education.

4. Length of employment of teachers: Twelve month employment provides
for further development of youth organisations through summer camping pro-
grams, leadership schools, and youth conventions. Year-round employment also
allews for supervision of supervised occupational experiences conducted by
students, planning and establishment of adult programs, and greater oppor-
tunity to use community resources. Extended employment naturally caters to
time for in-depth staff development. In agriculture, the summer months have
been crucial since the greatest amount of employment occurs at this time. An
agriculture teacher who is unemployed in the summer will se--.1y not keep
abreast of agriculture in a school community.

Now, I feel that we must look at the other side of the coin. We might list
these as needs or situations that are affecting vocational agriculture programs,
and making them less effective. Fred alines, Chairman a the National YEA
Foundation Sponsoring Committee and publisher of Successful Farming, points
nut two important points which affect all vocational education programs, par-
ticularly rotational agriculture:

1. "Less than 1/3 of the farm committee in Congress tomes fromrural or
farm districts. Agriculture doesn't hold the votes in Washington any vore
nor does it in many state legislatures. This means that appropriations and
programs for agriculture undoubtedly will be reduced in the future. It means
there isand will continue to beless concern on the part of politicians in
Washington for agriculturally related programsand this includes vocational
agriculture education."

2. "There has been a significant change in our educational philosophy. This
has been brought about by the 1968 Amendments to the Vocational Education
Act. There is no longer specialised funding for vocstional education. Government
directive dictates general funding." This generalisation of Vocational Education
has been interpreted by a number of school administratee units in North
Carolina to meta that vocational education is another academie course occurring
only within the confines of four walls in building and using just textbooks,
pencils, and paper.

What is passed at national level and passed down later through guidelines
determines state policy. This leads to point three.

3. Length of employment fo. vocational educational teachers: When the
federal government passed dechlion-making on vocational education to the states.
North Carolina chose to pass decision-making on to local educational (county
or city) units. The state allocated to each local unit a weighted number of man-
months for vocational education. The local units, then, could use the "man-
months" assigned as they determined in a local plan for occupational education.
In many cases this activity resulted in needed vocational programs being cur-
tailed in order to provide other needed programs. In case of vocational agricul-
ture the results are reflected in the following data :

Since 1968 through 1973 there was a loss of 109 vocational agriculture teaching
positions (from 601 in 1968 to 492 in 1973.) During this period of time 106 of
the 492 positions were reduced to less than 12 months employment. Further 96
of the 492 teachers are teaching one or more vocational subjects in addition to
agriculture. Despite these losses in positions, changes in duties and length of
employment, it is most interesting that in 1973 local educational units is the
state returned 1561 man months (the equiveient of 130 twelve months teaching
positions) to the state unused.

We are sure that this is not the intent of federal guidelines nor state policy.
but it is happening.

4. National leadership in the Office of Education has been decreased in number.
We no longer have the people necessary to guide vocational programs in Washing-
ton. I understand the same applies for regional offices. I know it kiss happened
in our state agency.

5. Teachers are concerned that the State support for vocational teacher
education which has been roughly $315.000 since at least 1964 may be phased
out in the future. Certainly teachers support sound teacher education programs.

We realize that the overall task of occupational education is to provide all
citizens with the opportunity to choose and prepare for the world of work. In
order to accomplish this task, an enormous outlay of funds is requiredfunds
that will provide time to work with adults, funds that will provide necessary
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travel to implement vocational programs that have any part of their programs
away from school, funds for equipment and consumable supplies as related to
student needs and the program area.

Also. provision must be made for systematic continuing educational opportu-
nities in both the professional and technical aspects in teaching vocational sub-
jects-4n my case, agriculture. Our teachers have not had the benefit of contact
with teacher educators or state staff that existed prior to 1968.

Too, provision must be made for strengthening youth-organizations and main-
taining these organizations as an integral part of vocational programs.

Further, increased funding is needed for experimental programs and appli-
cation of research findings on a demonstration basis. For example: I doubt seri-
ously, if anyone has an accurate grasp of the types of work in agriculture today
or the labor demands for workers in today's dynamic agriculture which includes
the broad spectrum of agri-business of which farming is but a part, set. at all
levels we appear to be planning educational programs on the basis that we have
these facts. Much research is needed in this area.

Last, but not least. provision must be made to add new programs withobt cur-
tailing the effectiveness of existing ones.

Mr. SMITH. Being from Beaufort County, which is characteristic
of the small rural pattern that exists in North Carolina, we are ex-
periencing change. There is a growth in industry and business, chang-
ing farming patterns and also the types of programs that are being
taught in the schools. If we go back to the early 1960's, my first years
in Chocowinity, we would find agriculture being taught on a produc-
tion basis only and labeled "Agriculture I, II, III, and IV." As we
have added other programs and as we have increased our own offer-
ings, we now find courses other than production courses that deal with
such things as ecology, outdoor recreation, forestry, mechanics, and
many other things.

III may, I should like to point out certain factors that have made
vocational education and agricultural education in particular, a strong
and viable part of total education. These factors are, first, the youth
Organizations. This has been touched on before this morning. The FFA
emphasizes leadership development and an involvement in decision-
making. The second point of strength is the supervised occupational
experiences. These are experiences that go beyond the regular classroom
activities. These are experiences that enable students to put into prac-
tice what is learned in the classroom.

The third would be staff development. We feel that vocational api-
culture was a pioneer in North Carolina in providing staff develop-
ment through monthly meetings, summer conferences and summer
workshops.

The fourth point of strength is the length of employment for teach-
ers. Twelve-month employment provides for supervision of occupa-
tional experiences and further development of the youth organiza
tions and time for participation in staff development.

Gentlemen, I feel it only fair we look at the other side of the coin.
We might look at these as needs. The first two points I would place in
that category are best summarized by Mr. Fred Steins, the president
of the National FFA Foundaticn Sponsoring Committee, and also the
editor of the Successful Farming magazine. Mr. Stein, the president
of this organization, points out less than one -third of the farm com-
mittee in Congress comes from rural or farm districts. Agriculture
does not hold the votes in Washington any more. This means appro-
priations and programs for agriculture undoubtedly will be reduced
in the future. It means there is and will continue to be less concern on
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tLe part of people in Washington for agricultural related prog,rains
and this includes vocational agriculture education.

Triere 1-as.s been a significant change in our educational philosophy.
Government directives dictate general funding. This generalization
Inas been interpreted by a number of schodi administrative units in
North Carolina to mean that vocational education is another academic
coiir confined within the four walls of a building and using just
textbook. pencils and paper. What is passed at National level and
pas..--sed down later through guidelines determines State policy. This
leads to point threelength of employment for vocational education
teachers.-When the Federal Government passed decisionmaking on
vocational education to the States. North Carolina chose to pass the
decithormai-ing on to county or city authorities. The local units de-
cided.through a local plan for occupational education, the man-
months to be used. In many cases this activity resulted in needed voca-
tional programs being curtailed in order to provide other programs.
In the ca-se of agricultere. the results are reflected in the data included
in my writta n report. I will skip that. if you will allow me.

The fourth situation is in the area of national leadership which has
been decrea&ed. I understand it has been decreased in regional of-
fices. We realize that the overall task of occupational education is to

rovide all citizens with the opportunity to choose and prepare for
the world of work. To accomplish this requires an enormous outlay of
funds. fanc3.s that will provide time to work with adults, necessary
travel to implement vocational programs and also funds for equip-
ment and consumable supplies. Provisions are necessary for strength-
ezung youth programs and summer programs. for research funding
ani prui-_sion to a Id new programs without curtailing the activeness
of es:sting ones.

I thank you.
(1-1 airman PERKIN. You have been a good witness and I am de-

1; f-hred to hear from you. Mr. Smith.
Onr next witnes.-s will be Sally Proffitt. She is a teacher of dis-

tributive education. Asheboro High School. You may proceed.

ST.ATIXENT OF SALLY PROFFITT. TEACHER OF DISTRIBUTIVE
EDUCATION. ASA:0130EO HIGH SCHOOL, ASHEBORO, N.C.

TM I do not come prepared this morning to itemize
pani,-nlar needs or describe specific programs within a given high
s,:hool. Rather I would like to make a very brief statement from a
very personal point of view. I believe in helping young people in our
S:aze and in other States find useful and productive lives. I say this
aid I also make the statement th:lt I am who I am largely because of
my experiences in occupational education.

-5:-.7.7.e 71 years ago. a high school junior. almost as nervous then as
she is ncw. wer.t to discuss with a vocational counselor some pos-
sib:e job pia -ements. She was soon to find o'it that distributive educa-
tiez. was a n.eans of helping her to find herself in life. to discover
w:.a: s:.e wanted to g.ve to life. and in turn what she wanted to get

7:fe. the co-irse of my high school career in distriliu-
I beee-tree actively involved. This is what our younr,

tw are as:n:7.T for Z3clay. to be given that chance to be involved. I
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was also given the opportunity to seek out means of continuing my
education. I went on to college which would have been impossible
without the assistance I *.eceived from the national DECA scholar-
ship -loan program.

Chairman e. Let me interrupt you at this point. As a teacher
in distributive education, are you succeasful in placing all your grad-
uates after they complete their course?

Mrs. Pnerrrrr. Not a 100-percent followup, but there is a very high
percentage.

Chairman PERKINS. During the time in training, what percentage
of your students are employed at stores, say in merchandising?

Mrs. PaorFrrr. A 100-percent placement in the field of distribution.
Chairman PERKINS. Is that working out well I
Mrs. PROFIT. Yes, very well.
Chairman PERKINS. How short are you insofar as the demand in

the stores are concerned? How many more students could you train
and give the same type of experience, part-time work on the job, if
you had the facilities to do sot

Mrs. Puoirrirr. In a given situation, Mr. Chairman it is hoped that
I would be able to place an increase enrollment of 150 percent.

Chairman Palms Do you think you can take care of that many
extra students?

Mrs. Puorirrr. Yes.
Chairman PERKINS. It is the crux of what I was interested in. Go

ahead.
Mrs. PitorPrrr. The reason I was trying to state to you the experi-

ences I have had in distributive education is that I feel that I am
better able to help many students who are experiencing many of the
same things that I did. That is, seeking out a true sense of direction
in life. I feel that occupational education has a very viable influence
on the future of many of our young people and is a very important
part of our educational system. I cannot think of a more worthy
endeavor for Federal .funding and because my job has been made
possible through Federal funding, I would like to say thank you
to the members for your support.

Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Andrews, any questions?
Mr. ANDREWS. No; I just want to point out that aside from the things

you have stated, as a result of the training you have received, you
have paid back to the Federal Government many, many more times
than taxes much more than you received from the Government. That
is another thing that makes this the best investment the Government
can make.

Chairman PERKINS. Congressman Lehman?
111r. LE: MAN. No questions at this time, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Mrs. Proffitt follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT or Mrs. SALLY PROFFITT, TEACHER/COORDINATOR, DISTRIBII-
Tiv% EDT:CATION, ASHEBORO HIGH. SCHOOL, ASHEBORO CITY SCHOOLS, RANDOLPH
CO V NTY, N.C.

Mr. Chairman I am, who I am. ltrgely because of my experience in Occupa-
tional Educationas a student and as an educator.

My first direct contact with Occupational Education occured twelve years ago
when I. as a high school junior. met with a Distributive Education coordinator
to discuss possible job placements. At that time I lacked a great deal of direction
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as to what I wanted from life or what I wanted to put into life. I had no chosen
career objective. I was young and inexperienced, but iaquisitive about the world
of work. It was not long before I was placed in a student-trainee position with
the J.C. Penney Company. I can vividly recall the elation of my first paycheck
and the feelings that came with it of being "somebody." Like all youth, I
was seeking personal fulfillment. Through my experiences in Distributive Educe-
tiot:. I was to some to appreciate and enjoy a prodUctive life that I had not
imagined possible before.

My classroom and on-the-job experiences taught me a great deal. I developed
skills in the selling and merchandising of products and services. I learned about
the sound workings of our free enterprise system and the responsibilities of
citizenship within its framework. I was taught sound work habits. My personality
developed in my day-to-day contact with peoplewith my customers, my co-
workers. and my employer. ThrOUgh my active involvement in the Distributive
Ideation Clubs of Amerita (DECA), as an officer and a contestant, I learned
to develop leadership abilities.

My employer took a sincere interest in my progress. Ills guidance and encour-
agement led to wy receiving a National DECA SehaiarshipsLoan Award. With-
out this award, my college education would not have been possible. But this was
only the beginning of the strong influence Occupational Education was to have
on my life.

After graduating from college. I continued my work with Penney's on the
management training program. No longer a confused and unsettled high school
student, Distributive Education had helded me to develop into an individual
pos.settsing saleable skills. Although my m4rchandising career offered me a great
deal of personal satisfaction through serving others. I felt I had yet another call
for service. After careful consideration, I made the decision to leave the business
world to enter the classroom. I felt that by becoming a teacher/coordinator
myself, I would be able to help other young people bo were experiencing many
of Cie same feelings that I had once experienced. For six years I have had
the challenge. the opportunity, and the pleasure of working with a program I
consider to have a very Niable influence on the future of many of our young
people. As I expressed myself to members of the North Carolina Federation
of Business and Professionsl Women upon being named their Young Career
Woman in 1973: "I heifer: in my teaching position because' I feel that this
prograuf (Distributive Education) is an effective means of helping young'people
relate to adulthood and to the responsibilities that came with it."

'Distributive Education is designed such that students do not feel physically
confined to the enclosure of four walls filled with thirty-some student desks.
They have the opportunity of learning a living. Through practical application
of acquired classroom knowledge on an actual job, they are able to experience
the real world. Young people across the nation are asking to be allowed to
become .nvolved. In my opinion Distributive Education allows for such involv-
ment. The curriculum is not limited to one subject area. It is designed so that
open minds become an end result, not just open textbooks. As a teacher/coordi-
nator. I have the opportunity of working with the "total" individual. not jnst
a segmented portion of his educational insights. The subject matter of the
nrogram is very personal and individualized, and yet universal. What could
he more exciting than to help someone who is trying to determine what his
life will be? And. in my opinion, that is what Distributive Education and
Occupational Eduention are all aboutnot only creating awareness of career
(+oleos, but helping in the training for a chosen career that will shape the
indivhlnal'c very being.

At n very tender age children la,rin to develop pocitive and negative attitudes
towPrd different oeccpations and. the world of work. Many of the attitudes are
hosed on nticoonceptionc or incomplete information. The need for programs de-
signod to help youth make valid decision,: concerning nreer chniees and edu-
cational optionc can he nt fl very early stage in the efincational process.
Tf our youth are indeed our greatest noti.mal resource then it is most important
that we ew.tintio to emphasize the need for and continue to support programs
flip t are designed to cultivate recourceful minds.

nemtpational rdnention in North Carolina is ceeking Fo meot the needs of nil
ctitch,ntsnot enlr the vottuger ctiniont. but the student with special need,: Pc
well Stlutentc n', being given more and mn.n holt, in choncipT eduentionnl Op-
tions that are desirable and realistic for their individual nee(is. I pen not help but
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feel that programing of this nature is a most realistic approach to meeting labor
market demands and developing workers who are not only qualified but also
happy in their chosen roles.

In our technological society there is little place for the young man or woman
who has no special skillwho is either totally unskilled or who Is trained for a
job that does not exist. As concerned citizens, we must all constantly seek out and
help implement educational programs which will hell) the young find useful roles
whatever their particular aptitudes and abilities. As I see it, this is exactly what
the North Carolina Board of Education is doing through its Occupational Educa-
tion Program. It is an indispensible component of public education in North Caro-
lina, designed for everyone who has a need to learn skills necessary for employ-
ment and job advancement. The State's ability to continually strengthen find
expand Occupational Education rest largely on the continued cooperation and
financial assistance of the Federal Government, such as that which is provided
through Public Law 90-576. the Vocational Education Amendments of 1968.

Because of my sincere belief in what Occupational Education is doing for our
youth and our society, I personally can not think of a worthier endeavor for
funding.

Chairman PERKINS. Our next witness is the last member on the panel
of teachers, Mrs. Elaine McDaniel, teacher of English, Trenton.

STATEMENT OF ELAINE C. McDANIEL, TEACHER OF ENGLISH,
JONES SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL, TRENTON, N.C.

Mrs. 'ARIDA:vim. I would like to thank you for the opportunity to
testify. I sincerely hope it is not significant that vocational people have
put the academic people at the end of their program, since I am here
supporting the program. I would like to relate to you a very personal
experience this morning in order for you to understand my feelings
on education.

I am a 10th grade English teacher at Jones Senior High School in
Trenton, N.C.

Jones County is in the eastern part of North Carolina and is pre-
dominantly an agriculturally oriented county. Tobacco, corn, and soy-
beans are the chief crops produced in the area. There are four small
towns in the county, none of which has a population of more than 1.000
Although Jones County is one of the larger counties in North Carolina
in land area, it is one of the smallest in population. The county is
almost void of industry having only two industries which are logging
and textiles. As a result of the lack of industry in the county, over
40 percent of our citizens work in the more industrialized neighboring
counties of Lenoir. Craven. and Onslow.

Jones Senior High School is the county's only senior high school
and is located near Trenton which is the county seat. There are 562
st ndents presently enrolled at the ..(b11101. 11;9:11 in grades 10 through 12.

As a teacher in the academic area. I did not know as 11111C11 ilS
should hate known about the vocational department in any school
until the S11111111(9' of 193. when I attendod a workshop on individ-
ualized instruction sponsored by the divi'ion of occupational educa-
tion, State department of public instruction. It was while attending
this 3 -heck workshop that I began to realize how much more the stu-
dent. Nvoilla benefit if the vocational and academic teachens could
complement rather than compete with each other as has so often been
the case in the past. It was also during. this workshop that I realized,
working as a student myself. how mueh easier and more interesting it
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is to learn something by using multimedia devices and varied tteh-
niqut.'s than by the traditional lecture method. Although I knew indi-
rectly of the new techniques being used in teaching, this was my first
actual experience N.Ith anything other than the traditional methods
of instruction. I was very impressed and excited by the things I ob-
served and the experiments in which I participated during the work-
shop.

Upon returning to the classroom in the fall of 1973, the seven
member team from Jones Senior High School consisting of two aca-
demic teachers, four vocational teachers, and one guidance counselor
which attended the workshop held in Sanford, N.C., began to utilize as
many of the techniques and ideas obtained during the individualized
instruction workshop as was possible. I felt I was more insecure than,
some of the other teachers, but this feeling soon disappeared. The divi-
sion of occupational education furnished the team with consultants,
material and as much equipment as could be afforded and before the
first semester wis over, I had tried a totally different type of teaching
in one of my four 10th grade English classes. There was, of course, a
period of trial and error and at times much frustration experienced
by students and by me, but for the first time I began to see more stu-
dents working on their own, interested in what they were doing and
enjoying learning because they were choosong what they wanted to
work on and working at their own speed. The students had to adjust to
the interaction in the classroom and to working in areas which needed
to be larger and better equipped, but for the first time more students
seemed to enjoy coming to class and there was evidence of more learn-
ing taking place under more relaxed and less formal conditions. If
more funds had been available for materials, space, and equipment, the
students would have been able to work even more independently and
would not have had to wait for their turn at the cassette recorder, the
filmstrip projector, or any of the other equipment that was used.

The willingness of the students to learn in spite of less than perfect
conditions made my job even more rewarding. One small indication
of an eagerness to learn on their part made all of the days of frustra-
tion and long hours of work seem to disappear.

This workshop not only introduced me to new teaching methods, but
since I was working with vocational teachers on my team I began
to realize that the techniques which were new to me had long been
used by the vocational teachers. This was only one of the discoveries
I made, however, and that was the truly beautiful part. For the first
time, academic teachers in our school were working very closely with
the vocational teachers. I am well aware that only a few academic
teachers could be included in the initial phase of this project, but
hopefully as the program expands, other academic teachers can be
involved and will not only learn better ways to teach their students,
but will also learn how to work better with each other.

Vocational courses have been a very important part of the curricu-
him at schools such as Jones Senior High for a long time. I think
that the students in rural areas more than in many other areas benefit
from the courses offered by the vocational department, but I would
like to state that I think the division of occupational education is
doing more than trying to improve vocational education. It is striving
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to improve all phases of education and this can only be accomplished
with the help of Federal funds.

In support of the total vocational bill. I would like to say that I
think it is impossible for a county, such as Jones, with the small popu-
lation and lack of taxable industry to provide a student with suitable
vocational skills on its own. The county property tax base is too small
to even begin to provide the necessary money. I do not feel that this
should be the sole responsibility of such a county, even if it were pos-
sible. The students who are trained in our school will for the most part
not remain in the county, but will scatter throughout the United States
and other parts of the world.

Because oz the above belief, I give my complete support to the voca-
tional bill and would like to express my gratitude for the opportunity
to express this support.

Chairman PERKINS. Thank you for your very impressive statement.
Mr. Andrews?

Mr. ANDREWS. I just wonder if you get accused by some of the
academicians as being somewhat of a traitor?

Mrs. MCDANIEL. At first. Now they understand the program and
are quite willing to go along with me.

Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Lehman?
Mr. LEHMAN. No questions.
Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Radcliffe?
Mr. RADCLIFFE. I have a question for Mrs. Sibley.
I took it from your testimony that before the 1968 amendments,

you did not have a special program for handicapped children in voca-
tional education.

Mrs. SIBLEY. In Wake County, that is true.
Mr. RAncurrE. Would you support the continuation of the require-

ments in the act that at least 10 percent of the funds for vocational
education be utilized for handicapped children ?

Mrs. SIBLEY. Yes, sir, and I am sorry Chairman Perkins was not
here but I want him to react what I have written.

Chairman PERKINS. Let me say I am very much impressed with the
program for the handicapped, and I feel we are not doing enough
in that area. I think Congressman Quie and I and Ike Andrews and
Congressman Lehman, who are all on the subcommittee, are going
to do something about approaching the matter of doubling funds in
the handicapped area and we are going in that direction in the voca-
tional education area. There are people in this country who need to be
taken off relief and need to have their skills updated and there is just
no room for them and we have to do something rbout those situations.
That is the reason we are bore to get grass roots support and informa-
tion. Tell us to what extent you are presently handicapped from serv-
ing all who need to be served.

Mrs. SIBLEY. If we could have one TMR teacher, one more EMR
teacher, and two aides, plus the two of us now, we could serve at least
two-thirds more in my school.

Chairman PERKINS. In your school you could serve 100 percent
more ? That is one thing that has disturbed this subcommittee in the
handicapped field ai.d the vocational field, these long waiting lists. We
are not doing anything about it and I am glad to get information from
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you people that we cannot get in Washington. Tile only way we can
get this information is to come to a place like Raleigh and hear a
panel of great teachers.

Mrs. SIBLEY. We do not always have successes but the ones I know
about, they are now productive citizens and will be paying their own
way.

Chairman PERKINS. That is my thought. I think I express the opin-
ion of Congressman Quie, who is minority ranking member. We are
working together on this legislation.

Mr. ANDREWS. Bill Lehman cannot talk very loudly but he can
say very fine things. He thinks your testimony has been ofsuch quality
he would like to take excerpts from it and insert them in the Con-
gressional Record.

I notice our reporter is running out of paper, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Lehman would like John Strandridge to

say a word or two. But first, we will take a break.
(short recess].
Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Standridge is the head of the Dade County

vocational schools. We are delighted to hear from you. Maybe Con-
gressman Lohman cannot talk much, to my regret, but Congressman
Andrew mid I have been down In your great State before, as well as
Mr. Quie, Charlie here and many others. We know what you are doing
down there and we would like to hear from you at, this time.

Identify yourself for the record then go ahead.

STATEMENT OF JOHN STANDRIDGE, SUPERINTENDENT FOR VOCA-
TIONAL AND ADULT EDUCATION, DADE COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOL
SYSTEM

Mr. STANDRIDGE. I would also like to represent the National Council
of Local Administrators of Vocational, Technical, and Practical Arts
Education, an association of which I am the president-elect.

Dade County is presently serving approximately 19 percent of all
the students in grades 10 through 12 in some form of vocational edu-
cation for occupational preparation. A recent survey was conducted in
which 63 percent of the students in grades 8 through 12 indicated a
desire to be enrolled in a vocational education program. The school
board, in April 1973, approved the expansion of vocational education
programs as a result of the efforts of a consulting firm headed by Dr.
Walter Arnold, formerly associate commissioner of vocational educa-
tion, to the extent of expanding all vocational technical facilities in
the 21 senior high schools and also to establish shared-time vocational
educational centers. These wou' eerage $6 or $7 million to be used
for the career program in 40 jum,_ high schools.

The present cooperative program in Dade County is now serving
over 5,000 students in 500 business and industrial concerns. The amount
of money that it is going to take to reach the expansion, and we have
this developed over a 10-year period, will be somewhere near $40
million. I would like to say that this is quite an ambitious undertaking
and the amount of Federal money we are now getting for the whole
State of Florida, is something in the neighborhood of $14 million, We
still need more money. So, I would concur with the statements already
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made here this morning. By the way. I did not conic with any prepared
statement. I did not even know I was going to make a statement. I
first came to North Carolina in 1960 as the first director of the Fay-
etteville Industrial Educational Center. I left in 1963 after it became
one of the first technical institutions.

I always enjoy coming back to North Cam lina and I think it is a
wonderful State. I have met more of my friends and it is like old
homeweek. I would like to concur with the statements already made
by your State director and your director of community colleges and
tecl institutions.

My No. 1 priority, and I think Rill's, is to get more money into
vocational education. Wedo need to have earlier Aundinr.. We cannot
have school systems based on faith. There should be a good look
taken at the categories for the separate kinds of programs even though
all of them are badly needed. I think we need to study them again. Is
it necessary that we should have a separate categorA for example,
home-economics education? I think we need to take a look at. that.

Since I was told it would be necessary to cut the statement short
and since I did not have any prepared statement. I would like, to close,
but to support again your effort. This is the reason I am here and one
of the reasons Congressman Lehman is heir. We are very much con-
cerned about what happens in vocational education. Our school super-
intendent, our board, has seen fit that I conic to Ral"igh. So we
are here representing Florida and all the other Southern States as
far as increased Federal legislation is concerned.

It has been a pleasure and I thank you for allowing me these few
minutes to make these few statements.

Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Lehman.
Mr. LEHMAN. Thank you, John.
Chairman PERKINS. He wants to thank you for a good statement

and being here from his own county. Any questions?
Mr. RADCLIFFE. No, sir.
Chairman PERKINS. You have made an excellent statement, and we

know about your program but let me ask you from the standpoint of
serving the adults at the secondary level, area school level and at the
technical college level, are you short of funds insofar as serving all
who would like to take training in the vocational area?

Mr. STASDR1DOE. I would like to make a philosophical statement on
that. To answer your statement very briefly, yes. We are short of
funds. There is something wrong with our system when we are not
given the necessary funding to do the job either at the K-12 level or at
the immediate postsecondary or adult level. In some other acts and
agencies, we provide much more money to take care of the problem
that came about as a result of the school system not being able to do
the job because of inadequate funding. I am speaking primarily of the
Comprehensive Employment and Training Act" which is a much
needed act. We are involved in that act, but I think we can get more
for our money insofar as vocational education is concerned, through
the regular education channels. That is my personal feeling. I worked
with the MDTA program and the ARA program at the very begin-
ning in 1962. If we had the necessary finances to do the job, we could
eliminate a lot of other money into comprehensive training.
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Chairman PERKINS. (live me an idea of the shortage of funds to do
the job that needs to be done in Dade County. In other words, how
many adults or ex-students or people who neea to have their skills up-
graded or students in secondary schools that have applied for some
trade or craft or occupational craft and you are unable to serve
them ?

Mr. STANDRIDGF We are serving approximately 7,000 students in
vocational education K-12. We feel there are three times that many.
We feel we are serving approximately one-half at the postsecondary
level and we have a combination of community colleges as well as post-
secondary administrative programs at the postsecoulary level.

Chairman PERKINS. This is an alarming situation. That is the rea-
son we are here, trying to get the real data, grassroots data and I
would hope that you, when you go back to Dade County, that you will
document this question and develop the statistics and number, that is,
those you are unable presently to serve at the secondary level,
secondary level, and even adults who want their skills upgraded. send
the information to me so we can get it into the record in Washington.
Will you do that ?

Mr. STANDRIDGE. Sure will.
[Information referred to follows:]

DADF. COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS,
OFFICE OF VOCATIONAL AND ADULT EDUCATION,

Miami, Fla., September 27, 1974.
Hon. CARL D. PERKINS,
Chairman, Committee on Education and Labor, General Subcommittee on Edu-

cation, Rayburn House Office Building, Washington, D.C.
DEAR CONGRESSMAN PERKINS The following information is supplied to you

hi response to your question on page SI of the draft of the oversight hearing iu
Raleigh, North Carolina on April 26, 1974:

SUPPORTIVE DATA FOR REGULAR SECONDARY AND ADULT VOCATIONALTECHNICAL EDUCATION
PROGRAMS

1974-75
(pro.

Secondary programs (grades 10-12):
Jetted)

Total school enrollment (grades 10-12) 55,000
Potential secondary enrollment in gainful employment vocational programs (07 percent of total above) 36,850
Actual secondary enrollment in gainful employment vocational eoucation .. .. ,....- 1!, 826
Unmet needs (potential less actual enrollment).,,,. ... ..... ......... .... .... ... .......... 24,990

Adult programs:
Total District labor force 691,000
Potential enrollment in gainful employment vocational education progiams (12 percent of the labor force) 82,920
Actual enrollment in gainful employment vocational education .... ... ,,., 51,137
Unmet needs (potential less actual .. ....... ...... .. .. ... 31,783

The State of Florida has established a goal of reaching a potential secondary
enrollment in gainful employment vocational education programs of 67% of
the total enrollment in the secondary programs and a potential enrollment of
12'.'c of the labor force in gainful employment vocational education programs
for post-secondary and adult students. As you can see, we are not serving ap-
proximately 25,000 students in sec'ndary programs and 31,783 students in post-
secondary and adult programs that probably sr auld be served to meet the state-
wid goals that have been established.

The chart above was developed as a result of the Program Planning Guide for
Vocational and Adult Education for the Dade County Public School System
for 1974-75.

If I can be of further assistance, please let me know.
Sincerely yours,

JOHN F. STANDRIDGE,
Focatirmal-Adult Educa °ion Superintendent.

[Prepared statement of Mr. Standridge follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF JOIIN F. STANDRIDGE, VoCATIONAL-ADFLT EDI:cATIoN
SUPERINTENDENT, DADE COUNTY Pumac Scuoots, DADE Cot: Nix, FLA.

My name is John Standridge, Vocational and Adult Education Superintendent
for the Dade County Public School System. I am also speaking as the president-
elect of the National Council of Local Administrators for Vocational, Technicaland Adult Education.

The Dade County School System is the sixth largest in the nation serving ap-
proximately 245.000 students in grades K-12 and approximately 70.000 post-
secondary and adult education students. The vocational education enrollment in
grades 10-12 is 10,260 or approximately 19 percent of all students in these grades.
According to a recent comprehensive survey conducted by Walter M. Arnold
Associates, the report states that in order to meet the labor market demand andthe student interest and desire for vocational education programs, it would benecessary to increase the vocational enrollment over an eight-year period to40 percent of students enrolled in grades 10-12, or a total of approximately
20,000 students (an increase of 10,000). This 40 percent figure would represent
only those vocational programs that are designed to prepare students for em-
ployment immediately upon graduating from high school. A recent student inter-
est survey indicated that 63 percent of students enrolled in grades 8-12 gave astheir first choice to work in occupations that do not require a college degree.

Our vocational enrollment in the post-secondary and adult programs nowserving 35,000 vocational students should be serving 25,000 more in order tomeet the need.
The Dade County School Board, recognizing the tremendous need to expand

vocational education programs at all levels, took the following action at its meet-ing of April 18, 1973 :
1. Approved the objective for the school system of substantial expansion of

vocational education to include a) the enrollment of 40 percent of the students in
grades 10-12 in vocational education i by 1980; b) full development of careereducation programs, with special emphasis on career exploration at the juniorhigh level; c) establishment of shared-time regional vocational-technical centersaccording to a master plan to be developed by the administration and subject tothe availability of funds.

2. Authorized the Superintendent to establish a staff planning group to develop
guidelines and procedures for a master plan for regional shared-time vocational-technical schools.

3. Authorized the Superintendent to enter Into a contract oith Walter II.
Arnold Associates, Inc., for consultant services to assist the staff planning group
in the development of the master plan ; and that travel be authorized for mem-
bers of the staff planning group to visit other regional vocational-technical cen-ters in order to plan the regional vocational-technical centers in Dade County.4. As an initial step, the Board authorized the establishment of two shared-
time regional vocational-technical centers pending the availability of funds ; thefirst of the two to be located in the South Dade vicinitythe second to be locatedin accordance with the needs as determined through the master plan study in-
dicated in recommendation two above.

5. Authorized the Superintendent to appoint a staff planning group to develop
a master plan for career exploratory programs at the junior high level : also au-thorized at least $200,000 each year. as a three-year effort, as a commitment for
the purpose of remodeling existing classrooms and/or laboratories into explora-tory cluster laboratories. The master plan was to contain the amounts above
$200.000 needed for each of three years. a list of the specific schools, and the
nature and eytent of work to be performed.

6. Provided transportation for all students to the closest comprehensive high
school beginning with the 1973-74 school year.

The staff planning group for shared-time vocational-technical schools whichwas approved by the Board and implemented by the Superintendent shortly after
the April meeting recommended a ten-year plan of expansion for vocational edu-cation which included the following:

T. That vocational facilities be improved and expanded at all 21 senior high
schoolq. the George T. Baker Aviation School and the Miami Agricultural School
at an approximate cost of $5,209,725.

I Vocational edoeation in this case means those courses that are designed to preparestudents for specific job skills in an occupation or cluster of occupations. at least at theentry level, by the time they leave their regular high school at or before graduation.
44- c22--75----4
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2. That six shared-time secondary area vocational - technical centers be estab-
lished at strategic locations in the county at an approximate cost of $32,083,415.

3. That transportation for students attending shared-time area vocatio".al-tech-
nical centers be provided in such a way that there would be no delay cc problem
in transporting students from their home high school to the shared-tim facilities.

In order to accomplish the purposes of the ten -year plan. it would cost approxi-
mately $37,803,140 of which very little, if any, federai funds are now available.
If federal funds were made available on a 50 percent matching basis, the Dade
County School System alone could require more than $18,946,570 over this ten-
year period in order to implement its plan for providing vocational educational
for students in grades 10-12.

Realizing the need for improving and expanding vocational education programs
for Dade County, which is typical of many large metropolitan areas throughout
the country. the following recommendations are made for the committee's
consideration:

1. The amount of the present appropriations should be at least doubled in
future vocational education legislation.

2. That funds be made available in advance in order to give state and local
school systems ample time for planning. It is extremely difficult, if not impossible,
to develop a proper plan and then effectively implement that plan when it is
uncertain whether or not funds will be available before the school year begins.
It is estimated that from 20 to 25 percent of the funds could be used for other
purposes if ample time were given for planning.

3. A careful study and possible revision should be made in regard to the
categorical programs included in the vocational education acts. State depart-
ments and local school systems have different needs and should not be tied down
to the use of funds as long as the funds are used for vocational education
purposes.

4. The Occupational Education Act of 1072 should become a part of and
combined with the Vocational Education Act Amendments of 1968 or any new
broad vocational education legislation that might be passed next year.

5. If the proper financial resources were made available to the public school
systems throughout this nation to do the job that needs to be done in prepatinzr
our young people for the world of work, it would not be necessary to have the
Comprehensive Employment and Training Act of today ; at least it would not
be necessary to have the large amounts of appropriations that are going into
cunt at the present time. Much of this money could be used to prevent the
unemployment problem rather than to provide a remedial approach to an aging
problem. We will never be able to solve the unemployment problem unless we
can start at the early stages, even at the elementary level with programs of
career awareness to be followed at the junior high level with career exploratory
programs and at the senior high level with career exploratory programs and at
programs and at the senior high, post-secondary and adult level with career
development or skill training programs.

On behalf of tne Superintendent and the Dade County School Beard, I want
to thank the committee for allowing me to speak for the continued need and
expansion of vocational education in Dade County, Florida,

Chairman POMMEL Thank you very much for a good presentation
today. Our next witness is Dr. Lew W. Hannen, superintendent, Dur-
ham City schools, Durham, N.C.

STATEMENT OF DR. um W. HARPER, SUPERINTENDENT,
DURHAM CITY SCHOOLS, DURHAM, N.C.

Dr. HANNEN. Congressmen Perkins, Lehman, and others, I am a
transplanted Yankee from Ohio, but I have been here long enough that
they have dropped the modifier in front of Yankee.

We see some specific problems here that we want to address ourselves
to informally for just a few moments.

We see in our situation some similarities to the large northern cities.
I am very well acquainted with the Cleveland situation, for example.
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Dr. HAN NEN. No, sir. This is solely a program for training teachers
on the academic side, not vocational.

Chairman PEaKno. Mr. Radcliffe?
lfr. RADCLIFFE. I hesitate to ask this question, Doctor, but I shall.
You say only 55 percent of Durham County students in grades 7

through 12, are engaged for a short time in progrtills which concen-
trate on skills development. I wonder whether, while that may be
doing a good job in terms of what is happening across the 1:.tion, gen-
erally, why you would not be employing more of your own resources to
meet so obvious a need in the educational system, even if there were no
Federal funds available? I wonder if you would care to respond to
that?

Dr. HANNEN. I think you are reading from the Durham County
schools paper, sir. That would be Dr. Yaeger.

Mr. RADCLIFFE. I will reserve that for Dr. Yaeger. But may I ask
you the same question ?

Dr. HANSEN. The fundamental reason for lack of interest in some
vocational courses is because it is largely a racial one-sided school sys-
tem, but neither race has a monopoly on this. Another reason we do
not have more response to the vocational courses is that we do not have
adequate guidelines to get people involved in them and adequate fol-
lowup to go out on the job and see that these people are doing what
they should do.

Mr. RAncuryx. With all the re: .rces available to you could you
redeploy or train some of your counselors in occupational counseling?
I question that the Federal funds, even if doubled, will ever get the
complete job done.

Dr. Haxxxx. I did not want to continue here beyond what you
want to know because you have others to testify. But we are in a
school system where we have lost one-third of our school population
in 1 year's time and we are under a State allocation of teachers whereby
the number decreases each year, becomes less and less. We stand to
lose 20 or 30 teachers at the State level. So, we have no recourse for
adding personnel.

Chairman PERKINS. Congressman Lehman, any questions?
Mr. LEHMAN. No.
Chairman PEaxiNs. Congressman Andrews?
MT. ANDREWS. Nothing.
Chairman PERKINS. The next witness is Perry W. Harrison, super-

intendent of Chathain County schools, Pittsboro, N.C.

STATEMENT OF PERRY W. HARRISON, SUPERINTE7DENT,
CHATHAM Cu UNTY SCHOOLS, PITTSBORO, N.C.

Mr. HAnnisox. I am going to try to summarize but I would like to
make two or three statements which are so important to us. In our
particular school district, we have no opportunities really for our
children to branch out into any other areas. A while back, we started
expanding in the trade and industry area. We added quite a number of
courses. In 1965 we had 45 percent dropout rate. Then we reduced it
as we began to give courses, offerings that appealed to the students.
We began to hold the students. We reduced that to 28 percent, due to
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the fifth year enrollment. We feel this had a significant impact in
keeping youngsters in school.

The thing I want to refer to, as I can say "Amen" to what has
already been said, but in order not to repeat that, turn over to the
back of this material (material placed in subcommittee's files) be-
cause I want to talk to you about a case and make some comments
on it because this is, and I am in a sense complimenting the Govern-
ment for what they have done for us in providing us this opportunity,
this is a good example of what could happen to a young person.

[Material referred to is retained in subcommittee files.]
Mr. HARRISON'. You see at the top of that a big building. Through

the encouragement of a brick masonry teacher, two young men of
junior skill in the 2-year course. By the way, they would have been
dropouts if they had not had the opportunity. They stayed in school
in this course, graduated and through the encouragement of their
teacher, they built a new home for their families.

I have given another sheet showing the improvements they have
made around there. If some of the students we have enrolled in occupa-
tional courses never really go into that field of work and make it a
lifetime worksay these young men went into something else. The
service and benefit they provided for the family is worth it already
in providing a better place to live. I do want to continue with the
story of these brothers, the Cheek brothers, and what happened to
them.

After they finished the course and built the home for their families.
they started into business. First; as laborers. and they left the firm and
established their own business. When we built our new high school
some years ago, one of the subcontractors was this firm represented
by these young men. When you go to Disney World, these young men
were subcontractors on some of those buildings. I always think of
that when I go to places where I know students have done some of the
work. They have very good incomes, these young men have ; they
would have been dropouts. This is a story that needs to be told and
I have many other stories thal, I could relate to you.

I want to share with you the comment the mother of these two boys
shared with me. "I am very grateful that course was started for my
boys because I know now they will have a good income and a good life."

That is my statement:
Chairman PERKINS. Let me say. you have made a wonderful state-

ment. What you state demonstrates the great effort required so that
other children can have the same opportunities you have detailed
here to this committee. Mr. Andrews.

XDRFWS. The best thing that ever happened to Chatham County
was Perry Harrison.

Mr. Thattisox. Thank you. One of the areas we feel is untapped is
in the health careers area. There are more opportunities in the health
area than any other. We feel this is certainly one of the areas we are
!ming to expand as soon as we have the funds and are able to do o.
Our objective is to analyze what our people need as far as work oppor-
tunities and try to gear our vocational program to that.

Chairman Pi- TZKIN`,. That k the reason I feel your programs are so
nuktanding in this State. you gear them to the needs of the people.
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I you would Mist take a minute. tell the committee bow you gear
tra'r'-g programs to fit the needs of the community when you

:.ave ar. ir.dary you feel will come to your community if they have
employees. if they can get training for the employees to operate

Lacto:T
How it work ? Will you just give us a little illustration?
Mr. H_ non -,,x. One of the thing. very necessary is the` those in

in-
:

are very cognizant of all events which are taking place in-
. which IN t try to keep up to date on. Some years ago the
I kinntily Ct).. which the eastern edition of Time-Life. bought
az. oprikn on some land. We had an opportunity to meet with the

ar.1 one of the areas they spoke to me about was the graphic
arts area. We immediately geared ourselves and our building pro-
gram. We ailed a room where we could put that program in if they

s'ame into the area. We are very much aware of what in-
d-.1stry c-ornes in and I go to the individual and talk with them. I in-
,:rtire. if there is something in the school we could do which would
c-omplemenz the industry. a program we could put in which would
:-it in the occupational framework. It creates a very good relationship.
They feel we are ready to help in any way we can.

Chairman PERKINS. And from the State on down to your own
ct-Juntv operations. von gear up the program to fit those needs to train
the employees for that new industry ?

Mr. HARRISON. I think we should be gearing our program to help
the loosl community as much as possible where the industry really

Chairman PERKINS. That is one provision we have got to strengthen
in this Vocational Education Act. We are also interested. I do not
know of any place in the country where we can get better information
along that line than the area where we have good programs and that
is one thing I am going to make a point on with Congressmen Al Quie,
TArhan. Andrews. and any others. to see that these programs are
job oriented. preferentially to many other things. There are some
1-ople who we train null' ssly. That is one thing we want to

We want there to be opportunities for all the hundreds of
Cr:cc:sands who need the training and want that training and who

have jobs if they had that training and are being deprived
there are no :nstitntions. no places for them. We have to make

we those need..
Mr. AN-nnvw.. That is not true in this area. T used to hear that criti-

w. re traminz people for nonexistent jobs.
cl.-t-r PYRKIN=.. I a °Tee with my colleagues. That is not true in

a,: y I am not mak:n,* the chage to apply to thi. area but I
rhar,ro that at 4.ertain piaci: in the country. and there

. croiry, on in niy conrrres.ional diqriet in Kentucky. T
r =,rt, away from that in the future and follow

4 t ,:p l er-, in North Carolina and other States. We cer-
- :n - ry 1,T=.031 trained.

very
Ct W = In- Frank Yt arr. superintendent. Durham

C.-
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STATEMENT OF DR. J. FRANK YEAGER, SUPERINTENDENT,
DURHAM COUNTY SCHOOLS, DURHAM, N.C.

Dr. YAEGER. Thank you. I appreciate the opportunity to speak to
you. I did prepare a written text.

Chairman Pritkixs. I glanced over it. It is an excellent statement
and will lx' entered into the record in full.

Dr. YEAGER. I would like to welcome, as an ex-Kentuckian, the
chairman, a Kentuckian, to North Carolina.

I n ill reflect my feelings end experience in the State of Kentucky as
well as Durham County, particularly in the Louisville. Ky.. public
schools. I would like to stress three particular points from my pie-
rued text. The first one deals with flexibility in programing.

I am aware we all talk about more resources and there is no question
that there is not enough resources for vocational education. We are
serving approximately one-third of the population which we should
be serving. We are also serving many with a superficialtype of pro-
gram. I would say we are serving approximately one-third of the in-
dividuals in the Durham Comity school district that we should be
serving with a vocational education type program.

As I stated, I do not want to get into the issue of resource needs but
I would like to talk about three particular points which I am con-
cerned about and the legislation or administration of legislation.

The first one deals with flexibility. Like my colleague from Durham
City. one of the things we have tended to ignore in vocational educa-
tion is flexibility. It has come to my attention that employers con-
stantly state that the most important skills are reading, writing, com-
puting, and good work habits. If employees have these habits, they can
make viable employees from our students. All of the vocational train-
ing in the world, if they do not have these skills, will not help.

If we are talki.ig, about the "drop-out" and the "push-out." the type
who tends to end up on the welfare role and create various society
problems, we need to start earlier in life than secondary education. In
relation to this thrust, it needs to be more comprehensive; we have an
awful lot of middle class people with middle class values who look
down on vocational training. They feel their children should go to
college whether needed or not. We need to have vocational training
that not only educates the children but the parents.

The second point is the concern over comprehensive planning. I
am thinkino. in terms of the limited money we have and I assume that
this condition is going to exist for a while. I think we need to think
in terms of legislation to force comprehensive planning within specific
geographic areas. I belie e we have a proliferation of programs going
on right now.

In Durham. we have two school units phiq a community and tech-
nical colle and w-. do some coordination. But there ought to be legis-
lot ion which forces comprehensive planning:, that removes the need
for duplication and allows us to utilize the resources of each other.

A community college could offer the public schools services through
time day on a part -t ilia, basis. just for the advanced high school students
This ought not to be left to chance. There ought to be legislation to
force the issue.
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The third area that concerns me is the matching money bit, whether
it be at the State or local level. All this serves to do is make the rich
get richer and somewhere along the line, there has to be a stopping
point. I am not speaking specifically about Durham County because
we are probably a little bit better off than most, but I do know in
Congressman Perkins' home district, it is hard for the local school
district to provide a match.

Chairman PERKINS. Will you yield to Mr. Radcliffe?
Mr. RADCLIFFE. I have become concerned about the provisions we

have in the 1963 act as amended in 1968, which prohibit the require-
ment of an across the board State matching formula and requires that
the State take into account, local need, and capability.

I have heard at least informally from a number of State directors,
that this just is not being observed. I think you are making an excellent
point. I do not know how we could write the act more clearly on that
point.

Dr. YAEGER. I can tell you there are certain guidelines that come
through occupational or vocational programs that say you have to
put up x-dollars in order to get x-dollars. If I do not have x-dollars,
I cannot put it up. I cannot tell you whether that is a State regulation
or a Federal one. I do not know if that is true, whether the State
interprets differently what Congress had in mind; however, I do
know operationally, that this is a real problem because we cannot get
the matching funds to deal with local problems if we do not have
money initially.

Chairman PERKINS. That brought about considerable discussion in
the conference in 196.3. I held fast to the point Mr. Radcliffe just
made, that you have to take into account the Federal resources of the
community and if there was no ability to match the Federal Govern-
ment should not hold back.

We shall check it out but I am glad you raised that point. Go ahead.
Dr. YAEGER. I would say that on an average about 25 percent of the

students nationally generally go on to higher education and finish.
This leaves an awfully large segment of the population to receive
Vocational training and we have to focus our attention on them. We
have a big problem ahead of us in balancing our curriculum so that
we do provide job skills to those who do not go on to college.

I thank you very much for taking the time to listen.
Chairman PERKINS. To what extent are we short in your county,

insofar as providing salable job skills for all applicants in your
county ?

Dr. YAEGER. We do not deal with students beyond secondary edu-
cation. The community colleges are under a different administration.
We need two to three times the resources we have at present to ade-
quately deal with the students we have.

Chairman PERKINS. You feel if you had two to three times the re-
sources you presently have. you feel you would be able to provide
youngsters with salable skills and they could get immediate employ-
ment

Dr. YAEGER. If we had just more vocational courses, that is not
the total answer. The answer ha, to deal with improving basis eduea-
tion and attitudes as well as vocational training. I am convinced
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without that as ao undergirth, vocational training will not help by
itself.

Chairman PERKINS. Mr. .Andrews.
Mr. ANDREWS. I do not know how to add to that statement.
Dr. YAEGER. May I continue my answer ? We do not have enough

money locally; and secondly, little flexible money is available. If you
really get down to some of the basic political considerations, you are
tying up a great percent of any local budget. We simply do not have
the money locally to plow into vocational programs which are needed.

Chairman PERKINS. Let me thank you for an excellent statement.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Yaeger follows:]

PREPARED STATEISENT OF DR. J. FRANK YAECER, SUPERINTENDENT, DURHAM
COUNTY SCDOOLS, DURHAM, N.C.

The Smith is changing rapidly from an agricultural to an agri-industrial
economy. Training programs to develop new skills and to upgrade old skills
are therefore urgently needed to meet the employment demands of an expand-
ing and more highly skilled job market.

North Carolina has a good selection of job opportunities available to college
graduates as well as to those who choose to enter the labor market without col-
lege training. According to various objective criteria, the Durham County Schools
are doing a good job of preparing students for college but need to improve the
scope and depth of instructional programs for students entering the world of
work directly after high school.

Far too many of our students are confounded by the sheer number of choices
confronting them when they leave school. And far too many cannot make wise
career choices because they have not been exposed to appropriate work experi-
ences. This is not to suggest that we should ignore academic disciplines, but
that we should strengthen occupational program options both for those student:,going directly to work and for those students who will begin a career after post-high school training.

Only 55% of Durham County's students in grades 7-12 are involved, oftenfor a short time, in occupational education programs which concentrate on job
exploration and/or skill development. Only 50% of high school students, grades10-12. were enrolled last year in some kind of occupational education program
for skill or employment competency training.

We live in a nation and state where, generally, only one student in five goes
on to college after completing high school. The other 80% enter the labor marketand are often ill-prepared and poorly trained to confront modern technology
head -nn. Schools are supposed to prepare students for life; for a great many,
that life means a job soon after high school. Much greater emphasis needs to he
placed upon occipational training and job exploration at an early period of
deelopment if we are to meet the challenges and responsibilities of our chang-ing times.

Another problem is that students drop out of school without having any real
knowledge of the world of work since career auareness and/or carer explora-tion is not an integral part of the upper elementary and junior high school
program. Durham County Schools lose far too ninny students when they reach
1(3. the compulsory attendance age. Oar dropout rate at the time of high school
graduation is 25efr 01 the 9th grade enrollment. Most student- drop out of school.
because schools fail to motivate them. They feel the curriculum is unrealistic
and irrelevant to what they are going to do for most of their

A second contributor to the dropout rate Is ninny students' lack of success in
school subjects which emphasize basic academic skills. Too many of our students
letrab school without having acquired basic commindeati(m and eomputatimuil
skills. A minimum requirement for the mastery of these skills must nevessaril3 be
incorporated in any comprehensive occupational program. In a recent sun eyof local marketing and distribution employers. an exceptionally high priority
was placed on the acquisition of basic language and math skills.

gtmlents need to learn that most jobs can provide the woriscr «ith dignit v,
opportunity and rp.pet, but that jobs are not available to those without
When curriculums are developed to involve students in truly preparing
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for their own future, in developing skills and self-knowledge, in applying aca-
demic learning to the everyday world, then, and onjy then can we expect a greater
number of students to be motivated to remain in school until they earn their
diplomas.

Alternative programs need to be developed for students who cannot succeed
in the regular school program. Alternative programs need to include some form
of immediate gratification, often job related. Afternoon and evening programs
could effectively serve this segment of our school population.

Also, additional funds should be provided to enable school systems to use
available occupational facilities during the summer. These funds could be used
to expand career exploration programs during the summer for students in grades
six through eight, in particular.

Funds should be provided to support laboratory experiences that are more
appropriately located in the community. For example, the inschool, per pupil
expenditure for courses such as auto mechanics, cosmetology and health occupa-
tions is frequently prohibitive. The laboratory work for the same courses, how-
ever, could be provided much less expensively by utilizing the facilities and
expertise already available in the community.

Durham County presently has training programs in agriculture. distribution
and marketing, health occupations, office occupations, home economics, and trade
and industrial education. These programs need expanding. Available manpower
data indicate a need for mo'e trained workers in the areas of health services ;
construction industries ; business and office education; maintenance and repair ;
sales, marketing and distribution ; crafts skills.

Expansion and improvement of occupational programs slittuld take place as
soon as additional financial resources are available for construction of facili-
ties, purchase of instructional materials and equipment, and employment of quali-
fied personnel. Occupational education facilities are frequently more costly than
those for traditional instruction because of the expensive equipment and greater
floor space often required.

In cases whey:. feral allocations are divided among several levels of public
education, the federal government should encourage close cooperation among the
recipients of those federal funds. Vocational education funds, in addition to
being used in fr blic secondary schools, are used to support programs in colleges,
vocational and technical schools. In many communities, a cooperative working
relationship is needed for sponsoring programs to use to the best advantage all
available resources for vocational education. Present laws, guidelines and policies
are not flexible enough and administrators are not tolerant enough for joint
planning of programs and the exchange of students. Cooperative pursuits provid-
ing more flexibility and a spirit of mutual concern for better serving students are
needed. Facilities, equipment and instructional programs could be used more
effectively with less duplication in several locations.

In order to assist state and local governments in financing occupational educa-
tion, we need 100% appropriations funding with no local or state matching
funds required. It is discriminatory to require matching funds for some federal
programs such as occupational education, while other programs are funded at
100%. The existing process simply works to make the "rich get richer."

Categorical funding procedures should be examined more tnorougbly to make
sure they don't result in more problems than productive activity. An example of
this is the designation of specific funds for occupational education for handi-
capped and disadvantaged students. Twenty-five per cent of all vocational funds
are specifically designated for disadvantaged and handicapped students. Segm-
enting these students in separate classes only compound? their educational tu
emotional problems but trying to allocate resources in non-segregate classes is .
bookkeeping and instructional nightmare.

Planning for best use of resources for programs is very difficult when we are
not sare of allocations at planning and budget time in the spring. We must oper-
ate on a continuing resolution on a quarterly basis and when congress does not
pass appropriations bill until after fiscal school years begin. adequate planning
is most difficult. Advanced funding. a year in advance. or assurances of funds
lootl administrative units can depend upon would be most helpful in assuring
comprehensive planning.

Marvin Feldman has said in his book. 11fakina Education Relevant
We can no longer tolerate an educational system which ignores the world

of work. where occupational stndies are considered inferior to general stu-
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dies, and where youngsters in vocational courses do not receive the training
necessary for entry into college and those in college courses are denied
vocational experience which relates their learning to reality.

Chairman PERKINS. The next witness is John Lawrence, superin-
tendent, Randolph County schools, Asheboro, N.C.

Come forward, and present your statement.

STATEMENT OF JOHN LAWRENCE, SUPERINTENDENT, RANDOLPH
COUNTY SCHOOLS, ASHEBORO, N.C.

Mr. LAWRENCE. I appreciate the opportunity to meet with you and
talk to you about Randolph County. I will speak mainly about our
school system.

I agree with that which has been said as to other counties and States
but I just want to zero in on my school system. As superintendent of
schools, I want to pass on to you my feelings about certain things.

We have an advisory committee, people from business and industry
that meet with my director of occupational education. I meet. with them
a couple of times a year and I think one of our srtengths is that we
are already working closely with business and industrial leaders to
determine what is needed for students at our senior high schools as
they prepare to enter the job market. I think this has done a great
deal to improve our situation in the last 2 or 3 years.

Just recently, we had open hearings in our school system where we
invited parents of secondary school students to meet with our directors
and their vocational teachers. We had a good turnout. So, some of the
things I am going to say to you this morning will be based on what
my people feel is important in our school system.

We have a school system with a little over 13,000 students, at present.
We have four senior high schools. When we planned our senior high
schools, capital outlay money, as always, was short.

We have had good support from the State of North Carolina. Just
recently we passed a $300 million school bond issue. We think now we
have an urgent need in our system. It is a fast growing system be-
cause we are near a fast growing area. and we have vacant land and
people are coming out. They are moving into Randolph County. There-
fore. we have to provi'le schools for them.

We have in this State. the fastest growing school system as far as
population, in the central part of North Carolina.

When we plan new buildings, we can build and put in operation a
mathematic classroom, a classroom for English. this type of program
with about. $800 worth of furniture. The State of North Carolina sends
us the textbooks. but when we go into occupational education, the
cost there is tremendous as compared with academic programs.

If we set up a program in mechanics or auto mechanics. we have to
spend much more money for this. We can put 30 students. T believe
State law specifies 35. in an English class. I would say about half that
number can be placed in an occupational class. It takes more money
to gm- the program ready with equipment. So. I would say our No. 1
priority is in the area of buildings to house the programs. We will
build a new school and have to leave something off occnnational facili-
ties. Thi is really cutting into our programs to meet the needs of the
boys and girls in occupational programs.
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Chairman PERKINS. You mean the inadequacy of facilities? The in-
ability to provide adequate facilities in your county ?

Mr. LAIVRENCE. Yes, and not being able to proylde the sophisticated
equipment you need to operate the programs. You can have counseling
and good instructors

Chairman PERKINS. You have to have the best equipment.
Mr. LAWRENCE. We have had some man months allotted and I ap-

preciate what the State is doing. They say, here is the personnel. You
people in the community, a good board of education, decide what you
need to do and let us know. They do not dictate as a whether we need
another home economics teacher or another agriculture teacher nor do
they say this is the program you need. I like what North Carolina is
doing. They send us the man month. Every year, every student is
surveyed to find out what course he wants next year. We use our per-
sonnel to develop the curriculum which will serve the boys and girls
and the industrial firms in our community where they will eventually
go to work.

A top priority is equipment which is necessary once we get the
building. I will say very little about that because I discussed that
adequately.

Chairman PERKINS. The way your State is matching Federal funds
and is going all out as much as any State for progressive programs,
to what extent are you presently short in your county as far as equip-
ment is concerned to enable you to serve those youngsters and provide
them with jobs they can go out and be employed on?

Mr. LAWRENCE:We say we are providing some type of occupational
educational courses for about 55 percent of our students. The goal is
about 80 percent when they complete high school for those who do not
go through a 4-year collev. program. So, I think if we have a goal, it
would be to provide those who do not go to college and wa"t to go into
some other work with some opportunity so if you say 55 percent now,
you say, well, we are still 25 percent short.

Chairman PERKINS. Within your county, do you still have appli-
cants you are not serving?

Mr. LAWRENCE. Yes. I would say now we are providing nome type
of occupational education for 55 percent of our students. I would as-
sume if we could get that up to 70 percent, I would say we are fairly
well meeting the need. We are on the move and have had plenty of help
from Washington and Raleigh. My big problem is an adequate place to
house the program and the expensive sophisticated equipment we have
to put in there in order to make the problem worthwhile. I do not think
we want to hire another teacher.

Chairman PERKINS. We are going to conduct a survey of all the
;motional schools in the country this sunmer and pursue the point
you have just made as to what extent are they unable to serve the appli-
cants and unable to obtain the so-called sophisticated equipment, mod-
ern up-to-date equipment which youngsters and adults must have to
upgrade their jobs.

So, I am delighted to hear you raise those points. You are most help-
ful to the committee. This committee is so constituted that all the
membership of this committee does not go around to hear witnesses
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that want to tell us what we would like to hear. We like to hear the
real problems confronting your school. We want to know what the
true situation is. I want to compliment these witnesses who have come
here today because never in my lifetime have I heard better witnesses
and I think Mr. Radcliffe will agree with me.

We have held these hearings for 25 years and I think Mr. Andrews
would agree with me and I am so proud we are getting testimony of
this type where we can base a comprehensive survey on the data we are
obtaining. We will continue to hold hearings and we are going to do
something about this situation. We cannot afford to let situations of
this type go uncorrected. We have to lay foundations and we are in
the process of laying the foundation.

Mr. LAWRENCE. My closing statement would be to express apprecia-
tion to you fellows for coming. It helps us just to get away from the
office to come down here and talk to you about this.

Mr. ANDREWS. By the way, that ,corks both ways. Let me ask you
this, to paraphrase, slight v, from Raleigh you are given some man
months other than their saying you need a course in a certain subject?
Then you take your student references and they are given an oppor-
tunity to designate the course they would like to take next year. Then
you ge out into the community by or.3 means or another and you ascer-
tain what the community job requirements are.

What do you do when the community's job requirements dictate
one thing but the city dictates another course of action ?

Mr. LiwnExcE. If you are going in the wrong direction, tell the
students that there is no possibility of getting employment if you
complete this thing; why put it in the curriculum. We do not let the
students call all the shots. W say, here are the things that are possible.
The man in my school system who has the real responsibility is the
director of occupational education.

Mr. ANDREWS. If he came up with one decision and you make an-
other decision, then what?

Mr. LAWRENCE. I depend on him. If we did not have a full-time
director of occupational education, we would be in trouble.

Mr. ANDREWS. Mr. Chairman, his county includes an interesting
situation. Archdale and Trinity are said to be sort of bedroom com-
munities for Greensboro. We have very little tax base.

When you consider the job market or the community's job needs,
do you include Greensboro?

Mr. LAWRENCE. When we planned with industrial leaders for the
Trinity Senior High School, then we planned with people from
High Point and Greensboro. We planned programs based on that.
Our biggest industry is Burlington Industries. After meeting with
them, we had programs in textiles that are just beginning in Asheboro.

Mr. ANDREWS. Thank you.
Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Radcliffe.
Mr. RADCLIFFE. I have nothing.
Chairman PERKINS. Thank you very much for an excellent testi-

mony.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Lawrence follows :]

...
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PREPARED STATEMENT or JOHN R. LAWRENCE, SUPERINTENDENT OF RANDOLPH
COUNTY SCHOOLS, ASHBORG, N.C.

DESCRIPTION OF scnom SYSTEM

The Randolph County School System is located in the central part of the state
of North Carolina. The major businesses and industries consist of textiles, furni-
ture, and agriculture. At present the county has a population of 76,000-78,000
people.

The school system has a population of over 13,000 students in grades K-12. The
goal of the Board of Education Is to provide a comprehensive educational pro-
gram with emphasis on the basic fundamental skills leading to a general educa-
tion for grades K-8. At the high school level, there are four high schools. The
high school curriculum consists of college-preparhtory, occupational, and general
terminal programs.

The local financial support has been on the increase for the past few years.
At the present thee, however, in comparison with most school systems in the
state of North Carolina, the financial support of the Randolph County School
System is below average.

TESTIMONY

The testimony of the Superintendent of the Randolph County Schools is based
upon four priorities within the school system.

PRIORITY I

Due to the total capital outlay requirements of the system, the rapid growth
of the system within the last five years and the expansion of other federal, state,
and local programs, it has been impossible for the local Board of Education to
acquire adequate financial support for capital outlay needs in the area of occupa-
tional education.

One recommendation which we offer to aid in the solution of this problem is
for the United States Congress to act to make federal funds available to Boards
of Education Lo be used for the construction of occupational facilities in local
school systems.

PRIORITY 2

Due to the expensive, sophisticated equipment required for the vast majority
of occupational programs, the purchase of this equipment places an extreme
hardship on many local units. This is so in spite of matching funds now avail-
able through the State of North Carolina and the United States Congress.

We recommend that the Congress of the United States act to provide addi-
tional funding for the purpose of assisting local Boards of Education in the
purchase of equipment for occupational education. This need is especially acute
when entirely new school plants are constructed. The costs, compared to facili-
ties for college preparatory and general programs are significantly higher.

PRIORITY 3

Another area of need is in the area of occupational education personnel. Pres-
ently. the local system is providing 32% of the funds for personnel for occupc-
tional education. In spite of the fact that ue have a problem providing adequate
facnities. if ue ever accomplish the goal of making occupational education pro-
grams available to 80% of our high school student population, far more occupa-
tional education instructors sill have to be employed by this school system. At
pre-ont. baly 55% of our students are taking an occupational education course.

We recommend that the :Rate of North Carolina and the 'United States Con-
gres act to provide more funds for occupational education teachers.

PRIORITY 4

The quantity and complexity of the paperwork required to ol.tain federal funds
for occupational eduiation pre:4 nt^ an ovemlichning prop lem to local «location
officials. The expew-e at the state and national levels to eniplo personnel neces-
sar.% to inure compliance ssitli present legislation and agency gnidelines must
be a treinoiinus expenditure of program fund-. If present legklation and agency
guidelines could be revised and simplified. t%0 thing. would result : the local
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school system could administer occupational programs more effectively and with
far less anguish and additional funds could be made available at the level of the
student

We recommend that all legislation, agency guidelines, and accountability pro-
cedures be streamlined and simplified immediately.

We appreciate the past support of state and federal legislative bodies. Without
this support. the local education agency would find it impossible to provide occu-
pational programs of any significance.

The above testimony represents the feelings of a number of interested school
supporters in the Randolph County School Administrative Unit. During the month
of March. 19T4, public hearings on occupational education programs were held
at the senior high schools in the system. The vast majority of those in Mt:cad-
:ince agreed with the priorities stated in this testimony.

Chairman Prantiss. Our next witness is Mr. Aaron E. Fussell, super-
intendent. Wak( County Schools, Raleigh, N.C.

STATEMENT BY AARON E. FUSSELL, SUPERINTENDENT, WAKE
COUNTY SCHOOLS SYSTEM, WAKE COUNTY, N.C.

Mr. FrssEI.i.. You are now sitting in Wake County. We want to
thank you for coming to Wake County to conduct this hearing and
giving us an opportunity to say a few words to you. You have 20 copies
of this presentation.

Chairman PERKINS. Without objection, your prepared statement
will be inserted in the ncord.

Mr. Fuss Ell.. I have with me Nir. Wayne Bare and Mr. Riley Car-
roll. our director. I would like for those two to stand, if you would
permit.

Chairman PERKINS. I certainly appreciate your bringing them here
with you.

Mr. FUSSELL. As you know. in this school system, we have approxi-
mately 31.000 students. We have about 15.000 students from grades 7
through 12. where we have most of the vocational or occupational
education.

Just recently. the legislature has passed a bill which appropriated $5
million additional funds in North Carolina. It will not require any
mate, ling funds.

In Wake County, we are now supporting 130 teaching positions.
Approximat,,ly t1.51h) students are participating in this program. Of
eoursc, we halve the slops and the equipment commensurate With the
pro,ram. I am not saving that we have all that we need. Someone
referred to a t::3110 million bond issue pasted by the State. In addition
to that. Wake County just pas-ed a S.20 million referendum to meet our
needs. The need- are over louble that. by t lie way.,

We IlaNt, IA- who to to -spool 1,-If a day and work half. This
is arrir,red throurh the use of Fed . Itnids and conhl not be sup-
41rte1 tl[ou,th funds. A very percentage of these students

nce,l. ,,f s to complete their education and enter into the worldnark !' (...:411111% Many oilier student: are employed locally
t' :lie ',se of NOrk-.411.1v fund:. part ieularl y those wile cannot

;de tr.,I TOrta':,):', to a iC)!1 which may he availahle. Therefore. it
tei!u o: t I ol'er -ome degree of exploration in career eiluea-

ion. foinuitie,n, and guidance.
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Someone has referred to a great need for guidance people in occu-
pational education. We only ha% e two supported by Federal funds in
our entire school system and we need many, many more, as has already
been stated. This is not to say that some vocational students are not
excellent academically. Most of the students need and receive help
from ooational education will not receive it from any other source.

Basically and to the point, the need for help from Federal support
is extremely important. We referred in our presentation to the original
acts. Now, in a brief summary, summarizing the various laws enacted
throughout the years, they were as a result of unmet needs, a need
which has not been met on a State or local level even though this State
is doing a tremendous job in this area. The need still exists. There is a
largo amount of students who do not receive college training. The job
market, as you know, is more complicated and complex than it ever
has been. We do need more vocational counselors. We need the flexi-
bility which has been referred to by my colleagues in previous Age-
wilts, to apply this money where needed.

You may ash: the question, How much more do you need? I !lave
talked with our two people here as well as many people and you have
heard from one of our teachers this morning, and I commend you for
going straight to the gra: ;roots level; in other words, the teachers
working with the situation. But you asked me how much more we may
need. I would say we are just about one-half of the level we ought to
be in offering vocational education.

Chairman PERKINS. What is vour present vocational education
budget here in this county, local, state, and Federal all combined?

Mr. FUSSELL. About $2 million.
Chairman PERKINS. And your Federal part of that is approxi-

mately what? About $400,000
Mr. FttssELL. That is correct.
Chairmen PERKINS. Then your total school budget, what is your

total school budget?
Mr. FussELL. For all operations, everything but PTA, $30 million,

including the building fund. We are pouring a lot of money into capi-
tal outlay, building new facilities.

Chairman PERKINS. Assuming that you have the funds at your dis-
posal and wanted to utilize those funds in a most efficient way, I can
see how short you are, since you are only meeting 50 percent of your
needs. How would you spend the funds to increase your potential to
take care of 50 percent more students and adults to give them job
skills to earn a living, if you had your way? Just tell this committee,
briefly.

Mr. FUSSELL. I think it would be in terms of more personnel in the
Schools and of course more and better facilities including the voca-
tional counselors that we really need on the secondary level and we
need some in the elementary school, too.

Chairman PERK ncs. What about your capital outlay ?
Mr. FUSSELL. Really, that is a top priority but we have had very few

funds for capital outlay. The big item is building new facilities.
Chairman PEasixs. If you had at your disposal the money to do

the job, in answer to the question I just put to you, do you believe
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you could furnish employment for 50 pervert more youngsters and
adults with a salable skill than you are presently doing t

Mr. Fr&vm.L. The ans er is `Yes, sir.'
Chairman Puttcpts. Mr. Andrews.
Mr. Anottrws. Who determines to what extent you can move these

p_rogr ams. down as to age or grade attainment of particular students?
How far down Mr. you go aril how far do you go in terms of age and
grade!

Mr. Frss. We go as far as you -want to go. We did a Federal
study at Apex. It terminated after 3 years but I will give you one
figure. It was a K through Li grade program. There was not a single
person who graduated from Apex after the program was initiated
who did not go on to oollece or find suitable employment. From ad-
visory council level. we do Esr e adi-iry council in our school system
as well as through the profes__.-sor_s, I persor-nel. I do not sit up there and
make all the cleinko--.

Chairman Plarass. I want to compliment you for being a great
wirnew and I want to say you have a great Congressman.

Mr. Frssmr- If vou ao have any extra time.. we have a transrnodu-
lax unit we wor..ld like you to .**-

Chairman Pra_stvz. Time wil? no: pern-,it.. We will visit some
shoos. We rear- through. here_ We are going to visit some
not so good_ They are nx in this State but we are pretty well going

them this F-....tintr..er. I wan: to cor.-..pliment you on what von
are doing and it rr.Akes good to hear you experienced in this
area come forth and give the the true facts so we will }mow
how to treat this prkleci.. Thu hare giver. us some ideas we are going
to present before the Apter,:Tr:a,- -ions Committee.

[Prepared statement of Mr. Fu_kgell follows:;

Fasze.kain izr.-rns..-tcrttcmirz. Wont et-tcri-
.Skrat:US STS71:21. tress ("07.77%.*:".r N.C.

Fetierai 2-.rt-aih the rx-1.-tora: as hire had a tre=eadons impact onWike Cat=rzt fTite.1---- rocithenti should be considered as aposte tern = az..ei mt.*: t.) be tvcs::?..-e-_-e2 the mtne as mreer ethics:ion and/or
e.iurinori is the term used in the Smith-

atid t.:+-.1z. Y.-Inc-it:on Art and 1965 Amend-
that f-azds 'tectusiliy :7re Tram that is to prepare

It en:ria,"? high school and/or to
r*qt.inA f r sr, E:11neation. The term occu-pa:: -ail edurit -r. and o:her areas sLC. as non-.r hoce -S arn

f :1^ it -ht hire ht-eu extensire in
c. ., Lre r. -.pp orie-hundred-thirty--euii.tiz lad 4_1-:-T zraden:c. We hire shop:int! isS'f'' 7-- hRre an outstanding

tc. ler-1. N:rb SzSle Depari-
f N 47*roli-* rnirersiry.

hire t.eer. -r r_47 Sep erperImental pro-
.rriti_.*. 1- 4 :' --f s:7.3er_rs -h.tiir.. Irt--t: which they could hare not
tt:.t.1.1 !Ititr th-fir cw-z rne Wake C cystem hav, a high

S:^-d4117.14 Irt," tIrCrI,C4.:: an other pro:tram
.)-rter -ham r f75:r-= has a percentage of stuce,nts
who ire Ir. ^naLy wall not normal cm:lents
azd reKtuire hTi; f.:1---bcoraing from federal funds.

4+-
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In ou' system alone. we have dose to a thousand students who go to school
half a duty and work half a day. This is arrangedpirough the use of federal funds
and could not be supported through local funds. A very high percentage of these
students are In need of these jobs to complete their education and enter into the
world of work successfully. Muuy other studeuts areemployed locally through the
use of work study funds, particularly those who cannot provide transportation to
a job which may be available.

The industrial complex of this capital area of North Carolitut is such that
many varieties of jobs are available; and it is difficult for the strient to know
which job to choose without some type of career exploration, cupational in-
formation, and guidance. Much, but not enough. of this service is now being pro-
vided through the use of federal funds. In Wake County and the surrounding
areas. there are a large number of students both in our school system and others
who will not receive a four-year baccalaureate degree or any other type training.

In this county and surrounding areas. there is a tremenous aced for employees
in industry and associated businesses. if we are to continue to help match the
needs of students with the needs of industry, it has to be done through the
use of federal funds. Local funds are simply not available; and in many cases,
higher priority is in to academic and cultural subjects. This is particularly
true because administrators. educators. and elected officials see the road to
success as being by way of a four-year college degree. In many cases, elected
officials are pressured by citizens to give higher priority to academic and culturat
areas simply because the citizens who are active and Interested In the schools
and the citizen, who are twist are those parents and citizens who push
academie and cultural .tibjeets. Parent of potential v041,1011111 students are less
powerful: and as a result, very few people push the interest of students who
have problems or students who do too it into the mold of the right way is to
go to college. This is nut to say that some vocational students are not excellent
academic students: it is simply stating that 11104 of the students who need and
twelve help from vocational education trill not receive it through any other
souree.

Briefly tut to the point, the need for help from federal support is Just as
existent today. if not more It. than it was %heti the various vocational acts
were enacted. There is some trend among the younger people to look more on the
dignit of all jobs than in past years: and, as a result. some of the students who
are academic:lily Nuperii.; :;ow do not feel they have to go to college to be

happy and sueessful even though pressure still exists from parents. adminis-
tartors. educators. and counselors to go to college If he did well In high school.

We feel that federal money should still be available ott a matched basis. Thig
way it provides the incentive to start and continue programs which are deemed
necessary in the national interest. The percentage of money whist is used on a
matched basis should be appropriated according to the local needs and the local
administrative unit's ability to pay. Funds provided for research, particularly
exemplary programs. should be provided over a period of the to seven years
starting out with a small amount and gradually increasing to full funding, then
t.t.cluting again over a period of years so that local administrative units are able

) pick up the cost of successful research projerfs.
Another SignifleAnt development as a result of federal funding is that part

of the local programs dealing with club work such as the Vocational Industrial
('lu is of America. lkistributive Education Clubs of America. Future Homemakers
of A.nerica, Future Fanners of America. and Future Flesirwisil Leaders pf Amer-
lea. Tii,.-ie programs are an integral part of the curriculum and are the only
clubs in ti. .4(110,11 system which is operated as part of the teacher's required

Ti:. ,!nos over a period of years have helped to develop many out-
standing leaders in the state and nation, have taught students how to live, how
to get along with their neighbors, and how to be good citizens. They have also
promoted the spirit of patriotism unsurpassed by any other school group. It has
not only been successful in developing new leade ns well as followers and
good citizens: kit it has served, and Increasingly so, as a testing ground for the
performance of students in the various areas in which they were trained. No
other school activity, generally speaking, academic or cultural. has a method
to cheek the performance of students other than simple written testa. Such
programs as pre now being developed through the National Vocational Industrial
Clubs of America. Skill Olympics, nuist still he continued. These programs more
than any other program in the school system have not only tat ght the student a
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skill but require the student perform that skill on a satisfactory level. Although
they may not be directly supported out of federal funds, they have none the
less evolved as an indirect result of federal funding. This is another result of
local and state putting in more financial effort than is required by law.

Summarizing, the various vocational laws that were enacted through the years
were the result of unmet needsa need which was not met on the local or state
level for various reasons. That need still exists. There are a large percentage of
students who do not receive college training. There exists a variety of job °Nor.
tunities in the labor market which are unfulfilled. The job market is much more
complicated and complexed than it used to be because the more menial jobs have,
been eliminated and the broad scope of jobs available has increased in new and
different fields. There is also a tendency among the younger generation to view
all jobs as dignified and a larger percentage of the so-called academically superior
students are not now seeking a four-year degree. We still use funds exactly as
designated by the various laws that is to employ competent instructors, many of
whom would not meet normal certification, to purchase equipment and Instxne-
tional material which could not be purchased without federal funding, to work
with special students such as disadvantaged, handicapped, and students who
cannot attend school during the normal day. We continue to use federal funds for
in-service training on the local, state. and national level. Many successful research
projects are still being carried out as a result of federal funds, and we are con-
tinuing to develop students to their fullest potential through the use of group
activities and performance tests which are associated with the various clubs.

Mr. ANDREWS. I assume you know, Mr. Chair nan, North ",arolina
has the No. 1 basketball team.

I have just been informed Mrs. Betty Knox is with us. Is that cor-
rect? She is employed at the Garner Senior High School and she lives
in Raleigh. She is a school counselor. She will become on July 11,1974,
the president of the American School Council Association, the largest
association in guidance.

Chairman Prmxiss. You just stay around, Mrs. Knox.
Mr. ANDREWS. She has been granted a 1-year leave of absence to en-

able her to take on these very important responsibilities. We are very
proud of her.

Chairman PF.RKINS. I am proud to be here associated with this dis-
tinguished colleague, Ike Andrews and Congressman Lehman. I can
sincerely state, Congressman Quie deeply regrets he was unable to be
here. This was planned a long, long time ago.

The next witness is Mr. Lee C. Phoenix, superintendent of the Ashe-
boro city schools. Asheboro, N.C.

STATEMENT OF LEE C PHOENIX, SUPERINTENDENT, ASHEBORO
CITY SCHOOLS, ASHEBORO, N.C.

Mr. PHOENIX. I will have to deviate from the prepared text due to
the fact all my colleagues have stolen what I had to say as a result of
my appearing last on the program.

It is well that we look at the total program of education. I chose to
go back and look at the history of education in the entire United
States and compare it with what we have at the present time, specific
functions of government which Lad to do with purposes and objec-
tives. These have played a minor role in some instances and a major
role in SOME,, thereby establishing a society as we know it today. Per-
haps the biggest challenge we have is an educational program that
will meet the needs of all those enrolled. We have been able to do this
through various occupataional programs.
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I would, with the permission of the committee like to read a portion
of what I thitnk is very important and which has been alluded to by

the others. It appears to me, one of the greatest needs we have is
training occupational counselors not only at the senior high school
level but the junior high school level and special consideration should
be given to providing career awareness at the elementary area. Many
rodent: enter high school with no comprehension as to work. More

trsgi-c perhaps are students who have made at least a tentative deci-
sion as to employment only to discover a particular job is no longer
avallable and the opportunities for future employment just do not
emi.q. Initial training or retraining is thus necessary, to the complete
fruAration on the part of many youths and young adults. Top pri-
ority must be given to detail and concentrated emphasis for guidance
er% ices which covers all phases of the world of work. The college

those who are dropouts, they all must be informed as to all
This can only be accomplished with dedicated and skilled

with a keen understanding of behavioral patterns of all
groups.

A--tually. Mr. Chairman. one of the greatest concerns that I have
:1-le State cf North Carolina ari for the Nation has to do with
e;ot-c:n<= basic salable skills not only for those who are interested
car -er education as a terminal course at the time they complete
r ondary I-can-7,-. but it is also very important that we find some

-:. Liritenant Governor Hunt was saying this morning, to in-
:: ti.ese 'in.livid-aals both boys and girls in all of the extra curricu-
10.-tivitt'S for the leadership potential is there.

i:Istances. we are findina that local schools are making a
effort to assure all students have the opportunity for devel-

eprn-?nt. But many times these expenses become prohibitive to the
:-.1a] and to th e school and to the local district. Funds must be

in some way for the development of the entire educational
cf all those who enroll.

PTIRKINS 1Inz the work-study program been of any
benefit to the students in your vocational schools in your

M:. has been a tremendous asset and many young
w :in we:-e- in that particular phase of this rn-On

where t'r:Py ( )1::11 cut into the community to earn a liveli-
er,ra monty. the work-st-ady program that comes in the

has a trcinendems asset. Yes: it has.
fir; :Hit ahead. Would you say you are trernen-

:2. t;,1)- area ?
P-7 ,v:7. 1-, --: t .gin eleo-ree this is true: yec. sir. We could

) work-,:tfilir prOirrIttl and also from a
of '-re- I: 114 to finarce these activities for the entire de-

,-,77t :-.1,1,-sicp potential of all ilie boys and girls.
. iT.H7N,z. IT is the Manpower program been modified to

ti.,y ve-v helpful or hare they kind of fallen
as or have they ever been very helpful?

Mr. CI: y:1113/1. and members of the committee. at one
7 7"-2:7;.: the.: served a very useful purpose. There has been a
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decline. At this point. I am not so sure they are doing the job which
was intended or that they are contributing to the overall process.

Chairman PERKINS. Go ahead.
Mr. PHOENIX. A very important part of what I would like to bring

to Oe ommittee this morning has to do with early funding in order
that real in-depth planning can be done. \V are finding quite often
unlPss we have specific information as to the amount of funds avail-
able to us, that we are losing oustanding instructors and other per-
sonnel to institutions where they can have more job security. It is
pretty difficult to talk with an outstanding coordinator and I appreciate
the opportunity of having one of the staff from Asheboro City Schools
to appear before you also this morning, but it is pretty difficult to talk
to than tt ith regard to employment unless they know specifically as
to .w hat their &ale-, will be and unless they are asz.n red that will remain
until the l nd of the term. This has a tremendous import upon what we
are doitt

Se. I Cannot emphasize toe greatly, how much we need to know what
fund, are going to be available.

Calif man h ut:Drs. I could not agree with you more. That is the
Mt' ate starting now to see that we get this legislation corrected.

The pi ogi anis that do expire. we want to try to get them enacted
enh ente.gli next year so we can get timely funding. The House now
i, woe-, of marking up the HEW Educational Appropriation.r iation bills should have been marked up some mcoths

1.1,t rte .ere tumble to (ret this H.R. 09 out of tne way. But we
h pet a duration on there. some 4 or 5 years in conference and

.e..tid for all that some stability be put into these programs. Then
can eiliiently continue timely funding and more efficiently utilize

titr.,-e fund-.
It is alinost a dereliction. I am ,t ill saving. Mr. .ndrews. a derelie-

1:on un tl l pal: of the Conffress because ttr t iv more responsible for
than the exe.ntive branch because we have had this problem for

time i. n,l rte cannot seem to get our,ehe, educated. I am in-
luding Cat I Perkins. al-o. The local people wonder why WV cannot
it a -:mple thing but I believe the time i- fast approaching with

the glass, oots understanding and know-how on how to get to Wash-
mum!: }on \NM sec this come to pass within the next few years.
('()!,:.:le,-.111P11 Andrews. Lehman. and Quie and many others are going.
to t I'll.; On that point and hope the next time we hold hearings

v. NN(' will t' over that bridge.
PIII,ENIN. I would like to close with one .sttement which is

in.portant and has been alluded to. Vocational education should be-
, on." a part of the total educational proce,s. It cannot be set aside as
ail after-thought for disadvantaged. the slow learner or any segment
of our population, There most be total integration of the entire learn-
ing 'Avec:, Ve,terday's excellence can become today's mediuvrity and
tomorm's actual tragedy unless we do something about :t. All levels
of g,txernNellt havt as their No. 1 responsibility the complete educa-
tion of children and youth.

Chairman NS. MI% ,1ndrews.
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Mr. A maims. I gues,-, t he eo,t Of vocat ional edueational.classes vary
so much from one course to the other but is there any a% inlable infor-
mation as to what here in North Carolina the cost for students might
be on the average, versus the academic ?

Mr. Puok:Nix. I do not have that information. Perhaps someone
else in the group does but it is available in the department of occupa-
tional education.

Mr. ANDREwz.. Could someone get that information and put it in
the record while we are here in North Carolina, so it will be part of
the record.

[Reply to Mr. Andrecs appears following Mr. Beldier's testimony.]
Mr. ANDREWS. Another quick thing, do you hear from students,

parents, or anyone, any disagreement with the courses which an
offered in terms of them not being sufficiently challenging or meaning-
ful to the student ? In other words that there may be an offering of
courses because that is the community need whereas the student could
have trained in something which might be more meaningful to the
student but which might cause the student to leave the community
to some place where he might avail himself of a job?

Mr. PHOENIX. We try to avoid this as much 4s possible by com-
plete involvement of parents, teachers, and staff. It is true on occasion
you will have a student definitely interested in a specific job or a
specific skill which we cannot offer. This, of course, becomes rather
frustrating to that student. We do have to pay very close attention
to the business and industries in those communities but at the same
time, you have to look at the interest of the indiv=idual and try to
wide him. This is why I believe the actual guidance service is inform-
mg them as to the role of work and this is so important.

Mr. ANDRE\VS. Does it include courses that various industries want
to put in, do you use that as a little leverage to get them to help
you work with machinery. or whatever ?

Mr. PuoEsix. Yes, sir. I think you will find. Congressman, that in
almost any cominunitv that 'nicht-try busines,es are most cooperative.
When they find a need they are desirous of having individuals trained
in a specific area with the basic skills. if yo.i will get it organized
and formulated and give them some idea of what is needed. It is no
problem to get the machinery and el en sometime, money for a period
of time but not on a continuous basis.

Mr. ANDREWS. As far as the Federal laws are concerned, we do not
have the interaction between the various assets available in a given
area. They are segreg ,ted as far as programs. But at the local level,
could you not work out with sonic of the industry, something as to
use of equipment and personnel ?

Mr. PitoExix. There are restrictions. At the present time anyone
under 18 years of age cannot be enrolled in a technical college unless
tl ,y have been released by the board of education. They cannot be
rexased under any circumstances if they are enrolled in a high school
program. However, we do have arm agements whereby we can work
with them in various ways. But the use of the facilities for inservice
training, yes. that can be arragned. We even have some of their staff
come in and help us do various programs and they do the same thing.

Chairman PERKINS. Thank you. You made an excellent statement.
[Prepared statement of Mr. Phoenix follows i]
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PRLPSRED STATEHLNT OF LEE C. PHOENIX, SUPLRINTLNDI.Vr, ASHEBORO CM.
SCHOOLS, ASHLISOILO,

With the passage of the Satan-Delunder Act by :it, Massachusetts Bay Colony
in 1G-12 t duration of the children and 3 outh in the United States assumed a major
function of government aml Of prime import:tin e to the citizenry. From the begin -
nuic objectives and purposes there established. The Latin Grammar
St1.001, free public education. and the modern comprehensive high school have
all played a \nal role in the development of a complex, technical and scientific
bociety.

The challenge to prmide an edu.nito,,ial program to meet the needs of all who
enroll is ;,renter today than at any time in our history. For most students choos-
ing and finding work that n ili be both rewarding and satisfy ing upon leaving
formal education is a major concern. Of equal importance is the continuing evalu-
ation of all currieulm offerings to assure ielevancy, more effectie involvement
awl to maintain a level of instruction for students commensurate with their
nectis, requirements. desires and abilities. This challenge is not for the nostalgic
or fearful, the tired or the timid. It mandates true leadership willing to compel
the faith of the community. state and nation and exercise the sacrifices and ex-
pertise prerequisite for success. If ne are to move creatively from the rhetoric to
reitlit3 to achieving established goals, it is imperative that we first look at the
entire panorama of present programs, financial support and the entire cur -
ri of individual schools as well as school systems. Then and only then can
we successfully get on nab our quest for extrinsic solutions to intrinsic crises.

upational education has begun to fill a gap for two groups of students who
reach out for attention, guidance and directionoften silently, but with des-
peration.

First. there are the thildren and youth w ho are "disadvantaged", often be-
cause they are not provided nith school programs which prove to their advan-
tage. And. second. there are boys and girls, youths and young adults whose minds
tool hands want work but are not getting the skills and job preparation they
11,1-11 if they are to take their places in gainful employment. More than old-time
toc:alton.tl courses are needed here.

Trained occupational guidance counselors are a must at the junior high school
le% el and special consideration should be given to providing career awareness
to students in the elementary grades. Many students enter senior high school
with 110 concept of the world of work or the skills required for specific areas of

ment. More tragic, perhaps. are student, nho have made at least a tenta-
t .'' 1 cisiiin as to einplo3 meta and a career only to discover that a particular job
is no longer a vaihible and the opportunities for future employment do not exist.
Initial training or re-training is thus nece,sar% w ith complete frustration for
nittn youth and young. adults. Till) priority must be given to detailed and con-
, cid rated emphasis for guidance services n hich cover all phases of the world of
norl, The college bound. those n ho plan a terminal course of study. and the
potential drop-out must be informed as to :ill aspects of a complicated. highly in-

llustrialized, scientific society. This con 01113 l e aecomplished with dedicated and
skilled personnel n ith a keen under,t jading of behavioral patterns of all and
speei fie age groups.

The funding of occupational programs by the Federal Government at a time
when state and local budgets are being prepared is critical for effective and effi-
lent organization and !donning. The amount of monies available from the Fed-

eral I tovernment should be designated no later than January prior to the next
ear :Ind, if possible, one year in ad Va nee. It is recognized there are many

fators to consider nith ea r13 funding. Infl won. salary schedules. revenue a vail-
all'e and many other considerations contribute to a time schedule It is impossible,
hi % eh or. to accurately projeet a realistic budget at the local level if specific
information is not available. The employment of personnel has, of necessity,
been lb,ne with no concrete assurance as to continuation beyond the first two (2)
to throe (3) months of a school term. A well-planned program and course of-
fennz must be staffed at an early date if the most competent individuals are to
he a' ,likable The esprit de corps of staff in the area of vocational education is
essential and has a direct effect on students who enroll.

The expansion of all areas of occupational education to meet specific needs and
interest, of high school students demands careful study and evaluation. All
phases of business education must be considered as a major component of occupa-
tional offerings. The business community is demanding more and better pre-
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pared employees as secretaries, clerks, bookkeepers, accountants, and general
distribution of all products. The cooperative business offerings that permit onthe-
job training of specific skills after basic skills have been learned has enabled
many students to accept employment immediately after graduation from high
school. The basic concept for all on-the-job cooperative programs with business
and industry applies and must be expanded.

Basic skills to be learned from laboratory and shop experiences demand facili-
ties that are expensive to build, equip and maintain. Poor occupational programs,
however, are more expensive from the loss of student preparation and skill de-
velopment. A school drop-out can become a financial liability to society and a
complete loss as a contributing member of his community, state and nation. One
hundred per cent (100%) funding by the Federal Government for adequate facili-
ties, equipment and supplies has become a top priority in many communities.
Remedial programs for young and older adults are more expensive and the loss
of productivity for many years cannot be regained either for the individual or
society.

Many young people who are now enrolled in occupational programs have a
difficult time financing clubs and other related activities. Local schools make a
concerted effort to assure that all students have the opportunity for development
from participation in the social. group, and other related co-curricular activities.
Many times these expenses become prohibitive at the school or district level.
Funds must be proviaed or work programs established to assure each student's
involvement in the total program.

Vocational, occupational and career education should become a part of the
total educational, process. It cannot be set aside as an "after thought" for the-
disadvantaged, the slow-learner or any other segment of our school population.
There must be total and complete integration of the entire learning process. Pro-
grams of the past will no longer suffice. Yesterday's excellence can become today's
mediocrity and tomorrow's tragedy. All levels of government have as their num-
ber one responsibilitythe education of all children and youth.

Chairman PERKINS. I want to call at this time. Dr. Williams and Dr.
Woolard. They have to catch a plane.

Charlie Williams is the deputy superintendent of instruction, State
Department of Education, Columbia, S.C. He has been in Washington
on a number of occasions. Without objection your prepared statements
will be inserted in the record.

STATEMENT OF CHARLIE G. WILLIAMS, DEPUTY SUPERINTENDENT
OF INSTRUCTION, STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION, COLUM-
BIA, S.C.

Dr. WILLIAMS. I would like to say first of all, South Carolina is
deeply indebted to you for working out and ushering in the House
title I bill that is probably the most equitable thing that could have
survived. It was only through your leadership this was accomplished.
I am sincere in saying we are deeply indebted to you.

I would also say, I stand in awe of the knowledge and information
that you and members of the House committee have of the title I pro-
gram and the functioning of the public schools. I find it incumbent on
us to provide you with meaningful information in your attempt to
give us the type leadership you have given us in the field of title I.

I will try to be as brief as I can with the full confidence in the lead-
ership that you can provide through your committee will be in the best
interest of the children of the "United States.

Chairman PERKINS. I want to say that Congressmen Quie, Lehman,
and Andrews cooperated to the full extent and we had the full support
of your entire delegation from South Carolina. I have never Feely
better cooperation from a group of people. This State may be clas-
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sified as one of the poorer States in the Union. You worked together
for one purpose only, to achieve equity that all people are created

* equal, trying to seek equality.
Dr. Witztams. We are certainly indebted to your leadership and

that of this committee. We expect and look toward that kind of
leadership as we look to the concerns of vocational education.

I would just add a word to say it is important to note the Nation's
system of education is maturing, slowly. You have heard testimony
to that, that vocational training has not had the recognition. But we
are moving in and there is a philosophy and commitment that public
education is for all children, for all the people. We have a responsi-
bility for providing welders, mechanics and other _tradesmen. In
that respect, I have submitted to you in our report, some of the things
we have done which would encourage your support in drafting future
legislation. You do have before you, a great document, part of a
concern I heard raised by Mr. hadcliffe earlier which represents
a :;-year plan developed for the purpose of providing occupational
education to 100 percent of the children enrolled at the high school
level. We have broken that down as to numbers and facilities which
would be needed.

The 5-year plan referred to goes ou to state specifically during the
.,..chool year we will fund 19 new facilities. We will provide adequate
facilities for new equipment, we will provide assistance to local
school districts in opening these facilities, will provide funds for
voitional programs and occupational programs at an increased

State and Federal appropriation.
Without going through the entire document, I submit to you there

are many efforts being made to establish a long-term plan. I would
share with you. as a result of this, we have moved since 1968 to 1969
school year from 1'3.000 youngsters enrolled in vocational programs
to 10:).000 enrolled. So, the 5-year plan is paying off and has been
testified, I won't bore you with restating but it is a costly program and
will require some assistance from State and Federal agencie',.

The third thing we have been trying to do is improve the program
itself. The first thing we did in 1966-69, was to turn the allocation
over to the local school superintendent and say to him, sir, you have
s1.4 i0.000, tell us whatlat kind of program, vocational programs you
would provide based on the job opportunities in the community. We
no longer tell them to offer X, Y. or Z. They submit to us their pro-
po,-til in addition to facilities and equipment, there is an attempt to
improve the quality of instruction going on in existing programs. I
would also share with you the fact that, under the instructional facili-
t ie... we have in operation in our State 42 comprehensive facilities.
Thci e is in the document before you, a geographical description. We
lm%o !i:8 million on bonded hold to finiAi a complete network of these
,v1e,h would be about 19 more vocational 0e/item. I think that would
highlight 14-nimble the evidence presented by many of the schoo:
-uperintendezits. You have to have first of all a meaningful facility
with staff and sonic guidance per,onnel to assist in helping youngsters
make a decision. Thac is the kind of preparation you might need.

In addition, T do have an addendum in my report. The addendum
rdates to the adult effort.



I would add a note. Where them will always be a need to upgrade
and retrain adults, I would be concerned that any society that com-
mitted its resources to training and retraining its adults rather than
the youngsters, has probably committed itself to failure. While we
do need to train adults, the main supply will be the next generation
of youngsters who flow through the system.

In considering legislation, I would urge you to deal with your col-
leagues and have that legislation come through the Education Com-
mittee rather than the Labor Committee. It seems those things which
are required can better be attended to by the Education Committee as
opposed to the Labor Committee. I will be happy to respond to any
quest ions.

Chairman PEaRrxs. Let me compliment you on an excellent state-
ment. With all your experience in this area I agree with you that we
should not lose sight of the youngster who is going to comprise the
next generation. He deserves the priority. But observing the way that
you have grown and taken care of so many adults and youhg,ters at the
secondary level since the 1963 aet- was enacted, the tremendous prog-
ress that has been made. do yo, el if we further expanded to a great
extent, at least went half way in doubling. the Federal funds, that you
would make as much progress lnd provide as many salable jobs in the
next 10 years as you have p,..)vi:1-d in the past 10 years since the
enactment of the act of 1963 ?

Dr. WILLIAMS. Yes, sir.
Chairman PERKINS. What changes would you suggest to this com-

mittee if we doubled those funds? Just assume for a moment we were
going to double the funds. What changes would you suggest to this
committee to achieve the greatest result at the local level, that is suit-
able skills, when these adults and youngsters completed their courses
so they would be ready to walk right into jobs. What suggestions do
you have for the present line?

Dr. WILLIAMS. I think we are beyond that point in helping South
Carolina. But looking at the Nation as a whole, I would say the funds
earmarked for construction which seem to be the primary factor for
keeping the school board from moving into this area without ade-
quate staff, would be a factor. It seems to be the primary factor in ex-
panding the capital improvement costs beyond the local taxpayer to
raisc that revenue.

Chairman PERKINS. Is that the greatest obstacle tluit you see in tak-
ing care of the applicants that want technical training right now? The
sophisticated equipment and facilities?

Dr. WILLIAMS. Yes. sir. The school boards and administrators have
conic to realize that all of the children in society do not need a col-
lege education. The parents are about to understand it, the educators
do understand it and are willing to move into that program more
forcefully. Rut the thing that keeps reoccurring is the cost. This I
would say is the No. 1 priority.

Chairman PERKINS. Then if we did that. you feel the progress with-
in the next 10 years would be as great from the standpoint of putting
out productive citizens. that is with saleable skills, who would be em-
ployed as has been the case since 1963 ?
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Dr. WILLIAMS. Iii my opinion it would be even greater because once
these facilities are made available in one area, another area starts de-
manding them. Our State legislature has now been forced to begin
to pick up the funding. So we are really getting seed money. To answer
your question, I would say it would expedite and accelerate it.

Chairman PERKixs. In all probability, it would take thousands of
people from the welfare rolls.

Dr. WiLtiAms. It would provide for youngsters to go out and make
a decent living.

Chairman PERnms. Mr. idrews?
Mr. .AxnnEws. We tall about the amount of money that North

Carolina provides. How much does South Carolina provide?
Dr. WILLIAMS. About $7 to $1. Our local sebnol people talk with the

legislature constantly about the need. This phase of public education
is becoming just as important as what we have been committed to,
historically.

Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Lehman ?
Mr. Lmust.tx. No questions.
Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Radcliffe?
Mr. RADCLIFFE. Nothing.
Chairman PERKixs. You have always been helpful to this committee.

I certainly appreciate the great support that you have given to educa-
tion. We ha% e seen a new day for education in the South in the last
few year -4. Members are coming to the Congress today from the local
level with their minds on education. Years ago we had to try to plead
and beg with Members to support education. I think we are going to
see more progress in the next 6 or S years. Because of the aid for depend-
ent children and the welfare rolls, we have got to do more for educa-
tion in the next 6 or S years than we have ever done in the past, and
I think this is going to wipe out a number of these welfare rolls. I
think you are on the right track. I certainly am wholly in agreement
wifh your testimony today.

Dr. WILLIAMS. Let me congratulate you on your own Jack Jennings.
He is very capable.

Chairman PERKINS. He and others on my subcommittee staff ar-
ranged this hearing and they have done an excellent job. I have been
too bu4--v on other matter,.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Williams follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF D. CHARLIE G. WILLIAMS. DEPUTY SUPERINTENDENT
FOR INSTRUCTION, SOUTH CAROLINA STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION,
COLUMBIA, S.C.

Mr. Chairman, distinguished committee members, ladies and gentlemen. and
special guests. I come before you today to address thn scope and direction of
vocational education in South Carolina, with particular focus upon the impact
of federal legislation in this domain. In so doing, I represent Dr. Cyril B.
Busbee. South Carolina State Superintendent of Education.

Be advised that we are singularly pleased to he extended this fonim on a
subject which enjoys high priority within South Carolina's secondary education
sector. We are also mindful of the many pressing priorities which command your
attention therefore, we have attempted to submit testimony in a concise,
sequential package which is germane to your purpose here today.

To set my remarks in proper perspective. allow me to present briefly my program
area of responsibility at the State level. In my role as Deputy Superintendent for
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'instruction, I have direct responsibility for (1) Vocational Education Programs,
(21 Programs for the Handicapped, (3) General EducationElementarySec
ondary. )4) Adult Education. (51 Instructional Television Programs, (61 Federal
ProgramsTitle I. II. HI, ESEA, EPDA, NDEAIII, (7) Teacher Education
and Certifiration Programs.

Note that references herein to "the basic act and amendments" connote the
191;3 Federal oatitmal Education Act tPublic Law 90-.576) and its 196%
amendments.

FI1E-YEAR PLAN FOR OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION, SOUTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF
EDUCATION

The state Department of Education. functioning through its Office of Voca-
tional Education. has a a hallenging commitment to vocational education. In South
Carolina. vocational education is an essential entity in a secondary education
system that is sensithe to the eontinuing need for total career education for
the indi v 'dun I.

The smile of the departien4 commitment is so broad that it is extremely dif-
fiult to entine it to pre. ise definition. However, an attempt at such a definition
is the following department goal

-To utilize all its specialized personnel and resourees to plan and implement
ednentiohal proziams am l objeethes designed to prep are each vocational stu-
dent in south Carolina for constructive participation in society. inituediate em-
pItlymnt and or further education and continued self development.

Tooard this end. the south Carolina Board of Education in 1971 adopted a
comprehensive the-)ear plan to place in central focus the priorities and goals

our state.). 10.1e secondary education system. In so doing, the board took a
studied look at impending needs of vocational education to develop not only

a structured plan for growthbut one which is predicated upon measurable
objectives.

Specifically, vocational education programs now serve 103.794 secondary stu-
dents in 202 high sinsds and 42 modern vocat4 ,al centers. The major goal we
have,placed before us. incorporated in our Five -year plan. is to make vocational
edueation available to 1(10 percent of all secondary students who choose it by
1977-7S To achieve this. we currently estimate that vocational education pro-
grams must reach 13(1.000 high school students by the target year.

obviously. the would be ill advised to pursue programs for the sole purpose
of expanded enrollments. Solid programsthose which afford a future instead
of merely a jobare our goals and it will be our track record in this depart
went that will reflect our ultimate success.

It k for this reason that our State Board of Education has set the following
priorities for the expenditure of ocational education fundsin South Carolina:

)11 First priority is for vocational training in Grades 11 and 12with three-
hour ilistriletional blocks. and in grades 10.11 and 12 with two-hour instructional
blocks. Inellided are Vocational Agriculture and Home Economics, which may
be taught in Grades 9-12.

I 2; second priority is for prevocational training Grades 9 and 10 which leads
ton a rd a specific vocational ca reer.

The development of a carefully structured plan and specific funding priorities
for creational education in South Carolina has given solid dimension to what
we believe k a viable oeational education system. More significantly. though,
It exemplifies a welling sentiment from the grass roots level that the vocational
skill development program is as important as any other part of the total school
program This resolve 11.1s its origins in the increased support given vocational
education over the past the 3i.nr.: through broadened federal and state support.
I ill further address this federal/state impetus in the remainder of tills
tes:

ENROLLNIF.NT OPPORTUNITIES AND GROWTH

Research ).3. the South Carolina Department of Education has revealed that
oars is a state in which only sor ^ 35 percent of all high school graduates are
known to enter college. It should be noted that this percentage is drawn from
recent data. and that this index has steadily inereased over the past five years
as a direct result of a structured and progressive effort to upgrade secondary
education in South Carolina.
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However. this index bespeaka the compelling need for comprehensive vcca
ti) nal enrollment opportunitiesft need which has been prevalent throughout
the history of secondary education in our nation. It is clearly obvious that,
from the passage of -le federal Smith-Hughes Act in 1917 until the midsixties,
viable skill training programs on the secondary level were virtually nonexistent
outside of vocational agriculture and home economics programs.

rt is equally obvious, and we readily acknowledge, that the past decade has
ushered in the greatest era of growth in the 57-year history of vocational educa-
tion in Routh Carolinaowing primarily to the impact of the 1903 Federal Vo-
cational Education Act and its 1968 amendments.

Tangible evidence of this growth Ls reflected in the construction of 42 modern(
vocational centers during this period, making skill training in a well equipped
laboratory environment available to most high school students in their respeo-
tive communities. This network is among the finest skill training systems at the
secondary level in this nation, and it literally would nut be a reality today in the
absence of the basic act and amendments.

A corresponding expansion of vocational enrollment opportunities has ensued
during the same period as comprehensive high schools have evolved--offering
similar skill training on campuses which previously afforded little salable skill
training to students, many of whom were thrust directly into the job market
upon graduation or termination of enrollment.

Where only a few skill training programs were available in scattered location%
prior to the midsixties, high school students can now choose from among some (a)
voc-ed offerings in seven broad educational service areas. Further. and equally
significant what has evolved is a dynamic improvement in the quality as well as
the number of programs.

Statistically. secondary voc-ed enrollment in South Carolina has boomed from
73.577 in 1968-439 to 105.784 in 1973an increase of 30 percent. It is especially
noteworthy that this increase came during the same period in «Lich total state
secondary enrollment declined from 265.247 to =5.139.

Further comparison reveals that voe-ed enrollment. as a percentage of total
state secondary enrollment. jumped frau 27.7 permit in 196s-b1) to 44.9 pereent
in 1973-74. This growth is charted below :

Year

Vcc-ed
State State vrc-ed enrollment

secondary en rottment a percent
enrollment (secondary) (secondary)

1970-71

1973-74

"4. I. 4-14 4

265, 247
263.785
245, 791
238 298
237 675
235. 139

73.577
79.097
79, 411
93.870

103, 413
105, 794

27 7
3'.fl
32 3
39 4
+3 5
44. 9

In summary. impetus provided by the federal act, with amendments, and the
state and local commitment have been prime factors in dramatically increasing
enrollment opportunities for South Carolina high school students. Though con-
siderable growth potential and need exist in voc-ed enrollments, South Carolina
now has the mechanism and growing desire to provide high school students
viable vocational courses. giviiig graduates a heretofore unavailable choice for
advancement to gainful employment or higher education.

ENROLLMENT GROWTH BY PROGRAM AREAS

Trade and Industrial Education
Perhaps no vocational training has received greater emphasis in recent Years

than has trade and industrial education in cur state. Local citizens have become
aware that South Carolina is emerging as an industrialized :tate. This ground
swell has been largely responsible for the development of our dynamic network
of vocational centerswhere T & I offerings abound.

8,-condary (and adult ) student all: being served in increasing number%
throughout the state in the comp ,easive high schools and the vocational
centers. Enrollment for 1973 nearer, i,000, and projected enrollment for 197
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is 24,000. Approximately 17 percent of the total secondary occupational enroll-

ment is in the T & I service area.
Placement of students is very high. T & I programs are developed to train

students for jobs that are available in the present job market.
The June, 1973 Follow-Up Report indicates that 62 percent of all T & I gradu-

ates available for placement were placed in their field or a related field, with 35

percent finding other employmentfor a total of 97 percent placement, Thus, the

graduates of Trade and Industrial programs show that many job opportunities

are available for persons possessing competent skills. Those needed skills are

being provided in increased numbers and quality in South Carolina as a result
of federal, state and local resources.

Clearly, viable and diversified T & I programs for secondary students will be

a continuing need for South Carolina in the years ahead. It is fortunate that the
necessary federal, state and local support has been forthcoming to develop the
current T & I program at the secondary level.

Horne Economics Education
Home Economics Education has experienced many program changes in recent

yearschanges which have produced increased program quality and stability.

As this committee is aware, recent federal legislation has defined and funded

the separate facets of Home Economics Education: consumer and homemaking;

and occupational (gainful). As a direct result, increased numbers of students
have been served in both programs. Enrollment increased by over 30 percent
during the past five yearsfrom 28,916 to 36,434 in cons;;:lier and homemaking;
occupational program enrollment now totals 1,444up from 911 in 1968.

The expanded enrollment has broadened outreach to male and female students

who have varied educational and occupational goals, interests and needs. As a
result of Part F of the legislation, a mmat stronger program in consumer and

homemaking education has been initiated in the past five years to: help insure
stability for employment ; upgrade the quality of family life; and prepare per-
sons for the dual role of homemaker and wage earner.

The growing occupational program is designed to equip persons for employ-

ment in both current and emerging home economics related occupations, such
as child care, clothing, foods, home and Institutional management, and housing

and home furnishing services.
The continued need for financing consumer and homemaking programs is prob-

ably greater in 1974 than ever before in the history of our nation. The quality of

life which can be available to the citizens of the United States and South Caro-

/Ina, as the complexity and demands of society increase, is directly related to the
training which can be provided to develop consumer and homemaking skills.

Agricultural Education
Agricultural education has recently transitioned from a purely farm emphasis

in our state to an agri-business orientation. Students may choose from a variety

of courses (from basic agriculture to ornamental horticulture to ag mechanics),

and are able to pursue the course of study through two or three-hour block

periods of instruction.
Enrollment in Agricultural Education reflects a decrease in recent years

from 5,138 students in 1968 to 4,710 In 1974. This is not uncommon in light of

the gradual shift of the National economy from a farm to an industrial base.

However, the quality and diversity of instruction within agricultural courses
have increased greatly, thereby enhancing enrollment opportunities.

Office Occupations Education
Enrollments in office occupations programs have enjoyed tremendous growth

over the past five years. Until 1970-71, the total program was basically unstruc-
tured. Many students enrolled in various clerical-related courses with no par-
ticular office occupations career objective. In 1970-71, the curriculum was struc-
tured so students could pursue one or more of the following occupational clusters:
(1) stenographic ; (2) clerical : (3) accounting: (4) data processing; (5) key-
punch ; and (8) senior intensified (one -year. general office occupations course).
A series of prescribed courses is planned within each cluster, and graduates have
marketable skills upon completing the cluster.

Enrollment patterns will attest that office occupations programs have met a
significant employment need in South Carolina. In 1968, only 7,722 students in
80 high schools were offered office occupations courses; by 1973, 158 high schools
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It should also be noted that provision has been made within regular vocational
programs for numerous other disadvantaged and handicapped student; ith less
severe i zpairments.

Thus, funding of programs for students with special needs has served a three-
fold purpose in our state: (1) to introduce students to occupational areas
through prevocational education: (2) to teach an occupational skill for job
entry; (3) to prepare students to enter regular programs. Unquestionably
these programs have prospered due to heavy federal fundingthe same funding
upon which their future growth is predicated.
Cooperative Programs

The cooperative program structure has afforded students invaluable oppor-
tunities for part-time experiences that enhance vocational instruction. Enroll-
ment has continued to increase steadily over the years, with students able to
meet some financial obligations while furthering their education. This program
has not only placed students in a realistic relationship to the careers they are
training for, but strengthened the bond between vocational instructors/adminis-
trators and the local business/industrial community.

Current (1973-74) enrollment in cooperative (work-study) programs is 5,2'28
students.
Adult Education

Federal legislation has provided many secondary students with training
opportunities which would not have otherwise been possible, but post-secondary
(adult) students have also greatly benefited from it.

Post-secondary education is administered primarily by technical education
in our state, an agency separate from the State Department of Educatien.

Adult education has traditionally been given a high priority in South Caro-
lina s educational community. In the late sixties, approximately 50,000 rAults
were enrolled in vocational training. As area vocational centers have opened and
secondary enrollment has increased, adult enrollment (a lower priority due to
limited funds) has declined to approximately 15,000. Nevertheless, the need for
adult vocational programs is still very great and, as increased resources become
available, a steady increase in adult education should be realized.

PSOOBAM QUALITY IMPROVEMENT

Vocational education in South Carolina has made such noted progress in
increased enrollments the past few years that the increased quality of programs
might tend to be overlooked. However, substantial evidence exists that instruc-
tional program quality has increased simultaneously with enrollments.
Administrative Responsibility

The most significant development to impact within programs has been the
shift of program decision making in vocational education from state leaders to
loeal school educators. Traditionally. the initiation o: new concepts and financial
support for vocational programs generally originated in state offices, with re-
sponsibility for the implementation usually resting with state personnel and
the local teacher. Since the 1968 amendments, responsibility for decision making
and administration of vocational programs has shifted to local school administra-
tors. A direct result is the integration of vocational courses into the total context
of the high school educational experience. since local administrators are now
directly responsible for assisting the potential job markets, and providing appro-
priate vocational programs.

administrators, in choosing the course to be offered their students, must
constantly be sensitive to employment opportunities and needs of their respective
community for skill training at the secondary level. In seeking this information,
relationships are fostered with business/industrial leaders which keep programs
relevant to local manpower needs. Numerous opportunities are also presented for
school administrators to defend, support, and create concepts for vocational
programs.

It should be stressed that the willingness of local administrators to accept
responsibility for voc-ed administration, as well as their success in the role, would
not have emerged without the leadership and support ge.terated by the basic act
and amendments. It is not difficult, therefore, to perceive that continued federal
support will be essential to sustain the progressive momentum which voc-ed has
enjoyed in South Carolina.
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Trelixical .43sixtance
A second development which has been significant in improving the quality of

vocational programs is the increased technical assistance to teachers throughout
the state. This assistance has taken the form of both human and non-human
resources.

Since the Clemson Voctional Media Center was established, unprecedented
resources have been available to vocational educators. The Media Center staff
has worked cooperatively ssith the state vocational staff since 1970 to produce
fourteen relevant. modernized curriculum guides in skill training for trade and
industrial education; six in vocational agriculture; two in health occupations;
eleven in home economics education; seventeen in pm-vocational education; and
a very comprehensise guide in office occupations.

The guides are used in classrooms throughout the state as the basic teaching
material and direction for vooational programs. After their development. in-
service sessions on the guides were held throughout the state as another form
of technical assistance to local teachers.

Further. each vocational service area usually conducts a minimum of three
group in-service meetings for teachers each year to bring them up-to-date on the
latest concepts and teaching resources in their area. Also. local school districts
provide increased emphasis on teacher in-service training. and assist vocational
teachers in planning skill training programs relevant to local needs.

State Department of Education district consultants also individually provide
eonsultive services to school districts and/or vocational teachers as requested.
Concerns cr needs in vocational education can be responded to immediately_
sine*. there are four district vocational offices strategically located throughout
the state. This special attention has been reflected in improved program quality:

l'onsultants in the district vocational offices give new teachers and those re-
entering teaching priority for in-serviceanother means of providing help in
areas of greatest need to improve vocational programs. Finally. evaluations
of programs are also conducted by consultants. and these assessments serve as
a basis for program improvement for both the school administrator and class-
room teacher.

EPDA (Educational Profecional Development Act) workshops have met a criti-
cal need in recent years in South Carolina. With EPDA funds (provided by fed-
eral legislation) workshops have been held for large numbers of teachers who-
would have otherwise been denied this learning experience. Workshop partici-
pants have included l'rgely new teachers who have been reassigned into other
subject matter areas. Program improvement is decidedly related to the avail-
ability of EPDA funds.

other teaching aid'- have also effoctively supplemented the re4ourees of curric-
ohm guides. in- service training. and cor.suitant visits. Transparencies. slides.
filmstrips. cassettes aad other tapes. wall charts and student materials are a few
examples of '-upplenientary teaching aids which have been developed as an -in-
structional packet" approach to complement curriculum guides.

The existence and continued use of all these teaching-learning resources attest
that students are receiving improved and improving instruction and zrainins in
vocational education programs aeross South Carolina. Most of these teaching aids
have been developed in the last five years and would not have been possible
as i thou t sufficient federal and state fonds.
.tdrisnry (ounlit/

Another formidable foreo in the development of vocational prngran' in our
state are the advisory councils which serve programs.

Each area vocational center is served by an advisory council. and !all proms
grains and administrations benefit greatly from the advice of theso bodies The
advisory council i4 usually comprised of local business industrial !Kle-- gov-
ernment officials. private troop leaders. and educators. The council is useful net
only to identify and interpret local needs for vocational training. but as a com-
munity link for employment of graduates and as a positive public relations influ-
ence for the center.

In sonic school districts. each vocational course is served by a separate advisorycouncil to advis on course content and assist in placement of graduates
The formation in 196.) of the 12-member (now 16-member) Sor.th CarolinaAdvis, ry Council on Vocational and Technical Education gave new dirnen' inns

to the advisory Pflort in our state. This body has fostered new in,'ohts and direc-
22 ---f;
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f r r...c.stianal education through its evaluation of state and local voe-ed
ada_a_mstrata.r.. 1..ram atian of meatatigful articulation between %ue-ed and TEC
i.roaramas. and gaidanae ro the State Board of Education on needs throughout
tat- apecarata voc-ed programs.

Ad7..s.a-y cauncils have emerged strongly in the last five years to affect
_aaar.tea--eaa.a _n vaca:aaal traimaz that a uuld not have been made in any other
RAT

let -r.7 S:atf :.,:rUCture
A at which rar.ks among the most important influences upon vocational

ve-a.aat in receat years is th > stare plan for vocational training,
pn_ent under the camadtment and leader-hip of Dr. Cyril B. Busbee,

aaa-a Saaer_raen..ient of Education. and approved by the State Board of Educa-
:a n. This sta-ucaared. 1 at flexible. overall plan exists ro make skill training7 arcing to student maturational levels.

FL 7 szchl systems in South '-'ra'ina the plan recommends general home
: raias f a semester at the venrh and eighth grade levels, as well as
as-raa: arts. Preaatcatianal training is also recommended in grades nine and

--ad-ata ; :annira: tr paraue shill trainina. Further. pre-vocational course
aaa:lat I:ay is re-a-art-1 by the State Board of Education. Home economics and
.1...gr aure are alara recommended in the ninth and tenth grades.

Sa . traaa.r.r. :n a:2 r,catioral areas is generally available throughout South
t-ar in grades eleven aaa twelve tin either a comprehensive high school

7 Pent-era Students are involved in the training for either
a -a 7 air 1.-ot-a of in-tructan daily and some students pursue work
extr.e:a.e- in -ne. afternoon to supplement morning instruction.

N f the state structure of voc-ed in South Carolina would he corn-
; aa-e wt. 26s. ,1 the leadership and imputus which are given
. -.r tra.--aa.a ; y the Governor aad tae State Legislature. The governor. as

. a:a-a -xfaaaae and a ta-mber of the State Budget and Control Board,
-: : ti,--erved perapet aye %man:: educational priorities for South

: MerraPr- of the :egialatare close to and cognizant of voc-ed accomp-
..-- and a-a-ds at tae level have also ;sustained tilt: perspective

_al. a aatanad sarsta,rt of pr-grams. Their support hag often meant the
aa aa,cc -a an :narl-a-ala re aid a complete voc-ed program

.-- '''.V? -- - saran: if vocational education programa in South Carolina
a: .::v r-° odertd arwth and improvment have occurred

f amandmar.rant coupled with state funds and commitment.
: 7 f za at! :- desired. and can be expected. with continued support.
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she coordinates their aktivities with the two Alter federal projects (which report
directly to Washington, D.C., rather than via the State Department of Education'

As a part of die department staff's efforts to disseminate its resource infor-
mation, a programmed package of orientation materials for in-service use has
been prepared, directed toward the teacher; administrator audience. The package
includes a section of programmed teaching materials, a video-tape presentation
showing classroom implementation, and a supplemental section dealing with
suggestions for classroom activities.

This package illustrates the seven basic elements involved in conveying the
obje,ti-, es of career education: self-knowledge; attitudes and appreciations ;
social awareness; decision-making; es ononde awareness; educational awareness;
and .tireer awareness. It will serve as a major vehicle for communicating
Career Education to the state's local school districts.

In addition, the deprtment's staff is participating in a National Instructional
Television consortium. (Thirty-two different agencies are being represented,
drawing upon television and career education personnel.) Fifteen 15-minute
nistructicual films which delve into both affective and cognitive domains of
Career Education will be produced by June, 1974.

South Carolina's first overt local effort in an experimental Career Education
project began July 1, 1970, when the Region V Educational Services Center re-
ceived a grant from the United States Office of Education. Portions of Chester
field. Kershaw, and Fairfield Counties participated in this three-year exemplary
project. Although the Federal funds have terminated, this project site is dedicated
to the continuation of those successful aspects or the process and is supporting
them with local funds.

Meanwhile, in January, 1972 monies were made available for every State to
implement one research and development project in Career Education. The site
selected in South Carolina was Lexington School District Three in Batesburg.
Simultaneously, the State Department of Education hired its first Career Edu-
cation consultant.

The Lexington School District Three project places heavy emphasis on long-
range units structured on : self-knowledge: decisionmaking skills: awareness of
the social and personal importance of work ; awareness of the economic impor-
tance of work: and awareness of careers and occupational skills. Use of the
community in the project has been undertaken for all gradesand for various
schml convocations.

Since 1972, another research project (Spartanburg County School District
Five, Duncan, South Carolina) as well as a new exemplary project (Richland
County School District Two, Columbia, South Carolina) have been federally
funded. In addition, the Federal Model School Project operating in Greer, South
Carolina. has recently initiated a Career Education program.

The process in Spartanburg School District Five is an attempt to infuse career
education objectives into the existing curriculum. The objectives have been in-
corporated into four elements: self-knowledge, career awareness, free enterprise,
decisionmaking.

The three-year Richland County School District two project has been structured
as follows: In the first year. all students through the ninth grade are involved
in career education through efforts that refocus the existing curriculum. Simi.
taneously, a high school task force will develop and pilot various approaches which
will he in full use by all high school teachers by the second year of the project.

The relatively new project operating in Greer is an attempt to appr h career
education through the use of long unit formats focusing on career clusters. Career
guidance classes are being organized at the high school level The major emphasis
of the program to date has been involvement with planning implementation strat-
egies. Therefore, feedback on implementation procedures at the time of this
writing is minimal.

OCATIONAL COSSTRUCTION IN SOUTH CAROLINA

To lift np our brick and mortar growth. per se. in vocational education as the
prime hllo, tor of the progress we have achieved would be both misleading and
inaccurote. However, the broadfted scope. direction and relevance instilled with-
in our overall voc-ed programs through our modern center network are indeed the
time of our dynamic growth over the past decade.

With the passage of the basic act (of 19031 and its 1908 amendments. South
Carolinn seized the opportunity to begin erecting what we advance today as one
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of the finest vocational center networks in the nation serving -,comiary student,.
That network now includes 42 area vocational centers. and current plans call for
continued expansion of this network as we grow toward our major goal of pro-
viding voc-ed to 100 percent of the secondary student,: a% ho choose it by 197-7s.

What this distinguished committee should know is that the federal funding'
provided by the act and its 1968 amendments sail, the spark which ignited this
growth. In proper perspective, this funding alone was not a -total solution- to
local needs for such modern centers. Rather. it served as an incentive to our state
legislature and local school districts to muster local funding and commitment
toward such construction.

Obviously, these centers have provided the essential classroom/laboratory
facilities imperative for in-depth occupational instructionfacilities seldom
provided within the traditional academic school structure. Too, instruction within
these centers affords students training in threimur blocks daily, as opposed
to one-two hours for voc-ed offerings in (academic) high schools.

However. perhaps the mast profound in.pact of these centers is the spirit of
commitment to voc-ed which they have evoked. Students now increasingly find
occupational education affords a challenge and has a purposea meaningful
relevance to their future growth.

Most significantly. local school administrators have become participants in
this new commitment, and have given deserved priority to voc-ed program
growthboth in centers and in high school facilities. The 1968 amendments spur-
red this valuable commitment by affording increased option to local administra-
tors for expenditures of federal voc-ed monies.

The attached map ch; rts our current and projected status in development
of this center network.

Centers currently in operation ( coded) were erected from 1983-1973 at a
total cost of approximately $28.2 million. This includes three centers built through
local effort: Lynhaven Career Center in Columbia. cost-81.5 million. and tlie,e
,nters built through renovation of existing facilitiesCrescent Cities in Salley

. nd Cope (in Cope), with total cost for both about 3100.000.
The remaining 39 c r-s were constructed at a total cost of $26.658.27.

Source of this outlay v oasic act-8,834.526: state fun $3.660,000: local
funds$7,793,822; AppaLathian monies--85,819,909; and Coastal Plains
$550.000.

Note that the first I5 of these centers were erected from 1963-1968 for a total
outlay of $8.731.053. of which $3,600.526 was basic act funding.

The remaining 24 centers, together with expansion of four centers, have been
completed since 1968 at an outlay of $17,921201. Source of this funding was :
basic act-35.324.000: state$3,410,000; local$4,366,995; Appalachian-- $4,366,-
209: and Coastal Plain,. $550,000.

In eyeing future construction, note that the South Carolina legislature has
taken the initiative to provide state funds to complete needed facilities as the
How of federal funds has waned. Specifically, our Legislature last year ;'aced
$8.9 million ins bond reserve to help finance those planned facilitieswhich
include both centers and voc-ed wings (onto existing high schools).

Those four centers/wings now under construction (coded 0) are set to open
for 1974-75: the seven facilities funded (coded A) should open for 1975-76; no-
firm completion date is known for the remaining ten facilities.

Finally, we estimate that completion of the remaining 21 centers/wings in this.
network will boost our enrollment by at least 3,000 students.
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FUTURE DIRECTIONS AND NEEDS OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Thus far in this report, we have attempted to highlight some major goals and
priorities N lliCh . we have set before us. If you will indulge us briefly, we would
now like to lilt up a few needs which we hope this committee, and ultimately the
Congress, will address in the near future.

Firstly, we strongly feel that the concept of "Forward Funding" for voca-
tional education should be implemented without delay by the Congress. The most
obvious and sweeping benefit to be enjoyed under the concept is that local school
iolministrators would be allowed vitally needed lead timeif federal funds were
properly forecastto contract with teachers and plan programs to meet antici-
pated student needs.

As mechanized and structured as we choose to believe our overall program
has become, we are continually confronted with the problem of insufficient lead
tune to properly implement programsft problem which will likely escape solu-
tion in the future ulitil torward funding is effected.

sts ondly. an equally pressing need appears to present itself for Congress to
enact a non-expiring carryover provision similar to the Tydings Amendment.
The logic here is to insure more efficiently voc-ed program financing and admin-
istration. However, a residual benefit would be the added stability which such
a measure could lend to the overall program effort on a year-to-year basis.

Evf- advance these two needs, we are aware that this committee has
prob,,,ly been made cognizant of them previously. Nevertheless. they merit
reempliasis because of their crucial relevance to our overall program.
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Next. we would advise Doti that we perceive a compelling need for the educa-
tion committees in the Congress to maintain jurisdiction over all legislation in
the field of vocational education. The argument has been advanced from some
quarters that the labor sector, and hence the Congressional labor committees,
should order priorities for voc-ed funding and administration. While we cannot
quarrel with the idea that labor has a sizeable interest in the product which
vocational education produces. we would submit that the vocational education
of high school students has been and should remain a function of the educa-
tional community. Further, we feel our raiiport and teamwork with the labor
sector in South Carolina attest to thh premise.

Carrying this issue to its next levelthat of what happens to voc-ed funding
once it is channeled to the stateswe cannot overemphasize that state depart-
ments of education should be afforded management control over funds ex-
pended for vocational education at the secondary level, and that any provision
for non-categorical funding of such programs should be above and beyond
the present categorical levels.

Finally, as the scope of vo -ed programs increases, a commensurate boost in
funding for ancillary ser1, ensue. Thus, rather than the present funding
of these ancillary needs as separate line items within the appropriations bill, a
percentage allocation based upon in erall program outreach appears to be
warranted.

In conclusion, gentlemen. I would rviterate our genuine gratitude for this
opportunity to appear before yon. It is a feeling of gratitude which we sincerely
extend out of the knowledge that each of you shares our abiding commitment to
the future of vocational education. I trust you will advise whenever we may
fu-ther assist in this distinguished committee in any way.

SOUTH CAROLINA STUB BOARD FOR TECHNICAL AND COMPREHENSIVE EDUCATION

As an extension of the advantages to the students of vocational education in
South Carolina, the State Board for Technical and Comprehensive Education
(TEC) is responsible for the operation and funding of all post-secondary tech-
nical education and training programs in the state. The State ;canard created
by S. C. Act 1268 "as a continuing body and agency and ino-niineutality of the
state." The State Superintendent of Education serves as an ex- member of
the State Board for Technical and Comprehensive Education (TEC) and has
full voting privileges. The State Board for TEC has within its jurisdiction. in
accordance with the provisions of Act 1268. ''all two-year. state supported. poat-
secondary institutions and their programs that are presently operating and any
created in the future."

The South Carolina TEC System is the state's largest post-secondary educa-
tional system. Sixteen technical education institutions are located strategically
throughout the state so that all South Carolinians are within easy commuting
distance of a TEC facility.

In 1961. a state-wide challenge plan was adopted whereby the local corn-
mur:ties which qualified for a TEC 1..stitution would provide for land. the con-
struction and maintenance of adequate buildings, and a portion of the operating
costs. The State Board would provide funds for the instructional programs and
equipment within the institutions.

Funding is allocated from four primary sources' federal grants and educa-
tional projects: state appropriations: colinty tax revenues and =indent gen-
erated-revenues.

State funds used are General Appro,ria ton funds and additional fin di; derived
from the Vocational Education Amendment of 1968 are received from, the De-
partment of Vocational Education. County funds provide for maintenance and
repair of TEC facilities. Federal funds from equipment grant: are matched by
state equipment funds, facility construct n grants are matched by county funds,
and operational grants are provided under restricted regional pilot programs.

The TEC System employs approximately 1.7'infl people in its operations with
over 25)00 South Carolinians serving non-Nilo members of Area Commissions,
Curriculum Advisory Committees and Industrial Advisory Committees.

Program offerings by the individual institutions maintain relevancy to the
needs of the state's husines and industry through constant sup rvision by Cur-
rieultim Advisory Committees. Each program in each institution is reviewed
periodically by a Departmental Advisory Committee composed of local leaders
who are specialists in each given technical education field.
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It is the major responsibility of TEC's Industrial Services Division to operate
Special Schools for new and expanding industries. This is accnaplished by
training provided the people of the state for upgrading their te_nnical and in-
dustrial skills in order to provide existing and new industry %NW' trained. com-
petent. initial manpower. TECs Special Schools reduce and, in some instances,
prevent start-up losses for industries.

Since its beginning In 1961, more than 48,000 persons have been trained by
TEe's Special Schools and are now holding skill level jobs in the industrial com-
munity. Many of those trained Iere already emr'oyed and took advantage of
special training courses to help impro, e their opportunities for promotion and
to upgrade their skills %I, Weil is essential to continually changing industrial
operations.

Special Schools, Manpower Development Training and the Concentrated Em-
ployment Program conduct much of their training within the TEC institution:,
The institutions provide post-secondary education for technicians and craftsmen
for initial employment in industry; adult education court: remedial courses;
upgrading programs that either up-date skills or qualify individuals for better
employment : community service courses:, and basic skills and literacy tests for-
those persons who do not meet minimum job entry requirement:,

In addition to large numbers of short courses designed prima.ily for upgrading
of skills. the TEC System offers 115 one and two-year certificate, diplomat and
dt gut. programs. IllQrt.a.1., to enrellnients have a% eragtd above 15,c annually.

To date. more than 600.000 perons have availed themselves of training in the
TEC System. In fiscal year 1972'73. TEC enrolled a total of 10b,719 student.. This
is in contrast with a total of only 3.312 students in 1862-63

The State TEC System and the State Department of Education have been co-
operatively working toward the advancement of vocational-technical education
for the people of the State of South Carolina. We are especially pleased With on-
going successful articulation al rangenients for students who have completed high
school vocational educational programs and move into post-secondary technical
training within the TEC System

The State Board for Technical and Comprehensive Education. and all of its
member institutions are vitally interested in occupational. vocational and career
education in South Carolina. We very much amtrcjate the opportunity provided
us to add comments and information about the TEC System to those of the State
Department of Education.

We are also appreciathe of the concern of the General Subcommittee on Educa-
tion on behalf of vocational. technical education in this country. There are many
vital issues to be addressed in the up-coming Vocational-Educational Legislation.
We Lope to be able to speak to those issues at a later. and perhaps more ap-
propriate time.

Chairman PERKINS. The next witness is Dr. Gil IVoolard, director.
Kershaw County Area Vocational Education Center, Camden.
and also presidei.t. South Carolina Vocational Directors Association.

Dr. Woolard ?

STATEMENT OF DR. GIL WOOLARD, DIRECTOR. KERSHAW COUNTY
VOCATIONAL CENTER, CAMDEN. S.C.

Dr. Woor_kan. I am glad to be here.
Chairman PERKINS. I appreciate your being here and I know what

you did to help your own State in connection with title I. We were
tying to achieve some degree of equality. We did not get that because
absolute equality was unattainable but we did the best we could.

Pr. IV( H PLUM. Let me thank vim and your committee for the tremen-
dous contribution you have made to N-ocat ;mat education.

About 25 years ago I was principal of a small school when the Air
Force called me to active duty. (My wife quite often says the Air
Force rescued us.) ,ther 1.2 years in business, someone mentioned to
me a new type of school that was taking shape in South Carolina and
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across the Nation, a type school referred to as a vocational school.
Finally, there was something being done for business and education.
to provide relevance as to what was being taught.

As an educator turned businessman and back again, I can well
appreciate the dilemma we are facing with graduates unable to find
employment and employers looking for good capable workers W. quite
often give credit to the 1963 act as serving as a catalyst to the concept
of area vocational schools, but we are most indebted for the contribu-
tion you and this committee have made.

I would like to limit my brief remarks to the area vocational school
concept. These centers have taken hold and there is approximately
one type of vocational school being built every week. They take the
shape of community colleges, technical institutions or vocational career
centers. Some are secondary, some j. 3st-secondary. and some both. We
earl all be proud of the beautiful job these schools are doing and the
potential they hoal for the future. However. I would lit a to mention
some of the threats and problems that face this concept of area voca-
tional schools.

I see five potential threats to our area schools. One which has been
discussed already is the threat of revenue sharing. I see the man-
power legislation of the Department of Labor as a dual system raising
the question of who is responsible for vocational educationthe De-
partment of Labor or the traditional agency. the public school system?

Third, I see confusion over the popular notions of "career" and
Toommunity" education and the consequent decrease of federal voca-
tional skill-training dollars as they go into special nonskilled pro-
grams. such as programs for the disadvantaged, handicapped. indus-
trial arts, et cetera. Certainly all these programs are very good and
worthy: but we cannot he all thinos to all people. and I would like to
see our emphasis placed once again back on that which we set out to
do in job skill training.

I see another potential threat in the so-called grade levels a&;igned
to some of our qualified vocational courses. when in fact the only differ-
ence in these courses is the titles used and the names of the institutions.
I think technical courses can he taught on some secondary levels as
well as nost-secondary levels. At least we do it in South Carolina.

Finally, I see another threat w ithin our own public education sector :
the creation of still another dual system of manpower delivery. We
are building beautiful vocational schools in areas already served by
high ,ehools er colleges with vocational facilities; and on the other
hand, just the opposite is hanpening as well.

These are some of the threats. to the area vocational sell( As and
their operations I am here to soli n it the committee's help in at,ending
to their needs and I would like to respectfully give you several pos-
sil solutionA

Insure eatee-orioal funding for vocational education as a national
priority in education, if me can : No. ?. insure that we have. coordi-
nation in the implementation of so-called manpower programs of the
Department of Labor with our area vocational see rwls so we do not
have an overlapping of services; three, a clarification in the act in
reo-ards to the roles of career and community education, but earmark-
ing money for vocational job skill training in area ( -pools and adult
supplementary training, so we stay Stith the job we set out to do: I
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would like to, of course, see us increase and reserve a specific portion
of our dollars allocated to the States for the support and expansion of
our area vocational schools, specifically in some of these areas we have
not had spelled out in the act. I would like to mention just a few: The
area school directors need funds to continue their business-industrial
liaison, local advisory councils, their related students services, and
supplementary adult training.

So, in summary', Mr. Chairman. if I may again, I call on the commit-
tee for their help in securing and safeguarding this system of area
schools we have built over the last 10 years, I think we secure our voca-
tional education manpower delivery systems in this Nation, by not
only reinforcing them, but also structurally strengthening them.

We would like to extend an invitation to the committee to visit the
vocational centers in South Caroli ia. We have 17 poSt-secondary
centers and at the present time 42 secondary centers. We are proud of
them and we are very happy to have appeared here before you

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Woolard follows :]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF DR. GIL WOOLARD, DIRECTOR. KERSHAW COUNTY
VOCATIONAL CENTER, CAMDEN, S.C.

INTRODUCTION

!tr. Chairman, it is a pleasure for me to have the privilege of appearing before
such a distinguished committee, amidst such a distinguished group of educators.
Although I am the President this year of the South Carolina Vocational Directors
Association, an association whose members represent one of the most viable
state systems of area vocational schools in the nation, my primary credential
is that of a director of a local area vocational school. And, I am indeed humbled
that in this great democracy of ours. a local vocational director can have the
opportunity, before such a select body. to heard.

First, let me extend the thanks and heartfelc gratitude of the South Carolina
vocational educators. and those connected therewith, for the contributions you
and your committee have made to the growth and effectiveness of vocational
education in this nation.

Twenty-three years ago. I was principal of a little school, when the Air Force
called me to active duty for the Korean War. My wife says that the Air Force
-rest.,:^d" us. becaw-e our financial plight was rather grim. After the War, I was
enjoying twelve years in a mail business career with my only thoughts of
education being a fuzzy idea that someday I'd like to retire to teaching.

Then. someone told me al at the new type of schools being built, known as
"Area Vocational School-4." Finally, I figured, something was being done about
a crying need of education and of the business-industrial commuintya need
for relevancy in what was being taught to the real need of the world of work.
A. au educator Willed businessman and back again, I could well appreciate the
dilemma we were facing: schools with capable graduates looking for work and
employer:, needing qualified people to go to work

We tend to credit the Vocational Act of 1963 and the Amendments of 1968 as
the catalysts to the fantastic revolution in relevant educationincluding the
area vocational school concept : yet. it is this committee to Ni horn we owe so
much. for bringing these acts into being.

It is on behalf of the area vocational school concept that I address my con-
cerns and remarks today-.

FIVE PROBLEMS THAT THREATEN THE AREA VOCATIONAL SCiLOOL CONCEPT

Surely, area vocational schools across the country 11,4ve grown at a tremendous
pace. Once a week for the last few years. some type of area vocational school
has been builtvocational-technical centers. technical institutes, community
colleges. career centers. with some on the secondary level, some on the post-seeond-
ary, and some on both. We have put a great deal of resources into these beauti-
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Mr. ANDREWS. Anything you would like to add to that ? We arc
very proud of you anti pleased to have you here as a witness.

Ms. Ksox I really came here to observe and hopefully to learn. as
I am always anxious to learn. However, I am appreciative of this op-
portunity to speak. I do not think there are many women who turn
down opportunities to speak. I am appreciatiN e for your allowing me
to speak on an impromptu basis.

I would like to say we hear an indictment that all we do is counsel
the collegebound. The Federal Government commissioned us to do
just that in the late fifties, to identify the academically talented
young people in this Nation and to help them be placed in scienee and
math programs in high school in particular and see that they gain
admission to institutions of higher learning so that we might get the
moon first.

So I would like to say. rather than this being an indictment. yo,i are
really saying we really did a good job in what you commissioned n- to
do. We are doing other things other than counseling the college bound.
Much of our time is centered around personal problems young people-
have. We are governed by a privileged communications law just as at-
torneys and physicians are. Therefore. yowlg people may conic to us
and speak to us about anything without the threat of the confidence
being broken. This was a great accomplishment. I would like t.. -ay
specifically to Congressman Lehman. yon have not accomplished this
m your State but I hope on will. Some of the testimony here h
been aimed at that which I wish to speak. the need for prof,.s-ionnI
counselors trained to assist the whole person. One aspect is co in-el lug
for career purposes. The counselor's role in this aspect is the a-
non and evaluation of the needs. the desires and interests and .0,, lives
of our youth from kindergarten up and. thus wiser placement Iii 1,1 ()-
grains of study, educational ttise...ngs, et cetera, will be made. Tii.- func-
tion must provide the adequate utilization of occupational or (lea-
tional programs established in our school environments. In other
words, the programs that have been spoken of are absolutely f
in our schools but if we. do not have the adequate identit''ation of the
Interests and desires of these youngsters. how then are they ,riezig to
best use these programs which you are beiler asked to fund ? A- man
options as possible should be made availabli, to our youth. as Wv: I a- the
academicians. We just heard a superintendent a few monieLts ago
express this.

Our chief education officers in the 1:4 LEA's in North Carol,na
surveyed themselves and perceived people personnel STA ices Zt%
most important, We are very pleased about that and thus w, gain
support for more professional 1 1sc.loo. counselors in addition to ti. c we
refer to as pupil professional services.

Our State legislature committed .5:0-07.660 to these servio, z. for the
coming year. May I ask your indulgence by further requesting our
support of the guidance portion to insure po-t-econdary edit, at ion for
all students who desire and such opportunities.

Now. I offer myself as a resource person to on and look forward to
working -,vith you in any way necessary.
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lege provided your grades were good. We have a very good distributive
program. I engaged in home economics as a sixth subject. My enroll-
ment led to an organization called Future Homemakers of
America. It has helped nie to see myself as an individual. helpe ate
to be aware of those why cry out for help. We have a new branch of
Fl IA called III-2RO. Home Economics Related Occupations. which
concentrates upon t he same principles as those of

Now lama rising senior at Freedom IIigh. one of the most unique
scHols in North Carolina. It is a school with a wide choice of eur,
net --1 oireraigs. We have the open classroom concept. One-half of the
builtung is vocational and the other half is for academic courses. You
can refer to the desci option on page 10 to get an idea of Freedom High
School. We stay away from t oncentrating on job opportunities. We
steer in a large direction to family living in preparation for parent-
inod. I was priN-detred to be eiuoiled in a class exploring parenthood.
We work with children trying to analyze why they work the way they
do. I enjoyed it.

Consumer anti homemaking education has tine objectives ill its pro-
gram: Preparing youth and adults for homemaking roles: prepare for
dual role of homemaker and wage earner: develop tuts which con-
t Tibiae to emplo develop professional leadership such as found
in FIIA and HERO : and become better consumers.

I should like to see some changes in our system. There should be
more emphasis on individualized instruction. So many students are
left behind because the teacher has a class full of students and cannot
spend time with the students on a one-to-one basis.

If I could make some changes in home economics. I would change the
name. The guys shy away from "I ohs home economics- but flock to

up for -bachelor li. ing.- Most rirls feel homeinakin5, is for an
"old biddy.- therefore then shy away from the course. If it were en-
titled something like "li yin,' on your own- or "basics for independent
people.- they would gladly sign up.

You can help us by assuring that we will have funds for better
facilities as well as in-service program- for the teachers. We are hope-
ful vou will support the continuance of honYtilaking goals for fearili,
and male students anemia in to become better units. Without a family,
where would the communitie slant' ?

Thank you for allowing me to express my opinion.
Chairman PERKIN,. lbw% many student do you have in your liome-

mak ing class ?
Miss St. rrox. Approximately 275 to 3110 student,.
Chairman Pi MIN-. i'hat is one of the largest classes I know of in

the country. You must have a wonderful hist! uoi or and a wonderful
back.rround. I do not know of anything more Important myself. Were
von reared on a farm ?

Seim x. Well, we lined outside the city limits but I know what
it 1, like to mess with lie cows anti mess w ith the horses, The s -tools
have now been con4olidated into one.

Chairman Pia:KINs. Junior anti senior high school ?
Miss Surrox. That is r i, =ht.

it
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Chairman PEtnoxs. Thank you very much. It is a wonderful
statement.

Do you wish to ask any questions, Mr. Andrews ?
Mr. ANDREWS. No.
Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Lehman ?
Mr. LEHMAN. No.
Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Radcliffe?
Mr. RADCLIFFE. No.
Chairman PERKINS. Thank you very much.
ale prepared statement of Miss 'Sutton follows :]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF Miss JEANNIE SUTTON, STATE PRESIDENT VIIAHERO,
FREEDOM HIGH SCHOOL, MORGANTON, N.C.

"LIVING WITH CHANGE"

I have always lived in beautiful Burke County known as "The Gateway to the
Blue Ridge." My home has always been in the white house on the hill, after
crossing the Catawba River bridge just outside the city limits of Morganton on
Highway 18. In that friendly house live my parents. Mr. and Mrs. J. Norman
Sutton. My father is a construction worker for Crowder Construction Company ;
my mother works for Skyland Textiles. I have one brother. John, a process engi-
neer for Great Lakes Carbon Plant : a sister-in-law, Revonna ; and a nine-month-
old nephew, "J". My grandmother, Mrs. Mintha Whaley, age eighty-two, quilts for
tourists in I he Gatlinburg-Sevierville-Pigeon-Forge area of Tennessee. Very near
my home h Catawba Valley Baptist Church where I am a member and the
youngest member of the adult choir.

When asked what my hobby is I laugh and say. "FHA". FHA occupies most of
my time but I thoroughly enjoy it. I love outdoor sports such as swimming. hiking
and, bike riding. Our family loves to go camping and "getting back to nature." It
offers me chances to expand myself and "let me be me."

Burke County, my home county, is surrounded by the picturesque Appalachian
mountains, lakes, and the Linville Gorge. It acts as a "gateway from the moun-
tains to the piedmont". enabling us to collect the best from both.

Spannel by Interstate 40, Burke County still expresses a love of the soil in
farming ; also, there is a well-balanced industrial complex involving furniture
and textiles, as well as tourist travel. Yet, the region depends entirely on no
single industry.

My county was originally created as a frontier area by strong-willed Scotch-
Irish, German, and English. Then in the nineteenth century it was colonized by
the Waldensians from the French-Italian Alps. Burke County is the home of Sen-
ator Sam Ervin and others with strong, vital interests in our nation and its
freedom.

We also have located in our county 'numerous state institutions : Western Caro-
lina Center for the severely to moderately retarded ; North Carolina Correctional
Center, a cerebral palsy center, North Carolina School for the Deaf, and Brough-
ton ik-upital for treatment of neurosurgical patients. alcoholics. dr::4 addicts and
the mentally ill. Through the aid of federal grants, au expanded program in
industrial therapy and vocational rehabilitation is provided for all patients.
These institutions not only greatly increase employment opportunities but also
give the people a greater understanding of the handicaps these institutions
represent.

There has been a continuous attempt to develop educational programs suited to
people in this region. Through public schools, a near-by technical institute. and
Western Piedmont Community College, doors have beed opened to new opportuni-
ties and usable skills. Although there is presently no four-year college in Burke
County, there are several colleges within close reach of the county, and many of
our young people study throughout the state. Of these colleges, eleven offer a
home economics education major.
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My county has a six-three-three school plan, comprised of fourteen elementary
schools having an enrollment of about seven thousand five hundred, eigiit junior
high schools having an enrollment of about three thousand four hundred, and
two senior high schools with an enrollment of two thousand six hundred. Burke
County has been a pioneer area in 1974 in creating a changed approach to educa-
tion. The spirit or this educational endeavor is reflected in the name of the new-
ly opened Freedom High School and East Burke High (scheduled to open in
1975). An open space concept for grades ten through twelve, the school has many
innovative features such as areas to encourage team teaching, and a theatre
which contributes to a strong and successful drama department All liberal arts
courses are taught in "A" part of the building while the vocational and occupa-
tional courses of distributive education, industrial cooperative training, furni-
ture industries, construction, transportation, business, agriculture, electronics,
and home economics make up "B" part of the building. Through the use of the
quarter system (each course lasting twelve weeks) there are many curriculum
offerings from which the student can choose. Freedom High School is not a mold
for all students. Courses are labeled 1, 2, 3, and 4 to explain to the student if a
course is fundamental, advanced, college preparatory, or just of general interest
Each student can find courses suited to his ability and his interests in a way to
develop his potential.

I really envy the children of the next generation in Burke County. With our
school system and economic system as it is, we will certainly have young adults
to be proud of, and we will know without a doubt that they have the training
necessary to take care of the world.

I attended Chesterfield Elementary School for the first eight grades. You can
picture Chesterfield as a little red one-room school house. No, Chesterfield wasn't
literally the one-room school house. There were classrooms, but it was a long way
from today's modern education. So many of these students that were in my eighth
grade class, 85%, were interested only in fast cars and fast women. That may be
a little premature for thirteen and fourteen year-old students, but they were on
that road. Their direction could be seen so clearly ! I've always iu.en bothered as
to why they were so narrowminded that they could not see the importance of ed-
ucation. With even a small amount of guidance in some type of occupational,
vocational, or career education, instead of all sciences, mathematics and Eng-
lishes, they maybe would have stayed in school. I sometimes wonder if they still
do not see how vital a high school diploma is in today's society. Where does the
concept end that a high school diploma should be based entirely on the subjects
of chemistry, physics, calculus, algebra and the study of eighteenth century au-
thors and literary criticism? It is true that most students do not realize the
opportunities, the value and doors that can be opened to them through occupa-
tional, vocational and career education.

My club activities began while I was in elementary school. The many activities
of 4-11 work appealed to me; therefore, I became a member. My favorite part of
4-H was participating in the talent show. I did recitations and won blue ribbons,
allowing me to go to district competition. Before I was thirteen I won the district
competition, but being too young, I was not eligible to go to state competition.
After some disappointing experiences my activeness in 4-H gradually dissolved.

I started high school at Oak Hill High with an enrollment of approximately
four hundred fifty students who were offered a fair program. It had some
occupational, vocational, and career education, but mostly academic. The aca-
demic program was good enough to get into the college of your choice, provided
your grades were good enough. However, students had few choices of subject
matter.

Most of my high school courses were geared to an academic program. The
subject I really disliked was geometry. I am not very mathematically inclined
and at the time could see no value in taking the course. However, geometry
proved outstanding to me in the principle it taught, "Things aren't always what
they seem". It taught me to look for valid reasons to support my convictions.

I enrolled in home economics as a sixth subject so I could have more freedom
In my upperclassmen years. I saw home economics as a practical, applicable
elective. No one can live in this society without knowing how to cook or how
to sew. My home economics class led to an organization called FHA. Future
Homemakers of America was not the group that bears the image of girls who
sit and sew or cook all the time. True, you must have taken home economics to
join FHA, but the organization itself concentrates upon personal growth,
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preparation for tomorrow, and most importantly assuming responsibilities. MalesLave be we a new addition to FHA in North Carolina. We have a new pranch
of FHA called HERO, Home Economics Related Occupations which concentratesupon the same principles.

I yvoildn't trade my FHA experiences for,any amount of money. My freshman
year, Twos chapter reporter; my sophomore' Year, I was chapter secretary ;during my junior year I have served as state vice-president, and luring mysenior year I gill be state president.

As a chapter officer, I assumed the usual responsibilities, which I was already
accustomed to through 4-H. My responsibilities increased when I became state
vice-president. I have bemi responsible for programs, both small and large and
have become acquainted with hundreds of people from all walks of life.

FHA has helped me to see myself as an individual. It has certainly been an
important factor in my maturity. I have become aware of the needs of those whocry for help and those of the vast silent majority. It has taught me in a waythat nothing else could that I am not alone in this world. There are others
who have feelings and emotions and pains as I do. "United we stand, divided wefall, we stay together or not at all."

Perhaps, if we had had more money, we could have really learned more.In foods we had to share everything; therefore, not everyone learned how to
make barbeque or how to freeze a certain food. There just wasn't enough money
for everyone to try their hand. Most high school students have necessities that
they must buy but can't afford to make up a whole sewing basket for a quarter
or semester of sewing. If clothing construction classes could provide the bare
essentials needed by the students, it would encourage enrollment. As it is,
the expense can be a hindrance to signing up for a vocational course.

Now I am a rising senior at Freedom High, one of the most unique schools in
the nation. If anyone could ever be in love with a school, I am in love with Free-
dom. It is a school with a wide choice of curriculum offerings. One half of the
building is vocational, and the other half is for academic courses. Until recently
1 have steered myself to the academic courses and away from vocational courses.
I had the attitude that vocational education was the "easy" way out. I attended
a DECA Convention and my views began to change. Vocational education is some-
thing you use daily. It is vital to one's success in today's society. PHA and
DECA are only two of the occupational education organizations North Carolina
young people can join. Others include Career Exploration Clubs of America,
Future Business Leaders of America, Future Farmers of America, Vocational
Industrial Clubs of America, and Health Career Clubs of North Carolina.

Freedom High was selected as one of the three schools in North Carolina and
two hundred in the nation to test the federally funded program "Exploring Child-
hood." Fortunately I was able to take this course. It is the study of children ages
three to fivetheir abilities, problems, etc. The course lasted for two hours a
day, involving discussion of children's problems and learning experiences and
actual work with the children at day care centers. By observing and working with
the children I saw how adults often let simple things in life take on complex
forms. It was an amazing experience for all male and female students enrolled
in the course.

"The main purpose of Home Economics Education ... is to provide interested
persons, both boys and girls with opportunities to obtain knowledge and develop
skills for homemaking roles or for dual roles as homemakers and wage-earners ;
and to prepare interested youth for an occupation requiring the use of home
economics knowledge and skills." (Taken from article Home Economics Educa-
tion in North Carolina Public Schools)

Consumer and Homemaking Education has these five objectives in its program:
1. Prepare youth and adults for homemaking roles.
2. Prepare for dual-role of homemaker and wage earner.
3. Develop traits which contribute to employability.
4. Develop professional leadership (such as FHA and HERO)
5. Become better consumers.
Home Economics is unique in that it goes further than these objectives. It also

offers Exploring Childhood, Consumer Education, courses in parenthood educa-
tion and housing. In North Carolina, Consumer Home Economies isa prerequisite
for Occupational Home Economics. First of all, a student acquires homemaking
skills in comprehensive and advanced courses under Consumer Home Economics
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and then is able to further these abilities in preparing to enter the labor market
in home economics related occupations.

Home Economics in North Carolina is constantly growing and expanding its
educational program to all individuals. Last year eleven per cent of the home
economics enrollment was made up of male students. Fifty per cent of all students
were enrolled'hi the comprehensive course, Home Economics I. Fifteen per cent
of all students were enrolled in Family Life. As I have said, North Carolina's
program is an expanding one. Exploratory courses are taught on the junior high
level to both boys and girls. Introductory comprehensive courses provide the basis
needed for advanced courses. One course, Consumer Education and Management,
an excellent study on knowledge, skids and understandings needed by consumers,
is available to all students who have not previously taken any home economics
course. In-depth courses on the semester cr quarter system now provide advanced
study in a particular phase of the comprehensive program. Presently at Freedom
High School, we offer twenty-seven ungraded courses in home economics. These
classes include students of every ability level.

Even with these various course offerings, our educational system desperately
needs improvement. There should be more emphasis on individualized instruction.
So many students are left behind because the teacher has a class full of students
and cannot spend time with the student on a one-to-one basis. Since the students
have such differences in abilities, interests, and economic levels, there should be
enough adequate materials to support a variety of instructional activities. More
teachers and facilities are needed to offer additional occupational programs and
to further expand the home economics program. Such programs as home fur-
nishing services, child care services, food services, health services, home man-
agement services, and clothing services would provide interest and opportunity
to students entering employment immediately upon graduation. Also, many can
use these occupational skills to earn their way through further education. A child
care laboratory at the high school site would serve many purposes for home
economics and other programs.

If I could make some changes in home economics I'd change the name. The guys
shy away from Boy's Home Economics but flock to sign up for Bachelt -
Most girls feel homemaking is for an "old biddy", therefore they shy al.. from
the course. If it were entit1.11 something like "Living On Your Own" or 3asics
for Independent People" they would gladly sign up.

Presently, our image isn't appealing at all. More programs need to be offered
for male students. Home economics is not a "sissy" program, but a program
that offers vital facts for livingwhether as a single person or a family member.

I have already told you what HERO means to me and why I joined. I don't
know what was specifically helpful in developing my leadership abilities. But
my responsibilities seem to always grow and grow. On the national level I at-
tended National Convention last summer in Dallas. Texas and was interviewed by
CO-ED. This summer at National Convention in Chicago I will be presiding
at the President's Banquet.

After high school graduation I plan to go to college and major in Home Eve
nomics in the area of interior design. I plan eventually to get a doctorate in home
economics education. After completing my year as State President my career
in FHA will not be quite as demanding. I am a member of the State Herne Eco-
nomics Advisory Committee. This committee is made up of twenty persons wee
represent employers, school administrators, teachers, guidance personnel, teacher-
educators, parents, students, community leaders. young adults, and the disabled
The purpose of the advisory committee is to give direction to home economic
educational programs and provide support for adding top quality programs for
today's youth and adults.

I am very appreciative to you for providing me with an opportunity to express
my feelings in regard to occupational, vocational, and career educationmainly
concerning home economics. I urge you to continue home economic and FHA sup-
port. It is preparing me to be on my own and responsible : as a citizen. in my com-
munity and state, through my previous and up-coming leadership responsibilities;
as a consumer, by being able to recognize quality, the importance of value in
seeing needs; in the relationships with others by considering the importance of
each individual in today's society ; and as a family member through Exploring
Childhood and Family Living. Home Economic is something I can use for self-
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support if necessary. It has helped me develop self-identity for ail roles by mak-
ing choices and knowing my values. In summary, you can help ns by assuring
these things :

1. We need well-trained teachers and ways to keep them up to date.
2. We need funds to support, (a) all types of home economic programs, (b)

better facilities, (0) adequate media. and (d) in-service for teachers.
3. Support for the continuance of homemaking goals for male and female

Audents.

Chairman PERKINS. Our next panelist is Mr. James Dellinger,
President, North Carolina Community College Student Government
Association.

STATEMENT OF JAMES DELLINGER, PRESIDENT, NORTH CAROLINA
COMMUNITY COLLEGE STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION,
SELMA, N.C.

Mr. DELLINGER. I am a student at Johnston Technical Institute,
Smithfield, N.C. I am a veteran, father, and husband.

Last spring, I had an opportunity bestowed upon me to become
president of the community college students in the State. We have
four general areas we have particular interest in. One is the work-
study program. We feel what we have is good but it is inadequate.
We have three things we would like to have done to it.

We would like to increase the maximum compensation allowed to
the students, increase the maximum number of hours a student is able
to work. Remove the discriminatory age restrictions, which is 21 years
of age. Several students who are over 21 years of age have a definite
need for this benefit yet are ineligible because of their age.

I am not going into the matter of the loans very much becayse I do
not know a lot about them. We do know they have been helpful and we
can only urge you to increase them as the need arises.

In the area of services to veterans, we urge you to support legisla-
tion to provide services for veterans on campuses.

Last but by no means least important is the instructional facilities.
Most of the schools are in old buildings, morels, prison camps and
old elementary schools. The school I attend is in an old elementary
school. We were not able to install the complete program. Part of the
program is installed at a facility 50 miles away.

We feel that there is no maximum amount we could ask for in the
realm of construction funds because we could use all you could give
us, plus more.

That is basieally the text of what I wanted to say and I do not have
any further statements to make. I would like to thank you on behalf
of the students of the community college system.

Thank you.
Chairman PERKINS. You have made a good statement. Thankyou.
Mr. ANDREWS. What is the hourly limitation to which you refer

The number of hours permitted ?
Mr. DELLINGER. The information I was able to acquire was 15 hours

is all that is allowable while classes are in session. That is 15 hours per
week and up to 50 hours a month at the minimrm wage or less.
Sixty hours a month is not very conducive to paying expenses.
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Chairman PERKIN& You are requesting we ought to extend the
work-study period beyond 15 hours? I thought we had already done

that in connection with holidays, weekends, and so forth. I may be

wrong, but I am delighted that you raised the point. It will enable
us to check it out.

Mr. DELLINGER. I could be wrong.
Chairman PnIIKINS. I can be wrong, too, because hundreds of things

run through my mind.
Mr. ANDRIMS. It was increased.
Chairman PERKINS. I do not know whether it was elementary or

vocational or higher education.
Mr. DELLINGER. Many of the students who are working work-study

also have to work after school, -Illicit is defeating the program. A

lot c? students do not live with their parents and it hits been very

insufficient.
Chairman PERKINS. Thank you very much.
Mr. DF.i.i.txnEtt. Th'uik you.
[The oomplete statement of Mr. Dellinger follows:1

PREPARED STATEMEN T OF JAMES DELL/NGER, PRESFDENT, NORT/I CAROLINA COM-

MUNITY COLLEGE STUDENT GOIERNMENT ASSOCIATION, SMITHFIELD, N C.

One nerds only to look at the Community College System in North Carolina to

grasp the increased interest in vocational and technical education. The pendulum

has swung from the four-year degree to the two-year degree. Businesses through-

out our state and across the nation are advising students to specialize in their

studies, We are being told, "Learn the basic concepts of your chosen field and

come to us to broaden that knowledge through the work process."
I am sure we all share a genuine concern to provide adequate technical and

vocational educational opportunities to every interested and qualified person in

our country.
The Education Amendments (tf 1972 expanded the accessibillt7 to post-

secondary education establishing the student financial aid program which

attempts to eliminate the financial barriers to education beyond the high school

.level. In addition to expanding the traditional federally supported student aid
.program it also established the new Basic Educational Opportunity Grant
.program. We appreciate the fact that Congress has, each year, expanded the

.funding of Basic Grants; however, this funding is still inadequate. We the

.students, feel that this year the program should be funded to the full extent the

.law allows, $1,400.00 per eligible student.
We urge you to give special attention to the section of the law dud is applicable

to the Work-Study program for vocational students, as outlined In the Vocational
Education Act of 1903. The students feel that careful consideration should be

given in the following areas :
1. Increase the maximum compensation allowable from $350 to 1700 for resi-

dent students and from $500 to $1,000 for non-resident students for academe
year. Also, we ask that the restrictions now placed upon the amount that can be

earned be removed.
2. Increase the maximum number of hours of work permitted while classes

are in session from 15 hours to 20 hours per week for eligible vocational

students.
3. Remove the e'scriminatory maximum age restriction (21 years of age) at

date of beginning work-study employment. The present form of this restriction
denies many deserving students the opportunity to have the same advantages in
acquiring an education that their fellow students may have.

The College Entrance Examination Board WA in a recent report. "Meeting
the costs of a college education is a problem more and more American families
are facing every year. Not only the lower income family, but middle-income and
upper-income families. are finding it increasingly difficult to meet these costs."
The concern we have witnessed will show another sharp increase this year and
next in regards to these rising costs. We strongly urge that the Congress con-
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tame its salmon of the =toid±ard loaa programs now available to students.
Here again withotn this as.--Astarece there would be many deserving students
;who would not be ahZe to acquire an education or to continue their education,

In the area of its- kes to ronE,,tans par:ming a post high school education, we
ask that you. the Coe:peas. ass.st the Conimunity ColleceTechnical Institute
Systems providing adetizaze services to veterans. We urge that the Veteran's Cost
of Instruction Pry ram provided :mat:- the Cranston Amendment be funded dur-
tar the c au g y*ar to the extent of $1( million. This aikdstance is needed
very much now. and r=are veterans email the problem will be multiplied.

There is a growl= awareness of the need for skilled people in a wide variety
of carer Seats. More students than ever before are choosing vocational and
technical s-hcols to provide them with the traininc and skills needed to enter
these delet,: of wk-rk. There is a greliving number of students transferring front
fear-year sn'teas to skis unity o:elleges and technical institutes. Many of our
eomninnity kollegets and technical itriitutes are operating in dilapidated school

and pet as facilities that have out -lived their original use-
ful:less. rtese (3.41:ties were r.c4 designed for nor intend,c1 to be used to bause
the types of activities that are place in them today.

The cost of renovation of these buildinrIt is almost nrobibitive. Because of the
inadeqey of thee* facilities. they cannot be physically conducive to good edu-
cation. They cannot tvoride the sirecte that is neee&-.,LrY to enable the student to
meet the demands of his courses as dictated by the employment require-
ments of his deld of ecidea. von Car armed services receive the best training and
facilities of anyone in the world. We provide them with the best equipment avail-
aole and the meet qr.al.i5ed i=roction pomade in various vocational and tech-
nical tienia. It is rim to improve th.? vocational-technical education centers of
the pct-scondary elincatio=1 system. Provide ns with more construction
money.

Year eourinewd ekloperstion. assdscance and support in the many areas of need
In the vocationalek-Lnical education %vstems of North Carolina will be
appreciated.

Chairman PEew.-s. The next witness is Mr. Billy Little., president
of Future Farmers of America.

STATE NUT OF BILLY LITTLE, PRESIDENT, NORTH CAROLINA
ASSOCIATION OF FUTURE FARXERS OF AMERICA

Chairman Finum.s. How old we you ?
M'. TATTLE. 1S. gong on 19.
I ant Billy Little. president of the North Carolina Association of

Future Farmers of America. I am a graduate of Southern Nash High
School in Nash County. N.C.. and presently a freshman in the cur-
riculum of animal science at North Carolina State University.

I would like to thank all those who helped me in preparing this
statement and I would like to thank this education committee for
letting me appear before it to represent our organization, FFA and
other orzanizatioro. I know due to the shortage of time only several
could present their views and I am hapi.: to have the opportunity to
speak before you.

Chairman Flutras. s. We could not have heard this testimony in
Washington as we are hearinz it today. We are hearing more beneficial
testimony today than I ever recall receiving in Washington. I have
been there :26 years and it makes me feel rood to see witnesses like your-
Self appearing. We will send you a copy of the complete record when
it is documented and I think you will be proud of the final record that
comes from these hears.

Mr. Lrrrt.E. Thank you.
I would like to hit upon a few of the important elements.
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I am a graduate of Southern Nash High School and I graduated
from this school in 1973. There is something a little special about it
that has helped me in the past and that is that it was a consolidated
school. Becoming a freshman, we left our regular rural school and went
to this consolidated school of about 1,500. This was the 10th, 11th and
12th glades. Not only were there rural people there but also city com-
munities. This gave me an insight into the educational programs ye
have had in the past and also the need for some new ones as a result of
mixing the rural and city youth together, to meet the needs of all of
them.

One phase of education I have been particularly interested in is
vocational education. It is based on the needs of students and what they
need, the jobs, the job opportunities. What we have going on today, in
other words, is meeting the needs of the students and the membe'rs of
the youth organizations. The only thing; is we have to continually
change our programs and the educational system to meet these needs.

It is up to the people here today, teachers, students, administrators
and congressional leaders to improve the effectiveness of the voca-
tional programs.

We have seen what the Future Farmers of America. FHA, VICA,
DECA, and other orgaLizat:ons have done in the past. We know what
they are doing. The question is, Where ar' we g^"sg i.. tit:- future.,
what is going to happen to us

These youth organizations have been with us for 47 years. reaching
about 1.5 million young people annually. You can ask any FFA.
FHA, DECA or HCC member and he will tell you he is very proud
and deeply involved in his or her own organization. This has been
developed through participation in it. This is accomplished not only
through the members, teachers and administrators, but from the sup-
port of business and industrial concerns and from individuals. Ap-
proximately $3 million is contributed each year to our organizations
at the national level to support in various ways and to provide awards
and recognition to our members. We are very proud of this. We can
put a figure on this, how much money, how many members are in the
organization. but can we put a monetary value on the time and effort
that these sponsors give us, the FFA, and those other organizations?
They give its a lot of time. In fact, the mere word "appreciation" and
"thank you" is never enough to express our appreciation to these
people. They really get out there and give time. They are not paid
to help these organizations. As always, there is a diirk side to the
picture. Sometimes these youth organizations are forced to work in an
atmosphere of grudging intolerance or kindly contempt. School prin-
cipals and administrators sometimes think of these organizations as
disrupting classes. But as individual professors at North Carolina
State University have stated in the past. college students with a voca-
tional background adapt to college life better than those without it.
They say they are willing h1 back that statement up. I think that car-
ries a very significant point as to what people get out of agri-ulture.

Vocational education youth organizations should be recognized as
an integral functional part of the curriculum. I do not really thi 1- this
could be stated any better. This is it. This is the statement for con-
gresRional learners and administrators to take for what it is worth.

Speaking on behalf of all the youth organizations. I could never
repay the youth organizations for what they have done for me. Our
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Beutenant governor, he thinks the FFA is one source of leadership
development. Many others also do. Our youth organizations in this
eountry were founded for many different reasons. One was for the
beet spent of youth and also as a result we mar have a Nation of
COISChaltiOIS and 5ett4.2- cilisPng I might say we will have a better
Nation. There are certain goals and aims common to all these organi-
=ben& not only youth organizations but many others: to strengthen
eritieal thinking; to strengthen leadership abilities; strengthen crea-
tvity: strengthen belief and confidence in oneself: enable members
To work de.mecrarically in groups: individualized instruction;
sr,...e7.1--alem knowledge and attitudes that lead to success in work,
and emphasize the dignity of occupational education.

I think this can be expanded a little further. not only to occupa-
beam; education. Many people think, when you say Future Farmers of
_km:retina. of the traditional image of the *farmer. But the image of
the farmer has changed. the dignity is changing. It is not just Future
Farmers but Future Agri-Businenen.

I have been taking about -vonth organizations but specifically the
FYI has one overriding goal. That is to take our most nreeious ha-
-bona: resoaree young people- and try to develop and real(' then into
at asset whirl: ran let used to better our Nation. We in the FF1 believe
Iltr4 1,1l.i1102.24' e for ag-ieulture is to train young men and
women for efficiency in our iin:nstry. About 40 percent of the jobs in
this Nation are related to aerriculture. Of these. only 5 percent are ac-
ruany related to soil or farm production. We can see by our
FFA membership that vocational training in agriculture and agricul-
rnre in general are rery important. In the national FFA organization
of 45ti.r.)(40 members this rear North Carolina has the third largest
membniship. This shows a lot of work has taken place in the past and is
going on now. I hope and know it is going to continue in the future but,
here again. another dark side to the picture. As I stated before. we have

'embers in :he FFA but we have approximately 35.000 poten-
tie2 rar-snbers. This is a similar situation that many other youth orgra-
lummonf-- have We have potential members but we have to get them
it.vo:Ive3 :n what we have. What is the answer to this problem ? We
believe in FFA that every student enrolled in agriculture should be
an active member of FF 1 or the organization they are related to. It
has to be that way because there air such terrific opportunities avail-

Perha.pt= the best way is to stay with the basic essentials for suc-
eess wh vich -e have long recognized in the FFA.

Thank you.
RET.EINS. Thank you very much for a fine statement.

Mr. 11:.nnurrr.. That was a nice statement. Billy. Nice seeing you
tr.,in.

1.The prepared statement of Mr. Little follows:]

.Tus..rl.r.rr .4:z:46-m1:Err or Buzz Innis, Pititsna2cr. Norm Cairouica. Assocurrox
or FtrmE FidurEas OF Ammuc.a. ELY Crrr, N.C.

2 an. 2111:y Lirtle president of the North Carolina Amciation of Future
Farnert- of America I an, a graduate of Southern Nash High School in Nash
County. North Carolina and presently a freshman in the curriculum of animal
W.,..telif* of N C. stare tmrersity.

au.,ar from a eoll.,clacia:ed school of rural and city communities. I have seen
nut types of educational programs and needs for different ones. One phase of

I tiEVt, been particularly interested is vocational education.
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It is once great and expending horizons. Based on the needs of students, job
opportunities today and the changing world of agricultural educatior. we must
continually make adjustments to meet these changing needs. These adjustments
need our attention immediately. It is up to people just like us as teachers, stn
dents, administrators and congressional leaders to help improve the effectiveness
of vocational education and specifically the youth organizations which are a vital
part of vocational education.

We have seen what the future homemakers of America, future business leaders
of America, distributive education clubs of America, vocational industrial clubs
of America, health career clubs and other such organizations have done in the
la'* t. We know what they are doing now, but, where are tiuy going in the future?

These youth organizations have been with us for 47 years reaching about 1.5
million young people annually. These organizations are doing something. Ask
any member of FFA, FHA, DECA, VICA, FBLA, or HCC. You will find them
deeply involved in their organization and proud of it too. Few people will question
the value of such organizations when they have seen the leadership, cooperation,
and education that is developed through participation in them.

Our organizations have rived tremendous support in their work from
numerous agricultural bush.. sea and organizations, from the tusiness and
industrial community and from individuals. Approximately $3 million is con-
tributed each year to our organizations at the national level to support in
various ways and to provide awards and recognition to our members.

The FFA alone has some 600 sponsors contributing almost $500,000 annually
to our national FFA foundation.

Still, no total monetary value can be placed on the time, efforts, and other
contributions made by these groups and indivduala.

As always, there is also a dark side to the picture. Sometimes these organiza-
tions are forced to work in an atmosphere of grudging intolerance or kindly
contempt. School principals and administrators sometimes think of these orga-
nizations as disrupting classes. But, as individual professors at North Carolina
State University have stated in the past, college students with a vocational
background adapt to college life better than those without it.

"Vocational education youth organizations should be recognized as an integral
functional pert of the ..-urriculum." This was stated in the 7th report by the
National Advisory Council on Vocational Education concerning vocational stu-
dent organizations. Can this be stated any better? I think not.

Our youth organizations in this country were founded for the betterment of
the youth, and as a result, we may have a better nation of conscientious (inseam.

There are certain goals and aims which are common to all these organisations,
because we are all working for similar results such as:

1. Strengthen critical thinking.
2. Strengthen leadership abilities.
3. Strengthen creativity.
4. Strengthen belief and confidence in oneself.
5. Enable members to work democratically in groups.
6. Individualized instructie '4.
7. Strengthen knowledge a Id attitudes that lead to succession in work.
R. Emphasize the dignity of occupational education.
I have been talking in fairly general terms about agricultural education and

youth organizations up to this point. But specifically, the FFA has one over-
riding goal and purpose. That is to take our most precious natural resource
young peopleand strive to develop, shape and mold them into an asset which
can be used to better our nation.

We in the FFA believe the ultimate objective of vocational agriculture is to
train young men and women for proficiency and efficiency not only in the basic
production of agriculture but also in the total agribusiness field, few people
realize that over 40 percent of this nation's jobs are related to agriculture. Of
these, only 5 percent are in farming. It is a broadening field. We can see by our
FFA membership of 21,000 to 22,000 that members think vocational agriculture
is important. Out of the national organization of 450,000 members we are the
third largest state. But here again we have not reached cur ultimate goal of
total involvement. We have approximately 35,000 potential members and as I
stated earlier we have roughly 22,000 members. The other youth organizations
have a similar situation also.

VIA
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What is the answer to the problem? We believe that every student enrolled
in vocational agriculture should be an active member of the FFA. There are
terrific opportunities available for all of them.

Perhaps the best way to insure the future of our youth organizations is to
work toward the basic essentials for success which we have long recocuized in
the FFA. Some of these are: (1) An understanding and appreciation by decision
makers of the present and potential value of our organizations; (2) support and
cooperation from these people in the work of our groups; and (3) adequate
financing for our programs and activities on the local. State and national level.

With this kind of climate and support, millions of young people throughout
our Nation will 1* afforded opportunities which they greatly need to prepare
themselves for life.

Chairman PEimiNs. Our next witness is Mr. John Sledge, assistant
to the President, North Carolina Farm I3iireau Federatioi., Raleigh.
N.C.

STATEMENT OF JOHN SLEDGE, ASSISTANT TO THE PRESIDENT,
NORTH CAROLINA FARM BUREAU FEDERATION

Mr. SLEIX:F. I. too, am a farmer. We are privileged to speak briefly
to some of the points we have run across in our lifetime, more recently.
in the State Committee on Agricultural Education. I am not an edu-
cator but we are in contact with Congressman Andrews' office reg,u-
larly and I want to say we appreciate the very excellent response we
get from Congressman Andrews as to our agricultural problems.

Chairman PEnxiss. Being a farmer, I do not know of any greater
leader you have had in the Congress insofar as the interest of the
farmer is concerned.

Mr. SLEIX;E. You may wonder why a general farm organization such
as the Farm Bureau is addressing itself on the subject of education. It
can be shown that we have had a long and consistent interest in pro-
viding better educational opportunities for all our youth. particularly
in the field of vocational agriculture.

Chairman PERKINS. I know of your interest.
Mr. SLEDGE. Certainly there is a tremendous need for vocational

training in North Carolina and certainly the Nation. In the recent
months, the dependence on agriculture has been very vividly brought
to our attention. It is vital that agriculture remain a viable interest to
the State as well as the world.

I believe its success is totally dependent on properly trained people
not only to fill production needs but mechanisms, actual supplies and
all the services related thereto. While the offerings in occupational
areas have been introduced in educational systems, we notice that
enrollment in education, vocational education, has remained pretty
steady.

Billy Little. who just preceded me on the program. spoke of the
Future Farmers of America. I am somewhat a product of that orga-
nization and certainly all the other organizations that we have in our
schools help to motivate and stimulate the learning experience of the
student, helps them to develop skills they would not otherwise have.
Certainly, as our Lieutenant Governor spoke to you this morning.
we cannot emphasize enough that such programs such as FFA have
helped in developing leadership skills throughout the Nation.

1(17
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Vocations 'education should be available to all students. One of the
observations I have had in recent months is that we do have a lessen-
ing of the number of men who are occupied in 12-month programs. We
believe this should be provided so that opportunities can be offered to
students who have career plans in certain occupations. We must always
motivate these students and allow them to seek competitive employ-
ment, and become useful citizens. There is a need for vocational educa-
tion and more resources, equipment, et cetera, are going to be required
as well as more realistic ie counseling.

In addition to more resources, more flexibility is desired. Both the
1903 and 1968 acts had certain dearees of flexibility and in drafting
new legislation it is suggested that the best features of these be in-
cluded in order that. those on the State and local levels may have
input.

-There should be no dropouts. The resources for and encouragement
of short-term training programs should be provided that will allow
students to enter the job market after their potentiality for dropout is
identified. We should have some means of identifying them and to
man those training positions is certainly one way to accomplish this.
There is a tremendous need for more teachers to be trained. We have,
I believe, a real shortage of vocational teachers in all areas of occupa-
tional and vocational programs.

I would suggest to you that States have the capacity for research
and development but funding is lacking. In North Carolina, we have
approximately $45 million coming into education. Only 5 percent of
the total amount for vocational education in North Carolina was set
aside for research and evaluation, it would amount to $2.25 million.
They tell us we are receiving $300,000. Certainly this is not adequate
to carry out a program as intensive as vocational education is. I am
certainly aware of the necessity for having accurate information on
all levels bur I would suggest to you that here again there may be some
possibility for more flexibility to be built into this area and even here
at North Carolina State University, where there is located a na' anal
research and development center. some of these facilities could be used
for better purposes. I am sip a ire.

In closing, i)ises..Chairman .bservation is not as an educator but
as an average citizen. Maybe we have not done as much as we could
have done but we have made the effort. We have school superintend-
ents in this field who have done a very outstanding job. I always re-
call a quote attributed to former Governor Charles B. Acock, who
said. and I hope I quote him correctly, that "we inure provide every
child the right to bring out the good in him." That challenge is still
with us today. I feel certain you, Mr. Chairman, the committee. the
Congress and this State will do your best to provide the rights we are
speaking of today.

Thank you.
Chairman PERKIN s. You have been a very helpful witness.
Mr. Andrews?
Mr. A xrainws. Thank von for a very good statement.
Chairman PERKINS. Thank you very much.
[The prepe red statement of Mr. Sledge follows :1
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PREPARED STATENIENV OF JOHN SLEDGE, ASSISTANT TO THE PRESIDENT, NORTH
CAROLINA FARM BUREAU FEDERATION, RALEIGH, N.C.

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee :
I am John Sledge, Assistant to the President, North Carolina Farm Bureau

Federation. We appreciate this opportunity to appear at this hearing to briefly
present our views on the subject of occupational, vocational and career educa-
tion.

You may wonder why a general farm organization, such as Farm Bureau, is
addressing itself on the subject of education. It can be shown that we have had
a long and consistent interest in providing better educational opportunities for
all our youth, particularly in the field of vocational agriculture. I believe this
stems from the fact that a large majority of our membership lives in rural areas
and this provides for us a first-hand knowledge of the lack of vocational train-
ing opportunities for our sons and daughters. Policies relevant to this subject
adopted by our membership are as follows:

--We support the concept of vocational and technical education and lost high
school training and retraining."

"We support vocational training for adults for the purpose of teaching new
job-related skills."

"We urge vocational education departments regularly to re-evaluate and im-
prove their programs of study to provide up-to-date and modernized vocational
education programs, including those in vocational agriculture and home econom-
ics. These programs are required to prepare our youth to meet changing needs
of a modern society and a commercial agrit,ulture and will prepare them for
their greatest contribution to society and satisfaction to themselves."

"State and local groups should retain primary responsibility for vocational
programs."

"Special work permits should be granted to allow special wage rates to be
paid to students under work experience programs."

"We encourage more effective uses and accountability of all educational facili-
ties and other resources used it our school systems."

"We urge Farm Bureau members to study the career education concept ant
to consider carefully the advantages of implementing this concept and develop-
ing career education programs in our local districts."

There is a tremendous need for vocational education in North Carolina and
the nation. This is tree in all vocational areas but we believe this to be of ex-
treme importance in the field of agriculture with its related demands and oppor-
tunities. In recent months the dependence on agriculture has been vividly brought
to our attention. Not only is it the vital industry of this nation from the stand-
point of producing food and fiber but it is also vital that agriculture remain a
dynamic and viable industry for the economic health of the nation and world.
Its success is totally dependent on an adequate number of properly trained peo-
ple to fill not only the production needs but also the many alPrd industry re-
quirements such as mechanization, product processing, marketing and transpor-
tation, supplies and all the services related thereto. We have not in our best
ability provided opportunities for our youth to prepare for and improve their
competencies in these basic occupations.

The number of farmers in production has over the years decreased and has by
now. perhaps, leveled off while the number engaged in off -farm occupation has
increased. While offerings in other occupational education areas have been intro-
duced in our educational systems, enrollment in agricultural education has re-
mained steady. This indicates our youth's continuing interest in agricultural
education. The Future Farmers of America Organization serves to motivate and
supplement learning experiences of students. This learning-by-doing experience
helps students to develop skills and competencies they would not otherwise
acquire.

In recent years it has been my observation that year- around opportunities to
provide instructional and supervisory programs for students has decreased by
an alarming rate. This no doubt. has occurred because of insufficient funding and
the competition for available filmic by other vocational and occuaptional pro-
grams. Vocational education should be available to all students. Procedures
should be established to determine where the need is for twelve-months programs
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and provide opportunities for students who have career plans in certain oc-
cupation& Many of our students will never leave their home communities nor go
to higher institutions of education. We must motivate them and provide for them
ways to develop skills which will allow them to competitively seek self employ-
ment and become productive citizens.

Whereas, the Amendments to the Vocational Act of 1968 supplied funds for the
disadvantaged and the handicapped and broadened the scope of vocational edu-
cation, the number of students served is not adequate to meet the needs of an
increasingly technical society. Students who continue to be in the tenth, eleventh,
and twelfth grades where in-depth competencies are gained are probably not
much more than a third of the total student population at these grade levels.
Assuming that about 20% go to college, this leaves an alarming percentage ofour
students who receive no real in-depth training.

To remedy this problem, more resources for teachers, equipment, etc. will be
required and more realistic counseling provided. The point being that through
the Act of 1968 we expanded our vocational offerings ; now we must expand the
resources to meet the need of this broader coverage. In addition to more re-
sources, more flexibility is desired. Both the 1963 and 1968 Acts had certain de-
grees of flexibility and in drafting new legislation it is suggested that the best
features of these be included in order that those on the state and local levels
may have input. Also, some responsibility should be allowed the State Board of
Education in establishing need in individual school units. In North Carolina,
some counties are more able to provide vocational programs than others.

There should be no drop-outs. The resources for and encouragement of short
term training programs should be provided that will allow students to enter the
job market after their potentiality for drop-out is identified. This is the least we
can do. To men these training positions, resources for teacher training is nec-
essary. There seems to be an abundance of academic teachers but a real shortage
of qualified teachers for occupational and vocational programs.

Permit me to note the contributions which research and demonstration have
made in the field of agriculture. Where would we be today without research
which has related to solving production problems? A system of research in vo-
cational education was started in the Vocational Act of 1963 and was continued
by the Amendments of 1968. I suggest that states have the capacity for research
and demonstration but the funding is lacking. If only 5% of the total budget of
approximately $45 million for vocational education in North Carolina was set
aside for research and evaluation, it would amount to $2.25 million. The $300,-
000.00 we receive is not adequate research funding to carry-out and improve a
program as comprehensive as vocaHonal education nor is it adequate to properly
evaluate such a system. It is necessary to know where we are, where we are
going and how best to get there. In this day of accountability it is also reason-
able to expect a high degree evaluation and re-evaluation. In recent months I have
seen evidence of the practical worth or research and evaluation. They deserve
our support.

In closing. permit me to mention the limited and, I am sure feeble teaching
experience that was mine back in the mid-forties as it relates to record keeping
and reporting requirements. There were quite enough or too many of them then
and from what I hear, the situation is worse today. I am aware of the necessity
of having accurate information on the county, state and national levels. Accord-
ing to some of the reporting requirements I hear of today, they border on the
ridiculous. Again, let me suggest that the state be permitted more flexibility
to plan for their own data collection rather than having it imposed from the fed-
eral level. Further, let me suggest to you that consideration be given to the col-
lection of necessary information for national planning by using a National
Research and Development Center, such as is located right here at North Caro-
lina State University. I am sure you can get verification of the comment on re-
porting requirements by asking any county or city school Superintendent and
any Vocational instructor.

Mr. Chairman. North Carolina has always taken pride in doing what it could
in providing educational opportunities for all its citizens. Successor after suc-
cessor of Governors, School Superintendents and others have led us in this
field. Our attention often goes back to one Governor, C. B. Aycock, who did much
for education in North Carolina who said that "we must provide for every child
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the right for him to burgeon out the best that is within him." That challenge isstill with us. I feel certain you, your Committee, the Congress and this Statewill help to see that this right is provided.
We thank you for this opportunity.

Chairman PERKINS. The next witness is Mr. R. Barton Hayes.

STATEMENT OF HON. R. BARTON HAYES, CHAIRMAN, VOCATIONAL
EDUCATION COMMITTEE, BOARD OF EDUCATION, HUDSON, N.C.

Mr. HAYES. I am glad to be with you today.
You have heard today, after a long hearing, a great deal of infor-

mation on statistics and philosophy of education and the problems we
have in education. I will not burden you with additional statistics but
I want to tell you of a new and innovative program that is happening
in the schools of the State of North Carolina, born in Wilmington. Yids
arose out of the ashes of destruction under the watchful eye of the
National Guard, with drawn bayonets, and with the people of Wil-
mington not knowing where destruction was going to come next. There
was $1 million worth of destruction to the school properties alone. The
people and the school people, with the other authorities in Wilming-
ton, conceived of the idea of an extended clay, an operationd schoo, ,

another night school. This would speak to the needs of the child
pushed out, kicked out because he could not succeed for various and
sundry reasons.

They moved into this school under cooperation with industry in
which the students were employed in industry during the day. They
attended night school from about 8 o'clock until 9 o'clock at night.

The faculty is made up of school personnel, lawyers, physicians, and
interested citizens. One of these interested citizens is a big league foot-
ball player. A personnel administrator for the General Electric Co.,
was teaching communications skills, teaching these students how toapply for a job and what was expected of them as employees. Hesays

I am here for a selfish reason : First, to help the students but especially to
help the General Electric Co. We need employees.

When I find a student here who looks as though he is going to be
a good employee, about the third day after I have met with him, I have
an application from the General Electric Co., and the student is on
the payroll. I have seen students working for the General Electric Co.,
in various capacities. Some of them control machines and represent
many, many thousands of dollars of investment. The students aredoing a useful job. They are no longer charges of society.

I would account, to you the story of about three students. The Lieu-
tenant. Governor of our State, Governor Hunt, went to visit this school
and he asked a student. "Why are you in night school?" He said, "My
father has a terminal illness, there are six in the family, my mother
is at work. I have a job and I am graduating from high school."

Another student happened to be one of the members of some of the
group charged with some of the burning and destruction in the city of
Wilmington. He was enrolled in this school within a few clays after
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he was expelled from the schools of Wilmington for fighting. Both
these boys'were enrolled, both made friends, both went to work.

In the meantime, the student was tried in court and sentenced to
from 15 to 20 years for leading a riot. He told me if the school had been
there 3 years ago, he would not be in the mess he was in today. He
is a black boy. He was recruited from the poolroom, drinking wine,
drunk. He went to school, signed an application. Today he is president
of the freshman class and he has earned a 3.85 grade average. His am-
bition is to be a lawyer.

Another student was in the school with an IQ of 142. He is in
North Carolina University today taking a course where he hopes to
be a lawyer.

These are not students who are second-class students. They are not
taking a watered-down course. They are some of the finest assets the
State of North Carolina has.

Of these students who have been in school since August 1973 to
January 1974, 75 percent of these students are gainfully employed.
Seventy percent of the students received jobs through the school.
They have in that length of time received salaries estimated to be $320,-
000. The cost of the school has been $53,267. They have paid taxes in
the amount estimated to be $67,172, leaving a net profit to the taxpay-
ers of approximately $14,000.

These are students who were dismissed from school, students who
were failures and could not contribute to society. But in a short period
of time they have made their way and pay Federal and State taxes in
an amount to more than compensate for the expense of the school.

We appreciate very much the opportunity of giving you this
information.

Thank you.
Chairman PERKINS. Thank you very much for a fine statement.
Our next witness is Dr. Joseph R. Clary, executive director of the

North Carolina State Advisory Council on Vocational Education,
Raleigh, N.C.

STATEMENT OF DR. JOSEPH RAY CLARY, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,

STATE ADVISORY COUNCIL ON VOCATIONAL EDUCATION, RA-

LEIGH, N.C.

Dr. CLARY. I have a long written statement.
Chairman PERKINS. Without objection, your statement will be in-

serted in the record.
Dr. CLARY. Thank you.
I grew up on a little farm and entered a vocational education

program. At that point in time if I had to answer more than just to the
roll, "here," I could hardly get it out.

Vocational education taught me something as to leadership skills
and actually how to get to college and through college.

I am executive director of North Carolina State Advisory Council
on Vocational Education. I am the Billy Howard in Kentucky and
the Bruce Howell of Florida.

This council sort of serves as the eyes and ears of the citizens of
this State concerning vocational education. The council makes
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recommendations to the State board of education and does some
evaluation of vocational education services and activiies.

This council has done an extensive review of the amendments of
1968. In the prepared statement you will find a summary of some
of the findings.

With your permission, I would like to turn briefly to one special
activity of the council A-Iiich I think might be important to this
committee.

The Vocational Education .Amendnients of 1968. require that the
rules of the State ath isory council on vocational education allow
the citizens of the State at least once a year an opportunity to express
their views on vocational education. Our council has taken this man-,
date very seriously and has done so for each of the past 5 years.
During the past year or two? during our meetings we would have
about 12 or 15 people coining in to make statements. There were a lot
of lengthy statements and a lot of "me too's."

In 1972, we decided we wanted to join with the department of
education and hold regional forums. That year we held three forums
attended by about 600 people. Last year we held forams in eight regions
of the State which were attended by a total of about 800 people. This
year as we began to talk about our forums, we had plans for bolding
17 of these in the State but, because of the energy crisis and the gaso-
line _problems in cur State in February, we begat. to figure that nobody
would be able to get to a meeting.

In view of that, we decided instead of holding 17, to hold several
hundral across the State. We did this on April 3. One of the superin-
tendents who was present at that time spoke to you this morning.
"Ve had small group discussions on occupational education and we
directed the hearings from here in Raleigh on statewide television
on our educational channel network.

As of noon yesterday, we had reports that 112 groups had met
across the State. We had indications that in those 112 groups, 1,684
people were in attendance and they spent 2 hours talking about voca-
tional education in the State. Each of these groups were asked to re-
spond in group discussions to three questions.

No. 1, who should occupational education be for? We could sum-
marize very quickly that it was the general consensus that any stu-
dent enrolled in the public schools or community college system in
this State ought to have an opportunity to elect a vocational edu-
cation program.

No. 2, the question was asked, how well are your local programs
doing? The general consensus was our local programs are doing quite
well except for the fact we do not have enough of them. Our equip-
ment in many eases is getting pretty old. Facilities are not what they
ought to be. We have limited funds in terms of supplies and so forth.
In general, the kind of things you have heard earlier today were ex-
pressed. It was also said to us that we have a group of students, par-
ticularly dropouts between 16 and 18 years of age who do not seem to
fit into any program. Now, those communities had not had the op-
Dortunitv for the kind of program Mr. Haves discussed with you in
terms of new programs juts beginning in this State.
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Another question asked was what ought to be done statewide or on
the local lavel to improve programs for the citizenry Q Lots of people
still do not understand the opportunities. Some of the suggestions were
to initiate base programs on manpower need, improve the adminis-
tration of programs, improve guidance programs, and this came out
time and tine again.

Then we asked each participant in these meetings to take a few
moments to put down on paper their individual views concerning voca-
tional education. I wish I could read to you each of the 838 individual
statements we have collected from citizens across our State. We have
five notebooks full of these statements. The people were saying they
think the programs are needed and very helpful, the outlook is en-
couraging, vocational education is becoming a vital part of the educa-
tional system but we have inadequate facilities, equipment, materials,
the mission is not clear to some members. Then they suggested that we
try to do something about each one of these things, seek to emphasize
quality. They talked about better selection and training of teachers
since the quality of the program is going to depend on the quality of
the teachers. They suggested more counselors be provided, qualified
administrative personnel and continuous public involvement.

Mr. Chairman, the advisory council in this State and the other States
and territories try to serve as the eyes and ears of the people in our
States and we try to transfer these concerns to our boards of education.
We think we have an excellent track record in terms of the responsive-
ness of the State board of education to these recommendations and
concerns.

May I thank you again for the opportunity to appear. May I take
one quick last word. I would like, on behalf of the people on the ad-
visory council, to pay tribute to your staff members. We feel in Jack
Jennings and Charlie Radcliffe we have two people to whom we can
get close and to whom we can tell our problems. They always listen.

Thank you.
Chairman PERKINS. I am glad you paid tribute to these two gentle-

men who really are the backbone of Congressmen Perkins and Quie.
We depend on them and they are outstanding and they will always be
at your service.

Thank you for a wonderful appearance today.
Dr. CLARY. Thank. you.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Clary follows:?

PREPARED STATEMENT OF JOSEPH RAY CLARY. EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR. STATE
ADVISORY COUNCIL ON VOCATIONAL EDUCATION, RALEIGH, N.C.

Mr. Chairman. members of the committee: My name is Joseph Ray Clary. I
tun employed by the North Carolina State Advisory Council on Vocational
Education as its Executive Director.

The State Advisory Council in North Carolina is made up of 12 persons. ap-
pointed by the Governor, and has the following responsibilities designated under
provisions of P.L. 90-576 (Vocational Education Amendments of 1908)

(1) Advise the State Board of Education on the development of the State
Plan for Vocational Education :

(2) Advise the State Board on policy matters arising in the administration
of the State Plan ;

(3) Evaluate vocational education programs, services, and activities and pub-
lish and distribute the results ; and

11.4
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(4) Prepare and submit through the State Board to the Commissioner and
to the National Advisory Council an annual evaluation report.

This statement is presented in four parts. Part 1 describes the process used
by the Council in recently evaluating the Vocational Education Amendments
of 1968 and contains a summary of the findings. Part II highlights findings from
two recent studies funded by the Council to solicit views of administrators and
teachers toward occupational education. Part III summarizes efforts of the
Council to solicit citizens views on occupational education. Part IV deals with
recommendations for vocational education legislation.

PART 1. EVALUATION OF THE VOCATIONAL EDUCATION AMENDMENTS OF 1968
SUM MART OF Tag PROCESS AND FINDINGS

Recently the Council prepared a special evaluation report in response to a
request from the National Advisory Council on Vocational Education to evaluate
P.L. 90-576 (Vocational Education Amendments of 1968) and tc make recom-
mendations for new vocational legislation.

The Council voted to undertake the task at a regular meeting on November
le, 1973. The Executive Director was assigned responsibility to coordinate the
evaluation activities. These activities included: vocational education programvisits and interviews with teachers, counselors and administrators by Council
members; data collection and interviews with State Education agency personnel;
reviews of recent State agency and Advisory Council reports; and requests for
information, suggestions and recommendations from school system superintend.
ents, local vocational education directors, community college and technical in-
stitute presidents, the North Carolina Vocational Association, chairmen of pro-
gram area State advisory committees, and others. Written statements were
solicited. Several representatives of the above groups met with the Council for
further elaboration and discussion. A two-day Council meeting was devoted to
these discussions and to reviewing and revising a first draft of the report.

A summary of the findings and recommendations of this special study reportfollows.
State Plans

The State Plan concept is good. In a number of ways it has been very beneficial.
Increased involvement in its development has had positive benefits. Lay citizen
input through the State Advisory Council, other organized groups and the gen-
eral public through the public hearing is commendable.

There have been problems wtih the State Plan. United States Office of Edu-
cation guidelines have been restrictive. detailed and somewhat dictatorial. As a
real planning and management tool it has beet described as "too detailish, too
rigid, too complicated, and too late." It has beet. extremely difficult to adjust the
North Carolina funding pattern to some of t"..e restrictions imposed through the
State Plan guidelines which are influenced by legislation. The requirements for a
"public hearing" after the Plan has be..1, drafted has kept this activity from
being as productive as it was intended. Ti 'e timing of State Plan development and
approval keeps it from maximally impacting on local program planning.

Requirements for a State Plan should be maintained but somewhat modified.
It can have a positive effect on improving occupational education programs.
Categorical Programs

In general, categorical funding under provisions of the Vocational Education
Amendments of 1968 has proven to be both good and had. It does assure that
funds are spent for specific purposes and that key areas of concern are given
attention. The benefits from some categorical funding, e.g., research and ex
emplary programs, are lust beginning to be prominent. Emphasis is given to areas
which otherwise might have been overlooked or minimized.

Categorical funding, however, has also caused problems. It does not lend it-
self to "total," well coordinated programs. Separate funding guidelines com-
plicate administration, allocation of funds. evaluation, and auditing. The re-
quired documentation to satisfy federal auditors is sometimes extremely hard to
obtain, of little use to the State agency, and duplicative of other useful reporting
efforts.

Vocational education legislation should identify broad areas for which major
attention through funding should be given. However, funding procedures, regula-
tions, reporting, and auditing should be simplified.

44 -822--75------5
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Remy-ch.One of the major benefits of the resell:1,1,A funds has been the de-

velopmet of research coordinating unitsin North Carolina called 'the "Oc-
cupational Research Unit. They have taken the leatiership in identifying occupa-
tional education research needs in the State. provided consultant services to in-
dividuals and agencies in the research area, and hPve both conducted and funded
research activities. Dissemination of research results has been an important
activity.

There have been problems. Research is expensive. It is long range. Results
come slowly. Most local school units lack the time, money, personnel, or expertise
to conduct sophisticated research. Impact on programs and State planning is
difficult to determineor else rathe. minimal.

We believe that vocational education research is important and must be con-
tinued in some way.

Exemplary Programs.Exemplary programs should be part of the demon-
stration and dissemination steps of the research process. In North Carolina
we have not been able to see this connection very clearly. Final reports on
exemplary programs and projects have not been developed and disseminated
sufficiently for us to make an accurate evaluation.

We believe strongly in the concept of exemplary programs and activities but
think they should be incorporated into the research and dissemination program
rather than funded separately.

Consumer cad Homemaking.The dual roles of wage-earner and homemaker
for a high percentage of both men and women in the work force is clear evidence
of the importance of this area.

The programs in North Carolina have been effective and beneficial. Changes
have been made to reflect current and future needs. Each year more male students
are enrolling in and benetitting from the programs.

A e see little reason for "categorical funding" for this area except to show
that its purposes are somewhat different from the "wage-earning" vocational
programs.

Cooperative. Cooperative education programs have proven to he efficient and
effective in providing wage-earning skills to people. Their promotion through
categorical funding under P.D. 00-576 has been good.

Public understanding of the differences between cooperative education pro-
grams and work-study programs has not been effected. In fact, some vocational
education administrators and teachers have implemented programs with very
slight, if any, differences.

We see little reason for separate categorical funding for cooperative programs.
We do see them as an efficient and effective technique which should be strongly
promoted. The "permissiveness" of the guidelones under this category should
be retained with any move to incorporate this area into "regular" programs.

Definitions involved in cooperative education and in work-study programs
should be clarified.

Work-study.Funds under this category have assisted thousands of students to
stay in school and to participate in vocational education programs.

Expenditures for work-etudy activities for economically disadvantaged students
enrolled in vocational education programs should continue to be allowable (and
encouraged) under any new legislation.

We do not see the necessity for separate categorical funding. Expenditures for
this purpose should be made allowable from regular program grants Gr as assist-
ance to disadvantaged and/or handicapped students.

We Strongly recommend a lifting of the restriction of maximum earnings
of $45.00 per month for a k cal student or $60.00 per month for a commuting
student. Changes in the minimum wage law results in much less than 15 hours per
week which can be worked.

Curriculum. No funds have been allocated to North Carolina under this
category. Some materials developed through large grants from U.S.O.E. to
organizations in other States have began to come into the State,

We see no need for separate categorical funding of this area.
EPDA.These funds have allowed for rather massive and much needed

professional developmentparticularly in-service education activitiesfor
teachers and administrators. It has impacted favorably on an extremely high
Percentage of the vocational education teachers in the State.

Professional development (both pre-service and in-service) should be strongly
encouraged through new vocational education legislation.
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Set-asislea siDitadrentaged and handicapped)
Di.dvantagesi and handicapped students have always been srved through

vocational education pis- grams in North t..rolimL We do not believe the "set -
sides' for these pazessieer is the }mediation. funding, guidelines, etc. have been
efficient sr effective As a whole, very limited benenm have accrued. Perhaps the
extra support and the increased sensitivity to these persons have been beneficial.

We are cocci :wed however. that the attention. the restrictions, and the guide-
lines for acestentabi2its have bad a negative rather than a positive effect. Some
of these problems include :

1. Detinitiow have beesz (saute-41kt
Se=egatioa and spatial attention to these students I are had unfortunate

results.
3. Fragmentation of programs has mules&
4. Adequate documecration and accountability is impossible under current

resaTictions and requirents to provide disadrantaxed and handicapped stu-
dents a ne tatcadee.

5, Aiinin':Eratee has been chaotic.
These se -asides cs earl must either be clintintilcd or greatly L.-nplifted.Re-

strietiens or guidelines or accascraabilirs proeedur so stringent as to result in
*14-m=1:ion of disadrantaged and, or handicapped students into groups must be
prohibited.

We think the le4slation slosid speak to the needs of the disadvantaged and
bit dieapped but in a much more realistic fashion

We would sues that :
1. The set - asides as such should be eliminated.
2. Dettnitiocs of the tern should be common throughout all the Federal agen-

cies and programs.
3. Attention to belting diwdrattaged and handicapped students succeed in

regular programs should be the major toms.
4. In place of set-a_. and the inherent problems of set-asides. States should

be required to snow they propow to alleviate di advantages and/or Landieaes
to enhance success in regular proem:es

3. Funds ( with or without a minimum percentage requirement) should be used
to pay the seers oasts of these students as a result of or in order to enroll IL a
regular vocational edtx-atic' en program (fees, special materials, equipment, etc.,
youth club dues. trawpartatiors. special physical or medical needs or equipment,
remedial :mistime in the basic skills. special counseling. etc.)

6. All guidelines and accomitabilitr procedures should be streamlined and sim-
plified to assure effective integration into regular programs rather than encour-
age segregation.
State Adeisory Connea

The Advisory Council has been effective. Its influence has impacted on State
plartmtng and polic7. It should be part of any future vocational education legis-
lation.

Good features of the legislation include mandated establishment, membershin
categories. attention to independence, aPectfic responsibilities, mandated rules
including opportuniev for expresedon of public views, encouragement for staff,
and funds to carry out respossitilitles.

Membership categories need recorsicieraton to assure a better balance between
lay eitiaens and professional educators. Some assurances for membership con-
tinuity should be required.
Other Elements

General Findings.
1. Federal funds for vocational education have increased from $8,971,685 in

FY 1969 to $14.6TL900 in FY 1971.
2. State and local expenditures hare increased from $34,448,966 in FY 1969

to S7S.599,190 is FT 1973.
3. Federal fun& are -orermatehed- by local and State funds in North Caro-

lina by better than a 5:1 ratio.
4. Program expansion. diversification, and reorientation has come about.
5. Occuratioetal education enrollments have grown in both secondary and post-

secondary programs.

s.
s.
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6. Lay citizen participation in planning and evaluating vocational education
programs has increased.

7. State and local planning have improved.
8. New facilities for omapb.!ional education have been constructed throughout

the State.
9. Vocational education has taken t.a Increasing importance in the total school

program.
10. Professional developruezt l:Unties (especially in- service education) have

expanded.
Title X Provisions of the Educational Amendments of 1972 (P.L. 92-318)

Title XOccupational Educationof the Educational Amendments of 1972,
if funded and implemented properly should have a number of positive effects
upon occupational education programs in North Carolina. These would include:

1. Further encourage, strengthen, and improve comprehensive State planning.
2. /Establishment of priorities.
3. Minimize or eliminate duplications.
4. Insure lay citizen participating in planning and evaluating occupational

educa'Iou programs.
5. Expan4 and strengthen postsecondary institutions.
6. Increase funding authorizations.
7. Strengthen Federal level administration and leadership.
8. Increase responsibilities of State Advisory Councils on Vocational Education.
9. Increase availability of occupational education programs.
10. Encourage the infusion of occupational education into elementary and

secondary schools on an equal footing with academic education.
11. Improve program articulation between educational levels.
Section 1202 of Part L of the Educational Amendments of 1972 requires any

State desiring assistance under Title X or Section 1203 (Comprehensive. State-
wide Planning) to establish a State Commission which is broadly and equitably
representative of the general public and private nonprofit and proprietary insti-
tutions or postsecondary institutions to initiate and conduct a comprehensive
program of planning.

This provision has the potential for providing a systematic structure for co-
ordinating the planning, implementation, administration, and evaluatbn neces-
sary to assure that the Title X provisions are properly carried out.

Care must be taken to assure that the Commissions do not become political en-
tities, dominated by higher education (or any other one segment of the educa-
tional or political structure), super agencies, or weak "pass through only"
boards.

The makeup of the commission should be balanced with educational leader-
ship (all levels represented), manpower education agencies, and lay citizens
properly represented.

Adequate fiscal and legislative support should be given for proper planning,
staffing, etc.

PART U. VIEWS OF ADMINISTRATORS AND TEACHERS TOWARD OCCUPATIONAL !DUCA-
11011.--1713CAL TEAR 1973

What Did the Administrators Say?
Over 250 school administrators (community college and technical institute

presidents, deans, and directors, public school superintendents, local occupa-
tional education directors, and secondary school principals) responded to a sur-
vey of views of administrators toward occupational education in North Carolina.
These represented 78% of the 324 administrators (selected by a very carefully
designed random sampling technique) to whom the surveys were mailed. In-
terviews were conducted with one administrator from each of the administra-
tive categories in each educational districta total of 40 interviews. This
evaluation study was conducted for the Council by the Rome Economics Center
for Research, University of North Carolina at Greensboro.

Summary of Findings

Philosophy of Occupational Education
The philosophy of occupational education held by 50% to 75% of the admin.

Istrators involved the beliefs that (a) occupational education programs at the

its
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post-wee tnndary level should prepare students for a specific occupation. (b) oc-
cum:pine: education is arms...airy. (c i major emphasis should be placed on skill
tisemipment, and d t occupational education programs are not difficult to
nelmuusztee
Chanpre 'Needed to Occupational Educatibn

Changer accorded top priority. regardless of group or district, were the fol-
)1.amg a allocation of funds on a more flexible basis. (hi total funding by the
State fin et-repel:laza: education. including lOne'c funding of teacher salaries, (c)
Join: e_f arts to cm-ricnium planning between high schools and community colleges
and technical institutes. and 'di more realistic guidance services.
Darriers to /Inprorcnictit of Occupational Education

Bar:lees tc the =lir rezneat of occupational education programs recognized by
a: aloe 7.-tr., of the adminit-trators were the uncertainty and the inadequacy of
State-a:Jo:1.d funds, i tither barriers suggested by to 7-lei of the administrators
were a tilt rail of con-n.imication bens een various ;troops of people involved

he edam:nom:. itrtwsts 1 initialler persona( , unprepared to communicate
w.ttl. students about o,eepatiotial education. and it del endence of programs on
funding ea all lerels.

T'sc IV A drigleT Om:Mit:Cr*
Swip': veils g.rer, by more than sPr-c of the administrators to the following

fuileelons of athlsory coninattees. a t aid in planning the program. ( b I aid in
olnar-at pro gran c help to puldiizina and promoting programs, and

.aterpreems regional needs and (ippon manes that affect occupational edu-
entiao progran:s.

Tier zislw-c:s ut act :71",-, or zuo e of the administrators considered descriptive of
nn:..ructiona. persont -.I were practical work experience relevant to their

teue-hiug fled and the establislimea: of satisfactory relationships with admin-
istrar;vt per.scnnift. and with students. Aspects of instructional personnel also
considered dicript.-.re by :arc of the administrators were professional
Preliarnot.. cot,e ailing relevant work experiences and the establishment of iaitis-
fa_eary relunenships with Lm.iness and industry personnel, academic instructors.
and guidance persoane, Adn.inistrator eonsidereci their instructional personnel
as trust adti; Liszt- is ties preparation for meeting the needs of disadvantaged and
/Lane-mm.4.d gtnilents.

A majority o: administrators considered only one aspect of their facilities.
safety requirements. as adequate Approximately two-fifths of the administrators
reparred that their facilities were adequate in terms of adaptability to program
needs ane number of trainees to tie accommodated. The amects of facilities con -
sidered least adequate were amount of space and provisions for independent study
LreIIS.

Eta:mem
Lquipmen: was regarded as safe. functional, and up-to-date by a majority of

adn.:eistrators, but was considered to he available in sufficient quantity and
eariery by less than rs(''.4 of them.
?an ^motional 3r arrrial,

Itisrrurriona. materials mere -rinsidered auffie ient in quantity, up-to-date. relev-
ant. and appropriate by apprximately three-fifths of the administrators. Only
4(e-t, of the administrators. ti lwever. indicated that materials were available
wind. were citeigaed for various rates of learning.
Cnneniamity Soppor:

A lai,_attety of the admitastrators considered commnnity support for their pro -
:ram- be adequate The least thevelptire aspect was that of employers grant-
.a. trait. tic programs ft training received in chool programs.
A fielpi0f7 roues

Tuners for prieehasuir .nstrnetonal materials. replecing equipment. and main-
ta:e.r.r facelitues were regarded as adequate by only two-fifths of the admin.
..ste.ators whereas funds for sa aries were regarded as adequate by three-fifths
of the admaiistrators.

- .
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One-half of the administnitors interviewed reported that funding for occu-
patienal education was totally inadequate.
Groups of Persons Served

Assessments of programs as to provisions made for various groups of people
revcale4 that 50% to 75% of the administrators reported programs for the socio-
economically and academically disadvantaged. the academically and non-ava-
demically talented. and females. How vier. only one-third to ore-bait of the
administrators reported) programs for the physically and mentally handicapped.
post-secondary students. adults, and dropouts. The data revealed a secondary/
poq-secondary split In that more post-secondary than secondary administrators
indicated that their programs provided for the physically handicapped, the
ac.tdemically talented post-secondary students, adults, females, and secondary
school dropouts.

Administrators considered the factors most responsible for lack of provisions
for those various groups of peophe to be limited f Is. limited facilities, and a
limited varie'y of programs.
Most Serious Problem

Many administrators. when asked what they considered the most serious prob-
lem associated with occupational education, listed items which had already been
specified earlier in the report as changes needed or barriers to the improvement
of occupational education, i.e.. lack of funds and facilities, the image of occupa-
tional education, low salaries, luck of well-prepared teachers. too much red tape,
hick of unity with academic areas, and lack of student interest in programs.

What Did thc Instructors Say!

An evaluation of occupational education from the instructor's viewpoint was
the object of a study made for the Council by the Department of Sociology and
Anthropology, Western Carolina University.

A total of :133 teachers made usable responses to a survey instrument, and
47 additional teachers were personally interviewed. The teachers were repre-
sentative of the occupational education teachers in public junior high schools,
high schools, community colleges and technical institutes throughout the State
of North Carolina.

A summarized version of their responses follows.
Question 1: How do instructors perceive program objectives! Teachers at all

instructional levels define the major goal of their programs to be the transmission
of job related skills.

Question 2: To what extent do instructors perceive that program goals are
being reached! Instructors perceive the major goals of their programs as gen-
erally being achieved, whether they teach at the junior high/high school level
or the community college technical institute level.

Question 3: Row do instructors perceive the nature of enrolleesnumber, how
selected. composition, etc.! Occupational education instructors in North Carolina
feel tfIt enrollment in their programs is increasing somewhat. They do nGf feel
that the enrollment of minority students is increasing as rapidly as overall
enrollment. however. They feel that their programs make adequate provision
for most minority groups, except the physically handicapped.

Students get into occupational education programs primarily through personal
choice, and most instructors see no need for change in the recruitment process.

Question 4 What arc instructors pereeptions of the adequacy of facilities.
equipment, and teaching materials! Instructors express slight agreement that
instruction: materials and equipment are adequate, but they express ambiva-
lence about the adequacy of facilities and funds.

Question 5: What are instructors perceptions of the adequacy of "support"
from selected individuals, groups, and agencies! Of the list of individuals, groups.
and agencies identified. local program directors were attributed greatest support.
Parents of students were viewed as offering least. State area directors were
viewed as of only slightly more assistance than parents.

Que,.tion /Tow do instructors view the safety practices used? Approximately
one-fourth of the occur ntlonal education instructors do not view safety practices
as relevant to their programs. When safety practices are defined as relevant,
almost all instructors considered current practices as either generally or com-
pletely adequate.
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Question 7 - What do instructors perceive to be the Nature and extent of the use
of Citizen Advisory Groups? Slightly more than half the occupational education
instructors in North Carolina report the existence of a citizen advisory group
for their programs. Such advisory groups are much more frequently reported by
community college/technical institute instructors. When advisory groups exist,
they typically have eight members and meet twice annually with an average
attendance of six. The contributions of citizen advisory groups are thought
to be primarily public relations, sources of job market information, and assist -
ance in Job placement.

Question $: What do instructors perceive their needs to be in the area of pro-
fessional development? More than eighty percent of the occupational education
instructors In the state feel a need for some professional development programs.
Among potential areas specified, greatest need was expressed in regard to tech-
nical subject matter and teaching methods.

Question 9: What changes do occupational education Instructors see zs needed
in their programs Among first mentioned changes, curriculum, teaching materials
and methods, and students were named most frequently. Among second named
changes, administration and organization was the most frequently cited.

Question 10: What do instructors perceive to be the major barriers to program
improvement: When given an opportunity to describe obstacles in their own
terms, instructors emphasized two thiugs : finances and administration/organiza-
tion. When asked to indicate the extent to which several specified factors con-
stituted barriers to program improvement, plant space was viewed as the greatest
barrier; teacher overload was second; enrollment-attendance was third: and
equipment-supplies was fourth.

PAST III, CITIZENS' VIEWS ON OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION

P.L. 90-576 mandates that the rules for State Advisory Councils on Vocational
Education must provide for not less than one public meeting each year at which
the public Is given opportunity to express views concerning vocational education.

The State Advisory Council in North Carolina has done this in a number of
ways. While all its meetings are open to the public and everyone attending is
invited to participate in discussion. at least one special emphasis each year is
given to the solicitation of citizens' views. For Fiscal Years 1970 and 1971. time
during a regular meeting of the Council was designated for this purpose. Approx-
imately 15 people were present to present views or observe for each of those
meetings. In Fiscal Year 1972, the Connell teamed with the State Department
of Public Instruction and the Department of Community Colleges to conduct
three regional forums on occupational education. Attendance totaled approxi-
mately 000. A similar procedure was used for Fiscal Year 1978 except there were
eight regional forums and a total attendance of approximately SOO.

The forums for the current year followed a new format. Sponsors of the
forums for Fiscal Tear 1974 included the State Advisory Council on Vocational
Education, the State Department of Public Instruction, the Department of Com-
munity Colleges and the North Carolina Vocational Association. Early planning
had called for forums in 17 locations in the Stateone in each of the 17 North
Carolina Multi-County Planning Regions. The energy crisis forced a change in
plans. Instead of 17 forums it was decided to set up small grouts all over the
State for the viewing of a special program on occupational education originating
in Raleigh and carried on the eight stations comprising the University of North
Carolina Education Television Network. At noon on April 25. 1974 reports had
been received as follows:

Number of Discussion Group Leaders Reporting : 112.
Total Number of Participants: 1,084.

Number of Lay Citizens 676
Number of Educators 702
Number of Students 249
Participants Unidentified 57

Program Reception : Good 72 : Fair 25; Poor 9: Not Indicated 6.
Program Message: Good 71: Fair 24; Poor 9: Not Indicated S.

Following the 20 minute television program the groups were asked to discuss
the following questions and report a summary of key points made during the
discussions.

t
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I. Who should occupational education programs be for?
The general concenaus was that a variety of programs should be available from

which students could freely select. Occupational education programs should not
he restricted by ability levels or other such methods of grouping students. Good
career awareness and career exploration programs and good guidance programs
should be available to assist students in program choices. Student interests and
aspirations and reasonable ability to succeed should be criteria for entry. How-
ever. all students should be eligible for enrollment.

2. How well are our local programs doing?
Most groups thought local programs were doing well given the restrictions

faced by many of limited funds, programs, facilities, equipment and materials.
A few indicated that certain programs were just average. A concern was
expressed many times about the need for a higher percentage of students to be
enrolled. Some concern was expressed that girls are not served as well as boys.
There was a gap in several instances in the serving of high school dropouts and
other out-ofschool youth between 16 and 18 years of age.

3. What ought to be done statewide or locally to improve occupational
education ?

Some of the recurring points included :
(11 Increase funding levels.
(2 ) Inform the citizenry.
( 3 ) Base programs on protected manpower needs.
( 4) Broaden the programs.
(5 ) Itnpmve the administration of programs.
(6) I'p-date equipment.
( 7 ) Improve guidance programs.
(S) no a better job of clearly establishing goals.
( 9) Improve program irticulation between levels.
(10) Continuously evaluate and up-date programs.
(111 Need for stronger state-level policies and leadership.
( 12) Increase communication between educators and the business and indus-

try community.
Then each participant who desired was requested to express in writing "your

honest opinions or thoughts about what occupational education is, who it should
be for. how your local schwas are doing. how occupational education programs
can be Improved, what changes you would like to see, or anything else you want
to express about the programs." So far written views have been received from 838
persons.

A cursory preliminary analysis of the written views indicates that :
A. We like these points:
1. Programs needed and helpful.
2. Quality and quantity of program Increasing.
3. Outlook encouraging.
4. Reachir g more people.
5. Becoming vital part of educational system.
B. These are our concerns :
1. Program offerings too limited.
2. Too many low quality programs and teachers.
3. Inadequate facilities, equipment. materials.
Q. Little public understanding image bad.
5. Mission not clear.
6. Inadequate secondarypostsecondary planning and coordination.
C. We believe you ought to:
1. Seek to expand offerings.
2. Emphasize quality.
(a ) Better selection and training of teachers.
(0) Provide more funds for facilities. eanipment, teaching materials, supplies.
( el provide better counseling, student selection.
(d I Provide better learning conditions.
(el Better organized. planned. and futuristic programs.
(f ) Provide training for administrative personnel.

3. Improve secondarypostsecondary planning and coordination.
4. Plan for continuous public involvement.
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5. Begin programs at the middle or Junior high school level and provide a con-
tinuum of programs thereafter.

6. Do a better job of matching programs with opportunities in the job market.
7. Provide more career exploration programs to assist students in the making

of career choices.
8. Emphasize public understanding of programs at both the secondary and

postsecondary levels.
9. Improve and emphasize placement efforts of schools.

PART n% RECOMMENDATIONS

1. The development of any new vocational education legislation at the Federal
level should take into consideration the provisions of Title X of the Educational
Amendments of 1972.

2. Federal allocations for vocational education should be greatly increased over
the next five years.

3. Legal and administrative coordination should be provided in all Federally
supported manpower and Vocational Education programs.

4. The concept of forward funding should be implemented immediately.
5. A permanent "carryover" provision allowing obligation of and/or expendi-

tures of funds for a two-year period should be legislated.
6. New vocational education legislation with the following features should be

enacted :
a. Simplified State Plans should be required on a 3-5 year basis.
b. State Advisory Councils should be required. Membership categories should

be revised and some continuity of membership assured. Direct Federal funding
should be continued.

c. Block grants should be authorized as follows : (1) Programs for Students In
Grades 7-9. (2) Programs for Students in Grades 10-12. (3) Programs for Out -
of- School Youth, Postsecondary Enrollees, and Adults.

d. "Set-asides" or "categorical funding" should be limited to ancillary areas and
their funding should "float" as a percentage of each block grant Such areas
should include : t1) Administration. (2) Research and Development (including
Curriculum Development, Evaluation, and Dissemination). (3) Professional
Development (Divided between Institutional Teacher Education support and In-
Service Activities). (4) Evaluation. (5) Vocational Guidance (Including Place-
ment and Follow-Up).

e. Assurances of non-discrimination because of sex, race, nationality, or eco-
nomic, aocial, physical, and/or mental handicapping conditions.

f. Assurances of non-commingling with academic education fund&
g. Definitions should be broadened to include career exploration of any recog-

nized occupation or career area (including those classified as "Professional"), and
the career exploration and occupationally oriented skill development phases of
industrial arts and business education.

b. Expand the Statement of Purpose of the Act to clearly include vocational
decision-making (career exploration) as a major purpose. The purposes should
also reflect the intent to insure proper articulation and promotion of a continuum
of programs and services to insure smooth and easy transition of students between
program !acre's.

The State Advisory Council would be deeply pleased to furnish additional in-
formation if requested by the Committee.

Thank you very much.

Chairman PEnxixs. Our next witness is Mr. John R. Guemple, as-
sociate commissioner for occupational education and technology, Tex-
as Educat:on Agency, Austin, Tex.

I am sorry we have kept you here so long. I have known you a long
time and you have been very helpful to the great cause of education.
You have a great State department and we are delighted to hear from
you.
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STATEMENT OF JOHN R. GUEMPLE, ASSOCIATE COMMISSIONER,
OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION AND TECHNOLOGY, TEXAS EDU-
CATION AGENCY, AUSTIN, TEL

Mr. GAIE1IPLE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am John R. Guemple,
associate commissioner for occupational education and technology
with the Texas Education Agency.

I am here to represent the broad interests of vocational education
programs within the State of Texas, to describe to you what contribu-
tions vocational education has made to the citizens of my State over
the past 5 years, what contributions I feel it must make in the future,
and the kinds of assistance needed at t he Federal level to support its
growth and development.

I have a prepared statement but I would like to summarize the con-
tents, if I may.

Chairman PERKINS. Without objection, your prepared statement
will be inserted in the record immediately following your testimony.

Go ahead and summarize. Give us suggestions you feel we might
follow.

Mr. GrEMPLE. I did want to come and make some statements to you
that I really feel very deeply about insofar as education, as a practi-
tioner at the State level, and as a former director of a community
college in Texas.

I guess the basic thing I need to talk about is where are we going.
That has been an ongoing problem. I think, with a lot of us. You have
heard testimony that this money is late coming and it is difficult to
plan when you do not know how much you are going to have. As a
general ri.le, the game plan has been 1.lward and onward.

I brought some extraneous statistics which mean a great deal to me
but maybe not to many other folks. It is interesting to look at trends.
If you recall the Vocational Education Act of 1963, it was not really
funded until fiscal 1965. In that year, the Federal allocation of funds
to the State of Texas went from $2.6 million to $9 million.

Now, nothing real strange happened in State financing until a lot
farther along. But there was an amazing transformation in local
schools because in that one year alone, the local school commitment
went from $1.3 million to $7.6 million in our State. The thing I
find important from that time forward with the exception of 2

is the enrollments have gone up significantly and steadily.
Local State commitments have gone up, with the exception of the
2 years NIlien there was actual slippage of the Federal dollars reaching
our State. But the enrollments have gone up. In that one period. 1969.
we lost 100.000 enrollment in our State. It was not until 2 years later
that we got hack to where we were and then proceeded from the e.

The one thing I think which has been significant is the first year
we received this, our total resources in the State of Texas was $41
million, $9 million Federal, $25 million State, and $7.5 million local.
This last. year. which we have just completed accounting records on.
we had $150.5 million.

Chairman PERKINS. That is a long jump from what you started
with.

Mr. GUEMPI.E. That is quite an increase. The significant thing is the
year before that large infusion of dollars. the local contribution was
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$1.3 million. In other words, the local eontributlans have increased
tenfold. All of that is to say one thing: How do you change the teach-
ing, learning environment because that is really what we are about in
education'? How do you dramatically affect what is happening with the
students? If I perceive at all what has occurred in this intervening
time, it is with the 'Vocational Act in 1963 and the Vocational Amend-
ments of 1968 and all the other kinds of things that have happened,
those appear to be real milestones to me. The Federal Government by
these funds has transformed State departments of education into some
kind of an animal that ain't what it used to be. We are somewhere be-
tween a change act in a very real way in education and leadership or-
ganization convincing other people to be change acts and saving here
are some dollars if you w alit to make a change, you can tell us what
your idea is. If we think it has promise, we are willing to let you try
something an.1 the thing is here.

My point is. in this inters ening 9 years something dramatic has hap-
pened that nobody could have predicted. The State requires local
school districts to plan better and the Federal makes the State provide
better.

The local districts sought ways to implement change:s. In 1963, when
we first got the money, we took a little bit of that money and said,
look, We have all the vocational institutions. There are some people
ha:.-1 to deal with. We have Mertoplex down in Houston. Not much is
being done down there. Dallas, Fort 'Worth, El Paso are all unique.
We said, in effect, let us divorce ourselves from telling them what
ought to be done down there. It us give them some money awl let
them develop some local programs. So we said here is some money to
help you pay for some people. You put them on your staff, develop
your own plans, and they did. In 1969. 4 years later, we got a State
statute giving the State board the authority to allocate supervisory
units to any institution in the State with a vocational program. We
now have over 200 supervisors in our State and the planning expertise
they are beginning to gain is fantastic. They are beginning io make
some dramatic changes in the way teachers teach. the way kids learn.

Second, when we got that first infusion of dollars, we said that we
had been hearing about more counselors being needed, se we funded
for 18 more counselors. Later the State board said that was a good
idea. why don't you do that for all those who ask for help. We have
over 200 who are now paid out of State funds.

There are still some areas we have a problem in and I need to talk
about an example them. I guess. When we first got our directions under
the 1968 amendments to spend that percentage of money for handi-
capped, we said filie. We designed a program, did some research, did
some curric...- III design with the rehabilitation people and the special
education people and the schools for the mentally retarded and the
State programs for the handicapped, visually and hearing
handicapped.

Then we put that program into place. That is a formal State-
adopted pragram and we have teacher units charged automatically.
We do not need Federal funds for these programs because they are
tried and tested. We are using this set-aside money for some of the
supplementary types of things and we have programs now serving
12.000 students. We have 8,000 identified students already tested. We
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know what kind of vocational program they could benefit from and
there is no room for them at any of the schools because you cannot use
the 10 percent set-aside money to create facilities to house programs.
It has been my experience in going to the legislature every 2 years
that there are certain things we do not have to beg for. We asst for
postsecondary money and we get it, State money. We do not need to
worry about the availability of Federal funds such as that.

In my prepared statement there is a table of enrollments which
shows certain statistics as to enrollment.

Several years ago the people who were parents and concerned citi-
zens of handicapped children went to the legislature and said, look, we
ti=1 a. handicapped program second to none, and we got it. Todt9 that
appropriation is twice as much as the State appropriation for voca-
tional education. The people in the U.S. office tell us. you not only lost
tour 10 percent set-aside, some of which we need for guidance pro-
grams. curriculum development. et cetera, you lose all your State allo-
cations because that is a set-aside in a large amount. If you do not
spend it all, you lose it all, at least the 10 percent.

Now, I guess the problem really is when the pinch comes in some
areas. Yet yci; have in another program area more than you could
reasonably use; the tendency is to take some away here and put it over
here, where you need it. Maybe we need more money for handicapped.
In our State, we have a general statute to the effect that any public
school district that wants to send children to a private school, a junior
college, receives $497 cash for the instruction per year. They keep all
their regular State aid for that student, too. Also, they receive trans-
portation allowances for those students.

Chairman PERKINS. How much money does the handicapped child
receive under the Texas law and under the Federal programs? Will
you include that information in a letter tome?

Mr. GUEMPLE. I do not run the State hospital program.
Chairman PERKINS. We want to see how far we should go in expand-

ing handicapped programs.
Mr. GITEMPLE. You mean the State school for the physically handi-

capped?
Chairman PERKINS. Yes; you operate those. Of course, we set aside

so much for title I. Please give me the entire breakdown. I do not know
of another State which has such an outstaritling Landicapped program
as your State has. I might be wrong; California might have such a
prog,t Jim, but I have never heard of one. I would like you to develop
that information for me.

[The information referred to follows
TEXAS EDUCATION AGENCY.

Austin, Tez., June 7, 1974.
Hon. CARL D. PERKINS.
Member, U.S. House of Representatives,
Rayburn House Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR REPRESENTATIVE PERKINS : When I presented my testimony before the
House General Subcommittee on Education in Raleigh, North Carolina, you
asked the amount of Federal funds that ere used in the School for the Blind and
Deaf in Texas in comparison with the amount of State money that is used

Tho State funds amount to nearly four and one-half million dollars, and
Federal funds amount to $2,336,981 Enclosed is a sheet with the funding break-
down.
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If I can give you any other information concerning any programs in Texas,
please do not hesitate to call on me.

Sincerely,
Rum R. GtEMPLE,

Associate Commissioner for Occupational Education and 2'cchnology.
Enclosure.

TEXAS SCHOOLS FOR THE BLIND AND DEAF (UNDER TIIE STATE BOARD OF
EDUCATION)

Method of financing for fiscal year ending August 31, 1914:
(1) General Revenue Appropriation 4, 420, 585
(2) Federal Revenue Sharing 1, 658, 130
(3) Federal Programs

a. American Printing House for the Blind 18, 700
D. School Lunch 39, 833
c. ESEA Title I 395, 388
d. Vocational Education 115, 853
e. ESEA, Title VI 30, 079
f. ESEA, Title III 69, 000
g. USDA (Commodities) 10,000

Mr. GuEnri.E. We have a couple of unique things that should be
brought to your attention. We have in our State law an educational
program hi the prison system. We have used some Federal money for
enriching the program of materials and hardware. We also have a
very interesting and unique situation coming up where we have been
able to plan with industry on a statewide basis a structure for trying
to do something differently. Le me briefly (tescribe that for you.

We have attempted to set up a statewide advisory group represent-
ing each of the 15 career clusters. Three of those are described in an
attachment to my testimony.

Chairman PFAIKINS. Let me thank you very much for an excellent
testimony. You have been very helpful to this committee.

Mr. GUEMPLE. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Guemple follows :]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF JOHN R. GUEMPLE, ASSOCIATE COMMISSIONER FOR OCCUPA-
TIONAL EDUCATION AND TECHNOLOGY, TEXAS EDUCATION AGENCY, AUSTIN,
Tex.

I am jOirl R. Guemple, Associate Commissioner for Occupational Education
and Technomgy with the Texas Education Agency. I am here to represent the
broad interests of vocational education programs within the State of Texas, to
describe to you what contributions rt..cational education has made to the citizens
of my state over the past live years, what contributions I feel it must make in
the future, and the kinds of assistance needed at the Federal level to support Its
growth and development.

Mr. Chairman, my main purpose in appearing before you today is to say some-
thing I consider important which I have neither heard nor read in the testi-
monies of others appearing before Congressional committees. During the past
fifteen years, the emerging role of state education agencies has been to develop
experiencc and expertise in the area of educational leadership toward change in
the teaching-learning environment. They have been able to assume this role, in
large part, due to the infusion of federal dollars which could be used to influence
the way state dollars were spent. Investments have been made in the discovery
of new educational environments and the exploration of new educational tech-
niques and devices, and the return on these investments has been tremendous in
terms of program growth and innovation.

Most of the funds supporting new program development within the field of
vocational education are provided through Federal legislation. State and local
funds for vocational educationwhich in Texas amount to more than one hun-
dred million dollars each yearare largely taken up with the support of ongoing
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Programs. In contrast, Federal iands amounting to about twenty percent of the
total expenditures for vocational education in Texas ecch year, largely support
the much-needed research and innovation which provide for continuing refine-
ment of state and national education programs, projects, and procedures. That is
to say, Federal funds are primarily neededand usednot to bear ongoing costs,
but to enable the states to initiate change in the educational system.

The Vocational Education Act of 1963 and its Amendments of 1268 provided a
clear mandate to state departments of education to initiate such changeto
broaden the scope of vocational education to provide "persons of all ages in all
communities of the State" with training "which is of high quality, which is real-
istic in the light of actual or anticipated opportunities for gainful employment,
and which is suited to their needs, interests, and ability to benefit from such
training." Since the passage of this landmark legislation, great strides have been
made in all program areas. Vocational education, once blunted by lack of legis-
lative support and public favor, is now the cutting edge of educational develop-
ment.

In the State of Texas alone, enrollments in vocational education programs in-
creased by more than 60,000 last year ; they are expected to increase by another
70,000 this year. Enrollments in special programs for the disadvantaged increased
from approximately 96,000 in 1942 to almost 115,000 in 1973 and will expand
again this year. In 1973, 12,000 students enrolled in special vocational programs
for the handicapped; almost 300,000 students enrolled in adult vocational educa-
tion programs, services, and activities.

Such growth has been generated in large part by the many innovative pro-
grams and projects established during the past five years. We in Texas have de-
veloped a procedure for initiating orderly, planned educational change. Let me
give you the benefit of such of the experience I have had in an exciting effort
to marshaU the resources of industry, business, labor, and education using the
career education concept as a focal point for change.

We began with the premise that the kinds of changes necessary in voca-
tional education are twofold: to expand the kinds of training available to our
citizens, and upgrade that training to suit the changing requirements of in-
creasingly complex and technological occupations. The first step toward produc-
ing change, then, must be to assess the specific needs of Texas businesses and
industries.

To do so, we have created advisory councils in occupations within three of the
fifteen U.S. Office of Education--identified career clusters, councils composed
of key members of Texas business, industry, organized labor and education.
Five more such councils will be established within the next two years, and we
hope in a short time to have representative councils in each of the fifteen
clusters.

With the state agency as coordinator, members of each of the three councils
have met to discuss issues and needs. The data generated from these meetings
have been fed into research and development projects within the field and then
into curriculum projects. Once a curriculum has been developed, it is imple-
mented and field tested in selected pilot schools. After field testing and appropri-
ate review and revision, the new curricula will be made available to all vocational
programs. Finally, the cnange must be installed in teacher education programs
both preservice and inservice.

The procedure far educational change, then, consists of carefully eingeneed
steps: needs assessment; research and development; field testing, evaluation,
and modification : and regularization. We have successfully employed this pro-
cedure in a number of significant developmental programs established under
the aegis of the 1968 Amendments.

One of tins:: to vocational education for the handicapped, initiated as a pilot
program under the direction of the Texas Education Agency's Division of Occu-
pational Research and Development in 1969. The program expanded to include
more than 200 teachers by the time it was incorporated into the regular program
budget in 1972. Cu'rently, 244 teaches in 76 school districts and 15 state schools
and hospitals provide special instruction to approximately 12,000 handicapped
youth and ndults in vocational areas related to homemaking, industrial, agricul-
ture, and office education.

In addition, supported by State and later by Federal funds. Texas in 1969
initiated pilot projects in xcupational orientationa national educational prior-
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ity since former U.S. Commissioner of Education Sidney P. Mar land's endorse-
ment of career education in 1971. We began with 31 teachers in 10 projects; this
year 146 teachers \in 88 public schools of all sizes in all regions of the State are
participating. These programs emphasize career awareness at the elementary
level, orientation and Investigation in the middle schools, and occupational prep-
aration in high school ; they serve more than a quarter of a million students in
grades kindergarten through twelve.

These programs and others helped to change the scope and orientation of voca-
tional education in Texaschange which has been badly needed for many years.
Change is an essential element in any functioning educational system. It is par-
ticularly necessary if our programs are to continue to fulfill the goals for edu-
cation outlined by the 90th Congress. However, what I seek for vocational edu-
cationand what I believe you seekis change which meets the specific needs
of our society, which has been carefully planned and designed to meet specific ob-
jectives, and which may be sustained and incorporated into existing systems.

I firmly believe that state agencies must continue their leadership efforts
for desirable, orderly, planned changes in the teaching-learning environment.
To do so, we must have Federal legislative support. It seems to me that the
Federal legislative enactments for vocational education should provide the means
for educational change. They should provide direction to the states by identify-
ing national educational priorities and goals ; at the same time, they should
allow sufficient flexibility that each state might develop and implement programs
and procedures which meet its particular needs.

The 1968 Vocational Education Amendments addressed a number of significant
educational issues and established priorities by mandating a certain percentage
of state allocations to be used for programs serving the handicapped and the
disadvantaged. However, although its provisions generated much needed develop-
ment in these important educational areas, in many cases it restricted attempts
to expand vocational offerings. For example, in fiscal year 1974 the State -of
Texas has found itself with insufficient funds to fully implement planned pro-
grams for the handicapped yet with more funds than can be utilized for disad-
vantaged programsand the Act has prevented us from achieving a proper
balance.

Other constraints compound the difficulties. The Act stipulates that no set-
aside funds may be used for facilities construction or for teacher preparation.
While the Texas Education Agency has been blessed with a state legislature
consistently generous in its allocations for programs serving handicapped and
disadvantaged students, no state funds have been made available to construct
facilities or train teachers in these instructional areas. The result, in some in-
stances, has been zero program growth. A report from one of my program directors
which recently crossed my desk stated that the number of teachers of Vocational
Education for the Handicapped could quickly be doubled, "if teachers, facilities,
and equipment were available."

The 1908 Amendments, then, provided direction for vocational educational
development over the past five years ; however, they were not sufficiently flexible
to allow states to establish programs which fully address their unique problems.
I hope the 93rd Congress will propose and approve legislation which provides
this additional flexibility. We in vocational education seek legislation which
will grant each state greater discretion to allocate funds in proportion to its
particular program needs ; legislation which will broaden the scope of vocational
education to Include prevocational activities at the elementary level and funds
to construct facilities and train teachers, which will simplify the flow of monies
to program areas.

What I seek, what I believe other vocational educators seek, is balanced
legislation. We seek Congressional leadership in the Identification of national
priorities and issues; we seek the resources and authority to address these issues
as they confront us in our own states. With the direction provided by Congress
in the past, occupational education has been expanded and improved to tecome
one of the most vital and significant components of the modern educational
system. It is my belief that you will continue to build upon the foundation
established by the 88th and 90th Sessions of the Congress, that with your national
leadership and the knowledge and experience of state agencies in developing
new programs to meet specific local needs, occupational education will continue
to provide the training and experience so imperative to the members of a tech-
nological society.
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ATTACHMENT A

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION ENROLLMENTS IN TEXAS

1963 1969 1973 1979,

Secondary 167.209 237.222 349,478 589, 003

Postsecondary ........ 5.973 33.778 62.708 123,158..........
Adult . -' . .. - - : . _ : 243, 373 218,680 298, 850 382,035

Total 415.555 489, 680 711, 036 1,055, 096

Projected enrollments-

Chairman PERKINS. Our next witness is Dr. Cayce Scarborough,
professor, Department. of Adult and Vocational Education, Auburn
University, School of Education, Auburn, Ala.

Thank you for staying with us.

STATEMENT OF DR. C. CAYCE SCARBOROUGH, PROFESSOR, VOCA-
TIONAL AND ADULT EDUCATION, AUBURN UNIVERSITY, ALA.

Dr. SCARBOROUGH. I am pleased to be here. I appreciate it ,ery
much.

In the interest of time, I will try to summarize my prepared state-
ment.

Chairman PERKiNs. Without objection, your statement will be in-
serted in the record.

Dr. SCARBOROUGH. The problems of vocational teacher education do
not begin or end at the univerity but start out in the communities. The
No. 1 job of vocational education is to get people and programs to-
gether. Then the job of teacher education is to help prepare people to
do that very thing in the realm of teaching or coordination. That is
my concern here today.

Very briefly, I will try to take a situation and what I see as the need
and a very brief recommendation for teacher education as I see it.

My background is in agricultural education but I have worked with
people in all areas of vocational education. This changing situation
makes it difficult for teacher education to do as much as we would like
in helping teachers and coordinators.

The appropriation under the Smith-Hghes Act, you will recall, was
so much for agriculture and home economics, for teacher education, et
cetera, This resulted in the teacher education programs being literally
scattered in different parts of the State. Here in North Carolina,
home economics was over in Greensboro, agriculture was here, and so
on. So the programs grew up in different institutions throughout the
different States. This varied somewhat from State to State where
there was a university such as is in your home State, Mr. Chairman.
More frequently, like in this State or South Carolina, for example, the
teacher education programs grew up in different institutions which
makes it a little difficult to serve so many different types of services
which have been set up.

I think the big need in teacher education is for more comprehensive
aad better coordinated programs in the various States. We have made
some effort to do this in every State. Institutions where there are a
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number of these pr,-.,grams. such as at Auburn. we have all the voca-
tional programs except for the health occureltions in one department.
We are adding that rest year. But in many States like North Carolina,
for example. this dies not

So we have a re--,d for a letter coordinated teacher education pro -
tram. It is Yeea- dif'; -it to -ome about because we are scattered geo-
graphically over the State Efforts have been made through the en-
coura!*ement and help of the State advisory council. There is a study
whi .11 has been made In this State about th- status of vocational teach-
er education but we Ail. need more structure for

have
this job done.

So the summary of the needs would be that we have a more compre-
hensive and -,,--linateal program. at the time not losing the value
of the stwializz,-1 Term-ram. I think it is a big mistake to eliminate home
econonars. di ributive education. and so forth as a field. because then
you do not hare anytit:nc, to coordinate. Today. a jack of all trades and
master of none is not a (Pood situation for a person to go out into the
world of work. There is a need to hold to oar specialization. My ree-
ornIwndation is that State be required to develop. to share in
Federal funds for teacher education a coordinated program.

Now. for example. are the szuklents in home economics going to lea-in
about aoTiculture and other areas Where are teachers and coordi-
nators goina to get their needed education!

Mr. Chairman. a.ain I ara not askin, that we have more and bigger
programs. just the opt--)5 :'.c'. -7e must have teachers and coordinators
to do what tLey are Ir-ppcd to do. mv recommendation is that as
part of the State plan. sntnewl.at like the EDPA supplement plan.
ea ,-h State should be reanired to show. how ihev will liar: a coordinated
program. The way ries w calla work out is that You would hare an
understanding of the other vocational pmgrams. Then at the masters
and doctorate level. it w-eild be vocational education. There are many
States that are working at this. The State of Illinois has such a plan.
They have a very stroll,- .-oerdinating council in which they coordinate
programs. I had the privileee of working with the State of New Hamp-
shire and they hare a v-e-v difficult problem. They have a few people
scattered over a lane -ea of the State. They have three institutions
invoiced in a coo rdi na.,-ci masters decree.

Finally, we ne-s-d more visibility as well as dollars. We need to pick
up at least this ides from the old Smith-Hughes Act. We need a 1975
model of the Smith 7- :dies Act. You may recall, there was a certain
pereental.,- to be soec.- on tencl,er education. In those days, it was
though the State diNetor's office and coordinated with the college
concerned. There is some discussion whether this should continue. In
my mini it is fine. have them all related and working together. But
I think it is awfully important that ti r legislation have visibility for
teaeher education rograrns and some sort of minimum funding for
teacher educaticrt. The way this would have to be done is for this to
be a part of the Federal legislation. I am basically a States right
person but it is amazinc, how much a Federal dollar in programs
will do and how -,uch influence it has in cutting across the entire
county.. EDPA TI-hich have been very wonderful pro-
.Pran-s. have in inszances placed burdens. because there were no
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additional persons or dollars directly available for a vocational edu-
cational program, to take on this additional program.

So I am recommending that you not allow the matter of teacher
education to be put off in some ancillary classification. Teacher edu-
cation must be a part of any program in vocational education if this
is to do what it should. One other reason this must be written in is
that we have a lot of new people in new positions. The gentleman
from South Carolina mentioned about his area schools. The people
who run those need special training in order to do a good job. SO I
would recommend any future legislation contain visibility for teacher
education not only in name but in dollars. I am not asking for cer-
tainties in times of uncertainties, but I think the teacher educq ion
programs should be as certain as any other phase.

Thank you.
Chairman PERKINS. Thank you for calling the importance of teacher

training in education to our attention. It is something ne cannot afford
to overlook. That subject matter will receive thorough consideration
from the committee.

111.. Andrews?
3fr. ANDREWS. I have no questions.
Cliairman PERKINS. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Scarborough follows :1

PREPARED STATEMENT OF C. CAYCE SCARBOROUGH, PROFESSOR. VOCATIONAL. AND

ADULT EDUCATION, AUBURN UNIVERSITY, AUBURN. ALA.

Mr. Clialrmntt and weathers of the subcommittee: I am Cayce Se:II-boron:A
Professor, Vocational and Adult Education, Auburn University. Auburn. Ala-
bama. Although 1 am a native of Alabama and spent the ea oy ar,,.; of nty pro-
fessional life there, I Wise been back there for only a Sear. The intervening Si
years were sitent right here at North Carolina State University, the site of your
hear40:s, SO I feel at home.

3Iv stat nt will be confined to Vocational Teacher Education. Two ms!or
::3sons. First, this is the area that I have been working in for inane years. Not
oil} in North Carolina and Alabama but I have worked or taught in Michigan.
Now York, Minnes, ta. Georgia. Florida. Tennessee, West Virginia. Colorado. Mis-
si%sippi, and Maryland. In addition, I have worked closely with Vocational
'reacher Educator. in all states while serving as President of the American As.°-
eiatioa of Teacher Educators in Agriculture. It c as In this capacity that I tint
contacted Chairman Carl Perkins while legislation for the UM Vocational Edu-
cation Act seas being drr fted. My background is in Agneoltural Education. and
ray references will be largely from Ag Ed since I know this field best. but I behove
that they have validity for other areas, too. In recent years I have been working
with vocational educators and graduate students la all areas of vocational educa-
tion. Recond. in my opinim., teacher education has been neglected In cut
legislation for vocational education. Both in visibility and m dollars.

3Iy statement will be made along the following outline
I. Introduction, setting forth the problem People Program

II. The Situation in Vocational Teacher Education
A. Programs (and People)

Organizat Ion
C. Financing

III. The Need in Vocational Teacher Education
A. Programs (and People)
B. Organization
C Financing

IV. The Recommendation for Vocational Teacher Education
A. Programs (and People

Orgauirntion
C. Financing
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near us here, Tennessee would be the only one where several of the vocational
teacher training programs developed at a University. In North Carolina. Smith
Carolina, and Virginia, the programs developed at several different institutions
in the state. Some of these, V.P.I. especially, have since developed compre-
hensive programs in Vocational Teachers Education. More later on ibis point,
B. The Organization

The major emphasis here is that the teacher training programs developed
almost entirely along subject matter fields. ':'hat is, Agriculture, Home Economies,
Trades and Indnstry, Business and 0111m, Distributive, etc. Many times there was
no interrelationships. From the Federal level through the state department and
the state universities to the local level it was along the subject field line. Like-
wiz-e, financing was along the same lines based upon appropriations for Ag, Home
Economics, etc. So, it was natural that such a development take place. This is not
to criticize this develpment, there :.; hardly any other way that it could have
happened, given the legislation and the conditions of the times. It should be
added here that a major strength did result in this approach that is still essen-
tial. That is, the teacher was a specialist in his field of vocational education.
(Parenthetically, the history of ninny programs being short-lived may he con-
tributed to the fact that no provision was made for teacher preparation and
maintenance. Earlier efforts at career education, for example.) Neleetheless,
the fact that teacher education programs are often found widely scattered in a
state does Indeed present a problem to the modern need for more comprehensive
and coordinated programs in Vocational Teacher Education, to be discussed
later in this statement.
C. The Financing

As indicated earlier, the financing for teacher education was built into the
Smith-Hughes Act. The impact of this financing was great. The dollars involved
seem small by today's standards of Federal appropriation', even in education
areas, but the vocational dollars resultel in rapid establishment of teacher
training programs. To indicate the strong field orientation of these early pioneers
sonic of them were known as Itinerant Teacher Trainersmostly field workers
in teacher education'way ahead of their times! For many years, a common way
to share the costs of the teacher education program was for the State Board of
Education, to reimburse the college on a 50-50 basis for the costs of the teacher
training program. Although there were problems in making needed adjustments
from time to time, especially in providing curriculum materials and other
in-service education needs, the cooperative arrangements offered advantages to
all concerned.

III. THE NEED IN VOCATIONAL TEACHER EDUCATION

Perhaps the Number 1 Problem in any educational program is meeting the
needs of people. However, it is easy to fall victim to meeting temporary needs
while failing to meet the long range needs. Jumping from one crisis to another.
In other words, how do we continue to hold on to enduring values within a pro-
gram while ineking needed adjustments? These are important questions, I think,
in assessing needs for educational programs.

Some educational needs are the result of changing socio-economic conditions
of which we have little .-.r to control. We as a society change our minds about
what is important and thus deserving of priority for our attention and our tax
dollars. Sometimes these changes are permanent, thus resulting in educational
programs no longer being needed, even though these same programs met a so-
cietal need at an earlier time.

It is in this setting that we take a look at the needs in Vocational Teacher
Education for the '70's and beyond. In so doing it is recognized that Voca-
tional Teacher Education faces many of the same problems that are faced by all
teacher education. A major one at this time is the matter of Competency-Based
Teacher Education to be evaluated by performance on the job. This is nothing
new to Vocational Teacher Education. One of the original Six Functions of Vo-
cational Teacher Education recognized more than 40 years ago was the foliow -up
of graduates( on the job as an evaluation of their training program as well as an
effort to help the beginning teacher on the job. In other words an evaluation of
the college program as well as the work of the young teacher.

There are, however, a number of urgent needs in Vocational Teacher Educe-
ion to be indicated here.

lit 134
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A. Programa and People
Perhaps the Number 1 need in vocational education today Is for more compre-

hensive programs out in the communities for young people and adults. No longer
do we have needs of people that can be clearly identified as belonging to most of
the people in a rather small geographic area and limited to that area. Mobility
of population, wider variety of occupational choices, and many other factors com
bine to make the need for vocational education opportunities more compre-
hensive than ever before. This is even more complex when we consider the needs
of the individual over and above .the needs of a program. This may mean that
the rural boy or girl may want and need the same vocational education op-
portunities as the city girl or boy. Yet "the same program" might miss both
grous.

Topadd still further to the complexity of the problem of meeting needs Is that
of offering comprehensive programs without losing the value of specilization,
the heart of any vocational program. In fact, without a specialization, there could
be no comprehensive program. That is why the easy solution to become compre-
hensive by eliminating the special fields in vocational education is a dangerous
approach. In fact, it is a myth and is destined to wreck a vocational program.
There is little place in the world of work today for "a jack of all trades and good
at none."

As indicated earlier, the task of teacher education is set to a large extent
by the demand for local teachers and leaders. Thus the complexities of the needs
sighted at the local level are reflected in making needed adjustments in teacher
education programs. An additional problem exists in many states, due to the
geographical location of the universities offering Vocational Teachers Edu-
cation programs. Still another new condition exists in that new programs and
new people to direct and operate these programs have developed. These people
need professional training different from that in the various vocational fields of
Ag, Home Ec. etc. These will be identified in this section.
B. Organization

As a result of the growth of vocational education aroana the subject fields men-
tioned earlier, the teacher education programs are scattered, literally, through-
out the state. This is the case in practically all of the states, more in some than
others. Some coordination of efforts has been made In some states. These efforts
have been along the subject field lines and across-the-board. For example, in
many states all Home Economics Teachers Educators and Supervisors work
together on common concerns. In some states, teacher educators in all vocational
areas have organized and worked together on common concerns in meeting new
needs for in-service education of vocational personnel finding themselves in new
positions of leadership. For example, here in North Carolina. there has been for
several years such an organization meeting on an informal, irregular basis. In
recent years these efforts have been encouraged and supported by the State
Advisory Council. A major result has been a Status Study of Vocational Teacher
Education including a statewide 3-day conference. Incidentally, one of the re-
source people for that conference was the Coordinator of a similar statewide,
structured plan for a comprehensive program of Vocational Teacher Education.

It seems clear that the urgent need is for a coordinateC statewide program
of Vocational Teacher Education that will be comprehensive in nature and meet-
ing the new needs of new personnel while at the same time maintaining up-to-
date specialization within vocational education. A complex but possible tai.1: fur
any state, with necessary legislation at the Federal level. One possible approach
will be indicated in the latter part of this paper,
C. Financing

Someone has said that the good old American way of solving any problem is to
appropriate more dollars, especially if they are Federal dollars. This is not my
argument here. A more important need in financing Vocational Teacher Educa-
tion is for visibility and continuity. This is probably true for any educational
pmgram, but is made especially urgent for programs built into a college or
university. Although some of the policies and regulations at these institutions
need to change occasionally, the nature of these institutions does not make major
changes easily nor readily. While this is not always a virtue it does have some
value. At least, when you are talking about a 4-year program you are project
needs for at least 5 years. Likewise, you can't produce professors instantly nor
dismiss them the same way. Again, this system has some disadvantages but you
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could hardly build a faculty without some future. For these and many other rea-
sns. financing on some specific minimum base as a continuing basis is necessary
if we are to build a professional faculty to help develop and maintain the type of
teachers and other leaders needed to develop local programs of vocational edu-
cation to meet the needs of the people out in the communiticks.

Whether the funds for Vocational Teacher Education (Federal and State) are
handled through the office of the State Director of Vocational Education, as has
been done tr,itioually, or directly through the college or university where the
Vocational Teacher Education programs are !Retried Is a question being consid-
ered in many states at this time. The point here Is that there is an urgent need
now for More certainty and continuity in financing programs in Vocational
Teacher Educrtion. This is not a plea for certainty in times of uncertainty, but
rather a plea for financing of teacher education us certain as any other pha it
the legislative programs for vocational education.

IV. RECOIL StANDATION8 FOR VOCATIONAL TEAtAlEd EDUCATION

Perhaps the best way to summarize my recommendations for legislation for
vocational educather would be to develop a 1975 MODEL SMITH-HUGHES Alt!
This would require more than .updating, or even combining th, best of the legis-
lation from 1917 through 1972. More nearly like the work resulting from Presi-
dent Kennedy's Panel of Consultants on Vocational Education. R the term 1975
Model Smith-Hughes Act, I mean legislation that would have the impact on
our needs today that the original had in the years following 1917. Here are some
of the earmarks or essential elements of such a program, as I lee them.
A. Programa and People

Current programs in vocational education, occupational education, and career
edueatiou for all people, young and old have placed new demands upon educuti M-
al leaders and teachers whether or not they want them. Such potations as Local
Director of Vocational Education, found occasionally in large city vocational
programs a few years ago, are now In all areas of the country, starting new
programs and new institutions, such as Area Vocational Centers, New profes-
sional needs are everywhere. Few programs are available to meet these needs.
Nea leaders for new programs with cffcctive teacher:: are in demand in many
Ida( es These new positions are filled largely by those people who have been suc-
cessful in one of the established fields of vocational education. She or he may
or may not be able to make the needed i4Justment for the resporudbility of a
director or coordinator of several vocational programs. (Incidentally, this creates
nerds for replacement in the established programs. often overlooked.)

In addition to new programs, there are needs for new approaches. The old pre-
scription-type "answers" will no longer suffice. The experienced vocational per-
son no longer "has the answer" because the problems are different. Thus there
is much need for research and training for making the new programs meet needs
The new program in Vocatim.al Teachers Education needed for today would In-
clude the following :

1. Teacher Education programs, undergraduate and graduate. compre-
hensive in nature and including old, new and developing vocational areas.

2. Research and Development programs. linked from the University to the
field, and to the State Division of Vocational Eduattioo. eurtkulum ma-
terials developed through extensive use of teacher committees.

3. Meld Service. Offering local school systems consultant help in studying
lobed for developing appropriate vocational education programs. Following
up vocational teachers first year. Setting up. with local school systems, pilot
programs to test promising innovative programs.

Organisation
It is imperative that there he a comprehensive. coordinated program of Voca-

tional Teacher Education in each state. Intent to cooperate and coordinate is
not enough. There must be a specific system structured so that the needed who-
no rion of all Vocational Teacher Education will take place. The manner in which
this is done will differ as the situations on the states differ. Some universities
have the opportunity for developing a comprehensive. coordinated program. They
have on one campus all the old, new, and developing vocational, occupational
and career education programs. This does not mean, necessarily, that the desired
coordinated and comprehensive program does indeed exist on that campus. In
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many states, no such combination of opportunities exist on any one university
campus, and not likely to develop in some cases. Howe% er, a coordinated compre-
hensive program in Vocational Teacher Education can be des eloped. The state
of Illinois has demonstrated that much can be accomplished if there is a plan,
adequate financing, and people who want to develop such a dynamic program
in Vocational Teacher Education. The approach will differ in the states but the
common key is development of a statewide plan for accomplishing the compre-
hensive program and the structure and financing to make it work with those
institutions and programs desiring to become a part of the Vocational Teacher
Education Program in that state.

The statement of the organization to be followed would be developed similar
to the State Plan for Vocational Education. The EPDA Supplement to the State
Plans in recent Sears as developed in some states is one approach. (Not as these
supplements were done in some states, however. In some cases, no teacher edu-
cators were e% I'll aware that such a supplement was being made and had no
opportunity to make any contributions to the plan.)
C. Financing

As indicated earlier, not only is adequate financing needed, but continuity of
funding at minimum level is necessary if people and programs are to be avail-
able to offer the needed leadership so that local programs ean meet the needs of
people. Specific reference to teacher education in the legislation is needed to
prevent being assigned to the Ancillary Services or to the oblivion of "Other
Sers ices". Likewise there is necessity for some formula for minimum and maxi-
mum financing in relation to other expenditures. Furthermore, the structure for
coordinated and comprehensive Vocational Teacher Education programs in each
4.tate must 1* guaranteed as part of the conditions of sharing in the Federal
funding. This could be through one institution or a consortium of institutions
clearly indicating how coordination would be achieved.

No-ie of these suggestions are intended to be restrictive. On the contrary. I
strongly believe that such an approach will encourage the establishment of a new
apnroach to developing needed programs in Vocational Teacher Education to
in( et modern day needs of people for more and better vocational education oppor-
tunities in the communities of our country.

chairman PERKINS. Our next witness is Mr. John D. Lennon, dean
of men, North Carolina Central University. Durham, N.C.

Let me welcome you here, Mr. Lennon. We are most interested in
hearing your views and suggestions. Without objection. your prepared
statement will be inserted in the record and you may proceed any way
you prefer.

STATEMENT OF JOHN D. LENNON, DEAN OF MEN, NORTH CAROLINA
CENTRAL UNIVERSITY, DURHAM, N.C.

Mr. LENNON. Thank TOR very much, Congressman Perkins and
Congressman Andrews. ham delighted to have this nppotunity if for
no other reason than to :Ida some color to this program here today. I
ani here representing three predominantly black institutions of higher
education. These are located in the Raleigh-Durham area and ire
Shaw University. Saint .Augustines College, and North Carolina
Central University.

We have some concerns we would like to present ti-iyou that relate
to vocational education in terms of what our business is all about.

We just heard Dr. Scarborough talk about teacher education. We
have been involved in teacher education for years. One hundred per-
cent of the people who attend our colleges and university are in the
socioeconomically deprived or disadvantaged area. We have a higher
percentage of economically deprived people in our institutions. par-
ticularly those who need financial aid. North Carolina Central and

f
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Saint Augustines College both have 85 percent enrollment of indi-
viduals who receive financial assistance of some sort. Shaw University
has 96 percent.

We have been in the business of dealing with disadvantaged people,
trying to give motivation and desire, as well as trying to provide the
education necessary for them to become productive. ..ill these people
are looking for employment, that is why they are there.

Also, we have in these institutions very directly oriented areas that
relate directly to what we are talking about here. vocational educa-
tion in terms of the discussions that have gone ahead.

We have computer science programs, home economics, we have
business and we feel these institutions ought to be provided some
financial assistance or opportunity to help carry on the programs of
occupational education. We need assistance in helping to train and
retrain teachers and counselors.

We believe we are the most capable because of the years we have
devoted to training teachers and counselors to relate to economically
and educationally deprived youngsters. We know we are having a great
struggle with this problem in our school systems today but beyond
the job expectations there are some facts we need to concern our-
selves with.

I listened to \1r. Barton Hayes talk a few moments ago about the
great successes they are having in Wilmington in most of these pro-
grams. Our youngsters, the disadvantaged youngster and the handi-
capped, are caught up in these programs. We would like to ask you
to consider an increase in the 15 percent provided for disadvantaged
youngsters and an increase in the 10 percent provided for handicapped
youngsters.

We are also asking that you channel some of those funds into the
minority group. I am not just talking about predominantly black
colleges and univeristies, I am talking about all of the colleges and
universities in this country that are dedicated to serving minority
youngsters. I am saying to you. these universities and colleges need
support because they are in the business of vocational education in a
broad sense.

I might say also that we ought to start thinking of a change in
the terminology we are using so it will give more prestige to what we
are talking about.

Now, we are saying that we are interested in jobs, interested in
preparing people to find opportunities for employment. But we have
got to go beyond that. Trained hands are insufficient. We need to deal
with the minds and feelings of these people in terms of helping them
to see who they 'are, developing a sense of awareness, social conscious-
ness. We need to be able to cause teachers to reflect that kind of atti-
tude. We are saying if we were provided money in the predominantly
minority group colleges and universities we coin help teachers change
their feelings and attitudes with regard to vocational education.

I spent 20 years teaching agriculture in this State. I dealt with
farm boys who came from rural farm situations. I saw many of them
motivated to achieve high levels of competence and high productivity
as a result of the vocational programs. I have a great deal of faith in
vocational education and what it means. but I think it is often too lim-
ited. Mr. Hayes gave a few examples in his testimony of people who
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were going into a professional field. I do not think we need to limit
where these people go. I think the fact the individual has had an op-
portunity to develop a skill and has options or choices he can make, if
he is a functional human being who has the knowledge and capabilities
of dealing, with a complex society such as this, this youngster will find
a y to become productive.

I have also engaged in supervision and directing of programs in car-
pent Ty and bricklaying. We turned out something like 300 veterans
at the end of World War IL 'Ms is great, but I know many of the
people we trained as carpenters and bricklayers are not carpenters and
bricklayers today. But they are better individuals because of the train-
ing they have had. As a matter of fact, on our campus we have men
who were all trained in this vocational program and they are all
highly competent. We are interested in an expansion of the vocational
concept to the extent it follows through not only in training students
and providing students an opportunity, these disadvantaged and hand-
icapped students I am talking about, but we are interested in pro-
viding funds to the minority-oriented colleges and universities in the
country so they can deal with some of the problems in career develop-
ment which their young people also have. They have more than their
share of these young people.

Also I am saving the problems our communities are facing, cer-
tainly in North Carolina, are because we are having difficulty relating
to the needs of the disadvantaged youngster. Those needs are not just
buildings, hardware, or just putting more teachers there. The needs
are much deeper and we feel that the teachers, the supervisors, the
counselors in those schools ought to come to Shaw University, Saint
Augustines College, North Carolina Central University and other
schools like them. They should come and gain some retraining and
reorientation with the problems of the young people with whom they
are dealing. These institutions are familiar with those young people
1,ecause they have dealt with them for years. We want to see more
money provided. We want to see these young people who enter these
minority group universities and colleges get work-study support. This
is another thing we have talked about here, the matter of work.

All of us know that minority youngsters and handicapped young-
sters have some problem with the matter of work because in their minds
they do not see their parents or themselves doing desirable kinds of
work and receiving the kind of compensation they would expect, nor
do they see the kinds of respect coming to them that they feel they de-
serve. So v :-hat we are saying is the concept of work has to be dealt with
in terms of attitudes. It becomes glorified in the minds of the young-
sters because the teachers to whom they go in their post-high school
programs have imbued them with concepts of themselves as being
worthy human beings and choosing occupations that are dignified
and prestigious.

I would like to thank you for listening to what we have had to say.
There were representatives from all three colleges and universities
who put that package together. You will find it in great deal more de-
tail than I have gone into but I do hope you will be able to give seri-
ous consideration to these kinds of institutions. especially those in-
voked in teacher education programs. I think the benefits are much
to be desired.

1 S9
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Chairman l'EaKtxs. Let me thank you for an excellent statement,
Mr. Lennon. You have been very helpful to this committee and I can
assure you these suggestions you have raised will not be passed over
lightly. You have raised some valid suggestions and questions and we,
the committee. must come up with answers.

Mr. Andrews?
Mr. ANDREWS. Are any of your colleagues here?
Mr. LENNON. Dr. Harris, who worked with us in preparing the

statement.
Mr. ANDREWS. Dr. Harris, is there anything r n would like to add?
Dr. Ilimus. I think he has made a good statement. We are the most

disadvantaged of anybody.
Mr. ANDREWS. Your schools are very, very valuable institutions in

the community.
Chairman PERKINS. Congressman Andrews, Congressman Quip and

1 made sure we protected the ghetto sections of the city, the rural, the
poorest of the poor first. That is what we did in H.R. 69. It was some
fight, but we knew we had to protect the poorest of the poor and that
is what we did in H.R. 69 and we will do the same thing in vocational
education.

Mr. LExxox. Thank you very much. We are in great need and his-
torically I wonder where we would be if it had not been for such in-
stitutions as Shaw and Saint Augustines. As a minority group, we
are indebted.

Dr. HARRIS. I am delighted to be here and as has been said, we are
the most disadvantaged of all gnmpq. We know you are interested in
us and we know you will give us everything you can. These colleges
could make a tremendous contribution if they had the funds avail-
able. Our young men and women go out into all vocations? some as
ministers, some as doctors, dentists, many as specialists in science and
the like. So they go into all vocations. In light of the fact they go into
all vocations, we are hoping you will give us some help.

Thank you.
Chairman PERKINS. Let me say to my good friends, we have just

gone through a battle in Washington to make sure people like your-
selves receive equitable treatment. To my way of thinking, the child,
whether white or black, in Mississippi should receive the same con-
sideration as a child white or black in New York. We have to take care
of the disadvantaged first.

Thank von.
Mr. LENNON. Thank von.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Lennon follows :]

PREPARED STATEMENT OP JOHN D. LENNON, DEAN OF MEN, NORTH CAROLINA
CENTRAL UNIVERSITY, DURHAM, N.C.

Before I make a statement concerning my views and the views of some of my
colleagues who are associated with prodominately Black institutions of higher
education. I th nk I should state to you that I spent my first 211 years in edneation
as a Vocational Agriculture Teachei in North Carolina. I cherish the memory of
those experiences: with hundeds of young disadvantaged rural youth. many of
whom found motivation and self-fulfillment in a vocational program. This gives
me reason for having a strongly supportive interest in Vocational Education.

I am appearing before this committee to say to you that Vocational Educa-
tion is a necessary and integral part of the total educational program and at
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every level. I wish also to commend the Congress and this Committee especially
for improving the Vocational Act of 1963 through the amendments of (Pub-
lic Law 004:70). This I think was a step in the right direction.

A group of persons who are engaged in higher education at predominately
Black institutions in the Raleigh-Durham area have some concerns about the al-
location of only 15 percent of the appropriation of money which is being made
by the states to the educationally and socio-economic-ally disadvantaged and the
10 percent for handicapped persons. Such colleges and universities a. Shaw
University, North Carolina Central University. and Saint Augustines College
have for tunny many years served the educational and occupational needs of a
minority group of disadvanti.ged youth. Those of us who have spent some time
trying to resolve some of the problems of the minority group youngsters were
forced to conclude that many of the programs of minority group institutions of
higher education are occupationally oriented. In fact, these colleges have per-
ceive(' themselves accountable to students not only for developing their problem-
solving skills, helping to improve their self - awareness and social consciousness,
but for equipping them to earn a living as well in some personally satisfying ca-
reer field.

We feel that these and similnr institutions of higher education hnve developed
some uniqueness in programming to improve the productivity and the quality of
life for the thou:maids of disadvantaged youth who have pawed through their
doors. We are not eoncerned only with predominately black institutions of higher
education but with all minority group institutions of higher education that have
a history of providing edumtional opportunity and occupational accessibility
to socially and economic-aily disadvantaged young people.

We nre asking that you consider making these funds available to minority
group institutions of higher education which have a high percentage Of disad-
vantaged and handicapped enrollees.

Our concern is for strengthening the teacher-education programs of these in-
stitutions by providing them with resources for providing specialists in training
techniques in building student self-awarenew, social consciousness, and problem-
solving abilities. Minority group institutions. as they have functioned in the
past. served as centers for in-service training for teachers, counselors and s,i-
pervisors who work with disadvantaged and handicapped children in the public
schools

We further request that very serious consideration be given to providing in
Home Economics, Computer Science. Career Counseling and Placement. Coop-
ern tive Education. and Business Education.

We further request that very serious consideration be given to providing in-
creased opportonity for students to enroll in these programs by providing finan-
cial assistance through work study prograuns for the socio-economically distul-
vantnged and the handicapped. This work experience would not only nid in milk-
ing the education of these young people possible. but it would also provide in-
valuable experience for entering the world of work. Economically and socially
deprived youngters very often hnve neantise attitudes tonrd work bemuse the
work opportunities which their parents or they themselves have experienced
have be( n unrewarding and non self satisfying. 0!)P appronch is to help people
to understand that work is an essential function in their lives and the the per-
R01111 rattsfacti.nn derived from it depends in pnrt upon their nttitiule toward
work. Improving the'. kinds of attitudes should he one of the elements that
should be built into the total training program for these young people.

One of the problette,, facing today's youth Is the limited work opportunities
through nge wide)] is cowed by the technological economy In which they
live. They n re of post high school nge before they hnve load an monortimitv to gain
profitable work experience. For those who enter college programs this, may spry
well be their first opportunity to earn and manage their own finance. which
=lie,: this n more demanding. responsibility of institutions in p-eparing young
people for the world of work. Wenrieb. 197 suggests that the strength of career
education (an3 satisfying work experience over the life span) lies in the fnet
flirt it in, oily: the total public and private system from kindergarten through
the university- and nil subject matter areas in the curriculum. It also izo'veq
the total community in which Relionls operat... especially those agencies and
organizations concerned with the work life of people.

We consider It extremely important that counselors at all IPVPIC from kinder-
garten through the university become exposed to a broad concept of Vocational or
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Occupational Education in order that we can build prestige into occupations
whether they are professiotutily oriented or manual skills oriented. Perhaps we
should eliminate some of our labels and Q4.0 the need for work as an essential
function in the human experience which serves the economic, social and psycho-
logical needs of most people.

We would like to see counselor, work with high school graduates from dis-
advantaged families throughout the suinmer orienting them to their post high
school experiences. Significant helping information should be given to students
at the post high school level where intensive orientation activities are continued
throughout the first year. Vocational Education funds could very well help to
make this possible as a means of reducing the attrition rate of disadvantaged
and handicapped youth.

As we sec it education must be a dynamic process of acquisition of knowledge
through which learning of competencies and mastery of skills must be contin-
uously acquired and refined. For in the course of learning for human develop-
meta we must bring science and societythought and action together. These
minority oriented institutions must deliver a kind of education that is multi-
disciplinary, problem focused and functionally capable of providing the learning
opportunties that would sharpen the human mind and increase and upgrade one's
knowledge and competencies for human advancement.

We perceive Career or Vocational Education as an educational model which
synthesizes the best educational experiences within a new learning mode which
emphasizes individual needs and recognizes them in "academic" terms. Career
education then becomes the practical thrust of an educational model which
requires constant restructuring of the academic curricula around career devel-
opment needs and employable skins.

Our requests to you as a concerned committee for improving Vocational Edu-
cation in this great nation of ours may be expressed in the following terms:

Providing increased vocational funds for the educationally, and socio-eco-
nornically disadvantaged and the handicapped.

Giving greater accessibility to minority group oriented colleges and universi-
ties through financial assistance.

Strengthening academic programs that are occupationally oriented with staff
members who are competent in developing student skills in problem solving, self-
awareness and social consciousness.

Providing work experiences for disadvantaged students with planned activi-
ties for building positive attitudes toward self-actualization and work.

Providing career oriented specialists in teacher education programs.
Building on the concept that education which is designed for obtaining satis-

fying work opportunities is career education oriented which implies a prepara-
tory effort for every student 'as an integral part of his academic course work
through public school and college years.

Chairman PERKINS. Our next witness is Dr. John K. Coster, Center
for Occupational Education, North Carolina State University of
Raleigh.

STATEMENT OF DR. JOHN K. COSTER, PROFESSOR. OCCUPATIONAL
ED171ATION, AND DIRECTOR, CENTER FOR OCCUPATIONAL EDU-
CATION, NORTH CAROLINA STATE UNIVERSITY, ACCOMPANIED
BY DR. MOLLIE W. SHOOK, FESEARCH ASSOCIATE, CENTER FOR
OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION, AND DIRECTOR, CAREER AND VOCA-
TIONAL EDUCATION PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT PROJECT;
AND MRS. JANE P. JAMEY, GRADUATE STUDENT, NORTH CARO-
LINA STATE UNIVERSITY

Dr. CosT.t.R. Mr. Chairman, Mr. Andrews, Mr. Jennings, and Mr.
Radcliffe

Chairman PERKixs. Without objection, your prepared statement
will be inserted in the record.
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Dr. Coml . I am accompanied by Dr. Mollie W. Shook, who is a
research associate in the center for occupational education and di-
rector of our carrier and vocational education professional develop-
ment project, and by Jane P. Junky, who is a former teacher of home
econonlic, ill Virginia and who now is a graduate student at North Car-
olina State University and an awardee of a fellowship made possible
throurh section .)2, part F. of the Education Professions Development
Act. She completed her doctorate yesterday.

I have also asked my two sons to come here and observe this pres-
entation.

I would like to focus my testimony on part F of the Education Pro-
fessions Development Act, which pertains to professional develop-
ment ill career and vocational education. In this section 552 of the act,
Congress requested that each State provide a plan for administering
projects supported under this act. We commend you for enactinp. this
act, making it possible for people like Mrs. Janey to continue her edu-
cation in preparation for a professional position.

Thank you very much, sir.
Chairman Prinuxs. You were very brief but helpful to us.
Thalik you.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Coster follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF DR. 3o1IN K. CosTE1L PROFESSOR, OCCUPATIONAL. DATA-
TioN. AND DIRECTOR, CENTER FOR OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION, NORTH CAROLINA
STATE UNIVERSITY, RALEIGH, N.C.,

Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee on Education. My name is
John K. Custer. I am a professor of occupational education and director of the
('enter for Occupational Education at North Carolina State University. I ant also
Vice-President of the American Vocational Association for the Division of New
and ItelatNI Sen ices. I am accompanied by Dr. Mollie W. Shook, who is a Re-
search Associate in the Center for Occupational Education and Director of our
Career and Vocational Education Professioned Development Project, and by Mrs.
Jane P. Jitney. win is a former teacher of home economics in Virginia and %vim
now is a graduate student at North Carolina State University and an awardee
of a fellowship made possible through Section 532, Part F, of the Education
Professions Dmelopment Act.

I appreciate the opportunity to appear before this distinguished Subcommittee.
Although I do not consider myself an educational philosopher or historian, in
my humble judgment. if there is any group that is writing the philostadly of
American education, it k the Congress of the United Statesand within the
Congress. if there is any group that is performing this task. it is the Committee
on Education and Labor and its distinguished legal counsels. The questions this
Committee asks are penetrating questions that deal with two major issues of
our timesequality of educational opportunity and equality of eC0110inic oppor-
tunity. The two are closely rmtwined.

I have one (lumen' about the direction of the Committee's workprobably not
giving enough attention to setting forth its expectations and setting into motion
the strategies for ascertaining the extent to which expectations have been ful-
filled. Mrs. .Taney. who successfully defended her dissertation only yesterday,
was et ncerned nith ascertaining whether federal expectations pertaining to the
Appalachian Regional Dm elopment Act had been met in a selected community
in the Appalachian region. and she had considerable difficulty compiling a list
of expectations against which an evaluation would be made. Although the Ap-
palachian Regional Development Act does not fall within the purview of this dis-
tinguished Subcommittee. I have reason to believe that similar difficulties may
be encountered in other programs which are directed toward the development
of human resources. Congress has every right to hold accountable those agencies
who are entrusted with those resources it appropriates.
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In new vocational legislation I hope Congress will foeus on two target groups
which I feel have been neglected; namely, women and the college dropout popu-
!atom. It is my opinion that the growth in enrollment of women in vocational
education programs developed pursuant to the Vocational Education Act of 1903
and the Vocational Education Amendments of 1908 has been in programs de-
signed to prepare women for reloth-ely low-wage occupations. Perhaps it would
lop cause for Congi est. to consider legislation alhug for the study of job redesign
to ascertain whether changes to eliminate sex buts are neeps.ary. Certainly
the Congress has every right to ask whether vocational programs are preparing
W10111V11 for the entire range of occupations in the o(upational structure.

The college dropout popnlation is perhaps one of the most seriously neglected
toqoulatoons in our society. We frequently speak eloquently about b'gh school
dliquita s. but we are considerably less concerned about the college dropout oopu-
lation. This population may well constitute the largest loss of resources in our
nation.

speaking as the Vice-President for New and Related Ser% ices of the Amerienn
l'ioratiAonal Association, I am proud of the aecomplishments of our three major
goo: :,,.. The rest-arch group in vt,tational education is addressing itself to the
ucai:r serious prldems of vocational education, and I bate r.1.:4111 to believe that
NN II: shortly make a breakthrough in the development and installntion of
inanagibinent information systems that will provide decision-makers (imlading
members of Congress ) with adequate information regarding the effectiveness of
vileatioital edu litho). The curriculum group is addressing itself to problems of
desitming noire effecti%e enrricula to prepare people for new and emerging oecte
p ujuns. %%1t11 emphasis upon curriculum changes which ate brought about
through the career education movement. A discussion of the acthities of the
vocational education professions developing group follows,

I aioild like to foots my testimony on Part F of the Ediontion Professions
Inoelop,meut Act. which pertains to professional dot elopment in career and
%ovation:11 education. This part of the testimony was lingo:trod jointly by 11r.
Mollie Shook and me. In section 333, Part F. of the Education Professions novel-
op.aent Act. Congress requested that each Slate provide a plan for administer-
ing projects supported under this Act. Our interpretation of this section of the
At has led us to state the position that the plan of the Mate agencies should
go ntpli further than simply dealing with projects which are time-bound:, it
shoonlil he addressed to determining the pails fur career and ional education
Program. ascertaining the personnel who are inoeded to achte% e those goals,
detetioining the personnel who are available and their qualitiatioons. and :ewer-
taming the discrepancies between the needed personnel and tlir onalifieations
awl the aailaole personnel and their qualiticathms. The disereilanies then
become the basis for requesting lands under Section 313. This. more importantly,

is the State ngetwies in the role of setting' priorities of professional personnel
protects and programs. Although we do not belie% e. nor do we any reason to

rate. slots State agencies are dictating unitorstly policies or 1,011(4 of
avhir education agencies, we do see evidence that State agencies are <Wing

into motion policies and procedures whielt may lead teacher education agencies to
deride whether to be responsive to State needs. We are engamsl in a study of the
impaet of section 533 funds, and our preliminary findings lead its to believe that
t 1.e impart in terms of bringinz about eloinge 111 professional 110 elopment pro-
gram, tot and more responsh cues:: to the eontemporary need,55 Of our so, iffy

,; for io.ceed any reasoilable set of expectations set forth by the members of
C,ongress or the Office of Education.

The management of personnel de% elopment is rapidly beco.oing a separate
area 'the pet ople who are engaged in it have becl potent force in the Division
of New and Related Services of the American tional Association, and the
net ies sponsored under Section ;i53 are rapidly coanging the coaracter of pro-
fess;onal development in % ocational education.

Aorioximately 40(1 iiersons in the United Sta have received awards under
552, Part F. of the Education Ptofes s Detelopment Act. This Act

has 111:1110 possible the adtiineed training of a r( ively lurge group of people for
lelderhip positions in career and vocational (location who otherwise might
vet have hqd the opportunity or the financial wherewithal to pursue said) train-
ing. it is too earl to assess the effects of this program upon changes in career
and % (+eat:opal education throughout the United States, hut (opportunities have

been awarded to many vocational educators who might be functional dropouts
ioot +keen for this program.
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N-rth Car' U= State Untrer.ity has contribk.ted to the development of pro-
; ;Le :eg....,at.on of ,I.I distingm2.hed Subcommittee,

through the este2.:::.:..1.%-er.t and dele:inient ..f 11.e Center for Occupational Edu-
cation and the eSZYZ:..,.-:Mrilt of a program for leadership development in occu-
Putt-041 educatior- wmch ha* teen directed by Dr. Carl J. Doke, Dean of the
Shoo: of Bit:cat:ea.

Chairman PERKTA:Z. Oar next witness is Luther Medlin. chairman
of the North Carvb..'.na Ass,...ciation of Conimunitv College Presidents,
and president of tia- Guilford Te,ilin;cal Institute. Jamestown, N.C.

STATEMENT OF IrTICER B OLIN. PRESIDENT. GUILFORD TECH-
NICAL INSTIITTE. An CHAIRMAN NORTH CAROLINA ASSOCIA-
TION OF COMMUNITY COLLEGE PRESIDENTS

Mr. MEDLIN. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I con-
sider it a privi:ege represent 57 presidents. 600 trustees, several
thou-And emp:oees. and approximately a half million North Caro-
linans in speakinz to you today. These are people who are identified
w.C.: the community ..oi:ege system in North Carolina either as dis-
NIsers and yan-eyorsof edmation or as recipients of these values
from America's inkt i-inione educational system.

t-spas--.: apt.rceia: :on to the Honorable .. arl Perkins for the strong
leaieNLl.p ..as g:N en and is nig to an educational sygem that is

so much to meet the needs of so many people in this couatry.
Nerds :hat. ex' pt for the open. door admission polity and an aann-
pea. :.ab:e re:evance in curriculum. methodology. and material would
unt::..,:e to le and neglected people. whose educational

unmet to
, pen r as elrip11:,,z-_zi,d the existing practice that there

is s..--zziet:-.4; icy everyone, regardless of any blockae, real or imagi-
c x:, v pt-op;e who desire a better way of life. The

:L o..r insziti:Cons swing wide open into the communities where
I t,pie are w:::. t :.c :r dis.-appointm rents. their failures. and their in-
a.1,-guanc.es tt meet she deman.ls of a tecitrioiozical age and the up-
AVZ1:11 V Of a -a reer ion.

.pat:ot.a: education has stepped into the gap and is giving
C. usands ant ex it ing .1:mnsion to their life. It is providing

zra . : . rt,..nry-.: by inisness and industry: It is creating new jobs:
i.ew wort:. and dignity to people who felt they

h-L,1 na-stet Cat tarn h. the road that led to any succes.sful achievement
or v orthwhile endeavor.

We point t:-.e eompralensive nature of our schools. So corn-
at they bas.c education for the fum-tionally il-

i.itrate. oN.tparik nal eoansel.no- for the hardt ore unemployed, en-
r .hment for the ,ti.:tural:y deprived and the economically disad-
i.u.7.4n:d. Our a.so pros nle the training in the more sophis-
t .:E,1 techne:ocies, providing as it does useful careers as parapro-
f.--:onals sk-.1:ed technicians. Our programs provide challenge
a:. I :net:ration for many with a native capacity for advanced training
.u.,i .t pla...es the fa.t of many on the road to future training and
largvr ,-onipetc.n.::.es. Our pn-tgrams are making it possible for thou-
sands to e rather cimckly into the labor market and into the corn-
ru,:t,:ty as taxpayers. voters. and respons:ble citizens. They return to
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the voummity with a broader vision of life, an attitude of indep.md-
ence for themselves and their families, as well as greater security in
their jobs and community responsibilities.

We plead then, Mr. Chairman, for larger appropriations, greater
fh-xibility, and ftn increased measure of permanence that guarantees
the greaust possible investment in the greatest asset this nation has.
its people. Give us a funding of occupational education through the
joint partnership of State and Federal that will be free of interrup-
tions. uncertainties. and fragmentation. Funding that will enable ad-
ministrative leadership to be positive and programs that will 5e strong
and viable.

When me realize that half of the young people who will receive
their high sehool diplomas this spring will be facing the future with
no definite plans to further their education, and really prepare them-
selves for a jGb with security and a promise for the future. It is grati-
fying to See these people respond to the opportunity of another chance
to improve their study habits: to respond to the highly motivating
influenees of our "peoples" colleges; to earn their certificates of job
proficiency and displomas of academic excellence. Many of these
students make not only creditable records. but records of honor and
distnetion and compete equally with their college trained peers.

Add to this number the dropouts who ultimately see their plight
'in life without some marketable skills. and watch them in large num-
bers enroll in our programs. and there under the influence and in-
:4111(.60n of a good teacher pursue an interest and expand an aptitude
that justifie,, the investment of both time and money.

Our spe, Hie recommendations then are:
1. Increased appropriations to meet the needs;
. A clearly defined level of funding for the fiscal year;

Forward and continued funding to avoid program interruptions:
4. Increased flexibility at the State level to permit more thorough

plans and program development;
The funds proposed under title X. both parts A and B. of the

Education Amendments Act of 1072, these funds would add variety
and enrichment to postsecondary education. $13.7 million for part A.
S200 million for part 13. and these funds would go for replacing
temporary facilities and underwrite the cost of training not presently
poss:ble:

6. That the inequities in the funding of the work-study program be
removed. with respect to age qualification, the limitation of income
eligibility: in other words. make the guidelines for vocational work -
study and college work-study be the same; and

T. Broader categorieq of funding of programs for the disadvantaged.
and handicapped. exemplary and cooperative edusmtion

I trust this comments will prove helpful to the committee ns it
grapples with the complexities of educational funding.

It is a pleasure to be here and I again commend the committee for
its foresight and the diligence with which it is pursuing solutions to
these problems.

Thank you.
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4-i% en ON test i1110ny.
bet Wt slig.,..stions. You ha e been

)1 N. I Wan: I snow our Cone-rec.-man. Iflchard
"r".. 7. .*0..! ::::*t ;0 Ifly i .t We have a prepared statement in

: : .1.1-.114e OU 11.1% e been doing here.
Mr.:c.-:\.11-t Law great respect for 1,:m in our district. I hop

. txt.:eas our (-reel .ngs to mm.
I ::kewise. rake that information back to

Tnunk You.
lw-Lr 21t- w :s Mr. D .raid C. Iceley. local &rector. vocational

l-cltt-o1:-... Graham. N.C.
yon: Nvill be inserted in the record.

S.: ;7D= OF DONALD C. ISELEY LOCAL DIRECTOR ALAMANCE
COT..xn SCHOOLS. GRAHAM C

M-. rT an-se Connty has a s:hool population of
t.he erf Cf Li: am:ndments. I would hke to relate to

a few of ::)( whi.-h have happened within our school system.
We ha.: adie,i ruary new programs of which we are real proud

are nieet.ng the needs of all our young people.
vneth. i. hand:capped. or regular. to a degree. Ex-
t. ,71::)71- 7-'r0e-r:1:-.0..!.:.\-t made .r po.zs.ble for us to delete some pro-
:71,7n: ::.A; we .30 an a :1 new ones. It has made it poccible

ri-L.zze 01:r NM-zit :0%1d population to 71) percent W-ithin our
ott.: Por-....athr-. IT has nude :t possible for us to fro into a
cf.: e.1.yarior. asrlect :nc:lid.n7 grades K through 12. within our

hirhryneS'i. t-1":::Cortit.011 9711 Tia:n:ntr. programs. It has al-o al-
.1, :7 be,--,n o ,Iement vocational guidance. which we did

:he 11.-g -7 For these things, we wish to thank this
re .\!'"".henz. of Congress.

N StfaeMeni und too pOS?t:Ve. I would hasten to say.
as 2 1..m:.w hc-ard many Lines today, there are certain weak-
7.,,,sszs h sr.:: ex:st In our program. Some of these restrictions
V f:r al1o:nion. Now, on a local level, in order

zrft moneys, we must know how much we are going to
fr an our local people. Therefore. this timetable, we

s-.tnet -7 about :t to more nearly meet our budget dead-

in-1- tier th r.g whi-h concerns me is the restriction of fine arts front
ani. Tr:lc:Tr,: Many youLg people make their living through

AS?e":s of the f.ne arts I wonder if we could think about this
a ::j b::.

-on--err. I wort 1 :Ike to :say in closing ic that I would like
7" see R., .:1;$ re- c e'.-,2.7n: on :ncluded in vocational education instead

-g two d.f erent categories. We in Alarnance County
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wish to put vocational education into the total educational pot and
not have "academic" and "vocational" in two different categories.

Thank you.
Chairman PRKINs. Thank you very inueli.for being most helpful.
Mr. ItadcliCe?
Mr. Inmirri... No que-lions.
Cha i rman Thank you.

Ile prepared statement of Mr. Ise ley follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF DONALD C. ISELET, LOCAL DIRECTOR, AIAMANCE Cot-STY
SCHOOLS, GRAHAM, N.C.

Alamance County has a school population of 13.250 which is SPrved by twenty-
on enmity schools (grades K-12). Per capita income is $3.865.00 vhich is below
national poverty leels. 3ledian number 14 year: of school completed by our
population is 1(1.7. As reported by the Employment Security Commission in 1974,
unempltlyntent is at a rate of 2.4%. The major sources of employment are mann-
faetnring. servic44. and construction: therefore. the population is subject to the
rapid and pervasive elm nges of a complex technological society.

Alamnitee County Schools have recognize(' the need for comprehensive voa-
tional programs (grades K-12 o. Career awareness programs exist at the ele-
mentar Ierel (K-51 to a limited degree. Career exploration programs function
at the middle school level (6S). At the high school level 19-12). career prepara-
tion is offered to all students with emphasis on total comprehensive education
rather than on either aeademic education or vocational education.

'flue mission of the Alanlance County Schools is to provide. through the mutual
commitment of the educational staff and the Ala mince ('ount) Board of Educa-
tion. those learning experiences which are compatible with the individual needs.
interests. and capabilities of each student, and which lead to their continuons
growth in a changing society.

We. the ad zninkt rotors of the Ala ma nce County Schools. believe :
That every child is capable of intellectual growth : that children display natural

exploratory behavior:, that they learn at their own rate and in their own style;
and that learning is best facilitated when based on the child's interests

The Schools should respect the uniqueness of the individual and encourage his
drvellpment.

That interpersonal relationships should he characterized by acceptance of
each individual on his own merit: that these relationships require patience.
tolerance. understanding. and open-mindedness; and that they should he based
on mutual trust.

That the schools should foster Bo development Of 11 IMPtit Ve self- concept,
is the single most important nermirell variable related to school achievement.

That qudent behavior guidelines should be based on fairness. be mutually
a,:reed upon by staff and students, and had toward the ultimate goal of self-
ccntrol.

That grouping procedures are deIrable only when based on the It interests
of the individ.tal students involved.

That e.aluation should be a continuous process in-oh ing student and teacher
with follow up involving parents; that evaluations of each student should IP on
an individual hack and not on a e,:mrarative basis with other student... Wo
further believe that evaluation shonld be a constructive integral part of the
learning nrr.ce,s.

'n equal educational opportunities for ail students and that these opportunit,es
are provided when the needs of the individual learners are met : we beliete that
resources shold be allocated in sufficient quantity and dispensed in s telt L man-
ner as to insure these opportunities.

That curriculum should be tailored to the needs of the students.
That education is a continnons liff. process. The primary goal of schools is to

help each individual develop to his fullest potential.
That educational objecti% es should he established at all levels and that educa-

tors should 14,11(4d aceonntable for achieving the objectives.
It is the school's responsibility to de% elop these basic competencies and qualities

of citizenship in each individual necessary for him to function successfully in a
changing society.
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That schools hate the responsibility to provide an atmosphere conducive to the
development of ereath it3 and individual initiative.

That it is the cholo rep4onsildlity to foster the do ehmnicat of indh hiaal
value and ethics and that this development is enhaneed by an atmosphere of
mutual trust and repeet.

That schools should be responsible for encouraging students to want to learn.
teat long them hto to learn. enrouragnig them to develop the ability to apply
n hat i learned, and to develop the emotivity for self-evaluation.

Timt the relationlino bet o vett the school and the community should be char-
actrized by at two-oily duo of external agencies in an on-going developmental
Proigram.

That the Alamance County School System should strive to offer to all personnel
the optotortunity for training based on huh% ideal and system -wide needs.

That eimtant effort tilted be made to improve the educational system through
continuous planning, implementation and evaluation of improvements.

The continuing obtecinti, for the target group 17-12 eomplement those set
forth in the Federal Reciter. Through participation ht Ileatifffial program offer-
ing. and related supplementary or specializee: vocational experience students
exiting from the high school will :

Po,e,s salable related technical end basic communication and com-
putatiimal skill, adequate for entering the work force,

It- prepared for further full or part-time education and training in a post -
secondary school.

Ile prepared to assume the role and responsibilities of a homemaker or the
dual role. of homemaker-o age earner.

Pos,es. peroonal qualities desirable for successful interaction with family
member. other adult., and peers in family. social. civic. and work environments.

Po-,e, adequate kin oo ledge of the economic system and siitth ient motivation
to be product he citizens and skillful constituent of goods and services.

It appears to no that Part B funds have made the greatest impact on the
lomeatitonal program in the Alamanee County Schools. From the funds for which
oe oualify under the provisions of Part B. the county has been able to add
on.antity and quality to the total Vocational Education program. Some strengths
of 1 he program because of the allocations aro:

Added program, to prepare individuals for nrollment in advanced or highly
skilled %%meat burnt and teehnieal programs.

Exploratory program, to indhidual, in the making of informed and
maningf ocenea Iona! ehoices.

I,eletiuu of obsolete mane, as determined by student surveys. needs, and
ftpi nffion4.

Rake the pereent of total school population (grades 7-121 enrolled in voca-
tional edneat ion to 70c; as compared to the state rate of 45

More than (battik tile number of courses in all area of vocational ealiteation.
In-sen Ice training of teachers in indh idualizing instruction and other strate-

gi of intnietion.
Coim-dinatiim with other iv:elides on tooth the state and local level.
Adilitbon of vocational education for handicapped persons throogh special

project. in one of the four zone,.
no( tied all priograni, to all individuals regardle.s of set. color. race, or creed.
Enriched program, of 0eatiimal guidance and placement.

.t this ,tatement .00nd entirely too posith e. I shall hasten to mention
ce rtain weakne, es that tip exist in tour program. Some of the restrictions are:

Timetable for allotment of fund, dues not eorrespond with the fiscal year for
tt Lich local money is to he used.

Fite art. cannot be in( rode d in vocational education even tholigh a large num-
ber of toeron earn their total livelihood from some aspect of tine tots.

111 todent interets. desires. and needs cannot be met with the presently al-
located reoure

The total latIne e.lueation program should he incloiled in the vocational
edit. strut program of the school,. More business education courses serve as pre-
requisites in other areas.

In a loing. I Itoinbi like to point mint the desire of the administration of the
Ala manco county Si-hoods to make vocational education more and more a part
qf the total edm ational process. Above all. we should endeavor to eliminate bar-
riers that separate vocational education from other aspects of public education.
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It ts'. a total prociws. and me must make every rem:finable effort to see that ourconcern is for and our emphasis is on total education rather than on eitheracademic educnt ion or vocational education.

Chairman l'EakiNs. Our next. witness is Mr. Ilithard II. Koontz.
local director of occupational education, Stan ly County Schools. Al-
bemarle. N.C.

Without objectio.s. your prepared statement will be insted in the
record in full.

STATEMENT OF RICHARD H. KOONTZ, DIRECTOR OF OCCUPATIONAL
EDUCATION, STANLY COUNTY SCHOOL SYSTEM, STANLY COUNTY,
N.C.

Mr. KOONTZ. We are one of the smaller counties in the State. We
have always been strong in vocational education. Just a decade ago.
we were consolidating 14 schools into 3. With the passage of the act andthe 1968 amendments, we hat e been able to more than double our offer-ings in vocational education. We are now meeting the needs of morethan 80 percent of our high school students. We know we could nothave done this without Federal funds. This is one of the most impor-
tant aspects in our unit.

One of the areas I would like to speak to has concerned me a littlebit. There is an articulation program which starts on the secondary
level and goes on up to the university syst( We have a good effort
and there is an attempt to keep from duplicating services, and keep
those existing services all working together. We are meeting the needsof all our youngsters.

One other program that does not really fall under vocational or oc-
cupational education is the. Neighborhood Youth Corps. This grouphas a good intent but there has not been any money allocated for
supervision. We try to build in a good attitude about work and good
work habits and giving a good day's work for a good day's pay and I
feel somewhere along the line we need to do something about trving
to fund some supervision into the Neighborhood Youth Corps. I think
it is needed and important. I think these two progr.,,.,s could possibly
be improved with sonic money for supervision.

All this is in my written testimony.
Chairman PEinciNs. That Department presently is tinder di, De-

partinent of Labor, the Neighborhood Youth Corps. We originally
authorized the program. We programed it after the old work programin the WPA days.

Don't your schools pretty well have antomony over your in-sch A
Neighborhood Youth Corps down here ?

Mr. KOONTZ. Some do and some do not.
Chairman PEAKINS. What about your out-of-school neighborhpod

youth programs? Who is managing those? CAP agencies or who ?
Mr. Koowrz. The agency is working through the Labor Depart-

rent but they send this out and someone in the school tries to get ap-
plications for needy students going to school. Then the money allocated
for administrative purposes sometimes is given to someone to look
after this thing. administratively. The big problem is they don't have
time for supervision. The student is not supervised.
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t'l;airman 1), mit Ns. Are you telling me your out-of-school program
lacks super% i4;on

Mr. Kooyrz. Yes.
Chairman 1'u.iu I appreciate your testimony very much.
(The prepared atatemeltt of Mr. Koontz follows:]

PCXT.' St VII \c..sr RI( usua I1 Kooviz, Dutut TOR OF Occuesviossi,
Em t TiOX, STAN LY COI N1 Y SCI1001. SXSTEM, STABLY COUSTY, N.C.

411,11P:ohm:II Education in Stanly CIIanty, North Carolina has made rapid
progress in the past tiecath because of the effect of Federal limiting. Ten years
ago the s)stein was just beginning a program of consolidation of 14 small rural
union si hoots into 3 tianprchensive high schools. Some of the small schools
offi red agriculture and Mane economies to their students as the only occupational
cour-es. tither, offered no courses in occupational education.

The lusing of the Vocational Act of 1963 and the 196S Amendments to the
Act made it possible for a small rural county, with limited funds, to expand
oecapational Ed lien tion offerings from seven agricultural teachers and set en
home ts n.,omils teachers to the present number of 33 Occupational Teachers, 4
para-pnifessiimals. and a local director.

Withom money allocated to the Slimly County School System from State and
Federal sources, Occupational Education Programs would still be in the horse
and 1 u :as- stage. Federal. State, and Local financing has made it possible to offer
occupational education to almost SO;''- of the high school students of this county.
tot this number completing occupational courses, one-third of the students work
in an oompation for winch they were trained. one-third continue their education
and one-third work in a field in winch they had no occupational training.

At the present time, the Stanly County School System has around 300 teachers
for the total school population of approximately 6.700 students. Thirty-three
of these teachers are occupational teachers within the following programs and
receive federal monies for part of their salaries ; Agriculture 5, Business and

e Consumer and Homemaking 5, Health 1. Distributive Education 2, Trade
and Ind astrial Education 14. and Middle Grades 4.

The ss stem also has a specially funded program for Handicapped Children.
Work-study funds are used to give students. who need money to continue in school.
a chance to earn while they learn. Most of these programs would not have been
start( 1 if federal and state money were not available to equip shops, laboratories.
and classrooms. The total occupational budget for Stanly County Schools is
$439.424 nO.

Federal funding of Occupational Education is necessary if there are to he qual-
ity 'programs. Approximately $100 000 00 conies from Federal funds to Stanly
county for Occupational Education. The local government adds approximately
SIC ::.695.110 plus fixed cost of buildings. classrooms. and shops. The rest comes
from Slate funds. If federal funds were not available for Occupational Educa-
tion many routs would not put enough emphasis on this part of education to take
up the -,lack" and :Ise the local money to fund Occupational Education.

/4,1 psionial Education has expanded greatly on the secondary level in the
year since passage of the '63 Aet. One of the pressing issues in North Carolina
is the lack of articulation between the Secondary School Level and the Com-
munity College Level of Occupational Education. Students who wish to con-
tinue their education in a particular field within the Community College System
find that work taken in occupational education cn the secondary level will have
to be repeated on the Community College Level Articulation between the two
lesels of Occupational Education has been toyed with. but nothing concrete has
been proposed. C. W, Seay states. and I agree, that "articulation in education
should be coordination of effort in those areas in the field where there are Joint
concerns and responsibilities between more or less independent units. Good
articulation insures smooth transition. continuity of the educative process, ef-
fic'sar de% elopment of pupils. and maximum 'Ise of resources. It min:mizes con-
flip t and tim -consuming re-adjustments which frequently result in confusion and
sometimes in frustration. It reduces failures and eventual dropouts. It is in-
vohed witli physical. intellectual. and emotional readiness for the next step.
(:o it articulation is a reqiiireinent in administration. eurrienlinn, guidance,
insirnetion, and use of facilities. Its basic tool is communicationtwo-way
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communication. The principle function of this communication is to facilitate
orderly progression. The ideal is to foster the kind of relationship between cari-
ous levels of education in which understandings. appreciations. and cooperation
are mutually sought and mutually practiced. Good articulation is needed from
grade to grade, department to department, elementary school to high school,
and high school to institutions of higher learning." If educators are to utilize to
the maximum extent resources that are available for training students, articula-
tion must take place.

Guidelines are necessary for programs if the local agency is to carry out thc
intent of Congress, but the guidelines must be flexible to meet local needs. Whas
is innovative and exemplary in one section of the country may be "old hat" in
another. Once again flexibility must be a key word in writing guidelines. Follow-
ing strict instructions many times causes limitations in programs rather than
expanding items.

Planning is a must in education. Good planning takes place when all resources
are known and can be used to the maximum in meeting the educational needs
of children. A major problem in Federal funding is knowing how much resources
are available, when will they be available, and whether or not they will continue
to be available fcr any length of time. Someone need, io take the "bull by the
horns" and construct a workable plan to eliminate the above constraints.

Categorical funding is probably a necessary evil to get a job done. However. it
does cause some problems that are almost impossible to cope with. Here again.
if broad guidelines and flexibility can be written into the programs, children
could be served rather than programs operated.

One of the programs that should really have a close scrutiny is the neighbor-
hood youth corps program. This program has a very worthwhile intent. but it is
actually prepetuating the welfare state. Money is appropriated for salaries for
students and for administrative cost. but none for supervision of the student. In
too many cases the student worker is allowed to develop poor work habits. poor
attitudes about work. and is paid for just being present on the job site. Even
though this is not an occupational program. it tears down some of the im-
portant aspects of training that are built into Occupational Education. Monies
should be made available for supervision of these students to make the intent
more meaningful.

In closing, there are some general statements and recommendations that should
be included in this testimony. First. Occupational Education is an integral part
of education on the secondary level. To keep it viable. Federal funding is a
necessity. Without Federal dollars, there would not be enough emphas:s given or
a high enough priority assigned on State and Local funding to carry out ade-
quately a complete program of Occupational Education for students of this
County and State. Second. if Federal funding is going tb be an incentive to
local school systems to finance an adequate program of Occupational Education.
money will have to he allocated early en., igh for the local unit to plan for wise
use of its resources. This concept of forgard funding is a must if planning is
an important part of program operations. Third. if strict, narrow guidelines for
carrying out the mandates of Congress is necessary for Federal funding. then
Occupational Education will suffer. If Occupational Education suffers, then chil-
dren suffer. To operate properly and to serve children rather than to gene regu-
lations. guidelines must be broad and flexible with freedom for local administra-
tors to exercise their hest judgment in car, ring out the mandate of Congress.
Fourth. and last, articulation must occur within systems and between s. stems
to serve the occupational or vocational aspirations of people. Too many times
programs are operatgl not for people who need to be served. but for the people
doing the serving. This must cease. People who have needs must he servod and
it should make no difference if it is best done on the Sec ',,ry school System
Level, the Community College System Level. or t,le T.-niversity System Level as
long as the persons needs are met.

Chairman PF.IIKTNS. Our next witness is Dr. Glenn Enffelke. director
of occupational education. Raleigh Public Schools. Raleigh. N.C.

al r-,
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STATEMENT OF DR. GLENN ENGELKE, DIRECTOR OF OCCUPATIONAL
EDUCATION, RALEIGH PUBLIC SCHOOLS, RALEIGH, N.C.

Dr. ENGELKE. Originally. I was supposed to be here as the designee
of Mr. Conrad Hooper. 1 would like to summarize my statement.

Chairman PERKINS. Without objection, the prepared statement will
be inserted in the record.

Dr. ENGELKE. We believe this program and its funding is a neces-
sary and important part of our total school curriculum. We commend
Congress for its support.

'AI.). comments are really related to grades 9 through 12. I have heard
testimony here this afternoon that somewhat parallels or supports
some of the thing I want to say. 13asically. we have to look at some
of our reasons for having occupational education. We view it as a
means, as an end, and aiso as a beginning for the student. It deserves
support as a means because it would be a means of getting to basic
skills. it is a means of making language and computational skills rel-
evant to everyday living, reaching students who might otherwise not
be readied.

Employability should not he viewed as the ultimate end or goal of
occupational education. Employment should be viewed as a necessary
step in a hierarchy of goals. We would have ones below it and we
should have ones above it. Health would be an example of a lower step
on a hierarchy.. person without reasonable health would have diffi-
culty finding. employment.

Intellectual pursuits shoold be considered on a higher level and as
such. occupational education can help them to reach this goal.

The importance of a young person expecting to achieve and later on
achieving economic independence helps shape his own val.= system and
helps enhance the possibility that he will achieve a form of self actual-
ization. We are talking al) lit supporting occupational education in
public schools as follows: (1) Occupational courses should be en-
couraged as a part of the total curriculum. () The instructor should
be concerned with the total development of the pupil. (3) Considera-
tion should be oiN en to the financial support of reading and math
programs to any student below grade level. This should not be eon -
(litional on a stated occupational goal. (4) We should continue to
emphasize shop and labo torr courses that would emphasize aspects
of education such as cultural. These vocational and nonvocational
educational programs justifiably need reimbursement based on the fact
they incur greater costs than those housed in an ordinary classroom.

I have a few other recommendations. We have heard about time-
tables. There is one that hits us about this time of year. It has to do
with the summer program. Hov,- .lo you get a summer sehool ge.ing
without allotted funt;s? We are restricted to a tuition summer school.
but we think you should consider the possibility of allowing money
from 1 fiscal Year to overlap into the next fiscal year.

Chairman PFIIK INS. We have done a better job than that. We have
provided for funding a year in advance but we have never been able-
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to get the administration to go- along with us. You are exactly right.
1V(- have to let the students know and we have forward funding in this
next school year. 1 do not know how many years we will be able to
do this but w e are working on it.

Dr. Exor.r.xE. This is a real problem for summer schools because
you do not know if the funds will be there.

The next consideration along these lines is what about 100 percent
funds for summer schools? My last suggestion is related to the cate-
gory :n which we feel the biggest pinch, consumable supplies. 'We
wo,ild like additional funds in this area.

Chairman PERKINS. Thank you very much. You have been very
helpful.

I )r. ENGELKE.Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Engelke follows I

PREPARED STATEMENT OF GT.FNN ENGELKE, En. D., DIRECTOR OF OCCUPATIONAL
EDUCATION, RALEIGH PUBLIC SCHOOLS, RALEIGH, N.C.

We at Raleigh Public Schools betieve that the occupational program is a
necessary and important part of our school curriculum. It is a program that
costs more per pupil than a course requiring only a classroom and textbooks.
We commend the Congress for its continuing support, since 1917, of the occupa-
tional function of the public school.

occupational education deserves support not only because of the potential
employment of the student in the area of training. but also as a means of
making language and computation skills relevant. The ability to read with
comprehension, to communicate with precision, and to commpute with accuracy
are essential skills that students need for future learning either in school or
on the job. These skills are basic to obtaining most Jobs where vacancies exist.
occupational education is a method of enhancing these skills by motivating
students to learn and use these basic skills.

Employability should not be viewed as the ultimate end or goal of education.
r.mployment should be viewed as a necessary step in a hierarchy of goals.
health is an example of a lower step on the hierarchy since reasonable health
is usually necessary for employment at the person's ability level. Intellectual
and cultural pursuits are higher levels on the hierarchy, but the economic sup-
port of employment is beneficial to these pursuits. Even Aristotle once said
that weahh is a nice adjunct to an intellectual life.

The importance of a young person expecting to achieve and later on achieving
economic indeepndence goes beyond his economic contribution to society. Eco-
nomic independence helps to shape his value system and to enhance the pos-
sibilities of self-actualization.

All education should look at the pupil as a human being in the process of
continually °becoming." This becoming should all functions or roles of man
including intellectual r. ^! recn,ntional. Ideally, it is the realization of all a per-
son's talent anti intellectual potentials. To over emphasize occupational educa-
tion and view it as having Only an economic goal or end is as intolerable as
neglecting it.

support for occupational education in the public school should encourage it
as a meanslearning bagic academic skills; as an endemployment and economic
independence; as L. becominga basis for further growth in all roles including
philosophical and cultural.

Viewing occupational education as a means, an end, and becoming leads to the
following conclusions.

1. Occupational courses should he an integral part of the total curriculum.
2. The instructor. while competent in the job skills to be taught, should be a

generalist concerned with the total development of the person.
3. Consideration should be given to financial support of reading and math pro-

grams for any student that is significantly below grade. This support should not
be conditional on a stated future occupation.
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4. Some laboratory or shop courses may emphasize functions of education other
than the occupational, such as cultural and recreational, to an egaal extent and
still justifiably need reimbursement to ensure a technologkally literate citizenry
able to adjust to a changing society and a changing world of Iv( rk.

0 i IIEB RECO)l If ENDATION 8

1. Allow money from one fiscal year to overlap during July and August with
money from the next fiscal year to it crease flexibility and advance planning for
operation of summer school occupational courses.

2. Allot 100 percent monies for summer school programs.
3. Allot additional funds for consumable supplies.
Chairman PERKINS. Do we have anybody else in the audience who

would like to make a statement?
Mr. ANDREWS. It was said earlier that North Carolina matches each

Federal dollar to the extent of $5. Later it was stated that South Caro-
lina contributes $7 to $1 and Florida $11 to $1.

The question I would like to put to you, sir, is whether the $5 to $1
matching in North Carolina constitutes the total amounts of moneys
matched by all levels of government within the State?

STATEMENT OF CLIFTON BELCHER, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR, DIVI-
SION OF OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION, STATE OF NORTH CAROLINA

Mr. BELCIIER. I am Cliff Belcher, associate director of the division
of occupational education here in North Carolina.

The question directed to me makes reference to the data previously
submitted that North Carolina matches approximately $5 for each $1
of Federal funds under the vocational education amendments.

This does not include construction or other capital outlay funds as
we normally think of them. It includes only operation (current)
expenses.

Also. the method of accounting w; use in North Carolina makes it
very difficult for as to get at a total cost. For example, in the $5 to $1,
teacher travel expenses, teacher salary supplement and certain other
locally paid expemses are included. This is reflected as the one exception
to my previous statement. Approximately $1.6 million is allocated for
construction in the Community College system. The $665,000 of voca-
tional amendment funds ar 3 used for this construction, and is matched
with $1 million from other sources. If, including the millions of State
and local :Iellars made available annually for vocational education con-
struction in North Carolina, the total expenditure from current ex-
penses and capital outlay were totaled together, it is estimated by some
that the matching would be approximately $14 for each $1 of Federal
funds.

Having been in my position for 10 years, I can promise you the great
incentive for our State and local units to support occupational educa-
tion comes from the Federal dollar. You may be interested in know-
ing that in North Carolina, the public sehool law established voca-
tional educaton based on a statement that goes something like this :
The legislature shall appropriate an amount each year based upon
Federal receipts for vocational education at a level at least equal to that
received from the Federal Government.

;-
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In essence, I am saying vocational education really got its start in
North Carolina because of the Federal incentive. There vas no law in
this State which said we shall have vocational education, until funds
came from the Federal Government. While I have the floor there is an-
other concern. I have talked to Mr. Radcliffe about it at a recent meet-
ing in St. Louis. Mo. I am concerned with the requirements under the
work-study program. This piece of legislation has done more for young
adults in North Carolina as an incentive to remain in school than
probably much of the other legislation.

However, one of our major problems is this: When the legislation
was first implemented. the hourly rate of pay was approximately 75
cents an hour. The controlling requirement of $45 or $60 was fine at
that time. However, now that the minimum wage is facing $1.90 or
S-2 an hour. these restrictions as to maximum number of hours to be
worked or maximum amount of dollars to be earned during the regular
school year is making the program almost inoperable.

So my recommendation would br that the hourly requirement re-
main in the legislation but the maximum amount of dollars be with-
drawn from the legislation. I think this action would provide the incen-
tive we need to continue a significant program service in this State.

Mr. AxiinFms. May I say there are two gentlemen who have sent
you. Chairman Perkins. a message. They do not desire to testify. The
gentlemen are Mr. Paul 0. Lentz. local director of occupational edu-
cation, Cabarrus County Schools. Concord, N.C.he writes as follows:

On behalf of the North Carolina Vocational Association, I would like to wel-
come you to North Carolina. I commend you or your support of vocati-nal educa-
tion in the past years and I am looking forward to your continued support in the
future.

Then I have a statement from Mr. Robert S. Morrow, local director
of occupational education, Guilford County Schools, Greensboro, N.C. :

As past Secretary of the North Carolina Association of Local Directors of Occu-
pational Education, I would like to welcome you to North Carolina and on behalf
of the occupational teachers of the Guilford County schools. I would like to com-
mend you and your committee for the good work of your committee and support
of 'vocational education.

Chairman PERKIN'S. T would be derelict in my responsibility at the
conclusion of these hearings if I (lid not recognize the great leadership
of N,Irham Warwick and also Bob Strother and their sin frs from
the State Department of Education 7,-ho did most of the work in
setting up this hearing. They deserve the appreciation of this subcom-
mittee and. in my judgment, the entire membership the House of
Representatives in Washington and the entire Congress.

To my way of thinking. this has been an outstanding hearing. We
(lid not pass the 1963 Vocational Education legislation by working a
few hours a day. We worked nights. We worked sometimes almost
around the (look in Washington trying to resolve the differences. We
also had some field hearings.

This is a beginning of a compleie revision and T anticipate when this
final product is produced 'n the Congress. and T nm hopeful my friend
Congressman Anesews will be by my side all the way and Congres-
man Quie as well. North Carolina and the rest of America will be the

6
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beneficial ies to t he extent in the seventies and eighties that they were
in the sixties, under t he 1963 legislation.

The program ninst be expanded. We have received wonderful sug-
gest ions here today and I know with the leadership that we have in
the Congress, Congressman Quie in particular, from Minnesota, and
Cong.' eNsinan -Andrews from this great area, this great State of North
Cal olina, we are forward and we are not going backward.

1 to von have anyth., ate. Mr. Radcliffe?
Mr. RAnci.m. Just to concur with what you have said.
Chairman l'Eakixs. There is a Republican.
Mr. Andrews, do you wish to state anything in conclusion ?
Mr. Axnanws. I think not.
than man l'EnkiNs. I thank everybody for being so nice to us and

T ish I had it reek instead of having to fly out of here tonight on a
ll o'clock plane, I wish I could stay in this great State for a period of
t iuie. bat this is not my last visit to this great area. I have been treated
too well. I intend to come back at every opportunity.

Titan!: you very much. The hearing is now adjourned.
I Whereupon, at 4:30 o'clock p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned,

subject to the call of the Chair.]

[Additional material submitted for the record follows:]
Comparing the cost of educating secondary students in the area of vocational

education with students in non-vocational areas is very difficult. The only ac-
curat figures comparing cost would require that specific time frames, programs,

etc he given, However. in North Carolina under the Comprehensive
High School approach toward education the average cost for providing voca-
tional training in 1973-74 was approximately $173 per student above the av-
erage co-t of pros iding for education in nonvocational area.. We must realize
that the figures used to provide the average cost statement can not be applied

toc,fic programs. The cost for providing the most inexpensive vocational
education training as well as the most expensive vocational education training
ma. included to reach that average The average cost will vary from State to
State and from . }.tern to school system depending upon the number of
pal i!. corolla IL their age. 0 Ile of programs offered. sophistication of the school,
home, community cm mamma. prerequisite ti wining. etc.

t NORTH {R01 IN STATF: A.F.T..-C I 0..
1)nemtimENT OF RFsr %its!! %ND EDUCATION.

Raleigh. C'.. April 1971.

POqITION OF TILE NORTII C 1.ROLIN AFLCIO ON CAREER EDUCATION

The member. of the North Carolina AFT.--CTO feel ye' strongly that Career
ram :own nima not be a euphemism for a tract system in Mitch workers'
children are prepared ...imply to earn an hourly wage while upper middle class
boy. a ?Al girls quilt' to be profes.ionals. Thither. they feel that Career Education
y111.4 be tort of an integrated plan of study, the end of .shish is the background
nee' ..wry f .1. a fulfilling life.

not-t make .ore that all students are provided with the knowledge and
nonually fed ssith mathematics. science and the language arts.

erl Pliant be given an equal opportunity. especially in the early forma-
tii t,ar. to develop'. the skills required to become a doctor or a lawyer as well
as a plumber or a mechanic,

All too often sse (10(1 working class children pushed into Career Education
progia,ns because they do not reflect the predominately upper middle class bias
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of educators. Not to allow a hutnan being the opportunity to grow to his fullest,
is perhaps the greatest disservice you can render him.

The North Carolina AFL-CIO is concerned that individuals must he able
to enter the work force and that they should receive the training which will
enable them to do so. The jobs are not an end in themselves, but rather a means
to a self-fulfilling life. In fact, *he purpose of our member trade unions is pri-
marily to imprme the opportunity of our members to have such a life.

Education must prepare people for the world of work, but it must also prepare
them to be intelligent consumers when they spend their earnings, it must pre-
pare them to be effective meml _.rs of their family group, and effective citizens
of their communities and of their world, and it must prepare them to enrich the
quality of their lives.

The North Carolina AFL -CIO supports programs which will prepare children
for their careers, but we must oe sure that children of working parents are not
simply given a second rate education.

CHRISTOPHER SCOTT,
Dire' tor.

RESOLUTION

Whereas, the State of North Carolina has been at the foremost in recog-
nizing the great value of educating and training its people, and

Whereas, North Carolina has expended vast efforts in bringing education and
training to its people. and

Whereas, North Carolina has given emphasis to Vocational Education for its
people because of the benefits it brings in better lives for the people. and

Whereas, the Federal Government and the States have cooperated in provid-
ing Vocational Education throughout the nation, starting as long ago as 1917,
and

Whereas, In North Carolina, the cooperative effort has augmented the effort
that the State itself made, and resulted in an expanded effort reaching more
people, and

Whereas. the Committee on Education and Labor of the U.S. House of Repre-
sentatives has chosen to hold Congressional hearings on Vocational Education
in Raleigh, North Carolina, en April 26, and

Whereas, the Chairman of that Committee, Representative Carl D. Pert-ins
of Kentucky, has been outgtanding in the Congressional effort for education
through sponsorship and leading to passage such legislation as the Vocational
Education Act of 1963, the Higher Education Act of 1965, the Elementary and
Secondary Education Act of 1965, and the School Lunch Act: Now, therefore,
be it

ReRolred. That the City Council of Raleigh, North Carolina commends Con-
gress for its support of Vocational Education and other educational legislation
which benefits the people; and be it further

Resolved. That the City Council of Raleigh, North Carolina, commends *pre-
sentative Carl D. Perkins of Kentucky for his role in securing passage or vital
educational legislation ; and be it finally

Resolved, That the City Council of Raleigh, North Carolina passes this reso-
lution to exemplify the support and best wishes for the work that Chairman
Perkins has successfully completed in the area of education. This resolution
is to be presented to Representative Carl D. Perkins of Kentucky on behalf
of the City Council of Raleigh, North Carolina on April 26, 1974.

Adopted this "lath day of April, 1974 by the City Council of Raleigh, North
Carolina.

CLARENCE LIGHTNER. Mayor,
City of Raleigh, N.C.

RESOLUTION

Whereas, Vocational Education in the State of North Carolina and the County
of Wake has through the years been of incalculable value to the citizenry, and

Whereas. the United States House of Representatives Committee on Education
and Labor has chosen Raleigh and Wake County as the site of Congressional
hearings on Vocational Education on April 26, and

f.. 1 ss
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Whereas. the Chairman of the Committee. Representative Carl D. Perkins
of Kentuksy. has been cuts:and:rig in the Congressior.al effort for the passage
-f legts.azton such as :he Vocatior.al Educauon Act of 1963, the Higher Educa-
ti..n Act ..sf the E'en:et:Lary and Secondary Education Act of 1965, and

::3.1`.,xi Lunch Act : Now. therefore, be it
soured. That the County Coni:r.i,sion of Wake County. North Carolina

ii.menus the C...mgress fir ;is support of educauonal legislation, and
be:: further

fi.utrru, That the County Commission of Wake County. North Carolina com-
mends. Repi-e.-es ntauve Car: D. Perk.r.s of Kentucky and the members of the
Committee for their ir.div.dual and collective roles in securing passage of es-
sential revatiomtl edixatim legzslation. and be it finsdly

liettived, That this resAintior. Is to tie presented to Representative Carl D.
Perkins cf in behalf of the County Commission of Wake County.
North Carolina an Apr.. ilt:,

Ravish F. Arms, Chairman,
wake County Commission.

N=F.a.at B. BSVCGITION" HIGH SCHOOL,
Raleigh, N.C., April 30, 1911.Sir

Joins Jr.N.yrias..
11.4-,rity (.AiinAtl II ,ate irliacalson and Labor Committee, Rayburn Office

BusidiAg. Ticapc:,..P...c. li.c.
DE-43 Ms- i.sNiNc-i II--;:.:11: Yt-Ir recehlrenring in Raleigh, the Committee

heard testimony fr.n. repres:enhitives.o ''riiriky of occupational educators
su.I., as agr....:1::-ar-: education_ horae k "iCTS, industrial arts, etc. I regret
exo..edir.,:.y that no represch:stive of Education hid, an opportunity

ealpi..-...ire the necessity to szipp.lr: this to of, training on nog:La:Ling like
the level of suprort ::-.ven to the other oocupatior.al arroak., ''

nu, ,i,,-,et: r..; s-...1-,..cs h$.ppeti As witness the very ondissibalof(Bgatnras Ecluca-
:. a :es::::-. ny lef -re :.`....e Comm.:tee. An :her blatant example -oLdiscrimina-
ti a is on the Teacitier Ikats. Sheet report iNhich ultimately goes to HEW. My
soh ,. / offers fifte.c.r. ,N ursts in Business Education but only three can be listed

r. t..'e rep,rt wnerras there is a p.aee of all courses in Home Economics,
I.:if:Istria; Arts. etc.

A.nother area of irtv...:: ci-,cerro. is teacher education fundzig. In eight years
of working with. C. ;tn-attve i.1,--e iinpations. I have neve. had compensation
:Li- In-servi,e tralr.:rig. M.r.: recently I had to take a course on my own time
ani at my Own expense in order :o teach new machines whereas my fellow
teaher in II: me Ecou.r.i.:s: was sent to a university for several weeks with all
exNnses paid to take a refresher course in drapery making.

All of this is t., plead r.1,.: urgen:iy that the Committee in its deliberations
ab. ut support for all arras cf occupational education give recognition to the
thiporance cf BusIzess Educ-auct and accord it support on as equitable basis
NN -.in all of the o.th.er arras.

Sracereiy yours.
Mrs. DIXIE C. Poarra,

Busir.en 11,partnicit Chairman.

S9



VOCATIONAL EDUCATION AMENDMENTS OF 1974

MONDAY, MAY 6, 1974

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
GENERAL SUBC031IIITTEE ON EDUCATION
OF TIIE C03131ITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,

Waah,ington, D.C.
The subcommittee met at 10 a.m.. pursuant to recess, in room 2173.

Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Carl D. Perkins (chairman of
the committee) presiding.

Present: Representatives Perkins, Lehman, and Steiger.
Staff members present : Jack Jennings, counbel; Eydie Gaskins,

special assistant; and Charles Radcliffe, minority counsel.
Chairman PERKINS. The committee will cc.'rne to order.
This morning the General Subcommittee on Education is resuming

hearings on occupational, vocational, and adult education.
I would like to insert in the roeord at this point H.R. 14454, a bill

to extend the Vocational Education Act until fiscal year 1980.
[Text of H.R. 14454 follows:1

(II.R. 14454, 93d Cong., Second Soso.]

A BILL To extend the authorization of appropriation% for the Vocational Education Act
of 1963 until Racal year 1980

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, That this Act may be cited as the
"Votational Education Amendments of 1974".

SPECIAL PROGRAMS FOR TI1E DISADVANTAGED

SEC. 2. Sectio 102(b) of the Vocational Education Act of 1903 is amended
by striking out "1975" and inserting in lieu thereof "1980".

1 CIONAL ADVISORY COUNCIL ON VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

SEC. 3 Sec; 104(a) (4) of such Act is amended by striking out "five" and
inserting in lieu thereof "ten".

EXEMPLARY PROGRAMS A.ND PROJECTS

SEC. 4. Section 112 (a ) of such..Act if ::::iended by striking out "five" and insert-
ing in lien thereof 'feu ".

RESIDENTIAL VOCATIONAL EDUCATION DEMONSTRATION SCHOOLS

SEC. 5. (a) Section 151(b) of such At is amended by striking out "1975" and
inserting in lieu thereof "198G".

(b) Section 152(a) (1) of such Act is amended by striking out "1973" and
inserting in lieu thereof "1980".

(c) Section 153 (d) (2) of such Act is amended by striking out "four" and
inserting in lieu thereof "nine".

(149)

n
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E01:£VAKING EDT:ca.:lox

Sr: C a S*,.c.:20:-. 2(11 a of suet Act is amended by striking out "1975"
ana.nsvrring :bere.-: -19s0 .

Ses-r:or. 2fr: c 8.1 su,2. .s s.mer.ded y striking our "jr& and inserting

coorm.katrr. roc...rte.'s Al rbrcAnot: ruoGsaats

lzr: 7 r t Ac: i an:emit-1 by sr-.king out 1975- and
:bei-eof .

rOti 1: I ON !..7. EDIT ATIO STZDENTS.

Sr,- S. S-77ton a suc1. Ac: is amended by strik.ng. out -191'5- and
Its.:.ratrt.; :hereof

k 7r.nr. viCAI-IONAL AND TEC1INICAL F.DrCATION

zr-- SI Se.rason t of nch Ac: nmended by striking out "1975- and
:a :tea :nere.of -19:0" .

PEnniNs. Our Wit Tlezz&sz totitIv are from the major voca-
: orzanizat:ons ;la, country. The first witness will b.'
Y.r 1 arry execzive director. Vocational Industrial Clubs

may 1*.c-.:-. your presentation. Mr. Johnson. We are delighted
wt1:onii you here t oaay.

5.'TATE= Or T ICR.RY W. JOHNSON. EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR. VOCA-
TO1AL INDrSTRIAI CI.r3S OF AVTRICA (VICA) FALLS CHURCH,
TA.. ACCOMPANIED BY STIPM.N DENBY. ASSOCIATE EXECUTIVE
DMITTOR. TIC!. AND NITA JO =LA STUDENT AND A NA-
TIONAL VICE PRESIDENT. VICA

Mr. .lox. Think u. Mr. Perkin:7,
:IMr. C.a.:man and members of the General Subcommittee on Edu-
I am Larry W. .Tohnn. exOcut Ire director. Vocational In-

1.istna. C.71:1-. of America. On behalf of our organization I wish to
arrrec. fton for this opportunity to address this conimittee
your Tkr:111.0P. I would like to introduce two persons who

t.7f- pre.e: zit today also repre&-r.ting our 0rganiZatio11. They are good
7.arar,les cf wLat we try .-1.ving to do in the field f)f vocational educa-

and. more ret-,:fic.s.'lv. trade and indugrial education. They are
Xss X:ro Tiv:.la and Mr. Stephen Denby.

M Tvii is a rnember of VICA. presently a national vice presi-
,-;en: of VICA. age 17. and a g i. ent at Dyersburg High School,

Tern. She is eurrer.tly enrolled ir co,:metology. Most re-
i ent. on the Tel . State Advisory

for Vo:atior.al Education by the Governor of Tennea,zee.
Mr Dey is a .grad.:are of vocational education and received his

as a cab_netrnaker in Sarasota Vocational School. Sarasota.
and -.-Isr,2:.:14:e: :n vocational education student activities. He

st as :Stare prft;idcr.: of the Florida Trade Education Clubs.
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Upon his graduation from high school, Mr. Denby worked for
several years following his trade as a cabinetmaker. He later came
back into vocational education as a cabinPtinaking instructor and also
served as a VICA club adviser. Following several years of successful
teaching experience and the completion of his baccalaureate studies,
he was invited to join the State vocational staff in Florida as State
director of our Florida association activities. He presently is asso-
ciate executive director of the Vocational Industrial Clubs of America.

I am sure that both Miss Twilla and Mr. Denby would be most
happy to respond to any questions that you might have following
my remarks.

VICA-WHAT IT IS, HOW IT CONTRIBUTES TO DEVELOPMENT OF TIIE TRADE,
INDUSTRIAL, TECHNICAL, AND HEALTH OCCUPATIONS STUDENTS

The Vocational Industrial Clubs of America (VICA) is the na-
tional youth organization serving trade, industrial, technical, and
health occupations education students with leadership, citizenship,
and character development programs and activities.

Our organization consists essentially of two major divisions: One
serving students enrolled in high school vocational programs and the
°thee serving students at the postsecondary level. Students form clubs
wi'e the assistance of their teacher within the school and we consider
these activities as an essential and integral part of the students'
development.

We believe that every vocational student should enter the labor
market with a salable job attitude, qualities of character, citizenship
and trade ethics, as well as a general understanding of the system of
free enterprise in which he will spend his entire working life.

Our philosophy is based upon the premise that today s craftsmen
and technicians must have more than just technical skills, but must
possess these attributes I have just described.

VICA EMPLOYS THREE MAJOR THRUSTS FOR PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

VICA has three thrusts or programs especially employed in the
area of student personal development. These are: Leadership training,
vocational initiative, and competition.

Leadership training sessions in such vital areas as public speaking,
parliamentary procedure, group dynamics, and cooperation with their
fellow man are a regular part of the VICA member's club work. In
addition, the VICA member has the opportunity to take part in dis-
trict, State, and National leadership conferences which offer the oppor-
tunity to grow.

VICA believes its members should provide leadership in activities
chlel' a ffeet their work. their community, their school, their Nation.

The VICA I7.S. Skill Olympics is a program that gives VICA mem-
bers recognition as young workers, pride in their trade and confidence
in themselves. Contest winners receive gold. silver, and bronze medal-
lions. The T:.S. Olympics medallion is becoming a symbol of excellence.

ertim.G.aLL1.0.mn
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INTERNATIONAL SKILL OLYMPICS

We are extremely proud of a recent development that I would like
to report on briefly. Inder VICA's leadership, the United States has
recently been admitted as a participant in the International Skill Olym-
pics. 't i s means that winners from our r.S. Skill Olympics will be
competing as well as exchanging ideas with young craftsmen from 18
nations from throughout the world.

Participation in this offers ns many opportunities to not only learn
from craftsmen of the world, but brings our youth together. We will
provide contestants in 10 international skill events to be held in Lisbon,
Portugal. this August. The areas we plan to enter are: bricklaying.
radio and TV repair. cosmetalogy, industrial electronics, carpentry.
machine trades, machine drafting, sheet metal, welding, and house
WI ring.

I will be most happy to providc more detailed information on this at
your request.

FOUNDING AND DEVELOPMENT OF VICA

VICA was organized in 1965; total membership is currently 180.014.
As you probably are well aware, the national organization is sup-
perted primarily by dues paid when a student becomes a member; for
us this is $1.50 annually sponsored activities.

Our students over the years have taken a great deal of pride in this
and we feel it is one of the facets that has contributed most to our
enthusiasm, a, r vitality. and our relevance.

While there might be those that feel organizations such as ours de-
serve the support of Federal dollars, one might consider a remark by
former Commissioner of Education, the Honorable Sidney Marla:id.
and I quote: "Perhaps it has been the struggle and the strain that has
contributed most to making the organization what it is today."

Since VICA's founding in 1965 we have had a cumulative enroll-
ment of more than 950.000 students. Of course. I mentioned during the
past year we enrolled more than 180,000 students. However, let's look
at where we stand. and where we have to go is the challenge.

Al! students in trade. industrial. technical and health occupations
proeTams are eligible for VICA membership. That means a possible
1.752.643 members for VICA, as compared to VICA's present mem-
bership of 180.000.

I might inquire. Mr. Chairman. if there ;s a specified time limit.
ChDirman PERKINS. We would appreciate it if you would summarize

your statement, as we must hear all of the witnesses by noon today.
And. without objection. your prepared statementlent will be inserted in the
record in its entirety.

[The prepared statement follows:]

Par.emom STATEMENT OF LARRY W. JOHNSON. ENECUTI%F. DIRECTOR, VOCATIONAL
INDUSTRIAL CLUBS OF AMERICA

The Honorable Carl D. Perkins and Nfembers of the General Subcommittee on
Education. I am I.arry \V. Johnson. Executive Direc,or. Vocational ImItNtrial
nal., of America. Oa behalf of our organization I wish to express appreciation
for this opportunity to address this committee.

1 63
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With your permission I would like to introduce two persons that are present
today also representing our organization. They are good examples of what we
are striving to do in the field of vocational education and more specifically trade
and industrial education. They are Miss Nita Jo Twilla and Mr. Stephen Denby.
Miss Twilla is a member of VICA, presently a National Vice President of VICA.
Age 17, and a student at Dyersburg High School, 1)yersbnrg, Tennessee. She is
currently enrolled in Cosmetology. Most recently she was appointed to serve on
the Tennessee State Advisory Council for Vocational Eduation by the Governor
of Tennessee. Mr. Denby is a graduate of vocational education and received his
training as a cabinet maker in Sarasota Vocational School, Sarasota, Flint: t, and
participated in vocational education student activities. He served as State Presi-
dent of the Florida Trade Education Clubs. Upon his graduation from high school.
Mr. Denby worked for several years following his trade as a cabinet maker. He
later came back into vocational education as a cabinet making instructor and also
served as a VICA club advisor. Following several years of successful teaching
experience and the completion of his baccalaureate studies, he was invited to join
the State Vocational Staff in Florida as State Director of our Florida Association
at nvities. He prcsiottly Is Associate Executive Director of the Vocational Indus-
trial Clubs of America. I am sure that both Miss Twilla and Mr. Denby would
be most happy to respond to any questions that you might have following my
remarks.

FICA -WHAT IT IS, 110W IT CONTRIBUTES TO DEVF.LOPMENT OF THE TRADE,
INDUSTRIAL, TECHNICAL AND HEALTH OCCUPATIONS STUDENTS

The Vocational Industrial Clubs of America (VICA) is the national youth
organization serving trade, industrial, technical and health occupations edu-
cation students with leadership. citizenship and character development programs
and activities. Our organization consists essentially of two major divisions: One
serving students enrolled in high school rotational programs and the other
serving students at the post :secondary level. Each division operates at the local.
state and national level. Students form clubs with the assistance of their teacher
within the school and we consider these activities as an essential and integral
part of the students' development. We believe that every vocational student
should enter the labor market with a saleable job attitude. qualities of character,
citizenship and trade ethics, as well as a general understanding of the system of
free enterprise in which he will spend his eatire working life. Our philosophy
is based upon the premise that today's craftsmen and technicians must have
more than just technical skills, but must possess these attributes I have just
described.

VICA EMPLOYS THREE MAJOR THRUSTS FOR PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

Three thrusts or programs are especially employed by VICA in the area of
student personal development. These are: Leadership Training, Vocational
Initiative and Competition. Leadership training sessions in such vital areas
as public speaking, parliamentary procedure, group dynamics and cooperation
with their fellowman are a regular part of the VICA '1,ember's club work. In
addition. the VICA member has the opportunity to takt part in district, slate
and national leadership conferences which offer the opportunity to crow. VICA
believes its members should provide leadership in activities winch affect their
work, their community. their school, their nation. As VIVA members progress
in their occupational training, they are recognized for their achievement by
advisor) committees consisting of labor and management leaders in the com-
munity. The Vocational Initiative and Club Achievement Program gives ad-
visory committee members the opportunity to evaluate VICA members directly
as they climb the ladder of success in both leadership development any" occupa-
tional learning. As students achieve. they receive patches or symbols of achieve-
ment recognizing their progress. VICA members compete with 'taste occupational
skills at local, state find national meets. The VICA United States Skill Olympics
is a program that gives VICA members recognition as young workers. pride in
their trade and confidence in themselves. Contest winners receive gold, silver
and bronze medallions. The U.S. Skill Olympics medallion is becoming a symbol
of excellence.
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U S SKILL OLYMPICS COMPETITIVE AREAS

Number of States participating

Secondary Postsecondary

Leadership:
Club business procedure_ -: -- , .. ---- , --- -, -:-, ---- ------- -- ---- = -------- , --- <_ -= . 25 4

Display----- .-; - - - - - - - - - - -- . - - -- - - ...............
-us

- . - -- - ----- ...... 28 7

Estemporaneo- spun-mi... __,_. .. , , .>: , :.
32 6

_ .

Job interview 38 14

Opening and closing ceeemomes -..: .::- ,.-:: -_- , : , 30 7

Outstanding dub ..... .., ... ....... ....._.._ ...._ ......... ...... _ .. _ . _ _ 25 5

Pr/timed tneech . , .... ... ........... --,,,.,..,..- . .. ..... .......... .s. -,7-1 ........ > . 36 11
.

Safety. ,... . _ . _ __ _ __ . . .____ . . . 18 2

Skill
Air.conditioning and refrigeration 22 11

ReGliteethfM drathell--, ... ... .... ..... ::-.--:-., -....:- .. ... .. ......- -,-,-,:-., -,-,- <-7-> ... .. 34 13

Autobody ..... :- .: --- . . :. -- - - -..,-- ......- - ---...: ......... .. ..... .......... 30 11

A I M ) r n i X h I C I C S - - - : , - : - : - , ..... , - . - , .... ..... -,,,, -,,,, -,,, .... .............. . ........ --- 38 19
.

WeedilaYeng.--...--. .... .. ... , ... -. ... ..... -....--,. -.: r -... ,:-., .. . -, - 28 11.::::
C.arpeotry

35 14

Commercial an . -.: , .: : ,...- :: -_- .. . ..--_- .:
25 7. , .

Commercial foodtraded .... , ._ ...... ._..__............ ...... ._ ...... .._. ..... 25 6

: .-. : . : : = 7. 1 , , , -= , . : . 28 13
_ _

Dental assistani.----, .,,, ...... ---: ............ , . , .......... ....... ............ .:. 24 4

Diesel ntechanm 22 9

Electrical trades 31 9

Industrial electrontcs . 29 14

Machine drafting_- :- -:_::. ::::: , ,::.:, -:::--- = -------- 34 12...:: .... .:

Machine shop . . - - , . ._ ...... .. _ ... ..... ..... -
__

- _ _ ... - _ _ _ . _. ...... 35 13

Nurse side and orderly . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . 1 3

Offset Minting. -: ,:,-:-, . , . -: ,,,,..-..- ... .- .- ---..... 27 8
.

P e a c h e s ' nurse - :::: ::: r.,...- ... .-.

.
..: - ..,-:, : . 11 10

Sacra and TV repair.. ...........
D ,-. ::::: ::: , 29 14

Sheet metal
19 5

Welding (metalarc). :. 36 15

Welding (ring and tig) : -_ ----- -- -- ............ 31 15

INTEIMATIONAL SKILL OLYMPICS

We are extremely proud of a recent development that I would like to report
on briefly_ Under VICA's leadership the United States has recently been ad-
mitted as a participant in the International Skill Olympics. This means that
winners from the United States Skill Olympics will be competing as well as
exchanging ideas with young craftsmen from nineteen nations from throughout
the world. Participation in this offers us many opportunities to not only learn
from craftsmen of the world, but brings our youth together. We will provide
contestants in ten international skill events to be held in Lisbon, Portugal this
August_ The areas we plan to enter are: Bricklaying, radio and TV repair, cos-
metology. industrial electronics, carpentry, machine trades, machine drafting,
sheet metal, welding, and house wiring_

I will be most happy to provide more detailed information on this at your
request.

FOUNDING AND DEVELOPMENT OF PICA

VICA waq organized in 1905 as a non-profit. educational association through
the efforts of the National Association of State Supervisors of Trade and In-
dustrial Dine/Ohm_ The American Vocational Association, U.S. Office of Edu-
cation. AFLCIO and the United States Chamber of Commerce sponsored its
founding. There are currently 43 member associations including Puerto Rico
and the Virgin Islands, with a total membership of 180,014_

As son probably are well aware the National Organization is supported pri-
marily by dues paid when a student becomes a member, for us this is $1.50
annually. No tax dollars go into the operation of any nationally sponsored
activities. Our students over the years have taken a great deal of pride in this
and we feel it is one of the facets of the total vocational student movement
within the U.S. that has contributed most to our enthusiasm, vitality and rele-
vance_ While there might be those that feel organizations such as ours deservb
the support of Federal dollars, one might consider a remark by former Corn-
missioJer of Education, the Honorable Sidney Marland. and I quote:

"Perhaps it has been the struggle and the strain that has contributed most
to malting the organization what it is t 0(1:I

L. 1 G5
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Since VICA's founding in 11J95 w we have had a cumulativt, eprollment of more
than 950,000 students. During the past year we enrolled snore than 1S0.00o
students. However, let's look at where we stand and where we have to go. All
student-- in trade, industrial. technical and health occupations programs are
eligible for VICA membership. That means this many members are eligible to
join VICA (figures are for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1972).

Grades 9 to 12 Postsecondary

T s - - - - --- - -
T e c h n i c a l- - - - - - - - - -. : . . : . : - : - - : - - - :- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - : - :. . . . . . . . . .

924, 619
37 879
57,333

365 879
189,468
177, 466

T o t a l _ 1,019 830 732, 813

Grand .... ........ .... ... ..... ..... s 1,752,643

A possible 1,752943 members for VICAas compared to VICA's present mem-
bership of 150.000.

See what National membership could be if there were strong high school
and post-secondary organization. in each state. functioning at full potential.
National VICA's records show that

32% of VICA members are enrolled in Cooperative Training programs.
O5 of VICA members are enrolled in Trade & Industrial Day Trades

programs -
3'0 of VICA members are enrolled in Health Occupations programs.
No figures are avairdble which show the numbex of students training in ICT

program: in the health occupations.
Following is VICA membership as compared to our potential:

Potential membership::
Membership
(May 1974) Grades 9 to 12 Postsecondary

Alabama .. --- --- ..--- ----------- --------
Alaska , , ,,,.-. ,,s, _-_, ss: ,,,, '.. --,
Arizona . ,,.., ss ss, , ,,,,, ,, , ,,, ,,,

.- - - - - - - - - --Connecticut, ,,- , --- ------ ss,
Delaware. - = , , , ,,,, --,,
District of Cob.mbia -, , , s , ,s. , s :::::
Florida , ., , ,, , . _ __ _- _ _.
Georgia ., , s: , ..._ s z ,, , s ,--- ,s. s

Guam
- - - - - - - - - - - - --- - ----

, ,,.._s z,,,, ,, :,,,,
Idaho ,, .. ..............
Indiana ----= ,,,, ,,, ,,,, - - ----- --- -------- -------- -
Iowa :: .-
Kentucky _ _ s _ .______- --
Louisiana+ .. - --
Maine. . _ ___, , .-- ----- --- ------Maryland - - . , , , , -,,,,
Massachusetts _,

Miinesota -- .
- ------- ..... -- -----

M.ssouri .., ..... ,.,-,.... - - - _,_-,

Nebraska. _-- - - _ _ _ - - = _ =, ,,, z -,,, : -,-- = =

Nevada . , , , - - -- -- - - - - -
Nee Hampshire ' ......... - - - ---,,,,,--
New Mexico

__ -_ - -New Jersey. , , , , .., z z -

.,, ::: .
;le* York. . ..,
North Cotria .
North Dakota .... . , . .

Ohio - :x . ....... .

,
Oregon .. ....
Pennsylvania.
Puer :o Rico . . .

See footnotes at end of tables

4.429
37

1.7
2 981
2 662
3.835

21
1 730

:
t, 584
5, 250

- =
,

238

3 1i9
339211

5,853

507-
17

506
2.882

754
4 4 362
1

227
91

192

11--463393-

7 417
10 273

448
15 823
9 909

511
11 879
5 740

13,154 15. 508
2.397 910
9.629 064,241

3 0 72 ,328
ES 802 156 349
10,394 8 368
11, 327 4, 345
6,958 336
1 701 961

43.816 39 854
11, 0972 15 09

491 37
1 450 4 948
1,288 2,180

175 523 Cl, 756
13 049 ,65
3 215 11

4 4
131

5 568 5.613
11.542 8 616
6 243 13 041
2.253 1 852

22.041 12.506
28 363 6.019
33.261 37, 320
6.797 13, 267
7 570 6 435

16 137 9 712
5 968 2 225
4, 312 4 753
7 033 2 139
1.432 1,549

25 056 11 809
4 028 2.514

110 163 31,973
45, 232 27 156

1 213 2 774
35 613 10 311
14 175 3.861
9,480 12 779

56 752 20 263
11 561 11, 020

I
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Potential membership 2

Membership
(May 1974) Grades 9 to 12 Postsecondary

Rhode Island I ,
South Carolina i ..... ,,..
South Dakota ,
Tennessee .

Utah.
Texas.., _ .. ..............

- .,,
Vermont -

Virgin Islands . , ...... ....
Virginia . . _,.. .....
Washington -
West Virginia

WWisconsin
. , . , ..........

Y0illing '- - -,.:.,

.... ...
, .,. ... .. ..

,

. .. _

.. .....
=.:- =- .. -

.. ... ...... - -,
, . , . _.,,,, - .

...._,... .........
... .... . ,,,, ..... ...... ....

. .....
,,,

, , , ,,,
, ,:. .

_ -__ , ...

.

_.... ..,.
--. - _ l . _....

.,, .. _ . -. - , . ,,,...
..... ... .. .

.. ,., ... ........... .... ......

..... - . ---
9, 813

.... 31,699
1, 984

721
143

_. 715
- --

10,

.._..,<3.:1,32:81.26..

_ _

3,105
14,250
1, 37

15, 818
4

40, 462
9, 561
2, 805

462
20, 592

5,608
9, 200

25, 389
939

736
6. 839
1

12,
775

, 427
33, 410
10, 586

212
28

9, 597
31, 572

2, 309
21, 986

534

I Has no State VICA association
Division of Vocational and Technical Education. Office of Education. U S Department of Health, Education, and Walla e,

vocational and technical education selected statistical tables, fiscal year 1972 Washington, D.C.

PERCENTAGE OF MEMBERSHIP INCREASE, 1965 74

Total number Percent
Year of membors Clifferenso increase

1966 29,534 ,, , .. .
1967 (lune 10, 1967) 42, 829 13, 295 45

1968 (lune 13, 1968) ........ ... , .. .. 62,848 20,019 47

Percent Post- Percent Percent
Year Secondary increase secondary increase Total increase

1969 (June 13, 1969),
1970 (Pine 9 1970)
1971 (lune 17.1971)..._
1972 (lune 8. 1972)_ .
1973 (June 24, 1973)
'914 = -: -

80,459
92, 864

100, 445
120, 572
145, 465
171,455

,
15

8
20
21

17.8

1,671 . - - -
2,309 38
2, 718 2
3,620 33
5, 96b 65
7,329 22.8

82,130
95,173

103,163
124,192
151,431
180,014

31
16
8

20
22

18.8

Average. ....... ....... . ...... 22

GROWTH

VICA grew dramatically during its first few years-1065-60 at approximately
50% annual growth.

Recent years (since 1969) growth has averaged 20% annually.
197::.-73 had a 22e/0 grom th.
1973-74 estimated growth is for 20% with a total membership of 180,000.
VICA serves 43 official state and terri`orial associations. Two will be added

till, yearWisconsin and North Dakota.
VICA is still only serving 10% of its potential.
Although vocational student organizations have been questioned for post-:

secondary students, membership growth in this area indicates a definite need.
In the last three years, growth has averaged 38% annually.

ROAD BLOCKS TO GROWTH

Lai k of full-time State \ICA Directors on State Department of Education
Stan'

Teacher educators are not fully involved, thus teachers are not trained.
Lack of commitment in both federal and state bilis thus a lack of commit-

ment by administrators at the state level.
Inadequate number of staff at the national level for materials development,

promotbm and training.

1"7
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SERvING TILE DISADVANTAGED, INNER CITY YOUTH AND MINORITY RACES

VICA does not have accurate information on the number of disadvantaged,
handieapped, inner city or minority race youths that are being served. It has
been the philosophy of VICA not to segregate but to integrate youth into its
total program. Blacks have ,teu successful on a regular basis iu competition for

WA's highest offices.
Every year since 196S there have been black students serving on the national

executive council. Since that year, 165, of our national officers have been black.
One was an American Indian.

During the school year 1971-72 and this current year, 4 out of IS national
officers were black students.

Minority students have indicated VICA programs appeal to them.
VICA has clubs in the large cities. Examples are: Norfolk, Philadelphia, Balti-

more. Chicago, New York City, Cleveland, Miami, and St. Louis.
Particularly bright spots with VICA Involvement in the inner city has been at

Carver Vocational High School in Baltimore, Maryland, Crane High School in
Chicago, and O'Palloa Tech in St. Louis. The inner city development has not
been as successful as it could be.

PROBLEMS

City school districts have not assigned personnel to vocational student activities
to provide leadership in line v. ith the large number of students who need help.

Administration of student activities have not been business-like.
Due to tight teacher contracts, VICA is viewed as an extra activity and there-

fore requires additional salary supplements.
Lack of vocational student organizations in city school district planning guides.

MEETING TILE TRAINING NEEDS OF STUDENTS AND TILE MANPOWER NEEDS
OF AMERICAN INDUSTRY

The Vocational Industrial Clubs of America must not b. considered as only
an -organization." To put it in proper perspective, we must consider VICA as
a -tool" to be used in the classroom and laboratory by the vocational instructor.
It is a tool which used properly will motivate students. improve their enthusiasm
for lea-nlog, give them a better understanding of the interworkings of Indus-

. . . labor and management. It serves as a window on vocational education,
improves the self-image of the student who participates by giving him a whole-
some and distinctive identity. In this day of the complex Industrial srlety with
the ever-increasing pressure, the individual VICA advisor is concerned with the
total development of the student and offers an essential dimension to a trade pro-
gram. As has been said many times, there is a gap between technology and man.
Our ever-increasing knowledge tends to make ninny of our students feel no more
than as though they were a piece of equipment. Where there are active VICA
programs, we can document greater successes from the standpoint of our teacher
as well as the acceptability of our graduates by industry.

An essential component in vocational education is the link that must exist
beheen the training program and industry. Without communication with the
emplc*er of our students. our prograi-s will run the risk of being irrelevant a..d
obsolete. Where there are Vocation,. Industrial Clubs, relationships with indus-
try exist. Because of the nature of our programs, they must have the involve-
ment of industry if they are to succeed. During the nine years of VICA's
existence, I know industry has become more involved in the training programs
of votational education. In ninny industries throughout the United States, com-
mitments are being made that request graduates to have been involved in VICA's
tape of lead( 'ship and personal development programs. I submit, for your con-
sideration, statements of endorsement by leading labor unions, corporations and
trade associations throughout the United States.

° c * We need )ou Not just General Motors but America. We need you to
build our homes and factories. to keep our cars and television sets going, to back
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up our engineers and, above all, to translate VICA's dedication to service and
responsible citizenship into the constructive action that separates the doers from
the dreamers and wishers. We need you to help make everyone's life better and
easier.

RICHARD L. TERRF.LL,
Executive Vice-President.

General Motors Corp.
The AFLCIO supports adequate vocational education to allow young people

full and equal opportunity for available jobs in the labor market. Many high
school graduates and those seeking additional training in technical schools and
junior colleges qualify for apprenticeship programs and become union members.
While receiving their training in the public schools, they now have the added
opportunity of VICA. VICA complements the skills they are learning to prepare
fur lit..? (American Federation of Labor-Congress of Industrial Organizations).

The National Association of Manufacturers endorses the concept and programs
of the Vocational Industrial Clubs of America. VICA works directly with young
people in their homes, schools, and communities and on-the-job. Members are
trained in the critical occupational areas on a national scale and the organization
has the dual purpose of preparing young people for entry into the labor market
and meeting the nation's industrial manpower needs. Every effort should be made
by the business community to support education for those who wish to pursue in
the spirit of free choice, technical-vocational preparation, including general
studies, which will enable them to fulfill their roles as responsible, employable
citizens (National Association of Manufacturers):

The Chamber of Commerce of the United States has continuously supported
vocational and industrial training programs at the high school and post-high
school level, where students acquire the skills so necessary in obtaining and hold-
ing good jobs. The Chamber of Commerce supports the expansion of cooperative
and work programs. There is also a high degree of receptivity on the part of busi-
ness and the Chamber of Commerce for expanding career orientation programs
at the elementary and secondary school levels. Businessmen throughout the coun-
try recognize the importance and benefits to be derived from a national organiza-
tion, such as VICA. which is tied into the industrial education program. The
opportunities for personal growth in leadership, citizenshp and social competence
are boundless and will benefit youth personally and their communities as well
(Chamber of Commerce of the United States).

Vocational education has the most wanted product in America todaytrained
manpower. And VICA students are the most wanted people in America because
they are the young soon-to-be-job seekers who have skills for industrial technical
occupations. What is more, they have absorbed the philosophy of VICAto he
proud of their skills; to be concerned, responsible citizens; and to develop the
qualities of leadership and initiative within themselves. For these reasons, Brick
Institute of America was proud to be the first Associate Industrial Member of
VICA and to offer our wholehearted support.

BIA supports and endorses VICA because our industry, and American indus-
try as a whole, needs VICA (Brick Institute of America ).

The National Association of Home Builders is very much concerned with the
need to recruit capable, ambitious youth into the construction trades. For this
reason. we heartily endorse the programs and activities of the Vocational Indus-
trial Clubs of America which is giving new status and impetus to the industrial-
technical programs in high schools and junior colleges. VICA's emphasis on the
dignity of labor and on the personal satisfaetion and value of good craftsman-
ship is long-needed and of immeasurable value to our Nation (National AsSoei,
ation of Home Builders).

While student-trade organizations have been in existence for many years,
VICA is the first to offer vocational students. on a nation-wide basis, motivation.
respect for their capabilities. an understanding of their role in the industrial com-
munity and an awareness of their roles as citizens. ABC will make every effort

assist VICA members in their efforts to train -hose students in need of assist-
ance, such as high school dropouts. and prepare those students who are vocation-
ally orientod for the role they will play when they enter the nations industries
(-associated Builders and Contractors, Inc.).

1 G9
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Trained manpower with imiustrial-technical skills are the most needed product
in our country today. I attended VICA meetings from the planning stages; the
forming of local chapters and state organizations. Today VICA has attained the
status of a national organization.

VICA.'s continuous contributions to the nation's economy through vocational
and technical education in the development of our youth's skills, responsibilities.
integrity, and leadership are geared to the continuous process of working and
learning.

American Technical Society salutes VICA members. their instructors, advisors,
and permanent staff.

HARRY W. SEARS,
American Technical Society.

Because VICA is so successfully helping develop people who understand and
appreciate the value of good work and an America that was built by good work
is teaching them to participate in it in the fullest, most rewarding wayis help-
ing them develop Skills that will serve them well for a lifetimebecause VICA is
bringing a sense of dignity, honesty and pride to vocational work --is helping
young people show the world that American skill and craftmanship are potent
factors meriting respectis helping young people to understand that this is
'rum America and to show the world they intend to keep her and see her
stand proud in the community of nations and remain a healthy, viable system
that no other country can improve uponand because VICA is aiding in the
development of proud, self-reliant, competent individuals that can look after
themselves, their families, and their countryTHIS is why the trucking industry
stands in support of VICA! (The Regular Common Carrier Conference, Amer-

n Trucking Association).
The automobile repair industry is becoming increasingly more complex with

each passing year. The need for trained automotive technicians is of prime im-
portance if we are to expect our motor vehicles to run properly, economically, and
emit fewer pollutants.

VICA students are the people who can step into positions as professional auto-
motive technicians. Their training and belief in the philosophy of VICA makes
them highly sought after candidates for the job market. Their pride, concern,
and initiative makes them valuable additions to America's labor force.

Grown W. MERWIN III,
Acting Executive Vice President,

Automotive Service Council of America, Inc.

The automotive service industry needs intelligent and competent young people
who have the necessary skills required to keep America's vehic,es rolling. We
feel that Vocational Industrial Clubs of America students can be a very valuable
source of manpower In helping us meet the challenges facing our industry now
and in the future. The Automotive Service Industry Association is pleased to
support VICA by our Associate Industrial Membership in the organization. We
hope other industries will join us in helping support this worthwhile and viable
youth organization (Automotive Service Industry Association).

Carrier has long and enthusiastically supported vocational schools, which are
the prime sources of the competent and skilled technicians so vitally important
to the continuation and future growth of the air conditioning and refrigeration
industry. Today's VICA members, admirably active in promoting vocational
education and instilling justifiable pride in vocational careers, are tomorrow's
leaders. Carrier, which has sponsored New York State technical skill contests,
will continue to support VICA in an effort to expand its activities, pride in work-
manship and vocational skills both today and tomorrow (Carrier Corporation I.

It is seldom that we find a student organization that has goals which foster
attitudes of humility, dignity of work, love of country and honesty among
students who are planning to enter the labor market.

It is also extremely rare for a student organization to involve Organized Labor
in the mainstream of its activities. The Vocational Industrial Clubs of America
(VILA 1 is one such organization.

The IBEW has long supported those whose activities have been to enhat)ce the
human dignity of skilled craftmen, and those who have strived to teach re-
sponsibilities and the guarantee of human justice and security.

710_
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The IBEW does endorse the principles and purposes of the Vocational In-
dustrial Clubs of America and commends VICA for its success in providing
leadership to educators and students for involving Organized Labor in the
mainstream of public educational activities.

Further, I call upon all local unions to assist the Vocational Industrial Clubs
of America at all levels in the accomplishment of its declared goals.

ClIARLF.9 H. PILLARD,
International President,

International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers,
The Martin-Senour Paint Company is proud to provide the VICA student with

necessary technical assistance required to compete in today's great and growing
automotive refinishing market. VICA represents our greatest leader in tomorrow's
trade and industrial world. Their identity, convictions and dedication in de-
veloping the leadership potential in each and every Vocational Student is the
vtry Prnigth and foundation for a greater America. Martin-Senour-NAPA
is ex .emely proud to offer wholehearted support in every way possible to en-
hance. the continued success of the NOW and FUTURE VICA Programs (The
Martin-Senour Paint Co.).

The goals of VICA closely parallel those of the founding father., of the
National Automotive Parts Association : quality products and finest service equals
success. That was almost 50 years agowhen NARA came into being. It was
true then and it's true today. NAPA enjoys working with VICA students on
the local, state and national level because they represent these two fine qualities
and we would encourage VICA students everywhere to continue to strive to do
their best. Alwa..s (National Automotive Parts Association).

Be it resolved, that this National Joint Carpentry Apprenticeship and Train-
ing Committee does endorse the principles and goals of VICA and extends its
recognition Ind wholehearted support toward its patriotic, personal, and pro-
fessional goals for all young people enrolled in the secondary and post-secondary
vocational and technical schools of these United States of America, and

Be it further resolved, this National Joint Carpentry Apprenticeship and
Training Committee hereby joins those other organizations which uphold VICA
as a growing and dynamic American Institution cognizant of its profound im-
pact on Industry, our Nation's economy, and a strengthened concept of the
Dignity of Work.

NicnotAs IL LOOPE, Secretary,
National Joint Carpentry Apprenticeship

and Training Committee.
As representatives of the Vocational Industrial Clubs of America, we do not

come before this distinguished committee, as perhaps many others have, and
request that you breathe life into an idea that has the possibility of serving a
segment of our American population. Rather we come to report that there already
exists an organization proven capable of serving even greater numbers of
students. We seek your assistance in giving us the opportunity to serve youth
with a program that is recognized by American industry as capable of doing a
job.

The Congress must tal;° bold steps to ensure that minimum standards of quality
will he met in training programs throughout the United States. I feel that the
emphasis on greater local autonomy might tend to reduce the quality of vocational
education. I hasten to say that I know this will not take place intentionally,
but there are many examples of well-meaning general educators not understand-
ing vocational education, and especially trade and industrial education, who
through their actions can cause the programs to be ineffective.

We must recognize that within the American economic system there are
distinct areas that must be served by different types of training. The American
economy is the greatest in the world and the most complicated, but some voca-
tional leaders think we can eliminate the disciplines that offer specialized train-
ingagriculture edlicat.on, business education, home economics and consumer
education. distributive education, and trade and industrial educationfor the
broad "cluster concept."

For those of us in trade and industrial education, it is quite obvious that
our philosophy of training is sound. This philosophy is based on the premise
that the instructor must come from industry rather than the uinversity, and
that our teaching materials and tools must be of the same type and quality that
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the future craftsmen and technicians will find in industry. Training on the
"cluster concept" will not produce employable People.

I was recently astounded when I read in the Februa:y S, 1974 issue of the
Congressional Record where the distinguished Congressman Lehman (Florida)
has recited the "Recipe for the World's Best Vocational Education System."
As I reviewed the "recipe", which included nine ingredients, I wondered why
Rpresentathe Lehman found it necessary to look to Israel when the recipe he
proposes is the basis of trade and industrial education here in the United States.
However, after further thought, I realized he could not know this because even
the L.S. Office of Education and many state vocational divisions do not recognize
trade and industrial education. It is my hope that Congress will take steps to
remedy this situation.

RECONI MENDATIONS FOR FUTURE LEGISLATION

It is recommended that legislation be written providing the following :
Establihing Vocational Student Organization Activities as a Required and

Integral Part of Instruction. A review of VICA membership statistics indicates
this is much needed. Too many ocational educators feel reluctant to become
involved in this activity since it is not included in the present legislation.

Funding Personnel Positions to Coordinate Vocational Student Development
Programs Where There are High Concentrations of Disadvantaged Students,
EsPeolallll in Inner-City Areas.

Providing Funds for Upgrading 3tate Vocational Division Staff and for Em-
ployment of Full-Time Personnel tf Supervise in the Area of Vocational Student
Organizations.

Providing for the Establiahment If Additional Positions in the United States
Office of Educaiton to do Program Development Work in the Areas of Trade
and Industrial Education, Technical Education, and Health Occupations
Education.

Providing for recognition in State Plans of Vocational Student Organizations
as: ssential and Fundable Components of Vocational Education.

Proriding Funds for the Switch to the Metric System of Measurement. This
final recommendation does not relate specifically to VICA or the vocational
student organization movement as has been discussed here this morning, but
yet still relates to the preparation of our students, members of VILA. and their
employability upin graduation. This subject concerns the massive change that
must be made from our present system of measurements to metric.

In the next several years, as we know. the United States will adopt the metric
system. In the construction industry, I understand that the switch must be
made by 1980. (Perhaps that will be delayed for a few years.) My chief concern
at this time is that students that we are presently training in our shops and
laboratories are not now revering instruction in the new system but will be
expected to spend most of their working life using the metric system.

In recent interviews with vocational educators from the United Kingdom.
I had pointed out to me that the older the craftsmen. the greater the difficulty
in learning the new system. In some cases It appears virtually impossible. A
craftsman not knowing the system is obviowdy unemployable, or at best seri-

handirapped. I feel that we must bedn immediately to provide funds in
order to makc it possible for local school districts to change over. We will need
equipment to adapt our machinery and. in many cases, new machinery will be
the only answer because some cannot be adapters. Our craftsmen will need new
Bard tools. Funds must 1w provided to pay for the labor to sw itch our equip-
ment over. New text books. visual aids and teaching equipment will be needed.
What teachers have ,.pent years in developing will soon be obsolete and. mot
important. provisions must be made to see that thousands of trade and indus-
trial intractors receive the proper training to learn the new system that they
must teach to students.

On a recent visit to ()alton Technical School in St. Louis. Missouri. I di,-
eassed 4:o, problem with four machine shop instructors. As they s ieN it. here
is the magnitude of their problem :

They have in their shop an ins entory of approximately $500,000 of machine
shop equipment: some equipment can 1w adanted: tome cannot. The total cost
to update this shop. they estimate. will be A150.000. This doe t include labor
to install the equipment. They were unable to agree on other costs ,.t that time.
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-.v ikw to, : lents, visual ails for the instructional
:17, 1 nat eart:. they will haNe to learn the new

Nr.le a4-k% Nashv'.:le Tvnness-ee. one hundred trade and indu-
tl-ial studf.a:.. at- t ftv,rn twelve states net and founded
. ICA W... t v 0.-,r i1oplv of total student (level.

:. es-n: .al part of the development of
and A 1 7=taies of America. We are even more

;lea-ek: -ha: snidez7ts. or vocational students,
e-:/d in's..4-rina'l -7: in:erest of what heretofore had been the

: :he -7.-adett-f 7n:des and industry.
Mr I ..s,11 nppretlation for the opportunity

a e v e-11 71'..e to :e<1 ..y If you have questions. I will be
ry 70 As I m77:77,-7d car. Twdla and Mr. Denby will be

t. PY a:skx.(.. a PF.EMNS Ti' : me compliment an organization such as
has -rown s frreat Iv.

Mr. JCIINSON. Thank yon err much.
Also I have included here breakdowns on enrollments in the dif-

ferent oot iiimtions :U1j al-el it on a State-by-State basis. On
t .e ve:agks. VICA has ha.i a- ZsO-percent growth increase.

Some of the problems we have had to meet are as follows:
I.zyk of f-111-ti:ne St.ite VICA Directors on State Department of

FAncnticn Staff.
eiticazors are no fully involved, thus teachers are not

Lick of commitment in both Federal and State laws. thus a lack of
commitment by administ:--ators at the State level.

InadeQuate 'number ..,f staff at the national level for materials
Ve rne2. prOMOZ ion and training.
VICA does net have a -curate information on the number of dis-

advan:a,k-sd. I:find:capped. inner city or minority race youths that
are being served. It has been the philot--o- phy of .tICA not to segre-
za:c but to integrate youth into its total program. Blacks have been
s:vot-.-,:sful on a re<ntlar basis in competition for VICA's highest

1--.v ;ry year since Wis. there have been black students serving on
rl.e.National Executive Council. Since that year. 16 percent of our

,tional offi,cers have becn i lack. One was an American Indian. We
7 Ave sevoral Latin _krtterican students but that is not mentioned
here in the statement Tr s'Iould have been included.

Ir. the Ir.ner city cieveiopment. seine of the problems have been as
ws:

City s.:-ool districts live not assigned personnel to vocational
activ:t:es to 'provide le.idership :n line with the large number

cf w'no nee.: help.
t.or: ie.,: has not been busines like.

-e ten VICA it; viewed as an extra activity
It' f,-rx, at1.1::'onal salary supplements.

k or:Jan:7..1.1:0ns in city school district
; 1"'
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MEETING TILE TRAINING NEEDS OF STUDENTS AND THE MAN POWER

NEEDS OF AMERICAN MI STRY

The Vocational Industrial Clubs of America must not be considered
as only an -organization." To put it in proper perspective. we must
consider VICA as a "tool" to be used in the classroom and laboratory
by the vocational instructor.

It is a tool which, used properly, will motivate students, improve
their enthusiasm for learning. give them a better understanding of the
interworkings of industry, labor and management. It serves as a
window on vocational education, improves the self-image of the
student who participates, by giving hini a wholesome and distinctive
identity.

in this day of the complex industrial society with the ever-increas-
ing pressure, the individual VICA advisor is concerned with the total
development of the student and offers an essential dimension to a
trade or technical program.

As has been said many times. there is a gap between technology
and man. Our ever-increasing knowledge tends to make ninny of our
students feel no more than as though they were a piece of equipment.,
Where there are active VICA. programs. we can document greater
successes from the standpoint of our teachers as well as the accept-
ability of our graduates by industry.

An essential component in vocational education is the link that
must exist between the training program and industry. Without com-
munication with the employer of our students, our programs will run
the risk of being irrelevant and obsolete. Where th,-e are Vocational
Industrial Clubs, relationships with industry elist.

Because of the nature of our programs, they must have the in-
volvement of industry if they are to succeed. During the nine years
of VICA's existence, I know industry has become more involved in
the training programs of vocational education.

In many industries throughout the United States, commitments
are being made that request aduares to have been involved in
VICA's type of leadership and personal development programs. I
submit for your consideration statements of endorsement by leoding
labor unions, corporations and trade associations throughout the
'United States. I will not read these statements. which begin at page
14 of my prepared statement ; these are here for Your review.

I would point out they are from General Motors, AFL-CIO. Brick
Institute of America. National Association of Home Builders. Auto -
motive Service Industry Association, grid many others.

As representatives of the Vocational Industrial Clubs of America.
we do not come before this distinguished committee. as perhap, many
others have. and request that you breathe life into an idea that
has the possibility of serving a segment of our American population:
rather we come to report that there already exists an organization
proven capable of serving even greater numbers of our students.
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Providing funds for the switch to the metric system of measurement. This final
recommendation does not relate specifically to FICA or the vocational student
organization movement as has been discussed by me this morning. but yet still
relates to the preparation of our students, members of ViCA. and their employ-
ability upon graduation. This subject concerns the massive change that must lw
made from our present system of measurements to metric.

In the next several years, as we know, the United States will adopt
the metric system. In the construction industry. I understand that the
switch must be made by 1980. (Perhaps that will be delayed for a few
years.)

'My chief concern at this time is that students that we are presently
training in our shops and laboratories are not receiving instruction in
the new system but will be expected to spend Inost of their working
lives using the metric system.

In recent interviews with vocational educators from the United
Kingdom, I had pointed out to me that the older the craftsmen, the
greater the difficulty in learning the new system. In some cases it ap-
P.nrs virtually impossible. A craftsman not knowing the system is
obviously unemployable, or at best seriously handicapped.

I feel that we must begin immediately to provide funds in order to
make it possible for local school districts to change over. We will need
equipment to adapt our machinery and, in many cases, new machinery
will be the only answer because some cannot be adapted. Our crafts-
men will need new hand tools. Funds must be provided to pay for the
labor to switch our equipment over. New textbooks, visual aids and
teaching equipment will be needed.

iWhat teachers have spent years in developing will soon be obsolete
and. most important, provisions must he made to see that thousands of
trade and industrial instructors receive the proper training to learn the
new system that they mast teach to students.

On a recent visit to O'Fallon Technical School in St. Louis, Mo., I
discussed this problem with four machine shop instructors. As they
view it, here is the magnitude of their problem :

They have in their shop an inventory of approximately $500,000
worth of machine shop equipment ; some equipment can be adapted,
some cannot. The total cost to update this shop, they estimate, will be

150.000 in equipment. This does not include labor to install the equip-
ment.

They were unable to agree on other costs at that time, but they will
need new texts for their students, visual aids for the instructional
classes, and, of course, as I mentioned earlier, they will have to learn
the new system, themselves.

Nine years ago today in Nashville, Tenn., 100 trade and industrial
edueation students and educators from 12 States met and founded
\ICA. We are extremely gratified that our philosophy of total stu-
dent development is now becoming a respected and essentialpart of the
development of craftsmen and technicians in the United States.

We are even more pleased that a program founded by vocational
students, for vocational students. could capture the imagination and
interes* of what heretofore had been the forgotten studentthe stu-
dent the trades and industry.

Mr. Chairman, I wish to express my sincere appreciation for the
opportunity you have gi ren me to present this testimony. If you have
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questions. I will be happy to respond. As I mentioned earlier, Miss
'r willa and Mr. Denby will be happy to respond also.

Chairman PERKINS. Let me just compliment you for the good job
you have done.

You stated 3 our programs would be irrelevant without communica-
tion between your clubs and employers of students. I couldn't agree
with you more.

Can von tell the committee exactly how we can encourage better
communication between vocational educators and business and indus-
try leaders I

Mr. Jouxsox. I think one thing. of course, we embrace in our phi-
losophy. every teacher and shop program should have a craft com-
mittee. I am afraid with the greater interest in local school oppor-
tunities to do their own thing, we have let our craft committees more
or less go down the drain.

I feel it is essential that we do some of the things we were doing 5
years ago in vocational education.

I know when I started out as a young teacher I was required to have
this type of thing because the State plan called for it. Now with heavy
concentrations, too many of our administrators think they can have a
craft committee with perhaps one person representing his trade area
for the whole school. I feel this kind of standard would require a voca-
tional educator to go out into the community and invite industry people
to sit on craft committees.

Chairman PERKINS. You know. when I was a kid, we learned trades
and skills and even learned to read blueprints. There were half a dozen
different trades being taught.

It has always been my observation that youngsters can catch on to
this type of skill training well. If they have actual experience and
good instruction, they can catch on much quicker at an earlier age.
From the standpoint of our industrial trades or manual training in
school. I feel to a great degree we are derelict today.

I used to have a teacher who made a little speech every day : "I
wonder how many of you gentlemen recognize the importance of man-
ual training? It is just as important as your math or histor3, that you
might take in your elementary or secondary school?"

I feel if youngsters receive vocational training at an early age. prop-
erly supervised. they neler have any difficulty. And if they do drop
out, they can better obtain employment, even though their skills may
need to he upgraded from time to time.

1 wish to thank you for your fine statement this morning and for
the greet work you are doing.

Mr. Steiger.
Mr. STEIGER. Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
I want to join the chairman in commending VICA and all the

student organizations for what they have done.
I am a little concerned. If I may pursue your recommendations foi

future legislation. you said we should establish vocational activities as
a part of the educational structure. Ilow can we do that in a way that
does n' ,ounter the autonomy and commitment of the student
organizat ion?
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Are you really asking somehow to have the Federal Government
come in an area the Federal Government has not been deeply in-
volved in, for the purposes of strengthening the student activities?

Mr. Jon :ism This is sometimes difficult to explain because of the
words or semantics. I am not saying that the k ederal Government
should state there should be a chapter of VICA. I am recommending
that the types of things that we embrace be taught.

The best example, I guess, of the absence of youth activities or
VICA activities is in trade industrial education. Prior to the develop-
ment of VICA, in our shop programs there was very little attention
given to the student in preparing for a job, no attention given to pre-
paring for trade ethics.

So we say we feel the Congress could assist us by requiring those
type activities. We are recommending the things we believe in such as
we should develop the total student, not just develop a salab.e skill
but a salable attitude, a salable trade ethic, if you will.

We are recommending that citizenship emphasis be placed by Con-
gress so local teachers will became involved. It is really recommend-
ing a concept of total youth development. And I will always say and
our students believe, and Nita can correct me on that, that membership
should be voluntary; you should not require a student to join.

But I don't think we should make ourselves so flexible that a half-
way job of training would take place. Some people say leave it up to
the local school district to plan and conduct their own programs. I
am afraid if we do that, if industry says they need an employee with
1,000 hours training minimum, that many educators will feel a 3- or 4-
''our shop does not fit their schedule and they would rather all their
classes be 55 minutes; then the student comes out and he is not
employable.

Also, if you don't provide for certain things to be done in legisla-
tion, such as citizenship training. local boards feel it can't be done.

We wouldn't recommend there be legislation that says every local
training program should have VICA, but we would recommend that
every student come out with a salable technical skill and also with a
salable job attitude. Now. if you include the business about the job
attitude, that teacher will structure a student organization in order
to do the job because it is the best tool which motivates the student to
get, this job done.

Mr. STEIGER. I will go to your two representatives, one who is now
out and instructing, the other who is in.

What arguments do you give someone as to why, in your judgment,
VICA has a role to play?

Miss TWILLA. VICA is a very important organization because when
you have an organization that everybody can work together, you are
doing teamwork and are more enthusiastic. When you have to go into
a 3-hour class where there is no enthusiasm. no desire to work with
your fellow students, 3 hours is a long period of time.

You do VICA activities, you do charities and things. You get along
on better terms and you know how to work better with these people,
so when situations arise in the classroom, they might think it is better
anodic, way. and so you cam, sit down and share opin'ons as to how
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things should be done instead of being out there by yourself all the
time.

Mr. STEIGER. I was fascinated by the statistics as to the number of
those involved.

Mr. Jouxsox. Wisconsin began a strong program many years ago
but it was at a postsecondary level. VICA began working with high
school students. As years passed, we began a postsecondary activity.

Mr. Denny has been working this year to motivate the people in
Wisconsin to become involved. The professional educators there, as
in other places, do not see the light that the student needs more than a
:-alable skill. It is hard to understand that attitude is a factor.

Mr., DEN-BY. We are very. very much encouraged by the leadership
given recently by the Board for Vocational Education in Wisconsin
and the State staffs. They have recently signed an agreement between
the bureau that administers the high school activities and the bureau
that administers the postsecondary activities, and they are going to co-
operate together in this activity. We look for a real move forward in
Wisconsin.

They held a convention there last week with approximately 600
students involved. They voted unanimously to affiliate with VICA
nationally. So they are on the move there.

Mr. STEIGER. How is your salary as executive director paid?
Mr. Jonxsox. From student dues, as well as all our activities are

administered by student dues with some support from industry. But
the support from industry does not come from outright contribution;
it is more in providing us equipment and this type of thing.

Mr. STEIGER. Mr. Chairman. I will, in terms of the presentation Mr.
Johnson has made, alert all the organizations that follow. I will be
asking them as to the role of the Federal Government and how we
handle the role of the Federal Government.

I have one other questioa to ask VICA. and the other organizations,
also.

I have watched the activities of the student organizations and I have
hecome concerned. Is there too much competition among vocational
organizations or is there a reason why we have seen the development
of FHA, FAA, VICA, DEC:. all the way down the alphabet soup
of organizations which have been established, creating an atmosphere
that it would be potentially more feasible to amalgamate rather than
to spilt ?

Mr. .Tonxsox. Of course, VICA would respond to that without
hesitation that we are serving a very unique type of student, students
going into trades. For assistance. we der' fad on our people to come out
of industry. Our students are faced wan whether to or whether not
to go into labor unions. None of the other organizations have this
problem.

We feel to bring all the student organizations under one or closer
coordination would certainly reduce the effectiveness of our educa-
tional programs. We feel this student needs a special identity, one that

ould he so bland under the present structure that we wouldn't be
Ale to attract the student.
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Some of our organizations don't believe in trade competition but
we do because we are sending our students into a free enterprise system.
That is the name of the game for the students. compete for production.
and this type of thing. l nles lie understands this, he will be crushed
by the system when he gets into it.

Now. Nita might respond to that. I am speaking as a paid hand. she
is a member.

Miss TwILLA. I think the groups should work together, but not to
the point they lose their identity. I know at our school our members
are invited to go to FHA things and we invite them to ours and
we work together.

All Young people in such worthwhile organizations are working
toward kind of a common goal, and that is to improve their life and
their way of living: but I don't think t, should be so closely bound
they lose their own identity. They should work together on civic
things. for instance. I know in the Spirit of 1976 the youthgroups will
be working together. but they should be separated to the extent the
student knows which group lie belongs to and what the efforts stand
for.

Mr. JOHNSON. There has been an effort for the six vocational groups
to do a better job of coordinating. One of the purposes of the council
is to join in common activities where appropriate, where common
activities can serve a real purpose. And also another purpose was to
establish a national student advisory committee which could address
itself to the concerns of the Office of Education or anybody who would
like a response from our students.

This is carried over into many States; many States are forming these
oordinating bodies. But normally the persons that would like to see
les form one massive student vocational organization are those people
w:.o don't understand the uniqueness of vocational training in this
country. and this comes from the general educator who looks at voca-
t ional education as something he couldn't get his hands on and it wouldbe better if everybody was not in the same youth organization but the
same kind of training program ; thus we hear about things like "clus-
ter- training and so on.

So I would hope we wouldn't support that type of philosophy.
Mr. STEIGER. Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman PERKINS. Again let me compliment all of you distin-

guished representatives of VICA.
Where are you from ?
Miss TwiLLA. Dyersburg. Tenn.
Chairman PERKr:S. You are a very bright and beautiful younglady. Are you in vcpir second year of high school?
'Miss TWILLA. I will be graduating this year.
Chairman PERKINS. It was wonderful testimony. We appreciateyour being here.
Our next witness will be Miss Mildred Reel, executive director.Future Homemakers of America.
Please introduce the people with you. Miss Reel.
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STATEMENT OF MISS MILDRED REEL, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
FUTURE HOWNAICERS OF AMERICA, WASHINGTON, D.C.; AC-
COMPANIED BY CLAUDIA ZEST, A YOUTH REPRESENTATIVE
FROM MARYLAND; AND TONEY BINGHAM, A NATIONAL VICE
PRESIDENT OF PROJECTS FROM COOLIDGE HIGH SCHOOL, WASH-
INGTON, D.C.

MISS REEL. I have with me today two youth representatives. On my
immediate left is Miss Claudia Zent from Maryland, and Mr. Toney
Bingham, a national vice president of projects from Coolidge High
School. Toney is the first elected male on the national executive council.

It is a privilege to be here, and a great honor. We were pleased to
have Jeanne Sutton at your hearing in North Carolina representing
our organization.

I want to make a very brief statement, then I want you to hear from
these young people because they are the products of our program.

Chairman PERKINS. Without objection, your prepared statement
will be inserted in the record in its entirety.

[The prepared statement referred to follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF MILDRED REEL, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, FUTURE HOME-

MAKERS OF AMERICA, WASHINGTON, D.C.

Currently there are more than three and a half million boys and girls in Home
Economics Education classes in junior and senior and post high schools through-
out the nationwith an increasing enrollment each year. Approximately half-a-
million of these are members of the Fh-ire Homemakers of America, the
National organization of boys and girls in Home Economics, which is an integral
part of the Home Economics curriculum operating through the school system.
Membership extends to all stattheDistrict of Columbia, Puerto Rico and the
Virgin Islands.

Since men as well as women are homeh,akers it is encouraging that the number
of male members in homemaking classes and FHAHERO chapters is increasing
at a rapid rate. The stigma of homemaking for girls only and as "stitchers" and
"stirrers" is past. Home Economics courses throughout the nation are helping
to bridge the gap between the school and family. In today's society when there
are ever increasing demands on and a concern for the faintly, Vocational Home
Economics Education embraces such areas of study as:. preparation for parent-
hood; child care development : nutrition : home management family and human
relations; housing: consumer education preparation for multiple roles of men
and women. These %gal subjects have all been made possible through assistance
of Federal funds.

The funds provide an administrative framework (national, state and local)
for helping classroom teachers develop pertinent and up-to-date home economics
programs. It is erroneous thinking that Home Economies Education can function
at the same level of effectiveness and expansion without Federal funds. With
increased funding. enrollment in Vocational Home Economics classes is expected
to rise to 3,050,(100 in secondary programs, 50,000 in postsecondary programs and
approximately 1.0tX),000 in adult programs. The total enrollment in FY '75 would
reach 4.100.000. Because it is predicted that by 19O:

There will be ten million new families established with all of the concomi-
tant need for knowledge of such subjects as financial management. luting
skills. child care and family relationships :

That approximately one-half. of all marriages will be among youths less
than 2() }ears of age;,

That there will be a slight trend toward an increase in dioree rates:
That approxi:oatel3 one-half of all homemakers are expected to be working

outside the home:
And that there w ill be an cstimated one and one-half million more elderly

people 73 year., aott r, in our society.
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The need for and 'lap ,rtmlec eonsunier homemaking eau, ation for youth
and adults is linden' able.

Since homemaking is the most important of all professions fur both men and
v.-allen. the expenditure of dollar-, to assure good homes as the foundation or a
strong somem is ec or more essential. Mr. Wes1 3- Smith, Former Director of
\ mnal-Tee hnical Education in California said- -

i ti the yet upation, in t,:, Ivry complex world the moat delicate. the most
demandiag. and the 111.),t distinguished is the universal occupation of hozneinakm..

-This mane nation is presently hard at work. as never before, providing new
job skills for its total population. In the production of jobs, in the service trades.
in the lo alt la tot upaticais. in the professions. and :xi all the woi kin" tasks there
is widespread recognitnni that the economy will Ihninfier if the work force doesn't
maintain its proficiency. And the v cry- strength of this nation will wane with lack
of proficiency.

How about this universal 01 capation of homemaker', Hasn't it. tom become
noire complex. more demanding., Isn't it also caught in the upward spiral of
inerising job competencies', Isn't it also affected by economic progress'4 It is
.trec ted even more so. It takes far more craftsmanship and management to sue-
ved as a homemaker today than it ever has in history. The job of homemaker is a

highly skilled task. becoming increasingly so every day. And like the other highly
skilled tasks. it c au no longer be learned by pickup methods of the past. Further.
I feel so v el y certain that the quality of work and the quality of services and the
cmality of prodm is are directly related to the competency of the worker. This
is as true for the Occupation of homemaker as for any other.

"Now. of course. there are some differences between the effects of incompetency
in homemaking and ineccumetency other occupational areas When faulty prod
ii are found in business and industry they are scrapped: but this can't be the
millet for faulty products of the tonne.

"I'm coierned that the task of homemaking, the task of rearing children, the
task of 1..esem lug the family unit, be fortified with competencies. It has become
sec comph and so crucial that it can no longer be left to chance: it can no longer
Ise left to amateurs who will, it is. 'roped in some quarters, learn by doing."

In ore r for Home Economic '11 FHA to help develop these aieniaking
competencies. which Mr. Smith - ooldly speaks about, strong leamrship is a
must. Effective state and local leadership can only be continued and expanded
through Federal support and aid. There is evidence to show that consumer and
homemaking programs including the Future Homemakers of America have had
an impact of :

1 i Reducing the proportion of potential dropouts from schools:,
I2i Lessening teenage pregnancies:
131 Increasing the awareness of the values of consumer education and its

imp ict on families and the econ.any
Assisting young people in establishing more stable homes and providing

better care of their children
Improving qualities of individuals for employability :

(61 Increasing the number of quality trained personnel for human services
so greatly needed by present and future generations.

Youth throughout the nation are also vocal about the values of their Voca-
tional 'Tonle Economics Education training. Examples of their feelings are:

' My home Economics courses are some of the most valuable classes I have
had during my junior and senior high school years. Foods and clothing are both
important facets of homemaking and I have taken and learned from these
classes. But countless other things enter into being a homemaker. Some of the
vy most important things are yet to come out of my Home Living class. This
inludes consumer education, home improvement, child care and prenatal in-
srne, ion. nail a number of oiher valuable su:jects. I'm really thankful for the
training I've received through my Home Economics classes P nd I wish that it
could be possible for every boy and girl, who hope some day to make a home
of th r (AN P. 'o take advantage of the Home Economics curriculum in their

-t .a Bowen. Spanish Fork, L-tah
une economics classes I learned the importance of nutrition.. mw

how 1,11(1.a-ring seemed to simplify things. I also learned more about good man-
agement of time.-

"Consumer education. I feel, is the most important class anyone can take
and it should be mandatory for all stuccents not just home economics."Joan
Worsham. Newport News. Va.
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"My home economics courses have shown me that the women can have the
dual duty of homemaker and wage-earner. I have learned better time manage-
ment, meal preparation, budgeting, and child care."Beverly Blakley, Hamil-
ton, Ohio.

Future Homemakers of America which includes FIIA chapters, for students
in Consumer Homemaking classes and HERO chapters for students in Home
Economics related occupations offers opportunities to expand and build onto
the Home Economics curriculum in the schools. Therefore youth planned and
directed activities are tied to the Vocational Home Economics instructional
program.

Emphasis by FHA-HERO chapters has been to help youth identify their con-
cerns and interest and develop action through in-depth projects to work on their
concerns. ("These areas of interest are actually the dire needs of our entire
society" and thus action has centered around such issues as ecology, unwed
parents, working with children, working with elderly, tutoring peers and young
children, planned parenthood, preparation for parenthood, prevention of birth
defects, discrimination and prejudices, consumerism, nutrition, housing and
economics, and in fact the whole gamut of needs relating to families and t ,0
world.)

The FHA organization in fact has provided Home Economics programs, an
"open structure" for working informally and personany with the students. In an
article in the February 1974 JOURNAL OF HOME ECONOMICS, I stated

"Many secondary schools throughout the nation are experimenting with nen
approaches to education based on freedom with responsibility or on independent
study. In some cases, schools are going so far as to work out 'plan your own
curriculum' programs.

"Today, as formal education is being seriously questioned, the open-classroom
concept has come to the fore. Those of us in the teaching field who have been
involved with the Future Homemakers of America (FHA) organization realize
that this concept is exactly what FHA and HERO chapters have been trying to
bring into home economics teaching over the yearsa free atmosphere in which
to learn through a student/adviser approach. By following this concept. FHA
can enhance the school's home economics program and expand learning and
participation in and beyond the classroom.

"In a report on vocational youth organizations to the Secretary of the U.S.
Department of Health. Education, and Welfare last year, the National Advisory
Council on Vocational Education stated in part : 'we are in the process in
America of freeing ourselves from some paralyzing myths about the educational
process. One such myth, the one that thwarts the marvelous potential of voca-
tional youth organizations, is the prehistoric notion that education is what
happens in the classroomand nothing else. We must free ourselves of that
ancient superstition.'

"As an integral part of home economics secondary education. FHA and HERO
chapters encourage youth to branch out in a variety of directions for self-growth.
They help youth to understand that growth does not happen in isolationit
comes through working with others. Advisers capitalize on this in their teaching."

The true test of the values of any educational tool is the evaluation of the
students served. Following are some statements from FHA and HERO chapter
members:

"Personally. FHA has helped develop me as a personan individual. It has
helped form my chase -ter. FHA has made me aware of many social problems
and has arousta my concern over many of them. By correlating with home
economics courses, FHA has helped to prepare me for my future as a wife.
mother and homemaker."Karen Neal. Milton. West Virginia.

"FHA is a far cry from the "stitchers and sewers" that some might envision.
It encompasses all kinds of youth-planned projects and activities that strive to
improve personal. family and community living FHA is concerned with the
concerns of vonth pollntion. peace, pot. overpopulation. careers. citizenship.
commnnity service. family relationships and fun' fhrongh FHA youth
con nnt action behind their concerns and make a positive contribution to society
and their own Personal growth.

"FR 1 helped me discover how big I want to be !"Diane Hanson. Minneapolis.
3 nnesota.

"FIT& hqs riven me conntless opnortnnitiec to grow and to improve rnrcelf T
now find it easier to reach out to other people and communicate with them.
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FILL has given me a much better understanding of the importance of a home-
maker in today's world and many valuable ideas as to how to cope with this
world. FHA has enabled me to reach out, communicate, grow, enrich my life and
others and I would like to salute this wonderful organization."Darlene Zeh
Rogers, Arkansas.

"FHA has helped me to become aware of the multiple roles of a homemaker
and the homemakers place in society. Through FHA membership I have learned
about many different home economics carer opportunities. I feel FHA has
helped me develop qualities of cooperation, leadership and responsibility. I think
it has helped me to become much more of a responsible citizen and to be a good
homemaker you must be a responsible citizen. I have met many more people
and have had many profitable experiences."Vickie Bilberry, Floyd, New Mexico.

-FHA has helped me become more opened mindedit has helped me take on
challenges I otherwise would not haveit has made me think especially about
myself and family. It has given me many new experiences with people, I learn
from them, they learn from me. It has made me a stronger family gal. It has
made me aware and interested in the changing roles of today's individuals,
families and societiesit has made me more aware, consciousit is making me
more responsible or at least I am trying to make myself more responsible for
FHA. My whole life and way of thinking has changed because of the things I
do and learn with FHA."Rose Marie Bates. Fairfax, Vermont.

"Until I became involved in FHA. I had never bothered to think about the
importance of a happy, well balanced home life. I believe now, more than ever
before that the home is the key factor in preserving onr democratic way of life
and that if our precious ideals are not taught and carried out in the home they
can easily be lost forever. FHA and its goals and purposes are among the most
important that a nation could seek. Our national organization was designed by
FIIAers for FHAers based on our concerns and those of youth in general."
Marsha Bowen, Spanish Fork. Utah.

"Youth involvement has been a very exciting part in FHA. It gives one back-
ground for planning and decision-making processes. FHA has made me think of
ways to improve personal. family and community living. I believe that FHA has
helped FHAers to gain a better understanding of consumer practices. FHA as a
part of the total home economics program takes effort and understanding as its
real function as an education avenue." Joy Eversole. Baltimore, Ohio.

"Through FHA I have learned to evaluate myself and to set goals for myself.
FHA has helped me by giving me a chance to look at different home economics
related occupations. Through my FHA activities and offices I have learned to co-
operate with different types of people. I have learned to accept responsibilities.
victory. and defeat I have made many friends, that I will keep for the rest of my
life. " Ba.rbnra Baurer, Deer Creek, Illinois

Federal legislation and funding for Vocational Home Economics is very im-
portant to Future Homemakers of Americawhile at the national level this
organization is a nonprofit self-supporting organization it functions through state
departments of education and the local school systems. Without Federal support
and funding for Home Economics Education. FHA, too, would lose its leadership
at the state and local levels and the foundation on which it is builtVocational
Home Economics Education. Both Home Economics Educationwhich includes
education for homemaking and related occupations. and FBy and HERO chap-
tersserve youth from all segments of society, the various ethnic. crltural
and social groups, the disadvantaged and handicapped, the underprivileged and
privileged, in cities, small towns, and rural arer s.

Boys as well as girls have become active leaders in the Future Homemakers
of America This past month three state FHA associations elected boys as state
officers. On the National Executive Council of FHA there are three young men
one from Consumer Homemaking class and two from Home Economics Related
Occupations. When asked why he was in FHA one young man, Frank Price,
Amarillo. Texas replied.

"It's simple . . . I am a future homemaker' in today'. society it's no longer
Just the woman's job to keep house. It takes cooperation and effort from both
hnsbfind and wife to make a successful home. The responsibility should be equaled
out so that there's a balance of power.

"I think the man's role in the home has been either overlooked or ignored.
The home is the central figure of everything. A better understanding of the nrob-
lems of a home leads to a better understanding of the world's problems. Maybe
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.iirne day, through a joint < !ort of t.« h and every one of use, we'll strengthen the
home and make a better lite for ourselves and our children.

"I guess the main reason I joined FHA is that it's relevant. It's an organi-lation
that extrude beyond the four walls of a classroom and reaches beyond the guide-
lines of a textbook. The benefits of FHA work for you NOW. You don't have to

alt for the distant future for them to come in handy."
Fethrttl funds too are eential in preparing youth for wage earning .,ml for

helping theta determine occupational goats. Students in home economics related
occupations in Child Care Services, Food Services. Clothio, Services and other
home economies related p-ograms are members o: HERO chapters of FIIA. Their
involvement. closely allied %NMI the students m other home economics courses, is
best exemplified by this statement of Brent Rees. Wichita. Kansas

"I work 20 hours a week after school and on weekends. I enjoy my job, what
I do. my responsibilities. They're not very glorified. I'm a salesman and I also
do store displays plus other tasks such as changing light bulbs. Before I got into
HERO and FIIA, I really couldn't cope with people. I'd blow up just after a
customer left. Now I'm more unders.anding of people.

"A year ago I took houing and home furnishings in home economics. That
really stimulated me. It was so interesting that I now feel I want a career in
interior design. It makes me mad though the way unaly people regard men in-
terior decorators as homosexuals. I want to crash the insinuation that men in
home economics are different.

-I was the only guy in my home economics class. Everybody bothered me about
it all year long But I felt I'd never had a class where a teacher really delved into
a topic and was so enthusiastic. My friends saw that I was really interested.
Now some the guys I know are in that class I took last year. It makes me a
little hit proud to think that I've influenced the change in their thinking, that
I've helped to break don n a stereotype.

"I've changed very much in the last few months. Before I felt I had to act a
pertain way becaose it was expected of me. Now Pm not afraid to be myself It's
hanged the way i look on life. Before I went into FHA and HERO I was satirical

and negative. FHA has taught me to be positive, to love people. I've met many
new people and they've actually liked me.

"Since I've become a national officer, I go out to speak to classes at other
schools and in other states and to do workshops at meetings. I thought I'd be so
nervous getting up in front of a group of 900 adults and teacher educators. This
solfdiseovery has helped nie to be more comfortab!e in all group situations. It's
given nie confidence.

-Now I think I'm developing a greater awareness outside of myself. This
DICEPBicentennial Environment Program involving vocational youth groups
across the eountryI'm really getting into it because of FHA. FHA has given
me the confidence to get involved,

"FHA has helped me to overcome my racial prejudice. I never knew a Black
PerS011 before. but I had names for them as well as for Mexicans and Pm rto
Ricans too Now I've had a chance to know some Black kids personally, It's
affected me. I see them as persons. I discovered I can talk to them just as to a
friend or a brother.

"I've been satisfied with he way I've been changing. There's a goon feeling
inside "'

Wendy Novak, State FIIA President, Maryland spoke out to the Congressman
in her state and others about the importance of a Vocational Education Student
Organization, "These organizations arr not only preparing young people for
careers but also to become mature resp, isible citizens. We do need adults to
give us guidance and direction."

It i this adult leadership that is so vital to the youth of our nation and which
the funding through the Vocational Education Act o* 1903 makes possible. The
Future Homemakers of America is deeply aware of the imnortance of this fund-
ing to its members and strongly supports the nill HR 14454 to extend the authori-
zation of appropriation for vocational education until fiscal year 111;0.

Miss Rr.L. Currently there are more than 31/, million boys and
girls in home PC01101111C education classes in junior and senior and post
high schools throughout the Nationwith an increasing enrollment
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each year. Approximately half a million of these are members of the
Future Homemakers of America, the national organization of boys
and girls in home economics, which is an integral part of the home eco-
nomics curriculum operating through the school system.

Membership extends to all States, the District of Columbia, Paerto
Rico, t.nd the Virgin Islands.

In today's society when there are ever-increasing demands on and
a concern for the family, vocational home economics education em-
braces such areas of study as: Preparation for parenthood; child-care
development ; nutrition ; home management; family and human rela-
tions; housing; consumer education ; preparation for multiple roles
of men and women.

These vital subjects have all been made 1 ossible through assistance
of Federal funds.

In the prepared testimony I had stated some predictions as to the
home economics program and its expansion, and I have inserted an
excerpt from Mr. 'Wesley Smith's statements. He is a former voca-
tional director from California. This statement embraces our philos-
ophy. He says:

Of all the occupations in this very complex world, the most delicate, the most
demanding, and the most distinguished is the universal occupation of homemaker.

This entire Nation is presently hard at work, as never before, providing new
job skills for its total population. In the production of jobs, in the service trade.
in the health occupations, in the professions, and in all the working tasks there
is widespread recognition that the economy will flounder if the work force doesn't
maintain its proficiency., And the very strength of this Nation will wane with
lack of proficiency.

How about this universal occupation of homemaker? Hasn't it, too. become
rip re complex, more demanding? Isn't it also caught in the upward spiral of
increasing job competencies? Isn't it also affected by economic progress?

It is affected even more so. It takes far more craftsmanship and management
to succeed as a homemaker today than it ever has in history. The job of home-
maker is a highly skilled task, becoming increasing13 so every day. Any like the
other highly skilled tasks, it can no longer be learned by pickup methods of
the past.

Further. I feel so very certain that the quality of work and the quality of
services and the quality of products are directly related to the competency of
the worker. This is as true for the occupation of homemaker as for any other.

Now. of course, there are some differences between the effects of incompetency
in homemaking and incompetency in other occupational areas. When faulty
products are found in business and industry they are scrapped ; but this can't
be the outlet for faulty products of the home.

I'm concerned that the task of homemaking. the task of rearing children. the
Pack of preserving the family unit, be fortified with competencies. It has become
No complex and so crucial that it can no longer be left to chance: it can nn longer
be left to amateurs who will, it is hoped in somn quarters, learn by doing.

I also included in the testimony a few mioter from some students.
From your own State of Kentucky. Mr. Chairman. one student said :

In my home economic, classes I learned the importance of nutrition I saw
how budgeting .,eemed to simplify things. I also learned more about good manage-.
ment of time.

Future Homemakers of America, which. as. I said. includes our two
kinds of chapters. FHA chapters for students in consumer hornemakinz
cla;ses and HERO chapte.s for students in home economic=- related
ocropation,:. offer,' opportunities to expand and build onto the home
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Miss ZENT. Mr. Perkins, I would like to point out my personal
feeling for home economics, not as a high school student but as a
college student majoring in home economies in the next 2 years.

In vocational education the personal individual is concentrated on
rather than the book-learning facts concentrated on so much in other
courses. I find this especially to be true in Future Homemakers of
America.

Earlier it was stated that the philosophy of our organizations does
vary. Future Homemakers of America is noncompetitive and we
enoourage students to work on their own concerns and interests, and
this is valuable to students. teachers and anyone connected with th.s
organization.

Chairman PERKINS Thank you very much for an excellent state-
ment. Miss Reel, I have always been a great admirer of the home-
makers organization. I know of the great work that you have been
doing all throu!=h the rears.

How do you feel that we could strengthen Your work, in any legis-
lation we write ?

Miss Wm. I think in the legislation if there can be an identification
of tl.e Future Homemakers of America as a part of home economi,s
education, that it can be spelled out as a part of vocational education.
that would be what we would ask for. As they develop State plans.
they could w rite in the provision for Future Homemakers of America
on the local level.

(*hairman PERKINS. Mr. Steiger.
Mr. Smorrt. Let me pursue that if I can.
Am I correct, in listening to you carefully. you are asking that a

specific mention be made of each of the student organizations ?
Miss REEL. Y's we aie. I think it is not very different than what

has been in legislation in the past. If we are in a definition of voca-
tional education. then it says to the States. -We believe these youth
organizations are important.- Then the States in turn will write them
into the State plans and it will provide for the leadership.

You -ee. we have never had any Federal funds. the future home-
makers have not. I guess the future farmers are the only ones. But
thew have been no Federal funds at the national level because it is
supported by student dues.

But :it the State level Federal legislation pr oxides for people in
States to carry some of the leadership responsibility.

Mr. SrER,Ert. Your salary is paid by the dues ?
Miss REEL. Yes these young people :,ay dues. a year.
Mr. Sri:1,4R. The young lady did a loud job talking about my.second

i..tirn. You do belie\ e the re is a need for a second ident.ty and
(>1111)11:Isis in terns of the work of future homemakers'

Miss ZEs-r. Most definitely. There are sayeral points to this. One.
in speaking of voeational education. the oppuon and interpretation
varies nationwide, for example. all orr-anizations may not be in ;III
:Ireas of every State. in you mention vocati,)nal education n one
State. for example. if FHA is stron,est in that State. they may thank
of !erne economics. elomnatin, other groups. There could be some
type of miFinterpretat ion if all organizations are not listed.
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fore, it has been necessary to modify all FFA activities to assure harmony with
the instructional programs to fulfill the needs of both students and emerging
agricultural occupations.

CURRENT STATUS

The U.S. Office of Education maintains close working relationsiep with the
EPA through Vocational Agricultural Education Programs. Mr. H. N. Hunsicker,
Education Program Specialist, Agriculture and Agribusiness Occupations, serves
a National FFA Advisor. The FFA Program Planning and Development Division
of the National Organization is coordinated by the National FFA Executive Sec-
retary. Four full -time experienced professionals, employed and paid by the FFA,
deote full-time in providing services to the 50 State Associations (including
Puerto Rico). The result has been a positive influence on the instructional pro-
grams in Vocational Agriculture and helping FFA members achieve occupational
objectives and develop personal competencies.

A Board of Directors, composed of five USOE employees and four elected State
Supervisors of Agricultural Education, serves as a legal agent for the FFA. It
sets policy and gives direction to the organization. The Board operates under a
Federal Charter (P.L. 81-740) granted by the U.S. Congress in 1950.
.4. Major Accomplishments

1. Membership has increased from 443,041 in 19(18 to 453,508 in 1973. Approxi-
mately 405, are enrolled in Agribusiness training.

2. Minority groups, both girls and blacks, have exemplified outstanding per-
sonal ip..lities and many hate received honors on the local, State and National
let els.

:3. Leadership Training Conferences, five for Chapter Officers and nine tegional
Conferences for State Officers, have had a great "impact" on the quality of FFA
officers in preparing them to inspire younger members and project a positive and
(le-indite image of Vocational Technical Education which has been readily ac-
(tilted by leaders in government, business, industry, and the lay public.

4. The FFA International Exchange Program for Work Experience Abroad
ha% groan from 18 participants in 1968 to 121 in 1973, involving 27 countries.

3. Involvement of Competent Leaders from education, business, industry and
organizations, as consultants, has helped keep FFA in harmony with the instruc-
tional programs in its obligation to better serve the new and emerging needs of
Agriculture with well trained students.

6. Degree QualificationsChapter Award Programs (3) ; Agricultural Pro-
ficiency .4 wards (IS) ; and Judging Contests (7) have all been broadened in scope
and updated to be in harmony with the needs of today's agriculture. The results
have been a substantial increase in member involvement and receiving appro-
priate recognition. Minority groups, younger members and the handicapped have
profited greatly.

7. Teacher Improvement has been a high priority objective of the FFA. I. depth
workshops are held annually to involve State staff members and teachers. The
cost of developing materials and travel is paid by the FFA.

The importance of Agriculture to meet domestic and international demands
ha% never been greater. The opportunity for America to maintain its position as
it world leader in Agriculture can be assured through support at all levels to
educational programs like Vocational AgricultureFFA to help prepare today's
youth for tomorrow's dynamic industry of Agriculture.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM PAUL GRAY, NATIONAL EXECUTIVE

SECRETARY, FUTURE FARMERS OF AMERICA, ALEXANDRIA,

VA., ACCOMPANIED BY CARLA CHENETTE, STATE PRESIDENT,
CONNECTICUT; AND DOYLE WAYBRIGHT, NATIONAL VICE
PRESIDENT

MT. GRAY. Thank you. Mr. Chairman. May I introduce Carla Che-
nette and Doyle Waybright.

I do wish to save time. but I would he remiss if I did not make a
few 'tatements that I feel would be rather pertinent to the issues we
are discussing this morning.
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The first Federal legislation. passed in 1917. placed emphasis on
the development of occupational competencies in agriculture. How-
ever, a need became evident to include activities for students that
would also stimulate greater interest in their chosen occupation. and
provide for the development of well-rounded individuals %% ho %%wild
be better able to establish themselves on the farm and in the com-
munity as financially successful responsible citizens, and outstanding
leaders.

This "sparked" the efforts of early pioneers in vocational agricul-
ture to organize the Future Farmers of America in 19-28.

FFA members are self-confident, possess positive attitudes. take
pride in their chosen occupation, and are recognized for their out-
standing achievements in agriculture and personal development.

Federal legislation passed by Congress in 1963 and in 196S author-
ized the broadening of the instruction in vocational agriculture to
include "off-farm" occupational training for all students interested
in becoming established in an agricultural career. Therefore, it has
bolt necessary to modify all FFA activities to assure harmony with
the instructional programs to fulfill the needs of both students and
emerging agricultural occupations.

There are at least three of your colleagues in the House of Repre-
sentatives at the present time who were members of this organization:
Congress Hansen from Idaho. Congress Fuqua from Florida. and
Congressman Jerry Litton from Missouri.

Mr. LEHMA' [presiding). I wonder if at some time in the future
you might change your name to Future Agri-Congress of America ?

Mr. GRAY. The answer to your question is. no. We have enjoyed
considerable support from the U.S. Office of Education as a part of
voationhl education in agriculture. However. I would like to dear
up one statement here. The only Federal money the FFA receives is
the salary for the National Executive Secretary, which is by law.
Public Law 740. signed by the late Harry Truman. authorizing the
Office of Education to employ a man in the field of agriculture to
serve as executive secretary: Mr. Neville Hunsicker does serve as
the national advisor. and is program specialist. Agriculture 'Agribusi-
ness Education. DFTE. Their are five other men in the Office of Edu-
cation who serve on the FFA Board of Directors, all of whom are
employed at regional I-SOE offices.

Even thoh,th the field of agriculture has been thought to be dimin-
isiing, nevertheless. records show over 600.000 enrollment in voca-
tiohal agriculture. The FFA has enjoyed a tremendous increase
membership. and the membership statement on my testimony is incor-
rect. We now have a total membership of over 465.000.

The areas of leadership training has been broadened as well as in
the international exchange program. I believe that this broadens the
concept and understanding of Participants from other countries, and
at the same time has given FFA members an excellent opportunity
to more clearly see the total international aspect of agriculture and
agribusiness.

We have been able to involve leaders of busine, industry, and
education to work with us in planning and updating each of our award
programs. contests, and particularly the instructional program. I be-
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liege on can see the advantage of this is to focus our programs on
the needs of students and especially agriculture; agribusiness.

We have just completed a meeting of days with 13 people. plan-
ning a new program in horse production. I serve as head of the pro-
gram Planning and D'2velopment Division at the National 1,1.'1
Center; all the expenses of staff time, printing, and programs are paid
entirely by the FFA. What I am saving here is that the FFA pays the
cost of this completely, except my salary.

Today we are recognizing the great prestige of agriculture. It is
very important not only domestically but internationally. and we feel
through rational agriculture training provided by the Office of
Education, atd also through the FFA to specifically train and de-
velop these individuals within the framework of this program, thus
we are keeping abreast of industry changes and meeting the important
needs of students of vocational agriculture.

I feel I would be remiss if I did not provide ample opportunity for
these two young people, both FF1 members. to address themselves
to the committee on any question you inigl't have relating to the FFA
as an integral part of the instructional program in agricultural
education.

Mr. LEIINIAN. Thank you. Mr. Gray.
Mr. Steiger.
Mr. STraom I recall very well the hearings we had in 1968 and

later. In particular. we had a hearing in Iowa. We had the national
FFA president who testified. The debate at the time was whether to
decategorize vocational education.

The argument made by the Future Farmers at the time was that
it would kill agricultural education in all the States. I note that you
are not only hardly killed but have a greater membership than ever
before. You say you have something like 600.000 enrolled in vocational
agriculture. How many are eligible for FFA membership?

Mr. Gr, Ay. 605.000 are actually enrolled, so we have between 70 to
80 percent of our members enrolled in FFA.

Mr. STEIGER. May I ask the two student representatives from Future
Farmers one question I have asked of each of the representatives pre-
ceding you. Is there a rationale for Future Farmers of America being
separate and distinct from somebody else ?

Mr. WA YBRIGHT. I wholeheartedly agree with the testimony given
by other students. I can't possibly see how all the organizations com-
bined would be effective in light of our respective goals. We are differ-
ent. each one of us. even though we do have the common interests of
leadership and vocations that we are interested in. We do share those
particular common interests in different ways. The participation of
both adults and members on the National Coordinating Council for

Vocational Student Organizations and also at leadership conferences
on both the State and local levels are good examples of how we share

our interests. But we do have a good purpose for being organized
individually instead of all six organizations being one large group.

Mr. STEIGER. If you had to look back. how long have you been

in FF1?
Miss CnaxErra. Six years.
Mr. Sriiman. What changes have taken place ?
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Miss CIIENEZTE. When I started in 1969, girls were not allowed as
members on the national level, although they were allowed member-
ship on the State level. Today we enjoy all privileges of national
membership.

As to other changes, FFA and agriculture has become more accepted
in the high schools. When I first started as a freshman, many of the
vocational students were looked down upon. As it turns out, today a
majority of the vocational agriculture schools also have college prep
work for students, therefore many vocational agriculture students are
going on to pursue professional careers in agriculture. This is a very
major change I have seen.

Also, I would say there is considerably more relevant instruction
in both the classrooms and outside the classrooms. It is more learning
by doing and not sitting in classrooms hearing a lecture and expecting
to know what to do when you get out on your own. I think the learning-
by-doing aspect is the most important part of these organizations.

Mr. WAyinuonT. When we were organized in 1928, our organization
was basically for those individuals going back to the farm and farm-
ing as an occupation. Within the past 10 to 15 years, the organization
has also included many aspects of agribusiness, such as training indi-
viduals for the businesses that serve the farmer.

Of course, in vocational agriculture classes, and also within the
FFA, we have taken that into account and are preparing more and
more students in those particular areas.

Mr. STEIGER. Let me clarify one last question. The National Execu-
tive Secretary of Future Farmers is an employee of the Federal Gov-
ernment and is paid by the Federal Government?

Mr. Glut-. That is true, although I do have other responsibilities in
the 1.7S0E. That is, I serve as a liaison officer with the Office of Educa-
tion to work very carefully with the other student organizations direc-
tors. I keep the -Office of Education informed of business transacted
in our student directors meetings every month; this assures OE that
the things we do are in line with the high priorities established by the
Office of Education. not only in developing skill competencies but to
effectively prepare students with responsible leadership characteristics
and who can project the proper image of technical-vocational educa-
tion which will readily be accepted by business, industry and the lay
public.

Mr. STEIGER. Am I correct in what I said at the outset in my analysis
to the effect that vocational agriculture education in the last 5 years
has not suffered a decline?

Mr. GRAY. We have continued to grow and broaden and increase,
not only from the standpoint of production agriculture, which is still
the basic. We know from national surveys that over 20 percent are
going directly back into farming and over 40 percent are making in-
roads to become established in farming. But the biggest thrust we
have had in the past years has been in the off-farm areas, such as train-
ing in the areas of sales. service, and the preparation of.people to help
the farmer do a more effective job of serving the American public.

Mr. STEIGER. One last question, if I can, which is totally unrelated.
One of the particular programsthat I have followed with FFA, and

you must understand I have a brother who is president of the FFA
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chapter in Oshkosh, but the safety thrust has always been one of the
programs that you carry on. Can I ask you or any one of the three

iof you to indicate to me what work has been done just, let's say, in the
past three months with occupational safety in regard to protective
structures and the effort to provide machine guarding?

How do you translate that significant increase in the awareness of
and concern over farm safety into the FFA program ?

Mr.Waysainirr. That program is one growing considerably in our
organization and is being recognized on all levels. As to what we have
done to comply with laws and regulations dealing with safety, I guess
the best way 1 could answer that question is to say we try to instill in
our members to obey the laws and regulations at all times and our
programs are being adjusted to meet those requirements.

Mr. STEIGER. Have you made any studies as to what covers safety
under the act?

Mr. WAYBRTGIIT. Many of our agriculture teachers are doing this,
and are including safety instruction to their students.

Mr. STEIGER. What I am trying to find out is what leadership does
Future Farmers of America give to a local vocational education
chapter.

Mr. Waynnioirr. We have two gentlemen who head up our contests
and awards programs; most, if not all deal with the different aspects
of the safety prog-rain. They develop. print, and distribute material
to t he local advisors in relation to the program you are speaking of.

Mr. GRAY. I am on the board of the National Directors of Safety
Council. and served 2 years as chairman of the National Youth Safety
Conference. Each of the student organizations in this room has a
representative on the safety conference and also students who are
involved.

Now specifically the FFA has a national chapter contest for safety.
We have prepared a very excellent handbook for teachers to use 111
teaching this program. We use people in government and industry and
business, as I mentioned a moment ago, but also the U.S. Department
of Labor officials to get the right material and information in this
handbook.

Now just to give you an idea of the growth of this program in the
last 2 years, it has grown from 295 chapters to 495 chapters, being
recognized on a national level for outstanding accomplishments in the
total field of safety. We work very closely with the people who develop
occupational standards. In fact, in Columbus, Ohio, this last March we
had one of the regional directors address himself for one

i
whole after-

noon in this area. We are cognizant we need to be doing more in this
area.

As indicated by Doyle, a local teacher, in his classroom work and all
aspects of his vocational training emphasizes safety.

Mr. STEIGER. May I ask for copies of materials you have prepared?
Mr. GRAY. I would be more than happy to make those available to

you.
Mr. STEIGER. After I have had a chance to review them, I would like

to someday be able to come back to you and, if I can suggest modifica-
tions or improvements in what is being done, I would be grateful for
the chance to do that.

44-S22-75--13
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Gar. Not only that, but I will provide you with the 10 out-
standing chapters within the last year. I don't know if you gentlemen
have heard of BOACBuilding Our American Communities. It was
initiated through the FmlIA, Lnited States Department of Agricul-
titre.

BOAC has had a great impact on community development which
relates not only to safety, but to getting the students inveived in mak-
ing their community a better place in which to live and to work.

I wall be more than happy to provide you with the materials on
BOAC.

This is also having an impact on five land grant universities where
Ive have been rsiN,T FFA money to set up courses of instruction for
teachers to use in community development.

Again, I 1611 be more than pleased to provide all of this material
to TOIL

fir- &num. Thank you.
Mr. Ta.wrvicc My district is not overrun with farmers, but we have

enjoyed your testimony and find it to be most beneficial.
GRAT. Thank you.

Mr. Linux.iz Our next witness is 3Ir. Edward Miller, executive
director, Future Business Leaders of AmericaPhi Beta Lambda.
Without objection your prepared statement will be included in the
'word at this paint.

[Prepared statement referred to follows :]

r="ASIT/ STATEMENT or EDWARD D. Mrtivirt, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, FUTURE
Bratzs.a,S LEADERS OF AMIXIC.A, BHT BETA LAMBDA, INC., WASHINGTON, D.C.

)host recent figures from the P.S. Office of Education indicate that more than
1.6:10.0(10 students are presently enrolled in business and office programs in sec-
-el :adz-7y and postsecondary institutions across the nation. Regrettably. fewer
than 1'a.0(X) of these students are presently actively engaged in activities pro-
vided by the Future 3ttkiness Leaders of America-Phi Beta Lambda. However,
thme who are or have been affiliated with this organizatior serve as models of
what can be achieves in total student development through a strong, viable,
and high - quality prcc-am of instruction in vocational education. The programs
inarAemented through FBLA -PBL chapters are centered around developing
-career awareness as well as proLiding opportunities for the exploration and
;reparation for excitiig and rewarding careers. Activities of FBLATBL are
integral. relevant. anc. based upon the needs, interests, concerns, goals, and
rikions of its members.

In reviewing the record of FBLA -Pi3L activities, as well as the concerns and
achievements of individual members, one cannot help but be impressed with the
pfrsoual and cooperative involvement in activities that have helped develop
stronger programs in vocational education. Members awareness and creative in-
teraction in problems r.nd activities relating to their peers, schools, communities,
and crur nation clearly point out a singleness of purposethat of developing
rtco-inIcal f.tudents for leadership roles. responsible Lltizenship, and an oppor-
rtMiCt TO perform future vital work. State agencies must be aware of the vital
role of Future Business Leaders of America-Phi Beta Lambda in the overall
success of vocational business education so that funds from federal, state and
Icucai sources can be properly allocated. Proper leadership and strong support for
crxrricii.lnin-related student organizations are needed to meet the personal and
Ma np owes demands of our increasingly complex society.

BACKGROUND

Trwcational Student Organizations was defined hi the Federal Register, Volume
M. #91. as:

Vocational Youth Organizations. The program of instruction may include
activities of Vocational Education Youth Organizations which are an integral
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part of vocational instruction offered and which are supervised by vocational
education personnel."

Since its inception in February 1942, Future Business Leaders of America was
made steady progress in the number of chapters organized, its program of sere,
ice, and total membership. At the end of the 1972-73 school year, membership
in FBLA had reached approximately 94,000, and over 12,000 students were
members of Phi Beta Lambda, the postsecondary division. The number of FBLA
and PBL chapters combined went over 5,800.

Membership is open to all secondary and postsecondary students enrolled in
all business and office programs in high schools, community and junior colleges(
four-year colleges and universities, vocational-technical schools, and independent
business schools. Membership figures are expected to increase each year based
on past trends and potential membership figures from USOE. Based on incoMe
ing membership data for the 1973-74 year to date, this year will show a 10-15
percent increase over last year. Tbe current school year already finds nearly
6,000 chartered FBLA -Phi Beta Lambda chapters operating in each of the fifty
states as well as the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, Guam, Canal Zone, and
the Virgin Islands.

Local and state chapters of FBLA and PBL operate under charters granted
by Future Business Leaders of America-Phi Beta Lambda, Inc. Each chapter
adopts its own constitution, but conducts projects and programs within the
framework of the national organization. All FBLA and PBL chapters are under
the guidance of fully qualified business teachers officially recognized by the local
school, state department of education, and national headquarters.

FBLA-PBL operates in cooperation with the U.S. Office of Education, Ameri-
can Vocational Association, and the National Business Education Association.
It is on the approved list of National Association of Secondary School Principals,

Future Business Leaders of America-Phi Beta Lambda supports itself finan-
cially through membership dues and marginal profits from the sale of organiza-
tional paraphernalia. FBLA dues are $1.50 per member pe? year ; PBL. $2.00 per
member per year. Major expenses of the association include cost of administra-
tion, office rent, supplies, travel for professional staff and national officers, publi-
cations, service to State Departments of Vocational Education, national confer-
ences, and program development and implementation.

The Board of Directors functions as the governing body and includes ten
voting members: two state supervisors, two city supervisors, two local chapter
advisers, two teacher-educators, and two national student officers. Eacti board
member serves a three-year term, with the exception of the students who serve
for only one year. Ex officio board members include a representative from the
U.S. Office of Education.

Activities for the FBLA or Phi Beta Lambda student through classroom re-
lated activities that develop occupational awareness include:

1. Relate learning to what is to be applied outside of school
2. Acquaint job descriptions of occupations that utilize the skills or competen-

cies learned
3. Understanding interrelatedness of jobs in business and office occupations
4. Understanding the personal, social, and economic significance of each busi-

ness occupation.

WAYS AND MEANS Or ME3LHERSIIIr INVOLVEMENT

Business and office education students become involved in FBLA-PBL prc
grams because of their desire to become affiliated with a professional organization
which incorporates co-curricular activities with the program of study they are
pursuing, Often initial interest in FBLA-PBL is sparked by interest in special
programs. The advantages of belonging to FBLA -PBL are many as are its contri-
butions to the overall educational program.

Activities of FBLA and PBL provide an opportunity for business and office
students to prepare for business careers. Members learn how to engage in indi-
vidual and group business enterprises; how to hold office and direct the affairs
of the group; how to work with representatives of other youth organizations ;
and how to compete honorably with their colleagues on the local, state, and na-
tional levels. Members can participate in annual state and national conferences
and leadership workshops, visit other chapters, and business and industrial
enterprises, and come in contact with a number of successful business men anti
women.
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EtTAMIOTE OF THE pEOGRAM

A state and nationalLv affiliated organization for all high school and postsec-
ondary students enrolled in vocational business and office programs. FBLA-PBL
operates as an integral part of the school programs under the guidance and lead-
ership of business teachers. state supervisors, school administrators, and business-
men and women. The activities of FBLA and PBL provide an opportunity for
business and office students to prepare for business careers. As mentioned above,
members have the opportunity to engage in individual and group enterprises in
career development : hold office and direct affairs of the group; work with repre-
sentatives of other youth organizations: and compete honorably with their col-
lea:zues on the local. state, and national levels in organized and planned career
develop went activities.

CAIXER EDUCATION TIE

Future Business Leaders of America-Phi Beta Lambda is instrumental in the
deNeioputent of career education. Some of the contributions of the organization
to the career education program are:

1. extension of the learning process
2. mutual interest exchange
3. realistic view of the employment world
4. sebeol activity for students in cooperative programs
. lab contacts
6. development of a competitive spirit
7. opportunity to learn human relations skills
S. development of responsible nature, higber scholastic standards, and a feeling

of patriotism
Participation in FBI .A or PBL offers a co-curricular activity which indirectly

refers to the tareer education curriculum. Interest in studies is heightened and
grades no up.

The strongest tie-in with career education is. perhaps, through the FBLA-PBL
nat.onal awards programs and series of career competency events.

riABILITY AND GROWTH TRENDS

Futnre Business Leaders of America and Phi Beta Lambda see a very active
and involved future for both student divisions. Long-range plans reflect the broad-
ening of the caner programs, additional membership services as well as chapter
service:: closer relationship with the business community. and an exceptional
growth in membership due to the ever improving program of activities and
benefits.

Today. the total student membership of PALA and Phi Beta Lambda is nearing
110.000 in over 6.300 chartered chapters throughout the United States and terri-
tories. Both divisions of the organization operate as an integral part of the school
pr, -ram under the guidance of business teachers, state super isors. ad-

ministrators. and businessmen.

tcT2vrTIES FOR THE BISTNEss EDUCATION TEACHER

To develop student self-awareness and positive attitudes toward self, school,
and work. teacher-advisers of FBLA-PBL :

1. Compliment students for work well done to help them recognize their
strengths and develop self-confidence

2. Help students find out what they are not able to do through constructive
criticism

3. Compliment students for demonstrating human relations skillsensure
..-:12clents have ample opportunities for interaction

4. t^,e the vocational student group to provide expanded opportunities for
students to practice human relations skills.

SUMMARY

Membership in Future Business Leaders of America-Phi Beta Lambda must
he made available to all students in vocational business and office education
programs. As the value of vocational student groups as an integral part of the
vocational education program has been demonstrated, it is essential that the
need for continued federal support of these programs be recognized.
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Future Business Leaders of America-Phi Beta Lambda is the tool that can
motivate students to explore and prepare for business careers. It can serve t.s a
laboratory for personal development, providing opportunities for involvement
of all students. Through active membership, students can learn to project a
desirable and positive image of vocational business education that will be
accepted by leaders in education, business, industry, and the general public

David Bieber ly, FBLA National President, said in an address to the Ame.ican
Vocational Association convention this year ;

. . I've heard people say that vocational students are treated like second-
class citizens. I'm not sure that's true. It's the NONvocational students in my
school who are intimiated by the very idea of filling out a Form 1040. It's the
NONvocational students who think that 5 percent interest is 5 percent interest
whether it is paid from the first of the month or the day of deposit. It's the NON-
vocational students who don't realize that their boss may not be doing them
such n favor by paying them in cash so he won't have to withhold social secu-
rity from their wages. Now, can you really say the education they're getting is
FIRST CLASS? They need to know those things. We all need to know them
ar.d lets more.

". . . I think I'm learning mots. about living, surviving, and getting back the
most far the effort I put out than stuaents whose eincational program isolates
them from the real world. My business classesand my involvement in FBLA
have put me in touch with the real world, and I'm learning things that prepare
me not only for my employment future but for my future as an employed person.

STATEMENT OF EDWARD D. MILLER, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR.
FUTURE BUSINESS LEADERS OF AMERICA--PHI BETA LAMBDA.
INC., WASHINGTON, D.C. ; ACCOMPANIED BY JEANNETTE THOMP-
SON. FLORIDA FBLA PRESIDENT; AND C. JONES HOOKS, NATIONAL
PRESIDENT. PHI BETA LAMBDA

Mr. MILLER. I join my colleagues in .expressing apprec:Ition for
being invited here today.

Our testimony has been submitted. One page may be missing from
some of the statements that are in your hands, but the clerk will supply
the missing page.

Our oganization has a membership this year exceeding 125,000 mem-
bers. We feel that the students I brought with me today are represent-
ative of this membership. I am going to introduce them in a moment
to give their views and testimony.

However, in order to stay within the high noon deadline, I am not
going to attempt to read portions of my report, as it will go into the
record anyway, but simply paraphrase some of the objectives and pur-
poses as a tool which can motivate students to explore and prepare for
business careers. Business touches every American, whether as a stu-
dent or as a consumer. Business must touch every American. We feel,
therefore, we are a very vital part of the business program.

Our Future Business Leaders of Arierica program can serve as a
laboratory for personal development, providing opportunities for in-
volvement of all students, giving the student a means to expand on the
classroom instruction.

Through active mmebership, individuals can learn to project a
desirable image of vocational education which we hope will be ac-
cepted by leaders in business; industry, and the general public.

To testify as members of the organization, I would like to introduce
Jeannette Thompson, FBLA State president in Florida. who has
served on various committees for us across the country. With her is
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Enoks. who has been it past national president of Future
nnsmess Leaders of kmerim and is currently serving as national
pisideht of Phi Beta Lambda. Ile is front Georgia.
I -win. ask Muss Thompson to make her presentation.

Ltilmvx. What part of Florida are you from?
2Ciss Tho-rrsoN. Dade City.
A logl, school student gcvs through a very confused period. He has

7c tie, bin he 3:- going to do for the rest of his life. This organiza-
1 lot. TB LA Is important to me and other high school students. on
ne: .2 something to Jul! back on. Through this organization you learn

gel along uth people. but the main thing you learn is responsibility,
this is incking tremendously among high school students.

FBL. is the orc-nizat ion that can help von build :t our individual-
. ncause here wt have programs such as the March of Dimes and

better 1girtS of the national organizatin op 1 comfy-
't kn.. There chn't l,, aiiyti,ing better in your ;:ar.iet:.r. You

,,lore thin tie art of winning: \ on also find what pa i :re
v hn Nun will (ramthis is all very importa,:t.

A is,. patriot e4ni c a Ivry bur thine in FBLA. Do you realize how
mia there are who don't understand the cons:it ution of our

It is so antic rtant to know by this country lc:1s built, what
vh:c we -.atm( the flag. what is the meaning of the name,

1- tied stares of America.
Tits( are important to all of us as individuals. We should know

ILI:, ant: :hes- arc some of the things FBLA helps you lean,. It may
s4.er:. rrne Iti.caust it is a business organization. But V'(' a re foeusing
.-4)-c on von body becomina. secretaries. but on what leads up to

wt. Tnes( thAies build business. If you have some background of
i=fq yon. are Joint:. you can live in America as opposed to existing,.
Through business conrses you are taught all your skills throughout

,!II 'cenrs. but in FBLA. you are givcn a direction. Take, for instance,
iii.ssoti Nt ho tl years to become a scientist. What happens

Li f vehTs. ,f in decides hp does not want to make any more
What can he du. drive a truck? In business you learn such skills

InLI 110 IMMO? WItilt happens von always have a skill to fall back on.
Fr,LA ont, if the strongest or:ranizat ions to wipe out :Tally.

ATHA I t is too extensive among ull of us as high school students and
IF nollet,C1 for Ilui= to he.
Lrarm Thnt.k you very much. We need more deeply-involved

oat soriet:k . a ai are. It will go a long way in ke-ping our
s`l.s7Tbre working on a fiinctional basis.

W.0 the srPlaltIllith on the right continue.
Beattie. I 13:111' two riOilltS that I would like to bring home to
T1 :icannette has basically brought home the entire concept

v hat can be coverea by FBLA and Phi Beta Lambda.
Winn see today 2S that America is visually dominated by the

lonsAtessman. Then fore. there can exist a major gap between out edu-
eattana, tiromram and the business end and what they are looking. for
.r. future employees. This is one place I think FBLA and Phi Beta
Lambin really come into action.
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We st, lye to fill this gap through leadership opportunities. experi-
ences that students would never have unless they were involved in an
organization such as FBLA-Phi Beta Lambda. We develop skills in
students and provide them with opportunities and insights into their
future world of work.

This is very important because, without knowing exactly what to
expect when you get into business, how can you operate elliCiently ?

I also think business and FRIA work together. One way this is ac-
complished on State and national levels is through advisory councils.
We work together on such worthwhile programs as civic projects and
programs that benefit the individual communities.

My other point is, and I guess this is my personal philosophy of
life, that an individual can do a great deal, and what an individual
does most definitely determines his future. I also feel if an indivictur.1
becomes excited and enthusiastic about what he is doing, then he can
be an effective individual and a complete and whole person and operate
effieiently in the world and not just exist.

There is no better way to become excited in a future career than by
involveiveht in an organization such as FBLA-Phi Beta Lambda.

Mr. LimmAx. Thank you very much.
Mr. Steiger.
Mr. SnauEn. Both of you have done an excellent job in defining why

FBLA is a unique organization. separate and distinct from others.
Mr. HooKs. I would agree with all the other representatives who

have spoken. and that is, I believe there is a definite need for separate
organizations for individual needs and an individual should have the
freedom to decide which organization best fits his desires.

We do have differences among our organizations and, even though
these differences exist, we work very well with each other. We cooper-
ate with each other, as has already been mentioned concerning the bi-
centennial program and working with charities. We must work
together.

There is one problem I couldn't begin to comprehend how to solve.
Every representative here who has worked with an organization on
the national level is aware that communication is the single, most
talked about item: How do we better conununicate within our own
organization ? So I couldn't even comprehend what would happen if
we had one large organization trying to communicate all the ideas to
all the individuals.

Mr. STE:mEn. What is the distinction between FBLA. and Phi Beta
Lambda?

Mr. Hooas. Phi Beta Lambda is the postsecondary division. It was
a selling point that perhaps this would appeal to postsecondary stu-
dents more than just the same title.

Mr. STEIGER. The dues are used to pay for your salary and the other
associated activities?

Mr. MILLER. Yes.
Mr. STEIGER. Thank you very much.
Thank yon, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. LEHMAN. Thank you.
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Calvin Coolidge ca.:* :mid. The ivasir--ss.- of America is business."

So maybe you had bectet mkt, charge of L., whole thing.
Thank you very mr..ch for
Our last witness is Mr. t7,-..arles Exemtire Director. Office

Education _A.s.,zociatka. Cotlz:nlvas. Ohio:nesse identify.

STATEXENT OF CF ARMS KING. EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR. OFFICE
EDUCATION AMCIATION. COLUMBUS. OHIO: ACCOXPANLED BY
JEFFERY X0O3E., NATIONAI. VICE PRESIDENT. °EA: AND
REUBEN FORDAKL PRESIDENT. POST,CONDARY DIVISION. OEA

Mr, K.LNo. My sane is C1:trIeS Rini; and I am the executive di-
rector of the 041<e Etiuzazi.m

The tart, fent:en.:en zt.o...-Ninpanyir4; me today are alo proan, is of
our ortraLratit.lr.: Jer.:: :r M4X4:1'. n41101'41 ylee-presudent. and Ru-
ben. FOidahl. wh,) to3 this tom_ week es president of the
Pry -.Set.-ondary c,f 0EA at our national convention in
Minneapolis.

Mr. 1.,&1riti.rt If yot.1 car_ sx.....==_iariw your statement. it will all go
into the record_

The prepareti referred to tonows:]

ef=.3-1Lrn 4.7." EINT, Erncrrirt DIRECTOR
OTTSS r.R,S 057..rmsrs. 0E20

Mr. Ct...1.1=1.1it ',LI», rtre n.K.-121-herS: It is an immense
tire fur me F.vr. Z.kracr and encourage your yoninued
support fur vuoa.ti.oca.1

crtrva--tr

3. Degn tuna 1" V net: rat so.crwat For Ir Office 0 fru per r CMS
4._!ttpl C.;" a camild=not t.f cor.rses and practical cpen-

enees. ;C ,:.f I 711.01-1 0113,1,,rtIlllitieS fur per-
$4)(14 .1.) pcapare tmi 2;2,---e-re career ol,wg.res ir. DSc* occupations. This
pr)gram de-st..med 44-ve 7trt- ;d f,cae.3- throurb initial. refresher and
upgrai.mr elnoati 7: t-.1411:111/tV: and advancement of iudtriduals
to orlmcaloc..-L m ;crab: :nat...mtans related to the facil.tating
function of the ffiane.

()eke uornpdtioms elnntzt c Wr-r-t.5 :'re t rtIe n'ortrnin of individual abilities
from the very =ar v., the ver7 schoil tboSe who hare (NUM'
pleted or left It vr. :b-se wh- are e---slled it post- secondary rocational
office orrupetzuc.s these wh. bare fe.:ereri the dal or market and need
trainir_ig am: rerri-zimr.. ;era; ci w.1 etlarational disadvantages. and
teachers of ,ffioe es-nr,ut.:0-s i=v- ink, r gram which can eawer service
from offive ;:=.amts
B- of rled:wtrun; r+.1 F eve-ctrog Offce ONspatx,a*

The -veratl parreee erDna:: f offire ocruptriow is to proride Lrd:rid-
uals with sld'at and :t tt it srate and national needs fur office
workers. It bs fat 12 cttinit:-.. wt.,- want. nee d. and can profit from this instruc-
tion. Retalsrie rocacfecanne rq-r. :e the need.. and opporrunines of the em-
ployment marker. I: als, la-Atoned program of ire education to
support the oeomamio. needs of the nation for office workers.

The offie tz the society which makes poedlde the
achievement* of the o.1-s ;e the ;r:dan::.0 and diibution factors in our econ-
I.my Offire wort tans the the rich: place at -he right time. and
it provide.: Diumazurne- Tr'. start which to base decisions.
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Office occupations education is making important strides in breaking tvay
from traditional subject-oriented curricula. The curricula are sequences of
educational experiences related to occupational objectives which have been
formulated through an analysis of behavioral requirements (duties, skills, abili-
ties, and attitudes) of office occupations. The instructional sequence is a balance
of business principles from which the student learns about the environment he
will fare in office work; occupational specialization to acquire skills necessary
to succeed in an office career; realistic "in school" and "In office" experiences
with necessary supervision, direction and coordination ; and coordinated youth
group activities based upon the student's career objective are an integral part
of the curriculum.

Education for office occupations is a vocationally- oriented program stressing
the career objective of the individual student. It is not a terminal program in a
conventional sense of the word because the individual determines the level of
training he wishes to obtain through a program which extends from routine
office activities to complicated administrative positions.
C. The Office Education Association

Shortly after the passage of the Vocational Education Act of 1963, the need
for a youth organization to p.ovide for the students enrolled in vocational
office programs was re. nized. Many meetings were held and many studies
were done with a view toward inaugurating such an association. After intensive
effort by a number of interested persons, the Office Education Association was
iucorporated at Madison, Wisconsin.

The first three states to become affiliated were Iowa, Kansas, and Wisconsin.
The Office Education Association joined the family of vocational youth organiza-
tions as the newest vocational youth organization.

The 0E.A. was established in 1966 as an independent youth organization for
students enrolled In high school and poet secondary office occupations education
programs. It Is a co-curricular activity that is an integral part of the educational
program which is designed to develop leadership abilities, interest in the Amer-
ican ine.iness system, and competency in office occupations within the frame-
work of vocational education.

Membership is without regard to race, creed or national origin. It conducts
educational, professional, and civic activities. Learning by living their roles
as leaders and followers, members develop both a sense of leadership and
responsibility.

The OEA is a voluntary association of state youth groups supporting office
occupations education. Any existing or emerging youth group which demon-
strates how it will meet state vocational education requirements may partici-
pate in the OEA fcieration or "umbrella." tile state may apply for membership
in OEA if the programs are reimbursable within the state.

As a federation or "umbrella." specific provision has been made for students
who are members of ESA, FDPA, and local clubs to participate in OEA if they
are bona fide vocational students with a career objective in office occupations
education and are under the direction of a vocationally apprcaed teacher,

Local chapters function as an integral part of the instructional program,
Through Its varied grog 4m of planned youth activities, members have an op-
portunity to develop inclclual and group activities as they serve as leaders and
followers in office related activities.

Th.e Notional Board of Directors encoutnges regional and state conferences,
sponsored on a self-supporting basis.

II. THE STATUS OF OEA, 1968-13

As a result of the 1963 Vocational Education Act, emphasis was placed on
improving the quality of vocational education and Increasing excellence in voca-
tional and technical programs. In 1964 a Task Force referred to as the "Kansas
Study." reported that 43 states felt the need for a vocational student organisation
for business and office career oriented students. in 1965 NASSBOE was formu-
lated and state supervisors in that organization encouraged and formulated
an organizational structure for OEA. In July of 1966 the Office Educatior As-
sociation formed and incorporated. in 1967 Kansas, Iowa, and Wisconsin met
together in Green Lake, Wisconsin, to hold the first OEA National Leadership
Conference.
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During the years 1988. 1973 OEL has added Associations in Minnesota, Indiana,
Ohio, Texas, New Mexico, New Jersey, Montane., California, Delaware, Illinois,
Massachusetts, Alaska and Michigan and the membership increased according
to the chart below : .

Tear:
1968

Sareastiot
7,000.-1989 - _ .... 14,000--

1970 20, 000
1971 27, 000
1972 35, 000
1973 -_--

---
_________________---- 44,0®

1974 -- . m10.11 MO 51, 000

Our growth in membership and in number of states is indicative 44 the im-
portance that business and office occupations programs play in the overall
vocational education field. OEA has gained widespread recognition and achieve-
ment as a result of support given by IISOE, state education agencies, and local
education agencies. With this support and with the overall program of OEA,
students are participating in an exciting and progressive national vocational
student organization. Increasing enrollments in the business and office oc-
cupations programs throughout the country makes the role of OEA. even more
important.

There is every reason to believe that office occupations will continue to grow
as more data about more things are required for making decisions. There are
approximately two million persons in office occupations education in the nation
today.

There will be a great demand for office employees in the future. Between 1966
and 1980, it is expected that the office work force will jump from 14.7 million
to about 80.7 million. While some 20 million new jobs will be created during this
period, some &2 million of them will be "teenage" jobs.

Major work opportunities will be found in stenographic and secretarial occupa-
tions, general clerical occupations, accounting and computing occupations. and
typing and related occupations for entry jobs. Data processing occupations,
supervisory and administrative management, personnel administration, and in-
formation communication occupations offer many advancement possibilities.

The main goal of OEA is to "Develop Vocational Competence in Office Occupa-
tions," developing the student in areas of leadership abilities, character, social
competencies, and other personal attributes necessary for employment. The stu-
dent develops confidence in the ability to do a job.

Since 1988, an Alumni Division of OEA was formed and that division holds its
annual conference concurrently with Secondary and Post Secondary Divisions
at the National Leadership Conference. A Collegiate Division was developed in
1973 and formation of that Division is now being explored.

Each summer a National Officer Leadership Training Program is conducted
to orientate our officers to their responsibilities and the challenge of persona!
growth that lies ahead. Leadership training is also a part of the OEA program
at state, regional and local levels.

Competitive events, in the area of business and office careers and related areas
are a part of our entire program, and most recently many of these contests were
revised to include Cluster Contests in order to follow guidelines developed by
the U.S.O.E.

As the financial structure of OEA became established, the OEA National Board
of Directors was able to hire in 1971 a full-iime Field Representative and most
recently, January 1, 1974, the first full-time Executive Director was hired.

OEA materials developed after 1968 include promotional brochures, a National
Competitive Events Guideline, OEA Official Guide, a Local Chapter Handbook.
a monthly Local Advisors Bulletin. and a caonthly bulletin to State Advisors,
National Officers, and the OEA National Board of Directors. These materials
help to tell the "OEA. Story" and serve as a line of communication from the
OEA National Staff.

OM: the youngest of the vocational student organizations, finds itself involved
in more activities each year.

Career Education Curriculum Development in the area of Business and Office
Occupations is a new area of involvement, OEA is proud to be a part of the
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National Coordinating Council for Vocational Stt'dent Organizations i,NC('VS0).
a meant' of coordinating mutual concerns with our sister vocrttonal student
organizations. Major activities of OEA also imiude social nal civic projects as
well as fund raising. OEC is involved in legis:iition and lobbying, in order to
effect a stronger vocational student organization. A culmination activity each year
is the National Leadership Conference, where over 3000 students from around
the country mass together in a display of friendship and cooperation in order
to elect national officers and to display extreme talent in Business and Office
related contests.

Minnesota and Ohio are piloting projects in the area of Personal Development,
where it student is awarded recognition for achievements in Leadership, Service.
Cooperation, Knowledge, Friendship, Love, Hope, Faith, and Patriotism.

Ili. FUTURE TRENDS
A. Where .ore lre Going?

0EA lm, immense financial needs. We must explore funding in support of
Vocational Student Organizations on the move. We must continue to encourage
supportive efforts of all kids to recognize student vocational organizations as
un integral part of educational instructional programs.

We need to continue to tell the "OEA Story" to every local school district.
every Mate Department of Education. every business and office teacher group.
every state Legislature. the U.S. Congress. and to the general public.

We must (sodium. to try and meet the needs of ()EA local and State organiza-
tions, awl explore possibilities of expanding the overall potential vocational
students h order to allow them to attain their full potential as productive citizens
in our country.
D. Deretopou nt of Collegiate Diriftion of OEA.

'nag pat ueek, on April 2T. 1974. at the National Leadership Conference in
Minneapolis. Minnesota. an ()EA Collegiate Division Constitution was approved
by the ()EA Board of Direct( N. Students ee, oiled in a baccalaureate or post-
isacmilourelf.. program with a career objective of teaching vocational business
and ofd ( edocat:ou. will be introduced to ()EA. It is possible that those same
tedstts aill some day be advisors of high school and post high school OEA
club prugram, and ail! already be trained to organize and administer a rota-
tional student organization.
C. 3fe tiny fit" NI edx of Special Students.

Mauy eNalarks %NMI the OF'& association states can lie sited as having met
the needs of students with special needsfor this is a goal of our local, State,
and national assciation. A totally Mind girl received top recognition, last month,
in , he state of Ohio in the OEA Extemporaneous Speaking Contest. A culturally
dopi hod girl from an inner city school in Detroit. Michigan become Mfelligan's
first ()EA State President this past year, and her leadership will no it Ant be
an influence in her home co lllll amity as Dell as in OFL

Because via ational business and 'iee occupations differ greatly in degree of
complexity, it is possible to tr udents who are handicapped in various
"%a3 S.

D. Continuation of Federal Funding.
Federally funded programs to the States have made it possible to train and

retrain students in various business and Mike occupational programs. Teacher
salaries. equipment for schools. and many other types of financial remuneration
have all made a profound influence on vocational education.

The Federal Register lists vocational student organizations as nu integral part
of the instructional 'migrant. As a matter of fact, some State Plans require
vocational student organizations in order for local schools to be included for
goverinuent reimbursement. It is the hope of many vocational educators that some
day soon vocational studens organizations will have that same financial support
by the Federal Government.

I isiruestly reommend continued vocational education funding as provided in
the Bak; amendments to the Vocational Education Act of 1903, in order to con-
tinue to improve vocational educuZion and to encourage increased enrollment in
Mail programs.
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Mr. KING. Mr. Chairman, I will just highlight my written testimony
in order to allow time for the students to speak or for you to ask any
questions of us.

It is an immense pleasure for me to be able to address you today and
encourage your continued support for vocational education.

Office occupations education is a combination of courses and practi-
cal experiences, organized into programs of instruction to provide op-
po rt unit les for persons to prepare for and achieve career objectives
in office occupations. This program is designed to serve the needs of
society through initial, refresher, and upgrading education.

It leads to employment and advancement of individuals in occupa-
tion- in public enterprise, or organizations related to the facilitating
function of the office. Office occupations education serves the entire
spectrum of individual abilities from the very low to the very high.

The overall purpose of education for office t c,upations is to provide
individuals with skills and abilities to meet local, State. and national
need- for office workers.

Office work gets the right thing to the right place at ..he right time
and it provides management with the data upon which to base
decisions.

Education for office occupations is a vocationally oriented program
stressing the career objective of the individual student. It is not a termi-
nal program in a conventional sense of the word because the individual
determines the level of training he wishes to oat in through a program
which extends from routine office activities to complicated administra-
tive positions.

Shortly after the passage of the Vocational Education Act of 1963,
the need for a youth organization to provide for the students enrolled
in vocational office programs was recognized. The Office Education As-
sociation was established in 1966 as an independent youth organiza-
tion for students enrolled in high school and post-secondary office
occupations education programs.

The OEA is a cocurricular activity that is an integral part ( f the
e.lneational program which is designed to develop leadership abilities.
interest in the America', aisiness system. and competency in office
occupations within the fr:..aework of vocational education.

Local ()EA chapters function as an integral part of the instructional
program. Through its varied program of planned youth activities,
members have an opportunity to develop individual and group activi-
tie- as they serve as leaders and followers in office-related activities.

As a result of the 1963 Vocational Education Act. emphasis was
placed on improving the quality of vocational education tied increas-

excellence in vocational and technical programs. In 1964 a task
force referred to as the "Kansas Study" reported that 43 States felt
the need for a vocational student organization for business and office
career oriented students.

In 1965. NASSBOE was formulated and State supervisors in that
organization encouraged and formulated an organizational structure
for OEA. In July of 1966 the Office Education Association was formed
slid iiicorpnratea. Tn 191;7. Kansag, Town. and Wisconsin mot together
in Green Lake, Wis., to hold the first OEA National Leadership
Conference.
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In 1968-73 OEA has added associations in Minnesota, Indiana,
Ohio, Texas, New Mexico, New Jersey, Montana, California, Dela-
ware, Illinois, Massachusetts, Alaska, and Michigan; and the member-
ship increased from 7,000 in 1968 to 51,000 in 1974.

Our growth in membership and in number of States is indicative
of the importance that business and office occupations programs play
in the overall vocational education field. OEA has gained widespread
recoanition and achievement as a result of support given by USOE
State education agencies, and local education agencies.

With this support and with the overall program of OEA, students
are participating in an exciting and progressive national vocational
student organization. Increasing enrollments in the business and office
occupations programs throughout the country make the role of OEA
even more important.

There will be a great demand for office employees in the future. Be-
tween 1966 and 1980, it is expected that the office work force will jump
from 14.7 million to about 30.7 million. While some 20 million new

bewill
be created during this period, some 8.2 million of them will

be -teenage jobs of entry level.
The main goal of OEA is to "develop vocational competence in

office occupations." developing the student in areas of leadership abili-
ties. character, social competencies and other personal attributes neces-
sary for employment. The student develops confidence in his ability
to do a job.

Competitive events in the area of business and office-careers and
related art as as.e a pact of our entire program. and inos! recently ninny
of these contests were revised to include "cluster contests" in order to
follow guidelines as developed by the USOE.

0E A. the youngest of the vocational student organizations. finds
itself involved in more activk schiyear. OEA is pround to be a part
of the National Coordinating Council for Vocational Student Organi-
zation, a means of coordinating mutual concerns with our sister voca-
tional student organizations.

We must continue to encourage supportive efforts of all kinds to
recognize student vocational organizations as an integral part of edu-
cational instructional programs.

We must continue to try and meet the needs of OEA local and State
organizations, and explore possibilities of expanding the overall poten-
tial of vocational students in order to allow them to attain their full
potential as productive citizens in our country.

Many examples within the OEA States can be cited as having met
the needs of students with special needs, for this is indeed a goal of our
local, State. and national association. A totally blind received top
recognition last month in the State of Ohio in the OEA extempora-
neous speaking contest. A culturally deprived black girl from an inner
city school in Detroit. Mich., became Michigan's first OEA State presi-
dent this past year and her leadership will no doubt be an influence
in her home community as well as in OEA.

The Federal Register lists vocational student organizations as an
integral part of the instructional program. As a matter of fact, some
State plans require vocational student organizations in order for local
schools to be included for government reimbursement. It is the hope
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of many vocational educators that some (lay soon vocational student
organizations will have that same financial support by the Federal
Government..

I earnestly recommend continued vocational education funding as
provided in the 1.968 amendments to the Vocational Education Act o
196;',. in order to continue to improve vocational education and to
encourage increased enrollment in such programs.

Mr. MooRE. Through the Office Education Association I have grown
very nuu-li both mentally and morally. As a member of OEA I learned
bow important vocational education is in the entire educational process
of our country.

To be perfectly frank with you, I think vocational education should
be emphasized greater than the college preparatory curricu:ums.
Skilled craftsmen and qualified office personnel are the backbone of
our Nation.

Some students are not qualified or it is not their choice to enter col-
lege and pursue a degree. so they need something to turn to such as
mr vocational education system.1, myself, am attending a university

to pursue a degree in accounting, but would not have done so had it
been otherwise possible for me to get a job that would be fulfilling to
my r-oals of life.

.1 believe we need more funding and support to stress the n: 'd for
more active vocational organizations. So much is gained throdgh an
organization such as OEA. A student gains the opportunity to relate
and participate in social activities and competitive events with stu-
dents, from various cultural backgrounds. This I feel is one of `'_le big-
gest accomplishments of all vocational organizations.

Mr. LEHMAN. Thank you very much.
The next young man may express his views at this point.
Mr. Fe main. I don't have anything formal to present to the com-

mittee but I will be pleased to respond-to any questions the committee
might, have.

Mr. LEIDIAN. Mr. Steiger.
Mr. STEIGER. You are the youngest of the organizations. What is the

difference, the distinction between OEA and FRIA?
Mr. KING. When ()EA was formulated in 1966, it was felt at that

time that FRIA Wag not meeting the needs of vocational students but

was addressing nmrc specifically general business students. Since that

time. I think has included vocational students in their
programs.

Mr. STEIGER. It is unfair to ask you, because I should have pursued
this with FRIA. when they were here. My- memory, and I have been
out of high school a couple of years now, at least, but FBLA was
tot:Illy unrelated at Oskosli High School, as such, it was very much
involvtd in the business education training.

So Your organization grew out of those relating to vocational educa-

tion as opposed to general business education.
You have a membership now of how many?
Mr. KING. 51.000 thio year.
Mr. STEIGER. You are iiew as a student director, having just begun

this year, and student dues pay for that?
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M Kixa. That is correct. I am the first full-time director. Previ-
ously we have had one full-time staff member and now we have three
full-time staff members. We are mainly paid through student dues.

Mr. STEIGER. You say "mainly"; what other methods?
Mr. KING. Some of your national fund raisers do support us with

royalty moneys as a result of sales which have resulted from their
home schools.

Mr. STEIGER. Thank you very much. It is goodoto have you here.
Mr. LEHMAN. I just want to thank you, gentlemen, for your excel-

lent testimony. It was certainly comprehensive, brief, and to the point.
All of you who were here certainly defended yourselves very well

and have presented the image we can all follow. Thank you for coming.
We will now adjourn this meeting, subject to the call of the chair.
[Whereupon, at 12 noon the subcommittee recessed, to reconvene at

the call of the chair.]
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VOCATIONAL. EDUCATION AMENDMENTS OF 1974

FRIDAY, JULY 12, 1974

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
GENERAL SUBCOMMITTEE 0:: EDUCATION

oF THE COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR.
Fold du Lac, Wis.

The subcommittee met at 9 a.m., pursuant to call, in the library,
Moraine Park Technical Institute, 235 North National Avenue. Fond

u Lac, Wis.. Hon. Call Perkins (chairman of the subcommittee)
pre -Siding.

Ptwezit: Representatives Perkins. feeds, Quie, and Steiger.
Also pre-. e2 nt : Jlui Jei.,iings, subcommittee counsel; Charles Rad-

cliff. minority counsel.
('Lairman PERKINS. The committee will come to order. A quorum is

First. as chairman of the House Committee on Education and Labor,
nrn cielizhted to put in an appearance in this great State and great

.or..mututy with your outstanding Congressman, Congressman Bill
Su:ger, whom you people sent to Washington the first year that I be-
came chairman of the House Committee on Education and Labo,..

I was very impressed, to say the least, with his tremendous knowl-
edge of vocational education. The year after he arrived he surpassed,
I feel, the expectations of all the committee members that constituted
the Committee on Education and Labor at that time.

I pr .esume he got that background in the general assembly here in
Wisconsin.

I have also learned considerably from Congressman Steiger of your
£Te-111 pc* seconclary vocational system that You have in Wisconsin. Ile

made contributions that are Immeasurable to this great country of
oum

I can recall that we were scarcely doing anything at all in the area
of vocational education. I grew up in a little old hilly country in east-
i rn Kentucky. a plowboy with the horses and mules in my hometown
R.-- a youngster. At that time I had no training beyond the third and
fmirt:h grade.

But nark in those days in the mining community all the youngsters
ti manual training. Those that took manual training would drop

crat of school about the Oth or 10th grade and go into those mining
A-Inarnunines and work on homes because of the training they had re-

veci. In many instances I have seen that happen.
So I feel that I know something about the value of vocational educa-

tion. I know something abuut the needs of this country.
(199)
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Not everybody is going to college. I commenced teaching school at
a salary right at the heart of the depression of $59 a month. I knew
that wouldn't do.

So I started to go to law school.
But we have to do more in the area of vocational education than

we are presently doing. That is what I want to say. We are only pres-
ently spending about $500 million annually at the Federal level. We
are spending about $11/2 billion on manpower training.

I know that the vocational schools, the technical schools, are going,
to get a lot more of these youngsters that have been involved in col-
leges in the past and that are going to take technical training. That
is evident to me everywhere because we have so many college pro-
fessors today that are underemployed and technicians are in demand
everywhere in this country.

I think w2 have the greatest leadership in the Congress present right
here today in Congressmen Lloyd Meeds, Al Quie, and Bill Steiger.
You have got the promise of leadership in vocational training right
here at this time.

So we expect to go on and make great progress with this leadership.
It is a great day for me to come to this State and be with Congress-

man Bill Steiger, at these hearings. No one in the Congress has been
more enthusiastic in supporting and coming up with new ideas, in-
novative ideas, in this area, and getting away from old patterns.

I feel that this is the cheapest insurance in the world, the training
that we can expand upon.

I want to compliment Congressman Steiger for taking the time in
sponsoring plans to expand this program to meet the needs of the
people of this country.

Likewise I want to compliment my other Congressmen, Mr. Quie
and Mr. Meeds.

I think I have stated enough at this time. I want to yield to Con-
gressman Steiger. Then we will recognize Mr. Meeds and Mr. Quie
before we proceed.

Mr. STEIGER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would just say that it is
a very real honor to have you and Al Quie and Lloyd Meeds in Wis-
consin. I can think of nothing that I would try to push for that is as
successful as the fact that the Committee on Education and Labor
would be willing to come to Fond du Lac today and give particularly
Wisconsin people a chance to discuss with the Committee on Educa-
tion and Labor what kind of work has been done in this State in voca-
tional and technical education.

Obvions!y Wisconsinites are proud and I think justly so of the
system that has been developed in this State.

This hearing will give, I hope, yet more proof of the kind of in-
credibly good work that is being done throughout the State both in
post and secondary education and in elementary education.

On behalf of all in this room, Mr. Chairman, may I say. "thank
you" to you and to Al Quie and to Lloyd Meeds for your willingness
to sacrifice your time to come here this morning? We are greatly
grateful for that. Thank you.

Chairman PErtsrxs. Mr. Quie?
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Mr. QrrE. I just want to indicate my pleasure to be here because
Bil Steiger has really given us tremendous leadership in Congress and
we appreciate it. You are responsible as well as he is responsible for
giving that kind of leadership. You do a great job in Wisconsin.

Being a Minnesotan, I sit across the line and see the western part
of your State rather than the eastern part. But I just want to indicate
to you that we truly appreciate Bill Steiger and the leadership that
he has shown. He has been listed in various places, most recently in
Time magazine. Many people recognized that and I am glad you did,
to send him to Congms.

Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Meeds?
Mr. MEEDS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Ladies and gentlemen, it is

a pleasure also for me to be here from one of the other more progressive
States in the Union. Washington State.

In terms of what you are doing in vocational education the chair-
man was precisely correct when he said that the people in the Con-
gress who have been most responsible for vocational education are
sitting right at this table.

It is a pleasure to be with them and to have these hearings which I
think will again bring Congress abreast of what is being done in the
field of vocational. technical, occupational career education.

The hearings will result, probably next year, in a new Vocational
Education Act much like the one which the people at this table spon-
sored in 1968. Thank you very much.

Chairman PERKINS. Before I call the first witness I want to tell you
we are in a conference in Washington on secondary education which,
in a limited way, deals with vocational education. But it likewise deals
with busing, all the hard problems that we have in Congress in all
areas of education.

Bill Steiger is on this conference. He has always had his feet wet.
He has always worked for the welfare of the people

It is a great pleasure at this time for me to call on Barbara Thomp-
son. I understand that Mrs. Thompson will not be here but instead
we will hear from Robert Van Raalte, assistant superintendent.

Mr. STEIGER. Mr. Chairman, before Mr. Van Raalte comes on may
I switch a little bit

Chairman PERKINS. Yes. you may.
Mr. STEIGER. There are three people who would like simply to briefly

welcome this committee to fabulous Fond du Lac, to use the phrase
before they get a chance to use it.

They are Ellfin Humleker, chairman of the city council, Gib Zer-
atsky. chairman of the MPTI board, and Don Flanders, county execu-
tive of Fond du Lac County.

Shall we hear from them first?
Chairman PERKINS. Absolutely.
Mr. STEIGER. Ellen. can we have you first?
Mrs. }IrinisEa. Thank you, Honorable Chairman Perkins, the

Honorable Congressmen Meeds, Quie, and Steiger.
Good morning. It is certainly my pleasure to welcome you this morn-

inn- on behalf of the citizens of Fond du Lac.
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We are honored that you have chosen to conduct these oversight
congressional hearings on the proposed vocational education act in
our city.

We are proud of Fond du Lac and the growth it has been experi-
encing in the last couple of years. We are especially pleased and grate-
ful that the Moraine Park Technical institute has been able to ex-
pand because of the vocational education funds we receive. Without
that financial assistance many of our programs to provide our com-
munity with skilled and trained employees would have to be curtailed.

We think our technical institute Is one of the best in the State. We
know it is responsible in great part for Fond chi Lacs progress. There
is no question in our minds that it is a principal reason why indim-
tries have chosen to setcle and/or expand in our community.

The Moraine Park Technical Institute has supplied our industries
with qualified graduates, prepared to step immediately into available
jobs.

Furthermore, industries in the community know that if there is
a need for a person with a particular skill they can count on our
technical institute to set up a program to train individuals for them.

In addition to the benefits to the industry, young people in our com-
munity have the advantage of being at home and attending the in-
stitute.

Some of the programs offered combine occupational training with
academic training so students can later attend college if they wish.
However the graduates have been readily absorbed into the world of
work in Fond du Lao and the neighboring, communities and have con-
tributed their skills to the expansion and diversification of our area.

The proposed Vocational Education Act will also assist our llama-
capped and disadvantaged youths that they may help themselves to
become more useful citizens.

Not only have young people had opportunities at our technical
institute but the courses available have been especially helpful to
women who wish to return to work after raising a family to become
a skilled employee who wants to catch up with developing techniques
and there are those who for their own pleasure or for whatever reason
wish to continue their education.

They have not only improved their standard of living but have
improved the total economic structure of our entire area.

I could go on and on, about how great I think our vocational train-
ing institute is and what it has done and can still do for the community.

In closing, our technical institute needs to have more people help
themselves and to continue the fine program that it offers the com-
innity.

I hope that your hearings today will be fruitful and that you will
learn from the people in our State how much our 2-year vocational
and technical institutes mean to us and how greatly we anticipate the
implementation of the proposed Vocational Education Act.

I am sure that we have, as you said, some of the very finest vocational
technical schools in the country. They have all done a commendable
job for us and have filled an ever-increasing need in our community.

if you have any extra time today I hope you will have Dr. Sorenson
show you around the city. We think it is a very fine place to live.
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We hope you will visit us again and especially when our new build-
nig is completed. We would like you to come and see it,.

We thank you again for coming to Fond du Lac. I hope you have
vory fine time today and that your hearings will be very interesting

and very informative: Thank von very much.
Mr. Smonn. Thank you, Ellen. Thank you very much.
Don Flanders. repm.senting the chairman of the county board, who

regrertable suffered a heart attack and is not with us.
Mr. Ft.A.-Korrs. Chairman Perkins. Congressmen Steiger Meeds.

raid Qme., and other friends cf vocational education, I bring you
greetings, from the citizens of our community and hope you will learn
ab vocational trainin_ system in Wisconsin and especially
lviorainf

Wr Ipe you are enjoying our good food, our fellowship and our
trf.mend..ns weather.

1 hope that we in this room can exnress to you orr sincere con -
re:: aria in vocational programs. Over 7.000 of our citizens

: Lac County have taken part in the last year in daily pro-
gr. 1,713 in evening presentations by the Moraine Park

Think T111. is emblematic of the concern of the citizens in
o vocational prognms and broadening their horizons

-ct ra -en rneular activities,
711I.vrn.ne Park Institute staff has become very. very involved in

net . nit in.. They provide leadership and advisory activities
''will ro.,-ernment

I Sorenson. we are proud to say. it chairman of our advisory
board for the SETA. peogram. a consortium between Winne-

mg, an,: Fond Lac Counties. for the implementation of the coin-
. en.nloyment training program that you gentlemen fostered

Itectecl.
Tr: a-, ',IT\ pleased with the Federal revenue-sharing programs

:1' h' us tl develop on the local level, the funding for
10 T', phrooses which give us input into programs that we feel
T1,7 :of :1,1,1)0;181.m :o our citizens' development.

1 .ottlc: that ate of our significant areas of concern is our
wil.. We have n budding industrial park in Fond du Lac

-C : we hate worked closely with the staff and the director of
Technical Institute to develop programs which will

and retraining of our citizens to become employable
.3. nst

Tf -hat ;hi, c ffori is a significant and important portion of the
.1TT !MIT: profq'sf'S T, date. I sincerely hope that you have had a

:,71 3 ei lnynile time and that you will complete your studies
: ; iat ,,00,1 11''oeTRITA in a manner which will allow the vocational

ovri '.-..ousin to enlarge and do a greater more expansive
and retraining the handicapped and those that see

then need a rooe expansive educational opportunity.
Thwr:i: von n-,.1 n - incere welcome.
:\17 STmr.r, Thank you. Don.
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Gib Zeratsky, the president of the Moraine Park Technical Institute
Board, who, I would note, was my roommate at the University of Wis-
consin and a life-long friend.

Mr. ZERATSKY. He as my pledge father. I don't know if anything
rubbed off on me or not.

Mr Chairman. Congressmen, as the chairman of this particular
technical institute board it is my pleasure on behalf of the board to
welcome you hero.

Looking around, I want you to know that this is the largest room
that we have available at this time to have our meeting.

As you move around and as you see the school later in the day you
will find that this is the most overcrowded technizal institute in the
State of Wisconsin.

We are just now building a $4.3 million building which is pictured
to your right. Perhaps you saw the equipment when you came in here.

I wish you could have come a year from now. We would have much
nicer quarters. We are very pleased to bc, able to move forward in this
direct inn.

I might note that we are counting very strongly and hopefully on
about $447.000 of Federal aid over a 2-year period from Vocational
Act const ruction money to help us with this program.

One other comment. At the present time we have classes in this
building. We have classes in Beaver Dam in West Bend, Wis.. down-
town at the hotel and the Cleveland School, which is an abandoned
grade school. We have an annex downtown. We have a church base-
ment that Nye are using and about half of the University of Wisconsin
center behind us.

So we are hoping to pull these things together and we will be doing
that in the near future.

Thank you very much for coining.
I think in Wisconsin we have done a wonderful job of vocational

education. We need your help to do a better job.
Thank you.
Mr. STEIGER. Thank you.
Mr. Chairman?
Chairman PERKINS. The first witness will be Mr. Van Raalte, who

will appear instead of Superintendent Thompson.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT VAN RAALTE, ASSISTANT SUPERINTEND-
ENT, DIVISION OF INSTRUCTIONAL SERVICES, WISCONSIN

Mr. VAN RAALTE. I consider it a real pleasure and honor to be able
to visit with you this morning. I certainly want to add my welcome
on behalf of the State of Wisconsin, the department of public instruc-
tion, to this group this morning.

I want to say first of all that I trust that you will in no way interpret
the fact that Dr. Thompson is not here as evidence of the fact that
she is not interested in vocational education. It is just the opp-,)site
that is true.

She is tremendously interested in vocational education in fact to
the point where in building our State budget request at the present
time Dr. Thompson indicated to me and announced to instructors last
night that one of her requests to the State legislature is that there be
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State moneys set aside Teci&-ally for aiding and abetting vocational
education in the elements-7 and .wo..-,-dark- ..licools of the 'State.

She is not here this morning because the also has to serve as a mem-
ber of the State board of regents for the unirerthty and the law pre-
scribes that the cannot delegate that re.t-Non..bilitv to anyone else. So
she would like rery =Leh to Ire here andl.z corm that she can't be,

I would like to say first of all that I am ..1.1e many of you under-
stand that we have a sYstem W.W-onsir, We hare the State
board of vocational. technitzal. and adult education, which is the
official ageney for the reevipe of Federal funds so far as vocational
education is concerned.

That 'card works very. very do ]v with the department of public
instruction- Fort z.- pertent of the Federal funding that comes to the
State of Wisameen garen to the deta.arcreent of public instruction so
that we might Lela-a:ester we-a:zonal education programs in the ele-
mentary and z.zeccadary sthools in the State_

So I would like ::hat we hare a rerr cltev and cooperative
working arrangem.r.: Witle the State beard of vocational. technical,
and adult edueatior...

In fact, from wit I Rare known in mane circles. I think our work-
ing relationship perhape ckteer thsn would be found in some States
where they ha npereel to be pars of the agei cy.

In trey preser.tation. th:s I am ErOing to be using a term
that I Thins. needs :tom e'-ef-Ined ie.< a little-bit because I think it is a
terra that is teed sreci:lca'..ly Wiseonsin s-e-cmdary schools:.

That terai that r sne:rae w derIne is the term -cape<one course--
When we are talking ibirht cours-s we are talking about
those final courses the.; are ofered to :eceing people as a sort of cul-
minating act:e:ty it 1117S-111IS

To illiarate tnis. for i...-eaeare.--e. bes:ness and o5ce education there
are a loc of s.kilis :Hs.: are needed to be learned along the line, such
things as typing.. shorts aed. iraztainction to bnsiness bookkeeping,
various courses that are offemi.

I guess what e is a L7--CLiern. cliche today: the capstone course
is the course where the students -rut it all torether- and it is a place
where then make u. of thce skiz in ss near a real-life setting as is
passible fOr tree skids to be ne. ed.

In many C-.1.R-'S it is dire in progre.-res where they work in busine
or inclu-qrv. In other eases where it beteame.s impcathble it may be done
with a kind of simulation eat-nation. So I want you to understand what
we mean when we are tare'ee about careone wurses.

I wish to P-Ilke three points in my presentation today. The first
point I wish to make ia =It wee beliere that vocations! .tducation in
the Wisconsin seeoneiary sz-ceels has been greatly aidel br the Voca-
tional Act of 19r!:.3 ss setae:I:led by the Amendments. of 1:14.

I would offer some bits of evidenze on that I think that you are
going to be able to see here that this f:re.s You a little let of an idea of
the ,e of apprupriations that have been available to us in second-
ary (iuteat ion threugnout the years

This reflects that the srhoLie toe ling themselre up in the area
of vocational ei-aseation.

Mr. Sre-a=e Bob. is that Federal money or State and Federal
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Mr. VAN. RAALTE. This is Federal funding. Of course, we recognize
the fact that there is a matching element. But this illustnitets the
amount of Federal dollars that have been available to the department
of public instruction.

'on see. In the beginning the amounts were very small in 1965
because after the passage of the Vocational Act of 1963 we had a great
deal of tooling up to do.

I think we need to recognize the fact that in Wisconsin vocational
education in the secondary schools was pretty largely confined to vo-
cational agriculture and vocational home economics.

With the coming of the Act of 1963 it was possible for us to make
arrangements with the State board and all that sort of thing. I had
been with the department of .public instruction all during that period.
I just wish there was some v.-ay that you could get an accurate picture
of the change of attitude that has taken place in the high school prin-
cipals and the high school staffs and the school population in general
in regard to vocational education.

I remember when we first talked about the coming of vocational
education in 1964 or 1965. whenever it was, at the conference of ad-
ministrators they kind of raised their eyebrows. The attitude now is
completely different which I think I can illustrate with some other
points.

Tile second point that I would like to make is that the courses offered
and the capstone courses especially have had constant growth. You can
see that these VEA-funded capstone courses. we have them broken
down into the five areas : Business ofli-e education, home economics,
trade and industry. distributive education. and agriculture.

You can see that the biggest is agriculture. There has been some
change there. But that has remained pretty constant. In the field of
trade and industrial education a great expansion has taken place
there.

Before the Vocational Act of 1963, yes, schools did offer business
education. You could go into these schools and find typing and short-
hand and bookkeeping and that sort of thing. But they were not vo-
cationally oriented courses. They were not directly oriented toward
actually putting people into the field of work, into the world of work,
such as happens today.

So I would offer that as evidence of the fact that there has been
treiiendous growth in that area and the fact that the nun biar of
graduates in the various capstone courses has shown a continuouse.
growth. The courses are not only offered, but the students are staying
with those courses and going through to the completion of the cap-
stone courses

Distributive education is not nearly as broad a field as some of these
others.

not).er whole area that is coming in is health occupations with
which we have just made a very slight beginning. But much more
needs to be done.

Another point I would like to make is that we are not only having
growth in these programs but also growth in the number of graduates,
which is evidence that these programs are doing the job because after
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all one of the major purposes of vocational education is to prepare
people for the next step, what they are going to do when they get out
of school. I would offer this as evidence of that fact.

We made a survey 4 months after the graduation period to see where
are the students who graduated from these capstone courses. Here
they are. Forty-five percent of the graduates of those courses were in
occupations that were directly related to the kind of work that they
had taken in their vocational programs.

Fifteen percent were employed in unrelated areas.
Then you notice that 14 percent of those people were in VTA schools.

They were in post-graduate work in vocational education.
Nine percent of those people had gone on to college programs.
Then we had 5 percent unemployed.
Six percent we just couldn't find.
Six percent were military, housewives, a variety. That was sort of

a miscellaneous category.
So we offer this as another reason for the fact that we can say that

vocational education has been greatly aided, that there has been
growth in this program and that it is doing the job for the students.

The proof of the pudding, finally, is in what happens to the stu-
dents in a school situation. We believe that this is evidence of the fact
that the students are going on in their work.

Mr. Qum. Let me ask you a question. What percentage of the high
school students have this availabla to them?

Mr. FAr.x. It is very good. About 80 percent of the high schools in
the State have federaliy-funded vocational education capstone courses.
About 80 percent of the schools.

Mr. VAN RAALTE. However. as I will indicate ft little later, I will
mention it now, it is also true that within that 80 percent the average
number of capstone courses is 3.4.

So you see there are many high sehools, for instance, that would
have a great number of capstone courses. So we have a long way to
go in expansion of vocational education opportunities. We have gone
a long way. But we haven't arrived.

Mr. ST mom. Bob, your figures on page 1 of the book, "Access To
the Future," that has 130,563 students in vocational programs and
235,130 in vocational guidance. What percentage is that of the total
secondary enrollment ?

Mr. VAN RA ALTE. Andy, do you have that?
Mr. STExicr.yrr. About 25 percent. That 135.000 includes Ath, 10th.

11th, and 12th graders. There is a little bit of duplication in there for
a student taking .a typing course and possibly an industrial education
course. So there is a little duplication. But approximately 25 percent.

Mr. QUIE. When you talk about 3.4
Mr. VAN RA.turn. 3.4 is the average number of capstone courses

within that 80 percent of the schools.
Mr. QrTE. We talk about capstone courses. That means agriculture

is one. Distributive is another.
111.r. FALK. It could be several courses, such as industrial T. & I.
Mr. QUIT. 3.4 would be
Mr. STEximyrr. It could be a metal course or building construction.

"17
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Mr, QM. What are the total number of capstone courses offered
in the States

Mr. STEximrk-r. Approximately 1,600.
Mr, VAN Raman. People right there in the firing line, the school

administrators, have the best opportunity to appraise what is going on.
Listen to this from a man near your area, Congressman Quie, close

to the Minnesota border.
As the local program bola developed now for several years and with the employ-

ment this past ear of a full-time local vocational education coordinator we have
had great improvement in the quality of vocational education in our school
program.

We also can see evidence of the impact of improved vocational programs on our
young iwople. There has been a significant increase in the numbers of high school
graduates who are bringing to employers salable skills and increased numbers
moving into post -high school vocational studies in their areas of high school
emphasis.

The superintendent of schools in Sheboygan says that business a:al
industrial communities are closer to the schools and the schools play
a greater and greater role in employment of the graduates; the Wis-
consin State employment service and other community agencies have
either established education committees or have stepped up their in-
terest in schools as a result of the rocus on vocational education.

Let me hasten on now to my second major point. The second major
point that I wish to make is chat further progress in education, voca-
tional education, in secondary schools in Wisconsin will depend at least
to a degree upon continuation of Federal support for vocational
education.

As I mentioned before, SO percent of our districts have VEA-funded
programs. We have 346 high schools out of a total of 428 high schools
in the State. But the average number of capstone courses per high
school ;s only 3.4. I would like to make that way in excess of five, six,
or eight, depending, of course, on the size of the high school. Programs
should be expanded to the other 20 percent of those schools because we
believe that vocational education opportunities ought to be univer-
sally available throughout the State of Wisconsin. So we have a way
to go there.

I would just offer the testimony of i couple of local schoolmen in this
regard. "Jere we have Bob Clancy from Eau Claire. a rather good-
sized area in the northwestern part of the State. Ile says:

Our vocational programs have continued to function very effectively In order
to initiate the vocational program at North High School next fall and to es-
tablish our own work evaluation center for special education students. This is
being provided through the joint efforts of the schools districts. the University
of Wisconsin at Stout and the Department of Recreational Rehabilitation.

The local district needs more State and Federal funds to sustain present pro-
grams and to meet future needs.

Julian Dickler who is in the Fox River Valley down through the
central part of Wisconsin has this to say.

The vocational y rogram is fulfilling all expectation:. Additional financial help
fTom State funds as well ag Federal funds would rreatly encourage the establish-
ment of needed new programs such as graphic arts. health occupations. and so
forth.

s
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I would offer the evidence of a community very near here that Rep-
resentative Steiger knows very well, the community of Nina, where
Dr. Donald Scott is superintendent of schools.

We have been very impressed with the development of vocational programs,
Mr. Peterson has established an outstanding relationship with both bus.ness
and industry, thus expanding our school campus into the community. The needs
of many students are being met under this program. We look forward to expand-
ing it as more funds become available.

I offer this as evidence of the fact that these gentlemen are saying
that they want to do more in vocational education. We need their help
in getting the job done.

My final point tlInt I wish to present to you is that we would make
a couple of suggestions. I know that you are interested especially in
I I.R. 1444.

Chairman PERKINS. I may say that I introduced that bill. We are
delighted to receive your suggestions.

Mr. VAN RA AtrE. The first suggestionI don't suppose this is con-
cerned with this bill particularly, Mr. Perkins--I am sure you have
lie.ird this suggestion time and time and time again. We have to recog-
nize the - fact that schools do run on a fiscal year basis, on a school-
yoar basis. It is necessary to have some leadtime to do some effective
planning.

In other words. I guess what I am saying is that the same amount of
Federal money properly timed would do more good than what it could
do if it is poorly timed.

The suggestion I would make is that if there could be provisions in
the bill that would provide more specifically for the type of career
ediloation development that we want to do in Wisconsin, we feel it
wo.ild be very helpful, especially in the elementary and junior high
school level because we believe that if we begin the attitude for good
vocational education that provides for the person or the youngster,
that that must be very early and therefore if there is a possibility of
providing in the legislation the possibility of assistance in such areas
as helping youngsters understand what is the world of work.

Chairinan PERKINS. I just want to interrupt you because I cannot
refrain from commenting right at this stage. I attended the settlement
school. We always had a manual training teacher or industrial arts
teacher. Industrial arts is just as important as your math or any other
subject that you may study in high school. He commenced with that
in the third (trade. We were required to take that course 1 hour in
the Pnl hrough 10th grades.

Tt is amazing what developed through those years.
Mr. V.I.x RA.wrr.. So many students today, so many children, are so

far removed even from what their dads do or what their mothers do,
they just do not have an understanding and therefore this whole matter
of career awareness becomesby the way. not only career awareness
but also career exploration because I think at the junior high school
level it is very important that students have an opportunity to dabble
a bit with different kinds of occupations in order that they can get
their feet wet end they will be in a much better position to make some
kind of intelligent choice.
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So I would suggest that if this could be built into the legislation it
would be excellent.

Finally, and this is in consonance with your recommendations of
the National Advisory Committee on Vocational Education, there is
the fact that the aspect of placement needs to be a part of the legisla-
tion. I know it is there now. I know there is some provision for guid-
ance and counseling and this sort of thing.

There have been these recommendations by the advisory group andthe State advisory groups that at the secondary school level that the
placement services need to be beefed up.

I guess I have taken a long time to make three points.
First of all, the Vocational Act has done a tremendous amount of

good in encouraging and building up a good strong vocational pro-
gram in the high schools of the State. We have come a long way.

The second point is that there is still a long way to go before we are
satisfied. This is going to require some additional funding, continua-
tion and expansion of the funding.

Filially I made suggestions in regard to areas of placement.
I would be glad to answer questions or have my assistants here help

to answer questions.
Chairman PERRixs. Go ahead.
Mr. STEIGER. Thank you very, very much. Could you. for my pur-

poses and perhaps for the other members as well. is there a school
system in Wisconsin that has a complete range of capstone courses
and if so what would you have encompassed in that?

Does a school in Wisconsin have a complete range of capstone
courses? If so, how many capstone courses are you talking about ?

Mr. VAN RAALTE. The people that probably have the most compre-
hensive are the people from Oshkosh.

Mr. STEIGER. We can wait until Jo. Pellegren gets out here because
he is going to testify. Joe. give me an answer on that.

Mr. P17.LLEGREN. I will be saying a few words later. But I would like
to defer that to Mr. Bach because he is the fellow who is probably
more responsible than any other individual for the program that we
now have.

Mr. STEIGER. This is Everett Bach. the LVEC for the schools in
Oshkosh.

Mr. B wrr. Very briefly T will make these -omments in regard to the
vocational programs in our school district. We have a complete range.
We have 11 programs, different kinds of programs. in our school sys-
tehis. in our two high schools. We have industrial arts departments,
sales. marketing, home economics department. We are developing a
health education program. We have increased the enrollment in our
programs each veer. The increases are due to the fact that we have
gotten some help in vocational education.

Mr. STEIGER. How many capstone courses do you offer?
Mr. B.tCH. We have 15 different programs at the two high schools.
Mr. STEIGER. Between the two high s-pools.
Mr. BACH. In the two high schools. right.
Mr. QrIE. I understood a minute ago that there were 1.600 total

courses. You say there are 11. Of the 1.600. how many do you have?
Mr. BACH. Of the 1,600?
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Mr. QrIE. That is right. Somebody said 1,600. And the average per
school is 3.4.

Mr. BAcn. For example. in each high school we will have a program
for office occupations and a secretarial and clerical program. In each
high school we will have sales and marketing programs. We will have
programs in industrial drafting and applied metalworking and weld-
ing or programs in vocational agriculture. We have a food service
program in each high school.

Mr. Quit:. Those are capstone programs of which you have 15?
Mr. BAcn. We have 15 programs.
Mr. QrIE. What does this have to do with the 1.600?
Mr. STEN/U.1'Fr. This is the total. If you add together 15 and 10

from neighboring schools and so on and add them together you will
come up with approximately 1.600 programs in the State, that are
offered. They are not different necessarily, just total.

Mr. QrIE. I see. How many potentially different programs?
Mr. PELLE:oat:N. If a vocational course is a capstone course, welding,

vocational welding. there may be a sequence of four, five, or six courses
leading to that capstone course. Vocational welding may be the culmi-
nating course that develops salable skills within the individual. This
also may be a cooperative course whereby the student will have an
arranged work experience program so part of the course, the instruc-
t ion. may take place out in the community.

The capstone course is only one course. But there may be a welding
series told a machine series leading to it which is not considered
cap-;:one.

So the capstone course is one that would be a series of four, five, or
six courses leadin!, to it. For example, advanced machine shop may
Ice a capstone course. But there may be a series of other machine shop
courses leading to that plus a series of drafting, a series of welding,
sheet metal and other things So you are not getting a complete pic-
ture of the total program. the total range of experience of vocational
education.

Mr. VAN RAALTE. It is the capstone courses that are supported by
the VEA funding.

Mr. STEIGER. You have a figure on page 1 of the booklet which says
that the secondary portion for fiscal year, 40 percent for fiscal year
1973. VEX mon(=vs. :4 million. !;:200.000-plus. Was that matched by
iz:04;7.360 in State and local money?

Mr. VAN RAALTE. There are other expenses incurred in those other
than the items which we support. So that is just support on the items
which weit is not a complete figure by any means.

Mr. STEIGER. So that SS million figure is only as it relates to the
matchina of the Federal dollar.

That is all I have. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman PERRINS. I have one question that maybe we ought to

address ourselves to in the future in the committee.
You should he able to shed some light on whether the growth is

going to be in the secondary or postsecondary schools in the future
from the standpoint of allocating funds in the future. That is one of
the problems that we are going to have to consider.

Mr. VAN RA iRAALTE. We anticipate it could be one or the other.
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Chairman Platams. 'Where would you anticipate the most growth ?
Mr. VAN RAALTE. I would say that the most growth is going to be

in the postsecondary. But there is also going to be growth at the
secondary.

Mr. Quit. Let me try and get this perspective. You have got cap-
stone programs that are funded at $4,246,00(). You may start with
million, State and local money. This is State and local, isn t it?

Out of this total of secondary school vocational education you have
noncapstone and you have some portions of capstone that aren't being
funded by this total of $9 million. Do you have a figure of what
that is?

Mr. FALK. I am not sure what a precise figure ..vould be.
Mr. Qum. You indicated that 26 percent of the seniors that have

completed the capstone courses, that is 26 percent of all the seniors
in the State---

Mr. FALK. That is 26 percent of all .:he seniors in the State who
were enrolled in some capstone course.

Mr. QU1E. What percentage of your seniors go on to postsecondary
education?

Mr. FALK. Out of our capstone courses?
Mr. Qum Out of the total in the State. There were figures shown

on the board of students who went on to postsecondary.
Mr. FAut. The receiving institution, the postsecondary, would

have that figure rather than us. The only ones we get follow-up data
on are those who complete a capstone course.

Mr. QME. How many of the total graduates in the State go on to
postsecondary education of some type?

Mr. Rim. En Wisconsin it is about 65 percent and abo Lt 17 percent
of those go into our vocational program.

Mr. Quit You have already got 26
m i

percent in the capstone pro -
grant even though there is duplication in there. It seems like you are
getting close to the potential need.

Is that right? Qr that you have a long ways to go?
Mr. VAN RAALTE. I would say there is room for substantial ex-

pansion of the total capstone program because we have areas that
have not been touched at this time, in the health field, for example.

We have certain areas of the State that have very good service
as far as vocational education is concerned at the secondary level. I
would see expansion in the capstone program at this time in Wisconsin.

Mr. QUIE. Has anyone mada a study as to what goals you have 5
years from now

Mr. FALK. We have a tentative goal anyhow to get 50 percent in
the capstone course. We think that is conservative. The ultimate goal
should be 60 or 70 percent. But right now we are aimingfor 50 percent
which means we have to double our efforts to get in different places
and to expand the program where we already have something.

Mr. Qum. Fourteen percent of your capstone students go onto vo-
cational technical. Of the total annual vocational and technical stu-
dents, what percentage are capstone students?

Mr. FALK. I don't know.
Mr. VAN RAALTE. We don't have that.
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Mr. FALK. Congressman. do you have a copy of the booklet there?
On page 1; it shows the result of followup of Wisconsin's high
school graduates 4 months after graduation. Some of the figures wo
quoted are there These are from the Vocational Act-funded courses.
This is probably the most recent figure we have. This does not take
the total.

Mr. STEIGET- That doesn't answer Al Quie's question.
Mr. FALK. There may be no answer.
Mr. Qt a... It would be interesting to see the numbers of students in

vocational and technical training that were noncapstone as compared
to the ones that were capstone in secondary schools. That is all.

Mr. Can I make one suggestire, The poor reporter is going
to have a difficult time trying to identify everybody. Please make sure
that you identify yourself. would you, when you are responding?

Chairman PriKixs. Mr. Meeds
Mr. MErax=.. Thank you. Mr. rlairman. First let me say I like the

terminology -capstone.- I think that is very good. It does presuppose
something else_ I would like to know a little bit about what it
pr opposes.

Is this a clustering identification concept ? Are you working on the
tiasi of families. occupational families? Would somebody explain what
goes before capstone a little big.?

Or is a witness down the line going to do that ?
Mr. VAN RAALTE. Mr. Falk is the director of our bureau.
Mr. !thins. Fine_
Mr. FALK. A capstone course presupposes several things. One of

them is that they have available sequencing courses. This is structured
as to compose occupational group with more intensive technical

training at the secondary. level.
For ezcample. secretarial and office practice. that is a duster. In the

fe,-or.dary school they go on to technical specialized training. They will
tio that in a postsecondary institution such as a medical secretary, a

se,Tetary. a technical secretary, administrative secretary, court
report ing.

Mr. Mums.. So the capstone is always put on at the secondary level.
Mr. FALK. Right.
Mr. :quays. Bat in any event it probably also contains the elements

which are necessary for postsecondary further capstoning.
Mr. FALK. Finishing up in a narrow. more technical area.
Mr. -.11r.ms. But the concept is that they gradtiate in the senior year

"Wit21 a salable skill.
Mr. FALK. One objective is a salable skill when they leave and if they

chocw_ more intensive training then they go on to other postsecondary
:r.st :rat Icit.s. That 14 percent who go on. they are not going to duplicate
what they have already learned. They are going to specialize and in-
tensify their training in a 1- or ? -year program.

Mr. Minis. All high schools in the State have some kind of capstone
program ?

Mr. F o..K. Eighty percent do.
Mr.r.ns. The average is 3.4. 3.7?

Mr. FALK. Some of the schools are only going to have one.
Mr. Mr.rns. I think that is all, Mr. Perkins.
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Chairman PERKINS. I like your terminology, "capstone." I remem-
ber when we stacked the hay and capped that stack to keep the water

ioff t. I think when a youngster has an opportunity to be in a capstone
course, and maybe three or four other courses he can go out and earn
a livelihood. I think that speaks well of this great State:

I certainly want to compliment you for having so many high school
seniors involved in capstone courses. I just hope we can get that idea
sold in other communities and States.

I certainly want to compliment you.
Mr. QuIE. One thing Lloyd was leading up to. Even though a school

may have only one course you have some programs where they can
transfer to another school. This is the way _yeti are expanding oppor-
tunities on a Cooperative basis between the schools. So instead of
having two available in their own school they will probably have 10
or 12 available to the whole student body.

Mr. STEIGER. Can I ask one other question? At the secondary level
how many students do you have involved in cooperative education
programs?

Mr. VAN RAAIJFE. A little over 6,000.
Mr. SmoEtt. How many school districts have cooperative education

programs available?
Mr. FALK. About 113 schools. Oshkosh has what, 10, 11, coopera-

tives? Oshkosh is our star example.
Mr. STEIGER. You are talking about 25 percent of the 400-plus school

districts that have cooperative education.
Mr. FALK. At least one.
Mr. PEILEGREN. In the cooperative capstone program we have nearly

250 students in our school system with 11 programs. We have also
instituted another work experience program that is not funded under
this program which involves a great number of students with work-
related experience. We have about 350 in that program.

Mr. Qum. How does that compare to cooperative education?
Mr. PELLEGREN. How does it compare?
Mr. Qum. Yes.
Mr. PEI.LEOREN. The program that we have is aimed primarily

toward the disenchanted student. The cooperative program is a se-
quential thing.

Mr .Quir.. When do you start that?
Mr. PELLEGREN. Usually about the ninth grade. The other part of

this startel with around 75 students 2 years ago. They are up to 350
participating.

Mr. FALK. I would like to indicate something to give you an under-
standing about the cooperative arrangement among the districts.
Wisconsin is almost unique in that we have the cooperative educational
service agency organization. This is the entire State. All of the school
districts of the State are organized into this system whereby our school
districts can do together what they find it difficult to do locally.

A school district may not be able to afford its own coordinator but
they have aiailable the services of some of these people who are
needed to coordinate with industry and so forth.

Mr. Mums. Mr. Chairman. I have one final question.
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What percent of the fimds that Wisconsin receives from the Federal
Government under the Vocational Education Act and Amendments of
1968 are utilized for administration at the State level?

SrrarraTrr. About 8 percent.
Mr. MEEm. Eight Dement.
Mr. Sn.xserrr. 'That includes service activities and workshop

activities and things like this for the teachers.
Mr. Mites. Then you are in fact passing down 92 percent ?
Mr. STExstrPr. 'Mit is at the secondary level.
Mr. Mums. I am asking of the total funds received by the State of

Wisconsin
Mr. FALK. Tea percent. Congressman.
Mr. STEIGER. Secondary and postsecondary?
Mr. MEEDs. That is very good. We have some preliminary indica-

tions in my own State of 1Vashington that 35 percent is used for State
administrative according to the GAO.

Mr. STEIGER. Any other questions. Mr. Chairman ?
Bob, thank you very much. I hope you will tell Dr. Thompson we

are sorry she could not be here. We are delighted that you could come.
Next. Mr. Chairman, if we could, we have the president of the Wis-

consin Baird of Vocational, Technical, and Adult Education, John
Zancanaro.

STATEMENT OF ON ZANCANARO, PRESIDENT, WISCONSIN BOARD
OF VOCATIONAL, TECHNICAL, AND ADULT EDUCATION

Mr. ZAKCANRo. Chairman Perkins, members of the committee and
staff, my name is John Zancanaro and I am president of the Wisconsin
Board of Vocational. Technical, and Adult Education.

On behalf of the board. the State staff, the district directors, and
all the people of our great State. T welcome you again to the Moraine
Park Technical Institute.

We are glad that you have taken time and effort to come to Wis
consin to give us this opportunity to tell you about our program on
vocational and technical education and how we believe it can be
expanded and improved to meet the needs of all of our citizens.

I have been an employee member of the Wisconsin board since 1967
and have served as its president since 19:1 1Zine of the twelve-member
board are appointed by the Governor and confirmed by the State
senate. three representing employees, three representing employers.
and three representing farmers.

My background has been with the Milwaukee building trades. I have
served as president of that council for many years.

I was oririnally appointed to the Wisconsin Board of Vocational,
Technical. and Adult Education by a Republican Governor. Warren P.
Knowles. for a 6-year term and reappointed for a second 6-year term
by a Democratic Governor. Patrick J. Lucey. I believe that in itself
points out the nonpartisan membership of oar board, dedication to im-
provement of this important segment of our educational system. voca-
tional and technoical education. It is the only criterion for membership
on the board.

44-'322-75-15
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You Will see and hear about manv fine programs made possilih in
part through Federal aid through enactment of the vocational V.Itura-
tion legislation.

These programs cover the entire range of vocational services for
all people. They serve the unemployed youth in the core area of Mil-
waukee and adult farmers in northern Wisconsin and the unemployed
and underemployed.

We are grateful for your past actions on behalf of vocationa: ca-
eat ion. I mu sure you will find your visit in Wisconsin beneficial. I

wish you well in this important endeavor.
Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. STEIGER. Any questions? John, stay right there. We wont let-

you off that easy.
The gentleman from Minnesota ?
Mr. QUIE. I would like to ask a question. About your building

trades council, we just head from Oshkosh. Not only cooperative
education but other programs for the kids who are possibly going to
drop out, and therefore the work experience program. would the
building and trades council work with the schools on that ? What
would your reaction be to that ? You were taping about people who
primarily workI don't imagine they would be joining a union. Ibis
the building and trades council worked with the schools on that con-
cept, which is a great concept? You know that vocational education
is a teaching tool with some other courses that they wouldn't other-
wise get.

Mr. ZAXCAN.1110. We work with them 100 percent. They ft-nis' ''si
economic instructors to our apprenticeship trades. Generally speaking,
our apprenticeships or our indentured boys go to school or a kind of
vocational school. They spend all day there. It varies with each city.
I think it is 1 day a week, 8 hoar n day.

During that time the employer does see to it that the boy is paid
the same as if he were working on the job.

But the school districts that are populated do serve us with instruc-
tors. We also have in our State what they call journeyman instructors.
I don't know if that is the correct name or not. They go from one
school to another in an area to pick up those apprentices that are few
in number because of the population area and so forth.

But I must say it is very unique. We have a good rapport with the
vocational school system and the building trades.

Mr. Qtur.. You are talking here of postsecondary schools. vocational
and technical schools. I believe? I was referring to the high school
level.

Mr. ZAscmcuto. We do go to high schools on career days and give
them the benefit of what a trade is all about. It is informational. In a
sense it is recruitment. although there is no need to recruit because of
a limited employment situation. But nevertheless we do give the benefit
to any of the students who may want to avail themselves of informa-
tion on building trades. We do that. I have done that.

Mr. QM. I was thinking of the work experience program where
they go out and see what it is out there and come back with a renewed
interest in school.
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1%4 7' STE)C;M: Ii the gentleman «ill Yield. AA hat is that einployn.nt
SlininlOTI you mentioned?

Mr. ZAi-ANkito. We Ave loaded with recruits and candidates that
ini.vt bussed in vocational IQ test. et cetera. You are limited. Right
rio-Ar I .11.11.k carpenters is a ? -year waiting IloAA mud' TnOre ilis-
N-ragernent Lau you dye or demoralize at-boy that passed his test

The ra-o-ran, in Wiseonsin is primarily a A (Military program On the
i,f t h errinlovers. So eC nsequently prop :- ply only 50 percent of our

I r- liartiike in this apprenticeship program. The unions don't
fo-N it on the employers. So if all the employers would subscribe tr.

,otseS, wonderfhl. But von know thi y don't. So Are are limited in
ri at. St there is no sense in velling. -come on in" When 3.011

^4.:.: Bin the r.inorirc program we do. We see that we get a bus on
des.,emate,1 days and take them to a construction job site and make
7.1,,11 of all the intricacies of the trade and so forth.

Mr S,Tacirm Holt long has the apprenticeship program been in op-
tnet 'Cr for mmoritieS ?

Mr ZAvc.mskno. Since 196S. That is when it was first funded by
rm i ii.phrtmen of Labor. Wait a minute. 1 am wrong about that. It is
h:e7 Thkl. that. But I can't remember exactly. Bill.

Mr ST-mint Can von tell us about it in tei ins of what you are tryinfr
cio tC, t Mu program?
Mr. ZANT.AN The initial program was funded through the De-

:IL-T-i-non of LLbor. We employed a black carpenter that went through
19& as rill' Clilvetor ill ehif. there again. the

s, nu involved to a degive. T:w people that have an
tow i 1.. t In. they explain about carpentry or plum bina or

e"17'...h... or u luxe ler it might be and give a general picture of what
7:if I 01:Cin to expect in the building traiies.

Tr:, black director meets with the blacks and the Latins and give.:
ths :1-wn-, --earth stuff. If they are still with the program and

:II ATI" hay( the desire. the determination. then Hey give them more
t tormarior. :n learning about the building trades. Then they take

T vocational school for the test that is required. These people
T :he I lack director. You might say they are taken by the hand

that taez don't any doors, that he follows through entirely.
Fif is Tairer, 1C+ T11- r prenticeship committee. the management-labor

Thee will rex iew and question him as a te4 then from
e-'f r inc bt i :s not on the list if there is a request by an emolover

L; grad ice. That is fundamentally what goes on.
1 *rout nro_ is nothing to be ashamed of. I think we have

irr9e h ZOO 1 )(11, T. n years and are still doing it.
M. Thark you. Any other questions?
M- One question. Because your group has responsibility. as

a. for postsecondary vocational and tech.iii.d career oc-
iiiTIOnfil edlleat ton and the departifient of education in the State has

7 'It 0.r,'Er.1,1101- for the oversight of elementary and secondary, what is
' Bow do you coordinate your activities with the depart-

1-dncatior.!
M- ,f. \ A\ Alin. Probably I would hare Gene Lehrmann, our :rate

Ti=ne: that better than I could.

',b
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Mr. LEIIRMANX. First of all, the State superintendent: Barbara
Thompson, sits on the State vocational board, for determination of
policy matters relating to the total vocational education program in the
State.

So as the State board determines its policy for the administration of
the program at both the secondary and the postsecondary level.

Second, we have joint administrative committees to review all of the
activities carried on at the secondary and postsecondary level so that
we do have an articulation between the two systems.

The State plan is another example of an operation that is prepared
jointly by the input from the secondary system and the postsecondary
system.

In the final analysis the State board of which Mr. Zancanaro is
president is responsible for the carrying out of that State plan.

This is why this whole matter is interrelated.
I might add one other thing at this point, Congressman. This is also

true of the university system in Wisconsin, which is a single system.
This is also related because Superintendent. Thompson sits on the uni-
versity board of regents as well as on the State vocational board and
we have three members sitting on the State vocational board and the
same three members sit on the university board of regents.

So we do have an interrelationship between all of the educational
systems in the State of Wisconsin, in fact a direct interrelationship.
gothing happens, really, without the other two systems knowing what
is going on because you have direct board participation. I think that is
one of the things referred to by Mr. Van Reface that we do have a good
interrelationship in Wisconsin as far as our total educational system
is concerned.

Mr. MEWS. I don't want to open any wounds if none exist. But in
my own State and a number of other States that I have been in for vo-
cational hearings underneath the surface there is a confrontation be-
tween elementary, secondary vocational education and postsecondary
vocational education.

Are we in one of those enlightened places where that doesn't exist?
Mr. LEHastAxx. I think you heard the testimony, Congressman, of

Mr. Van Raalte, in terms of the secondary program. The State board
supports the secondary program all the way along. I have not seen any
evidence that the secondary program is not supportive of what the
postsecondary program is doing in Wisconsin.

A technical assistance team fro.n the U.S. Office of Education just
issued their report on May 24 after their visit to Wisconsin a7,d found
no indication of any confrontation. In fact they indicated in there
that they found good support by both the secondary people and the
postsecondary people for the total vocational education program in
the State of Wisconsin.

I would say that the State board and Mr. Zancanaro is on record
and publicly supports the secondary and postsecondary program in
our State.

Mr. MEEns. How is the money divided up in the State? How do you
cut the pie?
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Mr. LRIER3112iN. I get that quexionit exist_: throughout the coun-
tr all the way from the minimum IS percent at the postsecondary
level to one State that provides about SS percent of the fund;: to pt*1-
secondary education in the State.

In Wisconsin I believe in about r1 we deeided that we wouli go
with the percentages that wen eslablished in the way the funds were
allocated through the States. On that basis we make a tabulation each
year to Rae how much money is made available for each of these serv-
ices. We cakulate that &) percent of the money in Wisconsin at this
time is for po6.-rse.-ondary education and 4.0 percent for secondary
education.

Mr. NII:Et*. Do you count adults in a full-time equivalency basis!
Mr. LEI-IR3LA N. We have a formula for reducing everything at the

postsecondary level to full-time equivaleice.
Mr. MitEos. I think we ought to put vou people in a little black box

and bring you baek to Wazlh..II.CICT.. and see if we can export this
ateoramodation to other States.

Mr. STtiuts. As Metals knows. and one other State
are unique in the etvaloli.shmen: of a sy:aern for a separate board of
vocational. teehnical, and adult education.

Mr. ZANCANAKv. Chairrran Perkins alluded earlier about these early
child sa-hooklays where they rare more int/ruction in the field of indus-
trial trades. I thiril there has teen more encouragement in the public
school system to do this

I suppose there is a Itr.i:t to :low :rata they can do and spend in the
se:tool ty,ttn,. !I.:- I t;,',-k fi lack of good vocational guidanee
people in public schools in career 'job opportunities

I really don't think they go back early enouzh. The teacher and the
frualanee counselor say -go to college: Well. big deal. They are going
to find out that three out of four jots are in our field and one in theirs.

Mr. ST£IGIT.. Thank vat. John.
Gene Lehrrnann. the Nate Director for Wisconsin VTAE.

STATEXPIT OF EVGENE IMIRNANN. ETATS DIRECTOR. WISCON-

SIN BOARD OF VOCATIONAL TECHNICAL AND ADITLT EDUCATION

Mr. LrontataNs. Honorable Mr. Chairman and members of the com-
mittee. I endorse Mr. Zant-a.naro's welcome to yon to our great State.
We hope. Congressrnan we were able to show you some more
alfalfa fields and some cornfields becaue we do indeed have a large
component of dairy farramg in :he State of Wisconsin. I am sorry last
night on our trip up that it was dark and we .cezen't able to see sortie
of thew alfalfa fields

Mr. Zancanaro 'XIS speaking to you. gentlemen. as both a member
of the State board of vocational. technical. and adult education and
as .t member of the University of Wist-ons.in Board of Regents when
he made his last statement so if it is qnoted publicly he has to defend
it r ravtinz with the laaani of regents.

Chairman PERKINS. I jut want to interrupt you to state that since
you happened to be our driver la.. evening I cannot refrain from

, 0-Ybo-r.44<,9
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stating that Congressman bleeds and I are both farmers but since 1962
we were never able to grow any alfalfa either in central or eastern
Kentucky.

I am interested in seeing this great area where you have so much
agriculture.

I look fdrward to visiting again with Congressman Steiger to see
the results obtained from your great occupational courses.

Mr. TAMMANY. Very good. This morning I would like to limit my
comments because I know that yon want to move on and hear from
other people in business, industry, and agriculture who are lay people

interestnterest in vocational education because I assume that you are
interested in finding out the results of our activities here in the State
of Wisconsin.

What has existing Federal legislation done for 'vocational education
in Wisconsin I I will talk a little bit about that.

Then I will address myself to the way in which we feel Federal
voc:itional legislation can be modified to improve services.

Mr. Chairman, we are proud of our Wisconsin vocational system.
A' you are well aware, the administrative structure for vocational
education varies from State to State. I would like to point out that I
endorse that kind of approach. Even though we are telling you here
this morning what we are doing ooperatively here in Wisconsin in
our structure, it may not be an appropriate structure for Washington
or Kentucky or some other State. We are not seeking to impose that

However, it is our personal feeling that we want to retain this
uniqueness.

The postsecondary and adult programs are administered at the State
level through my office and the secondary programs are administered
through the office of the superintendent of public instruction.

Both postsecondary and adult programs are administered through
16 districts. These district boards have the authority to levy a prop-
erty tax for the partial financial support of their own programs.

My comments will relate to the total vocational education program
in the State. You have already diseessed the secondary pro!ram at
length with the testimony given by Mr. Van Raalte.

Let me first attempt to present you with a descriptive overview of
the vocational, technical. and adult education system in this State
to demonstrate what the Federal vocational d011ar has helpcd to
aceompl ish.

Our citizens have long demonstrated a firm commitment to educa-
tion. Last year 62 cents of every State general revenue tax (1911ar was
devoted to education.

Our State was seventh nationally in the ratio of state /local voca-
tional education expenditures to rneleral expenditures for vocational
education. This tax effort significantly exceeds the national norm. Our
per -pupil expenditure ranks 14th in the Nation but our per capita
income is 23d.

During the last fiscal year. as indicated here on the chart behind
me. 302.000 people received vocational education services through our
post-high-school system. This means 1 person in every 14 in the State
of Wisconsin. There were 62.000 enrolled in 800 full-time postsecond-
ary programs encompassing 253 different occupational areas.
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We are talking about 253 different choices that individuals can make
in the State of Wisconsin, all the way from shoe repair at the Mil-
="alikee area technical college to data processing, to welding, to auto
body repair programs throughout the State.

The components of all these offerings are made up of 44,00() dif-
ferent courses, 1-1,060 of which are designed for adult programs.

Our philosophy of bringing services ",:o the people is demonstrated
by the existence of 39 vocational-technical institutes and schools in our
State and over 300 adult vocational centers and 346 secondary schools
offering vocational programs. This pretty well covers the State of
Wisconsin.

Our population base in the northern part of the State is small. But
we do have a delivery system that takes these programs to the north-
ern part of the State as well.

Without Federal support many of these people would not be served.
The number of disadvantaged and handicapped persons enrolled has
increased from 2,000 in 1968 to over 23.000 in 1973. Congressman, we
intend to continue to support that activity and that endeavor here in
the State. It is the Federal vocational dollar that has enabled us to
extend our services to meet the unique needs of all these individuals.

Yet, I find that numbers fail to express the true impact of voca-
tional education upon the individual. How can a number express the
satisfaction of a native American in northern Wisconsin who as a part
of the vocational program was able to construct his own housing on
his own reservation?

Or with the aid of labor orneizations in developing skills that will
lead him into an apprenticeship program and eventually will become
a journeyman carpenter, electrician or plumber, whatever the case
may be.

With the cooperation of business and industry our Indian reserva-
tion in the northern part of our State, one of our district directors
may tell us more about that program.

In what way can a number express the potential productivity to SO-
ciet,- of a former inmate who now has the opportunity to continue,
uninterrupted, his vocational training begun in prison? Numbers
help. But they certainly don't tell the whole story.

Mr. Chairman. I earlier referenced the significant State and local
tax effort made by Wisconsin citizens in support of education. I would
like to comment o;; ti necessity of the Federal tax dollars.

Let me briefly highlight the extent of the Federal vocational
dollars' participation. Last year, as r.):: note on the chart, Federal
vocational education moneys accounted for 12.1 percent of all expendi-
tures for vocational education in Wisconsin.

It amounted to 8 percent of the postsecondary and adult expendi-
turec. While the demand for vocational education is increasing in
Wisconsin. the State and local tax effort also has increased.

Let me just state here that in our biannual budget, which Congress-
man Steiger is fully familiar with. having served in our State as-
sembly. we indicate that we will have perhaps a 5- or 6-percent increase
in enrollment in both years of the biennium in the postsecondary edu-
cat ion program.
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Along with the increase in inflationary costs and the like there will
perhaps be an increase of about 20 percent in costs for career and vo-
cational activities here in the State.

Without stronger Federal support it is going to be difficult for us
to continue to meet the demands and needs of the people of our State
for vocational education funds.

Now I would like to comment on some of the basic issues which are
crucial to the improvement of vocational education in this country and
in this State as I see it.

Recent events have indicated certain tendencies which we feel are
not necessarily in the best interest of a sound delivery system for vo-
cational education.

First of all let me talk about the bureau of occuptional and adult
education. At the Federal level a massive stream of rhetoric has been
emanating from the Department of Health, Education. and Welfare
about the importance of vocational, technical. and adult education.
There are many people in that agency who have dedicated their lives
in service to that belief.

We had some of these people in our State for 1 week to serve on a
technical assistance team. I wrote to each of our Congressmen from
Wisconsin. commending them for the service rendered from the U.S.
office and from the regional office to our State.

However the facts show us that the staffing of the bureau of occupa-
tional and adult education has systematically been reduced in recent
years. Congressman Steiger is well aware of this fact. You people
have been strong supporters of making certain that this doe, not
happen.

However we find that it is not moving ahead in a manner that we
consider satisfactory so far as vocational and technical education is
concerned.

Within the last year vacancies have occurred in strategic adminis-
trative positions within the bureau But, Mr. Chairman, no appoint-
ments have been made to fill these vacancies. We are concerned about
that as vocational educators.

How can that bureau provide national leadership without proper
staffing?

We in Wisconsin believe that national leadership must emanate
from the 'U.S. Office of Education. Indeed, the record shows it has
been Congress and not the Office of Education that has been the im-
petus to insure the appropriate level and scope of staffing for voca-
tional education at the Federal level.

As far as regionalization is concerned. the concept of regionaliza-
tion has been advocated on the premise that it would improve the
leadership and responsiveness of vocational education at the Federal
level.

We are in region V. We feel our regional office and its staff are
outstanding. dedicated people. They have worked with us in Wis-
consin in solving a great many problems through their participation
and effort in the technical assistance review.

However, how does regionalization assist them if they are not
allowed direct input into their appropriate counterparts at the Wash-
ington level?
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Regionalization has, in our experience, lengthened rather than
shortened the lines of communication between the States and the ulti-
mate decisionmakers at the Federal level.

Vocational education is a national concern. Regionalization cannot
solve national problems which means that the ultimate decisionmak-
ing authority must be retained in Washington. Regionalization, de-
centralization, call it what you will, simply introduces a fourth level
of bureaucracynow, the National Advisory Council on Vocational
Education and State Advisory Councils on Vocational Education.

Based upon the experience of the last 5 years we feel the creation
of these councils has greatly unproved vocational education through-
out the country.

Con n Steiger again will recognize that when these advisory
councircame into being we in Wisconsin said, "Why, that is some-
thing that we are already doing because we have a separate board of
vocational education to take care of this matter."

The previous State director, I am sure, had more than one lengthy
phone call with the Congressman. But Congressman Steiger stood
firm.

Mr. STEIGER. That is an understatement.
Mr. Lehmann. I am pleased to say here that this has been a tre-

mendous contribution to vocational education in the State of Wis-
consin. I don't say that because a representative of our advisory
council is here. But I say it in all sincerity.

The advisory and evaluation functions of these councils has pro-
vided us with a feedback from the people we serve which has resulted
in num).- positive reconunendations and program adjustments.

Some things have happened as a result of the advice given us by
the advisory council which the State board could not have done with-
out their support and without their original input.

We feel strongly the current description of the advisory role of the
National Advisory Council on Vocational Education and the State
1.dvisory Council on Vocational Education is appropriate and any

change at this point which would encumber them with administrative
duties would be disfunctional.

OCCUPATIONAL-VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

While I am on the topic of the delivery system I must comment on a
related law that directly affects vocational education. That is that
portion of the 1972 education amendments which relate to occupa-
tional education.

If we are concerned with efficient administration and eliminating
duplication we must address ourselves to finding some answers to some
critical questions which neither I nor my colleagues can answer.

For example. what is the difference between occupational educa-
tion as defined in the Education Amendments of 1972 and vocational
education as defined in the Vocational Education Act? Does voca-
tional education serve a different target group? If so what is that
target. group? Does occupational education provide a different type
of training? If so. how does that training differ from vocational
education ?
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If on the other hand occupational education and vocational educa-
tion are in fact synonymous, as they seem to be based upon congres-
sional testimony, Mr. Perkins, why are they then administered
through two different mechanisms ?

How are national priorities to be met ? In fact how are we to know
they have been met when we set up duplicate delivery system for
providing the same services?

A single State agency responsible forand I guess I have a bias
here and I guess Mr. Zancanaro expressed that bias on his partthe
administration of vocational-occupational education does provide
Congress with an identifiable mechanism for accountability. Any at-
tempt to diffuse this responsibility through other methods such as a
1202 Commission will result in the loss of an accountability mecha-
nism for both vocational education and Congress.

SPECIAL EDUCATION REVENUE SHARING AND CATEGORICAL FUNDING

I have noted with extreme interest the recent trends toward reve-
nue sharing and away from categorical funding. I use the term -ex-
ieme interest" for two reasons: (1) It has generated considerable

controversy in our State; (2) vocational education programs have
invariably been recommended for assimilation into that trend.

Mr. Chairman, I do not presume to have the key to this very con-
troversial dilemma. I would, however, like to offer some of my
thoughts on the matter.

As I understand it, revenue sharing has been proposed prit.tarily
on the basis that it will eliminate duplicate Federal programs and
enhance program responsiveness to the needs of the people. Both of
these goals are laudable.

The question is, does revenue sharing really attain them in and of
itself? I think not; rather it will be the manner in which revenue.
sharing functions that will determine if these goals are to be achieved.

A few minutes ago I cited what is undoubtedly just one critical ex-
ample of duplication between vocational ioeducation and occupatnal
education. This duplication can be eliminated by me:tns other than
revenue sharing. It seems to me that if revenue sharing means grouping
like services to meet like needs with a minimum amount of restrictions
as to how these needs are to be met it will prove beneficial.

In the case of vocational-occupational education I believe Congress
has defined a program of national concern that meets these criteria.

The merger of occupational education provisions of the Education
Amendments in 1972 and vocational education with their combined au-
thorizations into a single cohesive vocational-occupational revenue
sharing package administered by a single State agency will greatly
enhance our ability to provide millions of our citizens with the skills
necessary to earn a living in the vocation of their choice.

On the other hand. if revenue sharing means throwing vocational
education into a pedagogical potpourri which fails to distinguish
between liberal or general education and vocational education it will
undoubtedly fail and it will fail miserably. It will aggravate the mis-
takes of the fifties and midsixties which gave students only two op-
tions. preparation for a 4-year liberal arts degree or preparation for
nothing.
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Mr. Chairman, the need for a quality labor force in this country is a
national concern. It is essential to the economy and the self worth of
the individual. Only Congress can assure that it remains a national
priority and that neither the type of services nor the nature of the de-

ery system deteriorate into a diffused legislative-bureaucratic
morass. A morass which will obscure the accountability for what
services are offe.ed, how they are offered and who must offer them.

Revenue sharing or consolidation can prove beneficial. Congressman
Steiger knows that. He called me early in last year's work on the
appropriation bill and asked me about the possibility of consolidation
of certain parts of the Vocational Education Act. He will attest to the
fact that indicated that there was a possibility in this and that I
suggested early in the stage that that would certainly be acceptable to
me as a vocational educator and to our State board.

Please do not consolidate in a manner that will diffuse that focus.
Many of our youth who leave the educational system early are hard

pressed to obtain the opportunity to acquire needed skills. In all likeli-
hood this phenomenon will not change.

Therefore the educational system must challenge and to do so will
reeuir, a s:gnitirant linaac.al inv..4tmet.

We in Wisconsin demonstrated our willingness to make that kind
of financial investment. We will need assistance from the Federal
Government. though, if we are going to continue and expand to meet
the needs of young people and adults who are caught up by technologi-
cal change and many other factors which are beyond their control.

y'm vory much for the opportunity of appearing before you
today to express my feelings that relate to the Vocational Education
Act.

I would be most happy to try and answer some questions, Mr. Chair-
man.

M r. TE TaF.R. Thank you, Gene. very much.
Mr. Chairman, do you want to start?
Chairman PERKINS. I want to say that to have a vocation depart-

ment here in this oTeat State is very helpful and I want to thank you
for being so frank. I think you have been very helpful to the commit-
tee and to take the time to discuss them such as the proposed revenue -
sharing aspects and consolidation and everything else.

You hit the nail right on the head as far as I ant concerned. I think
you have been very helpful.

Mr. STEIGER. The gentleman from Minnesota. Mr. Quie ?
Mr. QrTE. I have a few questions. First. I want to indicate an appre

chit ion for your statement. especially on regionalization. I said a long
time ago that we world abolish every regional office if T had my way.
I agree with you. It is another level of government that is answerable
to no one. At least they can get rid of von if they don't like you. But
it is imnossible to get rid of those individuals down there, as much as
you indicate you like them in region V.

Mr. L'I1R ' Vx. They 'ire helpful. I SRN' that in all sincerity:
r. Ovi. They would be more helpful if they were either here in

Wisconsin or back there in Washington.
Mr. LET1RMA XX. I would endorse that.
Mr. QUM. Before we get to your comments about occupational train-

ing. how is this matching up now with other programs? We have got
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another program now of occupational training for indiviauals in this
country which I strongly supportthe Comprehensive Employment
and Training Act. I like the concept of having education training
available for persons no matter what age they are.

But how about the matching of those two? There is a 5 percent set-
aside for vocational education in CETA under the direction of Cie
Governor. I woull like to know how that works in Wisconsin and see
how it relates to your total effort of training.

Mr. LEHRMANN. My first observation, of course, is that it is very
new. We have done our best. We had a fine institutional program m
this State. There is apprehension on a change as broad as the CETA
program. However our initial impact in Wisconsin is such that I
believe it is very favorable and we can mesh these two things together
very effectively. .

We do have, for example, the State Manpower Council. So we have
two councils to deal with ihe policy matters relating to the overall
activities in the State.

Vocational educators serve on all these advisory committees. I am
on. for example, the State Manpower Council and t 'he Manpower Serv-
ices Council. I am on the executive committee of that council. So
vocational education does have input.

The 5 percent is all allocated for vocational education services to
the people of the State of Wisconsin. All of that 5 percent, Congress-
man, goes for service programs before any administrative costs we
have at the State level.

We have area manpower councils on which our vocational educators
sit and put in their requests for institutional-type manpower pro-
grams.

I think it can be an effective program and a valuable adjunct to our
total vocational education offering in the State.

I would hope some of my fears, for example, about the effort we put
in Milwaukee in the development of a skills center will not come true.
that we will continue a strong .skills center program in Milwaukee
and I chink we will. But it is going to take effort on our part, to con-
vince local people that this is a necesiary ingredient of this total pro-
gram.

You know, we feel very strongly about putting this person on the
job and keeping that person there rather than jumping from one job
to another.

Mr. Qum. So it isn't certain it is going to happen in Milwaukee?
Mr. LEHRMANN. Right now it is fairly certain for this year. I am

talking about the fairly long-term futuie.
Mr. QITTE. To what extent has the Milwaukee situation been dupli-

cated in other parts of Wisconsin f
Mr. LEH MANN. That is pretty generally replicated throughout our

16 districts in the State, Congressman Quie.
We are talking about something in Milwaukee designed specifically

to do this. Iv other districts we have to have it as an adjunct.
Mr. Qvir. I know you looked askance at the 1202 Commission in

your testimony. But the 1202 Commission was developed by Federal
legislation to force the various groups in postsecondary education to
sit down together and plan for the future.
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In some States junior colleges have been by themselves. Vocational
and technical educators have been all by themselves. State colleges
have been by themselves.

So I would expect that what we want to happen in some other
States you have been doing all the time in Wisconsin.

Mr. Laurnv.ANN. Yes. And my concern, Congressman, is that you are
forcing everyone into a single mold.

Mr. Qrrs.. I don't think it is a single mold in forcing people to talk
to each other. One of the real problems is when they refuse to talk to
each other. That has esisted in some States. Junior college people,
vocational education people, wouldn't talk to each other.

Mr. LtrtratAxx. No question. But a 1202 Commission can only be as
effective. in my opinion. Congressman, as the authority you give it.
You ..art out with a planning agent. But my next question is. can a

age lit be effective if t 011 don't give it some muscle? The
next thing is administrative authority.

Let me explain that we in Wisconsin had a coordinating council. The
rdinating. council was planning with no muscle. The final re4ult

w.,: that a le0-1:-lator decided it NC:19 better to consolidate the univer-
:.,t:, ..ystfm into one university system, to have the State board be re-
sponsible for vocational education, sitting jointly on these boards
rather than to have a weak coordinating council mithout authority

on the -idelines. trying to administer or carry out.
What I am saymo is that it a mold all the States in the Nation

foreed into.
Y.- Q1 cirdinating council. did they not have adminkt ra-

tive responsibility for academic facilities?
Mr. I..T.IIRMANN. No.
Mr. Qt-tr_ They did not ?
Mr. I.F.IIRMANN. No. that was assigned to the higher education aids

iTioard. The coordinating council was responsible for coordinating
:':f Aenv lnes,

Mr. QUM YCIll called it a coordinating council. I was confused by
f!le terminology.

Mr. LETIRMANN. In our discussion terminology between States
,-an.zes some c.oncern. Vocational education has gotten people eon-

through the years. In fact. if one has a good Lutheran bark-
nr i you know it is a call rather than an occupation. So a lot of

pe,,p'e I la ve IYen confused.
Mr. Qrtv.. In the 1965 amendments we tried to define what v-: were

hat ing vocational education give assistance to postsecond-
ry c.at ;on.
(' -onz:olidation you indicate that as long or you consolidate with-

-- wl call vocational occupational education that that would
A.--,-ept Able to von or advisable.

Ilavc von looked at that and seen what programs are now treated
r-veglric.ally within vocational education and see which ones von
wo-f 1 like to mesh together for more fle4xible administration on your
rta-t %

tifr LTIIRAIINN. Yes. I think we have looked at that. We will offer,
I am snre. several recommendations to the committee. Program on
curriculum could be consolidated. for example. Congressman Steiger
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and I have talked about the balance of it. Occupational education,
part B. I would include title 10, part B of title 10, to that occupa-
tional education categoiy, the disadvantaged, part E, residential
vocational schools, part F, consumer homemaking and these could
be consolidated and I think we could come up with effective pro-
gramg.

I want to emphasize that in set-aside money, Congressman, that
I strongly encourage set-aside money for disadvantaged and handi-
capped programs. I think the 15 percent set-aside is reasonable.

Mr. Qum. You realize that is a minimum. If they were to go over
that we would have no objection. Just like the minimum we set up
for postsecondary education.

Mr. LEHRMANN. Absolutely. We realize that is a minimum. But we
believe there ought to be a floor. Let me give you an example of what
we are doing with minimums. When we started with some of these
programs we started with small numbers. As far as the program
for correctional institutions, Dr. Sorenson will probably explain that
in more detail. That program originally was scheduled for around
$100.000. The requests for programs now in our correctional insti-
tutions throughout the state this year under the disadvantaged and
handicapped program was $700.000. If you take the set-aside for
post-high school program was $900,000, to give you some indication
of what is happening in terms of programs for the disadvantaged
and handicapped, no. we can't meet all those requirements.

But we are raising more disadvantaged and handicapped money in
Wi',consin to try and nrovide those services.

Mr. QuiE. You indicate that we shouldn't consolidate so we wouldn't
confuse occupational and vocational education. I agree with you. I
don't gee that time in the future when we can drop the category of
vocational and occupational education. Do you see a time when we
could?

Mr. LEHRI4rANN. No. I don't not at least in the foreseeable future.
T guess T would have to say I don't see it, Congressman.

Mr. QtrtE. What is wrong with the education system that they need
people outside of education to tell them they have to categorize?

Mr. Lrtitimxx. I guess it is an attitude. Let me say that I don't
necessarily blame the educational institutions entirely.

About guidance and counseling. I will just give yon one point where
our guidance and counseling, was judged to be effective in a school in
our State in an industrial community. They were judged in terms of
1iow many neonle were set into collegiate education. That is all the
sch( )1 board asked.

T sat on a commit tee to revise the program of that community so
that it would be oriented to the needs of the people.

The people who express themselves say we need more collegiate edu-
cation. more advanced chemistry. more advanced science, more ad-
vanced English. Very few people express an interest in vocational
41110100n. Why? People. the citi,ers aren't that articulate. The power
structure was expressing what they felt were the needs of the chil-
dren. Th.p other crt izens could not make that expression.

I believe that the Pt-leat-ors in that community, the general educa-
ti)rs in particular in that community. were trying to respond to what
they thought was the feeling of their conununity for education.
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When I looked at the board of education and the people who were
representing the people in that community, they certainly were re-
sponding to what they thought citizens expressed as their particular
need. I think that is changing.

As that changes I think education will respond. Dr. Thompson is
an example. Our superintendent of schools before her expressed this.
You will hear Joe Peeligren express it, I am sure. These are the kinds
of leaders that are emerging now along with a board that addresses
itself strictly in Wisconsin to the needs of vocational education, not
only at the State level but in all 16 districts throughout the State of
Wisconsin, made up of representatives of business and industry and
labor and farmers. expressing the needs that, they see for vocational
education in the community.

I think this will bring about a trend as far as what education will
be doing and the see. ice that they will be providing.

As far as the question you asked about the future, I think we are
going to see more demands for it in secondary education in Wisconsin.
But we are going to have a tremendous upturn in thenumber of adults
that will have to be served.

I think the citizens of this country will recognize that as technology
advances we are going to have to train and retrain people. So it is a
lone- answer. Congressman Quie.

I believe it is the general attitude of educators that we have to

Mr. QUIE. In other words the John Zancanaros of the past are not
the John Zancanaros of today.

Mr. LEIIIIMANS. I think you hit the nail on the head. They sup-
ported education all the way through in Wisconsin. They weren't as
articulate as they are now.

You are going to meet a representative of labor somewhere along the
line. These people are speaking up in the legislature. They are talking
for their children.

I have heard these people say. along with John Zancanaro, "these
art, our schools for our children." We will have an educational system
that will be responsive.

Mr. QUI& That is all the questions I have.
Mr. 'STEIGEFL Mr. 3feeds ?
Mr. MEEDS. Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Lehrmann, could you tell meand if you don't have this in-

formation you could furnish it for the recordwhat percentage of
the total student population of the State of Wisconsin lives in your
vocational. technical. and adult education districts, Milwaukee, Wan-
kashaw. and Madison ?

Mr. LE11113t.kNN. Fifty percent is an offhand answer. Dr. Ramsey
represents about 30 percent in the Milwaukee district. I would say 50
pe rent.

Mr. HEEDS. Fifty percent ?
Mr. LziumANN.Right.
Mr. Nfttos. Do you have any breakdown on the percentage of total

vocational education funds that are going into those three areas?
Mr. LEIIRMANN. Not offhand. But I could give it to you. I know the

Federal funds follow pretty closely the percentage of population. I
think Milwaukee follows pretty closely in terms of the population.
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Mr. RAMSEY. Yes. We are concerned that funds have not been in-
creased so that we may not be able to do the job we have done in past
years.

Mr. Wm*. Let us just take Milwaukee County. Are you going to
testify to that ? Maybe we can save the questions until later. But what
I am concerned alSont is that funds. particularly the Federal funds.
are distributed as we intended in the Vocational Act Amendments of
19G8 on the basis of population and need.

For instance, if Milwaukee Countyit is Milwaukee County. isn't
it?

Mr. RAMSEY. It is parts of four counties.
Mr. MEEDS. The greater Milwaukee area has 30 percent of the stu-

dents and it is getting approximately 30 percent of the Federal voca-
tional dollars. Is that a safe assumption?

Mr. LETIRMANN. It is fairly close.
Mr. MELDS. How close is fairly close, if von know ?
Mr. RAMSEY. It was several years ago. but it has diminished since

because the moneys have not increased from the Federal Government.
So we have had to take over a greater proportion of the local share.

Mr. MEEDS. We are dealing in percentages now, Dr. Ramsey. That
should be a constant. I am talking about percentages of funds.

Mr. RAMSEY. Because the money is not increasing our percentage
has gone down because the development of the other districts. the
other area districts, in their development, they were not as sophisti-
cated in their development in an earlier period. Because of this sophis-
tication, the needs that they have had, they have utilized money they
didn't need before. Therefore, needs for Indians and persons in the
prisons which are located elsewhere than in our district and, therefore,
the moneys have gone down as far as our district, so we have had to
rely on more local funding in order to make up for this.

Mr. LFAIRMANN. We can get those figures for you.
Mr. WEDS. Would you tell me what percent of Federal vocational

education dollars are going into the greater Milwaukee metropolitan
area?

Mr. RAMSEY. I do have that in my report as far as a breakdown of
all the moneys we have here. I will be referring to them. Gene, I think
I show here about $1,700,000.

Mr. LEIIRMANN. You see, he is talking now about postsecondary
money.

Mr. MEEns. Just postsecondary?
Mr. LEIIRMANN. $1,700,000 out of $6 million some.
Mr. Mums. OK.
Mr. QVIE. So he has got a steady percent.
Mr. LEIIRMANN. We have the criteria, which is the percentage of

unemployed along with their income, the population served.
I can say to you that the trends after tl- '968 amendments adjusted

the distribution of funds in Wisconsin ,iderably. Milwaukee at
that time picked up a substantial amount of money as a result of the
fact that we followed the criteria that you set up for us to follow.

We would be very happy to supply you with the information as to
how we evaluate each one of these proposals. We do this by what we
call a project method.
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For example.. Milwaukee has a program with the Commandos. These
are blyek representatives from the black community who follow up
on all people who are discharged and arrange for these people to go
inul school. We evaluate this project in terms of the needs of Milwaukee
and the re of the State on these criteria. These are worth money oil
that basic I might add.

Ac far as Federal dollars. most of the projects are 45 percent Federal
montv and 55 percent State-funded. So when 1)r. Ramsey or one of
this other gentlemen from the district tells you about a Federal pro-
ixkvil. having, more than a 50 percEnt input front their own district
&Alms. onlv 102B funds are distributed on a 100-percent basis. So
we are tackling it from that vaidage point.

Mr. Mame, If you could furnish for the record, one. evidence that
you art follow ing the guidelines and. tw o. evidence that it i having the
required effect Kith regard to the distribution of funding. 1 would
very much appreciate that.

LEHEISANN. We certainly will do that because we are very con-
s:ious of what you set up in the law and what was intended.

ilnformataon referred to follows :]
STATE OF WISCONSIN,

BOARI) OF VOCATIONAL, TECHNICAL & ADULT EDUCATION.
Madison, Wig., September 13, 1974.

Hon Nen.i.issi A STEIntm.
Roust of Reprc.itentstwes. 102.5 Longicorth House Office Building, Wa3h-

supron, D C
DIAL CZNGIIIISSILAN STTIGES : During the course of the oversight hearings,

quequmis were raised. especially by Congressman 311eNlq, and additional irf
non requested on what we in Wisconsin are doing in three areas: one was the
manner in which the ye -ational education monies are distributed between the sec-
imahry and postsecondary -adult age grouts. The second was the distribution of
pm:secondary and adult roc atioosl education funds between urban and rural
areas of Wisconsin, and thirdly. description of the types of programs and services
VI' have been offering for the Native Americans.

Attached are fire copies of materials responding to these questions. We would
pour forwarding the materials to Chairman Perkins and interested

members of the Committee.
'W hope the information will be of use to the Committee and we will be happy
answer any questions they have.

Sincerely,
EUGENE LEHIMANN,

State Director.

:assn CES TO INDIANS ST WISCONSIN VOCATTONAL, TICHITIOAL AND ADULT
EDT/ Dimmers

For many years Native American are been attending Wisconsin Schools of
Tom:nom:. Technical and Adult Ed tion. However. in the past few years the
numbers have doubled and tripled.

Ice tielmre that several factors are responsible for this .

1 Inrressed awareness of programs
Vastly improved student financial aid programs

S Dice:airy of program offerings
4 increased interest in education by Native Americans
A. Improved ability of Native Americans to articulate needs and form

pressure groups to force institutions to respond to those needs.
I: Is perhaps this last factor which is most important We are finding that

those programs that have been developed to respond to needs identified by Native
Americans have been roost successful.

An example of this is the carpentry project at Big Sand Lake. This project is
explained in detail of pages 1 and 2 of the attachment There are many similar
projects in operation in Wisconsin.
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A report which we wrote titled "Project Native American Resources" illus-
trates the depth of vocational-technical training in Wisconsin. There were 731
Indians receiving training in fiscal 1978. The number of apprenticeships has
grown from 6 in 1969 to 66 in 1972. to 123 in 1973.

We have added several Native American Counselors and instructional staff at
the district level. At the State Board level we are committed to hire a Native
American Educational Consultant in fiscal 1975.

The Wisconsin Board of Vocational, Technical and Adult Education has also
appointed a State Indian Education Advisory Council to advise it in all matters
pertaining to Indian Education.

Native Americans have been attending Wisconsin Schools of Vocational, Techni-
cal and Adult Education for many years. However, in the past few years the
enrollments have been increasing dramatically. This is due to the increased
popularity of vocational-technical education. to improved student financial aids
and an increase and improvement in program offerings. However the most
significant factors are the increased awareness and support for vocational-
technical education by the native American. This can be attributed directly
toward better meeting the needs of the many diverse tribal groups by providing
programs that meet the needs as they are identified and expressed by the native
American.

An example of one such project would be the vocational training in home Im-
provement occupations at Big Sand Lake. This projectbegan in January of 1972.
The project was intended to provide a basic skill in carpentry. It was supported
hr Mr. Jerry Olson, Superior and Robert fullback, Ban Claire. Both men are
business agents for their A.F.L.- C.T.O. Carpentry Locals and served on the
project advisory committee. The remainder of the advisory council was made up
of several Indian leaders such as Eugene Taylor, then president of the Great
Lakes Inter-Tribal Council, representatives from the Bureau of Indian Affairs,
the Wisconsin State Employment Service, the Wisconsin Board of Vocational,
TPIIIIICAI and Adult Education and local vocational education leaders.

The 21 week, five day a week carpentry project began January 81, 1972. The
vocational education project provided a 14 by 72 foot mobile unit for shop and
classroom space, equipment. supplies, instructors salaries and mileage f Ir stu-
dents and staff. Services of a guidance counselor were available at the Mobile
one der a week and as needed.

After completion of the project which involved actual construction including
footing, foundations, framing and roofing, the men worked on home improvements
for members of the St. Croix Tribe. Mr. Hulback indicated that credit up to one
year for the carpentry apprenticeship program could be given for a project of
this nature. An objective of the training was to enable the trainees to enter ap-
prenticeship with local contractors or with any construction company but par-
ticularly in the Twin Cities area which would mean that the trainees would
not have to leave the Big Sand Lake area.

In March of 1972, it was reported that 19 persons had graduated from this
project. Of these. 17 or 85.5% of the graduates had been employed in a job
related to the training. Twenty-two were originally enrolled, from which 19 or
864% completed.

Two new sections were immediately started, one serving the St. Croix Rand
and one serving the La Court Orielle's Band. These have subsequently become
an ongoing project in District 17, Indianhead Vocational, Technical and Adult
Education District.

This is just one example of current programs. There are 267 native Americans
enrolled in special vocational-technical projects being bladed under the Voca-
tional Education Aci, 1972 Amendments. The projects would be similar to the
Bic Sand Lake project. In addition, there are 221 native Americans enrolled in
Adult Basic Education classes in Wisconsin Vocational-Technical Districts. An
example of the Adult Basic Education programs could perhaps be best exempli-
fied by the Ashland Vocational-Technical School. Her,- 40 students are enrolled.
Twenty are Indian, one is Puerto Rican, and nineteen are Caucasian. The pro-
gram is in a self - contained classroom with all individualized instruction. A com-
plete report on this program is attached as Appendix "A".

There are also 218 students enrolled in regular vocational-technical full-time
programs and receiving aid from the Wisconsin Indian Scholarship program, as
well as other institutional and federal student aid programs. This latter figure
should not be taken as indicative of the enrollment of native Americans in regular
programs. For example, at the Milwaukee Area Technical College, where a full-
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time attire A:aerie/4i cotweler i employed. over 1..Z enrolled native Americans
Bare been identified. Yet. only tni of these receiring aid are eounted in the

However. there would be some duplication between the regular student
enrollment figures and theme enrolled in disadvantaged projects. It is estimated
that the duplitation and the underreporting (65 in Milwaukee alone) would
can :mutt, for meth other and the total estimated enrollment in these areas is

stadent&
In addition to awe Programs is the Manpower Development and Training

Pro grains. X.D.T.A. is a faint effort of the Wisconsin State Employment Service.
who selects the students and the Wiscauein Board of Vocational. Technical and
Adult Education, which utovides the training. One exs.raple of this is the great-
Lakes Inter-Tribal Council Angereatiewthip Project in Green Bay, Wisconsin.

The Great Lakes bster-Trital Ontintil Apprenticeship Project located at Green
Bay is sponsored by GLITC funded under the Manpower Deye)opment and
Training Aet (ILDTAi JOPS program (Job Opportunities in the Private Sector).
operated by the GrITC and the Northeast Wisconsin Vocational. Technical and
Adult Education District. and monitoted by the Department of Industry. Labor
and Human Relations. Diroc of Apprenticeship and Training and the Wiscon-
sin Board of Vocational. Technical and Adult Education.

The Department of Iro imory. Lebec and Human Relations is responsible for
the on-the-job training tr-nction (Apprentices.b.ip and non-apprenticeship) and the
Wiscousin Board of VocetiocaL Technic-al and Adult Education is responsible for
the institutional phase of the peveram.

Indians are recruited by WSW,. CAA. CEP and word of month. They come
to the center. housed in the YMCA facility. at Green Bay and receive from one to
eight weeks of training and s_o-:ursore prior to going on to employment

Job Deo-element is peovieked by the Center staff to assure a smooth transition
from the center to the werid of work

The Center staff ineinde a Dirvetor. (Venseleo. instructor. secretary and Job
Developer. The project rsainteins a trainee population of 15 openended
enrollments.

Trainees receive lair: cetier- as needed. in tia_c skills (reading. math. etc.)
Applcntion Treh-ozenes. Interview:ter. Te.-Taking Techniques. World of

W k. and Con .per F.Anie-tioot
Constant liaison is ninittemined with Apprenticeship Joint Committees to help

locate apprentice eeeectr.r.ities =testicle.
To date. 542 Indians have been NB-tally enrolled in the project. In addition to

those enrolled and eertited as META treine an uneounted number of indi-
viduals have been served by the projeet. Of the official enrollments. 201 did not
teoupiete but all were offered eerrites: W. were employed. which indicates that
except for theme who dreeeeel out for personal reasons. no one was turned away'
without being provitied onviees :o the been of the ability of :le staff.

A continual problem is the overall project is the rate of dropping out after
plaetment into employment or other educational programs. The ratio of drop-
outs front these plated in o direct employment or into other training programs
is considerably greater than those placed into apprenticeship training. Never-
the'etee the owortunines lee(eentell are to themeelyes valuable and of lasting
benedt Attached is a :.es of an ardt-le wrinten about this program, taken from
the Journal of Ameriean Indian Sane-anon

In the context of Indian arorecticee the table below demonstrates that the
number of Indian atvreeoces ots (-grated from six in 1969 to 125 today.
Although the dropout rate is almost 40%. this dropout rate is perhaps better
than mess because of the sks ri oe provided by the project. One of the keys to the
-accts of the prtvraro. :o. is the ability of the Indians to subcontract with
employers to encetirege Men to employ and ttain thee referred. As much as
possible. subcontracts have been with Indian employers, to wit. Menominee
Enterpri(ze- Forest Eder Cemorootion Comtany in Menominee County : White
Bird. Inc. in Ashltrel.

heeise epee-re:tees is an opeeretterobk oceirpotioms
Jury 1. 1949 6
JAIL 1. 1971 46
Jan. 1. 1972_ 66
Jan. 1. 1973_ 85
Apr 12. 1973 101
Sept. Z. 1973_ 123
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Other Manpower Development and Training programs specifically for Indiana
are in operation at the Indianhead District with headquarters in Shell Lake,
Wisconsin. These are a Masonry trainee project at La Court Oreille* and a
Carpentry project at Odanah. There are currently 45 native Americans enrolled
in MDTA projects. This would bring the total current native American enroll-
ment to 731 students.

The following table illustrates this enrollment by broad program area andiby
district.

NATIVE AMERICAN STUDENTS ENROLLED IN VOCATIONAL-TECHNICAL SCHOOLS

District

Adult basic
education
program

Vocational-
educational

thud-
maned

instructional
programs

Manpower
promams

Regular
tull-thno
moments Total

1 ...... 6 7
Weitsyn Wisconsin ......... 15 2 - ... ... 5 22
S4 ualleust WISCOntia-- ....... ... . , ...... ..... . , ..............: :-:-.
Illackhawk 4 3 II

3 1
Waukesha Wont, ,..., .... - 6 6Milwaukee Ku-- -.- . ..... . . . 15 S2 --.. 60 157
Noising Park 6 6
Mellor* ,-,-,,,,t., -- 2 I 5
Fox Val* 2 7 16
Northeast Masashi. - U 16 15 27 102
1/14Siste -, . -:::: :-i. ..-,.i, 3 4_.
North Control ............... . 3 . 13 Is
Nadel. . ,,,, . ::: : ,, :=, ,.._. 21 74
Inchanhood

....
69 30 SS 211

Total 221 247 45 211 1 731

1 The above total. 711 does not include additional 190 students served in various disadvantaged outreach programs.

Included on the preceding table are enrollment figures from four projects that
should be expanded upon. They appear to be the type of programs that the voca-
tionel-technical system will be emphasizing as it appears that these programs
are meeting specific Indian needs.

The first is the native American Program at the Milwaukee Area Technical
College.

The Milwaukee Area Technical College voluntarily assessed the educational
needs of the Native American. The institution familiarized itself with the multi-
ple problems of this ethnic minority and eoncluded that it must develop a rela-
theiship in order to carry out its mission to serve the disadvantaged of the urban
area.

The institution looked at the low enrollment of Native American students and
discovered the basic reasons for this situation. The size of the institution, the
identity problems and the feeling of not being wanted or welcome were major
problems which Milwaukee Area Technical College had to solve.

An assessment further revealed that there was a desire by members of the
native American community to enroll at Milwaukee Area Technical College. It
was decided to meet the needs and to overcome the cultural problems which had
surfaced.

A recruiter-counselor was approved by Milwanke,.. Area Technical College and
a request for fluids under the 'national Education Amendment of 1968 was
submitted to the State V.T.A.E. Lont:l and approved A recruiter - counselor was
hired and based at the Indian Information Center which was located in the area
liar::*, the greatest concentration of Native Americans. This vantage 'mint pro-
vlded the recruiter-counselor the orport unity to meet with groups and individuals.
In a shot t time. heW118 personally bringing students to Milwaukee Area Technical
Co'lege.

It became evident that these students were having assimilation problems. The
deeisio t u as made to bring the Native American recruiter-counselor onto the
flemplehensive Cannam. Ile %%us assigned to student %ervices as an educational
%PM i:i is!. In tlii, position, he has been able to ghe help to Native Americans in
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receiving financial aid, handling problems of students with the Bureau of Indian
Affairs and counseling and providing tutorial help. Approval was also given by
the State Board to employ a recruiter to continue operating in the Native Ameri-
can community.

During the tourse of these developments, the Native American community
leaders and students requested a meeting with Dr. William Ramsey. The meeting
was held and all of the Assistant Directors, and Deans of Student Activities and
Urban Concerns were present. Approximately 37 Native Americans and repre-
sentatives of the Black and Spanish groups attended to give support to the
Native Americans. The result of this meeting was the establishment of a Native
American Ad Hoc Committee. Dr. Ramsey appointed five members of his staff
to serve on the Co ittee. The Native Americans chose students and community
representatives. This group bus met a number of times and have resolved many
internal problems. This committee also identified problems affecting Native
Americans. but these were problems which had to be resolved by State and
teeth.% al a4. siciet, The .tiluin.1-tratittn ha- taken an active advocacy role for
educational opportunity for the Native Americans within the Milwaukee Area
Technical College Distrh t.

When the problem of adequate scholarship preparation in a conducive environ-
ment dune up for discussion. the matter was quickly resolved in that arrangement
was made for two sections in the crossover program composed entirely of Native
Ames leans. Reports have been favorable.

Milwaukee Area Technical College has committed itself to a position of
reasonable flexibility in order to meet the needs of disadvantaged Native
Americans.

The woad program is the Native American Resources program funded by
the Upper Great Lakes Regional Commission. Seventeen Native Americans are
enrolled at the Nicolet College and Technical Institute. The purpose of the
program is to provide educational experiences incorporating fundamental infor-
mation and activities for skill development related to paraprofessional posittons
in natural resources management. outdoor recreation, and environmental pro-
tection appropriate to Northern Wisconsin. It is also aimed at increasing the
etiq I )tue,t potential. and Ltillzing the existing knowledge and skills, of Native
American residents of these areas.

This program was developed as a new approach to education. Participants
were selected for specific positions prior to development of the educational
program. It was hypothesized that this would result in increased educational
relevance, higher educational attainment, and increased motivation among the
participants. A copy of the approved project proposal is included as Appendix
"B".

The third and fourth programs are located in Indianhead Vocational-Technical
District. The first provides vocational training in home improvement occupations
and was discussed in the introduction of this report. The final program is a
"Vocational and Career Education With Increased Cultural Awareness for
Chippewa Indians". The purpose of the program is to expose and explore the
world of work. It is intended to provide a vocational counseling and referral
system to vocational education and job opportunities and to motivate through
Indian cultural awareness, and interagency cooperation.

The specific activities listed in this report were not intended as a complete
report but to rather indicate some of the new directions vocational education is
taking in partnership with Native Americans. The enrollment table refers to
all programs not just those listed specifically in this report. The "cultural
awareness" enrollment statistics wonld be excluded from the table but included
as fsAt of the asterisked figure listed below that table.

DISTRIBUTION or FEDERAL MONIES BETWEEN SECO2CDLE2
ANO POST-SECONDARY SYSTERS

( 11 See Exhibit I.
(2) Below is an example of the formula's use as it would apply to Fiscal

Year 1972-73 (figures are from the State Division of Health. Department of
Health and Social Services. but whether these are the actual figures used in
the actual calculations is not known by this section. This is an example only.)

The Federal monies are distributed among the states by a somewhat similar
method. Wisconsin, for distributing its allotment between the secondary and
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post-secondary systems, utilizes part of the Federal formula, namely the age
group percentage distribution:
Age group: Percentage

15-19 50
20-24 50
25_65 15

&5
This percentage distribution is converted to a base of 100 percent :

Cisiverted
Age group: per.-entagt

15-19
20-24 53
25-64 17. 65

100.00

Distribution factors are then derived from an estimate of the 15-19-year-old
population distribution. This estimate is obtained from the birth statistics 15-19
years ago. For example. if a person is 15 years old in 1972-73, he was born in
1957-6 Therefore, to estimate the number of 15- year -old' in the population. the
total Live Births in 1958 minus the Infant Deaths in that year is used, and
likewise for the other years :

Alain 1972-73

Use blahs
1954-58

Minus infant
daaths

1954-58

Total popu-
lation bass
for distri-

tuition
factor

19

18. - , = :: s = ..- ,

17. ::.. .., .... -. ------- - --

,: . .,_ :::

Total..- ,...:,,,,..,..:., .,,,

= s

,

,.., . ,- - - z. ,. -

s :

91.570
97 333
91.496
96.398
95.950

2.002
2.175
2.133
2,145
2.250

89.568
90.158
91.363
91.253
93.700

, .. - -:- ,. - - -:- - - - - 469.747 10. 705 459 042

Computations:- The Secondary percentage of the 15-19 year old age group is
rrwiVed at by .ubtraeting out the Post-Secondary portion (which is all of the
19 years olds and 24 of the 18 year olds).

19 year :dis t 19.f.1) % of the 18 year olds (2,1 x19.64=13.10) is subtracted
from 100% which leaves 67.39% as the Secondary share of the age group.

This factor is then multiplied by the are distribution factor derived from
the Act.

67.39X58.82 (the 15-19 age group percentage) = 39.64%. or 40% which is
the percentage of Federal funds which goes to the Department of Public In-
struction. In FY 1973. the Department received 31:.99% or 40% of the available
Federal monies.

EXHIBIT I.SECONDARY VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

The allocation of Federal Vocational dollars to the Wisconsin State Depart-
ment of Public Instruction for the ourpose of educating and training students
in K-12 public schools is a rather unique process. Each year data are pre-
pared to determine the precent of Federal dollars that should be allot' r' to
secondary vocational programs. Tbc percentage arrived at is based on the au.-
her in certain age groups of a state's citizenry. The basis for the allotment is
adopted from Sec. 103 of the Vocational Education Amendments of 1966. The
following procedure is used

Source : An Assessment of Wisconsin's vocational and Technical Education Program,
Merle E. Strong. Study Director.1970.

41'
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A8. group

Conversion
to 100

Percentage percent

15 to 19 ... . , , 50 58 82

20to 24 .......... .. ... , - 50 23 53

25 to 65

Total 85 100 00

ALLOCATION OF AGE GROUP 15 TO 19, BASED ON BIRTHS IN 1951-55

Total
population

Infant oasis for
Age Births deaths computation Percentage

19-- . ........ ..... .. .. ......... - 87,819 2.182 AS 037 19.53

18 . 88, 941 2,160 76, 871 19.79
17 38, oua 2, 09 86, 339 19.69
16 91.570 2, 002 89, 568 20.43
15 92, 333 2,175 90, 158 20.56

Total 449, 071 10,588 438, 483 100.00

Assumptions :
19 year old group is post-secondary (19.53 %).
18 year old group is dividPd into 66.7% post-secondary and 33.3% sec-

ondary (19.795'0X66.7%=134:9).
Computation

A. The total percentage of the age group 15-19 less the percentage at-
tributable to post-secondary equals the percentage attributable to secondary.

B. The percent., attributable to secondary multiplied times the per-
centage of the total attributable to age group 15-19 equals the secondary
percentage of the total Federal funds available.

1. 100% (19.53%+13.20 %) =67.27%
2. 67.27% X58.8290=39.57% or 40%=the percentage of Federal 1068

funds available for secondary school vocational programs.
The 40 percent figure calculated represented approximately $2,997,001 in sec-

ondary funds of a total $7.490,143 Federal dollars received by the state for
1969-70 school year or fiscal year 1970.

DISTRIBUTION OF POST-SECONDARY AND ADULT FEDERAL FUNDS BETWEEN
URBAN AND RURAL AREAS OF WISCONSIN

In 1971-72. approximately $6.008.800 of federal monies were expended by
Wisconsin's post-high vocational-technical olucation system. $1,295,000 of this
sum was expended by the State Board and staff on projects encompassing the
whole system. $4.713.500 was distributed among the 16 area districts. U
latter sum. 53.3% went to districts comprising or containing the state's SMSA's.

If the $4,713.500 is broken down into direct awl indirect expenditures, then
$2.581,400 was spent for projects involving student contact for instructional
purposes, and $2,132,100 was expended for construction, equipment. research,
professional development, and unspecified projects Of the direct expenditures.
65.6% went to the SMSA districts. And of this 65.6%, at:;:roxiu...:e!Y
went to Central City areas.

According to the 1970 Census. Wisconsin's SMSA's contain 57.6% of the state's
population. and 65.9% is classified as urban so that only 8.8% of the urban popu-
lation resides outside of the state's SMSA's In terms of property valuation. 6
of the ft SMSA districts rank in the top S. Because of this, and the other fac-
tors on which project applications are rated, rural or mostly rural districts
tend to receive most of their federal money for non-continuing projects. i.e.
construction and equipment which are expensive per se. The mostly urban dis-
tricts. on the other hand, tend to have projects funded which are continuing
in nature: and which. In the absence of federal funds. they would be better
able to fund an their own.
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In 1972-73, approximately 040 separate district projects were funded in whole
or in part with federal monies. Exhibit VI is an example of the criteria used
In rating project applications for Part B, Regular Program funding. Similar
criteria are used in the funding of projects under other parts of the Act.

Exhibit I.-1970 population (U.S. Cenaus)
Percent

Urban 65.9
Rural 34.1
SMSA
Non-SMSA 42.4

1912 -73 PERCENT VOCATION '1/41-TECHNICAL EDUCATION FUNDS EXPENDED BY AREA A NO SOURCE

[In Percent'

Area Federal State/load Total

SMSA
Non-SMSA

37.4
62.9

69.0
31.0

65.2
34.

1972-73 FEDERAL FUNDS EXPENDED BY AREA, LEVEL AND SOURCE

Ara
Post-

Secondary Percent Secondary Percent Total Percent

SMSA $2, 542, 358 42.3 $1, 278,655 30.5 $3, 821, 013 37.4
Non-SMSA - 3. 466, 474 57.7 2, 917, 992 69.5 6, 384, 466 62.6

Total 6,008,832 4,196, 647 13, 205,479 ......... _

1972-73 STATE AND LOCAL FUNDS EXPENDED BY AREA, LEVEL AND SOURCE

SMSA $49, 397, 370 71.2 $1, 978,138 39.0 $51, 378, 508 69.0
NonSMSA 20, 016, 261 2& 8 3, 089, 222 61.0 23. 105, 4113 31.0

Total 69, 413,631 5, 067, 360 .... .... 71,400,991 . , .. .. ...

EXHIBIT ILFEDERAL MONEYS EXPENDED BY DISTRICT, POST- SECONDARY AND ADULT

Non-direct I
Direct 7 (construction,

Total student equipment,
District expenditures Percent expenditures Percent et cetera) Percent

1 8321, MO 6.8 566, 100 2.6 $254, 900 12.0
27 .. ...... -.; .. ... -....,..-. 394, 000 8.1 115,100 4.5 278,900 13.1

233,700 5.0 79,400 3.1 154,300 7.2
13 -,, 210, 900 4.5 145, 800 5 6 65. 100 3.1

354, 800 7.5 149, 700 5.8 205, 100 9.6
67... ,..,...: ........... 322,100 68 176,500 68 145,600 68

51,100 1.1 4.4,400 09 26,70x) 1.3
97 - - - .. , . , ... - - 773, 400 16.1 688,400 26.7 85,000 1.0
10 = _ ,.: : 345, 800 7.3 291, 600 11, 3 54, 200 2.5-_

11 426,500 9 1 56,400 2 2 370,100 17.4
127 284, 500 6 0 179, 000 6 9 LOB, !!..7-' 4.9
137 95, 800 2.0 50, 300 1.9 45, 500 2.1
14 184, 400 3.9 43, 300 1.7 141, 100 6.6
15 192, 300 1 1 143, 600 5 6 43,700 2.3
16. _ ... .... .. ... .... _ 139, 500 30 55, 500 21 84, 000 3.9
11 s 383, 700 8 1 316, 300 12 3 67,400 3.2

Subtotal....:_: 4, 713, 500 100 0 2, 581, 400 100.0 2,132, 100 100.0
State board.. ; 1, 295, 300

Total.._.:_: 6,008,800 . . . .....

7 Direct' Part Bhandicapped and disadvantak d, apprentice, extension, part Fconsumer and lamina nig; part
102(b); part D--exemplary; part Hwork study.

7 Non-direct: Part B--equipment, construction, pi ofe:sional development, unspecified; part Cresearcb.
7 Districts comprising or cr=mpassing
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Exialitt III

Economically Depressed Areas

I - Title I (Public Works and
IV - Title IV Economic Development Act)
Indian Reservation - Title IV

Source: Vis-onsir :le,artn:nt of :rdurir , Labor and Hawn Relations
January. 1)7.

EXHIBIT IV. FAMILIES BELOW POVERTY LEvEL (t970 CENSUS)

District Percent SMSA Non-SMSA
1970 per captta

income

1 ,

3
4.

Central City,. , .
MliwauRull CuullTY .............
NunUntral C4tY:.,- ........

10 -- -,:--:: :::::.:
11 . ..
12 . .

14 .,..,-. -- ,:----

16.. .
11..... ..: >

%le enrage

-.....,:
:-

::::

- ,-- ,

.. ,,-..---.-.,:-:..,,.::-
- --..,,---,.., .....
-.-- .,,,--, ....................

r:::7

, --,--:::: ,

10.5

3
. 0 65 14.2

13.0
6 2 5 4 7.4
5 8 . ..... .. ...
5.9 5.6 7.3
3 3 ............ ... ..

. 8.1 -: -,:::, . :
-- - 6.4

------.--.:-..,,,,,:-...-..:.. ............. 3 0
5 3
6.3 5.5 10.5
11-.? - :: ::..,.; <_

... .8.1 -,.., .. ...... ........... <:...- : :.: :: -..:

iii ':"':: 10 5 ''' 12.5

-::

32.564
2,545
2,328
3,238
3,006
3.140
3,619

:.-.::::::,
3,410
2,SO
3,040
2,973
Z685
Z630
1,440
2.410
2.478

7.4 5.! 9.6 3,046

Note: 34.2 percent of all families in the State are ciassified as rural. This 34.2 percent contains 47.8 percent of families
below powty loud.
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EXHIBIT V.UNEIAPLOYIAENT RATEYEARLY AVERAGE

Dolan 1972 1973 District 1972 1973

1 .............
2

5 ... ..
8 . .--.
9

10 ......

-- - - ......

.... . .. ........... -.-

......... , ..... --.-
.

... ..... ,-,,,,,,,

-

-:.

55
6.1
5 . 3

4 3
6.0
5.2
4.5
4.4
4 5

5.6
6.1
5 3
4 0

05.
4 2
3.7
3 7
4.2

11 .....
12.
13 ....
14
1

16

5._

17

..... . ....
,

, . . . ..
, , .. .

... .

State average .

,......... .. .. .. .

...... ...-.
.., .. ..... ..

40
50
6.0
6.1
5$
5 9
7.1

3.5
40
5.3
6.0
59
6.7
7.3

,,, S 0 4.4

Source. Wisconsin Department of Industry, Labor and Human Relations.

EXHIBIT VI. POLICY FEDERAL AID AWARDS FOR PART BREGULAR
PROGRAMS FOR FISCAL YEAR 1974

(From memorandum of May 18, 1973)

We would note that the following information is suggested. as the guide to be
used in our scoring and ranking the Part 13Regular Programs. W. feel that
we have interpreted the intent of the law and followed the information as
pros ided in the State I'lan in developing this criteria. We do realize that there
had to be some arhitrary judgments made, and this was done as a committee
function.

Attached please find a copy of our Form VEAS-217. which identifies the
basic criteria and is the evaluation sheet used by the five committee members
to evaluate each of the projects submitted for fiscal 74.

I would appreciate your reviewing the coinments that follow which explain
each of the parts, as well as other information. We do need your approval of
this information so that we may proceed in scoring the projects.

PART 1M ANPCW F.R NEEDS

Each of the committe members will use the December 1972 Occupational
Opportunities Information Bulletin or more current Information. if available,
in identifying employment needs. This bulletin is prepared by the Wisconsin
state Employment Service and contains the :Attie statistics that are being used
o develop our State Plan. The committee members generally used the State or

District section of the bulletin unless a conflict is fount between the district's
designated level of need and that which is found in the section referring to the
state in general. If there is a conflict, then the supervisors will refer to the
part of the bulletin that covers the WOES district that relates to the VTAE
district and will use that criteria for their judgment.

PART 2VOCATIONAL NEEDS

This section generally does not apply because all the programs that would
rank other than average would he generally found in the disadvantaged sec-
tion under Mr. Sahakian. Should it be necessary to we Part B funds for dis-
advantaged or handicapped, Part 2 would then becornn an important phase of
the scoring.

PART 3EXCESS COSTS

The following item would cause a project to receive five points or a total of
in for the section

1. EquipmentWhen $30,000 or more was identified in a project in one pro-
gram area.

2. Extension EducationWhen $30 per hour or more was paid as an hourly
rate

3. Apprenticeship and Extension EducationWhenever a circuit instructor is
employed performing as a circuit teacher.

PART 4 --RELATIVE ABILITY TO PAY

Upon reviewing the chart as found in the State Plan. the committee agreed
that there should be three section's designated for scoring: those that were in
the lower half, Districts 1. 2, 3, 15 and 17 were to receive five points; Districts
5, 6, 9, 10, 11, 12, 73 and 14-4 points: all others were to receive three points.
It was found that the dollar value behind each citizen in these districts varied
appreciably at these break-off points.
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PART ECON 0 II 1 CA LLY DEPRESSED AREAS

tpon reviewing the maps provided in the State Plan, it was agreed that
Districts 2, & 13. 15. 16 and 17 vcould receive five points; Districts 1, 4, 5, 12. 14
wor3d receive three points : and all others zero.

PART 6 RIG 11 DROPOUT RATE AND YOUTH UNEMPLOYMENT

rr4,-Q reviewing the criteria found in the State Plan and provided by the
Department of Public In,truetion. it was agreed that there would be three rank-
ings five point_., three points. and zero. To determine a point value, districts
were ranked in categories of youth unemployment and also dropout rates as
illustmed in the State Plan. Combined scores of the ranking of the two cate-
cones provided rank order oy district. Based on this calculation, Districts 2,
9 12 IS., 14 and 16 reeelve five points : 4. 6. 10. 15 and 17 receive three points and
al: 'her d ict zero

PART : DEMONSTRATION OR PILOT PROJeCTS

The committee set the criteria for these ten points as a program that had
never been developed in our State previously and thus would rate that special
cons: dera ti on.

Special items for consideration:
1 On the equipment protects. we are insisting that a set of advisory coin-

mmee minutes accompany the projects and that the committee has reviewed
tit, equipment that is being requested in the project.

2 The minimum criteria for a piece of cq'tipment to be considered would be
one valued at r300 or more.

S All equipment for which there is a lease or rental agreement will be
aide,1 at not more than 20 percent

T' e following information applie- to the scores attained versus percentage
of A

/7/ ,,/noottron.--Each of the courses in the project would
- red indiN 'dually and shied individually based on the following scale:

Percent
45
40
30
20

IThc-b Is to have the Form 120 submitted for confirmation and adjusted
h a manner so that the percentage of salary award can be identified on

form for each of these courses Projects to be submitted by March 15 of
the f:scal year involved in Fiscal 74 that is March 15.1974.

Equipmen.t It is generally agreed that we will score and identify the aid
f:r eqr..pment project, for m w programs first using the following scale:

Percent
TA-1 0 45
50-69 40
30-49

20

there he adequate funds to consider on-going programs, they will be
s- rol arid fnci 1:,:ng the following scale :

Percent
711' AA 40

25
0-34- 15

r App-rzticcs/zip even Projects due February 15, 1974 for Fiscal 74.
h -f the program, ,entitied in the apprenticeship project will be scored

us.r.s the !Mowing
Percent

45
40
30

0 -29 20

2S1
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The districts that .re charging tuition for out-of-district residents in the
apprenticeship programs will have subtracted from their Federal aid in the
amounts they are charging for tuition.

4. Commitments to districts of 100% aid on special programme, Where these
commitments have been made to the districts, a project will be written by that
district and submitted to the State Of for approval. The request for Federal
aid for these projects will be as per the previous agreement, which can be 100%.

State staff will be available to assist the districts in developing these special
types of projects.

Srorjrr ColOr for P,rt R rtnprn,R - Fisch 74
Uisconsin Board o' Vocational, Technical and Adult Education

State Evaluation Criteria
Part B, Regular
VE,AS-217

f"-r State Office Use Only

Project No.

Project Title

LEVEL
CPECKED SCORE Cm..rms

1. NANPOVER NE1DS Veight 6 Points 30

Employment needs severe or treat -5
Employment nerds mild or slight--3
Employment need, not evident 0

---
--

L'se Dec. 72 Occunational

Opportunities 'nit:tr. for Via.
5 points - 60-80 - Ranid

80-100- Yoderate
80-100- Rapid

All other corbinatiens 3 ets.

2. VOCATIONAL NEEDS Weight s rt.. 15
Service to special target grcu.ps-5
Service to regular grouns 3

Disadvantared and)
5 pts.

Special Croups )

Form VE-FS-205 required for
5 pts. Others - 3 pts.

3. EXCESS COSTS Veirht 3 points----15
Unusual. halm costs -------- 5

Normal costs

$30,000 - Fouiprent - S vas:
Excessive cost - Circuit
Instructors - Courses 0:en
vourly rate is $30 etr hours
and over.

4. RELATIY: ABILITY TO PAY Weight 4
Points 20
Median or below aedi... valuation-5
Above median valuation-- ----- 3 __--

Districts 1, 7, 3, 15: 17 -

5 pain
Districts 5, 6, 4, 10, 11, 12.
13, 14 - 4 roinl

All others - 3 poin

ADDITIONAL COSIDERATIOnt:

----

nistricts 2, 3, 13, 15,
16, 17 - 5 poin
Districts 1, 4, 5, 12,
14 - 3 poin
All Others - 0

S. Schools in economically depressed
areas- - -5

6. Schools in high drop out or youth
unemployrent areas - -5

istricts 2.9, 12, 11 14 5 pain
and 16
istricts 4, 4 10, 14 17 3 poin
all other districts 0

7. Demonstration or pilot projects 10
ach suncrvisor t, ,4.,errire
Den only one prograr in state.

TOTAL POINTS POSSIBLE . 100 total
Return to

Recommendation; Approve Disapprove Defer A,,licant

Comments; *Please be sure to check for advisory cor-attee minutes on equiprent
projects.

*Note on top of page new or on -going program for each project

*Score on the project- -the first colurn is reserved !or the supervisor fror the
discipline that the project oru'inatee in and the second col.fln for the other
supervisors.

0:eronstration or pilot Projects - Progrars or courses never offered before in
the state.
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Mr. Mr.Ens. Secondly. I would like to pursue the Tina that Mr. Quie
was pursuing. I have always worked under the assumption that the
Wisconsin's. the 'Minnesota's and the Washington State's of the Na-
tionand Kentuckyif they were all he had to deal with then we
could simply send the money out to the States and say, "spend it as
you wish oi education." Now I come here to this very enlightened
community and hear a very articulate person like yourself saying,
"hold on just a minute now. If we are going to have educational reve-
nue sharing," I like your terminology, "pedagogical potpourri," that
is very descriptive. But it seems you don't want a pedagogical
potpourri.

I would like you to tell me why in such an enlightened State You
apparently don't feel safe in getting your fair share of the total edu-
cation dollar for vocational education. If I misunderstand you, please
correct me.

Mr. LI:HAMANN. No. you don't misunderstand me. I think it is evi-
dent that we do have this matter of being able to relate with the people,
the power structure in the State.

Mr. MEWS. But aren't we dealing with the power structure at the
Federal level, too? If we tell you that this is a direction that you should
be going it. doesn't that come from a national power structure?

Mr. 1,EITRMANN. It comes from a national power structure but pri-
marily I am going to have to say it comes from Congress.

Mr. INIEEns. Are you telling me that the Federal power structure is
more enlightened ?

Mr. LEitatAsx. It is more enlightened in terms of defining national
needs and national priorities and how you are going to meet those
national needs and priorities.

I think one of the problems we have is that we get into too narrow
a scope. We look at it sometimes from a community vantage point and
sometimes from the statewide vantage point.

I can't believe that we would have gone ahead as rapidly in meeting
the needs of disadvantaged and handicapped people in Wisconsin or
ashincrtonI know your counterpart in Washington very well. I
think you are speaking from an enlightened State.

The fact is that these are enlightened people. But we need this kind
of direction from Congress and the people that in the past have pro-
vided tilt: kind of national input and impetus.

Mr. MY:FM.. Sometimes you really need some insulation, do you not?
Mr. LEItRMAXX. Absolutely.
Mr. MF.F.DS. To make decisions on expenditure of ethication dollars.
Mr. LEFIRIf.1 XN. Absolutely.
Mr. Mr_ms. Thank you very much.
Mr. I,ErramAxx. That is true at the local level as well as at the State

level. Congresssian.
Mr. MEEns. Dig that. Mr. Quie.
Mr. STEIGFII. Gene, we could go on at some length. I suspect. and

talk about the Wisconsin tradition in terms of defending vocational
education.

But you say 10B money was the only money distributed by the
State board which was not mached? Did I understiind that?

Mr. LEIIRMANN. [Inaudible.]
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Mr. STEIGER. It is matched. So the full range of the present cate-
gories within the Vocational Education Act Amendments of 1968 are
distributed and matched?

Mr. LEHRMANN. Yes; to some degree.
Mr. STEIGER. To some degree.
Mr. LEHRMANN. The 102B is not as fully matched. We have some

90 percent money, 102B. But most of the other parts of the act are
mostly at 45 percent Federal and 55 percent State.

Mr, STEIGER. If this hearing does nothing more than give all of us
a chance to have the opportunity to listen and to learn from what you
have given us is very worthwhile.

Thank you very much.
Mr. LEHRMANN. Let rrw state one thing about this matching. Our

State board, their matching facilities committee last week, decided to
0,, back and ask the State legislature to plat some impetus into support-
ing these disadvantaged and handicapped programs at the State level
so that we could do certain things that we are unable to do now.

Let me give an example. If we are going to do things in the cor-
rectional institutions we can't expect the whole district to pick up
the cost of carrying on their correctional program.

Our board is asking for a certain discretionary amount of 2 pet-emit
that we could use to assist dist-icts who have to tackle these problems
that are statewide concerns and would further enhance our activities
in disadvantaged and handicapped activities.

Mr. QUIE. Will the gentleman yield ?
Yon mentioned the 55 percent and 45 percent. Were you including

consumer homemaking in that? Because usually the State match is so
much greater on consumer homemaking. Are you 55-45 on that as
well ?

Mr. LEHRMANN. John. do you recall ?
Mr. RAMSEY. We furnish some 75 percent and 25 percent is Federal.
Mr. Qum I understand some places are S to 1.
Mr. RAMSEY. Some 80-20. some 90-10. some 75-25.
Mr. LEHRMANN. These areas are also doing things that we are not

involved in that are 100 percent State and local dollars.
It does focus on what Congress considers to be an important concern.
Mr. STEIGER. Do you find a real possibility in the State that you

could take A through G and put that together into a single plan for
vocational and adult education without separate requirements for
each part?

Mr. LEIIRMANN. Yes: I gne.s I indicated that in my report that I
gave to you.

Mr. OrrE. If I may go back into history a little bit, how did you
feel in 1963 about retaining' the category for vocational agriculture?

Mr. LEHRMANN. I suppose
Mr. F :EIGER. Do you rant to answer that on the record ?
Mr. LETIRMANN. I will answer that on the record. I was concerned

about keeping that as a categorical program at the time. I wasn't
too far wrong either. When I look at what we ought to have as nriori-
ties now and what the future may hold as far as the needs for food in
this country. For anybody to advocate 5 years ago in the State of
Wisconsin that a you4, man ought to go into production agriculture,



1.41:%:e Itu farm( is would say right now that he is talking off the top
of is head. They are pmbably right.

1,,; for anybod) to make that recommendation here in our State
.1a have been considered out of the question. But just look what
needs might be 3 of 4 years from now or 5 years from now in terms

I:ft production of food in this country. Look what is happening
nov .n terms of the reduction in the price of milk in our State

the effect it is hat mg upon the producer of milk. large corporate
ent :ies. ith labor prices and the cost of feed and everything has
t.ht-ki h here and the price of milk has reduced itself considerably in

t'ne 3 mom hs.
.1 ust look at the impact having. I predict we need to have a

1.71-e414 more effort m encouraging people to get into what I con-
Fo.ie7 to be a family-sized farm and support a sound vocational agri-
c1.11-are program in I:le State.

We ought to he doing this. We in Wisconsin have a young adult
fa7-iner program that I think is not only. I think we can demonstrate, is

7: effect:ye and it is meeting the needs of establishing young people

We need to ao more in our vocational education field in preparing
beopie for self-employment. Most of our efforts in the past have been

pr paring people to work for someone else outside of agriculture.
I arm saying we need to take a look at this. at the total range. and

r,,Pare people to work for themselves, to ,eD into business.
"11 we have so many business failures of small businesses?

Iven:Is; the people didn't understand the business operation.
Maybe they understood the technology. Maybe they could repair the
;11. But they didn't know how to manage the business.

I think that is another range of acti% it1. If we had done as much in
1--.Iisinet-s as we have done in Agriculture and young adult farmer pro-
-C-750311M in Wisconsin we would certainly improve the opportunity
a7,6 the chances of succe. ss of our businessmen in the State of
WisconsIn.

I am hoping that we would address ourselves to that problem in the
Ininediate future. I am telling our district directors next week that
t'hat is one of our highest priorities come next year.

Mr. Qr-rn. When we dropped the category for -vocational agriculture
ht we earmarked funds for there has been fin increased enrollment.
my understsnding. rash: 7 than a decrease in enrollment compared
1PRS. 1P 7S enrollment figures. I guess, are the last that you have.

Are you recommending from that. then, that they ought to now re-
-n-11.w a category which would earmark money for agriculture?

Mr. Is.cram aNN. No. I wasn't necessarily recommending that. I think
tbe Septet now have adjusted to that responsibility and are

Mr one eoneerr is that in the Process of doing that that we make
Ain t?--,sitnot make certainbut to see to it that the States

a Imi-n-tment to continue this kind of activity by putting forth State
-esolrees and hi putting forth leadership that will continue these

R' t ;e$.
pint out that we have almost no leadership anymore at the

cyst te-ms of vocational agriculture or any one of the other
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categories. It has been generalized tA, such an extent that there is prac-
tically no leadership coming out of the U.S. Federal office in these
areas.

Mr. QUE. Then you don't think we ought to go back to having a
special category for vocational agriculture? Why do you want to retain
consumer homemaking as a separate category ? Why can't they compete
as well since you indicated that that is where the largest overmatching
conies from?

Mr. LEIIRMANN. In my testimony, that would be included in a
consolidated program, Congressman.

Mr. QrIE. Thanks.
Mr. Smarr:. Thank you. Gene, very, very much.
Mr. LEEIRMANN. You are welcome.
Mr. STErnER. For an excellent job.
Jack Reilil, representing the State AFLCIO on behalf of John

Schmitt. the State president.

TESTIMONY OF JACK B. BEIM, WISCONSIN AFLCIO,
MILWAUKEE, WIS.

Mr. REIM. Thank you, Congressmen Perkins, Steiger, Quie, and
Meeds.

People of organized labor in the State of Wisconsin have been
tremendously pleased with the much greater recognition and respect
that vocational education has been receiving in recent years.

This is only natural in view of the important role that Wisconsin
labor unions have played in the establishment of the vocational school
system in the State.

When the State legislature passed the law establishing the first
vocational school system in the Nation it provided that the local levels
would include nn equal number of labor, management, public rep-
resentatives. and one agricultural representative. In an agricultural
State like Wisconsin in most cases all these boards are represented
by agricultural members. This partnership has been close since 1911
and has been one of the key factors in making the vocational system
the finest in the Nation.

With local authority and autonomy the system serves the needs of
the loch? communist'.

These L:dvisory committees also extend through our secondary edu-
cation 1, %-els with our capstone courses. We have advisory commit-
tees repr -ented by all segments as far as our partnership advisory
committee.

Vocations] education in Wisconsin provides relevant education for
the people who must prepare for jobs. In addition it provides the
opportunity for employees to improve on their present jobs and to
qualify for better paying jobs.

I would like to point out ir, cases of the building trades what we
call the building trade extension or expansion is when n fellow wants
to keep up with the newest parts. materials. and technology and tech-
nological changes in his trade.

He can enroll in a trade extension course and keep up with these
changes.
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In the ink:us:rift! Artsi ::uprovement proerams.
Workers meet up wi:11 the :ar:st techno:oical eh:titre.

We have prozra:ns a:so agr:cre to keep up with the tech-
nological chanee.s.

We certainly hare :-.ad geeat deal of assis:anse from all of our
local :mm;::.. fee:: o.at:onal s.hools. fmni the pollee and
firemen. We have had ass:stance frn the voeational education system
in our tra:4: of mployees. This COOS on into supervisory
pk)sittons for pu, LL einvloyees :o help them to a better job.

Also with the legisla:.on that was ;us: passod in the reeent session
of the legislature on einergen:y medical vie. we It.lok for them to
provide a great dea: of .a....-sistanoe in training for this type of personnel,
no matter what type of t.'"Odts :hey may be.

We th-nk that tex:ulical. %ontiona:. and adult education in Wiscon-
sin provides the working 1 an w.th the trainir.g that his wife and
children ean use. We fee'. that the doors of these cl.%....tykerns must be
kept open for all who need anti want vocational train:no. This includes

disadvantac,ed and the har.dieapped.
\V think th:s is one good poin: of voeatlonal education in Wiseon-

s.n. that It ;villa ir s tuition free.
We want them to be aceess.b:e tc,Ixeple regardles-; of their eeonomic

eireuinstanees.
We eertainly iesire and wcv.f.d appreeis:e Federal aid to continue

Si) that our %,)ear'ena' edueation programs continue to omerress and
tied new w ays of furnishing:he n.E. 7:e of Wis.sonsin with training and
edneatiou th--- era -f grea teenno.ogi..al ehar.f.re.

We Ce:k this is :re of the be Investments we 'an make.
That is a:1 I have.
I wanted to keen it short. Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ,S17.-',A;':R. Int, ask you a oluestion at the

wits. t. Can vot. indi;atIon as to your judgment as to the
nsefulne.s of the Sta:e advisery on voeational education. the
members who serve on :t

How uo you see that re and how has It worked
Mr. Rrnit. I think the rele is re: y useful because, being from Wis.

vourli. ko.:ew :ha: cur p:se'gram. with the treater
move toward ea: .c'r ti11:.:10:-.. I *"..k :hey do oversee the entire pro-

rani. It is every it imroran: to our people to have all segments of
the :1,:bl- on t're advs-ry cour. ......

Mr. rZ17F
Mr. V.: -Ps I .1 s. th.r.:1; von and 'Nit% Zan-

,Anaro ar.1 a:e *a: or :17
, .11 17 :17k1 careers.

. - "' "."\C.1t;0" is not
fort:1 o-g.

So Inv cerii,';--ert e. te ye .7 t7:1:17": :ahor. e,..en: for i:s role.
Mr. RPM: TI!:17.k have area. We brag

abont it all the time. I have to adt.n:t that.
Mr. :'71''.;FIZ M-. Chair-an

ly s:h. to cou:p:ir-ent "Mr o. Reihl for
l

C;iairman PFRK:Nz. ..:kew:ks
Sta-erlent. and russre than ar.rt'e:-:: else for the tremendous ce-

oi ation of the labor unione. As Mr. Meeds sated. very few States

44 -S2.1.--73--17
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in the Union enjoy the cooperation between organized labor and all
aspects of the manpower programs in vocational education as von
enjoy here in this trreat State of Wisconsin.

You are certainly to be complimented.
Mr. limn. I just might add while we are on the subject that in

Wisconsin that we got a pretty good workmen's compensation act and
unemployment compensation legislation. Sometimes we run into a
few roadblocks. But pretty much we hammer through a piece of legis-
lation that the legislator can adopt that finally passes the legislature.

Once in a while we have new members appointed that don't know
how to count some votes sometimes, and they have some problems.

But I think we have been a State that works together quite well.
We are certainly proud of the way we ha "3 worked along with our
agricultural representatives in vocational education.

Chairman PERKIXS. I want to state that when I first came to Con-
gress I had the pleasure and the privilege of sitting with Andy V.
Miller, who was a representative from the State at that time. He made
a great contribution.

I always felt that that was one of the most progressive Congresses
we have enjoyed.

Andy certainly was outstanding. The State has been progressive all
through the years, keeping up with progress, getting out ahead of
other States.

I just want to compliment yo,..
Mr. REnn. Thank you.
Mr. STMGER. Mr Quie?
Mr. Qum. I too want to compliment you. 1 think as Lloyd has indi-

cated, your statement here and Mr. Zancanaro's statement show the
real support that organized labor has given and that is of utmost
importance.

I would like to ask, though, a little bit about your background. Are
you in building trades?

Mr. I started out when I was waiting for an apprenticeship
in carpentry. The first labor union I belonged to was the rubber work-
ers. I had spent 18 years at the trade as a carpenter and also I took
some eon rSe -4 in college and went right back to vocational school. I had
courses in human relations and such subjects. I used to be an aide:
and council president in my hometown.

Then I went on and worked midi- 6ne of the programs of the Fed-
eral Government in economic development. I worked in Wisconsin
with the Indians in northern Wisconsin. The Department of Com-
merce might have been shocked that they had received one of the first
contracts between professional and clerical employees in the U.S. De-
partment of Commerce that was ever organized.

From there I went into building trades representative of the State
AFLCIO and then subsequently I was elected secretary-treasurer.

John Zancanaro, the president of the board, has done an outstanding
job. Ile doesn't like to play up the job that he did in pushing the pro-
gram for minorities in the Milwaukee area.

Mr. QriE. It is a great background that the State advisory council
can benefit flour.
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Does the council look at that chart as to specific skills and then give
any advice back or are you depending on the administrators?

Mr. REilit. We are looking at that also. I had written one article
for La Crosse State University to tell them about vocational educa-
tion. It wasn't too long that I liad a rebuttal. My wife said, "Jack, you
have got a rebuttal on your article."

But the success of vocational education in Wisconsin is just tre-
mendous. They try to do the job with the facilities they have. That is
why we ask you to keep that Federal aid coining.

Mr. Quo:. You mentioned tuition-free education. What Is the AFL-
CTO's position in the State of Wisconsin in regard to what must be a
difference of opinion among educators which we have in Minnesota?

Mr. REIIII.. Andy Miller, I am sure, has stated this on the national
level. It is the same in Wisconsin. We feel that the first 14 levels of
school should be free for all students and they should be able to pursue
whatever area they wish.

Mr. Qum. Thank you very much.
Mr. MER. What programs are being promulgated or utilized spe-

cifically for the Minomenes, particularly in view of the fact of their
self-determination?

Mr. REIM.. I think you could address that Question to Mr. Lehr-
mann. But one school in that district that was built with Federal funds
under the Department of Commerce, they certainly take care of the
needs of the Indians in Minomene County. But the current programs,
off-hand I can't tell you.

Mr. LEIIRMANN. I can respond to that. Do you want it now? Or
later?

Mr. Mr.ms. That would be fine.
Mr. Ltainitinxx. All right, let us do it later.
Mr. Smiont. Jack, thank you very, very much. Glad to have you

here.
Let us take a relatively short break for hinch so we can complete

the hearings in a timely 'fashion, and give the chairman a chance to
visit the good dairy operation.

[A recess was taken.]
Mr. STEIGER. Ladies and gentlemen, if I can get your attention we

will call things to order and start once again.
Mr. Chairman, if I mav, with your permission, I have here Robert

Rudiger, chairman of the State advisory council on vocational educa-
tion.

[Prepared statement follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF E. ROBERT RUDIGER, CHAIRMAN, WISCONSIN ADVISOR'
COUNCIL ON VOCATIONAL EDUCATION, MENOMONIE, Wis.

My twine is E. Robert Rudiger and I live in Menomonie, Wisconsin. I am the
present chairman of the Wisconsin Advisory Council on Vocational Education
and my remarks are on behalf of that Council. I appreciate this opportunity to
meet with you today.

The Wisconsin Advisory Council on Vocational Education was established by
Public Law 90-576 to "advise the State Board"; "evaluate vocational education
programs, services, and activities", and to "prepare and submit through the
State Board to the Commissioner and to the Natia, .1 Council an annual evalua-
tion report".
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Since its inception and the release of its first Annual Evaluation Report, this
Council has legally and conscientiously sought to monitor vocational education
Programs in Wisconsin and to advise the Wisconsin Board of Vocational, Tech-
nical and Adult Education concerning these evaluations.

In addition to the annual evaluations, the Wisconsin Advisory Council has
also conducted several (adept') studies. Among these nre t (1) a study dealing
with vocational opportunities for students with special needs; (2) a fallow-up
to that study dealing specifically with the handicapped and vocational education ;
(3) two studies focusing on health occupations preparation programs in Wis-
consin; (4) n report on the status of career education in Wisconsin; and, (5) an
evaluation of professional development for Wisconsin's vocational education
personnel. Other studies are now in progress including one dealing with the
vocational education delivery system for sparsely populated areas and L'...other
is concerned with the identification of future trends in business, industry and
society in the coming 20 to 25 years and their implications for short and long
range planning in vocational, technical and adult education in Wisconsin.

To help get the story of vocational education to the public in Wisconsin, the
council has printed and distributed 25,000 copies of a booklet titled, Learning
for Living in Today's World of Work. Because of the excellent response concern-
ing this publication another 5,000 wide.; are now in the process of being printed.

The Council is proud of the impact it has made on Vocational Education in
Wisconsin. Likewise the Council is impressed with the competencies of the mem-
bers of the State Board and its staff, and with the personnel in the Department
of Public Instruction. All in all the great strides in vocational education in Wis-
consin have been the result of a total cooperative team effort of all concerned
gronps.

With this as background information, the council would like to make the
((Rowing comments that will hopefully be considered when future federal leg-
islation for vocational education is drafted.

1. As a council, we feel that a new Federal Department for Education and
Manpower Development should be established with Cabinet status. As we all
know, the Department of HEW has grown to be the largest single department in
the federal government. The final result has been that its commitment to edu-
cation and especially vocational education has been greatly reduced. We feel
education should be more strongly represented and this can be done with a
cabinet-level Secretary who has a narrower span of control. In addition, we feel
the new CETA program offered through the Department of Labor could be
better directed and articulated through such a cabinet post.

2. Our Council feels that the continual reorganization within the USOE, done
under the allusionment of increased productivity should be resolved. After every
new reorganization the number of personnel within the Bureau of Vocational.
Technical and Adult Education has diminished drastically. In addition, such
reorganization often results with the top position in vocational education being
relegated one step farther down the organizational hierarchy plus a constant
turnover in personnel.

3. We u_ge the Congress to draft legislation which will assure more prompt
vocational education payments to the states. Federal funding was and still is
intended to be a stimuli to Program innovation and growth, however, during
1972 and 1973 the funding to states on a three month basis by n continuing rear,
'Winn acted as a deterrent to state and local planning. To alleviate this, we
suggest consideration be given to the enactment of legh. :Hon of an appropriation
nature rather than the current authorization nature. 'This would eliminate the
long drawn out legislative process uhich now takes place each year and would
better assure long range program planning by states and local rel:qol districts.

4. Our council also feels that 'boy new vocational education legislation, re-
gardless of the funding procedure, e.g. by categories or by a consolidation of
categorical grants, be of sufficient amount to include all instructional programs
that are presently covered by categorical funding under the 1968 amendments
plus amounts for post-high school and for out-of-school youth and adults who
are having difficulty getting into the Job market. Likewise continued funding
is needed for professional staff development, guidance, placement and follow-up
services, and research. Even stipends for unemployed persons with family obli-
gations who are enrolled in vocational education programs should be considered.

5. Because of the high mobility of our population the council feels the federal
government should assume a greater proportion of the costs of vocational eduea-
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Hon in each state. it is an investment on the federal level that will pay dividends
all through the work life of the recipient. No matter what state the worker
moves to the federal government will collect federal income taxes on the earnings
while State governments only benefit in this way if the person decides to stay
within the state to work, Local governments are even more limited on a cost/
benefit basis.

6. We feel vocational education moneys granted to each state should go to the
appropriate state agencies now responsible for its distribution to local schools
and meaningful guidelines should accompany the funds to assure strong pro-
grams of vocational education in each state.

These are the main points our council 'wished to have me comment on. Thank
you for allowing me to appear before this hearing.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT RUDIGER, CHAIRMAN, STATE ADVISORY
COUNCIL ON VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Mr. RIIDIGER. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, I am here
representing the advisory council.

Following Gene Lehrman and following Jack is kind of like snug-
gling up to your wife at night wftet you have taken her to a Robert
Redford movie.

Our council was formed after the 1968 act. We have been trying to
monitor the educational vocational system in the state since that time.

In addition to the annual evaluations we have do! a several it
depth studies. Among these are a study dealing with vocational op-
portunities for students with special needs, a study dealing-Specifically
with the handicapped and vocational education, two studies focusing
on health occupations preparation programs in Wisconsin.. We have
done a study on the evaluation of professional development for Wis-
consin's vocational education personnel.

We have two studies now underway that will bd of "particular help
to DBI in area districts. That is, how do-we get vocatiorial education
out in 'sparsely populated areast

The other one, nearly completed, is an identification of future trends
in business and industry and society in the coming 20 or 25 c-ars and
the ramifications for short- and long-range planning in vocational,
technical and adult education in Wisconsin.

We have had 25.000 copies of this booklet, of which you have a copy,
which explains the total system in. Wisconsin. Because of the excellent
response to this we are now getting 5.000 more of them printed.

iOur council is very impressed with the capability of the State board
and its staff and the staff of DBI. We feel that the great strides in voca-
tional education in Wisconsin have been the result of a cooperative ef-
fort of all concerned groups.

As I think Mr. Lehrmann said earlier, you can see the relationship
we have with the State board in terms of advisory capacity.

I suppose you could say in Wisconsin this is a dual system,
"D-U-A-L,- not "D-U-E-L," as in other States.

Mr. STEIGER. Too subtle for us.
Mr. RI:DIGER. With this as background information, we would like

to make the following comments with regard to future legislation.
We feel it is time that education move out of HEW and have a

cabinet post. We even feel the CETA program could be better admin-
istered through that type of arrangement.
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I was going to mention about USOE. But Gene did that so
thoroughly I won't go into that.

Chairman PERKINS. Y011 follow the same line ?
Mr. RUDIGER. We follow the same line, right. Those of us that have

worked prior to the 1968 Act and remember the leadership we did get
from the U.S. Office, it is really very noticeable to us.

We urge Congress to draft legislation which will assure more prompt
vocational education payments to the States. You have heard this
before this morning, I am sure, continually. But if Federal funding
is to be a stimuli to program innovation and growth, this 3-month
continuing resolution sort of thingbut if we didn't have the Tydings
amendment to carry money over we would never have been able to
use probably half of it.

To alleviate this, the council urges that consideration be given to
the enactment of legislation of an appropriation nature than the
authorization nature.

In the Smith-Hughes Act there was a set amount of money every
year and the schools could plan on this. Now we spend most of our
time praying. Besides, it takes up a great deal of legislative time,
legislators' tune, too, I am sure.

Our council also feels that any new vocational ed legislation, regard-
less of the funding procedure, that is, by categories or by a consolida-
tion of categorical gran;s, be of sufficient amount to include all
instructional programs that are presently covered by categorical fund-
ing under the 1968 amendments.

We are also concerned about money for the post-high and for other
adults who are having difficulty in the labor market.

Continued funding is needed for professional staff development,
guidance, placement, and followup services, and research.

We hope that even stipends can be written into the legislation for
persons while they are in training. I think that vocational ed has
been unjustly criticized for not meeting the needs of all the people.
Yet there are certain groups that manpower development could reach
by giving a subsistence payment who otherwise couldn't touch our
programs.

Because of the high mobility of our population the council feels
that the Federal Government should assume a greater proportion
of the cost of vocational education in each State.

The reason for this is that people are very mobile. When training
comes from a local level, as you saw this morning, the largest per-
centage is local and then State and then Federal. these people will
not stay in that same community nor do they probably stay in that
same State.

But wherever they go to live they work and they are earning money
and they are paying income taxes to the Federal Government.

We feel that vocational ed moneys granted to each State should ±-.,to
to the appropriate State agencies now responsible fot itq distribution
to local schools and meaningful guidelines should accompany the
funds to assure strong programs of vocational ed in each State.

We have hit on that in other testimony tins mornin,T. We hate
ao.en,ies that have been in the business and have a commitment and
it disturbs us to see possibly other agencies now springing up.
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These are the main points our council wished me to comment on.
Thank you for allowing me to appear before this committee.
I am here for questions.
Mr. STF.IGER. Thank you Bob. I wonder if I could ask how much

money is the council now receiving for its work?
Mr. RUDIGER. Around $5:i.000 a year.
Mr. STErGER. Is that in the judgment of the council sufficient for it

to do its work?
Mr. RUDI(,ER. I think so. We work within our budget. The studies

that we conduct, by the way. are ow that cut across the school sys-
tems. They have research departments of their own.

Mr. STEICER. Are you satisfied that the council has served a useful
purpose and that establishment of the council has been helpful
Lastly, are you satisfied that the legislation has given to the council
sufficient independence and direction and authorization to do the kind
of work that you think needs to be done?

Mr. RrntoEn. flight. I feel that way personally. There are other
members of the council here. But we are advisory. 'We realize that.

Wisconsin is unique in another way in terms of the number of
people who are serving on advisory committees. I was just speaking
to Bob Sorenson during lunch. He made an indepth study that shows
there are roughly 350 occupational advisory committees ;nd the aver-
age membership was seven members. So we have roughly about 2,500
to 3.000 labor-management people who are helping advise these
programs.

VOICE. Bob. the committee might be interested to know that our
next council meeting is Tuesday. At that time there is going to be an
indepth study presented on the impact of the recommendations of the
advisory council since it was founded. In other words, what has come
from the recommendations that the council has made, back to the
beginning.

Mr. STEIGER. Are you going to share that with this committee?
VOICE. It is going to be presented next Tuesday.
Mr. RromEu. Our next meeting is Tuesday.
Mr. STEIGER. I trust. Mr. Chairman. if that were shared with the

committee th9t would be acceptable. I think we would all find that
would be of interest.

Chairman Perkins?
Chairman PERKINS. I was impressed with your statement and your

use of the word "d-u-a-l."
As a member of the advisory councilwhere do you envision the

ost ,cfrONN th in the next 10 years at the secondary or postsecondary
level?

:Nfr. lit-mc,En. Pretty much prior to the 1968 amendments it was
posthigh program. We had home ec and office occupations. But they
were not aided at that time in the high schools. Since that time the
high school programs have expanded a great deal.

In the years to come the people out there working are going to ha %-e

to he upgraded more. So it is going to be hard to see down the road
just how it is going to go. But I would say they are both growing.
a vt
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Chairruiui PERKINS. Perhaps you could shed some on the need
for additional funds in tile future. To what extent should the Federal
Government be participating where we are not participating becauso
of the inadequacy of funds in taking care of your applications in
Wisconsin ?

Assuming you re spending $500 million a day. if you are not receiv-
ing what you should to do the job as it should be done. how much inure
should be spent at the Federal level ?

Mr. RUDIGER. It would be very difficult to give that to vcia.
Chairman PERKINS. Judging tom your own State.
Mr. RUDIGER. I would like to see the percentage ratio shifted, as I

said in my testimony. I suppose we can use all the money we can get.;
Mr. LEHMANN. We are getting about 12 percent now Federal. ('er-

tainly 25 percent in the foreseeable future would be a realistic goal,
I think, to really help us.

Chairman PERKINS. That would be doubling the amount you pres-
ently get.

Mr. LEHR3fANN. Yes. I think that would be a realistic goal.
Chairman PERKINS. Under the present allocation. $500 million. you

feel that $1 billion would be what the Federal Government should be
investing?

Mr. LEHMANN. If we are to make substantial advancements in the
areas that have been presented here this morning, I would think that
would be a reasonable goal.

Mr. RUDIGER. If we could get that amount that is authorized.
Mr. LF.IIRMANN. That is the first step.
Mr. SEIGER. Congressman Meech?
Mr. MEEDS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I was primarily interested

in your advisory board role with regard to the formulation of the
5-year and the 1-year plans.

Would you tell us what role the advisory board is playing in that ?
Mr. RUDIGER. Yes. the State staff work out the rough draft and

then we have 10 monthly meetings a year. Whenever they get another
section ready of the State plan we check into it.

Mr. MEEDS. Do they ever talk to you before they start working
it out ?

Mr. RUDIGER. They are open to suggestions. The only thing is the
date this has to be supplied is moved up every year. Once you think
you are going to get on top of this thing then it is going to be a couple
of months ahead. So it is very difficult this way. But it can be changed.
It has been changed in spots at the rough draft stage.

Mr. AIF.EDS. You have had an opportunity to review it and make
suggestions prior to its behig submitted to the Federal Government ?

r. RUDIGER. Right. Otherwise we wouldn't sign.
Mr. MEEDS. You feel you have had a realistic input ?
Mr. RUDIGER. I would say yes. But I Nould think we could even im-

prove i` if we could ever get the submission date established so they
could really plan ahead with this.

MEEns. Is there any instance wher_ the State had not recom-
mended something and you _had recommended something and it was
then implemented into the State plan after it had been submitted to
you?

Lik 2t;a



Mr. Rt-DIGER. I can't just right now.
VOICE. Bob. I will try to help you. I can't think of any instance in

this last year. We were furnished a rough draft. There were several
changes made which the council suggested.

A second draft incorporating those was presented to the council.
There were changes made in the second draft. As far as I can recall
they have never been refused any input with respect to the State plan
that was suggeged by the council.

I can think of two specific examples. One of them was that at the
fir:, review of the first draft it was pointed cut that we did emphasize
placement activities as a result of that.

We did write in some industrial arts. Those were two specific ex-
amples. They were added.

Mr. .Mtmos. Thank vou. Mr. Chairman.
Mr. STEM/Mt Mr. Quie?
Mr. Qrit. First I want to compliment you on your presentation. I

have reed that manpower and education ought to be together. They
sre so interrelated in that way.

Let me ask you about whether one of the requirements of your coun-
c.1 in its evaluation responsibility is to determine the effectiveness of
the program as run by the State as well.

Have TOR done a study on that. the effectiveness?
Mr. RI-DIGER. Yes: each year studies go into this in terms of how well

the State fulfilled its function as was stated in the State plan.
Mr. Qt-a... Do you do this on a school-by-school basis or an overall

basis?
Mr. Rt-DIGER. Overall.
Mr. Qr-tt. You doil't run down and sa.) "this one is doing better than

that one r
Mr. Rrnrsts. No: not that fine.
Mr. Qom. Do yoll think there would be a value in that?
Mr. Rt-DIGER. there might be. One problem would be in getting the

data. Sometimes the data doesn't have the same terminology.
Mr. Qt-rr.. There is quite a difference between the States. Do you find

there is even a difference between schools?
Mr. Br-1)1m m. The schools have a staff reporting system for the State.

But what I am getting at is where they use data from one agency and
data from another agency. The same terminology doesn't always
coincide.

Mr. Qrir.. Have you evaluated the program since 1968 to point out
shortcomings that we can remedy through legislation ?

Mr. RI.--D1GER. We developed some materials for the national council.
I t' you people must have the report from the 50 States on the

t of the 196 legislation since 196S. Maybe copies could be made
k to the group of what we submitted to the national council.

We (han.! run too many copies. Perhaps we could get some put to-
_et er that would really tell the story on Wisconsin.

Mr. Qrlt. What the national council put together gives an overview
r.c.:;:rt'. It d0;: 11"t give us what some of the problems might be.

We are continually involved in indepth studies.
Mr. Qum. Dealing with national problems?
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VoicE. Primarily in the State of Wisconsin involving vocational,
technical, and adult education. Those coupled with the annual evalua-
tion report are what you were inquiring about.

Mr. QUTE. Yes.
Voter.. But we have indepth studies on many facets of vocational

and technical and adult education in the State. They are the basis and
the reason why the council has made recommendations to the depart-
ment of public instruction and to the State board.

We will find out how many of those have been implemented next
Tuesday.

Mr. RIIDIGER. We have been a real help, I think, to each of the agen-
cies also. It adds more clout for them when they go to our State legis-
lature. A lot of the problems we deal with are really our 1W11 State
problems rather than national.

Mr. Qum. How do you react to what was said this forenoon on how
capstone is utilized by about 26 percent of the seniors in the State of
Wisconsin and it was mentioned that this ought to be available for 50
to 60 percent.

Has your advisory council looked at that. made a recommendation
on that?

Mr. RUDICIER. One of the problems is that Wisconsin has an awful
lot of small schools. This one study we are working on deals with how
we can get vocational ed to these sparsely populated areas. It is not
easy.

If we draw a line, for example, oh, from here down to the southwest
corner, I would suggest that two-thirds or three-fourths of the people
live there. The rest of it is sparsely populated except in the summer
when tourists come in.

Mr. Qum. That is why all those tourists enjoy it up there. In your
recommendation No. 2 you recommend that the Bureau of Vocational,
Technical, and Adult Education should be strengthened at the Fed
eral level. I know what you mean. Whenever there is a reorganization
they seem to get weaker.

You have also recommended that additional money be made available
to fully fund the Occupational Education Amendments of 1972 and
the authorizations in the 1963 act with the 1968 amendments. about $1
billion or thereabouts. We would get pretty close to full funding of
those acts if NV3 did provide that.

With that monk what would you need from the Office of Education
besides money?

Mr. RIIDIGER. What I would like to see is leadership, at the Federal
level, not regulation or policing. I don't know if I am coming through
on that.

Mr. QuTE. I see what you mean.
Mr. TIMMER. The primary responsibility I see is leadership to the

districts. We had this going pretty well at one time. This is what Mr.
Lehrmann was alluding to.

Mr. Qum. Do you work at all with the Education Commission of
the States'?

Mr. Ruptcrit. NO.
Mr. LEFIRIIANN. We don't.
Mr. BA3tsty. We do in Milwaukee.
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Mr. `UM. It me throw out one suggestion for you to look at. The
Federal Government and the Office of Education, you are getting
leadership from people who are not living in the real world. That is
pretty unreal out there by the banks of the Potomac River.

It sAvms to me the consensus of the education committees in the vari-
ous States is to be able to speak on a national level. That means you
will be speaking through them. I don't see the Office of Education
reflectirw the views very much of what comes out of the States. I look
at the Office of Education reflecting views that come out of OMB.
OMB is pretty confused now and naturally the Office of Education is
quite confused.

I would think there is a potential of great strength that I suggest
you look at.

Tb are all the questions I have. I appreciate what you are doing.
.1 Eli.' believe we did right when we set up a State advisory council.

Mr. Smia-,,al. Thank you, Bob, very, vely much.
Don McDowell, who is a member of the National Advisory Council

on Vocational Education, father of the Marquette County Board
Chairman. which is his real claim to fame.

[Prepared statement follows :]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF DONALD N. MCDOWELL, NATIONAL ADVISORY COUNCIL
ON VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Mr. Chairman: The National Advisory Council on Vocational Education repre-
sents a wide cra-section of the lay public. It reflects a diversity of viewpoints,
includirg among its membership representatives of business, labor, minority
grout's& educator& students, and the general public. We represent the clients of
our vocational education syntem. and are primarily concerned with seeing that
the programs work well. and reach those who need them the most.

The Council does not intend. at this time. to make specific legislative recom-
mendations. We are purposely retraining from taking a formal position on the
extension or revision of the Vocational Education Act, until we have had an
opportunity to evaluate the various concepts and proposals being generated by
other groups and organizations. and a chance to review the information which
will be presented to the oversight hearings during the coming months. During
this time. we interm to furnish the subcommittee with information and reports
being developed by the Council. and before the end of the ;ear will submit formal
recommendations.

In considering the Vocational Education Act, we believe we are working from
a position of strength. not weakness. The Vocational Education Amendments of
19tIsl.ave been extremely effective in improving and expanding vocational educa-
tion. Despite the fact that appropriations have never reached the levels antici-
pated by the authorizing legislation, the progress in vocational education has
been extraordinary.

The National Advisory Connellt believes there is nothing t isically wrong with
the present legislation. and little revision is needed. if the 1968 Amendments. and
the oi-ci:pational education program authorized in the Education Amendments of
1972. are fully implemented. properly administered, and adequately funded.
There are certain parts of the legislation which might be changed for the sake
of greater effectiveness and ease of administration. but the Council does not sup-
port revision of the present laws simply for the sake of change.

This conclusion is based on the Council's continuing review and evaluation Of
ItX`Stp.nal educate .n programs. in addition Li into -wive activity geared specifi-
cally to the over:Ai:lit hearings. This has included working with the State
Advisory Councils on evaluating the impact of the 1968 .1mendinents a.; back-
ground for these hearini.s. Those reports from each State Council. and tl a sum-
mary document prepared by the National Council, were submitted to the
subrommittee earlier this year.
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We have also had weekly consultation with the many organizations concerned
with the Vocational Education Act, several of which have drafted specific legis-
lative proposals. We have advised the Bureau of Occupational and Adult Educa-
tion with respect to its legislative proposals, and maintained contact with other
government agencies and private organizations with in'erest in vocational edu-
cation, as well as with the Congressional committees and individual Members of
Congress.

The Council regularly testifies before the Congressional Appropriations Com-
mittees on the vocational education budget, and continues the monitoring of
Project Baseline which was initiated at the request of Congress to gather data
on vocational training programs throughout the country.

The Council and its staff have met with State Directors of Vocational Educa-
tion, and with the Education Commission of the States, to ascertain their views
op the effectiveness of vocational programs, and the desirability of possible
legislative changes. We have participated in EPDA conferences to ascertain the
future needs for vocational teachers, and administrators.

During the past year, the National Advisory Council held public hearings on
urban vocational education in five representative citiesWashington, D.C., Pitts-
burgh, Atlanta, Los Angeles, an Houston. We are presently preparing a report
on those hearings, with additional" input from the Vocational Education Directors
of larger cities, and the State Advisory Councils. That report will be furnished
to the oversight hearings.

Two other projects sponsored by the Council will also have impact on future
legislation. One is an in-depth study by the National Academy of Science on
Vocational Research Effectiveness and Needs. The other is a study on duplica-
tion and Baps in vocational education in cooperation with the Education Com-
mission of the States.

There are several areas of specific concern to which the Council feels the
subcommittee should give particular attention, and which will be emphasized
in the Council's formal recommendations later this year. They are :

1. State plasning.The state plans as they have developed under the 438
Amendments have tended to become merely compliance documents, to be sub-
mitted and filed in order to receive federal dollars, rather than effective planning
tools. As the Council stated in its report submitted to the subcommittee in April,
the state plan should ideally provide the means for state officials to analyse needs,
establish priorities, and allocate scarce resources. The state plan for vocational
education should be less restrictive in its formal requirements, and should serve
as the basis for a viable planning procedure, with tie -Ins to other job training
programs, and the state 1202 commission.

2. Pre-vocational edscatios.New legislation should strengthen pre-vocational,
or exploratory education as part of the career education concept. The implemen-
tation of career education will require interaction among all phases of education.
Too often, career education and voeational education are regarded n synonomons,
and we should be alert to the opportunity to define the relationship between them.
The National Advisory Council is currently preparing a position paper on career
education which we will furnish to the subcommittee.

3. Vocational teacher education.On the grounds that there is a surplus of
general education teachers, the administration is proceeding to phase out the
Education Professions Development Act. There is a continuing need, however.
for development of vocational education teachers and administrators, and we
urge that authorization for such a program. which is now contained in Part F
of EPDA, be incorporated into the Vocational Education Act.

4. School -to -work. The Council has completed the first phase of a School-to-
Work study, sponsored by the Office of Economic Opportunity. We will monitor
the continuation of this study, which will be financed jointly by the U.S. Office
of Education, the Department of Labor, and the Department of Defense. The
pnronse of the project is to promote cooperation between school districts and
the business and labor communities. and help ease the transition of students
from the classroom to the world of work.

5. Catettorieal funtling.The Council believes there are certain national priori-
ties in :,ational education which must he emphasized. Proposals for consoli-
dation should he carefully evaluated. A degree of consolidation, on a selective
basis, could be effective in establishing better vocational education programs at
the state level. but national priorities must be recognized. We believe the U.S.
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(Vice of Education should provide leadership in establishing and implementing
national priorities, but Congress also clearly has a role in defining the

Priorities. Congress has just recently exercised that role by proposing an amend-
ment to the Vocational Education Act to add a new Part J for programs in Bi-
lingual Vocational Education. The Council believes that continued emphasis must
be placed on programs for the disadvantaged and the handicapped, and special
artention must he given co Indian vocational education.

a. Oa, of schnol yowth and adults. We need to strengthen programs to reach
tbcrae who need vocational training, but have left the formal education system.
Those who have left school should be able to easily re-enter the system at the
appropriate secondary or post-secondary level.

7. Gstit Ussoe and onyx, ^lint.We must continually strengthen vocational guid-
ance and counseling pro sms. The National Advisory Council's Sixth Report.
June L 1P72. recommends that pre - service and in-service programs in vocational
and ctretsr education be provaled for all mselors, and that counselors be made
more aware of job opportunities and the or market demands.

R. Forward Insidiag.The Council ,ontinues to urge forward funding for
all educational programs and full funding for the expanding vocational educa-
tion programs.

The Om:mil will continue its review and evaluation of prof muds for vocational
education legislation by the American Vocational Association, the U.S. Office
of Education, and other& which may emerge as the oversight hearings pre-
ened We will submit final recommendations to the subcommittee at an appro-
priate date with other reports during the interim.

On behalf 0: the National Advisory Council on Vocational Education, I wish
tr express appreciation for this opportunity to present to you our concerns and
activities with respect to the Vocational Education Act.

STATEMENT OF DONALD N. MCDOWELL, NATIONAL ADVISORY
COUNCIL ON VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Mr. Mc Dow-ELL. Mr. Chairman, members of the subcommittee, I
am dclihted to have this opportunity to take just a few minutes today
as a member of the in-man National Advisory Council. We represent
a thrersitv of opinion. business, labor and industry, the youth, the dis-
advantage. d. and the minority groups. So many .of the decisions that
do some from our council do have a broad perspective.

I have prepared for you just a 314-page report. I am not going to
read it to von. I am going to touch on some of the highlights.

I shoul,-Inst address this to Bill Steiger because of my background
the last few years as executive director of the National Future Farm-
ers Foundation and prior to that for 19-plus years I was secretary of

u re in Wisconsin.
I cti.:t refrain from welcoming you to agricultural Wisconsin as

welt. I know this is no time for stories. But your coming here reminds
me of a little story of the hippie who was on LSD and he had some
chet.,s?.. He took a trip to Wisconsin.

For a few moments I am ,zoing to digress from what I am going tosay on behalf of the national council because my good friend Congress-
man Quie has opened a subject that I must comment on when he talksah.'u; agricultural education.

In prehistoric days I was an agricultural teacher for 9 yearsprior to that. But I still claim my No. 1 occupation is actually ?arm-:rig in Bill's district.
The presentation has a few ideas of the Council. Our main goal,gentlemen. is to do whatever the National Council can to provide the

ar,
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best vocational education for any people in America who need that
kind of additional or supplemental training as well as the career edu-
cation, the secondary and postsecondary.

The Council does not -have legislative proposals to make to you
today. This will come at a later time. We emphasize that the Coun-
cil is carefully evaluating proposals which some of you have discussed.

Dr. Bill Pierce on many occasions has sat in and listened to what the
National Council is developing.

We have had some input but we have not come up with final evalua-
tion of those. We will at a later date at the appropriate time as our
staff will work together with you.

These hearings, we believe, are starting from a strength and not
from weakness. We have problem, yes. But we believe that there is
nothing so wrong with the vocational education amendments of 1968
and 1972 as they relate to the act of 1963, but if they were fully im-
plemented and properly administered and adequately funded, the
problems would be solved.

Vocational education in Wisconsin is well and going strong. I had
the opportunity to be in many other States. The fantastic improve-
ment in vocational education demonstrates the foresight which you
gentlemen had when you passed these acts and the amendments in
the past.

There probably are some things that need to be changed. But the
National Council wants to make it clear that there are no massive
changes as they see it at this time. We would hope that there would
not be revisions just for the sake of change.

I want to touch briefly on something that 1 Zs been touched on in
the written report. That is the work of the State advisory council. We
are very familiar of their work in our work with the State. You just
asked Bob Rudiger a question a few minutes ago about the report of
all State advisory councils. I believe this was furnished to all mem-
bers of your committee. This was the work of all State advisory coun-
cils put together by the National Council.

Also you have in your subcommittee offices a copy of the report from
each and every State. So that is available.

I believe we sent Mr. Jennings a copy. one for each State. So those
are available to you. If you wish further information we will be glad
to supply it from the National Council office.

We feel quite happy that our staff has had a general opportunity
to meet with Mr. Jennings and Mr. Radcliffe from time to time and
we have appreciated that relationship and interplay between the Na-
tional Council an your subcommittee.

I have got to digress here because the question came up two or three.
times this morning alxint this deemphasis of staff in Washington. We
asked for a report and a study about a year ago. not quite. about 10
months ago, as to what has happened in the way of stalling at the U.S.
Office of Education.

In 1966 there were 16S professional people in the U.S. Office of Edn-
T-ation and 110 in the field. These were documented figures. This num-
ber has consistently gone down. I am not so sure sometimes. gentlemen.
that they shouldn't reduce some of the people. But nevertheless as
they have disintegrated. the support from Washington, it has had its
effect at the State level.

A-,
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Just a week before last I spoke before a vocational meeting in North
Carolina. I found them quite a deterioration U. attitude toward the
vocational people there. It is brought about because of a lack of leader-
ship from Washin:_non in the minds of sorne of the folks. I just sub-
mit this as being one of the problems that we see :n Washington, the
deemphasis of vocational e lucation.

There is a tendency for the academic leadership back in the States
to do likewise. They 'hare a number of States that have done this de-
emphasis, going on down to where in July of 1967 it was down to a
ceiling of 99 people. They had aboard st that time 77. I have it for
each Year period.

On June 3(. 1971, they had a ceiling of 75. There were 71 employed
by June of 1973. They had an authorized ceiling of 15. They had 43
aboard last September 1S. They h d a ceiling of 31 with 36 aboard.

We are told that for 1974 the ce.`ing is gill 31. So there is a de-
emphasis of vocational education across the board. That has taken
place in the U.S. Office of Education.

There is a lot of rhetoric back and forth. But there has been a de-
emphasis, whether it is good or had.

We submit to you that a good look ,see by the subcommittee will be
very appropriate at this time.

I hare noticed in the tield of agricultural educationMr. Quie. I
can't help but refer hark to that. lou asked a question if there was no
categorical aid like designated for agriculture. In Future Farmer,
for example, there has been a 22.0N-membership increase in Future
Farmers in less than a year now.

I spent time in about six or eight schools and meeting with about
one-half dozen different groups in Hawaii back in February. The de-
emphasis of vocational agriculture in Hawaii is nothing short of
disastrous.

I submit to you several States in the southeastern part of the 'United
Statesyou don't have to go very far south of.Wisconsin to find the
same kindd of deterioration.

I disgress. That isn't part of the Council': report. you understand.
I will jug point out several specific concerns of the Council which

we would meommend this subeommittee to give special consideration
to.

I haven't elaborated en them too much but will just touch on them.
First. State planning. Too many of the State plans in the past, we

fear. have been to auslify for Federal inspection to get dollars rather
than long-range planning for a good. sound. long-range effective
planning tool for vocational edncation.

Again. I submit this is not so in Wisconsin. They are doing a long-
range. planning job.

No. 2. prevocationsl education. that is. career education. We fear
that there has been a ckw.fli:kd dt.,-:tion of career education and a lot
of folks have used career edi:cat:on and vocational education synony-
mously. We do not sulwribe to this education is a part of
career education. The Cour.:il is preparing a very definite position
paper on career education. It should be ready within the next
months. I will he gad to submit th's to vou.

No. 3. the vocational teacherEPVA if you pleasethose funds
have been cut out. I thick you shot s look-see when we have
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too many teachers coining into vocational education who are not
trained for this work.

No. 4, school-to-work program. There is a study being made by the
National Advisory Council which has been moved into a joint study
with the Department of Education, the Department of Defense and
Labor. It is going to reflect on the transition of students from the
classroom to the world of work.

Mr. Qum How does that compare with Project Baseline?
Mr. McDowzm. Project Baseline is a study in Arizona. We are just

monitoring it. This is to find out the statistics in a system whereby
we can evaluate what is happening in vocational education.

Thechool-to-work program is going into several schools, almost en-
tirely in larger cities, believe, where they are developing a system
whereby young folks coming through the vocational training pro-
grams m the high school have a direct fission to the industry and the
community and the world of work.

So there is a transition very smoothly from education to industry. We
are very pleased with that. We will have a report on this as time goes
on. It is only in its first phase now, Congressman, but we think it is go-
ing to have a very direct bearing. It has got a lot of enthusiastic
support.

I would ephasize, however, that we are continuing to monitor Base-
line. But here again it is taking longer. It is more complicated than
was originally thought. The Council is not doing this. We are just
monitoring.

No. 5, categorical funding; the National Council believes that there
are quite possibly areas for consolidations. Several of our staff visited
with your staff on this.

There must be categorical funding for the disadvantaged and the
handicapped, Indian vocational education, the bilingual education
that you folks have identified recently and some of these other matte's.

So we are not saying to you at this time that it necessarily should be.
I think Mr. Lehmann covered this beautifully in his presentation.

Categorical funding of agricultural and home economics, Congress-
man Qum, I will leave that to your better judgment but it is pretty
important.

No. 6 is the out-of-school youth and adults. In other words, the re-
entry back into vocational education :s really important. That is one
of the areas you may want to take an extra look at.

Guidance and counseling, we think it needs strengthening. We reflect
this in our sixth report. You folks all have copies of this.

When we get into guidance and counseling we are also talking about
Indian education. We put out a special report on the Indian education
in the vocational field.

Coming back to guidance and counsel, I will not belabor you with my
own pet peeves on this. It is one of my areas of concern for many, many
years.

We have not had the proper counseling and guidance work in the
schools. This was touched on beautifully and I subscribe to the
comments that were made earlier. Our National Council would go
alcr with this.
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No. 8, forward funding, or full funding. I think the need has been
shown for school to know ahead of time what funds they are going
to have to work with.

Full funding has been mentioned here. You asked the question how
many dollars would it take to actually full fund.

The Council reviewed two different avenues. One is a study made of
all State plans sent in. The figure as best we can recall back in 1974.
which is 2 years outdated, was something between $700,000 and
$800,000 at that time.

If you would look on page 7 of this report the State advisory council
sent in, the figure in here is from a different angle.

But if we go the same rate without any inflation it would bethis
is not a facetious number and when I first saw it I decided we would
not reach the educational level desired until the year 2165. This is
just based statistically. A computer spat that one out.

But the point is it is probably going to take now somewhere between
$800,000 to $1 billion to put vocational education on a full-funding
basis.

In the years from 1985 to 2000 we still will need less than 20 percent
of the working force of America to have a 4-year baccalaureate degree
or more, which means that over 80 percent of our people in America
have got to have a skill. vocational or technical training. This is what
vocational education is kind of all about.

Wrapping up my comments here, the Council will continue to evalu-
ate the proposals that are being developed. The ABA has done a lot
of work on this, U.S. Office of Education. There are many things we
don't quite approve of. But we will evaluate those and submit them.
We will stay in touch with Mr. Jennings and Mr. Radcliff.

We will submit these, Jack, any time you think the subcommittee
is ready for them.

I would just close by saying we appreciate so much yo:r coming to
Wisconsin and for giving us. the National Advisory Council, an op-
portunity to present our thoughts to you today.

Mr. Chairman. those are my comments.
Mr. STEIGER. Thank you, Don McDowell.
Lloyd Meeds?
Mr. NIEEns. Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
One of the duties of the National Advisory Council is to conduct

independent evaluations of programs.
Can you tell me of any such independent evaluations and what re-

sulted therefrom ?
Mr. McDowr.u.. Yes. we have a committee on evaluations. We just

touched on the school-to-work program. the Project baseline. One of
the other projects is duplication of effort. We have had special efforts
on this by a special Council committee.

At our last meeting we set up three committees for seven members
of our Council on each one. One of those is to evaluate the programs.
Primarily our evaluations have been as they have been reported to us
by the State advisory councils.

The other thing flint I forgot to mention herP in my notes. we have
held five hearings to review urban vocation education. The first one

;
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in Washington, D.C., Pittsburgh, Atlanta, I louston, aml Los ...ngeles,
I believe.

Mr. MEr.os. Those were oversight hearings ?
Mr. McDowEu.. You might call them that. yes. But there were busi-

ness, and students coming up to give their views as to what is wrong
or right: W. found that there was much more wrong than right with

rional education in the urban areas. This report is in the proc-
ess of being written, Mr. Meeds. We will definitely get this report to
you as quickly as it is done.

Mr. MEEDS. As I understood the first part of your testimony your
recommendation-making function you carry out by report.

Mr. McDowELL. By report and also by conference or testimony. One
of the members of our Council will be testifying before the Appropria-
tions Subcommittee on the lith. That is next Tuesday or Wednesday.

But as far as the recommendations are concerned we feel that all we
itry to do is develop them and pass them on to you folks.

'We think that our recommendations must go to three different
channels according to the legislation. One is to Congress. one is to the
administration and the other is to the U.S. Office of Education in
HEW. Sometimes we have a little more trouble with HEW than we
have otherwise.

Mr. Mums. How long have you been with the National Advisory
Council ?

Mr. McDowELL. I am in my fifth year, second appointment.
Mr. MEEDS. Would you give me a for instance during that 5-year

period you were aboard in which the Council made a recommendation
which was accepted ?

Mr. McDowm. Yes. I think I can. I can give you two or three. I
will start with one we made at the White House.

Mr. MEr.os. We have made some recommendations there, too.
Mr. McDown,r.. My statement now. Mr. Meeds, is that we couldn't

get into the White House at all until Mr. Laird was there. Then we
had an opportunity for the first time to get to the people who were
eztablishing policy. We had meetings right up until the day we were
in Mel Laird's office and he walked out and the next morning he said
he had met with the President and submitted his resignation.

So we had input up until that time. Since then we haven't had it.
Bat. yet. yes. I believe that probably our recommendations on several

oera:ions to the Office of Education have been listened to. But some
of the discipline identity has been maintained in a peculiar way. They
definitely were killing that until the Council met with them.

At the time that Dr. Bob Worthington was Deputy Commissioner
there was a good rapport. We seemed to be developing a good rapport
with Dr. Pierce and still better with the advent of Ted Belt coming
in as Commissioner of Education. We have had a chance, an oppor-
tunity. to sit down with Mrs. Trotter and the whole attitude of rap-
port back and forth. not that our Council has the final answer, we kind
of evaluate ourselves as being the eyes and ears of the lay people around
the country.

I think there has been interest in the Appropriations Subcommittee
when members of our Council have appeared.

Mr. MEF.DS. We have a recommendation with regard to the cutting
out of funds in the Education Profession and Development Act for
vocational teachers and administrators.
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Mr. McDowELL. We in the Council have felt there should be funds
for this purpose. The reason for this feeling is that we have such a
shortage of well-trained vocational teachers that have to do both
inservice and preservice work in professional development.

So I think EPDA. should be continued at some level in order that
we can maintain it personally.

In vocational agriculture there are shortages of 400 or 500 at this
moment.

We have so many excellent teachers around. Maybe with a little
Profession and Development Act input here we might be able to help
some of these teachers get oriented for professional vocational edu-
cation.

Mr. MEEDS. I think Mr. Steiger and Mr. Quie remember there were
three of us at one time who urged the passage of the 1968 act assist-
ing teacher training and administrative training provision in the
vocational act.

We only compromised with the administration on that with the full
understanding that they would put the money in, in the Education
Profession Development Act, and fund those things and now here
We find

Mr. McDowlam. It was completely eliminated the last go-around.
Mr. MEEDS. I know it. That is very disconcerting.
I hope you will hare something to say about that for the Advisory

Council.
Thank you very much.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. STEIGER. Mr. Perkins?
Chairman PERKINS. No questions.
Mr. STEIGER. Al Quie?
Mr. QrIE. Let me ask you about the student organizations. You

have been closely involved with them. What about the Council?
Mr. McDowELL. Yes, the Council has taken a very positive, aggres-

sive stand in urging the continuance and the expansion of youth or-
ganiz.tt kris in all disciplines.

It is bard, maybe, to realize but we do have on the Council a former
national officer of DECA. We have Mrs. Martha Bachman who has
been very active in vocational education. youth organizations nation -
al!;, the 0E0 and t1-.e t. st of them coming to the Council at least
twice a yes r.

TI,ey a. e very strong. They nave assisted every vocational program
so that the yot,th organizations are an integral part, an inseparable
part, of the sf tvly am.

Mr. Qrn.. Is this :;sted in this yellow sheet here? Is that the list
nationally?

Mr. Mclik,wpf There are six.
Mr. Qrry.. Their tre five here. Two of them are together.
Mr. MCDOWELL. That would be the sixth. There is a seventh one we

look forward to, th3 Health Services Organization. They hive been a
part of DFCA up to the present time.

There are several ``,f9tes oming out with yo:11 organizations on
the Health Occup.:tion services.

Is there nn. in Wisconsin yet?
Voter:. It it com:

lo
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Mr. McDowm.. It is in the formative stage.
Mr. QUE. Don, how about the role of the youth organizations?
Mr. McDowEtt. I feel very strongly that Congress could move to

make these youth organizations an integral part of the curriculum.
On the other hand I know that a majority of the youth organizations
would differ with this view.

I do not believe that we need money put into the youth organiza-
tions through congressional appropriations. I think they can stand on
their own feet except that I think the office stagy in the U.S. Office of
Education, Congress could very well have one person on the Federal
payroll who was responsible for each of the vouch organizations. There
is one for FFA. There has been one for PIIA. There is a part-time
person for distributive education.

I think it would be money well spent 4-o put a person designated full-
time to work in the area of youth organ..at ions.

FFA. has enjoyed a very responsible input through Public Law 740
which authorizes FFA. It is the only organization with a national
charter.

People are hesitant to open up the Vocational Act' But it needs re-
doing. They are afraid Congress will say. You are the only onc. You
don't need any. Or in one charter all youth organizations will be put
in. This may take behind-the-scenes action. But I think there should be
congressional

Mr. Qum. What is wrong with the latter?
Mr. Mc Dowux. Nothing, in my opinion. I am not expressing the

opinion of the rest of FFA. Nothing. no.
I think that if Congress came right out and made a law and specified

that each of these youth organizations were a part of this program
FFA does not do postsecondary except as a continuing FFA. But there
are these young farmer groups. There is a tremendous movement in
America on that. DEC. has two different groups in there. They have
a secondary and a postsecondary.

I think Congress could take a step once and for all to really im-
plantyou see there was, a deemnhasis in the Office of Education
where they said they had to throw out these youth organizations.

Just the time I came into the picture here when I was still Secretary
of Agriculture in Wisconsin I was in Washington when some things
happened. I can't go into detail. where they mowed FFA. right out of
the Office of Education when some of these youth organizations were
just coming into their real strong effectivebing at that time. So there
has been a push down by the -U.S. Office of Education.

I think if Congress would stand up and say. This is part of your
work, because this leadership training they get from these organiza-
tions is just as important as the technical know -how they are getting
out of the classroom.

Mr. QUIE. The last question I have on that is. has the Council looked
at all at the Youth Conservation Corps? Lloyd feeds is the ?-uv that
is carrying the load and most of the leadership in Congress on that. It
seems to me it has started slow but it has tremendous potential to it.

Again. tying this into what we talked about earlier. job experience.
work experience.

276
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Mr. Mc Down.L. I know something about the group. I don't think we
have tr..enI just digress to say that when I went on the council in
1969 the word "agriculture" never appears in a single minute of the
National Council on Vocational Education. I am sure it has appeared
there since. I wonder if this is something we should explore.

Mr. QUIE. I would think that you should.
Mr. McDowzu.. May I raise a question? Mr. Meeds, are you closely

associated with that in your work through your congressional
committee?

Mr. Mums. I am one of the parents.
Mr. .McDowEm. All right, we will arrange to have you come down

and visit with the national council and expla;n it.
Mr. MEET,S. I would be delighted to.
Mr. MCDOWELL. Our next meeting is in August.
We will be back to yon.
Mr. SlEIGER. Thank you, Don. Thank you very much.
One of the students had to leave to go to Eau Claire. Can we break

for a minute and then have whoever of that student panel had to leave
right here?

STATEMENT OF ROXANNE BRICE, FBLA STATE STAFF, SECRETARY
TO BUSINESS AND OFFICE EDUCATION CONSULTANTS

Miss Blum The students' educational experiences are only as suc-
cessful as the program provid:d and the guidance they receive and
continued counseling as the entire scope of the experience enfolds.

It is for this reason of seeking to ensure the continued complete
comprehensive complete program is why they are widespread through-
out the Nation and growing fast.

Wisconsin students are engaged in varied activities in the high
schools through the v2cational clubs, Future Farmers of America,
Future Homemakers of America, Distributive Education Clubs of
America, Future Business Leaders of America.

I am sure that anyone who has witnessed our students in action
will agree that they definitely are getting experience that is odierwise
unavailable in only the classroom setting.

Not only are our members developing leadership potentials through
conference plans. public speaking. competition at State and national
levels. they are becoming involved in any number of community and
service projects that they are displaying to their peers, school officials
and anyone willing to observe that they are sincerely interested in
their vocational goals and are doing as much as they can, voluntarily,
I might add, to enrich their educational experience.

As a result of this. enrollments in all classes, whether it be capstone
co-op or others. as their enthusiasm builds these vocational student
organization members are the ones that will be ahead of others in
securing, jobs for employment.

My personal vocational student organizatior experience has been
with Future Business Lenders of America. My high school courses
consisted of business and office education courses and led directly to
my career objective in the secretarial area.
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As you know, business subjects or any subjects can become dull or
tedious unless they are truly motivated. When I became a member of
FBLA the entire experience began to click into place and motivation
did set in. I might have missed this knowledge of the business world
had I not been in constant contact with it.

I also realized we can go as far as we personally desire only if we
extend ourselves and make use of the opportunities available to younr-
people.

Many, many people left impressions on me as they still do. It is for
that reason that we must all work together to encourage this for as
many students as possible. We can work together on many projects
and learn from each other.

At this time I am fortunate to work with the Wisconsin Department
of Public Instruction as a secretary for the business and office edu-
cation consultants and serving as their field State adviser.

Oftentimes my experiences bring me into contact with educators
and students who have not come into contact with these vocational
student organizations and have not really been a part of them for
this reason : The fact that we have not reached them.

I feel that someone somewhere is letting many students down. We
must try to reach all potential members of the organizations with the
organizations' purposes and goals.

We must help them make a choice as to whether they do want to
become an active part. One of the most valuable parts of these student
youth organizations is the fact that membership is voluntary. Just
seekily membership alone displays an individual's motivation because
he has shown that he wants to be involved in insuring that their
adult ears will be worthw'' e

We must remember that ,Intary membership has a dr...-back. We
can't expect a student to become a member of a dub, as inadequate
as that description is, unless they can readily see what rewards mem-
bership will bring them.

We will always have competition with athletics, the usher's club,
pep club and a long list of others. While we do not discredit their
value to the student, the vocational student education organizations
are intercurricular rather than extracurricular. The activities join
hand in band with the classroom experience to provide a complete
comprehensive program.

Much has been crone. We see this continuing just as we went over
a few of the statistics to see where growth has occurred. But the only
way we could face the big job ahead and reach all these potential
people is to let them taste the merits of membership.

For example, in business and office education we have about nearly
4.000 FBLA members who are asking other business and office edu-
cation students to join their activities. This must be on the State level.
We have to provide the leadership. We have to instill in our teachers
and our potential teacher; the desire 'o bring these oprot tuoities to
students and more important. once the desire is thne, to show them
how it is done. If we do not provide this we are letting the students
dr-

' Ley won't realize it until they are seeking, a job an 0me-
one «,,a a student organization backgrooml will win out over Clem.
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CVIss'ons.a has a full-time State adviser for the Future Business
Lks,lers of Amer Ra. lie is a business and office education consultant.
1 an, :acky enough to be able to assist him. Much progress has been
SC'E :1. we hale set high goals and are hoping to reach as many
of Cr:r :is pOSSibhs.

We sincerely want our students to realize the benefits of this active
membership. This desire to do as much as can be done is characterized
by ail the leaders who work with the organizations.

:Nlany doors can be opened for students through th: ctiident organi-
zations. I do see that there is growth. I see this every day. I also recog-

. nize the fact that this growth is the result of dedicated efforts of public
:nstruction personnel. local administrators, businessmen and women
who want to ;Tread the story, committee members, past and present,
vocational stuetent organization members and support from those who
do seem to be working together. That is the kind of encouragement
we can grow on.

We realize that there are benefits that everyone will experience. The
test that lies ahead is a large one. I am proud to be working toward
:t because there is nothing more gratifying than doing something to
help and share with others what one has experienced on their own.

It is nothing less than gratifying to see the support given vocational
education and the vocational student organizations by the Wisconsin
Department of Public Instruction. the State government, and more
important. or at least as important, our Federal Government,

T thank :c-on for letting me share my concerns.
I will be app to answer your questions.
Mr. STEIGER. This has been Roxy Brice, originally from Eau Claire

High school. _gym I correct ?
Miss Brad:. Right.
Mr. STEIGER. Now working for DPI.
Are there any questions ?
Yon did au excellent job. Thank you.
Mr. Mr.r.ns. How did you make the decision to go into the type of

rie that von did?
:1 ss BRICE. T :rade a few decisions after I had started taking busi-

ness c,-11:nses such as typing and so on.
I was woik:ng to he a veterinarian. T assisted a veterinarian but I
't sorry for the an ma),... I would ha \ e let them all go home with-

-the.:- shots. Bill- it took a little while for me to narrow it down.
I a,o (1.1,1 I made the decision early. I decided that office and

,s. ss arra was whit I wanted. By the time I graduated I had taken
businc .v. s,ibjeets as I could pozvibly get into a day, The

,-ooberat've A-or; experience on the job in my senior year was as
blrt-nt. i wonld sav, as the entire educational training was to me.

Mr.nbc.. How did yeur parents feel about your decision?
M They ,re happy. They knew that T didn't have a desire.

t,-, c to L-ollerre. I lust wasn't a coliege-oriented nerson. So they
w:r., happy tI:at at least T narrowed it clown so that T would have a

tit i-oinr to college just because that was all there was for

IFF:17- Tliank von very much.
Mi Thar ti you: Boxy. very much.

ir; ry,fta
- 7
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Ray Jondahl. can we take you as a member from the State advisory
council on vocational education ?

Then we will conic to the student panel.
[Prepared statement follows

PREPARED STATEMENT OF RAT 0. JONDAIIT, DIRF:CTOR, PUBLIC AFFAIRS, WESTERN
PUBLISHING CO., RACINE, WIS.

My name is Ray Jondahl. I live in Racine, Wisconsin. I am Director of Public
Affairs for Western Publishing Co. I have been interested in Vocational and
Technical Education Loin industry's viewpoint and see an increasing need for
greater research and development of programs to provide trained people for the
expanding industries in our state. One or two years of technical training can
provide productive employees for our state's type of industry. I believe the time
has arrived to re-arrange our priorities in the education field to greater emphasis
on short term technical training in various fields and less emphasis on degreeeducation.

There is and has been a great need to develop a program of Career education
based on learning what field a person has the greatest aptitude for. Developing
that talent to the end that more people are working at what they can and like
to do best. This should lead to a far more productive society, with less effort and
nervous tensions, less need for drink and drugs to relieve the tensions of work
frustrations caused by being a "square peg in a round hole". Most people have
latent talents not found until late in life because they were never explored or
stimulated. We've been too busy with reading, writing and arithmetic and a
College Degree.

We are told that 52r'r of the High School graduates do not go on to College.
If this is true we should devote more of our Education Dollars to fitting them for
a world of productive effort using the talents they have. This will require the
continued funding of Vocational and Technical Education at a National level.
Maybe not any more dollars, (except for inflation and growth in population
numbers) but re-directing funds.

Industry is the productive arm of our society and must be nourished and grow
to provide the needs and services people require. This can best be done by train-
ing people for the World of Work.

I want to thank this Committee for allowing me the opportunity to appear
and testify:

STATEMENT OF RAY JONDAHL, MEMBER, STATE ADVISORY
COUNCIL ON VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Mr. JosnAm.. Mr. Chairman. distinguithed members of the commit-
tee. I do appreciate being here. I told Congressman Quie that I thought
we had sometlnng in common. that I was horn and raised in Minne-
sota. I liae always been happy to say I was from Minnesota.

I want to say to Chairman Perkins that his reminiscing about cap-
ping or tapping off the stack of hay is one of the re:.sons I left Minne-
sota. I didn't see much future in that type of performance.

So here I am a t ea nsplant. Bill. von and I. this is the sceond dif-
fet cut experience we have been associat d in. I think the last time we
Wore together you were the young dynainie asz-einhlyinan speaking at
the 1, outh in ,_o, eminent program for the YMCA. It is nice to see you
in tin--; field.

My name is Bay Jondahl. T have some copies T was asked to bring.
Let DIP ,..1\ that any comparison between what I ,ay and what is on
the paper is purely accidental at this because the people who
have pi eeeded the hac covered the main points far more eloquently
than I could do.
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So I like to present my point on a personal basis as Congress-
man Per K \\:IS (11:110Seti ,10 this morning on occasion.

I would 1,0 to say that many tears ago I came from a farm in
Minnesota to `. onsin and woiked for 111V board and room to finish
high school. V. hen I was throutrli with high school no one indicated
tl at I had place to go except to work because I couldn't go to
coll(Te.

So I went to work as an apprentice in a printing plant. In nukny
cases people were working because they wanted to eat not because they
enjoyed what they sere doing or had any relationship to what their
real attitude was.

So I have been concerned with a type of vocational education or a
type of education that would alert in people starting at any early age.
No. 1. the desire to work productively. and, No. 2. a desire to create
something as they worked rather than just runn.ng on a treadmill,

I find that this has brought very little happiness to a lot of people
who go to work and go home from work in a rather monotonous work
and because of that do not produce much less wealth and greater
happiness than they should.

Later on for :1 yeai: as president of the Wisconsin State Chamber of
COMIlleree I traversed the State from north to south. from east to
west, visiting with industries and business groups and found that the
situation was the same all around the State as it was in Racine.

That was that we 'lad a need to train people in careers and some
technical fields or to accentuate the aptitudes in such a way that they
could work on a productive basis and create wealth in order to carry
on the needs that come upon us from day to day.

We have attempted through committees of the State chamber to
become much more alert to the educational problenis. The recent addi-
tion of Gene Lehrmann to my committee on education of the State
chamber. I think. works toward a much closer alliance between that
phase of our education system and the business sector than we have had
in the past.

Industry has a need for a lot more people, workers, employees with
a year or two of technical training to fill jobs.

It never quite made sense to me when I would read the papers on
Sunday with the list of employees needed and read the column about
the number of unemployed and some way put them together.

I cruss the program I was thinking of all along is what somebody
ha.: given he name cf -career education." Of all the things I heard
this morning in the remarks the young lady just made. I believe essen-
tially people want to work if their aptitudes are alerted. I believe many
more people can and will w )rk creatively and productively.

I would close my short r marks with the last paragraph of the
typed paper you received. That is: Industry is the productive arm of
our society and must be nourished and grow to provide the needs and
seryi,es people require. This can best be done by training people for
the world of work.

g I thank you for the opportunity to appear.
Mr. Sitmnr.. Thank you very. very. N ery much.
Mr. Chairman. any quest ions

2S
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Chairman PERKINS. I just want to compliment you. You have stated
facts that should be stated.

Mr. STEIGER. Lloyd feeds?
Mr. MEEDS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Let me say, Mr. Jondahl,

that if von were born in Minnesota and moved to Wisconsin ,could
be right at home in Washington, too, with a name like Jondahl.

I was particularly struck by your understanding that wha:, we
really need to do is to keep people from being square pegs in round
holes. I compliment you for that.

I just hope we can find better ways. I think this is the challenge of
all education, to prevent that. I think, further. that vocational, tech-
nical. career, and occupational education have gone a long way in fill-
ing that gap that has existed in our society. We :lave a long way to go
yet.

I am sure you would agree with me.
Mr. JONDAHL. I certainly do. I sometimes think that maybe there

is a gap in our program between high school and college. I think every-
body should have a shot at it, so to speak, to see what they really want
to do.

I know people who have gone to college who don't have at idea
when they go why they want a college education.

I keep thinking that somewhere there is a missing link, that our
hands, our brains, our facilities can produce more concrete effort than
we are getting out of it.

Mr. MEEDS. If Mr. Quie were here, I am sure he would agree with
me that by testing you might be able to do more in this field.

Mr. JONDAIIL. Someone someday will come up with a machine that
will do that.

Mr. STEIGER. Thank you, Ray. I must say that the State chamber
has moved much more aggressively in recent times and have more
directly involved themselves in vocational, technical adult education.

With Gene Lehrmann going on, that linkage makes sense. It should
have been done before.

Mr. JONDAHL. It takes a little while. We had to change our bylaws
in order to make it possible for an educator to be on our board. But
we now have an educator on our board. These things come through a
little more insight and hindsight.

Mr. STEIGER. That is excellent. Thanks very much for coming today.
Mr. JONDAHL. Thank you.
Mr. STEIGER. Can we go then to the student panel and let me have

each of them make their brief presentations. Then we will save our
ouestions ..ntil we get through. Mr. Chairman. if that will be accept-
..ble to you.

I want to compliment Gene Lehmann and Bob Sorenson and the
others who have been involved in putting together the group to tes-
tify here today and that they have been willing to have a panel made
up of the participants of the vocational education system.

I think that is one of the things we don't often pay enough attention
to.

The following students will make presentations Dennis Powers.. a
student at Fox Lake campus. for Moraine Park Lynne Knit. a grad-
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hate: Ted Moritsk . from Moraine Park Technical Institute Lenny
La.-4.-kau. from the Oshkosh Public Schools : and Antonio Mendez, who
.s a 1-year machine-tool student.

LT-mpared statement follows

i.p.k.rkr.F.T, STATEMENT OF DINNIS POWERS. INMATE, WISCONSIN CORRECTIONAL
INSTITUTION, Fox L.ARE

MORAINE PARK REVOLUTIONIZES THE REHABILITATION PROCESS:

WHAT IT MEANR TO AN INMATE

Not so long ago. it seemed that the only thing society wanted in regards to
,C.i.r.1:-ted criminals was to have them locked up for r period of time, thereby
.soar ^g society from these aar.gerous men. The main idea. I suppose, was to
s.-are the men by making life miserable for them in prison so mat they would

?trnight' for fear, f being sent hack the hell they had once experienced.
Needless to say. society didn't want criminals: rather they wanted responsible,
self-snstaining men and womenproductive members of society.

Oier the years. it was finally realized that fen of imprisonment alone could
mit help a man become this desirable entityif he hadn't the skills or education
necessary to qualify for and hold onto a job. More and more it was recognized
that the majonty of incarcerated men had turned to crime because of a lava:
of feasible alternat:-:::.

Ton, 1: was realized mar mese fawn were not. on the whole, coming out of
pr,sor. with an attitude conducive to productivity in society, but rather with a
feeling of embitterment towards not only those who were directly involved with
wtria-aig them to prison. but towards an entire society of seemingly sadistic
people who condoned the de-humanization and horror they had witnessed in the
prison

With th^ recognition of these facts was also recognized the fact that alt en-
t irely new concept of incarceration must be instituteda concept of preparing
.ncarrerated individuals to be able to lead productive, useful lives when released.
The ph.losophy- of de-humanization and punishment of criminals was replaced
with one of meaningful and humane rehabilitation. Webster tells us that re-
hatata:ion is the "restoring to a condition of useful and constructive activity."

Finally. the key to the whole idea was found when people finally realised that,
if men were to aconire job or trade education whim incarcerated. chances were
good that they would be better able to and a productive future upon release
Wick into society. The key. they saw. was education.

sli wly around the country. prison educational facilities cropped up. includ-
-.ng academic. vocational. technical and sometimes even college courses. Many
I,- icons :nstitnted grimly release and work release involving on-the-job training
prig-Tarns These programs involved sending people out to school or work at
places whet, they could learn or accumulate good work habits. Inside a lot of
prkor,s, teachers and instructors weri hired to teach incarcerated men and
womer. o ;her on the academic or vocational-technical level.

A problem arose in that. eveept the academic level. most courses offered
were ei;ter simerfluous in nature because of a nil job market, or otherwise

,n preparing a mar. for a highly competitive job market because of a
If I, ,,f a -creel:tat-ion and recognized diplomas and, or certificates. A man in-

one -f these vocational-technical courses usually ended up with a
nc ng his wheels TO a dead end" in the area he had chosen with

th- h ,,f beeorninc a cefnl member of society
r 7,;fi. ' bosun leery at the courses offered--aqing what the good of 2. course

f ed.,:f.tion received was not recognized by potential employers or
s h Hence the educational deficiencies so prevalent in our prisons

ref f""c solved
Thihert S-- enter,. Pi -actor of the Moraine Park Technical Institute

F o- Lao. Wiscon-in, holds the philosophy that Nocational-tech-
- *se available to all adults Rho need or desire it and
b "I s the n en and c omen incarcerated in our penal

. It a mar. woman enter a prison without the skills required to
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make a good living on the streets, it is ridiculous to return them to society
with these same deficiencies.

Several influential men in the State of Wisconsin have realized that, if incar-
cerated individuals should become responsible, self - sustaining members of so-
ciety, people in a position to help must become involved. Out of this philosophy
evolved what is known as the Inter-Agency Committee on Corrections (IACC).

Members of the IACC include such people as John Schmitt, President of the
Wisconsin AFL-CIO and also chairman of the committee; and Bert 'Lien, a
member of the Wisconsin State Board of VTAE. Other agencies represented on
the committee are the Division of Corrections; Division of Vot.ational Rehabili-
tation; University of Wisconsin; Moraine Park "TAE District ; Northeast Wis-
consin 'TAE District; State Manpower Planning Council; State Department of
Industrial, Labor and Human Relations; Division of Community and Manpower
Education; and the wardens of the Green Bay State Reformatory and the
Wisconsin Correctional Institution at Fox Lake.

Besides the regular members, there are also many consultant: who attend the
monthly meetings of the IACC. These consultants are from many various fields
of interest, all of which are inter-related and have some bearing on the work
of the IACC. Among the most important of these consultants are those who are
directly responsible for carrying out the work the committee plans and keeping
this committee on top of the progress and needs of the various projects that are
either in progress or being planned.

It was decided by the committee that a student-inmate representative who is
involved in one of the programs already underway could perhaps be useful in
formulating new programs and evaluating some of those already in existence.
Subsequently, I was introduced to and accepted as a member of the IACC in
April, 1974. Since then, I have been able to "get on top of things," so to speak,
and learn about the compesition and function of the IACC and its consultant
members, but more importantly, the economics and/or paperwork involved in
the special project I am involved in and others planned for the future.

The philisophy of the committee is simple; to help with fully accredited voca-
tional and technical education, the men and women in the prison system of
Wisconsin to become productive, useful members of society.

In view of this goal, the committee has instituted or are planning several
projects that basically put these accredited programs into the various Wisconsin
institutions.

The project that I am involved in and am going to discuss is the one at the
Wisconsin Correctf-nal Institution (WCI) at Fox Lake. The vocational and
technical programs offered here are a cooperative programming project between
the Wisconsin Division of Corrections, specifically WCI and the Moraine Park
Teehnical Institute, under the directorship of Dr. Robert Sorensen.

The school at WCI is known as the MPTI Fox Lake Campus and diplomas
and/or certificates are issued by MPTI upon the inmate - students completion
of his program.

Because the Fox Lake Campus is located within an institution which receives
new men utmost every week. the programs are open-ended. This means that a
person can start at anytime during the calendar year and finish st pretty much
his can rate. My opinion of this type of curriculum is that, for an institution,
and besides its obvious necessity, it is very good. I say this because it is common
knowledge that all men do not learn at the same speed. From what I have
seen of the students here, the pressure thnt is relieved by removing the struc-
tural time schedule usually found in schools is an assent to their learning. Of
course. the teachers play an important role in the motivation of the students
and they must be doing their job here. because for the most part, I have seen
no real motivation problem among my fellow students.

0,1 Saturday, May 11, 1974. this project made history. On that night, 74 in-
mates were offered as candidates for diplomas or certificates (since then, 4 men
have A% ithdrawn. so the figure is nm% at 70.1 Forty-four of the men have already
finished their program and received the diploma or ce. tificate and the rest. includ-
ing myself. are scheduled to complete by August 31, 1974. The graduation cere-
mony held that night marks a new first in the United States penal historyone
more step towards that coveted "rehabilitation."

But. though a great step. it is still in my opinon. just one step of many more to
conic if rehabilitation is to become a reality. I say this because I see many places
for improvement and change. I will list ib. many of these as I can :
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with :tit _site-et:id-id oetree.lum zzi hoz c here. :here is a great need
perste...Vett.: testro.,:ise. The t-lasises :11-(= lei: es s:..111 as possible for this

reaser. many t.-.es lt4aves a "- '11. g list for Ion,: periods of time.
I -et a :Ave: for Lete :I= one .r.s: rnt tor n some of the procramsperhaps

tor more in the same asses-zoo=
t t the sant :,te. a r..7,01:( alelr.denoe of learn-ng aids and instrnctional ma-

7erid.s r.c,e,tt-d By this 1 mian se.b. :t, res as leart.ing machines, workbooks.
tee_ Although these evms are mot needed an stedents. I believe they are a neces-
sity for =say.

one ef the erre: neede here is cie.roce.--e. equipment. There are a certain number
cf .tens in each rres--ram that trelisted as essential in order to gain accreditation
for that torezeratt. tut tn many eases this list is the hare minimum. For example.
I z% tt1 rezZate the situation i:-. the Electronics Servicing Program. in which I am
enreliede The przvel-am as attained aceeree:ation. but the number of pieees of
ore:it-nee: is not adequate for the number ef students involved. I have seen
tines when a student veas left to idleness for a period of 2 or more days for
tack of the n' zef an aseiniecope in good working order. Jr on the other extreme,
a radio left r.r.retteired for Lack of a twenty cent resistor.

There is also the problem that this is Eret an institutionthe scheel is only
.ziatY In order for this projeot and others like tt. to reach full potential the
oo.neept meter ebar.ged to 7nt the seeirol yteein. This -pri.wei of the futtire's" sole
ft-net:tea les as a campus of an existing educational institution, and all
tuiates woaid be stedt-res eice: for the few neeestry to maintain the grounds.
etc 1 that :he tonal school atmosphere created by this campus concept
et a very sele-ol. Eatnapolatirer from that coneept, one could envi-
s:ea a tntiltitiode cf tther rKeesitelritv that could be conducive to the total reha-
leiiratien desired. snob. as co-ed classes.. sports teams. social functions. etc.

Of ok,u-se. one day every man win be released and those with their newly
at-tented either be in the eob market or he trying to further their educe-

llavire bten it eeed out rnz= ii myself once before, neither is the easiest
le. :he we_ra mervf,,:v. placen:ere and follovc-up are e-spe;ially crucial in

itzerd.-ed procre.res here bare Adviszry Committees --de up of
trS k ..t\iErt\tr.e .- :he job market for that particular progran. One pro-
:era whose rt. :sp.r itng. Coital Services, has been guaratt toed 10(w(

14,-Kteent .-s gra:es These Idris-77 committees are extremely important.
Their ft:not:on Is to set' that :t,-re is a :oh market for the instruction the students
nee% :ye With et :1-..s e market. the stnder.ts would be subjected possibly to
ttAe.less

otel the mar-t placi en: ts the main key to successful programs. The
ia:eme7.: of a st hote-s pacinse, as been by Irecedent. a function of the school

s exera Iterer---,-- in the -..: -7s ease. for a man leaves here with about
:fez d -cars :t: his poke--erei thats a lo: of money in the world today. To

:f 17:: a :0: n-ean the difference between a useful
_et of tevitey an 17.-:her vism s-etistic The placement service here

s- 7to te rerreber:sve in order to complete the success of
the preyet.

thegs., wantime to centinne oincation after release. counseling and
; st cos tee recess-eery a.s---c,:roc\-:ally in the :Ina:lei:11 aids area

we !etece the reelengs :f a -ry 4-Nod place:Ler.: and follow-nil service here at
WC: Se-e 'vas start& 4: M1'71 edueational trer.sonpts have been for-th-e--tr::; 1:.t.7: and 1:- to prospective employers. Re-
seles ".s. roarer eet-s 7.e. nters t. soh vls 11%1 employers have lien made in

f f s--ezt7s. 71..s reey seem a small reTeber. but the service itself has
toe:. of."eetti f '7 S tole. f.vely slier time,

A staris:-.cs eltained front Mr Ron Hall. Chairman. MPTI Correc-
tercertage of school withdrawals and institution

--se -fee= los.-- This stows a need for more or better program counsel-
lee :e-s in the prison in War,pun and the reformatory in
Greer. TTAE ovense: -rs et both eZaces could better evaluate the desires of

17 :::,-ArcV rated status as to release or transfer
ee eeee.e.s.- enrel'ed 17. -svram at WCI I understand that these counselors

leave leett reetteeztee. They are `4.-.7.tsi,F needed.
I-etely of «,t-z7a. the end that an of this leads to is manifold. The main

'sept sith.: Is to rehabilitate convicted felons into the useful and produc-
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tive citizen society asks for. I understand that it costs the taxpayers of Wisconsin
i'cr fear per incarcerated Intl is hival to keep that units itinal in prison.

Each time one of these persons is rehabilitated and stajs out, the state saves
that $12.000.00 per j ear plus gets a return from him through taxes.

The recidivism rate in Wisconsin is rather high and I believe that programs
such as I have been talking about can and will reduce these rate.

The skills the men learn here are not superficial. They are useful to and
needed by society. Theoretically, a man needs to feel useful or %%ant^d. With the
acquisition of these skills, he is both and that can play an important part in
deciding %%nether a mau can stay out or revert to crime, becoming just another
recidivism statistic.

Since my incarceration, I have seen that many men just plain lack the incen-
tive or motivation to become a productive member of a society that has seem-
ingly dawned them. Truly rehabilitative programs such as this one can give these
men a new feeling of faith in their fellow man, new horizons and new hope for
their future.

Still, these men are skeptical of the value of these programs. The graduation
ceremony on May 11th is a step towards showing them that the education is real
and equal to other schools'when these men see that there is a job market avail-
able to them, or that wore schooling is a real feasibility once they learn the
instruction, the incentive to be productive citizens is instilled and with it, self-
motivation and personal pride in their accomplishments.

Wisconsin is instituting another program that can be used with this project with
the hope that it will give many the seif-motivation required for a mans rehabili-
tation. This is the Mutual Agreement Program (MAP) that is a legal and binding
eontraet between the state and the inmate, guaranteeing his release upon suc-
cessful Completion of a certain number of items, one of which may be educa-
tional. which are agreed upon by both parties. It is common knowledge that one
of an incarcerated man's primary interests is getting out, so I don't think that
I need say more.

Since my affiliation with the IACC, I have come to realize that if these pro-
grams are to become as effective as they are potentially able, two main things
are necessary. First, the entire public must be educated to the fact that the skills
we are learning here do produce competent, trained employees, at least equal
to students from other schools. Fully accredited diploma, certificate and associate
courses show that.

Secondly, a stable source of funding is necessary so that long-range planning
and programs can be made and realized. Our program at WCI is subject to
the idiosyncrasies of "soft" moneyit is never really certain where exactly the
next necessary monies are coming from. If this money-hunting problem were
relieved, more ti: :e and effort could be used to perfect and renovate existing
programs and to research and instill new ones. The return of these monies may
be abstract, but I must quote The United Negro College Fund by saying, "A
mind is a terrible thing to waste." Our prisons are a large reservoir of potentially
useful. productive citizens. It is time that that reservoir is tapped and devel-
oped. We have made a big step towards that, and I only hope we aren step-
ping into a quagmire, only to get stuck in financial red tape.

This is my second and last time in prison. Both times I asked for a second
thancethis time I got it Now I ask for that !seine second chance for all our
brothers and sisters who have, or in the future will transgress society and end
up in prison. I will be leaving WCI on August 5, 1974 with an MPTI diploma
in Electronics Servicing and a future. I will always be grateful to society for
allowing me this opportunity and I hope that this is only the beginning of a
whole new concept in prison reform.

As I have shown, this program is the beginning of a revolution in the reha-
bilitation process. I should like at this time to give credit to those responsible
for implementing this program. Recognition should go especially to the IACC,
the Moraine Park 'TAE District, the Wisconsin 'TAE Board and the Wiscon-
sin Division of Corrections. My personal thanks goes to Dr. Robert Sorensen,
Director of the Moraine Park -TAE District ; Mr. John Schmitt and Mr.
Pert Zien of the IACC: Mr. Ron Hall. Program Coordinator here at WCI and
Lim chaff : the warden at WCI. Mr. John Gagnon and his staff.

I cannot help but recognize the echoes( staff here at WCI and especially Mr.
Ralf h Clements. my electronics instructor, who more than once had to reinstate
nay :elf motivation by motivating his own foot into my mind- quarters. Thanks
to ill of these People, whatever recidivism statistic I might have been will
nee( r exist.
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STATEMENT OF DENNIS POWERS, STUDENT, FOX LAKE CAMPUS

Mr. POWERS. I would like to start out by saying that my position as
a student at Moraine Park. Fox Lake, I am also an inmate at the
Wisconsin Correctional Institution. So I am a student and in prison
at the same time.

I would like to say that education in the pens has come a long way.
There were classes kfore in high school. postsecondary, all kinds of
education. But it was not really recognized by emplo3-ers or other
schools of higher education because it wasn't accredited. They would
recognize the fact that you had the schooling. But you had no diploma,
just an abstract of learning. So it didn't really count for much.

Moraine Park has instituted nov fully accredited program& of
which I am in one. They give out diplomas and certificates which are
recognized by both employers and zichools of higher education.

The paper that was handed out, I authored it. And I titled it:
"Moraine Park Revolutionizes the Rehabilitation Process." This is
a revolution because now a man coming in who has a salable good that
he can offer to society. Society wants us inmates when we come out,
exoffenders, they call them, or excons, can become useful productive
members of society.

The only way we can do this is if we have something to offer that
society in terms of making a living, something where we feel needed
or wanted or useful.

We have made history on May 11, the graduation ceremony inside
the building. This is the first time that I know of in the U.S. history
where these programs have been offered inside the institutions. There
was a school before where we could get this education. But now 70
men are graduating or will have graduated by August 31. right in
the institution.

The diplomas and certificates that we get make no mention that
we got our education in prison. So that can't bias the other schools.

Ti =c State of Wisconsin is also introducing a motivational program
called "MAP," mutual agreement program. which is a legal and bind-
ing contract between the inmate and the State of Wisconsin. saying
that if he .7otnpletes a certain number of things in a certain amount
of time he can IA, released.

1 tbink if the standards are kept high in these contracts and if the
State of Wit.consin especially realizes that educational achievement
is a real rehabilita,ive to Olen they convicts can face success.

I think one of the biggest things that is necessary to make these
programs a success is placement and followup procedures. We have
a °,:11 -tin e specialist at Fox Lake. She works with the State employ-
ment sere ire. agents and so on. to help us find jobs. to help us go to
school and continue our education. Once we leave the institution she
forwards our transcripts, makes personal contacts, things we can't do
because of our situation.

These programs at Fox Lake are good. I have benefited from them.
There are people out there who are benefiting from them. But they
are not perfect. They need a lot of things.

In terms of instructors they need individualized instruction. instruc-
tional ai Is. We have enough out there to meet the minimum require-
ments for Wisconsin accreditation. But the minimum is not alw ays
enough.

287
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I can think of several examples. I will give you one. I am in an
electronics servicing program. I have seen times where a student has
been left idle for 2 or 3 days because he didn't have his oscilloscope.
It wasn't in working order to work on his experiments with. It isn't
good for a student. It slows down sometimes almost to a stop.

The people taking these programs might have a lengthy sentence.
Say they have a 20-year sentence. They shouldn't expect to get out in
4 or 5 years.

After a year in prison they take a course. It might take them a year
to finish. 'they have still got 3 years before they can go out and work
with it. this salable skill they have got. That is not good because you
can forget - lot of things. In my field especially, in electronics a lot
of things ca '.appen in 2 years.

Our biggest problem out there is we need permanent funding on
these programs. I think attention should be spent on planning and
renovating these programs. I don't know whether categorical funding
is the answer. That is where you guys come in.

I see the prison of the future being a campus. We are known as
MPTI Fox Lake campus. But we are first known as a prison. The
sole purpose of this prison in the, future would be a campus of an
educational institution. There would be more security involved because
it is. after all. part of a prison. But I think that the school itself was
the primary reason you were there. This would help create an atmos-
phere that was conducive to your educational endeavors and rehabili-
tation itself. You should try to get as close to real-life schools of the
streets as possible.

If this campus concept were to come about I could see things such
as coeducation. sports programs. interschool sports programs, social
events and all those other little things. clubs and so on. that the schools
on the streets have to make it more like a school and less like a prison.

You are going to see tangible results from these. I have seen them
already. Wisconsin has a very poor recidivism rate as far as prisons
K). I believe rehabilitation should be a one-time thing. Sometimes it
is not possible.

But I think with these programs. you legislators in the State will
be saving some money and reduce recidivism rates if you really reha-
bilitate them. I have read a lot of figures on how much it costs to keen
me in prison. Some of them are big. Some of them are small. I will
give von the smallest one to give an example. I understand it takes
$12.060 a year to keep me in prison. I hate being a burden on anybody.

When I get out. the State will be saving $12.000 a year. plus they
will get a tax return from me. Once I get out with the skill I have
learned. the ;ob experience and so on. I can start putting money into
the till instead of taking it out.

One thing I have noticed in prisons. being in contact with inmates
all the time befauqe I am an inmate. is that people in prisons ask for
a second chance. They have messed up once. twice. maybe 10 times.
But they are always asking for a chance to become a useful produc-
tive member of society. They know that is what society wants. They
know that is what they want. I would like to see them get it. I have
been in twice. This is my second time around. I have asked for a second

nce both times. I knew what I wanted. I got it this time.

elf- CO
At- ir,
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I will be leaving the I: r1 1. area- -mom ntgs ir. it n
little over 3 weeks. When I leave sus e 1. 1i: zinnia it eien-::rnntt.--i.-
servicinz_ I will have 3. it3173re.., I -via ]iac-a s. nr ri an.-.iininish-
ment. I am not ping to have to zume attes-.ar o r_yrair.. Tins as mar
second and last tune.

Thank you.
Mr. S Thank von, Dennis. =ma.
Lynne /Milt. novr of 1.1514-emk-BE!..
[Prepared ..qatemeit ivlIaw :j

PUPA= STA.TEMICST cg MIZSINILta.
ET=S

As a recent graduate of WIscontSn reciuneaL a:Ls-mints. "1" altenteE maw
times over my put two Years of itimmitax. "rt,roams iz las atilt Co and
Development Technology Plangent at the .-17e--
ton. I feel that it prepared. me for maior :n my if and. X-1-- _luturn.

In my past two years of r. e tai the Inn .oriamtz- ar strata ?artier:
Ithowledge and reinforce that witicir t gatt arevterctsr muted 'Vitt he intezegz
and concern of my atiminis.tra. tors. anti
concepts, ideas. feelings anti the -.2tinix_:unlit at

Presently, I am employed at it Storrs Mil Filytvitut _m -the mite
in Milwaukee. E was offered this Mina at: _et ex. =nuts _txtm-Irkwa- =sawed'
with FVTL In my -with. it have found my- azu.--rstunt /* mate: at itese.:: tar
myself, as well as for the Inds. arInz lwrt? rt
those encountered in my training.

While attending FrTL F aiso Mei the wort-unit-7- -rr -1.s-stlemnir
'bilities and ideas through Student -Senate intl IZ Situti.er Chunnt

Education. WiCTS. Ilt-Lv- titer ii-nimtite s::to tvaltibit
tae student to develop their intertn-tii.

By recent enrollment and miviormit tones nom nivnnt
that the demand for Technical atintather 5 irewar---. 7_ ,F,rn..__-,Yrer MP=
interest is a positive move gt the :laity- ,iire.tt:ort 11-m- -1== -tie ret.x, /tr:
expansion is a continuotsly growing reed.

Mr. STEIGER. Thank you. 1.17.7nie.
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3BIRS= -aIt-TX"

Mr. Zoatit. x. men Ffn-itriss. 73-oultir. Neecis. I vm-riT
to thank you ,:or asking- me -2a apnearaers TitnT
me to anpear here anti tell -on :bout :It :rnamrs I
have talien and how they :lave aeined -ne --rr le- -nrr hitt.

First of all. to !rive von i rundown n1 =ltd iirrT
here at the Moraine Tcfutitni lemninr. 7(r.-
aliont I years and public sneak:-.ng Ind nonin
3 years, principles of marketing. .r.---:--ntrtotr-- tad. numnx. -relations.
eredit union lea, le rsh lour r n 17P:1-
ulterior deorarne: anti :nterior lesitm tnti ntie-to-

.1_s a result of these .!our--es neat tote 7T ..trs,ibvttE it the
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for the A.mbasmdors of Gone W7i1 r T.inti. in

I am on the board if iirterors Tr :be M3ar -m rinr tmE Tingle
Corps.

I am a member of the Optimist Club.
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1 am. a director of the Soo Line Railroad Letterers Association, 12
years chairman of the credit committee of the Soo Line Credit Union,
organizer and coordinator of the promotion program for the Fond du
Lac credit areas, which consist of 12.

I am employed by the Soo Line Railroad as a painter and a stencil
cutter.

I am also employed by the E. C. Purkey Co.. which is-one of the
largest department stores in the cit, of Fond du Lac in the furnishing
and carpeting department as a salesman.

First of all. I will go back to the railroad and exp!ain exactly what
I dr. if von give me a second to get this out.

I do the stencil - cutting, which means every time you see a Soo Line
freight train go by, all these letters and designs and everything I Inv
out, I cut. I organize them. put them on the car in a manner which
they can he clearly seen and understood.

I have this picture of some of the work that I do.
Can everybody hear me all right?
I am the highest paid, highest skilled worker in the Soo Line shops

in Fond du Lac. Giving you an idea of my stencil-cutting ability, I
;_rained this through going: to the night courses here. I received this
model of this boxcar which the Soo Line is reconditioning for a paper
null and they are going to celebrate their 125th centennial.

So this will give you an idea exactly what I do with the Soo Line.
At the company where I am a salesman, all the courses here have

helped me become one of the best salesmen in the furniture and car-
peting department.

Courses like interior design helped me to know the furniture. When
I started there, good heavens. I didn't knowI knew a table had four
legs and that was all.

The public sneaking classes have helped. The psychology of human
relations helped me to work with people.

I not only went to the elasses. I read a lot of books on selling right
here in the library in vocational school.

I reached the peak in my success about 2 months ago. Everything
in both my jobs seemed to fall into place. All those years of voca-
tional school edncation finally paid off. I received the recognition
that I worked so hard to deserve.

OK, this is a picture of me on the Soo Line annnal report of the
no Line Railroad of 1973. So I consider this quite an honor and a

privilege.
They also had an article on me in the Soo Line paper, a newsletter

which comes out about every 3 months. There is a picture of me, tell-
ing about my work and my job.

I inspect and I check all the cars that come out of the paint shop
to make sure everything is correct. I put on the finishing touches. I
have been doing this new for about 15 years. This is exactly what my
job is at the Soo.

Now I will read this letter from the manager of the department
store. I have been nut there about 16 months.

I want to extend to you my personal congratulations and those of the com-
pany to you for the excellent rating achieved on the recent cugtomer service
shopping. You are the fifth associate to receive this outstanding rating in the
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last two years. By achieving this rating you have shown the highest level of
customer service and selling ability. Please attempt to maintain this high level
of performance in all future customer contacts.

To internret this maybe a little more. which means that the Purkey
Co. hires firms which come around and pose as customers and grade
you. I was graded superior. I got one of the highest ratings out there.
I got it before I even went to salesman classes or anything else. I got
all my training right out here.

Above that, good heavens, I outsold all the professionals, all the
regulars out there, and everything else. and I am just a part-timer.
So I consider this quite an honor, and I have Moraine Park Techni-
cal Institute to thank for that.

My classes I have taken at this school have taught me to have self-
confidence, to stand up and speak up, to accept defeat but to never
give up. You never know what you can really do until you try it.

The institute has given me the opportunity to improve myself both
for self- improvement and in the fields of my work.

In closing, I would just like to thank you, ladies and gentlemen,
for giving me the opportunity to stand up here and give my story.

Thank you all very, very much.
Mr. STEIGER. Ken, thank you very, very much.
I always wondered who painted all those things as I watched those

Soo Linn trains come riding by.
Mr. ZERITSHY. Ever see any mistakes?
MI". STEIGER. Not that I would admit. If I see them now I know

who to go to.
Len Langkau from Oshkosh, who was a student in the Oshkosh

public system.

STATEMENT OF LEN LANGKAU, GRADUATE, OSHKOSH HIGH SCHOOL

Mr. LANOKAV. Members of Congress and other members involved
in conducting the oversight hearings on vocational education as Con-
gressman Steiger mentioned, I am a graduate of Oshkosh High School
of about 5 weeks ago.

I would like to briefly explain how I became involved in a coopera-
tive trainino program in Oshkosh.

First of all, I am a member of the graphic arts cooperative train-
ing program. I first became involved in graphic arts when I was a
sorhomore in high school. The graphic arts courses consisted primar-
ily of basic principles, such as ink and water does not mix, offset print-
ing, and so forth.

I first became aware of this program mainly as a result of my teacher
who had talked to me briefly about it.

When I became a junior in high school this was the first year the
program was offered. The courses consisted of piece-type work, in
other words, layout and design, and a little bit of printing here and
there.

In planning for my senior year I signed up for the graphic arts
cooperative training program. As a training station in the program
I was given a job at OEC Graphics, which is not actually a printing
company but a photo engravers for various companies, particularly
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down in Chicago. Actually, I am just a general slave. I do a little bit
of everything. I run errands. I do a little bit of everything. I have
made color keys. I have made photo prints. My work is mainly con-
centrated with photography and so forth. I even seeded the lawn
when I first started working there. I didn't do a very good job.

At any rate through this experience I have not only gained a lot
of knowledge but also I have learned a lot about maturing and so
forth. I haw, learned that it takes a responsible person to hold a half-
way decent job. I can say that I am very happy that I have learned
this because, well, just because, I guess.

In closing, I guess you noticed I don't have anything super pre-
pared. I am trying to take-things as they come. I am having a difficult
time.

But in closing I would like to thank everyone for giving me this
opportunity to speak. Thank you.

Mr. STEIGER. Thank you very very much.
Antonio Mendez, the last of tie student panelists.
Antonio is a student at Lake Shore Technical Institute. That is a

part of the MPT program.
If I have the information correct, you were a tilesetter going through

retraining?

STATEMENT OF ANTONIO MENDEZ, STUDENT, LAKE SHORE
TECHNICAL INSTITUTE

Mr. MENDEZ. Yes. That was my reason for going to Lake Shore
because I could not find enough work in ceramic tile. When I filled
out an application I couldn't get a job because they needed a lathe
operator or a machinist. I didn't have experience.

So I went to the employment office. They sent me to Lake Shore
Technical Institute in Sheboygan. Thanks to that course I am now
working. I got a raise in 2 weeks' time. So I am very much pleased
with the instructors and the people involved. They were very nice.
Thank you very much.

Mr. STEIGER. Thank you, Antonio. Thank you very, very much. Sit
down here.

Mr. Chairman ?
Chairman PERKINS. I just want to compliment tha eiltin? panel.

I think your testimony shows how to take advantage of opportunities
when they become available. We all compliment you.

Mr. STEIGER. Mr. QUie ?
Mr. QUIE. I would like to add my compliments, too. I was back

there where I could listen to what you were saying. I heard you testify
when I wasn't sitting here.

It is good to see the product of the schools rather than just the
administrators and the instructors. I can see in your eyes, your ex-
pressions.

Mr. STEIGER. Lloyd Meeds?
Mr. MEERS. Thank you Mr. Chairman. First, Lynne, would you

tell us a little bit about the child care and development program?
iWhat are some of the courses you take? Is it a 2-year program, an

associate degree?

6, 292
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STATEMENT OF LYNNE KULT, GRADUATE, WISCONSIN TECHNICAL
INSTITUTE

Miss KULT. it is a 2-year program. You have general courses such
as psychology. Then you have your generalized courses which you take
your first year right away, like child care, development. You take home
activity2 which is like an arts course so you learn to apply different
skills with the kids, exceptional child, different types of children, you
practice teach in your last year during the afternoon and morning.
You teach 3 or 4 days a week which is great experience because it is
on the job.

Mr. Alms. What type of work are you doing? You say you work,
in a hospital?

Miss KULT. I am working in a psychiatric hospital, St.'Mary's in
Milwaukee. I am in the children's unit. The kids all have likeemotional
problems. They are not mentally disturbed. They are emotional.

I am in a child care counseling position. The hours are from ; :30 to
12 at night, which is free time for these kids. We fill it up with talk-
ing. going places, and doing things. We play the parent role-We fulfill
their needs.

Mr. MEEDS. Do you think you would have been able to get this job
and hold it without the training which you had?

Miss KULT. I don't think so. For one thing, the school set up the
interview. I just went to the interview for the-sake of seeing what it
was like. It interested me as I found out more about it.

Mr. MEWS. How did you find out about this specialized course?
Miss KULT. I went to my guidance counselor in high school. I told

him where my interests lie and I told him I would like a 2-year pro-
gram. This was in Oshkosh. He said I could get in contact there. I
switched over to Appleton. So I made my connections there. So when
I was a senior I just went there.

Mr. MEEDS. If the President hadn't vetoed a bill which all of -us at
this table, I think, sponsored and supported, the early childhood devel-
opment bill, there would be a great need for people with your skill.

Dennis
'

I hurried through your written testimony. Let me say
your oral presentation and your written testimony is some of the best
I have seen from any field, particularly the field in which you apply
yourself here.

Could you explain the training, the placement, to us in a little more
detail ?

Mr. POWERS. We have e, full-time policeman specialist there. That
is all she does is work on placement and work on followup with stu-
dents who graduate from the courses.

Mr. Mmes. Is that through the school?
Mr. POWERS. Yes, I believe it is.
Mr. limns. Do you have any. local support for this program by any

of the local business groups, Kiwanis groups, or any group other than
the school?

Mr. POWERS. There is a committee which does the planning and looks
for funding for these types of programs.

Mr. MEEDS. I am naturally happy with the work which this commit-
tee and others have done to promulgate this type of institutional train-
ing. You sure hit it on the head when you talk here, ever, if we forget
the human values for a moment, which of course are the most impor-
tant, but when you talked about the economics of the thing.

r -
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As you point out. $12,000 a year. Because of the kind of inmate you
are it probably doesn't cost more than that. But w e have sonic inmates
that it costs $36,000 a year to keep. If there can be rehabilitation it is
an immensely economical thing in addition to the difference it makes
in human life, which again, as I say, is the most important thing.

So it makes me feel good to hear your testimony today.
Thanks very mach.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. STEIGER. Ken, can I ask a question of you in terms of your work-

ing full-time at Soo Line? All of your time at Moraine Park was part-
time enrollment?

Mr. ZERITSKY. Yes, all evening classes. I worked at Soo Line during
the day. At night, just about 14 straight years, 1 went to Moraine
Technical Institute.

Mr. STEIGER. The courses you took at Moraine Park related to your
work at Soo Line

Mr. ZERITSKY . I could never have been a success at the Soo Line. The
job came up--I think it was in the 1960'sfor stencil cutting. A skilled
worker was in the process of retiring. I had to get it from someplace.
The only place I could get it from is the Moraine Technical Institute.

I will say one thing, too, which I failed to mention before. When
you leave school here the teacher says, "Listen, when you are through
with this class, for Heaven's sake, if you need any help or any guid-
ance, f-ei free to call me at any time." That is the help I got from all
the teachers here.

I went to school here for 13 years. I made a decision, "By God, I
have got to get into another field." I got that job without any experi-
ence. What I got hired on was my schooling here and also my involve-
ment in community affairs.

I knew I could sell. I was involved in community affairs and serv-
ices. I didn't think I would ever go back to school.

I took off work a day's pay to be here.
Lenny, how much do you get paid as a slave ?
Mr. LANGKAU. On an hourly basis? $1.S5.
Mr. STEIGER. And how many hours a week do you work and how

many do you go to school ?
Mr. LANGRAU. My schedule starts in the morning at 7:45. A class in

graphic arts is my first class. I have a few other classes. At about 12 :30
I go to work and work until about 3, 4, or 5.

Mr. STEIGER. All your senior year or just half your senior year?
Mr. LANGKAU. All of it, I would say.
Mr. STEIGER. Antonio, did you go through a 1-year schedule?
Mr. MeNnez. One year. A full day, 8 hours a day.
Mr. STEIGER. You were paid, were you not ?
Mr. MENDEZ. Yes.
VOICE. He was in our regular machine tool program, a 1-year pro-

gram. But it was not an institutional MPTI program. It was a regular
1-year Rrogram.

Mr. STEIGER. Wheii you got through with the 1-year training did
you get the job as soon as you graduated?

294
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Mr. MENnEz. As soon as I graduated.
Mr. STEIGER. Who set up the arrangements for placement, interview

and all that ?
Mr. MENnFz. It was all arranged.
Mr..STmor.a. Through the school?
Mr.-MENDEz. Through the school.
Mr. STEIGER. Maybe I shouldn't ask you this. When you did work

in the tile field as compared to your work now, what kind of a differ-
ence in wage.

Mr. MExuaz. Actually, the money is good in ceramic. Tt is just that
there isn't enough. We find that we are running opt of work in some
communities. So it was $4 to $6 an hour. But you only had maybe 3
hours work maybe twice a week.

So I finally went to the employment office and got ant' her job. So
the employment office told me about this.

Mr. STEIGER. I want to thank all of von for doing such an excellent
job. We are so glad that you would take the time to come and give us
the day. Wa are veVy grateful.

Thank you.
Next we have Walter Talbot, who is a long-time friend of education

in Wisconsin, former chairman of the Assembly
i
Education Commit-

tee. now out of politics, regretably, but still he s very active.
Walter, you are going to substitute on behalf of the district boards?
[Prepared statement follows:]

PREPARED STATENtENT OF IIARLAND KIRCHNER. CLINTONVILLE, WIS.

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee: My name is Harland Kirchner
and I live in Clintonville, Wisconsin.

I speak here today as a repre.zentative of the VTAE District Boards' Associa-
tion of Wisconsin. I ant a small town,businessman and I also serve as Chairman
of the Pox Valley VTAE District Board, wit:, its center located at Appleton,
Wisconsin.

tni behalf of our Association, I appreciate the opportunity to appear before
this Committee to express opinions, concerns, and challenges which we face in
our local communities with respect to vocational. technical, awl .adult education
in Wisconsin.

The pride and competence of the Wisconsin labor force is a reflection of what
vocational-technical education has been able to accomplish for over 60 years.
Wisconsin is one of the few states whose manpower earnings and economic base_
pays more in federal tuxes than it receives in federal aid.

NOTE: About slx years ago we paid out 138 million dollars and received 78

million.
Daring the past decade, Wisconsin Vocational-Technical Education moved

from being an urban local-sponsored unit to a state-wide area concept serving
al: the people, both urban and rural. There are 16 (listed's, all having separate
Boards.

In order to meet the new challenges of changing technoloa.es. most districts
have built new facilities and others have enlarged their old ones.

When the new state Vocational Act took effect in 1069-70, the combined ex-
penditures from all sourcesproperty tea, state aid, tuition fees, and federal
aidamounted to 57.8 million dollars for vocational education, of which federal
aid amounted to 7.2 million dollars. The federal aid was allocated as followq-

3.8 million dollars for instruction and equipment ; 1.3 million dollars for
construction : and,

2.1 million dollars to the Department of Public Instruction for high school
vocational career exploratory programs.

ry9r-
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In 1973-74, the total from all sources mentioned previously was 111.7 million
dollars. Of that amount, 9.8 million dollars was federal aid. Distribution was-

4.4 million dollars for instruction and equipment ; 1.5 million dollars for
construction; and, .

3.9 million dollars to the Department of Public Instruction.
The enrollment in 1909-70 was ::15,845 for both post secondary and adult

students. In 1973-74, it is expected to be 310,500, nearly a 50 percent increase.
Because of the tremendous need for vocational-technical education and the

decreasing emphasis for a college degree, the expenditure of funds has increased
about 50 percent in the past five years. Federal aids only increased four percent
in the State of Wisconsin.

Most vocational-technical education school districts have reached their limit
as set by law for available funds for operations. Construction of additionai
facilities has been curtailed and not keeping pace with the. increased enroll-
ments. As a result, an additional 30-40 thousand students will have to be placed
on waiting lists.

Beginning this school year, 1974-75, the concept of revenue sharing or con-
solidated funding will cause problems since categorical funding will be done
away with as far as federal funding is concerned.

It is very evident that these federal monies will be sidetracked into other
areas, rather than funding for training and educational purposes.

The question iswhy the duplicity in administrative effort related to voca-
tionaleducation funding when onr state has bad a very successful track record
in meeting the needs of individual's in business, industry, and agriculture oriented
occupations.

The same standard is not applied to institutions of higher education which
have, in many instances, become out of tune with the relevancy of individual
needs.

We are basing our recommendation upon the opinions of leaders in business,
Industry, agriculture, and labor unions which make up an aggregate of nearly
6,400 advisory committee members representing over 500 occupations coasisting
Of a labor force of 1.6 million people.

This recommendation is to develop new federal vocational-technical education
legislation which would combine the provisions of the 1963 Vocational Act and
the 1968 and 1972 amendments.

The features of these acts, it expanded in new legislation, would return the
dollar-cost benefit much more in the form of increased production, better indi-
vidual earning power, and also increase the returns.

These are some of our concerns.
We are glad you came to Wisconsina state considered to be a leader in

vocational-technical education.
On behalf of the people I represent, I wish to thank you for allowing me

to speak to you.

STATEMENT OF WALTER TALBOT ON BEHALF OF VTAE DISTRICT
BOARDS ASSOCIATION OF WISCONSIN

Mr. TAT.nor. My name is Walter Talbot. I am from down in south-
western Wisconsin. I am on the district board in southwest Wisconsin.
That is district 3.

I farm. I am engaged in the business of feeding $3 corn to 40-cent
cattle. I am making good use of my old bookkeeping teacher who told
me many years ago how to use red ink.

I am also vice chairman of the State association when Harland
Kirchner was the chairman. He called me yesterday and got this paper
to me this morning, which I am going to present.

I know it is late. I think there are some things in this paper which
, -ni have before you that I can omit because it would only be repeating.

I am speaking for Harland Kirchner.

29
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My name Is Harland Kirchner and I live in Clintonville, Wis.
I speak here today as a representative of the VTAE District Board's Asiociation

of Wisismsin. I am a small town businesiidan dad I also serveas cheiridan of the
Fox Valley VTAE District Board with its center locatediat Appleton, Wis.

On behalf of our association, I appreciate the opportunity to appear heften,this
committee to espress opinions, concerns, and challenges which Wtrictip our
local communities with respect to vocational, technical, and adult education in
.01sconsin. , .

The pt.:agreed competence of the iWisconsin labor forte is a redectianpf *hat
vocational-technical education has been able to accomplish for over 00 years.
Wisconsin is one of the few States whose manpower earnings and economic baie
pays dare in Federal tales that It receives id Federal aid.

Note; About 6 years ago we void Otit $138 million and received ralfilet.
-During the past decade- Wisconetn technical- vocational edueetiain,stoved from

being an urban local-sponsored imit to a statewide area concept serving all the
people, both urban and rural. There are 16 districts, all having 1*Ra:etc boards.

In order to meet the new challenges of changink technologies most districts
have built new facilities and others have enlarged their old ones.

I am going to skip most of the figures that mil:found on 4t`p4e.
Because of the tremendous need for vocational - technical education and 'the

decreasing emphasis for a college degree, the expenditure of 4ttrids has in-
creased about 50 percent in the past 5 years. Federal aids only increektd 4 percent
in the State of Wisconsin.

Most vocational-technical education school districts have reached their limit
as set by law for available funds for operations. Construction of additional facil-
ities has been curtailed and not keeping pace with the increasedienrollmenfa.
As a result an additional 30,000-40,000 students will have to be placed on waiting
lists.

Beginning this school year, 1974-75, the-concept of revenue aiming or conioli-
dated funding will caw:* problems since categorical funding will be done away
with as far as Federal funding is concerned.

You have heard that several times today. , , 1 I

It is very evident that these Federal moneys will be sidetra&eil into Other
areas, rather than funding for training and educational purposes. I .

The question is : Why the duplicity In adniinistratiee effort 'related to efica-
tional-education funding when our State has had a very successful tea& record
in meeting the needs of individuals In business, industry, and tigrieniture
oriented occupations. ;

The same standard is not applied to institutions of higher education which
have, in many instances, become out of _tune with the relevancy of individual
needs.

We are basing our recommendation upon the opinions of leaderiln business,
industry, agriculture, and labor unrons.which makeup an aggregate of negrly
6,400 advisory committee members representing over 500 occupations consisting
of a labor force of 1.6 million lieople.

This recommendation is to develop new Federal vocational-technical education
legislation which would combine the provisions of the 1963 Vocational Act.and
the 1968 and 1972 amendments.

The features of these acts, if expanded in new legislation, return the
dollar-cost benefit much more in the form of increased production, better indi-
vidual earning power and also increase the returns.

These are some of our concerns.
We are glad you came to Wisconsin, a State considered to be a leader in voca-

tional-technical education.
On behalf of the people I represent I wish to thank you for allowing me to

speak to you.
That is the end of the prepared statement of Harland Kirchener.
In conclusion I want to thank You for this opportunity.
Thank you for coming to Wisconsin.
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Sometime late in the fifties, wasn't it, When I was chairman of the
Committee on Education for the Wisconsin Assembly there was a
young man fresh out of the University of Wisconsin, young, vigorous,
ambitlomf.

I wish to say thisI am talking about Congressman Steiger now
he selected the Committee on Education for his committee assignment.
Believerme, he was real helpful in promoting the right kind of legis-
lation which would benefit education.

His fatheriwas chairman or president of the State Board of Regents
of the University of Wisconsin. So his background was really, you
might say, liberal arts. Yet from the very beginning as a member of
that committee he saw the needs for more emphasis to be placed on
making it possible for people of all ages to get training in this world
of work.

am real glaci ..Nit you are continuing your efforts.
We all appreciate it very much.
Mr. STEMS. Thank you very much.
Chairman PIRKIW8. Thank you very much. We appreciate your

statement. We appreciate your comments about Congressman Steiger.
Mr. Mn*.IE May I ask a question?
Mr. Smarm Both you and Chairman Perkins share one attribute.

One is a Republican and one is a Democrat. But both were hard-
drivinficLihai. rmen.

Mr. May I ask aquestion, Mr. Chairman t
Wasn't it in fact a violation of the child labor laws when Bill

Steiger joined the assembly t
Mr. Tailor. There was a Mr. Kessler. I don't know which was

younger. But it wasn't mare than a couple of weeks apart. Is that
right?

MT. &MGM Fred was much younger.
Mr. TALBOT. It was really a refreshing experience to have them on

the committee and debating some of these issues.
Assemblyman Kessler was a Milwaukee Democrat. Assemblyman

Steiger was a Winnebago Republican. Both contributed very much to
the welfare ofthe whole State of Wisconsin in that respect.

Mr. STEIGER. Thank you very, very much.
Al Quie t
Mr. QUM. That is all. Thank you very much.
Mr. STriGER. Thank you, Walter, for making the trip up.
Mr. Helgesen
Lester, thank you for your patience.
Lester Helgesen is a member of the Blackhawk VTAE District and

a member of the Agriculture Advisory Committee.
[Prepared statement follows I

PREPARED STATEMENT OF LEVIER A. FIrinesEN. PRESIDENT OF IIELGESEN ITAR-
vmnoir, INC., HELGESEN Mro. CO. AND F00111LLE STATE BANK (SMALL FARM
BANS)

My work Is in Agri-Iinsiness and Agriculture as a farmer and Agri- Business-
man, and I have found that in the rural people there is a need for further train-
:fig of those who work In my fields of endeavor.

The one item I feel Is most imnortant to me directly is training of auto mechan-
nics and small engine repair. The thing which affects my customers most is the
fact that they are working directly with more than two-hundred (2001 young
adult farmers who nre learning new and better techniques of providing food for
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the world. I feel that this is the area which needs to be expanded as I read to
the Kiplinger Letter, U.S. News and other media that the supply of food is down
to days and not months and years. It is very important that agriculture does the
most effective Job it can possibly do. This will be done through better usage of
land conservation and fertilization and better use of seeds. This training is com-
ing from good people in our area through the training of people at Vo-Tech.

As a taxpayer I and that there is another very important item to our local Vo-
Tech Schools as they are taking care of and providing the training of the dis-
advantaged and handicapped ; mostly the three "R's' so they can work into some
even menial Job and as we work with our people we and that many people have
never been trained to read and write or comprehend what is going on, Vo-Tech
is bringing many of these people up to high school level so they can move into the
main stream, and being an employee, are able to make at least the minimum
wage of $2.00 or $2.20 per hour. In order to achieve this they eleanitely have to
have at least some abilities.

Working on the Advisory Board of Vo-Tech I and that the Federal aid for
equipment in our work shops with tools for instructional education has been very
much of a boost and this money coming from the Federal funding has enabled us
to purchase equipment which we could never afford locally.

I feel, for my part, the money spent to make useful, happy citisens out of people
who have never and could never get into the working world is a very, very im-
portant thing to our Government in that this eases the burden on the taxpayer.

On the whole, but most important, education gives a useful life to what might
be a warted life. I feel that Agriculture and Agri-Business- needs to expand to
meet future needs and this can only be done through technical "know-bow" we
can glean from the programs which receive financial help from Federal fundirs.

STATEMENT OP LESTER A. PRIMULA NE ER, ilLACKRAWN
VTAE DISTRICT AND AORICUIIURE ADVISORY COMMITTEE

Mr. HELGESEN. I am from Janesville. I happen to represent a group
of people that haven't been spoken of much here although McDowell
got sidetracked. My work is in agribusiness and agriculture and farm-
ing and also banking. I like the small town but when I come to the city
I find that you boys have got problems too.

The thing I want to talk about is vo-tech and its real, real impact
on the work that I do. I am a manufacturer of farm equipment and
distributor of a storage unit. We find that we need these people who
have just a little bit more mozie. Some of them really need to come to
us with any part of the three "R's" and vo-tech has helped to upgrade
them so they can be worth in some cases a great deal more than the
minimum.

I like 'n think about the small engine development and the com-
ponent parts and the sales training. Here is something I would like to
have you people think about. While they are training they are working.
When they come out of school they are already hired. They are hired
in their hometown.

Down our way we have 200 young farm boys that are being trained.
These lads are making money. One lad that we loaned money out of
our bank, his dad fanned for 50 years and never got anywhere. Now
his farm is paid for, truck, new equipment. He has a $200,000 net
worth. His dal wouldn't have done that in 200 years. His son has the
training from the vo-tech people. He is getting along good.

We find that we are getting equipment purchased for instructional
use so I feel that you should be complimented.

We thank you for coming here. I think you are doing a good job
in this educational held. Money is well spent on this kind of work that
is so terribly important.
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I was proud of this young group here. They are the kind that make
you money. Thank you very much for coming.

By the pay, I ant a farmer. I got some alfalfa if you get down far
enough south. Thank you.

Mr. &room. Les, thank you very much for coming. When we drove
up last night all you have to do is look around and see the success that
Les HegeLsen In.s had with the system.

Mr. FIEGELSEN. These farmers like it prosperous.
Mr. STEIGER. Any questions/
Thank you, Les, very, very much.
Last, we will do the panel, if we can, of directors; Bob Sorenson, do

you want to lead off We will do you and then Bill Sirek, Joe Pelle-
grin, Bill Ramsey, and Jim Covey, in that order.

We will save our questions until you all get through, with your
permission.

[Prepared statement follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF ROBERT P. SORENSEN. DISTRICT DIRECTOR,
MORAINE PARK TECHNICAL INSTITCTE

DISTRICT INTRODUCTiON

Moraine Park Technical Institute is made up of the following counties:
11. du Lac. Green Lake. Washington. major portion of Dodge, and parts of

Can...net, Sheboygan, Waushara, and Winnebago.
Its fertile agrkultural lands, plus Its close proximity to the Milwaukee metro-

politan area contribute to a strong agricultural and industrial economy. Annual
income from agriculture was 131 million dollars in 1900 and over 388 million
dollars from industry.

The population growth of the district is above the state-wide average and will
continue to grow at at. above average rate due to very rapid growth in Washing-
ton County. The total district population is 2'2.000 with a work force of 96.823.

There are 2,094 handicapped in the district and 21.865 disadvantaged; these
two categories ,represent 11.15 percent of the districts total population. In addi-
tion, there are 3.439 residents with less than a fourth grade c'acation; 39.807
with leas than eight years of schooling ; and 18,306 with less -an a high school
diploma. ,

Situated within, Vie ,ine Park District are the Fox Lake Correctional
Institution, WituPtin Prison, Taycheedah Home for Women. and Kettle
Moraine Boys School. A ,clique cooperative effort in vocational education has
been developed between the Division of Corrections and the Moraine Park Techni-
cal Institute.

Another age group that will need considerable attention are the 25,000 people
found in the 85 year old and older category within the district. This group repre-
sents 11% of the district population.

With the passage of the Vocational Education gxet of 1983 and subsequently
the amendments of 1988 the growth and development of vocational education
Programs throughout the Moraine Park District has been phenomenal. The vari-
ous target groups served through the act have been most rewarding, especially
the disadvantage and handicapped areas.

This paper will discuss the efforts and results of the Moraine Park District
in carrying out the mandate. of the Vocational Education Act of 1983 and the
amendments of 1968.

DISADVANTAGED -- HANDICAPPED

Career Development

The first Career Development project was funded in December 1970 for a
seven month period. 'The basic purpose of the project was to assist the disadvan-
taged residents of District #10 in attaining the training and skills necessary
to obtain and retain permanent employment. The project employed four people.

:10 0
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The 2942 -rz project, also entitled Career Development, employed four people
and pmrkled easentiaLly the same services. These included ;

L Orientation to the world of work ;
2. Placement of students in education lc training programs ;
3 Placement of a student ona job ;
4_ Provision of Lltnpcerted7sicrvices ,
5. Prorie.lon of consistent fallow the.aigh.

Because of the experience gained during the pilot project, these services were
obvioiy de_ivered in a much more consistent and effective manner the second
Fear.

To further increase the effectiveness of the program several major changes
were made in the .1972-73 project entitled SinItioce-upational Career Develop-
ment_ The most important change was the establishment and utilization of a
team approa_ The Multioccnpationai Career Development team in cooperation
with the Wilscon State Employment Security Division began utilizing an.
employ.-ability development team approach. This team approach involves a flexible
yet sys1'. ematic approach to the delivery of manpower and supportive services
to disadvantaged and handicapped persons in order to as-sist them to become job
ready_ The ennployabilit_v development team in cooperation with other agencies
rrovided a full range of manpowe7 .wrric. i3clu : outreach. intake, appraisal,
orientation_ se%1ng. referral tt, education and work experience, job
devebis-,...^aent, placement nd follov-- through. At the same time that theme services
were being p_- voided additional t awortive services such as day care, health care,.
lega: aid and n-anspormtice were made available through existing agencies on
an as needed bsess.

The current. Itzltiooentational Career Development project is very similar to
last year-s except that a year's experience has been gained and a fifth staff
member has been added_ The team approach necessitates that services become

to meet individtsal need. It also encourages and demands that the
di...dvantaged a bandicai teed person become actively involved in planning and
iale-ziehrih,g his .awn erap:oyability development plan.

IM the ft-llowinr. races the team has made an effort to pres.en as briefly as
px,ibie saime of the --:atis-,acal data which should demonstrate both the activities
and the effectiveness of the unit.

The last portion of this report includes some recommendations .1 terms of
funding and :A-r-arsunng future pr. rams designed to serve persons with spe-
cial needs.

IT:Cekt:. :23E11 DEVEL:Fltrverzs:s&DvAnTAGM (006) AND HANDICAPPED (047)

Feral year-
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MULTIOCCUPATIONAL CAREER DEVELOPMENT- DISADVANTAGED (FISCAL YEAR 1973-74)

Economic Cultural

Number
of

persons

Numbcr
on

welfare

Number Number
of poor of

nop- American
welfare Indian

Number
of Cau-

amen

Number
of Negro

Number
of

Spanish
speaking

Number
of other
(explain)

Educational level completed
Con=d High School:

female
80-11th grade:

Meth
Female

5th-8111 grade:
Male
Female

Less than 5th grade:
Male ..
Female

(1)

43
36

30
20

6
9

2
0

(2)

I
12

1

5

1

1

1

0

(3)

42
24

29
15

5
8

1
0

(4)

0
1

0
0

0
0

0
0

(5)

41
35

26
18

5
5

0
0

(6)

0
0

1
0

0
0

0
0

(7)

1
0

3
2

1
4

2
0

(8)

1 1
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

Totals 146 22 124 1 130 1 13 1

I From India.
3 COL 1 nncels. 2+3 -cols. 4+5+6+7+8,

llitILTIOCCUPATIONAL CAREER DEVELOPMENT-HANDICAPPED (FY 1973-74)

Number
of

Number Number Number seriously Number
Number of of Number of Number emotion- Number of

of mentally hard of of speech of ally dis- of other
persons retarded bearing deaf Impaired visual tubed crippled (explain)

1. Male 67 13 2 1 0 5 14 24
Female 56 17 1 2 1 3 15 5 12

3.. Total. 123 30 3 3 1 8 29 13 36

Note: "Number of other" includes alcoholic bad back, epileptic, diabetic, etc. The above information gives an accoun
of the types of adults served by each of the multioccupetronal career development projects in fiscal year 1973-74.

l0.11

.-11"r1
753 7 r71 FE. i

-;, C
al:, ; dill'

;; ITriiidA'-~: :rig ,;
1:tf;$

sx " . :-
f--=TF-1-ncE"

ur
o

4ultioccupatio al Carter Ze.elopTent isadvantaged

(Figures fo. rt 1970-71 and FY 1971.72 are not e.ailaZIO

GO%

Nuitioccup tional Carter Mevc.or. nt iandicepped

Ini abnve two graphs represent the $4,8811 it lo (those still eapioy d) of students ptaced into emp,aynen,

mic, the efforts of tiultio«.pational Career eelomnen, TT," et- ante oho 1 c-el..4 C ..... Zevelovent

servi.cs but who fond employment WithOut ii; lf.f35Z holy from C Me.elopmeni are not reported in the

47)00 percentages.

Far mare detailed inforemtion on it 1972 -7) ,1 b placeeents see Appendix A.

TAe expe.ted success ratio I,- props,. cf this type is 25Z, as noted by HaroZd SaAacian, VOCiti0.1 Educatiee
Con..ltant. State gourd of Tata:lona'. Technical Ltd Adult Education.
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The following is a. list of the positions Eh ;stun. ahem a= the 3l1171111ke
District were employes or trained_ through. the -,d'orym if Iluttia=pathonal
Career Development projects. The pinationts isstest auvr rsvfs..-. the 3iwiod
January 27, 1271. through rune 341. MI-4. :For I. morn :aitsnix loot m salaries.
of each position during the wa of juiy Wri .112 X, ii4 Aee
Appendix A.

Office Clerk
Night Clerk-Ind/tor
Staff Specialist
Accountant
Architectural Renderer
Proofreader

Machine Operator
Material Handler
Battery Stacker
Packer
Cementer
Piece Work Assembler
inspector
Egg Breaker

Baker's Helper
Kitchen Helper
Waitress
Dishwashing Person
Dietary Aide

armor carxe..t.mms

roes atzt4

Machine and Equipment Repair
Office Machine Repair
Vactitim Cleaner Repair
Television Repair
Refrigeratcr Repair

Janitor
Groundskeeper

Service Station Asst. Mgr.
Assistant Store Manager

Direct Sales Person
Store Sales Person
Stock Clerk
Licensed Practical Nurse
Alteration's Person
Occupational Therapist
Child Care Aide
Child Care Specialist
Teacher's Assistant
Dental Technician
Service Station Attendant

Draftsperson.
3epttimisc
31edlihi !o]x=tm

neT
Climax=

airetirmir

OCCM.V.MMItti.

Structural' Stasi Miley
tIrdet ..stermm

Stamieas Stee; ii
Pr_nalisztoix. llriir43tm

Steei.
General :ashore'

Cbok
Rat=ne Zimrnrirr

Bus Mir

3WALTS tlattrIFATnnf

Auto Rohr Repair
Tar= annum:mac 11,zioi--
31cycie 344par

3righle-103Sar
A trumuutie N.L.rAttme:

arzur.mrts.
Ebirseke.per.

YALTAMil=f1.- ,iccrrwrzsi.rsts

Production Tetnoriar
Soesi.

=macs X.1.171..5.:MGCM

Telephone .i.Lahrtur
:camel .s-tie
12.11)pily 1.711-11,r7t177,

.,rfier.:-
7...ituriir= 'Vim=
:,barn'
vetenniman
Activzt,:, '_'art ititti
Apr nri: :a..mennovist

Loeser 3com ..vieatgunr
illUrt.
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maim OccUisisorrs
Book Bibde'r Furniture MoverPrinter Craft's AssemblerTruck Driver Photo Negative Cutter
Muse %Ye Pla,play Technician Painter
Water, Sewage & Treatment Tech. Collection Specialist
Water Quality Control Tech.
Railroad Track Repair Person

RECOMMENDATIONS REGARDING PROGRAMS SEWING PEOPLE NV ITII SPECIAL NEEDS

We hare found that the categorical restrictions have prevented us from
providing comprehensive student need fififillment in that we bad to write separate
proposals for homemaking, handicapped and disadvantaged assvell as specialized
activities. We feel that the law should contain provisions for serving special
needs at the same percentages as presently, i.e. 25%, but that these funds should
not be in categorical areas but rather allow for comprehensive programming.
In addition, we feel that at least 10% of the funding allocated should be available
to the sponsor of the program for use on a flexible basis as the need arises.

We also feel that the congressional practice of funding prograins months after
the beginning of the fiscal year should be altered so that .we can deliver services
with full knowledge that funding is indeed available. We also feel that the
requirement that all funds be obligated by the end of the fiscal year is unrealistic
and that provisions should be made for carry-over features of unobligated funds
or that programs could be extended beyond July 1. We also feel that provisions
for monetary payments of stipends, scholarships, loans, grants, etc. are presently
not adequate to serve this special needs group. We feel that the best approach
would be the provision for a block grant of money which would be awarded
to the local sponsor to be distributed to the student based on personal needs
as detenntned by the local sponsor. The local sponsor's plan for this service
would he submitted at the time of the proposal but would contain flexiblefeatures.

We further feel that the present level of funding is inadequate to provide
meaningful training for those presently in programs, let alone the vast numbers
whom the programs should be serving.

We feel that expanded funds should Le made available for education and
training of staff persons who work in programs for the disadvantaged and
handicapped. i.e. graduate programs, conf-rences, seminars.

APPENDIX A

The information on the following pages represent an analysis of those people
employed through the help of Multioccupational r Development during the
period July 1, 1973 to June 30, 1974. Wages are computed from the starting
salary of each person, wage increases are not accounted for.

Also included for your consideration are the following significant data.
1. Total Gross Earnings : $120,204.47.
2. Total Federal Taxes Paid : $12.879.83.
:i. Total State Taxes Paid : $2.809.24.
4. Percent still employed : 75.4%.
5. 67% of the students placed were receiving some sort of financial support

from an agency prior to training ;, however, only 27% are now receiving
financial support.
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Mo WIZ VNIT INSTRECTIoNAL SERVICES FOR THE DISADVANTAGED

This project is designed to provide, through the use of a mobile unit, district-
wide, on-site prevOcati.mal instruction, vocational evaluation and job counseling
servires on a one-to-one or small group basis to disadvantaged and handicapped
residents who are presently unable to utilize existing district educational
facilities.

DISADVANTAGED PROGRAMSPRISONS

Moraine Park Programs at the Wisconsin Correctional Institution. Fox Lake
In March, 1973. the Moraine Park VTAE District assigned a full-time staff

member. M-. Ron Hall. to work with the Wisconsin Division of Corrections at the
Wisconsin Correctional Institution at Fox I Ike to evaluate existing vocational-
teebnical programs to determine what was needed to up-grade these programs in
order that they could meet the Wisconsin Board of VTAE standards for full
accreditation as 1-year diploma programs. He was also responsible foe develop-
ing now vocational training programs to meet the needs of handicapeed inmates
who found it difficult to succeed in traditional vocational training programs.

Four separate federal projects were written and submitted to the Wisconsin
Board of VTAI in order io receive the necessary funding to ne.grade existing
programs and to initiate new vocational training programs at WCI. These four
federal projects areas follows:
Merchandising Project

This program has been in operation nt WCI prior to March, 1 i".73. The project
proposnl requested the funds to purchase the equipment and supplies necessary
to meet minimum instructional standards for an approved diploma program.
Upon full accreditation of the Merchandising Program, it became the most
popular training program in the institution. During the 1973-74 school year 71
inmates have been enrolled in Merchandising. Twenty will have completed n11
requirements by the end of the 1973-74 school year and will be issued a diploma
from the Moraine Park District. An additional 30 inmate-students are expected
to complete the entire program early in the 1974-75 school year. Twenty-eight
students in Merchandising have requested that their transcripts be forwarded
to other VTAE Districts in Wisconsin in order that they could complete the
program in :molter school if they were paroled prior to completing at WC!. or
to have these credits transferred to a two.year Associate Degree Program in
Marketing. An active advisory committee is in operation for this program and
assists in curriculum development and job placement.
Custodial Services Project

This program was not in operation at WCI prior to MPTI involvement. The
program was developed for low-ability inmates who would find it difficult to sue-
( .ed in the traditional vocational training programs offered at the institution.
This is the first training program of its kind offered anywhere it the country.
The federal project provided for one instructor, the development of a Custodial
Services laboratory equipped with twelve separate training stations, and the
equipment necessary to develop custodial skills on all types of floor, wall, ceiling.
light fixtures and bathroom maintenance. Within a few months the program be-
came so popular that a second instructor was hired to accomodate inmates desir-
ing to enter the program. A twelve- passenger vehicle was purchased to transport
students to OJT training sites in communities surrounding the institution at Fox
Lake. The program is nine months in duration and provides for 540 hours of
laboratory and OJT as well as required courses in Communications, Mathematics
and Human Relations.

Most of the men need remedial instruction in reading and mathematics prior
to entering a regular course in these areas and they are assigned to a Pre-Voca-
tional Laboratory where they get individualized instruction to up-grade these
necessary skills.

Forty-four men have been enrolled in Custodial Services during the 1973-74
school year. Eighteen will have completed the program by the end of the school
year and received a 1-year certificate from MPTI and an additional 18 are ex-
pected to meet all requirements early in the 1974-75 school year.

An active advisory committee is in operation for this program and has guaran-
teed 100% placement of all graduates after they leave the institution.
Cooperatire Programming Project

This project was submitted to secure the funding necessary to up-grade all the
existing vocational-technical programs at WCI to meet Wisconsin Board of VTAE
standards for approved 1-year diploma programs. Most of these vocational pro-
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grams were in operation at WCI prior to 1IPTI involvemen but none of them
could meet the required mini"-um standards in the area of staff certification,
curriculum. equipment or supplies At varying times during the 1973-74 school
year seven programs. in addition to the Merchandising Program. were fully ap-
proved by MPTI as meeting all minimum requirements for 1-year diploma status.

These programs with the number of men enrolled and the ni.inber of graduates
durinc :he 197.3-74 whool year are as follows :

?aprsir
Number
emotted Graduates

kxl=ce sarrizsz : 2$
airy Xt.'s* reir. 32 9
ElICSTIC serw.=.1 47 3
ILIC2="1 =LI anracror 31
mal mvre auc =.zsrzs u=ramu: 21 1

inemai 12

its :-'-warn was nec-.^...e: tbt sum .er awe a most eases the students have not had an opportunity to corn-;AaT ortrernerz:s 1Y roarartos zc.q the 15-3-74 szhoot yes.

F r additi:ral rNOST:ons.1-tedin:cs1 training programs are offered at WCI and
full ai-spr-val is pending en the programs. The number of students in these
pt- iron are as follows:
Prs.;grim:

Ante tune -up and servicing
Carpen=7
Masonry

Number
Enrolled

20
27
23

Mechanic-2i drafting 21

In addition to the precicusiy mentioned vocational training programs. a fully
P+ rip Pre-Vt-eti nal Labcratory has been developed at WCI for students who

et-,i remedial reading and mathematics before they can enroll in the diploma
progin,ms, During the 1973-74 school year. --t1 men have been enrolled in this
rer.letliot ate ratory. of which have developed sufficient skills to transfer to
approced comtior-al diploma programs.
Pkensgent cat-i FoP.osc -vp Project

Late = t the 1973-74 school year it became ecielent that the men graduating
f MPTI programs were going to need assistance in job placement
'rant: their release ana als1 assistance in transferring credits to other technical
imarituzetz and universities within the state. With all the changes that took place
:n the cn-trizniunit development of the vocational programs at WCI. it was also
important that we have a concentrated f3llow-up on a statewide basis in order
tc tr we ccuAl determine if we are meeting the needs of the business and industry
which employs the graduates- In February. 1973, a full-time Placer ent and
Foilow-up Specialist was employed by MPTI to meet these objectives.

This -irsor. works with each man in the school program during the parole
pZannir.z period to assist him in developing a parole plan. All credentials are
carnered and forwarded to other schools of higher education when the released
inmate dIres to cenUnue his education after release. The Placement and 1l-
1.,w-.1p of at WCI w-Arks with the Offender Counselor in every Wisconsin
rate Employment efface in the state to assist the man to secure a job in the voca-
tiona, area for which he received hie training at WCI. Fox Lake.

It is planned that a minimum of three follow-ups with the ex-inmate. his em-
ployer and his terx.:e agent will be undertaken during the first year after his
release.

At t'e time of this writing very few of the graduates have been released from
enetody Fifty-two of seceaty 1973-74 graduates arc still incarcerated at WCI,
end twelve have bean transferred to the minimum security camp system.

of the six cradtmtes who have been paroled. one is working in a training re-
:.red job with an excellent salary. two haze transferred their credits to -ontinue
their education at other schools two are outside the state of Wisconsin and have
nor been contacted as yet and one is reincarcerated.

Within the next several months many of the graduates should be released
from onetodc. Th..0 place wren: offx* hag worked with these men as follows:

have been interviewed for school placement.
have been interviewed for job placement.

3 have been interviewed for apprenticeship placement.
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in each center. In addition to the regularly scheduled classes, instructors de-
veloped and taught small groups whenever and wherever possible; i.e., in homes,
apartment complexes and community buildings where rent was gratis.

Individualized instruction, a vital part of the project in the past, was consid-
erably diminished this gear due to a State Board Directive. However, because
of agency, student and instructor sentiment, total elimination of this component
was blocked. It is stiongly held by these groups that some individuals can experi-
ence effective growth only through the one-to-one stndent-teacher relationslip.

Children, too, were exposed to a variety of activities and subject matter pro-
vided by a staff of fifteen trained child care aides. Supervised play experiences
for the children were provided to enrich their social, emotional, and intellectual
development.
Evaluation of the Program

Several types of evaluation instruments have been developed and used through-
out the three full years of the project (see attachments of the 1973-74 student,
instructor and child core aide evaluations). Student evaluations of the program
over the past three years have not reflected a single negative comment regarding
the goals or purposes of the project. Perceptions regarding the instructors, teach-
ing methodology, project activities, child care, and transportation have all been
positive; however, students have offered several suggestions regarding future
offerings and activities.

Teacher evaluation is two-fold encompassing that of evaluation of the project
and its intended goals and ontcome.s and that of student evaluation. The teach-
ing staff (already aware of low-income life styles and adept in developing teach-
ing plans and materials to meet the needs of the disadvantaged) is totally
dedicated to these types of projects; therefore, their evaluations, although
heavily weighted on the positive side, alli0 serve as self-evaluations reflecting
means of personal involvement. Instructor evaluation of each student is on-going.
Each class begins with a pretest and ends with a post-test. Because many adults
( especially disadvantaged adults) have not been exposed to testing for a num-
ber of years, formal written tests are avoided. On this basis, two types of meas-
urement are utilized. Skill performance is objectively measured, and progress
in the affective domain must necessarily be subjective.

In brief summary, these are some of the behavioral changes reflecting the
most value in terms of student growth :

a. Improved nutritional habits:
improved meal planning (consideration of Basic 4) ;
better shopping practices;
better food buying and storage.

b. Improved home management and housing:
better bndgeting and money managemeat ;
improved awareness of consumer prol:ction laws and agencies;
improved upkeep of present home furnishings;
increased knowledge of renter-landlord relationships, rights, responsibilities.

c. Improved personal and family hygiene:
better accomplishment of grooming tasks.

d. Improved health practices and sanitation of garbage and waste:
improved rodent control;
increased knowledge of sound first aid practicf " and home nursing.

e. Better understanding of child care practices:
improved physical care;
improved parental concern ;
better use of constructive play activities ;
lacreased knowledge of consumerism for children.

f. Improved clothing and laundering practices:
able to make better selection of clothing and fabric ;
better able to repair and renovate clothing;
improved knowledge of garment construction;
Improved awareness of need for sorting clothing for laundering;
better use of laundry aids;
added pride in results of better laundering techniques.

Child care aides (for the first time in 73-74) were also asked to evaluate the
program. All eleven of the fifteen evaluations returned were supportive of the
project and especially supportive of the child care component. Alder, like the
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instructors, offered several suggestions for improving the child care facilities,
equipment and routines.
Significant Data and Costs

Significant data found on the following two (2) pages summarizes and/or
identifies: (1) student numbers served per year, (2) costs, and (3) a student
profile.

Recommendations
1. Fcderal funding, established under the 1968 Amendments, has been pro-

vided to the District in the form of seed money. This program, like other
federally sponsored programs, would tend toward extinction as the seed moneys
diminish on a yearly basis. Because the program is designed to deal with cultural
and social problems, it cannot be equated with formulized vocational education.
However, it is a very unique form of educationeducation at its bestbecause
it deals directly with what is relevant to the student. Tax money spent on this
basisto improve the quality of home and family life totally independent of a
system of handoutsshould continue to be supported with adequate percentages
of federal dollars.

2. Categorical funding has been too restrictive in the past. On this basis, it is
recommended that the law retain the 25% commitment for "special needs" groups
but that local administration of these funds be flexible.

3. It is further recommended that the political practice of funding programs
months after the beginning of the fiscal year should be revised, and that Districts
would receive notification of approval or rejection in advance.

4. The obligation of funds (by project) prior to the end of the fiscal year is
unrealtstic. Provisions for the carryover of funds is recommended.

PART FCONSUMER AND HOME ECONOMICS EDUCATION (DISADVANTAGED) STUDENT AND FINANCIAL
SUMMARY DATA

Project
Fiscal
year

Number
of

students
served

Total
approved

project

Actual
project

costs Percent

Federal funds District funds

Amount Percent Amount

Individualized homemak-
ing - - - 11969-70 27 O. 603 36, III. 48 85 55094. 76 15 $916.72

Individualized homemak-
ing - - s 1970-71 141 28.068 24, 363.57 90 21, 927.21 10 2,436. 31

Individualized homemak-
ing - - - - - 1971-72 263 76, 200 72, 168. 93 85 61, 343.59 15 10, 825.34

Individualized hememek-
ing : 1972-73 313 80, 011 77, 788.27 70 54, 452.49 30 23, 336.713

Parent-child oduceben - 1972-73 123 29, 409 24, 779.88 85 21, 062.90 15 3.716.91
Home and family mensle-

mint 1973-74 429 75, 776 65, 474. 08 76I- 50, 017.67 23)i 15, 386.41

12 months of operation.
mo of operation.

STUDENT PROFILE FEDERAL PROJECT 10-005-151-524 HOME AND FAMILY MANAGEMENT FISCAL YEAR 1973-741

Number Percent

Age grou!s:

18 to 21 .... ,.....: :
22 to 44 -..: . : . . , _ _ _ -

46 iu 64 ... _ : : : : : : : :
65 plus ....... ... ..... ....
Not available : , ,

Education levels:
High school diploma. _
9to 11................. s

Ito 5.. .... ......... .......
hot available. ,, . s

Public assistance . . .
Noniveltart ........ ..........
Employed ..... ::, ::
Unemployed ............ .,,:s . : ..........

::::::: == :: :::, : : :

= - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _, :.: -,:,:::
-_- : : : : : : : : : : : : :
... ..... .. ..... .......-.. .....: , :: : ,::: ::

. : : _ .. : . ___ : :::-..:
: ss,:- .-::::: :=_:- : ::: :

.. ...... . -........... -. .....
:,,s : : :::: = :: : ...s

- .......... .............-------
- - -

_ - - _ =, :::, ::::: :
-: _ :: _ : :: :
,:, ... ... .... ... , ...... ,, -

: :::: : :::::::::: , : ::: :s:,,: : : :::: :
... . ..... . .....
: :: = -: , :

_ :
: :::: . : -:: :

.........--..
:: : ::::: : :

: , : : , ::,:: ::,:, s,,,,,, - - ,, . , ..

1

27
186
39
21

7

135
75
56
8
7

101
180

69
211

0.5
9.5

66.0
14.0
7.5
2 5

480
28.0
19.0
3 0
2.0

38.0
64 0
25 0
75 0

See footrote at end of table.
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STUDENT PROFILE FEDERAL PROJECT 10-005-151-524 HOME AND FAMILY MANAGEMENT
FISCAL YEAR 1973-74 fCoMInwid

Number Percent

Ethnic group:
Spanish American- ............. , .......... ............... ....... ...-....,:-. ....... 10 4.0
Amu Kan Indlin -,- - ---..-:,,,---,,,,-; ............ ......

......
..... ->:--,---x--..x....-1- .... .. 2 1.0

CUOMO . 269 95.0NM ........ :: ::: -:: :, ,, 1-.. :-: :. :: ::: . :::- 27 9.6
Female 254 90.4
Handicapped 84 29.0

I This profile is based on information gleaned from 281 Federal forms available at the time this report was compiled.

Note: Stu ant profile: TM average student enrolled in this project is unemployed Caucasian female in the 26 to 44 age
group possessing an educational level above the 9th grade.

ORIENTATION OF EMOTIONALLY DISTURBED PERSONS TO ENTER THE WORLD OF WORK
THROUGH VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

historical Development
Fiscal year 73-74 marked the second year of federal funding which made it

possible to provide "Life Adjustment classes" to patients residing in the district's
three mental health centers. Initially begun in 1969 at the Dodge County Mental
Health Center, and taught by a volunteer, it soon became apparent that a specific
need existed which warranted the employment of a professional home economist.
The Moraine Park Technical Institute became involved wind from late '69 through
June of 1972, an instructor was hired through the Field Services Division to
teach these classes on a limited basis.

Throughout this period the concept of mental health care changed drastically :
patient care became reality-based. On this premise the Technical Institute, al-
ready aware of the fact that these classes were of immeasurable value to pre-
release patients, decided to expand the curriculum and extend the classes to the
three mental health centers within its geographic boundaries.

The classes, which run in three 15-week segments, four hours per week for all
three groups, are designed to provide educational experiences which will enable
the patients to prepare for entry back into .:re community, family living, and
the world of work. This preparation for independent living or foster home living
is facilitated through group instruction in occupational orientation, homemak-
ing skills, personal development, consumer education, and atillzation of com-
munity resources. As the patient improves, the emphasis changes from basic
homemaking skills to community orientation and then to job exploration within
the center. The final step in the process is to place the patient in a sheltered work-
shop environment or to place him iu competitive work in the community. The
objectives then are:

1. To provide a coordinated educational program in the county mental
centers.

2. To provide patients with an orientation to the world of work.
3. To provide patients with a knowledge of various occupations through

exposure to a variety of specific job experiences inside the mental
health centers: i.e., laundry, housekeeping, maintenance, kitchen areas,
clerical.

4. To provide the training and education to fit the needs of each client
assigned to this project.

5. To develop each person's capacity to becorie a wage earning member with-
in the community.

0. To develop within the client the skills to effectively function in another
environment : the community, the job market. the family.

While the program was initially written for institutionalized persons. out-
patients and/or day treatment, rtients are gradually being included. Again, as
with all federally funded projects, inter-agency cooperation and effort are c.f
Paramount importance in identifying and coordinating referrels and plans for
each ludividual. Excellent inter-agency cooperation and communication have
been maintained throughout the existence of this project.
Evaluation of Project

Patients placed in all three groupsthe basic group, the intermediate groupor the advanced groupare subjected to the same evaluation scale which iscompleted every three weeks for each patient. Significant individuals socialworkers, nurses, occupational therapists"Sit in" on the evaluation which is

L." no
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essentially completed by the classroom instructor (student evaluation and teacher
evaluation forms are attached). Based upon consensus of the staffing, a student
is advanced or demoted as the case may be, or is recommended as a potential
release.

Teacher evaluation forms are completed twice a yearat the end of the first
semester and at the and of June. These evaluations are also used to make changes
tt ithin the program, teaching methodology, or teacher behavior.
Significant Data and Costs

Significant data relating to the number of students enrolled since 1969, project
costs and patient salary infermation for 1963-74 are summarized on the follow-
ing charts.

PT B (102b) DISADVANTAGED AND HANDICAPPED ORIENTATION OF EMOTIO'IALLY DISTURBED TO ENTER WORLD
OF WORK THROUGH VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

STUUNT SUMMARY DATA

Fiscal /ear__________________________
1960-70 I 1970-71 1971-72 1972-73 1973-74

Number of Students served

Namber of Pattents/studenti released
fro.n (nor! health canters

Number of placed in employment..

Number of placed in other vocational or
collegiate classes or programs

111 students served between September 1969
and June 30, 1972.

34 of the 111 served were released between
September 1969 and June 3C, 1972

15 entered competitive employment between
September 1969 and June 30, 1972.

1 placed In full-time pr r, a at Madison
Technical College; 91 plated in adult basic
education.

151 160

38 38

23 15

31 24

I Not federally funded until September 1972, these classes were taught on a very part-time basis at the Dodge County
Mental Health Center in Juneau

FINANCIAL DATA

1969 1972 1972-73 1973-74

Tag aPhrowld. , These classes were not fed- 916,457.00 121,828.0g
erally funded during this
period, September 1969-

: 30, 1972.
Actual cost ----,,,,..,--....,,,. ,,,, .... ---- .. ....... .. .... ......... ... --,. .......... ,. -,.. 15, 792.04 1 17. 923. 15
Federal share `- = :=`=-- -:, .-.: , . ,-, :.,. .. ,:.-: .-, 11,844.03 I 1Z (0L 51

Percent .:: _ (75) (67)
District share..,_ ..:. .. ....... . .,_:.-_,.- ... ...... ... ... .. ..... ... .......... ....- .. .. ......... 3, 948. 01 5, 914. 64

Percent........ .......... ......... . .............. . ..... ..,................. (25) (23)

1 Through May 31, 1974.

PAY SCALES OF THIRTEEN PATIENTS PLACED IN COMPETITIVE EMPLOYMENT
DITRING rY 1973-74

Since the major goal of the project is .o prepare patients for re-entry into the
community, follow-up after release has not been included as a project component.

The following chart developed from infotmation taken from hospital records
depicts that 13 out of 14 patients placed in competitive emp'oyment are now
wage earners and taxpayers.

Living Living
poient Pay scale arrangements Patient Pay scale arrangement;

A...,, ......... . 1 91.90 Apartment. 13 1.90 Horne
B 1 1.90 Mental health center. X2.50 Do
C a 2.00 Apartment. 1 2.50 Apa.trnent
D = s 260 00 Do. 2.50 Do.

4 350 Home. 2.00 Mental health center.
1 4.50 Do. M .. ............. 2,00 Do.
4 3.50 Mental health center.

I New minimum wage laws have gone into effect since these individuals began employment.
2 Mainstream.
a Month
e Hour.

44-822-75-21

.321.
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Recommendations
1. Retain the present 25% funding for provision of projects for special needs

groups.
2. Provide advance notification of project approval (prior to July 1 of each

year). The present practicefunding programs 4-0 months after the beginning
of the fiscal yearcreates insecurity among staff, hinders good hiring practices.
and greatly diminishes serrice to students.

3. The practice of imposing penalties on districts for failure to obligate funds
prior to the end of the fiscal year is unrealistic. Pros isions for the carry-over
of unobligated funds should be extended beyond July 1.

. It is further recommended that a block grant of money be awarded sponsors
to be distributed In the form of scholarships. loans. etc. to students based oil
personal need.

RESEARCH PROJECTS-1973

1. PROBLEM SEARCH OF THE SERVICES PROVIDED AND THE UNMET NEEDS OF
DISADVANTAGED AND HANDICAPPED RESIDENTS OF MORAINE PARK

All private and public agencies who provide educational services to the dismi-
vantage(' and handicapped were involved in the project. Problems in delivery of
services. quality of service. and the extent of services were uncovered and each
agency is working on a solution to the problems.

2. EVALUATION OF PSYCHOLOGY OF HUMAN RELATIONS, COURSE NO. 8119-51

The results of Oils evaluation have brought about changes in the course that
make it more relevant to the needs of vocational-technical students. This %%a.:
a statewide project.

FEASIBILITY STUDY FOR THE IMPLEMENTATION OF COOPERATIVE EDUCATION

This project has determined that Moraine Park has the cooperation of stu-
dents, staff administration. employers, employees, and labor in implementing
the cooperative program. This program will provide experiences in business and
industry not now available to students and extend the campus facilities from
their present wails to the boundaries of the district. This is a giant step forward
in improving the delivery system of educational experiences. This project will be
implemented this year.

4. COMPREHENSIVE CAREER EDUCATION CE.iTER

This project has made possible the distribution of career education materials
to all high schools in the district and has prevented the fired for duplication of
materials. It also has provided the student with a greater amount of resources
from which to make choices in careers. This project will continue next year.

5. PROBLEM EVALUATION

This project involved students, staff. coordinators, administrators. employers.
employees, and advisory commitieea to determine the strengths and weaknesses
of the present curriculum in preparation of students for employment. The corn-
presensive study has provided information necessary for an orderly revision of
curriculum. Tire revisions will improve the quality of our graduates and will
provide industry and business with better trained employees.

PART BREGULAR

RIACKTYPE APPRENTICESHIP RELATED TRAINING PROGRAMS

With the help of this project the State Board of Vocational Technical and
Adult Education is able to come very close to their mandate of providing re-
lated instruction to all apprentices in the state.

To meet the needs of the employer and to take advantage of his slack work-
ing periods. this project will utilize the "block-type" method for related appren-
tice...hip instruction for unique occupational areas. The unique occupational
area are those areas where there are very few apprentices in a particular occu-
pation in any one location throughout the state.

322
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This "block-type" method of instruction is planned to concentrate the instruc-
tion in weekly bloc:. units instead of utilizing the traditional one-half or one
day per week or alternate weekly methods.

EN VIRON NI E NIA!. EDFCATION

This projection has, over the Past three years, developed and implemented a
state-wide three-week eurricultun development training workshop for teachers
Presently employed in the vocational, technical and adult education system of
Wisconsin.

The teachers involved have been engaged in learning concepts related to en-
vironmental education. They have diselvered ways of integrating these con-
cepts into their respective curriculums through the use of multi-media systems.

FINANCIAL SUMMARY OF FEDERAL SUPPORTED VOCATIONAL
EDUCATION PROJECTS

Found on the following pages will be a financial smnmary of the federal proj-
ects offered during the 1973-74 school year through the Moraine Park Technical
Institute. Also included are the projected programs for the 1974-75 fiscal year.
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CONSTRUCTION FUNDING

The Moraine Park District is one of the last districts to utilize vocational
education act construction funding in its building program.

I nir present building program of $4,325,000 utilized the vocational act con-
struction money of $212,000. This dollar amount is 4.9% of the total construc-
tion project. In addition to the vocational education act money, an additional
$10(M/00 will be granted for the construction project. This will make a total
of $312.000 of federal funds to be utilised. This amounts to a percentage of
7.2% federal dollars.

The Moraine Park District is late getting their facilities up-to-date to be
able to provide the program offerings required for a district of this size. lie -
cause the district has been late in starting its construction project, we have
received a much smaller percentage of federal help in meeting our total cost
than the early arrivers at the construction fund trough. Hopefully, this situa-
tion could be overcome in future vocational acts with continual support for con -
struction projects.

RECOMMENDATION FOR CONSIDERATION IN NIF3V VOCATIONAL EDUCATION LEGISLATION

1. Consideration to move away from specific categorical aids to a more gen-
eral category aid approach.

Comment. The specific categorical restrictions have prevented us from pro-
viding min pre!, enaitc student need fulfillment in that we bad to write separate
Proposals for homemaking, handicapped and disadvantaged. Example: If a
person needs Adult Basic Education at the same time he is disadvantaged and
need!' a skill training program. supplemented with a consumer preparation, he
must be enrolled in three different projects.

Recommending that 10% of the funding allocated on any project or cate-
gorical area be available to the sponsor of the project for use on a flexible basis
as the need arises within the project.

CommentWhen you plan a project a year in advance you can't anticipate
all the needs of every individual.

3. Recommend that what seems to be a congressional practice of funding
programs months after the beginning, of the fiscal year should be altered so
that one can deliver services with full knowledge that funding is indeed avail-
able.

4. Recommend that provisions for monetary payments of stipends. scholar-
ships, loans. grants, etc. are presently not adequate to serve the special needs
groups.

CommentSupposedly this problem area should be covered under the new
CETA legislation. It is to a limited extent. The "slot-in" students through CETA
do receive a stipend, but the way it is administered and presented to the indi-
vidual it gives them the feeling of receiving a wage or welfare payment rather
than a scholarship. We feel that the best approach would be the provision for
a block grant of money which would be awarded to the local sponsor (the
school) to be distributed to the student based on personal needs as determined
by the local sponsor. The local sponsor's plan for this service would be sub-
mitted ut the time of the proposal but would contain flexible features.

Examp/c.I'ader ('ETA we are to serve welfare. disadvantaged. underem-
ployed and unemployed. These individuals. when they are slotted into our
full - time. on-going programs, without supportive services, their chances of
sucieding are greatly less. Services that we are talking about are tutoring,
child care. counseling and transportation.

1 Recommend that all future vocational education legislation should be
coordinated as an integral part of the national manpower policy and that such a
{toiler should relate to problems in education, manpower training, welfare,
rural and urban needs.

OintmentWith this recommendation in mind. I would say that the clout
for any manpower policy should be tied in with vocational education and that
can only be done through the Department of Health. Education and Welfare.
Many of the manpower programs that seem to be developing under CETA seem
to he subsidizing wide in their present state rather than training; or retrain -
Inc them for useful employment.

4i. Recommend that attention be given to new vocational legislation that
recognises the career education concept.

ii--; az?
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Coent.Vocatidlhal education should be an indispensable and expanding
element of career education. Fundamental changes in the curriculum, teaching
and administrative structure of the public school system are required to bring
this a bout.

7. Recommend that the legislation strengthen the in-service teacher education
portion Of the law.

ommentThe occupational areas are changing so fast as well as new areas
1-eing generated. that the technical nature of the 'teaching content must be
kept nit-dated through good in-service education programs. Some innovative ap-
proaches are needed in cooperation with business and industry.

S. Recommend that a look be made. under the category of e'llt education.
at adult programs for the effective use of leisure time activiti....

l'ommtnt.Very little has been said or legislated in the past for this area
of adult education. Yet our statistics show us that one of the major social
problems that faces us in the not too distant future is the effective use of leisure
time.

Meaningful leisure time activities is one very important safe guard to mensal
health.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT P. SORENSEN, DISTRICT DIREC13R,
MORAINE PARK TECHNICAL INSTITUTE

Mr. SORENSEN. I would like to confine my remarks to a few of the
vocational education programs here at Moraine Park that have been
fostered through the efforts of the Vocational Act and its amend: gents.

At the conclusion of my remarks a few suggestions will be made as
to the areas to be considered in new vocational legislation.

A complete testimony has been prepared for you and sent to you.
We have a multioccupational career development project. This pro-

gram began in 197d1tnd presently has a staff of four people. The pur-
pose of the project includes orientation to the world of work, placement
of students in education training programs, placement of students in
a job, provisions of supportive services and provision of consistent
followthrough.

A team approach is used in conjunction with the Wisconsin State
employment security division to provide a systematic and yet flexible
approach to the delivery of manpower and supportive services to the
handicapped people.

On page 5 in your material we find a breakdown of the persons
served by the various disadvantaged categories. There is the vocational
level completed. Then you have the economic and the cultural breakout.
The last three are your various ethnic groups. It is in your material.
We won't spend too much time on this.

On page 6, this project is broken down for the disadvantaged and
the handicapped. This is rather significant. There is the expected suc-
cess ratio of 25 percent. This was obtained through a consultant of
the State hoard. It was the feeling that that percentage would be
successful. It was for 1972-73, 64 percent, 1973-74. 81.3 percent. We are
very proud of that.

On the bottom is the sanie project only this time for the handicapped.
A total of 25 percent was expected. We have reached 66.7 during this
last fiscal year.

The overlays found on page 11 through 22. these are, the folded
sheets. I am looking at pages 15 and 16 to show you something here.
These are the clients on the left. They are labeled by student number.
It shows the maintenance costs prior to entry into a program, job title,
when started, earnings. taxes paid per paycheck.
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A lot of the.. clients come to us on a dependenl:s welfare check or
unemployment. And he has already contributed S6S.S2 into Federal
taxes anti into State taxes.

I will skip page 16 although there are some on there with higher
Federal tax dollars already put back into the Federal coffers.

On page 10 with this overlay is a suminai- of total gro. earnings.
Federal taxes paid durin5, the past year by these people. You note that
only 27 percent are now receiving support from :mother agency.

This is a mobile unit instructional package. Through this mobile
unit there is or.site prevocational instruction. vocational evaluation and
job cour.ling.g.rvices.

Another is the correctior.al program you have heard a lot about.
But I will briefly go over it. Just not quite a year ago the Moraine
Park a full-time staff to work with the Wisconsin Division of
Corrections at their institution at Fox Lake to evaluate existing voca-
tional and teehn.i,:al programs to determine what was needed to up-
grade their prooTams to achieve accreditation status and a Moraine
Park diploma.

We found 32 of the 73 men who graduated in May are still incar-
cerated and 1 have been transferred to minimum-security camp sys-
tems. One graduated and is paroled and is working in a training
pmt -ram related to his job preparation with an excellent salary. Two
transferred credits to continuing education. One has been reincarcer-
ated within the lag month or so: 29 have already been interviewed for
school placement 27 have been interviewed for job placement. Three
have been interviewed for apprentice rip placetiwt.

Additional projects are merchandising any -* custodial service
program.

This will give you an idea of the enrollments up through last week.
Here are the gudents in the firms general category there that have been
accepted on a full-time and a part-time basis. the number that have
withdrawn from the program. these that have been paroled or re-
leased, that. e that have transferred to another institution and those
presently active in the program.

You c.-.7..we 6.50 inmates have been invol-, ed in the program at some
time or other, during this last year.

We have got other p:-oiects for the prisoners. We have got one at
Wisconsin State Prison in Waupin. There is a program for vocational

rvices.... another one in occupational development, machine
trades. another in welding skills

We have started one in food service. have we not ? Another one is
starting in the remedial prevocational are::

At our back door about a mile or two will be found the 'Women's
prison. known as the Wisconsin Home for Women. We have a cos-
nietologY program and a remedial program. We are not as much in-
volved in the development of their educational plan. It is basically
only a clearingliorA- for their projects.

Another project tt.at right be of interest in the consumer and home-
making area is the home and family management program.

The idea is for people to improve themselves in such areas as nutri-
tIonal habits. home management and housing. imp-ove personal and
family hygiene, health nractice=. better understanding of child care
practitw. improved clothing and laundry practices.

31,c,z7
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Another one -. might be interested in is the orientation of emotion-
ally disturbed persons to enter the world of work through vocational
education.

The purpose of this program is to provide a coordinated educational
program in county mental health centers. a rather new endeavor in the
State. to provide patients with an orientation to the world of work.
to provide patients with knowledge of various occupations through
exposure to a variety of specific job exwriences inside the mental
health institutions, such as laundry, housekeeping, maintenance in
kitchen areas, to provide the training and education to fit the needs
of each client assigned to this project, to develop each person's capac-
ity to become a wacT-earning member within the community, to de-
velop within the client the skills to effectively function in another
environment : the community, the job market. tbe family.

I am going to put on an overlay here to show You some of the jobs
that these people have :.eceived. There are a number of patients listed
there along with the pay scale they are presently receiving and the
arrangements that they have. either in the mental institution, returning
in the evening or apartments throughout the area.

The project is very successful. We have a number of research proj-
ects that you can read in your materials that have been handed out to
you. I won't go into them.

About 2 or 3 years ago we began offering through our Beaver Darn
campus what we call block apprenticeship. These are instruction pack-
ages for apprentices who don't normally receive related instruction
because there are only one or two located in his district.

There are about 12-or 15 throughout the State. They work together
in a block approach and they received related instruction. We have
about seven or eight of those.

Some recommendations that I would then have, I will turn to that.
First, consideration to move away from specific categorical aids to

a mom general category aid approach.
A comment under that : The specific categorical restrictions have

prevented us from providing comprehensive student need fulfillment
in that we may have had to write separate proposals for homemaking,
ha ndicappd and disadvantaged. all under different projects.

An example: if a person needs adult basic education at the same
time he is disadvantaged and needs a skill training program, supple-
mented with a consumer preparation. he must be enrolled in three dif-
ferent projects. We must fund three different projects.

Second. recommending that 10 percent of the funding allocated on
any project or categorical area be available to the sponsor of the proj-
ect for use on a flexible basis as the need arises within the project.

The comment here is when we plan a project a year in advance
we can't anticipate all the needs of every individual. This might be
handled through State guidelines or what have you.

Third, recommend that what seems to be a congressional practice
of funding programs months after the beginning of the fiscal year
should be altered so that one can deliver services with full knowledge
that funding is indeed available.

I know of some districts where we have laid off staff on June 30.
We have lost good competent staff. When the project is funded in
October we find ourselves with a problem.
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Thank you.
Mr. STEIGER. Thanks, Bob. Do you want to sit down right here?
Bill Sirek is next, Fox Valley District, VTAE.
[Prepared statement follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF WILLIAM M. SIAM DIRECTOR,
Fox VAT.LEY TECIINICAL INSTITUTE, APPLETON

IMPACT OF VOCATIONAL IMUVATION ACT OF 1903 AND AMENDMENTS OF 1968

Facilities
The Fox Valley Technical Institute has been able to implement a very com-

prehensive occupational training program as a result of the funding made
available through the Vocational Act of 1963 and Amendments of 1968.

With the organization of the Fox Valley Vocational, Technical, and Adult
Education District in 1967, seven local vocational-technical community schoolswere consolidated.

Immediately upon the organization of the District, the Fox Valley Vocational,
Technical, and Adult District Board commissioned the administrative staff to
proceed with the development of the educational plans of the District and to
bring to fruition a physical facility. including recommendations as to a site
which would expedite the educational programs to meet the needs of the work
force of the District.

After a year of planning, which entailed working with 42 advisory groups
representing various trades and occupations in the District, an architect was
hired to submit plans for the development of a facility, which were later sub-
mitted to the Wisconsin Bo, rd of Vocational, Technical, and Adult Education.
When the plans were approved, the District built the facility in a four-phase
plan. The District Board voted to borrow $5.7 million through a bond issue to
construct the necessary facilities for the first phase. A referendum election was
held which carried by a vote of three to one, indicating the support of the com-
munity for the construction of a facility to provide a comprehensive program of
vocational, technical, and adult education to meet the occupational needs of the
citizens and to provide skilled manpower for business, industry, agriculture, and
social service organizations in the District.

The site selected for the facilities is located on a 140-acre plot readily acces-
sible to 86 percent of the population of the District within a 20-mile radius.
Construction of the facility started in 1970 and was completed in 1974.

The first phase consisted of a six-building complex with 256,000 square feet
for a cost of $5,800,000. Under the 1968 Vocational Acts Amendments, the Dis-
trict received $806,366 as part of the construction cost. Simultaneously, the
District appropriated, out of their working budget, additional moneys for equip-
ment in the amount of $355.384, along with federal assistance under the 1968
Amendments in the amount of $164.136.

In the fall of 1972, phase two has started in order to provide additional pro-
grams particularly in the health and social service area for the Fox Valley
VTAE District. This facility constituted 26,500 square feet for the accommoda-
tion of these programs. The projected cost of the project was $677,800 with the
local share being $552,980, and federal aids received under the 1968 Vocational
Amendments amounting to $124,820. Concurrently, project proposals for equip-
ment in all programs amounted to $211.189 from local funds and $76,173 from
Federal moneys under the Vcntion^.1 Education Act.

In the fall of 1973, the Fox vallry VTAE District Board undertook phase
three which was the construct ton nf a facility of 50.500 square feet, at a cost
of $071,410, to house programs in Truck Driving, Diesel Mechanics. and Farm
Machinery Repair. Local funds for this facility amounted to $494,740. with
Federal funds under the lOCS Vocational Act Amendments amounting to $75,000
for the facility and $101,670 for equipment.

With the completion of these facilities, the Fox Valley Technical Institute
now offers full-time training programs in 42 occupational areas, which were
made possible through the support of the local community, the citizens, the
District Board, and funds received through the Vocational Education Acts.
Exemplary Projects

Since 1968 there have been a number of exemplary projects which resulted
from the Vocational Education Acts. These projects enabled the Fox Valley

r
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Technical Institute to research and analyze the concept of differentiated staffing
in a vocational-technical system. Faculty and administrative committee members,
through an exemplary project on differentiated staffing, have been able to develop
a plan to more effectively utilize the persons involved in the instructional process
at the Fox Valley Technical Institute.

Another project that has been particularly effective for us has been the
Learning Styles Project. This project enabled us to analyze learning styles
of students who conic to a technical institute and develop alternative teaching
techniques and materials which are consistent with the preferred learning styles
of students. Through this project we have been able to map the teaching styles
of approximately 25 percent of the faculty of the Fox Valley Technical Institutein
in order that they could become aware of their teaching personality and delivery
system.

Most recently the Fox Valley Technical Institute has completed phase one
of the exemplary project on year-round education. The purpose of this project
is to analyze the feasibility of converting vocational-technical programs to a
flexible year-round operation. As a result of an intensive study by a faculty-
board committee, a model for conversion to year-round education was devel-
oped and a number of 8( hoot programs are in the process of conversion to the
year-round school. This will most certainly result in more effective and efficient
utilization of school facilities, equipment, and staff.

Fox Valley Technical Institute is initiating a project for fiscal 1975 dealing
with Computer Assisted Instruction and Computer Managed Instruction, which
will pro'de another means of learning to students at FVTI.

All of the exemplary projects were aided under the Vocational Education
Amendments of 1968. The total amount of funding for these projects was $196,787
with $158,269 coming from the Vocational Amendments of 1968.
Curriculum Projects

The Vocational Amendments of 1968 made it possible for the Fox Valley
Technical Institute to institute some curriculum projects which resulted in
the Fox Valley Technical Institute assuming a leadership role in the State of
Wisconsin in individualizing instruction in order to better meet the needs, inter-
ests, and abilities of students preparing for careers of their choice.

Through these projects we have developed instructional resources and mate-
rial,: which are being used at FVTI as well as being shared with other institu-
tions throughout the United States. Most important, these projects have provided
flexibility in order that our students may quickly proceed through their instruc-
tional program and become available for employment.

Through the individualization of instruction. as a result of the curriculum
projects, the Fox Valley Technical Institute has been able to open end many
of the programs offered so that students can start at various times throughout
the year and exit to employment at various times when proficiency in a particular
occupation of their choice has been completed.
Regional Career Information Center

The goal of this project was to develop a network of career resource centers
!neared in each of the 26 high school districts comprising the Fox Valley VTAI
itrict and at the a me time supply this information to other technical insti-

tutes in Wicon.in for prospective students desiring career information. The
I.'nx Valley Technical Institute developed pilot centers consisting of a motor
eoftell that could he taken from one school to another in aisting cauttclorq
and prospective students with career information. In addition to the motor
conch. another complete -tt of materials has been made available to put into
e,aroom setting. The project has been equipped pith the follmling type of
Information career filtn. (astte reeordingc, cassette trips on careers.
Pp-Per di,plays and pit to -mans. %hie° tapes on huincs, industry. and voeational-
teeinieal education information.

The career information Is de.igned in such a way that it can he loaned to
any venter desiring snecille career information for short periods of time such
ns indi vidttal requets for 16 nail. career films.

The project n as ittitiltell in 1970 under ti e Vocational Amendments of 19tle
and teas ,entinned for tae ,..uceeeding year:. 1971 and 1972. The total cost of
the project woe g:16 020 with X3161`_' funded front Vocational Education Act
nnetti .: since that gate tr.e projects have been funded in part by student orien-t at ',11 fe.- a ml local operation monies.

1.-3 rjp
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The project started with eight schools using the career information and Has
been expanded steadily until during the 1973-74 school years, 36 schools used
the materials. These career information materials have been overwheinitmly
received by guidance counselors and have served over 10,000 students each yes r
in making career choices.
Outreach Net-rimDisadvantaged and Handicapped

Since the Implementation of the Vocational Education Acts of 1963, the Fox
Valley Technical institute has made a concerted effort to reach and ret nit
minority groups and disadvantaged individuals into training programs by offer-ing courses In adult basic education, career information, and occupational
training. in 1971-72 alone In a project totaling $60,080, of which $27.300 were
matching fedetal funds, the District served 2.200 Mesimn-Americans and Indians
on an inditidual basis through a mobile adult basic education program. A num-
ber of these students enrolled in fulltime career programs and were trained for
employability.

Occupational training programs have been made available in the clerical
occupations, machine operation, welding, small engine repair, and maintenance
areas, not only for this group but many other individuals that were also classifie :as disadvantaged.

Since 1970 and through July 1, 1974, a total of $1,256,629 was expended of which
$098,242 was from federal funds, with the local matching district funds amount-ing to $558.3S7.

These projects served a total of 4,838 individuals.
Occupational Extension

Through the Vocational Education Acts the Fox Valley Technical Institute
has offered extension training programs to upgrade individuals employed in
practically every occupational area In the District.

Training has been offered to farmers to improve their skills in the area
of agriculture, and we have found that farmers enrolled in these programs have
increased their net worth on the average of $2,000 for each year spent in the
program. We have been serving 850 to 1,000 farmers in these activities each
year. This has made a tremendous economic impact on the agricultural com-munity of the District.

Individuals employed in the construction trades were given extension train-
ing programs in ord er to upgrade their skills and to keep abreast of the changing
technologies in their various occupations. Over 3,000 students have been servedeach year in these areas of extension training.

With the assistance ut Vocational Education Act monies it was possible
to provide updated equipment and instructional materials to make extension
training programs relevant to the students in the multitude of occupations served.
Comunter and Homemaker Education

Activities were continued in each of the 26 high school districts comprising
the Fox Valley VTAE District giving the homemaker information not only in
consumer knoweldge but also in giving training which the homemaker can useas a part -time wage earner.
Conclusion

As a result of the Vocational Education Act of 1963 and the Amendments
of 1968. the Fox Valley Technical Institute has been able to expand its full-
time training programs from 27 to 42, thus offering a variety of career occupa-
tional opportunities for young people and adults in the Fox Valley VTAE
District. Enrollments have increased In the full-time programs from 875 in 1967
to over 4.500 in the 1973-74 school year.

In the outreach activities enrollments have Increased from under 10,000 to
over 19,000, all of which were made possible through the tremendous com-
munity support of vocational. technical. and adult education activities, as wellas the support that has been received in financial assistance through the Voca,
tional Act of 1963 and the 196$ Amendments.

Many Individual,: who were underemployed have been trained so they could
br smpioyed to their capacity. as well as many unemployed individuals who
were taken off welfare rolls due te :raining activities and educational oppor-
tunities made available throwth the Fox Valley Technical Institute. This has
been true not only In the Fox Valley VTAE District, but the same type of impact
has been carried out in the oilier 15 districts of vocational, technical, and adult
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education in the State of Wisconsin. With this type of impact, it is felt that
the Federal Vocational Education Act should not only be maintained but
increased in order to continue to expand the occupational training opportunities
to the citizens of the District and the State of Wisconsin.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM M. SIRES, DIRECTOR, FOX VALLEY
TECHNICAL INSTITUTE, APPLETON

Mr. SIREK. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, I am very
pleased to be here. I will make just a few brief comments, some things
that are being done at Fox Valley Technical Institute as a result of
the Vocation

being
Act of 1563 and amendments of 1968.

I personally felt for many years that one of the things we needed
to do was open-end vocational, technical, and adult education so that
individuals could come into the school at various times of the school
year and exit at various times.

It was a proposal to the State board of VTAE for individualizing
the vocational education programs. This has resulted in us being able
to handle more students and getting them on the job in shorter periods
of time than normally.

As an example, in our truckdriving program we are able to turn out
about 45 students a year. Since we individualized the program, we this
year turned out 150 tmekdrivers. Eighty-five percent of those are
presently employed in over-the-road transportation. Many of the
students going into this program made less than $3,000 a year before
they came into the program.

One of them came to see me the other day and showed me his W-2
form for last year. lie made $16,000. I think that shows that there has
been an effect of vocational education as far as employment and eco-
nomic status for individuals.

We also have tried to submit a proposal to open-end our vocational
education program on a year-round basis. We now have several pro-
gram; that run 48 weeks out of the year. So students can come in at
various times and exit at various times and attend throughout the
year.

We also implemented a program because of the nature of our district,
hich is both rural and urban. To a large extent around Lake Winne-

bao it is urban and about 5 miles away from the lake it is rural.
We have a variety of high schools in the district. We felt we needed

to assist the career education concept with these people. So we
developed a career education project which is mobile which we can
take down to the 26 high schools now so students can be aware of the
various types of operations and occupations that are available not only
in the district but throughout the State of Wisconsin.

This has been used very extensively by the high schools in our dis-
trict and is the result of a project funded under the vocational educa-
tion amendments.

As a result of Federal funding we have been able to expand the voca-
tional education opportunities. In 1967 we had 25 or 27 programs,
different occupational programs.

Today we have 42 different occupational programs available for the
young people and adults. Our full-time enrollments have increased
from less than 1.000 full-time students to over 3,100 in that period of
7 year.
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This has enabled us to train many, many people to fill the various job
opportunities that are available to young people Lnd adults.

I presented this information in a paper to you people. I mailed it
to you. I also have copies here for you.

1 want to say in conclusion that anything that can be done to expand
or increase the vocational education funds on the national level, to
underwrite or to help the local communities offer training programs
for young people and adults, I am sure will be well spent because we
have found in our district that we have taken luany, many people off
of welfare rolls through our education programs and thus get a good
economic return for the money that is iuvested.

I would like to reiterate and strengthen some of the comments that
have been made today if there is anything that can be done not only
to increase the funding but to make it available so that we can do a
better job of budgeting and planning would sure be appreciated.

We just went to a budget hearing last Monday evening. The tax-
payers asked us,"Well, how do you budget for your Federal funds
and how do you budget them from the standpoint of conducting your
programs ?"

We said, "Well, it is just nothing but guesstimates because we don't
know what is going to happen in terms of the Federal funding of
vocational funding as far as the various programs are concerned and
it makes it very difficult many times to carry out commitments that we
make."

If we don't get the funding until after the school year starts then
we all of a sudden are faced with the problem of trying to complete
the projects or trying to get it rolling during the last month or two
of the school year.

I thank you for this opportunity to make these comments.
Mr. STEIGER. Thank you, Bill, very, very much.
Dr. Joseph Pellegrin, superintendent of Oshkosh Schools. Joe?
[Prepared statement follows:]

PREPARED STATENIEr OF JOSEPH PELLEGRIN. PII. D., SUPERINTENDENT, OSHKOSH
AREA PUBLIC SCHOOLS

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION IN OSHKOSH SECONDARY SCHOOLS

Lorenzo Dow Harvey. a turn of the century school superintendent and voca-
tional education leader in Wisconsin, said, The state has organized the public
hellool system. not as an act of charity, not for the benefit of the individual, but
for the %%ell being of the state itself." Education at the turn of the century in
Wisconsin placed greater emphasis upon the needs of society than upon the de-
sires of individuals. The disparity between our social needs, individual wants,
and what our educational institutions are producing is inereasing. Across the land
the wadi(' is deeply concerned about education and their eomern is rooted in
reality, There is a crisis in the confiti of our educational 4..ystetti sshich may
be imbedded in the dichotomy of trot, ver:.us contemporary societal needs.

A part of the solution is perfectly clear. the educational dichotomy of soeietal
ve'''ts individual needs must he breached. There must be a direct involvement

ith reality and the needs of society. If the educational system :s going to ,

it- role in benefiting the individual and providing for society than a pract!eal
opproa, h to education tout prevail Afheducated people are a problem to society

tliP7/1%.,4 and are a threat to the economic prosperity on v.-Itieh the hopes of
the nation depend.

To 3 parson leaving high school today, employment or the po,sibilitv of ent-
i,,,,,,Tit k essential for orientation into the real world. Society. measures "sue-
c,- in terns or prnployriert. thus, to students etnplovtnent beeona.: a symbol of
arc ontance into society. Adults wish to become successful. Therefore. Vocational
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Education strongly and positively contributes to a persons self concept and his
acceptance into society.

Vocational Education progiums partially funded through Federal dollars at
Oshkosh North and West High Schools are providing learning opportunities for
students which foster positive attitudes which allow them to become employable,
promotable, and flexible in Society. Students have found it easier to become in-
volved as employees in the adult "world of work" because of their experiences
in cooperative "on-the-ob" programs which have permitted them to become
aware of employment demands placed on beginners. Annual follow-up studies in
each Vocational program has revelled a need for continuous Vocational programs.

Our experiences confirm that Vocational training programs are not for a
select few. There are programs for those students with limited academic talents
and for those with the above average academic ability. If proper opportunities
are available to students, education becomes more meaningful, resulting in a
more humane, constructive, positive thinking adult.

Providing for an individuals employability as he leaves school, to enter his
worklife, is one of the Oshkosh School Systems major goals. To meet this goal
it becomes necessary that vocational education receive continued revision and
expansion.

The goal may be reached when school personnel responsible for programs,
together with representatives of the business community. in cooperation with
governmental units plan and produce cooperative programs designed to meet
individual and societal needs; enabling students to prepare for technical man-
power demands of the future.

TABLE I.VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS OSHKOSH AREA PUBLIC SCHOOLS 1965 -74

1965-66 1966 -61 1967-68 1968-69 1969-70 1970-71 1971-72 1972-73 1973-74

Fecretarial office occupation . -- - W W W W W W 04 W N W N
Dist rbutive education (changed to W W W W W W W W N W N

soles and marketing in 1972 -13) ...
Food services -i,.. s ._ W W W W W W N W N
Radio-TV and electronrs W W W W W W W N ,., N
Vocational welling ,_ = :,, . - W W W W W W
Agri- business . .. . -------- i, W W W W W ..... .. .
Clerical office occupation....., ... , ... ..... .. .... ,.. W W W W .... ii W fi
Automotive SerV1Ce . .......... . : ....... , ......... --- - ,--,, -....., W W W W W N W N
Industrial drafting . , --- - _ - W W W W .. . W
Data processing W W W W N W N
Vocational agriculture ..., W W W ,
Consumer home economics. = -- - - - ..., z.,', , , W W W W N W N
Graphic arts . ___ -, N ... N
New Pilot agriculture agrebusiness

Program .. ........ . . ...,:-..: . ::-: :-.:.--- . :. . . .., . , .. z.: : :- . .. , W N W N
100 plasement ..: . , ........ ..-.:--,... W N

Note: W Oshkosh West High School. N---Oshkosh North High School.

Federal Pliftlltlig in the 08hkosh Area l'ublie Sehool8
In 19fl5, Oshkosh wa4 selected as a pilot school in Wisconsin to develop and

implement quality Vocational Education programs. During the last nine year
period (1967i-T.11 the number of programs has increased in Osliliosh from tae
in 196:1 to eleven in 197-1. In addition to the 11 vocational training programs
0,111:(1,h has develoied a vomprehenshe Consumer Education curriculum, and
on the (Irm Mg hoard is a Health Careers p,ograin. Further, a pilot High School
"Joh l'Incement" program will be underway ia September 1974. (Table I in-

te-: program grot11.) Significant is the fact that all program,: begun in
19(15 lime e(nitinned.

Joh placement wrviee.4 %%ill be iliitinted in 0.4likosli s( itlaait endanger-
ing the placement program presently In e\ h-tence for student, cnr(dleil in ( ap-
stone ( our,( .1,A) ph.( (quoit I-, defined as a school to %%ork peojecf complementing
exi,tinz No( otional progratu,. Student,: not in% oh (1 in (oilstone programs
hone a need 1 a* a,,i,tatae in a uring their initial at.d appropriate plat_( in the
m.irk world.

A comprelo-i,he job pla,,mocrit program to he coordinated ith isting
( therefore the need fur re...fru-6:1g the guidance
alio ( on,elinz -(r% now pros Heil in many secondary ,c1,00l,.
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Cooperative on-the-job training is incorporated in nearly all of the Oshkosh
Vocationel programs,. On-the-job training incorporates experience in the world
of work that cannot be duplicated in the classrooms. On-the-job training rec-
ognized in Oshkosh as the strongest method for learning vocational skills.

Financial requirements for initiating and maintaining quality vocational pro-
grams are above normal. Finaneial expenditures rest in two major categories.:

a. Staff for supervising and implementing vocational programs resulting in
a reduction of classroom teaching assignments.

b. Purchase of classroom instructional equipment to more closely simulate
the experiences students receive at their training station in the community.

From 194;.--1973 The Oshkor4ii Public School District has been provided with
$329.011, in Federal VocationvI Education Funds. (See Table II for distribution
of funds.)

Its% of these funds covered reimbursement for Vocational Education staff
salaries.

27% for capital ontlay. to provide classroom equipment for students. enabling
them to gain entry level skills for their eoope-ative education experience in thecommunity.

3% for miscellaneuos expenses including local travel allowances.
3% for guidance.
By December 1974, additional monies to cover support vocational programs

for the 1973-74 school year are anticipated to he $72.300. A nine year total re-
ceipt of Federal funds in Oshkosh will exceed $400.000.

During the 173-74 academic year, 25% of the senior class in Oshkosh schools
were enrolled in one of the approved, reimbursable, vocational training pro-
grams. A steady growth has been evident during the past nine year period.
To date 1223 students have completed capstone programs in Oshkosh.

The results of these programs are measured by annual follow-up studies made
on October 1 of the year following high school graduation.

Programs

Percent

Capital Maul-
Salary outlay lansous Guidance

1970-71:, Vocaticnal guidance, agn-business. vocational agri-
culture, office occupations (secretarial), LVEC, radiciTV and
electronics; office occupations (clerical); automotive service.
food service, industnal drafting, distributive education, data
Processing, and consumer homemaking ($55,142)(885).. 74 16 3

1971-72.
West High School clerical practice; consumer H E , vocational

err:culture: industrial drafting, automotive service. vo-
catronal welding, data processing, LVEC, distributive
education. food service, radio-TV and electronics, secre-
tarial practice, and vocational guidance ($44,842) . 78 14 2 6

North High School Secretarial practice: clerical practice.
radio-TV and electronics. distrioutive education. auto
mechanics, welding-metal fabrication. food service, graphic
arts, vocational avicuttureaarr-bustness, and data
Processing ($50.173) ..

Net received from Federal Government 1965-1972
($270.667),.. .

100

56% 28 2

TABLE II. REIMBURSEMENT ON VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS

Programs

Percent

Capitl misceil-
Salary outlay aneous Guidance

1965 66' Office occupations (secretarial). distributive education.
and LVEC ($7.121) . .. 72 26

1966 67. Office occupations (cecrearial), distributive education,
food service, radio-TV services, vocational welding, and LVEC
($15,400) .. .. .- - . .. . 80 17 1 2

1967 68 Office occupations (seciatarial). distributive education,
food service, radio -TV services, vocational welding. agri.busi-
ness, and LVEC (532,501) . . .. . . . . . 80 t9

= -.
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TABLE II.REIMBURSEMENT ON VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAMSContinued

Percent

Programs Salary
Capital
outlay

Mout-
Igneous Guidance

196869: Office occupations (secretarial), distributive education;
food service; radio-TV services; vocational welding. agri-busi
ness; office occupations (clerical), automotive service; and
LVEC (527,671) -

1969 70 Office occupations (secretarial) distnbutive-education,
food service; radio-TV MINIM, vocational welding, agri-bum-
ness, of occupations (clerical); automotive service, data proc-
essing, industrial drafting, agriculture and LVEC ($36,832)

86

61

11

27

2

11

1

1

Net received from Federal Government ($119.625)......-
1972 73.

West Nigh School Vocational guidance, automotive service;
radio-TV and electronics, sales and marketing; LVEC
(north and west); office practice: vocational agriculture,
agn-business (north and west) ($35,229)

North Nigh School. Vocational guidance; food service (north
and west); applied metals (north and west): radioTV and
electronics; automotive service: sales and marketing, data
processing (north and west). graphic arts. consumer home
econom Ks (north and west). office practsce ($23.115)

76

77

74

20

13

23

3

4

2

1

6

1

Net received from Federal Government 1965- 73($329,011)._ 68 27 3 2

Interpretations of follow-up studies involving 1018 students (1965-1973) are
summarized below

88.2% of the students front Vocational Education Programs are employed full-
Mule in areas of preparation, in related areas, or are receiving additional train-
ing. The figure rose 8% since 1970 and has been holding at approximately 88%
for the past three years.

Since 1970 there has been a 12% decrease in enrollment of vocational stu-
dents in four-year college and universities, while an increase of 15.2% in at-
tendance at two year technical school, resulted.

A steady increase is noted in the number of students working part-time while
attending school. In 1973. 15% of the students were working part-time in re-
lated areas of preparation while attending school.

l'nemployment increased only .2% from 1972 to 1973, with a total unemployed
.aerage of 1.8% over an eight year period.

Student follow-up information is presented in Table III.
Data would indicate that students are becoming responsible due to the ex-

periences received on their jobs in cooperative work study Vocational programs.
Data indicates more positive attitudes toward jobs held by graduates who

were previously enrolled in Oshkosh vocational programs.
Graduates from the Oshkosh vocational program have indicated the following;

a responsibiilty to (heir employers :
are better able to cope with problems at their job :
can adjust more easily to working with snore mature and experienced co-

workers:
are less likely to change jobs frequently ;
are well trained for their present job:
have a positive attitude toward their employer ;
have received promotions and advancements more frequently than non-vo-

cational graduates:
are positive in recommending vocational programs to those students in-

terested in vocational programs.
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TABLE III.-ITEMIZED 8-YEAR RECAP OF FOLLOW-UP Oc STUDENTS IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Meant'

1965-66 1161,67 196748 1968-69 1969-70 1970-71 1971-72 1972-73

Students employed full time
in the areas of preparation.

Students employed full time
in a related area of prepa-
ration

Students employed lull time
in an unrelated area

Students continuing their
education .. .

4-year college .. :
Technical institute . ...

Working Pan Um* in related
areas while attending
school -

Working port time in a related
area of preparation . ..- ... .

Working part time in an un-
related area

Students seeking work
Students in military service..
Students who are married.. -

Others (deceased, et cetera)..

42 23 60.3 51

S 28 5. 8

13 2 4 9. S 10

32 25. 2 12. 2 21 .,,.
. , --,,, , ,:..:,, , . -,,, ..
, .......... .... , .... .......... ... ...........

100 141 5.4 a

... ..... ... .,. . , , 8

1.3 1.4 .,-,, .. .....
2.6 6 2.7 6.8
2.6 12. 5 .... .... ,.,. 1.1 ..

1.1

45.3

11.5

9. 3

....
10.9
23.23.2

1.6

1.6
. 8

1.6
,, .. ...

.8

31. 2

14.8

13.8

.,, ...ii
1

L 1

2

1 ...,..,
3.6
5.6
1. 5

45.3

9

7.2

. ,. -.,ii
9-IS

10

2

.....
5

.7

39.5

8 4

9.6

.... ii
16.2

15

2.4

.....-. .
3.5
4.8
2.4

-

Below are some statements freely given by graduates of the Oshkosh Second-
ary Vocational Education Program :

"I have gained many things from on-the-job training program. The first of
these things is experience in working with other people and learning to get along
with all types of personalities. It has become clearer to that you can only
get out of something what you put Into it. With that realization in mind, I de-
veloped personal attributes as well as better skills. Meeting people in person
as well as over the telephone became one of the most interesting experiences of
my job as the months went by. The program also gave me an excellent chance
to really look at myself and find out how much I didn't know and how much I
did know. I gained from class discussions which involved the on-the-job train-
ing experiences of other students. From this, I could see someone elses mistakes
and successes and could know what to do if I were ever confronted with a simi-
lar situation. All in all, I truly believe that the program was beneficial to me."

"I feel that I have learned the importance of completing my job accurately
and to the best of my ability. My job is not just a slight menial task which can be
done carelessly and haphazardly, but it is depended upon by the other people
whom I work with-Just one little mistake on my part may cost the company
and employees much time and effort. Therefore, I have realized that my job is
important and that many other people rely upon me to do an accurate job."

"After working on the job. I also feel that I can associate with people more
easily. I have always been afraid of people-meeting and talking with them-
but I found that people are not large monsters ready to eat me up! This had
given vine I. bit more confidence in myself and other people. On-the-job training
has given me these valuable experiences, and now I can look to the future more
securely."

"I have gained the exprriez.ve of making snap decisions at a time when you
Imre to make them or else. I have learned to be more careful of my work. At
fir.t I thought I had a picky boss, but now I am glad I did. He taught me the
responsibility of doing my work right even if I had to do it over five times. I
111.0 learned to have more patience with people and more self-control when deal-
ing with angry customers. I really gained a lot and if I had it to do over again,
I'd he the first one to volunteer."

"Learning to associate and get better acquainted with people were really help-
ful to ine. Having eentitienee in myself Is moat important. My otlice trai ling will
Is' an experience in mv mind for the re t of my life. I kti6 every girl cannot
have the same revort Unify I had at Oshkosh High School. Every girl that has
the climice should take it. There are so many things that I've done better and
more c flivient since ni7 training in the on-the-job program."

"It is difficult to find a lob in our type of %%ark when we are still in sehool.
When we get a job through this program we do it to the best of our ability so
we do not leave n bad impression."
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"I think that the Cooperative Training Program is very good. The training
that we fret Is excellent and is beneficial to us. The money comes in handy for
those kids who come from large families. We learn how to budget our money."

"Cooperative training is a good program because it helps me to learn the real
value of working and the intense training it takes to know a job very well. It
also helps me to tune up on my class work and how it will help me on the job
I have now. I would recommend this program to anyone who asks me if the
co-op training is worth it. I'd tell them that it is more than worthwhile, it is an
experience that I will never forget. This training helps me to be sharp on words;
help others whenever I finish my own work ; and remember not to tell anyone
what goes on at the office."

"I think that workilig on the Cooperative Education program has helped me
very much in learning how important a job like mine really is. I never put much
thought in how important some jobs really are and how important it is to have
all the workers work when they are needed. Without their cooperation the job
wouldn't get done. By working on this program I myself learn things which I
find are nut only interesting but are also useful. But the biggest advantage of
working is meeting and working with others. I find it is very rewarding to have
a job where you can get along with others and count on them when you make
mistakes to help you. I like the Cooperative Education program and I advise the
Program to keep on. I hope it never stops!"

Vocational Education programs, particularly those using tl.e cooperative on-
the-job approach have been a major factor in drawing together the business com-
munity and the school in an effective and meaningful way. Following are
statements made by business people who have worked with capstone students
and who also served on subject advisory committees at various times during the
past nine years.

". . . The opportunity to participate actively in the Oshkosh High School co-
operative vocational training program in food careers was reviewed and ac-
cepted wholeheartedly by our hospital administration. We were particularly
interested in the student participation in a food service on-the-job type setting
along with the appropriate curriculum at the High School.

"This program would provide the training necessary for the student to gain
knowledge for profitable employment after graduation who might otherwise be
unaware of career opportunities in the food service field.

"The program fulfills the need of vocational training and guidance for high
school graduates immediately entering the labor market and provides the in-
dustry a better trained labor force from which to recruit ..."

. . While we as taxpayers, are generally opposed to increased taxation, we,
nevertheless, recognize a lack of trades training for the many non-college bound
high school student. Since industry must draw largely upon the labor available
in the Oshkosh area, we would deem it only prudent to support expenditures and
programs that will adequately prepare young men for industry.

"For this reason I wish to go on record. as a representative of
as being in support of any effort to improve the facilities both from the stand-
point of space and equipment needed to insure the continuing development of a
trained work force...:'

". . . Those of us who have been working with the Oshkosh High School on
the Welding-Metal Fabrication Advisory Committee, have been very pleased with
the interest shown and the refreshing attitude of the school and staff in getting
this program off the ground. The cooperation thus far has been splendid. We
are hopeful that this area of training, which has been somewhat neglected in
recent years. will be enlarged and improved for the benefit of those young people
seeking employment in the local metal industries.

"Industry needs more trained people than ever before; narticularly in the
fields of weldingmetal fabrication and general maintenance. for some years now
the demand has exceeded the supplyand that supply has been trained by in-
dustry itself. Let us not be guilty of starving vocational education any longer.

"Another point worth considering, is the fact that while most of our high
school students who graduate from college will never seek employment in
Oshkosh, a major portion of the vocationally trained are needed right here in
Oshkosh. by the taxpaying industries .."

In conclusion vocational education programs help students to be ready for the
next step in their career ladder. Young peonle leave Vocational Education pro-
grams knowing that while they have develoned basic skills and competencies
and have acquired knowledge* which make them employable, they should also
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reach out and search for more education and training and to go on to higher
levels of aspiration if indeed it Is within their reach.

Rapport has been established between local businesses. the industrial com
munity. governmental units au(' the school. As each business has become in-
volved in vocational cooperative training programs, as a training sponsor. or
as an Advisory Committee member, each has become concerned with the de-
velopment and progress of the total vocational program.

Meaningful and relative education fur more student:: is a significant spin.off
for community-school linkage.

Continued support for vocational education in 0,411kosh is necessary. particu-
larly In view of the rapidly changing technical work world in which 0:411:0-11
High School graduates want and should become in:01(ed.

The initial federal monies provided through the 19(13 Vocational EducationAct and with continuing support through the amendments to Vocational Educa-
tion has encouraged schools to become more responAve to Vocational needs of
studeuts.

The responses received from students. parents. employers. and the communit).
in general, are extremely supportive for vocational education.

STATEMENT OF JOSEPH PELLEGRIN, SUPERINTENDENT OF
SCHOOLS, OSHKOSH, WIS.

Mr. Pr.t.troatx. Congressman Steiger. Congressman Quie, Con-
gressman feeds, and C'hairman Perkins. I am happy to be here today.
I ant also happy to have a member of this panel from the Blue Grass
State. the home of beautiful homes and fast women. Or was it theother war around?

I can make that comment becaase my routes. like Bill Ramsey's.
are in the East. Originally I hail from West Virginia. The way things
happen in Wisconsin from time to time I understand the school boards
encourage superintendents to go back to the routes of their beginnings.

So like to keep those ties congenial.
We have heard a lot Many from time to time about Oshkosh. We

are extremely proud of the vocational program. in fact the entire
educational system in our city.

We have come a long way. We are providing what we consider a
great educational program as best we can.

We also feel that we are just beginning to scratch the surface. We
are less than M) percent of the way home.

The renort I have given vott, the program as it is affected by Fed-
eral funding. is described. This k by no means the total program in

educational system. You are either getting the cap of the haystack
or the tip of the iceberg. whichever war you choose.

I take a line from Don McDowell, who says that we are like the
Egyptian mummy. pressed for time.

Lorenzo D. I larvey. h turn-of-the-century school superintendent and
vocational education leader in Wisconsin. said. "The State has orga-
nized the public school system. not as an act of charity, not for the
benefit, of the individual. but for the well-being of the State itself.

Education at the turn of the century in Wisconsin placed greater
emphasis upon the needs of society than upon the desires of inch-
vidnals. The disparity between our social needs. individual %rants. and
what our educational institutions are producing is increasing_

Across the land the public is deeply concerned about education and
concern is rooted in reality.
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There is a crisis in the confidence of our educational system which
may be imbeddel :n the dichotomy of tradition versus contemporary
socieal needs.

A part of the solution may be perfectly clear: the educational
dicnot, v of soeietal Nersus individual needs must be breached. There
Inns: be ;. direk: involtement xvith reality and the needs of society. If
the educational system is going to fulfill its role in benefiting the indi-
vidual and providing for society than a practical approach to edu-
cation must prevail. Miseducated people are a problem to society. to
themselves and are a threat to the economic prosperity on which the
hopes of the Nation depend.

To a person lea vine, high school today. employment or the possibility
of emp!oyment is for orientat.on into the real world. Society
measures success in terms of employ anent. Thus to students. employ-
ment becomes a symbol of acceptance into society. Adults wish to be-
come successfel. Therefore. vocational edwation strongly and posi-
tively contributes to a person's self-coneept and his acceptance into

Vocational edilcation programs partially funded through Federal
dollars at Oslika North and West High Schools are providing learn-
ing opportunities for students which foster positive attitudes which
allow them to become employable. promotable. an i flexible in society.

Stu lents have found it easier to become involved as employees in
the adult world of work because of their experiences in cooperative
o-the-job rmgrams which have permitted them to become aware of
einp'oymenz den:an Is placed on beginners Animal followup studies
in each vocational program has revealed a need for continuous voca-
tional programs.

0-ir experiences ointirm that vocational training programs are not
for a select -Liu-. There are pro7ams for those students with limited
a demi: talents and for those with above average academic ability.

If proper oprortnnit-es are available to students, education becomes
more meanim*ful. resulting in a more humane. constructive positive-

adult.
Pro: idinni for an individual's employability as he leaves school to

crrer his worklife is one of the Oshkosh School System's major goals.
To meet this oitml it becomes necesgiry that vocational education re-
ceive continued revision and expansion.

The mar be reached when school personnel responsible for
rro.,nur.s. ttwether with representatives of the business community.
in ooperation with governmental units plan and produce coopera-
t Vt':v prrh'n11111= desioil ed to meet individual and societal needs. enabl-
in,r -Iti:clenr_z to pr are for technical manpower needs of the future.

Mr. STEIER. Bill Ramsey?

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM RAMSEY. DIRECTOR OF THE WORLD-
FAMOUS IttUAVALIKEE AREA VOCATIONAL TECHNICAL AREA

Mr. RA3P.F.T. Thanks very much. Bill. I am going to make mine very
brief.
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Things are going on so fast there, we are used to making our reports
rather brief.

So I have four brief statements and four recommendations and thatis going to be it.
Four brief statements would be: I think the answer to Congressman

Steiger being in the Wisconsin legislature so young is, he was a co-op
student there.

The second comment is, I was happy to hear from Congressman
Perkins about eastern Kentucky. I am quite familiar with at area
becausP that is my home area, the Ohio River Valley. I visit that area
quite often. I know of the area you are talking about.

The third c,-,mment that I would like to make, we have heard a lot
of discussion today about the dairy State. We do have spigots in Mil-
waukee that milk doesn't conic out of.

The fourth brief comment I think would be that John Zancanaro
made some statements today that he wanted to retract. He attended the
Milwqukee Vocational Technical School years ago. So we hope that
has an influence on him.

Four recommendations:, you have the document about our expenses
and our expenditures. You also have an appendix with includes 70
programs we had this past year that were federally funded in the
Greater Milwaukee Technical and Vocational Adult district.

Four reconunendations are pretty brief : certainly we would like to
see more resources provided that we could reach a greater number f
our needs in a vast urban area. We are serving 11/2 million people.

We world like perhaps to see some discretionary funds whereby
these discretionary funds could go to meet some of these needs that
sometimes arise rather quickly in urban areas because of crises and
other situations that occur.

I would even go further than Mr. Lehrmann today when he said
there ought to be 25 percent. I would like to see 30 percent Federal
funding.

I would like to see in the future a breakdown something like 40 per-
cent State, 30 percent, local, and 30 percent Federal funding.

So much for Recommendation 1.
Recommendation 2 I think we have had an excellent cooperative re-

lationship between our districts. Categorical services should be con-
tinued to a point. I would agree with Mr. Lehrmann that they can be
Nmsolidated to some extent. I would hate to see some of the particular
objectives, provisions, and goals be lost in a general fund situation.

If there is consolidation I hope that we put in the proper protective
devices to protect the categorkl to meet the needs of the urban area.

The third recommendation: in our present arrangement the State
agency maintains control over the Federal funds it receives and we in
the local districts determine our needs, our needs for the disadvan-
taged, the handicapped. et cetera.

To protect it in the future in other States as well as our State, I think
there should be an appeal procedure for clue process in regard to the
Federal funding.

In other words, if we are E °ins!: to have due process it should be an
appeal procedure whereby a local district, if dissatisfied.could make an
appeal or if the State is dissatisfied, could make on appeal.
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of the fifty states that hate land areas smaller than that of the Wisconsin
Indianhead VTAE District. Twelve states of the United States have population
deasities smaller than the population density or this VTAE District. The district
includes 28. towns, villages and cities anti 41:.orporates a total of 47 public
secondary school districts within it boundaries.

%%ithin the district's land inns, Mere are :minded four major Native American
Indian Reservation Communities. These communities are populated by an
approximate 3.000 Native American citizens.

Generally speaking. the district's unemployment rate exceeds the average
unemployment rate of the State of Wisconsin as a whole. The average income
of the district's citizens fall below that of the average citizen's income of the
State of Wisconsin as a whole.

The demographic characteristics. which I have just briefly outlined for this
'Japer% would serve as the base refer . nee in evaluating the use of Federal Voca-
tional Education Act monies by the district in its effort to serve the citizens of
the Northwestern Wisconsin Region.

Philo.tophical Background for rocational Education Act Funding
I hate always believed that the Vocational Education Act of 1963 was estab-

lished as a result of the study of a "blue ribbon" commission which was to
decide whether vocational education. as a recognized separate entity in the
ethwational field. should be continued in the United States It was my under-
standing that as a result of this cmmuission6s study it was determined. in fact.
vocational education was a form of education different from the general edu-
cation needs of the country : and that there was a genuine need for the federal
government to establish legislation which would increase the emphasis placed
upon vocational education throughout the I'nited States.

The resulting act, which was entitled the Vocational Education Act of 1963,
prodded a great deal of federal monies which would be 'mole available to the
state, to increase their education efforts in the field of vocational education.
Must Vocational etilleator, ttho had been laboring for Hinny years under the lair-
den of limited heraltlet, the passage of the Vocational Education Act of

I believe that it can be pointed out to our national leaders that a great
many beneficial changes have been effected in this field of education as a result
tef that act.

'this paper would reflect on four areas which I believe have been served by the
original Vocational Education At t of 1963, and the sake:meta amendments of
106S, and hopefully it would linable some rationale for further extension and
improvement of this act through additional federal legislation.

The four areas which will be addressed will he considered under the following
headings:

I Duman Needs Semen Through Vocational Education Act Funding.
2. The Need to Develop Vocational Education Professional Staff.
3 Construction Need, of the Vocational System.
4 The Development of a National System of Vocational Education.

Human Ne«Is .erred Thiough Forattonal Education .1ct Funding
The Wisconsin Indialtbead VTAE. Di,tfict liaite possibly has utilized a higher

iwrcentage proportion of Vocational Education Act monies for serving human
need, than has any other district in the State of Wisconsin.

An example of the types of program, operated under the federal projects
financed by Vocational Education Act monies are found in Appendix A. A sum-
mary of the elientele tthach are ...erten by these projects fall under a number of
disadvantaged and handwapped Rpe eltiZeli. RHO would be identitied as foil

There are programs to assist the emotionally disturbed operating in the Indian-
heat! Dist it t. These programs are focused primarily at two mutat hospital units
which hate involvement with emotionally disturbed and, or mentally or socially
retarded population,. Ted, ogram utilizes a strong vocational eimn.eling effort
with a training and retraining progt:tin to obtain job placement for these type, of

There are programs undertaken in the district to serve family units of the
di ,advantaged o Remelt,. The programs take the traditional Inane economics dis-
t iphne and utilized it to reach the w lye:: and families of men who are being
educated in tiwational education programs: and addl'hinally. other disadvan-
taged families. Training focuses upon teaching the family members to make the
most with what they have. and to utilize it in such a manner as to p-ovide
hotel family lit ing atino,phere Home Economics skills such as care of children.
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cooking, mummer education and care of the household ire atremed to these
cileata.

There are programs undertaken in the district to provide education to those
who have been educationally disadvantaged. The district has over 41.000 citizens
whose educational attainment stopped at the eighth grade level or less. The
district has over 62,000 citizens over the age of 25 who have not completed high
school. The five year average of high school dropouts in the district is 472 drop-
outs. These citizens have to be classified as educationally disadvantaged. Gen-
erally speaking, these individuals have_not been able to use the full benefits of
the educational programs which have been provided to them during their life-
time. It is also safe to say that, generally speaking, those Individuals who have
been just identified, have the native ability to achieve a much higher level of
education than that which they have achieved: thus. it would fall upon the
shoulders of the vocational district to upgrade them through education in order
that they can obtain gainful employment and become productive citizens of our
society.

The Indianhead VTAE District has a number of projects funded under Voca--
tional Education Act monies and other federal legislation which has allowed
them to develop learning resource centers which provide, when needed, a one-to-
one ratio of teaching expertise. Additionally, they have provided a strong educa-
tional program which will allow citizens to begin at the first grade level of
achievement and improve their skills in the basic reading. writing and arithmetic
areas to a point where they can compete in many instances through the 12th
grade level of achievement.

Without federal funding, many new concepts of education which have been
incorporated within the system in this area. most certainly would have been
developed over a greater length of time than that which has been utilized.

A fourth area of human needs which must be identified are these which are
associated with the minority Native American population of the district. As has
been pointed out previously, there are four major reservation areas within the
district. In actuality, two of these major reservation areas are subdivided into
sub reservation areas and most of these are at some distance from district campus
institutions. Vocational Education Act monies have been uilized extensively in
serving the minorities of the district. Examples of programs which have been
established to serve the Native American population are identified in Appendix
A. bnt in summary there are programs to provide mobile units which provides
adult basic education training at the reservation areas: learning resource cen-
ters have been established on some reservation areas: there is a program en-
titled. Outreach Counseling. which provides counseling to these citizens: a Small
Business Management program has been established which assists the Indian
citizens in marketing the products of their efforts, primarily these are the Native
American type of manufacturing products; a program has been developed in
the Lake Superior Region which utilizes the red clay, which is commonly found
in that area, for the use of pottery skill development : these skills have been
identified as cultural type skill development. Law Enforcement programs have
been undertaken for these minority groups to assist them in policing the laws
established by their tribal council for their respective reservation areas: and
mobile units have been utilized to provide skill training in occupational areas
throughout the many reservation locations.

A fifth area utilizing federal funds to serve disadvantaged students would be
that which are involved in penal institution assistance. In the case of the In-
dianhead District, this has been a relatively small effort but it must be pointed
out that there is a minimum security institution within the boundaries of the
Indianhead District : and programs in basic education, quantity food preparation,
welding and other adult programs have been undertaken in that institution uti-
lizing Vocational Education Act Funds.
The Vend To Derelop Vocational Education Profestrional Staff

I would like to briefly address my thoughts as they apply towards the impor-
tance of the Vocational Education Act in developing professional staff for the
vocational system. I represent. quite possibly. the first recipient of Vocational
Education Act monies under the Educational Professional Development Act sec-
tion (EPDA) in the State of 'Wisconsin. In the years 1976-71 I had the oppor-
tunity to be an intern on the staff of the Wisconsin State Board of Vocational,
Technical mid Adult Education. This internship provided for me the initial mon-
ies I needed to undertake an effort in the University of Wisconsin Graduate

a49
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School to obtain a Ph.D. in Educational Administration. It was my thought at
that time, along with many of my fellow educators who have followed a similar
path, that there was a need in the Wisconsin vocational system to devtinp
number of individuals with higher degrees to serve the system. While there is an
apparent glue on the market of doctoral graduates throughout the United States
I think that it could fairly well be argued that there is a shortage of individuals
with a genuine vocational education background a ho hate attempted to under-
take this level of (shwa tional aehietement. 'Diem Is a number of reasons for
this, most certainly not the least of which is the fact that by the time an individ-
ual completes his educational program and adds an accompaming occupational
experience whiell is needed to generate a vocational educator, there are a great
number of years of preparation time involved. In may case, I would point out
tt tit formal education covers seven years and my occupational experience
as an architectural draftsman was acquired over a period of six years. There is
it need that exists and persists to exist to identify more leaders for our voca-
tional education system with higher degrees. We are expected in this day and
age to compete with the administrators of the colleges and universities through-
out the state and the United States for state and federal monies in order that onr
s3-stem survive and grow ; if we are to adequately compete for these dollars, I
believe that the academic credentials must match those of the individuals with
whom we are competing. I would strongly urge that this committee make every
effort to ensure that the professional development needs to create more doctoral
graduates for the vocational education system be emphasized.

I would also like to stress that there is a need to provide professional develop-
ment monies for the other end of the spectrum. My doctoral dissertation, which
focused upon the need,; to train vocational educators in a much more flexible
manner, leads me to believe that most of the future teachers of the vocational
education system will not come from the traditional university programs, but
will instead come from the rtnks of the occupations which they represent. It is
my thought that new and expanding technologies are being identified and will
be developed in the vocational education system; the best teachers for these
programs will be those individuals who come from the ranks of industries. It is
my opinion that the most important training preparation which a vocational
education teacher can have is that of occupational skills. Pedagogical skills, the
required general education skills and the accompanying baccalaureate degrees
rank as a se' ondary need. Nevertheless, they are an important need, and I
believe that these individuals should be allowed to pursue an educational program
which will be partially assisted by the Vocational Education Act funding. Thus,
I w uld strongly urge that this committee make every effort to ensure that monies
are left in the Vocational Education Act Bill which will expand and assist in
the tiqvelopment of professional staff members.

utruction Needs for Vocational Education
The Wisconsin Indianhead VTAE District quite possible can be identified as

the last district in the state to undertake a major construction program. It is
beliLved that this is not untypical because one could quite possibly identify that
the rural areas usually are the most unsophisticated districts in any individual
state. Typically they have the least political clout available to secure funds for
such an activity, and finally it must be admitted that they are usually the slow-
est districts to come around in development in this type of an activity. One of the
tragedies of the current scene is that there are apparently minimal amounts of
construction monies available to the vocational system thrP-Jgh federal funding
at thiq stage in time. The monies which have been mad,_ available through the
Wisconsin Distribution of Vocational Education Act monies for the coming yogr
are about 1.2 mIlion dollars. It is my thought that this is approximately the sa,
monies that were made available to the state ten years ago. Ten years ago tho,
districts which were more sophisticated, had more political clout, and were
ready to build obtained construction funding which would tome close to 50%
funding. Currently, the construction funding for the various districts in the
state of Wisconsin are at about the 10 to 12 percent level. We then are faced
with the fact that those districts that can least afford to build are going to be
those districts that get the least amount of federal dollars, percentage-wise, and
dollar-wisp for their construction program. It is a rather cruel hoax that time has
played upon these districts because the current inflationary trends for construc-
tion appear to be at an accelerated rate of 16 to 20 percent. Thus, while a dis-
trict may wish to develop its building program in stages in an effort to acquire
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10-12 poreent federal construction ninnies, it is falling behind in its race to over-.
come the inflationary trends.

This then should be construed as a plea that this committee consider placing
monies in future vocational education act legislation which will assist in the
area of construction.
The Development of a System

In closing this paper, I would like to state that it has always been my cpinion
that the greatest philosophical support, and the greatest impetus, for vocational
education has always stemmed from federal legislation. In a similar manner it
is my belief that the state level understanding of a need for a vocational system
exceeds that of the local citizens. One has to only look at the growth in vocational
education since the inception of the Vocational Education Act of 1963 to support
this contention. In Wisconsin, as an example, the districting laws which were
enacted to help establish a strong -eliable system, were effected in 1965, two years
after the Vocational Education Act of 1963. I believe that if one were to take a
look at the state legislation which has been enacted throughout the United
States since the Vocational Education Act of 1063 it would impliort my contention
flint federal legislation has been important in providing the impetus for the
improvement of vocational education throughout the country. Technology is
expanding at an even faster rate, the need for training and re-training our citi-
zens in the adult years is increasing yearly, the services which can be provided by
a strong vocational education system are becoming more important as the months
pass on. it seems to me that the federal government should maintain and increase
its efforts in this field of education as a method of improving the abilities of the
work force throughout the country.

This is to urge that this committee acknowledges that there is a sense of obli-
gation to vocational education which the federal government has previously es-
tablished and which should be allowed to exist and grow. I would highly urge
that this committee in their review look at the many areas of vocational educa-
tion ;..ws, and note, that the needs that existed eleven years ago exist to an even
greater extent today. It is hopeful that legislation will be drawn up which will
improve federal government efforts in this aspect of this national education
program.

APPENDIX A

FEDERAL PROJECT SUBMITTED TO THE STATE-1974-75

17-002-151-145
17-003-151-525
17-001-151-135
17-005-151-135
17-006-151-725
17-007-151-915
17-008-148-125
17-009-151-135
17-012-151-135
17-015-151-175
17-016-151-175
17-017-151-175
17-018-151-195
17-019-151-195
17-020-151-225
17-022-151-135
17-024-151-175
17-026-151-135
17-027-151-915
17-029-151-915
17-031-151-915
17-035-151-175
17-038-151-175
17-A41-151-17n
17-043-151-135
17-044-151-315
17-045-151-185

Vocational Skills.
Family Living Education.
Outreach Counselor.
Developmental Skills.
Vocational Work Study.
Home Improvement Occupations.
Adult Basic Education.
Voc. Ed. Opportunities for the Rural Student.
Career Education for Native Americans.
Auto Mechanics Equipment.
Machine Tool Equipment.
Welding Equipment.
Pre-Vocational Classroom Van.
Barron County Project.
Research Multi Project.
Day Care Training.
Accounting Equipment.
Pottery Skills.
Learning Center-Ashland.
Inmate Training.
Native American Industry.
Stenographer Enuipment.
Merchandising Equipment.
Mechanical Design Equipment.
Program Evaluation.
Campus Enrollment Predicter.
In-Service Trng for Para Professional.



17-046-151-195
17 -108 -151 -175
17-215-151-175
17-216-151-175
17-302-151-175
17-304-151-175
17-307-151-175
17-310-151-175
17-311-151-175
17-312-151-175
17-401-151-315
17-402-151-175
17-404-151-175
17-405-151-175
17-406-151-175
17-407-151-175
17-40K-151-175
17-405-151-175
17-702-151-135
17- 703 - 151 -185
17-704-151-135
17-047-151-915
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Mentally Handicapped Adult Training.
Food Service : Baking Equipment.
Recreation Serviceman Equipment.
Production Ag Equipment.
Feed, Seed and Farm Supply Equipment.
Secretarial Science Equipment.
Telephone Service Equipment.
Wood Technics Equipment.
Nursing Assistant Equipment.
Marketing Equipment.
Individualised Instruction Approach to Secretarial Science.
Fashion Merchandising Equipment.
Electronic Service Equipment.
Facility Maintenance Equipment.
Industrial Electronics Equipment.
Practical Nursing Equipment.
Data Processing Equipment.
Mechanical Drafting Equipment.
Small Business Management.
In-Service Training for PT Teachers.
Big Sand Lake.
Chemical Dependency Paraprofessional Training for Indians.

H. FEDERAL PROJECTS IN PROGRESS OR IN EXPLORATORY STAGES

Number Nana Descriptton

17-002-151-144... Vocational skills. In this project it is proposed that continued utilization of vocational
ideation including counseling, evateatioe of individual potentials
training or retraining, job placement and Pillow-up or emotionally
disturbed and/or mentally or socially 'larded populations.
We propose to respond to these need! by exPandlna..Prolnot
operations to the area included in the St. Croix County hospital
with continuation of *nods to serve the populations sewed by
the Douglas County Hospital. Also, it is proposed that outreach
programs be increased to cover those not hospitalized. but who
experience the need for assistance.

17-003-151-524 . Family living education This project proposed to continue its present operation of teaching
family members to make the most of what one is and whet one
has as an individual mike the family unit.

Objectives that appeared Important in the beginning have been
replaced with more significant objectives to mat the needs
of the people. For example, the hehysitting has evolved into en
excellent day are center.

17-004-151-134 , Outreach counseline and related The purpose of this project is to provide outmatch vocational
services for the adadvantaged counseling and guidance aptitude and ability testing, financial

aids. job information and related SlIffite to diadvan aged
citizens. Aims primarily at the most depressed UM, the Proojject

designed to help residents further their edvestioe or vocational
training in order to obtain employment or advancement In their
present work.

17-005- 151 - 134... Developmental skills This project is designed to serve the needs of the undereducated
and academically disadvantaged adults. nexibildy of scheduling
and small group approach will seternmodets Mae indmdual
needs.

2 1,72 projects established study skill centers at New Richmond
and Rica take campuses. The craters serve 125 students through
instructional materials. Des to the =COSS of these study skill
centers, the district seek Federal support to establish similar
study skill centers at the Superior end Ashland cempus.4 and
to cantina's the existing steely :kW centers.

17 96-151-724 . Vocattons' work study.- , The purpose of this program a to assist the niencistly needy by
offering them part time work. The money they receive helps
in securing and completing their education. This enables them
to become slaked and ready for the job market. Considering
the merger of the 2 districts and the manse in program offerings,
it is anticipated that our need will be extremely greater than
fiscal 1973. Approximately 90 students are employed on vocational
work study programs for the Indtanhead District from September
to June Details of the work includes: general typing, duplicating,
photocopying. correcting papers and general office procedures.

17-007-151-914... Home improvement occupations. In this preJect our Intention is to train Indians throughout the MS-
tnct. This is a continuance of the effort which began on 1971-72
for members of the St Croix tribe of Chippewa Indians. In the
1st year the mebile and equipment was ecquired This Project
will add equipment and will provide 2 25 week sections with a
total of 10 Indians enrolled in each section.
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II. FEDERAL PROJECTS IN PROGRESS OR IN EXPLORAVnRY STAGESContinued

Number Name Description

17-003-148-124... Adult basic education - The ABE program of the district serves citizens who have dropped
out of the traditional educational system !tit x.rgoal to continue
to reach these adults who are functioning below Its grade level
in reading and basic skills Disadvantaged and minority groups
who will make up a large proportion of these students enrolled.
This group encompass American Indians, migrants, the low
income group, illiterate rural citizens, veterans and any other
adults locking in baso skills

17-009-151 134... Vocational education oppor- This proposal has been developed to expand to a 6 county area the
tunny for rural students. vocational education opportunity for the rural student that have

been possible during the past year. Our goal is to bring prepara-
tory and continuing education programs and classes for health
workers to locations accessible for residents otherwise unable to
travel.

17-012-151-134.... Outreach vocation and career The number of poorly prepared Indians has increased to the point
that we need a more meaningful approach to serve our own
people. This will be achieved through the outreach vocational

education.

and career educator. as we attack these problems in our own
communities.

Councils have succeeded in bringing together youth and elders
to work toward a common goal the betterment of our Indian
communities

17-013-151-144.... Craft aids for the ha nd icapped This project proposal involves the development of an arts and crafts
services to permit the severely handicapped, the senior citizen
and minority groups to gain full time employment by manufactur-
ing saleable items. This project will be conducted in cooperation
with the division of vocational rehabilitation, superior district
office and Eau Claire District Otlia.

17-015-151-224... Autonochamcs equopment.,., This project is written to assist the Wisconsin Indianhead District in
maintaining a quality of automedianta equipment appropriate
with changing technologies in the automotive industry. It will
further aid the district in distributing its limited revenue to more
adequately mottoes needs of Its residents.

17-016-151-174... Machine Tool operations equip. This Federal project is being written to assist the district in purchas-
meet one up-to-ate machine tools in keeping with the technologies of

the machine trades.
17-017-151-174_. Welding equipment ........ This project is written to assist the district in maintaining a quality

of welding equipment appropriate to training personnel for local
industry. The district operates welding programs at it's Ashland,
New Richmond, Rice Lake and Superior Campuses

17-01g-151-174_ Outreach InterCo. vehicle for Outreach classes will be set up in a mobile type unit in communities
disadvantaged that reflect a need lied possess little or no facilities to conduct

classes. 1 prime target area is the 3,000 Indian populatan.
Is-019-151-134... Barron County project The Baron County project research indicates there are many dis-

tressed families in Barron County with identifiable problem areas
as hula, financial, social consumer buying, family relation
and child care. The overall goal of the program Is to enrich the
lives through educational programs and activities of these
indrinchols.

17-020-151-224... Faculty research and multi- Reseerdi needs and ideas along with curriculum development
project. projects are being identified by acuity and stall on a continuous

buts. However appircation for Federal funding occurs only once
e year. As a result, many worthwhile projects are not able to be
completed. The purplee of this request is to oblate grant money
under 1 large contract which in Dun can be awarded to faculty
in a series of "mini- grants" thus eliminating the barrier of orce
a year funding applications.

17-022-151-514... Day care training for Mud- The need has been established for the training of child care pro.
vantaged. viders for working mothers in the Ina/ahead District. This

child care course will be offered for providers of in-home and/or
family day care services in a regular classroom Setting throughout
the district whenever 10 or moss >roviders can meet.

17-023-151-144,., Learning center for dived- It is to meet the needy of these handicapped people that this
vantaged. project proposes a 2-part provocations! and basic vocational

training progiam. The 1st pad provides that a learning center be
identified tnd equipped at the new St. Croix County Hospital
and supplied with requisite staff, learning equipment and
materials by this project. The 2nd part calls for an on-camnus
program at the technical institute at New Richmond to recognize
and evaluate the needs of handicapped people requesting voca-
tional training. The project would then provide instruction using
special learning equipment and materials on the campus to
give the necessary provocationsl and basic vocational skills to
these people.

1;-024-151-174... Account clerk equipment .... This project was written to assist the district in maintaining a
quality of account clerk equipment appropriate to training
personnel for local industry.

17 -025- 151 - 314... Evaluation of OVIS This project will aid the district in completing it's data base on
the use of the OVIS survey as an indicator for occupational
guidance and counseling need at the high schools in our district
and as an indicator of the need for VTAE programs based on
student interest. In the 2 previous fiscal years, this su:vey
was utilized by the schools in the former district 17. Prior to
that, district 17 high schrols participated as pilot schools for the
OVIS survey.
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FEDERAL PROJECTS IN PROGRESS OR IN EXPLORATORY STAGES Continued

Name Description

17 026-151-134., Pottery skill development This project will orovide instruction to the Indians of the Red Cliff
and Bad River Peservaticn areas in pottery construction It has
been determined that the makire of pottery is an authentic
Indian croft of the early Indians of bit Red Cliff and Bad Riser
Reservations This project will aid tee Indians of this reservation
in regaining these pottery making Vials with tne potential for
producing salable aeons of pottery of an authentic Indian native

17 027-151 144. - Learning center for disadvan It is recognized that there is a need to provide intensive career
taged, Ashland counseling for the disadvantaged potential student Initial

exposure to prevocational and basic vocational opportunities
would be provided in the counseling services Appropriate work-
samples &cd handson basic vocational career evaluation by the
student would be available

These innovations would occur at the parent school setting in
Ashland They would also be delivered to the Bad River and the
Odanah Reservations. Tnese satellite adult learning centers will
reserve their initial learning equipment

17-101 151 174, Quantity food preparation. - This project was written to assist the di-Arid in equipping its
quantity food preparation program wan uptodate equipment
for instruction Because the district revenue geneiating capa
Wales ie below average, this project will aid tee district in as
development of t. is program at a more reasonable cost.

17 102 15f-174 _ Recreation specialist equipment_ This project was written to assist the district in equipping tne
recreation specialist progiarr, :cheer:Jed to start in September
1973 Aid obtained through this fumed wll nelp the district
reflect a start-up cost of the district's lin ited revenue generating
abilities.

- Medical associated equipment - This project is written to assist the district to further equip its
medical assistant classroom and laboratory this is the 3rd full
time health occupation program approved for the district It

. continues the Indianhead VTAE's core coriculum approach to
development of health related clerical office assistant workers
The district has a below average incoie resource and for the
project will allow continuance of a more reasonable program
development cost to the district

17 213 -151- 174.-- Stenography equipment...... - -: This project was written to assist the district, New Richmond
campus to equip its stenography, approved full tune program in
its 1st year of operation

This project was written to assist the district in maintaining up-to-
date equipment in small engine and chassis repair program at the
New Richmond campus

The establishment of a new agri-business program requires
purchasing high cost equipment to provide the student with
adequate training. This project is being submitted to provide
training skill to enrollees in all areas of the feed, seed, and farm
supply program. The program will serve 20 students who are
being trained for sales, service and mid-management positions
within the agribusiness industry The facilities and equipment
for this program will also serve the argiculture evening school
and extension courses.

The purpose of this project is to enable the district to maintain
equipment standards essential for a quality associate degree
program in data processing

This project was written to acquire equipment for utilization in the
business administration-secretarial science and the clerk-typist
programs Items of equipment being considered would include
transcription equipment and equipment to be utilized in the
process of and ndualizing instruction.

This project was written in an effort to obtain favorable considers.
ment. bon in the allesiabon of a portion of the initial expenses to be

incurred in the establishment of the telephone service repairman
program The new lyr program has been designed to provide
students with the necessary skills required of the specialized
industry.

The purpose of this project is to develop an individualized audio and
visual instructional systems approach to secretarial science
programs and to raise where necessary to the basis of this
objective and materials presently being used.

This project was written to assist the district, Superior Campus, to
equip its fashion merchandising fuiltime program which will be
in its 1st year of operation Because of the district's income
sources are below the state average, this project will enable the
district to keep its expenses in the development of thrs project in
lino with its income potential

Equipment requested under this project is required to upgrade the
mechanical design program at the Superior Campus. The equip-
ment will be used to establish a process laboratory

This project was written to obtain additional equipment and re-
placement of obsolete equipment for the electronic servicing
program at Superior.

17 211 151 174

17-214-151-174. Small engine and chassis repair
equipment

17-302-151-174 Feed, seed, and farm supply
equipment

17-303-151-174. Oata processing equipment., -

17-304-151-174_, Semetarial science clerk-typist
equipment

17-307 151 174.., Telephone service repair equip-

17 401-1b1-134., Individual instruction systems
approact to secretarial
science

17 402 151 174 - Fashion merchandising equip-
ment

17-403-151 174. - Mechanical design equipment,

17-404 151-174._ Electronic service equipment,

:1S2
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II. FEDERAL PROJECTS IN PROGRESS OR IN EXPLORATORY STAGESContinued

Number Name Description

17-405-151-174... Facility maintenence equipment. This protect was written to assist the district to equip its new
program, facility maintenance located at the Superior Campus
The initial cost for equipment to implement the program is
high, therefore, assistance in funding the equipment would aid
the district and school in its continued effort to promos voca-
tional, technical, and adult education.

11 -406 :51-174_, Electronic technical equipment.. The equipment in this project was requested primarily for 2
objectives. The 1st and most important being the revision and
updating of the program This requires additioaal equipment not
replacement equipment but equipment necessary to meet the
instructional requirements of the revised program. The 2d
objective involves the continual replacement of old eqw,,nrieur
with the new which is continually being redesigned a vl im-
proved upon Both of these objectives must be met in order
to provide the student with the necessary knowledge and skill
to compete in the ever changing world of electronics.

17-701 151-134_, Individual it ruction for dis- Disadvantaged people frequently lack transportation to attend
advantaged. outreach classes in larger towns or cities where enough students

are available for traditional instruction. Individualized in-
struction would permit more disadvantaged persons in rural areas
to obtain hip,h school equivalency and learn employable skills.

1'-702-151-134.. Small business management for An Indian has an even greater disadvantage in starting a small
Indians. business than the average proprietor. He has, therefore, Me

chance of success unless he is given special training in record
keeping credit and other aspects of good business predicts. A
class designed to meet the needs of Indians starting small
businesses would increase their ability to become self-sufficient.
WITI district operates a small business leadership Program
which would provide experience in establishing these classes.

ADDITIONS TO SEMI-ANNUAL RESEARCH ACTIVITY REPORT, JULY 1, 1973-DEC. 30, 1973FEDERAL PROJECTS

17-001-151-154... Apprenticeship This project seeks aids for apprentice related instructon being
provided to a p p reduces in the district.

17-021-151-164..-. Extension This project seeks aids for all extension classes conducted In the
district.

17-030-151-914... Law enforcement specialist This project seeks aids which will help to offset the costs Incurred
in hiring a law enforcement specialist.

17-028-151-134... Law enforcement for Indians Provides funds to train Indians as tribal 'aw enforcement officers.
17-029-151-144... Inmate prerelease vocational Provides funds for operating the district's welding mobile at the

training. Cam pro rdon pre -release detention center.

DISTRICT ACTIVITIES

1. ABE Special Reporta special report being prepared to describe the coar-
acteristics of 1972-73 ABE Students.

2. MDTA Special Reporta special report being prepared to describe the
various types of MDTA projects ran in 1972-73 including student characteristics.

3. Prei oration for 74-75 MDTA Projectsact as coordinating agent to as-
i.enthle District Administrators and CEP Agency personnel to plan for 74-75
MDTACEP Projects.

4. Planning for 74-75 Federal Projectsplanning is now beginning for the 74-75
federal projects. This office will act tors central collection, assembly and dis-
semination point.

5. Establishment of a Central Federal and Private Resource File this will be
a collection of application procedures for a variety of federal and private
funding programs.

Participatin in "An Adul: Education Demonstration Project"a project
sponsored by the Center for vo-Tech Stuffier " tv'rsity of Wisconsin will in-
corporate a career Education segment into A. progran..

STATEMENT OF JAMES COVEY, DIRECTOR, INDIANHEAD VTAE
DISTRICT

Mr. COVEY. My name is Jim Covey. I represent the rural districts
"El Wisconsin. You have my report. I am not even going to refer to
it. I am going to make one statement.

4

dry
c.11 ;
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As a practicing vocational education administrator, sitting on the
firing line 364 da vs a scar. ochtional education s stem serves three
masters: Federal:State. and local. Each master, in my opinion. usual-
ly has a different priority.

We have to be responsive to each priority if we are to continue to
grow in the areas that are Federal priorities I would submit that they
are very important areas.

I wish to suggest that we have to have the continued support of
Federal dollars. I strongly believe that we have to have categorical
aid to serve the disadvantaged and ha mlicapped.

I would give the greatest emphasis to you individuals to continue
to support professional development for professional educators be-
cause this has done a good job to date, a tremendous job.

I would also ask you to consider inure money for construction
purposes. Thank von.

Mr. STEIGER. Thank you. Jim.
All of yon (lid an excellent job. We are deeply grateful to you and

your willingness to be patient and to spend the land of time that youhave to put the kind of information together that you have.
Are there any questions!
Mr. Chairman?
Chairman PenkiNs. I w.,nt to compliment all of this distinguished

panel. I just wish we 11:1(1 tinge to discuss the real problems with such
II distinguished group. They can give us good answers.

I ant delighted to be here with Congressman Steiger and the other
gentlemen who accompanied Inc. It has been beneficial to the entire
committee. We will read all the testimony. I just wish we had time
to interrogate you of length.

Mr. Sitautat. Al Quie ?
Mr. QUIE. I. too. echo Carl's views. I appreciate having your

recommendations.
I want to ask a question. I want to turn to John Zancanaro for a

question. Bob mentioned bringing CETA closer in toward vocational
educat ion.

I think one of the problems we have with this conceptI have been
advocating it for a long timeis that organized labor does have a
stake in the Labor Department's handling of the manpower
programs.

So I wondered if you had a comment on that.
Mr. ZANCA %Ho. *Congressman Quie. I think the relationships be-

tween the districts and the State are going to be closer allies. I don't
mean to ignore the Department of Labo.

With a closer alliance I think we would have a better thinfr. I think
if you pay more attention to the Iterson receiving the skills because
sometimes he hasn't really learned the skill. It happens in the ap-
prenticeship. for instance, some skilled trades.

If the company has disruption or unemployment, this guy is right
back where he was.

On the ether hand. if there was closer and more continual training
and ret-iningr the vocational school. I think, would be better.

Mr. Sou.,Es. I helie..e very often advertizes for busi-
nes :'id imlustvies to come to Wi,(consin. We don't advertize our tax
structure too much. But we offer to them a eery highly skilled labor
force. technically trained.

354
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I think we can sell it even better if we are tied in with the CE TA
programs.

One of the manpower councils we work with just told us he lost
it went very fast this year too.

Mr. STEIGER. Mr. Sirak ?
Mr. SIKAK. One comment with respect to the cETA. program. we

put 15 people on retraining within our institutioh, so they could
meet the requirer,ents for continuing employment.

But I am just wondering if this is not a substitute for another
welfare program. giving them income until such time as something
else comes along if we don't put in education with it so they can get
to the point where they are self-sufficient and don't have to have sti-
pends or things of this nature.

Mr. l'Eumunx. We are primarily concerned with secondary educa-
tion. The way this is administered in Wisconsin and I would assume:
across the country it almost excludes the participation of secondary
schools.

Fortunately, Bill and Bob are both involved in our program here.
But we do have it regional project that is encompassing about 4
school systems. We are trying to get seed money from CETA on this
particular point. It is like pulling teeth.

Mr. COVEY. The northern part of Wisconsin is the most disad-
%antaged portion of the State. The way the law is written we thought
we were going to get at least 90 percent of the funds that were avail-
able last year. We got 50 percent. We are getting one-third of the
money we would have gotten 4 or $ years ago. That institotional
training we had then is gone with CETI and you are not gaming to
recapture that.

Mr. ItAmmiv. You have got a notice that your plane is going to take
off.

One problem is we don't know what funding we are getting many
times until September or October, which forces us to go ahead and
fund the thing out of local funds on a continuing resolution. It leaves
us up in the air a little bit.

At our skills center at the present time, we work with three dif-
ferent agenciesState, Milwaukee County, and some other counties
we are dealing with.

Mr. STEnitat. Mr. Chairman, may I say I am very grateful that we
could have this hearing today?

[Whereupon. at 4:12 p.m.. the hearing: adjourned, to reconvene for
hearings at the Federal Building, Minneapolis, Minn., Saturday,
July 13. 1974. at 9 -z.m.]

[The following letter was submitted for the record.]

THE STATE SUPERINTENDENT OF Pilate INSTRUCTION.
Maltxon, Wis.. August 14, 1974.

Hum CARL D. PERKINS.
.N. Houle of keprementarire Washington. D.('.

DEAR CoNattEssmAN PFRKINS : A State Superintendent of Public Instruction.
I ,albuld like to express uty sin' ere appreciation to you and the faller ineninerS of
the Oversight Hearing Committee which not in Wisconsin recently.

.1Itiomch 1 a as unable to attend the meeting. T hale heard nand y fine repIrts
of the information which was shared with the members of the %isiting committee;
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it was also apparent that you and the other Committee members had keen insight
into the operations of vocational education programs.

We are proud of the activities being conducted here in Wisconsin under the
Vocational Education Amendments of 196S; these funds are vital in supplement-
ing the State and local funds as we expand the vocational programs in our
secondary schools. Much progress has been made during the past 10 years, but
there are other geographical areas in the State which will need additional help as
they develop more comprehensive programs in their high schools.

As was mentioned during the hearing, the timing of the actual r, ification of
appropriations for the wining fiscal year sometimes creates problems in planning
for the best utilization of available funds. Any efforts which can be made to in-
sure eerier decision-making and notification to the States would be appreciated.

Thank you again for making the visit to Wisconsin. If, after completing the
oversight hearings in the other States you can give us any information or advice
which you feel would improve our operations, we woula appreciate your sharing
this information with us.

Sincerely,
BARBARA, THOMPSON,

State Superintendent.



VOCATIONAL EDUCATION AMENDMENTS OF 1974

SATURDAY. JULY 13. 1974

HorsE OF RErnEsENTA-rivEs.
GENERAL StBCOMMIri LE ON EDrCATION

OF THE COMASFITEE ON EDLTATION AND LABOR,
Minneapolis, Minn.

The ,,21.-o*--:ttee met at 9 a.m.. pursuant to recess. at Fort Snelling
F 1 t. ni 1 B d " 31:-espolis. Minn.. Hon. Carl Perkins (chairman
of the stibcommittee, presidino..

Pr'-sent: Reprezk,ntatives Perkins. Meeds. Quie, and Steiger.
5-a-7 riembers : John Jennings. subcmmittee counsel;

Charles Raticl;tT
PERKINS. As ,±airman of the House Committee on Edu-

cation and Lal...)r. I am delighted to have the opportunity to _ome to
the Twin City area to look at your excellent vocational education pro-
grim ; ;0 receive suggestions as to how the programs may be im-
pro-.: i r;:.: future and to let you people that have the experience

zn the :e.: give us your views on the shortcomings.
I keep fr.0,-, re-','=scing. a little while this ',aming, since

I come cicKse to the area represenzed by Al Quie.
When I went to C, nc-ress we perhaps had the highest unemployment

raze in easzern Kentncky of any section of the United States of
Amerisa. The nneovment ra:e was :n excess of 25 percent in all
the ..)al-prodn,-:_ng counties

We thou:-hr abon: programs and worked on training
pro We W worked on t.e old Area Redevelopment Administration,

some tra:nir..-. But there you never got anybody
ped. You had to have a o1.- inside before they would even send you
up for training.

Then we t d :He 3IVTA. Thev held a conference, the last con-
feren:e fnat Sam Raa hnrn. :he S ,nktr of the House. ever attended in

w::h the :ea .it -:rt. I was present and Secretary of Labor
Goldher., was present. and later cn the Supreme Court.

Sam Ravhz:rn --You have got two bills here. the NIVTA bill
voz: nae ..-ot a Job (- U You can't have both of them. But

yo can ha% e one..
He t.:rized to rue and -.Which do you think is the most

impozzan: !"
i:d. I am gong to agree with Secretary Goldberg

and MVTA.-
was en a-zed in Sam went hone the next week and died

7:.creafter. B-.t :t 'vas t nacted 1l. It did. to my way of think-
ing. a ',oh that needed to ht- done at the time. But it was lacking as

j4
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educational del elopment was concerned, to give permanency to the
individual that needed training in order to keep that individual on
the job in the future.

We keep trying to improve. The President of the United states
came forth with an accelerated public works program in 1962 since
he was very much dissatisfied with the old ARA program, Area Re-
development Administration. But he was satisfied with the accelerated
public works program.

But a lot of public facilities in the distressed areas throughout Amer-
ica needed vocational educational training. At that time it was not
doing the job. Homemaking, and vocational agriculture was just about
the extent of it.

So we had to do something about training these people for trades,
crafts, business,.educat ion, not forgetting about agriculture, but getting
the unemployed of the country, bringing those programs to the un-
employed wherehere jobs could be available. That was the big job in 1963,
to get the program started in that direction.

am delighted to state that at that time there arrived on the scene
Congressman Al Quie with a fanning background. He had experiences
in training in this area and knew something about the excellent pro-
grams that these great cities possesed here in Minneapolis and St.Paul.

Ilis contribution was tremendous. re contributed the basic input to
getting the elements in the Act of 1903 so people would actually have
jobs after they were trained.. That is the contribution that Al Quie
made back in 1963.

l le came to Congress at an opportune time. When we were writing
the National Education Act in 1958 he came. in a special election. Be-
fore we got through be was able to make his contribution. That wasafter Sputnik went up. We broadened that act to make available the
student assistance programs, not as broad as they are today, and con-
struction facilities in higher education. That has beneficed millionsand millions of youngsters throughout this country and enabled
several million college girls and boys to receive college degrees and
postcollege degrees that otherwise they would not have received.

Then again in 196S we had with us such outstanding gentlemen as
Congressman Lloyd Needs on my left, Congressman Steiger on Inv
right. No one made a ;crater contribution than they did in the amend-
ments of 1968.

So for all intents and purposes they are the individuals that have
contributed the most. But insofar as your State happens to be con-cerned. it was more or less seed money to get construction started
throughout this State and throughout the Nation in vocational educa-
tion areas, exemplary programs, and get away from vocational agri-
culture. We didn't desert vocational agriculture. I am a farmer myself.

But I watched those youngsters in the counties that I had in my
district. I represented mostly mining counties. When I watched those
youngsters leave t'ie farm I knew we had to do something- in the area
of carpentry, masonry. processing data. all the areas of business educa-
tion professions. where there is demand for jobs.

These members of this committee worked with us to make the con-
tributions that were necessary in the elementary and secondary level
and not only in higher education.
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man Lloyd Meeds and Congressman Bill Steiger of Wisconsin and
myself, that the four of us probably have a major voice in what is
going to go into the vocational legislation next year. We are now
holding hearings.

But we are getting this ready for next year, if the voters like all
four of us enough to send us back again, God willing and the voters
willing, the four of us probably will have more to do with writing the
legislation.

So you will have a chance, those of you who will be testifying today,
to talk tc the individuals who are really the leaders in the field of
Federal vocational education legislation.

You will be able to determine as the hearings go on the Kind of
depth and knowledge these people have. I am pleased that you are
going to have a chance to talk about vocational education in .Minne-
sota.

We were in Wisconsin yesterday in Fond du Lac. We are really
proud of our education in Minnesota. There is a strong demand among
people in Minnesota for good education. We have the highest per-
centage of students who finish high school of any State in the Union.

Vocational education in the State is important. You will hear that
from the educators and administrators and students.

Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Meeds?
Mr. MEEDS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman:
It is a pleasure to be here in Minnesota with Al Quie, Bill Steiger,

and Chairman Perkins.
I have some affinity to this area. I have an aunt in St. Paul.
I am impressed by the grade level achievement in Minnesota, too.

We are often vying, my State of Washington with Minnesota, in grade
level achievement, in the lower number of rejections for mental dis-
abilities, for mental preparedness from the draft and other educational
gains.

So it is a delight to be in a State which obviously is progressive and
capable in the field of education.

It is also nice to be here with Al Quie. I told him before I came over
here that I would say good things or bad things about him, whichever
would help most. Since he didn't respond I will do a little of both.

First. I have to reiterate everything Carl Perkins says about Al
Quie's knowledge and not only in the field of education. I have worked
with him on other problems. He is one of the most distinguished.
Members of the U.S. Congress.

While he is a tough partisan he is the kind of person with whom
you can sit down and w, M.: for the good of the country. As a matter
of fact Al Quie and Bill Steiger, I think, represent and epitomize the
best of the political system in this country.

I am a tough partisan Democrat. They are tough partisan Republi-
cans. Sometimes we even `et a little, mad at each other. But everyone
of ;is knows. including Chairman Perkins, that Al Quie and Bill
Steiger. when they say they will do something that they will do it. I
think they feel the same way about us.

So while we come from opposite sides of the political fence I have
nothing but admiration and respect for both of the gentlemen on the
other side of the table and the other side of the political fence.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.

360
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Chairman PEnkiss. Mr. Steiger?
Mr. Smortt. Thank \ on. Mr. Chairman. There is a little more that

one might add without embarrassing Al Quip. He easily gets red in
the face.

We had In excellent healing yesterday in Wisconsin. I look forward
to this weekend because it put us in both Minnesota and Wisconsin,
Carl Perkins and Lloyd Meeds and Al Quie and myself. We thus have
a chance to listen to and learn from more people in the field who would

inot otherwise have an opportunity to testify. I think that is an extra-
ordinarily good idea.

I might say that Lloyd Meeds made it appear as if Washington
ranked high in sonic aspects of educational achievement. Yes, that is
true. In some ways they do. But it is pretty clear, I think, that between
Minnesota and 'Wisconsin. Wisconsin clearly hangs higher than Wash-
ington. not necessarily higher than Minnesota. Yesterday it did. Not
today.

1 want to join my colleagues in saying not only how deeply grateful
we ate to yon for what you do in supplying us with one of the finest
men in the Congress of the United States in Al Quie, but also for giv-
ing. its a chance to come out here to have a chance to learn more about
the programs that go on in Minnesota.

Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman PERKINS. I am ooing to call on Congressman Quie. He

knows all the witnesses and k%ows how to arrange the testimony here
today for the good of all concerned to obtain the best results, much
better than Carl Perkins.

Go ahead. Al.
Mr. Quin:. Thanks. Carl. We are going to start with Bob Van Tries,

who is the assistant commissioner of vooational-technical education in
the Minnesota Department of Education.

?' might say we are going to have sonic witnesses from Michigan too.
So all of this bragging about Minnesota is not going to make you feel
bad. those of you from Michigan that are down here to testify.

Bob. we look forward to hearing from you today. We have been in
elo4v touch for many years on vocational education.

[Prepared statement of Mr. Van Tries follows

PRE.PARF STATEMENT OF ROBERT P. V .N TRIES. ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER OF
VoCATIONAL-TECIINICAL EOCCATION IV MINNESOTA

INTRODUCTION

I am Robert P. Van Tries. the Director of Vocational-Technical Education
in Minite.444a. and have responsibility for the administration of vocational edu-
cation in the state. On behalf of the citizens of Minnesota. and particularly the
educational community, I would like to Nvelcoine this committee to Minnesota.
Rye cry much appreciate the opportunity to testify before this committee and
extend our commendations to the committee for its concern with citizen Involve-
ment. This committee has an excellent reputation for imolving individuals from
all ION els as it mingles legislation in vocational education. It also has been very
supporthe of vocational education, and A e certainly appreciate this.

1. The impact of the vocational amendments of 1968
Smce the beginning of federal legislation for vocational education in 1917,

dramatic changes have taken place. Undoubted1; the greatest changes have oc-
curred in the last five years. since the implementation of the Vocational Amend-
ments of 1965. Minnesota exemplifies this tremendous change through program
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expansion with a hange in emphasis from disciplines to categories of people
and services to individuals.

I would like to direct this section of my testimony to the levels identified
in the Antendmeats and the changes that have taken place as a result of the
196S Amendments. I will also describe the initiation of career education ac-
tivity as an indirect result of the Amendments. The chart on page 3 indicates
secondary, post-secondary, and adult enrollments in comparison with state and
federal appropriations for the years 196S-1975.
A. Secondary

Our service to secondary students in Minnesota has expanded in choices avail-
able to students rather than in numbers of students being served. Asa result
of the 1968 Amendments providing program innovation money, two secondary
cooperative centers were funded on a pilot basis. The cooperative center con-
cept, when piloted, proved to be highly successful Minnesota, having diverse
geography with many small school districts, found it economically feasible to
offer a variety of options in secondary vocational education I)) sharing resources
and students among districts. Since the two pilot centers were created in 1969,
52 additional centers have been created, w ith 230 of our 436 districts cooperating.
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Tic? State Board has initiated a plan to provide every student who desires
the opportunity with at least 5 vocational options by 1977-78, 10 by 1978-V),
and 15 by 1979-80. The most significant aspect of this expansion into a w ide
variety of course offerings is that the opportunities for the students gill then
approach that of the labor market. Historically we have had many students
involved in vocational education with a major concentration in home economics
and agriculture. Now, in addition to these, students have the opportunity to
pursue ()munitions in areas such as health, construction, distribution, and busi-
ness. At a time when there is a surplus of teachers in the academic fields and
a shortage of vocational teachers, this increase of vocational options on the part
of the students aggravates the problem of teacher availability. The following
are a few examples of selonda ry accomplishments.

1. Teacher Redirection.The Minneapolis Public School System has been
involved in a project funded by Part B and Part I) which will redirect current

62
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vocational staff members to teach components of vocational programs appro-
priate for their capabilities. Ity offering a variety of short courses in each of
the 15 career clusters, students are able to select courses that lead to employ-
ability in their individual career goals. Teachers are being redirected to meet
the changing occupational education needs. This is one of the two similar pro-
grams (one in the city and one in the rural vocational center) which is believed
to be a trend on maximum utilization of staff and equipment. Students or staff
are transported to provide optional class size in vocational programs. More-
opportunities are then available to students without increasing staff.

2. Wright Vocational Ceater.Wright Vocational Center is an example of
group of districts cooperatively providing secondary vocational education by
sharing students and dollars. Programs offered include child care development,
health occupations, graphic communications, agriculture business, model office,
model store, business and office, welding, construction, distributive education,
and transportation occupations. This State Board approved vocational center
has completed two years of service to students. The vocational cooperative
programs offered in this center have been partially supported by Part G (co-
operative education) funds. Wright Vocational Center is one of 54 vocational
centers that is providing a greater variety of vocational programs to students
than could be provided by each district separately.

R. Exploring Childhood ProgramThe Explering Childhood program is being
offered in 35 locations in Minnesota. This is a program for junior and senior
high school students which combines the study of child development and regu-
larly scheduled work with young children. It offers students opportunities to
develop competence in working with children as well as a framework for under-
standing the forces that shape human development. Part F funds from the
Vocational Act have assisted in supporting these programs. Cooperation among
Minnesota State staff, local administrators and teachers, the National Office of
Child Development, and the U.S. Office of Education has made this parent educa-tion project possible.
B. Post-Secondary

The expansion in post-secondary vocational education in Minnesota hewnprior to the 1968 Amendments through state efforts as early as 1945. but was
predominately spurred by the Vocational Act of 1963. The utilization of federal
funds for the construction of post-secondary facilities has enabled Minnesota
to build what we believe is the finest system of area vocational-technical insti-
tutes in the nation, Since the Amendments of 1968 we have maximized utiliza-
tion of the eligible portions of Part B under the Act to provide new facilities
at area vocational-technical institutes. At the present time the system has 33
area vocational-technical institutes with a capacity in excess of 22.090 full-time
students: buildings are still being erected. The federal dollars expended for
construction have not been a part of the set-asides for handicapped. disadvan-
taged, and post-secondary: cons ruction expenditures are not even allowed xithin
the post-secondary set-aside. With the exception of some portions of the disad-
vantaged and handicapped, nearly all of the Part B funding has been spent in
post-secondary.

During the past year 14.410 students completed programs in the area
vocational-technical institutes. Each of these completed a program leading to
employment. This number of completions is extremely impressive when it is
compared to the fact that the Minnesota labor market expansion and replace-
ment is approximately 65.000 per year. Better than one person in five entering
the labor market in Minnesota will have completed training in an area vocational-
technical institute. Follow-up of the graduates over the past several years has
consistently indicated employment in excess of 92 percent.

During the past five years 300 new programs have been added to the offerings
at the area vocational-technical institutes. These programs have all been devel-
oped with the assistance of an advisory committee from business and industry.
Nearly one-half of these programs have been developed in rural Minnesota.
helping maintain the economy of the s.nall communities. An indication of voca-
tional program impact on the economy is that new businesses and industries
have moved to rural arena because of trained manpower availahility. The In' ;ro-
politan area has also experienced considerable change over the past several yeras
with similar influence on economic development. Some examples follow.

1 Water and Waste TreatmentThe water and waste treatment program
is offered at the St. Cloud Area Vocational-Technical Institute. The average
starting salary has been $700 to $800 per month, which compares well with
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college graduate ent13-1(Nt.1 jub,. With ongoing concern, of V. att.r-N%ittt. t ont rod,
this program has beconue imaluable and pro%ides net dui sort n.c It) Jltuue.u1 4.

water -waste graduate m as the first %ocational institute graduate to work.
directly upon graduation, as a field instructor with the State Vocational-
Technical I ti vision

2. Foreign .Study.Foreign study has become a part of the vocational curricu-
lum; and to date, two thtlercut pitograms ha e 00 vred students the opptortiallty
to study and work abroad. Cosmetology and chef students llaN I' all caily had
educational opportunities for study 0%eiseas, during the towing yei me hope
to include fashion merchandising design and foreign cur eel

.1. Fame,. and Truck Drumg ProgramsBy far the btu most publicized
(through newspaper and electronic media coverage) have been the Farrier course
ut Autosa Area Vocational-Tmlnucal institute and the true k driving programs
at 916 and Dakota County Area Nocanomal-Technical In,tautes. Both of these
program, hate gained recognition beiathe women Moe been enrolling in Midi--
tionally maks-oriented programs.
C., .4 d a It

Since the 1968 Amendments the adult program in :Minnesota has gromn by
approximately 60 percent, providing a cider variety of part-time updating, up-
grading, and retraining prou.nams to employed, underemployed. and unemployed
persons. 0%er 11(0(10 per,ons participated in part -cline classes last year. Pro-
grams are provided through the total school districts, the 33 area vocational-
technical institutes. and the 54 vocational centers. In addition to classes held in
local coanniunitit.:, public service employees in areas such as firemanship, munici-
pal utilitie., power lineman. safety, rescue squad. sanitary engineers, and %%lisle
water treatment receive training directly from the state Department of Educa-
tion, Vocational-Technical Division. Over 30.000 individuals were provided serv-
ices through this program last year.

The adult program has been considerably expanded in areas of distribution,
lut-ine,s and office, trade and industrial, vocational homemaking, and health.
Minnesota has long had a large adult agriculture program, which has been exem-
plary in the nation. The support of this program is nearly 12 times that of the
other offerings, and federal financing has been a significant factor in the mainte-
millet, of it.

We are currently providing adult vocational services to about 10 percent of
Minnesota', labor force each year Federal support is necessary for the continu-
ation and expansion of the,e programs, particularly to individuals in the public
service areas and to the disadvantaged. The follow ing are some examples of adult
offerings.

1. Farm Management There are 105 farm management programs offered
by the area vocational-technical institutes. providing the 12.103 farmers enrolled
in these programs with the vital technique, of good busines, management. Two
thoon,and four hundred thirty-six (2.438) veterans are taking advantage of the
77 %eterans farm management programs The Minnesota farm management pro-
gram, have become nationally renom tied, and adult staff members are making
presentations on the programs monthly. The next presentation will be made in
Kansas en August 14.

.?. Bavie Tiring Classes for Mentally Retarded AdultsThe purpose of this
unique program for mentally retarded adults is to prepare them for individual
and small group living Individuals who are leaving institutions to prepare for
employment and self ,upport are involved in basic living skills courses includ-
ing grooming. simple food preparation. money management shopping skill,. and
ti,e of ennuounity resources These programs serve about 000 men and women in
five communities and are supported at the rate of 90 percent from federal Part F
qot-a,Tlos for the economically depressed

Miara»t WorkersConsumer homemaking information has been prIcided to
migrant workers during the last five summers as part of a proiect funded with
Part F set-asides for the economically depressed. The consumers have received
sercIces through radio program:. posters home visits and classes in order to
it..,.e the group classes accessible to the migrants, they have been brought to the
people For example, classes have been held after church, at the laundromat. and
at the health center
T). MRadrantrord and handicapped

Disadvantaged and handicapped persons were served by vocational education
in Minnesota prior to 1908. However. prior to the set-aside funding no reporting
system was established to account for their existence.
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In 1908 only 2.s00 handicapped students were being served in vocational pro-
grams throughout Minnesota. It3 1972 this had expanded to 5,270 who were in
Special classe., established for the handicapped. At present we have 20 such pro-
grams. In addition to these, we have attempted to design all facilities to allow
partinipatilm of the handicapped in regular programs. We hite also provided
numerous support servicesacademic, psychological. and socialthat would in-
sure their success w it hin the mainst venni of the %matimml programs. The report-
ing structure that exists within the legislative inundate for set-aside funding still
does not take into amain', the fact that handicapped persons are served in regular
programs. Within the area vocational-technical institutes our programs appear to
be serving a relativeb small pen entage ties. than 4 percent) of persons who are
handicapped: yet the biographical information gathered on the students shows
that nearly 10 percent have physi I handicaps that would qualify them for serv-
ices if needed under federal legis' in.

Perhaps one of the most pr dive aspects of the set -aside funding for the
handicapped has been the evolution of joint programs w ith Special Education and
the Vocational Rehabilitation Division. where joint funding has allowed for a
better utilization of appropriations. The set-asides have insured cooperation be-
tween the agencies and prevented duplication of effort.

Similarly, prior to 1968 little accountability existed in serving the disadvan-
taged. Specifically, 5,200 disadvantaged per-ons were served in 1968. Since Mat
tune the plo4rain has expanded to w here it annually serves in excess of 10,000
persons. These persons are served in over 60 programs across the state.

In both the areas of di-advantaged and handicapped the set -aside money from
the ItKS Amendments has been extremely beneficial. Not only has it provided for
the direct Wilding of programs but it has. at least in Minnesota, been utilized to
initiate new program, for the disadvantaged and handicapped. As seed money it
has begun programs that eventually have been supported through other federal,
state, and local resources. The following are some examples of our most signifi-
cant programs for the disadvantaged and handicapped.

1. Work Exprienee for the Ilandieapped.liandicapped students who can
profit by outside work are schediled into regular classes. whether it be closed
classroom or integrated, for a portion of the day. The teacher-coordinator then
holds a one-hour per day seminar for eniplo ability skills after which the student
goes into the outside world to work from one to three hours per day. The under-
lying philosophy of this type of experience is that the student should learn the
basic skills of obtaining and retaining a job. not necessarily the skill of doing the
job. The students experiences are brought back to the classroom seminar where
they are shared with other students. Even being fired from a job can be made into
a learning experience for the student and others.

Attitude, habits, money management, unions. income tax. and ninny other con-
cept.: are being taught during the seminar activities. Also. the teacher-coordinator
can coordinate the students' activities during the portion of the day spent on other
subjects so that it is more meaningful to the work they are doing on the joh. We
feel that the program has been highly successful from the standpoint of both the
student exploring various careers and finding employment commensurate with
his/her aptitudes and interests.

At present Minnesota has 33 programs costing a total of $531.605. Because of
oar cooperative funding. the vocational portion is only $53,000. Over 470 handi-
capped student, are being served through this program at a cost to vocational
edin anon of less than $115 per student. Special Education and the local school
district bear the majority of the coq,

.! Occupation/a Training Cent(r.The Occupational Training Center is an-
other means to serve the handicapped This us a private nonprofit organization in
St. Paul which was reeentl written up in Thadcex ThoeNt. Our imolventent in
this organization is tnat of purchasing training equipment and providing tuition
for handicapped students

.t. NERVE Cent( r,A project that has also received national recognition is the
SERVE Center located in one of our area vocational -t teat institutes. SERVI:
is :111 acnim in for Special Education. Rehabilitation. and I'M atinal Rducation.
As you Vali -et'. it is a joint venture by these state agencies to serve the handl-
apped. Located within the building is an evalnation center in vv tut h students can

he evaluated for aptitude and interes* From there the gialent ;toes to the (pier
30 training stations for a trial perm; liaals cluster has an nab% Waal trained in
morkrig with the handicapped as well as evaluation After se% end trial periods
the indl% 'dual 1, ,ta fled and placed into the most appropriate training program
or directly to a job training station. While in the training program the student is
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given support service so as to be able to reach his/her maximum potential. Place-
ment and follow-up is also an integral part of this program. As in other cases, the
cost of this program is shared with others, making the cost per student to voca-
tional education very minimal.

4. St. Paul Deaf Program.The St. Paul deaf program was a V.S. Office of
Education funded program in which the deaf are truly integrated into regular
vocational programs. Deaf students from all over the nation enroll at St. Paul
Technical Vocational Institute, a post-secondary area vocational-technical insti-
tute. They first enroll in a career education program in which they are given
the opportunity to explore the various training programs offered at the school.
From there they are integrated into a program of their choice and provided with
a signer. The program is in its fifth year, and successful placement has been
well over 90 percent. The cost to vocational education has been nominal since
this program has been funded directly from the federal government.

5. Vocational Development Center.A very unique individual by the name of
Martin tiler, a special education teacher dissatisfied with the vocational train-
ing opportunities his students were having in his local Little Falls High School,
developed a program called the Vocational Development Center. He, with the
help of vocational handicapped monies, developed small trial vocational train-
ing stations with which the students could involve themselves. As a result of
his proving their potential, students were allowed into regular programs withsupport help provided. He then worked at the junior high school level and
developed 25 (-..mpetencies for each grade level that would prepare students to
move into the Development Center. Some may disagree with his methods and
approach, but it works. His successful placement record is almost unbelievable.6. Career Education Center--The Career Education Center at Audubon,
Minnesota, involving a vocational center and two special education districts hasproven to be successful. Over 30 handicapped students are enrolled in 13 dif-ferent training programs in separate facilities. Students are bussed in from 16
different communities and are given independent living skills and vocationalacademic skills, as well as vocational skills. Some students enter the labormarket and others are enrolled in advanced regular vocational programs with
supportive help. Althoug).-, only one class has gradzu,K1, all indications point tohighly successful placement.
E. Career Education

The major effort to date at implementing career education in Minnesota wasfunded by Part C research monies. Using these funds, career education pro-
grams were developed and implemented at eight sites in Minnesota. Orientationand in-service training of teachers, curriculum/instructional materials devel-opment. dissemination, and community involvement are examples of aspects ofthe career education concept which were addresseu. A functional process andproduct evaluation system was developed and implemented. Approximately675 teachers and 21,000 students were involved in the project during the fundingperiod.

No tried and proven models of career education were in existence at the onsetof this project. While numerous activities and projects were underway acrossthe nation, very little information existed which had been substantiated byexperience, replication, and evaluation. Little basis existed for selecting aparticular model which could be presented as Minnesota's project in careercaluention.
The project invo,ved eight school systems which were given the responsibilityof developing and operating career education programs designed to meet thespecific needs of their students. While their programs differed with respect tooperation and type of career education model represented, each was workingtoward a common set of goals and objectives. Because the students at each ofthe sites were quite different with respect to available occupational models andethnic and socioeconernic backgrounds, alternative models and methods ofproviding career education were used.
Each of the schools involved in the project was selected because (1) eachrepresented a ((Moue opportunity to develop and test the effectiveness of alterna-tive career education models: (2) e h had made a commitment to develop

a comprehensive career education program: and (3) each was geographicallyle.eated to serve as a demonstration project which other school systems in thearea could utilize in planning, developing, and implementing programs of theirown.

erv A jrj,
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As indicated previously, about 675 teachers participated in the project with
approximately 21,000 students exposed to career education activities. The great-
est i.mount of activity occurred at the elementary level with significantly
decreasing amounts at the junior and senior high school levels. Extensive
in-service training was conducted at the various sites throughout the duration
of the project. Likewis.:, a significant amount of curriculum development activi-
ties was undertaken by the personnel involved. These two activities (in-service
training for local educational agency staff and curriculum/instructional mate-
rials development) represent two areas in which there is a critical demand for
services. Project personnel have served as resource persons and conducted
workshops for other school districts wanting in-servicte training in career
education concepts. This has proven to be an effective means for conducting
in-sen ice training; however, demand for this far exceeds the personnel available
to do it, and the end of funding with the conclusion of the project compounds
the problem.

The most pressing needs which exist at this time are the in-service training
of teachers, the development of curriculum /instructional materials appropriate
for the environment of the local educational agency, and the inelusion/imple-
mentation of career education concepts into the mainstream curriculum of the
se«mdary school. The development of an effective program of career education
on a state-wide basis must consider these problems.
11. Continuation and Expansion of Federal Support To Vocational Education

While the Vocational Aet of 1963 and the Amendments of 1963 constituted
landmark legislative action on the part of Congress and began implementation
of vocational education for all persons, there is no question that the Act's
min :aistrative processes have not lacked problems. The following r areas in
which we believe the legislation could be improved, providing more expedient
delivery of vocational services to the citizens of the United States.
.1. Provision of Planning Funds

The 1965 Amendments prodded for the necessity of greater effotc in short
and long range planning. There was no question regarding the necessity for
greater justification in the requests for vocational education funds. However,
the legislation contains directives whereby planning should be done at a level
to include an analysis of programs for all Individuals. Yet the appropriations
by Congress have not nearly approached the authorizations. leaving the states
in a wiandary as to whether or not they should utilize much needed program
money for greater planning purposes. Planning activities that obviously cannot
be accomplished only reduces the resonrces available for deliverable services.

It has been our intent to plan slightly be. ,nd available funds with the full
knowledge that our plans (lid not constitute all of the services that could be
delivered were funding unlimited. The legislative planning directives should
reflect the level of available funds. Therefore, we make the following recom-
mendation

Recommendation. That the federal legislation more definitively describe the
level of both short and long range !defining to be included in the state Plan and
that the appropriations include a specified amount for planning sufficient for
the states to deliver the necessary prescriptions in the planning process.

R. Print:don of Adiance Funding
The demands for greater planning have resulted in more efficient use of

available funds and have increased the need for additional fluids. Better
planning has precipitated a change in funding whereby the predominant share
Of vocational expenditures is now from state and local sources. However, when
one considers that the expenditure of the federally administered portion of the
bathret is the one demanding the planning procedure, the system is much less
efficient, Only once since the ltniS Amendments became functional have we
known before the beginning of the Ikeal year the level of the federal funding.
In some years the final figure has not peen determined until nearly the end
elf the fiscal year. Beeanse of the late Congressional decisions, no amount of
pi:Inning can be done by the states whereby the appropriations can be fully
and 0onomieally utilized. It has been itak d fortunate that the Tydings Amnd-
ment has allowed the states to f.er finals such that the long tange plan-
nine !process has enabled the stn to make approdriate use of all federal
dollars We reallhe that Congress as . the ialmini-dration have not deliberately
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delayed the appripriations. lilt litaause of pressures it to verthele.ss has been
the end result. Therefore. we mahe the following 7.-ccommeadation i

ReCOminendatton.That f ocational edit at ion funilmg be on :in ailf awe hasis
so that the planning process may be more fully utilized and the funds more
economically expended.
C. k«ognition and support of Youth Oranizatir,nq

Youth organizations have bet onie a necessary. integral part of providing
sound vocational eihicatiiin progiams. Volitional education is no longer con-
cerned If ith just skill del elopment : it is ism:illy concermal with the development
of leadership in its students. The availability of 3 11.h organizations to all
students should be ipsured. The profusion of lea,lersinp activities and competi-
tive aellief einilit is necessary in the future of our country to provide excellence
in all areas of business and industry. NVInle recognizing the worth and necessity
of youth organizatiims. ligislation should also sptsilically prof tole funding to
Insure that no students. -..artienlar13 the disadvantaged and poor, are excluded
from participation. Therefore. UT make the ((Miming recommendation:

itreononendattot.That feth..11 Ii.g1=lattatt lie passed iceognizing and funding
youth organizations ac all integral part of vocational programs.
D nrItailitol of the Conmittn, nt to Teacher rdneation

Not since the original Vocational .1st in 1917 Iris a definite commitment been
made to vocational teat her education. As vocationt:1 education is expanded. the
neetoity for expansion of vocational teacher education, particularly in-serf ice
(slue:Irina. hag heel' recognized but wily minimally furled through EI'DA monies.
With the present concerti for the in er-priKlin.tion of teachers. vocational edit-
u :Mon needs to he unntinly examined in light of the fact that there still remain
many % ova t loud areas in film li teat hers ar in very short supply. For example.
currently in Mitinc,.tota we are totally unable to obtain an adequate number
of to tellers for Jar', ultml subjects. Perhaps more inipartant is the necessity
for locational (sin:lium tea( hers to remain updated in the business or industry
with %%hid' they are associated Tim,. in-service ctiii.ation for vocational teach-
ers becomes an absolute necessity. Therefore, fve make the following rtsoin-
mend.' loin

lo eotn Ito ',dation That the vocational If giqation speciflially fund vocational
timber education at a level Thereby voeational teachers are insured an ongoing
itservite program and the colleges and nnivervities are enabled to I mince
suilichstit teachers in the vocational areas.
1'. 1:.rpanYion of Ancillary Serf tees. l'artietaatly l'Irteentent and Follow-Up

The pro.. i-aon of plactattent and folltm -up set view.: has been peripheral in the
ilef ell pnientat phase of otatitatal education. The necessity to expand programs
and provide direct instill( tit n related or skill development services has taken
moo it f over the responsibility to i he student after leaf ing a program. Vocational
eilia ation in Nlinnesota has matured. and we 1111% e th'Ve11111141 11 follow -up system
that bas liven recognized rept steal} at the national level as hieing the most
ex/ ellent in existehee .111 of our post-secondar3 students are follmsed tip after
one velar. Our response rate has continually been over 80 percent. We also
folio,f -tip the ::ratlitate,* eutploct,....o that ii e run etre feedback on the quality
of the i i i uitional iv:oblates The rillIlii,.. from the employers has exceeded 90
pen en' ,:o li ear. We are It expanding the program at the secondary level.

.11 t if flies Ittli its f,,l'off -up and placenio hut servit es Ito v.s teen initiated through
t he ex Ust ens f of re,eart Ii and exemplat% funding We have recently receif ed
a it -cart h trPtit to exolore the c11-et them..s of plat elm tit services in the second -
:It % se l ens 11'e have been fortunate that the 190', Congress set aside funds To
:.ssist the stares in I 111111iietinuj. sue : developmental activities. While in many
iiistah, es the ,t,tr,, t,, conduct sin li actif ov exited. state and 'or lo al finances
(till ter. Tip. Federal Mt.tilti that in-tirottl the dicovt ry of Dm% technique, And
it WI tti attutte. A.: f maitional program- bet tune owl( lab'e aird less expansion-
:rf serf Ices 'in it tt, plat (quoit and follow-up must he insured continuation.
Theref1-0. Re' 11)11.4 !11e fol'AM in^ rceolliifiendajjti

1:, po,tilef pdati.,n ---Th.it F«le.al legislation prof ide slat ific commitment awl
s,, itort to student p'act men! a lid foil, iff -up services
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1'. 1:.rpcio.ion of Stull. tif Nuppatf Seri ler.?
.1s lath( Med above t of ationni a ducat ilia 1111, 144'11 ....Mt. red ;1 process int oh c,

in the delivery of (slue:Ultima sena es. .ses the programs Late expanded. a more
(liters(' population has been served. This diversity lms been par Muth expatell .1
My the stove etommit au at to tl disadvantaged and Imutlit.apinsl. To ignore boo
financial, stelal. and ito4f Milian( al needs My e...111. for the success of the inin
%atom's is totally impossible St, utlent s (.(nliitt learn I tii.ieuly or effective :o fuel
twee onie profitable citizens tittles. their total needs are met both in and out of the
(sin( at Ifonal sett iii,.. The set -aside funding has been mullet% hat helpful Iii

the social. its)* hologit al. and comeding sert ives to the disadvantard and
immileaPPe(14 lilwa ever. there is no question that these and other servb es tour
rently need expansion. et en to the point of prot Wing medical assistant e. The
ditersity of students trill continue to increase with the grotttli of voitional
vitae:0ton. and the sert it es mast also (weenie more diverse to meet the unlit ideals'
needs.

Of particular cone( rn is the fact that the vocational ediwation student. ttho
is not in an aolidelllically organized .ustitution. has Moen triolltitmally forgotten
in terms of the student nuance programs. The lark of a mint granting h the
area vocational-technical institutes bus disqualified thousands in the State of
Minnesiaa tthu Heed lleeeSh to grants and scholarships. While there is a Ire..
mentions amount of titian, big beim.; made at it liable to tuiltersitt and college
students. It remains (hiticnit to provide adequate financial assistance to t ho
studt.lits in the area vocatitmal-technitatl institutes. Our greatest cause of Shalom
ter dination continues to he the inability of students tit finance their education.
l'rogranis sat Ii as nark study have assisted hundreds of students. but many more
tomb iits have been fu reed tii drop out of Sllii01 belillee 110 :IS...1:411We %%as avail.
iiipl The prewar tintilIal iilliihttion of 53:10 wi tt ork study funds per reciph ui is
little int enti%e in 'obtaining an etliteation cote-bled:1g the piesent cost of lit nig.
Thi refore. ar make the follott hog recommendation:

I:icon/fin orbited; --That legislation lie provided to expand and finiiiiee Student
111i11011 sort I, psy c holuical, medical. and particularly finant
U. Intitane of Strong .1dminirbatitc Lcistfr rxhip

The guidelines for at «opting Federal funds have mandated !h. necessity for a
dice, ply of tut abused educatif to and a sole agency for its administration through
the state flash Till, has been extremely helpful in ensuring the quality of Pr"'giltinis and an equitable distiibution of Federal funds, With the percentage of
Ftsle: al funds decteasing in comparison to the Slate and local share, thetto
appears to be a tendency by some States to decrem.e commitment to 11w smt
Ictcl admini.tration Many other edura ,sal prin.:rants generated at the Federal
fetid have required specitie insarafiee of strong leadership at the Stale let el.

Funding from sources such as SE.1 has iisAsted iu prof Ming State leadership.
Iloa ever. felt tit any I other Federal resources find their nay into State level
administration of tai ational education: in this respect the categorical funding
of %oration:al education has been a disadvantage. In Iinnesota %%e have been
extieintoly foutinate in that the Legislature. the Govtrtior. and the current as
hell as forme r commissioners of education have recognized and supported the
necessity for strong leadership at the State level. 011111(40b' for the tax
dollar has not made this a reality in all st;i1tos. and %to desire a continnatiou
.Minnesota. Therefore, we make the follott big recommendation:

1:ccontnif 'illation -That the ride of the Sta:e agent y be better defined and site-
( tar level of support be Itio% Well in the legislation.

III Inc,' , VW in rb.ribilify for .4 am inistering e& SuppGrt

. 1 . P101 ',ton e.f 01( ion Matching of "'cavort l'undv
ple-olt Act rt conies a aide variety of matching from 0 to 50 percent,

depend( lit on the part of the Act each part. records must be maintained
to ..,sure that the matching requirements are met Lt Minnesota, merely (minting
fat ,ate caiegorital aid dollars Ittlteh is all that is reported to the 1' (mice
tit atytionl. tte are matching in excess of 5 to 1. NVIion the State foundation'
aid and the lo. al tesourtes lilt' added to iIiis, the watch a loproae hes 10 to I. This

41 22' :7, -21
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ratio is not unusu al: there is a constaot pattern of tremendous vocational educa-
tion over match by the States.

liaving a variety of matching formulas to be validated and audited becomes
in fact an unnecessary bookkeeping chore and occasionally prevents a stilte from
expending its resources in line m ith its 'priorities in older to meet a spc.:::ie
mat hung requirement. Therefore, we make the folltming recommendation :

Rcommendation.That the Inislation require an overall match for all
fund in all parts, allowing the state to set prnprnies determining the ratios
s t bin the parts.
R. Exponxion of the Uric of ScfAsidc Money

AN indicated earlier., the set-aside money, particularly for the disadvantaged
:tad handicapped. has provided incentive to expand programs throughout the
%twational education system. This expansion has been far too programmatic. The
oinantment to the disadvantaged and handicapped should be tied to the previous

lecommendations whereby the commitment is directed toward student support
and ancillary services. Grants, stipends, and work study should all be included
in the ealeulatitm of a seta tide.

'fbe receipt of funds in cooperative education has enabled Minnesota to expand
timn of its out-ofschool programs, particularly for the disadvantaged. In total
the state had over 1ts,000 students in off-site programs last )ear. Although those
NIWVIfiCal4 established) with federal monies front Fart G were for disadvantaged
. oath, they do not appear in the federal reports as a service to disadvantaged
persons: et it has been a high priority within the state. Therefore, tNe make the
following recommendation:

Recommendation.That set-asides for particular populations such as dis-
advantaged and handicapped not be applicable to just Part B funds but a ratio
established across all parts of the Act.

Pecioxxifieotion of ConAtimer Homemaking
The inclusion of consumer homemaking as 101 occupational area and responsibil-

.0 of vocational education cannot be questioned. litmever. the technology and
t.ie separate categorization c(mtinues to cause confusion in its relationship to
other areas of vocational education. Because homenmking is recognized as a
component of vocational cdavation, it should not be separated but included under
the regular offerings I presently under Part B) and defined along with agricul-
ture. business and (ate. etc. as vocational homemaking. Therefore, e make
the following recommendation:

Reeonimendation.--That consumer homemaking not be separately fumed
but be termed vocatbatal homemaking and included on an equal bask tNitli all
other vocational disciplines.
D. faro fuse in Accountability and Reda( Linn in Reporting Proressen

One of the major problems in accountability is the lack of common definitions
:o the I".S. 1Mice of I:due:Ilion and the lieitartment of Eaton- Fifty states and t%%0
nt tier federal departments. a ith even slight variation in interpretation and defi-
nition. make comparative statistics meaningless. In Minnesota, for example, we
Live interpreted PliVtWIlinfifiril shuleaa< as those who participate full-time, 30
boars per week. for 175 days. It is our understanding that other states count
students %% bo may only take 12 or 1-1 hours of instruction during the year. The
s:tillents attending he than full-time la Minnesota are consid..red adult educa-
tion enrollees. E, en attire frustrating is the fact that the U.S. (Mire planning
structure prteets our enrollments by level secondary, postsecondary, and
.'Jolt -and the ',looting structure is geared specifically to program areas by

tbst at,tn e. eausit multiple recordkeeping ststems. We are aware that the lack
f ninfori tt. rata has long been a complaint of many Congressional members, and

All the stptes e,etiplain in regard to the U.'". 1Mb e of Education reeordkeeping
st -tom '!'her-rot -e, oe make Ow follmthoz rt commendation

blerommemiot;oa - -That Congress direct state and federal agencies to agree
apse a commons it dello:toms for Norational education to be used by all states
anti al! federal !ctrl agencies
I' Better ifefinite,n i f tho Ride Of harp rouneilq

Prior to the 1,0s Aet ti e state of Minnesota mandated a statenide nth isory
s'u'et for Noe.Ptioirt! edu -.Pon. sine(' the avessit% for such a comma is 1111-
fr:e-ti,11141 busier. shme 1960 the Minnesota State Advisort has pro-
(lured several 'albite report and made a 111111111(T of re,., mmentlations most of

:17f1



3%-2-re 7 :n the state.VerF t.a r. Tra::cnal ; rums and
We ha- formed an Increas:ng

:..at deal %:1:: manpoer and
An.er.dnitn:s ef :rated a statead .., :eges We have numerousAer E1-A Too 0: :Le grtup, are by designand have mt-a.y rti orzanizations. With many indi-v:d-.:a. : 1,7 7_ "i 7". :v.:. :.1C:_%1;y does not. reszfa in

; :.s:an: trit:,ism genralzties:e:: intrefvre. e make ;ht. foi1. :ng
tfs ,,-% .; 7: r -:e of ,:ate v.car:onal -advisory councils be cpe-

cl:ac-a:ly e nai edt:L-a:ion Act in s%hith they werecrea".-d tf,:_greNs :he rs,:e of ,-:her related couutils and coin-

.n D-f-ne Care-r Educa:t6n
EdLcarzcn

.7- I :...s ind.ca:ed what we consider tremendous
.n and vv.:bout (1-.1est1on endorse the con-r---d I.y Cot-amiss:on:- Nlarland.d. v...cat:-,na: eduk-a:1,Nn should be tee Ist-edouhi-tr: . f 7 Iletat;se stIthtient problems remain

I.7 ,i7737.".5 and the adrairr.,trarion shuli need ad---.-- c17.-7-:....7y and :he vocational education opera-:: 1-- si:rek:ed nal education. Therefore, wemake :he f 7';' -n
Ls.7-r7 T-11: -a: 6:1 in the taw- to zerkaratef v and tl,a: It Pe separately and adequately

th the --U.,-;;; :. P-"r;dc Funding Prviritie*
; S. F.daca:1-,n

:he pr: ::der which federal vocational
s:ed by the U.S Otf.ce of Education. Unfor-

:_:=:ely. :he U S. Ednse.:. n d,es ncr have at the current time nor7 : 7, s xnere:ly rny long ranze planning
f or devt-ntral.zation of the US.

7. ": n-arly as frustra7ing as the fact that
- 7-- -4 an St 77. :7.7' have contint:ed to change al-

a:. -. - 7. m re :11...r. t: 'e ti117::::: a 17.;cen year. Thus.
are lc-f: .n .- =7." ; th-ir cor.ta,* per,on,o -,- :-. 2-1- Z A f be. a the t:tle Ind the po-itions..

-:- f v -.ould le 4ainiciently-- vs '- C.,:litre,S can establizh the
":".' A; ; -1-'"1.". prorities could he;-"' preferably rive year,.. or :nor,.

.7.7 7- t, prioririe and adjn-t:: ; -he var:. .1bie...-:-.ces are ruot with:n
. 7- n " 71"",,l' t 1 onT. to cr,ntam the zere-al part-;.": Tr fund:r.g. 'f oath part by t'onzre--N

_-" ":. e-::11,',1zhed for the US. Offite of
"F.1.

7.- = -.5 -' :'d -,nsidered exhan,--tive but do high-- tte be asN:ire of the fact that- -( Aice-nelmrnt.z 196,; nn-4.; 7 - :! inIe in 1971 that deals Ivith many of the. I :-... hopeful that r....ost -f these 1-,ite- can
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be revolved at this time %%hen new legislation is being t onider ed. Again, I thank
you for the opportunity to expres- our %in:awn:11 education.

[Memorandum)

STATE OF MINNESOTA
Fl lOWARY 27. 1974

To: Commissioner Homan' B. Casiney. State Board for Vocational Eduontion.From Robrt P. Van Tries. Assistant Commis-miler, Division of Vocational-
Technical lalneation.

Subject: Ile -ponso to the 197:1 Evaluation Statement by the Minnesota Advisory
Council for Vocational Education

As directed by the State Board at its November 5. 1973. meeting, the Division
has drafted a re-poi. -e to the 1973 Evaluation Statement of the State Advi-or3
Connell for Vocational Education. .A response to the Evaluation Statement isrequired in the 1975 State Plaa We have reprinted eat h of the Council's issues
of o ncern along with it- recommendation- and then have given our suggested
re-pon-e to that is-ue. The respon-es re in rough di aft Dam, and we solicit our
sugge-tions for change, deletion or ads - ion.

1. Need to increase public au areness of the priorities and bases for resource
allocation in vocational education

Rceremint adatutn Lova!, regional. anti -tate educational agencies develop and
diminate clear police- and programs for resource allocation.

We certainly have no disagreement with the neees-its- to increase public
awareness, not only in vocation.ft-tee link al education lint in all of education.
The Vot ational-reehmt al Di% ision has expanded its dissemination efforts by em-
ploying a /labile information (dicer and attempting to prepare and distnbute
greater amounts of information to the public. Monthly utak sletters are %videly
di-tributed and many Illfrinati.mal articles have been publi-hed.

)P greater significance in this regard are the utorking paper- prepared by the
State Department of Education on the purposes. philosophy. and goals of etima-
!non in Minnesota and the contha t of madly meetums in re% tow of these goals
throughout the -.tate of Minne-ota. The public hearing on the State Plan for
Vocational-Technical :day:idea is an example of the attempt to make rah-
% ulloals aware of the policies and program- in vocational- technical Mutation.
Al-if at the !focal level the :lett% ities of the local board of education are generally
made known to the con-titnent-.

2 Funding vocational education.
rornmendation in view of the increasing demands for vocational educa-

tion, funding in this area should Le given high Frioritie, by the State Legislature
and the Governor. In the face of cutback. they failed to restore equitably funds
to vocational ednota in in spite it the strong recommendathons of the State Board.

rus recommendation is dire, .al to the State Legislature and the Governor,
and certainly we agree that % ooational-tet Innen' education not adequately
funded Our budget requests repre-ented a considerably greater need for hint nuai
support.

3 Under-utilization of alternative edin ational ii: t it utions.
rommrntfation 1 at The adf,ptien of a policy to use surplus classroom

-pace. including the tee of me out es to meet the changing enrollment pridoli in
and prevent the anneies-ary use of tax dollars on new -tructures when build-
ing- In other educational in-titations operate at 11:11(11 IP,S than full capacity

f b1 When public SI hoot- are unable to provide educational services to students
because of Impted human and financial resourt 'thin the local di-trict,. the
State Board -honk! encourage the utilization. on a contracting hash. of non-
public proprietary svhool-. non-profit school-, and other 1,0( npational training
51-tems that meet the rigid lutes and regulato on- i I' tin' State Beard : :nil the
local educational agency

In order to reduce the tidal economic co-t to the taxpaer, each local
sill. 01 (11.46, t -tumid examine and review I costs of too( upational skill dexeliii mem
program- and con-nler uhlizimr exi-ting private school facilities and services
before beginning or expanding programs.

At the preent time ue are cooperating a ith the Department of Admini-tra that
in attempting to identify arable ,pace in other private agencies. The N-ne is
extremely complex. and perhaps the greatest problem is the di-parities in the
type of needed facilities Our need is most often for -peciali-te.I faciltties
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people being served, whether it be in the community where elementary and sec-ondary education is provided, or in the institutions belonging to the state system.The reso nsibility and authorization to analyze and vary process should be atthe local level, In addition, the local unit should be held accountable at the statelevel for its product.
tb) Needs assessment should be responsive to individual needs, not just or-ganizational or community needs. As an example, a rural school system experi-encing migration should osier occupational training programs not only supportiveto an agricultural economy but anticipating the employment needs of personsleaving that community for urban or industrial business employment.
Within our educational responsibility we believe that the needs assessmentdoes take place at the level closest to the people. Virtually all education underour jurisdiction is governed by local boards elected by the citizens of the schooldistrict. To imply that they have not taken the responsibility to educate theirchildren seriously cannot be justified. We believe they have made every honesteffort to provide the education necessary in their district.
The second portion of the recommendation would also indicate that the citizensof the school district have not been concerned with individuals, and we believethat they have been. We have also been concerned. Within the resources avail-able. Minnesota has established one of the finest educational systems in theEnited States. This does not mean that we cannot improve. and we will. We willattempt to establish greater accountability at the state level through he assess-ment program in general education and the es:dilation processes in vocational-technical education.
S. The need for more practical methods of assuring equal opportunity for all

students regardless of race, national origin, or sex.
Recommendatton.(a, Expand action programs adopted by the State Boardto further the goal of equitable opportunity for all citizens of Minnesota.
(h) The State Board should actively recruit minorities at the professionallevel.
(e) Implement an affirmative action program to serve high risk minoritytadents as proposed in the recommendation following issue No. 5.At the present time "' , Vocational-Technical Division is expanding its pro-gram to recruit minor: ' 'dents to the area vocational -tee. deal institutes. Webelieve this program ma, develop more successful results than the attempts byother organizations to recruit minorities. However, the task is difficult : and wewould appreciate any specific advice the Council might have in this regard.At the profes-:anal level. the State Deportment of Edupation has an affirmative

action program and does attempt to recruit minorities. The Vocational-TechnicalDivision has been admittedly unsuccessful in this attempt, predominantly be-
cause local districts are better able to compete for minorities as they have a con-siderable financial advo "tage over state service. It has been our experience that
qualified minorities are not in,erested in applying for state service jobs becauseof the salary level However, we will continue to pursue minority persons for
employment and request all the assistance that any person or agency inI7lo offer.

9 Recognition 2 the rights of the handicapped for equitable services. programs,end resources
Rcrommcadation la I Initiation of assessment programs to define t',e needsof the handicapped and design and fund programs responsive to those needs.
b) Publicize the availability of program, for the handicapped.

A' the present time there are a large number of vocational-technical oragram's.ofrered specifically for the handicapped. In addition, supportive series are,
provided for handicapped individuals in the area vocational-technical institutes.These programs are widely publicized and are made available to all Indic.
Assessment programs are available at several of the post-secondary ins ito, ions
where individual programs are developed and offered for the handicapped. W'
believe that the two:trams in this area are doing an excellent int). :Ilse holier'tlit we hare reencninid the rights of the handicapped and are making verattcomt to orrivHri them with eimitahlri programs

10 'he use of this k,iviqarr Council as a resource for informs al input into
determinqtion in varntinnql ednentiort

-pr,mrrrydn+inn (91 The State HIard of Education should make mareoffortis, of this Adrisnrc roltnr.11
(1,1 Thi, Colmell calls upon the State TA ?Nature for language recognizing. the
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ativi,ory councils and defining the responsibility and relationship of L:ie Council,
tIln State Board and other educational age/160s.

The State Board of Education is appreciative of the fact that the Advisory
Council in its 1973 Evaluation Statement has identified issues pertinent to edu-
cation in Minnesota. As we have indicated in the past. many of the issues exem-
plified by the Council have been bound the jurisdn :Ion and capability of action
by the State Board. This evaluation statement has led to direct ex:min:Non of
several issues. Many of the recommendations sere stated in broad terms and
our responses have been similarly general. We would solicit specific suggestions
for action within any of the recommendations. Havir- ^ific action or activity
suggested by the Council to the Board would be a much more effective use of the
Council.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT P. VAN TRIES, ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER

OF VOCATIONAL-TECHNICAL EDUCATION IN MINNESOTA

Mr. VAN Tim's. Thank you. Mr. Quie and Mr. Chairman.
I think all of us here. rep-ardless of party, would agree with your

comments concerning Mr. Quie. We have worked with him for many
years. We agree with even-thin,* that ha been said here.

On I ehaif of the N neat ional division of the State department of edu-
cation. the State board for vocational education, I want to welcome
the committee to Minnesota. We are glad that you could come. We hope
your stay hero will be pleasant and that it won't get too hot. It is al-
ways getting too hot or too cold. But we hope it will be a pleasant week-
end fm. you, We apple( lute the opportunity to appeal before your
committee. Mr. Chairman. and tell you some of the things that your
efforts have done for us in the past and how we see the future.

Necording to the communication that we received it was our under
standing that Ott would like to have a review of sonic of the things
which the 191:S amendments accomplished and then some things we
would suggest in any new legislation.

In your folders you have a written testimony which I would present.
Along with the written testimony you have sonic materials which were
developed for vocational education in the State including a descriptive
report which goes into more detail.,

In keeping with the oommunication I would just speak off the cuff
to some of tile things that appear in the testimony., I wont take yonr
time with reading* the testimony itself.

I would like to addrtss the subpi ograms of vocational education as
they appear in the hill and as they appear, by the way, within the pro-
gram. planning anti bud(*etintr, of the State of Minnesota.

The program is vocational education. Tile suhprocfrain is second-
ary, postsecruidary, and adult. I want to comment on these arias first.

'rota has expanded greatly in the secondary program since
the vocational amendments of 196S. Some of this expansion can be
directly attributable to the provisions of the 19(3S amendments which
permit us to try innovative programs.. As soon as moneys became avail-
able to us in 19GS NN e established two pilot programs. one in the south-
ern part of the State and one in the iiorthern part of the State. dealing
with secondary students.

I am sure that the gentlemen of t -ommittee have the same prel,
lent ith their States that we have in l'oinnesota We have 436
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(hAi I t- ill the State. Thi: means a votv large number of etvs 'hook
In the small schools it is a1tuot 1111110--1111e to otter a Vii) iet y of Ora-

t 100:11 program,. III the flat tiles., have been confined to zenneultmeiani home (.4ionotnics and a third group that we didn't call ''vol
ional- but iv, loch w a, pi oliii1)1 mole \Oral lonal than of them :1101that w as thr I .1,inez- and ollieo ethic:It ion program of I he St ate.

h1\ t 111011ey:i Ina de a al fable in the 196S art we .stabli,hed
coat ors as far apart as we MUM et t110111. 0110 wa- as close to the Iowalint' on ran get. The other was almo-t to the Canadian border.It wa.z our Intention to run those prouirains for 3 year and then

;dilate them. From two pilot center, in 1969 we now have centers111 the State.
I realize that all of you realize the word "con-olidate- in a State

-zilch a- Minnesota or a rural :state such as on I epresent is a bad w ord.
"cooperation- is n good word.

Proviams at these centers have been developed thronoli the coopera-
tion of member districts. Of the 43e) sehool districts in the State. 250
to. 111110 :Ire now cooperatour with each other to provide vocational
education centers.

As I say. this was not new in some States. nit it was totally new in
the State of Minnesota.,

My cont( 11t loll would be that it would be impossible w-ithout the
f !Inds ovided under the 19(IS amendments.

In the prepared testimony also given to you the example of the
ti, and Federal appropriations don!, with the enrollments that we

Ii e cite il we show the secondary enrollment is increa-ino- from
9-000 to 104.000 iii 1972-73 atal then dropping to 48.000 in 1973-74.

The reasi in for the dron is that that year we stopped counting- 9th
r-raders as being part of the vocational prooiratn. So those figures took
a diop hecair,e of that.

II i,torically in the scrondary programs we have had the students
in secondary education with a la uge concentration in home

ec.,noinies and a ffrieulture.
T might sa\ we have some excellent home economies progt anis in

or soconilary sehools today. I might also 11 lent 1011 the busines, odura-
ti(m i-roolinin as well.

We also have health. constrwtion. distributive education. business
education.

01 con Ne: the expansion in this program is not without its problems.
As the overabutulanre of teachers in the academic area heroines ap-
t, trut when von offer the stmhert the opPe- (unity of more options.

ti agtyravates that problem. The student nefore had no options or atfl ;not one or two options. Now he has at his disposal six options
further depletes the membership if some of the other electives

titit be would have had in the nutritional academic programs. So this
is -ot without ProbleraQ,

1nother problem i that with ec-ansion o the vocational programs
both in the Aecondary school ond the postsecondary school we have
the problem of finilino- well-onalified and well-trot ed teachers be-
civic.. the tearbers in the vocational area are in cliort

hilve instituted a number of experimental programs curl) as
"exploring childhood:- things of that kind. We have got these located

:17 r)
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in 15 locations. It 011141! er have been possible without the innova-
tne program moneys that were a% ailable under part I) of the Voca-
t iona I Act.

We have learned to cooperate. Many different agencies many years
ago, agencies such as welfare and employment security and these
agencies (lain t know that we existed and sir didn't know that they
existed.

We found out through the Vocational Act of 196S as well as the
Ml YLN. that we !,ad some cooperati% e efforts that could take pluck,. I
think this cooperation between agencies has been completely expedited
by the 106S amendments.

In vonr folder there Is also the annual descriptive report on the
secondary programs. They explain in greater detail on pages 1 through
t.; of that document.

1 lluuld Ilia. to go to the subprogram :ilea of the postsecondary pro-
giant. At this point I would like to make tin open invitation to the cOnl-
nattee to return to Minnesota when yon Lave the time and to take
tour of two or three of our postsecondary area vocational-technical
inst it utes and perhaps a couple of our high school centers.

I think you would find it gratifying to see the progress that has
been made. Our high schools are v ell-equipped. They are the kind
of institution that a person would like to be associated with.

We have found that v here before we had dilapidated buildings that
Were Constantly in need of repair because of vandalism we find that
with our buildings the kids themselves are taking care of them.
We no longer have this problem.

world only point to St. Paul TVI as one of the examples of this.
I want to talk a little bit about construction because I think that

there may be a national tissociation that has indicated or will indicate
to this committee in the future that Minnesota has not spent the re-
quired 15 percent set-aside for postsecoulary education.

T pant to assure von that we not only have spent then percent but
we have swift all available Federal moneys in postsecondary educa-
tion with the exception of some of the set-asides on disadvantaged and
handicapped money all Federal funds have gone into postsecondary
education in the State of Minnesota.

We have a TVI system in this State with :15 districts. 14 schools,
that have an enrollment of .23.1un thi4 ett. Last spring completed
14.4 i0 student,.

If yon look at '.finnesota's labor -force usually 1 person out of .5
newly entering the labor force in Minnesota would have been trained
in an area %ocational technical institute in this State.

The division. iAerates a followup study of the Atsecondary stu-
dents who leave the area vocational schools. In your folder there is
a small booklet that kind of condenses this.

This booklet is a condensation of the followup material which comes
from the followup studies made of the students.

Tt yes von the rnt urlIS that were made from them. T would point
out that this study is not done by the State. Tt is done by an inde-
pendent agency. at the present time the Vaiversity of Minnesota,

Outside of the setting up of the questions we have nothing to do
with the followups. It is done entirely by them. This avoids parochial-
ism or a proprietary interest on our part.
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education serle two Lt Imps of people on the adult le% el. One group
i. indentured ailment ices. The other group is veteran farmers.

We are of course set.% in!, many othes.. But the law specifically states
that we will be responsible' for those.

In the adult pi wrrams wt provide basic living courses for mentally
retarded adults. This is a program which is designed to enable the
mentally retarded adult to learn to live by linnsif so that lie may be-
collie product ive iu t he Pin plo meat market.

We luive a number o. classes for migrant workers. Tliese classes have
been held all over the State and in very odd places. We have held
them after church scr% ices. We have livid them in Laundromats. We
have held t hem in public health centers.

For the disadvantaged and handicapped for 196S' Ice :owed only
2..'-=00 handicapped students being 'en ed in vocational programs
t h roughout iunesota.

Iii 197.2 we expanded t his to 5.270 w ho have special classes estab-
lished solely for the handicapped. Presently we have 20 of the
progiams. We lir% e made an effort to design all the facilities with the
participation of handicapped being assigned to regular programs
rathor than to special programs.

One thing about the handicapped programsI think the statistics
will show that about 4 percent of the persons who are enrolled are
Handicapped.

however if you were to take the biographical information that we
get on those stinlents and gathered by the I-tik ersity of Minnesota in
the follow ups that I ment ioned you would find that about 10 percent
of the enrolhnent arc people who have identifiable physical handi-
caps. Again, statistic.: don't always tell the whole story.

The same thing applies to the disadvant aged. If we w ci e to count the
disadvantaged prior to 1005 we would ha; e a count of about 5.200.
This year ther: will be in excess of 10.000

Another thing that w e sat i,faction to oil and of interest
to you is the good many joint program- being operated across di-
vision and department lel els partioularl with oro ional rehabilita-
tion and ,peoial education. Again. this is something that was unheard
of 10 yoats ago. Now it quite common Opt rating procedure.

We line programs on w experience ;,ir the handicapped I wonid
want to mention because the c ..ect or is bele pal ticularly. It is in the
prepared 'estimony anyway so I ant not mentioning hint because lie
is lien.. We work closely with the private nonprofit organizatio.1 in
Saint Paul that was recently written up in the Reader's Digest. Wc
operate with them through the Saint Paul public schools.

Later on you will also hear about the service center at 010 sc T
spend any time on that.

You %% ill also heal about the Saint Paul deaf program and I won't
spend any time on that.

We have made an effort to bring into and to pre vale ()rational
services for minority groups. I might mention that this has cauQed
some difficulty because it is difficult to set up the communioat ions be-
tween t he groups.

0-1104n
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I might mention too that NN used some of the 10213 money in
the purchase of odd equipment. Our State plan sa s that anything
that can be moved is a piece of equipment. So w o bought a steel build-
ing winch is bolted to .a piece of concrete slab. This became the Red
Lake Indian Resell:loon Vueational Center. As far as I know this
is operating well. We put in tqm lads of a half million dollars into
t le program.

This program so far as I know has been reasonably successful. They
report to us once a year. So far they ',aNe indicated that the program
has been successful.

Now I would like to go into the provisions for the continuation of
expansion in support of vocational education.

First there is the necessity of greater Gil in short- and long-range
planning. The legislation that we have contains directives indicating
that we should do planning and that there should be an analysis of
programs for all individuals. Yet the appropriations by Congress
and the appropriations by the State legislature have never narrowly
approached the authorizations.

It leaves the States in a quandary as to whether they should use
such money for planning. Every dollar we put into planning means
that much less money for operating programs. So our feeling is that
the more money we ;get into operating programs the better off we are.

So we think there should be more money for greater planning. But
maybe it should be identified so that we are not divert; g program
money into planning money,

Only once since the 19(S amendments became functional have we
known before the beginning of the fiscal year how much money we
were going to have for the operation of that year.

So we think in the future there should he provisions for advanced
funding. If there isn't more for advanced funding then at least the
Tvdings amendment should 1,ecome a permanent piece of legislation
within the act.

I know we are allowed to use funds for youth organizations. But I
think Congress should indicate somehow the importance of th,,se
youth organizations in the total program of vocational education.

I realize what some of the concerns are. I have seen sonic of the
you organizations in European countries, particularly the 'Young
Pioneers in Russia. I know what sonic of the concerns about youth
organizations have beer in Congress historically,

But I think probably too there isn't a Congressman in Washington
who wouldn't say that the FFA and the FIIA along with others are
outstanding and have made a very major contribution to the vocational
programs in each of the States. We are very proud of our youth
organizations.

I think that we again need to have a commitment to teacher educa-
tion. %Ve really haven't had a commitment to teacher education since
the Smith-Hughes Act.

While I realize that there is an overproduction of teachers. particu-
larly in the academic areas. this is not true of vocational teachers.

Furthermore I think that as things are moving faster and faster
every day that we need greater in-service training of teachers who
are already in the field.

13 C*1)
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I think tile a v conuril, are "-el". vel helpful in drafting
legislation. We alt. not ,iigg4 1114r allV ellallgeS. 'tilt e (10111:

t here S1.011111 be 1 better delilllt ion of I lie role.
I %% 11111d see perllap*, :1 leVie 1% of Public I.a%%- %%hie!' is the

redet .141% i-or% Committee .kit, perhap -owe of t lie loft% 1-,ious of
t hat act mild be incorporated into a Nue:It:011:d art.

I think Illere 1011111 be a delilleat 11111 t eell career vd1leat 1011 .11111

Vile:It I I ma 1 01111111011. Up Itutll 1111 the 01:11i(111:11 -UM II:I, It.%

,:11111 large -1 think thi is true in :1.11,4):-I all States carried the hall
on career education. In fact. so init.'. -o that ..onie people are begin-
ning to think that a reef. education and %of ational education an, tl
-amt. thilor. I don't think the ('t.ngtess, e%-er intended that it %%it, to
be interpreted a. the -nine thing.

I am quite sine that :ecietar.%- 1l.ulin ne%cr intended it to be in-
terpeted as. the Sallie' thing.

l'f t, because Of the fact that career education 1111 f1111(1-. 111'01 ided
fur it. it is beelifilillo' :1111104 s1 1101I 111011s NVil 11 vocational edlleat
IN'e don't think that it -hould he. We think it -dumb! be separated
from %of atildlal edlleation and sepaatel.%- funded.

1 think. in sollie (d tile 111'01)0s:11S you may reeene t here %vill he pi
po,a Is that %%ill sa% in effect that Congre-- -hould appiopriate mune;
to the U.S. Ochre of F.ducation and that the ".S. ()thee of Education
-hould at that point etablisli priorit ies for tl States,

No %%0111f1 be opposed to thi-. 1\'e think that any new la%v .hold l
In' %% itien %%itIt titles that Unlit ate the priorities of ('ongr(ss and
should he appropi rated at the rung' eional le% el.

Therefore %ve can at that point tell %%lint the commitment of the
congre-s is to t he priorities they have set.

1 d'in't think tin.: should be interpreted :is exhaustive of our re..-
ovimendat ions. I just covered a fev of them.

Bat in the '%-rater testimony I 'would also point out to you that %%e
all gave testimon in 1971. Thew publication put out by ('on-
gres.. Its .% our committee. called -1Zeport, on Implementation or Vo-
cal umal 14:41;,:.:it ion .1toendnients of 19(;,..**

1Ve rev-ie%%-ed these pli0r to %%Tit ing 0111' te.4 411011y. 0111 patielllar
tet'anony at that ti,nc is found on page- :;10 anfl :0.2. There is nothing
that %% oithl change the to -t inionN- that I ga% e at that tine'.

rai-4.41 some issuf s and sitg!rested smile legislation at that time.
I think we still feel the same.,

NEI% Chairman. that con.ludes 111 N' pre,entat ion.
Mr. Qi 11...1.11:titk you. Bob.
I am just going to a'k you a few questions here and then turn it

over to th other member- because I Inte :1 chance to talk with you
whenever I want von hack here.

Fitst. could oil tell us %%hat percent:we of all secondary school
students will lease school with a marketable ?

Mr. V.1 N TitiEs. About percent.
Arr. (2x-ir..kbout percent. If you had yonr drut !leis in lour plan,

%v-hat %%-ould you like to see as the percentage lent ing :-e«mdai ,c11001
with :1 inarl;etable skill ?

Mr. VAN Tine. If Mail about DO percent %%ould leao
l\ it h a marketable -kill. I gut.-- out atit interpret that lex ..lietable -kill
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a couple of different waN Q. If they were going on to college to further
education and you mere certain that that was where they were going,.
I would reduce that amount.

So. sure. s onus people today don't know why they want to go to
college and I am not -zit re how long they stay.

So I guys: that every person who leaves the high school should have
a marketable QI:ill.

Mr. Qua:. It (rives a sense of security to people even when they are
gob -rut to further ediwation.

Iia linnesota got any goal then between the 25 percent and the
100 percent that they are shooting for ?

Mr. VAN TIMS. Yes: I think in yoa folder you have this publica-
tion here.

Mr. Qum I didn't- see that one. I don't think we have that one.
Mr. V.\ Tim s This particular one is a condensation of the goals

and objectives of the department and how we are going to progress
toward

Mr. Qt0.:. I will try and find that.
Mr. V \ Tats :. We also have copies. Mr. Chairman. of the followup

study that we referred to in detail. We don't have :1 copies. 1Ve
brought sufficient copies for the people who are here and the committee.

Mr. Qt That will be fine.
Can you pick up that figure which you are shooting at ?
Mr. VAN Tams. The first figure I see here now is 40.000 10th graders

in 1974.
Mr. *sr. That doesn't refer to a percentage.
'Why don't you break it down to the percentage to see what von are

shootino. at ?
Let me ask you this, then : What percentage of those who leave high

Qchool go to voc ational technical school and what percent:1;n, !TO 011 to
the academic institution?

Mr. VAN Tan A. We have got those ti(fures.
Volcc. It depends on directly or indirectly.
Mr. VAN Soule of the graduating students.

r. Directly about :10 percent.
Mr. Qt-tr. Thirty percent go on to tech schools
Mr. V \ 'Fairs. With 40 percent ;_oing to academic schools.
Mr. Quit:. About 40 percent.
Lastly I want to aQk you about your recommendation that the role

of the St:,te agency ,.hould Ik better defhne.l in Federal legislation and
a Qpecifi,, level of support he provided in the legislation.

I gather from what came before that lou don't think that is espe-
clally nocessar. for Minnesota but is necessary for other States. Is
that hat yon :Ire saying?

I NA ant to ',Like certain money goes out to the schools and we never
look at the State agencies as needing any special protection.

Mr. V k'N TIM tli'nk what von are expressing is pretty much
the expression of the state legislature. We would like to see as little
money spent on tlw State level and as much goim to local schools as

I would suggest that probably 70 percent of our State staff at the
present time is paid from Federal funds.

-I 1
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Mr. Quiv,. That is what I understand. It is i.igher in some States.
I wonder if that is healthy.

Mr. VAN. Tams. I ,,auess you do what you have to do. I don't know
if it is healthy. But I don't think we will do it any differently until
we would have to do it differently.

I think, Mr. Chairman, one other thing. that I would like to bring
before the committee too, I think the very important thing of designa-
tion of the sole agency. I guess I don't care what that sole agency is.
But there should be a sole agency responsible for the money coming
into the State from Federal funding.

I would include hi that the same s)le agency for title 10B of the
Higher Education Act.

Mr. QU/E. 'Ir. Chairman I
Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Van Tries, I certainly wish to compliment

you on your testimony. I wish that time would permit a lengthy
questioning.

But I do have a few questions. You stated in your testimony that
there was a decline in the secondary vocational students between 1972-
73 and 1973-74.

What do you attribute this decline to?
Mr. VAN Tarn. Mr. Chairman, prior to that we counted all ninth-

grade home economics and agriculture students. Following that time
we didn't count them. We counted only 10th, 11th and 12th graders.
So it was a chmge in our accounting practice.

Chairman PERKINS. What I am anxious to know, to try and get a
pattern here, whether you feel that the growth in the future will be at
the secondary or postsecondary level in vocational education?

Mr. VAN TRIES. Mr. Chairman. I think the growth in the future is
going to be at the adult level. I think that there will be growth at the
postsecondary level because more and more people are finding it neces-
sary to gq to postsecondary institutions to obtain a skill.

But I think the way the economy is going I think the same thing
is true of adults in the labor force. The teachers needing in-service
education more than are going into service education.

So I think that the future of vocational education, the great ex-
pansion is going to be in the adult or continuing education level.

Chairman PERKINS. I was well impressed with your statement that
you calculate that 25 percent of your graduates from secondary schools
will have a marketable skill.

That seems to be along the lines of the testimony we heard yesterday
in Wisconsin where they used some terminology from some stonema-
sonry back in my early days, of "capstone" programs, they termed
them, where they had done all the preliminary training and when they
completed the capstone program they were supposedly ready to earn
a livelihood with a marketable skill.

They were shooting for 50 percent. Both Wisconsin and Minnesota
are to be complimented.

But I am wondering at this stage of the game where we do not have
those quality programs in the high schools and these youngsters grad-
uate at 16, 17, or 18 years of age and are not going to college and many
of them drop out in the eighth grade and have decided to go back to
vocational school but cannot be admitted and do not want to go to
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college. They once dropped out of school. But they want technical
training.

How is the best way to solve that?
Mr. VAN TRIES. Afr. Chairman, I would only point out that we had

over 18,000 students this last year who were trained in facilities out-
side of education facilities. These were in our cooperative programs
with industry and business.

We had over 18,000 students in the State that received their training
from businesses and industry in the State of Minnesota.

Chairman PERKINS. You people on your own initiative have picked
up the ball and gone with it. Your State legislature supported you.
You have done such an excellent job.

Are there any suggestions you have for the bill to improve situations
of that type?

Mr. VAN TRIES. I am sure, Mr. Chairman, that there probably are
people here who don't really share the idea that we have done all that
excellent job because we do have places where we have not provided
services.

So perhaps we have some of the same type problems. This is why
I would like to see the various priorities which Congress might have
identified as titles in the bill and confronted as a total rather tlian
providing, as I suspect may be proposed, that the money be allocated
to the U.S. Office of Education in a lump sum.

Chairman PERKINS. I wholeheartedly agree with your idea that we
have not done our job in Washington. Al Quie, Lloyd :Heeds, myself
and the subcommittee members have for years yelled abort timely
authorizations and timely funding for the Appropriations Committee
that provides funding.

But we have been a few voices crying out in the wilderness. We in the
Congress, of course, have to be educated. That is one of the most dif-
ficult problems that we have ever been confronted with. When I use
the word "we," it is trying to educate the Congress insofar as timely
authorizations and timely appropriations are concerned.

But I certainly agree with you that the planning should be kept
separate, from the money. State money for operating purposes. You
agree with that statement?

Mr. 'WAN TRIES. Yes.
Chairman PERKINS. That is the way I understood your statement.
I do want to state however that we are hopeful that next year or

this year that somewhere along the line we can educate our own selves
in the Congress to the extent that we can carry the ball with advance
findings in the area of vocational education. You have it this year in
higher education, in elementary and secondary education.

I do want to state, since you referred to the Ty.ings amendment,
that Congessman Quie was working on a similar provision just in
order to pick the ball up and go with it.

He took the amendment that came over from the Senate. But this
has delayed to a great degree many good programs that you would
have put into operation if you had known for certain the amount of
funding you were going to receive.

We are going to do our best to do something about it.
I appreciate your suggestion about the commitment to teacher ed-

ucation, particularly in service training.
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You don't need a degree. The teacher that knows how to teach
mechani,-s should be employed if lie knows mechanics in preference to
soneone that has a bachelor's degree or a Ph. D. degree and keep him
up to date through in service training.

I am glad to receive the ideas that you have given us this morning.
I can assure you that we are going to do our darndest.

Mr. QUIE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I will now turn to Congressman Lloyd Meeds.
Mr. MEWS. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Van Tries, who has the ultimate responsibility for the overall

management of vocational education in the State of Minnesota? Could
you give me some idea of the flow chart of the chain of commands in
vocational education?

Mr. VAN TRIES. Yes. You really go to the Governor and the State
legislature with the program planning budget, which lists all the pro-
grams and the amount of money which we seek.

From there it goes to the State board for vocational education, which
is the same membership as the State board of education.

Mr. MzEns. Is that secondary 1 Postsecondary?
Mr. VAN TRIES. Yes. In addition to this we have a number of other

systems in the State which our boardswe have a board for com-
munity colleges. We have a board for our State colleges. We have a
board of regents.

In recognition of the fact that we have a proliferation of boards
there has been an additional board called the Higher Education Co-
ordinating Commission, which is supposed to coordinate all the sys-
tems in kind of a coordinating effort.

The 1202 Commission has just been formed here. I am not quite clear
just how that reports. But I am of the opinion that it reports to the
HECC, the Higher Education Coordinating Commission.

That is the general structure.
Mr. Alms. Then you are the one who is in overall management and

control of vocational education in the State.
Mr. VAN TRIES. Yes.
Mr. Mums. You are administrator for vocational education?
Mr. VAN TRIES. Yes.
Mr. MEEDS. It seems to meand I am not criticizing, I am asking

that you have made a decision in this State that most of your effort is
going to go into postsecondary vocational-technical education.

If I recall correctly you said that, except for handicapped and dis-
edvantaged, you spent all on postsecondary.

Is that all the Federal funds?
Mr. VAN TRIES. Federal funds only.
Mr. MUDS. All Federal funds. Can you give me some idea of the

percentage of expenditures of elementary, secondary, and postsecond-
ary ? Fifty percent in each I What is it ?

Mr. VAN Tams. No, I think there was a larger percentage of the
postsecondary. But when you consider this you have to consider the
total aid picture of the State.

As I stated previously, there are 436 school districts in the State.
Moneys cannot be distributed equally. They must be distributed on thebasis of need. Our postsecondary AVTI's are open with free tuition
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below age 21 and in most cases those above 21, in many instances, not
all.

But we have free tuition below 21 in every area that a vocational
school has.

Therefore any person in Minnesota can attend any area school,
Therefore in trying to meet the requirements of the law it is much
easier to place our money in the .postsecondary institution than it is
to try to place it in 436 wheal districts of the State.

Mr. MEF.D8. That may be a local decision. I really don't want to get
involved in that.

But can you give me some ideaand if you can't now would you
please furnish for the recordtl.ie percentage of total dollars ex-
pended for elementary, secondary, vocational-technical-occupational
education, whatever you want to call it ?

And the percentage for the same fields in postsecondary? Would
you do that, please?

Or can you do it now
Vows. Approximately 3 to 1.
Mr. MEWS. You mean.66 percent in postsecondary?
Mr. Quiz: That is both State and Federal ? All I
Mr. MEEN. All Federal.
Mr. Qurk. But it seems to me what you are asking is, of the expendi-

tr.res of Minnesota's Local, State and Federal money, what is going
for secondary and what is going for postsecondary t

Mr. MEED8. That is correct.
Mr. Quiz. Is this 3 to 1? Would that be 75 percent postsecondary?
Is that what you mean ? Is that about right ?
Vows. If you add local in, Mr. Chairman, it would be about 66-33

then. I was not assuming local.
Mr. Mare. Then you are dealing with 30 percent of the graduating

seniors.
As I understand it you have a 21-year age limit; no one over 21

can attend your area vocational and technical institutions.
Mr. VAN TrirEs. They can attend.
Mr. MEMEL They can.
VOICE. There is a tuition.
Mr. VAN TEM. Tuition free under 21. In many eases if a person

is over 21 and is a veteran he gets free tuition. And many other agen-
cies, such as welfare, pay tuitior.

Mr. Mr.rms. What percent of the total student population, and let us
first restrict it to elementary and secondary, reside in the Twin Cities
area ?

Mr. VAN Trims. Minnesota is just under 50 percent.
Mr. MEED8. Over 50 percent in this area ?
Can you tell me the percentage of Federal vocational dollars that

are going to the Twin Cities area ?
Mr. VAN Tunis. I can't tell you. But wa can get it for you very

easily.
Mr. MEEns. Do these gentlemen have any idea?
VOICE. It is in a report provided to you.
Mr. MEEns. It is in this ?
VOICE. No, it is rot. It is fairly close. But it is in a report that we

provided, to Mr. Perkins earlier this year.

kr S8
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hIr. /Amos. How many area vocational technical institutes are there
in the Twin Cities area

Mr, VAN TRIES. Six.
Mr. Mums. Six.
Mr. VAN TRIES. Minneapolis-St. Pia 11, Hennepin County, North

Hennepin County, South Dakota County, and District 916, White
Bear Lake.

Mr. Mums. So we are talking about of 33 area vocational schools;
6 are in the Twin Cities area'?

Mr. VAN TRIES. And these are the largest ones.
Mr. Mr.r.ns. Is the enrollment of the six approximately 6 percent of

the total enrollment?
Mr. VAN TRIES. No. But it is getting closer. Up until a few years

ago it was very lopsided. Practically all the enrollment was in the
rural areas.

We began this system in 1947. At that time the only place that had
any vocational program in the State of Minnesota was in the Twin
Cities.

So there were a large number of small schools. The legislature at
that time had to make a decision whether they wanted to take the
schools to the people or bring the people to the schools. They decided
to take the schools to the people.

So throughout the State you have a number of small area technical
locations ranging from 175 and the largest one would be in the neigh-
borhood of maybe 1,200 or 1,500.

Mr. INIEEDs.,We have done the same thing in my own State. I under-
stand that.. But we haven't concentrated 75 percent of our vocational
funds in postsecondary vocational education either.

Mr. VAN TRIES, Mr. Meeds, I think one of the things that you have
to do is to look at the total ttid picture of the schools. About the average
across the State shows about 75 percent State funds going into the ele-
mentary and secondary schools with 2.i percent being raised by local
taxes. The local tax limit is 30 mills. So anything above that is paid
for by the State.

We are now changing our system of aids to the, schools and saying
in effect that vocational education is just as important. as any other
program in the school that you offer.

Therefore school districts should be willing to put the same amount
into it as they do for the rest of their programs.

Mr. MEMS. Can't you say the reverse of that is true? If it is so im-
portant the State ought to put the same amount in.

Mr. VAN TRIES. But we also look at the costs. There may be higher
cost and , herefore the State should pay all of the higher cost.

Mr. Muns. It is your State and your philosophy.
Tell me what is being done in the elementary and secondary level in

vocational technical career occupational education. Do you have any
programs in the elementary schools? Do you have any follow-on pro-
grams? Exploration ? What is being done to acquaint the people that
something is out there other than an academic education, an academic
degree. waiting for them at the end of the educational ladder?

Mr. VAN TRIES. Somewhere in the prepared testimony is a statement
on career education programs.

SS?
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Mr. MEEDS. Do you consider those early awareness exploration pro-
grams. to be simply career education ?

Mr. VAN TRIES. Yes.
Mr. MEEDS. From your earlier definition?
Mr. Vex num. Yes, I think on page 16 or 15 and 16 it indicates that

we have involved 675 teackiers in the supervizing of elementary teach-
ers and 21,000 st adents in the career programs that we have developed
the models for.

This is spread over elementary schools and I guess I wouldn't know
how many besides those. These are the ones we can account for. There
may be many others besides this.

Mr. MEEps. Fine. I have taken more than my time.
Chairman PERKINS. If the gentleman will yield for one question be-

fore you leave.
Yestv-day we discovered in Wisconsin that they had one board that

administers the vocational education programs i.t the post-secondary
and secondary level and that they have very little difficulty, in fact no
difficulty, in allocating the funds between the secondary and the post-
secondary with the various boards.

With the fact that you do not have one unified board do you have
any squabbling over the allocation of funds between secondary and
postsecondary ?

Mr. VAN . We do have squabbles between the secondary and
postsecondary, over vocational funding. You might find some differ-
ences of opinion between the community college board and this board
as to whether or not the community colleges should be doing this job.
You might find something like that.

One reason we don't have more problems with it is because our
legislature has gone to sn annual session. When you talk about a super
board or a single board, my answer would havo been different 5 years

But now the legislature is meeting anually and the committees meet
almost every month so that in effect we are on a program budget so
that the programs are defined in the allocation of funds for all of the
systems so that in effect we have a superboard.

Chairman PERKINS. Do you find that your educational programs
are operating as smoothly since your legislature is meeting annually?

Mr. VAN TRIES. I would say that we are operating more smoothly.
But I guess I would have to say it is a little more satisfying. Before
we were against the proposition where we had a very limited period of
time in which to make our needs in our program known. It was very
limited. You never got much more than maybe one or two hours dur-
ing an entire session.

We have one of the chairmen from one of the education committees
r.4- this meeting today. Now I can get before the proper committee in a
month and get advice or get some action if it was absolutely necessary,
something of that kind.

Chairman PERKINS. Excuse me.
Mr. Steiger?
Mr. Smells. Bob, I 'mow our time is limited. We have got a lot of

witnesses today.

V- 390
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But I would like to hurriedly go through a series of questions with
you if I may, to follow up on what the gentleman from Washington,
Mr. Meeds, asked you about.

On page 1 of your informational booklet on the 1972-73 year in
Minnesota vocational-technical education you say that 29 vocational
centers delivered programs to the rural district boards in 1972-73 and
46 were approved for operation in 1973-74.

I assume that chart is listed at the end of this vocational center. Is
that accurate 4

Afr. VAN Tsrr.s. Yes. It was accurate for that date. There have been
about six or seven more since that time.

Mr. STEIGER. You say these involve 212 districts in Minnesota or
nearly half the districts and about 90 percent of the students. I am
r.ot clear on just what those figures mean. You serve in terms of see-
ondary vocational-technical programs one-half of the 486 school dis-
tricts in Minnesota.

How do you then get to 90 percent of the students
Mr. VAN Tams. This is the total-90 percent of the student popula-

tion. not 90 percent of the people that are going to the centers.
I think if you will look at these figures you will notice that Minneap-

olis is a center. A lot of your big population centers in the State are
members of centers. Co the student population is 90 percent of the total
students in the State. They have a lot of small school districts in the
State.

Mr. STEIGER. I though we had a lot in Wisconsin. But my golly. I
have never seen anything that would get you to that point. Half of the
school districts have 90 percent of the kids, enrollment in Minnesota.

Mr. VAN TRIES. Half of the metropolitan districts have between 40
and 50 percent of the students.

Mr. STEIGIat. So when you talk about the figure that was used earlier,
25 percent of the graduating seniors have marketable skills, you are
talking then in terms of 25 percent of the 90 percent. Is that going to be
about right?

Mr. TAN TRIES. It is about 25 percent of our graduating class, which
is about 60,000 students a year.

Mr. STEIGER. But in that you do obviously leave out some areas which
assure must be .small rural areas and not served by any secondary

vocational technical education programs at all.
Mr. VAN TRIES. Around the Canadian border is where most of those

would be found.
Mr. STEIGER. Can you give me something more in terms of why the

decision was made in Minnesota to expend such a high percentage of
the Federal funds for postsecondary programs rather than for ex-
pansion of secondary programs?

Mr. VAN Tams. Yes. In the case of the allocation of funds, the
moneys that go into a school district, the school district actually doesn't
care whether they are Federal or State. In the law there is a section in
the State plan. section 3.27. I believe. which says that the Federal
moneys cannot be equally spread over the State.

With 436 school districts it was necessary for us CO set up practically
a full-time staff to make allocations. I think this is one of the things
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that Wiseonsin has found, too. To make allocations to school districtsbased on what could be a very complicated formula, the AVTI satis-fied the requirement that they are available to all people in the State.They service the entire State. The tuition is free to age 21 and inmany cases over 21. Therefore the money is to be put in there without accmplicated accounting system.
Chairman PERKIN'S. Will the gentleman yield?
MT. STEIGER. Yes.
Chairman PERKINS. I think the gentleman from Wiscon .LL is touch-ing on a very significant point.
However, I was surprised yesterday until I thought the thing

through thoroughly that in his State 60 percent of the funds are beingexpended at the ondary level and only 40 percent at the second-
ary level. It is only about 6 percent more here.

But my question, these schools along the Canadian border, I pre-
sume that they are outstanding secondary schools. But if you have
youngsters in those schools that do not have vocational facilities.
whether they are seniors, juniors who graduate from those schools, if
they made an application to a technical school, a secondary school sys-tem or a postsecondary, would those youngsters be admitted to those
schools in some other section of the State?

Mr. VAN TRIES. They would be admitted if there were room for
them.

Chairman Nunrgs. Go ahead, Bill. Excuse me.
Mr. STEIGER. You indicated in your testimony that part of the 1968

Vocational Act amendments something like 5,200 handicapped or dis-
advantaged. I won't remember which.

Mr. VAN TRIES. I think it was handicapped.
Mr. STEIGER. Handicapped. And that that had been expanded to

10.000 approximately?
Can you give us an indication on what was being done prior to the

1968 act amendments in disadvantaged and what is now being done ?
Did I miss that in your statement?
Mr. VAN TRIES. What page did you find the reference to the

handicapped?
Mr. STEIGER. You just gave that. I don't know that you had that on

a page.
Mr. VAN TRIES. In 1968, 2.800 handicapped students were being

served. In 1972, 5.207.
In 1968 we showed on our records approximately 5,200 disadvantaged

students and now in excess of 10.000.
Mr. STEIGER. Disadvantaged was the 5,200 figure.
Mr. VAN Tams. Yes.
Mr. STEIGER. Can you give me some indication as to whether or not

when you considered disadvantaged at the time you looked at that re-
porting done in 1968, you were talking about definitions found in the
1968 amendments, "vocational education for persons who have aca-
demic, socioeconomic, or °ther handicaps that prevent them from suc-
ceeding in the regular vocational education program"?

Or were you simply talking about an economic definiiion of
disadvantaged"?

Mr. VAN TRIES. IVe were talking about the definition that you
quoted.
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Mr. STEmEn. In your discussion of the adds 'y committeeI know
we have the advisory committee testifyingyou indicated that there
was. if I remember your delineation correctly, the role of the State ad-
visory council was to specifically be defined in relation to the Voca-
tional Education Act.

Can you tell me how much more clearly to delineate the council'o
role in terms of what is now in the 1968 act

As you know, they are to submit to the State board an evaluation of
the programs, activities, and services carried out.

A long-range plan recommends such changes and such program
services and activities as may be warranted by the evaluations.

What further definition is needed ?
Mr. VAN TRIES. I think there should be something in there to the

effect that this advisory council is tin sole agency designated for the
purposes of administering this act.

I think the charge as given to them there is very broad. That can
be interpreted in many different ways and to include a lot of things.

Mr. STEIGER. You know that it is indeed charged with the responsi-
bility for advising the State board on the development of policy
matters arising in the administration of a State plan.

It is also, I think, clear that it has the responsibility in terms of its
relationship with the national council and the Congress to help us in
understanding the effectiveness of any chooses, if any, needed within
a State to better provide vocational-technical education services as
well as the general public.

Are you saying to me that you would limit the role of the State
advisory council to one just dealing, with the State agency?

Mr. Vox TRAM I guess this is what I am saying. I think the
advisory council is going to be testifying. .1 guess the one thing that I
don't like is to cut in on their testimony.

But one of the things that I am concerned about is that I have no
advisory group which deals with the nuts-and-bolts operations of the
vocational program. There is no advisory group. We used to have one.
But as the advisory council came into being we discarded that com-
mittee and relied totally on the advisory council.

I am not sure that the advisory council in the State of Minnesota
sees their function as this at all. I would like to have it identified
either is it timeir function or is it not their function.

I think the advisory council itself is divided as to whether they
should be doing this. But I have problems that occur on which I do
need the advice of a committee.

I can create another advisory conunittee or it can be specified in
there that they are to advise on the working problems due to the
problems of the vocational program.

I would just as soon you have one advisory council because I think
their are too ninny advisory groups as it is. So I hate to .create a
second one.

Mr. STEIGF.R. I appreciate your clarification of that.
Let me go into two other matters, if I can, in the limited time avail-

able.
Mr. QUIE. Let me throw out one thing.
Mr. STEIGER. Yes.
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Mr. Qum. Bob, what I hear you say is you would likt the committee
that you could ask questions on policy similar to the ones where say
the State board appointed an advisory committee or you appointed
your own advisory committee.

I think that we should point out that that is exactly what we did
not want to do when we set up this act.

We expected that if a person needed advice for himself he would
go and Meet some individuals around the State to give them advice.

But we wanted in setting up these State advisory councils to stay
away from the incest that exists in agencies, finding people who agree
with them.

I know you aren't asking that you get advice just from people who
agree with you. But that was the fear when this legislation was
enacted. I bring this up so you know the genesis of the advisory council.

Mr. VAN Tams. Mr. Chairmr. I have no quarrel with that at all.
This is fine. Except that i ould like to have it specifically stated that
way so there can be no question as far as the advisory council is con-
cerned, that they are not to give me advice on everyday problems of
the opemtion of the division or else that they are. I don't think the
council itself has decided what their function is in this respect.

Mr. Qum I agree with Bill Steiger. I think the law is pretty clear
on that.' I would suggest that you tell us how we can make it more
clear because it says that they are to advise the State board. which I
guess is the agency that you operate through. To that extent they are to
advise you on the de -Aopment of policy matters arising out of the
adniinistration of the State plan.

What they would not be advising you on is the day-to-day operations
which may bo separate to some extent from the Feao.ral program. That
seems to me ir, what von are looking for, if I understand you correctly.

Mr. VAN TRIES. Yes, I guess that is right I guess really one of my
difficulties is how many advisory groups do we create. I guess I have
the same concern about the 1202 commission.

I think you are very wise in saying that the advisory council is ad-
visory to the 1202 commission because that eliminated one more ad-
visory group.

But it is the same way with. the planning agencies. You have got to
know how many planning agencies deal with the same thing. That
manpower SETA program is going to be duplication of many other
planning functions that are carried on by other groups.

Mr. Qm... If you will yield again, Bill, on that I
Mr. &mom Certainly.
Mr. Quiz. On 1202 we set up that State commission. But in 1202

we then give an opportunity for the State to use that 1202 commission
for their own purposes as well. We didn't do that in the vocational
amendments of 1968.

This may be a way of addressing ourselves to the problem that you
raised here.

Mr. STEIGER. As I have gone through the recommendations you
have made I come away somewhat confused, may I say to you. Bob,
about whether or not you think we ought to have more categories or
less categories.

You say we should in effect decategorize consumer education as a
separate operation and put it on the same basis that we did all of the
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programs that were changed in the Vocational Act Amendments of
1968.

Yet you then come along and say planning, placement and follow-
up in the State agency, those four areas, in effect, ought to be
categorized.

Am I correctly characterizing your suggestions to us?
Mr. V.tx TRIES. I think so. I am not making a case for more cate-

gories or fewer categories. I think there should be some categories.
I am not sure they should be the same as the ones that are there now.

Mr. &Islam. My problem with that, may I say to you, is that I find
somewhat difficult to fully comprehend the basis on which there is

more wisdom among Members of Congress than there is among mem-
bers of Your State board or the department that you operate in terms
of making a decision about priorities.

Why is it that you think that the Congress ought to come along and
tell you how best to spend your money?

Mr. VAX TREUt. I don t think you should. But I think you also
noted that I su that the matching for the program should be
an overall matcfgsgtldnd not necessarily by the categories themselves.
I think that ,gires plenty of room for a State to establish its priorities
within the priorities which you have established.

Mr. Swcr.a. Let me take you one step further. There has been dis-
cussion about whether or not we could consolidate portions of the
1963 Act as amended in 1968 if you took A through G and consoli-
dated into a single State plan which then conceivably would continue
to have an overall set aside for the State minimum funding capability
rather than a set aside, a minimum funding capability for handi-
capped and disadvantaged.

What is your reaction to that concept ?
Mr. VAX TRIES. I think there are parts of that Vocational Act of 1963

that could very easily be consolidated. I think part D and C could
be consolidated. I think F can be put in B. I think G can be put in B.

I think what I am thinking about and I guess what is really in the
back of my mind is that if Congress feels that career awareness and
career development, career education program, is an important
priority. then it should be a total within the act and you should fund
it to the extent that you feel it is a priority.

I think the vocational education programs support for traditional
vocational education programs should be funded.

Mr. STEIGER. You are saying in effect you could take title 10 of the
1972 education amendments, include that within the framework of a
vocational education act.

Mr. VAN Taira. I think so. But I also would suggest and I guess I
am not ready to say this but I think we should study the possibility
of taking the 3 percent set-asides out of the SETA programs and grind
them into the vocational program.

Mr. STEIGER. That is the last question I had, what has happened or
what is now happening in terms of the r, percent mandated for voca-
tional-technical education under CETA in Minnesota?

Mr. VAX TRIF.S. This is a situation that charges daily. I guess I
wouldn't be prepared to say an thing about it right now. Mention was
made of MDTA. I look hack on MDTA and I remember when the pro-
gram first started and we had a great deal of controversy and argu-
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meets all over the State with the then commissioner of employment
here. Mr. Brown. We weren't getting along too well because we had
never worked together.

Then within about 6 or 8 months we understand each other and we
started working together and we had a very fine working relationship
with employment security.

I guess prior to MDTA that wculdn't have happened. But it did.
Wow we are working with the orge.nization almost daily and the rela-
tionships are very good.

So I guess I am a little hesitant to say what is going to happen work-
ing for the 5 percent set-asides because when we started MDTA I
didn't think it would work atd it did.

Chairman PICREINR. Will she gentleman yield at this point!
Mr. STEIGER. Certainly, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Pamirs. I am wondering, even though your experience

has been more pleasant and hes worked out well in recent months. if
We permitted the 5 percent set-aside to go by the wayside do you feel
then that you would be able to share ti any degree in the comprehen-
sive programs and agree with the sponsors!

Mr. VAN' TRIMS. I said I wasn't quite ready to suggest that yet. But
I think it should be studied.

Chairman PARINI. We put that in here to make sure there was some
cooperation.

Mr. VAX Tares. We appreciate that, too. We are glad it is in there
the way it is.

Chairman PERKINS. Do yed feel that that has helped to bring coop-
eration on the set-aside!

Mr. VAN Tares. Not only that. But if it hasn't it is going to. I think
it is a big help. I guess ally in the final analysis I guess the philosophy
is there should be services available for every persor

This hasn't been totally accepted. But we have said that every indi-
vidual has a right to earn a living. He has a right to learn to earn a
living. It is not a privilege. It is his right. Personally I don't thir'
there should be any tuition charged _to anybody going.to any institu-
tion. to any vocational institution, to 'tarn to make a living. I just don't
think it is right that we should eh hem to do it.

We have got the choice. Either e. try to help them learn to earn a
living or we are going to support them the rest of their life, one of
the two.

So I think the facilities should be there. I think the program should
ho there. I guess I would hope that someday it wouldn't be necessary
to designate a set-aside and say that this is what has to be spzet on these
people because they have got a right to be served. I don't thinl- it is a
privilege.

Mr. Simian. Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Qvir- We are going to cut you off now. Thanks for being with us.

We appreciate your testimony.
1.44 me say to the rest of you that we usually start off taking more

time with the first witness than we do anyone else and try to warm up
with him.

If we take as long with the rest of you we will finish 26 hours from
now. In Congress when we run overtime in a hearing there is always a
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chance to answer the.bells for a vote on the floor and come over again
to the committee room for the hearing.

But at 5 o'clock that airplane is leaving and everybody but myself is
leaving town.

We have to have some consideration for each of the witnesses that
are coming later.

Mr. MEEDS. When we finish maybe TOU will be leaving town too, Al.
Mr. QUXE. We enjoy working over the other person's table.
Thank you, Bob, we appreciate your being here.
The next person is going to be Dorothy Thompson, who is the Chair-

man of the Minnesota State Advisory Council on 'Vocational
Education.

Dorothy, if you will come up here now ?
Dorothy's testimony has not been handed out up here. As soon as

that gets handed out to each of usthe rest of you when you come up
here, just kind of beware that we may not have the testimony as of
that time.

I should tell you that everybody up here is a reader. So you
can give your testimony by just summarizing it. While you are sum-
marizing it we can run through it fast. While each person is ques-
tioned we will be doing that.

Maybe we can finish all the witnesses by the end of the day.
Start out. Try to make the beginning and the end as close together

as you can and say what you want to say.
[Prepared statement of Mrs. Thompson follows :]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF DOROTHY THOMPSON, CHAIRMAN, MINNESOTA STATE
ADVISORY COUNCIL FOR VOCATIONAL EDV`.:ATION, ST. PALM, MIEN.

SUMMARY

The Minnesota State Advisory Council for Vocational Education has prepared,
and presents, this report as a statement of the effectiveness and responsiveness
to the people needs in Minnesota of the provisions of PL 90 -576. the Vocational
Education Amendments of 1968, Public Law 92-318, Titles X and XII, the provi-
sion relating to providing Occupational Educational Services included in the
"Educational Amendments Act of 1972".

The basis of this evaluation has been the series of questions suggested by the
National Advisory Council for Vocational Education, in concert with other state
advisory councils and, it is our understanding, in recognition of questions con-
cerning the members of the United States Congress.

This Council has given the State Board of Vocational Education, Division of
'rational Technical Education; randomly selected local educational agencies;

other interested state agencies the opportunity to respond to specific issues
.aised by the questions. Our report includes a representation, by direct quote,
of these views, particularly those of the state administrative agency.

One basic fact seems to represent a summary of the findings:
The administration implementation of Public Law 90-576, in the State

of Minnesota, does not conform to the Congressional mandate to provide
a needs assessment and the pricing out of the costs of meeting the political
commitment of the 1988 law to provide vocational education services based
on the "needs, interests, and abilities of the individual" in light of "actual
or anticipated Job opportunities."

The Minnesota Council, since its inception, has been concerned about the ade-
quacy of the data gathered and used for the purposes of planning. as well as
resource allocation, both in terms of demonstrating the needs for federal and
state funding and in the allocation of dollars.

The state administrative agency has readily acknowledged that it does not
totally portray the demand for vocational educational services in Minnesota'm

r- Cr",
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animal and long-range plan submitted to the United States Office of Education,
8i. 'required by PL 90-576, or in other concise published form. The continuing
jtistifiestion for this administrative position is a view that it does little good to
ltanment the needs for programs and/or additional resources beyond the actually
anticipated level of funding available frov federsl. .state, and/or local sources.

Tlais Comiell views this attitude and maw: Bement practice as contradictory
not only to the mandates of 1968 law, but also to the functional need for addi-
-tor.al -documentation to justify additional appropriations, both by the United
f.,'Ints-Congress and the Minnesota State Legislature.

A aam-ondr- issue, this Council would identify, results from the mode of the
manageznent of the ,19t law : a perpetuation of the traditional use of federal
vocational grants primarily for the purpose of maintaining the public system
of vocabonal education :

The administrative use of demographic Pita, program approvals, and
4=iteria for personnel and related certilicat.on gives priority to the mainte-
nimc. of the institutional setting, first at the post-secondary, then secondary,
and finally, other program needs. This is rather than promoting program
availability- based on people needs, with particular emphasis on concen-
trEftiflIIS of educationally, economically, or socially disadvantaged persons
and the handicapped.

This Council is of the new that, as a further result of this management
plailosopkv and practice there has not been an identification of the service poten-

T:2-' -41; -oneof private, non - governmental organizations, institutions, and
agencies providing vocational educational services:

The administrative consideration of the full use of private, as well as
paddle. educational and non-educational facilities currently available to pro-
-rick, vocational education opportunities for the citizens of Minnesota will
rontinue to be token as long as the available federal and state dollars will
not fully meet the funding aspirations of Minnesota's public vocational
education systems.

Finaltc. it is the summary view of this Council, based on the documentation
yrregmted by taw responses to the questions, that the stated purpose of federal
tariff= to assist in assuring accessible vocational education services for all
omens is not being achieved :

Significant population groups, both in Minnesota's urban as well as rural
mess- are not being adequately served with opportunities to attain salable
jnh fiMnS. espeCally those who are handicapped or economically, socially,
or educaonally disadvantaged.

MECOIIIIMWDATIONS

Tite decree to which the commitments of the Congress, as expressed by PL
741-:77S. !IF well as PL 92-S18. have failed to be fulfilled, is, in the view of this

because or a basic contradiction in the attitude of the executive branches
ot the Federal and state level, specifically the U. S. Commissioner of Education,
the rnited States Office of Education, state boards of education, and state divi-
sions of vocational education to ignore or violate the provisions of federal statutes
-without penalty.

Peronnsenestion. That the Congress reaffirm the commitment and respon-
sibility as placed upon the executive branch of government to fulfill the pro-
visions of educational laws and. further, provide an adequate mechanism for
the citizens and/or any other interested organizations to use the judicial
proeess to prosecute violations of federal law.

'1"n. Minnesota state Advisory Council convinced that the will of the Con-
crass, as expressed by the provisions of PL 90-576 and PL 92-318, represents an
at.....ctecate statement or the demands of citizens of this nation, and particularly the
taxpayers of Minnesota. for a performance acemmtability in the offering of voca-
tional education services. Further. it Is the view of this Council, that the members
-of the Legislature of the State of Minnesota equally, and as aggressively, hold the
same views and are seeking to effect the same mandates, which have been pre-
sented iv the Congress in these law&

Contributing to this problem is the lack of an effective means of communication
between the legislative branches at the federal and state levels. Any communica-
tion between the Congress and the Minnesota Legislature, as a practical matter,
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is effected through the federal and state executive branches, and conditioned by
the philosophy, attitudes, and prejudices, of the executive branches:

Recommendation. That the United States Congress explore a means of pro-
viding for a direct liaison with the Legislature of the State of Minnesota,
and all other states, territorlties, and possessions.

This Council is aware and would point out, that there is a natural contradiction
of responsibility when the administrative agency, faced with the normal con-
straints of available resources, is charged with the responsibility of defining a
demand and costing-out services far beyond the actual or currently anticipated
revenue resources:

Recommendation. That revisions in PL 90-576 provide that the responsi-
bility for identifying the total demand for vocational education services be
assigned to an agency, possibly to the state legislative branch and/or its
agents, without the day-to-day considerations of budgetary limitations, or
management responsibility. The separation of the responsibility to measure
the demands for services from the manager's day-to-day responsibilities to
live within budgetary constraints can provide better informaticn as a basis
for legislative determination of priorities of allocation.

RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS REGARDING PUBLIC LAW 90-576

1., What amount of Federal funds has your State received in each of the last
five years? If the full amount authorized had been appropriated, what amount
would your State have received in each of the last five years?

Received Authorized

Fiscal War:
19731
1972 $8, 834, 384 $12,825, 000
1971 7, 679, 335 10, 025, 000
1970 6, 757,155 8, VS 000
1969. 5, 084,132 5, 3'co, 000

1 Figures for fiscal year 1973 were not available ate* time of preparation of this most.

2. What are all the Federal, State, and local dollar expenditures for vocational
education in each of the last five years?

Federal State and Iocal1

FISC31 year:
19P $8,957,139 $47,461,176
1971 7, 891, 314 40,383,975
1970 6, 367, 259 31, 295, 892
1969, 5, 084,132 23, 359,722

1 These figures have been prepared from the official records and submitted by the Minnesota Department of Education,
division of vocational education This council has been unturned that the accornting of local dollars is limited to those
funds used in matching Federal and, or State moneys for vocational education programs, local dollar figures do not include,
zccording to the division, any local expenditures for vocational education programs wrath are not directly identifiedas
matching moneys to Federal and /or State vocational edwation support.

3. If funds were held over from year to year, why was this done?
The administrative agency's view of why funds bave been held over is as

follows:
-Federal funds have been held over every year. It is fortunate that the

amendment allowing the carry-over of federal funds was passed. The delay by
Congress in appropriating monies makes it nearly impossible to expend the funds
within an appropriation year. In most instances, the appropriation has not been
made until at least half way through the fiscal year. Not knowing the amount
of money to be received makes it impossible to conduct programs that will ex-
pend the money in the last half of the fiscal year."

This Council concurs with the observations of the administtative nrency
The fact of congressional continuing resolution and/or actual appropriation

well into a current fiscal year almost necessitates the option of carry -offer fund-

ntri
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ing. This Council would like to point out, however, that the fact of carry-over
funds should not be misinterpreted as an indication that the State of Minnesota
Cannot use, and is not using, eery penny of Federal dollars made available for
vocational education purposes. Any time lag is due to mechanical process re-
lated to fiscal control to assure effective use of dollars.

4. What is the ratio of educators to non-educators on your council? Should
this ratio be different? If so, how?

The ratio of educators to non-educators on the Minnesota State Advisory
Council for Vocational Education fo, the past five years is as follows:

Educators tl000ducators

1969
1970..
191
19772
I973

10
IS
12
16
Is

10
13
13
13
17

It is the judgment of this Co",ncil that the above ratio of educators to non-
educators on our advisory Council is reflective of the categorical representation
suggested under provisions of law.

The Council recommends that the law should provide for a 60-40 nor-educator
to educator ratio. Educators are a necessary part of advisory councils and sup-
ply an expertise and knowledge of the system that non-educators do not possess.
However, greater representation should be accorded to noneducators who are
not part of the system and can take a more objective view of education. Non-
educators are not constrained, either overtly or covertly, in taking a position.

Even with a 00-40 proportion of non-educators on the Council, the problem
of the availability of citizen members of the Council to attend meetings may
still persist ?any non - educator Council members are unable to get time off
from their jobs or are financially unable to afford the loss of wages for the Lours
they miss. In order to alleviate this problem, this Council recommends:

1. Fe...ral appropriations should be adequate to provide for reimburse-
ment tc all Council members for out-of-pocket expenses incurred as a result
of their sitimodaoce at any Council meeting, including reimbursement for
loss of wages.

2. To insure geographic representation within a state, one non-educator
Council member should be appointed from each Congressional district.

5. To what extent has your Council been consulted on vocational education
policy in the state beyond the writing of the state plan? Please give examples.

The following is a list of specific, official requests received by th( ...crunch for
advice on matters concerning the policy of vocational education beyond the writ-
ing of the annual state plan.

Request for Council to visit and make recommendations or, improving
services at the Blue Earth Vocational Center, Cambridge State Hospital.
and the Red Lake Indian Reservation. Recommendations were forwarded
to the Department of Education in a memo on March 31, 1971. 1/71.

Request for Council !'o participate in a hearing on the proposed alterna-
tives affecting the governance of public post-secondary institutions in Min-
nesota. 2/12/70.

Request the Council review the total program of teacher education in
the state. 1/14/71.

Request the Council review the legislative proposals and forward their
reactions to the Governor's office. 2/11/71 and continuing.

Request Council to comment on the position paper of the State Board on
Career Education. 2/10/72.

Request the Council undertake a study on the effect of tuition charges
in AVTI's. 4/20/72.

Requested recommendations from the Council on the implementation of
PL 92-318 in Minnesota. 10/12/72.

Requested by State Board to react to prepared statement of education
philosophy, purposes and goal statement. 6/14/73.

It must he acknowledged that representatives of the administrative agencies
representing vocational education have regularly attended Council meetings to
make statements of current operation and management considerations and, as
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a result, they have had sufficient opportunity by virtue of on-going discussion
to receive advice.

6. To what extent have the recommendations contained in your council's eval-
uation report been implemented? Please give examples.

This Council has had some difficulty with the practical application of the
annual responsibility to prepare and submit to the United States Commissioner
of Education, via the State Board of Education of an annual evaluation. Initial
rules, and regulations established, as a ell as the language of the law, provided
no mandate for the state administration to respond to, let alone implement, a
recommendation. As a result, the first four statements (evaluations) prepared by
the Minnesota State Advisory Council for Vocational Education were limited to
providing a statement of need and recommendations in areas specifically within
the purview of either the United States Commissioner of Education or the United
States Congress. Included was a request that the approach demand that state
plan be functional, not only as an actual statement of need.

With the change of rules and regulations by the Commissioner of Education
two years ago, and the requirement of the State Board of Vocational Education
to specifically react to the recommendations of the Council, the Minnesota evalu-
ation statement has been directed specifically to issues within the competency
of the state administration. These issues have not been responded to, other
than by direct rejection, by the state administration.

Based on the rejection of the evaluation recommendations of this Council, as
submitted to the USOE, with the Fiscal I'ian for 1974 (dated June, 1973), this
Council sought from representatives of the United States Commissioner of Edu-
cation, Chicago Regional Office, a clarification.

Specific inquiry was made by this Council of a position formally expressed in
the State Plan by the State Board. A recommendation by this Council that
the planning document be improved to better define people needs was specifically
rejected by the Beare. The State Board's position was, and is :

"The U.S. Office of Education requirements for pranaing are excellent in theory.
However, there is a deficiency in practice. The planning requirements are based
on the anticipated receipt of federal dollars. Because there is literally no idea of
the lenl of federal funding during the planning period, the planning process
becomes unreal. The U.S. Office of Education requires that the State Plan be
prepared in a mode of anticipated (unknown) funding.

"The law would imply that it is implicit that the state identify all possible
vocational-technical education needs. However, to do so would expend consider-
able effort in identification without resources available to meet the needs. There-
fore, the actual policy has beer. to allow the states to conduct planningwithin
a real estimate of available resources. Thus, the result is in fact an under-
statement of the need, but yet one that is practical and usable.

"Similarly, the excess cost of providing vocational-technical education is dif-
ficult to gather with accuracy. Considerable research has been conducted in this
area ; and it has shown that, with the low level of federal funding, to accurately
reflect its impact would cost more than the amount provided by the federal
government. It is anticipated that estimators may be developed in this area that
will provide for adequate consideration."

This Council, at a meeting with the Chicago Regional Office of the Com-
missioner of Education, asked for a reaction to the above statement by the
Minnesota State Board of Vocational Education.

The I'SOE Regional Representative's response was that they generally referred
to the State Plan as a planning document, and that they, "accept the law which
says the State Plan is a planning document. Rules and Regulations. Section
103.31, says the plan is a detailed description of the state Plan which the
Council an input into. It spells out definitely that it is a short range and a
long range plan. Our answer to your question would be whatever is submitted
to our office from the State is a plan from the State. We see that document as
a long range compilation. It is a State Plan which is put together at the state
level with your support and sign onfor federal monies. After the Plan is ap-
proved and the budget is approved as to how to spend. then state and local
dollars come as part of that Plan. Plan is inclusive of state, federal and local
plans."

The Council asked if all state plans are the same.
T'SOE Regional Representative responded, "Guidelines are put together for

all states to follow. States do have flexibility. Overal' Plans must include the
same material and if it varies, then the state must say that they are not follow-
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lug the guidelines and give a reason. Part threegoals, objectives, dollarsthat
is a planned change but is tied to dollars. When that plan comes to our office,
we are assuming the state has established priorities on spending money and
we accept your decisions on how to spend dollars. We check very closely that
dollars fall into each category of the law. The state establishes priorities within
parts g, h, etc.what portions will go to secondary, post-secondary, etc.'

The Council asked what the reaction of the Regional Office was to the state-
ment (that the plan is not really a plan).

USOE Regional Representative replied, "USOE cannot accept that statement.
The statement is in error. We accept it as a planning document to us, signed
by all state agencies."

The Council then asked if they (USOE) operate on the basis of assumption
and if in fact the guidelines don't have any clout to assure a planning document
as a planning document.

USOE Regional Representative responded, "We accept it as a plan. Our only
concern is that the Council makes an evaluation and that the State Board has to
reply . . . The Regional Office has no jurisdiction to see that the Board rejects
or accepts the Council's recommendations. At the Regional level, we have no
jurisdiction as far as councils are concerned. The Council report goes to Wash-
ington---not regionalized. It is still et the Central Office. We (at Regional
Office) are told only that the Advisory Council has made a statement and the
Board ha.. replied."

This Council pointed out that the rules and regulations establish that the
Commissioner shall determine to his own satisfaction that the State Board has
adequately responded to the Evaluation Statement. The Council asked if this is
done in Washington.

USOE Regional Representative replied, "You are putting us on the spotit is
supposed to be done in Washington."

This Council then asked if the responsibility to make a judgment has not
been delegated to the Regional Office.

USOE Regional Representatives responded that, "The responsibility has not
been delegated to the regional office. We only see that an evaluation has been
submitted and that there is a response:'

This Council asked if analyzing the substance of the plan was not the respon-
sibility of the Regional Office.

USOE Regional Representative responded, "No, not right now."
This Council asked if the Regional Officewith responsibility of managing the

lawdoes have any knowledge from Washington or Congress as to whether there
is any concern of USOE in this particular value judgment on State Board versus
Council positions.

USOE Regional Representative said, "We have not asked and have not had
any input into what kind of an evaluation this should be. If it comes to the
Regional Office, we do not receive guidelines (from Congress) to develop an
evaluation of how Council recommendations have been accepted by the Board,
working relationship. etc. . . . We are given the authority only to say, 'We
have looked at Council's evaluation and Board's reply' . . . We have the pro-
cedure and have to go on assumptions that if there is a vast difference of
oph.ion, at least in first instance of that ,there would be no posture on part of
the Regional Office to give a decision. We would say 'settle yourself, State
Board and Council."

Regional Representative continued, "As far as the Regional Office is con-
cerned. we do not feel we are in a position to be dictating to statethey have to
try and work out their own problems. At this point, I don't think at the national
level there ha 3 ever been any question of State Plan as to evaluation and
answers."

This Council noted that there is concern on the part of Congress in this
area.

USOE Regional Representative replied, "If they (Congress) feel that law
is not being fulfilled, then they will have to make the law stronger. If enough
Councils across the nation say the USOE is not fulfilling the law, then legisla-
tion to change it should be made."

The Council asked if a statewhether in agreement with Council or notis
in violation of the law in submitting only a fiscal document.

USOE Regional Representative asked, "What do you mean by a fiscal
document ?"
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This Council replied it was referring to the language used in the reply of
the State Board of Vocational Education to the Council's 1972 Evaluation
Statement.

USOE Regional Representative said, "The State Plan is not a fiscal document
it is more than a fiscal document. Their (the State Board) .wording here that
this is a fiscal document and not a plan is wrong. It is a plc]. We accept it as
a planning document and it meets the requirements."

The Council asked does the State Plan in fact comply with the law if the State
is not responding on total expenditures of money for vocational education?

USOE Regional Representative said, "We have no Ray (of assuming) they
aren't. If you know different then say so."

The Council inquired if the entire State Plan is subject to pubic hearings.
USOE Regional Representatives responded, "Yea."
The Council then asked if there is a difference of opinion between Council

and State Board if the Regional Office doesn't try to see who is right or wrong?
If State Board and Council still can't come to an agreement, what then?

USOE Regional Representative said "We assure agreement when you sign
on. This may be a weakness of the law. Three state plans have not been ap-
proved because councils did not sign on . . . 46 state plans have been approved,
seven are awaiting signature and three had not been approved by the Regional
Offices."

This Council asked about the sign on and also the statement of points of dis-
agreement as represented by an exhibit of the Annual Evaluation Statement
and the State Board's responses to it.

USOE Regional Representative stated, "These are two different things. One
is signature on the plan. We cheek to see if Evaluation Statement and reply are
included (rug exhibits). Reply could say we disagree. DiYerent process than
the signature of the Council itself."

USOE Regional Representative said, "Most other states sign e 1 with a very
simple statementone sentence long . . . (referred to) unfortunate language
saying it was in error stating a fiscal document only . . . (asked) if the Council
gets an answer back !row, Washington when Council submits its evaluation
report."

This Council said no.
The Council asked if the Regional Office receives the Evaluation Report.
USOE Regional Representative responded, "We receive a courtesy copy,

athough sometimes we even have to ask for a copy."
Council asked if it would be consistent to have the responsibility to follow

these points of law and managing at Regional Office.
USOE Regional Representative replied, "Yes. Regional Office has authority

to approve State Plan and the only reason it is sent to Washington Lo be signed
by the Commissioner. Normal and natural for Council to go through our office."

Council asked in the Regional reviewing of State Plan and in reading the
response of State Board stating this was a fiscal 3ocument and does not represent
all the activities of the state, does that not raise questions in terms of other
responsibility in the Plan? If the State Board admits not putting all facts it
document, what curiae and effect does that have in terms of the regional review
of the Plan?

USOE Regional Representative stated, "It does not talk about honey here."
Council then quoted, "No question in our mind that plan information is

inadequate . . ."
USOE Regional Representative responded, "The first two State Plans that

came in (in 1969 and 1970) were thick because they had detailed demographic
information. We said that part you need within the state for your own planning
but we want a state summaryperiod. We were wading through page after
page of detailed information which was summarized. It was difficult to get to
the summary. We made the suggestion that as far as we were concerned, the
state still bad the essential Information we wanted in the summary."

This Council noted receiving, in the spring of 1971, a specific response from
the State Department referring to it as a fiscal document. Council also referred
to PT, 90-576, Section 123. The Council asked in fact the posture take by the
State Board in not presenting all information, does the Regional Office feel it is
getting enough information to make a value judgment?

Regional Representative said, "Yes."
The Council asked if the USOE felt that there was needed a detailed plan

within Minnesota responsive to these summary documents submitted.

4 C3
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USOE Regional Representative responded, "What should happen is that
the State Plan should be put together after all information is received from all
Wailes. Get all information from local LEA's and than out of that information,
put it together and establish priorities. All local information cannot be put in
the State Plantoo much. The labor figures and demographic statistics in most
cases are obtained from larger areas (not be school districts), pooled together
from local sources and come up to the district and is there put together in a
State Plan."

This Council asked the Regional Office if the evaluation should address the
lower level of information ur address the State Plan.

USOE Regional Representative replied, "The Council has to evaluate whether
education is meeting the needs of all peoplegoing to have to filter back to local."

Connell asked how the Regional Office sees its evaluation responsibility and
ours (the Counial).

USOE Regional. Representative said their, "evaluation of programs really
comes only at time of acceptance of Planwe provide technical assistance, poit's
of problem areas, etc. Unit audits (HEW) and if they (HEW) find something
wrong then we (USOE Regional Office) make decisions to settle the audit. We
(Regional Office) do not officially supervise or evaluate to that point."

This Council expressed a desire to understand its role in reldtionship with that
of the Regional Office. It pointed out that it prepares a sign on statement, which
indicates the degree to which this Council is in agreement with the State Plan,
and an Evaluation Statement each fall. The State Board of Education reacts, but
in the view bf the Connell, as far as the Regional Office or USOE is concerned
there seems to be no concern about agreement.

The Council asked if they could interpret what the Regional Representatives
were soying literally to say that their only concern is to receive evidence of the
preparation of statements by the State Board and the Council.

The Regional Representative responded, "The only alternative the Council has
is to review the State Plan and, if input doesn't go in, then refuse to sign it ..."
This is a red flag device (to the Regional Office).

The Council pointed out that under its understanding of the law, the fact that
it has had an opportunity to express its opinions in making recommendations for
inclusion in the State Plan in itself meets the requirement of provision of PL
90-570. As a result, the Council is concerned that a refusal to sign on simply
because of a disagreement with the context of the planin response to the
specific requirement of the law that the councils acknowledge whether or not
they have been given an opportunity to be heardwould in fact be illegal.

USOE Regional Representative suggested, "There is a possibility that there
needs to be further legislation." a

T. What alternatives to an annual evaluation report would be more effective
than the present system? What actions have you taken to follow up recommenda-
tions not adopted? Please give details.

The effectiveness of the annual evaluation report and process real:, !linges
on the necessity for the administrative agency and the Advisory Council to
negotiate an agreement on differences of opinion expressed in tit annutIl
evaluation.

A partial answer to this question is reflected in our response to question No. (l
"To what extent have the recommendations contained in your Council's evalua-
tion report been implemented? Please give examples."

The current evaluation by this Council is such because the United States
Office of Education fails to assume its responsibility under the law to mandate
that the State agency comply with the provisions of PL 90-576. Most, if not
all objections expressed by this Council in its annual evaluation report, have
centered on areas where this Council perceives an overt decision by the State
administrative agency to ignore the intent, if not the concrete provisions, of the
law.

The asQumption by the United States Office of Education of its responsibility as
established under the law would make the evaluation process more functional
end effective. Beyond that, the Congress might, responsive to a sensitive State's
rights issue, provide in law that the governor of a State certify a review and
adjudication, if and when, an advisory council identifies a serious deficiency and
an inability to reach a reasonable agreement with the administrative agency.

1 Taken from the transcript of the October 4. 1973 meeting with the Evaluation Input
Committee of the Council and the Chicago Regional Office of USOE, 3:30 p.m., Council
office, St. Paul. Minn.
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Further, recognizing that in some instances governors may not wish to act
in such a judicial process, the Congress might provide, as an option to the
governors, for the establishment, of a third party arbitration board which could
be available to the governor, tl'e advisory council, and/or administrative agency
in the individual states in order to provides solution to deficiencies identified
through evaluation. Such a board might be membered by representatives of other
advisory councils, other adni ,trative agencies, and/or knowledgeable, but
disinterested third parties.

8. have you found that °Ler agencies (e.g. LEA's, public, private schools,
post-secondary institutions) desire to use the council as a resource? Please give
exampbs of services provided.

This Council has found, on numerous occasions, that its services have been
requested by local educations) agencies and/or other groups concerned with the
availability of educationalvocational services in Minnesota.

For example, in January of 1973, a group of parents of mentally retarded
citizens and/or non-governmental, non-profit agencies providing "Work Activity"
seiI;;;,-; for the mentally retarded were notified of a termination of vocational
education monies for ilia eopport of these work activity programs. Tt Council
was asked and attempted to serve as an "amicus curiae" between the parent
and agencies group, the Division of Vocational Education, the State Board of
Education, and the Governor's Office. Unfortunately, the interests of the parents
and agencies were not satisfied and the issue Is currently before the United
States Federal District Court in St. Paul, Minnesota.

Individual local agencies have contacted and discussed with this Council
eracerns about specific commitments of the annual state plan for vocational

nation and/or rules and regulations which impose upon school districts, as a
condition of receiving Federal or State monies, conditions which seemingly con-
tradict the local LEA's eds and/or the needs of the citizens. Such State require-
ments have included complaints about criteria for curriculum, which retect a
metropolitan union-oriented work force (apprentice-oriented) demand for rural
areas where the extension of unions or' minimum standards imposed on an uz-an
metropolitan center seem unnecessary or impractical.

Another example was the contradiction between a State over supply of acme
professions in certain areas (practical nurses) as an obstacle for local program
approval in an area where a severe shortage and need for practical nurses is
compounded by the inability to attract to that area persons with those skills.

This Council has also been used by the Minnesota Legislature aria third party
interpreter of needs of vocational education during the 1973 regular session of
the Legislature. For instance, this Council served as an influence to get an addi-
tional four million dollars appropriated for vocational education based on calling
attention to the disparities between the funds to be appropriated in final bill
being considered by the Legislature, and the Governor's recommended budget
for vocational institutions and non - vocational institutes.

9. Is your council ab/e to function as the independent and autonomous agency
the law and regulations require? Are there practices in your State that impede
this?

Current Minnesota Statutes constrain the activity of the Council only to the
extent of the limitations placed on the ability of the Council to reimburse mem-
bers for exnenses. Specifically, as an example, since most members of the Council
are employed, there is a great benefit in having meetings at the lunch hour when
individuals are available to get away from work for Council activity. Current
Minnesota rules, regulations, and laws prohibit the reimbursement of individuals
for luncheons unless such individuals are required to stay over night in an out-
of-town setting.

10. Are there problems in your State with the definitions provided in section
108? If so, what changes should be made, and why?

No.
11. To what extent does the State board use private vocational training insti-

tutions? Please give data year by year.
The position of the state administrative agency is :
"The State Board does not individually contract with private vocational train-

ing institutions. Individual districts conducting vocational-technical training
classes are allowed .o contract with private institutions. Where economics and
quality programming can be obtained through private institutions, the local
districts are encouraged to participate. Because this is a local decision, the
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private institutional activity dnea not appear in the federal reports. In those
programs where the Division has bad a more direct involvement, such as MDTA,
private contracting has been more pronounced."

This Council, in order to respond to this question, asked the Minnesota Asso-
elation of Private Trade Schools to record their experience level. The following
tables suggest their responses, which also provides a comparison 0 private
vocational program us by vocational education, vocational rehabilitation, man-
power development training, and other related programs :

USE OF PRIVATE TRADE SCHOOLS BY STATE ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES GROUTS CONTRACTING WITH PRIVATE
TRADE SCHOOLS

All school total
Vocational

education I YR MDT Other

1119 13 15 101

1971
10 15 40
12 15 4

1173
1972 47

47
22
14

47
24

Grand total V :Meets 170 176 306

Through local education wades 03 Stets contracts.
3 Some school responses Indicated totals that were not distributed by year.

12. Meat has been the allocation of resources, in total dollars and in per-
centage of all vocational education dollars spent in your state, for each of the
purposes under Section 122 for each of the last Ave years?

Federal Percent
State and

locals 3 Portent

FISCAL YEAR 1972
Total $8, 957,139 347, 461,176

1. Secondary
2. Postseconiery.
3. Adult .
4. 0) Dissthal*Intsd ..... - - - - - .................... -- - -

712,044
1,721,466

270 515
1,244,347

8.0
19.0
3.0

14.0

11,486,201
24,161,213
3.401, 940

551,519

24.0
51.0
7.0
1.0

(b) Handicapped 740, 218 8.0 147, 474 .3
5. Construction 2, 526, 262 28.0 2, 526, 262 5.0
6. Guidance and counseling ..... . ...... ..., . . .. ., 135, 326 2.0 676,137 1.0
7. Counseling instruction 0 0 0 0
8. Ancillary service 2.144, 772 24.0 4.098, 474 9.0

FISCAL YEAR 1971
Tctal 7,391, 314 40, 383, 975

1. 94.942 1.0 8, 938, 642 22.0Wocaorzdaty
2. ............ - ..................... 2,149,003 27.0 22, 174, 220 56.0
3. Adult 172, 968 2.0 2, 573, 417 6.0
4. a? Disadvantaged 1, 123, 142 14.0 Zit 718 1.0

.. .......... ........... ..... ..... 582,190 7.0 40.796 .1
S. ..... .............. - 1, 970, 000 25.0 1, 970, 000 5.0
6. Guidance and counseling ........... . .. 45, 363 .6 17, 445 . 04
7. Counseling instruchon - - -- - 0 0 0 0
8. Ancillary service .... 1, 394, 939 18.0 4, 092, 240 10.0

FISCAL YEAR 1970
Total 6.367, 259 31, 295.892

1. Secondary 354, 903 6.0 6, 556,111 21.0
2. Postsecondary 1.361, 394 21.0 13,685.787 44.0
3. Adult 91,933 1.0 2, 053, 493 7.0
4. (a) Disadvantaged ....... ...... . .., 647,917 II. 0 577,625 2 0, . ., .. .

b) HandiiraPPI/ : : : : : : : : ..-- 555.876 9.0 301,985 1.0. _ . _

5. nstruction ................ , 1, 905, 262 30.0 1.905, 262 6.0
6. Guidance and Counseling ..... .. -,.., -- - ., - ..... . : - , - 269. 341 4.0 260.341 1.0.-:.:- .

7. Counseling instruction ........ ......... ,,,,., ...... -...., .,-,,,. 0 0 0 0
8. Ancillary s e ry i ce . . . . , . -:-:. . . ; : : . .. _ . 288.952 5.0 2, 437. 813 8.0

Figures do not include non-matched local funds.

Tote. At the Ume of the preparation of this testimony, break-down figurss fog 6scal year 1969 were not available.
fiscal year 1969 figures were not divided into section 122 categories,



13. Are there problems with the definitions of post-secondary education, adult
education, or other terms in your State? If so, how should they be changed, and
why?

No.
14. Are the definitions of handicapped and disadvantaged used in your State

adequate? If not. how should they be changed. and why?
Based on this Council's experience, the problem does not seem to center on

the definition of the handicapped and disadvantaged. The basic issue would
stem to he the extent of the ethical, legal, as well as monetary, responsibility
to serve this class of citizen.

The administrative agency's answer to this question is :
"Yes. The State of Minnesota used the grid developed by the U.S. Office of

Education in i lermining disadvantaged. We use the same criteria as Special
Education in identifying handicaMed. However, the person is not disadvantaged
or handicapped unless he/she cannot compete In regular vocational education
and needs supportive help or a special program."

The Division of Vocational Rehabilitation, although it has no definition for
the disadvantaged, did submit the following definition for handicapped:

"(1) Any individual who has a physical or mental disability and a substan-
tial handicap to employment which is of such a nature that vocational rehabill-
tatio' services may reasonably be expected to render him fit to engage In a
gainful occupation including a gainful occupation which Is more consistent with
his capacities and abilities.

"(2) Any individual who has a physical or mental disability and a substan-
tial handicap to employment for whom vocational rehabilitation services are
necessary for the purpose of extended evaluation to determine rehabilitation
Potential."

The Department of Manpower Services has submitted the following definitions:
"A disadvantaged individual, for Manpower Program purposes, Is a poor

person who does not have suitalde employment and who Is either (1) a school
dropout, (2) a member of a minority, (3) under 22 years of age, (4) 45 years of
age or over, or (5) handicapped.

"Although some sort of basic definition is undoubtedly required to provide
guidelines, we do have objections to this definition.

"Our main objection of the definition is that it does not allow sufficient flexi-
bility to permit inclusion Of persons who of right should be considered disad-
vantaged so that they may be aided by Manpower programs. Many of these
persons are technically not eligible within the definition. We feel that this
objection could be overcome by building a waiver system into the criteria for
selection. This would allow related factors to temper the strict limits of the
definition. Such Rena, as the existence of substantial debts, lack of financial
reserves, prospects for employment, etc., conk' then be considered In determining
disadvantaged status."

All applicants of the Manpower Program are identified as "handicapped" who :
"(1) Have a condition which is included In a list of 66 specific disabilities.
"(2) Have a service-connected disability rated 10 percent or more by the

Veterans Administration or which Resulted in Retirement from the Service.
"(3) Have any other physical. mental, or emotional disability which :
"(a) Requires the applicant to modify or change his occupation.
"(b) Makes it difficult for the applicant to get employer acceptance for suit-

able work.
"(c) Requires special consideration to prevent the applicant from undertaking

work likely to aggravate the disability; or cause him to jeopardize the health
or safety of others.

"(d ) Restricts the opportunities of an experienced handicapped applicant for
entering industry. trade. or profession.

"(el Indicates that the handicapped job seeker ,'an improve his employability
through the use of the adjustment service of another agency.

"This definition appears to be very adequate and much more usable than
others currently in use. Many definitions are very vague or subjective. In their
effort to achieve brevity they have lost the specific guidelines which are neces-
sary if there is to be uniform identification. These guidelines are espeelolly
Important to aQsure that all uho might benefit from services available are iden-
tified and considered for them.
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"Definitions such as 'Disability' means a mental or physical condition which
constitutes a handicap are not only subjective but vague. Statements of this type
may be acceptable for general discussion purposes: however, they do not provide
sufficient information for making uniform identification and statistical reports
of agency activities."

Lastly, the definition according to Minnesota Statute 120.03 is as follows :
"Subdivision 1. Every child who is deaf, hard of hearing, blind, partially see-

ing, crippled or who has defective speech or who is otherwise physically im
paired in body or limb so that he needs special instruction and services, but who
is educable, as determined by the standards of the state board is a handicapped
child.

"Subdivision 2. Every child who is mentally retarded in such degree that he
needs special instruction and services. but who hi educable as determined by the
standards of the state board, is a handicapped child.

"Subdivision 3. Every child who by reason of an motional disturbance or a
special behavior problem needs special instruction and services but who is edu-
cable, as determined by the standards of the state board is a handicapped child.

"Subdivision 4. Every child who is mentally retarded in such degree that he
requires special training and services and who is trainable as defined by stand-
ards of the state board is a trainable handicapped child."

15. Are 10 percent for handicapped and 15 percent for disadvantaged adequate
in relation to need? Please document.

The answer from the administrative agency la:
"It is Impossible to document such a need. I am sore studies will show that

a large number of high school students ate deficient in math and communications
skills whie4 would be a detriment for a student to succeed in regular vocational
education. However, there is no way for to to know that they are special needs
students until they enroll in a vocational education coarse."

From the standpoint of this Council. the deficiency in the planning process to
provide a clear -cut definition of the need for services by all categories of indi-
viduals seeking vocational education makes it imposaiule to document that the act
asides are not adequate, other than by individual requests for service heard by
this Council from groups representing the handicapped and disadvantaged which
go unanswered. The extent of the severity of this problem is already reflected
in a class action suit in U.S. Federal District Court, St. Paul. Minnesota.

16. Are the set-asides used as maximunellocations rather than minimums
In your State?

For all practical purposes. the set-aside of funding monies represent a maximum
effort by the state rather than a minimum effort. This Council would call your
attention to the expenditure ratios of federal versus state and local dollars in the
charts responsive to Question No. 12. Pages 13 and 14.

17. Is there maintenance of local effort in programs for the handicapped and
disadvantaged?

The statistical response to this question provided this Council by the state
administrative agency is as follows:

"Yes. I-ast year with the expenditure of $2.153290 of special needs monicz,
$3.506,897 was generated by state and local funds."

This Council. however, has had called to its attention examples where the
depletion of federal funding for programs of the handicapped have resulted in
their termination. In addition, review of the statistical charts reflecting the ex-
penditures of vocational education monies in the past five years, as provided by
PL 90-576. gives evidence as to the affective maintenance of local effort in pro-
grams such as those of the handicapped and disadvantaged versus other program
areas where t, focal and state support is equivalent to 75 percent of the pro-
gram doilfas spent. (See charts responsive to Question No. 12, Pages 13 and 14.1

18. What would it take to meet the vocational education needs of the handl-
canned and disadvantaged in your State?

The State of Minnesota, in a deposition filed in Federal District Court re-
sponsive to a citizen's suit demanding training services for handicapped people.
has responded to Paragraph Si r of the Complaint. dated May 2. 1973. -The class
so defined as to Donnelly may number as many as 3.000 citizens, and as to Bakken,
as mans: as 1R00 citizens. The precise number is within the knowledge of de-
fendants and its formulati n must await discovery and hearing." by citing in their

of ^11 Defendants. dated \for 2:1,1973. the fallowing :
"Allege that they are without knowledge or information sufficient to form a

belief as to the truth of Paragraph Six of the Complaint. except deny that the

4-C
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precise number of members of the alleged classes is within the knowledge of
defendants."

The direct response *..o this question by the state administrative agency for the
purpose of this Congressional Oversight Report is:

"I am convinced -hat doubling the set-aside funds would still not take care of
tae needs. Our greatest need is in the area of inservice to regular vocational educa-
tion instructors so that they will address themselves to the individual needs of
all students. When this is complete, there will no longer be a need for special
needs money."

19. Is consultation with the advisory council adequate? What changes should
be made?

Generally speaking, the answer to this question is no. From the view of an
aevisory council, the problem stems from the interpretation of the language of
the law by the state administrative agency. Even the opportunity for a Council
to participate in a series of meeting for the purposes of discussing the state plan
is of little value if, after all discussion, all recommendations and requests of the
Council are rejected or ignored. (See response to Question No. 6.)

The answer to the question of what changes should be made is contingent on the
Congressional desire to provide "muscle" for an advisory council's participation in
the planning process. This question can only be answered by further determina-
tion of Congressional intent as suggested by the term "advisory council" and the
language of PI, 90-576.

20. Does the public hearing make a substantive contribution to the planning
process? What changes would you sugrest and why?

No. The conditions of administrative procedures established by Minnesota
rtatutes, the current practice in relationship to the timing of the preparation and
submission of the state plan to the United States Office of Education, and in the
sheer volume and complexity of the planwhich is normally subjected to an
annual hearing of less than one-half of a working day provide, at the most,
suggestions for consideration in the preparation of state plans for the ensuing,
but not that planning period.

Changes that might improve the public participation in the preparation of the
state plan would include a mandate that each state plan be prepared as the result
of the submission by each local education agency of a service demand and pro-
gram budget cost proposal. Perhaps each of these local plans should be an ap-
pendix exhibit to the state plan and with the requirement of adequate local
bearings prior to a local education agency's adoption and submission of such voca-
tional technical service plans. (See 1973 Public Report.)

21. What effect do the regulations, guidelines, and management practices of
rsoE and the regional offices have en the planning process in your state? If
there are problems, please give examples.

The affect of USOE requirements on planning would seem to contradict the
concept of people needs assessments. This is suggested in the state administra-
tiv agency's answer :

-There is no question in our minds that the Plan information is inadequate
for an accurate judgment in regard to the goals and priorities established within
the plan. The Plan is also totally inadequate in communicating the accomplish-
ments of vocational-technical education services to the state. The lack of specific
documentation and detailed informtion is by intent. The Plan is prepared to the
precise guidelines defined by the U.S. Office of Education. It is our aspiration to
provide the U.S. Office of Education with sufficient information to obtain their
approval of the State Plan." (See response to Question No. 6.)

"". Do OE requirements result in an understatement of the needs and of the
reeources that would be required to meet those needs?

This Council's response to the question is yes. That is an understatement.
This is admitted by the state administrative agency.

"The law would imply that it is implicit that the state identify all possible
vocational-technical education needs. However, to do so would expend consider-
able effc.rt in identification without resources available to meet the needs. There-
fore. the ectual policy has been to allow the states to conduct planning within

coal estimate of available resources. Thus, the result is in fact an understate-
ment of the need..hnt yet one that is practical and usable."

ne. Is the planning process inhibited by a lack of adequate data?
The strife Administrative agency's response to this question is:
"The statement that inadequate data exists for planning is genertilly a di-

versionary tactic in the planning process. Those opposing the plans will request

409
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an increased amount of data and, when confronted with it, would probably not
change their position. An enorraons amount of data is presently available to
educators. However, most are reluctant to expend the energy to pursue the data
for their decision-making. Tradition and fear of change are more inhibiting to
the planning process than available data. These statements are less true in long
range planning. No agency or individual has yet devised a crystal ball that is
accurate in predicting manpower supply and demand. However, the estimators
devised for the Division have thus far been successful."

This Council has experienced cUllicultzr with data, as presented in the annual
state plan, because it does not accurately reflect the real needs of groups of
citizens. By virtue of demographic grouping into population units too large to
provide relevant data, our Council is concerned that the State Plan does not
adequately reflect the real needs.

24. What forward funding procedures would permit federal dollars to be used
most efficiently?

The Congressional enactment of the Tyc 'lap Amendment, providing authority
for the carry-over of one decal year of unspent monies, has perhaps been the
most effective tool for efficient use of feleral dellars. The normal funding process
by the United States Congress, which sees the finalization of appropriations de-
layed well into the fiscal year for which funding is being established necessi-
tates the Tydings provision. Recognizing the limit placed on the ability of the
United States Congress to appropriate too far in advance, it is still the view of
this .Council that the final appropriation and notification to the states should
he no later than six months prior to the start of any given fiscal year. (No later
than December 31,1974, for programs beginniug July 1. 1975.)

.Further, this Council would suggest thet a closer alignment of appropriation
patterns to the authorizations under law would also provide a general guidance
for states and local education agencies in responding to national public policy
and the commitment to serve our citisens. In states like Minnesota where voca-
tional services are being switched from a reimbursement to a current funding
bests, such forward funding commitments are essential.

25. Is data accessible to the advisory council to allow you to compare goals
as stated in the state plan with actual accomplishments? What changes are
necessary?

Tee and no. A statistical review of the performance of vocational education
In Minnesota suggests a fine record in accomplishing the goals stated in each
annual state plan. This does not satisfy questions that this Council has ai: to the
validity of establishing state goals as they relate to the specific needs of the
people. The issue remains whether state plan goals are presented to assure a
good achievement record and whether they are sensitive to the needs of our
state.

28. In your State, what type of consideration is given to parts A, B, C. and DI
The state administrative agency's response to this question is:
"Regular Part B funds are used predominantly for postsecondary vocational-

technical education. All students in the state nave access to these institutions
and. therefore, the state constitutes a single region. Matching fund formulas
within a state such as Minnesota is more costly in accounting than in providing
the intent of the legislation. Also, the foundation aid formula in the elementary/
secondary schools presently exceeds 75 percent, which negates the ability to pay
factor in relation to the level of federal funding.

"The concept of local manpower requirements is almost a folly when related
to over 430 school districts. The state has two very generalizable economic
areas its metropolitan industrialized area and IN outatate rural communities.
Considerable data is drawn by the state educational systems in attempts tc
identify manpower needs. These efforts have been somewhat meager, but sufficient
to nmvide a sound planning base within the vocational - technical systems.

"Similarly, the excess cost of providing vocational-technical education is diffi-
cult to gather with accuracy. Considerable research has been conducted in this
area: and it has shown that. with the low level of federal funding. to necerntely
reflect its impact would cost more than the amount provided by the federal
government. it is anticipated that estimators may be developed in this area that
will provide for adeounte consideration."

This Council has had a continuing concern over the application of demographic
data as a means of documenting varying factors. This concern by the Council
Is suzgested by the state administrative agency's response.

Ae our Council pointed out in its 1972 Evaluation Statement. "The demo-
eranhic data cot tamed in Table TT. Part IT of the Str.te Plan does not reflect the
nature of need. The summarization of the information presented Is misleading in
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that it does not reflect the range that exists using smaller geographic units."
Our Council has held and expressed similar concerns in 1973, not only in the
context of Table II, but in Table III also.

27. Is there a problem of demographic data not accurately reflecting need?
If so, please give examples.

Yes. (See response to the preceding question.)
28. Are there instances in your state where LEA's were constrained in estab-

lishing needed vocational education programs because the state required them
to raise funds that the LEA could not in fact raise? Please give details.

This Council has almost annually received expressions of inquiry and concern
from local education agencies centering on this question. Indicative of the
problem is the following quotation from a LEA:

"Yes; the policy of full funding for special needs programs was helpful. How-
Aver, the practice of decreasing the rate of reimbursement each year to a point
where the rate is below that for regular programs has caused this school system
to shy away' from these opportunities. Also, the proposal for current funding
will preclude initiation of new programs at the post-secondary level in fiscal
year 1975; because we are locked into the previous year's funding pattern which
depends in part on reimbursement for program expansion."

29. Are the minimum personnel requirements in your state realistic? What
changes should be made, and why?

This Council has had some concern about the character of minimum personnel
requirements as defined in the State Plans. With an over supply of educators
with graduate degrees and/or pressures from institutions producing teachers
to provide mote jobs for baccalaureate educators, there has been a tendency to
demand higher and higher degree credentials in such standards.

Further, as one LEA has indicated
"State-wide formulae for staffing fall to recognise differences in requirements

of old versus new buildings (custodial), downtown versus out-of-town locations
(administrative-control), large versus small systems in purchasing, staffing
(clerical), etc."

80. Do vocational education planners receive adequate data from the employ-
ment services? Are there obstacles to cooperation? Please give examples.

The state administrative agency's view of the information received from state
emplelquent is:

"Within the specifics required in the State Plan, employment service data is
not utilized. in general it Is not available, and what data is available is generally
inadequate and invalid. The employment service is not sufficiently staffed to meet
its obligation in reporting this data to the Department of Education. Their long
range projections within gross categories of employment are utilised and have
proven to be excellent indicators. Specific employment area projections are gen-
erated by the Division of Vocational-Technical Education. Such data is annually
reviewed with favorable comment by the Department of Manpower Services."

From the view of two local agency educators, the following comments have
been received :

"Employment service data are as complete as they can make it. However,
several large companies handle their own employment, as do most of the unions.
This is more typical in the large urban area than out-of-state."

"To some extent, information available from the employment service is very
useful. The current employment status does give some analysis of the current
employment market ; however, their &C.: lacks quantitative and qualitative
information on programs for the preparation of workers. I would think business
and industry could be better utilized in forecasting employment needs if they
were more willing to share this information with vocational institutions.

"Any obstacle that inhibits cooperation win probably be a result of agencies
identity and ego rather than the unwillingness to share. For example. the employ-
ment services are willing to share their job vacancy information more readily
if they receive the credit for placement."

This Council has discussed the rellabi !Hy of information on employment trends
as the basis for long range planning to meet job market demands. The requests
received by the employment services at any given point hi time do not necessarily
anticipate labor-supply demand for one, two, three, or four years hence, which
this Council understands are the basis for job market demand information.

The Council he also been alerted to 1 he tendency by industries to look at the
projected labor needs information as confidential, with a fear that any revels-
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floor of this information, even to affect better delivery of its training services.
will result in a potential danger.

JCL What obstacles stand in the way of 000peration among agencies in the area
of iteonomic development? What changes should be made?

This question represents an expansion of the preceding question. Generally
speaking, in Minnesota the agency responsible for promoting economic develop-
ment both at the state and local level have relied very heavily on the training
renters and vocational schools in Minnesota as a tool for attracting and/or
expanding business. Such cooperation need only be perpetuated.

32, Whet are the federal, state, and local dollar expenditures for vocational
education in each of the last five years?

(Beier to the statistical breakdown of expenditures in Question No. 2, "What
are all the Federal. State, and Local Dollar expenditures for Vocational Educa-
tion in each of the last five years?"

'apolat.ng fro the last five years, how long will it be before your
state can furnish vocational education to all persons in all communities of the
state?

The administrative agency's view of this question is :
This statement would imply that all persons need vocational-technical educa-

tion At the present time, we believe we are unable to serve all individuals who
request vocational-technical education. This is particularly pronounced in the
post-secondary programs. An extrapolation of our expansion over the last five
years would find us able to serve the present level of request by 1980. However,
such an extrapolation would not be an intelligent one in view of the present
financial status of the state and federal governments. Also, once the persons
requiting service are served, there are undoubtedly many who could benefit but
will never make a request"

This Council% view is that there is a contradiction when an administrative
agency, constrained by practical budgetary considerations, is asked to do a
market slaty which will accurately define what is needed and how much it will
cost to provide educational services "to all persons in all communities of the
state". There is a need the Congress to address itself to this problem and
give emphasis. to the extent it desires, to see that state plans for vocational
education represent a true statement of needs, both in terms of dollarai and
programs versus the state plan as a fiscal voucher describing a demand approxi-
mating federie dollars which will be available.

It mifeat be added that attainment of the pinitical commitment of PL 90-576
stn provide vocational education for all Americans) will be possible only when
t clearer definition is given to the cost of meeting the public policy, a cost which
is now nor reflected in the annual state plans for vocational education.

54. After two years of experimenting with a new Table III, are you satisfied
with the way it is used by the State Board and with the review and approval
process of rsoE? If not, what changes would yon recommend, and why?

No. This Council is convinced that, as stated in its 197$ Evaluation Statement :
"The projections of enrollment contained in Table III do not address the Nsue

of equitable distribution across the state in accordance with the distribution of
the needs of the population.

"There is no discernable linkage between the ga:d s oescribed iu Table III and
the needs identified in Tables I and IL"

Set .sponse to On..etion No. 6.
1,:zed.-Al is a clarification by the Congress of its desire, as a mandate to tle

united States Office of Education, to receive data accurately which would docu-
ment the specifics responsive te such groups as the handicapped and disadvan-
taged and existing cost, etc.

If the use of a Table III approach is to be continued, it would be suggested that
the program activities be presented against a comparative statement of demand.

85 Has this provision resulted in the exclusion of the mentally retarded, educe-
onally disadvantaged. or the handicapped from programs? Please give specific

examples.
The nye of federal definition of minimum set asides for the handicapped his

resulted in a justification by the state for limiting its maximum to that minimally
funded by federal dollars.

afi How effective has the review and approval role of USOE been? If there
have been problems. please give examples.

From the viewpoint of this Council, not at all. See the response to Question
No. 6.
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37. In cases in which the State Board has declined to implement recommenda-
tions of your Council, without adequate documentations, has th. Commissioner of
education adjudicated the matter? In such an event, was the adjudication to
your satisfaction?

No.
38. Has any local agency found it necessary to request a review? Please give

details.
Yes. The following is an answer from a LEA in response to this question:
"Yes; frequently the perceived needs in inner city schools do not correspond

with programs developed on a state-wide basis by state staff. This applies also to
certification requirements which do not discriminate between those who can and
those who cannot teach in an inner-city setting."

39. Are exemplary programs directed at the needs of your state; What changes
would you recommend, and why?

The administrative agency's view of its approach to exemplary program.
monies is

"The priorities for research and exemplary expenditures are established by a
state-wide committee. The areas of need are prioritized by the committee and
project funding made in line with areas of highest priority. The system is efficient
and, in our opinion, one of the more objective approaches to the distribution of
research and exemplary funds. The Council is represented on our committee."

This Council has on occasion raised the question as to whether or not that
completion of an exemplary program, in itself, represents effective use of vblic
dollars unless such programs are not expanded and perpetuated into the normal
main stream of operational activity.

40. Is there an adequate system for the dissemination of the findings of re-
search and exemplary programs is your state?

The administrative agency states:
"Through the efforts of t :le Research Coordinating Unit, Research and exem-

plary results bare been dist -Ibuted quite comprehensively. Of greater importance
is the need for follow throng; in providing assistance in implementing and utiliz-
ing the findings. Neither the Division nor the Research Coordinating Unit is
sufficiently staffed to make this poegible."

41. Does the board of education offer financial or other incentives to local
school dintricts to implement programs which have proved successful as exem-
plary projects?

The administrative agency suggests:
"There has not been a consistent incentive policy in utilizing project results.

In several instances, however, particularly in the areas of disadvantaged and
handicapped, financial incentives have been offered to encourage schools to
implement proven programs."

From the view of LEA's, one responds:
"If you refer to the State Board of Education, I would say no, in that exem-

plary projects by their nai-we have been successful because they have had fund-
ing support. The State Board would assume that if they are successful, then
schools would automatically allocate funds for a similar project and outside
funding would no longer be necessary.

"The Local Board of Education, particularly those that have a strong com-
mitment or an advocate in the structure for vocational education, usually utilize
exemplary projects. Examples : Our own district has develcpcd concepts such
as alternative learning prof/rams and a career center as a result of seeing
similar activities prove successful elsewhere. The financial support for these
activities have the same good fortune that we have had with local support for
vocational education."

Another LEA responds:
"Yes. Programs piloted in the cities generally transplant well to any setting.

Work Experience Career Explorations Program is one example. However, in
order to generate the funds for replication of the Work Experience Career
Exploration Program in suburban and out-of-state districts, the rate of reim-
bursement for WECEP has been cut from 80% to 33% below the support provided
in a core city. Conversely, programs piloted in out-of -state districts do net func-
tion well financially or In programs in large urban areas which brings ns back
to the question, 'Are there instances in your State where LEA's were con-
strained in establishing needed vocational education programs because the State
required them to raise funds that the LEA could not in fact raise?"
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42. With the decline of Job Corps, is there now a need for residential programs
in your state? Please give examples.

The Minnesota Department of Employment Services, which has had the opera-
tional responsibility for providing and identifying persons to serve in the Job
Corps, reflects the relationship of the Job Corps activity and the need forresidential programs as follows:

"With the decline of Job Corps leaves a false impression of the true state of
Job Corps in Minnesota.

"One of Job Corps' most valuable accomplishments is its remedial education
system. This system is a learner-centered self-paced educational process which is
integrated with vocational training resulting in a flexible and meaningful ex-
perience for the corps member. It is capable of dealing with beginning readers onup through all levels of reading.

"Its vocational training has improved yearly. Many of the vocational courses
are taught by union craftsmen. Upon compleiluu of such courses, corpsmembers,
if willing to relocate, are practically assured apprenticeship placement.

"Job Corps' uniqueness is its residential feature which provides a new atmos-
phere in which to learn and progress. In many cases, the residential feature wasthe number one need of the enrollees.

"With cutbacks in other manpower training programs, there are less opportuni-
ties for youth. Many of the Minnesota applicants are those who have been unableto enroll in other programsthe creaming process.

"Enrollinent activity in Minnesota during the first half of FY '74 has doubled
from the first half of FY '73.

"Placement of Job Corps returnees has increased steadily over the past several
years. For the first quarter of FY '74, 93 percent of all returnees nationally were
placed-72 percent in jobs. In Minnesota in the last calendar year, 87 percent of
those completing Job Corps training were placed in jobs.

"The need for a residential program remains. Examples of 'kinds of applicant
needs not met by other training programs are : an applicant who has no home;
an applicant for whom it is deemed inappropriate or undesirable to have theyouth be kept in the home or community ; youth who lack transportation toother training programs ; and those youth who lack the minimum education toqualify for other training programs. Job Corps, as it is now, is meeting needs
of many of these youth.

"In terms of residential training programs, there is an unmet need among those
whose income does not fall below the poverty criteria. This unmet need could
easily be handled by Job Corps if its entry requirements as regards income wereliberalized."

The administrative agency states :
"There is possibly a need for a residential vocational- technical facility in theSte? of Minnesota. However, no substantive research has been conducted in

this area. The existing economic pressures are such that to pursue exploration in
this area would seem to be a potential disappointment."

This council has been, and is concerned, over the relationship of basic skills
such as the ability to use computational skills, to read, and to get along with
other individualsnecessary requisites to the specific responsibility of vocational
education to provide job skills. Too often there seems to be an assumption that
vocational education will serve as a "cure-all" to provide remedial services, as
well as marketable job skills. The Job Corns has served as one means of relieving
such pressures on vocational education by providing the supportive educationalservices that must pre-date or go hand-in-hand with job skill training.

43. How is the one-third mandated for the disadvantaged being used?
The administrative agency answers:
"The funds are being used for two types of programs, consumer and home-

making classes for low income adults and basic living classes for mentally re-
tarded adults. The consumer and homemaking classes served 5,000 adults and
about 500 mentally retarded were helped to become more self-sufficient in FY '73.

"These funds have been used primarily for adults because there isn't a tax
basis within most communities to fund educational programs for disadvantagedadults."

44 Have separate parts C through I helped or hindered the development of
vocational education in your state?

The administrative agency's view is:
"The mandatory set-asides have made considerable contribution. Most sig-

nificant contributions have been in the areas of research, exemplary programs,
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and work study. The consumer homemaking and cooperative education funds
have not made as much visible impact because these programs were soundly
established components of vocational-technical education in Minnesota prior to
the 1968 amendments. Therefore, they have been less visible. In all instances,
the level of funding has prevented the actual accomplishments intended by the
original legislation."

This Council believes that the categorical designations C through I have been
helpful and are necessary. It should be pointed out that federal participation
in vocational education programs in Minnesota traditionally, by virtue of specific
identification, has helped to promote services to people groups or in program
areas which would otherwise be totally ignored or receive only token
consideration.

45. Could some, or all, of those categories be effectively consolidated into a
single bloc grant for vocational education?

No, not until such time as there is adequate Implementation of the concept
of local planning to meet people needs. (See Question Xo. 26.)

46. Will there still be a need for State plans if there is consolidation? If so, do
present State plan requirements need strengthening?

It would seem that federal funds have served as an instrument to meet
unmet needs and/or as a catalyst for generating state and/or local support in
program areas. This Council is concerned that the current management struc-
ture in education in the State of Minnesota continues to give heavy emphasis,
particularly in secondary program areas and in the direction of nostsecondary
programs to the traditional academic predominance, when in fact, an accurate
reflection of the job needs suggests that less than 20 percent of our population will
pursue careers which require a baccalaureate or better degree. The requirement
of an "equal footing" for occupational versus academic education as suggested
by the concept of PL 92-318, Title X. B, reflects the need for a practical re-
direction of the current approach to education not only in Minnesota but in the
United States. Unless some other mechanism can be provided to safeguard and
assure the availability of occupational training programs responsive to individ-
ual needs, state plans will nPed to be perpetuated.

The concern of this Council is reflected in the administrative agency's
position :

"It is anticipated that a state plan would always be a necessity regardless
of the funding distribution method. At the present time the vocational-technical
program is predominantly state funded. and for the receipt of the state funds a
program budget is prepared on a biennial basis. The program budget is similar
in content to that of a state plan, with the exception of the administrative
procedures of Part I. Present state plan requirements are sufficiently strong
for the utilized purpose, which is justifying the need for federal funds and
portraying the state level objectives to he accomplished during the ensuing year.
Strengthening in this context would probably result in additional detail in the
plan that would be superfluous to the state or local level plan."

47. Do vocational education students in your State find jobs in the area of
their training?

EMPLOYMENT STATUS OF POSTSECONDARY VOCATIONAL SCHOOL CRAGUATES 1 YEAR AFTER GRADUATION

[In percent]

1972 1971 1970

Employedclosely related. ----------- ---- --- -----------------
Employed broadly related - -

Employed unrelated ------------- --------- - - -- --------------
Unavadable for employment .... .. ........ ........ .. .. ......
Unemployed ..

-

53,5 52 51

1&10. 7 7
O 19 16

12,5 14 19
6.0 e 7

Note: Data for 1973 is not available at this time.

48. Is this situation better now than it was in 1968?
Comparable figures for 1969 and 1968 do not exist for the above data, however,

the situation has remained relatively stable since 1968.
49. Are legislative changes needed related to coordination of training or job

openings?
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In the view of this Council, the provisions of PL 92-318 represent an evolu-
tionary refinement of the provisions of PI, 90-576. It is th:, position of this Council
that vocational education, or training for job competency, does not exist in isola-
tion. The failure of the United States Cake of Education to prepare rules and
regulations and to commit itself to the implementation of Title X, B, of PL 92-318
is an indication of the problem. The resulting failure of Congress to appropriate
monies to implement the 1972 law needs be re-examined. It is the view of this
Coancil that any revision in the existing public law regarding not only vocational
education, but all education, now and in the future, should promote the inter-
related relationship and attempt to refine federal commitment to a single educa-
tion delivery system responsive to the needs, interests, and abilities of the indi-
vidual citizen. ( See attached 1973 Public Report.)

50. How raany students were enrolled in vocational education in your State in
each of the last five years? How many were in secondary programs each year?
Post-secondary? Give a breakdown' of enrollments by program, by ethnic group
and by sex. What percentage of all secondary and post-secondary students did
vocational students represent each year?

Enrollments (End-of-year figures contained in the fiscal reports to the United
States Office of Education) :

Year

Percent attired
of all studentTotal (secondary Percent estimate available foand post Seconds!, of all high Post educetion eftssecondary) (9 to 12) school students secondary high mho

$72 131.216 110,084 38 21,130
1971 124, 959 104,837 20,122
1970 109,230 92,701 16,537
1969 92, 437 79,002 32 11 13, 435

1$

Secondery students enrolled in mimbumed prouams or courses.
3 Enrollment as of Oct 1 is traditionally 500 to 1,5N lom than ofi+89-tho-Yla7718um-
Note: 1973 figures were not available at the time of the preparation of this testimony.

ENROLLMENTS BY PROGRAM

Program 1973 1972 1971 r 1970 1969 3 1972

Agriculture:
Secondary program 4, 473 3,564 3, 377 15,017 3, 246 18,262
Post-secondary program 600 437 453 530 211 I8!Distributive education:
Secondary program 6, 217 5, 542 5, 312 6,230 2, 053 6, 894
Post-secondary program 1, 371 1, 613 1, 545 1, 448 227 1, 906Health:
Secondary mogram - 1.203 399 374 429 173 491Post- secondary program 2,016 1,703 1,638 1,432 832 2,687

Occupation preparation and home economics:
Secondary Proem m .............. - .. .. 3, 786 1, 701 1, 626 105, 486 442
Post-secondary program 824 434 408 57 106

Office:
Secondary program 6,140 5, 933 5, 653 5, 461 13, 937 7, 423
Post - secondary program- - -.. -- . 4, 558 3, 717 3, 581 2, 967 1, 591 3, 581Technical:
Secondary program 49 44 53
Post secondary program ......................... 2. 570 1, 761 1, 693 2,195 794 2, 269Trades and Industry:
Secondary program 7,267 4,765 4,562 3,794 1,442 6,246
Post - secondary program 6, 810 6, 513 6, 247 7,128 3,024 8,315

r Secondary figures in 1970 also includes enrollments in elementary programs.
3 This column of enrollment figures for 1972 indicate% the number of students in each respective program at the beginning

of the year and is reel ua rid to serve as a basis for car 2arison with the program completion figurs. The secondary programs
are all 2-year courses of study except agriculture which is a 4-year program.

Ethnic Composition in Post-Secondary Vocational Schools. (Figures reflect Oc-
tober 1 headcounts in the year noted. The 19'12 figures would thus be within FY
1973.)

4 16
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Pe/tent
American Spanish v..nority

Year Indian Black (Mental American Total enrollment

1973 - 135 79 17 91 322
1972 18: 99 28 125 440

1

2

Enrollment by See. (Figures reflect Incoming students in the year noted. The
1972 figures would thus be within FY 1973.)

Post-Secondary Secondary

Mats female Male Female

tra - - 7.179 11.551 66.273 98,064
li71 5,:w2 9,051

RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS REGABDING PL 92-318

1. What can you, as a state advisory council, do in your state to assist the state
commission as they fulfill the mandate given them in section 1056(b) (1) (D)?

Based on the composition of the Advisory Council, as required by the pro-
visions of PL 90-576, our Council does provide the perspective of a diversified
group of citizens, users of educational services, and represeestives of the edu-
cational system itself. Further, the experience of our Council since its inception in
1969 has focused on the need for equal balance in educational services between
occupational preparation and traditional academic, courses. Our Council is aware
of the obstacles faced in an efficient and affective vocational education training
program when basic skills of reading, writing, and arithmetic are not acquired by
individuals leaving the secondary school system. On the converse, our Council
experience suggests an understanding of the problem of the individual who
pursues an academic schooling through the secondary years only to arrive at
the entrance of a post-secondary program or adulthood, without an appreciation
of the broad range of opportunities that exist in our society for career pursuits.

2. Are you, as a state advisory council, prepared to accept a nonpartisan posture
insofar as the educational establishment is concerned in your relationship to the
state commission?

The Minnesota State Advisory Council sees itself as an advocate of total demand
for educational services to prepare them for the world of work. We have found
it necessary, by virtue of our assignment from the Congress, to consider not just
vocational education but all education, as evidenced by the 1973 Public Report
of this Council. (See attached exhibit.) In short, the Minnesota Council would
suggest that it is currently operating as a non-partisan influence on all education,
particularly concerned with acting as a stilnuins to the availability of programs
that respond to the individual citizen's needs, Interest , and abilities.

3. Do you see yourself as an advocate of vocational education or the division
of vocational education in this endeavor?

Faced w ith the alternatives of the two possibilities posed by this question, this'
Council serves as an advocate of vocational education rather than administrative
machinery. Further than this, however. our Council concern is for the availability
of training services, whether tney be in public, private, industrial, or other
occupation preparation centers, to meet people needs.

4. Is the eXpertIS2 of your council capable of providing across-the-board advice,
I.e.. grades K-16?

Yes. At this time. The record will show that in Minnesota this Council has in
fact addressed itself to all aspects of education as designated by the acronism of
K-16. See attached 1973 Public Report.

5. In making recommendations now, and possibly with the state commission,
does your council address itself to the interfacing of vocational/occupational
curricula with the total educational picture?

Yes. (See attached 1973 Public Report.)
If so. How?
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See attached 1973 Public Report.
If not do you anticipate changing your approach?
N/A.
Should, h fact, State Advisory Councils look at the total educational picture or

address themselves solely to vocational education?
It is the view, and has been the practice of this Council, to approach the total

educational picture in the realization that vocational education does not exist in
isolation. The ability of the individual student to acquire occupational skills in
vocational programs is contingent upon how well he is Prepared in basic human
skills in previous educational experience. Since the higher education systems
represent tile supply source for most administrators and many teachers of voca-
tional programs, whether in pre-employment and many teachers of vocational
programs, whether in pre-employment education or pre-requisite teacher training
during employment, they too are a significant factor.

6. In your opinion would it behanve Congress to rewrite the amendments of 1972
(Title X) and be more specific in their directives for educational reform to the
ESOE?

Yes. Particularly in the language of Title XII. There is a need to more closely
correlate the re.,ponsibilities under Title X with the structuring provided for
under Title XII.

7. 1)o you think that - fresh study of education and what it is doing by lay
people and professionals together is needed?

No. Education has been studied to death. What Is needed Is a "market demand"
approach to defining the specific service needs of our country and a consolidation
of a single plan to meet these needs. The continuous role of advisory councils, in
themselves, "lay people and professionals together" can and should provide all
the impetus necessary on a continuingbasis rather than an Ad Hoc study group.

8. Do you think a State commission charged with making a plan to make educa-
tion more relevant is a workahle idea?

Yes. See attached 1973 Public Report.
9. Is education capable of accepting, if necessary, extreme criticisms and digres-

sion from the status quo?
This is an unfair question in that the provisions of Title X of PI. 92-318 repre-

sent a significant re-direction and integration of education into a 'tinkle service
agency, rather than separate independent systems competing with each other.
All human beings resist change, and educators are human.

10. What can you as a Council do to aid your State commission in this endeavor?
See attached 1973 Public Report.
11. Would more staff or funds or both be required? If so, how much more staff

and funds would you require?
Our Minnesota Council has operated on a philosophy that the amount of dot-

lars made available by the Congress to support our activities is a natural gov-
ernor to the extent of our Council activity. Based on this philosophy, the answer
to these questions rests with the Congress and to the extent that it would wish
advisory council participation.

12. If the State commission is to make an independent evaluation of the status
quo. should it not he an independent agency?

The Stnte Commission should be an independent agency, not because its respon-
sibility is to measure the status quo as much as because it si ould apply expertise
to the measurement of educat,I :Ice& independent of the normal constraints
placed upon fh.,, management organization by virtue of currently available or
anticipated limitation on revenue. Unless this planning agency has the freedom
to objectively identify and price out optimum educational ReTVICA delivery,
neither the executive branches nor the legislative branches of federal and state
government will have an idea of how much money should be spent as the basis
for their decision of how much money can be spent.

13. If you think it should be independent, in face of the eternal struggle
between higher flue:, lion, secondary education, and vocational education, would
it be necessary for tie Federal guidelines to mandate the independence of the
State Commissionfrom these three groups?

Yes.
14. What can your advisory council do to facilitate this infusion of occupa-

tional education into all levels of education on parity with academic education?
See attached 1973 Public Report.
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15. In your opinion are the agencies and persons involved and mentioned in
A-K capable of providing the expertise necessary of the State commission?

In resyonse to this question, we would suggest the word "of", in the phrase,
"of the State Commission", be changed to the word "for". On this basis, the an-
swer would be yes. We would add alst, that the inclusion of persons with the
expertise suggested by categories A-K in the membership of the commission
would most assuredly make that commission better ahle to meet these charges
in the provisions of Title X.

16. Are additional categories necessary? If so, what?
No.
17. Could the U.S. Office of Education require as members the agencies listed

in A-K and stop there?
This Council's view is that any requirement suggested by the USOE establish-

ing membership on any state commission should be presented as a minimal
requirement and should permitas a state's rights issuethe option of each
state to t:upplenic= membership responsive to the political, social, economic, and
ethnic concerns of its state.

OFFICE MEMORANDUM

To: Allan Shapiro.
From: Mel Johnson.
Subject . Attached are the questions from the National Advisory Council on which

you requested commentary.
1. If funds were held over from year to year, whPwas this done?
Federal funds have been hrld over every year. It is fortunate that the amend-

ment allowing the carry-over of federal funds was passed. The delay ly Congress
in appropriating monies makes it nearly impossible to expend the funds within
an appropriation year. In most instances the appropriation has not been made
until at least half way through the nscal year. Not knowing the amount of money
to be received makes it impossible to conduct programs that will expend the
money in the .ast half of the fiscal year.

2. To what extent has your Council been consulted on vocational education
policy in the State beyond the writing of the State Plan? Please give examples.

Council activity has len more pronounced in areas not directly affecting voca-
tional-technical education ; therefore, the requests in regard to policy formation
on vocational-technical education have been infrequent. As major policy decisions
have been considered by the State Board and/or the Legislature, requests have
been made. One example was the area of tuition imposition in the area vocational-
technical institutes.

3. To what extent have the recommendations contained in your Council's
evaluation report been implemented? Please give examples.

The Council's evaluation . dorts have contained recommendations that have
not typically been directed at the conduction and implementation of vocational-
technical education. Council "ecommendations have been directed at Congres-
sional legislative activity and educational policy in general. The 1973 evaluation
report does include spoilt, commendations that are being carefully analyzed
for impler.cotation in the 1r.. state Plan.

4. To what extent does the ltate Board use private vocational training insti-
tutions? Please give data year by year.

The State Board does not individually contract with private vocational train-
it.g institutions. Individual districts conducting vocational-technical training
classes are allowed to contract with private institutions. Where economics and
quality programming can be obtained through private institutions, the local
districts are encouraged to participate. Because thi3 is a local decision, the pri-
vate institutional activity does not appear in the federal reports. In those pro-
grams where the Division has had a more direct involvement, such as 3IDTA,
private contracting has been more pronounced.

5. What effect Jo the regulations, guidelines, and management practices of
l'SOE and the regional offices have on the planning process in your State? If
there are problems, please give examples.

STATE OF MINNESOTA,
January 9, 1974.
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The U.S. Office of Education requirements for planning are excellent in theory.
However, there is a deficiency in practice. The planning requirements are based
on the anticipated receipt of federal dollars. Because there is literally no idea
of the level of federal funding during the planning period, the planning process
becomes unreal. The U.S. Office of Education requires that the State Plat! be
):tepared in a mode of anticipated (unknown) funding.

6. Do OE requirements result in an understatement of the needs and of the
resources that would be required to meet those needs?

The law would imply that it is implicit that the state identify all possible
vocational-technical education needs. However, to do so would expend consid-
erable effort in identification without resources available to meet the needs. There-
fere, the actual policy has been to allow the states to conduct planning within a
real estimate of available resources. Thus, the result is in fact an understatement
of the need, but yet one that is practical and usable.

7. Is the planning process inhibited by a lack of adequate data?
The statement that Inadequate data exists for planning is generally a diver-

sionary tactic in the planning process. Those opposing the plans will request an
increased amount of data and, when confronted with it, would probably not
change their position. An enormous amount of data is presently available to
educators. However. most are reluctant to expend the energy to peruse the data
for thir decision-making. Tradition end- fear of change are more inhibiting to
the planning process than available data. These statements are less true in long
range planning. No agency or Judi iidual has yet devised a crystal ball that is
accurate in predicting manpower supply and demand. However, the estimators
devised for the Division have thus far been successful,

8. What forward fundingerocedures would permit Federal dollars to be used
most efficiently?

In order to adequately plan for the expenditure of federal dollars, it would
he necessary to forward fund no later than March of the preceding fiscal year.

9. Is data accessible to the Advisory Council to allow you to compare goals
as stated in the State Plan with actual accomplishments? What changes are
necessary?

Every effort has been made by the Division of Vetutional-Technical Education
to provide the Council with accomplishment data. Few requests for such data
have been made. Ail requests have been responded to quickly and completely.

10. In your State, what type of consideration is given to Parts A. B, C. and D?
Regular Part B funds are used predominantly for post-secondary vocational-

technical education. All students in the state have access to these institutions
and, therefore, the state constitutes a single region. Matching fund formulas
within a state such an Minnesota is more costly in accounting than in providing
the intent of the legislation. Also, the foundation aid formula in the elementary/
secondary schools presently exceeds 75 percent, which negates the ability to pay
factor in relation to the level of federal funding.

The concept of local manpower requirements is almost a folly when related
to over 430 school districts. The State has two very generalizable economic
areasits metropolitan industrialized urea and its outstate rural communities.
Considerable data is drawn by the State educational systems in ,attempts to
identify manpower needs. These efforts have been somewhat meager, but suf-
ficient to provide a sound planning base within the vocational-technical syste-n.

Similarly. the excess cost of providing vocational-technical education is dif-
ficult to gather with accuracy. Cc.amiderable research :ma been conducted in this
area: and it has shown that, with the low level of Federal funding, to accurately
reflect its Impact, would cost more than the amount provided by the Federal
government It is anticipated that estimators may be developed in this area that
will provide for adequate consideration.

11. Is there a problem of demographic data not accurately reflecting need?
If so. please give examples.

This question can be perceived from two levels. Demographic data at the State
levet, as depicted in the State Plan, sufficiently provides for State level planning.
As is the case with most data, however, as one becomes concerned at the micro
level, validity begins to break down and is inzdeoate. Local districts, therefore,
most rely on the coordination of activity through a State agency.

12. Do vocational education planners receive adequate data from the employ-
ment services? Are there obstacles to cooperation? Please give examples.
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Within the specifies reenired in the State Plan, employment :,ervice data is
not utilized. In general it is not available, mid what data is available is generally
inadequate and invalid. The employment service is not sufficiently staffed to
meet its obligation in reporting this data to the Department of Education. Their
long range projections within gross categories of employment are utilized and
have pros en to be excellent indicators. Slasific engin)) men; area projections are
generated by the Division of 'ocational-Technical Education. Such data is
annually reviewed pith favorable comment by the Department of ':.lanpower
Services.

13. What obstacles stand in the way of cooperation among agencies in the area
of economic development? What changes should be etude?

At the present time there is all excellent relationship with the Department
of Economic Development. The Vocational-Technical Division. as w.11 as the
local districts, works cooperatively in encouraging the importation as well as the
expansion of business and industry in Minnesota.

14. Extrapolating from the last five years, how long will it he before your State
can furnish vocational education to "all persons in all communities of the
Stine"?

This statement would imply that all persons need vocations/technical educa-
tion. At the present time we believe we are unable to serve all individuals who
request vocational-technical education. This is particularly pronounced in the
post-secondary programs. An extrapolation of our expansion over the last five
years would find us able to serve the present level of request by 1990. However,
such an extrapolation would not be an intelligent one In view of the present
financial status of the State and Federal governments. Also, once the persons
requesting service are served, there are undoubtedly many who could benefit but
will never wake a request.

15. Are exemplary programs directed at the needs of your State? What changes
would you recommend, and wi.y?

The priorities for research and exemplary expenditures are established by a
state-wide committee. The areas of need are prioritized by the committee and
project funding wade in line with areas of highest priority. The system is
efficient and, in our opinion, one of the more objective approaches to the distribu-
tion of research uud exemplary funds. The Council is represented on the
committee.

1t1. Is there all adequate system for the dissemination of the findings of
research and exemplary programs in your State?

Through the efforts of the Research Co.vdimiting rnit, research and exemplary
results have been distributed quite comprehensively. Of greater importance is the
need for follow through in providing assistance in haplementing and utilizing the
findings. Neither the Division nor the Research Coordinating Unit Is sufficiently
staffed to make this possible.

17. Does the Board of Education offer financial or other incentives to local
school districts to implement programs which have proved successful as
exemplary projects?

There has not been a consistent incentive policy in utilizing project results. In
several instances, however, particularly in the areas of disadvantaged and
handicapped. financial Incentives have been offered to encourage schools to
implement proven programs.

IS. With the decline of Job Corps, is there now a need for residential programs
in your State? Please give examples.

There is possibly a need for a residential vocational-technical facility in the
State of Minnesota. However, no substantive research has been conducted in this
area. The existing economic pressures are such that to pursue exploration in this
area would seem to bell potential disappointment.

19. What specific changes resulted from the recommendations of the Council
on the State Plans submitted in 1971-1973?

Minnesota utilized an advisory committee long before the mandate from the
federal government for such a council. Therefore. significant historical change
is difficult to as,4ess. Since 19(19 the Minnesota Council has produced several
public reports and made numerous recommendations. most of which were directed
toward the total educational structure at the state and federal levels. The
majority of their recommendations have been directed at either the Congress or
the State Legislature. With little action being directed toward local or state
gol erne nee.
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20. Does the public hearing make a substantive contribution to the planning
pmeess? What changes would you suggest and why ?

The public hearing serves two important functions. First. it provides all
interested parties an opportunity to contribute or criticize the plans of the State
Board. There is probably no other process wherein the assurance of this oppor-
tunity could be made. Second. a public review of the plan Insures that all policies
are known, resulting In them being uniformly administered to all persons and
agencies.

21. Have separate parts C through I helped or hindered the development of
vocational education in your state?

The mandatory set-asides have made considerable contribution. Most signifi-
cant contributions have been in the areas of research, exemplary programs, and
work study. The consumer homemaking and cooperative education funds have not
made as much visible impact because these programs were soundly established
components of vocational-technical education in Minnesota prior to the 1968
Amendments. Therefore, they have been less visible. In all instances the level of
funding has prevented the actual accomplishments intended by the original
legislation.

22. Could some, or all, of those categories be effectively consolidated into a
single bloc grant for vocational education?

Any or all of the categories could be block-grant fanded providing the :natted
legislation gave the State Board for Vocational Education discretion to conduct
the activities. At one time it was suggested by the administration that all funds
be placed under Part B. which would be a consolidation, but could possibly pre-
vent the use of funds for programs such as research and work study.

:M. Will there still be a need for State Plans if there is consolidation? If so.
do present state plan requirements need strengthening?

It is anticipated that .a state plan would always be a necessity regardless
of the funding distribution method. At the present time the vocat,nal-technical
program is predominantly state funded, and for 'he receipt of the state funds
a program budget is prepared on a biennial basis. The program budget is similar
in content to that of a state plan, with the execption of the administrative proce-
dures of Part I. I'resent state plan requirements are sufficiently strong for the
utilized purpose, which is justifying the need for federal funds and portraying
the state level objectives to be accomplished during the ensuing year. Strengthen-
ing in this context would probably result in additional detail in the plan that
would be superfious to the state or local level plan.

MINNESOTA STATE ADVISORY COUNCIL FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATIOS.
Saint Paul, Miss.. December 12. 1973.

Commissioner HowAan CASMEY.
Secretary. Minnesota State Board of Education lt:ocational Education). Seventh

Floor Capitol Square Building, St. Paul. Minn.
DEAR COMMISSIONER: Federal Laws providing assistance to the states for the

propagation of vocational education technical programs. specifically Public Law
90-576. will expire during 1975.

In anticipation of Congressional action to amend. revise or extend the current
legislation, the United States Senate Labor and Public Works Committee. Sub-
committee of Education chaired by Senator l'ell of Rhode Island and the United
States House of Representatives Education Labor Committee. Subcommittee of
Education chaired by Congressman Perkins of Kentucky, has scheduled a series
of Oversight Hearings to be held in Washington, D.C. sometime after March 1.
1974. In additionit is our understanding that the Committees, either jointly
or independently plan to hold a series of Oversight Hearings throughout the
nation, Such a meeting will probably be held in Minnesota.

The Chairmen of both committees have specifically requested that State Ad-
visory Council for Vocational Education, along with the National Advisory
Council, prepare major testimony for presentation at the Oversight Hearings
both in Washington and in the field. This request, we have been told, is in
concert with the Congressional mandate of 1968 which calls for Advisory Councils
to provide a major source of data and recommendations affecting federal leg-
islation for vocational education.
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To facilitate the work of our 54 Advisory Councils and the National Council.
a series of basic questions have been drawn with a view towards profiling the
effect of the 1968 law. r.sese questions range from the specifics of exactly how
much money each state should have received, what each did receive In appropria-
tions. to judgmental questions concerning the USOE management practices
as a stimulus to or constrain upon providing het*:. educational services for the
people of this nation.

The purpose of this letter is to request your State Board's and the Division
of Technical Education's assistance in the preparation of our response to these
questions.

I am enclosing a list of these questions. Ton will note the specific statutory
identification 90-576 is listed along the left hand side.

Let me also share with you the time frame for our Council's activity. The
NOtiortl AdriOuL3 Council has asked that each of the states have the response
to the quc ions prepared and into its omee on or before March 1. 1974. This
means the Special Committee of our Council, chaired by Ralph Whiting. will
complete its work and activities in time to present to the February 14th meeting
of the entire council, its report and recommendations.

Let me add one other note. We recognize that a majority of the data and/or
judgemental information we are seeking from the department can best be drawn
from the expertise of th? Division.

Thank you again in advance for your help in this matter.
Sincerely yours.

Attachment. DOROTHY THOMPSoN. eisairmak
By --- --. Secretary.

QUESTIONS TOR THE CONSIDERATION OR STATE ADVISORY COUNCILS REGARDING THE

IMPACT OF THE VOCATIONAL EDUCATION AMENDMENTS OF 1968

grrtio of Psbhc Low 90-575 Questiox

102 What amount of Federal funds has your State
received in each of the last five years?

If the full amount authorized had been appropri-
ated. what amount would your State have re-
ceived in each of the last five years?

What amount of the Federal funds were actually
spent in each of the last five years?

If funds were held over from year to year, why was
this done?

To what extent has your Council been consulted on
vocational education policy in the State bovund
the writing of the State Plan? Please give ex-
amples.

lb) (1)(B) To what extent have the recommendations con-
tained in your Council's evaluation report been
implemented? Please give examples.

(11) To what extent does the State Board use private
vocational training institutions? please give data
year by year.

1"^ What has been the allocation of resources, in total
dollars and in percentage of all vocational edu-
cation dollars spent in your State, for each of
the purposes under Section 122 for each of the
last five years?

i CI (1) (3) Are 10% fu. luindicapped and 15% for disadvan-
taged adequate in relation to need? Please docu-
ment.

Are the aetasides used as maximum allocations
rather than minimums in your State?

Is there maintenance of local effort in programs for
the handicapped and disadvantaged?

What would it take to meet the vocational educa-
tion needs of the handicapped and disadvantaged
In your State?

42.2.
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Section of Public Lute 90. 376 QR.liens
3(a) (4) 11'lutt effect do the regulations. guidelines. and

management practices of USOE and the regional
offices have on the planning proe..a in your
State? If there are hirolilems. please give example...

lio OE requirements result in an understatement
of the needs and of the resources that mould be
required to meet those needs?

(5) Is the planning process inhibited by a lack of ade-
quate data?

What forward funding procedures oouid permit
Federal dollars to lw used most efficiently?

Is data accessible to the Advisory Council to alb
you to compare goals as stated in the State Plan
with actual accomalishments?

What changes are necessary?123 (6)_ In your State. what type of consideration is given
to Parts A, H. C. and I)?

Is there a problem of demographic data not neva
rately reflecting need. If so, please give exam-

(5)- l'o ,ccational education planners receive adequate
data from the employment services? Are there
obstacles to cooperation? Please give examples.

What obstacles stand in the way of cooperation
among agencies in the area of economic develop-
ment? What changes should be made?(11) What are all the Federal. State and local dollar
expenditures for vocational education in each of
the last five years? How did you airive at this
figure?

Extrapolating tom the last five years. how bong
will it 1w before your . :ate can furnish voca-
tional education to "all persons in all communi-
ties of the State"?

(C&D) See. 131-145 Are exemplary programs directed at the needs of
your State? What changes would you recommend,
and Irby?

Is there an adequate system for the dissenduatitm
of the findings of research and exemplary pro-
grams in your State?

Does the Board of Education offer financial or other
incentives to local school districts I a implement
Programs which have proved successful as ex-
emplary projects?

(E) See. 151-153 With the decline of Job Corps. Is there now a need
residential programs in your State? Please give
examples.

(F) Sec. 161 How is the one-third mandated for the (Maclean-
raged being used?

ADDITIONAL Q I T.ST ION A

Do vocational education students in your State thud jobs in the area of theirtraining?
Is this situat' better now than it was in 1968?
Are legislative changes needed related to coordination of training or jobopenings?
How many student» were enrolled in vocational education in your State in

each of the last fire years? How many here in secondary "4 hool programs each
year? Postsecondary? If pwsible. please also gave a breakdown of enrollmentsby program (e.g distributive education. agriculture), by ethnic group and by
sex.

What percentage of all secondary and postsecondary students did vocational
students represent each year?

How many vocational education teachers have taught in your State in eachof the last five Nears?

/1 3.-1 lir
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IINNE:SOTA STATE: ADVISORY COUNCIL.
FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION.

Saint Paul. Minn., December 17, 1973.

M :Nto

To: Robert VanTries. Assistant Commissioner for Vocational-Technical Educa-
tion.

From: Ralph Whiting.
On December 17. 1973, Dorothy Thor 1p.on wrote to Commissioner Casmey re-

garding our continuing action in prep ar.ation of testimony for congressional hear-
ings on PI, 9 -.776. Accompanying that letter was a listing of questions.

Attached you will find supplemental nestions which we would appreciate your
considering along with Commissioner C:aemey.

SUPPLEMEN I AL QUE;STIONS

123(a)(1) What specific changes resulted from the recommen-
dations of the Council on the State Plans sub-
mitted In 1971-1973.

(3 Does the public hearing make a substantive contribution to the plannilisg
process? What changes would you suggest and why?

GENERAL

Have separate. parts C through I helped or hindered the development of voca-
thane' education in your state?

Could some. or all. of those categori.s be effectively consolidated into a single
bloc grant for vocational education?

Will there still be a need for State Plans if there is consolidation? If so. do
present state plan requirements need strengthening?

MINNESOTA STATE ADVISORY COUNCIL
FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION.

Saint Paul, Minn.. January 3, 1974.

Me:sto
To: Jerry Enright.
From: Allan Shapiro.
Re Oversight Questions for the Department of Education.

Pursuant to Bob Votaries request for assistance on the Oversight questions
to be answered by the Department of Education, I started using the Department's
files and reports to extract the necessary Information. Mr. VanTries said I could
ask any one on the 5th floor for help. It was not expressly decided whether I was
to answer ail the questions or whether members of his staff would answer the
questions that pertained to their area of expertise. Since some of the questions
require an opinion or judgment, I will delegate the responsibility for answering
those questions to the appropriate Department employee.

I should complete the questions I will be answering by Monday and will meet
with Mel Johnson (who is out of town and will not be back until Monday) to
go over the other questions. Hal Birkland has received a copy of the questions
that deal with the handicapped and disadvantaged and will forward his answer
within the next week. week and a half.

MINNESOTA STATE ADVISORY COUNCIL
FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION.
St. Punt. Nina...January 7. 197 'I.

MEMORANDUM
To Ralph Whiting.
Prom: Allan Shapiro.
Re: Progress Report on Oversight Committee Assignment.

As of Monday, January 7, (III the questions that the Council staff would be
able to answer from the information available in the files of the Division have
been completed except for tl e figures for 1973. These figures should be available
in the next few weeks.
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Had Birk land submitted ansuers to 'he questions on the handicapped and dis-
adantaged i a eoli3 is attached). Mel Johnson agreed to answer the rest of the
question, after expressing his belief twat this was really the Council's respon-i-
lazy if Mel finishes by the end of the week as promised. all the Department's
questions should be answered. There is a good chance that the answers will be
typed and ready for (Asti-Mutton to the committee at that time.

MINNEQOTA SI ATE ADVISORY COINCIL.
FOR N.N. ATIONAL Em'( T1OX.

St. Paul. Mini.

r, rArION STATLMENTMINNESOTA STATE ADVISORY COUNCIL FOR
Vol ATIONAL EDUCATION

INTRODUCTION

S4P-not. 1(4 of Public- Lan 90-576. include, among the duties of state a(lvi,o*
einniciis for vocationsl education. the task of preparing:

an annual evaluation report. . . which 4 i) evaluates the effec-
- veness of vocational education programs. services. and activities carried
out is the 3 ear under revive in meeting the program objectives set forth
.a the long-range program plan . and di) recommends such changes in
such program,. services. and activities a, may be warranted by the
pvaltuition

It past Sears. the State Plan was considered by the Minnesota State Advisory
the most logical evidence of this activity. As a result. au examina-

-n of the State Plan served as the basis for the evaluation report. But, the
to Plat i, ut-i..tablt for that purpose because it is not a document for plan-

11_ respont to last year', evaluation statement, the State Board of Edu-
a-i it. formalized tin, fact 1,3 stating that. "There is no question in onr minds
71.1.7 the Plan information 1, inadequate for an accurate judgment in regard to
the goals and priorities e...-ablished within the Plan. The Plan is also totally
_nadtsinart in communicating the accomplishments of vocational-technical serv-
s., to tin State Based on the position of the State Board of Education. it has

!et-iv necessary to look beyond the State Plan in order to effectively evaluate
-mu extent to which the needs of the people of Minnesota are being served.

2- is the Conned, position that vocational education cannot lie surveyed in
0.1.-1011 The whole subject of vocational education must be viewed in conjunc-

-Jot with a:1 education Thi, is necessary because vocational education is not
ni.reiced to and divorced fr ilu such areas ac career preparation in the elemen-
-ary raid secondar3 schools or vocational rehabilitation to prepare the handl-
Loped for the world of work. or even from the responsibility of universities and

-I supply teacher, and educational administrators in vocaonal scionds.
Tie- Minnesota Stare Advisory Council far Vocational Education addressed this
w-onder picture *n the 1973 Public Report to the people, the Governor, and the
Legislorure of Minnesota. (See attached exhibit

_Peer ha'-.ric the opportunity to become familiar with occupational and
-'oration in other states, the mendiers of the Council are convinced

hat MA.nesotir, education system is the best. Rut. no matter how good education
i M.nnesota compared with other states. it is not lunch good to the individual

M.nnsoran who can't get the services he needs bused on his interests. needs and
abilitie- The small childnlute. black or redwho i, turned off by education
i 110. : out lief( ore he is able to acquire the skills to beef ti ie a .f-sufficient
mn.ler of s,,ciety could care less that Minnesota's system is number one. It Is
n spirit that ve rifer the recommendations of the 1973 Public Report.

iL conclusion. it must be stressed that the Council does not intend to be a
thort -.:, the side of the State Board of Education. We provide a supportive serv-
es and art tin Integral part of Minnesota's educational structure. It is our sincere
Lope ,N-Exl ma ion statement. containing specific recommendations for
naprt --ant educational service- will serce as a catal3st for progressive change in
:be state s educational ,:ystem

ISSUES

The ;01)ov-inn are the issues of concern to the Council. along with our recom-
mendation,. for the improvement of vocational education in the State of
Minnesota
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Administrative
(1) Need to increase public awareness of the priorities and bases for resource

allocation in vocational education.
Recontmendation.Local, regional, and state educational agencies develop and

disseminate clear policies and programs for resource allocation.
(2) Funding vocational education.
Recommendation.In view of the increasing demands for vocational educa-

tion, funding in this area should be given high priorities by the State Legislature
and the Governor. In the face of cutbaell, they failed to restore equitably funds
to voeational education in spite of the strong recommendations of the State
Board.

(3) Undeatilization of alternative educational institutions.
Recommendation.(u The adoption of a policy to use surplus classroom

space, including the use of incentives to meet the changing enrollment priblems
and prevent the unnecessary use of tax dollars on new structures when buildings
in other educational institutions operate at much less than full capacity.

(b) When public schools are tillable to provide educational services to students
because of limited human and financial resources within the local districts, the
State Board should encourage the utilization, on a contracting basis, of non-
public proprietary schools, non-profit schools, and other occupational training
systems that meet the rigid rules and regulations of the State Iloard and the local
educational agency.

(c) In order to reduce the total economic cost to the local taxpayer. each local
school district should examine and review costs of occupational skill development
programs and consider utilizing existing private school facilities and services
before beginning or expanding programs.

() Promote an awareness of vocational programs and students throughout
the state on the part of employers.

Recommendation.The establishment of an information center to be operated
in close cooperation with local placement agencies, counselors and manpower
organizations.

(5) Use of placement records as a determinant of program continuation in a
way which selects students on likelihood of success rather than on student needs.

Recommoldation.The Council appreciates the State Board's reasons for
phasing out programs based on placement recordthat of insuring the most
efficient use of each tax dollarbut we recommend an analysis of the reason
for a program's poor placement record before dropping that program completely.
Consideration should be given to student need by expanding the curriculum or
developing special programs to Provide the basic skills necessary for high risk
students to compete st xessfully in vocational courses.

1,i The second class status of vocational education.
Reco mendation.Orient counselors, school administrators. and others toward

the concept of carter education.
(7) Determination of citizen needs.
R(comendaton.--(a) In order for the educational system to be more respon-

sive to the people of our state, a higher priority must be given to a system of
needs assessment. Such needs assessment must begin st the level closest tc the
people being served, whether it be in the community where elementary and
secondary education is provided, or in the institutions belonging to the state
o.ystcm. The responsibility and authorization to analyze and vary process should
be at the local level. In addition, the local unit should be held accountable at the
state level for its product.

( b) Needs assessment should be responsive to individual needs, not just
organizational or community needs. As an example a rural school system
experiencing migration should offer occupational training programs not only
supportive to an agricultural economy but anticipating the employment needs
of persons lea% lug that community for urban or industrial business employment.

Equitable Educational Opportunity
(5) The need for more practical methods of assuring equal opportunity for

all students regardless of ra(e, national origin, or sex.
Recommendation.(a ) Expand action programs adopted by the State Board

to further the goal of equitable opportunity for all citizens of Minnesota.
(II) The State Board should actively recruit minorities at the professional

level.
tc) Implement an affirmative action nrogram to serve high risk minority

students as proposed in the recommendation following Issue No. 5.
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(9) Recognition of the rights of the handicapped for equitable services, pro-grams, end resources.
Recommendation. (a) Initiation of assessment programs to define the needsof the handicapped and dcatgn and fund programs responsive to those needs.(b) Publicize the availability of programs for the handicapped.(10) The use of this Advisory Council as a resource for informational inputinto policy determination in vocational education.
Recotameadatioss.(a) The State Board of Education should make moreeffeztive use of this Advisory Council.
(b) This Council calls upon the State Legislature for language recognizing

.

advisory councils and defining the responsibility and relationship of the Council,the State Board and other educational agencies.
Adopted by action of the Minnesota State Advisory Council for VocationalEducation meeting Thursday, the 18th of October, 1973.

'MINNESOTA STATE ADVISORY COUNCIL.
FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION,
Suitt Paul, Minn., April12. 1973.

To the Citizens of Minnesota, Governor Wendell R. Anderson and Members ofthe Minnesota Legislature.
The Minnesota State Advisory Council for Vocational Education issued Itsfirst Public Report in 1970. That report was put on the desks of 'Minnesota's

legislators at the opening of the 67th Session. The major emphasis of thatreport suggested the need for a formal definition of the purposes of education
In Minnesota and a re-working of the laws, administrative machinery and
related considerations by the Minnesota Legislature.

The needs cited in 1970 still gist at the writing of this second report. Theconcerns of this Council expressed over two years ago are the same today,
magnified by considerations of the prospect of federal revenue sharing andneeds of the citizens of Minnesota for responsive educational services.This report is presented not for the purpose of identifying the problems. For
that purpose we would refer you to the 1970 report. Rather, this report attemptsto make concrete and specific reeomendations for improving educational servicesin our state. These reeommendations are submitted with the hope that they will
generate vigorous debate and action by the citizens of Minnesota and theirelected officials.

RALPH q. WHMNO, Chairman.
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DEFINING TILE ROLE OF EDUCATION

"a provide each student with a complete daily schedule of school workand to fulfill the minimum requirements for graduation as established by the
State Board of Education." The above quotation from Minnesota Statutes is per-haps the closest to a definitive charge of educational purpose in Minnesota ; the
most specific commitment to serve the people of our State. It is, also, language
removed by action of the 1971 Legislature without substitution.

"Performance accountability" demands and pressures on the allocation of
dollars to support the various educational systems It 11111-4.;.,k.:. "....,c reached
a crescendo in the last two years. Rising costs of paying for education faced
by the taxpayers, decreasing enrollment in many of our educational programs,
and the general instability of job opportunities in our nation's work force have
all contributed to what can only be termed a public "dialogue on education."

Contributing also has been a growing willingness on the part of individual
citizens, and groups of citizens, to seek redress in the courts against injustices
and inequitable services by government. Federal courts in Alabama, California
Pennsylvania, Texas and Washington, D.C. have been asked to clearly define
the individual's basic rights for conciderction and service by tax supported edu-
cational institutions. These plaintiffs have suggested that basic constitutional
guarantees, if not for specific educational services, demand equal treatment
under the law, and equitable educational services for each and every citizen.

For example, in a Washington, D.C., court decision, the inability of the
school district to finance the cost of educational services for handicapped because
of prior commitments to the rest of the population has been rejected. It is only
a matter of time until Minnesota may find itself faced with a federal court
suit by one class of citizen or another.

There is a need to define educational services in Minnesota so as to provide
the basis by which the taxpayers can understand: (1) what services they are
buying, (2) what is the cost, and (3) what are the benefits. The annual invest-
went of state tax dollars for educational aids, programs, and state systems will
represent the use of 540 out of every dollar expended by the State. This is the
proposal to the Legislature by Governor Anderson for the 1973-75 biennium.

Historically we have considered education as a preliminary service to living
in an adult society. In an age when the average worker is faced with job dis-
placement, techmlogical change and a growing amount of free time, definition
must be given to the continuing responsibility of education to serve the citizen's
needs. Defining of this educational service can also lead to a maximization of
the investment being made by the citizens of Minnesota.

DEFINITIONS OF EDUCATIONAL PURPOSE

The Minnesota State Advisory Council for Vocational Education suggests that
education has three fundamental services to render to the citizens of our state.

BASIC HUMAN SKILL DEVELOPOENT

Second only to the family, education must serve the individual to develop
mental, physical and social capabilities. Basic tools of communicat-mthe
ability to speak, to write and to readhave long been recognized as skills to be
developed through our educational process. Our schools must help the individual
understand the nature of the society in which we live and how it relates to the
individuals as a contributing citizen of the community, state, nation, and the
world.

PREPARATION FOR A CAREER

Education must serve to prepare the individual for a career in adult life. Thin
responsibility must include providing a spectrum orientation to the various ca-
reer opportunities in Minnesota and our nation. Such an orientation to the "world
of work" can be presented with a dual goal. It can give meaning to all educa-
tional experiences. It can act as a mechanism for providing a basis for the
individual to measure interests, needs, and capabilities against the opportunities
that exist in our society.

Beyond this survey, there is a need for education to give the individual
exploratory experiences which will enable each to test capabilities against career
opportunities so that each of us may determine which career ladder to climb.
In this context, it should be recognized, also, that the role of the mother and
homemaker represents career decisions for some.

L1244
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RELATECO PURPOSE TO RESOURCE ALLOCATION

The adoption 9f definitions of educational purposes should provide a basis for
establishing 'resource' allocations. Tax dollar's must be eXpended fpr education to :

(1) Support the range of services WWII' are theleeponeibility of edUtation
and a reflection of the responsibility, of goverment;

(2) Equitably serve every citizen; and
(3) Provide specific programs designed. to respond to the needs of the individ-

ual and our State.
There is little question that the use of public funds for educational services

must, by .-rst priority, be earmarked for assisting the individual in the general
category o, basic human skill development. This is a constitutional guarantee
suggested by our Minnesota Constitution. In the judicial decisions handed down
to this point, there is an implied recognition that the service rolls of education is
foundational to the individual's, capabilities to exercise citizen's rights. This
service should help the individual to acquire the skills of communication and
appreciation of the responsibilitieslo the society in which welive.

The second purpose of education suggested'by the Council null, not be a basic
constitutional right of each citizen, but there shoulbe no question-the assistance
provided the individual in making a career selection does have a direct self-
interest for the Fitate of Minnescita and its taxpayers.

Numerous eLampies could be cited to make this point. Public tax Ruppert to
onable the individual to complete a collegiate degree program has a direct bene-
fit. The college graduate earning an average'of $19,454 per year contributes an

Source: "Digest of Educational Statistics. 1971 lkittion, U.S. Department of Heal*,
Education 4 Welfare.
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average of $1,030 in State income taxes. Assuming college graduation at or about
age 21 and a working life extending to age 6.1, this represents a return of $45,320
in direct income tax payments for any investment of public 'funds to help that
individual get a degree. The added payments of federal income taxes, sales taxes,
excise taxes, and the ability to acquire property with resulting payment of prop-
erty taxes all can be calculated in to establishing the cost-benefit ratio of the
public investment In that person's collegiate education.

Like cost-benefit considerations should allot be applied to other citizen groups.
As an example, the average cost A institutional care for a mentally retarded
Person is $6,600 per year. That same individualif provided Set-vices within a
community setting with opportunities for day activity, work activity, and shel-
tered workshop employment coots the taxpayers only $4,000 per yeara savings
of $2,000 per year. Assuming a comparable productivity span for the mentally
retarded compared with the college graditatea period of some 44 yearsthe
savings to taxpayers in Minnesota is some $8V)00.

The analogy suggests that the serviced givehlO a' mentally' tetaided *son
on a cost-benefit analysis can save the taxpayers of Minnesota nearly two times
the like income from a single collegiate graduate paying State income taxes.
Like cost-benefit considerations can and should be 'APplied to the proilaion of
educational services for other physically handicapped persons, persons in our
correctional institutions, disadvantaged and minority groups; persons, because
they lack job skills, on our welfare rolls, and persons who find themselves un-
employed by virtue of technological change or business relocation:

The establishment of educational funding priorities, baSed'iMineetIng con-
stitutional guarantees and cost benefits td. our State, is retsponsive to the
question of the taxpayer's ability'ro support educational services. This Council"
believes in the necessity of cost- benefit budgeting, of expending the available
dollars on the basis of assuring the taxpayers' of Minnesota the/ greatest #:,r their
investment.

Providing for self - fulfillment of the intellectual capacity of the Citizen ,bas
also been identitird as a purpose for education, one which deserves public
support without consideration of cost benefit in terms of dollars' and cents. It,
too, demands public support to the extent of providing the opportunity, for in-
dividual citizens to acquire. based on at least the user fee principle, education
services from public institutions. Ideally, this purpose should be :.arced at
public expense. However, there must be a recognition that the capacity of the
taxpayer to support. educational services within themselves o in context
of the total cost of governmentis limited.

Consequently, the formalization of 'definitions and recognition of establishing
priorities should contribute to. not. inhibit, the total functions of education. It is
the belief of this Council that the citizens of Minnesota will be responsive to
and support educational services they understand to be of benefit to them. The
use of tax dollars to support the first two purposes of education and to foster
the opportunities for the third purpose should make it possible for any citizen
to afford to use education as a continuing life-style resource.

NF.EDS ASSESSMENT

Translating the generalized definitions of educational purpose into specific
program offerings must be based on direct responsiveness to the needs of the
people of our Stateneeds assessment. Just as a major corporation desiring to
develop and sell a new product line needs to go to the market place to determine
the demand for that product, so, too, education must go to the people to document
the specific programs they need in order for Education to meet each of Its purposes.

Educational needs assessment should focus at the local levelunder the direc-
tion of local educational agencies. This Council is convinced that the classroom
teacher and the local school administrator can best provide informationgiven
guidance and assistance. This will make it possible for the policymakers and
resource allocators, be they at the local, regional, State or federal level, to make
decisions which are more responsive to the demonstrated needs of the people of
Minnesota.

This Council believes that the role of the citizen advisor has demonstrated
value, particularly at the local level. The expertise of representatives of the
business and labor communities, parents, the handicapped, the minorities, the
disadvantaged and other interested citizen groups in identifying for school ad-
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ministrators the type of curriculum and programs needed has proven of immeasur-
able benefit in the past. The Perpetuation of this approach would serve to
strengthen the needs assessment program at the regional and State level as well.

Needs assessment information from the local school systems, and each of the
institutions in the various state educational systems, should provide the basis
for establishing policy and appropriations for educational purposes against the
other pressures for financing government services. This includes the determina-
tion of emphasis for each of the various purposes assigned education.

An evolving basic change in the federal method of providing grants-in-aid to
support education magnifies the importance of such a needs assessment program.
Only through such a program can our eluted officials have confidence that their
decisions will be responsive to the people.

Beyond this there is a need, once the decisions have been made, to follow up
and determine by post-andlt documentation how closely education has met the
needs, where it has fallen abort for lack of resources, or other reasons as a con-
tinuing process to the next needs assessment.

Such a system should provide a continuing measure of the demands for educa-
tional services in Minnesota, which will most efilciently establish policies and
determine the dollars that need to be spent.

TIIE COMPLEXITIES OF EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION

The Council recognizes many outside influences beyond the scope of those sug-
gested in the purposes of education and the product of the process of needs assess-
ment suggested As has already been acknowledged, provisions of the federal and
State constitutions come into play. Specific to the question of educational per-
formance is the general charge of Article VIII of our State Constitution:

"The stability of a republican form of government depending mainly upon the
intellgience of the people, it shall be the duty of the legislature to establish a
general and uniform system of public schools."

There has been for over the past ong-half century--since 1917 to be exactthe
influence of federal legislation and the allure of federal grants to support specific
educational activity, i.e., elementary and secondary services for .disadvantaged,
higher education facilities construction, special program support to develop scien-
tists and engineers, etc.

Historically, these federal grants have been made for specific purposes and for
set amounts of money to be used for each stated purpose. ma pattern of federal
funding, however, is changing.

Since 1968, federal support for programs for vocational and technical education
have been based on a general payment to support operational programs, research
activities, and other similar general categories. Under Minnesota's agreement
with the federal government, the State has assumed the responsibility of deter-
minieg. within general guidelines established by the federal government, how and
for what purpose these federal dollars will be used. Minnesota prepares an annual
and Ping range plan for vocational education services to document these inten-
tions. Like plans are demanded by the federal government for funding for
elementary and secondary education support programs, higher education teen-
Mee programs, etc.

The President has Suggested a step further down the line from the past ap-
proach---called for special revenue sharing for education. His proposal would find
the U.S. Government providing each state with a lump sum of money and leaving
it for state officials to determine how best to spend the moneyand with the
political liability for failing to allocate those dollars most efficiently to serve the
demands of the people of our State.

4
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At the State level four different administrative bodiesState Board for Edu-
cation, University of Minnesota Board of Regents, State College Board and the
State Junior College Boardas well as a higher education coordinating agency,
the Higher Education Coordinating Commissionshare the responsibility for
administering educational policies and resource allocations.

Each board has governance over a specific segment of education, generally
definable by types of institution. This Connell would be the last to suggest that
each has not well served its constituency, perhaps too well. These boards provide
a responsive parochial view of the needs for dollars and policy authority to serve
their responsibility for educational services. Current law demands that they do
so. Under our State's constitutional guarantees one of these boards is legally
independent from the administrative control of the Governor and the Executive
Branch of government. All recognize and, for practical purposes, adopt an inde-
pendence from the other systems in competing for not only dollars, but students
and the responsibility to serve Minnesota.

Recognition must also be given to the private sector, including organizations
that compose the Private College Council, non-profit endowed institutions, and
commercial enterprises providing educational services.

And, most important, is the role and responsibility of the duly elected boards
of our State's independent school districts and the local school systems in serving
Minnesota's foundational education needs.

The resulting influences and cross-responsibility for educational services in
Minnesota provide a complexity difficult to chart. A simplistic diagram (see Ex-
hibit No. 1)defining agency responsibility by virtue of federal program fund-
ing in 1972gives visual evidence to the current fragmentation of responsibility
for educational services In Minnesota.

MANPOSNIN PROONARt$ ANN MUM PATTERNS

44-822-75-28
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Even the pfocess by which we fund edncational services reflects the diversifi-
cation of our current approach to educatiOn in Minnesota. Sometime8 we pay'for
our educational iervices by reimbursing for actual expenses, at other times the
extent of the direct services that can be provided are constrained by the limita-
tions of predetermined appropriations, whether they be from the State, in the
fora' of federal grants. or by levy linlitations upon local educational systems.
' Ot greatest recognized impact on the availability of educational services is the
basic reliance upon property tax incomes to provide the basic support for edu-
catibn during those years when Alt children of our State must go to school. This
generates the preastil'es for ineresecl State aids and federal appropriations to
Minimize, if not reduce, the reliance oti property tax as the dominant source of
funding for basic education in Minnesota.

This Council, however, is of the view that all the systems and all the instirn-
tIona and all the niethodologies of finance focus upon the basic purpose of educa-
tion we suggest.

Woutti 'Stamen. , c IV 1

SI :

The Minnesota State Advisory Connell for.Vocational Edueacion is of the view
that any legislation or resource alloeation for the purpose of providing educa-
tional service to the citizens df Minnesota is in jeopardy Unless presented in the
context of defined purposes for education.

I: Ibis. the recotamendation of this Council that basic human skill development,
preparation and maintenance for -a career and human enrichnient.serrices pur-
poses be formally acknowledged and established as part.of Minnesota's statutory
provisions.

II. It is the recommendation of this Council that the translation of the general-
ized definition of educational purpose must be based on a direct responsiveness
to the people of our Stgte through needs assessment. Further, such needs assess-
ment must begin at thb'levA closest to -the people being served. whether it be in
the community where elementary and secondary education is provided, or in the
institutions belonging to the State systems.

III. It is recommended that the benefit to the process of needs assessment pro-
vided by citizen advisory councilsrepresentative of parents, labor, Industry,
the handicapped, the disadvantaged, the minorities, etc.be formalized at the
local, regional and state level.

IV. The establishment of policies, programs and resource allocations for edu-
cational services in Minnesota should include a determination at the local,
regional and State level of priority emphasis between the purposes of education
function.

V. Post-audit documentation of how well education has served the priorities
and needs established must be provided to allow a continuing process measure
of the demands for educational services in Minnesota and most efficiently de-
termine what policies must be adAsted and what dollars need to be spent.

VI. It Is the recommendation of this Council that the State's administrative
structure for all of education he consolidated. Since all educational systems and
services exist for the same basic purpose, such a consolidation is necessary to
provide a focus for performance accountability and to facilitate management by
objective as suggested by the

Defined goals for education
Process of needs assessment ;
Priority allocation of resources and
To reduce duplication and eliminate systems competition in Minnesota.
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It is recommended that the State of Minnesota establish a single iT memberhoard to be known as the "Minnesota Council on Educational Services." (This
shall replace and supplant the previously identified five existing boards for edu-cational program guidance:

State Board with 9 members,
State Junior College Board with 5 members.
State Collie Board with 9 members,
litiard of Regents with 12 members and
The Higher Education Coordinating Commission with 11 members.

ItEMBEJLSIIIP

It is recommended that the membership of the Council be established asfollows
ehairman.Shall be appointed by and serve at the pleasure of the Governorof the State of Minnesota consistent with other provisions of State law andshall be a full time paid employee of the State of Minnesota. It is further recoup
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mended that a haste and the onb qualification the Governor should consider
is the selection of the chairman with broad experience in either business or
professions. or both.

Metabres.It is recommended that the remaining members of the Council
lie divided and selected based on two major categories:

1 I 1 Proportionate Representation That a member of the State Council be
selected representative of each Cougres.sional District in the state. (The meth -
odology for might be one of the following three:, (at election to Aire
at the time of the regular biennial Congressional elections, (lit election by a vote
of a caucus of elected member of the Minnesota house and Senate, including
persons of all political persuasions. and Ic) designated by the Governor of the
State subject to the advice and consent of the Senate per traditional practice of
the appointment process for state tar:Mans.)

Rilresentative of the citizen group demands for educational services: It Is
recommended that eight members of the Council be selected based on their direct
representation of the following interest groups in the State of Minnesota, who
have a prime concern for educational performance and accountability (a) par-
ent.. It,i general public, (el organized labor. Ids business and industry, (e) the
Indian population. (f t the blacks. ego other minority groups, and (Il) the handi-
capped and disadvantaged. It is recommended that the terms of oak* of mem-
ber. of the Council. with the exception of the Chairman. shall he so established
a. to guarantee both continuity and continuous liaison between the Council and
the fitizens of the State of Minnesota. Members of the Council. with the exceP-
tam of the Chairman. should he reimbursed for all out-of-pocket experts( s in-
curred by tirtue of their service on the Council and sufficient compensation to
t arrant their interest and actite participation in meetings, deliberations, public
hearing. and other activities of the Connell andlor its snip-working units.

TILE MIN VESOTA EDUCATION ADVISORY COM MITTEE

It c- recommended that supportive to the activities of the Connell there be
rented a Minnesote 1.Aucation Advisory Committee made tip of representatives

(run, both the administrathe and instructional level of all systems within the
state re9ionsible for the management and implementation of educational service
Programs It is reommended that these individuals who serve by virtue of their

m and responsibility within education should be mitulmrsed only to the
tent of their tint-of-pocket expenses and revel% e no compensation.

STAY/ or MiNzszsora.
DEPARTUENT OF EDUCATION.

November 3, 1972.
To . Commissioner Howard B. Casiney. State Board for Vocational Education.
Pron, Robert I'. Van Tries. Assistant Commissioner. Division of Vocational -

Teebmileal Education.
snloet . Response to 1972 Evaiuntion Report of the Minnesota State Advisory

Council for Vocational Education.
Thu Invision of Vocationalehnical Education has had the opportunity to

review the ( valuation report for 1972 by the Minnesota State Advisory Council
for Vomtional Education. Anticipatory to the requirement that the State Board
for Vocational Education respond in the 1973-74 State Plan to this report, an
initial response has been prepared at the request of the Board Chairman.

This seemed particularly prudent in view of the fart that the State Board
and the State Advisory Council are to discuss this on Smulay evening. November

It our intent that this document lie the basis for additional diticdssion and
a/1mila be viewed as being subject to change.

At torment.

RE \ro SF TO 1972 EVALI ATION RETORT (0' THE MINNESO TA STATE AD% ISOM'
N CIL FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

After examining the evaluation report by the Council. it has become obvious
tba: the Council spent considerable time reviewing the content of the 1972 State
Plan for Vocational-Technical Education. However, the reaction by the Council
ftf.4111 rry confined to the content printed in the State Plan.

-1 .
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The general statement lu the beginning of the report indicates dissatisfactbm
with the 1972 State Plan as well as prior Plans in regard to the documentation
eontained. There is no question in our winds that t9.4 Phut informatiim is in-
adequate for au accurate judgment in regard to the goals and priorities estab-
lished within the Plan. The Plan is also totally inadequate in communicating
the aecomplishments of Vovational-technical education services to the State.
The lack of Specific documentation and (let/Ailed information is by intent. The
Plan is prepared to the 'wedge guidelines defined by the U.S. Office of Education.
IL is our aspiration to provide the U.S. Office of I:due:Mon with suffieleot infor-
mation to obtain their amino al of the State Plan. It is not our intent :I) mai:e it
a document of great length as it is lint a document for planning but I no that 1, e-
enrutely and succinctly lllll inrizes the goals and objectives for the currem.
year as well as projected over the coming five years.

Local educational agency stuff and Division staff peruse monumental amounts
of information in order to "establish accurate goals and object:ves." To (hoof
mem and reprint all of the information would necessitate a Plan several feet
thick. As indicated annually in the Public Dearing. the Division feels 1.0011151We
for the goals and objectives and their documentation. and solicits the public to
request back-up informution in regard to decisions outlined in the State Plan.
The Division would be very pleased to make available to the Council any particu-
lar buck -up data which they might request.

Unlike past Council evaluation reports, the 1972 report is to be commended in
that it makes some specific recommendations in regard to State level actilities.
We are particularly pleased with those that are in the area of program planning
and operations and do not simply speak to tile format of the State Plan docu-
ment. In attempting to respond to the speeifics within the evaluation retaIrt, the
following narrative contains reprinted e% aluation report statements and
questions.

HOW APPROPRIATE: writE THE sTATE's GOALS AND PRIORITISE

Listed first are the several inadequaeies perceived the State Plan, followed
by the recommendations in regard to this question.

1. The demographic data contained In Table II, Part II of the Plan does not
reflect the nature of the need. The summarization of the information presented
is misleading in that it does not reflect the range that exists using smaller geo-
graphie units.

There is total agreement with this statement: the table is to identify gross
population groups in the state. As previously indicated, back-up data is volumi-
nous and the possible methods of summarization are infinite. To determine a
geographic unit that would portray all idiosyncrasies of population groups would
undoubtedly miss some interest groups that could potentially be requested. Much
of the base data in this regard is collected nt the school and/or individual person
level such that the unaggregated information could not possibly be reprinted. For
example, the number of dropouts are collected by school building. which would
necessitate the reprinting of figures for well over 500 entrees. lois information is
available and utilized by the Division in decision making. It is equally accessible
upon request by interested parties.

2. There is no indication of the numbers of persons who indicate need and
desire for vocational education programs.

This is also an excellent observation but one that has been impereeptuous be-
cause of the paucity of information. Through the efforts of the Research Review
and De%.,lopment Committee. this became a priority for work by the Research
Coordinating Unit during the past two years. Considerable research effort has
been expended in this regard such that n formal process can be estublishil.
whereby need for vocational - technical se .vices can he generated to identify popu-
lation groups. Finalization of procedures for projecting need are anticipated dur-
ing the current year mid will be incorporated to the degree p4m;ilde in the 1974
State MU. The Oilmen Research Committee chairman has been involved in the
status of this project. if the Council desires. a full report could be made by the
Research Coordinating 1-nit staff.

.1. The data lull manpower needs and bob opportunities are restrictive and appear
to represent an upper limit on the training opportunities that can be made avail-
able for the people of Minnesota. F"trthermore it is limited to a description of
replacement and labor turnover as a basis for determining the need for preparii-
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tory training. There is no indication of an effort to determine what the needs
are for people who need training to maintain their employment or to advance to
different employment.

The inclusion of n, inpow..,r demand determinators made by the Research Co-
ordinating Unit will .mquestionably improve the figures on replacement and ex-
pansion in the labor force. The information on maintenance and advancement need
is unavailable at present but is being researched in the same project indicated
above in item 2. It is our desire that we w ill be able to determine estimates
of the int..rnal mobility of individuals to make better judgments in terms of
training needs for not only initial employment but re-employment, maintenance
of employment, and advancement. In addition to our efforts. eery little is
presently being done to identify vertical and horizontal mobility within the
nonprofessional labor force. Other public agepcies which have this as a responsi-
bility have been unable to provide us with source data. We would appreciate
Council direction in regard to the degree to which the Vocational Division should
duplicate the responsibility of other governmental agencies.

4. The projections of enrollment contained in Table III do not address the
issue of equitable distribution across the state in accordance with the distribu-
tion of the needs of the population.

In actuality there are two points within this statement that should be dis-
cussed. The first is that Table III does not portray the issue of equitable distribu-
tion. This is quite correct. but the lack of portrayal is for the reasons earlier
stated in that the information is of considerable volume.

The second point is in regard to equitable distribution. Information does exist
and I.s been considered such that the Division is well aware of the maldistribu-
thin existing in certain programs. This is particularly true in our considerations
of programming within cities of the first class. The lack of programs for persons
in certain areas is being observed and placed on priority lists within the actual
developmental activities in expanding services.

5. There is no discernable linkage between the goals described in Table III and
the needs identified in Table I and II.

Without considerable knowledge of the vocational - technical education sys-
tem. the linkage between the goals in Table III and the needs identified in
Tables I and II are at best difficult to recognize within the State Plan. We can
readily empathize with the Council's desire for a portrayal system that would
show perhaps in a single chart a specific employment need. the gee graPhic loca-
tions. followed by the specific program. followed by the activity and dollar ex-
penditure. To produce such a document would not fulfill the intent of the State
Plan and would necessitate considerable time and effort by State staff. Sonic
examples of program linkages could be prepared in detail for the Council if it
so desires.

The following contains discussion of the specific recommendations:
1. That the State Board of Education, through its Division of Vocational-

Technical Education, formulate methods and procedures for more adequately
determining the needs and desires of the population for vocational-technical
education services This Council further recommends that this needs assessment
h)+ conducted annually and that the results be incorporated into the State Plan
as part of the planning process.

A previously indicated. considerable work is being expended on the needs
of persons for vocational-technical education services. It should also be recog-
nized that an additional problem in this regard is that the perception of an
educator in what he believes an individual needs and what the individual him-
self thinks he needs may be incongruous. No one has yet formulated a strategy
whereby the individual who has a need but is unwilling to avail himself of the
ervice will become a beneficiary of the service. In the area of desire, the
Minnesota State-Wide Testing Service does survey secondary students Upon
w filch we are able to obser% e the desire for attendance in post-secondary voca-
tional-technical education.

2. That data be included in the State Plan that describes the number of people
w ho make application or who would like to make application to vocational-
technical programs and do not gain admittance.

Much of the data on persons being turned away from the area vocational-
technical institutes has been kept in-house for an obvious reason. If it were
widely publicized that the system were turning away students, it could easily
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he 'ow. ompetitile a ithin the institutes to have high turn-down rates so that
-ia: v,mks be justified n purslane expansion. At present it is thought that it

n -ter pursue only sufficient students to till the available space such that
Ii at Lumbers are not disappointed when they are unable to receive service.

..k the seondary level. instruments to survey student interests and desires
retard It, I (wan( Iwo:trams have been designed and are being

r*t.had t.tid utilized the state to assist particularly in the expansion ofproz: the muter.. This information is very much a componentri i.1 program del elopinent and is aggregated in the budgetary planning
for pror.rams within the State Plan.

Tht."he demorraphic data in the Plan be presented in a form that makes
hit, to 11,oPFt11111 the needs

_f there is :. %Nay that demogniphic data could he presented to portray needs
verhoet n No:ving. ream- of nudes and rraphs. the Division would be extremely

receive such sugrestions. As previously indirat -d, the research project
sTe.tad iw abh to fulfill this recommendation in future State Plans in the areaif tat needs ,f population groups

V LE: sr! eosin IN 7111. STATE PLAN TO All OM PI Isli EACH SLATED
GOAL AND 'OR PRIOSITY

e lailtar be de velEiped in the State I'lan for identifyin: the specific: J, Nes avh. well :ties stated in Part II. Table III. that relate to pro-
eteplu.si- set for to in Part I. Section 3.0 of that Plan

Ti.:,: :,roedies hi' set tomb in the state Plan for assuring that any in,
ereLse-- at. r de-eases a, al adable resources that Imo occur will be retleetedte in' set-Nil-s said activities that have a high priority/low priority.
eesiee -I e-:I l opment f 'he Th7-I State Plan it is inteaded that the goals andi levels i.e priorities such that the areas of emphasis indicated

Pa 1 serion 30, of the State Plan may lie better communicated. This
p+ ^ Nude guideline- lwreby changes in funding levels Niould affect

tirort-P meow.: w,ihin the local sehool district.

".1 N FOt e r I PUN THE EFFF( TI1ENFSI% Willi V. III( 11 PIMP! I AND
7 HEIR NEEi)S ARE SERVED

: 'llf Tlf on prokaltir:-. for secondary and adult programs be formulated
: -I., 1 at 011(4- I.. ma Linz this recommendation. this Conned urges. and is

f the necessary increases in staffing and budget to allow its

oh. of the prniraws established by the Research Review and Develop-
/net,: inal.atee has lwen in the area of evaluation, Within the work program

rio Reseerelt Coordinating T'nit for the current fiscal year as presented to
sti., Board in June a project was to he nlertaken in regard to evaluation

f tip prwdurs for secondary students. At the present time studies by both
AP.IE Corporation and Project Baseline have indicated that evaluation,

7a follow-up. has been substantively curtailed in most states.
: is due to the fact that with one exception. Minnesota's post-secondary

foloN system. vo one ha^ l't.en successful tl-ias far.
tr, aim: we nave been able to develop in the post-secondary followup

...ea. V f 10111.v. that a similar process can be Leveloped for secondary students.
consul, ^m hi. "fort has been expended by the Division of Planning and Develop -ue'i: nt is protect to evaluate the secondary vocational center delivery system.
A -eporr. .n this regard las been made to the State Board. and we would highly
re-4)11,1111d that :1 prevented to the Council for its information.

Fr: -untrior. of adult programs has not been formally undertaken. It has been
vssi riled ?I Et the individual a illin_ to epend money in partial payment for the

the endorsement of industry for the adult programs are direct indl-
t-o-s of their worth In view of the restraints upon State Staff and budget
1. d:r.(1.(1 hr the Governor, it is undoubtedly impossible to provide necessary
me-el.:es In staff to institute programs at either level It would he extremely

penefiLl for the Division to hare available evaluation information in regard to
r,c1w- -irr,rrrns such that they may is improved if found to be inadequate. Per-
bets durinc the eomirr Near as a pal of the Council's evaluation endeavors.

of adn't proc-eamminz could be evaluated and examined for the
iwnet- of the Division and the adults
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2. The criteria for (go:nation of all programs be uniform with respect to the
goals and objectives of the programs.

This recommendation appears to 1w somewhat confusing. Every program. re-
gardless of lei el or service, most hate unique goal.: and oliectives. The success
of the program must lie measured against those goals and objectives: therefore,
oviform criteria cannot be established. How eer. «Ttain guidelines Moe been
gi% en as minimal, .uell ss the milli rement that frost secondary programs have
a placement rate of 51 iwrcent or better in order to receive reimbursement.

3. The ealuation activities 1w broadened to include a nwasurentent of the
degree to which the programs. services and Heti% tties that were offereth served
to meet the market demand for those programs. services and act:vines.

It would be our observation that follow-up information on the employability
I ,f graduates is quite specific in regard to meeting the market demand of the
program. Of particular consequenee is the data collected from the employers. If
the Conned belies es additional information is necessary, the specifies in this
regard would be al oreciated.

now APPROPRIATE V. AS THE ALLOCATION OF RESOCRCES TO rilE COALS AND
OHJECTP.E8 IN TILE STATE PLAN?

1. That future State Plans include. to the extent possible, a description of the
resources allocated to serve the purpose described in PI, 90-576. Section 1221a I
that are above and beyond those directly attributable to funds available through
this law or for matching purposes.

2. The Division would make no effort to deny the fact that very little Informa-
tion in regard to all programs and all resources directed at vocational-technieal
education needs have been included in the State Plan. While this is undobutedly
one of the intents of Congress. we must question the intent in line with their ac-
tion to fund vocational technical education. With Congress supplying only 5o per-
cent of the recommended level of funding and the state providing 79 to SO percent
of the actual cost, it would seem that the requirement for executing all the in-
tents is subject to question. We must look at the provision that says "to the extent
possade." Within the present funding level such efforts are quite impossible. How-
ever, it should be noted that considerable efforts to draw such information to-
gether are being made by the Department of Administration. If and when It be-
comes available to this Division, it will become a part of the planning informa-
tion.

:t. That Table III, Part II of the State Plan be modified to include an estimate
of federal, state and local funds expended for each goal for the previous fiscal
yea r.

This is certainly a legitimate request for comparison purposes. It is not re-
quired by the .S. Office of Education and could be penciled in from the previous
yea is Plan in a matter of minutes by any Council member.

STATE OF MINNESOTA,
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION.

June 14, 1912.
OFFICE MEMORANDUM

To: State Advisory Council for Vocational Education.
From: Robert P Van Tries, Assistant Commissioner, Division of Vocational-

Techical Education.
Subject : Response to Council Memorandum of March 10.

As indicated at the last Advisory Council meeting. the Division of Vocational-
Technica I Education has prepared a response to the Connell memorandum dated
March 10, 1972.

After a review of the memorandum, the Division finds it very difficult to re
spool to smeral of the issues in that they are extremely nebahms. These general-
izations as stated are certainly to be agreed with, but no indication is made by
the Council as to whether or not the present educational services attain any
degree of accomplishment. The following statements are prime example.: "Nloti-
%at ion is important" and "Training must be relevant." Certainly no educator or
layman disagrees with these. They are the "in" phrases of all educational critic s
Arc these, then, to haply that we do not believe in them or that our students are
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not motivated and our training is not relevant? We believe the contrary exists
in both instances.

The following responses to the discussion points will ignore statements such
as these. However, it should be pointed out that they are ignored because of the
lack of definity. and the inability to respond should not be interpreted as our
itequiescenee_to guilt. Each of the points will be responded to in their order of
Presentation in the March 10 memorandum. Because of redundancy in the content,
similar issues will not be responded to repeatedly.

It should be noted that. if the March 10 memorandum is attached to the sign-on
document. a response such as this will be necessitated in the State Plan.

PROGRAM ACCESS AND SERVIC''.8

1. Additional emphasis on cooperation between vocational-technical education
and general education. The State Plan is needed to provide for i_mre "job entry"
apabilit) b.% stressing the -world of work" to the student at a lower level in the
educational process and continuing through the entire structure. To meet the
needs of the rapidly expanding service industry, a closer liaison between instruc-
tors and industry is needed as well as better selection and guidance of instru.tion
Personnel. One of the biggest areas of need for programs and services is in sec-
ondary. adult. and apprenticeship training. Another area of need is that of handi-
capped and disadvantaged.

The Division of Vocational-Technical Education is making considerable strides
ill cooperative programs with general education. This is best exemplified in the
passage of the position paper on career education by the State Board.

The State Plan as a document cannot stress world of work to students below
the age of 14 through the reguiar channels. Such services are limited to research
and exemplary financing, of which the majority is spent in this effort. Our ef-
forts in this respect will provide career education participation for over 15,000
elementary students next ear. Unfortunately, the U.S. Office of Education State
Plan format does not provide for the inclusion of philosophic attitudes toward
such training. which the Division supports. In addition, the format does not allow
indication that the Division staff has been instrumental in aiding distriqs to
obtain other funds for career education. such as Title III and the Qualitydu-
cation Act.

Programming ill the areas of the service industry are being expanded at a
greater rate than any other field. The Bureau of Labor Statistics as well as
Nlinnesota employment information indicates that the demand will be rapidly
increasing. and every attempt is being made to meet the projected needs. Direct
'intact between instructors and industry is insured in the development of these

programs due to the fact that every program has as an essential component a
business or industry -based advisory committee.

level the greatest expansion of vocational education will be at the second-
ary level. Considerable expansion will also take place in adult programs. includ-
ing apprenticeship training. In the area of adult upgrading and retraining as
well as apprenticeship. the vocational system anticipates serving in excess of
1(00)0 individuals. Undoubtedly this can be expanded but it should be noted
that this is analogous to the service given by all other Systems of postsecondau
education.

The area of handicapped and disadvantoreit students is one in which it is
difficult to provide (,aerate information. However. the following data indicates
enrollments liv ethnic origin and by handicapped and disadvantaged in the area
vocatioimi technical institutes
American Indian 1S5
Black American 110
Oriental American 21
Spanish Surname American 66

Total '382
Handicapped. 757=4.2 percent cf the total enrollment.
!di-advantaged. 3.096=17.3 percent of the total enrollment.

percent of total enrollment.
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Similar data is not readily available on the secondary programs. In actuality
this may be fortunate because vocational education programs attempt to hu-
manize the educational opportunity, and the persons counted in the above figures
for post-secondary programs are those who receive special funding cervices or
have definable program services such that they are locally recorded. In addition
to these, many students who are handicapped or disadvantaged attend regular
ebonies but are not identified. It k our belief that their success is better insured
by assuming that they are regular students and do not necessitate special
consideration.

The State Plan guidelines are such that only monies expended directly on
handicapped or disadvantaged persons are recorded. As an example of the stu-
dents in the post-secondary institutions who receive support or sponsorship from
other agencies (not necessarily in the above table), the following tabulation is
presented: Students
Agency : involved

Welfare 154
Rehabilitation 727
Veterans 2, 421
M DTA 850
Correctional Institutions 109
Other 811

Total 5, 078

2. Future State Plans must get away from the September-June syndrome and
establish a year-round process that is flexible and allows students to change or
add courses as needed to better meet the challenges of business and industry.
Schools are not meeting the needs of students: requirements are often so high
that only high-standing students get in, or must wait two or more semesters to
enroll. Graduates that cannot get Into desired training has the same problem as
dropouts. Programs should be created for those who cannot meet the demands of
the present programsprograms which are geared to the need's of all people.

At the present time the area vocational-technicai Institutes operate on an ex-
tended school year. Classes vary in length from one month to 22 months. Stu-
dents: may begin and graduate in some institute in the state any given month.
The Division encourages and the Institutes are rapidly changing to a full 12-
month operation. As an example. the Anoka Area Vocational-Technical Institute
will have in its lowest month of operation an enrollment of nearly 500 students.

Entrance requirements within the institutes have been a long time philosophic
struggle for the Division as well n8 the local administrator. With vocational edu-
cation riding a wave of popularity, there are many more applicants than spaces
available. It is very difficult In an economic sense not to choose those students
most likely to succeed. How would you make the decision? Random selection
moans low enrollments and high dropout rates.

Every attempt is being made to diversify and expand programs so that greater
numbers may enter and receive training at a variety of levels. However, the
limes?: of high school graduates to programs can only be accomplished throuch
the expansion of the test - secondary system which, as suggested by the Council,
is of lesser priority than expansion in the secondary schools.

3. More programs are available to more people than before due to good loca-
tions of area schools. cooperation between universities, schools, secondary centers,
etc. However, physical accessibility does not necessarily mean student accessi-
bility. Programs are often limited to those who can meet the particular criteria.
Not everyone has an awareness of program availability.

Efforts are continually being made to Insure student awareness of vocational
education. Expenditures made under the Education Professions Development Act
have been directed at informing counselors and school administrators of the avail-
ability of vocational education and the concept of career education. This summer
several hundred counselors and administrators will be in workshops sponsored
by vocational education.

443
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In addition, the operation of the Instant Information System through the
Staples Area Vocational-Technical Institute has made on-line information in
regard to post-secondary programs available to every student in the state. If more
students were aware and desired access, we could only disappoint them. At pres-
ent we must spend more energy on expanding offerings than on awareness.

As an example of present demand. the table on the following page shows the
1971 Minnesota College Statewide Testing information, which indicates that
the demand for vocational education is inereasing at au even greater rate than
previously observed, The table indicates responses to the first question on the
MCSTP questionnaire. -What do you plan to do the first year after you leave
high school?" As indicated, 17194 students stated their intention to attend an
area vocational -t' clinical institute.

During the period July 1, 1971, to February 29, 1972, there were 13,037 students
who entered the area vocational- technical institutes as new udents. While the
capacity will increase by several thousand students in the ,..uming year, it will
certainly not provide space for the number of high school graduates who desire
entrance.

MINNESOTA COLLEGE STATEWIDE TESTING PROGRAM RESPONSES TO POST-SECONDARY EOUCAT .0h PLANS

1969 1970 Change 1971 Change

Number of students tested I .. . _ 66.757 65.820 .. . . ... . 66.453 ....-.. ..... - -Plan to attend A V T S . . .. .. 12, 133 14,109 4-1.976 17, 194 +3, 085Plan to attend University of Minnesota or
branch thereof. 11,184 11,579 +395 11,632 +53Plan to attend state college__ .. . 7, 751 7, 524 267 6, 962 562Plan to attend state or private junior
college._ . ..... .. .. _ . 5.502 5.505 +3 6,137 I-632

- .. , ...... 36,610 38,717 41, 925 ....

Remainder: No response. not pls^^ing to attend colle;e or post-secondary institution, or non - Minnesota

4. Present legislation provides for meeting people needs regardless of whew
they live rather than training for specific job openings geared to particular areas
Training people for work in `linnesota only must be broadened to offer and affect
training that pretwares people to find employment anywhere in the country. The
State Plan needs to address itself to population patterns and densities rather
than to defined areas. The present situation has led to some parts of the state
being overstaffed nith instructors and overfacilitated with real facilities for
instruction purposes while other areas are tualQrstaffes1 and underfacilitated.

The State of Minnesota established its system of area vocational-technical
institutes in an effort to make training available to all citizenry As a result, the
beginning schools were established in the rural areas where the demand was the
greatest. The demand now being in the metropolitan area, this is where the
greatest expansion is taking place at the present time.

The accusation that areas are overstaffed and overfacilitated would imply that
empty classrooms exist, nhich we would categorically deny. At the present time
the average classroom in fits 33 institutes is utilized in excess of ten hours per
day, five days per week. In addition to the established facilities, 225476 square
feet of space are being leased to pr wide an additional 54 classes to 1,250 students.

Historically, the system has made an attempt to provide training that best
prepares the student to be employable in Minnesota. Rural institutes hate taken
great pride In the fact that their graduates have become employed local
region. To emphasize employability at a national level is to generate an export
business. investing tax dollars into the preparation of individuals who nill return
tax income to another state. The follow-up of graduates last yer.r showed that
approximately 7 percent did become employed outside the State of Minnesota.
This number is small and should be looked upon a ith pride in terms of the
economic growth of Minnesota.

As hone as employability is possible In Minnesota through the vocational pro-
grams. this will be the prime objective. If (and only if 1 the business mid industry
development in Minnestr a is sock that employment is not arailable, will the
conscious effort be made to export graduates.
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It should also be pointed out that the area youatiolloi-teehniMI he4itiite
graduate is not a journeyman, but ims entry let el skills. The basic core of skill
and knowledge attained in the classes usually allows a student considerable
mobility if he desires. Few curriculums are geographically restricted.

NEEDS ASSEssNIKNT

I. The quality of gducation Is eo important. 'there is need to give more
attention to basic educational needs. Better and more relmant skills need to he
learned in school through more exposure to tools. machines, methods, etc. Up-
dating and upgrading of the instructional staff should be continual.

Much of the findings through the career education projects in elementary
schools as uell as the expansion of programs through the secondary centers
indicates that students can be "turned fin' through the exposure to experiences
relating to the world of work. These findings are being disseminated to the
general education community; and es en though the State Nan cannot directly
provide basic education, it does not ignore the need.

The local vocational instructional staff are undoubtedly the most pressed to
maintain their conmetence. It is the only area in s' hih life certification has never
been recognized. Every vocational instructor is required :o obtain further educa-
tion through foram' instruction, technical workshops, and work experience in
order to be qualified for recertification.

2. Counseling is important, and as above. the quality and awareness of the
counselors to the -world of work." Counseling is too general; it should be more
specific. Every classroom teacher must be a counselor.

No comment.
3. Should needs be assessed by what people ask for or by what they really

need? Council feels It should be based on what people really need. Handicapped
and noneducated cannot meet the standards of the schools so their needs are not
being Wet.

The determination of what people "really need" has been and will continue to
be an argument insolvable. To propose programs based on people's needs is an
excellent philosophic position. However, it is one indefensible in terms of objec-
tive data.

Through the Research Coordinating Unit a considerable amount of energy has
been expended in designing methods to assess the needs of various populations
In the state. It is our belief that we have some excellent tools available in this
respect, but at best it is admittedly a very inprecise science.

The example of handicapped and noneducated might be cited. What are their
needs? Should we say? Should the psychologists say? Should the sociologist have
input? And what about business and industry? Each has its own answer and
solutiob. Vocational education cannot be all things to all people. We are ready
and willing to provide persons with training programs if they will avail them-
selves to the opportunity.

4. Feedback from employers is very important. Schools need i o know how a
graduate is doing, what the school can do to improve its instruction and train-
ing. Is the large amount of skill development training provided by employers due
to lack of specialized education and training or by a preference of the employer?

Tinough the Student Follow-Up Project at the University of Minnesota. this
state undoubtedly has the best feedback system and follow-up of students within
the United States. Information on the success of students is collectrd from em-
ployers and directed back to the institutes for the purpose of improvement.

The statement in regard to further training provided by employers is inter-
esting lint mar not he accurate in terms of a generalization. The Follow-Up Study
--how: that graduates of the area vocational-technical institutes de not obtain
a great deal of skill development training from their employers. Such training
is much more the case with graduates of four-year Institutions, where the edu-
cation by intent is general rather than specialized.

The implication that a lack of specialization may exist seems incongruous to
the suggestion in Number 4 of Program Access and Services, which states that
programs should be broadened.

141
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5. Occupational information should be included when youngsters are learning
to read. They should grasp the fact that reading is important to any occupation
and learn about that occupation while learning to read.

Previously commented on in regard to career education.

PROFESSIONAL CERTIFICATION

1. Relevancy is needed in certidtation as in education. Certification require-
ments should be reviewed carefully in order to have a combination of eutica-
Ono plus work knowledge plus necessary skills. There seems to be no relationship
between the criteria for certification and the effectiveness of education pro-
grams. Certification is accomplished by meeting certain academic requirements
there should be a better way of determining competency. Certification can
strengthen career and vocational education concepts, assuming it is realistic
to the competencies and outcomes which are established. Recertification is too
often almost automatic.

The certification specifications in the State Plan are reviewed each year.
As previously indicated, recertification is far from automatic. Requirements
are specific in terms of upgrading and updating by the instructor. In addition to
academic requirements, all vocational personnel are required to have a knowl-
edge of work through direct experience.

The Division, in conjunction with the Department of Education's Certification
Division, is exploring methodology whereby certification can be competency
based. The literature indicates that all of the States are struggling with this
concept. This again is an excellent philosophic- position, but one that is wanting
for lack of definition of competency and the measurement thereof.

PROGRAM EVALUATION

1. A preview of the "world of work" should be given to youngsters starting
in the first through sixth grades and reinforced at the seventh through four-
teenth levels. Close cooperation between instructors and business and industry
is needed. Vocational-technical instructors should be consultants to general edu-
cation instructors at all levels in the educational structure.

Previously responded to.
2. A major problem of vocational-technical education is that it is a program-

oriented structure instead of people-oriented. A strong recommendation is to
change the structure to reflect and point out people needs.

It would be the belief of the Division that the present system of vocational-
technical education is one that is programmatically structured but not to the
demise of people. It is necessary in the organization of an educational institution
to have program definitions. To do so does not disallow a responsiveness to the
needs of individuals.

The services to special groups of people have previously been pointed out.
To this it should be noted that there are presently 1.200 non high school graduates
and over 1.800 former college students enrolled in the area vocational-technical
institutes. Such diversity of background and ability in classrooms puts greater
demands or instructorsinstructors which we believe are adequate to the task
and can provide an educational milieu for persons regardless of need.

S. Career education: The concept of providing calve( relevancy in all public
education prior to the actual skill or discipline acquisition. It deals with all
education which precede,. 'pecific discipline. Vocational education is an identifi-
able entity in itself. Career education takes place before vocational education.
The responsibility of vocational education to career education is to provide
leadership. This is the role in converting all of education to the career concept.
As soon as the concept is grasped, vocational education should step aside.

The presen' leadership as w;11 as the predominance of funding in career edu-
cation ix presently coming from vocational education. While the vocati nal
educator may take the responsibility for leadership, it is a unique and difficult
task to engender followership in the general education community. While the
advances to (late may seem small, they are in fact monumental in view of the
immensity of the task of changing an entire system.

4. So much of what is required now in education is irrelevant to the occupational
goal. The concept that "the way to become educated is sitting in a chair" must be
changed.
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To learn by doing is basic to vocational- technical education.
i. There is not sufficient focus on disadvantaged and minority groups. They are

still properly identified, located, and cataloged.
While previously commented on, it is suMciently important that it be reiterated

that the vocational system makes overt attempts to offer vocational education to
the disadvantaged and the minorities.

However, there is no one in vocational education who should be in the position
to identify, locate, and catalog individuals. The disadvantaged and the minorities
have long resented such cataloging ; and our best avue of service is to minimize
(ignore if possible) their differences and maximize their abilities, integrating
them into the present system without identification.

Other agencies (Manpower Services, Department of Public Welfare, Office of
Economic Opportunity, etc.) have governmental responsibility to provide the
vocational system with information in regard to such populations and make
appropriate referrals. It is our obligation to accept them, which to our knowledge
we have done without discrimination.

FUNDING

1. We are getting thole for the vocational dollar than any other educational
dollar. We are getting more from It than we are putting into it if the graduates
are employed in the field for which they were trained. We are getting greater
long-erm tax refunds from the products as compared to the academic dollar. A
small percentage of them are welfare recipients.

We would agree with this as an opinion, but would caution anyone to make such
a statement in view of the fact that no hard data exists to substantiate these
claims. Research is presenly being conducted in this regard such that a better
economic case for vocational education may be established.

2. Courses should not always take the top applicants, but rather, the lower
level people. Motivation is important. Training must be relevant.

Previously responded to.
3. There is a fear among them of trying something new. We must find people

to work with those who are afraid to try something new. There is a potential
but also a fear; therefore, there must be something to bridge the gap.

We are unable to respond to this, not being fully aware of to whom "them"
refers.

MINNESOTA STATE ADVISORY COUNCIL
FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION,

Saint Paul, Minn., March 31, 1974.
Care of Commissioner Howard B. Casmey.
MINNESOTA. STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION,
Saint Pout, Minn.

DEAR STATE BOARD MEMBERS: Pursuant to its responsibilities under the provi-
sions of Public Law 90-576, the State Advisory Council for Vocational Education
submits the enclosed recommendations for your consideration in finalizing the
State Plan for Vocational Education far Fiscal Year 1972.

These observation,' and recommendations are a culmination of a Council work
program which has included visits and meetings with community as well as edu-
cational leaders around the state, discussions with personnel of yo is division
of Vocational education, and a review of the state plans for fiscal years fell) and
1971.

Sincerely yours,
PURLEIGII E. SAUNDERS, Chairman.

MINNESOTA STATE ADVISORY )11:WM
FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION.

Saint Paul, Minn.
Mandate 1.--To organize vocational education into a single planning, operating

and reporting system.
This Counci' feels the State Plan does respond to the first mandate. There is a

thilosophical question of whether it has been wise to identify vocational edu-
.

1.1 7
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cation as a separate subsystem or system because of the importance of educating
all elements of the educational system to the world of work. However, within
existing frames of reference, the State Plan can be endorsed on its moves to
draw up long-range plans, annual plans and reporting systems. It was felt
certain areas in the State Plan need strengthening :

(a) It does not provide effective means for defining the demand for vocational
r.lucation in Minnesota or assessing the job opportunities, actual or anticipated.

( c ) It does not clearly outline or define funding levels needed to do the job.
The "excess cost of vocational education" concept needs further explication.

Mandate 2.---To provide for coordinated equalization of vocational program
opportunities for persons of all geographic areas of the state.
Elementary

Every child, during the years of required attendance, must receive services,
which include survey of, and orientation to, the work and occupational opportu-
nities based on his "needs, interests and abilities."

This recommends that programs of survey to the world of work and to hrlp
tile individual to explore this "world" in light of his "needs, interests and
abilities" must be an integral part of elementary and secondary education. It is
in lawn programs that the tendency to unilaterally fund or operate programs as
"vocational education" needs to be seriously reczamined. This Council is of the
view and recommends that

occupational education programa at other than the post-secondary level
need priority funding, using all possible sources of support available to the
State Board of Education and the schoolsnot just federal vocational
education dollars.

The anticipation of this Council is that if such programs r re offered at
particularly the elementary level the result will be:

(a) A better means of anticipating the demands for skill development services
at the high school and post-secondary program level.

(b) That skill development programs can and must be designed to give the
Individual leaving formal education at age 16, or beyond, occupational capabil-
ity or a commitment to further occupational training.
Secondary centers

This program, undertaken as an innovation identified in the State Plan for
Fiscal 1970. would reem to have proven its value. It el.eald be:

(a) Formalized and funded as an operation, rather than experimental program.
(b) Given priority as one means of serving more of the needs for vocational

education in the metropolitan area.
(c) Strengthened by satisfying the program of funding transportation costs of

moving students to and from the central facilities,
(d) Recognized as having a primary responsibility to provide salable skills

for all students, not just as a feeder syste.i. to post-secondary programs.
The development of multiple district, he joint district approachfor pro-

.:ding vocational schools for Hennepin. 1 lakota, Ramsey and Washington coun-
ties is a good and strong move for the rea. Are there other communities in the
state that might join in this manner to advantage? The Range area? The south-
western metropolitan area lying beyond the present Hennepin County 13-district
area ? The approach is provided for in the State Plan and there is no reason why
other areas cannot take advantage of it.

The Council questions whether vocational education adequately serves the needs
of people; it is felt it does not, with a lot yet to be done. Does it meet the criteria
of need and availability for :

(a ) High school students : it does not
(b) Post-secondary : doing ilcttei Is this area
(e) Pre-employment training : doing a good job but can be done to a greater

and better extent
(d) Employed and unemployed adults: provisions are there but ways will have

to be found of promoting arid advancing them
(e) Disadvantaged : much more needs to be done
(f) Handicapped : much more needs to be done and perhaps the vocational cen-

ters would find this an area they can serve

44s
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Post-see 4idary
Minnesota's network of post-secondary vocational institutes has received justi-

fiable acclaim nationally. It serves well the need to offer post-high school educa-
tion to meet the demands of a highly specialized technological era. The visits of
this Council suggest that post-secondary institutes have a capability beyond their
traditional function, and offer program resources which remain untouched.
Therefore, priority should be given to

t a i Determining the (apabiiity of each institute to broaden its function to
serve as a resource towards providing programs for the elementary and secondary
*stem, as was intended in the 1945 legislation authorizing such institutes, spe-
cial needs groups, such as served by training in the IIDTA program, and adults.

I b) Encourage post-secondary institutes to use their aTabilities to sponsor
or assist such other programs independent of considerations of relationship to
the enrollment for post-secondary courses.

(c1 Providing incentives to the post-secondary institutions for such expended
activity.
Non-public programa

Visits to non-public schools suggest a need to appreciate more the role of the
non-public program in meeting people needs. Consideration should be given to:

(a) Determining the capabilities of non-profit and proprietary institutions and
ways of encouraging these institutions, and prospective students, to make use of
this capacity to alleviate pressures on public vocational programs and to facili-
tate priority use of public funds to provide programs for those unable to be
served by nou-public institutions by virtue of economic, social, physical or mental
disanlvantages.

I bl Studying the program cost differential between public and non-public pro-
grams, which are otherwise equal, to determine:

(1) if and where there is a cost differential
(2 ) the efficiency of dollar use to sepport non-public institutions by pro-

viding assistance in areas authorized uhder provisions of PL 90-576 and/or
Minnesota Statutes.

This Council is aware there are presently some 16,000 enrollees in full time
programs in vocational educationand have been told from projections it wonle.
appear facilities will have to be provided for 34,000 students. According to De-
partment personnel almost 85 million dollars is needed for building: should
federal and state funds be used to support this? Where should the funds be
spent? Expansion should be at both the post-secondary level and the secondary
level. with a major proportion of the expansion in the metropolitan area. A much
more (omprehtnsive program needs to be applied to the metropolitan area where
population and business development is oecnring.

The demand .o serve more people with vocational education programs suggests,
in some cases, pressures on facilities currently straining at the seams, evidence
in its visits around the state. The need to construct or expand facilities is en-
dorsed by this Council However. facility expansion should Le based on

(a 1 implementation f these recommendations, particularly consideration of
the non-public institute potential for service.

,bt retilds: of the efficient use of existing facilities considering snch factors
as possible 12 month operation. maximum daily caps( ity through multiple dawn-
to-dark to heduling. more effective use of available space, etc.

a study of the benefits of lesser dependence upon post-secondary vocational
institutes, both in terms of level of training offered and decentralization to use
the 4.apa(itles to other structures. particularly in curricula areas with minimal
equipment/machinery as the criteria.

Mandate 3.To provide for the vocational education needs of disadvantaged
persons in regular programs or to devise special programs f rvices to them,
and

Mandate 4.To provide for the vocational education needs of handicapped per-
sons in regular programs or to devise siwcial programs for services to them.

The Council makes the following general suggestions:,
in i Development of an advisory committee at each appropriate program level

in the state to assist in eskablishing guidelines for identification of need and
evaluation of program effectivene.4s.
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(1)) Employment of %toff to develon guidelines for school districts to more
effectively Identity the handiet)ept-d and disadvantaged.

(c) Re-examination of the prerequisites for entry into vocational-redline:1i
schools, with the idea of increasing flexibility is requirements to allow more
people to enroll in a variety of programs deigned to fit the peeitle need, or
handicapped and disadvantaged.

(d) Development of a plan for allocation of funds. with percentages as-;_:ned
to new programs and to expansion and improvement of exming program- -itch
as 75 percent for operation and 25 percent for new progran: development

(el Development of a system of evaluation to insure quality performance and
assurance that students will reach their level of competency

Specifically, the Council recommends:
The success of the placements of trainees at the Cambridge School :nag-4s

the value of this program. Yet. only 24 of 1,2(N) at the institution are enrol . "i
in the program. Priority should be given to:

(a) exploring other applicable offerings of curricula suited to the interest- as
well as abilities of the men and women at the institution to determine if !prodder
training opportunities can bring a greater number of enrollee.

(h) funding this program, using vocational dollars to supplement other .1,11:-
aisle resources, so that purely economicconsiderations do not limit this program.

This Council's committee visit to the Red Lake Indian Reservation and find, 'I.:
is that services now provided fall far short of meeting the potential demands
for training. Needed is:

(a) priority funding for services to this and other areas of concentrated litima
population. and at the same time

(b) recognition of the variety of educational opportunities offered. narticomrls
to Indian youth, and planning to provide programs tailored to ads and rinse
not eligible or interested in other opportu Aries. This implies Indian pane :;.a-
tion in determining "people needs" for Indians.

Mandate 5.To provide pre-service and in-service education for teachers ro
meet the needs identified in the Vocational Education Act and the State Pla i.

The Council is in agreement that the State Plan does pros i.le for pre--- et.
and in-service education for vocational teachers to meet the needs identified in
the Vocational Education Act and the State Plan. The program of in--ervice
education offers much promise. yet the challenge here is extreme. Vocational
education cannot always be struggling to "catch up" but must make some prose-
skin for training in advance for changes in occupational fields. There is feeling
that there is need for a more forceful feedback into teacher education programs
of the changing demands of the occupational world for all teachers. both pre-
service and in-service. It was believed that counselors, as well. should be included
in the need for in-service education.

In-service teacher training, oriented to the world of work. should be recom-
mended for all areas of educational effort falling under the purview of the St.e
Board, with funding coming from all the sources that ordinarily support such
educational efforts. This Council believes there is money being spent on cours.es
that are not as relevant or as important to a student's educationmoney that
could more advantageously be spent on vocational education courses.

Mandate 6.To develop systematic methods for finding. designing, testing and
installing more efficient and effective ways of providing vocational programs and
services to people.

This Council feels study must be made of what is meant by Identifying and
finding, by testing and evaluating. Identified as possible are services of the
Research Coordinating Unit, giving individual projects support and utilizing he
secondary centers and post-secondary institutes. All of these means should he
provided for, although preference is for individual projects or studies.

The Council sees the need to look at the full range of secondary. post- secondary
adult, etc. programs :

(a) For evaluation : if there are successful programs. the need is to hiennfy
what makes them successful and bring others to that level.

(b) To meet new needs: how to determine? Employers should have an oppor-
tunity to contribute.

(c) For placement follow-up: employers could evaluate the workers in thetr
fields.
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( di in assessment directors, local directors, placement officers and others
should be able to give individual pictures of needs in their area. Individual schools
should have some funding for exploring and identifying in their area. The State
Plan should assure these things are promoted.

e 1 Funding is important to undertake studies: the State Plan is .et up in
these areas but emplia-. on promotion and investigation, with some funding.
would help There should be a broad spectrum of offerings and u greater effort to
serve the state.

Mandate 7. To plan and operate consumer homemaking programs in all
geographic areas of the state, with special emphasis on the unique reed of
disadvantaged persons.

This ...louneil is well satisfi ' that the programs for consumer-homemaking
are surpassing the expeetations suggested by the provisions of PI. 90-576. Our
convern is nut with the current program activities, but rather with the need for
the state Board of Edration to maintain such programs even in the event that
federal voc- ational dollars are no longer available. Further, these programs that
have been generated need to be multiplied to reach more people.

MINNESOTA STATE ADS ISORT COUNCIL
FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION,

Saint Patti, 3/inn., March 10, 1972.

MEMORANDUM

To: State Board of Education.
From: George DeLong. Chairman.

The following is a synopsis of discussion by the Advisory Council at its
March A meeting. A complete discussion, point by point, is being given to your
ebainnan fur his files.

PRCX:RA M A( ( ESS AND SERVICES

1. Additional emphasis on cooperation between vocational-technical education
and general education. The State Plan is needed to provide for more -job entry"
capability by stressing the "world of work" to the student at a lower level in
the educational process and continuing through the entire structure. To meet
the needs of the rapidly expanding service industry, a closer liaison between in-
structors and industry is needed as well as better selection and guidance of in-
struction personnel. One of the biggest areas of need for programs and services
is in secondary. adult. and apprenticeship training. Another area of need is that
of handicapped and disadvantaged.

2 Future State Plans must get away from the September-June syndrome
and establish a 3 ear-round process that is flexible and allows students to ehence
or add eonrses as needed to better meet the challenges of business and Industrs.
Schools are not meeting the needs of students: requirements are often se high
that only high-standing students get in, or must wait two or more semesters
to enroll. Graduates that cannot get into desired training have the same problem
as dropouts. Programs should be cr*.tittd for those who cannot meet the detaands
of the present prgrnmr-programs which are geared to he needs of all ensile.

More programs are available to more peop!3 than before due to good !Pen-
nons of area schoole. cooperation between universities, achools, secondary een-
t.r. etc However. physical accessibility does not necessarily mean student ac-
eessibility Programe are often limited to those who can meet the particular
critene Not everyone has an as .rareness of program availability.

4 Present legislation provides for meeting people needs regardless of where
they live rather than training for specific job openings geared to particular areas.
Training people for work in Minnesota only must be broadened to offer And
affect training that prepares people to find employment anywhere in the country.
The State Plan needs to address itself to population patterns and densities rather
than to defined areas The present situation has led to some parts of of the
state being overstaffed with instructors and over facilitated with real facritiee
for instruction purposes while other areas are understaffed and underfacilleited.
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roams AllatatitmEsT

1. The quality of education Is very important. There is need to give more at-
tention to bask educational needs. Better and more relevant skills need to be
learned in school through more exposure to tools. machines. methods, etc. Up
dating and upgrading of the instructional staff should be continual.

2. Counseling is important, and as above, the quality and awareness of the
counselors to the 'world of work." Counselling is too general; it should be more
specific. Every classroom teacher must be a counselor.

3. Should needs be assessed by what people ask for or by what they reallyneed?
Nowa feels it should be based on what people really need. Handicapped anc'
noneducated cannot meet the standards of the schools so their needs are in..z
being met.

4. Feedback from employers is very Important. Schools need to know how a
graduate is doing, what the school can do to improve its instruction and train-
ing. Is the large amount of skill development training provided by employers due
to lack of specialized education and training or by a preference of the employ.er?

i. 0.s.upational information should be included when youngsters are learning
-to read. They should grasp the fact that reading is important to any occupation
:Ind learn about that occupation while learning to read.

PROFESSIONAL. CERTIFICATION

1. Relevancy is needed in certification as in education. Certification require-
meats should be reviewed carefully in order to have a combination of education
plus work knowledge plus necessary skills. There seems to be no relationship
between the criteria for certification and the effectiveness of education programs.
Ce.tifieatiOn is accomplished by meeting certain academic requirementsthere
should be a better way of determining competency. Certification can strengthen
career and vocational education concepts, assuming it Is realistic to the compe-
tencies and outcomes which are established. Recertification is too often almost
n uremia tic.

PROGRAlt EVALUATION

1. A preview of the "world of work" should be given to yqungsters starting in
the first through sixth grades and reinforced at the seventh through fourteenth
levels. Close cooperation between instructors and business and industry is
needed. Vocational-technical instructors should be consultants to general edu-
cation instructors at all levels in the educational structure.

'2. A major problem of vocational-technical education is that it is a program-
'Hewed strutine instead of people-oriented. A strong recommendation is to
change the structure to refleet and point out people needs.

3. Career education The Concept of providing career relevancy in all public
eda, a tion prior to the actual skill or discipline acquisition. It deals with all edu-
canon which precedes specific discipline. Vocational educat:on is an identifiable
Natty in itself. Career education takes place before vocational education. The
responsibility of vocational education to career education is to provide leader-
ship. This is the role in converting all of education to the career concept. As soon
as the el Mee Pt is grasped, vieentiooal education should step aside.

. so much of what is required now in education is frt.( rant to the ocenpa-
flow(' goal. The concept that "the nay to become educated is sitting in a chair"
most (hanged.

5. There is not sufficient focus on disadvantaged and minority groups. They are
Still 11,4 properly identified. located and catalogued.

FUNDING

1 We are getting more for the vocational dollar than any other educational
NVe are getting more from it thin we are putting into it if the gr !notes

are employed in the field for which they wer 14-.1trust. We are getting greater
lone ,teral tax refunds from the products. as compared to the ac..demic dollar. A

.sino percentage of them are welfare recipients.
2. Courses should not always takt the top applicants. hot rather, the lower

level people. Motivation is importarti. Training must t.r relevant.
3. There is a fear amoo! 'Lem of trying something new. We must find peop'e

to work with those who are afraid to try something new. There is a potential

but also a fear: thereto., e, there must le something to bridge the gap.
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STATE OF MINNESOTA,
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION.

June 2, 1971.
OFFICE MEMORANDUM

To: State Board for Vocational Education, State Adlisory Council for V.,ca-
tioual Education.

From: Robert P. Van Tries, Assistant Commissioner, Division of Vocational-
Technical Education.

Subject : State Plan Summary. Reference: State Advisory Council Memorandum,
March 31, 1971.

In view of the fact that the State Plan is prepared under U.S. Office of Educa-
tion guidelines. it becomes a lengthy and iirperspicuous document. Therefore. the
Division of Vocational-Technical Education has attempted to summarize the
document into laconic form.

Rather than follow the outline or order of the State Plan, the information
herein is in direct response to the memorandum dated March 31. 1971, from the
Connell to the Minnesota State Board of Education. It should be recognized that
much of the material in this summary cannot be found verbatim in the State plan
because of its lack of explicit inforp,ation. This summary is not intended to
identify monetary expenditures but is intended to define activities that wil! Le
undertaken at the State and Local levels that are related to the aforementioned
memorandum.

Mandate T.To Organize Vocational Education Into a Single Planning, Oper-
ating. and Reporting System.

The Division finds it difficult to comment on the philosophic question regard
to its identity as a subsystem of education because to do so is to threaten its
very existence. To move vocational education into a general component of the
eutire system leaves open the possibility that it become buried within the pri-
orities established by the academic community. As a separate entity categori-
cally funded, the inclusion of votmtional-technical education in the system is
felt to be insured. We will depart from this attitude only when adequate assur-
alleez; are in hand.

While nitwit has been accomplished in the area of planning of vocational-
technical education, considerable work remains. The ineffectiveness of projecting
job opportunities is not unique to the vocational education scene in Minnesota
but one common to the nation. Solutions to this problem will be sought through
research conducted by the Research Coordinating Unit in conjunction with other
studies being done by the University of Minnesota and conjunctively with ac-
tivities under the Economic Development Act. Additional data sources are con-
stantly being sought as well as new methods of analysis. It must be recognized
tht lot system of olnning and projecting is rfet.

Emetgency and unpredicted situations will always arise which require con-
stant adinstment of goals and objectives. The placement of voNitional education
under the restraints of the Higher Education Coordinating Commission has
caused some delay fn the delivery system. However, vocational educational is
undoubtedly more able to respond to emergency or crash programs than any
other segment of pnstzecondary ednation. In direct response to this problem. a
request has been made and endorsed by the State Board of Edncatinn whereby
those programs offered once and of short duration need not be approved by the
Higher Education roordinating Commission.

In regard to funding. the State Plan does not and cannot define fending loyels
necessary to do the "job" until that "job" is more precisely defined. In c, njune-
tinn with the previously mentioned job opportunity projeetions by the Res. :trch
('on,dinntung Unit. a system of identification of people needs is being researf heti.
Completion of this project is anticipated during the coming year. T-pnn comple-
tion. a gross estimate of the excess cost of yoeational education wnuld he qv:lila-e.

It should he nalized that the existence of such a funding prnjetion t i-not
he done other than at a molar level because to do fg. with precision wrth] be a
ninnumenta! task. perhaps exceeding in cost its worth. Alan. the existence of soch
information dnes not imply acceptance within the political. social. a,ld eau .a-
Hotta! communities In Minnesota. Undoubtedly. factors relating to the growth
of ;ion cannot he enst-not he,rase then are t! to the :'ti:des
of people t.nd will only come about through gradual an planned change

314ndate 11.To Provide for raordinnted Equalintion of Vocational Program
Opportunities for Persons of All Geographic Areas of the State.
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In 1970 the Division funded 14 institutions to plan "orientation to the world of
--ork" -,:zopessis. During the coming year the Part D exemplary funds will be
used to develop curriculum and provide in-service training to elementary teachers
in work awareness, orientation, and exploration of occupational activity. Ap-
proximately 11.000 students will be served by these projects and several hundred
teachers will be trained.

Because the inclusion of vocational education components is a high priority. in
Minnesota, EPDA funds are also being utilised to promote interdisciplinary cur-
riculum material with occupational study as a core. The Division will also be
assisting seven districts by sharing up to 50 percent of in-service training costs
for conducting elementary and secondary teacher summer workshops which focus
.on the redirection of teacher attitudes and concepts built upon the career develop-
ment theme. To date, 53 school districts. mostly elementary and junior high school,
lure requested and received consultative assistance from the Division of
Vo-litiona -Technical Education regarding career development planning and
inn .1 ernes: ration.

In addition to the use of vocational categorical aid. Title III federal money has
been combined to better promote and support programs at the elementary and
sessaidarj levels. Special needs projects have been jointly funded through special
Edur:atiot Vocational Rehabilitation. Department of Corrections, and the De-
pr.r.:iiiptit of Welfare.

S,-eidna transportation reimbursements for vocational center student travel
il`astrati seeking additional monies to make secondary vocational opportunities
Erailabie to more students. Upper Great Lakes funds have frequently supple-
71101rf.d ocational education money at the secondary as well as the post-secondary
ievel.

The secondary centers have been formalized and a center manual is being
punted it will be distributed to Pll superintendents and secondary principals in
.7klitaieseta between June 4 and June 10- 1971. The goal is to share this inforina-
tioi se -hat more secondary vocational opportunities will he provided to more
s-nCiPlITS Pages 31-32 of Per- eloping and Operating a Vocational Center include
the defnition of a vocational center school as included in an amendment to Minne-

S1.27.-70.5 10(10. Section 120.05. The State Plan for Vocational-Te finical Edu-
ca-lot for 1972 includes four criteria for a reimbursed vocational center. This is
repritted on pare 30 of 1)ereloping and Operating a Pox:tin/10 Centro.

7.1* State Plan for Vocational-Technical Education. 1972, has revised the roals
of secondary vocational education. These are:

T :tloratior. of j(4) opportunities and con:petenies required in a career
cluster:

Preparation for entry into a job:
Preparation for a specialized education program at the post-secondary

ttportunity to relate basic education conrses to individual career goals.
A t-sPcondsry feeiier system is but on of the four coals. but a Nery worthy

gnu' for some students. The center manual identifies the same goals for secondary
education and lists additional coals for a career education program at

i', Pieirwatary level and at the junior high level. Funding for vocational center
hi.' t.ret. requested from the Legislature. The request from the Depart-

mil.' is 'or RO percent per student per year in addition to regular school trans-
portetion aid.

1* three new area vocational-technical schools in the metro area are ready-
cit t octrional centers in the metro area. Dakota County Area Vocational-Tech-

S-Pool will begin horticulture and health for all secondary students in the
ipPn,v,Pr districts Prior to fall 1971. no secondary student in Dakota County has

eithet of these vocational opportunities.
The marmet school concept and the quadrant school concept are being explored
MZ.2)( apolis and Saint Paul respectively. Each is a vocational center concept :

arc ci whoa, they materialize. students will be bused to specialized vocational pro-
grams within the city system. By offering secondary vocational programs at sev-
eral locations in each city. each secondary student will have an opportunity to
enroll in a center education program appropriate for his needs.

Area vocational- technical schools are beginning to utilize space for secondary
programs as well as post-secondary programs. Examples include Eveleth. Jackson,
I-4,troit Lakes. and Thief River Falls, which were involved in vocational center
protrtms for secondary students during 1970-71. Pine City. Staples. Granite Falls,
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and Hutchinson w will be involved in vocational centers during 1971-72, and sev-
eral others offer secondary vocational programs for their own district's students
in area vocational- technical school space.

Special needs programs held in state institutions are offered by area vocational-
technical schools including Pine City (at Cambridge and Lino Lakes), Brainerd
(at Brainerd State Hospital), Rochester (at Rochester State Hospital); Staples
(at Sauk Centre), and Mankato (at Saint Peter). Programs at the institutions
are for residents and are not designed to be regular post - secondary programs or
to lead to them. Special secondary-level programs designed to meet the compre-
hensive needs of school-age pregnant girls are offered by area vocational-tech-
nical schools at Saint Cloud. Willmar. Brainard, Moorhead, and Rochester,
Faribault, Suburban Hennepin, Saint Paul, and Granite Falls are planning
similar programs for 1971-72.

Recognizing the need for expansion of vocational services, the Vocational Divi-
sion has indicated to the various school districts that within the policy estab-
lished by the Division to operate through local districts, they may contract
directly with public agencies to provide vocational education to students. Addi-
tional Information is being sought on those pia doling vocational programs within
the state. Status t:ata has not been available in the past. Upon availability of
better program and fiscal information, this policy will continue as is or be revised.

Vocational education, to meet its demand, has recommended that the state begin
an SS million yearly expansion program in addition to facilities presently being
constructed in the metropolitan area. The criteria upon which expansion will take
place will be related to the present efficient use of existing facilities and the pro-
grammatic relationship to past operation at secondary, post-secondary, and adult
levels. During the interim, rented facilities will be used in many cases. However,
the use of non-public institutions will be left to the discretion and leadership of
the local educational agencies.

However, private colleges have been given service of state staff in the prepara-
tion of reimbursable consumer-homemaking staff. The six currently approved
private colleges have provided, without the aid of vocational reimbursement to
teacher education, consumer-homemaking staff for many Minnesota vocational
programs.

While many persons have assumed that the addition of secondary vocational
edw anun %%oulti relieve pressures put on post-secondary institutions, initial
experience Las not proved HA, to be fact. Actually, the opposite has become
smiles% hat apparent. Students "turned in" by a relevant education seek addi-
tional training at the area vocational- technical school, thus causing an increased
pre-,tire on those

In an effort to minimize this, considerable energy is being expended by State
stall to promote identifiable career ladders for students enrolled in secondary
and. later. post-,econdary programs. Means are being identified by which stu-
dent obtain advanced placement or credit for secondary programs, thus reducing
th- time spent in the post-secondary facility which will eventually result in less
preuro on the post-secs aidary

Divl,ion leadership has resulted in much greater flexibility and diversification
of programs exemplified by:

1. Comprehensive school-age parent programsall are in non-area vocational-
teehnical school space at this time

2. State institutional programsmost are on-site at institutions
3 Several area vocational-technical school post-secondary programs are in

rented space, many secondary programs offered by area vocational-technical
SCIIInjk or cooperativelj by area cocational-technital schools and other districts
arc in rented spat 0. adult programs are everywhere including other schools
and in industry facilities :

4. Internship programs at the post-secondary level are being expanded.
.Mandate III.To Provide for the Vocational Education Needs of Disadvan-

Me, d Persons in Regular Programs or to Devise Special Programs for Services
to Them.

Mandate IV.To Provide for the Vocational Education Needs of Handicapped
Per,ons in Regular Programs or to Devise Special Programs for Services
to Them.

A state task force (advisory committee) has been established for the handi-
capped programs. They have met four times to date and are just now becoming
acclimated to their obligation. The committee is predominantly made op of



representatives from the Committee on Mental Retardation, which is a sub-
committee of the Governor's Commission on the Employment of the Handicapped.

Ten individuals have also been invited to participate in a state task force
(advisory committee) for vocational programs for the disadvantaged. To date,
most of the individuals have accepted and the first meeting will be convened
shortly.

The Special Education Section of the Department of Rehabilitation and Special
Education is presently in the process of designing and testing a need assessment
system to be used throughout the state for the identification of handicapped
students. They and many other agencies are specifically charged with the iden-
tification process. To add additional Vocational staff for this purpose would
be to duplicate efforts. The Division prefers to concentrate on serving those
persons identified as handicapped and disadvantaged.

Much of the service to the disadvantaged and handicapped will best take
place in the secondary centers and the secondary programs, which will reduce
the pressure to lower post-secondary entrance prerequisites. The prerequisites
will automatically lower as program offerings are expanded to serve greater
numbers of persons.

To fund special needs programs at all levels in a more equitable way, explo-
ration is being conducted with the previously mentioned agencies (Mandate 11)
with whom the Division cooperatively funds programs. This includes the iden-
tification of more expeditious methodology in the evaluation of special needs
services.

In reference to the services provided in state institutions, it is felt that coca--
tional money can best be used to begin or promote programs, and that the
institutional agency has already been given the financial responsibility to serve
the persons incarcerated.

At the present time Red Lake is planning for a portable building which will
provide a facility for secondary health, foods, automotive services, and model
office. Upper Great Lakes funds and vocational funds for disadvantaged are
planned for this facility. Adults from the Indian community will be served either
in secondary programs or in specially designed adult programs. The Indian com-
munity has been involved in the planning of this program, which will be imple-
mented in late 1971.

Mandate V.To Provide Pre-Service and In- Service Education for Teachers
to Meet the Needs Identified in the Vocational Education Act and the State Plan.

Considerable information on the status of preservice and in-service education
for teachers has been gather( d during the past year. Also, sophisticated methods
of projecting teacher supply and demand have been devised. Efforts will be
made in the coming year to provide !cadetship within the University and state
colleges whereby vocational education curricula are coordirr red on a state ide
basis.

Three very obvious goals have been identified, the first to rechannel teacher
training institution effort into greater in-service educational programming as
a turn down in the demand for teachers begins to be apparent, thus improving
the quality of teachers and at the .ame time eliminating an over supply.

The second goal is to implement change in the present curriculums such that
the present demands placed on teachers are part of the pre-service programs.
Teacher training workshops are bring promoted but are required to provide a
means through which information and methodology can be incorporated into
the existing teacher delivery system.

The third anal is to ineornorate essmonents of the world of work into the
preparation of all teachers. particularly counselors. Several workshops Hill be
srovid«I for counselors and flementary teachor, in hich materisls will be
doelPped as well as contrived expericnes to orientate the teachers to the
changing technology

Mandatr 1 -To Develop Systematic Methods for Finding. Decianing, Testing
and Installing More Efficient and Effective Ways of Providing Vocational Pro-
gram,: and Services to People.

Ag previously mentioned. the Research Coordinating T'D t will conduct i study
on poople need:. longing at the entire nomilation of rinew4n. idc.ntifyin7 the
sub-gronpg as outlined in Public Law 90-570. At the present time, little evaltia-
tory information ig available on secondary and miult programs.

Cow:icier:11de energy has been expended and will become usable through Proj-
ect MiniScnre in the evaluation of programs. Through Project Mini-Score,
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several thousand students have been followed-up as to their satisfaction with
the training they received. Their employers have also been contacted to deter-
mine their satisfactoriness as employees. This follow-up system on post-second-
ary graduates and dropouts will continue as an on-going research project to
identify components that lead to successful educational programming :IA to
provide insight and concrete rationale for curriculum change.

The promotion of local community need assessment has not proven successful.
Elutators are not prepared to make such determinations nor do they envision
it as their responsibility. In view of the fact that at the state and national level
many other agencies have been identified as having the responsibility to identify
and catergorize such persons, the Division nil! attempt to gather and summarize
state and regional iniormation for local educational agen;:i.

S omissions in local programs are recognized, the Division will attempt to
provide leadership rather than coercion in providing services to people.

MANDATE VU To Plan and Operate Consumer Homemaking Programs in
All Geographic Areas of the State, With Special Emphasis on the Unique Needs
of Disadvantaged Persons.

The present organization at consumer homemaking programs will continue
considerable expansion, particularly in offerings to the adult population.

STATEMENT OF DOROTHY THOMPSON, CHAIRMAN, STATE ADVI-
SORY COUNCIL ON VOCATIONAL EDUCATION, ST. PAUL, MINN.

_Mrs. THo3n'sos. Mr. Quie and members of the committee, I would
like to state that unlike the reputation which is erroneously although
somewhat g_nerally attributed to women for giving long and detailed
testimony, this is a summary and I will stick to that summary.

In recognition of the restraint of our time I would like to say on
behalf of the council that we are very pleased and complimented that
your committee has seen fit to meet with us in Minnesota today. We
hope this is going to be one of your more productive hearings.

Earlier this year our council submitted to your committee through
the National Advisory Council for Vocational Education our response
to 76 questions which were posed by the National Advisory Cornell
as a means of providing the Congress with a statistical and judge-
mental report on how the vocational needs of this state are being met.

Today we are presenting not only the specific responses to questions
but a variety of supportive documents. I think that you will find that
almost anything you wish to know that I ;peak about will be referred
to in those documents.

Our council's approach in responding to questions is threefold. First,
we rely on the public records of the State of Minnesota to provide
statistics on school data. enrollments, expenditures, percentages and
groups served and so forth, as appropriate to the specific questions
whiA were asked.

Sq,condly, we recognize that ninny of the questions presented judg-
mental re% pews. In our testimony there is a liberal use of direct quotes.

I would like to call specific attention to concerns that our council
has and which it, is within the pun pew of this Committee of the United
States Congress to address.

These concerns fall into three areas:
First is the need to strengthen the corrolation between the planning

and toe resulting operations.
Secondly there is a need for the Congress to mandate the United

States Office of Education to meet its responsibilities as stated under
the law.
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Finally there is a need to clarify and strengthen the role of citizens
advisory councils.

Let us first discuss planning. These are operations of the 1968 law.
It is our understanding that this makes a strong commitment to serve
people's needs.

The preamble pledges to provide every individual--and I quote
"based on his needs, interest and ability, in light of "actual or antici-
pated job opportunities."

Unfortunately this State's authorizations of Public Law 90-576 for
Federal spending have not become a reality. In our view the States
have not conducted needs assessments and placed their programs to
establish the cost of vocational education services.

You will note in the materials that we have presented to von in 1972
this council recommended to our Governor and the State lecrislature en
educational management team that would meet the needs ofour people.

This would require local and State institutions which are providing
vocational education services to conduct a detailed analysis of the
demands for services and the project costs of those services.

This information is needed, we feel, to provide the basis for hard
political judgments. I am happy to say that through the support of the
State Board of Vocational Education and staff and the office of our
Governor and Minnesota legislature that a needs assessment is the
basis for State dollars' distribution.

For the first time as Minnesota looks to its 1975-77 biennial budget
our view is that a process is necessary at the Federal level if the Con-
gress deems planning and needs assessment essential.

We as an advisory council think that it is the result of the planning
and needs assessment by local school systems in the State contribute
to decisions made by the United States Office of Education, the Office
of Management and Budget and, yes, the Oval Room of the White
House itself, to strengthen your 1968 law to provide that annual ap-
propriations, recommendations. for vocational education presented by
the administration be backed up by the detail of local and State needs.

Let the 'White House justify its proposed level of financial support
against the backdrop of the commitment under the law and the result-
ing price of meeting that commitment.

Let the White House also identify which group of citizens it is pro-
posing not to serve.

Materials presented to you suggest that the United States Office of
Education has undermanaged if not violated provisions of Public Law
90-576.

We believe our testimony by direct quotes from the Office of Educa-
tion shows that ITSOE bases its management practices on the political
priorities of the administration with the legal and philosophical intent
of Public Law 90-576.

You will find in our testimony statements of our Minnesota admin-
istrators pointing out that the State plan filed each year is not a plan
but rather a fiscal voucher.

The plan documents program needs, human needs, only to the ex-
tent of dollars that the U.S. Office of Education tells Minnesota will
be available.

I want to emphasize that point. In the past five years. planning for
vocational education has been limited to justifying the level of fund-
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ing sought by the White House without consideration of the actual
needs of the citizens of the State or Nation.

You will find direct quotes from regional employees from the U.S.
Office of Education admitting that their review of the State plan and
other documents required in the State of Minnesota is limited to inven-
tory developments rather than including a judgment of whei lie r in
fact the State of Minnesota is complying with Federal law and thus
it is eligible to receive funds.

I might add that ar.y failure by Minnesota to meet the letter of the
law, in our observation, represents a giving in to written as well as un
written requisites established by the U.S. Office of Education totally
independent of the provisions of Federal law.

Our couo^il is also concerned that the thrust of the 1968 law. that
of respom veness to peoples' needs, not only be perpetuated but be
strengthened.

The Congress recognized in 1968 that certain segments of our popul,k-
tion. particularly the handicapped and disadvantaged, were not Imie-
fifting from our vocational educational programs.

The 196; law provides set-asides to encourage vocational education
to serve the handicapped and the disadvantaged.

It in the view of or council that set-asides must be maintained and
strengthened.

Consideration should be given to requiring specific matching for the
State and or local dollars for Federal dollars expended on the handi-
capped and disadvantaged.

It is hiolily important that consideration should also be given to
other categories of funding for special problems facing citizens in
core urban areas and depressed rural areas.

Let in comment here to that. We are not kinaware of the national
administration's suggested policy of consolidation into a single re-
spodisibility concept of Federal support for all areas which relate to
the broad sTeetinin of career, occupational and vocational education.

The 1973 public report of our council, which you have there. one of
the documents that we have presented to you, takes the position that
vocational education and those programs related to it cannot and
must not be segregated to our education exploration, pre-employment
skill development and maintenance of occupational competencies.

In the past there were elementary and secondary programs. The
higher education program has charged all segments of education. not
just vocational education. to serve this responsibility.

It is the view of our council that there is no reason to change this
approach. The need is to strengthen and to expand this approach.

Filially there is a need for Federal law to clarify and strengthen
the role of advisory councils. Historically these have been operational
advisory groups. Their responsibilities have been to respond to ad-
ministrative operation and management detail.

Our understanding is that the State advisory council's role as
der 'led in the I "68 law ha,: been avoided, that is. the view of the on-
sun ay a- to hox well needs arc being Sell ed even after five years.
There is a debate over this difference of view as to the role of our
advisory council in Minnesota.

It is our hope that the Congress will clarify language which out-
lines the responsibility ,Jf our Council.
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We would also suggest a review of the criteria which establishes
the membership in State advisory councils. The language needs to pro-
vide a weighted membership to give greater strength and voice to the
Tole of the citizens of the advisory council.

We do not wish to depreciate but rather wish to recognize the im-
poi tint role that educational members of our council play.

flowerer we would suggest that a weighted council membership pro-
vide for six non-education members. representative of business, indus-
try, labor, parents and other consumer groups, would be appropriate
for each four educational members.

TN, would give recognition to the citizen members serving without
pay. often in conflict with their main employment demands, and who
cannot make all meetings.

The result of such a 6 to 4 ratio of membership, we believe, would
result in equal weighted representation and consumer and purveyor
representative services.

There should be more direct dialogue between the Congress and the
State legislatures in each of the States.

The goals and concerns of Congress are common to the goals and
concerns of the Minnesota legislature at the present time. The pairing
of the Congressional and Legislative views is left to the executive
branches with delegation of administrative responsibility.

The U.S. Office of Education comes to our legislature with the fil-
tered view of both the State and Federal executive agencies. A more
oirect and formal dialogue needs to be set up between the Congress
and all other legislatures.

so, Mr. Chairman. let me conclude that the view of the Minnesota
State Advisory Council for Vocational Education is that Public Law
9a--:76, the Vocational Education Amendments of 1968, is a good one.
It need not. be scrapped. We recommend that it be strengthened.

This is our testimony. And I thank you.
Mr. Qvxz. Thank you, Dorothy.
You heard Bob Van Tries indicating that he would like to see the

responsibilities of the advisory council delineated more clearly in the
Act.

It ,eems to me that you have indicated the same thing in that you
would lice to have more specifics. Ifow would you suggest that the
.% .t be changed with respect to the advisory council ?

Mrs. Tuomrsos. We would like it more clearly understood that
the councils are not administrative in natli re. That is not our preroga-

vo nor our purview nor is it a thing that this council, I think, or
any of the other councils would like to take on. Administration is
not a part of our responsibility.

We wish to be. as we said, an auditory and evaluative body., The
members of advisory council,: are not capable or have the expertise
to Le administ ative. I think this should be left entirely to the various
state agnncies who are paid to do this.

Mr. Qum. But the present Act does not give you any administrative
responsibil:-; .

Mrs. Thomrsos. No. The only question would be that it is under-
stood by the various State agencies that we are not administrative in
nature and that nothing would be included in a new bill or in addition
to this bill which would make us so.

4C0
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Mr. Qum. Second, it seemed that Bob Can Tries indicated he
would like somebody to turn and ask 1,dvice, it seemed to me, r the
operation of the program which was statefunded. Have you beca
involved in that at all, in providing advice?

have you been requested by the State Board of Education to give
them advice on the operations of their program ?

Mrs. Tuomrsox. Not to the everyday management.
Mr. QU. By that you mean you are limited to the State plan ?
Mrs. THOMPSON. Right and to the overall view.
Mr. QUM. What about your evaluation responsibility ? It is stated

in the Act, which Lloyd Mecis has the' It was mentioned before by
Bill Steiger, quote, "evaluate the e ,ational programs, service,,
activities"then it goes down to the m,. At subsection D---and evaluate
the effectiveness of the vocational Gild educational progrlfrs.-

In your material I get the feeling that the evaluation is done by
someone else and you are picking up the evaluation that has been done
by someone else.

Have yon 2ither by contract or directly by the council done that
kind of evaluation?

Mrs. Timmesox. 'Yes, we have a (>>mmittee which meets with the
State. Department and does have an opportunity to have input into
the State plan.

But our evaluation statement is usually a sign-off. Although we may
not agree with all of the parts of the State plan we have signed on to
that plan, as I believe every other State advisory council has done
in order that the Federal moneys may come into the State.

This is one place where we disagree and we feel that all the State
councils are at fault.

Mr. QUIP.. One of these booklets here gives some indication about
the success of the program. I assume this was done by the Division of
Vocational Education. I lave von done any of that kind of evalnat. on
where you list how many secured jobs in the area of their troming
and lemrt It of 'bite they were on those jobs and that sort of thing?

Mrs. Tin me' . No, we ha en't. We haven't done anything as ex-
tereji e. I bel;eve as a council we feel that this is the prerogative and
the responsibility of the State office.

We have submitted our public report. We have recently clone a study
on v. omen's role in vocational education which was quite interesting.

We: have submitted that report. We have not made a detailed report
s;nce that one. We feel that the material was available through the
State office.

Mr. Quo:. Do you read the Act as requiring you to evaluate the
progranis and their effectiveness to the extent I assume vou did this

11 women. bat t o that ext ent for the rest of the programs?
Mrs. TimmrsoN. arccrdin!r to Federal law.
Mr. Quo:. I will yield to the Chairman.
Chairman PhintiNs. Mrs. Thompson, I wish to compliment you on

your testimony.
Fitt. I personally feel that you: have all the language that is

sary that was conteined in both the '63 and 'OS Acts to perforri our
functions most thoroughly in an advisory way to the Denarti. of
Vocational Education within the State.
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Have you ever offered any suggestions to the department as to
needs at the secondary level as contrasted with the post-secondary
level ?

Have you ever evaluated or advised the department along that line
as far as vocational needs are concerned for secondary antl post-
secondary?

In other words, what I am saying. you presently have complete au-
thority under this Act to do those things. Naturally there is nothing
binding on the State Department to follow your suggestions.

As a general rule in many instances when you make an input of
that kind your suggestions are followed.

But I just wanted to point out that you have that. I have always
believed that advisory councils should be active, very aggressive. But
th? final decisions must be left to the powers that be within the State.

If the powers that be want to advance vocational education and
protect the rights of everybody concerned they would always consider
your recommendations.

Has there ever been any friction between your suggestions and the
State people?

Mrs. THOMPSON. Not really. I think it has been more a case of
whether the State office felt that it had the funds and the wherewithal
to conduct the kind of surveys that led to the programs which we
might have suggested.

I believe it is more a case of monetaryit may sometimes be a matter
of philosophy, but not generally.

Cbairman PlAtictxs. Yon never had any trouble obtt,ining any perti-
nent information ?

Mrs. TiromesoNt. No. not insofar as the office is elle to supply it.
Chairman PERKINS. That is all I have to say.
Mr. Qum. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Meeds?
Mr. MErns. Thank yon, Mr. Chairman.
Mrs. Thompson, was the State Advisory Council consulted prior to

the preparation in the last one-year and five-year plan?
Mrs. Tno3resox. Yes.
Mr. Mri:ns. Did yon see a report before the final report was made ?

Tiro3tesox. Yes.
Mr. MEEns. Did you make any suggestions as an advisory council

with regard to that one-year plan ?
Mrs. TnomesoN. Yes.
Mr. Mr:Ens. Were the: adopted2
Mrs. TiromesoN. Not entirely.
Mr. Means. Were any of them adopted?
Mrs. Toomesox. Some of them were.
Mr. MEEns. Could you tell me one that was adopted?
Mrs. Tnomesox. Private trade school act.
Mr. MF.Ens. What was that suggestion ?
Mrs. THOMPSON. Would you please repeat that, please?
Mr. VAN TRIES. This was a suggestion that the provision should be

made for more easy access to facilities Jf private trade schools to
provide services for persons in Minnesota.

4 I- r,*lry
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We did place a provision in the State plan whereby the local school
districts can contract with private trade schools for the purposes of
providing servi'es to that district.

Mr. Mews. That was not in the original plan or the plan that was
subintted ix) the advisory council.

Voice. Can I comment on that t
Mrs. TnomesoN. Would you, please? This is Mr. States.
Mr. STATES. I am vice chairman of the council. I have some material

here. I think the item in quesition2 previous plans permitted the local
school districts to contract with private school systems.

But I guess at least in my opinion and I also should state I am from
such a private school system, Control Data Institutes, the activity
there was a rather low-level and it appeared to be more permitted
than an encouraged thing.

The current state plan makes more provision for that, stating that
prior to programs being implemented that require new facilities, the
way it is termed I guess there should be examination of the availability
of private systems to provide training. This is a substantial
improvement.

Mr. MEEDS. What I am trying to find out here is whether the advisory
council is a real advisory council or whether it is a paper advisory
council.

I pretty much agree with the statement that you made that around
the nation we find too many paper advisory councils.

What you find is that the state board, in my state the coordinkting
council, is really drawing up a plan and bringing it to you. As you said,
you are signing off so you will get the money.

A function, clearly, of the advisory council is to have some input
into the preparation of that plan, the one and five-year plans, and to
make its presence felt.

This is in adJition to the advisory or to the evaluative role that you
already talked about.

Mrs. THOMPSON. 1 would like to respond to that :'itst a little. I think
tl.e greatest difference that we have not only with our division but with
the United States Office of Education is that we are consistently and
quite constantly seeing that the State plan should be submitted lased
on the needs of the people of the State of Minnesota and it has not
done so.

It is not done because it is submitted on the basis of the moneys that
will be available from the Federal Government. In this way we feel
that the Federal Government does not really know what all the needs
of the people of Minnesota are or the rest of the nation.

Mr. '.HEEDS. Are you aware, Mrs. Thompson, that if you refused to
sign that no vocational funds would be available to the State ?

'Mrs. THOMPSON. Yes, we are.
Mr. Mum. Have you ever threatened not to sign it ?
Mrs. THOMPSON. Well, ves.
Mr. MEEDS. You have? Have you refused to sign it?
Mrs. THOMPSON. We have held off signing it. But we have signed it

at the request of the office in order that these funds would be made
available.
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At the same time, we have made in our oversight testimony. have
brought this matter to the attention of the Congress.

Mr. Mans. how can the Congress give you any mote power than the
power of the purse string? Here you say you feel that Congress doesn't
know the needs. Indeed, we feel we don't know the needs. We are de-
pending on people like you. And we gave you the ultimate power, to

ipowe that the Congress has itself to refuse funding.
Then vou.tell us that we should do something more.
Mrs. flummox. We are bringing it to your attention rigl.t, now in

the oversight committee report.
Mr. Mstos. How do you suggest that we give you any more power at

the local level as an advisory group than to simply sa v that the funds
will not be available unless you sign them. the one and five-year plena'

Mrs THOMPSON. I really don't know how to answer that. Excert
that I guess as an individual I would hate to see Minnesota be the only
State which did not get its moneys because of the practices that are
being committed all over the United States.

We feel that you as a Committee should he aware tit the r"..iz. Office
of Mtucation is not living up to the Pommitment ; r1 that

Mr. SEICEil. If the gentleman from Washington wield?
Mr. Certainly.
Mr. till:WI:R. ( au I clarify just that point ?
It is my understanding that in tact the 1-.S. (Mice of Eilcar,on

through its re:zional office in Chicago in effect said to the State ,,e
Minnesota, "that this State plan isn't a pia II at all. .111 v.iu need t,
do is submit materials. maybe a little documentation and a lot of
documentation on fiscal matters so that you can get money.-

Mrs. TllomesoN. That is right.
Mr. STEnint. Is that fair
Mrs. TitomrsoN. That is fair. That i,. what they said.
Mr. STEtomt. So in effeet what von have is this ili'eninia of the

Office of Education not fulfilling the requirements in the Act. inscfar
as what the State plan is all about. wh:ch thou. an, I .orrci.r. mem
thy State Department of Eh:cation not to fidfill reouiremetit-
the Art. which then makes it more difficult for Cie adv.sory -ourri;
to even push to get them to fulfill the requirentents Of th e t.

Would I fairly characterize your situation
Mrs. Timm ns, ix. That is corre, t. Anil it is in our tustitronv. is

testimony which was given by the regional office. It is there :n
quotes.

Mr. Mrros. Would you siu that perhaps i OM' l'IMMf7
wer, appointed by other than the grout) to ;'hi h they 'hove r-s: or-
sibilitv. ultimately the admin;stering board. w het! er it ls the dere r-

ment of education or whether it is the cordmating ,otincil. or
that this might make some di fferenoe ?

Mrs. Trmmesos. I don't think that the Minnesota State 11iscry
Council feels any particular rest-rants ahont the way in wh:id, tt
appointed. We feel quite independent. I don't know if it would Ti.1-1,
effect in other States. But in this State we are cii.ite an indela _dear.
body.

Mr. MEEDS. Finally, you say:
Finally, it is the summary vies' of this council based on documentation :/re-

sented by the responses to the questions that the stated purpose of Federal funding
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to assist in aikzurIng accessible vocational education services for all citizens is
not being aell.%ed.

Sgailicaut population group.. both in Minnesota's urban ac well as rural areas
are not being adequately served with opportunities to obtain saleable job skills,
eecially those aho are handicapped or economically, socially or educationally
disadvantaged.

Perhaps yon want to respond in more detail.
Mr. Chairman. if she furnishes documentation fot this I would ask

that it be made part of the record.
But. can you tell us which groups these are. where they are

an.? you feel this is not. that accessible education is not being
achieved !

Mrs. Titompsox. Yes: I would like to again call on Mr. States who
is prepared to address himself to this que-tion.

Mr. ST.m.s. I think this is a basic question. We have treated this
iIl . int prepared testimony.

When you said. Mr. Congressman. what more power can ConeTess
give a loyal counc it than the power of the purse strings., I have been
nix olved m it h the Minnesota council for some period of time now. I
don't think that me have ever had any serious discussion about. let us
:qr,. the Inhnin:strative agency mistism money to tt-here we felt that
cut tine- it oil' m as a hotter solution. I don't think it is that type of thing.

I think it is the type of question where, as Mrs. Thompson says.
the needs of tario ,*I'oilps have not Leon met.

I sustet von a ill hear lc: -e about this later today.
hue to: the questions in the ...repared testimony that we have sub-

sa: s to the OF. that coin nents resulted in understatement of
the fatids and other resources that AMU be required to meet those
needs.

Mr. Mrrns. What nacre are you reading from. sir?
Mi. ST xi-T.-. It is nage 20 our prepared response to those questions.
At. Van TlieS nient:Ontl that one problem was how much money

I.t 1%to the plannine- and how 'mull into operations
has taken the po -ition that more should be done in terms

of ntl- assessment to meet the requirements of the law.

T1, law uou:d ::14.1y that it i= implicit that the State ident'fy all po,siblo
-; edm anon need,. To do -10 would exend eon%iderable effort

alhout re,.uree.= aiailable to meet the n:cd-:.
!!', tUdi 14 a to :dloa the `.ate to oraluet planning'

. ' atall..1.1 reour e Thtaz the result 1 in fact an under
!!.. aed one :Iry i. practie:.1 and anae.

. I I the ,-anie charge eou'd be tie le in any
"t '1. tn.lt p0;n:1:HOI1 :11'01111Q. both urban and 1'ui0, ale!, sere,i Niente-e thole aren't enoiT.I1 funds.

\1, Tien could wen
MIT!), OK. If on don't mind. I won't aecept that because I

t' tn:tt f are 1,..)ine to make a charge like this yon would say.
1 this gromx of I wolle ! Who are the: awl why aren't they?..

tit -ham's volt are answering the question why- when you say that
C a en't dequate funds being made available.
:t a: e t' ehotto children in doxyntovvn Minneapolis? Are they

t in the hinterlands somewhere ? A n. they both ? I low
)-:'ion- about them ? I think we need a little more information

ali.out this.
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Do we have that information? Is it anywhere available ?
Mrs. Thomesox. That information is available in spotted places in

the state of Minnesota. I think there is a study :wade by the Metro-
Molitan Comprehensive Manpower Studies, 1971, for the city of
inneapolis which would verify some of this.
Mr. MEns. For the sake of saving time, why don't you prepare that

for us and send it to us and we will make that a part of the record?
Mrs. THOMPSON. Sure.
Mr. Mmns. Thanks very much.
Mrs. Tilomr!.:vs. We will be glad to.
Mr. Q. Mr. Steiger?
Mr. STEIGER. Let me go back to this point because I am somewhat

unclear. I haven't had much time. But I have been fascinated by going
through what the council gave to us.

Would I correctly understand the difference of opinion, if one
could call it that, between the council and the State agency. that the
council was saying that the data now available is inadequate in order
to determine the very point Lloyd deeds is seeking and the State's
position seems to he. at least at far as on page 20. "the statement that
inadequate data exists for planning is ?enerally a diversionary tactic
in the planning process? Those opposing the pia us will request an in-
creased amount of data and when confronted with it would probably
not change their position.

Now, that i:, a pretty big gap bet weer ;he ouna and the z' ate
agency.

Do I unfairly characterize the council's position ?
Mrs. Ttionesox. I don't think so. If we don't feel that the assess-

ment process has been adequately utilized in Minnesota. rather than.
:N 1 -aid, documenting the actual needs of the citizens of Minnesota.
the State department administration doesn't know what these needs
are and that can't be the total assessment of what people need.

If you are going to always hold against this many dollars you are
going to say. "well. we are going to do the best we can for this amount
of money." But it does not give the whole pictie.

1Vhen we asked what effect the regulations and guidelines have on
these planning processes in Minnesota. I would like to quote from the
state agency, he said "there is no question in our minds that the plan
information is inadequate for an accurate judgment in regard to the
goads and priorities established within the plan."

The plan is totally inadequate in communicating the accomplish-
ments of vocational-technical education services to the state. The lack
of specific documentation and detailed information is by intent.

We are not faulting the state department. They are fulfilling the
requirements which have been asked of them. But this is in viola-
tion of the federal law.

Mr. STEIGER. This whole matter is one that I think the Subcommittee
and the full Committee will take a long, hard and very close look at.

I must say it is particularly enlightening to Ills one member. To
t:ilre a look at the transcript of the meeting that von had with the
Office of Education personnel. I must say I am unbelievably awifilled
at what I am soeinc, ("SOF regional offices representatives saying to
the State of Minnesota as it affects you and the State agency both.
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What is the budget of the State advisory council ?
Mrs. TuoMesox. Usually it is $55,000 a year. This year it goes up.
Mr. STATES. About $70.000.
Mrs._THOMPSOX. About S70.000 this rear.

STEIGER.TEIGER. You have a full-thne staff?
Mrs. THOMPSON. No. we don't. We have a consultative staff, a con-

sulting firm. We do not have any other staff.
Mr. STEIGER. You have no staff other than that which you hire on a

consulting basis?
Mrs. THOMPSON. Right. We do not have. for instance, an executive

secretary as many of the other agency councils do.
Mr. STATES. It is an annual contract.
Mr. STEIGER. That consulting firm has done the reports basically

which von have made ?
Mrs. THOMPSON. That is correct.
Mr. STEIGER. One other question if I can.
I ',mow we are going to start getting closer and running out of time.
As I have gone through 1971and I realize that is old history

what has happened. Dorothy, between the recommendations made by
the State advisory council specifically on the State plan and what
modifications are to be made in it in 1974?

Have you been able to reach closer cooperation than I would judge
the 1971 year indicates to me?

Mrs. THOMPSON. May I ask Mrs. Freeburg to comment on that be-
can-re she has been on the committee ?

Mrs. Farrerac.. I wasn't actually on the council in 1971. Howeve.
I I would have to a-k you to define the term "have we been con-
sulted?" If you mean, have we met with the State Department in the
preparation of a State Ilan. the answer is res. Our evaluation has zone
to the State Department to the U.S. Office of Education. It is stamped
end put in a drawer apparently and that is where it ends.

Mr. STEIGER. I think it may be overstating the case to say that it
is either stamped or put in a drawer. But that is all right. Hopefully
it

Mrs. Fnmurao. You mean they don't do that much ?
Mr. Smcra. What I am trying to seek to find out is simply along

the lines that Lloyd Meet's wa-r seeking and that is, yon know, you
are like two trains passing in the night in 1971 because you had -Ipeci:ic
srarements about the State plan in 1971 and along comes a response
that ays it is a -lengthy and inperspicuous document and therefore
the division of technical education is attempting to z.unimarize the
document into laconic form."

I must say. I trust that that has not continued. I certainly ,lon't
think it need,. to be documented in "laconic form." That took eight
pages and the recommendations took seven. So the division', response
wa- a little lengthier than their recommendations-.

I am seeking to find out is it working better now than it was? If
I bast it rm reading, nothing else--

Mrs. TnomnsoN. It i-rn't workino that much better.
Mr. Srmor.a. Thank von for your candor.
Thank you. Mr. Chair nan.
I was afraid of that.
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Mr. Qtr.. I A\ ant to ask one question before we I have got a
kti.,...urnfn: that is fi-orn Bob Van Tries to Commissioner Casiney,d- Firua

T _ that must have come from the advisory
1. :I at Si ::t board shonI: inal;ti a mole etIective use of tio

T o-ir. the 1 e.11,13 on the State le(*isinture for language
t . r\ comi, 1 and defining laponsibilities in rehit.oa

c f 70 1.0:1n1.- and other ag..11..i.a.
f!,1: r moi from Nt hat Von 1,!1(11..1t0(1 l'efOre Nv0:1(1

t..at the sr.m. on-iit to ;_ite this council the re-
5110',Tt'Steti earlif i 12 ot:!ritt to:10?

V.t.: inn I .:n1; earlier- v.-hen I was making t'lls sli"fration
:,,ke,1 was that men. !ship should be a more
.1 is very ?at cre.

wonbi 1-1.-it:riati7e the count i1. in reference
1 It thts C)ove: poi s office by exe..ii-

ratio r the State legislatimie.
MA. dom

T. the 1'ml-or:or ha sited an executive order.
. ,..7e of the conne.l.

Mr. (.21--n . I u. lo,t ta:k.no- ahont the ,i-o. of the conncil but their
rt,F.-.7...= . I- NC :r ye tirtlt.:* on that

M:-. V AN Trars. I don't think the exe,utive order lists their

then
TriF- I- :inn,: of member-hip find thin, of

-.1. :Mr z i :lett-. lie max. be more fill-I:ill:1r with that
-A 7-- -.- I
NI- '2- :s..';t7, von stand up?

on1t-Ar s-mplv corr-r-is flint the State of
advisory coun, ti that hi s respon-

s t- 11:e l'itAs 1.-w. It that by executive order we
- ve to v. ilat ti " ttl,P. It

- - ' . I" tAi-o.:._,t1on as the state agency.
:.`: 42: I ,- .r. I b o, xx anted to ha' e coun-

7 on thiv-to-d.iy operation, and that doe-aCt

wa, that oic if the Pitt po,e-
.-e t t I rusponsilditv o "as it not

- I r -.t w to he that kind of :1 board. that
the .1:1\--t,,-1.1A- !at, .p=

- ,1,o .7 1.cc :11 A Amt. ree-
r- 7 - the It it 1,1,r-

1. : \Ye .1 in-: v.1-71 to nAA-::71,, that 1:.1,1

I- . rel--- -o t1, nttr,
ha. t t -i r)': In

1.. \ I: -.,
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Mr. Qua:. What do you mean, if von are asked?
If -,omebody in the legislature were to ask you ?
Mrs. TimmNOV. Yes.
(*batman Pr.foKINS. Write and seek permission to appear before

them for this purpose ?
Mrs. Titomrsos. That is right.
Mr. QtitE. Dorothy. are other members of the council here?
Mrs. Tuomesox. Yes. there are several.
Mr. Qt -IE. Would please introduce them ?
Mrs. Ti/o3trsoN. Would you please stand ? Mr. De Long, George De

Long. You have heard from Mr. States and Mrs. Freeburg. Al Ma-
ri,,1. Anyone else? Bob Whiting in the back. Larry Ditto. Chuck
Nichols. Joe Malir,ki. John Butler. A pretty good representation.

Mr. QUIE. Thanks very much. We appreciate it, Dorothy.
Mrs. Ti.omrs, x. Thahk you.
Mr. I think it would be good to move into Michigan now and

see how they are doing in Michigan.
We have the State director, Addison Hobbs, who is here.
We also have a member of their State advisory council, Clifford

Jump.
1)r. 1101)1)s. would you come up here ?
Mr. Perkihs and I are going to step out of the room. We will be

back. Mr. Meeds and Mr. Steiger will start on the questioning.
Li'repared statement of Dr. Hobbs follows

PREPARED S FATEM T OF PR. ADDISON HOBBS. STATE DIRECTOR. VOCATIONAL
TEC !IND, AL EVCCATION SERVICES. LANSING, MICH.

Mate Director of the Vocational-Technical Education Service, I am today
representing the Michigan Department of Education in today's presentation.

I am very pleased to be able to appear befire this Committee to present to
yon some thoughts concerning Vocrttonal Education. I am now approaching the
completton of my first year as Vocational- Technical Education Director and I
am daily becoming more appreciative of the efforts of your Committee in the

paration of Ii gislation which directly impacts upon the needs of the youth
and adults to be served.. .is a fernier Supervising Director of Trade and Indus-
trml Education within an urban school setting, as a former Dean of Technical
Teacher Education within a technical institution, and now as a State Director,
I hive been able to assess and analyze some of the benefits which the Federal
vi' a noun I legislation has been able to accomplish.

The document. R( ports on the Implenontatima of the l'orationea Education
,to,( min? WI of Ilit;SGineral Subrotnnuttee on I:duty:iron of the Committee on

tion and Labor Ifolyr of ReprewntotirriVolume 1. A-member 1973
raloollIzog qmnitii ant evidence which descri,les the effects of these federal dollars
In Michigan. As indicated in this report. during the 10 year period 1962-1972,
the ;:r.b%xth of enrollments in Vocatbmal-Technical Education programs in Mich-
:I:on showed a 135 percent increase when contrasted with the prior 10 year
pei %% hich pro-dated the Vocational Education Act of 196.3 and the 1968
Amendments Further analysis indicates that the last decade's growth was
13.-, percent per year ;11 copati:.on with 2 5 percent in the previous decade.

ta Mina has been the dramatic increase in programs designed to serve
the dislphantaged and handicapped Front no special programs in 196.8 to pro-
grams to serve over 11.S5S disadvantaged students and 4 000 handicapped stu-
dents for fiscal 1975 c.turzets a predictive causal relationship between legislation

w-a *1(1117,1 serieP f.)r youth and adults.
Enrollments in the ceconenty. post-secondary and adult areas must continue

to rapidly increase regazdles of current inflationary trends. The financial re-
soureec to earn out aoeonate. quality programming to meet these expanding
enrollments appear -taggerle, howev,.r. to disregard these assumptions would

,
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he disastrous in terms of individual desires to Pay nothing of the economicimpact of not having a sufficient labor force to c:eet national, state, and localneeds. Statistical enrolIaents are only a few of the areas for which impact maybe measured under the legislation. Today, in my report 1 would like to identifyfor you some of those concerns and information not necessarily highlighted inthe previously mentioned report prepared by the Subcommittee.
Michigan's State Board of Education has identified as a minimum seven keyelements in the delivery of Vocational Education to the youth and adults of theState. Implementation of these objectives and elements ie contingent upon acontinuat'..on of strong Federal financial support and legislation which providesthe direction to assure that all populations are served. while allowing flexibilityin the use of delivery systems to address the broad Vocational Education needs.The State Board of Education has gone on record through the Michigan StatePlan for Vocational Education in articulating three primary objectives ofVocational Education in the State. These objectives are:1. To contribute to the total effort of the Michigan Departmenc of Educationwhich postulates that every child, youth and adult obtains maximum careerdevelopment skills within per.onal capabilities and interests of the individual:2. To guarantee that no student entering high school in the State of Michiginleaves without having the opportunity to gain entry-level salable skills regard-less of his or her ultimate career objective: and3. To provide programs of adult occupational education to all persons of theState who need or desire service.
Attainment of these objectives are contingent upon implementation of theseven key elements identified by the Board. The focus and intent is to improvenot only the quantity of vocational programming but the quality as well. Eachelement is in various stages of implementation.
I would like now to take a fecv minutes to expand upon the rationale for theelements, and describe a few of the activities which are now occurring in mm tugtoward fruition.

1. DEVELOPM :NT AND IMPROVE/SENT OF CAFO'F:R DM-MO/nit:NT PROGRAMS IN ELF-
liF2rTART, JUNIOR BIG" 3ND SECONDART PROGRAMS

Education .up we knew it 10 or 15 ago and particularly vocational edu-cation was considered strictly as a terminal type program. By this we moanexclusive training for specific jobs. Training for specific occupations is of coursethe cornerstone for Vocational-Technical Education. However. we are becomingincreasingly more aware that a major effort must be given to what we are callingthe career development aspect of al, educational program. This involves pro-viding activities for students relating to awareness and assessment of themselves,awareness and exporation of careers, and career planning and decision making.A variety of efforts, some pilot am' me moving toward statewide implementa-
tion, are currently under way in this area. One very specific area currently beingimplemented is a career information system.

This system provides Michigan based career information, on microfiche. to
student users. Each career se,ipt contains irform.stion related to: job duties,work environment, earnings. employment outlook. aptitudes and interests, edu-
cational requirements. advantages and disadvantages. part-time opportunitieks,job locations, fringe benefits. advancement ofiportunities, related occupations.and ways of obtaining additional information. As a result of this material. each
local educational agency is able to disseminate occupational information on alarge scale which requires minimal student, teacher. and counselor training.

Presently 439 of Michigan's 531 K-12 districts -re participating in this nrocram
which when fully implemented in 1974-75 will aid 1100.000 students in exploring
careers in grades 7-12 as well as aiding 2.500 counselors in providing valleyinformation.

Other related activities which have been implemented beyond the pilot stage
include mobile guidance units in sparsely populated areas of the State extension
of a computerized amidonce program. insert ice al related to career d,velopment nd es*- lishment of an instant information stein to potential tvztof mum r e serviees.

In ad.. "sieve it can be said without miestion that leadership which myService area nag been able to provide both in career development and vocational
programming, coupled with our financial resources under the Vocational Amend-
ments, has stimulated and played a major role in the development of Michigan's
comprenhensive career educatio- legisl ^ti n.

7.1
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2, DEVELOPMENT AND oPERATION OF OCCUPATIONAL SKILLS PROGRAMS UTILIZING
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES FOR GRADES 11-12

Quality programming is difficult to measure without the establshment of the
criteria for which students are expected to achieve. In Vot ational Education we
are extremely concerned with programs which will provide students with occupa-
tional skills in which they MS* ultimately enjoy employment status. As an aid
in students achieving these skills. and in developing understanding by administra-
tors and instructors involved in the development and operation of vocational
programs, it is extremely important that Michigan's educators listen to and wort:
with the eventual employers of their product. One of the ways in which troth of
these factors is being accomplished is through the development of Iwrfonnance
objectives for vocational programs. Performanee objectives for all programs will
be completed by September. 1971.

Over 1.200 vocational educators are involved in writing the objectives for
specific programs. The writing teams. selected by local educational ageta k. are
presently completing w,ek on 162 programs. As tennis complete their assignment,
eac', set of objeetire. i. submated ; , a spe(ializt 11 emniantee for review'. These
sped ialized eommitte.,s are closely as.lkiated and familiar with the occupational
areas. They are representative of prole ssional associations. educational :igen, ies,
private school. or ins privately employed citizens. Concurrently. the object l% es
are also distributed to each 10111 edtwational agency for re iew and recommenda-
tions All re, onimendations are submitted back to the original writing team for
editing and any needled revision. Each set of recommended minimum acceptable
performance objeetie. then are submitted to local educational agencies for their
considerati, n and possible adoption. goose local «theational agencies dv11 do mit
find the re. ommended minimum perftirmatne *duet tiyes be ...misfit( tory duo to
local emploer needs have the option of adopting an alternative set of oblecti% es
whi h will be of equal or greater quality.

Spb ial issue ( munitieec hind been formulated to focus on major problems
confronting the elas.nnmi tea, her who will be using the performance objectives.
Ivr4 ml,L ms sl!ch ;t record keeping grmling, need, assessment. and instrimional
Ni 1 :1,e being examined.

I.N.tenshe statewide inser% lee for vocational teacher educators. and yot ational
edwation instructors w ill be provided. This inservice will be designed to enable
parth quints to select the all pi late performance objective. :1114 develop the
skills required to utilize strategies aml tediniques related to pe,.forniance based
mist rut thin Tlw dev elopment of perfoitilam.e objectivt s for all vocational pro-
grams w ill be of help to

1. students who x111 understand anticipated outcomes of the occupational pro-
gram and will also have tee basic information needed to effectively enroll in
articulated prop anis at a higher level or to obt,iin employment. This basi
formation will also be lo students and counselors whenever a laierol
transfer of enrollment takes place.

2. teachers as they develop their in,triutional t(whiliques based upon the
pot( neies to be taught in each progiani 11 'Hi tea( her arid student will Lace tine
benefit of knowing which performance objectives can be accomplished by the
student. This will be especially help: ul ni transfer or placement situations. and

3 inlininistrabirs ith the responsibility of de% eloPing new p.n.grains.
reviving ongoing pinagrailis Jr rtienlating programs can batter assess the students'
capabilities. One of the Initi.,tandin:: attributes of the performance obje tues
project, as it has been (Ifq' bawd in Mil higan. is the he. dvement of large num-
bers of people from I geographical areas of the Mate This makes it possible
to get a variety of lapin and also to develop enthusiasm toward iniplemeniing
the objectives.

s. SUPPORT OF OCCUPATIONAL SKILL PROGRAMS ON AN ADDED COST BASIS

For many years Michigan did not receive from its legislative body large slinks
of categorically earmarked money for vocational education programming. In
fact, as recently as FY 1971 only $3,000.000 was so appropriated. This situation
has now changed. In previous years much of the Federal vocational education
funding was provided to school districts to provide minimum support for on-
going vocational education programs which severly limited the opportunity to
drovid, larger sums of money for new activities related to career development,
construction of area centers, purchase of equipment and so forth. We are project-
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log fur fiscal 1974-75 that the State %%ill be provided a minimum of $20,000,000
for the support of vocational programs on an added cost basis as well as an
additional S2.750.000 for transportation of students to area centers

Although these funds are less than half of our projected needs for the support
of our ongoing programs, it shows a greater awareness of the Michigan legisla-
ture of the need for vocational education. however, these funds shish provide
operational support are increasing the demand for federal dollars sinee it is
stimulating program growth W hich further increases the teed for addi.lonal
equipment purchases, p'cement services, const-uctica, etc.

4. DEVELOPMENT OF STATEWIDE SECONDARY AREA VOCATION AL CENTERS

With the rapid growth of vocational programming after the passage of the
Vocational Education Act of 1903. the Michigan Department of Education
initiated stateside Vocational-Technical Education studies. These studies as-

.sisted in the development of the current area concept in Michigan and now serve
as gnides for the implementation of a statewide network of area vocational
centers. This plan identifies the 29 community colleges as post-secondary- area
centers and calls for the establishment of 77 secondary centers projected to
serve over 100,000 of the necessary secondary enrollments. As of this date 32 of
these centers are in operation. Estimated construction costs for the remaining
centers will exceed $120,000.000. Only through completion of this plan, in addi-
tion to other alternatives to be mentioned later, nil. the vocational-technical
needs of Michigan's students be met.

5. DEVELOPMENT AND MAINTENANCE OF STATEWIDE PLACEMENT AND FOLLOW-UP

Over the past three years, Michigan has conducted 9 pilot placement projects
shish provided placement services to approximately 21.000 graduates. These pro-
grams have demonstrated that school based programs which systematically focus
on placement can effectively place students in their life roles. Evaluation of
these projects has indicated a successful placement rate of 85 to 99q. With the
success of these pilot efforts made possible with funds under the Amendments,
Michigan has determined that it will initiate a network of statewide area place-
ment programs. The services w hich could be provided to the placement effort
will be separate from, but supportive of. local guidance programs in that a feed-
back mechanism will be available to the local school personnel to assist them
in advising and counseling students in relation to their life roles.

In addition. these services will provide to the adult. placement services within
familiar grounds as his placement needs change. One half million dollars have
been set aside in the Michigan State Plan for the implementation of area place-
ment programs for fiscal 1975. The funds will be utilized on an area basis
since an area approach has been deemed desirable due to the following:

1. It presents the best way to attain the most enkient operation of place-
ment and follow-up programs

2. Tt better reflects labor markets which extend beyond a given school district.
3 It provides n^ environment which encourages cooperation among educa-

tional and non-educational agencies concerned with placement.
4. It can effectively support existing area vocational centers.

Tt can be flexible enough to efficiently serve a large number of students
with placement programs.

ri It eneouraze6: articulation among educational agencies. i.e.. K-12 districts.
area vocational centers. community colleges and the Michigan Department of
Ed ty.a t ion.

7. It is compatible with and can be supported by statewide planning and co-
ordination activities.

c it provides for organized articulation and coordination between the plw.e-
iut center and the employ erg.

In conjouction with the establkhnient of placement services. initial steps were
talien for the development of a comprehensive follow-lip study This study was
initially designed to serve only vocational educatio; eradnate.,: holsever. suffi-
cient interest was nre-ent in the State go that in addition to the survey of stu-
dents in vocational programs 231 of the 453 N-12 districts surveving elected
to follow up both their 1973 vocational and non - vocational graduates. This sin
VPV ii.strument contained some 33 separate items. Preliminary results indicate
that. of ..eme 12,000 non vocational education grachmtes and nearly 20.000 vo-
cational graduates responding to the survey, the vocational graduates are re-

472
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ceiving significantly higher starting pay r 'es than the non-vocational graduates.
Information cowing on an annual basis from extensive follow-up from the stu-
dents over time, will assist the schools in curriculum modification.

6. ALTERNATIVE DELIVERY SYSTEMS

Recent legislation in Michigan makes it Is for local educational agencies
to enter into contilictual arrangements w ith business and industrial firms '0
provide secondary vocational education proprams.

This alternative is proposed so that more educational options relating to stu-
dents' interests will be acailable. This option pros ides a student with the oppor-
tunity for obtaining vocational skills on-site under contract in industrial settings
or with private occupational schools. The current year, 41 contracts between local
educational agencies and private businesses have been approved by the Depart-
ment. These contracts serve nearly 1,100 students with substantial increases in
contract enrollments being predicted for fiscal 1975. Although not considered a
replacement for the more traditional vocational setting for secondary students,
it will provide meaningful options for more students.

7. COORDI.N.ATION OF OCCUPATIONAL SKII.I. PROGRAMS OFFERED AT THE SECONDARY

AM) POST-SECONDARY LEVEL FOR IMPROVED ARTICULATION THROUGH AREA- )% IDE

PLANNING

One of the most exciting factors within the newly proposed legislation as
developed by the U S. Office of Education is an emphasis upon local planning
as a part of developing comprehensive programs in vocational education Local
planning can provide for extensive articulation of program efforts through all
levels of the educational system. The necessity for financial support of a local
planning effort cannot be over emphasized

In Michigan we have leen involved in attempting to improve the program
planning effort between K-12 districts, area centers, and community colleges for
the past several years. The biggest emphasis was the establishment of 49 career
education planning districts in 1971 based upon geographical boundaries deter-
mined by area studies during the 1960's. These districts. utilizing various advi-
sory councils, worked cooperatively with each of the educational agencies in the
development of a plan for providing vocational-technical education. In most
instances, rapid progress has been made in improved articulation as represented
by increaseu shared time programming. more effective use of facilities and new
program coordination. The success of this effort was recently recognized by the
Michigan Legislature in its adoption of comprehensive career ed;tion

w hih requires the formation of career education planning districts. and
establishes a structure to evaluate and make recommendations concerning not
only vocational education. but the total career education program It is obvious
to us after working in this area intensively for the past three yt ars that planning
can effectively impr we the opportunities available to students in vocational pro-
gramming. It is also becoming apparent that additional resources must be com-
mitted to assist local agencies in the development of plans and in carrying out
the War: for the most effective articulation to occur

in addition to the cooperation in local areas. some community colleges have
formed consortial for purpose of large s( ale regi(,:lal planning to bi tter serve
students in those areas. This development is a voluntary effort on the part of
the (mummify colleges.

As a brief smnmary of some very specific concerns in regards to the new legis-
lation. I would like to offer the followin,i;

1. T..' annual appropriation procedure currently employed is disastrous to
effective planning Set bouts consideration must be given to two-year funding if
planning is to become effective.

2. Some (Idea( Heal provisions should he contained within the legislation.
Although .rue people would view categorical legislation as being restrictive. I

view it as setting dire( don and requiring states to not take the easy rote but
to effectively deal with issues of the (lay as spelleci out in the categories.

3 A major emphasis in the legislation should be then towards the develop-
ment of planning at the local lecel an.1 for the development of adequate pre-
vocational and exploratory programs.

4 Emphasis most he gin en to the development criteria necessary in the student
career selection process.
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STATEMENT OF DR. ADDISON HOBBS. STATE DIRECTOR, VOCA-
TIONAL-TECHNICAL EDUCATION SERVICES, LANSING. MICH.

Mr. limas. As State Director of th- Vocational-Technical Educa-
tion Service. I am today representing the Michigan Department of
Elluation in today's presentation.

1.1.0 document. "Reports on the Implementation of the Vocational
Education Amendments of 1968General Subcommittee on Educa-tion of the Committee on Education and Lalmr. ITouqe of Representa-
tivesVolume 1. November 1973.- ca;,-Ilizes imificant evidence
which describes the effects of these Federal dollars in M;chielin.

Further analysis indicates that the last deade',' growth was 13.5
percent per year in comparison with 2. percent in the previous decade.

-;totisticai enrollments are only a few of the areas for which impact
111;1\ lw measured under the legislation. Todici in my report T. would
like' to identify for von sonic of those concerns and information not
necessarily highlighted in the previously mentioned report prepared

t Subcommittee.
M'cliigan's State Board of Education has identified as a

seven key elements in the delivery of vocational education to the youth
and adults of the State.

Implementation of three objectives and elements is contingent upon
a .,,,r;nuation of strong Federal financial support and legislation
wit it provides the direction to assure that all poi- alations are served

brie illowing flexibility in the use of delivery r,ystems to address the
b-r-ol vocational education needs.

The State Board of Education has gone on record through the
1Fhi-ran State Plan for Vocational Education in articulating three
primary objectives of vocational education in the State.

These objectives are:
To contribute to the total effort of the Michigan Department of

Education which postulates that every child: youth and adult obtains
maximum career development skills within personal capabilities and
interest of the individual:.

To 7uarantee that no student entering high school in the State of
Michigan leaves without having the opportunity to gain entry-level
salable skills regardless of his or her ultimate career objective: and

To provide programs of adult occupational education to all persons
of the State who need or desire service.

I would like to take a few minutes to expand upon the rationale for
these seven elements and describe a few of the activities which are now
ocon,ringr in moving toward fruition.

lievelopment and improvement of c:treer development irograms in
elementary, junior high and secondary programs.

At the present time 439 districts are partIcipating in a project called
VIEW. which is "Vital Information for Education and Wc rk."

The career developtnen. effort- is blood and many of the activities
conducted in this area would assist in the implementation of the career
education legislation.

Development and maintenance of statewide placement and foilow-
up services.

To date there have been cotApleted nine pilot placement projects
affecting approximately 5,000 graduates.
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Position papers have been developed and will go as far as necessary
to get the required legislation at the State level to put in State money to
carry this out.

The State plan calls for a starting minimum of 20.000 students to be
served. This is to be expanded into approximately 55 units with 25,000
students in the next 2 years.

Another element is the development and operation of occupational
skills programs using performance objectives for grades 11, 12, 13 and
14.

Performance objectives for every course will be developed and in the
hands of local I.EA's by September 1974.

Teachers and industry have worked together in the development of
the-e formance abject k es. The teachers have expressed an interest
in having assistance in implementation of materials.

Five hundred teachers will receive in-service training in the fall of
1974. This will have a direct impact upon 22.000 s, udents.

Hopefully eventually all vocational-technical students will be en-
rooed in programs or courses that arc performance-based.

That is the top priority the State has asked for vocational
education programs for '67 percent of all high school students.

We are presently serving 36,760 students. There will be 77 centers
which will serve 108,000 students. Moreover, 106,000 will be served
in comprehensive high schools in other ways which will be explained
a 1 ittle later.

Regarding alternative deli ry sstems, we now have 41 contracts
between local educational agencies encompassing nearly 1,100 stn.-
dunk , who are receiv ing ultiLation by contracted alternative delivery
systems.

Finally, the coordination of occupational skill programs offered at
the secondary and post-secondary level, there have :qien demonstra-
tion projects involving community colleges so that students may enter
and leave and yet keep continuity in terms of their desires and needs.

This we feel will make it possible for citizens to have greater free-
dom of movement with hiss loss of credits, time and money.

I have four recommendations in terms of strengthening the 1968
amendments to .1)e '63 Act.

One is that the annual appropriation ;rocedure currently employed
is disastrous to effective planning. Serious consideration must be
given to two-year funding if planning is to be effective.

Two. some categorical provisions should be contained within the
leti,at on. Although same people would'view categorical legislation
as being restrictive I iew it as setting direction and requiring states
to not take the easy route but to effectively deal with issues of the day
as -veiled out in the categories.

Three, a major emphasis in the legislation should be given towards
the developmf of pia], nina at the local level and for the development
of adequate prL - vocational and exploratory progrems.

Fourth. vinpliasis must be given to the development criteria neces-
sary in the student career selection process.

Mr. STEIGER. Mr, Hobbs. yours is an excellent statement. We are
deeply grateful to you for your willingness both to make the trip here
to Minneapolis-St. Paul as well as for giving us the kind of explicit
statement that you have in terms of what is happening.

(
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There are three or four questions that I would just briefly want to
go over with you if I could.

No. 1, can you give its some idea in the same way that we have asked
both the Wisconsin people yesterday and the Minnesota people today.
what is the percentage breakdown in terms of Federal funds being
spent on secondary school students in vocational-technical education
and post-secondary institutions?

Mr. HOBBS. It has vascillated between 15 percent to 21 percent.
Presently it runs about 19.1 percent of the funds spent on post-
secondary and the rest are spent on secondary and/or exemplary kinds
of things that have a dual effect.

Mr. STEIGER. 19.1 percent on post-secondary.
Mr. }loans. Post-secondary.
Mr. SIMMER. Can you also delineate for us the extent to which State

funds are distributed to secondary and post-secondary schools for
vocational-technical education programs ?

Mr. Hours. The post-secondary education students basically receive
their money directly from the legislature. That is set up based on the
kinds of classes. They have one for economic classes, one for health,
one for business and one for technical.

The money that we use. Federal money, that 19.1 percent is utilized
to get the advisory committees and to purchase and replace equipment.

In the past they were reimbursing about 40 percent of the teacners*
pay. which we no longer do, and that money is now put back on a per-
pupil basis in terms of raising the quality for the programs, the nqe
of performance objectives. P.Ofs. and the designing of them. This
year will the first year that we have not reimbursed teachers at
the post-secondary level. That is the way the money is spent:

At the secondary level they have State aid in the State of 'Michigan
in which co 111Geil is given. The Federal payment is used for 40 per-
cent an the administrative and coordinators for the planning groi).

In Michigan there are 530 local districts and about 5S intermediate
districts. That has been broken up into what we call 49 seabed or career
education planning districts. In the past these councils have provided
the impairs and the direction for people to submit area plans for
vocational edt..-ation which are then passed onto the State and then
we mat e a decision based on the amount of money we have.

The legislature has given first, it wacz three million, then it was eight
million and the year before last 17.5 million. In the past year we expect
i)0 million of what we call "added co-t- money from the State legisla-
ture to operate vocitt ional education at tl.e secondary level.

'This money is o% er and abo e the State aid money per pupil to
operate vocational programs. About 5:2 p< reent of all vocational pro-
grams are ander added cos.

That why T mentioned that we need approximatel 43 million to
get all the vocational programs under added ,A)st becait-e we are alamt
52 percent there now.

Mr. STErnEa. Are you familiar with any other State that has gone
into the added cost co:wept to the :time extent ?

Mr. Howls. The only other State I am itm are of is Minnesota. I think
it Is Minnesoh that .j'ist went into it. There are only two States 1 am
aware of. I thought it was Minnesota. One other has come in.
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Mr. SEIGER. Ilk lvrIliS of \\lint Project View is doing in serving 439

out of :1:11 districts. is this essentially funded by the' use of Federal

monies ?
3Ir. llomis. It has been out of exemplary money in the past. As it

is expanded It will become hopefully a part of the total pi:loom:tit serv-
ices progi am and it N\ ill be picked up by the' local d.-tricts and the

Can you giNe me some idea I) (arse I don't kliOW that
much in terms of the quest mn 1.1od .NIeetts asked of the' 3Iinnesota
peoplecan you describe how that ;*stein NN orkt, iii terniS of «ho is
le-ponsb1e ion what to \\ hunt!

.Mr. 1 loans. Our s stem basically works the same as the Minnesota
s stem. 'flu State' Board of Education is also desigLated the State
Board for Vocational Education.

I d,r't ha \e a title as long and impres,ive a: Mr. Van "fries. But the
State Department is broken up into 13 sem ic,2s. one of vhich is voca-
tional-technical education service, of \vhich I am the director.

Mr. SilaGR. Fur both secondary and post-secondary ?
3 I r. lionhts. For secondary' and post-se..o !Ida ry.

Mr. S maim:. In our post-secondary institutions do you have in the
same' manzier that 1\ iseonsin does area local boards?

I !onus. ielngan de-Agnate(' in 1969 that their post-secon-
d:Hy institutions would be community colleges and nut technical insti-

tutes. And that the secondary level \\ ould establish essentially what
would be called area °cation:11 venters :Ind t:clinival institutes. So we

butt ha \ e technical institutes huh :Michigan. We ha \ eand that inigiit
be in (mutation marks--commuinty colleges.

STrita.R. Throu.di the' junior colltTe system in Michi:ran is it
ptible for .t stndtlit then to get a two-year cert iticat,±' in a technical

subject ?
Mr. I hams. There is up helm e the board now V hat they call a techni-

cal degree. I don't kno\\ It is noSed to collie up on Tuesday for a
ate. It haSICt gone' doom... so fat. They ha e had many meetiugs on

11. p0-111011 pa pets and so forth.
But no position has been taken as of today. Basically at the see-

ondal le\ el they get a high `,11i001 (111)10111:1 and a eertnicate saying

the.\ finished auto mechanics or graphics or sometlinPr.
Itc ond that it is associate degree' at the post-secondary level. They
\ ivrt nicated programs that are hot ki,,OCIate derree.
lout if I inn \oilon ruiat you are' tallono. more about the kinds

of culdiCatC:.. t V 4)- \ par reititi,ates. that are given by some hospitals,
for instance. 111 ,01110 10'1111:0d 111St they '!.rive a tw o-N ear eti-
ficate. We don't hake that in .Michigan.

SrEmi n. Thank you. Mr. Hobbs. very much.
Mr. NlErns. Thank you :11'61'11111AI. Mr. Hobbs.

ouhl you gee some idea of the percentage of students through
ago 21. , that reside in Detroit aud Wayne County as a percent of
t he tota.1 student population of the State ?

Mr, Minn. Let put it this way : I have only been in Miehionn
Quiet, September 111(1 I liaen't completed a full Veal' Vet. If I don't
answer to your sati,faction there will be two people. one is a superni-

4. .1 e"



tendent who has been in Michigan some tune mkt t he .4.1er s :l-

a one of the area centers. Maybe they can.
But it has been my understiinding from It okiinz it the -4. : -.tat

approximately 70 percent of ail Mici.11V/1 popnl.tno,l g)elt,!:
in that eastern section.

Based on that I would think we could me that 71, ' jr! 1!.

students might he in that area tot.
Mr. MEEos. Could von g:%e me some idea f that popolat:un

bears some relationship to the total expenditure for vocat.oc.;.
t ion in the same area ?

Mr. Hons. Insofar as the number of stm lents In vocation:C. ica-
tion I would say that the percentage would be very 17:

the amount of money being spent because it IS -pent per
How ever I caution that answer with the reit !hat \ve it, lot ,:t

because of various interests in that area full% devemped at rho ?r--enc
time in some of the more rural areas because of the fact t:uir
need each other in order to surviN e. They were wIlima to we rotzer !cr
and pass the necessary millage. That has been one of the wave n

e bid on a center in the State of Miehigan. Two or rh gee .ontooneor.i
can own a center or operate a center. That .s an nterinediare
in which there are several I think :t is based on .:9.111 1-
dents within an area mix.

If you work with the lah grade level to generate a ,renter
the area has to pass an operating millage which assure' z that vim icn
hurt vocational education.

Detroit itself is an independent district. It d.tlicot ri!
or to get the people to determine sometimes whether they I.-9 zoina.
to serve the city of Detroit or whether they are lust going to la
or two mammoth centers and not know where it !s going to ')e or -vo.:
°ving to control it.

So we are asking the legislature to make certain kinds of imstrr
in how he can get an area center operated because in Detroit anti cu e
Grand Rapids area we have not been able to g,enerare. if von ...i-
tem which we feel give the best education because von ,:an .oncenrrice
your teachers and your equipment. But that does hot mean that -.le-
don't have vocational education in these areas.

Mr. Mum Are you satisfied that the percentage of exnenti_rar.s are
Federal vocational dollars bear reasonable reiatIons.h.o to c.iu
tion of that metropolitan area of which you speak'

Mr. Maas. There is one problem which I ail not luire stir:: bah
articulate. But I will try. If you have Federal doilarg ':lac
matchinglet us take the ease of Detroit. wh:oh. as I inder:ranti r.
has been almost broke for about three 011 :lave
non K through 14 or Ii through the college. If you don't
money to run a :34 by 30 classroom there is ',cry irtie alone,"
over to have vocati onal education, which means the :nom," 'n 'lc
available to them but they can't generate the 50 per'enr

MEEDS. The resources of the local areas must takt,n Into
icount. But it is not an absolute requirement for marching Latieeo..

was one of the prohibitions we wrote into the law so chat woup:n
happen.
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Let me give on some of the background. As a matter of fact Detroit
provides sonic of the background of the passage of the 1968 Act. I
don't recall the exact circumstances. But my recollection is that ap-
proximately 70 percent of the student population of the state resided
in this metropolitan area about which you speak. But of the federal
funds being spent under the 196;1 Act. Smith-linghes and the combina-
tion of vocational moneys ,ftoing into the state. Michigan must have 40
percent of the federal funds going into the Detroit metropolitan area.

This is one of the examples that was used in drawing that prohibi-
tion. because we recognized that local taxpayers might not be affluent
and indeed some of the most serious disadN .intaged student problems
ini7ht exist in gri ater proportion in those low tax base areas. So that is
one of the things we tried to get away from

Mr. Hons. Your Part H money that is for 30 percent matching.
sometimes it does not get into that population.

Mr. MEEns. I recognize that you have just taken over your job.
Mr. How. I should know what you are saying. Just send me back

to do my homework.
MEEDs. What I suggest is that you look at this with your state

advisory council when you subs it your next one-year or five-year plan
to see if that is out of kilter. We have addressed ourselves specifically
to that problem. We would hope. at least I as one member and I think
the other members would agree with me. that that redistribution of
funding which we saw in the state of Michigan or the problem we saw
and which we attempted to address ourselves to. will be addressed by
the peop'e from Michigan.

Mr. STEIGER. As a matter of fact if we could
Mr. Hones. There is supposed to be a report on my desk when I get

back. The central office in Detroit is asking the same questions. I can-
not be sure at this time what was actually spent in the city of Detroit.
I campossibly guess on what was proposed to be spent. But sometimes
a project doesn't begin at a certain time.

Mr. MEUs. Mr. Hobbs. can you furnish for the record a response to
ttte question of what percentage of Federal dollars for vocational edu-
cation are being sient in tlte Detroit metropolitan area and what per-
centare of students are in the same area ?

The document referred to follows :]
STATE OF MICHIGAN.

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION.
Lansing, Mich., July 22, 1Q74.1! -n. Cuu. D. Prisitts,

Con in; of the United States. Rouse o,' Representatives, Committee on Eduea-
hos and Labor, General Subcommittee on Education, Rayburn House OfficeBitikltng. Washington, D.C.

Dr.Az acruzstsrArivt Pram:is: I am deeply appreciative for having had the
opportunity to testify at the oversight hearings held in Minneapolis, Minnesotaon Saturday. July 13. 1974.

During the course of the proceedings, I was asked to submit documentation on
federal vocational monies spent in the Detroit area, competency based tesebereducation programs. and the derivative for added cost funding. The documentsare hereby enclosed for the record.

Sincore13.
Anulsos S. Mans.

State Director,
Vocittional-Technloal Education Service.

EniosureQ
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ALLOCATION Of FEDERAL FUNDS TO DETROIT METROPOLITAN AREA 1973-74

Program purpose Michigan Detroit SMSA Percent

Pt 8
Pt C

.-: ,
-

,-,::: $16.891829
363,541

$5,074,146
165.304

30 03
Al 85

Pt D . 223, 3C4 .,,.,
Pt. F .. 1 263 9'2 342 393 27 02
Pt G , . 600.702 253 931 42' :7
Pt N z . , 502.159 118.048 33 52
102(0)0 .., .. ... .... .. -- ... 818,574 297,5 0) 36 34

Total..... zz =
23,523,083 6 251.622 32 46

I Vlakne, Oakland, ana 'twits Counties.

Grade 9 to 12 enrollInottd-1973-74
Nfichigan 650.170
Detrott SMSA 9:21

ne 1130. 175

Oakland k 73. 443 I

Macomb 3031

1'.01.11. 4 1-14 percent.

THE CosTs or VOCATIONAL AND :CONVOCATIONAL PROGILAIIS

A STUDY Or MICHIGAN SECONDUcE SILIDOLS

(HAP11.11 1N:.--tUNINIART AND t.ONCIXsIONS

The objective of tl.:- study has boon to affiliate the added 4 ,ts of vocat. nal
duiatloti 111 ierIllb of both the .4verage co I and margfilai cost d,acretALs bet%%i-en

% 444 at ional and nonvoca t Iona! programs in secoffilar. education.
This study %%as undertaken at the reque-t 44 the lichigan State .ktivis, ry

C.4inicil for Vocational Edniatom. oho sought cost data concerning 1.44th v..,a-
t tonal and tnni%ocatfonal secon4lar ed4a,ation program- in Mulligan. R. 'ause
suill data %sere not readily a% .liable. a sample survey of 1:.36 sec. ndary Is

Mulligan %%:IS condinted b. the Iastitme for Itocarch on 11mLan Re- guilt-..
The l'ennsliania State Um% ersit.%. t%itli the a.stame i f tne Michigan Lit-
partinent of Education stall. Cost information %NA, iolititeti 1.4y moans of a :Lail
que-; ionna ire

l'or sampling purpoi. the state %%as divided into fur regions. five eonanunity
(tnetropolitatt. ta.. :0%%tis. firhati fringe. alt' rora: and lour ti .es of

thigh i-ctiools 9:14. ring :44cational education. high Utle-1:14
otat Iona! edit ,.4n. ioniniunit anil .1.0.1 sk./1 itlitir I Out of '..;r;

:0.114401s kthir5eri for die sample, 10. reporided the:11 tt tft. (7.3 ssh.. 'S
ollering ocat natal 4-1thation. 41 high si114.4..is not ellering %okationa' edUtatt mi. 1
t.t);IIIIIIIhtty college. :Old 3 area ktil .eater..

To ihtate itmlertan414 the report. a :.11:1,hor f TO
I111:14- to Lir-t ati.111. here (1,, in Chapter 11
tlit Dattlfe 4.f etttzt .t11 ills, being 44141,..rtunity ost . tLe

and ex;lenditure still bt%%een ti1.7.140 .1;t1 NEI' LI D. i , d
of .1.114d 4.44t, and the ditle:orn r cot%%... It s..,art run at. l I ,'1Z-r11:' f tr. , :

I Italtter 111 re%14%4.41 foinil.er of -1.141144, rola /ang t, Lost ..f
Lona/ oduntion The %%Me tat iation in the erimatii.g r %4

-it e.tatitial vol.:a-ion in many quarkkr towerttitt, %%!.;_1.1 !..11, ICA to
Lei lain c iii h :I it.d 4.-t, 1'41 he 4..i-4 d

The -ar%44 indieated sub,tantial Iar:ar: .r.. In expt.niiiture by v.-4. r. 1
,4 !O.," for :he different pr.-sr Inc-. ,'t taor. :en pup,/ 7,

T lizgest .1 ratlior ciin-trent trkmi in !M. k,,st .4f v iti na1 4,4/1.
.thou., kni.rk..i-e ro .ill pr. gram, hi r0,-4.t.t
oar,

A hrit f of Illter.tiVe -ystern5 and hen, tit.e44st and eo:r...,ffecnvene.:q
%%a a. en in Chapter IV to Chi-trate var.ol 11-c fur .1' urate

001 1 For ration il that :ni.dved :Le n
or t 4." act ion of a prtnztillti. tit/In/ma/ tt -t 11111-t be eon.; a rd f.,r eu 1: gr in..
Subsequently, ratIotial reinitairsement f .rinulas %%linli take aei)ur.: f. for t
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ample, scale factors, efficiency, and market surpluses or shortages may be for-
mulated. Comparisons of programs or teaching methodologies may be facilitated
by employing benefit-cost or cost-effectiveness analysis.

Chapter V discussed the methodology of this study, indicating that added
costs may be estimated from average costs or marginal costs. Thus, two types
of cost functions were analysed: a total cost function and an average cost func-
tion. The former permits Inferences about the marginal cost of instructing an
additional student. The average cost function allows inferences about the opti-
mal scale of operation for a program.

Various cost function specifications were formulated to take account of such
factors as location, community, type of school, quality of training, and capacity
utilization. The regression technique was used to estimate these cost functions.
While both linear and nonLnear regressions were fitted, the report presents
only those equations providing the best fit to the data.

Information concerning the sample of secondary schools was discussed in
Chapter VI. There were more than thirty-five vocational and no-_vocational pro-
grams in the survey. However, due to a small usable sample size (ranging from
1 observation, to 56 for various vocational programs), certain programs had to
be deleted of combined with other programs. To increase the sample size, ex-
perts at the Michigan Department of Education were asked to assist in combin-
ing programs.

Due to the lack of sufficint data on current costs and amortization, prorating
of these two cost items was necessary to increase the sample sizes of various
programs, It should be noted that this is one of the major limitations of the
data.

Chapter VII considered the estimation of the added costs of vocational edu-
cation in terms of average costs. Given that it is desired to reimburse vocational
programs on the basis of current enrollments, it is proper to use the ararage
added cost estimates to compensate various vocational programs.

It has been found that, on the average, vocational costs exceed nonvocational
costs by $95 per student hour. However, within vocational programs, there is a
wide variation of added costs. For programs in trade and industry, auto service,
and agricultural mechanics, the added costs are much higher than $100.

Added costs can be applied to various enrollment levels if a program is sub-
ject to constant average costs. All nonvocational programs and distributive and
agricultural (except agricultural production and mechanics) programs display
constant cost curves. Others, especially in trade and industry. display 2onomies
of scale. so that average costs may vary with the level of enrollment. Illustrations
were given of applying these average costs and average added cost estimates.

Chapter VIII presented the estimation of the added costs of vocational educa-
tion in terms of marginal costs. Given that it is desired to reimburse vocational
programs in order to consider the future expansion or contraction of the opera-
tion of various vocational programs, it is proper to use the marginal added cost
estimates to compensate various vocational programs.

In Chapter VIII several total cost functions for various vocational and
nonvocational programs were estimated. The coefficients of these linear total
cost functions represent the marginal costs of each program. The added costs
of vocational programs were calculated by evnputing the differences between
the marginal costs of each vocational program end the marginal cost of all non-
vocational programs.

Various alternative measures of marginal added costs were presented in
Chapter VIII. The most reasonable measure for the purposes of this study is the
one based on total cost including amortization of equipment. It was found that
the marginal added costs of most of the vocational programs are, indeed. posi-
tive. Among them, agricultural mechanics, auto service and auto body, general
office, stenographic-secretarial, air conditioning, appliance repair, and drafting
have added costs exceeding $400. On the average, the marginal cost of vocational
courses is $115 higher than that of all nonvocational programs.

It should be remembered, however. that the alternative to vocational educa-
tion employed here is the nonvocational curriculum as a whole. Since there is
some variation in the marginal costs of nonvocational programs (varying from
$157 in mathematics to $187 in language), the choice of one or another alternative
wonld change the results to some extent.

Finally. due to the small sample size in the survey, and the need to prorate
amortization costs of equipment, the results of this study should be used with
caution.
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Mr. HOBBS. Yes.
Mr. MEEDS. You have a situation in Michigan, I believe, very simi-

lar to the State of Washington. Much of your post-secondary voca-
tional-technical-occupational education is being carried out in your
junior and community colleges and yet you have your State board of
education which, at least in our State, is largely K through 12 oriented,
administering the total vocational education program.

Mr. HOBBS. We also handle all of the educational programs in
Michigan.

Mr. AfEEDS. And higher education.
Mr. HOBBS. We have a post-secondary council. We have a community

college council. They have a higher education council. But they all
report to the State board of education.

Mr. MEEDS. I see.
Mr. HoBBS. The State board of education is a 1202.
Mr. MEEDS. And you have already fulfilled your 1202 requirements

for that system.
Do you have any coordination problems with the system that you

have? I am sure you have some controversies. But do you feel they are
unmanageable in terms of the ongoing fight between K through 12
vocational education, post-secondary education, and academic educa-
tion. Do you feel that vocational education actually suffers when it is
totally subservient to the larger education goals which, in the past
at least. have been largely academic oriented?

Mr. I Toms. We have not experienced thain the State of Michigan,
not since I have been there. With the career legislation being man-
dated by the legislature we have a rather enviable position because
vocational education in Michigan has been operating on performance
objectives.

We have certain monies, to be quite frank, that go into the occupa-
tional end of the community colleges.

Mr. MEEDS. They are glad to go along with you.
Mr. HOBBS. Yes.
Mr. MEEDS. You gave us a breakdown of the expenditures of Federal

money between post-secondary and elementary-secondary.
Could you give us a horseback guessI don't expect you to have this

right on the tip of your tongueof the breakdown of the ratio of
total expenditures of technical, vocational, occupational career dollars
in terms of elementary, secondary and post-secondary?

Mr. Hones. It is difficult for me to talk about the local match because
of teachers' salaries, et cetera. It changes in accordance with the dis-
trict. Basically we get about 19 million or somewhere in there of
Federal dollars. In the last year we have gotten 17.5 added cost dollars
plus the State gives us about $21/, million for administration. So we
are close to $40 million.

From that you can almost extract the 19 Percent of thr. Federal
dollars and the rest of it would be in terms of K through 12 education.

But I would have no idea of what the local match is because it
differs according to salaries of teachers, et cetera.

Mr. MEEDS. It is obvious, however, that you are expending much
greater proportion of your vocational education dollars in K through
12 than is the State of Minnesota.
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Mr. Hoass. Yes. The State chose to operate the community colleges
the way it is, I suppose. It is a political issue. Everybody is somewhat
happy with it.

Mr. Mneos. Can you tell me if anyVing is being done in Michigan
that you are aware of like the Wisconsin Capstone program?

Mr. Hoses. I heard it mentioned today. I am not that familiar with
it, no.

Mr. Mina. It seems to meand BillSteiger can correct me if I amwrongthat there is a module or family or cluster wherein the high
school people enter into familyor cluster concepts and can work within
these and then in their senior year they cap it off, so to speak. with aSnishinc program so they have a relatively good salable skill upongraduation from high school.

Do pou have anything like that?
Mr. Hoses. The students in Michigan have the opportunity to furtherdevelop skills or to enter what we call a pre-technical program and

work with the community college in that area to get advanced credit.
That is what we call our capstone program.

Mr. MEEDS. Very good.
Thank you very much, Mr. Hobbs.
Mr. Jump'? Clifford Jump?
Mr. Jump is Director of the Calhoun Area Vocational Education

Center and is also a member of the Michigan State Advisory Council
on Vocational Education.

Welcgme to the committee. Mr. Jump.
If you have a prepared statement you may summarize it, if you wish.
If you wish you may read it into the record.

STATEMENT OF CLIFFORD 0. JUMP, DIRECTOR, CALHOUN AREA
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION CENTER AND MEMBER, MICHIGAN
STATE ADVISORY COUNCIL OH VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

JUNP. Thank you very mi eh, Mr. Meeds. Mr. Steiger, for the
opportunity to come before the subcommittee to discuss with you someof the important aspects that we see in vocational education.

I am not sure, being in the minority. that we want to my very muchtoday, being kind of out-of-State, so to speak.
You are welcome to come to the Battle Creek area and visit our

area vocational center. We will even try to get you some cereal fromthe cereal city capital. Unless someone declares that it is nonnutri-
tional we will be able to meet your needs.

Mr. MErns. Michigan has at least two members of the Education and
Labor Committee. both very fine, hard-working articulate, and also
very responsible and responsive to the State of Michigan, Mr. O'Hara
and Mr. Ford, on our committee.

Mr. rEIGER. Actually you have three becalm Bob Huber is also a
member.

Mr. Mums. That is right.
Mr. STEIGER. We do worry about the skewering of the committee

towards Michigan.
Mr. JV311'. On their behalf. we appreciate that.
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I have prepared a few comments for your reaction and for you to
find out the important task that you have before you in determining
the future of education in our country.

I think the effect of rest legislation for vocational education has left
a mark on our scciety.

The Vocational Education Amendments of 1968 have provided the
impetus for more educational opportunity for many youtns and adults
who would have been denied the right and opportunity to receive
vocational trai'ling.

Legislators M general, and those of you serving on the education.
committee in particular, are to be commended for providing ways and
means to maintain, extend, and improve existing programs of voca-
tional education.

The establishment of National and State advisory councils for voca-
tional education have been a step in the right direction to assure a
grassroots approach to advising, planning, and evaluating vocational.
education services.

It is hoped that advisory councils will continue to be effective in
determining vocational education "program needs" and "program
effectiveness."

The success of the 1968 law has been very impressive. It helped the
young people of the United States acquire the job skills they need to
bridge the gap between education and work.

If the Vocational Education Amendments of 1968 were to provide
Federal support to help expand the vocational education system, and
to encourage the increased investment of State and local dollars in this
field, then we have just started and a great need still exists.

Considerable effort has been made at the local and State levels in
Michigan to determine some priorities in the field of vocational educa-
tion. In sharing our thoughts we hope to have some input to improving
the education for all youth and adults in the country.

Provide provisions for performance-based instruction. We give
attention to quality of effort more than quantity of effort. There is
only one way to do this, that is to have performance-based instruction
be the thrust of the future:

A. high priority in vocational education should be to establish more
credibility with all the laity and groups to be served. They should be
able to tell the young people what it is they can expect when they come
into programing, the standards they are going to achieve am: how
they are going to assess and evaluate that effort.

Measurable performance objectives should be developed for occupa-
tional areas in terms of students needs and ultimately emrloyability.

Federal legislation that will encourage the planning and imple-
mentation of performance-based instruction should be a major step in
the improvement in the quality of education being offered.

Secondly, I would suggest that we continue set-asides for the dis-
advantaged and the handicapped. There isn't any question in my mind
the priority this area should receive.

The set-asides for the disadvantaged and handicapped have pro-
vided a real impact at the local and State level in providing equal
opportunity.
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It has been most important that the Federal Government earmark
funds for people with less opportunity. Without this set-aside, pro-
grams at the local level would scarcely exist.

As an example, the Calhoun Area Vocational Center has received
approximately $250,000 since 1970 to service approximately 1,300 dis-
advantaged and handicapped students. It would be impossible for us
to provide this type of funding or this type of supportive service for
those who are less able.

We feel it is important for us to integrate the disadvantaged and
handicapped students into the regular program. We have 31 programs
available in the vocational center and the disadvantaged and handi-
capped students are in all.

Mr. STEIGER. Can you hold it just a minute and let counsel inquire ?
Mr. RADCLIFFE. I am frankly a little confused by this term "set-

aside" as applied to disadvantaged and handicapped. They are clearly
inten4.ed as minimum requirements. I am not being contentious but
merely quite curious.

Michigan treats those as a minimum percentage requirement that
you then go above to meet needs as they develop? Or is that actually
your maximum too?

Mr. JIT3IP. It is our minimum. We want to continue categorical fund-
ing in this area, earmarking specifically at least 10 or 15 percent.

Mr. RADCLIFFE. I guess what I am asking is, are you treating it as
a floor or as a ceiling in le.fichig,an?

Mr. JUMP. Maybe Mr. IIobbs would be in a better position to answer
that specifically for you.

Mr. Hons. Believe me, strictly as a floor, not a ceiling.
Mr. RADCLIFFE. Congratulations.
Mr. JETIVIP. Thank you.
Mr. RADCLIFE. Thank you.
Mr. Hair. At the present level of funding as I indicate in our pre-

pared remarks, this does not allow us to meet 100 percent of the needs
that we have in the State. We also trust that you will give this serious
consideration in order that we might be able to improve and continue
the programing for the disadvantaged and handicapped.

Provide placement. guidance, counseling, and followup activities
for all interested youth.

We are also definitely of the opinion that we should provide place-
ment activities for all youth and adults.

We have to provide the necessary guidance and counseling for neces-
sary job placement services to follow this up and not leave the indi-
vidual in a dead end.

One of the problems that we have is how do we correlate all the
labor market information that we have. We feel that improved efforts
are needed to secure up-to-date labor market information if we are
go-ng to provide relevant training in areas of employment need.

There should be a good majority of graduates in related fields of
work or study after graduation from a reimbursed vocational educa-
tion program.

Most of us in education lack the expertise to adequately determine
the labor market needs. It would be helpful to have more coordination
of activities between the education and labor departments.
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Provisions for improving articulation between secondary and post-secondary institutions.
Considerable attention should be given to the unnecessary dupli-

cation of effort in providing vocational education. I believe incentives
should be provided to encourage secondary and postsecondary institu-
tions to better utilize existing resources.

Numerous resources can be shared at the local level but the existing
organizational patterns limit the amount of articulation presently
being conducted in the educational institutions.

A positive approach to the situation is needed. Providing incentives
to eliminate <limplication and improve effort will be better than punitive
means. State and national seminars may be a resource that could be
utilized to implement effort in this area.

Many institutions could initiate an effort by considering the sharing
of facilities, differentiated staffing, program planning with similar
advisory committees and numerous others.

Providing vocational education in the private sector. If facilities
aren't available in public secondary or postsecondary institutions more
provisions should be developed to provide training ha private areas.

1 feel that we need to go further in contracting with local business
and industry in providing this type of education. This is more than
just a co-op program.

If we at the local level are going to provide vocational education
we have to wait for 15, 30, GO students before we can offer a course or
program, we would never be increasing very many opportunities.

However we can contract with local business and industry to do
this. I think we will be able to meet the needs more of the people that
are served.

Further, we recommend that improvements be made in the evalua-
tion and assessment techniques in vocational education.

We need more expertise and help to bridge the gap between the
theory and the practical approach in these three areas.

Many times we have adequate theoretical studies to follow but we
can't implement those in a practical way at the local level.

So we do need assistance in this area. I would suggest a continuation
of support in the titles that refer to this act.

One area I personally feel that we need to continue is to provide
resources in the area of leadership development.

The present law needs to be continued and consideration given to
expanding the possibility of more leadership development. There has
been a major thrust in developing new and existing programs of
vocational education.

More sophistication will be required if efficient and effective use
of resources are to be maintained.

A look to the future would- indicate all of us will need to improve
interpersonal skills, develop strong, active advisory personnel. These
types of leadership are in limited supply.

An area that needs to be continued is part G co-op programs.
These programs are extremely valuable to a local practitioner in

vocational education.
ITsing co-op G resources have increased the educational training

opportunities for those who are less fortunate.
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Co-op G and work study programs rank very near the top in priority
in the balancing of a total vocational education program.

Collecting and disseminating information.
There is an apparent need to improve the usefulness of available

data in vocational education. Too many times the data available can't
be used to plan accurately.

It is timely to give serious consideration to funding means for
collecting and disseminating useful data.

Continue to provide resources for research in vocational education.
The present law provides means for conducting good research. These

resources need to be expanded if we are to provide vocational edu-
cation opportunities for all.

nable research, translated into laymen's terms, will more than pay
for itself in the end product of having people gainfully employed,
providing for themselves.

In summary, it has been a pleasure to share my ideas with you.
Returning the planning effort to the local and State levels is a com-
mendable idea. Striving to build flexibility into the laws is very
encouraging. This may assist in the delivery of services to all people.

The uniqueness of a given area will be served if we share our ideas
and iliere is a true commitment to serving the individual.

Mr. Sruio Ea. Thank you, Mr. Jump, very, very much, for a thought-
ful statement and an explicit statement in terms of your views.

I wood like, if I could, to turn to determining how well we are doing
with the Michigan Advisory Council on Vocational Education.

Can you give us some guidance? Do you have a staff? How much is
your budget ?

Me. Juni,. Yes. we do have a staff. We have had a staff since the very
beginning. T have been on the committee for 3 years, starting to serve
my 4th year.

List year it was approximately $118.000. This is what was received
after moneys were released from impoundment.

So we feel in the State of Michigan we have been very, very for-
tunate. When I go to some national council meetings I come awayquite
alarmed and I come back to the State to find out that we have a very
fine working relationship with the State office.

Our responsibility, we feel that the role has been pretty well defined
for us. Maybe the reason for that is that the staff in working -with the
State department has been able to have a certain kind cf working
relationship and will give us the delineation that is necessary.

In fact the advisory committee has an invitation to attend all the
staff meetings of the State office. I think this breaks down many of
the things that may create problems elsewhere.

I can't speak for what others are doing. We feel that we work hard
at not trying to get into administrative detail. We can call upon Dr.
Hobbs as an example to our office. They use ad hoc committees other
than ourselves to advise them on the specific points.

We feel that with this type of involvement of many, many people
advising, not just the State advisory council for vocational education,
that this has strengthened our working relationship.

Mr. STEIGER. First can you give us some indication of the kinds of
evaluative work that your advisory cotutcil has done.
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Serond, the extent to which the recommendations that you have
made on the State plan hare been dealt with by the agency.

Third, whether or not in your view, given the discussion that you
have heard, undoubtedly, about the problem of the Minnesota plan not
doing its job, in your judgment

Mr. JUNI'. I might avoid three. I will try to deal with the other two.
At the present time we have a study underway to evaluate the ef-

fectiveness of the delivery system for vocational education in the State.
This is a cooperative study. This means we have worked with the State
department to determine what are the needs and to do contracting to
determine how well we are doing in vocational education.

.1 think we need to work together to determine where we ought to put
our bucks. This is one of the major things, in terms of how we work
together in trying to get some of the suggestions.

We were very much involved in completely revamping the total
time schedule for preparing the state plan a few years ago. The major
reason for this was to give the State advisory council adequate time
so that they will have made input, realizing that we don't make the
final decision. We only advise.

Last year we suggested that we should differentiate between place-
ment services and guidance and counseling. We have a live item, which
is placement services, in our budget process.

We are involved in planning efforts with the State department in
terms of advising over and beyond just the things that we have set as
priorities for the advisory council.

So it is not just a matter of us completing our work but also attempt-
ing to assist them in completing theirs, which is almost the same thing.

Mr. STZIOER. Do you want to also make a valiant effort to deal with
the third question, knowing it is a long way home to Detroit I You can
always stop in Wisconsin on the way. We will protect you.

Mr. JUMP. I am not in a position to make that judgment because I
can only understand what I hear. I would like to think that maybe
there is a need for a clear definition of the role of the State advisory
council with the State departments. Maybe we need to direct our
attention to that.

I think in a lot of cases it wouldn't make too much difference how we
write the language. As we interpret that we are still going to try to do
the things we want to do.

I think where advisory councils have gotton into trouble in the past
is that in many cases they wanted to be administrative.

I cannot speak for Minnesota here today. I can only say that we
worked very hard to stay out of that role. I think it is quite clear that
we aren't supposed to be there.

So if we allow ourselves as individual membersit is the only way
I can see.

Mr. STEICER. MI of us are tremendously grateful to you and Dr.
Hobbs as well for making it possible for us to get a better under-
staading of what ' happening in Michigan and the Michigan system.
vou have done extraordinarily well.

I know all the members of the committee will read carefully your
recommendations and your testimony.

One last question I would have because I am not just 4..iite sure the
direction of the future that you see us trying to co.
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Do I understand your statement to be that the 19a act and 1968
amendments ought to stay as they are, that we ought not to do more
than some consolidation or more explicitly indicating career educa-
tion or providing for more teacher training and in-service training
in the framework of the Vocational Education Act?

Mr. Jump. I think attention has to be given to these. We have really
done quite well in vocational education. I think we need to be 'com-
plimentary of what has happened.

We need to think about the next 10 years and how well we can
implement at the local level. I think it will be a great improvement
to have all the specifics of what we should do. It would be impossible
to share them in this short period of time.

We do need a little more flexibility in the planning, as Dr. Hobbs
mentioned, maybe this idea of having just a little more assurance of
what it is we are going to have so that we can plan adequately.

It is pretty hard to plan after September 1 has started. Maybe you
have to wait until December to determine whether or not you have
already spent 4 to 6 months of your budget and whether you are going
to be awarded new funds reimbursement or not.

Mr. STEIOER. Thank you very much.
Chairman PERKINS. Let me ask you a couple of questions. I regret

that I have not read your entire statement.
From the standpoint of funding, do we need more Federal funding

to make sure that the secondary and post-secondary graduates, voca-
tional students, have access to the technical training that they need?

Mr. Jump. Well, yes, because of the 1963 and 1968 acts it has really
allowed us to kind of get over the hill. In fact in Michigan we have
been playing catchup.

Chairman PERKINS. Maybe I am repeating somethi...g. From the
standpoint of technical training what percentage of yo,ir secondary
students today are qualified to earn a living when they graduate from
high school ?

Mr. JUMP. Are you referringto all the students?
Chairman PriauNs. Yes, in the State of Michigan secondary

schools.
Mr. Jump. We are currently providing vocational education oppor-

tunities for approximately 42 percent this past year. Probably some-
where in the area of 40 percent of the students, maybe 35 or 40 percent
of the students.

We have a good contribution locally to provide vocational education
so that it doesgive us the opportunity to maybe go beyond.

Chairman PERKINS. There are areas in the State of Michigan with
all your resources that do not have facilities for secondary students.
Am I correct?

Mr. Jump. Right. That is why we need more Federal money to pro-
vide that kind of opportunity.

Chairman PERKINS. I just wanted to make that point clear. Thank
you very much.

We want to thank you for your appearance here.
Mr. JUMP. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Qum. Mr. Hobbs, I am really intrigued by your concept of

supporting occupational skill programs on an added cost basis. The
philosophy of the Federal Government has three major areas of con-
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cern. One is to help handicapped children with special education. helpdisadvantaged children with compensatory education and to help
develop occupational skills in the secondary level so that at least thosewho aren't going to go beyond postsecondary educationwe wantState and local governments to make the same expenditures for handi-
capped children and disadvantaged children.

Then the Federal Government would be assessed with the added
cost. In our hearings with the handicapped we are trying to figure
out what "excess cost" really is.

That is why I am intrigued here. Has any standard been developedof what normal costs are and what you base your added costs above
in Michigan !

Mr. Hones. Normal costs in the State is $8 per pupil. Last year Ithink it was $850-some. This year I think it is $900-and-some. the
costs generated a mean or average of what it costs everybody in theState, that we s....uld be able to educate a kid for $954, based onteachers' salaries, upkeep of the building. It is a very complicated
formula. But this is the way they arrive nt it, what a normal sumis. That would be paid out of State aid and what you get out of themarketplace whether you pay $12.000 for a teacher or $24,000 for ateacher.

I think the State board takes the attitude that you can pay theteacher $100.000 if you wish. But if we can establish $12.000 and somuch per child, these will be the variables. They are arbitrary. Butthey are taken from the State averages.
Mr. Quiz. So for your normal cost you take the basic State aidprogram and your added costs you try and develop a State average

.which you will pay.
Mr. Hons. Take the auto mechanics program, for example, in theState. We take all those variables and put them in a pot and then

have a statistician who does something with it. I don't quite under-
stand. He comes up with a mean average of what it costs to have anauto mechanics program with 22 students. That is what we call ouradded cost.

Every 3 years we update all programs under added costs. Some
programs get done every year because we have not enough money with
only 52 percent n. all vocational programs at the present time because
we have to set priorities.

We look at the State needs in terms of employment and set up alist of State and private needs.
Last year we went to 60 percent on a State priority and 40 percent

local priority. That is the way they can submit their programs and get
added cost money.

Mr. Qrik. I asked yon this privately and I ask you now on the record
if von would send some more detailed information on this.

Mr. Hones. I will send the formula and everything that is involved.
Mr. Qt-it. To all of us.
Mr. Si-EIGER. To the Committee.
Mr. Qum. It me ask one last question then. I know the chairman

would be interested in looking at this from a national picture. There
must he different costs in different parts ofMichigan.

We have that problem in the United States. We have had that prob-lem with for.nulas for years. If we continue to only spend as
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much money per child in the south as we have in the past the unfair
education for the child in the south will continue. If we get the quali-
fied teachers in the south with higher salaries we are going to have to
assist them more on the Federal level.

Would you see this as something that could be developed on the fed-
eral level to make certain thatunder title I New York gets a big
bonanza and some other States get left way down there.

Mr. Hoses. If you could ever developthere are three things neces-
sary for an objective. It is the task, the condition and the criteria. But
if criteria differsthat is why we say in Michigan that we have mini-
mum performance objectives and every particular LEA, if you will,
has the opportunity to add to that.

We simply identify the minimum performance that is necessary
across the board in order for use to be employable. Several districts
choose to go above that because they don't have a postsecondary insti-
tution or they have a number of adults who have come back for re-
training. A formula of that type would not necessarily serve, in our
opinion.

But if you could determine a broad program with x number of
courses in it, mix up some kind of module A, B, C and D, use of the
clustering type and so forth, yes. But it should be tested before it be-
comes global because there are a lot of variables in there that I can't
even begin to think about.

That is why we have to go through every year and every course
every 3 years m order to recheck the performance objectives as well as
recheck costs.

Mr. Qum. The other thing I would ask for more information on
came from Mr. Jump's testimony. That is the performance-based in-
struction on vocational education. Do you have some information you
can send?

Mi. Hoses. Mr. Jump has a model situation over in his area. It is
one of the few areas in Michigan or anywhere where you have ele-
mentary, secondary, postsecondary and 4-year college, all working to-
gether on an articulated educational program.

You just don't get that many different kinds of people coming to-
gether and actually making educational plans for 13, I think he has,
districts.

The kind of information we could probably give you would be that
which we are working on with some suggestions. Mr. Jump's is the
only one that is ready at the time.

Mr. QuiE. I would ask Mr. Jump if he would send the information.
He is out getting a sandwich. If you would relay that to him

Mr. HOBBS. Specifically you want to know
Mr. Qum. How that performance
Mr. Holum How that performance is based. We do have a project

at Wayne State which was funded out of vocational money to deter-
mine what competencies or how do you determine competencies for
teachers. It is about in the third year.

But I will see you get something on the teaching competency-based
iprogram. I will include that with the others.

(Information referred to in subcommittee files.]
Mr. Qum Thank you very much.
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Chairman PERKINS. How is your Federal money spent by and large?
More for postsecondary or more for secondary?

Mr. Howe, Of the approximately S20 million, maybe $19 million,
Federal money that we get for vocational education. we spent. about
19.1 or 2 percent for postsecondary. The rest is spent for secondary plus
the $20 millionI keep saying "$20 somebody may hear
methe $17.5 million that we got last year for added cost, that is all
secondary.

Chairman PM:INS. What is the reason for this tremendous shift
from the State of Wisconsin where you spend about 80 percent on post-
secondary? Is it because you have greater migration in Michigan to
the industrial plants closer to the Appalachian area? Is that one of
the reasons why so many applicants do not have basic education and
need retraining?

Mr. Mass. I cannot give any reason except the perfunctory kind
of reason, Congressman. That is. that was the delivery system chosen
by Michigan as the most flexible and most viable to reach the most
people. That was just their way of doing it.

Outside of Wisconsin there must be at least four or five off. tv States
who depend on their technical institutes at the postsecondary level
or community colleges to deliver their vocational programs.

I think Michigan said, "We need progrmrns at various levels, all of
which should have something to do with the way a person makes a
living," a -year institution in Michigan, primarily, dealing with life
skills.

At every level in Michigan there exists an institution that carries
out the function of life skills.

Chairman PEitsms. Thank you very much.
Mr. Qum. Thank you.
I would like to call now Bill Knaack, who is a superintendent of the

special intermediate school district and along with him Charles
Wrobel, who is the manager of special needs there.

If the two of you could come up and each present your testimony?
We will start with yop ';11. Then we will ask questions.

[Prepared statem t Mr. Knaack follows :]

raermaz STATEMENT OF WILLI.kM C. KNAACK. SPERINTENDENT. SPECIAL INTER-
MEDIATE SCHOOL DISTRICT 916. WHITE BEAR Iasi %, MINN.

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee: Cemmissioner Van Tries andothers have addressed our concerns about some of the general aspects of t:e useof federal funds in vocatioratechnical education in ..!tunesota.
I would like to communicate to you bow we have been using the vocational

education funds for the handicapped in our intermediate district and technicalinstitute.
Since we have had a need to explain this process a number of times, and sincewe want to tell it as concisely and accurately as possible. we have developed

a sound-slide presentation des( Ming the programs. I am going to ask our staff to
proceed with this presentation to which I will add specific comments.[Presentation.]

Two of the specific kinds of information in which the committee might be in-
terested are the numbers served and the costs involved. The numbers served in
the evaluation program and in the supplemental resource instructor program.
and the results are outlined on pages 2 and 3.

The costs during the past year have been approximately $220 per student
served for the evaluation and supplementary resource instruction. However,
for those students who participate in the regular vocational instruction program
as handicapped students, we will spend an additional $2,000 in state money for
which no credit is given on any of the existing report forms for handicappedprograms.
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SERVE evaluation program, 1973-74 outcome report
Total postsecondary students evaluated 61
Total secondary students evaluated 79

Grand total 140

Outcome (in percent)
Postsecondary students:

1. Entered or applied for 916 programs 58.84
2. Applied for college 2. 94
3. Work adjustment training recommended 9 94
4. OJT or sheltered employment recommended 9.94
5. Returned to original training program 8.82
6. Withdrew-personal reasons 8.82
7. Seeking employment 14.71

Secondary students:
1. Entered or applied for 916 programs 38. 78
2. Recommended for vocational training 4.08
3. Work adjustment training recommended_ 10.20
4. OTC recommended 2.04
5. Returned to straight high school schedule 26.53
6. Vocational training not recommended at present 6. 12
7. Dropped out of scaool completely 6. 12
8. Seeking employment (some high school graduates, some drop-

outs) 6.12

[Memorandum]

Re: SRI Fiscal 1974 Summary.
To: Charles F. Wrobel.
From : Al Fletcher.

During fiscal year 1974. 392 students with special needs were served by sup-
plemental resource and remedial instructors. As of July 1, 1974, the status of
the 392 students was as follows :

Jvz.v 11, 1974.

Number Percent

In training
Had returned to home high school
Employed full time
T rem objective attained-not seeking employment ...... . ,..--, ..... , ,,,,
U ory progress ' . ,
Economic reasons 1
Entered armed sources
Personal problems 1
Transfer to other AVTI 1
Unknown reason s . .. .. .. ..,...-.......... ....... ..............______

Tntaj

.
- -:

207
76
68
6
9

1

14

1

8

52.80
19. 38
17.34
L 53
2.29

.25
3.57
.51

2.04

392 99.46

Ter.ar...see ter reason yew

When considering just those students who are no longer In training or returned
to high school the percentages break down as follows :

Number Percent

Employed fell time
Tramingtbjective attained-not seeking employment ..........

EC0110fIliC 11113011S I - : , : :
Entered anted time* ' . . .::::: .- ,,,, :. ,
Personal problems 1 ......... - . . ..... ......, ..... ......:..-,
Transfer to other AVTI 1
Unknown num, : :: : : : :: : :. :::: .

Total

. :,-
-...- - -

:

.............." .....

.. z .....-- ... ........
- -,-,- -=----- ::.- ..

: . : :: :..:.

.

-:-.

68
6
9
2
1

14

8

62.38
5.50
4.25
1.83
.01

12.84

7.33

109 99.95

1 Terminated for reason given.
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The #916 interdistrict approach to project SERVE is a result of the recognized
lack of resources in the separate school districts to meet the vocational needs
of handicapped, disadvantaged students.

FORMATION OF SERVE MODEL

SERVE had its beginning during the spring of 1969, as a result of the "Voc-Ed
set-asides for handicapped-disadvantaged students of 1968." The East Metro-
politan Special Education Council (Title VI, ESEA, Part B for exemplary and
innovative program) which is a cooperative consortium of 23 school districts in
the East area of St. Paul deevloped the SERVE Model after they conducted a
"needs assessment" of handicapped-disadvantaged.

From 1969 to 1972 SERVE work/experience programs were developed in 13
EMSEC member school districts to provide a new series of work experience pro-
grams for secondary aged handicapped.

BE.GINNING

In 1969 four Special Education Directors representing. school districts in the
East Metropolitan area of St. Paul began meeting to formulate ideas for improv-
ing services to the handicspped. Recognizing the lack of adequate resources in
individual districts, the special educators focused on a plan to provide programs
on a cooperative inter-district basis. The discussions led in 1969 to the establish-
ment of the East Metropolitan Special Education Council (EMSEC), an umbrella
agency for coordinating special education projects in 23 member districts. With
the help of local school district, state, and federal (Office of Education, Bureau
of Education for the Handicapped) monies, EMSEC's Executive Director, special
educators, and school administrators began developing guidelines for a mcJel
work-experience program and mapping out a strategy for state-tevel coordination
of resources.

GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

Goals and objectives for a model program were formulated, along with a pro-
gram description identifying students to be served, admission criteria, required
personnel and program resources, and guidelines for organization and operation.
The most significant phase of the planning, however, addressed the issue of how
three state education agenciesSpecial Education, Rehabilitation, and Voca-
tional Educationcould coordinate resources within the framework of existing
legislation to provide occupationally-oriented programs for the handicapped. The
EMSEC Executive Director worked with local school personnel and state agency
representatives to identify areas of commonality in which the agencies could
legally cooperate without dismantling existing programs duplicating efforts.

STATE OFFICE APPROVAL

In March, 1970, EMSEC presented its SERVE proposal to the State Departrent
of Educationa proposal which included the specific program prototype and
the formal conceptualization of interagency cooperation. Approval was received
in summer, 1970, and four school districts implemented the program during
1970-71. Since then, 13 additional SERVE programs have been established in the
St. Paul area, and some 30 more projects, flowing the SERVE concept, are
operating throughout the State of Minnesota.

The State played a responsive role in the start-up of the program and continues
to function as a sponsoring agent in approving locally initiated and formulated
SERVE proposals. Typically, individual SERVE programs adhere to the overall
philosophy and goals of the SERVE concept, but vary with respect to kinds of
students served, curriculum materials, program organization, and so on. The
first-year costs of running a SERVE program are divided among the three state
agencies and the local education agency. Vocational Rehabilitation, Special Ed-
ucation, and Vocational Education funds are generally used for SERVE personnel
salaries. During subsequent years, the local school district must assume a greater
proportion of operating costs as Vocational Education funds are withdrawn.

SERVE AT NO. 916

During the spring of 1972 #916 Vocational Technical Institute was established
to provide both secondary and post secondary vocational education for its compo-
nent selool districts at the secondary, post secondary, and adult levels. Additional,
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enabling legislation was passed to allow #916 to provide Special Education
Services.

The Executive Director of EMSEC was hired by #916 to continue to develop
the SERVE model for vocational education for all students with special needs
(handicapped, disadvantaged). The Superintendent of #916 and school board
have a commitment to special needs as the #916 Vo-Tech Institute now provides
integrated vocational training for Special Needs Students in 55 regular Vo-Tech
program offerings. Students with vocational handicaps resulting from a physical,
emotional or intellectual condition or those who are disadvantaged are integrated
into all of the vocational evaluation and training courses at #916 Vo-Tech
Institute.

SEWS AS AN ADMINISTRATIVE MODEL

SERVE is also an administrative model for the coordination of program and
fiscal resorirces for the handicapped on the local and state level. SERVE is an
acronym for three state agenciesSpecial Education, Rehabilitation, and Voca-
tional Educationand is intended to symbolize their combined efforts in the sup-
port-and implementation of local SERVE programs. Since 1970, the SERVE con-
cept has been implemented in 14 EMSEC school districts and has been translated
into specific state-wide guidelines for establishing and funding similar programs
in the public school system.

916 AVTI has also participated in training the incarcerated under the Man-
power Act. We manage training programs within the Stillwater State Prison and
the Ramsey County Workhouse. We also accept their day-release inmates for in-
house training. This greatly multiplies the options available for those incarcer-
ates. Inmates are not accepted until they are within 18 months of parole, and
placement results have been excellent. We are hopeful that the local governments
will continue to fund these programs under CETA.

One problem we have had is with the "R" for Vocational Rehabilitation in
SERVE in that we have not been able to obtain a continuing commitment of
staffing or funding from Vocational Rehabilitation. In addition to the funding,
Vocational Rehabilitation is permitted by law to provide some post-training assist-
ance not possible through vocational education and special education funding.

Another problem has been the cost of materials developmen We have pursued
this aridly, but the diversity of the requirements and learning styles of special
needs students requires continuing attention. We could use additional funding in
this area, and would welcome help from other sources, such as the National Insti-
tute of Education.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM C IMAM, SUPERINTENDENT, SPECIAL
INTERMEDIATE SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 916, WHITE BEAR LAKE,
MINN.

Mr. KNAACK. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, Commis-
sioner Van Tries and others have expressed our general concerns about
general aspects of the use of Federal funds in vocational-technical ed-
ucation in Minnesota.

I- would like to attempt to communicate to you how we have been
using the vocational education funds for the handicapped in our inter-
mediate district, which involves both secondary and postsecoiu
students.

Since we have had a need to explain this process a number of times.
and since we want to tell it as concisely and accurately as possible, we
have developed a soundslide presentation describing the programs.

I am going to ask if we can proceed with that now. If the committee
would like to take front row seats out here, I think it would be a little
,easier.

I will make specific comments.
[A movie was shown.]
Mr. QUIE. OK, Bill.
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Mr. KNAACK. Mr. Chairman, the mere content of what we have to
say is included in the supportive materials that you have on that.

So our remaining remarks will be quite brief.
They might answer questions you might have as to specific kinds of

information which the committee might be interested in, are con-
tained in there and the numbers served and the costs, the numbers in
the evaluation program and the supplemental resources instructor
program.

The results are outlined on pages 2 and 3 of the materials which you
have been given and contain my remarks.

The total numbers that we dealt with in the past year just with our
specific institute is 140 students, postsecondary, and secondary and the
evaluation program and an additional 390 students that were handled
through the supplementary resource instructor program.

So it is a little over 500 students. which would be approximately 20
percent of the total number of students that we dealt with for that
year.

We give you some other figures: how many students have a handicap.
In our case there were about 20 percent that need some kind of addi-
tional help.

The costs during the past year for this kind of service have been
approximately $220 per student served for the evaluation and the
supplementary resource instruction.

However, for those students who participated in the regular voca-
tional instruction program and they then transferred into that pro-
gram as indicated on the report, that is local and State, we will prob-
ably spend an additional $2.000 in State and local money for which no
particular credit is given on any of the existing reporting services for
the handicapped, because we provide the supplementary help to them
and they can then function in what might be a typical program funded
with the regular funding sources.

I think, Co! gressman Quie, that may be one approach to the add-on
cost that you are talking about, because that really means that the
handicap money is not spent in that way.

I might also add that the Minnesota State Bor,,II of Education has
passed a resolution for secondary programs goiTig on and you will be
interested in the details of that program as well.

916 AI7TI has also participated in training the incarcerated under
the Manpower Act. IN e have used funds from souives other than the
Vocational Act for this.

We manage some of the training programs within the Stillwater
State Prison and the Ramsey County Workhouse.

We also accept their day -release students for in-house training. Wn
have had 16 from the State prison (hiring the past year taking advan-
tage of 916. and their ability to come to 916 greatly multiplies the
options available for them.

A prison might have four or five vocational programs at the most.
When they come to 916 they have 50-odd.

Inmates are not accepted until they are within 18 months of parole.
Placement results have been very good.

We hope that the local governments will continue to fund these pro-
grams under the SETA organization.
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One problem we have had, just to deal very briefly with problems
now, is that the "R" for Vocational Rehabilitation in SERVE, in that.
we have not been able to obtain a continuing commitment of -gaffing or
funding from Vocaitional Rehabilitation.

in addition to the funding Vocational Rehabilitation is permitted
by law to provide some kind of posttraining assiAance not possible
through vocational education and special education funding.

Another problem has been 'she cost of materials development. We
have pursued this avidly but the diversity of the requirements and
learning styles of special needs students requires- continuing attentiou.

We could use additional funding in this area and would welcome
help from other sources such as the National In..qitute of Education.

Mr. Wrobel, do you have anything to a.-.41 to that ?

STATEMENT OF CHARLES WBC.JEL. MANAGER, SPECIAL NEEDS,
AREA VOCATIONAL TECHNICAL 1.11611TUTE, whim BEAR LAKE,
MINN.

Me. WROBEL. I)0 you have any questions. Mr. Chairman ?
Mr. KNAACK. Chuck Wrobel is manager for Special Needs at 916

AVTI. This involves the handicapped students that we have at 916
technical institute and high school training center.

They also supervise a kindergartc.i
i

through adult prcgram, for the
mentally retarded. which is located elsewhere in the diArict.

Chairman PERKINS. I have several questions.
Do you want to go ahead, Al ?
Mr. QUIT. Go ahead.
Chairman PERKINS. I just wonder, to what extent are you serving the

handicapped that make applications for vocational training today.
Mr. ks.tAcx. We have an open enrollment policy. I guess there are a

couple of things that make it easier for us to handle the handicapped
as they come in.

One, of course. is a building that is totally barrier free. Aside from
that the nature of the individualized instruction makes it possible for a
student. for example, that would not be qualified to take a full program
in printing or graphic arts but he can learn to run two machines per
haps and on the basis of that might become employable if the program
is not individualized, and that is probably not going to be pot:ible.
and so another situation, that student misfit be refuR. because before
you take him and train him on those machines based on the evaluation
of our SERVE center and he can become employable. another barrier
sometimes occurs with getting into occupational training programs.

We take the view in our programs that about 13 to 20 percent of
the slots. if they are available in that training program. should be avail-
able for the handicapped.

So we do have a demand factor for a program. Es.,.--entially we hare
established two waiting lists. We have one for the handicapped for
their percentage and one for what you might call the regular students.

If there are handicapped students waiting we won't keep those slots
open forever. But then the next time a student drops out, there is the
handicapped student that gets it next.

So we make sure they have access to it.

44S22-7Z-32
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Chairman PERKINS After you have these students in training do you
receive cooperation from the regular handicapped programs, sep-
arate and apart, and do they turn over their funds to vocational educa-
tion? What kind of cooperation do you have at that level?

Mr. Witousi. When ':e started with the SERVE concept we put to-
gether a developmental model. This represents a program of vocational
education for the handicapped.

We took it to the VOCED school and said, "if we go with this model,
will you three State agencies fund it?"

First they said, "who ever heard of three State agencies working
:together on anything?" That is the old syndrome, he who has got
the gold has the right to rule. There was no way that each State
Agency was going to share their gold with another, at that point some
5 years ago.

So we established an advisory activity of rehab and vocab folks
from around the area. The outcome was that special education would
pay certain kinds of aid. Reintbi!itation would provide rehab services.

:So we have a combination of funding. We have manpower funding.
,So we have been able to get the disciplines together.

It seems like old home week here with Congressman bleeds, T was a
constituent for 7 years. Lloyd alai I put together at Victoria Ranch,
we had the same thing out there. It was a matter of getting the vari-
ous agencies together for money for services for kids. .1 think the
biggest problem we have is know-how.

You get voc-ed people that say, sure, we would do it if we knew how
to or you get special ed people who say, we would do voc-ed if we

'knew how to.
One of the things we have done with the SERVE model is to put

together an interdisciplinary staff. We have top people now. This way
on get the strengths of the three disciplines into one program_ for

the kids.
Chairman PERKINS. Thank you very much.
Mr. Qum. What is the trouble with VRU? You have been unable

to obtain a continuing commitment? What is the trouble with this?
Mr. WROREL. I really don't know. But, for example, we just don't

have the rehab services such as psychological work. We don't have the
services for followup into the community. Rehab assigned one coun-
selor to ns even though we have a load of over 200 people on his case
list. They just horizontally split his caseload to include another couple
hundred of our kids.

We negotiated with the State division of voc rehab. We haven't
obtained the results of yet.

I mentioned to you Congressman Quie.
Mr. Qtrie. Is there anything that can be done in the way of Fec:eral

legislation to bring about coordination ?
It seems to me that what you have done in SERVE is to recognize

that when a person needs services in more than one department they
should be able to secure them in one program rather than shunting to
various programs or else take them one a time.

After all. on clon't serve a person's physical needs just after they
have their accident and then their psychological needs because of the
fact that they may have lost a limb and then their vocational needs
later on.
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But you try and serve all three at the same time because they inter-
play and a person recovers faster and probably develops greater skills.

So it seems to me with the handicapped you are dealing in the :tame
area.

Mr. WROBEL. I think one of the problems we have in putting to-
ether an interdisciplinary model is the old notion of training people

in interdisciplinary teaching.
We are working on a SERVE teacher training model which will

train special and rehab voc-ed people how to work together, how to
cooperate. If we pool that together, we were doing it through the
University of Minnesota for the 50 State agencies.

The decisionmakers are the folks who receive the money that you
folks send down from the Hill. Those are the people we have got to
reach.

One of the first things you do is whether you have Al Quie or Lloyd
Meeds or Carl Perkins or Bill SteigerI feel fortunate that we have
Congressman Quie in our area addressing himself to the problem.

I think one of the things you can do, Congressman Quie, at the
Federal level would be to put some language in the law someplace
which says that the cooperative intermingling of moneys has to start
at the Federal level. This would mandate cooperation.

We had a meeting in December back there. We have discovered that
in the USOE they are not cooperating and the specialists in Voc-ed,
they don't communicate. They don't get together. They have each got
their own little nest with their gold. They are not going to share their
gold. That is what has to start.

You fellows in Congress should say, "Look, if you are going to get
the money this is what you have to do. In other words, function as a
school board. You are not going to get the money unless you demon-
strate that you are cooperating to get the bucks."

That is a suggestion. I don't have the know-howon that. I hope you
do.

Mr. Qum. Lloyd ?
Mr. 31Exos. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I am sorry I missed part or the testimony so I won't ask any

questions.
But I would like to just point out that Washington State's loss

wis Minnesota's gain. I worked with Charley in Washington State.
I must say that he was always doing something new. He was on the
leading edge of change in the activities that he undertook.

I am sure he will continue to do that. In each instance, at least in
our State, concepts that he started have been picked up and used.

So we are sorry to lose you. But glad you came to such a good area.
Mr. WROBEL. I came out of Wisconsin, out of Congressman Steiger's

area. Now I am in Mr. Quie's area. So, Chairman Perkins, it looks
like you are next.

Chairman PERKINS. We would be delighted to have you.
Mr. QIIIE. Let me ask you. As far as the programs in vocational

schools for the handicapped, how does that differ, let us say, out
there at 916? Is-there a process through which it operates?

Mr. WROBZL. We are more on the integration and normalization
model of including handicapped special needs kids in the mainstream.
They do not have a special program. There are special facilities for
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special kids, We are in an integration model. We are not saying that
our model is better or worse than theirs.

Something else I think is very important. One of the things that
you have to have in the school district are priorities. 916 before they
laid the first brick, Bill Knaack a8 superintendent, was committed to
the integration and normalization of voc ed and handicapped and
disadvantaged. That is why it happened.

But it takes that kind of leadership. It takes that kind of commit-
ment. Talk about the leading edge. I keep him half oiled half the
time and he keeps me half oiled half the time.

But the thing is that you have got a superintendent who is
committed.

Mr. QUIE. Are you getting money from the State for handicapped
aside from set-side money ?

Mr. WROBEL. Yes.
Mr. QUIE. I would like to ask Bob Van Tries. You have got special

education in the Minnesota Department of Education which receives
funds from the U.S. Office of Education. That means you are free to
talk to your counterpart in special education, I assume. To what
extent do those three, vocational rehabilitation, vocational education
and special education, to what extent do you and Berke and Gross
meet together to talk about these things?

Mr. VAN TRIES. Right now, Mr. Quie, until recently vocational
rehab was clear on the other side of St. Paul. If we met it was unusual
and had to be a meeting that was set.

Now they are in the same building as we are and we meet twice a
month with special ed and vocational.

Mr. QUIE. How long have you been meeting twice a month ?
Mr. VAN TRIES. Three months.
Mr. Qum. Has that had an effect at all ?
Have you noticed?
Mr. WROBEL. I think because of SERVE we are meeting up there

now.
Mr. QUIE. How many of the Vo-Tec schools have programs for the

handicapped now?
Mr. VAN TRIES. I would say about all of them have some kind of

a program for the handicapped. There are some schools where there
are special programs.

Mr. Qt.m.. For instance, have special programs for the handicapped?
We will hear from Bob Lauritsen next.
Are they involved in Duluth and Anoka ?
Mr. VAN TRIES. They are involved. But I am not sure to what extent

they are involved.
Mr. Om. I didn't know they were in Anoka.
Mr. WROBEL. I think the closest thing to our model would be St.

Paul TVI. Essentially it is the SERVE model.. They have special
education-vocational rehabilitation-vocational education involvement.
Bob can comment on it when he is up.

Mr. QUIE. Does anybody have anything else?
Mr. STEIGER. I have no questions.
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Mr. Chairman, I want to say both to Chuck and to Bill, 1 have at
least in the last 4 years, and maybe it is 5 but I think it is 4, heard
Al Quie talk about White Bear Lake and 916.

I am particularly grateful that at long last I have sonic understand-
ing as to what he is talking about and why he was so proud of it.

Thank you very much.
Mr. WROBEL. i know the first time Congressman Qule came out and

had a talk with him he wanted to know if there was really a building
out there.

Mr. QUIE. I want to call on Bob Lauritsen now, since that -kind of
fits into this whole area, the handicapped.

Bob, if you will come up.
Bob has some of the students along with a translator.
It is great to see Bob still up in. St. Paul, workin g in the area.
[Prepared statement of Mr. Lauritsen follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF ROBERT R. LAURITSEN. COORDINATOR, ST. PAUL.
Tcc N ICA L. V0cAT ION AI. INSTI1 trrt: PROGRAM FOR DEAF STUDENTS, MIN-
N EAPous, MINN.

New careers for deaf people have been greatly expanded through the efforts
and support of the Bureau of Education for the Handicapped. History records
that the first major break-through in post-secondary education for deaf people
occurred in 1664 with the establishment of Gallaudet College. History will apse
record that the next major break - through in post-secondary education of deaf
people had to wait for over one hundred years.

In 1965, the Federal Congress passed P.L. 86-36 establikait 44.. the National
Technical Institute for the Deaf now located on the cturpus of the
Rochester Institute of Technology, Rochester, New York. Gallaudet (Mine to-
gether with N.T.I.D. provide twt, national resources for post - secondary educa-
tion at the baccalaureate. baccalaureate-plus level or in the technologies.

Th.! U.S. Office of Education, anti the Vocational Rehabilitation Administra-
tion (R.S.A.), In 1967 issued the following statement :

The (leaf youth of our nation should be entitled to complete post-secondary
education and training opportunities. Demonstration programs can be developed
at vocationally oriented junior colleges. area vocational' schools and residential
vocational schools with support through ... Federal aid programs, Section 30`2
of P.L. 88-164, as amended, and the Amendments to the Vocational Rehabilita-
tion Act 1P.L. 89-333).

The Commissioners of Education and Vocational Rehabilitation did initiate
and fund three regional post-secondary programs for (leaf students in 1968-89.
These programs were located at the St. l'aul Technical Vocational Institute
(St. Paul TVI), Seattle Community College and Delgado Junior College. New
Orleans. These three programs were Initially funded by tire year Research and
Demonstration Grants. The Delgado Junior College grant terminated May 31,
19:3. The Delgado Junior College program continues to function at a reduced
level utilizing local funds while still maintaining a search for Federal funds.
The St. Paul TVI and Seattle Community College grants terminated May 31,
1974. These two programs continue to function by virtue of new short-term
funding from the Bureau of Education for the Handicapped.

Of these five major programs: Gallaudet College, NTID. St. Pao' TVI, Seattle
Community College and Delgado Junior College: only Gallaudet College and
NTID have "permanent" funding. The thrust of this testimony is to assist in
bringing "permanence" to the regional concept of post-secondary education for
deaf people.

The success of the regional programs can be measured directly in the areas
of Skill acquisition in a multiplicity of training areas in technical vocational
education at the post-secondary level. To date deaf students have matriculated
in 65 unduplicated areas of training. These areas are shown in Chart I, page 3.
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CEART

UNDUPLICA77:0 COURSES OF STUDY AT TIMEX REGIONAL POST-SECONDARY
PROGRAMS FOR DEAF STUDENTS, JULY, 1974

Accounting.
Apparel Arts.
Architectural Drafting.
Architectural Technology.
Auto Body Repair.
Automotive Mechanics.
Baking.
Boiler Maintenance.
Bookkeeping.

,Bricklaying.
Cabinetmaking.
Cake Decorating,
Carpentry.

"'Chemical Telt:10 logy.
Child Care and Education.
Civil Engineering.
Commercial Art.
Construction Drafting.
Cosmetology.
Custom Apparel and Fashion Deign.
Data Processi14.
Dental Laboratory Technology.
Design Technology.
Diesel Mechanics.
Drafting.
Dry Cleaning.
Early Childhood Education.
F.lectro 'Mechanical Technology.
Electrical Engineering Technology.
Flower Arranging.
Graphic Arts.
Health Occupations.
Highway Technology.

Industrial Taetronics.
Industrial Hydraulics.
Inhalation Therapy.
Keypunch.
Landscape Technology.
Library Technology.
Machine Tool Processes.
Mechanical Engineering Technology.
Medical Laboratory Assistant.
Nurses Aide.
Office Practice, General.
Optical Technology.
Orthotics and Pt-osthetics.
Painting and Decorating.
Petroleum Engineering Technology.
Photography.
Plumbing.
Poodle Groomer.
Practical Nursing.
Production Art.
Recreational Technology.
Restaurant & Hotel Cookery.
Secretarial, General.
Sheetmetal.
Small Appliance Repair.
Tec "nical Illustration.
Tool do Die.
Traffic Transportation.
Truck Mechanics.
Upholstery.
Watchmaking,
Welding.

A total of 974 students representing every state in the union, plus several of
the territories, have been served by the Regional Programs. The student ap-
plication rate for the 1974-75 academic year is higher than for any of the pre-
ceding years. The consumer, the deaf student, is voting in large numbers fur the
continuance of the Regional Programs.

Another measure of success is the rate of successful completion of a post-sec-
ondary program. A figure commonly heard is that approximately 80 percent of
hearing students beginning a baccalaureate program in the United States fail to
receive that degree. Another common figure is that of hearing students beginn-
ing a two year post-secondary program of study, approximately 16 percent will
not complete that course of study. At St. Paul 'M, in the Program for Deaf
Students. less than 9 percent of students fail to complete a program of study
successfully. Success k measured at St. Paul TV! in the following ways:.

1. Graduation from a program of study with employment in the major area.
2. Graduation from a program of study with employment in a related area.
3. Direct entry into employment from a course of study, but prior to gradua-

tion.
4. Transfer to another institution of post-secondary education.
Combining these factors, the success rate for deaf students at St. Paul TVI

is 96 plus percent.
A less tangible. but perhaps a more significant measure of success are the

personal-social maturation growth factors students enjoy coupled with an in-
creased public awareness of deafness and a greater azceptance of deaf people
into mainstream society.

Numerous students begin their post-secondary education program with mini-
mum self-confidence, self-image, understanding of self and severely restricted

rot)
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coping power and skills in the activities of daily living. A strong program of
supportive services, a hearing environmen and goal directed technical-voca-
tional education combine to produce students who, upon completion of a prc-
gram of study are prepared to cope in the majority society, the hearing society.

A major contribution of integrated post-secondary education for deaf stu-
dents is increased public awareness. The emphasis in education is on the ac-
quisition of skills. The premise is that employers seek skilled workers, persons
who can do a job. Given the skills, deafness is not the major employer consid-
eration. St. Paul TVI has graduated 225 deaf students. All of these grad-
uates have received their education with hearing peers. A large percentage of
these graduates seek employment in Minnesota, along with hearing graduates of
St. -aul TVI. Tim deaf graduate is viewed by hearing co-workers "as a fellow
TVI graduate, 3rd man in class ranking, end on the football team, who happens
to have a hearing problem .. . he's deaf." This type of public awareness, and
acceptance goes a long way in reducing unemployment . . . and undereploy-
went.

}'!en plus years of direct experience at St. Paul Ti'! in the field of postsec-
ondary education preceded by nine years in counseling deaf people bring to-
focus selected futon; pertaining to regional post-secondary integrated programs
for deaf students. These factors are:
Educational opportunity for the majority

I. Regional Programs provide educational opportunity and access to the ma-
jority of Deaf Americans who are unable to compete at a baccalaureate level
of training.
Educational alternatives

2. Regional Programs provide educational opportunity and access to Deaf
Americans who although able to compete at the baccalaureate level seek edu-
cational alternatives.
Employment of graduates at the 96 percent level

a. The Regional Programs are highly successful when using'employment as
one criteria for success. Deaf graduates of regional programs are consistently
employed at the 00% plus level.
Social growth 4 maturity

4. Deaf students make major advances in social growth and maturity devel-
opment as a direct result of their continuing education opportunities. Psycho-
logical instruments do not readily adapt themselves to measuring this type of
growth. Yet our files are full of unsolicited parent letters with statements such
as "We sent you a child, you retuned an adult".
Current rate of application 50 percent higher than preceding years

5. Post-secondary programs for deaf students have proliferated in the past
five years. From a modest beginning of five post-secondary programs in 1005 -
69, there are now in excess of forty such programs. The growth of post-sec-
ondary education has not diminished the need for the continuance of the Re-
gional concept. At St. Paul TVI the rate of application is 50% higher for the
1974-75 academic year than for any previous year. Attachment A presents a
current analysis of the status of post-secondary education for the deaf in the
United States.
Search for funding

0. The funding of post-secondary programs for low incidence handicap groups
including the deaf, presents; a major dilemma. Considerable effort has been
invested in seeking available funding. The result of funding investigations indi-
cate that Federal funding offers the best philosophical approach to the con-
tinuance of Regional Programs. Attachment B describes Funding Alternatives.
Funding for excess costs only

7. Regional Programs seek only excess funding for students served. The return
on thc funding investment is remarkable. At St. Paul TVI the Federal investment
permits full utilization of an existing, modern 20 million dollar facility with art
annual operating budget of 5 million dollars.

es
vs
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censori(um approach
s. The return on the Federal investment is multiplied through the Consortium

approach. St. Paul TVI has deaf students enrolled in neighboring technical
vocational institutes, community colleges and the University of Minn. The con-
sortium approach works at "long- range'. A deaf student successfully matricu-lated at the Pipestone Technical Vocational Institute, a distance of 196 miles,
during the 1973-74 academic year with the use of supportive services. Supportive
services will be provided to a deaf graduate student in Public Administration
at Mankato State College during the 1974-75 academic year.
Preparatory programs prepare deaf students for mainstream education

9. Regional programs provide mainstream education for handicapped students.
The majority of entering deaf students begin their post-secondary education in
Preparatory cla'aes. Preparatory class,s enable students to 1) adjust to the
new educational environment, 2) adjust to independent living, 3) learn to use
supportive services, 4) continue basic academic preparedness. 5) have oppor-
tunity to select major area of study with skilled assistance and 6) to develop
wore peer group identification. The preparatory model has adaptation for other
groups. non-deaf, of students as well. Upon completion of the Preparatory pro-
gram. education takes place in classes, shops, and laboratories with regular
instructional staff and hearing students.
Educational interpreters facilitate mainstream education

10. Mainstream education is possible for deaf students through the use of the
educational interpreters. St. I'aul 11'1 maintains a staff of fifteen interpreters to
serve a daily average attendance of eighty regular deaf students during the
regular academic year in addition to 2-26 Preparatory Deaf Students. Inter-
preters form the cornerstone for permitting deaf students to mainstream or
integrate with hearing students in regular classrooms. In past years the avail-
ability of educational interpreters presented a major dilemma. In 11)72, St. l'aul
TVI initiated a summer Interpreter Institute. This special program was highly
successful in providing skilled in'erpreters.

The Summer Interpreter Institute was repeated in 1973 and 1974. The national
shortage of qualified interpreters caused six national institutions to form a
National Interpreter Training Consortium (N.I.T.C.) effective June 1, 1974. The
sit institutions are: 1) New York University, 2) Gallaudet College, 3) the Uni-
versity of Tennessee, 4) the University of Arizona, 5) California State University
at Northridge (CSUN) and 6) St. Paul TVI. Guidance and funding for the
N.I.T.C. has come from the Rehabilitation Services Administration. The N.I.T.C,
has major objectives of: 1) training of new interpreters, 2) re-training of
interpreters, and 3) training interpreter trainers.
Counseling crucial to career guidance

11. Handicapped and disadvantaged Touth and adults in large measure require
expert counseling services. The typical deaf secondary school leaver presents
enormous gaps of knowledge, not only in basic academic areas of arithmetic,
language and social sciences skills; but also in social skills, vocational skills
and coping power. Skilled counselors provide direction, career information and
motivation for deaf students to diminish any deficiencies they might have.
St. Paul TVI employs two counselors yielding an average ratio of approximately
50 deaf students per counselor.
Technical vocational education ideal for deaf students

Technical-vocational education presents an ideal framework for deaf stu-
dents. The nature of technical vocational education as a process embracing all
the experiences an individual needs to prepare for a useful occupation is ideal far
large numbers of deaf persons. Technical vocational education is vie%ed as a
major component of career education. The application of technical vocational
education for deaf people is described in an article "Technical Vocational Educa.
Lion of the Deaf-1974". This article, in press, is appended as Attachment C.
Career media for the handicapped

13. Deaf Persons are primarily visual learners. The field of educational media
and technolcz has minimal materials that are well suited for the deaf learner.
The Bureau of Education for thu Handicapped, Media Service and Captioned
Films, awarded a contract to St. Paul TVI June 29, 1971 for "A Multi -Phase

5(14
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Project to Facilitate Vocational Exploration via Media". This project has heed
la continuous operation and has produced films for counseling and career readi-
ness. This program has been funded through a sub-contract with the National
Center for Educational Media and Materials for the Handicapped, Ohio State
University since March 1, 1974.
&If-supporting deaf graduates make program for deaf students self-supporting

14. Dollar averaging indicates that the earning power of St. Paul TVI's r.45
deaf graduates during the first five years equals $3,570,000. This combined figure
yields an approximate Federal income tax of PLO' ,800. The total Federal dollar
input for this five year period was $767,000. In effect tax dollars returned to the
Federal government was $89,800 more than the Federal investment.

In capsule view, the Federal investment at St. Paul TVI has permitted the
development of the following programs:

L MULTI- REGIONAL PROGRAM !GS DEA! STUDENTS

Staff.--Coordinator, Robert It. 1.auritsen; counselors, Patrick Duggan, Roget
Redden; instructors, June Alien, John I3aciiman, and James Jones.

Interpreters, Jacky Anderson, Lori Audretta, JoLynu Biaeser, Laura Bloom-
field, Sandy Gedde, Becky Gilbertson, Karen Guide, Jana Harris, Mary McCune,
Linda Lesar, Jeanne Maietta, Ruth Mayfield, Susan Morgan, Kathy Parker, Eine
Taggart; secretary, Irene Domonkos.

Students xerved.-420 deaf students during first five years. Annually 170-180'
deaf students served.

States served.Students represent 30 states, the District of Columbia and
Canada. .

Areas of training.Deaf students have been trained in 38 major areas of
study.

Success rate.Employment and continuing education have consistently been
at the 96% plus level.

Projections for the future.Application rate for the 1974-75 year is 50%
ahead of previous years. Technical vocational education enrollment forecasts
indicate increased enrollments for the ferseeable future.

II. CAREER MEDIA FOR THE HANDICAPPED

StaffCo-coordinators, Robert R. Lauritsen, Gerhard W. Nelson; media spe-
cialists, David Custer, Ph.D, Diana Yee; interpreter actress, Marilyn Mitchell ;
artists, Kathy Licht, Rand; Rom, Ken Lenzmeier : film editors, Ed Anderson,
Don Leeper, Jaen f3emillan; secretary, Valerie Weiss; consulting staff, Tech-
nical experts from St. Paul TVI and the community at large.

Students served.The multkuedia materials being developed are f. c eond-
ary age students, last - secondary students and clients of vocational reli, ',Owl.

States served. National.
Areas of training. Films produced to date cover Machine Tool Processes and

Basic Office Skills. For the 1974-75 academic year films will be produced for
Chemical Technology.

Success rate.The primary indicator of "success" at this point is demand for
the materials throughout the United States. All films will be field validated in the
Fall of 1974. National distribution will follow fleid validation.

Projections for the future.The Bureau of Education for the Handicapped,
and the National Center for Educational Material and Media for the Handicapped
have furded this program through Aug. 31, 1975. Needs assessment studies com-
pleted to dete indicate that media will continue to be an essential ingredient
of the educational process, particularly for the handicapped learner.

III. NATIONAL. INTERPRETER TRAINING CONSORTIUM (N.T.T.C.)

StaffDirector, Robert R. Lauritsen; key instructor. To be hired by August
26, 1974; auxiliary staff, The staff and students of St. Paul TVI.

Students *erred.Students served will be hearing persons entering the field
of deaf education/rehabilitation and related fields and persons in the fleid of
deaf education/rehabilitation and related fields seeking up-grading.

State* served. Under the national consortium approach St. Paul TVI will
have primary responsibility for eleven (11) Upper Midwest states.

r-P,'.5:
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Arca* of training. interpreter Training. Interpreters tOml he trained for all
areas of Interpreting: 1) education, 2) rehabilitation, 3) legal, 4) religions,
5) medical.

Success rate. The 1972-73 six week summer Interpreter Institutes measured
success by 1) number of persona employed as Interpreters and 2) number of
persons employed %%here sign language skills were used (rehabilitation counselors.
u irk evaluators. ethu Mon.). The success rate for the first tat) Institutes is
Measured as 89.7%. It is anticipated this success rate will hold or increase.

projectiowt p,r the futurc.The Office of Deafness and Communicative Na-
nnies. Rellaimilitatian Services Administration has assigned top priority to
relieving the chronic shortage of interpreters for (leaf clients. The goal of the

Is to relieve tim:s shortage in a five year time span.
In addition to these three Key programs St. Paul TV I has sponsored a variety

of short-term orkshops such as -Improving Health t^eiviees for Deaf Persons."
TVI personnel have been invohed in a host of local. state. regional and national
morkstomps. conferences, forums and symposia activity with the common goal
of inimmizing the educational deprivations imposed by Deafness.
st practical view of funding

The conyictson of this testimony is that regional post-secondary programs for
deaf Stodenis benefit not only Deaf Americans, but the American Society at large.
The basic question that has faced the Regional Programs is how shall thc Pro-
9runis be manumit tit Owe again, attachment B presents an analysis of various
funding strategies. For purposes of this testimony it seems prudent to highlight
several funding factors.

1. The legislative amendment to the current ESEA legislation as introduced
by Congressman Quie is viewed toy Deaf Americans and the Deaf Community
as the most significant development to occur in continuing regional post-second-
ary education programs for deaf students.

2. The Vocational Education ten percent set aside monies for the handicapped
as administered by the states have created a dilemma for post-secondary duea-
tion programs for the deaf. In the ease of the State of Minnesota. the judicial
use of the ten percent set aside monies allocated on a percentage basis for
Minnesota students has permitted the St. Paul TVI program to operate at a
level equal to the demand for services. Other states have been less fourtunate. In
more than several states these ten percent set aside monies have been used as
seed money. limited in amount, and imued on a year to year basis. This allocation
system ha. precluded time development of quality programs, based to a large
degree on uncertain funding futures. In at least one state a program r deaf
students was given time entire state allotment of ten percent monies pr the
first year of program ormration with the assurance that these monies would be
diminisbeti each succeeding year. This program served an all -time high of 108
spulents during its first year of tull funding, For the 1974-75 year this same
program. t(ith reduced funding, is struggling to reach an enrolimert of 25 deaf
students.

The state adoration system dictates that the ten percent monies be used for
nsidents of a given state. The transfer of these monies fr.nn one state to another
state has been investigated and found to he unworkable. A solution to the use
cif ten percent s"t aside monies for regional post-secondary education programs
for deaf students would be to set aside at the Federal level a modest percent of
monies to Is' distributed to a few regional key programs.

3. The use of special education monies for deaf students at the postsecondary
education level has been investigated. Minnesota is one of several states that
permits the use of special education monies for handicapped students until the
age of 21 or high school graduation, whichever occurs first. Since virtually all
imandiespped students. Including deaf students "graduate" from high school, the
deaf student is efreetivelv severed from special edumtion and funds at the post-
secondary level of education.

4 Vocational Rehabilitation monies come to the Regional Programs for Deaf
Students These monies however are primarily for individual student support in
payment of basic tuition, hooks and supplies, and dependent upon a financial
needs statement. room and board. The Regional Programs are indebted to the
Rehabilitation Services Administration for their fifty percent support costs
together with the Barean of Education for the Handicapped for the first five
Soars of the Research and Demonstration grant of the Regional Programs. How-
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ever, on a continuing funding basis apparently the Rehabilitation Services lack
a ready source of funding katpport.

By every known measure the Regional Programs for Deaf Students have appar-
ently been declared successful. In the volatile field of Deaf Education success
is difficult to obtain. The remaining hurdle, that of continuing the Regional Pro-
grams, is indeed formidable. The pattern of the Federal government in numerous
areas of endeavor is to provide seed money to determine the worth of a given
program. Once worth, or success is obtained, the Federal government attempts
to shift continuing funding to he local or state agency. Involved are numerous
questions of state-federal control. The question of control is complex. This basic
question, and the manner in which it has been resolved has created either exem-
plary programs, or a graveyard of white-crosses of successful programs that
could hare been if .- . . Deafness has always been elusive; to families, to edu-
cators. to physicians, to rehabilitation workers, to legislators, to society at large.
This testimony has been an attempt to demonstrate that Deafness need not be
elusive. The debilitating effects of deafness can be ameliorated through quality
programs. Quality programs can be maintained and developed through the judi-
cial guidance of our Federal Government. I am deeply pleased that the United
States House of Representatives, Committee on Education and Labor, General
Subcommittee on Education has demonstrated a genuine interest, concern and
commitment for a major segment of our American Society, the Deaf American.

ATTACHMENTS

A. Current analysis of the status of post-secondary education programs for the
Deaf in the United States. vi.

B. Funding Alternatives for Post-secondary Education Programs for Deaf
Students.

C. Technical Vocational Education of the Deaf-1974.

ATTACHMENT A

Current analysis of the status of post-secondary programs for the Deaf in the
United States.

Note: This information was prepared by St. Paul TVI as part of an applica-
tion to the Bureau of Education for the Handicapped, March 29, 1974.

X. STATEMENT OF PROBLEM

A intic American objective is pogt-secondary education. Historically, a col-
lege education was the dream of the majority of American parents for their
children, and the dream of the majority of children for themselves. In recent
years the college dream has been challenged, bot not the need for some form of
post-secondary education Technical vocational institutes, community colleges
and junior colleges have emerged in positions of prominence to till a major por-
tion of the American education dream. This dream is no less for Deaf Americans
than for all other Americans.

Post-secondary education opportunitlez; for deaf people have greatly expanded
since 1968. For over 100 years Gallaudet College, Washington, D.C. was the single
major choice for Deaf Americans to pursue post-seconiary education with skilled
asAstance ,o meet their needs. Prior to 1968, only the most limited attempts
'A ere made to provide a post-secondary education experience for deaf students in
hearing environments. One local example was the Riverside City College, which
initiated a small resident student only program in 1961. Vocational Rehabilita-
tion Counselors sporadically provided limited training programs for deaf indi-
victuals in nearing environments. A limited number of deaf individuals have
historically succeeded in programs for students with normal bearing. The
majority of this small number of deaf individuals were discovered, upon investi-
gation, to be primarily hard of hearing or deafened individuals with educational
problems substantially different than the prelingual deaf person. (Cramatte,
1968; Quigley, Jenne' and Phillips, 1968).

The Congress of the United States recognizing the need for expanded post-
secondary education for deaf students in 196.5, passed 'Public Law 89,36 egtabiish-
ing the National Technical Institute for the Deaf (NTID). The initial pilot
group of 70 deaf students entered NTID in September 1968. The projected enroll-
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ment of NTID is 750 students. Thus, NTID became a second National educational
opportunity and alternative for deaf students.

Officials of the United States Office of Education and the Social and Rehabilita-
tion Services in 1968 recognized the further need for vocational, technical and
academic opportunities for deaf people. A document entitled "Improved Voca-
tional Training Opportunities for Deaf People, Guidelines for Preparing an
Application for a Demonstration Project", was therefore prepared and dissemi-
nated in 1968. This document read in part :

"Deaf leaders, their families, educators of the deaf, and vocational rehabilita-
tion workers among others, deeply concerned about severe limitation in choice
of training opportunities for deaf people over the country, generated interest in
conducting a nationwide study that would provide a firm basis for evaluation,
correction, and growth. The Advisory Committee on the Education of the Deaf
to the Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare, authorized by the 88th Con-
gress, made this study, reporting in 1965. It presented among many others,
recommendations for improved post ;secondary training opportunities for deaf
people, including vocational education to which this statement is specific.

The Department subsequently issued Review and Recommendations of The
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare on the Report to the Secretary
on the Education of the Deaf, Part II of which reads in part as follows:

The deaf youth of our Nation should be entitled to complete post-secondary
education and training opportunities. Demonstration programs can be developed
at vocationally oriented junior colleges, area vocational schools and residential
vocational schools with support through . . . Federal aid programs, Section 302
of P.L. 88-164. as amended, and the Amendments to the Vocational Rehabilita-
tion Act (PI& 89-333).

To bring to reality such demonstration programs, the commissioners of Educa-
tion and Vocational Rehabilitation are prepared to fund five-year programs in
three selected institutions."

The three institutions selected were the St. Paul Technical Vocational Insti-
tute (St. Paul TVI), Seattle Community College, and the Delgado Junior Col-
lege, New Orleans. The five year grant periods for St. Paul TVI (Grant No.
RD-14-P-5519615) and Seattle Community College are June 1, 1969-May 31,
1974 The grant period for Delgado Tunic: College was June 1, 1968-May 31, 1973.

By Fall of 1989 there were two Congressionally mandated programs; Gallaudet
College and NTID, and the three federally funded Research and Demonstration
Programs. The three Research an Demonstration Programs rapidly became
known and identified as the Regional Programs.

The NTID and tLe Regional Programs brought to prominence a well-defined
array of supportive services that facilitated opportunities for deaf students to
matriculate, and succeed, in programs for hearing students. These basic sup-
portive services included : 1) A Preparatory or Vestibule Program, 2) Interpret-
ing Services, 3) Counseling, 4) Note-taking, 5) Tutoring and, 6) Auditory
Training.

Within the U.S. Office of Education. the 1968 Education Amendments provided
that ten percent of all Vocational Education monies were to be designated for the
education of handicapped students. These monies were to be distributed to the
states on a formula basis with the major purpose cf permitting handicapped stu-
dents to become a part of mainstream education. These monies were to become
known as the ten percent set-aside monies for the handicapped.

The almost immediate success of NTID and the Regional Programs coupled
with the 1968 Education Amendments and the ten percent set-aside monies for the
handicapped set the stage in large part, for additional post-secondary programs
for deaf students to emerge.

In December 1971, a group of eight administrators of 1)(mi:secondary programs,
for deaf students recognizing the growth of new programs met et St Paul TVI
for the purpose of defining issues pertinent to post-secondary education. One
outcome of this meeting was the publication of A Guide to College/Career Pro-
grams for Deaf Students. In February 1973.20.000 Guides were ready for distribu-
tion. The Guide reported on twenty -seven (27) known post- secondary programs
for deaf students operative in the Fall of 1972.

The Guide to College/Career Programs for Deaf Students is in the process of
being up-dated, Spring of 1974. Preliminary information on the revision was
presented by the Office of Demographic Studies, Gallaudet College at a meeting
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of administrators of post-secondary programs for deaf students in Tucson,
Arizona, February 1974.

A brief analysis of the current status (Spring. 1974) of post-secondary pro-
grams for deaf students may assist in defining the need for Regional Programs.
The following charts are based on 46 post-secondary programs for deaf students
as identified by the Office of Demographic Studies.

CHART I.-POSTSECONDARY PROGRAMS FOR DEAF STUDENTS BY SIZE, SP' ING 1974 -N-46

Program sire
Number of
programs

Percent of
total

programs
Number of

students

Percent of
total

population

Over 200:

......tudit
100 to 150
50 to 99
25 to 49
0 to 24

1

1

4
4

14
22

2.2
2.2
8.7
8.7

30. 4
47.8

915
424
514
281
457
238

32.3
14.9
18.0
9.9

16.0
8.4

Total 46 100.0 2,849 100.0

CHART ii.-NUMBER OF POSTSECONDARY PROGRAMS AN') STUDENTS SERVED BY REGION

Region
Number of
programs Percent

Number of
students Percent

I. 6 States 1 2.17 12 .42
II. 2 States, 1 territory and 1 commonwealth..-- .... - I 1 2.17 424 14.88

III. 5 States plus the District of Columbia..-.--_ .. .. 3 6.52 43 1.51
2 1 6.52 32.82

IV. 8 States .............. .. 6 13.4 74 2.
V. 6 States 10 21.74 305 10.71

VI. 5 States 5 10.87 193 6.77
VII. 4 Status .. = = ... 2 4.35 47 1.65., _

VIII. 6 States 2 4.35 95 3.33
IX. 4 States including Californi: and 2 territories...--- 12 26.09 619 21.73
X. 4 States - - . 3 6.52 102 3.58

46 99.99 2, 849 100.00

I NTID.
2 Gallaudet College.

Note: See appendix it for breakdown by region and State.

CHART 111.-MAJOR GROUPING OF 46 POSTSECONDARY PROGRAMS FOR DEAF STUDENTS

Institution(s)
Number of

students Percent

Gallaudet Callege.- .......
NTID -

California PrOgrarrt IM) ..

cell .thr nraanms 132)

TOW .............

--:-..... ......

..... , .......

............

--:-- ..........

.........

.................

.. , ........... -------.---

:,.:. -:,...,., ..........

.... ...........

- ---,--- -:-.:-:-,.

............ -:.,--,---.

335
424
459
285
746

32.82
14.88
16.11
10.00
26.18

......... 2,849 99.99

Several preliminary statements can be derived from Charts I, II and III, they
are :

1. 26 states currently have post-secondary programs for deaf students repre-
senting the 10 Governmental Regions of the U.S.

2. Of the total 46 programs, the two Congressionally-funded programs, Gallau-
det College and NTID, account for 47.69 percent of all post-secondary deaf
students.

3. By adding the three Regional Programa, St. Paul TVI, Seattle Community
Colir.gc and Delgado the percent of post-secondary deaf students in Federally
supported programs is 57.69 percent.

SO9
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4. By adding the California Programs to the Federally funded programs, the
percentage increases to 73.80.

5. The 32 remaining programs do not receive Federal funds. These programs
serve an average of n31 students with a range of 0-70.

6. There are 2849 deaf students in 46 post-secondary programs, spring 1974. Of
this number, 2154 students (75.6%) are in 10 programs (21.8%) of the total
number of programs. The remaining 69; students (24.4%) are in 36 programs
(78.2%) of the total number of programs. The average number of atudeuts in
the 30 programs is 19.31 students per program.

The report entitled "Analysis of Factors, Affecting Undergraduate Enrollment
at Gallaudet College," September 1972, was prepared by New York University's
Deafness -Research and Training Center. A pertion of this report focuses on
twenty Junior and Senior Colleges in the United States providing specifIc pro-
grams for deaf students. The report states that of the Programs surveyed only
three institutions ''appear to have found financial support . . ." The three pro-
grams are Gallaudet College, NT1D and Philadelphia Community College which
served five students in 1972-1973. (A personal follow-up indicates that the Phila-
delphia Community College Program for Deaf Students does not have a sound
financial base.) The report further states that at least one program, Claremore
Junior College, Oklahoma, initiated a program on state funds, did not succeed,
and closed with no plans for revival. Enrollment projection information for the
academic year 1977-78 reveals that six program directors did not respond to a
question on projected enrollment, one director projected a decrease, two direc-
tors projected no change and eleven directors projected increases. Only two pro-
grams in addition to NTID (California State and San Diego) projected increases
for a total deaf student population from 1972-73 to 1977-78 in excess of 100
students (110-150, 65-130). Twe additional factors from New York University's
report for consideration are; (1) the "remarkable imbalance" in gaographiail
location of the Programs and (2) the sizeable number of deaf students in some
of the college programs that "can be expected to be below the academic achieve-
ment level specified" as college eligible in the report.

The status of post-secondary education for deaf students has dramatically
changed since 1968. This change has occurred in the absence of any master plan.
Only now are guide-lines beginning to emerge. The Research Component of the
Regional Programs has the responsibility for developin,, guide-lines for Post-
Secondary Programs for Deaf Students. Initially this responsibility was vested
with the University of Pittsburgh. This responsibility was shifted to the Univer-
sity of Minnesota, effective July 1 1972. The time-line for publication of these
guide-lines is now targeted for December 1974,

The Conference of Executives of American Schools for the Deaf published a
document entitled "Principles Basic to the Establishment and Operation of Post-
Secondary Programs for Deaf Students," June 1973. The purpose of this docu-
ment is "to present some principles basic to the delivery of quality services to
post-secondary deaf students, and to make these principles available to people
in the position of making decisions which inCuence post-secondary educational
opportunaies for the nation's (leaf young people."

What then, is the status of post-secondary education for deaf students as the
1974-75 academic year and future years approach?

The following parameters are offered as guide-lines in formulating the answerto this question:
1. Gallaudet College and NTID have the securest funding base of all post-

secondary programs by virtue of Congressional mandate. Few, if any, of the
other 44 post :secondary programs have secure funding.

2. St. Paul TVI and Seattle Community College are continuing the search for
funding patterns effective June 1, 1974. This search is described in part inAppendix B. The third Regional Program, the Delgado Junior College lost Fed-
eral funding on May 31, 1973 and continues to function at a reds ced level of
activity serving primarily as a state resource. Delgado has evidenced an interestfor renewal of Federal funding.

3. The overwhelming majority of post-secondary education programs arefunded through state monies, vocational education or vocational rehabilitation.
In fact, it is conjectured, lacking hard data that 41 of the 46 programs are state
funded. The exceptions are Gallaudet College. NTID. Philadelphia Community
College. Seattle Community College and St. Paul TV!. The significance of thisis that state monies can be used for ony state residents with only rare exception.

r-
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Thus, deaf students from over one-half of the United States would lack post
secondary education opportunities without Regional Programs.

4. The evidence indicates the rapid growth of new pear- secondary programs Las
passed its peak. At least one program has phased out (Claremont College 1. and
at least one program (CCD*) has seen an enrollment deerease. Non-federally
funded programs tend to have substantially smaller enrollments than federally
funded programs, with the exception of several California programs.

5. The majority of post-secondary programs. excluding the Federally funded
programs, have been -self-directed" in their initiation in the absence of guide-
lines, national co-ordination and/or accreditation body.

6. Consistent information on funding patterns for the majority of pest-secoad-
ars- programs is not currently available. The best empirical evidence suggests teat
most monies come from the ten percent set aside monies for the handicapped
from Vocational Education. At least one program, Lee College. Texas derives
most of its support from Vocational Rehabilitation. Lee College served only resi-
dents of Texas in the Fall of 1972. It is conjectured that state funding in all but
the most populous states (California. Texas for example) cannot be sufficient
to maintain a comprehensive program for deaf students because of the incidence
of Deafness. the demand on state monies. and the size of staff required to offer
a comprehensive program.

7. The Interpreting functior in post-secondary education has emerged as a
critical, yet largely unknown element. for student success:. In some instances cer-
tification by the Registry of Interpreters for the Deaf is viewed as essential for
performing the interpreting function. yet the Registry of Interpreters does not
list educational interpreting as one of its areas of concern. There are but a few
newly initiated programs for training interpreters in the United States. Train-
ing programs for Interpreter Trainers are just beginning to emerge. The inter-
preting function warrants intensive analysis and attention.

8. The concept of -critical mass" of deaf students has evolved in the Regional
Programs. This concept is initially defined as:

. a minimum number of students to form a cohesive peer group that permits
individual differences to prevail in develoaing icaequate inter-personal relation-
ships within the peer group. The development and confidence of -self ' in The
peer group yields confidence for individual members of -he peer group to com-
pete adequately in the larger academic and social ea- meat (the hearinz
environment). The precise minimum number of like students to form a erincal
mass will vary from program to program. At TVI the critical mass is defined as
a minimum of 85 deaf stud

This concept appears vital for St. Paul TVI. Applications and implications of
"critical mass" need to be investigated in other eettirga

9. Student application rate for St. Paul TVI is higher by approximately 50
percent for the 1974-75 school yet r than for any Preceding year. The consumer.
the student in this case. is the moat reliable indicator of what is needed. in terms
of education programming. Deaf students in America are voting for the Regional
I'rograms by virtue of their applying for admiesion.

Deaf Americans who rightfully aspire to Baccalaureate and beyond training
have Gallaudet College and NTID for their educational opportunities. The ma-
jority of Deaf Americans have talents that are not well suited to Baccalaureate
training. For this silent majority, the Regional Programs have provided the
opportunity to achieve accordia:. to their talents. This c pport unity was created
by the Bureau of Education of the Handicapped and the SOCial and Rehabilita-
tion Services and must be continued.

The question remains. "What is the status of pr.-t-secondary education for
deaf students as the 1974-75 academic year approaches:- Gallaudet College for
one hundred and ten years has been the hall-mark of education for the deaf.
NTID is demonstrating that it will be a viable educational alternative for Deaf
Americans. The Regional Programs hare demonstrated they successfully provide
post-secondary education opportunities. alternatives and aces ; for those sal-
dente who are not able to. or choose not to attend Gallaudet College or NTID. The
continuance of the Regional concept will insure the majority of school-learine.
Deaf Americans the opportunity to train at a level beet suited-to their abilities.
needs, and desires, so that they too. may participate in the American dream of
Education.

Community College of Denier

51.1
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FUNDING ALTERNATIVES ma POST-SECONDARY EDUCATION PROGRAMS
cos DEAF STMENTS

The dollar cost for maintaining a post-secondary education program for deaf
.students in an integrated setting is in excess of $2,000 per student per year. This
figure is arrived at by dividing the annual operating budgets for Programs for
Deaf Students at St. Paul Technical Vocational Institute and the Seattle Com-
munity College by the average daily attendance figure of deaf students. The
$2.000-Plus figure includes only the cost for supportive services for deaf students
in the categories of (1) personnel. (2) equipment, (3) supplies, (4) travel, (5)
consultant services, and (6) other expenses.

The $2,000 -plus figure does not include basic tuition, room and board, incidental
costs and transportation costs incurred by individual students.

Basic tuition monies paid by deaf students are used to defray in part the
regular operating budget of the host institutes and is equal to the tuition policies
for hearing students. At St. Paul TVI, the tuition figure is $560.00 for 9 months
and an additional $130.00 for the 8 week Summer Quarter. for a total of $690.00
per full academic year of study. The actual cost of education per full academic
year is approximately $1,700.00. The difference of $1,000.00 is absorbed through
St. Paul TVI's system of mil rate taxation, state and foundation aids and reim-bursement patterns.

Deaf students on an individual basis may be eligible for room and board
ninnies. incidental monies and transportation through their home office of Voca-
tional Rehabilitation. Typically, individual deaf students will receive a portion,
but not all, of these monies from Vocational Rehabilitation to meet individual
needs.

Average daily attendance approximates 100 deaf students at St. Paul TVI.
ilecause St. Paul TVI operates on a quarter system, deaf students enter and
graduate four times per academic year. Thus, an average daily attendance yields
an annual total attendance of approximately 180 deaf students. The $2,000-plus
figure. based on an average daily attendance of 100 students, covers 180 deafstudents annually.

From June 1, 1969 to May 31. 1974, the excess costs for supportive services for
dent students have been provided through a Research and Demonstration Pro-
gram co-sponsored by the Bureau of Education for the Handicapped and the
Social and Rehabilitation Services, both of the U.S. Department of Health. Edu-
cation and Welfare. The annual amount provided from 1969-1973 was $75,000
eatch by BEH and SRS for a total of $150,000 annually. For the fifth year, 1973-74,
SRS reduced its portion by $8,000, to yield a total grant of $142,000.

The annual grant of $150,000 was given to Delgado College, New Orleans, for
the time span, -June 1, 1968-May 31, 1973. The annual grant of $150,000 with the
fifth year reduction of $142,000 was given to both Seattle Community College
and St. Paul TVI for the time span, June 1, 1969 to May 31, 1974,

For the first three years, June 1, 1969-May 1972, the $150,000 to each Seattleand St. Paul was sufficient to meet the excess cost for deaf students. For the
fourth and fifth years, June 1, 1972-May 31, 1974, the basic grant had to be aug-
mented through other resources by approximately $50,000 per year to maintainthe Programs.

A variety o: funding alternatives have been explored to continue the St. Paul
and Seattle Programs after June 1, 1974. The major funding dilemma is that
collectively the St. Paul, Seattle and New Orleans Programs are regional pro-
grams serving deaf students from every state and several of the Territories of
the United States. The precedent for a national approach to programs for deaf
students mis been established by Gallaudet College since 1864, and more recently,
19e.S. by the National Technical Institute for the Deaf.

The Regional Approach to serving deaf students is essential to maintain suffi-
cient numbers of deaf students in each of the Programs to create a critical 'angst
of deaf .tudents, to maintain a quality staff to provide appropriate supportive

Critl, al Mass Is defined as a minimum number of students to form a cohesive peerc^ott,. that per-des individual differreps to prevail in developing fulminate inter-personalrelatIonsbins within the neer groan. The development and confidence of "self" in the peercroon yields confidence for indivIltui members of the peer group to compete adequatelyin the larger academic and social environment (the hearing environment). The preciseminimum nnmher of like students to form a critical mass will vary from program toprogram. At TVI and Seattle the critical mass is defined as 85 deaf students.
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services, and to establish a firm funding base for a known number of students
annually.

The Regional Programs serving deaf students are essential to maintain the un-
paralleled post-secondary education access and alternative for dear people in
America. Gallaudet College and NTH) typically serve the top 10-15 percent of
deaf students iu America. The Regional Programs typically serve those deaf
students who do not have access to Gallaudet College and NTID.

The balance of this paper will explore the various funding alternatives to main-
tain the Regional Programs for Deaf Students on and after June 1, 1974.

1. Local (school district, city, county) funding. Unrealistic funding alterna-
tive. Neither Seattle nor St. Paul have sufficient numbers of deaf students at the
post-secondary level to maintain a minimum Program for Deaf Students. The St.
Paul school district has, since 1969, made substantial like and kind contributions
al terms of total access to all facilities, supplies and equipment in addition to free
use of over 4,000 square feet of space.

2. State funding alternatives. The State of Minnesota and Washington can be
expected to pay excess costs for resident students. The percentage and de.ir
amount will vary from year to year. In approximation, it is anticipated that 25-41,0'
percent of the total budget, or $50,000 to $60,000 can be expected from Minnesota
and Washington to pay for resident students. The source of these funds would
initially be from the ten percent set aside monies of Vocational Education.

Special Education monies at this point in time are not possible in most states,
including Minnesota since the law provides these monies are for special educa-
tion students up to high school graduation, or age 21. whichever occurs first.

Vocational Rehabilitation monies for excess co-'s are not realistic. Tuition
monies where applicable are already provided. Limited grant monies are possible
through Vocational Rehabilitation. However, these monies are time-limited, and
restricted primarily to start-up programs including innovation, research and
expansion grants. These grants, when available, require a distortion of program
activities to fit particular grant requirements.

State Legislative funding. This alternative has not ...^s vigorously pursued
because of the residency/non-residency deaf student population. Inc bl.U.....: 1Pris-
lators are mandated to provide services for state residents, not non-residents.

3. Regional funding alternatives. Regional funding is unrealistic, and for the
most part non-ex!stent. Limited monies are granted on short-term basis through
some Regional activities. One example would be Sec. 302 Monies of the Voca-
tional Rehabilitation Program. These monies have been interpreted by the Social
and Rehabilitation Services as being available for sheltered workshop type pro-
grams. Another former possibility were the Trio Programs. These monies in
recent years were not available for new programs. The major disadvantage with
Regional funding when monies are available is that they are Regional monies,
whereas the scope of Programs for Deaf Students are multi-regional. Because
schools and classes for deaf students at the secondary level have great incon-
sistency in their graduation classes from year to year, consistent student projec-
tion for post-secondary programs from a given region or regions is at best most
difficult. Accurate projections from given regions is further compounded by the
shift of secondary students from residential school programs to day programs
that are proliferating deaf education.

4. Excess-cost chargeback system to referring states. The excess-cost per stu-
dent would be $2,000-plus per student per full academic year. The basic tuition
per full academic year at St. Paul TVI is $690.00. Thus, the full tuition plus
excess-cost figure is $2,690.00-plus per full academic year. This figure does not
include books, room and board monies, transportation monies or monies for
incidental student expenditures.

A charge-back system would be directed to : (a) Vocational Rehabilitation.
(b) Vocational Education or (c) Special Education.

(a) Vocational Rehabilitation case service funds available to counselors vary
from state to state. For fiscal 1971 the national average expenditure was $4,251.
Of this amount 57 percent, or $28,493 was expended for training services for
individuals. Of this amount the average expenditure for post-secondary training
for fiscal 1971 was $400 per client. Because the rehabilitation case service dollars
are so severely in demand, it is unlikely that the Vocational Rehabilitation coun-
selor can provide excess costs for Programs for Deaf Students.

(b) Each state Vocational Education department has ten percent of its monies
designated for handicapped students who are residents of that state. It is highly

44-822 0 - 75 - 33 513
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unlikely that any state would send a portion of the set aside monies out of the
state to support deaf students. Token payments from less populous states might
possibly be anticipated. However, when a more poptdous state started sending
say. $20,000 to St. Paul or Seattle. an attempt would be I.:4de to establish a local
program to keep the money in the home state. Basically, the ten percent set aside
nionieS for the handicapped are to be used in the host state.

(c) The rules and regulations for special education vary from state to state.
In most states special education monies are available for handicapped students
through high school graduation or age 21, whichever occurs first. Most handi-
capped students, including deaf students, receive a token high school diploma of
attendance. This procedure qualifies handicapped students and deaf students as
high school graduates, thereby removing them from provisions of Special Educa-
tion statutes. Thus, funds through special education for post-secondary students
are severely restricted.

5. Federal Funding Alternatives. Federal funding offers the best philosophical
alternative to funding Regional Programs for Deaf Students because of the na-
tional coverage these programs offer. Federal funding also appears to be the
major alternative in view of the possibilities iterated in preceeding items 1-4.
Within the Federal structure explored to date, these seem to be the alternatives :

5.1 Free-standing legislation. This route seems to offer little or no promise prior
to May 31, 1974. The Congress and the Administration are overwhelmed with
domestic and foreign matters.

5.2 Amendments to existing legislation.
5.2 1 A major hope lies in amending the Vocational Education Act of 1968.

Specifically, this Act provides for ten percent of Vocational Education monies
to he designated for handicapped students. At the present time these monies are
distributed to the states on a formula basis for expenditure within the states. An
ideal solution would be to designate or set aside at the Federal level a small
percentage or the ten percent set aside monies to be administered directly to sev-
eral Regional Programs for Deaf Students. The Regional Programs are in the
province of Vocational Education. This alternative appears to be thoroughly
consistent.

5.2.2 Amending Public Law 89-36, the law that established the National Techni-
cal Institute for the Deaf (NTID). Previous discussions have been held with Dr.
Robert Frisina, Vice President for NTID on this matter. Such a possibility should
not be ruled out. However, such an amendment would place NTID in the position
of being a funding agency, which may not be desirable.

5.2.3 Seeking an alliance with Gallaudet College. Discussion has been held with
Dr. Merrill, President. about the possibility of an alliance. As with any possible
arrangement with NTID, such an alliance would place Gallaudet College in the
position of being a funding agency.

5.3 Social and Rehabilitation Services (SRS). Research and Demonstration
monies on and after June 1, 1974 are definitely out. Extended discussions have
been held with officials of SRS. Section 302 of the Vocational Rehabilitation Act
of 1973 initially was thought to hold some promise for funding. However, SRS
interpretation of this section indicates that these monies are administered on
short time-line grants through regional offiees for sheltered workshop activities.
Sectio-i 304 b, provides for Specirl Projects and Demonstrations specifically in-
cluding individuals with spinal cord injuries, older blind individuals, and deaf
individuals wh^.e maximum Vocational potental has not been reached. Guidelines
for Section 304 b are not compl?te as of this writing. This section should be
monitored to determine applicability to Regional Programs for Deaf Students.
Also, the Training Provisions of the Vocational Rehabilitation Act should be
explored for applicability.

5.4 National Institute of Education (N.I.E.). Little is known about N.I.E.
Reports indicate thit N.I.E.'s goals are not consistent with Regional Programs
for Deaf Students.

5.5 Bureau of Education for the Handicapped (BEH), U.S. Office of Educa-
tion. BEH currently supports in part St. Paul TVI and Seattle Community Col-
lege. This five year support will terminate May 31, 1974. BEII has consistently
been an excellent supporter of the Regional Programs. BEH is highly supportive
in searching out funding alternatives both within BEH and through other sources
for the time period beginning June 1. 1974. Within BEH itself the primary thrusts
are strategies for innovation of new educational/research activities. BEH lacks
well-developed strategies for continuing successful programs that at inception

S14
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were innovative. BEI! has adopted the Request Vor Proposal (RFP) format for
screening, selecting and awarding grunts. The RFP's, covering several mhjor
impact educational areas are just beginning to be released. This process will,
according to one informant, extend into the next fiscal year. Thus, BEH does
offer strong encouragement for continuing support, yet apparently at the present
time lacks a clear-cut mechanism for continuance of programs.

5.6 Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA). These monies are typi-
cally allocated to the stakes for state monies and therefore not appropriate for
Regional Programs.

5.7 Office of Education generally. Discussions have been held with officials
of the Post-Secondary Education Innovative Programs. This fund appears not
to be appropriate. I'revious discussions were held with officials of the Trio Pro-
grams. Budgetary limitations preclude availability of monies.

It may well be that under the reorganization structure (Dec. 1973) of USOE that
funding alternatives may emerge. These alternatives need to be investigated.

BUSIMARY

As of January 14, 1974. the following alternatives seem possible.
1. Partial funding from the host states, Minnesota and Washington. These

monies would primarily be Vocational Education monies to provide in part
excess cost funding for state residents only. This option would be precluded
if item 2 following is implemented, since illegal co-mingling of Federal and
State funds would occur.

2. Federal level. Amend the Vocational Education Act of 19 to set aside
at the Federal level a percentage of the ten percent monies.

3. Federal level. Funding from BEH and/or SRS. Funding from BEH for a part
of or the entire l'rogram for Deaf Students through a grant processed com
petitively as a result of the Request for Proposal (RFP) policy of the Office
of Education. Funding from SRS for a part of, or the entire Program for Deaf
Students possibly through Sec. 304b.

This document is an attempt to focus on funding alternatives for Regional Pro-
grams for Deaf Students effective June 1, 1974. This document is intended as a
spring-board to either implement one, or a combination of the alternative listed,
or perhaps to discover new alternatives.

TECHNICAL-VOCATIONAL EDUCATION OF THE DEAF 1974

(By Robert It. Lauritsen, Coordinator, Technical-Vocational Program for Deaf
Students, St. Paul Technical-Vocational Institute, St. Paul, Minn.)

"The great thing in the world is not so much where we stand as in what
direction we are 1 .ding"

OLIVER. WENDELL HOLMES.

In 1970 career education became the top priority of the United States Office
of Education under Commissioner Sidney P. Harland. Carrer education in the
United States s `"I waiting a uniform definition . . . however, a tentative defini-
tioo preferred b. United States Office Education reads :

"Career educat a is the total effort of puhlic education and the community
aimed at helping all individuals to became familiar with the values of a work-
oriented society, to integrate these values into their personal value systems. and
to implement these values in their lives in such a way that work becomes possible.
meaningful, and satisfying to Pn ch individual."

The concepts underlying career education are evolving from many different
sectors of our nation. Dr. Robert E. Birth. Coordinator for Career Education of
Jefferson County, Colorado, offered to the April 1974 Careers Forum of the Coun-
cil of Organziations Serving the Deaf, the following basic concepts :

1. Career education is for all individuals of all ages.
2. Career education is more than vocational education but less than all of

education.
3. Career education has a focus on the working role of individuals, but shows

the relationship between work and other life roles.
4. Career education is concerned with maximizing the self-fulfillment of indi-

viduals through economic and non-economic work activities.
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5. Career education is concerned with providing the goods and services neededby people in our society.
G. Career education is the responsibility of both educational institutions andthe community.
Technical-vocational education is a major component of career education Therelationship of vocational education and career education is shown in an illustra-tion presented in Career Education: .4 Handbook of Inip lamentation, prepared bythe United States Office of Education ;

THE ccloor.iiiiviTY.....____.. ...... _.. ...

CAEEER EDUr.TiCcr:

VOct;:ioNA,
EDUEMIUN

FIGURE 1.Career education's place in education.

Technical education and vocational education have previously been defined inpart by this writer. These tentative definitions are :
Vocational Education.a process embracing all the experiences an individualneeds to prepare for a useful occupation. Vocational education has no sharp

limits as to types of occupation, although it generally excludes areas of endeavor
typically referred to as the professions such as the law, medicine, ministry,
engineering, etc. Various state and federal documents give the purposes of voca-
tional education: to provide training; to develop skills, abilities, understandings,
attitudes, working habits, and appreciations; and to impart knowledge and in-
formation needed by workers to enter upon and make progress in employment,
on a useful productive basis. Vocational education is not considered as general
education; nevertheless, a good vocational program provides ce:.tinuity with
general educational experiences.

Vocational educatici programs are found in high schools, post-secondary
schools, or in combination high-schools and post-secondary curricula. Post-sec-
ondary schools, in this context, include technical-vocational institutes, com-
munity colleges, junior colleges, and the like. Vocational education is a traditional
part of American education. In recent years, however, it has been enhanced by
innovative programs designed to serve special populations. One example is a co-
operative Special Education, Rehabilitation and Vocational Education program
known as SERVE. SERVE is a cooperative venture in various localities in the
United States designed to serve low-incidence handicap groups by offering com-
prehensive services from the above three major supporting agencies.

Technical Education.a comparativAy recent development designed to meet
the complex technological needs of modern industry. This type of education is
considered to be at a post-high school level, and is intended to produce or serve
a category of workers between the skilled craftsman and the graduate engineers
or scientists (the professional). Although there is no uniformity of job-title
classification for technicians. by and large they participate in such work areas
as research, development, design. production, maintenance, testing, sales and
supervision. The training concentrates heavily on applied mathematics, physics
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and chemistry ; a high degree of technical knowledge and technical theory ; and
considerable laboratory and mechanical operation procedures.

The terms technical and vocational education may be used as freestanding
terms or as a single term such as technical-vocational education, or vocational-
technical education. The precise usage of these terms will depend upon the
referential base. When referring to education at the National Technical Institute
for the Deaf. Rochester Institute of Technology or the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology the term Technical Education would be the preferred term. If re-
ferring to the Seattle Community College or the St. I'aul Technical-Vocational
Institute the term Technical-Vocational education would be the preferred usage.

In many settings, the difference between vocational education and technical
education is discrete. There are some vocational courses that are highly technical
and there are some technical courses that are minimally technical. The important
ingredient is that the student is appropriately challenged by the course of study,
and that related satisfactory employment results at the completion of the course
of study.

The importance of technical vocational education is illustrated in the following
statements:

1. The United States Office of Education estimates that four out of five jobs
created in the 1970's will require vocational er technical training but not a col-
lege diploma.

2. For 30 percent of these jobs vocational training will be required and for 50
percent technical training after high school will be necessary.

3. The majority of these jobs will compete with jobs requiring college degrees
in terms of personal satisfaction, social contribution, starting salary, advance-
ment and salary potential.

The emergence of career education with its impact on technical-vocational edu-
cation offers hope for an improving life-style for the majority of Deaf Americans.

To bring technic l- vocational education for the deaf into sharper focus it may
be useful to present a listing of major courses of study deaf students have suc-
cessfully matriculated in at the Regional Programs for Deaf Students (Seattle
Cotnniunity College. Delgado Junior College and St. Paul TVI) since 1969. These
courses are

1*NDI7PLICATED COURSES OF STUDY AT THE THREE REGIONAL POST-SECONDARY

PROGRAMS FOR DEAF STUDENTS

Accounting
Apparel Arts
Architectural Drafting
Architectural Technology
Auto Body Repair
Automotive Mechanics
Baking
Boiler Maintenance
Bookkeeping
Bricklaying
Cabinetmaking
Cake Decorating
Carpentry
Chemical Technology
Child Care and Education
Civil Engineering
Commercial Art
Construction Drafting
Cosmetology
Custom Apparel and Fashion Design
Data Processing
Dental Laboratory Technology
Design Technology
Diesel Mechanics
Drafting
Dry Cleaning
Early Childhood Education
Electro Mechanical Technology

5; 2.7

Flower Arranging
Graphic Arts
Health Occupations
Horticulture
Industrial Electronics
Inhalation Therapy
Keypunch
Landscape Technology
Library Technology
Machine Tool Processes
Medical Laboratory Assistant
Office Practice, General
Photography
Plumbing
Practical Nursing
Production Art
Recreational Technology
Restaurant & Hotel Cookery
Secretarial, General
Sheetmetal
Small Appliance Repair
Technical Illustration
Traffic Transportation
Truck Mechanics
Upholstery
Watchmaking
Welding
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A review of this listing indicates a level and diversity of skill training that
Deaf Americans did not achieve prior to the widespread establishment of post-
secondary programs for deaf students. As of February, 1974, forty-six post-
secondary programs for deaf students had been identified by the Office of
Demographic Studies, Gallauet College. It is estimated that in the sprir.g of
1974. there were 2849 deaf students enrolled in the 46 postsecondary programs
maintaining a program for deaf students. Of this number, 935 students or 32.82
percent; were enrolled at Gallaudet College. NTID had a spring enrollment of
424 students or 14.88 percent. The remaining 44 programs had a total of 1490
students or 52.3 percent of dear students enrolled in a post-secondary program
for deaf students

A major criteria for success established by technical-vocational education is
the ability of the graduates to seek and find employment. It is reported that
deaf students successfully completing a post-secondary program course of study
are finding employment at well over the ninety percent mark. It is well :hen to
examine, if only in a cursory manner, selected factors that contribute to a
successful technical-vocational program for deaf students.

ACADEMIC EDUCATION AS AN INTEGRAL PART OF TECHNICAL VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Academic education forms the base for a strong technical-vocational education
program. The better equipped a student Is in the language arts, in arithmetic
skills, in basic laws of physics, in drawing/drafting skills, in problem solving
techniques, in logic and reasoning, the higher a level a student can be expected
to achieve. Examine for a moment, the nature of work, the training and the
curriculum content of a program of study in Machine Tool Processes:

Nature of Work.Almost every product of modern industry contains metal
parts or is produced in a machine constructed of metal components. The man who
makes these parts is called a machinist. He must be able to make accurate parts
by shapiug them from metal casings, forging, stampings, or from solid metal
stock. The parts must be made to an exact size by removing excess metal with
the aid of machine tools, and precision measuring and gaging equipment. Basic
machine tools include : the engine lathe, shaper, drill press, surface grinder, mill-
ing machine, and power saw. Advanced training encompasses Numerical Control
Machines and Electro-static Discharge Machines.

Training.The Machine Tool Processes curriculum is a two-year program.
Students spend four hours daily in shop areas developing their skills. By the
completion of the program, students will have accumulated 1400 hours of shop
instruction.

Related instruction is required in Mathematics; Physics; Basic, Intermediate
and Advanced Drawing; Metallography ; Related Welding; Communications;
Technical Writing; Geometric Dimensioning and Industrial Organization.

Curriculum Content.Training in the shop area is dependent upon related
instruction. Shop training requires application of basic, intermediate, and
advanced blueprint drawing. Understanding of basic Physic principles end metal-
lography greatly enhances shop training progress. Improved writing and reading
of technical communications related to the work of the machinist is developed
throughout the training program.

For a student to compete successfully in a two-year course of study in Machine
Tool Processes it is clear that the stronger the academic components of his educa-
tion are, the better the chances are for success.

Traditionally American Education at the elementary and secondary levels
have offered ; 1) College Preparatory courses of study, 2) General Education and,
3) Vocational courses. The success of the majority of elementary and secondary
programs was measured by the number of graduates entering college programs.
without really looking at the number of students completing a college program.
A second measure of success, although much lower on the priority scale was the
number of students completing a vocational course that went directly into em-
ployment. Little attention was paid to those students in a general course of study.
Little attention was paid to those students going to two-year community colleges,
technical vocational institutes. or Junior colleges.

As a result. "vocational education" in America has not been well understood
by the general public, by parents, by general education and by special education.
Yet it is precisely in the area of technical-vocational education where people will
receive training for jobs for this decade and perhaps for decades to come.

' -7: D
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The realization that academic education is an essential and integral part of
technical-vocational education will enhance the success of deaf students.

Technical vocational education approaches academic education in a different
fashion than would be found in a high shool college preparatory track. In
technical-vocational education the emphasis on academic education is maintained
through related instruction.

Related instruction is comprised of courses of study that are directly related
to the major area of study. As an example a student in a graphic arts major
receives mathematics that is related to graphic arts. Communication classes,
(English) focus on technical writing for graphic arts Drawing classes relate
to lay-out techniques for graphic arts. Industrial organization courses focus on
the world of work.

Related instruction is provided in two basic ways in technical vocational
education. First, related instruction is offered by the major shop instructor
(Machine Tool Processes, Graphic Arts, etc.) in the major shop area. Most
technical vocational education programs have a classroom(s) as a part of the
major shop area. Second, related instruction is taught by complimentary instruc-
tors in their own classrooms, away from the major shop area.

The approach of related instruction frequently minimizes the problems deaf
students have in transference of learning.

WORK-SKILL APTITUDES AS AN INTEOZAL PART OF TECHNICAL-VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Technical-vocational education places emphasis on the ability to perform
specific work tasks. "Work-skill aptitudes" is a term used that assists in making
projections for success in technical-vocational education. A working definition
of work-skill aptitudes is the ability to understand work tasks of average com-
plexity through demonstration. Indicators of this ability are reflected through
shop grades, work references and personal references. Vocational instructors,
rehabilitation counselors, and work evaluators in rehabilitation settings are
particularly sensitive to work -skill aptitudes.

CONTINUING EDUCATION AS AN INTEGRAL PART OF TECHNICAL VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Full time day courses of study in technical-vocational education are frequently
labeled "preparatory courses of study". In this context, preparatory courses of
study are preparatory for employment. This labeling is not the same as ('repara-
tory Programs for Deaf Students.

Preparatory courses of study for hearing and deaf students result in a diploma,
certificate, or degree with skill training in a specific area (s). Successful com-
pletion of the preparatory, or day program signifies a skill level suitable for
employment. Technical vocational education is legally required to be account-
able for placement of graduates. The placement rate of technical-vocational
education programs typically hovers at the ninety percent level.

The completion of a preparatory program or day program signifies the begin-
ning of the continuing education program.

Graduates, now employees, are frequently required by their employer to con-
tinue education in the continuing education, or evening program of study. In
unionized area" of employment this requirement is for the most part mandatory.
The rule is simple; no continuing education, no employment.

As in the preparatory day program, the continuing education evening program
follows a rigorous course of study that is skill/job related. This type of educa-
tion is to be differentiated from what is labeled Adult Evening Education Courses
of study that tend to be avocational in nature.

ADVISORY COMMITTEES AS AN INTF.ORAL PART OF TECHNICAL-VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Major courses of study in technical-vocational education, both day preparatory
and continuing education evening programs are monitored, and regulated by
advisory committees. Advisory committees are comprised of individuals repre-
senting industry. the unions and education. Advisory committees keep all courses
of study directly relevant to the needs of a job. Thus, upgrading and re-training
of job skills in view of changing technological requirements of work becomes a
smooth, on-going process minimizing the need for massive re-training waen work
requirements change.
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inaravcriortAt. RTAFF IN TECHNICAL VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

The instructional staff in technical-vocational education, both day preparatoryand continuing education evening, tends to differ from the instructional stafffound in elementary, secondary and college programs. The instructional staff intechnical-vocational education programs are first craftsman. and secondly, in-structors. Simply stated, a skilled carpenter is taught to be a teacher, a teacher isno, 'aught to be a carpenter. This quality of instructional staff insures that stu-dents receive education that is meaningful. Additional benefits are that sinceinstructors are drawn from industry and in fact recommended by industry, thatindividual instructors have meaningful liaison with industry. This liaison pro-vides multiple benefits, particularly in the area of employment fc raduates.
CLASS-SIZE IN 'TECHNICAL: VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

The accountability factor in technical-vocational education requires that themajority (51%) of enternig students in a major day preparatory program ofstudy enter employment upon graduation. Employment forecasts are monitoredby advisory committees. These factors tend to have a regulatory effect on classsize. Many technical-vocational education programs have class sizes of 18-22students. This class size provides for a high level of individual instructim..
raroto-SOCIAL CHARACTERISTICS OF DEAF STUDENTS IN TF.CIINICAL-VOCATIONAL.

EDUCATION

The single most important factor for success of deaf students in teenhical-vo-cational education are the psycho-social characteristics of the individual stu-dent(s). The proper motivation, the desire to achieve, the willingness to workup to ability level and the application of self to technical-vocational education alltend to offset academic weaknesses a student may possess upon entry to a courseof study. Individuals with personal habits that are self-abusing such as chem-ical dependency will typically not succeed in technical-vocational education. Apleasing, pleasant and positive personality frequently will compensate for aca-demic deficiencies.
The psycho-social characteristics of an individual student coupled with the"spin-off" aspect of technical-vocational education make success possible forstudents with widely varying academic ability levels. For example, MachineTool Processes is basic-sill a two-year course of study. High academic ability stu-dents will complete the course as beginning Tool and Die Makers. Less giftedacademic students may complete the course in one year as a beginning machineoperator.
In technical-vocational education a lower academic ability student with high

quality psycho-social characteristics has greater opportunities for success than
a high academic ability student with poor quality psycho-social characteristics.

PREPARATORY PROGRAMS AS AN INTEGRAL PART OF
TECHNICAL-VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Preparatory programs for deaf students are found exclusively in post-second-ary programs for deaf students. Preparatory programs provide for academic
remediation, personal-social adjustment, career selection with skilled assistance,
development of secure peer group identification, and adjustment to independentliving in a post-secondary environment in a predominantly hearing environment.Education in the United States today is a life-long process. Career educationis a life-long Process. Close articulation between elementary, secondary, post-secondarv, and mntinning education programs will enhance the academic achieve-ment and total life-style of deaf people.

INTERPRETERS AS AN INTEGRAL PART OF TECHNICAL- VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Post - secondary technical-vocational education programs that have evolvedsince 1968 have placed heavy emphasis on the role of educational interpreters.
A large part of the au. cess of deaf students succeeding in post-secondary tech-nical- vocational education is directly attributable to the educational interpreter.
Consider that the deaf student is in the numerical minority In a given major
area of study. The major area instructor gears the speed and level of class con-tent to the hearing students, the majority. The speed and level of class content is
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directed toward skill acquisition for employment in a specified amount of time
(one-eighth quarters). The deaf student is faced daily with technical-vocational
vocabulary that is unknown, as well as concepts and theories that initially have
no meaning.

The interpreter becomes the central catalyst in determining the functioning
level of the deaf student (s), and in making the initial diagnosis for remediating
any discrepancies. Interpreters acquire in-depth knowledge of the major areas
of study that they interpret for. Consequently, the interpreter, frequently on a
daily basis, provides the necessary tutorial services to keep, or bring back, the
deaf student (s) to the mainstream of class activity.

COUNSELING AS AN INTEGRAL PART OF TECHNICAL-VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Counseling services are the essential ingredient that unify technical-vocational
education. Counselors have responsibilities for students before, during and after
the formal technical vocational education program. The recruiting and selection
of students is a major responsibility of Counselors. Tue successful scheduling of
students programs is a major responsibility of Counselors. The job placement
and follow-up is a major responsibility of Counselors. A myriad of related coun-
seling responsibilities include teaching classes on Vocational information, lead-
ing group discussions, providing career-related tours. providing course sampling
experiences, supervising housing, and over-seeing students financial needs. These
and other responsibilities are in addition to "Counseling". Counseling services
are more prevalent in post-secondary programs than secondary programs. Se-
lected studies in Minnesota and elsewhere indicate that strong school related
counseling would greatly enhance elementary and secondary programs where
such counseling services are currently lacking.

COMM u a in' OUTREACH AND INVOLVEMENT AS AN INTEGRAL PART OF
TECHNICAL-VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Community outreach and involvement provide the necessary link netween
technical-vocational education systems and the community it serves. The day
preparatory instructional staff is typically drawn from the community. The
continuing education evening program instructional staff are members of the
industrial business community. The advisory committees represent a cross-section
of the community. The graduates Of technical-vocational education system are
employed throughout the community. In these ways, technical-vocational educa-
tion and the community are vitally linked.

Community personnel frequently augment the regular day preparatory instruc-
tional staff. For example, at St. Paul TVI United Hospital staff provide on-going
Health Care classes for deaf students. These classes include orientation and
registration at United Hospitals for any health care needs that may occur while
the deaf student pursues his education.

Deaf students provide a valuable community service through drama club pres-
entations. A Deaf Drama Club outreach program is most effective by presenting
positive aspects of Deafness to hearing groups. These hearing groups include
school classes from the elementary level up to and including college, church
groups, business men and women's groups, Lion's Clubs, Rotary Clubs, and oth-
ers. The public awareness created by this kind of activity has long-lasting posi-
tive results.

WORK - STUDY PROGRAMS AS AN INTEGRAL PART OF TECHNICAL: VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

In recent years work-study programs have become a part of numerous educa-
tional programs. Work-study programs can be of great benefit to many young
deaf persons. The major benefits of these programs lies in ; 1) assisting the deaf
individual to acquire work skills that are not available in the school itself, 2)
in learning through doing work-related skills such as use of time-clocks, payroll
deductions and, 3) assisting persons in learning how to relate to co-workers, su-
pervisory personnel and the company es a whole, as a worker. A caution on
work-study programs however, has been issued by some educators. That caution
lies in the realm of sit- ificing needed basic academic edui ation that is best
taught by trained teachcis. In no situations is it deemed advisable for the work-
study program to perform a "baby-sitting" function at the expense of the stu-
dent's education. A well supervised work-study program that is coordinated with
basic academic education backup can be beneficial for selected students.

s '....4 -4
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The selected factors presented on technical-vocational education may have
application at both the secondary and post-secondary level of education. The
emphasis on career edueeflon in the United States today offers great hope in
expanding career opportunities for deaf persons. Career education begins in the
family during the pre-school years and is viewed as a life-long process. Proper
anplicatIon of educational technology, including career education concepts, coup-
led with master teaching, proper use of supportive personnel, use of existing
resources. continuing innovative approaches and programs, and the recognition
of the worth of every individual, including the deaf person, provides direction
for improved technical-vocational education for deaf people.
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STATEMENT OF ROBERT R. LAURITSEN, COORDINATOR, ST. PAUL
TECHNICAL VOCATIONAL INSTITUTE PROGRAM FOR DEAF
STUDENTS

Mr. QUIE.Your dad was deaf. Was your mother ?
Mr. LAURITSEN. Yes.
Mr. QUIE. Both his mother and dad were deaf. You learned to sign.
Mr. LAURITSEN. Right. With your permission I will sign and talk

at the same time so our students can see their way.
I have a personal comment for each one here.
First, for Congressman Meeds, I am very happy that you are here

because we have a sister program at Seattle Community College.
There are three regional programs in the United Stat °s. St. Paul

TVI, Seattle Community College, and Delgado Junior College. So
many things I am saying pertain to your State.

For Congressman Steiger of Wisconsin, because we have a regional
program. We have served a number of students from Wisconsin, 50
to date.

For Chairman Perkins, one of your staff people, Mr. Millinson, I
believe, has been with us. He met five Kentucky students at St. Paul
TVI who came to Minnesota to get postsecondary training. We are
pleased to have those students with us.
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Two of those students from Kentucky are very special students.
One was one of the lost people in American society who when born
was deaf. The parents didn't recognize it immediately. The parents
had their own problems for a number of years. That child was not
permitted to go to school until age 15.

Finally at age 15 that student was permitted to enter the Kentucky
School for the Deaf. Last year he came to us.

We have a deaf girl from Kentucky and she is doing very, very
well here.

For the Michigan people who are here, we also serve Michigan, we
have served three different States to date, plus students from Canada.

The students I have here today I will introduce now. I will have
a question or two for them a little later.

First, Alan Blum, from New Jersey.
Next, Terry Bell, from New York.
Ann Mazeppa, Minnesota.
Ralph Newberry, from New York.
Jack Graff, formerly from South Dakota, now from Minnesota.
In my prepared remarks I have tried to give an up-to-date history

of deaf education in America, particularly postsecondary education.
Unfortunately, that is a very, very, very short story. 1n 1864; the

Congress established Gallaudet College and we had to wait until 1965
when Congress established the National Technical Institute for the
Deaf. Between that time very little was done for postsecondary educa-
tion for deaf people.

Again in 1968 through cooperation with BEH and RSA, three
regional programs were established. These are the three that I men-
tioned, St. Paul TVI, Seattle Community College, and the Delgado,
New Orleans, program.

In brief we have programs in 26 different States. Half the programs
have less than 24 students. Most of the programs are very, very small.
But 78 percent of the programs or 36 programs have less than 50
students. Only 4 programs have more than 100 students. So we have
46 programs. But most of them are very, very, very small.

In the chart which began on page 3
Mr. STEIGER. You are talking about attachment A ?
Mr. LAURITSEN. We find that 10 years ago about 58 percent of all

deaf students were in their residential schools and 42 percent in these
schools.

That percentage has exactly changed now so that 58 percent are in
day schools regardless of where the students come from, to places like
TVI for the most part.

These students are not prepared to go to work. They don't meet the
percentages that we have heard here today. Deaf students tend to need
that postsecondary education experience.

It is the Federal Government that has really made it possible. Deaf-
ness is a low incident handicap group. There are really not that many
deaf persons at each local community for full-blown good programs.

Let me describe what I mean by a "full-blown program." At St.
Paul TVI we have a variety of supportive services. The first sup-
portive service is a preparatory program much like the one at Gal-
laudet College or the one that was established at the National
Technical Institute for the Deaf.

dr`
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Programs generally are about 12 weeks long. Durii.g that time some
very, very specific things happen. Most students who come to us have
q poor idea of what choices are available to them.

Through the program they focus in on career objectives, on training
objectives. We find that about 80 percent of the students after con-
centrated study can make a career selection.

You may ask this: Why can't they do this in a high school program?
The high school program doesn't have the same options as a school
like St. Paul TVI has.

Throughout the day we have had an interpreter, Ruth Mayfield,
who has helped our deaf students here. She will help us again this
afternoon later.

Interpreting becomes the cornerstone for deaf students to go to
class with hearing students. We keep deaf students segregated. if you
will, only for the prep program. Once the prep program is complete
then deaf students go to class with hearing students.

It is impossible for a deaf student to watch a speaker and to take
notes. So we use volunteer hearing notetakers and we have special
carbon paper for this process.

Counseling is critical with deaf students, with handicapped stu-
dents. We maintain a ratio of about 50 students to each counselor, two
counselors for 100 students, which is our daily average number of
students.

Deaf students like many other students require tutoring. So we
provide this service in a variety ofways.

We now consider job placement as one of the supportive services and
we are pleased with the job placement rate to date, which is about 96
percent. That is really a success rate.

We measure it four different ways. We measure the 96 percent by
deaf students that graduate and go to work in their major area.

Some students will graduate,go to work, in an area that is not related
to the major area. I think of one boy that had hepatitis, for example.
He didn't do that well in his training program.

But he still graduated in auto body. He went back home to North
Dakota. Couldn't find work in auto body. But regardless he worked
for the Federal Government there in the food service area. Last year
he was the Handicapped Citizen of the Year at North Dakota.

So another way we would measure success, first, work in a related
area an0 in an area not related.

We feel that a person completing our programs, which for the most
part are 1 to 2 years, not leading to a baccalaureate degree, if a person

raduates he can go on to continuing education. But he would consider
that a success rate also.

So with those different factors we get a 96 percent success rate. This
is based on 5 years' experience, 225 graduates and over 400 studentsserved.

As Congressman Quie knows, we have spent a lot of time in look-
ing at funding of a program like this to keep it going.

We have talked to people in our city, people in our State, people in
Washington. Our first grant expired May 31 of this year. That was aresearch and demonstration grant. providing jointly by BEH andRSA.

5Z1
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BEH has continued our program until December 31st of this year.
After December 31st we are hoping that Congreman Quie's

amendment to the ESEA will pick us up. We see that as the best option
right now.

We have looked at special ed moneys in Minnota. I have asked for
that answer. I haven't found it yet. Special ed in Minnesota and in
many other States permits handicapped students to receive aid until
age 21 or high school graduation, whichever comes first.

For the most part deaf students and handicapped students graduate
at age 18. When they graduate they are therefore removed from
special ed services.

So we don't get that much special ed help at the postsecondary
level.

We have worked with VR in trying to get funding. Apparently VR
does not have a means of continuing funding support for programs
like ours. We are still working with them on that.

On the 10 percent set-asides we have suggested at one time that
perhaps some money be set aside at the Federal level. We thought that
could be a way to establish a few regional programs for deaf students.
I don't know if that is still a possibility or not.

In 5 years we have served over 400 students. The rate of application
for coming here is higher than ever before.

We, along with the rest of society. see the growth in vocational
education. We see the need for programs like ours existing for a
long, long time.

We are hopeful that money will be forthcoming to put the action
where it belongs, which I think is with the student.

I will now ask one or two questions to the students and then if you
would like to join in the questioning. please. feel free to do so.

We will start with Allan. Ruth will speak for the students. So I
will ask the questions and Ruth will speak for the students.

OK. Allan. name. hometown. a little bit about your education. his-
tory . other schools you went to. why you came to TVI. and what you
are doing now.

Mr. Bzum. My name is Allan Blum. I really come from New Jersey.
I went to New Jersey School for the Deaf. graduated in 1933. went
to Gallaudet College. It was a liberal arts college. I studied there
for 2 years and found that it was not for me.

So I lecided to work for a few years before I made up my mind to
go into TVI. I found the training at TVI was very helpful. As a
result I got a very fine job at 3M. working as a chemical technician.

I am very, very grateful for the training for the deaf that I have
had at TVI.

Mr. LArarrszs. How did you happen to pick the training area of
chemical technology ?

Mr. Brxx. I tried for chemistry training.
Mr. LariuTsEN. Maybe part of the reason is your father isyou

can say that.
Mr. BLUM. Before I went to apply to TVI. I talked to my father

about my future. My father thought that I had skill in printing.
Then he asked me to try chemistry for a while. At fit A it really

scared me because I didn't have any background in chemistry.
especially math.

;110 4:-)
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He was very enthusiastic in helping me out. There is a program like
that offered at TVI. Then my father encouraged me to take up
chemical technology. So I applied for the course at TVI. I foundit very helpful.

Mr. LAntrrsEx. Of all our students, Allan, I think you are the only
one with deaf parents.

But your father was also a chemist, one of the top chemists in New
Jersey, Bell Telephone Labs.

Oh., Terry?
Name, hometown, major plans.
Mr. BELL. My name is Terry Bell, from New Jersey. I know Mr.

Quie very well. I met him last February.
My major 's machine tool presses. I made a nameplate and gave

it to Mr. Quie. He was very interested in the program. I gave him
two. He was very surprised.

Mr. QUIE. One is in my office here and one is in Washington.
Mr. BELL. Did you like them ?
Mr. QUIE. Yes, I did.
Mr. LAURITSEN. I think your mother and father are a little mad

at you about a job. Can you tell us?
You are going to graduate in August and you have got your job.

When (lid you find your job?
Mr. BELL. August 19. I am going to start working. I went to work

on a billing machine.
Mr. LAuRrrsEx. Numerical control number machine.
When did you find that job ?
Mr. BELL. Last Christmas. I had an interview. I went without an

interpreter. We wrote notes back and forth.
He didn't know what TVI meant.
Mr. LAuRrrsEx. I `relieve this was in New York.
Mr. BELL. So I gave him a bulletin to explain about TVI. 11,-. was

very interested in it, a 2-year program. I will start working the 13th
of August in New York.

Mr. LAuRrrsEx. So you got a job 8 months before you graduated
from school.

OK, thank you, Jerry.
Ann?
Ms. SAND. My name is Ann Sand from Mazeppa.
I am going to take keypunch. I graduate from TVI in December.
Mr. LArritrrspx. Then what will happen in December?
Ms. SAND. Then I will find a job.
Mr. LArRITSEN. Where wall you find a job? Where will you look?

Around the Twin Cities?
Mr. N4WRERRY. My name is Rob Newberry from New York. Part

of Queens.
I graduated from high school 5 years ago. I worked in a bank in

checking and I worked for 5 months and I took data processing for 6
months. I graduated from that in New York this last year.

I couldn't find a lob because I couldn't hear. So I had to change
my ronjor to physics. I wasn't interested in that so I left.

I was on vacation for 6 months. I was really interested in printing.
A friend asked, "Why don't you go to TVI P'
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So I thought about it and asked my parents. I thought it was like
high school but it wasn't. So I looked into it more.

I got a bulletin from TVI and wondered about printing. About 3
years ago this was. Now I am in TVI.

Mr. LAURITSEN. Thank you very much.
Time is short. So here is Jack Graff briefly.
Where are you from and what is your major and what are your

plans?
Mr. GRAFF. My mane is Jack Graff. I am from Sioux Falls. Two

years ago I went to coPege to learn. I can't do any more heavy work.
So I came to TVI to work on machine tool parts.

Chairman PERKINS. How many applications do you have that you
are unable to serve now?

Mr. ImunrrsEx. How many occupations?
Chairman PERKINS. Applications.
Mr. LAURITSEN. How many applications? We have been very for-

tunate. For the coming year we have over 150 applications. We are
going to get them in one way or another.

We accept students four times a year on a regular basis and then
we, make special provisions. One way or another we will get them in.

It works us a little extra. We are trying to meet the needs. We feel
our obligation is to be responsive to what is happening out there.

Chairman PERKINS. I personally feel you have one of the outstand-
ing programs in the country. I am not an expert in this area by any
means.

I started with vocational rehabilitation back in 1949 when we had
people all over eastern Kentucky not suffering from this type of handi-
cap but were handicapped because they had been mashed all to pieces
in mines an I ilothing was being done about it.

But I think this is something we can all be proud of.
Mr. Quit:. How many interpreters do you train ? Where do they

come from? Where do they go?
Mr. LAURITSEN. Three years ago we started a summer interpreter

institute because there was a shortage of interpreters. We continued
to do that in 1973 and again this year.

I wish you could have been with us yesterday afternoon to see what
can be learned in 5 weeks. We had a fantastic performance after 5
weeks of intensive training.

This is a very large shortage of interpreters. This past June 1 the
rehabilitation services administration training division has funded
such programs that the United States under a national interpreter
training consortium at New York University, Gallaudet University,
University of Tennessee. University of Arizona. California State Uni-
versity at North Ridge.

TVI is just now beginning a 5-year interpreter program with three
objectives: on,.. of training new interpreters. second. retraining. up-
grading, and a third. of training of interpreter trainers. So that in 5
years we should have a lot of Ruths around. Right now we are very
short. We recruit from the local area.

TVI will be responsible for an 11-State area including Hawaii
that will be covered in this new 5-year program that is just trting.

Mr. QUIE. Is Ruth ohe of the staff ?

L- I
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Mr. LA varrses. Ruth is one of 15. She came through the interpreter
institute 2 years ago. When she started she knew no finger spelling orsign language. She just learned that at St. Paul TVI. Her father is
an outstanding teacher of graphic arts and he can finger spell some.But Ruth beat him a long time ago.

Mr. QUIE. You are the only school that is not a 4-year academic
institution that is training interpreters. Is that right?

Mr. LAURITSEN. That is correct.
Mr. STEIGER. May I join Chairman Perkins in paying tribute not

only to you, Bob, but to the students as well. I have only one question.I tried to watch you very carefully. I did not catch how you say insign language "Congressman Quie."
Mr. LAusrrsEx. "Congress wine." I spell it out. Q-U-I-E."
Mr. STEIGER. Thank you.
Mr. QUIE. I am very strong on Federal money going to the States,

to distribute it to the States so they can utilize it. That is why I waspleased to see this.
Any other questions?
Thank you, Bob, very much.
Thank you to all the students.
Mr. Lainurszx. Thank you.
Mr. QUIE. Because George Goodwin has to catch an airplane let

me put him in here now. He is executive director of the Chippewa
council.

George I
[Prepared statement of Mr. Goodwin follows:]

PREPARED STAT:MENT or GEORGE GOODWIN, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
MINNESOTA CHIPPEWA TRIBE CASS LAKE, MINN.

Since the time of Columbus in 1492 to our present day, the Indian populationon this continent has played a dubious role in America. The average non-Indian has deliberately kept himself ignorant of the Indian, his culture and hislife style: so that the expropriation of the Indian in America may be com-plete. The resultant history has been one of social and cultural genocide.
Living in an affluent society that most people enjoy, a society that was im-planted in his homeland against his will and at his expense, the Indian is keptin constant despair. Unable to perpetuate a culture that has existed since timeimmemorial, the Indian has been forced, coaxed and disparaged into adoptinga foreign culture. A culture whose values and beliefs often times dramaticallyoppose those of the Indian.
Today. Indians recognize that history has altered their pre-Columbian exis-tance. They have become a minority group in the world where they once livedexclusively. In order to survive as a distinct and separate entity the contem-porary Indian realizes that one must implement ways of working within the

non-Indian dominated society presently encompassing the Indian world. One wayis through education.
Education must serve a dual purpose for the Indian: First. education must bea relevant and viable product in alterir ')e dismal socioeconomic conditionsthat encompass most Indians. Second, NI& on must serve as a tool in replac-ing the stereotypes, myths, ignorances, anu prejudices of America about theIndian with fair, objective and accurate teachings. A study. Indian In Minnesota.

copyrighted in 1971 by the League of Women Voters, states on economics andeducation that: Indians as a group are on the lowest economic level in the state.
Schools give negative images of Indians or do not mention them at all. Teachers
are mostly white and middle class. Most know little about Indians. The Indianpopulation of this country has been unjustly excluded from the economic and
educational processes available to the dominant society.
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Indian people today recognize the need for education. Demands are being
made by the Indian communities. These demands must be positively reacted
to by the educational establishment.

Amidst the growing and recognized concerns of the Minnesota Indian popula-
tion is that institution ''Vocational Education". An institution that has never
had a sensible and consistant policy of "Indian education". And an institution
that does not conform to the 1968 Law number 90-576 that mandates the state
to provide Vocational Education services based on the "needs, interests, and
abilities of the individual" in light of anticipated job opportunities.

Fact: Categorical aids, special needs, and set aside monies are often the only
monetary sources available for the establishment of Vocational Programs cog-
nizant of the needs of Indian people.

Fact: In many instances, special needs programs are not made available to
/ndiatt people nor are Local Education Agencies aware of programs or monies
for programs.

Fact : The inclusion of representatives of the Indian population in the proc-
esses of decision making and management of Vocational Education Programs
is nonexistent.

Fact : Of the 100+ Secondary Vocational Centers in Minnesota, only two (2)
are located on or near an Indian community and serve a substantial number of
Indian students.

Fact: In known instances. institutional recruiters or counselors avoid con-
tact with the Indian High School student by not bothering to visit those schools
located within Indian communities.

Fact: Most administrative and teaching personnel are not sensitive to the
special needs of Indian students. Many have attitudes racist and prejudicial
in nature. One isolated instance quotes an instructor as publicly saying I hate
all Indians and nothing will ever change my attitude."

Fact NG institution has created special programs or special facilities to deal
with the needs of the Indian student.

Fact : Recently nine (9) Career Education Programs were piloted in Minne-
sota, not one of these Special Projects was located in a school that had a signifi-
cant Indian population.

Fact: One Area Vocational Institute located adjacent to an Indian com-
munity and near the White Earth Reservation recently made n state-wide re-
cruitment effort to fill enrollment for 1975, while providing only minimum
efforts to recruit and enroll local Indian students.

Fact : High School counselors do not inform the Indian student about Area
Vocational school offerings and often students are sent to out of State BIA
schools rather than to an Area Institution near the individual's home and family.

Fact: In many instances enrollments are filled or stated to be filled when an
Indian student applies for admittance at an Area Vocational Center.

Fact : Of those Area Institutions located near Indian communities less than
5% of total enrollment is oZ Indian ancestry.

Fact : The dropout or push-out rate of Indian students attending Area Institu-
tions is anywhere from 50% to 100% from Institution to Institution.

Fact: One Area Institution centrally located between the White Earth, R.-.3
Lake. and Leach Lake reservations enrolled only 12 Indian students out of a
total enrollment of more than 200 students in 1974.

Facts Almost all advertising and school brochures, "selling Vocational Educa-
tion" include nothing that appeals to or makes reference to the Indian student.

Fact : Minnesota Area Vocational Technical Institutes show a total enroll-
ment of over 19,000 for 1974, of this, less than 150 were American Indians.

In light of these conditions that do exist, concerned citizens for education. and
Indian people in Minnesota make the following recommendations that should
be mandated to the educational system and the division of Vocational and
Technical Education.

1. That an all out effort be made to recruit and employ more Indian educa-
tors in all segments of career and vocational education.

2. That the Division of Vocational Education develop a section to deal solely
with the problems and needs of the Indian population.

3. That Vocational Education actively involve local Indian citizenry in the
implementation of Vocational Education programs.

4. That all institutions develop the special tools needed to respond to meeting
cultural needs of the Indian student.

44-822 0 - 75 - 34
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5. That a national wide investigation be made into the counseling procedure
and the human skills qualification of all counselors, both secondary and post
secondary, and where necessary. Indian people be employed to provide counsel-
ing services.

6. That the United States Congress mandate a coordination by the United
States Department of Education, between Vocational Education Programs and
the Bureau of Indian Affairs of the United States Department of Interior, to
minimize dislocation of students and excessive expense to the taxpayers of
the nation and to uphold the Indian student's right to be educated within his
home community.

7. That in all instances where the State does not comply to laws governing
affirmative action, the Federal Government withold federal monies allocated for
State Programs, and that the United States Commissioner of Education enforce
all policies on affirmative action.

8. That in those instances where state and local agencies allow acts of racism
or prejudice the United States Government assume control of operations until
such acts are corrected and eliminated.

To summarize, program components for positi e input in Indian education ninst
be extensively developed in the present Minnesota Vocational Education Struc-
ture. The key to a more meaningful and fulfilling Vocational Education for the
Indian student is to attack the already recognized problems nom. The special
educational needs of Indian students must be dealt with in their proper perspective
and expanded in all areas of the VocationalTechnical System. The educational
system in the state, and this county must establish a precedence for program
development to meet the need of the Indian student and Lie Indian community.
A primary factor must be the recognition, involvement and input of Indian people
and the Indian community.

STATE OF MINNESOTA,
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION,

St. Paul, Minn., July 25, 1974.
LLOYD MEEDS,
Cannon House Office Building, Washington, D.C.

On Saturday, July 13; I had an opportunity to attend the oversight hearing
held on HR 14454 in the Federal Building in the Twin City area. It was most edu-
cational and greatly appreciated by myself and I am sure others. It is gratifying
to know that men like yourself and other members of your committee will take
the time to hear our opinions before legislation is enacted that so greatly affects
so many people. It restores one's confidence in our form of government.

Although all of the hearing was of vital importance, because of my responsi-
bility. I was very concerned with George Goodwin's testimon7 regarding voca
tional education for the Native American. As I stated at the hearing, I am
responsible for the administration of the Part B set asides and 102-b monies. I
have spent a great number of hours since the set aside monies became available
attempting to serve the Native American in Minnesota. My philosophy has been
and will continue to be, until I am proven wrong, that the request for vocational
service must come from the Indian community. I am not going to sit behind
a desk at the State Office and make decisions regarding vocational education for
Indians based on what I think they need. In fact, it is my understanding that some
of the funds you referred to have been transferred directly to the Indian councils
for their decision as to use. It has been their decision not to use these funds for
vocational education. Much of my time has been spent informing the various
Indian leaders and communities what our monies could be used for, how we
can be of service. and encouraging them to app17. I feel that the leaders in the
Indian communities have been well informed to arions possibilities. Any state
ment to the effect that no 1968 vocational funds had been used for the benefit of the
Indians in the State is completely false and Mr. Van Tries referred to some of the
Indian projects in his morning presentation.

Mr. George Goodwin is relatively new in his present leadership role and I
am sure is not aware of the many things that are going on at present. Mr.
Goodwin failed to mention that on Tuesday, July 9. a number oe individuals
from the State Department. Vocational Education, met with him and a number
of others of his tribe and approved for funiing an individual that would
coordinate all of the adult vocational programming for the tribe that he repre-

-.
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sents. There was no problem in approving once the commitment was made on
their part what the individual will do and who would be accountable for the
individual activities. I, as an administrator of Federal dollars, insist on account-
ability in the use of these monies so that I may be accountable to Congress.

There was a concern on my part over your understanding of a statement made
by Mr. Robert Van Tries when he said this is the first we have heard these
statements by George Goodwin. He was concerned that he was being asked to
comment on statements which you had in written form before you, but which
he did not have in front of him. I am sure he meant that Mr. Goodwin had not
related these concerns to the State Department, not that he, Mr. Van Tries, was
not aware that we have problems in Minnesota. I, personally feel that Mr. Van
Tries is very much aware of these concerns and has leaned on me very hard
on a number of occasions to prod me and my office to do more,

Lastly, your ea:leagues spoke in glowing terms of the leadership in your state
as well as the nation. I am very much interested in knowing of names of indi-
viduals and/or projects that I could visit along with Indian leaders from
Minnesota to come up with new and better ways of serving the Native American
population.

Once again, thank you for restoring my faith in our system of government.
HAL BIRELAND,

Coordinator, Special Needs Programs,
Vocational-Technical Division.

THE MINNESOTA CHIPPEWA TRIBE,
Cass Lake, Minn., September 23, 1974.

Congressman 1,i )YD Mazes,
Cannon House Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR CONGRESSMAN MEEDS : This letter is in reference to correspondence you
r.eived from Mr. Hal Birkland of the Minnesota Division of Vocational Edu-

-Mon dated July 25, 1974.
I have delayed response to Mr. Birkland's letter because we had a proposal

before the State of Minnesota, Division of Vocational Education for their con-
sideration. The proposal would have allowed the Minnesota Chippewa Tribe to
employ an Adult Vocational Education Coordinator. I felt that by giving Mr.
Birkland's letter the type of response that it truly deserved, our chances of
getting our proposal funded would be minimal. The proposal has not been
funded at this writing and appears that if it is funded, the restrictions would
be so prohibitive that we would not want to accept the grant award.

Many of Mr. Birkland's statements not only confuse me, but also cause one
to question the general intent and philosophy of the Division of Vocational
Education toward providing Vocational Educational services for Minnesota's
Indian population, It is quite apparent that the purpose of Mr. Birkland'e recent
actions is to diocredit myself, my congressional testimony, and in fact, charge
the Tribal organizations of Minnesota with poor judgment and the inability to
professionally act on matters pertaining to education. In defense of my testimony
and my position, let me say that the majority of my statements was prepared
from April 18, 1)73 "Field Study on Minority Groups Participation in Minnesota
Area Vocational Technical Institutes" by the division of Vocational Education
and from the Jarmary 5, 1973 State Advisory Council for Vocational Education
report to National a dvisory Council for Vocational Education.

Mr. Birkland is uninformed about the status of the Minnesota Chippewa
Tribe, its involvement in education, and the Indian commanity's aspiration
toward vocational education programs. Speaking specifically about Mr. Birk-
land's comments on what he perceives his job to be, it is proven that the philoso-
phy he takes toward his job in fact isolates him from those he has been charged
the responsibility to ser e. Because the Division of Vocational Education has
failed to meet its target population responsibilities on or near reservations, the
Minnesota Chippewa Tribe is taking a leadership role at Vocational Education,
ironically, rather than working with the tribal organization, the division is con-
stantly taking a defensive position.

In the future, it is quite realistic to expect the Tribe to administer those
programs that are in existence to serve the Indian population, but in fact do not.
Tribal leadership find it extremely distasteful when federal funds appropriated

i 1")
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for Indian Education, in fact, are not made aware of, are not spent properly
and tribal leaders are not involved on a decision making level as to program
appropriations.

In closing, I must say that contrary to Mr. Birk land's statement that "Mr.
George Goodwin is relatively new in the present leadership role ". I have been
actively involved in education and employed by Indian tribal organizations for
over ten years.

I certainly thank you for your time and consideration and really enjoyed the
opportunity to testify at the hearing held here in Minnesota.

Sincerely yours.
GEORGE V. Goonwtrt,

Executive Director.

STATEMENT OF GEORGE GOODWIN, EXEcuTIvi, DIRECTOR,
MINNESOTA CHIPPEWA TRIBE, CASS LAKE, MINN.

Mr. Goonwtx. Mr. Chairman. members of the committee, thank you
for letting me put my statement ahead of the others on the agenda.

I am the executive director of the Minnesota Chippewa tribe with
headquarters out at Cass Lake.

Our total membership in the Minnesota Chippewa tribe is about
:30.000 members. Cass Lake is the headquarters.

I have also served as a recent officer of the National Conference of
American Indians which recently recognized that our rate of unem-
ployment on the reservation today exceeds 40 percent. Our high school
dropouts are still nearly 100 percent, in many areas.

So when we get into postsecondary education we are talking about
a problem that arises much before the secondary level.

I will begin my prepared text.
Mr. Qcm. Can you summarize it ?
Mr. Goonwtx. Okay. fine. I will give you sonic of the facts and then

some recommendations.
No. 1 on page 3: Categorical aids. special needs and set-aside moneys

are often the only monetary sources available for the establishment of
vocational programs cognizant of the needs of Indian people.

Fact : In many instances special needs programs are not made avail-
able to Indian people nor are local education agencies aware of pro-
grams or moneys for programs.

Fact : The inclusion of representatives of the Indian population in
the processes of decisionmaking and management of vocational edu-
cation programs is nonexistent.

Fact : Of the 100 plus secondary vocational centers in Minnesota
only two are located on or near an Indian community and serve a
substantial number of Indian students.

Fact : In known instances institutional recruiters or counselors avoid
cor.iact with the Indian high school student by not bothering to visit
those schools located within Indian communities.

Fact : Most administrative and teaching personnel are not sensitive
to the special needs of Indian students. Many have attitudes racist
and prejudicial in nature. One isolated instance quotes an instructor
as publicly saying. -I hate all Indians and nothing will ever change
my attitude.

Fact : No institution has created special programs or special facili-
ties to deal with the needs of the Indian student.

.1-cli.:?..
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Fact : Recently nine career education programs were piloted in Min-
nesota. Nut one of these special projects was located in a school that
had a significant Indian population.

Fact: One area vocational institute located adjacent to an Indian
community and near the White Earth Reservation recently made a
statewide recruitment effort to fill enrollment for 1975 while provid-
ing only minimum efforts to recruit and enroll local Indian students.

Fact : High school counselors do not inform the Indian student
about area vocational school offerings and often students are sent to
out-of-state BIA schools rather than to an area institution near the
individual's home and family.

Fact : In many instances enrollments are filled or stated to be filled
when an Indian student applies for admittance at an area vocational
center.

Fact: Of those area institutions near Indian communities less than
5 percent of total enrollment is of Indian ancestry.

Fact: The dropout or push-out rate of Indian students attending
area institutions is anywhere from 50 percent to 100 percent from
institution to institution.

Fact: One area institution centrally located between the White
Earth, Red Lake and Leach Lake reservations enrolled only 12 Indian
students out of a total enrollment of more than 200 students in 1974.

Fact : Almost all advertising and school brochures selling voca-
tional education include nothing that appeals to or makes reference
to the Indian student.

Fact: Minnesota Area Vocational Technical Institutes show a total
enrollment of over 19,000 for 1974; of this, less than 150 were Ameri-
can Indians.

In light of these conditions that do exist concerned citizens for
education and Indian people in Minnesota make the following recom-
mendations that should be mandated to the educational system and
the division of vocational and technical education.

1. That an all out effort be made to recruit and employ more Indian
educators in all segments of career and vocational education.

2. That the division of vocational education develop a section to
deal solely with the problems and needs of the Indian population.

3. That vocational education actively involve local Indian citizenry
in the implementation of vocational education programs.

4. That all institutions develop the special tools needed to respond
to meeting cultural needs of the Indian student.

5. That a national wide investigation be made into the counseling
procedures and the human skills qualification of all counselors, both
secondary and postsecondary, and where necessary, Indian people be
employed to provide counseling services.

6. That the U.S. Congress mandate a coordination by the U.S. De-
partment of Education, between vocational education programs and
the Bureau of Indian Affairs of the U.S. Department of Interior to
minimize dislocation of students and excessive expense to the taxpayers
of the Nation and to uphold the Indian student's right to be educated
within his home community.

7. That in all instances where the State does not comply with laws
governing affirmative action the Federal Government withhold
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Federal moneys allocated for State programs and that the U.S. Com-
missioner of Education enforce all policies on affirmative action.

8. That in those instances where State and local agencies allow acts
of racism or prejudice the U.S. Government assume control of opera-
tions until such acts are corrected and eliminated.

To summarize, program components for positive input in Indian
education must be extensively developed in the present Mimiesota voca-
tional education structure.

The key to a more meaningful and fulfilling vocational education
for the Indian student is to attack the alremly recognized problems
now.

The special educational needs of Indian students must be dealt
with in their proper perspective and expanded in all areas of the voca-
tional-technical system.

The educational system in the State and this country must establish
a precedence for program development to meet the need of the Indian
student and the Indian community.

A primary factor must be the recognition, involvement and input
of Indian people and the Indian community.

That, gentlemen, is my very brief statement.
Mr. QtrIE. Thank you very much, George.
Chairman PERKINS. I wish to compliment you and certainly pay

tribute to Lloyd Meeds. who has dr- such a wonderful job on behalf
of the Indians. It is difficult to vistiize that you have conditions like
that in existence today on reservations in this country.

Mr. QUIE. I would say that on both sides of the aisle in the Educa-
tion and Labor Committee we defer to Lloyd Meeds for leadership
on Indians. He has taken the lead on that and is very knowledgeable
on it. I respect him for it. We appreciate it.

I want to ask Bob Van Tries about the Indians and the State De-
partment because he mentioned Will Ante 11. Bob, who are the others?

Mr. VAN TRIF.S. One of our field instructors is an Indian. I think
there is a ladyI don't know how many people are in the Indian
education sectionbut I know there is a lady in there.

Mr. Chairman. I don't question many of these things happening.
I think we had a board meeting last Monday in which several Indians
appeared on the agenda.

I would point out to the committee that this is the first time that
any of this information has come to our attentionhas been at this
hearing. We have had no communication of tins type. to our division.

Mr. Quin. You have had a twofold impact. A while back there
wasn't an Indian in the State department of education. nti...ne Could
you tell us what effect that had? I only know Will Antell. He is a really
tremendous person. in my book.

Mr. GOODWIN. I think the impact of Indian education has come from
the Indians themselves demanding that many of the wrongs be cor-
rected. We have seen a greater involvement on the local level with the
help of Indian education committees and parents' groups in school
districts. causing the State to get involved in education.

This State wouldn't do anything to improve education for Indians
unless there were Federal funds. On their own initiative I am sure
the State of Minnesota would never have done anything.

Mr. Qum Lloyd ?
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Mr. MEEDS. Yes. I am going to address my questions, some of them,
to the assistant superintendent.

Are you in any way disputing that what he says is a fact, that of the
area institutions located near Indian communities, less than 5 percent
total enrollment is of Indian ancestry? Do you agree or disagree?

Mr. VAN TRIES. I am not disputing anything because I have never
heard is before.

Mr. MEEDS. You said this is the first time you heard about some of
these things?

Mr. VAN TRIES. This is the first time this has been brought to my
attention.

Mr. MEEDS. If this is true then I am appalled that this is the first
time you heard about it.

Mr. VAN TRIES. This is correct.
Mr. MEEns. Because as I recall there are rather specific requirements

for distribution of funds. One of them is areas of high unemployment,
is it not?

Mr. STEIGER. Yes, it is.
Mr. MERns. You just heard this gentleman. Did you just learn that

Indian communities have very high unemployment?
Mr. VAN TRIES. I think in my testimony this morning, Mr. Congress-

man, I gave you some examples of moneys which were channeled into
Indian communities of special needs moneys and Vocational Act
moneys of 1968.

Mr. MEEDS. How do we come up with the 5 percent total enrollment
in these schools near Indian communities?

What is being done by those schools? Are there any outreach pro-
grams at all? Could you tell us about them?

Mr. BUCKLAND. I am Hal Buckland, cordinator of the set-aside dol-
lars for the State Department. Yes, there are Outreach programs. In
fact last Thursday, the day before yesterday, we had agreed to place a
person in the area vocational school that is located near one of the res-
ervations which would actively recruit and counsel the individuals.

Also the one school near a reservation, Whitehurst Reservationwe
do have problems. There is no question that there are problems. But
those communities around Indian reservations are the most prejudicial.

Mr. MEEDS. They are prejudiced. I agree with you.
Mr. BrcKLAND. This accounts for some of the problems.
Mr. MEEDS. Unfortunately we are short of time.
But has anything been done under the Indian Education Act in vo-

cational education? Have they made any applications at your school
districts? Do any of your area vocational schools have Indian Educa-
tion Act funds?

Mr. VAN TRIES. Never had any Education Act funds. We used all
vocational funds.

Mr. Meeds. I am not much of a mathematician. But this looks to me
like a little over 11/2, 15Aooths percent of all enrollment in your area
technical vocational schools is Indian in this whole State. Is that
correct ?

Mr. VAN TRIES. I can't give you the percentage. But we can look
it up.

Mr. GOODWIN. I think the 1974 enrollment
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Mr. MEEDS. 150 out of 20,000, about. That is about 0.15 right?
Mr. STEIGER. That is about right:
Mr. MEEns. What is the total Indian population of the state?
Mr. GOODIVIN According to the 1970 census it was about 24,000,

25,000.
Mr. QUIE. About three, million nine population in the state.
Mr. MEEDS. We appreciate very much your coming to testify, George,

and giving us this information.
It certainly appears to me that your stay, agencies have got Lo find

ways to get to Indians with vocational education programs. If you
simply sit back and wait for them it isn't going io happen. You have
got to get some out-reach.

Mr. QIJIE. Thank you for coming.
Mr. Krrro. My name is Larry Kitto. I am a member of the state

advisory council.
Mr. QUIE. Where are you from?
Mr. Krrro. I am from Kamiji, Minnesota.
Mr. QUIE. Are you Indian ?
Mr. Km°. Yes. I am a Sioux. I am originally from Nebraska.
Mr. MEEDS, We will expect you to exercise a stronger voice in that

advisory council.
Mr. QUIE. Would it be all right if I call four people together here,

two from Michigan, two from Minnesota?
Bill Hemsey, Winona area technical school director, and Edward

Dunn, director of vocational technical school, Red Wing.
And we will call on Carlo Barberi from Mount Pleasant public

schools in Mount Pleasant, Mich., and James Hanneman, who is a
consultant in agricultural trades and industrial education in the
Oakland Intermediate School District, Pontiac, Mich.

If those people would come up here all at nice, not all talking at the
same time.

I would like to do that because you can all get a crack at the time.
If you folks would like to do a little bit of checking to see how you

would like to go through this, we aren't out of time at all but we can
have a little more time this way.

[Prepared statement of Mr. IIemsey follows :]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF WILLIAM L. HEMSEY, DIRECTOR, WINONA AREA
VOCATIONAL TECHNICAL INSTITUTE, WINONA, MINNESOTA

The prime purpose of the Vocational Education Act of 1963, and as amended
in 1968, wan IN assist States "to maintain, extend, anu improve existing programs
of vocational education". It was also the intent to use funds in assisting States
to develop new programs which would serve the needs of youth and persons of
all ages.

In revlewinz the progress since its enactment, the Minnesota vocational-tech-
nlcal education system has, in my opinion, utilized Federal funds for purposes
for which they were intended. It has, therefore, strengthened, expanded and
improved the overall quality of vocational education within our state.

Reviewing also the progress over the past years, we definitely have come a
long way in the construction of vocational buildings and programs throughout
Minnesota. Construction prior to the time of enactment was virtually nonexistent.
We have progressed from abandoned elementary school buildings, basements and
other sub-standard facilities to buildings which lend themselves to the practical
and functional approach of vocational-technical education. The building in
Winona, as well as others in Minnesota, was constructed to provide flexibility in
programs and designed to serN: all types of individuals including the physically
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handicapped. (No steps were built into the building, allowing mobility by wheel-
chairs or crutches.) The actual amount of Federal funds allocated by the Voca-
tional Act was relatively small; however, it did provide enough impetus for new
construction. It is my understanding that every cent of Federal monies for con-
struction was used by Minnesota with the State contributing 50% of its own
fund for this purpose. While attending vocational conferences held in other states,
I am amazed by statements of grandeur from pseudo vocational educators de-
scribing their post-secondary programs and facilities. However, upon actually
visiting the institutions, I found hat vocational programs were overshadowed
by a strong academic approach. In some cases the vocational courses were the
only ones being held in submarginal facilities with obsolete equipment ; yet the
campus was full of new buildings. I am convinced, and pleased to report, that
Federal monies used by the Minnesota Vocational-Technical Institutes were
channeled toward sound vocational programs that are geared to the needs of all
age groups. In addition to the regular day programs, the Institutes offer many
and varied types of classes. For example, those that make use of the physical
plant in Winona are: Agricultural Extension, Adult Education, Apprenticeship
Trainiuf Special Education, Minnesota Safety Council Training, Corporate
Training, Special Shop Courses for Winona State College, and Trade Extension.
Exposure at high school level to vocational pursuits, which may include taking
several vocational courses, should be exploratory in nature; but the real guts of
training has to rest with the post-secondary vocational-technical institutes.

I believe that the Area Vocational-Technical Institutes in Minnesota will re-
main committed to directly preparing individuals for the real world of work.
We shall strive to meet the needs of all students as indicated by their interests
and abilities, and continue to provide flexibility in our programs. Over the past
ten years we have also shown a strong concern for Manpower training. We now
have established definite guidelines of what we are able to do, effectively and
efficiently carrying out Manpower programs. It is my hope that under the new
Comprehensive Employment and Training Act. CETA), that the Area Vocational
Institutes will play a major roll in conducting job related training. It would be
my suggestion that CETA capitalize on the many years of experience which can
be provided by vocational educators. It would be economically unsound to modify
drastically the delivery system which now provides occupational training for the
unemployed, under-employed and handicapped. For more than ten years Man-
power programs have successfully been coordinated through the Joint effort of
local employment offices, community action agencies and others. Training pro-
grams definitely should be tied to institutions where the programs presently
exist.

The Vocational Act of 1°93, and as amended in 1968, has definitely given Voca-
t:onal Education the long needed boost to stimulate a sound and practical means
of education which is geared to providing saleable skills.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM L. HEMSEY, DIRECTOR, WINONA AREA
VOCATIONAL-TECHNICAL INSTITUTE, WINONA, MINN,

\!r. HEMSEY. I am Bill llemsev. area director at Winona. Minn. I
am pleased to be able to meet with this distinguished group. It is a
pleasure for me to be here today.

I have a two-page-and-a-half statement to read. It is brief, concise.
I think we can take it from there.

That is it.
Mr. QUIE, Thank you.
Will each of you make a summary ?
[Prepared statement of Dr. D. B. Mjolsness follows :1

PREPARED STATEMENT OF DR. D. B. :gm's:suss. SUPERINTENDENT
OF SCHOOLS, RED WINO, MINN.

The Red Wing School System has for three years conducted an exemplary pro-
gram in career education. The project was partially funded under the 1968
Amendments to the Vocational Education Act of 1963.
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Changing needs of life and rapidly changing requirements in the world of work
require that schools integrate career development into the learning experiences
of all youth. Staff members and community representatives who participated in
the planning of the exemplary proposal agreed that the career education theme
could be applied in four areas:

1. The elementary school will focus on developing positive self concepts and
attitudes toward work as well as familiarizing students with a variety of
occupations.

2. The junior high school will be exploratory in nature and will provide hands-
on experience in occupational skills. Special units of study will be prepared to
provide career information and a career decision-making simulation will be
planned for all students.

3. The senior high school will emphasize the continuation of exploratory ex-
periences, pre-vocational skills and work skills developed through simulated and
actual work expe:iences. Cooperative work-study programs will be expanded and
career information, "enters will be established in the various subject matter
departments.

4. A plan to serve special needs of Indian students will be instituted. The
overall design of the program was aimed at redirecting the staff through an in-
service training program. Community involvement was to be a significant part of
the program.

CARPER EDUCATION ACTIVITIES AND ACHIEVEEIENTS

1. All Staff members have engaged in a career education in-service training
program.

2. Special writing teams have prepared curriculum materials and guidelines
that integrate career education in the language arts and social studies in
grades K-12.

3. Work experiences for senior high school students have been expanded and
credit is awarded towards graduation.

4. Cooperative work-study programs in distributive education and trade and
industry have been added to the high school curriculum.

5. A summer work-study program was provided for Indian students.
6. A combination career exploration and work release program was instituted

for junior high age students who did not :unction satisfactorily in the main-
stream class schedule.

7. A plan for teachers to work in local industry has been implemented.
8. A variety of instructional materials including films, recordings, slides, books

and pamphlets c6ncerring careers and decision-making about one's future have
been purchased and made available to students and teachers.

9. Several Explorer Scout groups were initiated within the community to give
students additional career information from resource persons_

10. A community resource guide was compiled that provides information about
local jobs and how to obtain assistance from local employment firms.

11. Hundreds of volunteers have made presentations to classes about their
work, served on advisory committees and contributed to instructions in a variety
of ways. Widespread use of field trips to industries and business provided first
hand occupational knowledge.

12. An expanded community education program emphasized continuing edu-
cation in occupational skills and personal development.

13. Several cooperative instructional ventures were initiated between the sec-
ondary schools and the area vocational-technical institute.

14. A career education booklet was prepared by a Red Wing teacher and
jointly published by the Minnesota Department of Education and the Red Wing
School Distract. The booklet was written to assist educators, school board mem-
bers and other interested citizens in developing career education programs in
their communities.

15. All Red Wing School Staff members participated in an evaluation proce-
dure developed by the University of Minnesota and administered by the Min-
nesota Department of Education.

16. Student achievement and attitudes were measured and compared to a con-
trol group.
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LECO at Y ENDATION S

1. That career education be integrated in all subject areas ratter than in just
vocational type classes.

2. That teacher preparing institutions include career education trainuag
programs for teachers.

3. That funding be provided for staff in-service training and instructional aids
relating to career education be available

4. That federal funding for career education be made available through
sources other than vocational education. The career education program is broad
in scope and encompasses many disciplines other than vocational education
The funding received through the Vocational Act of 19t. and its amendments
should be used specifically for vocational education programs. However. if funds
cannot be made available through other federal prtgramc it is recommended
that the program continue with funds provided by the Vocational Act of 1963.

STATEMENT OF DR. D. B. MIOLSNESS, SUF.3INTENDENT OF
SCHOOLS, RED WING. MINN.. PRESENTED BY EDWARD DUNG.
DIRECTOR, VOCATIONAL TECHNICAL SCHOOL RED WING.
MINN.

Mr. DusN. I would like to thank the committee for this opportunity
to be heard today and to give testimony.

Mr. Qris. Mr. Dunn. the statement here is by Superintendent Dan
Mjolsness. Is is going to be going in under his name

Mr. Dt-NN. Right. The statement will be going in under the super-
intendent's name, Dr. D. B. Mjolsness. He couldn't be here.

However, I am affiliated primarily with the A-N.-ondary education.
We have an expert here today. Her name is Pat Anns. This is a little
background. Pat is a first-grade teacher at Red Wing. She is active as
a consultant for career ed at the elementary. junior high and econdary
levels.

She did workshops throughout the State as well as Michigan. Ohio.
Mcntana. She is also responsible to a great extent for the propagation
of a little booklet which some of you are looking at.

Pat. I will turn it over to you to tell about the program.
Ms. ANN'S. Thank you. I am privileged to represent Red Wing. The

fundamental concept of career education is that all education experi-
ences. curriculum instruction and coun ling should be geared to prep-
aration for the ecc comic independence and appre-ciation for the dig-
nity of work.

Red Wing was one of the eight exemplary projects in the State of
Minnesota. We tried to develop the same cor..-ept of the educations.'
experiences beginning with kiudeL garter. or before. the very early
childhood, going on through adult education and through their entire
life.

We try to eliminate these artificial separations between things aca-
demic and things vocational. So that by the time a student reaches the
12th grade he should be able to nlan the next step in his development
with ease and self-satisfaction.

Under the career ed concept. a child's academic subjects now become
relevant to his future life.

It used to be that the first grade teacher prepared the child for the
second grade. second grade for third and so on.

-
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No longer is this true. Career ed really is not conceived to replace
or to be in addition to any other disciplines that exist today. But it is
an attitude to make the educational subjects more meaningful and rele-
vant to the individual through the structuring around the career de-
velopment theme.

This is only 3 years old in Minnesota. I don't think you can judge
a program until the children who have started out in it have reached
the senior high level.

As a classroom teacher I would hope that those who are responsible
for funding it would not let a program end that has had the impac`
that career education has had on the children of Minnesota in the last 3
years.

I thought Mr. Van Tries' idea of having a new title under funding
probably was very superior.

Mr. QUIE. Mr. Hanneman?
[Information submitted by Mr. Hanneman.]

MICHIGAN OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION RECOMMENDATIONS

1. A better balance on State :tdvisory Councils by including elementary, sec
ondary, and post-secondary education representatives and student,
representatives.

2. Placement and follow-up should be separated to ensure appropriate fulfill-
ment of each activity. Fu Llow-up should be a rigorous evalualion, not simply a
census.

3. Student organizations should receive special emphasis at state and national
levels to guarantee maximum benefits from these vital educational adjuncts.

4. Useful changes and pertinent innovations should be fostered within educa-
tion itself rather than adapting techniques from business and industry.

5. Increased multi-media materials should be prepared for use with all com-
munity components so awareness, understanding, and support a the public
may be increased.

6. All educate') s should receive appropriate information about occupational
education both far professional awareness and for implications in their own
teaching, no matter what their subject.

7. Private schools under state supervision should be eligible for program fund-
ing when it contributes to the program goals of the state.

8. Stipends for students when they are unable to enroll in programs because
of financial limitations, should be included in the forthcoming legislation.

MICHIGAN PERSONNEL AND GUIDANCE ASSOCIATIONPOSITION PAPER ON CAREER
EDUCATION FOR MICHIGAN YOUTH

INTRODUCTION

The career education movement is currently a niajor force for change in the
field of education. The approach of the United States Office of Education and the
Michigan state Department of Education has been to propose broad, general
statements about career education to stimulate local school units to develop
tailored career education programs which are appropriate for their own students
and for their Assn school and community setting. This approach to the development
of career education is both a difficult and an exciting challenge for it means that
school staffs have considerable freedom to develop specialized career education
Programs but also it means that these staffs have major responsibility r the
quality of these programs. Such an opportunity requires careful analysis by each
educational professional group of the specific role which it can have in the career
education thrust.

CORE CAREER EDUCATION CONCEPTS

Although specific career educa lion guidelines are not being proposed at the na-
tional and state level, a number of general career education concepts have been
communicated. These concepts can provide a starting point for local program plan-
ning. The following are some of these concepts
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1. Career Education Should Permeate the Total Education Process.This means
that -areer education will be part of all educational experiences and, therefore.
the responsibility of all school personnel.

2. Career Education is Intended to Maximize the Range of Options Open to
All Students.If the goal of career education is to maximize options, it is crucial
that each ?indent develop a belief in his or her capacity to make many positive
contributions through work and to achieNe personal fulfillment through living
choices.

8. Career is Viewed as Any Meaningful Activity in which an Individual En-
gages. Career education is concerned with more than paid work activity. Such
activities as parenthood, volunteer service and leisure time pursuits are incor-
porated in the definition of career. This means that students will need assistance
in exploring the wide rangv of career roles which vre available to them in
American society.

4. Career Education is On-going and Developmental in Nature.Carter educa-
tion is a continuous developmental process. The quality of career development at
any point in an individual's life will depend on the nature of the assistance which
he has received in the past. Therefore, career education should continue from
pre-school through adulthood.

5. Career Education should be Individualized and should be Flezible.Careir
education should be responsive to the needs of individual students and should
allow them the flexibility to change educational directions as they make various
career decisions. This also implies that career education should occur in a climate
of successful experiences which are conducive to growth.

6. Career Education Recognizes that the Family is a Major Influence on the
Career Development of Students.The family is probably the single greatest
influence upon career development. Therefore. career education needs to focus on
the family and to assist parents in the process of assisting the career develop-
ment and education of their children.

7. Career Education Stresses the Importance of Self-Development in Successful
Career Development.Self-development. that is the development and understand-
ing or abilities. interests, values, needs, life style and self-concept. is a life long
process which facilitates satisfying career decisions. If an individual is truly
to consider a wide range of occupational roles and commit energy to obtaining
desired roles, he must first develop a belief in his own capabilities and an under-
standing of the type of life which will be most satisfying to him.

8. Career Education Requires School and Community Collaboration.If career
education is to be successful in meeting the needs of all students, major coopera-
tion will be necessary among the school. business and industry. and the commu
nity, e.g.. community colleges. 11.E.S.C., and Vocational Rehabilitation agencies.
This will be necessary both for stating goals and for marshalling resources for
career education.

THE ROLE OF THE COUNSELOR IN CAREER EDUCATION

Career education, if it is to be on-going and comprehensive. will require major
input from every education professional group. Counselors. as members of guid-
ance and student personnel programs within schools, will need to re-evaluate
their current role in light of career education concepts. There is much in the
current role and training of counselors which facilitates their involvement in
the career education thrust. The following functions might be strengthened
and/or initiated within the role of counselors. The level of involvement would
depend however upon the colinseler'z training. background and skills and th,
local setting.

1. On-Going, Direct Developmental Services to Students.A core function of
the counselor has been direct counseling services to students either individually
or in small groups. The goals of career education strongly supports the continua.
Hon of these counseling services with specific emphasis on helping students
develop a positive view of themselves, learn decision making skills and explore
various life options which are available to them. Counseling is an effective pro-
cedure for helping students introspectively measure their values. life style, and
needs according to the flexible and individual decisions necessary to cope in
society.

2. Supportive Guidance Service to Assist Student* in Career Planning.Tradi
tionally. the guidance program has been responsible for providing services which
provide information about the world of work. educational opportunities and sill-

S
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dent characteristics which can provide a basis for student decision-making, plan-
ning and placement. These services acquire increased importance with the current
stress for continuous career planning assistance for all students.

3. Leadership in Defining Career Development Objectives Effective career
education programs will need to be based on program objectives which are com-
patible with existing information about the career development process. Knowl-
edge of research and theor, related to career development is a core emphasis in
counselor education programs. Therefore, school counselors can provide major
assistance to the entire school staff in the development of career education
objectives.

4. Consultation on Career DevelopmentEffective career education relies on
the extent to which all individuals involved in the career education program have
a thorough understanding of the career development process and of educational
procedures which can facilitate this process. School counselors, because of their
understanding of the career development process, can provide assistance to other
program staff in this area through direct consultation, cooperative program
efforts, coordination, or in-service training.

5. Consultation on thy Curriculum Development Process. Teachers and cur-
riculum specialists will need assistance in developing school curricula which
are relevant to the current and future world of work which the students will
enter upon completion of the school experience. Counselors, because of their
continuous contact with students and the w oild of work, can provide insights
to curriculum developers. Their specific role would be to facilitate change through
communicating the need for change. through encouraging interaction and discus-
sion among staff and through describing available activities and resources.

6. Leadership in Community Organization. Implementation of a broad com-
prehensive career education program requires the use of community resources
including volunteers. parents, community groups and representatives of busi-
ness and industry. A major role of the counselor should be that of community
organizer. The counselor can identify community members who can contribute
to the career education program and coordinate the utilization of these in-
dividuals within the program.

7. Insure Individualization of the Learning Process.If career education is
to be effective, it must be tailored to meet the needs of individual students. This
is because career development depends on the development of self and on
prGviding learning experiences which allow for the exploration and develop-
ment of the student's special aptitudes and interests. The counselor .Ain act
as a consultant to teachers to help them understand student needs and to
tailor individualized learning experiences to meet these needs.

8. Consultation on Learning Climates.The counselor can become a con-
sultant on the development of learning climates, within the classroom, the
total school building. and the community which support the development of a
positive view of self. This consultation will include the collection of information
about student needs and feedback to other school staff about the extent to which
th.? school organization and learning opportunities are meeting the needs of
students.

9. Involvement in the Evaluative Process.On-going program evaluation is
crucial tc the career education program. Evaluation should be concerned with
program effectiveness and the continuous appraisal of the appropriateness of
the career education program for particular student needs. The counselor must
contribute to the evaluation process in terms of defining objectives, measuring
the extent to which the program has met the objectives, interpreting the outcomes
of the program. ar.3 making program revisions as indicated by evaluation data.

STRA'.,;GIES FOR STRENGTHENING THE GUIDANCE COMPONENT OF CAREER EDUCATION

The guidance program can potentially play a major role in the development
of strong career education programs. Within Michigan leaders of the counsel-
ing profession have looked to ways to provide redirection and to provide more
meaningful substance to counselors for use with staffs and students. Between
1969 and 1972. thirty-five workshops (both summEr and year long) had been
sponsored by intermediate school districts and conducted by local school dis-
tricts. These workshops were funded by the Michigan State Department of
Education for counselors and related personnel.

9
0 ', 4 *
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Also for the past year regional conferences for counselors and related per-
sonnel under the sponsorship of the Michigan Personnel and Guidance Associa-
tion (MPGA) have utilized the career education concept as a theme and have
invited both state and natural leaders to lead them. The Michigan Vocational
Guidance Association (MVGA), a division of MPGA, has carried through a
major function of keeping the total counselor membership informed of develop-
ment in career education. Also MVGA has held two annual Career Development
Workshops to inform counselors about new developments.

Further, the past year, MPGA completed a comprehensive list of performance
objectives for secondary school staffs. Much effort was made to incorporate the
essential qualities of the career education concept when these objectives were
written. These objectives will be field tested throughout the next year.

Many elements of traditional guidance services, of counselor education and
of counselor role provide a basis for the development of effective career develop-
ment assistance to youth. However, to strengthen the impact of guidance on
career education, several groups will need to direct effort toward the re-con-
ceptualization and strengthening of existing guidance programs.

Local Guidance Staffs.The following are strategies which the local guidance
staff can use to strengthen their contribution to the career education program *,

1. Communicate to other school personnel the nature of their role in career
education and the contributions which they can make to other school staff
members.

2. erovide leadership in developing objectives for career education, par-
ticularly in the area of self development and career planning.

3. Seek and implement information about effective guidance procedures which
can facilitate the goals of career education.

4. Move quickly to provide statewide guidance support systems IN hich are
program comprehensiveness and continuity.

School System and Intermediate School District Personnei.The following
are strategies which school systems and intermediate school district personnel
can use to strengthen the contribution of guidance to career education :

1. Provide on-going in-service education and consultation to guidance staffs to
help them formulate program goals and activities.

2. Provide continuous dissemination of information about guidance practices
which are being used by other schools to facilitate career development.

3. Provide leadership within their district in the process of developtng broad.
comprehensive guidance services which provide continuous career development
assistance to large groups of students, e.g., all students in system or district.

4. Continually communicate the role of the counselor in career education to
representatives of other educational professional groups and seek to establish
cooperative efforts with these groups.

5. Establish on-going supportive guidance services which provide backup to
local guidance programs, e.g., computer systems, testing services, occupational
information systems, and program resource materials.

Michigan State Department of Education.The following are several strat-
egies which the State Department of Education can use to strengthen the
contribution of guidance to career education.

1. Take major stews to disseminate to all guidance department.: in the state
the results of state funded career development projects. This is crucial because
these experimental programs can provide a stimulus for turner development.

2. Continue to provide and increase training opportunities which familiarize
guidance staffs with new guidance practices which have been developed both of
tho state and national levels. This training should be jointly funded and spon-
sored oy cooperating departments e.g., Vocational Education and Guidance and
Counseling. State department personnel, university staff, community members
and school staff should be involved in this training.

3. Provide funding to local guidance staffs to enable them to implement new
,midance practices within their existing program. This would include reimburse-
n ent for guidance personnel to maintain and expand guidance services at all
levels. including elementary schools.

4 Move quickly to provide state wide guidance support systems which are
available to all school systems including occupational information systems,
computer systems and placement systems.
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Guidance Related Professional Associations. There are several strategies
which professional associations can use to strengthen the contribution of guidanceto career education:

1. Facilitate the on-going sharing of practices and ideas between members
through conferences, publications, workshops and conventions.

2. Develop prefessionally endorsed career guidance objectives which can provide
the basis for the development of local guidance programs.

3. Develop statements of counselor role and functions nithin the career educa-
tion thrust and develop discussion papers regarding the impact of career educa-tion on guidance.

4. Communicate the potential contributions which guidance can make to careereducation and gain support for these contributions for government decision-makers, both state and national.
5. Engage in collaborative efforts with other professional groups (e.g., C.P.E.D.and M 0.E.A.) to develop avenues for inter-professional cooperation in the de-velopment of career education programs.
6. Encourage intra-professional cooperatiori between such groups as prac-

ticing counselors, guidance supervisors and counselor educators to encourage
cooperative efforts among these groups in the career education area. Particular
emphasis should be placed on including employment and rehabilitation counselorsin the career education program.

MICHIGAN I NDUSTRI AL EDUCATION SOCIETY, Isc.A POSITION PAPER ON INDUS-
TRIAL ARTS EDUCATION AND CAREER DEVELOPMENT IN MICHIGAN

INTRODUCTION

The focus of this paper is the examination of the role of and the implications
for industrial arts education in Career Development in Michigan. Recent proposed
changes in the 1974-75 Michigan State Plan for Vocational Education, hereafter
referred to as the State Plan, reflect the inclusion of industrial arts in addition
to the traditional vocational service areas. It is the position of the Michigan
Industrial Education Society, Inc. that industrial arts can and should play an
essential role in meeting the provisions of the State Plan which serve the career
development needs of s'urients from elementary through adult levels. [6, 12]

Subsequent sections of this paper will deal with (1) the historical background
of industrial arts and federal legislation, (2) the contemporary definition of in-
dustrial arts education. (3) the contemporary definition of career education. (4)
the role of industrial arts in career education, (5) the role of industrial arts in
Michigan's career development plans, and (6) recommendations for future action.
[10]

"Career development." as it is used in this paper, will specifically include the
career education concepts of self-awareness, career awareness, career decision-
making, and placement. These concepts represent the current State Department
definition of 'career development." [12]

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

Since 1971, two major thrusts have been initiated which led to a legal recogni-
tion of industrial arts. One of the major thrusts was the emergence of career
education. This concept has since generated much discussion, and is currently
a niajlr force calling for change in the field of education. Two elements in
Michigan's total concern for career education, as reflected in the State Plan,
are career development and vocational education. 15, 12.1

The second thrust, which in part, grew out of the national career education
movement. involved the inclusion of industrial arts in the Educational Amend-
ments of 1972 (Public Law 92-318). In part, this legislation broadened the
definition of vocational education to specifically include industrial arts, and
allowed each state to include industrial arts in their state plan. [9]

As each of these two thrusts were evolving in concert with each other, a
national task force was commissioned to develop a statement. The task force.
composed of industrial arts educators representing the Industrial Arts Division
of the American Vocational Association and the American Industrial Arts As-
..wiation. focused their responsibility upon the implications for curriculum
development and program implementation. Their publication entitled. Guide-
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lines for Industrial Arts in Career Education, provides an extensive analysis of
the implications for industrial arts in career education, and served as a basic
model for development of this paper. [10]

INDUSTRIAL ARTS EDUCATION

Industrial arts education has served a variety of purposes and goals for
students in Michigan's educational programs for a number of years. A major
concern of industrial arts is the interaction and interface between society, mar,
and technology. Recent technological developments ane advancements demands
that a major portion of the school's program and currizziltitu attempt to prepare
youth to live in a society where they are required to weigh the merits of
technology and assess its implications for themselves, as well as other individuals
affected by it on a daily basis. [8]

Technological growth has had, and will continue to have, numerous positti
effects. Technological growth has generated a tremendous number of new inven-
tions, materials, processes, . id machines that have benefited the society through
higher standards of living. As these technological advancements continue to
reflect changes in our society, industrial arts becomes one of the major disciplines
responsible for educating the youth as to the implications and role of industrial
technology and industrial occupations in America.

Experience has shown that technology can also be easily misguided in attempt-
ing to serve man. To some degree misguided technology has contributed to the
deterioration of our environment with respect to efficiency, tedious work roles,
fluctuating unemployment, discontent among consumers, and the reduction of
man's individuality through increased specialization. Industrial arts has become
the educational discipline with major responsibility for educating our youth to
live in a society which is highly influenced by technological growth and
advancement. [9, 10]

Industrial arts education is defined in the Federal Register and the State Plan
as:

" those educational programs which pertain to the body of related subject
matter, or related courses, organized for the development of understanding about
the technical, consumer, occupational, recreational, organizational, managerial,
social, historical, and cultural aspects of industry and technology including learn-
ing experiences involving activities such as experimenting, designing, constructing,
evaluating, and using tools, machines, materials, and processes which provide
opportunities for creativity and problem solving and assisting individuals in the
making of informed and meaningful occupational choices." [6, 12]

Se eral unique goals have been identified for students enrolled in contemporary
industrial arts education programs. Industrial arts programs provide activities
and experiences whereby students will :

1. Develop insights and understandings of industry and its place in our
culture.

2. Discover and develop talents, attitudes, interests, and individual potential
related to the industrial-technical areas.

3. Develop abilities in the proper use of tools, machines, and processes.
4. Develop problem-solving and creative abilities involving materials, processes,

and products of industry.
5. Inter-relate the content of industrial arts with other school subjects in the

curriculum.
6. Develop an understanding of a variety of careers and their requirements.

[8, 10]
CAREER EDUCATION

Career education is a concept which emerged on the education scene in 1971.
It is essentially intended to enhance the goals and purposes of education as a
whole by creating an overriding focus for education on a series of career/life
roles. Through career education all subject matter areas and grade levels have
a responsibility to assist each student in the pursuit of those career/life roles
appropriate to his interests. aptitudes, abilities, and needs. [2. 3, 9]

Perhaps career education was mold aptly defined by Sidney P. Mariana, the
former U.S. Commissioner of Mucation

"Career education provides for a broad approach to preparation of citizenship;
provides job information, and skill development ; and also helps individuals
develop attitudes about the personal, psyeliclogical, social. and economic signifi-
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cance of work in our society. It develops and fosters vocational and recreational
interest of individuals to help prepare for a well-rounded living in a world in
which leisure time is increasing and greeter opportunity for a self-expression
through creative production is nvailul.ie." [9, 10]

Several goals have been identified for career education. These student-centered
goals include:

1. Contributes to the economic life of society by developing a producer of
goods or provider of services.

2. Furthers the importance of membership in a family group.
3. Provides opportunities for successful participation in the life of the

community.
4. Assists in the development of avocational interests.
5. Brings about the acceptance of responsibility concerning the esthetic, ethical,

and moral life of the community.
6. Aids in revealing the range of career options and the development of posi-

tive attitudes toward life and work. [10]
Career education in Michigan is developing on the basis of identified life role?

being legitimate concepts to guide educational program development. The four
identified life roles are occupational, family, citizen, and avocutional or leisure
roles. [2]

THE ROLE OF INDUSTRIAL ARTS IN CAREER EDUCATION

Industrial arts provides many opportunities for students to become involved
in learning activities and experience's which are pertinent to their future career
and career-related roles in a technological/industrial society. A comparison of
previously identified definitions, goals and characteristics for career education
and industrial arts education will bear this out. (10(AVA Convention
presentation)]

Industrial Arts Goal

1. Provide an opportunity to make other school subjects more meaningful
and relevant.

2. Bring about an understanding of career opportunities and requirements in
industrial pursuits and develop traits that help obtain and maintain employment.

Career Education Characteristic

1. Increase the relevance of all educational subject matter and promote a
restructuring and focusing of it around a career development theme.

2. Provide students with the guidance, counseling, and instruction needed to
develop self-awareness, self-direction, and expanded career awareness and
aspirations.

Industrial arts can provide experiences in a variety of career clusters such as
construction. manufacturing, communications, and transportation. It also pro-
vides students with opportunities to actively engage in industrial processes such
as planning, designing, developing, constructing, organizing, controlling, produc-
ing. testing, and disseminating, and study the utilization of numerous industrial
materials such as metals. plastics, ceramics, and woods. [4, 8, 10]

In addition. industrial arts also contrbutes to the dimensions of career de-
velopment : self-ewareness, career awareness, and career exploration through its
activity-based role playing experiences. It assists individuals in the formation of a
positive attitude toward creftsmanship, work, and self. Learners also experience
the development of a favorable attitude and appreciation for creative problem-
solving and thinking, their individual resourcefulness and self-reliance. [7, 9]

Guidance and counseling activities assist the students in developing a self-
awareness and permits them to compare those aptitudes, abilities, and interest
against those required in a variety of careers, through activity-based educational
experiences in laboratories. [5]

Industrial arts can be an integral part of career education in all of its phases,
kindergarten throueh post-secondary. Industrial arts subject matter and activities
can be infused in the lower grades and later can emerge as courses in the mid-
dle and upper grades. Industrial arts programs directly serve the technological
and educational needs of persons involved in many phases of career awareness.
exploration, and preparation. [2. 3, 9]

L- 11'.7 it,:1
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THE ROLE OF INDUSTRIAL ARTS IN CAREER DEVELOPMENT

To date, career education, in Michigan, has been initiated primarily through
the Vocational Education and Career Development Service of the State Depart-
ment of Education. Several World Of Work/Career Education pilot programs
have been sponsored by the Career development Unit of the VECDS. The State
Plan for Vocational Education reflects several characteristics of different levels
of elementary through adUlt career development programs:

Early exposure of students to occupational concepts and experiences is
necessary if they are to develop positive attitudes toward wort and acquire
Information and ext N fence to assist them in making future educational and
occupational decisions. Career development focuses on offering students the
opportunity to develop awareness and decision-making skills.

Career development begins in kindergarten and continues throughout life as
an integral part of the tots1 education program. It provides for sequential
exposure to occupations through Information, exploration, and preparation.

Children need the opportunity to continually explore their attitudes,
aptitudes, and interests in relation to a wide range of educational and career
opportunities. Beginning at the elementary level, students are assisted in
developing self-awareness. They learn to assess interests, abilities, and
attitudes about themselves and those around them In relation to life roles.

At the junior high school level, youth focus their exploration on aware-
ness of careers, while sharpening self-understanding and building skills in
career decision making. All educational disciplines are correlated and com-
bined with a strong guidance and counseling program to introduce more
relevancy between the relationship of the educational program and the real
world.

The career development program at the high school level includes more
specific exploration of careers. Skill preparation is available to students who
desire it an( emphasis is placed on career decision-making akills. Through
systematic placement assistance, students have the opportunity to assess and
act upon their skills and career goals in relation to a job or further education.
Follow-up of student placements provides feedback for program evaluation.

Although the preceding paragraphs imply that certain phases of career
development take place at certain grade levels, all program components take
place at all levels. Emphasis on a particular component depends on the needs
of the student for individual career development. The focus of career develop-
ment for adults, then, may differ according to the individual involved. In
some cases, this may mean beginning with the rudiments of self-awareness,
whereas, In other cases, this may mean re-training or job upgrading. [12]

The foregoing statement of purpose for career development in Michigan sug-
gests many possible roles and implications for industrial arts. The preceding
section regarding the relationship of industrial arts to career education covered
many of the general implications. In. the following paragraphs an attempt will
be made to relate some specific roles and responsibilities for industrial arts within
the content for career development.

Industrial arts programs directly involve students in developing and/or refin-
ing basic skills needed in many occupations and the career-life roles. The inter-
relationship of reading, writing, and other ba,ic skills to occupational competency
is exemplified in activity-based !earning experiences in industrial arts through
the utilization of basic skills for planning, designing and other similar activities.

The goals of industrial arts education, previously identified, highlight the dis-
covery and development c. individual aptitudes, abilities, interests, and attitudes
through classroom and laboratory experiences involving industrial roles, mate-
rials and production processes. This aspect of career development is emphasized
at all levels (elementary through adult) of industrial arts programming.

Industrial arts also offers significant experiences through which students may
analyze and compare their personal interests, aptitudes, and abilities against the
intellectual, physical, and emotional requirements of a tentative career choice(s).
The self awareness/career awareness comparison is focused upon in such indus-
trial arts experiences as designing, constructing. evaluating. and managing when
students are comparing and evaluating those experiences inherent in an occupa-
tional cluster against their individual needs and interests relative to a tentative
career choice(s).

. It -IV .,/
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Intercurricular experiences are readily facilitated through industrial arts.
Curriculum projects such as the Industrial Arts Curriculum Project have demon-
strated the functional inter-relationships between contemporary industrial arts
curriculum content and such disciplines as mathematics, science, and social
science. Certain of these projects have effectively demonstrated that teachers
can effectively coordinate the educational experiences of students in order that
these experiences more closely represent the inter-relationships of an industrial/
technological society.

Several additional roles and functions are also served by indust' 1 arts in the
career development component. Some of these roles provide for the :

Development of positive self-concepts relative to occupational selection
and pursuit based on positive career exploration activities In industrial arts.

Development and refinement of career decision-making skills based on the
decision-making experiencee inherent in industrial arts activities and/or
programs.

Exploration of an arrangement of occupational clusteis through classroom,
laboratory, and field experiences focusing upon prerequisite employment
needs for each cluster.

Preparation of students for entry into vocational programs at the second-
ary and/or post-secondary level where they will have the opportunity to
develop the skills necessary for employability.

It should be noted that one of the four Program Standards of Quality for
educational programs, as identified in the State Plan, is the inclusion of a career
development program component. In overall program planning, "each local edu-
cational agency is requested to consider plans for developing and implementing
career development as an integral part of the school district's educational pro-
gram. This program should include all educational disciplines and be supportive
to all youth in their educational development for entry into the world of
word." [121

RECOM IIENDATIONS TOR FUTURE ACTION

The eventual outcome or product of most position papers is a set of recommen-
dations or suggested strategies for implementation action on the topic under con-
sideration. Because of the broad implications of the basic topic under considera-
tion here, the topic must be handled with careful deliberation and due concernon the part of all readers of this paper.

This paper had its beginnings with an expressed concern for how the federal
funding of industrial arts would be handled in Michigan. As with most topics
which reflect monetary implications for educational programming, there is no
one direct answer. Based on the current situation in Michigan there is no simple
answer to the questions of when will funding be available, what do I have to do
to qualify, or how much will my program be receiving?

Before reading the recommendations for future action as prescribed by the
authors of this paper, you are asked to carefully consider the following concerns
which are influencing the outlook for funding of on-going industrial arts
programs.

The first concern one must consider relates to 71chigants total plan for career
education. At this time career education is still a fairly new concept to most
local school personnel. With the recent passage of the 1974 Michigan Career
Education Bill, however, the state is embarking on a massive effort to infuse
career education programming into every classroom in the state. Under the
primary direction of the Michigan Department of Education, it appears as
though this effort is organized and planned for the single purpose of creating
meaningful and relevant changes in education throughout the state.

This e' mprellensive effort is currently unfolding in the form of developmental.
experimental, and exemplary program funding through the Career Develop-
ment United of the Vocational Education and Career Development Service, and
the Gsnerai Educational Services Division. These two units are currently funding
projects ard exemplary programs totaling approximately $1.100.000 annually.
These propas ar, designed to field test basic components of the total iltreer
education tnoc9al..t s performance outcomes and alternative delivery systems for
each romponer t of career education are relined and validated, the funding focus
will change. The fiscal spending plan will alter its focus to include those pro-
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grams willing to adapt or refine the validated performance outcomes and
delivery systems, thus plugging the efforts of typical industrial arts program
into the objectives of the mandated, state-wide career education effort.

At this time it appears that the only avenue open for funding of industrial
arts programs appears to be funding of a developmental or exemplary nature.
Eventually the outcomes of these exemplar; efforts will lead to the development
of a set of specific administrative guidelines which will provide for support of
on-going programs.

Another contextual concern influencing this problem relates to the state-wide
accountability model. Accountability for educators and educational programs
has become a real and genuine concern of the State Department, as well as
other groups and agencies throughout the state. The problem for a new area
such as industrial arts is: how can one be held accountable if the overall out-
comes to be achieved for accountability are not yet identified. It seems unlikely
that funding support will be provided before the accountability criteria are
developed.

The final concern for consideration is related to the actual dollar avail-
ability. The Educational Amendments of 1972 included industrial arts in the
federal funding structure, but did not appropriate or designate any specific
funds to support these newly authorized programs. It should also be noted that
the federal appropriations for vocational education have not increased signifi-
cantly over the past three years. Without increased appropriations for vocational
education it appears unlikely that industrial arts will attain any significant
level of funding for support of on-going programs.

In light of these concerns idevelopment status of career education, compli-
ance with the accountability model, and lack of fiscal appropriations), industrial
arts educators have considerable cause for optimism. Activities and events
planned for the immediate future should see industrial arts n are into a kr
position of leadership in providing educational experiences and programs of
career development/exploration nature. The roles of industrial arts in the career
development component of career education must become fully operationalized
through exemplary programs to determine the exact nature of its contribution
to the total effort.

The following are a series of recommendations for future action by : (1) the
Society. I 2) industrial arts teachers and local school personnel, (3) teacher
educators, (4) CEI'D and intermediate school district personnel, and (5) the
State Department of Education Active implementation and follow-up of these
recommendations is needed to guide the overall development of industrial arts
education within the framework of career development in Michigan.

Recommendation. I. The Michigan Industrial Education Society should estab-
lish a series of ad hoe committees of members and non-members to pursue the
implications and actions needed relative to the following aspects of industrial
arts education programming :

1. Development of performance outcomes for students in career exploration
in middle school/junior high programs.

2. Development of concepts. ideas, and-text for new section of the "Adminis-
trative Guide for Vocational Education." This would involve State Department
personnel.

3. Development of guidelines for funding priority areas. long range planning,
and spending plans.

4. Development of administrative and communication linkages between the
local industrial arts teacher, local administrators, intermediate administrators
and the various state department services.

5. Development of specific industrial arts leadership within an appropriate
division of the state department.

Development of means by which the Society might have' input into specific
"Request for Proposal" documents initiated by the state department relating
to industrial arts education.

7. Continue the involvement of the Society in the newly created Michigan
Council of Career Education Organizations through participation and espousal
of the role of industrial arts education in career education.

A. Continue to seek support for the benefit of industrial arts and trade and
industrial education as appropriate related components which contribute to
career development and vocational education in Michigan.
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Recommendation II. Industrial arts teachers, individually or collectively,should begin a series of activities (which take advantage of the situation Mal).lished by the Educational Amendments of 1972 and the Michigan Career Educa-tion Act of 1974) such as :
1. Insist that local school boards and administrators adopt policies whichare in line with career development concepts and which allow funding of Indus-trial arts programs which contribute to career development and/or vocationaleducation.
2. Establish administrative and communicative links with local career devel-opment and vocational personnel.
3. Establish administrative and communication links with intermediate dis-trict personnel especially the Career Education Planning Coordinators.4. Identify unique and common performance outcomes and survival skillswhich industrial arts courses provide fur students. These should be used tojustify support and to clarify the contributions of industrial arts in terms ofstudent behavior.
5. Develop exemplary courses or programs which contribute to career devel-

opment and vocational education and generate subsequent local and state support,6. Plan and conduct local seminars and workshops to inform and update indus-trial arts teachers in each intermediate school district about current topics.7. Establish local student organizations and encourage student involvementin career development activities, the Student Industrial Competitions, and theM.I.E.S. Awards Program.
8. Develop plans for the utilization of student teachers and intern teachersin the development and conduct of career development course/program segmen*sand activities.
Recommendation III. Industrial education teacher educators should estzlnish

and promote pre-service and in-service programs which give direction, develop
competencies, and allow direct participation of themselves and their students.They should :

1. Work through the curricular authority of each university to establish career
education concepts and career development functions in the pre-service programof all teachers.

2. Provide exemplary pre-service courses which treat awareness, exploration,
and preparation activities.

3. Develop cooperative urrangements with local educational agencies which
allows both groups of personnel to benefit from the knowledge, services, andprograms which exist in both settings,

4. Seek financial support for appropriate program elements which have been
previously excluded from funding under vocational legislation.

Recommendation IV. Career Education Planning District (CEPD) and Inter-
mediate School District personnel should become involved in a series of activities
which will serve to coordinate the identification of a role for industrial arts
education within the CEPD plan. These activities should :

1. Identify and inform concerned industrial arts educators within the CEPD
through a series of workshops or seminars devoted to career development.

2. Establish a subcommittee to the CEPD Coordinating Council specifically
charged with the responsibility of fitting industrial arts into the CEPD plan.

3. Coordinate inservice workshops designed to assist local school personnel in
the preparation of proposals for industrial arts funding.

4. Adopt Council and Board policies supporting industrial arts and career
education, and educational programs which serve to implement career develop-
ment concepts at the classroom level.

Recommendation V. The Michigan Department of Education, through its appro-
priate division.; and/or services, should assist industrial arts educators and
administrators in more fully understanding the role and implications for indus-
trial arts in Michigan's career education plan. Recommended activities in thisarea include:

1. Establish a specific industrial arts leadership position(s) within an appro-
priate division of the State Department of Education for the purpose of providing
significant coordination, direction, input, and leadership for all IC-12 develop-
mental activities related to industrial arts programming statewide.

2. Continue the policy of open forums and discussion with professional organiza-
tions, local school personnel, teacher educators, and CEPD personnel,

1
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3, Sponsor a series of regional workshops designed to acquaint all interested
personnel with the role of industrial arts in the state's educational plan:Ang
scheme. These workshops might focus on prospective guidelines and development
of proposals.
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STATEMENT OF JAMES HANNEMAN, CONSULTANT IN AGRICUL-
TURAL TRADES AND INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION, OAKLAND INTER-
MEDIATE SCHOOL DISTRICT, PONTIAC, MICH.

Mr. HAxxnmAN. My name is James Hanneman and I live in Pontiac,
Mich. On behalf of the Michigan Occupational Education Associa-
tion, of which I am president, we are indebted to vou, Mr. Chairman,
and to each member of the committee, for your diligence and for this
opportunity to appear.

The Michigan Occupational Education Association is composed of
individuals from education, business and industry who support the
expansion of vocational education programs and opportunities for all
our youth and adults. We look at the needs of society, the needs of
individuals and we wonder why they can't both be met in a better
fashion.

Of course we are aware of the roles of parents and of nonvoca-
tionally oriented educators in the teaching and counseling process.
This is one of the many reasons we see for more prevocational educa-
tion programs.

When the school dropout or pushout wonders why no one gave an
awareness of occupations or opportunity to make personal occupational
decisions we believe the schools have failed.
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But schools need help in communicating to their broad community
t he goals and need, of prevocational education and we urge you toprovide that help.

Vocational education also calls for a different kind of teacher prep-aration. No one recognizes shortcomings in a teacher as do youth ofall ages.
And when skills and understandings must be current and competent

teachers must also be current and competent.
Shakespeare hasn't changed much in our lifetimes but the tech-niques of farming, homemaking. distribution, health care and the

mechanics of an automobile change with every passing year. Thus
we require vocational education program changes to equip staff and
develop leadership. placement and counseling and guidance programs.As a South Dakota horn youth now working in a great industrial
State like Michigan I can give personal testimony to the needs for
research and demonstration programs. There are more than half as
many students in Michigan vocational education programs as there
are people in South Dakota. That means how to and when to, let alone
why to. requires a lot of applied research, demonstration programs and
curriculum development.

Sonic counties in Michigan, like the one in which I work, now have
skill centers for secondary youth where the attitude and application
of those who are privileged to attend remind you of college, not high
school.

Our boys and girls everywhere deserve this kind of opportunity, not
only to help them find their place in the world of work but also to find
their place in the world.

Prevocational expansion. teacher development and program devel-
opment and implementation can provide a big difference tomorrow if
you will make it possible today.

Our prepared statement includes position papers by the Michigan
Industrial Education Society on Industrial Arts Education and
Career Development and by the Michigan Personnel and Guidance
Association on Career Education for Michigan Youth plus recom-
mendations regarding specific proposals.

Thank you.
Mr. Qrm. Thank you very much.
Mr. Barberi?

STATEMENT OF DR. CARLO BARBERI, SUPERINTENDENT, MOUNT
PLEASANT PUBLIC SCHOOLS, MOUNT PLEASANT, MICH.

Dr. BARBERI. I am vet : happy to join with you. Congressmen, in
this work session today. I am extremely delighted that the chairman
of the committee is with us today and equally disappointed that one
of the men from Michigan was not here. I am sure they must have a
goo,, reason for not being here.

Mr. STEIGER. They do. None of them serve on this subcommittee.
They have other assignments.

Dr. B.tatinti. I know them all. It would be nice to see, one.
As your witness list indicates. I am from Mount Pleasant. Mich. It

is a college town. the home of Central Michigan University. It has been
known as the oil capital of Michigan. Mount Pleasant is a community
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of 12.000 core population with population swelling to 30.000 in the
immediate vicinity and is located in the center o the Lower Peninsula.

As a long-time administrator in Michigan Rlaoo1 .-4 I have .*en a
general upgrading and expansion of vocational education in my area
of the State and more specifically in the Mount Pleasant system of
which I am superintendent.

I am convinced that without the leadership and financial support
offered by the Congress through P.L. 90-376 we would not have been
able to offer the type of programing we currently have.

Presently as an area center we are serving 1.200 students in voca-
tional programs with $203.280 in Fedecai dollars in 1973-74 helping
us to do the job.

The school district of the city of Mount Pleasant has a student
population of 4.800-plus with seven elementary schools, a junior high
school and a senior high school with a population of approximately
1.500.

Today I have not heard mention anything about parochial schools.
We have the Sacred Heart Academy in our city. a Roman Catholic
school for grades 2 through 12, located in Mount Pleasant. We have a
shared-time program with the high school. grades 9 through 12.

Presently 50 percent of the Sacred Heart high school students take
advantage of courses at the public high school. mainly in the area of
vocational education.

The Mount Pleasant School District is fortunate to have an area
vocational center for tran.ing students and adults for salable skills.
We have a comprehensive high school with another school center at-
tached to us. We are a little different than some. The center offers a
most complete vocational program.

Today. rather than cover the educational waterfront I would like to
relate to you what a special provision of the vocational amendments
has helped us to achieve. This is an area which is cld s. to my heart and
which I feel has unusual significance for our community and our
school system.

This special provision I am referring to is the set-as:cies for serving
the disadvantaged and handicapped population. I apologize for the
repetition. But I feel I had to hit this area.

The special needs program which was initiated during the 1971-7
school year has two main components.

First is a program entitled Project Pay. parents and adults. During
the past :3 years the enrollment of this prozram has :avers -d 91; dis-
advantaged youth anti adults each year.

In addition 15 handicapped persons will 1-:,e served r mg the 1974
75 school year.

Training has been offered durinc, the recilar s.rhool day and after
school hours with a feature bein, chat students have been integrated
into the regular programs. 4

In addition special classes hare also bek-n orTered at various times
in the following occupations: Building trades. hialth oc-cupations.
business education. building maintel .ince. foc\is. machine
shop. child rare. drafting- electricity and electroni:-.s. metal trades.

Students were deemed disadvantazed if their re-,,rds 'indicated that
they probaby could not succeed if placed in a reg-alar vocational pro-
gram without special services or assistance.
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Such indicators as excessive absenteeism, disruptive social behavior,
below average grides in their academic subjects were taken as evi-dence of inability to succeed. Appropriately, if a student was a drop-out he was considered disadvantaged. Handicapped persons were those
identified by a certified special education staff member or diagnos-tician.

The objectives of the program are to provide the additional sup-port services that were not ordinarily available to increase the op-
portunities for success in the vocations. programs of the students'
choice.

Such additional services as basic education, counseling, placement
and the use of paraprofessionals in the learning laboratory are utilizedin this effort.

There has beer a parallel program for the parents of many of the
youth3 which has not only provided skilled training but has expanded
into areas such as those dealing with family problems and consumer
and homemaking education.

The followup figures for the 197243 school year indicates the fol-lowing:
Fifty-four percent reported improving their self image.
Forty percent felt better about school because of the project.
Eighty-five percent stated that they enjoyed their work.
Thirty-seven percent of those working felt that they were getting

along better at home.
The second program component is entitled "The Saginaw Chippewa

Indian Project." We have an Indian reservation Ideated in our school
district which is populated by the Saginaw-Chippewa Tribe. We have
had problems over the years with our holding power with this specific
group. We were fortunate to receive ax educational grant in special
needs from the State vocational education department for in-school
and out-of-school Indian youth.

This project involved participation by 13 agencies from the State
and Federal levels which included such agencies as Bureau of Indian
Affairs, Michigan Department of Education, U.S. Department of Ag-
riculture. U.S. Department of Interior and Michigan Department of
Social Services.

The project was designed to serve young Indians from the Saginaw-
Chippewa Tribe between the ages of 15 and 25 who had dropped out
of the educational system. After 3 years of operation 41 individuals
have been served. Thirty-one of these were high school students and
10 were adults.

The primary objectives of the program are to reduce the dropout
rate of Indian students, to develop basic work skills, to develop ethnic
ties between two generations of Indians, to develop self pride and to
attempt to bring Indian students back into the educational main-
stream. All of the students in the program are meeting the require-
ments for high school completion.

The content of the program revolved around all of the skills rec-
ommended for a construction tradesman. A typical cross section of
these skills encompass plumbing, heating, masonry, carpentry, heavy
equipment operation, topographical mapping. surveying, well drilling,
and electrical house wiring.
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The basic skill component of the project was to rebuild and make
additions to "half-houses" on the reservation. If you live on any res-
ervation you can't own it. So whatever you leave there is left for some-
one else's use. So there might have been a reason why the building
wasn't going on, particularly with the amount of money, just enough
to take care of their own family needs. So you can be very critical.
But don't jump too soon. That is my whole point because there are
some regulations when you live on a reservation.

They took 15 of those houses. These homes were built approximately
40 years ago with the idea that the Indians on the reservation would
complete the other half of the house.

None of these "half-houses" were equipped with running water or
indoor plumbing facilities. Agencies furnished the materials necessary
tc ...nodel the houses.

These homes were remodeled complete with new siding, new win-
dows, ne,v plumbing and in many of the homes additional rooms were
constructed.

The new windows were Government overrun. The Bureau of Indian
Affairs had the architects design the additions to the homes around
the windows. They were excellent windows, incidentially. So we took
the windows and built around them.

You can just about imagine what rooms they put on. They put on
toilet facilities first, hot water.

I was absolutely amazed. Our grant was around $2-2,000 for the edu-
cational phase of it. The first thing we know they had $150,000 to do
business with.

I had better get on with this because I know you are in a hurry. I
can talk about it if you ask questions.

The heavy equipment phase involved training in the operation of
bulldozers, backhoes. front loaders, tilting machines, well drilling rigs
and so forth, to drill water wells and install septic systems for each
home.

We had an Indian who was given two leaves of absence of 60 days.
He trained the Indians.

Class time runs 4 hours per day coupled with 3 hours of on-the-job
training, thus allowing students to develop not only a saleabie skill
but an opportunity to go to high school in a normal 4-year period.

This is much more than a "bricks and mortar" project. The total
Chippewa community has developed pride in what their youth have
accomplished. The gap between the old and younr generation of the
Indian is being bridged.

More important the gap between the Indian and the Caucasian in
Mount Pleasant is being bridged.

With an Indian dropout rate of 85 percent m the upper peninsula
and 65 percent in the lower peninsula we take pride in the fact that 8
out of 10 students in this project have returned to school.

The significance of this project for the community lies within the
fact that because of what happened during a joint effort by so many
altered the attitudes of many of the Chippewa youth about themselves
and many of those around them.

Many more Chippewa youth remain in school. There is greater par-
ticipation in school activities. They are giving others a chance to relate

C"'
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to them. They seem to have more pride. They have demonstrated that
they can build something and have contributed. For many of us in my
community we are thankful for this change in attitudes and relation-
ships. It was due to a special needs project. i;e are grateful for it.

I- understand that concerns have been raised as to whether or not
categorical provisions apply to special needs programs. We do so
to guarantee that we continue to serve those who all too often are
overlooked.

Someone talked about whether these categories were a ceiling or a
floor. If you take the funds and commingle them you may not even
have that floe: support. So I recommend that you leave it as it is on the
set-asides.

I am just going to ad lib the next two here.
The Youth Corps vocational study programs, I think you should

tie them to educational institutions because I think that you will get
a better followup and educational upgrading if you put it with an
educational institution rather than the way it is being done at the pres-
ent time.

I am just going to stop at that point because I know you are in a
hurry.

Ms. Axxs. I gave a speech not long ago at the career education
workshop in Rosendale, Wis. I got proof of the fact that it is a good
system.

Mr. STEIGER. Was it part C of the Vocational Act as amended? Pat,
you have worked in other States. What has happened with what you
have done in the State of Minnesota Do you know ?

Ms. AN S. There is an evaluation of the eight exemplary projects.
It has been accepted pretty much around the State. By 75 percent of
the teachers. Some thought of it as a threat. But they have found it is
something we could use, to make what we were teaching applicable to
the students. To make them realize that there was more to learning than
justis that the type of thing you mean ?

Mr. STEIGER. YeS.
Ms. ANNS. But I think it has been very widespread. There have

been like 60 or 70 workshops around the State.
Mrs. VAN TRIES. Yes. I think I made reference to it.
Mr. STEIGER. You talked about it, Mr. Van Tries; yes, in your state-

ment this morning.
Ms. Az:Ns. Often when you go to these workshops the teachers will

he really turned off by this. But by the time it was finished they really
were on the bandwagon.

Mr. STEIGER. If we could have the study that was done of the exem-
plar programs that would be useful to ns.

I think all of us on the committee are going to do the best that we
can to try and make sure that somehow we can make some sense out
of all we do in the career occupational field.

We do want to pay you a compliment. I think you have taken a very
rational approach to make this concept and made it even better and
mon= understandable than it ordinarily is.

Can I ask Bill Hemsey from WinonaI am a little unclear, Bill,
when you get into SETA and your discussion on pages 2 and 3 of
your statement. as you may recall I asked Mr. Van Tries the question
some time ago this morning about what had happened with the 5-
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percent set-aside; in terms of Winona, do you have a prime sponsor?
Mr. HEMSEY. We are part of a region. Our prime sponsor is region

10 in Winona, which encompasses a number of counties including
Homestead, Winona, Fillmore, Houston. It is for a number of coun-
ties that, are in the CETA prime sponsorship.

So it is a group of counties.
Mr. STEIGER. You have a consortium of counties that make up the

prime sponsor?
Mr. HEMSEY. That is correct.
Mr. STEIGER. What has happened in terms of the relationship with

the prime sponsor ?
Mr. HEMSEY. I am on that coma ee for region 10. I am very happy

to be on that committee. Right r it is in the developing stage where
they haven't decided. you know, what is going to be done.

In fact I met the day before yesterday here in the Twin Cities in
formulating this type of consortium for the CETA group. Hopefully
the training that is offered through the institutions that are capable of
offering this type of programin other words, it is not to rediscover
America all over again. We have gone through ARA. We have gone
through manpower training. Hopefully we have got some of the bugs
worked out 'lbw.

One thing that comes to my mind is the Job Corps program that was
over at Sparta and Camp McGuire. I have never seen such a waste of

Federal dollars for training youth. You could have sent them to Yale
for 4 years for what it cost to send one student to the Job Corps.

There were people conducting these programs that were not voca-
tional educators. They would open up a parts catalog or a machine
catalog and say. "I will take one of each. We may need it. Just give it
to me."

These people didn't realize what training is all about. They were
trying to do somPthing they weren't able to do is what I am saying.

So if there is expertise in the AVTFs in the State of Minnesota
and I am sure there, is: I know there isfor heavens sake, let us
utilize this just from an economic standpoint of the taxpayers' money.

Mr. STEIGER. But that hasn't yet been decided.
Mr. HEMSEY. No.
Mr. STEIGER. One of the points you make in terms of the facilities

you have at Winona is the use by other atrencies in your orffanizations
You say that the Minnesota Safety Council uses the Winona area

technical institute for training. I assume that is training for the Occu-
pational Safety and Health Act ?

Mr. HE3tsr.r. Right. I think that was one of the best things that
happened. Being an industrial person myself, a tradesman. heavens
sake, a lot of them need it. I think it was good. the Occupational
Safety and Health Act. It put a lot of things out in the open.

We do conduct programs on this regularly through the Minnesota
OCHA people. We have it locally and areawide. Forklift safety. for
instance, we have had it. We have every aspect of safety. We have had
some good programs.

Mr. STE EGER. Are you at all considering or do von kri y of any of
your sister institutions that are considering the traininf, of safety per
sonnet other than just employee or employer trained?

L-1"
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Mr. Hnts Ey. No. But that is a good suggestion. An excellent sugges-tion. I know it is being done in Twin Cities.
Mr. STEIGER. Let me suggest you take a look at what the WaukashaTechnical Institute in Wisconsin is doing. They are now training forthe Occupational Safety and Health Act under its own auspices, peo-ple to go into either compliance positions or consultant positions inLabor Department or State agencies and safety positions for com-panies that might like to develop that kind of expertise.
A large part of their graduating people are now going into in-

surance companies. But you ought to take a look at that as a program
that both can meet the needs of what American business and industryand labor need as well as one in which there is a very real demand forskilled personnel.

Mr. HEMSEY. Very good suggestion.
Mr. STEIGER. Let me turn to the Michigan people. On the recom-mendations of the Michigan Occupation Education Association. yourfirst recommendation was the balance of a State advisory council byincluding elements of secondary and postsecondary education repre-sentatives and student representatives.
Looking hurriedly at our compendium, elementary and secondary.

and postsecondary education representatives are authorized if not infact mandated on the advisory council. Students are not. Is there aproblem with the Michigan Advisory Council ?
Mr. HANNEMAN. I don't think there is any problem. We are lookingat it as a broad perspective for the United States. We are mentioningstudent representatives to make sure of the ' point being heard. NoProblem within the Michigan delegation. The Michigan delegation hasbeen one of the forerunners in seeing that we have an adequate balanceamong representations.
Mr. STEIGF.R. Your second recommendation, that placement and

followup should be separated to ensure appropriate fulfillment of each
activity. again. are you in fact saying that you want to establish
categories for placement and followup? I asked Bob Van Tries that.

Mr. HANNEMAN. I don't know if that specific recommendation is
tieing considered even within the State of Michigan. We have a fewtask forces that are looking at that to see what is the role of placement
in the secondary and postsecondary school, and followup.

Followup is many times a matter of census-taking and is of littleuse for program planning.
But I think we are maturing in taking a look at the real role of

placement responsibility in the school district.
Mr. STEIGF.R. Thank you for your clarification on that.
Lastly. Mr. Chai.man. to Dr. Barberi. you suggest a neighborhood

youth corps and that work study ought to be more directly tied with
the educational institutions.

Have I followed you correctly on that ?
Dr. Timuw.m. Yes: that is correct. I short-circuited my last few re-marks here.
Let me just read this.
As the Congress has recognized, there are many youth and adults that need

some type of subsisten^e income while training. Thus we have the work studyand Neighborhood Youth Corps funds.
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Unfortunately it is our experience that there are Insufficient Work study
funds to have a significant impact. The formula needs revision to provide a more
realistic funding level for such a vital component.

Presently it is our experience that the administration of NYC funds is very
inadequate. There is insufficie"t accountability and a lack of long-rang planning.

Thus, I recommend that N1C funds be channeled into the educational sector.
By so doing there would be available personnel that can be held accountable
for the recruitment, placement, follow-up and educational upgrading of the
youth.

That is my whole point.
Mr. STEIGER. You might get disagreement from my colleagues on

that concept. I concur frankly with you that NYC just as an income
transfer program may be of some value but very limited.

You hare to provide something tangible, meaningful, in a skill sense.
Mr. Chairman, I want to compliment all the members of the panel

for being willing to stay as long as you have and also for what you
have contributed.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. MEEDS. I echo the sentiments of Bill Steiger. I share your en-

thusiasm for career education programs. I think as time goes by we are
going to find that career education is going to play a much more im-
portant role than it does today. So keep at it.

Second, Carlo, I think you brought out not only the importance of
the success of your program but that this ought tote a lesson. You can
have your same old programs day after day after day and the Indians
aren't going to pay any attention to it.

But if you have special programs and employ special techniques you
are going to get Indian participation. And you are going to get success.

Dr. BARBERI. They have got a community center now, $319,000, being
constructed. The Indians have been working out. They didn't get
enough Federal dollars. So they hit one of the foundations for $70,000.
When the floods receded in Pensylvania they got some trailers. So
they are going to have a trailer camp now. 'They are going to have a
community store now. You see, this thing has snowballed.

They are working for themselves. That is the thing that I think is
important.

Mr. MEEDS. I appreciate your testimony.
Mr. QI-IE. Pat, on the career education it is a concept rather than a

program. Bob Van Tries indicated it is going to be a program separate
from vocational education. Do you look at it as a concept or a program?

Ms. ANN& We look upon it as a concept that can be integrated
withinyou find that many of the schools in Minnesota have done this.
They have incorporated with language. social studies, or math, which-
ever discipline they happen to be working on. This has worked very
well.

This helps the math class mold the child for future use in his
career. I think this is the concept that must be developed out of the
program.

Mr. QrIE. Mr. Barberi, you talked about a neighborhood youth
corps and work-study program. A child has to have some work experi-
ence. Have you thought of how to make that an ingredient for all kids
now when you look at the programs t cA; are available at the secondary
schools?
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Dr. BARRER!. I think that certainly a child should be introduced to
the work concept at a very early age. He should know what his father
is doing and try to dignify it no matter what the man is doing. Then
the work concept for the mother too. About 60 percent of the mothers
are working now.

So I would go along with career education as a concept and try to
infiltrate the school system with that.

What Pat has been doing is to bring this career understanding along.
One thing I recall. The Detroit school system has a program. Twelve
girls went for a while to the Detroit Free Press. They went down there
to the newspaper. The newspaper thought. "What are we going to do
with those kids?" The experience was great on both sides.

Twelve kids could learn what the newspaper business was about in-
stead of just from book:s.

At night instead of just looking at the lights of the city they could
think of these children.

Mr. Cii.tiamAs. I presume that what you are driving at is to get these
youngsters at 11. 12, 13. 14. 15, 16. and 17, by the time they get up in
high school involved in some work experience, actual work experience.

Mr. Qum. Everybody 15 or above ought to be able to do a job, some-
thing that would benefit the community so they could have that self-
respect. But there is a period before that when they should just be get-
ting their hands on some work. having that experience there, not just
drop them at say 15 years of age.

To what extent do you think we could expand summer programs for
kids to have summer jobs and can you relate that to programs in
schools ?

Dr. BARRER!. There is a very good possibility of that. It should be awell thought out program. not just going out and digging a ditch
somewhere, so they can draw a check for their needs. Young people
today need money.

I would say very definitely that it should be given some thought.
Mr. QUI& Looking at the testimony of Dr. Hobbs that about 19 per-

cent of the Federal money goes for postsecondary education or rather
for secondary education in Michigan and in Minnesota it is an opposite
situation.

Does it make any difference to you where the Federal money goes as
long as you get the money ?

Dr. BAnsuu. I would need more information. I wouldn't want to
take an unfair shot at someone else's plan. We may be in a tie with
Minnesota for all I know when you look at the dollars. I don't know
enough about Minnesota.

But before I would take a jump I would take a real good look, to seeif they are spending those dollars in a way that may be somewhat like
Michigan's for all I know. There may not be that much to choose from.

That figure of limitation of 30 mills, that makes a difference too.
When they say you can only spend so much then you have got to go
back to the State. You have got to take a look at that.

Mr. QUIE. What you are saying is that the total dollars make a dif-
ference in the school system rather than where the money conies from,
whether State' or Federal.

t-,' ' 1.
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Mr. DUNN. I feel pretty much the same, way. You are not too con-
cerned where the dollars come from as long as they are there.

Mr. QUIE. There is no State construction money, is there ?
Mr. DUNN. We have all sorts of categories, what has to come out of

one or the other.
Mr. QuIE. How do you feel about this in Winona?
Mr. HEMSEY. I am somewhat familiar with the Michigan delivery

system. It is strictly geared on the high school level.
Also, being born and raised in Wisconsin, my own appraisal, in

Winona, we are talking two different types of approaches to voca-
tional ed. I think both have their good points and have their weak
points.

We also have to ask if the kid will be able to keep his job and ad-
vance on the job with these basic skills that you get in a high school
program.

They wouldn't be coming back to MVTI if we had done an adequate
job in the high schools. So we have to look at that. That is a factor.
Are they being retained under a high school program compared to a
postsecondary program

You don't have the indepthness in high school programs. The kid
might be unemployed 2 years later if the job is discontinued, whether
it was offered in postsecondary or high school.

I do think the student has more chance of advancement and maybe
demand higher wages from postsecondary training.

You are telling a kid he had better make up his mind as a junior in
high school wliat he is going to be. I have never been able to obtain
statistics on how many stayed in that particular trade was teaching.
I could find out from my own. But I couldn't find out from the other
ones.

They fivid out, "Gosh, this isn't for me." So they have to be retrained,
hopefully, on a career education concept.

Were you sure what you were going to do as a junior in high school?
Mr, QUIE. I knew what I was going to do but I changed my mind

afterward.
Mr. HEmsEY. This is the point I urn getting at. People tend to do

this.
Mr. QUIE. You concentrate on that 2 hours a day in carpentry or

machine work or whatever it is. You are spending time there to
develop basic skills to put you on some level of employment. Some of
them go on to postsecondary vocational. Some of them find that they
are not advancing because they don't ha% e any more skills. "I am not
advancing because I don't have anymore skills. My pay is the same.
I quit. I am unemployed. Now I am back."

I can see why you would like to see more with an associate degree
from a 2-year institution.

It gives some feeling of security to a secondary school student.
If Bob Van Tries had his way 100 percent would have a marketable

skill when they left high school.
My ling is it doesn't matt,m. whether it stays with them or not.

It gives them a feeling of self-sufficiency. It gives them a different
outlook when they go on to postsecondary education especially when

64.622 0 - 75 - 36
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they are in a 4-year institution, wondering. what they are going to do,
with nothing to fall back on.

Some of them get a college degree and still don't know what to do.
Dr. BARBERI. If you have 14 or 15 kids in advanced building trades

and they are building a house, which we have, if all those kids went
to carpentry you would have so many carpenters around the place
couldn't handle them. I don't worry about that. If we get three going
into earpentry I am happy. The other 14 or 12 can learn the skill.
I don't want them all to be mechanics. I don't want them all to be
carpenters, just some of them, a percentage.

Mr. HEMSEY. I agree. It does give security. It does give them job
entry levels.

But if many of them won't stay at that job it means retraining. That
is what I am talking about. This is why there is a waiting list in the
postsecondary institutions.

Mr. QTJIE. Thank you very much.
Mr. HANNEMAN. I can speak from experience on secondary training

in the metropolitan area. There is a multitude of jobs for a high school
graduate. It does provide quick entrance and it is an economic factor
within the whole community. So that is why we are secondary.

Mr. QUIE. Good. Thank you.
Chairman PERKINS. Thank you. You have been most helpful, all of

you. We appreciate it.
Mr. QUIE. Thank you.
There are two people who indicated they would like to say some-

thing if they had a chance to.
One is John Du Rand, who is with vocational education for the

handicapped.
He has a statement right here.
The other one is Howard Peterson, Farmers Union Grain Terminal

Association.
You first, John.
[Prepared statement of Mr. Du Rand follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF JOHN Dv RAND, MINNESOTA COMUITTTZ
FOR THE HANDICAPPED

Mr. Chairman This position statement is presented on behalf of the handi-
capped of Minnesota and the Minnesota Committee for the Handicapped. My
name is John Du Rand, a member. This statement is submitted to you as you
consider the effectiveness of the 1968 Amendments to the Vocational Education
Act of 1963.

In the declaration of purpose of the Act, it is stated, "The intent of the federal
government is to grant assistance to the states to develop new programs of voca-
tional education . . . to provide part -time employment for youths who need such
earnings from such employment to continue their educational training on a full-
time basis." The purpose goes on to state that it will serve those with special
educational handicaps and those In post-secondary schools will have ready access
to vocational training and retraining. which Is of a high quality, which is realiatie
in light of the actual or anticipated opportunities for gainful employment and
which is suited to their needs, interests and abilities to benefit from such training.

The members of the Minnesota Committee are aware of the accomplishments
of vocational education in Minnesota and the current momentum. However. his
torieally. there WAR no vlsiblo evidence of vocational education serving the handi-
capped of Minnesota. with tl e exception of co-op programs established in 1964
65 by MDTA. where state institutions and area vocational schools provided
vocational training for the tnentallY retarded. In 1968, vocational education
was again confronted with serving the handicapped because of legislation re-
quiring the expenditure of 105. %-f feders! funds received by the State for voca-
tional education.
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Minnesota now has programs with open admittance which are capable of
serving some of the individuals with learning disabilities or other handicapping
conditions who were previous:y excluded from vocational educational programs.
We are concerned for the future due to the over 2.000 persons without realistic
service as mandated in the 68 Vocational Education Amendments.

We find that although vocational education is delivering traditional services,
there exists a special population (the most severely handicapped) who are cur-
rently, generally being excluded from programs. They are being excluded on
the basis of their inability to benefit from current program offerings and not on
a basis of their not wanting to work or lack of capacity to work. An example
of this is our notification of a Guide Line from the U.S. Office of Education that
states there would be no expenditure of funds for training persons for employ-
ment at less than minimum wage.

To fully understand their desire to work, regardless of severity of handicap.
we must recognize the tremendous importance work plays in the value setting
judgments of our current society. We can recognize this through the first two
questions asked of anyone: "What is your name?" and "What do you do?" When
we ask. "What do you do?". we do not mean for leisure time activity. We mean.
what do you do in the sense of working or educational pursuit . . . what are
you doing to contribute to society? In recognizing the need and rights of these
handicapped citizens to achieve full status as contributing citizens. there must
be adequate preparation to pursue a vocation that is acceptable to society.

Vocational education in Minnesota has, however. restricted its current activi-
ties in developing new educational opportunities for the handicapped through
mainstreaming with support services to current vocational programs. Although
they have opened up their area schools. supported vocational rehabilitation
agencies and actively served individuals with handicapping conditions, such as
deafness, lesser degrees of hearing impairment. speech impairments. blindness,
partial sight, orthopedic disability. there are still many severely handicapped
persons not receiving the benefits of vocational education. This is due to the con-
strictive view of legitimate occupational pursuits. Let me remind you that the
t'SOE circulated a directive which in effect mandates that federal vocational
education monies not be used to support programs for people whose realistic
employment will put them in jobs paying less than minimum wage. Is it any
wonder that the severely handicapped of Minnesota continue to be unserved.
Minnesota vocational education programs are not realistic. not suited to the
needs and not responsive to the actual or anticipated work opportunities for
handicapped persons of Minnesota.

There are some individuals who are so profoundly disabled that to think of
them going beyond shelter.,(1 employment to work activity within the next 10
to 15 years. is being more than just idealistic. There are other individuals with
such severe physical involvement. through the disabling effects of Cerebral
Palsy or injuries causing partial or total paralysis that the current occupa-
tions as defined by vocational education. cannot meet their needs. Vocational
education must take drastic new steps . . . new steps that will result in the
development of occupations that do not exist today . . . occupations of the
future that will be able to accommodate the specific disabilities of these in-
dividuals. The Minnesota Committee feels that without a continuance of the Set
Aside Program. that incases nn the urgency of need. vocational education might
continue with complacency of accomplishments to date. thus resulting in a dis-
tortion of the tremendous growth rate Minnesota has experienced.

It is most important that vocational education he encouraged to look at its
objectives and priorities and that it see the more severe the disability. the
treater the need for the delivery of educational services. For. without those
services, there can only be a minimal expectation for success of a very few of
these severely handicapped individuals. We wnnld hope that through a continued
Set Aside Program, vocational education would assume an aggressive role in
working with unions and industry to identify additional jobs so that the employ-
ment of these handicapped individuals would take place through the identity
of other occupations Through such efforts by Minnesota vocational education.
handicapped persons not eligible for employment could become employable to
the benefit of ..nciety as well as themselves. This program would also accom-
plish a reduction in the present dependency on sheltered workshops and social
welfare service agencies. which rely nn SOC'e federal funding, by the handicapped
of Minnesota These are the hopes of the Minnesota Committee for the
Hendicapped
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Appendix

MINNESOTA COMMITTF:E FOR HANDICAPPED PERSONS -A COALITION

Association of Residences for the Retarded in Minnesota
Council for Exceptional Children
Mental Health Association of Minnesota
Minnesota Administrators of Special Education
Minnesota Association for Children With Learning Disabilities
Minnesota Association for Hearing Impaired
Minnesota Association of Rehabilitation Facilities
Minnesota Association for Retarded Children
Minnesota School Psychologists Association
Minnesota Rehabilitation Association
Minnesota School Social Workers Association
Minnesota Society for Crippled Children and Adults
Minnesota Speech and Hearing Association
United Cerebral Palsy of Minnesota

STATEMENT OF JOHN DU RAND, MINNESOTA COMMITTEE FOR THE
HANDICAPPED

Mr. Dt- RANI). I would like tn identify a concern that the Minne-
sota Committee for the Handicapped has. That is, that we have two
classes of citizens in this country. The one class holds a very low
position. That is the severely retarded. Quite typically their educa-
tional services are relegated to a point where von become a recipient of
welfare and not education.

I speak to this concern because I believe there is a severe need to
work for all of us. If you stop to think about your everyday social
activities when meeting someone the first questions he asks are: "What
is your name" and "what do you do?"

Then they want to know what your leisure activities are. They want
to know what you do to contribute to society. No matter how profound
or severe the handicap there is a contribution that each one of these
people can make if given the proper training and education.

There is a challen:::- ahead for vocational education to go outside
of sore of the traditional thin,,s we have done., There has been some
experimentation in Minnesota where we have gone into industry to
redefine jobs.

They might have four machinists and four assistants, all capable of
running that machine, where the assistant is really a day laborer pull-
ing materials off the line.

We have had that cooperation in redefining jobs. The problem is
these incidents have been too few. We need to accelerate this type of
program.

Acrohs the hoard in Minnesota you will find that each one of the
training and emplo3, meat programs are 80 percent federally funded
and 20 percent Stare funded.

On the other hand we look at vocational education. I believe we had
figures today where it is 90 percent State and 10 percent Federal.

I would like to conclude by saying that the whole emphasis for the
future has got to be on a continuance of effort:

Looking at the historical efforts of vocational education I can't in
any way condone the idea of doing away with set-aside funds for the
handicapped.

SC.-1
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But at the same time I get an uneasy feeling because through set-
aside programs many times these do become the ceiling or the maxi-
mum effort rather than the minimum.

Thank you.
Mr. QU;E. How do you account for the fact that on the Federal level

and I think on the State too, the State legislatures draw strong support
for programs for the handicapped and yet it is a struggle locally for
programs?

If you have a handicap bill up in the House there is rarely going to
be a vote against it.

Mr. Dr RAND. But that bill amounts to nothing or mere tokenism. I
think sometimes they are more damaging than a vote against.

I am afraid that we have been the guilty ones, the people represent-
ing the handicapped. We have come in with bills and financial packages
that we felt that you would be willing to accept rather than what the
real nee'', is.

In Minnesota we are addressing ourselves to employment and work
activity services for maybe 13 percent of the total.

So when you say we have support, we have support on a very funny
level. The money still goes for welfare and not for training and em-
ployment. I don't feel very good about it.

QUIE. I guess about one-half percent of the money for the handi-
capped comes from the Federal Government, which is a pretty low
figure compared to all the other areas of education.

Mr. Dr RAND. Especially if we stop to consider some of the expenses
like the deaf and the blind. Their education in Minnesota is not under
the department of education. The department of welfare at a cost of
$10,000 per student per year.

Mr. Qum. Institutional programs?
Mr. Dr RAND. Yes. You talk about one-half percent of the total ex-

penditures going to the handicapped. It is a horrible percentage. It is
deplorable.

Chairman PERKINS. We are trying to do much better in the Congress.
let me say that to you. I feel confident that this will come about. You
will see a different attitude in the next few years in all the States inso-
far as supporting the handicapped.

Mr. Dr RAND. I would think that one thing you might consider
when they talk about a needs assessment in putting together a plan
that the severely handicapped are so poorly served in all States, I
would be willing to wager that you couldn't get a count on any of the
50 States as to how many severely handicapped there really are. That
is how marginal the services are. We don't even know how many, what
the disability is or where they are.

Mr. QriE. Mr. Peterson ?
[Prepared statement of Mr. Peterson follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HOWARD W. PETERSON, FARMER8 UNION
GRAIN TERMINAL ASSOCIATION, ST. PAU, MINN.

Mr. Chairman: Farmers Union Grain Terminal Association, St. Paul, Minne-
sota. is a cooperative engaged in the marketing and processing of grains, the
manufacture of feeds and the distribution of building supplies. It is owned by
and serve OVPI. 190000 farm families. mini:. in North and South Dakota,
Minnesota and Montana
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Each year GTA and its affiliated local associations ha e a need to employ
many young people who have had the benefits of vocational training in a greatnumber of agri-business jobs. Unfortunately, we are not able to obtain an ade-
quate number if young people with the necessary technical training. And we
are convinced that there are thousands of young men and women who could find
great job satisfaction and success if they could be given more encouragement
and opportunity in vo-tech training program,

We urge that vocational education programs be improved and expanded in
high school, technical colleges, state colleges, junior colleges, veterans' agricul-ture training, and adult farm management.

'We support the strengthening and expansion of the 1968 Vocational Act and
the 1972 amendments to that act. Vocational training, both at the high school and
post-high school levels, offers one of the outstanding means to develop the human
resourceq of our region and the entire nation.

Farmers Union Grain Terminal Association, on behalf of its cooperative mem-
bers will look forward to providing additional supporting data as the investiga-tion of the subcommittee continues.

STATEMENT OF HOWARD W. PETERSON, FARMERS UNION GRAIN
TERMINAL ASSOCIATION, ST. PAUL, MINN.

Mr. PETERSON. Mr. Quie. Mr. Chairman, members of the commit-
tee. I am Howard Peterson. public relations specialist for Farmers
Union Grain Terminal Association.

I have a prepared statement. But I would like to speak to some other
things that are going on.

At Farmers Union Grain Terminal 4 years ago I was charged to
set up a training program for GTA. We operate in four States. employ
3.200 employees and do about a billion dollars a year business. So we
are i of exactly small.

it training program recognizes only 2-year tech people or an
ass' ,iate arts degree or < ..-ar program.

We need more and more oung people to enter into the agribusiness
part of the economy in the Northwest. We are not having enoughtrained.

entry into agribusiness. So we are looking for whatever it takes at the
agri-

business so they can move up into midnianagement because the 2-year
program people move np to midmanacfement.

system.

high school level to get these young people. men and women. into agri-

F T get '1 one the gut issues of what is going on setting up nt ourses

We need them. They are good paying jobs.
I am on an advisory committee of 10 or 12 schools in the N "rthwest.

am acquainted with the people in the Northwest in the school
.,se things with these schools.

I made a qui?k survey just the other day of the schools in Minne-
sota. I interviewed students from Western Wisconsin Tech all the way
out to Montana. That is my job. interviewing, getting students intothe program.

There are about 19 students at Western Wisconsin. The program at
Austin has been discontinued. Jackson had about 8. They are not fill,
ing up. What the reasons are I d-.n't know.

I am happy to say that the ag production classes are really filling
up because the entry back into farming is bigger than it has ever been.
But we are not getting filled up classes in agribusiness.

They will need 1.000 a year. Up to 3.000 they will need to have for
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I believe I am the only man from industry here today. Everyone
has been on the delivery end of edu.ation. talk_ng :o education. We
are on the end of receivin,. We need more of these people.

We need more of the courses that will fit into a program in agri-
business.

I see a continuing kind of tor al! iNeople. adult education
especially on the farm. It is going to need retry program&
strengthening of the Veterans Act programs.

I am interested iT1 all of these becau* I have worked in the last 26
years with GTA.

We are building a new extra-large facility :n Winona. 'We ship
through Washin,ton. We just need more people.

How do we get them ii.terested ! The pay is there. I think we need
to go to the school system so that the voun, anders-tand
that there are openings in the agribu.smess

Ten years ago I made 1 speeches one year at the high school level.
talking about produ:tion agr.:ulture. I was vuahv iftlighed at. Well.
it is catching on now. The c:as...,:es are for agriculture
product ion.

Mr. STEIGER. You have got a g.^.0-1 spokesman in Dr. McDowell.
Mr. Qvu'.. Doc McDowell was over m making the same

point that you were here.
Mr. Wm-rtNo. I am Ralph Whiting. representing the MmnP-

sota Farmers Union. takinz, the place of Sy Carp;nter. The testimony
has been delivered. I hope yo:: will p::: :I- in the reoord.

Mr. Qt-E. Without objec:Ion :t vii bo
[Prepared statement referred to follows::

STATS:3LENT Or RALPH S. Warr 's;.: ltt-5:itastt:A FAs.mras UNION.
0.. ?AI N N

Mr Chairman The M=esc-a Farr_ers re7r?sents 1 thouni farm
families and rural pecple the sza:e :1 The M.nr.es---:ta Farmers
Union reflects the concerns and :f the farmer-5 cf this with concerns
for the aged. the handica;ped. the az:: the acii:Its. We represent
these farmers in matters ,f La:: cchsetquentts and have an intense interest
in ,11 aSpel!te. of educat: -r. far= 7x,-; are 77-manly c.--,ncerned that the
programs of etinc-ati tn. are deszrzed naa.n :he g-eness, the com-
petence. of our farm families az.: the of f:cti and filler that they
manage.

The Nlinr.rsota Farmers Utt.sn rec--g-:-...zes the : :ad .r.-.7:::att.:ns and impacts
of decisions made refe-en:t rer. rira _Amen:an ::in s-11 seg-
ment: of American s:-ciet; Thre re. we seek 5.rgrs--:5:5-.ve..y elm:able programs
of education to conitnue to str.?=.1.-:en '4'.::1.2^F

The Minnesota Farmers- Ur..-.n does Inter...: at this 71.7.:e, to make specific
legislative reconimendation.s. we h.-7e t- rave the t-s-pcnum-y to rev.evv the
variety of surges-ions and ret-cmmen.--ns ..nade y many rro:ps during the
coming mo- hs. TCe wou:d arc-re--nate an at a :ate; date to furnish
the suheoturui,tee with s7ettfic reit:n-5 ths.: assist the Con-
gress in mak AZ letr,lative that work effectively and
reach those that need them the

The Vwa7:,t1.1: F.duca'.-n have e.en extreinelv effec-
tive in itaprtor.nz and exTancEng v vat'. '7 Even :h. -ugh the appropri-
tion.s have never rated the :eve::: that s.ntiLipated

progress of vocation-a. ed.:to-att.-a has teen. er-r'a -rd.nary We are efzpt,OIallY
of the vocational a -tivity- :n '14-.7.7 1)7:7 would
indicate to us zna: van far ahead
of most states We .ke to take th.5 cs.:: the C-mgreional
attention to the 47....-pe r;:t: : .=
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The Minnesota Fanners Union believes that there is nothing basically wrong
with the present legislation; however, some revision is certainly needed to im-
prove and strengthen the legislation to assure that it is more fully implemented
under the intent of ihe law and to encourage more adequate funding. We would
also suggest that by increased emphasis in implementing fully the 1972 Educa-
tional Amendments, many of the problems that we currently face could oe
resol% ed.

There are certain aspects of the EMS Act that we would like to call your at-
tention to where we believe that strengthening or maintenance is essential. The
areas of specific concern to which the Yarmers Union feels the Subcommittee
should give special attention are as follows.

11) state Plans. Our interpretation of the 1968 Act is that it is designed to
specifically identify the needs of all of the citizens of the State of Minnesota
h. relationship to yob opportunities whether they be skill- oriented or professional
based on a concentrated evaluation of industry needs, both on a short-term and
long-term basis and that these total needs be identified and priced from the locallevel, throe;' the state administration, and to Hi° Congress of the Unit,.0 States.
RtT4)gnizir , ;hr' such a price tag would be impractical. we recommend nonethe-
less that it be made. thus giving the State of Minnesota and the Congress the
opportunity to be thoroughly acquainted in one administrative charge with the
needs, the stress of those needs. and the implication of fulfilling those needs
upon both state and national I olicy. Our interpretation then indicates that the
Congress or the state would be able to establish practical priont:es for actual
funding based upon the identification made in the plan. This does give an oppor-tunity to determine %N ho will not be served. Such an oppor:unmty would be valu-
able in that it can also be justified with factual information based on national
and state policy. Once those needs by priority have been determined, allocation
of funds can be made on a more reasonable and equitable basis. We believe thatthe section relating to state plans is very specific. We would recommend
strengthening this section because the United States Office of Education must
hold the states accountable to those specifics. We would suggest and state that
the plan for educational services is a management plan, not fiscal documentation.

(2) Prc-Vorational Education. The Minnesota Farmers Union would recom-
mend that legislation should strengthen pre-vocational or exploratory educationas a total part in the career education ccncept. However, we would recommend
that career education and exploratory education should be incorporated into all
educational systems and, therefore, needs the cooperation, input, and administra-
tion of all educational units within the state. Legislation srengthening this posi-tion. as well as fundungs to support it. is essential.

3 ) Teacher Education. We would recommend that the Subcommittee pay par-ticular attention to legislation involving the education o, teachers at a varietyof levels or at all levels. There is a danger of ignoring this portion of the Act
simply because of the hue and cry of many people that there is an excess ofinstructors This is not true in vocational education. nor is it true in the instrue.nonal process of existing teachers regarding career and other pre-vocational
training efforts. The State of Minnesota currently faces one of the most dramatic
teacher shortages that it has had in many ;cars. This shortage is not new : it hasbeen getting progressively more serious each year. For example, the growth in
agricultural education enrollments has been quite consistent. Yet during the com-ing school year. Minnesota has approximately forty vocational agricultural
teacher jobs waiting to be filled. All of the available supply of teachers has cur-rently been placed. and unles'. a miracle of some sort takes place, we estimatethat thirty-the existing programs will go without instructors.

(4) Categorical Funding. The Farmers union believes that there are certain
specific national priorities in vocational education which must receive a con-tinued emphasis We are aware of the shortage for services to the handicapped.Categorical funding. with mandatory state matching funds. is essential to seethat these people who have a small voice are heard and properly served. Wewould reconunend that serious consideration be given to the maintenance of the
categorical aid sections of the law, w nth specific emphasis on the education pro.
grams which affect those groups listed in 1 ie Part A. of the act:

-Those who have already entered the labor market but need to upgrade theirskills or learn new ones. those with special educational handicaps. and those inpostsecondary schoolswill have readyaccess to vocational training or retrainingwhich is of high quality, which is realistic in the light of actual or anticipated

Ns r
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opportunities for gainful emplo: Lilt, and %s hich is suited to their needs. interests.
and ablity to benefit from such training."

This portion of the Act relates specifically to what we in Minnesota adult
education. The Minnesota Farmers Union is especially concerned regarding
continuing education fur its farm people. We currently have in adult training
urograms for farmers 7.360 farm families, involving approximately nine thousand
people. These programs are of a quality that is second to none.

The economic improvement to farmers and rural Minnesota is well docu-
mented in terms of return on the investment. Yet as vocational funds are
squeezed, these programs are the first to be either hiaited in their growth or
dropped. The demalii on the part of Minnesota's farm citizens is supported
aggressively by Minnesota business and industry. Fur example. in the 12-namth
period from September 20. 1972 to September :21.). 1973, local and state monies
expended upon those programs, veteran farm cooperative. and adult farm man-
agement amounted to $2.389.000 providing a documented net return to the rural
communities in Minnesota of $24.570.000 Yet without a state or national policy
regarding the re-training or toutuming education f r its working and iiro-
fessional people, these essential programs are allowed to suffer We would
mend that specific categories relating to adult education. and specifically to agri-
cultural adult education. be identified in a revisio'i of the 1;.)ts Att designed to
encourage and expand educational services in this area of great,. but unmet
needs. This would serve to strengthen the purl). se of the Act and service to
many of our rural and metropolitan disadvantaged.

(5) Funding. In light of the change in direction for state planning. and .n
anticipation of the strengthening of the Act regarding planning. we wc u.d
mend that the Congre tonsider favorably forward funding as well as full fund-
ing for expanding socanonal programs

161 Adnsory roUlted.Q. The Minnesota Farmers Union's members are sctive
participants in adviory committees and council, throughout the state Our
members ant,reciate the opportunity to become involved in the governance of me
educational intaution by serving .is an auditor' and an evaluat,-.r of voca-
tional prograin The re, ommendations con. from such and con:mu:tees
serve to maintain educational relevance to t, aimunity and titizen nee.is. We
recommend that the portion of the Act referring to advisor:- counc:ls be strength-
ened in that it require specific responses from the adm.msiratFn regardinz Its
recommendations. citing -pecitic reasons for not accepting tne recommendations
of the touncils. We suggest that the legislator regarding adv's.-ry take
into consideration the pisrtions of the 1972 amendments. wh.,.h strengthen and
broaden their advisory and evaluative capm ity and that they r. retained as
a citizen Council made up of .1 high percentage of citizen members w.tz represen-
tation equally allocated to the various citizen groups. mtluding

We further reommend that councils maintain their essen%al
outlined in the 196. A t and the 1972 Amendments: and that they maintain
their total independence of state administrative agencies.

Finalizing our tatement. we stould all your attention to the concerns
of Minnesota \ farmer, f..r what is evidenced as a decline in agricuitural edu:a-
non euipha-is We sugget that if the redevelopment ,f rural Amer.ca is :--e

unplementA as per the adnumtration .,,ncerns that 'c r. nlic impletzer,
tation must begin with the improvement of rural income

The Minnesota Farmers Union through independo-n: ,tudie,.. the State De-
partment of Education through a research prject. as well as a variety -f other
organizations. have thoroughly documented the c..st-ber.efit rat: s of v-catic,nal
education We believe. as a result of that d-cnnie,:rati,.n. that an expansion
of programs relating to airri.ulture at all levels Hill serve el.minate the great
amount of economic depression in rural America Minnesota d'ir.nz the corning
year. lias projected that there will be excess 15 rural agr:-"isiness
for over five thousand trained re, hrucians. plus approximately nine hundred
new farmers Training !.rograms in NI:nnesota will graduate a; ro:eed s:x
dred - orient: to fill b ,th catogories The balance f them w::: In
adequately filled

We would appreciate an opp,rtunity to express t the Sut....-n-intnittee
information regarding these cncerns The Minnes..:a Farmers Um n con-
tinue to document the needs of Nlinnei;ota azrIcultulp f,rward hav-
ing the opportunity to present- this information to the Committee

We appreciate this opportunity to have concerns no -1

it i
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Mr. QUIE. Does anybody have any questions?
Everybody is thinking of getting out to the airplane.
Mr. PETERSON. I know that.
Mr. QC1E. Thanks a lot,
[Whereupon, at 4 :10 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned, to reconvene

at the call of the Chair.]
[Additional material to be included in the record follows :]

STATE OF MINNESOTA, DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION,
St. Paul, Minn., July 19, 1974.Hon. Cm D. PERKINS,

General Subcommittee on Education,
Rayburn House Office Building, Washington, D.C.

DEAR REPRESENTATIVE PERKINS : This letter is in reference to the public over-
sight hearing on the Vocational Amendments of 196S conducted in Bloomington,
Minnesota on ,Tuly 13th.

My observation deals specifically with the questioning direc* d to Mrs. Thomp-son. State Advisory Council Chairperson, at the close of her testimony. The
Committees questions revolved around the theme that if the Council is dissatis-fied pith the State Plan they should withhold the sign-off, thereby depriving thestate of federal dollars.

Having already provided my testimony and having discussed the role of theAdvisory Council earlier, I did not think it proper for me at the time to insert
myself in the discussion, but I believe the assumption on the part of both theCommittee members and the Council was contradictory to the portion of the
law establishing the Advisory Council. I think this difference is of such major
import that note should he made of my position.

The law in no way gives the State Advisory Council anything but advisory
powers and is advisory to the Congress, State Board and to whomever else theCouncil in its judgement feels inclined to advise. They may evaluate at whatever
level of involvement they desirepolicy or operational since they are independent.
They are not required, unless they decide to do so, to advise on such low-level
decisions as transfer of limited resources to meet the needs of one group rather
than another This may place them in an unpopular situation of having to advise
on controversial and critical decisions. They are free, however, to evaluate these
decisons after the fact. The sign-off under discussion is a statement to the effectthat the Council has had the opportunity to consult, be consulted, and provide
input to the State Plan If the Council has had this opportunity it is my conten-
tion that whether they like the Plan or not, or whether they have made use of the
opportunity, is immaterial in the signoff process.

As Mrs Thompson indicated at the hearing we do accept some of the Councils
input and we reject some inputespecially that over which we have no control,
such as required content and format If the Council has boners exceeding this
they become an administrative board. In the morning session the Committee
indicated the State Advisory Council had a responsibility to Congress, therefore
I would view expansion of the State Advisory Council powers as indicated in the
afternoon exchange as an effort by Congress to create an administrative board
at the state level responsible to the Congress

In the .norning session I made reference to the U.S. Code dealing with Advisory
Committees I realize that the Code as it exists would be impractical if appli^d
to State Advisory Councils. but I th nk the nrinciple is legitimate and shok d
be considered.

Our problem may be unique in the 50 states, but if it is, such uniqueness may
be temporary I sum- )rt the idea of having an independent Advisory Council but
I do not support the idea of having an independent. free floating Advisory Coun-
cil Probably no group in education has worked with advisory groups as long as
have vocational educators and one of the cardinal rules has always been that you
don't advise yourself, therefore, you don't vote as a member of your own advisory
committee We do have examples in this state, however, of state legislated advis-
ory groups in which consultation and coordination is assured by designating in
the committee membership an ex-officio non-voting tnember from the agency con-
cerned One example is the State Advisory Council on Apprenticeship Training.
Having served on that Council a number of years ago and having designated one
of my staff members as the ex-officio member in recent years, I can support such

Strip
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an arrangement. I have discussed this with other State Directors and they seemto be divided as to whether this can be done with respect to the State Advisory
Council. The regional office seems inclined to believe that it can.

This has safeguards for the Council as well as the agency Our contention is
that the oversight hearing document produced by the Council has numerous
nonfactual statements which should have been eliminated.

I feel, in fairness. I should also come to the defense of the regional office. I
hold no brief one way or the other for regionalization of CSOE. The ESOE has
been in such chaos for the past decade that centralizing it or decentralizing itisn't worth wasting the time needed to form more opinions. My opinion was
expressed in the 1971 te: tmony referred to last Saturday. In 1971 I suggestedthe time was past due for the creation of a Department of Education and Labor.

I only want to point out to the Committee that the answers given to the State
Advisory Council by the regional representatives are given v rbatum and in
quotes while the questions asked are in every instance editorialized. This may
or may not be fair to the people quoted. We were not present so we don't know
I suggest, however. that recent developments in Washington should indicate L
danger in shaping questions to fit answers rather than answers to fit questions.

As I indicated in my testimony we were very p. aseti that the Committee came
to Minnesota and I regret the visit was so short. I would extend an invitation to
any member of the Committee to come out and actually visit our programs. ps.--
ticularly some of the new and innovative programs established under the Voca-
tional Acts for our Native American population.

Cordially.
ROBERT P. VAN TRIES.

gsietant Commi4rtioner.
Dili, ion of Vocational-Technical

Education
NIINNESO, A STATE ADVISORY ('OUNCE!. FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION.

Saint Paul. Minn.. July 17. 1974.
Hon. CARL. D. PERKINS.
Chairman. General Subcommittee on Education, U.S House of Representatives.

Rayburn House Office Building. IVa.shingfon, D.C.
DEAR MR. Cu kIRMAN : First let me comment on behalf of the Minnesota State

Advisory Council for Vocational Education to express appreciation to you.
Congressmen Meeds, Steiger. and Qine for holding an oversight hearing in
Minneapos.

Responsive to the question and answer period Saturday. I am enclosing what
I hope will be supplemental information which calls Specific statistical infor-
mation to the type of voids in people services we alluded to. I believe also that
the testimony of our Coun,,iI. as provided by the answers to the T6 National Ad-
visory Council for Vocational Education's questions. further supports our
position.

In addition I think our Council c,, :Id no more eloquently describe the frus-
trations felt by many citizen grourw than did George Goodin speaking for the
Indians of Minnesota. I also belie% :hat the concerns expressed for the Farmers
T'nion Grain Terminal Association over the lack Of an adequate supply of qualified
agri-business technicians and support personnel. also. gives vocal evidence to our
Advisory Council's concerns.

Let me also make one other clarifi cation on my testimony on Saturday Your
Committee asked what more authority could our Council have than the right to
refuse to sign on to the state plan. and therefore. cause Minnesota t lose its
federal aids for vocational education. We have been tld. both by the state ad-
ministration. the National Advisory Council. and the United States Office of
Education representative, that the current language of the law pr vities that the
Advisory Council must he consulted b3 the state agency preparmi: he plan There
need not. and has not been in Minnesota. agreement on the thrust of the plan
I-nder the rules and regulations which we have been presented we are allowed
only to teqify to the fact that the administrative agency has asked our opinion
I am sorry that I %%as not prepared to responi, more dircktly to the Committee
when this question was pose4 on Saturday.

et ine dose by suggesting that the Minnesota State .3 dvisory Council for
Vocational Education has a continuing interest in how federal legislation is to
he framed in 1975. in our stateand probably in many othersstatutory basis
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for vocati, nal edio anon lunge,. on the asistance and direction of federal pro-gram. We would welcome the opportunity to provide ;l resource to 3 on and,'oryour Committee 111 the coming month, as you draft re% ision, in Public Lawp0-576 and, hopefull3. provide for the implementation of Public Law 92-318.Thank you again. If the enclosed information doe, not give nu what on needfor the Committee record. ple;,,e di), not hc,itate to let me know what additional
information 1, needed.

somerely our.

Enclosure
DOROTHY TIlosfl.NON.

Connell ChairperNon.

Qt-Esrloss
all What call Congress do to strengthen the role of Ad% t'ouncils?,121 ilOw effeme has needs n.....essuient been 111 your state

) lion effecti% e as iotatinnal education in meeting the needs of the dis-
advantaged. handl, apped. and NN onion Of our state?,

14) What can Congress do to help ocational education meet the needs of thehanditaiped and disad%
5) How large a part do private vocational schools play in the vocational edu-cation system in Minnesota ?,

t 6 effe. tue do on think the integration of career education and Slwa-
tional NW/ .rain would be'

' WHAT CAN CO'GRESS DO TO STREN ;THEN THE ROLE OF ADVISORY COUNCTLS,

PI. 90-576 gae Advisory Councils ti e sponsibility to "advise" and "evaluate-
\ oeational education planning and prop hi, Council has difficulty with
the practLal application of that repons.bility. Without legislation providing
for hearing and appeal. there is no possibility of ensuring that the State Board
gle e adequate consideration to Advisory Council proposal,:

The :Minnesota AO% i.ory Conmil ha., through its evaluation statemeat directed
itself specifically to issues within tae competency of the state administration.
In light of our experiences in advising and evaluating. we recommend strong
enforcement legislation. Please set Page 4 of our Oversight Testimony for
further comment on this subject.

We also recommend that Congress specify a 60-40 ratio of non-educators to
educator,: on Advisory Councils While we recognize that educators are a nec-
essary part of Ad% isory Councils and pro% ide expertise and a knowledge of
the s3 stem that is needed by nun- educators. we feel that greater representation
-hould be accorded to non-educatos who are not a part of the system and can
take a more objective view of education Please see Page 2 of the Oversight
Testimony for further comment.

t II0 FXFECTIvE HAS NEEDS A.SESSNIENT BEEN IN YOUR STATE,

The Minnesota :state Advisory Council ft r Vocational Education has found
Host actual need, assessment has not been utilized in Minnesota. Rather than
(bonmenting the actual need, of the citizen, of Minnesota. the state administra-
tion has used the dollar amount, qvailable to determine what the "need," are.
When asked what effect the regulation. guideline,. and management practices
of l'SoE and the regional office-WIN e 11 the planning process in Minnesota, the
state agency responded

"There is no question in our mind, that the Plan information is inadetate
for an at curate judgment in regard to the goals and priorities established
within the plan The Plan is also totally madeqoate in communicsting the

compLshments 'f vocan on:II-technical education services to the state. The
lack of spe In, documentation and detailed information is by intent The Pan
1, prepared to the pro ise guideline, defined by the I' S. Office of Education.
It is eur aspiration to provide the S Office of Education with sufficient
information to obtain their approval of the State Plan

Win a asked if the requirements result in all understatement of the needs and
of the resources that would be required to meet those need,, the state agency
responded

1
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"The law would imply that it is implicit that the state identify all possible
vocational-technical education needs. However, to do so would expend con-
siderable effort in identification without resources available to meet the needs.
Therefore, the actual policy has been to allow the states to conduct planning
within a real estimate of available resources. Thus, the result is in fact an
understatement of the need, but yet one that is practical and usable."

(3) HOW EFFECTIVE IS VOCATIONAL EDUCATION IN MEETING THE NEEDS OF THE
DISADVANTAGED, HANDICAPPED. AND %%OMEN OF YOUR STATE?

The Minnesota State Advisory Council for Vocational Education feels that
Minnesota needs a great deal of impros, ment before it can even begin to meet
the needs of the handicapped and disadvantaged. The following are just a few
examples of where Minnesota is failing in this area :

A. In 1973. there were 19.213 students er rolled in area vocational technical
schools. Of these, only 307 were minority students.

R. Detroit Lakes AVTI. which is on the edge of the White Earth Indian
Reservation and has only 28 Indian Student:. wrote letters to various individuals
and organizations ( including the NISACVZ) soliciting applicants for 30 open
spaces in their Fall 1974 class.

C. A study done by the Minnesota Farmers Union, prompted by PL 92-540
which provides education benefits to Vietnam Era Veterans. determined that
neither the Minnesota Department of Veterans Affairs. the Division of Vocational
Education. nor the Department of Manpower Services had knowledge of the
number or location of veteran farmers. The study also showed that while adult
farm management programs were serving 1.033. there were 2.013 additional
seteran farmers on waiting lists for training. There are an additional 6.000 eligible
for this training.

D. In 1972. the national average percent of expenditures in vocational educa-
tion fur target groups %%as 11.1 percent flr the disadvantaged and 25 percent
for the handicapped. Minnesota spent only 5.7 percent of its funds In the dis-
adva, Caged and 2.2 percent on the handicapped.

E. A 1973 study done by the Division of Vocational Technical Education showed
that in the .1.VTI's there were no minority directors. counselors. or librarians.
There were only three full-time professional. non-teaching minority staff. Out
of a total of 1.691 instructional staff members. there were 41 minority instruc-
tional staff members. Other figures include

Consultants. 14 total : 7 minority.
Clerical staff. 265.5 total . minority.
Custodial. 199 totr : 3 minority.

F. In a two -year study of women in vocational education. this Advisory Council
found that vocational education serves to perpetuate the traditional female role
in our society. While 37 percent of the students in AVTI's are women. nine out
of every ten women are enrolled in such -woman-dominated courses as home
econoni cs. health occupations. home making. and clerical programs. This we have
found, has been encouraged by the recruiting and counseling practices of the
AVT''s. May I also add that in the Division of Vocational Education there k one
woman in a policy - maiming position. All of the AVTI directors are male.

G This Council has ha:, called to its attention examples where depletion of fed-
eral funding for programs of the handicapped have resulted in their termination

w HAT CAN CONGRESS DO TO HELP OCATIONAL EDUCATION MEET THE NEEDS OF
THE HANDICAPPED AND DISADVANTAGED?

First and foremost. Congress can perpetuate the set-asides for handicapped
and disadvantaged Sei and. it can require state and or 1111'111 matching of the set-
aside funds At present. federal funds set aside for the handicapped and dis
anvantaged do not need to 1w matched. As a result in Minnesota in 1972, the
funds expended per enrollee were

Disadvantaged. g192.10 Federal. $136 SO State/local.
Handicapped. x140.43 Federal. $97.8 State /local

Congress should adopt the principle for Vocational Education that it adopted
for Vocational Rehabilitation in PI, 93-112. that of a priority in program services
for those more severely handicapped or disadvantaged.
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Congress should also strengthen the federal administration by mandating that
the policy and management levels of the USOE staff include persons knowledge-
able and sensitive to the problems of the handicapped and disadvantaged. In this
way. USOE can serve as an example to state and local administrations.

I 5 I HOW LARGE A PART DO PRIVATE IOCATIONAL SCHOOLS PLAY I7 THE VOCATIONAL
EDUCATION SYSTEM IN MINNESOTA

The Position of the state administrative agency is :
"The State Board does not individually contract with private vocational train-

ing institutions. Individual districts conducting vocational-technical training
classes are allowed to contract with private institutions. Where economics and
quality programming can be obtained through private institutions, the local
districts are encouraged to participate. Because this is a local decision, the private
institutional activity does not appear in the federal reports. In those programs
where the Division has had a more direct involvement, such as MDTA, private
contracting has been more pronounced."

This Council. in order to respond to this question, asked the Minnesota Asso-
ciation cf Private Trade Schools to record their experience level. The following
tables suggest their responses, which also provides a comparison of private voca-
tional program use by vocational education, vocational rehabilitation, manpower
development training, and other related programs:

Year
Vocational

educabon r VR MDT Other

13 15 10S
15 40

1971.. ....... .. . , ... .. ... - - -

110
22 15 13

`972 .:: 47 22 47
1973.. ...... ...... ...... ..... 47 14 21

170 176 30

Through Foal education apncies or State contracts.
SONN school respcases indicated totals that were not distnbuted by year.

.6, W EFFECTIVE DO YOU THINK THE INTEGRATION OF CAREER EDUCATION
AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION WOULD BE?

Career Education is now looked on as the ugly stepchild of the educational
system and nobody knows quite what to do with it. Current proposals are to
merge career education into vocational education, both in terms of funding
and administration. Career eduestion should be a function of all education.
To push it off Into vocational education ignores the fact that career education
should reach all students, not just those entering vocational education

The idea behind career education is that 90 percent of the students in school
today will become members of the labor force, and they should be made aware
of the vast variety of options open to themboth through vocational and higher
education. To put career education solely under the purview of vocational edu-
cation in funding and administration is to cheat both those people to be served
by career education and those served by vocational educaton.
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POPULATION

Minneapolis
11%

Minnesota

Broken Homes

1 9 %
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POPULATION

Non -white Population

44-822 0 - 75 - 37

A R ?7

41%
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Minneapolis
21%

Minnesota

Welfare Recipients
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POPULATION

fainneapolis
11%

Minnesota

18 - 24 Year Olds

579

17%
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POPULATION

..

1

Minneapolis
11100

Minnesota

High School Dropouts

SRO

25%
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POPULATION

Minneapolis
11%

Minnesota

o of Minnesota's Federal Vocational Education Dollars
to Minneapolis

8%
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POPULATION

Mine eapas
11%

Minnesota

% of Minnesota's State Vocational Education Dollars
to Minneapolis

582

4.35%
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POPULATION

(------- Minneapolis
11%

Minnesota
1

Post-Secondary Vocational Education Program
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3 %



VOCATIONAL EDUCATION AMENDMENTS OF 1974

WEDNESDAY, JULY 31, 1974

MUSE or REPRESENAvm
GENERAL St ilk 'OM MrrTEE oN Ent..yrioN or THE

COM M 11TEE ON EDIAON AND LABOR.
Wa8hington, D.C.

The snbconunittee ntet at Y . 45 p.m., pursuant to notice in room 2175,
Rayburn Ilouse Office Building, Washington, D.C., the Honorable
Carl D. Perkins (chairman) presiding.

Present : Representatives Perkins and Quie.
Staff Present : Jack Jennings, counsel Eydie Gaskins,special assist

ant: Charles W. Radcliffe, minority counsel.
Chairman Pt.:uss. The General Subcommittee on Education is

resuming hearings today in Washington on H.R. 1-4-154. a bill to extend
the Vocational Education Act of 1963 through fiscal year 19SO.

The subcommittee has already conducted three very fruitful days
of field hearings in North Carolina, Wisconsin and Minnesota, and
is planning further field trips later in the year. We also had a hearing
here in Washington on May 6, when we received testimony from a
number of youth organizations.

It is my hope that after extensive hearings this year, the subcom-
mittee will report a bill early next year to renew and improve the
Vocational Education Act of 1963. I am looking forward to our testi-
mony today, end to the rest of our testimony in these hearings, for
ideas and suggestions on how to improve the act of 1963 and the
amendments of 1968.

It is also my hope that from ott hearings this year We will be able
to generate sufficient support in the Congress to double the Federal
appropriations for vocational education within the next several years.

I believe that this is a realistic goal. and one that we must attain
if we are to provide our youth with employable skills and meaningful
lives.

Our witnesses today are from the American Vocational Association.
That organization has. for decades. been in the forefront of the efforts
to improve vocational education in our country..

I am, therefore. looking forward with a great deal of interest to
its test imony. Dr. Burkett. I notice you have a panel of witnesses with
you. Will you proceed in any manner you prefer.

And. without objection. all the prepared statements will be inserted
in the record at this point.

[The documents referred to follow:1
(575)
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PREPAKED STATEMENT or DK. LOWELL A. PIM EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
AMERICAN VOCATIoN AL ASSOCIATION

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:
On behalf of the 53,000 members of the American Vocational Association we

thank you and the members of Congress for your interest in and support of
vocational education.

Since 1917. Congress has recognized th" importance of federal legislation to
establish priorities for education and training. In 1993. legislation was enacted
that set the stage for great renovations in vocational education and refinements
made in the Vocational Education Amendments of 1968 are indicative of the
foresight of members of this committee and the Congress, Mr. Chairman. it is
encouraging to note your support for vocational education and the progress
you have made in providing relevant vocational education programs to the peopleof this Nation.

As we appear before this cotnmittee in oversight hearings for vocational edu-
cation. we realize the validity of the Vocational Education Amendments of
1968. They have stimulated great advances for vocational education and should
be continued with increased funding.

We know : however, that more than a decade ago a point of view developed
that, at periodic intervals the national program of vocational education should
be studied with the objective to adjust federal legislation for vocational education according to social, economic and technological needs. The Vocational
Edt:eation Act of 1963 determined (as recommended by the Panel of Consultants
on Vocational Education) that the interval should be five years. Accordingly.
in 1966. the President appointed an Advisory Council to make a study of voca-
tional edmaton, and required that the Council make its report not later thanJanuary 1. 1968. This report was made on schedule and subsequently the
Congress designed and passed the Vocational Education Amendments of 1968.

No legislative procedure now exists for periodic reviews of vocational edu-
cation and seven years have passed since the last major study of the legislative
needs of vocational education.

Early in 1974 a group of State Directors of Vocational Education joined with
the American Vocational Association to conduct a study of vocational educa-
tion to provide a base of information for Congress to use in connection with
Proposed oversight hearings on vocational education. In addition, we sought
to determine if changes in federal legislation would he needed to enable vo-
cational education to serve more effectively all people ns they prepare for.
an advance in their enmlovment. it is a credit to the foresight of this committee
that the Vocational Education Amendments of 1968 remain effective. We dot
however, feel that vocational education must assume a greater role in rerving
all people with education and training programs and it is this expanded role
that any refinements in federal legislation should address.

CURRENT RITUATION

There have been great advances in vocational education in recent years. Cur-
rently the enrollment exceeds 12 million people including youth. young adults
and =tore productive Americans receiving training to develop or improve their
emplovment skip's The vocatf education enrollments shown below indicate
that vocational education is for all age groups and serves adults as well as
secondary students.

Enrolled in Vocational Education' FY 73
Poreent

Total 12. 072. 445 100

Secondary 7, 3.53, 9(12 60.9
Postsecondary 1. 349. 731 11.2
Admit 3. 368. 752 27.9

'Summary Data 'Vocational Fdaration. Office of Education. Department of Health.Education. and Welfare. W:Nhington, P C.

The dramatic hamlet that vocational edam ion has had upon the United States
population is shown by the substantial inert aces in enrollement per 1.000 total
ventilation.
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Enrolmett
M mash mei

Total enroll- edocaboo w
meat ra 1.000

MCCIb014114 total
education Potcdaboa

fiftal 21.4

1966 . .... . .. - ... 6.070.059 31.3

1971

_ 6

ten 11 602.144 5651.. 3

..

.
1973.. . . ............ .. ............. ... .. 12. am us St 0

Summary Data-Vocitional Education, Office of Education. Department at Health. Education. and Welfare. Washieeton,

D.C.

In addition to growth, the statistics show that vocational education programs
are enrolling more people from target groups.

According to the U.S. Office of Education 13.3% (1,601.634) of the students
enrolled in vocational education in FY 73 were disadvantaged and 1.9% (Z.13,-

086) were handicapped.
Total enrollment in vocational education has increased at approximately Kr

per year. This has been a sound. healthy growth with federal funding increasing

at a corresponding rate.
The chart below illustrates the grotn in vocational education since 1960.

It is interesting to note that should the present rate of growth continue. voca-
tional education will enroll more than 21 million students in FY SO.

Federal
expenttures

Total
enrolleent

to mahout
education

Fig?
1964 VIA 1963

: .

. .

US. 313, 236
55.026, 175

3, 761.149
4, 566, 390

1965
156.9%015 5,430.611

1166 VIA 19611 . . ... .... ........ ..... .. .... 233, 793.671
300. 015, 561

6, 070.000
1, 793,960

316,375,105 10, 195. 411
466.029. 120 11,602, 144

1973 , .... . .. , ..., 412.390,800 12.072.445

1974_ ... , . . , ... , ... ... .....
-

. , ... , 543. 700. 000 4 13,397, 000

1975. ......... ........ ................... . ..... ..... 3 543, 700.000 4 14,461.000

l Summary oau-vocabonal Education, Office ofEducation, Department of Health. Education. and Welfare. Wastunt

ton, D.C.
3 Appropriated.

8udnet recommendation,
Projected.

The President's Panel of Consultants on Vocational Education in 1961-8e,
came to the conclusion that vocational education should serve 8.000,000 students.

Five years later, in 1968. the President's Advisory Council on Vocational Educa-

tion studied vocational education. Between these two studies the Nation expe-
rienced major social distress. Consequently, the Advisory Council reported its
findings to the Congress with full knowledge of the contribution vocational edu-

cation could make toward social and economic stability. Of particular concern
were persons who had fallen through the cracks in the social. economic and

educational structure.
To serve disadvantaged and handicapped students in pgrticular, and more

students in general, and to provide specialized services to some, the Advisory

Council recommended that vocational education serve 10.950,000 students.
In effect, when Congress passed the Vocational Education Amendments of 1968.

they gave the education community a mandate to place emphasis upon vocational

education as a preventive measure for many of the social, educational and eco-
nomic problems of the Nation. Unfortunately. neither the funding authorization.

nor the appropriations, are presently large enough to enable vocational education

to carry out its Congressional mandate.

5
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We know that fedeNti funding for vocational education has a magic that
causes state and local expenditures to be increased at a greater rate than
increases In federal funds. The effects of the 1963 Act and the 1968 Amendments
show this clearly. Nationally. $1.00 of federal money for vocational education
causes $5.00 of state and local funds to be expended.' This ratio varies amongthe states reaching high values, for example, of 1 to 11 in Massachusetts and 1to 10 in Connecticut.

The concept of vocational education representing it matching "dollar for dollar"
partnership betueeft the states and the federal government has exceeded all
expectations. The states have so overmatched the federal investment that federal
funding %%mild have had to exceed $2.2 billion In 1972 before matching would
have been on an equal basis.

While we are aware of advances in vocational education and greater interest
displayed by the population as a whole, the needs are still evident, Many jobs
requiring skilled people are available while unemployment rates are unacceptable
for unskilled individuals Due to the nature of general education programs inthis country, many students have left the secondary schools without marketable
skills. Statistics from the U.S. Department of Labor show that young people ageIS-19 have the highest unemployment rate of any group. In addition, the unem-
ployment rate of young adults 20 to 24 years Is unacceptable at 8.6%. (In some
areas this is higher than others). We suspect there must be special factors thatcreate exceptionally high unemployment rates among disadvantaged groups or In
certain metropolitan areas. Due to the fact that 91% of the vocational program
graduates are placed in a job, it may be advisable to charge vocational education
with a more active role in alleviating these conditions than we have In the past.

In recent years, federal, state and local governments haw addressed the prob-lem by making vocational education available to more people. In the U.S., there
are 2.145 institutions that have a primary emphasis on vocational education for
secondary students. There are, In addition, 1,756 technical institutes and com-
munity colleges with a substantial portion of their enrollment in vocational
education. Most of these institutions enroll adults for supplementary and/or
preparatory work as a part of their service to the community. Even with these
institutions in operathat, there are people who need and want vocational educa-tion that have not been enrolled. Enrollment figures show that 58 out of every
1,000 total population are enrolled in vocational education. This is remarkable
progress: however, V.S. Department of Labor statistics show there are approxi-
mately 17 Million people uho are currently unemployed or underemployed. Per-
imps more of this 17 million could benefit from job training programs in voca-
tional education. Vocational education must serve more people and in more
occupational areas to increase its social and economic contribution to the Nation.

Chan! ;int: concepts .if vocational education and the way these programs are
perceived by people. make it an opportune time for vocational education to
assume a greater role in human resources development. Local and state govern-
ments are seeking direction and support front the federal-state partnership so
they can impact on unemployment and the economic problems found in the com-
munity. Business, industry and labor are seeking the assistance of vocational
education to solve their manpower needs. It is an economic fact that vocational
education graduates are removed from welfare roles and strengthen the tax
base of a government. For these reasons. vocational education 14 becoming more
attractive to government. business and industry.

The attractiveness is also apparent because too many youngsters are dropping
out or leafing high school. Twenty -five percent of the fifth grade school population
in 1964 left school prior to graduating in 1972.' These individuals are ill-prepared
for the world of work. In addition to keeping these students in school with job
training programs. we must seek those already out of school and provide adequate
incentive for them to enroll in adult vocational education. The prime reason for
adult education Is to prepare people for employment or to supplement their
education for economic or social improvement. We estimate that there is a need
to exnand our present enrollment by an additional 100.000 young adults in
supplementary and preparatory programs in FY 76. By 1980. it is feasible to

*Vocational Fdoeation. Rolle hu 'Watt, A nnlysiR. FY 72, Office of Education. Depiatment
of Health. Ednea hen and Welfare. Washincton. DC,

a Moest of Educational R mastic*, 1973, Office of Education, Department of health,Education and Welfare. WachIngton, D.C.

1.7 4., '...."
+N. /
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expect program growth to exceed 200.000 (wet the present enrollment. In order
to do Mir. complete programs and (outreach services /111/tit be available to young

unemployed or underemployed adults.
Accessibility to sellouts both in the rural and urban areas is of prime concern

to AVA, As yon k , Mr. Chairman, there is a waiting list for the area voca-
tional schools in Asheville and Paintsville. When we talk of expanding the role
of vocational education we must consider the distribution and accessibility of
vocational education institutions for both commuter and residential students.

While the Vocational Education Amendments of 1968 contained provisions
for residential schools the potential of this type of institution has not been
realized. There may be a need for residential facilities in rural states where local
communities cannot support an iastitntion. In addition, there are occupations
t hat will not rminire large numbers of people and instructional programs in a few
residential schools may serve the need. Also, there are many young People that
may need a residential school designed to remove them from a detrimental en-
vironment and provide education for productive employment. Oklahoma State
Technical Institute, Okmulgee, Oklahoma, has demonstrated what can be done
with residential schools Mr. Chairman, you may wish to inquire further into
the need for residential vocational (anilines. We would be happy to essist with
the inquiry.
Concepts to Strengthen The Role of Vocatonal Education

The Vocational Education Act of 1963 and its Amendments of 1968 have been

effective legislation for social and economic change. As time passes; however,
people profit from exi.eriene, In addition, we realize than the soda! and economic
problems of the 'Bes and 80's may be different from those in the 1960s. For this
reason we have attempted to analyze the concepts that might improve the Vocs
timid Education Amendments of 1968. Mr. Chairman, the next part of my state
molt addresses these concepts with complete agreement as to the value of the
Voentional Education Amendments of 11111$ and the hope that the role of .,oea-
ti(mal education may be expanded,

romprehenxite State and Loral Planning.The most important concept to
strengthen vocational mhoanon at this time is that of comprehensive state and
local planning.

The A VA recommends strongly that the previous "State Plan" (largely a
compliance document and not a state plan for vocational education) be replaced
by a states ide planning document representing 4-6 years of forward planning
that would be updated bieneially. This type plan must take into account all pro-
visions of vocational education legislation and the state must he aeemtable for
progress based upon the state -wide plan.

Comprehensive planning is needed for vocational education to relate to the
public school systems and to other pithily agencies and private institutions and
industries within the community. Comprehensive state and local plane 1g must
be eognizant of and include all agencies impacting on the education and training
of the individual. It shoal(' e 'rational plan that yields a functional docu-
ment to coordinate the effort: 11 programs delivering voe'ationa education
services with that of the job deveuq 'rent agencies and those providing supportive
services to students and programs.

The State Board for Vocational Education should have the primary respon-
sibility for the preparation of comprehensive state-wide plans for vocational
education and should be accountable for progress in relation to such plans.

There should be consultation with and involvement of other state boards,
agencies, and councils (such as the State Advisory Comach on Vocatoinal FAIU-
eat bog ) in their planning activities. In addition to the involvement of formally
constituted state boards and councils, the planning group should actively seek
ad% ice and suggestions from a variety of ''ot1:er pnes."

State plans mast ap: provision for full utilization of postsecondary voca-
tional mineation I training and retraining) to prepare persons for craployment ;
and such plans must provide for stim.lementary vocitional education fur adults
who have entered, or are re-entering, the labor market and need job training,
employability skills or retraining to achieve job stability or to advance in em-
ployment. and provide preparatory instruction for adults who are entering tie
labor market for the first time.
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The state-wide plan must be built around a number of basic elements of
vocational education such as; population needs analysis, job market analysis,
job performance analysis, curriculum resources, teacher education, leadership
development, program planning, program review, vocational education promo-
tion, student recruitment, counseling and guidance, vocational instruction, place-
ment and follow-up, and evaluation ; and must take into full account national
priorities (such as provision for disadvantaged and handicapped persons), and
state priorities for vocational education.

Comprehensive planning must take into account that the term vocational edu-
cation means:

"Vocational or technical training or retraining which is given in scLools or
classes (including field or laboratory work and remedial or related academic and
technical instruction incident thereto) under public supervision and control or,
by private non-profit or proprietary schools under contract with a State Board or
local educational agency and is conducted as part of a program designed to
prepare individuals for gainful employment as sennAcilled or skilled workers or
technicians or subprofessionals in recognized occupations and in new and emerg-
ing occupations to prepare individuals for enrollment in advanced technical edu-
cation programs, but excluding any program to prepare individuals for employ-
ment in occupations which the Commissioner determines. and specifies by regu-
lation. to be generally considered professional and which requires a baccalaureate
or higher degree; and such tern) includes vocational guidance and counseling
(individually or through group instruction) in connection with such training or
for the purpose of facilitating occupational choices; instruction related to the
occupation or occupations for which the students are in training or instruction
necessary for students to benefit from such training; the term also includes
health, allied health. and service occupations, vocational home economics (con-
sumer and homemaking education and occupational home economics) and voca-
tional education student organizations; kb placement and follow-up; the train-
ing of persons engaged as, or preparing 10 become, teachers in a vocational edu-
cation program or preparing such teachers to meet special educational needs of
handicapped students: teachers. coordinators. supervisors, or directors of such
teachers while in such a training pr.gram ; leadership development programs
designed to pro-ide high level education for emerging leaders in vocational edu-
cation : travel of students and vocational education personnel while engaged in
a training program: and the aerplis,,on, maintenance, and repair of instructional
supplies, teaching aids. and equipment. but such term does not include the con-
struction, acquisition or initial equipment of buildings or the acquisition or
rental of land."

Mr. Chairman, our recommendations are made with the realization that com-
prehensive planning is the key to the future of vocational education. Duplication
of effort, splintering of interest and uncoordinated use of resources are detrimen-
tal to the interest of the Nation.
National Leadership

Leadership and coordination of all vocational education programs and services
at the federal level wit. -)e necessary for comprehensive state planning . be
effective. There must be ,naintained a Bureau in the U.S. Office of Education
with authority and resources for national leadership.

Under the direction of the Bureau a concerted national effort should be devel-
oped to provide leadership for state agencies to expand programs and improve
quality. This leadership posture must be manifest in the quality of professional
staff in the Bureau and in the kinds of services provided by to the states. Services
needed are : (I) developing standards of quality for vocational education : (2)
evaluation and aeeountability criteria and procedures; (3) monitoring of spe-
cific vocational education programs, particularly those related to national pri-
orities: (4) dissemination of applied research and curriculum developments in
such form as to be immediately adaptable to local vocational education programs;
(5) development and use of a national vocational education data system ; (6)
preparation of an annual report for the President and the Congress related to the
status. aehievementq, directions. and needs of vocational education in the Nation :
(7) assisting state boards for vocational edr 'anon to prepare and evaluate state
planning documents (and to make reports concerning 4-6 year projections from
state planning documents) : (R) developing national reviews of vocational (4111-

'.4,-1g f - 11
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cation tt ire vide es Wetter for the Congress that the intent of legislation is being
carried out in all of the states: it)i ',laming and conducting (or contracting
with appropriate agenties to plan and conduct) national and regional workshops
and symposia

There appears to be a need for a strong National Center for Vocational Educa-
tion. This ('enter should have responsibility for conducting applied research or
for sub-contracting research projects and also for some of the functions needed
at the national level. There has been verj little evidence of leadership for voca-
tional education in the activities of the National Institute for Education and
without a concerted effort the needed research and dissemination will falter.

Periodic Review of Vocational Education
Comprehensive state and local planning accompanied by strong national lead-

ership may not accomplish the desired results for vocational education without
the continued active interest of Congress.

For this reason we recommend that any revision of the Vocational Education
Amendments of 196S incorporate the concept of periodic reviews of vocational
education. In this wal Congress can take stock of the program of vocational
education and can make adjustments with added clarity and precision.

Sole State Agency
Authority for policy and administration of vocational education in the state

must rest with one state agency for vocational education. This sole agency or
state board should have the capability and flexibility to develop policy for voca-
tional education that would govern programs and distribution of funds for all
facets of vocational eduaction in the state. The lack of coordination inherent
in multiple agencies and separate planning groups and commissions is detri-
mental. The coordination of the planning and administrative process under one
agency is needed as a part of any changes in the law.

Vocational Guidance tied Exploration
There is a need to provide greatly expanded sad revised vocational guidance

and exploration programs for in-school youth and for out-of-school youth and
adults. so that they can act upon "considered" vocation choices and plans. Reach-
ing such goals involves providing opportunities through curriculum and special-
ized approaches which enable individuals to discover their interests, abilities
and values in relation to awareness, orientation. exporation and decision-making
and planning as applied to the world of work. The primary emphasis of funding
this new concept should be on staff development and preparation and applied
research and demonstration programs. The end product should be that individuals
will more succesfully manage and direct their own vocational lives.

Previously a strong emphasis was given to the employment of school counselors
to work on an individual basis with youths. Administrative guidelines required
the establishment of a counseling office and counselors were perceived as mem-
bers of the administrative rather than the institutional team. Further, the fact
that counselors were located outside the curriculum made it difficult for students
to find time to receive counseling assistance. This gradually led. in many
instances, to counselors assuming quasi-administrative roles. The answer to im-
provement of the quality of guidance was. under this thrust. add an additional
counselor. In most instances. this approach did not result in change in students.

Vocational guidance and exploration would allow students to move from aware-
ness and orientation to exploration and to acquire entry-level skills needed for
employment compentency.

The concepts in career guidance programs include : awareness. orientation and
exploration. including decision - making and planning. All of these concepts deal
with a life-long process thi.t should assist students to arrive at sound vocational
decisions and to formulate and follow through with career plans.

Components of a strong vocational guidance and exploration program include:
:I i operationalized programs that have been conducted under the exemplary
section of the Vocational Education Amendments of 1988, (2) awareness, orienta-
tion. exploration decisionmakiog and planning for careers and employment : (3)
detailed follow through programs for the disadvantaged, the young adults and
f.Ir those wio are chronically unemployed ; (4) placement services for some
students as an integral part of their instructional program.

C-e- ..-F
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Utilization of l'ocatmal Education
Vocational education programs operated at all levels in multiple settings as

the Nation's delivery system for education and training fur employment should
be the objective of any changes in vocational education legislation. To do this.
emphasis must be given to secondary programs in the public school systems, Si
well as to increasing the role postsecondary institutions play in training and pre-
paring people for employment. In addition, the adult education programs Il-
signed to provide supplementary and,'or preparatory training for employment
must have n larger role in vocational education.

SECONDARY VOCATIONAL EDtCATION

Secondary vocational education programs offered to high school students so
they may identify and pursue a vocational goal through preparation for an
occupation in his or her chosen field is important to the long term future of this
Nation. Enrollment in these programs is increasing and our recommendations
are to maintain the solid growth rate in this area. Basic modifications in these
programs and the parts of the Vocational Education Amendments of 1968 that
provide authority for them are not required.

POSTSECONDARY VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Postsecondary vocational education received a significant emphasis in the
Vocational Education Act of 1963 and the Amendments of 1968. Data on increases
in enrollment, together with positive evidence that more youth are continuing
their education after high school, are indication of the tremendous need for con-
tinued expansion of postsecondary vocational education.

Postsecondary vocational education consists of training or retraining for
persons who have completed, graduated or left secondary (high) ) school. It in-
cludes preparation for any occupation for wkich there is a reasonable expecta-
tion for employment, including new and emerging occupations (except profes-
sional occupations that require a baccalaureate or higher degree).

Comprehensive state planning should provide for coordination of postsecondary
and secondary programs that will further expand the role of postsecondary voca-
tional education.

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION FOR YOUNG ADULTS AND ADULTS

It is now time for adult vocational education to be responsible for meeting
the unique needs of adults who have either completed or interrupted their formal
education. These adults may be unemployed, seeking employment, or employed
and needir.g further education and training to correct defects in employability
skills. to achieve employment stability or to advance in employment. Programs
conducted as adult vocational education are either preparatory to employment
or supplementary to employment.

Vocational education's adult program must actively seek out employed young
adults and recant dropouts and graduates who did hot obtain employment and
assist them in the adult vocational education program to correct defects in their
emp:oyability skills; many such persons are improperly employed and their
actual Jobs are not directly related to their ability, interests and capacity to
work Fa':ure to provide in this manner for young adults creates a ready supply
of persons for welfare assisted programs and future poverty roles in society,

In addition. many adults are forced by changing occupations and economic
conditions to seek new careers (frequently more than once during their working
lives). Expansion of vocational education to accommodate this situation is
imperative.

A significant number of young adults and adults served by vocational educa-
tion will need financial a.sistance in order to perfect. or redirect, employment
skills. This facet of the program is discussed as student services
Program services

The Vocational Education Act of 1963 and the Amendments of 196S treated
the various program services for vocational education as "ancillary" or "mis-
cellaneous." As a result they became subsum by other programs and have not
eontributed to the program as they could. Teacher education, placement and
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According to a 1972 study conducted by the U.S. Office of Education based on
a sample of about 18,000 seniors, and about 1800 faculty who counseled 12th
grade students, 34 percent of the students stated that they would have to work
after high school graduation before they could pay for further schooling.' Thus
roughly one-third of the high school graduates might enter postsecondary or
adult vocational education programs if support in the form of a stipend was
available to them This group represents roughly one million students each year.

Another large group of students needing stipend support arc those who have
left the secondary school system for any of a variety of reasons. This group is
estimated to be about 730,000 students per year.5 Many of this group have limited
financial resources (about one-third are heads of households) and could be
served effectively by the postsecondary and adult vocational education programs.

The total of these two groups represent about 1,730,000 persons who will not
be in school and will not be preparir g to enter productive er,i-0 iment. Serving
this group is a part of the outreach program of vocational eatcation, but there
must be financial support during their preparation for employment.

PLACEMENT AND FOLLOWUP

The range and scope of vocational education has enlarged substantially during
the past decade. Prior to World War II a kind of understanding had developed
that each teacher was responsible for his or her own placement. This practice
worked reasonably well, but as the size of the vocational education program en-
larged, the problem required the attention of other people in addition to teachers.
Concurrently with the expansion of vocational education came an urgent need
for placement and followup data.

Unfortunately, these two facets of vocational educationplacement and
follow-up--have too long been placed in a single category. Such a combination,
however convenient, has performed some degree of disservice to each. Their
meaning, purpose or the performance of these two vital functions of vocational
education requires that renewed emphasis be given them in legislation and that
followup become a follow through function that is integral to all vocational
eaacation.

LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT

Public Law 90-35, Part F, Section 552, provided for Leadership Development
Awards to be grated to selected individuals to pursue n three-year graduate
program in the arra of vocational education. Experience with the three-year
graduate program has provided evidence that the objectives of the program were
actually exceeded although the number of persons involved in the program was
small compared with the need. The investment by the federal government pro-
duced high returns in the form of positions of leadership actually achieved by
the graduates.

The number of persons from vocational education involved in the three-year
Leadership Development Awards program represented an extremely small per-
centage of the total number of vocational education teachers, as shown below

Percent
of total

number of
Number I of vocatonal

vocational Number of education
teachers awardees teachers

Fiscal year:
190.364 160 PO8
211, 50 216 .10
235, 658 216 .09

Summary DataVocational Education, Office of Education, Department of Health. Education, and Welfare, Washington,
D C.

National longitudinal Study of the High School Class of 197!, U.S. Department of
Health, Education and Velfare. Office of Education. Washington. D.C.

5 Employment of High School Graduates and Dropouts, U.S. Department of Labor,
Bureau of Labor Statistics, Special Labor Force Report No. 155, Washington, D.C.. 1973,
p. 28.
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Despite opinions advanced that the federal government was investing too highly
in doctoral programs, and that too many doctorates were being completed, the
opinion does not apply to vocational education. There is no evidence that too many
doctorates in vocational eduaction have been authorized.

It is recommended that the leadership development embrace not only the
doctoral program but also activities of program and individual leadership at
the state and national level. Federal funds should be utilized to solve problems
relating to more than one state or region in addition to providing a cadre of na-
tional leaders for vocational education. State contributions to leadership develop-
ment should center around the administrative and leadership needs peculiar to
each state and generated as a result of national activities.
Applied Research. Curriculum Derclopment and DemonstrationPrograms

Research, curriculum development and demonstration programs have been the
cutting edge for improving vocational education. The partnership between the
state and the federal government should remain an essential part of legislation.

There continues to be a need for a strong National Center for Vocational Educa-
tion to maintain progress through research and curriculum development. Applied
vocational research and curriculum development is imperative to improve voca-
tional education programs. Very little progress in vocational education research
can be attributed to the National Institute for Education. It is my understanding
that it is the stated objective of NIE to phase out all centers and laboratories
and proceed solely on the basis of RFP No one can exist on RFPs. Mr. Chairman,
we will be happly to pursue this with the committee at your discretion.
Summary

In conclusion. the Vocational Education Act of 1963 and the Amendments of
196:, are still vital and appropriate to vocational education of the next decade.
We do: however, hope this committee and Congress will consider some amend-
ments in order to strengthen the role of vocational education in meeting the
economic and social needs of this Nation. We feel our recommendations will asst
you with your delibeiations and provide a means Whereby vocational education
can assume a greater role :n human resources development. We offer assistance
for further consulzation and look forward to continuing to work with members of
the committee and the staff.

PREPAR..D STATEISENT OF GEORGE R. QUARLES. CHIEF AnNtisistitATott, BOARD OF
EDUCATION OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK

Mr Chairman and Nfembers of the Subcommittee On behalf of the teachers.
teat he- educators. supervisors and administrators and students who are involved
in v rational- technical education in New York City, we wish to express apprecia-
tion to the Congress and members of .he Subcommittee for the support given
to voca_inal education We realize you have a great concern for the development
of vocatimal education and its accomplishments and promise.

The Vocational Education Act. a'- amended in 1968, has provided limited but
highly imp)rtant funding for innovative Occupational Education programs in
New York City over the past several years. Fortunately. New York City alloca-
tions have hen increased over the years to the current level of about 8 million
dollars per year. TiO. =till represents only about Roc of the total annual expendi-
tures in New York City for occupational Education. The balance of the funding
is derived from tax-levy and. to a lesser extent. from other special private, State
and Federal funding sources

During the past live years the needs of the disadvantaged and handicapped
youth and adult populations have increased. making it even more imperative
that funding sources. such as VEA. provide the means to meet urgent needs.
It is recognized that sm.', funding, and requests for increased funding, must
be justified on ,e basis of so:id accomplisf-ments and evidence that the programs,
initiated through VEA funding. are cumin -all- being absorbed into the tax-lei'y
budget.

We are confide.-:; 'hat sve are being diligent in the actions we are taking in
meeting these o mera As a result. the VEA programs. although representing a
small portion of (h.+ upatonal Education expenditures, have played a unique and

S9-1
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Important role in expanding the scope of Occupational Education in the City.
This has been e% Wowed, not only in terms of many exemplary programs, but also
%%ith respect to loenetits to and Ileelmiplishments of the populations %% ho have I cell
served. Several examples. which %%ill represent the 1.(411/(( 1111(1 type of aceomplish-:
«ients, %%ill be discussed briefly to support our thesis that VEA funds have been
used effectively and that demonstrated accomplishments %%arrant continuation
of this type of funding.

COOPERATIVE EDUCATION AND WORE-STUDY PROGRAMS

VEA funding enabled approximately 9,000 students. from S2 of the City's High
schools, to participate in Cooperative Education programs in 1973-74. These
students have not only received realistic exposure to the world of work. but also
motivation in terms of attendance, up%%ard mobility and confidence in their
ability to produce effectively in gainful employment. Students involved in these
Cooperative Education programs have a remarkedly low drop -out rate and a
very high percentage of the high school graduates show successful performance
at the college level or ie employment. In addition, earnings of almost ten million
dollars per year, have been of critical importance to the disadvantaged students
involved in the program.

In allied programs. the Work/Study programs. 500 students were involved in
Work experiences for 20 hours per %%eek. In these cases. the students profit by
the exposure to %%ork situatiomi and gain valuable insight into the requirements
of the world of work. They also receive modest remuneration for their services
%%Welt, in all eases, is a prerequisite need Again, improvements observed in the
performance of these students, at their employment sites and in school, have
demonstrated the values of the program

TRADE AND TECHNICAL PROGRAMS

Most of the 40.000 secondary students, who received skills training in Trade
and Technical Subjects. here invoked in programs that probably %%001d not have
been offered %%ithout VEA funding assistance. This past year. for example, ap-
proximately 5,600 secondary students participated in t%%elve ne%% programs that
were initiated through VEA funding I should point 11111 that 1110.41 of the pro-
grams, initiated by VEA funding in past years, are non% part of the City's tax-
levy budget Of direct benefit to students in the Trade and Technical area, as
%%ell as in other Occupational Education programs. has been the development and
upgrading of curriculum materials This has involved the development of
Skills courses and curriculum in six %ovation:11 shop art as. Stich Cour- s and cur-
ricula permit greater flexibility of course offerings as till as incrooed and im-
proved training options for students.

AGRICULTURE AND RELATED SUBJECTS

Some 950 secondary students %%ere invohed in this past year in Agriculture
and Ornamental Ibirticulture programs. The effectiveness of these programs has
been enhanced by the appointment of a full-time Coordinator for all of the City's
secondary programs In this area This Coordinator's position %%as made possible
through VEA funding and most of the programs %%ere originally initiated by the
same funding source, it is important to point out that annual VEA expenditures
for these programs a- at this time. moderate since most of the programs have
now been absorbed in the tax-levy budget.

BUSINESS EDUCATION

Approximately 13.000 secondary students and 5,000 adults were given Occupa-
tional Tr:thaw.; this past year in Business Education i.rograills. These programs.
which are related to the major economic activities of the city, have been both
innovation and up to (late with respect to training requirements of the business
community. In total, over 100,000 secondary students were involved in tax-levy
training programs. many of %%hicli %%ere orh.iinally initiated through VEA funding
assistance.

a i D
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The readily available job market within the City, and the changing require-
ments through new business-related technologies. indicate the continuing need
to invoke increasing numbers of students in both expanded and new Business
Education programs. For example, new VEA funding is needed relative to new
areas of computerization, word processing and the like.

HEALTH OCCUPATIONS

Last year approximately 6,200 secondary students were involved in Health
Careers and Health Occupation courses at Sti of the City'. high schools. Some
1.500 of these students participated in programs that received VEA funding
support. In addition, 1,735 adults participated in similar YEA programs. The
importance of training for employment in this field, together with the need for
program Innovations to keep pace with changing technologies and work require-
ments, has justified VEA funding of a small staff to coordinate and monitor all
secondary and adult Health Occupations programs.

The learning and motivation effects of the VEA programs are evidenced by the
high performance of students involved in them f for example. excellent attend-
ance, few drop-outs and student's high performance levels at work or college.
In the future, the need for trained personnel in the City offers strong justifica-
tion for increased VEA funding to support the development and implementation
of new programs in this area.

ALTERNATIVE PROGRAMS

In providing the diversity of programs that will offer the options, experiences
and individualized instruction of optimum vaiue to students, a number of alter-
native programs have been successfully developed and implemented. Se.:eral of
these programs are discussed below.
Executive and human services internships

A few years ago, a program designated as an Executive internship program
was initiated in the city's high schools without assistance of VEA funds.
this program, selected students spend one-half of the school year working di-
rectly with executives in business and Industry, education and civic agencies.
For example, one of the Executive Interns was assigned to work with a Vice
President at A. T. & T.. another with NVNBCTV's Executive Producer-Commu-
nity Affairs, and still another with the l'resident of an advertising firm.

The results of this model program have been so outstanding, in terms of stu-
dent's motivation and advancement, that the bulk of the program funding is now
supported by tax-levy sources. It is of interest to note that the program is being
considered for replication in 25 U.S. Cities.

An outgrowth of this program, the Human Services Internship program, was
initiated this past year through the assistance of VEA funds. The 200 students
involved in this program work directly with executives and managers of Human
Services programs. as well as with case workers, and participate in their daily
experiences. There is every indication that this "Second (len:ration" Internship
Program will be as successful as the predecessor program in providing valid
world of work experiences for the students.
Shared instructional services

A new and significant program for secondary students, the Shared Instruc-
tional Services program. was initiated in 1970-71 for students of Academic High
Schools who desired training in vocational subjects. Since that year, when 45 stu-
dents were involved, the growth has been dramatic. This past year, 750 students
participated in 33 vocational courses, an increase of almost 50% in course offer-
ings over 1972-73. Students from 52 of the City's 70 Academic and Comprehen-
sive High Schools participated in these vocational programs in 25 of the Voca-
tional High Schools.

This program. initiated and supported through YEA funding, has opened up
options that heretofore have not been available for many students. However,,
there has been evidence of the need to expand the programs in several occupa-
tional areas: for example, in Medical Services, Health Careers, Business and
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Disbrioutive Education. and Agriculture and Ornamental Horticulture. The need
for program expansion is considered necessary to accommodate the large num-
ber of students who each year are denied admission to occupational education
programs. Last year, mere than 7,500 students were denied admission to Voca-
tional High Schools and another 1,200 could not be admitted for instruction on
a shared-time basis. While tax-levy funds provide a substantial portion of the
support for the program, there is urgent need for additional VEA funds to pro-
vide maximal opportunity for vocational and occupational education for all
students of the City, regardless of social, educational or economic status or geo-
graphical locations.
If ter school occupational skills program

The After School Occupational Skills program represents another significant
educational accomplishment made possible through VEA funding. This past year
some 5,260 secondary public and nonprofit private school students voluntarily
attended programs after school and on Saturdays for training in 50 unit skills
courses. This represents a 60% increase in student enrollment and a 40% in-
crease in course offerings compared to 1972-73. The growth in attendance in
these programs, and the increased motivation and achievements of participating
students, reflect the program's accomplishments. While substantial support for
the program is now derived from tax-levy funding, continued and increased VEA
funding is essential to providing new and diverse program offerings for students.
This takes on particular significance when we recognize that this program serves
the entire secondary school population of New York City. This includes non-
public as well as public school students and those students enrolled during the
regular school day in occupational proignms.
Satellite academy program

The Satellite Academies Program offers skills training and work-study oppor-
tunities in business and health careers subjects to approximately 450 secondary
students, most of whom are former truants and drop-outs. Students rotate be-
tween ten weeks at the Academies for course 1,ork and skills training and ten
weeks at a work-site where they receive paid work experience. Intensive counsel .
ing and individualized instruction activities are also included as part of each
student's program. This alternative approach has been highly successful at im-
proving attendance and retention rates, increasing the number of students con-
tinuing to post-secondary education, and placing students in viable jobs upon
graduation.
The Clinton program

The Clinton Program is the only alternative Junior High School in New York
City with an emphasis on Occupational Education preparation. This program,
which serves approximately 150 students, splits its day between morning aca-
demic activities and afternoon activities designed to orient students to a variety
of occupational areas and skills. One major outcome of this program has been a
large increase in the number of students applying for and obtaining admission
to specialized high schools and special occupational programs, such as the Satel-
lite Academies and Cooperative Education. Close cooperation between the school,
major New York City industries, ana community agencies has been another out-
standing feature of the program.

PROGRAMS FOR THE HANDICAPPED

VEA funds were expended last year in training approximately 1,700 ..andi-
capped students in Special Education programs. While over 90 percent of the
students involved were at the secondary level. one very successful program func-
tioned as a placement and referral center for both secondary and adult students.
As a result of the efforts of this group, some 700 handicapped students were
placed in summer jobs through YSA and HRA.

Several of the VEA funded programs for the handicapped have been exemplary
in their performance and effectiveness ; for example, Work/Study for Deaf
Adults, Travel Training for Handicapped Secondary Students and Integration
of Handicapped Students into Vocational High Schools. Overall, a need for
greatly expanded occupational programs is acute. However. as witness to the
pioneering and critical role of VEA funded programs. they have represented over
90 percent of the occupational training effort of the City for handicapped students.

r"'r-C0g,, 1
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ADULT PROGRAMS

In meeting the chanalg needs of the City's labor market, VEA funds have
been used in developing and implementing training programs for the disadvan-
taged and unemployed adults. Some 25,000 adults are involved in these pro-
grams; about 40% in the Business Education, Health Careers and Special Educa-
tion programs noted earlier, ano the balance in the Pre-Employment Program.
This latter program involves 15,000 adults in many types of training experience
programs, including those in rehabilitation centers (as Riker's Island, drug
addicts' half-way houses, and the like). Overall, the Pre-Employment program
provides training in 15 occupational clusters for the City's adult population.

COMPREHENSIVE EDUCATION SYSTEM

We have the firm conviction that a comprehensive educational system is neces-
sary in providing options of training and freedom of choler- for students at the
secondary and :Wait levels. We are also convinced that students must have
realistic career counseling, exploratory experiences, and knowledge 3f training
opportunities. available to them (and the requirements for participation in the
programs). In addition, and perhaps obviously, the trainees need support by way
of job counseling and assistance in job placment.

To this end, we have viewed the total community as a "Career Campus" com-
prised of a variety of viable educational programs, not only in the schools and
shops, but also in industry, civic and community locations. In initiating a model
of this type, we have been assisted by VEA funding in an area of dire need within
the City, the South Bronx. This program, now in the early stages of implementa-
tion will, in our expectations, provide a model that can be replicated in other
geographic areas of the City.

An essential part of this Model, and its related programs, involves articulation
with the "feeder" schools (and even the Elementary schools) on the one hand
and, on the other, Community Colleges of the area, The potential advantages of
closing the interface between secondary and post-secondary schools, staffs and
programs lie in improved educational sequences for students and economies of
operation. With this in mind, we are diligently pursuing discussions with staffs of
the post-secondary institutions and developing articulated programs, with the
exception that those related to skills training will be supported by VEA funding.

CAREER EDUCATION

The implementation of Career Education requires the development of curricu-
lum and programs at the Elementary level in order to achieve full benefits of
the system. We have been active in developing liaison with District and School
staffs in encouraging and assisting in the developing of bona fide Career Educa-
tion programs at the lower grade levels. To date, this has been accomplished
without the assistance of VEA funding; however, the utilization of such funds
could have important results that would be felt at the higher grade levels in the
years ahead.

I should point out that we have participated in a State supported program,
SPICE (State Project to Implement Career Education), which has been effected
in three Districts of the City. SPICE staff members have worked with District
and School staffs in workshops, in-service training programs, and the like, in
infusing Career Education into all aspects of the disciplines of the various
schools. During the past year, these programs have been effected at six Elemen-
tary and three Junior High Schools, as well as at two of the Academic High
Schools The result,' have been encouraging and many of the participating teach-
ers have gained new insights into the educational processes, as they relate to
the world of work, and new motivation for the development of more effective
programs. It is anticipated that these programs will be strengthened and ex-
panded to additional schools and Districts in the coming year.

SUMMARY

In general, the VEA funds have been used in the City to fill the void, left by
taxlevy funding, in providing additional educational opportunities that are
innovative and relevant to technological changes and the requirements of the
employment market. In effect, the VEA funds have represented "seed money"

-
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that has had a Major multiplier effect in terms of student development, :Is well
as In the development of now and significant programs and educational (oppr-
tunities for nitinmte incorporation into tax-levy budget of the Pity'.

The history of effective utilization of VEA funds argue strongly in favor of
continued and increased funding. This conclusion 1s supported by the demon-
qrated value and accomplishments of current and past VEA programs.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF EiCANcIS TrITI.E. STATE DIRECTOR OE OKLAHOMA STATE
DEPAirratExr or VocATItim, AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION

Mr. nmirman and Members of the Subcommittee: On behalf of the 2000
teacher teacher educators. supervisors and administrators of vocational educa-
tion In Oklahoma and tile 50 State Directors of Vocational and Technical Edu-
cation. we wish to expr.,ss our appreciation for the support the Congress has
ghen vocational education.

We realize that advancements have been made in meeting the needs of indi-
viduals and business. industry and government services, but a great need still
exists in Oklahoma cud throughout the nation if we are to fulfill the demands
being placed upon us.

This can be exemplified by showing the unmet need of persons and manpower
in Oklahoma Annually. there are 50.986 persons needed to meet the demands of
business. industry. and government services representing the occupational train-
ing sector. The number of trainees aailable for placement from public vocational
and technical education meets 23.9 percent of the annual demand. This leaves
76.1 percent of the annual demand n 1 being trained for by any public voca-
tional and technical education training program. It all sectors of supply, public
vocational and technical education. Employment Security registrants, and the
private sector, only 51.37 loereent of the demand is being met annually.

In analyzing the total available supply for trained manpower in Oklahoma,
it is found that 4(1.53 percent of the supply is composed from the publie voca-
tional and technical education training sector. 11.21 percent from the private
school sector, and 42.26 percent from the Employment Security Commission
registration Mts. Indications are that the Employment Security Commission
registrants need upttra or cross training in order to gain and hold a Job.
These facts clearly indicate the challenge we have in order to meet the needs for
trained manpower in Oklahoma. Table I provides a breakdown of the demand
and supply of manpower in Oklahoma.

TABLE I DEMAND AND SUPPLY

Total
Public

trained

Percent
demand
supplied

by public

OESC
revs-
Hants

Percent
demand
supplied
by OESC

!cps-
Private
scboOi

Percent
demand
supplied

by
private

Percent
demand

being
supplied

by all
Occupational area demand supply Damirg supply trants upply school sources

Agriculture .. . . . . 2, 305 1,249 54 18 121 5 24 22 0.95 60.37
Distribution and marketing . 12.609 1.326 10.51 3.302 26.18 440 3 48 40,17
Health . - . 4, 571 2, 054 44 93 1,031 22 55 319 6. 97 74, 45
Gainful home economics... 2.610 178 6 81 587 22, 49 0 0 29.30
Office occupation.. .. 11.655 2.625 22 52 2,753 23 62 1.162 9.96 56 10
Technical.. . 2,444 500 20 45 414 16 93 209 8,55 45 93
Trade and industry - 14, 792 4,256 28 77 2.860 19 33 786 5.31 53 41

Total 50,986 12. 188 23.9 11, 086 21 7 2, 938 5.76 51.36

Supply composition (percent). - 46 53 . 42 26 = II 21 ..

Vocational and technical education has grown in Oklahoma hilt not a rate
sufficient enough to meet the demands being placed on it for trained manpower.
In 196T, the capital totality for industrial growth was $f 2.290.000. The projection
for capital outlay for industrial growth in 1973 was $500.000.000. The State
Department has developed a comprehensive information system to assist in
planning vocational and technical education to meet the demands resniiing from
industrial growth in Oklahoma. The 'nformation system contains manpower

C
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forecasting and hid/ fidual student data which, when combined, compose the Oc-
cupational Training Information System (OTIS). This information is compiled
on a statewide basis and by economic region. The manpower system is provided
to local education agencies to assist them in planning programs. The Occupa-
tional Training Information System is coordinated with 13 other agencies. The
major agencies involved are the: Oklahoma Employ:nent Security Commission,
Comprehensive Manpower Planning Council, State Health Manpower Planning
Council. Board of Nurse Registration and Nurse Education, Nlanpower Adnonis-
tration of the United States, Department of Labor, Manpower Development
Training Division, Oklahoma Industrial Development and Parks Department.
Oklahoma Office of Community Affairs and Planning, Oklahoma State University,
and Ozarks Regional Commission.

Since 1968, Oklahoma has had a gain of 32.5 percent enrollment. There were
S7,651 persons enrolled in vocational and technical education in 1968. In 1973,
there were 116,127 persons enrolled in occupational _duration. The disadvantaged
and handicapped enrollment has also gained since 1968. There were 4.S60 dis-
advantaged individuals trained in 1968. In 1973 there were 21.653 disadvantaged
persons trained. This represents a 445 percent growth in the disadvantaged per-
sons enrolled in vocational education. There were 4,740 handicapped persons en-
rolled in 1968, and in 1973. there were 6,075. This represents an increase of 28
percent of handicapped individuals in occupational education.

All Part B funded programs in Oklahoma have had an increase in enrollment.
In 1968, there were 53,&)4 persons enrolled. In 1973. there were 90,475 persons
enrolled. This represents a 67.9 percent growth in enrollment from Part B funds.

The exemplary programs and projects also show an increase. In 1968, there
were nine programs with 135 persons enrolled. In 1973, there were 15 programs
and 2.110 plb rson%; 'urolled.

Consumer and homemaking programs have had un increase in enrollment from
3O.40e in 1968 to 32.624 in 1973. This represents a 7.3 percent increase in the
number of individuals trained.

The cooperative vocational education Part G funded programs currently have
an enrollment of 1,752. All the cooperative vocational education programs in
klahoma show a marked increase. In 1968, there were 3,712 persons enrolled

in cooperative vocational education. In 1973, there were 9.643 persons enrolled.
This represents an increase of 260 percent enrollment in cooperative vocational
Mt% t ion since 1968.

These enrollments. by purpose. are contained in Tables II through VIII.
Each year the percentage of local contributions has exceeded the federal re-

quirements for matching funds. In Part A 102(b) Disadvantaged, in fiscal year
1969. there were no state or local matching funds required for the disadvantaged
programs. In 1971. it increased to 2 percent. in 1972, to 3 percent. and in 1973.
to 6 percent. In the Part B State Program. 50 percent of the federal funds were
matched by state and local requirements in 1969. This increased to 7R percent
in 1973.

Part C Research required 25 percent matching in 1969 and this has incrolsed
to 44 percent in 1973 In Part I) Exemplary, there are no matching state and
local funds required and at the present time 27 percent of thy funds are being
provided by stave and local revenue.

In consumer homemaking Part F. 50 percent of matching funds are required
from state and local sources. In 1973. S7 percent was provided by state and local
sources.

In cooperative Part G. there are no matching funds required and currently
59 percent . me programs are being matched by state and local funds.

In Part II Work Study. the requirement is 20 percent state and local matching
and currently there are 22 percent being provided from these sources.

Table IX provides a breakdown by year for the specific purposes of the Act.
Not only has vocational and technical education enrollment increased in

Oklahoma. but data indicates that the persons trained by occupational programs
are either out( ring employment or continuing their education in a related field
Seventy-seven percent of the graduates from occupational training programs in
Okalboina are either available for the labor force or are enrolled in school in a
field related to their vocational and techincal training. Of those persons who
n re available for the I..bor fors ,.. 79 percent are employed. Over a five year period.
RO percent of the persons available for the labor force were employed in a field
related to their training.
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TABLE 11.DISADVANTAGED AND HANDICAPPED ENROLLMENT

1968 1973

Disadvantaged : : 4,160 21,653
Handicapped ..... . , ..... ......... .. ...........: ..... ...... .. .... 4,740 6,075

Note: There has been a 445 percent growth in disadvantaged persons enrolled in vocational education shit:61M. There
his been an increase of 28 percent enrollment of handicapped individuals in occupational education.

TABLF iil TOTAL ENROLLMENTS BY DIVISIONS (PT. B FUNDED PROGRAMS)

1968 1973

23,236 25, 591
Distributive education ....... , .. .. , _ 2,110 6,689
Keelth . , , 1,411 4,087
Home economics 09 Oi 2,005 2.560
Business and .. .... ... . ...... ......... 4,153 1.575
Technical ........... ...... ............. ..... ........ 3.99$ 4,693
Trade and IndustrY . ,

Total.- ....... .......... ................ ..... ..... ...........
16,904
53,1114

31.273
90,475

Note: Oklahoma had a 67 9 percent growth in enrollment from part B funds since 1968.

TABLE IV EXEMPLARY PROGRAMS AND PROJECTS

1961 1573

Number of programs .. ..... .. 9 15
Number of persons 135 2.110

TABLE V CONSUMER AND HOMEMAKING ENROLLMENTS (Pt. F Funds)

Year 1968 1973

30.403 32.624

Note: Consumer and homemaking has increased enrollments by 7.3 percent sine, 1968.

TABLE VI.COOPERATIVE VOCATIONAL EDUCATION (Pt. B AND G)

1968 1973

1.752
Capp. pert B. 3, 712

Total... ....... ...... .... . . .... ..... .. 3.712 9.643

TABLE VII WORK STUDY PROGRAMS

1963 1968 1973

Work study enrollment 134 4%

TABLE VOLRESIDENTIAL VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

1363 1968 1973

Numlier of schools -. 1 1 1

Enrollminf . 1,100 1.600 2.600

6)
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TABLE IX.--FEDERAL, STATE, AND LOCAL EXPENDITURE BY PURPOSE 1969-73

fin Want'

State and
local

matching
funds

State and local fund: provided

required 1970 1971 1972 1973Purposes

Pt. A-102 (b), disalvantaged..x 0 0 2 3 6
Pt. B, State programs 50 78 10 74 78

Pt. C, research ..... ......... 25 2t 30 26 44

Pt. 0, exemplary 0 4 4 3 27

Pt. F. consumer and homemaking 50 92 90 $1 87

Pt- G, 0 66 49 34 59
PL H, work study. , , 20 20 24 22 22

A v e r a g e .. . . . .-- - - - -: -- - - - - - - - --- - - -: - 78 79 73 77

A survey of graduates of vocational and technical education training programs
in Oklahoma was conducted in 1973 and the results show that most graduates
felt the skill training they received was very good to excellent. When asked if
they would take the same vocational program again, provided they could start
over. KT percent indicated that they would. Most graduates found it easy to adapt
to the equipment on the job. Over three-fourths of the former students said the
equipment in their classes was similar or superior to that on the job. The gradu-
ates regarded their vocational instruct'rs very highly in the areas of teaehing,
quality. knowledge, and interest shown towards students. The students indi-
cated that their teachers were helpful in job placement, counseling, career deci-
sions, and providing learning experiences.

Emplo)crs were also surveyed. When asked if they were satisfied with the
employees' vocational training. 87 percent indicated that they were. They were
asked to rate quality of work produced by the employee and 90 percent rated
the quality as average or above. Tables X and XI provide follow-up data for the
1972-73 graduates and a five year follow-up of graduates from vocational and
technical training in Oklahoma.

TABLE X FOLLOW-UP OF 1972-73 GRADUATES FROM OKLAHOMA VOCATIONAL AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION

Program area

Percent
available

for the
labor force

Percent
employed

related

Percent in
Wipe'

related

Agriculture. .. ...... ..... ............ 39 74 36

Distributive education.. . - - 53 U 24
Health 72 88 14

Home economics (gainful) 36 62 22.
Business and office .... .... ......

_ _ _ _

- - 55 80 24

Technical---.:.. .... ...............=-- ..... 46 111 31

Trade and industry .. ..... - - .... 61 74 15

Average 52 79 25

TABLE XI.- 5-YEAR FOLLOW-UP OF GRADUATES TRAINED BY VOCATIONAL AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION
IN OKLAHOMA

Program area

Percent
available

for the
tabor fora

Percent
employed

related

Agriculture 61 71

Distributive education .... .... .. . _

...... .. 59 85
Health 42 93
Home economics (seinful) . .

. .... .. - 40 70

Business and office.: .... .......... .. ..... SB 77...
Technical - - -... ..... - - ............ ..... 73 91

Trade and mdustry.. . . ....... .. . . ......... ... 51 72

53 80

e -

k
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The State Department of Vocational and Technical Education administers the
manpower training programs for the state of Oklahoma. The state has a resi-
dential skill training center at Sulphur, skill centers located in Oklahoma City,
Tulsa, and Tahlequah. and inmate training centers located at Hodgins and
Lexington, Oklahoma. Planning has been done for the conversion to the Co-npre-
hensive Employment and Training Act. There should be very little difficulty in
administering programs under the Act.

There are currently twenty area vocational and technical training districts in
Oklahoma. Seventeen of these districts are in operation. In 1973-74, the Area
Vocational-Technical Training Schools of Oklahoma enrolled appron_ .itely
22,000 students. Of this number, 10,755 were either secondary students or full-
time adults. Studies indicate that Oklahoma needs 28 area vocational and tech-
nical training school districts in order to have occupational training accessible
to all persons within the state and to provide a comprehensive vocational pro-
gram in order for individuals to have the opportunity to receive training in a
career they desire. Increased cost of land acquisition, construction, and equip-
ment has placed a burden on state and local sources of revenue in the establish-
ment of area vocational-technical schools. Additional sources of revenue are
needed in order to provide the state a comprehensive area vocational-technical
school system. Table XII shows the funds expended for construction and
equipment.

Oklahoma has one of the most advanced curriculum centers in the nation.
Curriculum on the behavioral objective approach has been developed in all
occupational areas. The center in Oklahoma has been designated as a regional
center for the coordination of curriculum development. The curriculum materials
are utilized by all occupational areas, in addition, they are sought after by many
of the other states. Oklahoma has provided the leadership for curriculum area
throughout the nation Even with these advancements, we have only been able
to make a small dent in the 135 different occupational training programs we
currently offer in Oklahoma. Demands are constantly being placed upon the state
department for new training programs and new technologies are constantly
making it necessary to revise the existing curriculum materials.

The State Department of Vocational and Technical Education has assumed
the role of leadership in career education for the state. The program has been
developed and tested in a comprehensive high school in Sand Springs. Oklahoma.
The program will be continued in that school system and the career education
concept will he expanded to the total county of Tulsa next year, In addition to
projects, the State Department of Vocational and Technical Education maintains
a complete career education library as well as coordinating the development of
career education in the state.

Currentl:;, 29.96 percent of the freshmen in the state of Oklahoma are enrolled
in occupational education. 29.12 percent of the sophomores are enrolled, 40.10
percent of the juniors are enrolled, and 48.32 percent of the seniors are enrolled
for an average of 36.22 percent of grades nine through twelve who are enrolled
in occupational education. Table XIII contains the number and percentages of
secondary students currently receiving training in Oklahoma. There are currently
7,875 post secondary -Indents enrolled in technical education. This represents a
small percentage of he post secondary enrollment in the two year junior and
community co'leges in the state of Oklahoma. There are currently 39,229 adults
trained in preparatory and supplemental vocational and technical education in
Oklahoma. This is a tolren of the potential of adults that need training in order
to prepare themselves for an occupational or to upgrade themselves in their
current occupation.

r 'Vs - ft r
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TABLE XII -CONSTRUCTION AND EQUIPMENT

Year Local State Federal Total

1963....
1964

, :ZZ 2ZZZ
9,925.14.

9, 942.07
9, 925. 14

1965 . . . 1, 572, 974 61 7, 334 98 1, 606, 570.72 3, 186, 880.31
1966
1967. .

1.832,
, 2109 110

247, 957 87
199, 485 CO

I, 601, 856 88
1, 759, 302.00

3,
4,

681, 895.00
018, 066.00

1968... .

Total _

... 1,174, 258. 00 III, 010 00 1, 445, 194.00 2, 730, 462.00

. 6, 638, 591.86 585, 655.06 4, 967, 010.60 12, 191,257. 52

1969 . . 1, 232, 642.00 324, 912 00 907, 729.00 2, 465,283 00
1970 . . . 1, 057.422 00 I, 150, 400 00 253, 369 00 2, 461,191. 00
1971. . . _ 3,134, 642 00 1, 825.000 00 1, 893, 881 00 6, 853, 526 00
1972

Total.

. 682, 002.00 525, 000.00 1,358, 721.00 2, 565,723, 00

6,106, 708 00 3, 825, 312 00 4, 413, 703.00 14, 345, 723.00

1473.. . 073, 963.00 255, 261.00 408, 272.00 1, 737, 498.00
1974 3, 060. 000, 00 2,120, 000 00 250, 000 00 5, 430, 000.00

TABLE XIII -OKLAHOMA VOCATIONAL ENROLLMENTS AND PERCENTAGES FOR GRADES 9-12 (SCHOOL YEAR
1972-73)

Grades 9 10 11 12 Total

Original enVies 51,416 50,858 46, 806 41, 461 190, 541
Vocals:nal-technical enrollment 15.406 14,812 18, 768 20, 036 69, 022
Percentage enrollment 29 96 29.12 40.10 48 32 36.22

Perantao enrollment 11 and 12 corn-
b ile& 43.96

With 54 percent of the jobs in Oklahoma being at less than the professional
level, a great need still exists. It is apparent that Oklahoma is reaching approxi-
mately half of the youth who should be prep..ring themselves for the labor force.
A. study conducted by the State Department of Vocational and Technical Educa-
tion with business. industry, and government services in the state indicates that
14S340 persons currently employed need some kind of upgrade training annually.
This leaves 129.511 individuals annually needing training that is not currently
being met by vocational and technical education training programs in the state.
In cddition. there are approximately 50.000 unemploye0 individuals annually that
need either new training or upgrading in order to ghin employment. Table XIV
gives the trend in enrollments since 1963 and a projection for 1979.

Enrollments in the public schools in Oklahoma reveal that there will not be
an appreciable decrease in enrollment over the next ten year period. If new
industry keeps expanding as it has over the past six years, new demands will be
placed on the State Department of Vocational and Technical Education to meet

Manpower requirements.
It is evident that an increase in federal funds would increase the amount of

state and local funds being generated and expended for vocational and technical
education. The percentage increase of the last five years from federal funds was
66 percent while the increase of state and local funds was 73 percent. This in-
crease has resulted in a 50 percent increase in enrollment in vocational and tech-
nical education in Oklahoma since 1968. If federal funds were doubled we would
still not be meeting the needs of individuals, industry,, business and government
services.

TABLE XIV -VOCATIONAL EDUCATION ENROLLMENTS IN OKLAHOMA

1963 1968 1973 19791

Secondary..
Postsecondary
Adult . -

. 49,

20,

087
495
086

57,
3,

26,

252
667
732

116,
7,

39,

127
875
229

145,158
11, 812
58, 843

Projected. based on historical growth
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STATEMENTS OF DR. LOWELL BURKETT, EXZUUTivh DIRECTOR,
AMERICAN VOCATIONAL ASSOCIATION, ACCOMPANIED BY DR.
MARY L. EMS, PRESIDENT, AVA; GEORGE QUARLES, CHIEF
ADMINISTRATOR, OFFICE OF CAREER EDUCATION, BOARD OF
EDUCATION OF no CITY OF NEW YORK, BROOKLYN, N.Y.; AND
DR. FRANCIS TUTTIX, STATE DIRECTOR, STATE DEPARTMENT
OF VOCATIONAL-TECHNICAL EDUCATION, STILLWATER, OKLA

Dr. BURKETT. Thank you so much, Mr. Chairman. I want to con-
gratulate you and the members of this committee for having ac-
complished a great thing for education with the acceptance of the
conference report for H.R. 69.

Mr. Chairman, on behalf of the more than 50,000 vocational edu-
cators that are members of the American Vocational Association we
thank you and the members of Congress for your interest in voca-
tional education.

The purpose of this hearing is to take a look at the Vocational
Education Amendments of 1968, and its impact on the Nation in the
preparation of youth and adults for the world of work.

We want to also thank you and praise you for the work that you
have done in the past in terms of providing a basis in legislation for
the vocational program. The 1963 act and the 1968 amendments are
good legislation.

We certainly do not want to do anything at all to destroy the out-
standing work that this legislation has accomplished. We realize the
validity of these acts. They have stimulated great advances in voca-
tional education and have continued to provide growth and improve-
ment in the program.

In the past 10 years there has been two national reviews of voca-
tional education which resulted in the 1963 act and the 1968 amend-
ments. We realize that there is time now, after some 6 years to really
take a look at the act and see how well it is performing.

We want to cooperate with you in every way we possibly can to pro-
vide you, as the chairman of the committee, and the members of the
committee all the information that you need to assess what the act has
done and where we should be going in the future.

Unfortunately, the 1968 amendments did not provide a review pro-
cedure and, as a result of that, the American Vocational Association
has put together a group of outstanding leaders in the field who have
assembled and worked in our office for the past few months studying
and getting together the information we think will be helpful to you.

We have, at this time, completed what we consider to be one of the
first steps. and perhaps an important step, in the progress of this
review. We have for you the results of this study.

If you would like to put it in the hearing at this time I would be
delighted.

Chairman PEuwiws. Without objection, that will be inserted in the
record. This is most important. and I think the Members of the House
of Representatives would like to read it.

[The document referred to follows :]
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amencan vocetRincli ,issocahon ,r,c 1510 h street nv., gto, c c .20J03 202 737-3722

August 1, 1974

DEAR VOCATIONAL EDUCATOR

Enclosed herewith you will find a copy of the report of the study
of the Vocational Education Amendments of 1968, and proposals for
strengthening and improving the legislation

This study was conducted under the auspices of the American Vocational
Association with support from the National Association of State Directors of
Vocational Education. Eight States provided the financial resources and
the State directors of these States served as advisors to the study.

The staff conducting the study was comprised of two well-known and
highly respected vocational educators, Dr. Melvin L. Barlow (California)
and Mr. Victor Van Hook (Oklahoma).

After developing an Initial draft many individuals and organizations
made suggestions. This draft represents a compromise oo.nt of view
which hopefully will be accepted as a basis for consideration of future
vocational education legislation.

S'fncerely,

Low 1 A. Burkett
Ex utive Director

cc Deputy U.S. Commissioner of Education

for Occupational and Adult Education

Executive Director,
National Advisory Council on Vocational Education

fl`



Why is this study necessary? More than a decade ago a point of view

developed that at periodic intervals the national program of vocational

educatior should be studied in order to adjust Federal legislation for

vocations' education according to social, economic, and technological

needs. The Vocational Education Act of 1963 determined (as recmmemded by

the Panel of Consultants on Vocational Education) that the interval should

be five years. Accordingly, in 1966, the President appointed an Advisory

Council to sake a study of vocational education, and required that the

Council mate its report not later than January 1, 1968. This report was

made on schedule and subsequently the Congress designed and passed the

Vocational Education Amendments of 1968. No legislative procedure now exists

for periodic reviews of vocational education and seven years have now passed

since the last major study of the legislative needs of vocational education.

Early in 1974 a consortium of State Directors of Vocational Education

pooled some of their funds for the purpose of conducting a study of the

legislation with a view toward providing a base of information for the

Congress to use in connection with proposed oversight hearings concerning

vocational education, and to determine if changes in legislation were

necessary in order for vocational education to serve more effectively more

of the people of the nation as they prepare for, and advance in, the world

of work.

The consortium cif State Directors of Vocational Education requested

that the Nmerican Vocational Associatiur, manage and conduct the study. A

draft of the study, dated June i, 1974, was prepared for review and

discussion. Hundreds of persons and organized groups across the nation

41. C ..`;
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(Foreword cont'd)

responded to the first draft. Upon the recommendations received about the

study of vocational education a second draft, dated August 1, 1974, was

prepared which represents as nearly as possible a consensus.

This draft proposes that the Vocational Education Act of 1963 be

amended and reorganized on the basis of five major TITLES, with each TITLE

consisting of several PARTS. To date, the study of vocational education

confirms what many people have suspected, that the Vocational Education

Amendments of 1968 is on the whole a very good piece of legislation and

that not too much is actually wrong with the '68 Amendments. However,

the study does provide an opportunity to tighten up certain parts of the

present law based upon the experience of the past few years of operation

and to expand the services of vocational education.

TITLE I, provides for the Federal and State administration of

vocational education, the National Advisory Council, State advisory councils,

and a new PART concerning statewide planning for vocational education.

TITLE II, provides an emphasis upon vocational g-idance and exploration.

Attention to this priority area is essential in order to assure quality

vocational education programs in the future. Providing youth and adults

with the opportunity to make realistic vocational choices, based upon a

clear understanding of self in relation to that choice, is urgent in the

rapidly changing social and economic scene.

TITLE III, Vocational Education Program Support, takes into account

all of the vocational education programs, secondary, postsecondary, and

adult, and in addition provides for student organizations in vocational

education and for the use of the vocational education facilities of

private non-profit and proprietary institutions.
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(Foreword cont'd)

TITLE IV, brings out prominently for the first time in vocational

education all of the service functions that support and add strength to

the vocational education program of the nation. Provision is made for an

expanded teacher education program, continuation of leadership development,

in the form of graduate leadership development awards, and an emphasis

upon placement and followup. In addition, Title IV provides for student

support programs in the form of work-study funds and stipends in order to

make possible a new "outreach" program in vocational education to.assist

those persons who have fallen through the cracks in the educational and

social structure, and to enable them to fill a more appropriate place in

the world of work.

TITLE V, accounts for applied research, curriculum development,

exemplary demonstration and implementation programs, and for leadership

development workshops, symposia, and projects.

Some State Agency

This study expresses the point of view that policy and authority for

the administration of vocational education in the State rests with the

State Board for Vocational Education which is the sole State agency for

vocational education with which the Federal Government cooperates in

matters related to vocational education:, The State Board shall not

surrender its independence in the matter of the governance of vocational

education in the State. The points of view expressed in this study provide

for increased fleAib11.;4 for the State to develop policy fog vocational

education governing programs and distribution of funds that does in fact

provide for the unique needs for vocational education in that State.
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(roreword cont'd)

Statewide Planning

This study recommends strrngly that the previous "State Plan" (which

wac largely a compliance document and not a State plan for vocational

education ) concept be replaced by a statewide planning ducument representing

4-6 years of forward planning and which is update?' biennially. This plan

must take into account all of the provisions of the Act, and the State is

accountable for progress based upon the statewide plan. Acceptance of the

provisions of Federal law for vocational education can be accomplished by

a simple Act of the State legislature.

Leadership at the Federal Level

Strong leadership, with authority at the Federal level, has been a

traditional aspectie vocational educational which has served the nation well

during the past 57 years. Such leadership and authority must be assigned

to the U.S. Commissioner of Education and vested in the Deputy U.S.

Commissioner for Occupational and Adult Education. Staffing of the Bureau of

Occupational and Adult Education should be in accord with the total expenditures

(Federal, State, and local) in vocational education. The authority of the

Deputy Commissioner should not be delegated to regional administrators or to

other agencies or offices. Professional personnel of exemplary competence

must be assigned to th. ,fice of the Deputy Commissioner for Occupational and

Adult Education in accordance with the size of the national program of vocational

education.

Funding Premise

This study is based on the premise that it is appropriate for the

Congress to provide block funds for each cf the TITLE.) which are apportioned

to the States. Funds for TITLE V would be shared on a 50-50 basis with the

tc;
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(Foreword cont'd)

Office of Education and the States. Funds assigned to the Office of Education

would be regarded as discretionary furls for vocational education to be

administered by the Deputy Commissioner for Occupational and Adult Education.

Periodic Reviews of Vocational Education

It is strongly recommended that the Congress incorporate in proposed

revisions of the Vocational Education Act of 1963 the concept of periodic

reviews of vocational education. [See Title 1, pp. 14 and 15] In this

.4 the Congress can take stock of the program of vocational education in

the Nation and can make adjustments in the program with added clarity and

precision.

Establishment of National Priorities

The establishment of National priorities should be the responsibility

of Congress,

Lowell A. Burkett
Project Director

Melvin L. Barlow
Project Administrator

Victor Van Hook
Project Consultant

_
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LEGISLATIVE PROPOSALS FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

TITLE I - GENERAL PROVISIONS

his TILE contains the Declaration of Purpose of Vocational
Education; definitions of a variety of terms referred to in the legislative
proposals and in P.L. 90-576; statements related to the overall administration
of vocational education; three PARTS, A,B.d C, for which funding is suggested;
and funding recommendations.

All quotations refer to wording in P.L. 90-576.
Suggested additions to P.L. 90-576 are shown by underlining, and deletions
are shown by a series of dashes through the words to be deleted.

Declaration of Purpose

"It is the purpose of this Act to authorize Federal grants to States

to assist them to maintain, extend, and improve
existing programs of

vocational education, to develop new programs of vocational and prevocational

education, and to provide part-time employment for youths who need the

earnings from such employment to continue their vocational training on a

full-time basis, to provide stipends to selected youth, young adults,

and adults who are unemployed or underemployed and who need such education

to adjust their employment to their abilities, so that persons of all ages

in all communities of the State--those who must develop an awareness of

and orientation to the world of work and must have an opportunity to

explore occupational areas ov their choice with the assistance of

competent vocational guidance and counseling, those in high school who

desire to prepare for the world of work, those who have completed or

discontinued their formal education and are preparing to enter the labor

market, those who have already entered the labor market but need to upgrade

their skills or learn new ones, those with special educational handicaps,

and those in postsecondary schools--will have
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ready access to vocational training or retraining which is of high quality,

which is realistic in the light of actual or anticipated opportunities for

gainful employment, and which is suited to their needs. interests, and

ability to benefit from such training'

Definitions

(I) Vocational education. "The term 'vocational education' means

vocational or technical training or retraining which is given in schools or

classes (including field or laboratory work and remedial or related academic

and technical instruction incident thereto) under public supervision and

control or, by private non-profit or proprietary schools under contract with

a State Board or local educational agency and is conducted as part of a

program designed to prepare individuals for gainful employment as semiskilled

or stilled workers or technicians or subprofessionals in recognized

occupations and in new and emerging occupations or to prepare individuals for

enrollment in advanced technical education programs, but excluding any

program to prepare individuals for employment in occupations which the

Commissioner determines, and specifies by regulation, to be generally

considered professional se and which requires a baccalaureate or higher

degree; and such term includes vocational guidance and counseling (individually

or through group instruction) in
connection with such training or for the

purpose of facilitating occupational
choices; instruction related to the

occupation or occupations for which the students are in training or instructior

necessary for students to benefit from such training; the term also includes

health, allied health, and service occupations, vocational home economics

(consumer and homemaking education and occupational home economics), and

vocational education student organizations; job
placement and followup; the

:-; -4
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training of persons engaged as, or preparing to become, teachers in a

vocational education program or preparing such teachers to meet special

educational needs of handicapped studP-'s; teachers, coordinators,

supervisors, or directors of such teachers while in such a training program;

leadership development programs designed to provide high level education for

emerging leaders in vocational education; travel of students and vocational

education personnel while engaged it a training program; and the acquisition,

maintenance, and repair of instructional supplies, teaching aids, and

equipment, but such term does not include the construction, acquisition,

or initial equipment of buildings or the acquisition or rental of land."

(2) Prevocational. The term 'prevocational' refers to instruction

rek.ted to the development of awareness, orientation, and exploration of

occupational opportunities, such as may be provided for youth in elementary

and secondary schools, and for out-of-school youth and adults, which is

designed to acquaint such persons with the many ways that people work, and

which facilitates the process of choosing a career, vocation, occupation,

or job, which is appropriate for the person concerned. [Ignorance of

available vocational opportunities can prevent access to them as effectively

as restrictions rooted in racial, ethnic, or religious discrimination.]

(3) Postsecondary and Adult Vocational Education. The term

'postsecondary and adult vocational education programs' means education,

training, retraining, or upgrading for persons sixteen years of age and older,

who have completed, graduated, or left secondary or elementary school before

graduation. Postsecondary and adult programs are either preparatory to

entering employment, or are sui,,Zer:entary to employment. Postsecondary and

adult vocational education programs are conducted by many different kinds of

b
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institutions such as: area vocational schools, community colleges,

occupational centers, junior colleges, technical institutes, adult schools,

adult departments of comprehensive high schools, business or trade schools;

and departments of colleges or universities that provide instruction

designated Gy State law to be eligible to provide vocational education.

Postsecondary and adult vocational education programs include preparation

for any occupation for which there is a reasonable expectation for

employment, except those occupations specified by regulation by the

Commissioner to be professional and which require a baccalaureate or higher

degree.

(4) Area Vocational Education School. "The term area vocational

education school' means (A) a specialized high school used exclusively or

principally for the provision of vocational education to persons who are

available for study in preparation for entering the labor market, or (B)

the-dotortm*ot-of a high school exelosioetyP-prym4potty-vsal-140

providing vocational education in no less than five different occupatioral

fields to persons who are available for study in
preparation for enterirg the

labor market, or (C) a technical or vocational school used exclusively or

principally for the provision of vocational education to
persons who have

completed or left high school and who are available for study in preparation

for entering the labor market, or (D) the department or
division of a junior

college or community college which provides
vocational education in no less

than five different occupational fieldss-wrider-the-swperv4son-af-the-State

Board leading to immediate employment but not
neeesSar44y leading to a

baccalaureate degree, if it is available to all residents of the State or

an area of the State designated and approved by the State Board, and if, in

the case of a school, department, or division
described in (C) or (D), it

.lam "i
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aemits as rega'ar students Loth persons who have completed high school and

Persons who have left high school."

(5) School Facilities. The term 'school facilities' means

classrooms and related facilities (including initial equipment) and interests

in lanas on which such facilities are constructed. Such term shall not

include any ;acility Intended primarily for events for which admission is

to be charged to the general public."

(6) Construction. "The term 'construction' includes coscruction

of new buildings and acquisition, expansion, remodelit4, and alteration of

existing buildings, and includes site grading and improvement and architect

fees."

(7) Commissioner. The term ' Commissioner' means the Commissioner

of Education, and the term 'Secretary' means the Secretary of Health,

Education, and Welfare."'

(8) Persons with special needs. The term 'persons with special needs'

means persons who are or have been adversely affected by physical, academic,

socio-economic, or other factors and conditions which require special

supportive educational assistance and services in order to succeed in

vocational education programs. The term includes perscns who are ;:an.,:::capped,

that is, "persons who are mentally retarded, hard of hearing, deaf, speech

impaired, visually handicapped, seriously emotionally disturbed, crippled

or crier health impaired persons who by reason thereof require special

edusataen-aAd-related services;" and persons who are

that is, "persons who have academic, socio-economic, or other

handieaps disadvantagemPnts which that prevent them from succeeding in a

regular vocational education program."
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(9) State. The term 'State' includes in addition to the several

states, the District of Columbia, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, the

Virgin Islands, Guam, Amercan Samoa, and the Trust Territory of the

Pacific islands."

(10) State Board. "The term 'State board' means a State board

designated or created by State law as the sole State agency responsible for

tne administration of vocational education, or and for supervision of the

administration thereof by local educational agencies, in the State."

(11) Local educational agency. The term 'local educational agency'

means a board of education or other legally constituted local school

authority having administrative control and direction of public elementary

or secondary schools in a city, county, township, school district, or

Political sub-division n a State, or any other public educational

institution or agency having administrative control and direction, of a

vocational educational program."

(12) Secondary vocational education. The term 'secondary vocational

education' means the level of vocational education or training which does

not extend beyond grade 12.

(13) Private vocational training institution. "The term 'private

vocational training institution' (private non-profit or proprietary) means

a business or trade school, or technical institution or other technical or

vocational school, in any State, which (A) admits as regular students only

persons who nave completed or left elementary or secondary school and who

he the ability to benefit from the training offered by such institution;

(B) is legally authorized to provide, and provides within that State, a

v 3
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program of voLatiJnal ,1 teLnnical education decigned to 'It Indli,auals

for useful enployrent it recognized occupations, (C) nas teen in ex-stence

for two years or nas been specially approvea by tne CommIssioner as an

institution meeting the otner requirements of tnIs sdbsectIcn, arc Dl

accredited (1) by a nationally recognized acLre-Jit,rg agency Cr assac'ayon

listed by the Corrnssioner pursuant to this clause, or 11) if tne

Commissioner determines that there is no nationally recogn,zea ac,:neut ng

agency or association qualified to accredit schools of a partic..lar :ate:zry.

by a State agency listed by the Commissioner pursant to this clause, or

(iii) if the Commissioner determine, that there is no nationally recogn :ea

or State agency or association qualified to accredit, scnoo,s of a particu ,r

category, by an advisory committee appointed by him and composed of dersuns

specially qualified to evaluate training provided by schoois of tnat cauenary

which committee shall prescribe the standards of content, scope, and oual.tv

which must be net by those schools and shall also determine wnetner part .4 dw

schools 'fleet those standards. For the purpose of this subsection, tne

Commissioner shall publish a list of nationally recognized accred yng

agencies or associations and State agencies which he determines to pe

reliable authority as to the quality of education or training affprced.
'

(14) Community College. The term 'community college' means any

junior college, postsecondary vocational school, tecnnical institute, Jr Inv

other educational institution (which may Include a four-year Institut on )f

higher education or a branch thereof) in any State which , is 'ega' y

authorized within such State to provide a program of education fo, owing

secondary education, (2) admits as regular students persons wno are nigh

school graduates or the equivalent, or whO are beyond compulsory scnoo ICt

(3) provides a two-year postsecondary educational program leading to an
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as.s.oz oec-et n- n-nloes a:.tertarle tooiarc a Oachelor's degree, and

s. t-n,-dei :" oostsezonna- vocat'onal, te:nrical, pc.national,

an: sot: c. oe: a: n-. 's a Jt-'': o vate Ins:IL:ion, ;51 is

a nat-ona", -e:ngrizec accreting ager:i

4 '5 2r tnat nas

n-ta:f "-on a na:'ore'y recogrAced ac.:reciting

whose :-ec-ts a-e accetIe: or transfe, ty

nt- e;. :ha- a::-et-te: -rsl-t-:'ors, 'o creci: or tne same oasis

pr s:

kes-oen:ie stn3: 'az' -:4 ne tent -esioertial scnool

mean: c scro: :- -es,dentia' vocational educator

:err a s: -n:-udes rr-to-, cafete-ia, and recreational

es an: sJ:' ::ne- 'a:---:'es as :ne :omrissioner oe:errines are

aoo-no- att -n- a -et-dent'a vo.tat'ona educatior scnoc'

f 3ne-at,p, c: kesideo::a4 knot:. The te,n 'oneration of

stno: -set 'n- :he nu-3ose a "esidertial school acili:,

mean, m. -:enanzt OD.P-inDr. art -n:'Joes :ne :os: of salaries,

e 'e 'eE. an: mate-:as. el:: ma, o.t 's not liritet to

ttne- --tasona: t :551.5! : se-, :es an: suo:''es neece: :y residential

ttude-:. sut e: an: :-arsot-taI'o-.

a o-no.-ans The te., int.st-ial arts

trnr-an.:: means :nose n-evnr.ationa' eduatior trograms (1; which

t:

per-

:na ono, r' sut:ett matte., 3 relate:: courses, organizes for the

t-oa- :c:-nne . manage--a', sp:ia', anC cultural

e.5DenL. no.::-, an: te:nn: 'ear'n; ex3eiences Involving

.::'.-: e s.t a: ex3e--me':-ng, 3es-;,-nc. :onst-J:ting, evaluating, ant

1
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using tools, machines, materials, and processes which provide opportunities

for creativity and problem solving and assisting individuals in the making

of informed and meaningful occupational choices.

(18) Programs involving education and training outside the classroom.

The term 'programs involving educational and training outside the classroom'

means (A) Cooperative vocational education program--A program of vocational

education for persons who, tF.. 1h a cooperative arrangement between the

school and employers, receive ii;truction--including required academic courses

and related vocational instruction--by the alternation of study in school

with a job in any occupational field. These two experiences must be planned

and supervised by the school and employers so that each contributes to the

student's education and to his employability. Work periods and school

attendance may be on alternate half-days, full days, weeks, or other periods

of time. (B) Work experience (exploratory)-- A program which provides students

with the opportunity to observe and sample systematically a variety of work

conditions in order to determine whether they wish to pursue certain careers

and to ascertain their suitability for occupations being explored. The

purpose of the program is not to develop saleable skills. Such programs

are supervised by a teacher-coordinator and occupational representatives.

(C) Work experience (general)--a program having as its purpose the supervised

part-time employment of students in order to assist them in acquiring

d-sirable work habits for and attitudes toward the world of work. The part-

time job held by a student need not be related to his nccupational objective.
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Such programs a-e s.oerviset Cy a teacher-coordinator and an occupational

representative. ;O, wort study - -A program designed to provide financial

assistance. tnro.gn part-tire employrent, to students who have been accepted

'or c.11-t-me errcment .ocat'one edJcation programs and require such

aid in order to tortin4e vocational training. The part-time employment

is based or tne ''na-t'al reed of tne student and is not necessarily related

to nis career ob:ect've

(19) %cnok..clic School.
The tery'nonpublic school' means a school

estatlisnet Cy an -Itivic.al, institution, or agency other than the State.

subdivisions of tne State or the Federal Government, which usually is

si.:ported primarify py otner than public funds, and the operation of whose

program rests with other than publicly elected or appointed officials.

(2C) Doc...petit:nal Education Opportunity Grant. The term 'occupational

educatiOr opportunity grant' means grants provided to all eligible students

of exceptional need who, 'Cr tne lack of such a grant, would be unable to

obtain the benefits of an occupational or vocational education program

service

(21) Vocational .iome Economics Education. The term 'vocational home

economics ec.cation' (corsurer and nomemaking education and occupational

home ecoromics education) means instructional programs, services, and

activities a: all etacational levels nor: (1) the occupation of homemaking

incluCinc, o.t rot 1-ntet to, consurer education, food and nutrition; family

lie r5 art parer: ec,cat'or, crild development, care and guidance; housing

and r, e nor* management. clothing and textiles; and, (2)

employment -r none ecorom-cs occupations in the above areas. Such programs,

services, s-C aCt'cI'es are tesignet to nelp individuals and families
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improve home environments, quality of personal and family life and

io prepare youth and adults for employment in home economics Jccupations.

(22) Preparatory and Supplerentary Education

The term 'preparatory' means education and training that is

preparatory to employment, such as vocational education programs provided

in the high school for inschool students, and some programs in postsecondary

and adult vocatic)al education that provide instruction leading to the

first employment of an individual.

The term 'supplementary' means education and training that

is supplementary to employment of an individual, such as the kinds of

instruction provided for an employed skilled craftsman (or unemployed

skilled craftsman) which is designed to supplement existing skills and

knowledges for the purpose of upgrading and updating such persons in order

that they may compete more effectively in the labor market, or other-

wise provide for advancement in their occupational area.
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Administration

(1) State Administration of Vocational Education

Any State desiring to participate in the program authorized by

this Act shall in accordance with State law "designates the State board

as the sole agency for administration of the State plan for vocational

education, end for supervision of the administration thereof by local

educational agencies; the State board shall be the sole State agency for

detemaining final policy for fiscal management and administration."

The State board may delegate responsibility for operation and

supervision of vocational programs to other appropriate State agencies,

but it may not delegate final policy making to any other agency or Board.

In all matters of vocational education the federal government works directly

with the State board.

The State board is responsible for: (1) preparing statewide

planning documents (representing 4-6 year plans)which are updated on a

biennial basis; such plans are to be prepared on a fiscal year basis and

are to be filed biennially on July 1, with the Commissioner of Education;

(2) receipt and distribution of federal vocational education funds within

the State in accordance with the State plan which outlines the State's plan

of distribution of funds; federal funds for each Title of this Act are received

by the State without specific recommendations (other than set asides) for

distribution of funds, and except that the State is required to allocate funds

to TITLE I, PART C. and to all PARTS of TITLES, II, III, IV, and V. unless

440422 0 7, 40
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otherwise provided in the Act; (3) preparing an annual report on vocational

education for submission to the Commissioner based upon reporting requirements

determined by the Commissioner; (4) conducting annual evaluations of State

and local programs of vocational education with emphasis upon availability

of vocational education with the State, labor force needs, job opportunities,

placement, national priorities (such as persons with special needs, economically

depressed areas, and other national priorities as determined by the Congress),

and fiscal management; (5) providing arrangements whereby individual

institutions, groups of institutions, or local educational agencies may

appeal and obtain a hearing from the State administrative agency with respect

to policies, procedures, programs, or allocation of resources under this

Act with which such institution or institutions

(6) working effectively with the State Advisory

Education.

The Commissioner

the requirementsmeet

or such agencies disagree;

Council on Vocational

shall approve any administrative arrangements whicl

of this Act and shall not finally disapprove any

such arrangements without affording the State administrative agency a

reasonable opportunity for a hearing.

(2) Federal Role Related to Administration of Vocational Education

(A) Bureau of Occupational and Adult Education. The Bureau,

established under the provisions of P.L. 92-318, "shall be responsible for

the administration of this Act, the Vocational Education Act of 1963, and

its amendments, the Adult Education Act, functions of the Department of

Health, Education, and Welfare and the Office of Education relating to

manpower training and development, functions of the Office relating to

vocational, technical, and occupational training in community and junior
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colleges, and any other Act vesting authority in the Deputy Commissioner for

vocational, occupational, adult and continuing education and for those

portions of any legislation for career education which are relevant to the

purposes of other Acts administered by the Bureau, and the Bureau shall

have authority over the administrative and fiscal matters relating to this

Act, and other Acts relating to vocational education, and shall provide

technical assistance to the States, and the staffing of the Bureau shall be

in accord with the total expenditures jfederal, State, and local) in

vocational education."

(B) Vocational Education Leadership. Under the direction of the

Bureau (and its associated offices) a concerted national effort shall be

developed to provide within the Bureau a leadership posture which can assist

State agencies for vocational education to expand vocational education

programs and improve the quality of such programs; the leadership posture must

be manifest in the quality of professional staff in the Bureau and in the

kinds of services provided by the Bureau to the States such as: (1) standards

of quality for all facets of vocational education; (2) evaluation and

accountability criteria and procedures; (3) monitoring of specific vocational

education programs, particularly those related to national priorities;

(4) dissemination of applied research and curriculum developments in such

form as to be immediately adaptable to local vocational education programs;

(5) development and use of a national vocational education data system;

(6) preparation of an annual reoort for the President and the Congress

related to the status, achievements, directions, and needs of vocational

education in the nation; (7) assisting State boards for vocational education

to prepare and evaluate State planning documents (and to make reports

concerning 4-6 year projections from State planning documents);
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(8) developing national reviews of vocational education to provide evidence

for the Congress that the intent of this Act is being carried out in all

of the States; (9) planning and conducting or contracting with appropriate

agencies to plan and conduct) national and regional workshops and symposia;

(10) and other similar service functions which the Bureau determines will

enhance the development of vocational education in the States.

(C) Federal Administration. "Nothing contained in this tit4e

Act shall be construed to authorize any department, agency, officer, or

employee of the Unitel States to exercise any direction, supervision, or

control over the curriculum, program of instruction, administration, or

personnel of any educational institution or school system."

Periodic Review of Vocai'onal Education Programs and Laws

(a) The President shall, during 1980, appoint a Panel of Consultants on

Vocational Education for the purpose of reviewing the administration of

vocational education programs for which funds are appropriated pursuant to

this Act and other vocational education Acts and making recommendations for

Improvement of such administration, and reviewing the status of and making

recommendations with respect to such vocational education programs and the

Acts under which funds are so appropriated.

(b) The Panel shill be appointed by the President without regard to the

civi' service laws and shall consist of twelve persons who shall, to the

extent possible, include persons familiar with the vocational education

needs of management and labor (in equal numbers), persons familiar with

the administration of State and local vocational education programs, other

persons with special knowledge, experience, or qualification with respect to
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vocational education, and persons representative of the general public.

(c) The Panel is authorized to engage such technical assistance as

may be required to carry out its functions, and the Secretary shall, in

addition, make available to the Panel such secretarial, clerical, and

other assistance and such pertinent data prepared by the Department of

Health, Education, and Welfare as it may require to carry out such functions.

(d) The Panel shall make a report of its findings and recommendations

(including recommendations for changes in the provisions of the vocational

education Acts) to the President, such report to be submitted not later

than January 1, 1982, after which date such Panel shall cease to exist.

The President shall transmit such report to the Congress.

(e) The President shall also from time to time thereafter but at

intervals of not more than five years) appoint a Panel of Consultants on

Vocational Education, with the same functions and constituted in the same

manner as prescribed for the Panel in the preceding subsections of this section.

Each Panel so appointed shall report its findings and recommendations,

as prescribed in subsection (d), not later than July 1 of the second year

after the year in which it is appointed, after which date such Panel shall

cease to exist.

(f) Members of the Panel who are not regular full-time employees of

the United States shall, while serving on business of the Panel, be entitled

to receive compensation at rates fixed by the President but not exceeding

$200 per day, including travel time; and while so serving away from their

homes or regular places of business, they may be allowed travel t. enses,

including per diem in lieu of subsistence, as authorized by law for persons in

Government service employed intermittently. [Adapted from the Vocational

Education Act of 1963.]
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PART A

NATIONAL ADVISORY COUNCIL ON VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

"(1) There -4s-hereby-created -a The National Advisory Council on Vocational

Education (hereinafter referred to as the 'National Council'), created by

P.L. 90-576 Is hereby continued for the duration of this Act as an independent

National Council consisting of twenty-one members appointed by the President,

without regard to civil service laws, for terms of three years, eNeept

that-444-01-the-ease-of-the-4nOtai-membersi -seven-shai4-be-appo4lted-for

termi-O-one-year-each-and-seven-sha44-be-appeinted-for-terms-of-iwe-years

ash, and 4444 appointments to fill vacancies shall be only for such terms

as remain unexpired. The National Council shall be independent of the

provisions of the 'Federal Advisory Committee Act' and the 'General Education

Provisions Act'. The Council shall include persons- -

"(A) representative of labor and management, including persons who have

knowledge of the semiskilled, skilled, and technical employment in such

occupational fields as agriculture, home economics, distribution and

marketing, health, trades, manufacturing, office and service industries,

and persons representative of new and emerging occupational fields,

"(B) familiar with manpower problems and administration of manpower

programs,

"tC) knowledgeable about the administration of State and local vocational

education programs, including members of local school boards,

"(D) experienced in the education and training of handicapped persons,

e'0el, . 1
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"(F) familiar with the special problems and needs of individuals

disadvantaged by their socioeconomic backgrounds,

"(F) having special knowledge of postsecondary and adult vocational

education programs, and

"(G) representative of the general public who are not Federal employees,

including parents and students, except that thy may not be representative

of categories (A) through (F), and who shall constitute no less taan

one-third of the total membership. In appointing the Council as required

in (A) through (G) the President shall also insure appropriate cross-

sectional representation on the basis of sex, minorities, and geography.

The National Council shall meet at the call of the Chairman, who shall be

selected by the President, but not less than four times a year.

"(2) The National Council shall- -

"(A) advise the President, Congress, Secretary, and the Commissioner

concerning the administration of, preparatiw: of general regulations

and budget requests for, and operation of, vocational education

programs supported with assistance under this title;,

"(B) review the administration and operation of vocational education

programs under this title, and other pertinent laws effecting vocational

education and manpower training, including the effectiveness of such

programs in meeting the purposes for which they are -e'ablished and

operated, make recommendations with respect thereto, and make annual

reports of its findings and recommendations (including recommendations

for changes in the provisions of this title and other pertinent laws)
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to the President, the Congress, the Secretary, and to the Commissoner

fer-tra.im4ttal-te-the-6engress, and

"(C) conduct independent evaluations of programs carried out under

this title and publish and distribute the results thereof.

"(3) Members of the National Council who are not regular full-time employees

of the United States shall, while serving on business of the National Council,

be entitled to receive compensation not in excess of the daily rate of a

GS 18 at-rates-foteti-hy-the-Pres4dentl-but-net-th-emeess-ef-$100-per-day,

including travel time; and, while so serving away from their homes or

regular places of business, they may be allowed travel expenses, including

per diem in lieu of subsistence, as authorized by section 5703 of title 5 of

the United States Code for persons in Government service employed

intermittently.

"(4) The Council is authorized, without regard to the civil service laws,

or the Classification and Pay Act, to engage such technical assistance as

may be required to carry out its functions, and to this end there are hereby

authorized to be appropriated for the each fiscal year $500,000. end4ng

deme-417-49691410070001-amd-fer-the-f4seal-year-end4ng-dume-301-19707-amd

eaeh-ef-the-two-sweeee401945sea4-years7-$1590097

"(5) The National Council shall review the possible duplication of vocational

education programs at the secondary, postsecondary and adult levels and at the

Federal level and within geographic areas, and shall make annual reports of

the extent to which such duplication exists, together with its findings and

recommendations, to the President, the Congress, the Secretary, and to the

Commissioner.
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In making tnese reports,; the Council shall seek the opinions of persons

familiar with eestseeeodary-and-adet vocational education, and manpower

training, in eacr State from schools,, junior colleges, technical institutes,

and otner institutions of higher education, as well as from State boards of

educat%n, State Junior college boards, and State boards of higher educatinh,

and persons familiar with area schools, labor, business and industry,

accrediting commissions, proprietary institutions, and manpower programs.

In addition the Council is authorized to call meetings of the State Councils

in order for the State Councils to provide advice to the National Council.

"(6) The National Council ma_y_accept,_ in the name of the Department of

Health, Education, and Welfare, and employ or dispose of grants, gifts, or

bequests, to carry out its responsibilities under this title.
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PART B

STATE ADVISORY COUNCILS ON VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

"(l) Any State which desires to receive a grant under this Ac: t44.4.e

for any fiscal year shall establish a an independent State Advisory 2ounc'',

which shall be appointed by the Governor or, in the case of States 'n gnicn

tne members of the State board are elected, by such board, and onicn

shall- -

"(A) include as members a-person-er-persens--

"(1) at least one person familiar with the vocational needs Ana

the problems of management and-4aber in the State, and 'east

one person familiar with the vocational needs and problems of

labor in the State, and a at least one person er-eersens

representing State industrial and economic development agencies.

"(ii) at least one person representative of Postsecondary

vocational schools, junior or community colleges or ana otner

snstittatiefii-ef-Issaker-edweatsen postsecondary or adult education

agencies or institutions, which may provide programs of

vocational or technical education and training,

"(iii) at least one person fams4sar-w4th-the-adm+n+5;raf4en-44

40ea4-veeatsena4-e4weatten-preerams,-and-a-person-er-oersens

special knowledge, experience, or qualifications witm ,-esvect to

the administration of State end local iocatonal educat'on oroarams

and but who are is not currently involved in tne acmln,strat',,n )f

State or local vocational education programs

1,..4
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ea:: one oe-sor 'ar a- ':r o-oclrars c' and

rzt one ecuza:,or. 444+;we4wc-trateweve 't :omorenensIve

sezonaa- s:no: 5 o- a-et vo:.a:'ona sznoCs,

a: .tes: one Le-sor -eo-eserta:'ve o' 'D:a: eow:avor agencles,

,v: ve: 'r ar adr'r's:-a:-or o- -Cie vocatIona'

o' awe -e-pe.s**-6.6-oe.semf,-wq*-awe-.eiweseintet4ve-of-se4se;

wwwwe,

ea5: one -e-sor 's -ev-eser:ame :ne Manoower

I ::ate. em-veeet4eRa:-eleme4es-46-the-Statel

s'* -:vc

a: ea:: on: oe-sor s:noc. sysIews lot?' large

oe-sor: nave soe:le a:ader,:a74y, soval;y,

e:onor u--- an: -f-t.streva*tillet-stweeats needs,

eas: one oe-sor nwn; soec,al tnowledge, experience

are t. o-, :r -esoe:: :ne soecla' ed.,:a:lonal needs of

o- tner:2 o- nanv:aooed oe-s:-1, e04

--..---eipme.e.tEt-ve-ei-t4e-9tAre=-Po44e,-4ftf:wOos-a-fe.sei-e,

f-s;ae.emteorr,,-ww-e.t.-m4.4-ewa=,i4te-ie.-membe.s04s-rPle0-alv-ill

fftep..eH.e-4*-f-arset-ei-ti.4E-14.011.w.
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"(ix) at least three persons, each of whom is currently employed

in a business, industry, or service for which vocational education

is offered to present or prospective employees,

"(x) at least one present or a recent vocational education student

who is not qualified for membership under any of the preceding

clauses of this paragraph,

"(xi) at least three persons who are lay citizens including at

least one person representative of and knowledgeable about the

poor and disadvantaged, who are not qualified for membership under

any of the preceding clauses of this paragraph,

"(xii) at least one person having special knowledge, experience,

cr qualifications with respect to career development, job

placement, job development or job adjustment, and

"(xiii) at least one person who is representative of school boards

or trustees of a local education agency or public institution

providing programs of vocational education.

(The appointing authority shall be responsible for achievement of

balanced representation on the State Advisory Council on Vocational

Education with regard to geography, sex, and ethnicity.]

11;.'L-t
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aciise t'e State board or the cevelopnent of,Ind policy matters

arsrg :r :re adr.ristration of tne State plan submitted pursuant to this

eat-3-ea-t4*s-t*t4eT 4:: 'n:'-c'ng tne oreoaration of long-range and bi-

annual progran :;ars, owpswaRt-te-paeagwasms-44-awd-454-0-seet4ew

;i3-a4i

"(C) evalwate tre statewide vocational education programs, services, and

activities assisted ,,nder tris t4t;e Act, and publish and distribute

the results thereof, ano

ore:are arc s.bn't through the State board to the Commissioner

ark to tne Saticnal :04%11 an annua' ealJation report, accompanied

by s.cn additional :foments of ths. State board as the State board deems

appropriate, in-on :1; evaluates the e"ectiveness of vocational

ecacatior programs, cervices, and activities carried out in the year

.ncer revew it meeting the program objectives set forth in the long-

range crograr :lar and the annual program plan prev4ded-fen -4,4

Wal'allas-444-a444;4-0f-seft40R-423-4a4, and (ii) recommends such

charges ir s-cn prog,.4s, servlces, and activities as may be warranted

by tne evaluations.

"(2) Ifot 'ess t.nan r,hety days prior to the beginning of any fiscal year

e0owg-aftes-.4.1e-341-;;4g, In which a State desires to receive a grant under

tnis t4i:e Act, ;-at State snel certify the establishment of, and membership

of, :c State 4d'scry "Co-no' t: tne Commissioner.

21 Lac State Ac.scry shall meet within thirty days after

cerf:atcr as been acce:teo :y the Commissioner and select from among

':s meroers: a cra'rmar. 'ne :line, :lace, ano manner of meeting shall be
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as provided by State law.and by the rules of the State Advisory Council,

except that such rules must provide for not less than one public meeting

each year at which the public is given opportunity to express views

concerning vocational education.

"(4) State Advisory Councils are authorized to obtain the services of such

professional, technical, and clerical personnel as may be necessary to

enable them to carry out their functions under this t4tle Act and to contract

for such services as may be necessary to enable them to carry out their

evaluation functions.

"(c) From the sums appropriated pursuant to seet4a-40240 this PART for

any fiscal year, the Commissioner is authorized (in accordance with

regulations) to pay to each State Advisory Council an amount equal to the

reasonable amounts expended by it in carrying out its functions under this

1414e Act in such fiscal year, except that the amount available for suet.

purpose shall reeAmal-to-4-per-semimm-of-the-States-alletmpmt-mmder

seet4N-4931-bmt-smeh-emmmt-shall not exceed $150,000 and shall be not

less than $50,000."

FEDERAL FUNDING FOR PART B

In order to comply with the provisions of the Act a total of $4,315,844.,

would need to be appropriated for each fiscal year.

S. 7
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PART C

COMPREHENSIVE STATEWIDE PLANNING AND ACCOUNTABILITY

FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

The planning and accountability functions for vocational education

are major State responsibilities.

Comprehensive Statewide Planning

The State board shall have the primary responsibility for the preparation

of comprehensive statewide plans for vocational education. The State board

shall designate a section of the unit administering vocational education

under the State board to be responsible for preparing statewide plans for

vocational education which will provide vocational education for all people

within a State, and which will take into account all purposes of this Act.

The planning group shall be administratively responsible to the State

Director of Vocational Education.

The planning group shall consult with and involve other State boards,

agencies, and councils (such as the State Advisory Council on Vocational

Education) and local educational agencies in their planning activities.

In addition to the involvement of formally constituted State boards

and councils, the planning group shall actively seek advice and suggestions

from a variety of "other publics" in the formulation of comprehensive

statewide plans for vocational education. However, the administrative

responsibility for developing the statewide plan rests with the State board.
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Statewide plans shall represent forward planning of not less than 4,

or more than 6 years, ana shall be updated biennially Both the original

long-range plan, and the biennial update, are to be sent to the Commissioner

for review, comment, and approval in terms of the provisions of the

vocational education Act. Copies of the long-range plan, and the biennial

update, are to be sent to the National Advisory Council on Vocational

Education as information copies.

The statewide plan should consist of a detailed program of action

involving an orderly arrangement of all parts of vocational education within

Lhe State. The statewide plan must provide an educational framework so

that all persons leaving secondary schools are prepared either to enter

meaningful productive employment, or to enter other educational programs

that will lead to employment; such plans must make provision for full

utilization of postsecondary vocational education (training and retraining)

to prepare persons for employment; and such plans must provide for supp:emtnizry

vocational education for adults who have entered, or are re-entering, the

labor market and need job training, employability skills or retraining to

achieve job stability or to advance in employment, and provide preparatory

instruction for adults who are entering the labor market for the first time.

The statewide plan must be built around a number of basic elements of

vocational education such as: population needs analysis, job market analysis,

job performance analysis, curriculum resources, teacher education, leadership

development, program planning, program review, vocational education promotion,

student recruitment, counseling and guidance, vocational instruction,

placement and followup, and evaluation, and must take into full account

national priorities (such as provision for disadvantaged and hili-cappei
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persons), and State prioritie$ for vocational education.

In allocating funds to serve persons with special needs, each statewide

plan shall include provisions to deal effectively with the unique problems

of urban school districts, rural areas, and other special segments of the

State's population.

The State shall encourage local comprehensive planning for vocational

education and copies of such plans for all districts participating in

vocational education under this Act shall be on file in the office of the

State Director of Vocational Education.

The Commissioner may promulgate guidelines for the formulation of a

statewide plan to assure uniformity among the States. Statewide plans maY,

however, be expanded by a State beyond the limits established by the

Commissioner.

Comprehensive Statewide Accountability Report;

Concurrently with the presentation of each biennial statewide plan,

after the first biennial plan, the State shall issue an accountability

report indicating the extent to which the State has achieved the goals

indicated two years earlier

44-322 0 75 - 41
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FEDERAL FUNDING FOR TITLE I

TITLE I makes provision for continuing the funding provisions for the

National Advisory Council on Vocational Education and for the State Advisory

Councils on Vocational Education. Funding recommendations follow the

provisions of the Vocational Education Amendments of 1968 with only minor

technical changes to be made in the legislation.

PART C of TITLE I is new. One of the national needs for vocational

education is for statewide ,fanning and accountability. Previously,

specified sums to accomplish this task have not been specifically allocated,

with the result that the States vary widely in the ways in whicn a total

statewide plan has been developed. The provisions of PART C require a new

planning document (for which the States become accountable) and which will

provide opportunity for the States to plan aden,uately for all persons in the

State.

It is recommended that the amount authorized for statewide plan.iing

be apportioned to each State on the basis of its total population.

PART A National Advisory Council on Vocational Education $500,000.

PART B State Advisory Councils on Vocational Education $4,315,844.

PART C Statewide Planning and Accountability $20,000,000.

TOTAL $24,815,844.
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LEGISLATIVE PROPOSALS FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

TITLE II PREVOCATIONAL EDUCATION

is the in:en: ofthis 7ITLE :c prov:,:e pre:vart..nal
:he form of occupationa: awareness and ortenta::on in Jrades :
occupation: arp:uratio Zr. grades 7 through 24 and f:r

youth and adu:ts, so that they can make rsa:ietic cn:tcea and

plans. Reaching such goals involves providing oppc,rtunittes
curriculum and specialized activities which enable .,.,..._...2:8
their interests, abilities, and :)alues in relaticn to awarv.ess,
orientation, exp:,:ration and decision -ma kl:ng, and L.,:annina as apl.-lted

the world of work.
F..nds applied to :his TITLE will be used :rincipcile for staff

development, curriculum preparation, applied research and devel:pment,
specialized staff support. Funds for this riTlE will Fe provided to the

States on a population basis and the programs indicated in 7:. LE
be adMinistered by the State board for vocational education in each of the

States.

How can individuals choose that which they know nothing about/ How

can they examine avenues which, because of stereotyped attitudes or m

information, they do not perceive as being acceptable? Why dc we have an

oversupply of college graduates and an undersupply of skilled craftsmen

in many fields? Why have new vocational education programs been initiated

in some communities and students have failed to enroll? Why are many

students turned off with school? Why does youth unemployment continue to

increase?

The following array of facts support the seriousness of the problems

underlying the above questions

1. The unemployment rate among 16-19 year-olds--those in the "gap"

between school and jobs--is roughly 15 percent and rising (over 30 percent

for blacks.

-b -1r F.
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(Title 11, cont'd)

2. A study of one large city showed tha. 62 percent f those who

leave its high schools don't know what they will do next.

3. A recent survey of college and university students showed that

79 percent found their biggest problem to be that of determining what to

become; 71 percent said that the second biggest problem was finding someone

who could help them decide.

4. Thousands of youth are "roaming" the nation trying to find

"their thing."

5. We have a surplus of Ph.D's in some fields, and college degrees

beyond our needs in many occupational areas.

6. We have manpower shortages in many emerging career areas.

7. Some of the "best and brightest" find education not relevant

to their lives.

8. We have many individuals, older, minority, and female, left out

of meaningful roles in our culture.

These facts indicate that children, youth, and adults must become more

informed about themselves and about work. A prevocational education program

is needed that is far different from that which has emerged thus far in the

educational system.

Previously a strong emphasis has been given to the employment of school

counselors who work on an individual basis with youths. Administrative

guidelines required the establishment of a counseling office which has

gradually led counselors to be perceived as memters of the administrative

team rather than the instructional team. Further, the fact that counselors

were located outside the curriculum made it difficult for students to

find time to receive counseling assistance. This gradually led, in many
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instances, to counselors gradually assuming quasi-administrative roles.

Under this thrust, the answer to improvement of the quality of guidance

was to add an additional counselor just like those already employed.

In most instances, this approach did not result in a substantial change in

achieving desired student outcomes in terms of career development.

Historically, guidance was considered a part of the curriculum as the

means by which desired student guidance objectives were achieved, Group

guidance, career orientation, career exploration, career planning, job

placement clinics, and prevocational activities are examples of typical

curriculum efforts that have been suggested to achieve certain guidance goals.

Further, if one considers the guidance student outcome goals presented in

terms of what will be required for their achievement, the conclusion is

easily reached that they cannot be achieved without a strong sequential

curriculum content and learning experience at each educational level. The

achievement of these goals probably is as difficult to achieve as are those

of the basic skills and will require an equal effort. Guidance goals cannot

be achieved without a sequential curriculum pattern. It must be recognized

that individual counseling is an individualized curriculum experience

designed to facilitate the achievement of guidance student goals. However,

individual counseling alone will fall far short of achieving desired

student objectives. Career guidance must be an integral part of the

curriculum at each educational level.

Career guidance curriculum can serve as an individual's management by

objectives. Such a program can serve to provide a vehicle for immediate,

intermediate, and long-range goals. Such a program would allow students to

move from the first awareness and orientation to exploration to the acquiring
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of entry-level skill to increased competency at the technician level and

finally to the professional level should they be so inclined.

CONCEPTS IN CAREER DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS

1. Awareness

Success in the world of work is largely dependent upon such attitudes

as the desire to work, ability to accept responsibility, dependability,

adaptability, loyalty, respect for the dignity of all kinds of work, pride

in accomplishment, cooperation, and appreciation of quality workman hip.

All of these concepts are initiated through career awareness.

Career awareness logically begins in the elementary grades. It

functions, however, as a life long continuous process occurring over time.

This process allows students to continuously improve and sharpen their basis

for decision making; their career planning skills; the clarification of their

value systems as these are relateg to the working world; to develop problem

solving skills; to clarify and discover themselves in terms of their talents

and interests, and to develop an enlightened awareness of the economic system

and how to use it to influence their own environment.

2. Orientation

As students become aware of the variety of options available, and/or

of interest, they will require a more concentrated volume of knowledge about

some of the career fields and how they relate to these fields. This

acquisition of knowledge about careers, and a person's relationship to them,

car. begin early in elementary school and continue throughout the indiviJual's

active life.

r'
b
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The fundamental function of orientation is to assist the individual

in learning about self characteristics (interests, aptitudes, values) and

environment in terms of career options. Neither youth nor adults are

able to select an occupation if they are not aware of the existence of

that occuPation. Students need contact with a variety of occupational

groups, representing all levels within the occupational families, so that

they can imagine themselves in these various work roles. Students

need assistance in seeing the geographic distribution of jobs and to

recognize moving to anoth..- neographic location as one means of seeking

work.

A variety of activities should be designed to promo:e student ;elf

and career orientation. Such an approach should also provide for the

student to see oirect relationships between school work and the activities

of the working world

3. Exploration

Throuv;: _he use of real or simulated) work experiences, exploration

allows individuals to consciously penentrate the context of such activities

or the purpose of examining them for the purpose of clarifying or modifying

their career self concepts. Exploration is an active process with two

soecifi:, dimensions. The first of these dimensions features simulated or

direct sort experiences which allow the students to test themselves in a

variety o' occupations through hands-on experiences.
These activities are

'ollowed by structured, i.e., group guidance, experiences designed to aid

tne individual in interpreting the meaning a
particular experience had for

him
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Exploration should occur at each level of education It can be

integrated through activities that allow students to apply the concepts

and skills of different subject matter disciplines in the performance

of a variety of work activities from a cross section of occupations.

Exploratory activities can also be taught through courses prepared

for that specific purpose. Such courses would be added to the scnool

curriculum or else be added as a result of redirecting existing courses,

such as industrial arts, home economics education, business and office

education, health, agriculture, and other instructional areas. Teachers

of such courses would require special training to cultivate the parv.cular

skills needed to provide in-depth exploratory experiences.

4. Decision Making and Planning

The development of decision making and planning skills does not

begin when the student reaches high school. The development of these

skills must start in the primary grades. Throughout their eaucational

careers, students must be allowed to make decisions and to formulate ana

follow through with plans to implement decisions made.

Decision making is a logical process for arriving at one of :ne

many significant career decisions that the individual must make. Stuaents

must be taught Jecision making skills as they relate to careers. They

must be able to apply scientific problem solving techniques within 3 zareer

context. First, a student must recognize the need for making a Jecslon Ina

be able to specify the particular decision to be made, second, ne must de

able to use an array of resources in determining the range of alternat'4es.

third, he must assess the desirability and probaoility of tne

e,
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L. Students need counseling to help them relate their

abilities, interests, and personal desires to possible

career options.

3. Students need intensive vocational and educational

counseling during high school.

4. Students need vocational counseling to help them make

choices concerning courses in vocational education at the

secondary, postsecondary and adult levels.

5. Students need job adjustment counseling.

Educational and vocational concerns present a pivot point for counseling.

Personal problems should be considered particularly as these problems im-

pinge upon educational and vocational problems The counseling function

must be perceived broadly and often is a part of other guidance functions

such as orientation, placement, and outreach. It is not seen as always

separate and distinct.

At the national level vocational counseling is judged as being inade-

quate. Research indicates that vocational counseling is the least avail-

able and the most needed service.

EXPECTED OUTCOMES

Prevocational education as provided in this TITLE should provide:,

1. To provide for children in grades 1 through 6 an opportunity to

become aware of the occupational world that surrounds then; to become

aware that work is something that people do and that one day in the future

they will become a part of that world of work; and to become aware of their

personal interests in a varie.y of kinds of work.

C:C)gm r 1
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2 St,certs ' graces through 10 ar c.pporturity to sample a

varlet, o' occ.cat'cra' r:'es, to see themselves as an adult worker,.

to ceve'op a pcs.'ve o.t'ock tokwaro the economic syst(n, to aevelop a

sense o contr.:: over their vocational life, and to relate their present

rs'e as a st.cer: to trer s.ture role as a worker.

3. StLxents 'r graces 11 and 12 an opportunity to formulate career

c'a"ri,c and dec's'or-rating sail's, to be able to make tentative career

Cec's,,rs and test ;hen, to acquire skills necessary for finding, obtain-

ing anc maIntaining a :cat, and to either continue their education upon

leaving the seconcary school or to obtain employment.

:nc-,icua1s, ages 15 through 24 years of age, with an under-

standing o' tie options available to then through postsecondary vocational-

technical ed.oaton, assist inoikid.als entering postsecondary vocational

ec.caticn it seectry; en appropriate curriculum offering, to plan and

inclement their next steo coon completing a vocational curriculum.

5. Ac.1ts with vocational guidance necessary to ma ntain an established

career; to develop rev stills to move away from a declinin( career field;

to cekelop rid-career 203 seeking skills and to clarify their occupational

goa1s ir :ems 0' new 'rorratior about themselves and the world of work.

E. Early scnoc' oropouts and out-of-school youth with assistance

in ootairing enp7orrent and fo'low through support necessary for them to

achieve ,cc success anc -overt am.pational mobility.

,SES 0° .7EDERAL :-NOS

44A- 3.:a" :tkecamert

:reser*'..e arc 'rserv'ce personnel development to ade-

cr'er: and prepare teachers, paraprofessionals,

-x
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guidance personnel, administrators, coordinators, supervisory

personnel, and parents to the concepts incorporated in TITLE II.

Priority should be placed on:

(a) Preparing personnel to develop and implement for students

in grades 1 through 10 career awareness, orientation, and

exploration courses.

(b) Preparing personnel to develop and implement for students

in grades 11 through 14, and for students in adult programs,

career planning, and decision-making courses.

(c) Preparing personnel to fuse career awareness, orientation,

exploration, planning and decision-making concepts into

each academic and vocational curriculum areas.

(d) Preparing personnel to provide leadership for vocational

guidance and exploration programs at the local level.

(e) Preparing personnel tc develop and implement community

observation, and work experience for junior and senior

high school stuaents.

(f) Preparing personnel to provide follow through counseling

and job placement assistance not otherwise covered in

TITLE IV to early school dropouts.

PART B Prevocational Curriculum Development

1. Acquisition and or development of curriculum materials,

equipment purchase and resource development to support

prevocational instruction in grades 1 through 14, and

for adults.

Priority would be given t1::1

(a) Deirloping and obtaining materials and equipment for

career centers and for exploration courses in

secondary and postsecondary schools.
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(b) Developing and disseminating brochures, booklets,

briefs and catalogs to orient students to opportu-

nities available through secondary, postsecondary and

adult vocational educations.

(c) Developing and disseminating brochures, booklets and

briefs that provide all persons in all communities

with information about occupations, occupational

clusters and occupational projected demands at the

local, State and national levels.

(d) Developing and obtaining curriculum materials for

career awareness and exploration courses, for career

orientation, decision-making and planning courses

and for fusing career oriented activities and con-

tent into each curriculum area.

(e) Developing and obtaining student assessment materials

and equipment.

(f) Maximize the integration of instructional areas such

as industrial arts, home economics education, business

education, agricultural education, and others as

appropriate, irto the prevocational curriculum

development effort.

PART C Frugram Development and Implementation

This part allocates funds to:.

(a) Provide services in the areas of career center operation,

occupational materials handling, and as supplemental

assistants to prevocational program activities.
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(b) In tiate new vocational guidance and exploration

programs. Funds allocated could, in part, be used

to support staff time to develop and implement

career awareness, orientation and exploration courses,

career decision-makinc nd planning courses, and

related services, i Jding vocational counseling.

(c) Offer extended year employment and release time to

staff to implement internship program for students

in work setting related to different academic dis-

cipline and the students tentative career choice;

to implement summer community work experience

programs; indepth exploration and career planning

courses for students with special needs.

(d) Provide travel for students and staff to participate

in observation and work experience activities in

the community.

(e) Provide exchange programs between schools and the

business/industrial community.

(f) Support pilot and demonstration projects, including

related research, to promote the concepts of

vocational guidance and exploration at all educa-

tional levels, including those not otherwise covered

in this TITLE.
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FEDERAL FUNDING FOR TITLE II

In projecting vocational guidance needs for 1980 the following basis

was used:

First, based on 1971-72 figures 21,770,000 were enrolled in 9rades 7

through 12. Further, it is projected that by 1980 8,047,621 persons will

im enrolled in postsecondary and adult vocational education. Thus, it is

projected by 1980 that a total of 29,817,621 persons in grades 7 through post-

secondary and adult will need vocational guidance. Second, the assumption

is made that the first year (1976) would involve providing a guidance and

exploration program to 40 percent of those persons enrolled in grades 7

through postsecondary and adult (29,817,621) and extending the number of

persons by 10 percent per year, the program in TITLE II would reach 80

percent of the students by 1980. Third, the cost estimate to provide voca-

tional guidance and exploration is 55.00 per person per year.

The total number of persons to be served and the recommended Federal

funding for each year is as follows:.

Fiscal Year

Persons
to be Served

Federal

Funding

1976 11,927,000 559,635,000

1977 14,909,000 574,545,000

1978 17,891,000 589,455,000

1979 20,872,000 $104,350,000

1980 23,854,000 5119,270,000
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LEGISLATIVE PROPOSALS FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

TITLE III VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAM SUPPORT

It is intended that TITLE III provide general ftnanoial support for
all programs, at all levels, for all students (except as provided by other
Titles for special programs). From the standpoint of educational level,
TITLE III includes all high school (secondary) postsecondary, and out-of-
school youth and adults including those persons at these educational levels
who are disadvantaged, handicapped, or who otherwise have special needs.

Funding is suggested for TITLE III to encompass PARTS A through E.
Such funding is suggested as a block grant for TITLE III with the provision
that the State Board :n each State determine percentage allocations to the
various parts according to their needs.

Al: quotations refer to wording in P.L. 30-576. Suggested additions to
P.L. 90-576 are shown by underlining, and deletions arc shown by a series of
dashes through the words to be deleted.

Introduction

From the standpoint of kinds of education and training to be provided

TITLE III ,-cludes all occupations (except those determined by the

Commissioner as professional and requiring a baccalaureate or higher degree)

for which vocational education is needed. Included are the kinds of

vocational education and training which are either preparatory to

employment or supplementary to employment. Implied is a definite renewal

of the outreach characteristic for vocational education at all levels.

When planning and delivering vocational education programs at the various

levels such programs (secondary, postsecondary, and a It) should coordinate

their programs with each other and with private non-profit and proprietary

schools to provide optimum services to their common population with the

minimum of unnecessary duplication. With reference to the Vocational Education

Amendments of 1968, TITLE III includes Sec. 102(b), Parts B,E,F, d G. Vocational

education, is intended (now as always) as the bridge between people and their

work--nearly all people and nearly all kinds of work.
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From the reports of PROJECT BASELINE, Learning a Living Across the

Nation, Vols. 1 and 2, 1971, 1972, summary items about the total program

of vocational education indicate that..

o Vocational education is a part of a larger educational system In

which people 6f al! ages and interests are being prepared for

useful employment in a variety of ways.

o Vocational education is the major delivery system of publicly

supported training of skilled workers by a wide margin (93

Percent in vocational education).

o The percentage of minority groups enrolled in vocational education

higher than the percentage of minority in the total population.

o Extensive and far-reaching new developments are taking c'ace

in vocational education

o Vocational education is making a definite intact uoor the

employment market.

o The States vary widely in the extent to which they implement

vocational education programs.

o The scope of vocational education covers the occupations it

which an overwhelming majority of workers are ero'cyed

44.322 U - -5 - 42
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Available evidence about student enrollment and the vocational education

program generally indicate that vocational education is in fact serving more

students each year, and that they are enrolled in a broad spectrum of the

job classifications of the nation. However, in a work force of approximately

90 million people almost 12 million people are earning below a poverty level

wage of $4,000. Over 6 percent, or 5.4 million appear to be unemployed,

although this figure varies in both directions, therefore, approximately 17

million people are currently unemployed or under-employed and would benefit

from vocational education. Many of these are early leavers from school, and

people with special educational needs related to their search for satisfactory

employment.

Despite an exceptional record in the past, vocational education must

serve more people, and in more occupational areas, in order to maximize its

social and economic contribution to the national welfare.

1. What is the size of the student population in vocational

education and how is it changing?

For FY'73 the actual enrollment in vocational education was

12,072,445 which was distributed by educational level as follows:.

Total 12,072,445 (100%)

Secondary 7,353,962 (60.9%),

Postsecondary 1,349,731 (11.2%)

Adult 3,368,752 (27 9t)

Enrollment in vocational education has increased at roughly 9 pe*cent

Per year Assuming the same increase in enrollment by FY'80 the total

enrollment in vocational education will be more than 21 million students.

II,
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Of the total enrollment in FY'73, 13.3 percent (1,601,634) of the

students were classified as disadvantaged and 1.9 percent (228,086) were

classified as handicapped.

The dramatic impact of vocational education upon the total population

is shown by the substantial increases in enrollment per 1,000 total

population.

Fiscal Year

1961

1966

1971

1972

Total Enrollment in
Vocational Education

Enrollment in Vocational
Education per 1,000 total

Population

3,855,564 21.4

6,070,059 31.3

10,495,411 51.6

11,602,144 56.3

2. What are some of the objectives for future enrollment and

program growth in vocational education?

A. To provide by 1980 vocational education programs and services

to the following people to prepare th,n for employment 65

percent of those in secondary schools; 25 percent of those between

the ages of 18 and 21; and annually 10 percent of those in the

labor force.

B. To provide by 1980 vocational education to prepare a minimum of

70 percent of all secondary, postsecondary, and adult disadvantaged

students for employment.

C. To provide by 1980 vocational education to prepare a minimum of

70 percent of all secondary, postsecondary, and adult handicapped

students for employment.
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D. To provide by 1980 programs for the identification of job

opportunities and aggressive placement of all students, who are

available for placement, graduating free or leaving full-time

vocational-technical education, secondary, postsecondary, and adult

programs with marketable skills.

E. To provide by 1980 for work opportunities for all youth who need

such assistance to prepare for entrance into o- remain in

vocational education.

F. To provide by 1980 vocational education facilities and equipment

to prepare secondary, postsecondary, and adult students for

employment for the persons to be served ii, A.B. and C.

G. To provide by 1980 residential vocational centers to serve

100,000 out-of-school and out-of-work youth.

H. To provide by 1980 a process whereby all people will have access

to occupational information and assistance in making decisions

about career options.

3. Elements that facilitate improvement and expansion in vocational

education.

Much of the growth in vocational education has resulted from

ingenuity and innovation by local education agencies. Still, the need and

potential for improved and extended vocational education has outrun the

supply of sucn services. The purpose of this Act is to influence the required

improvements and extensions by supporting the capability of State and local

agencies to utilize numerous facilitating elements such as:

A. Residential school facilit,ti

B. Community classrooms

C. New and expanded programs to meet special needs of students

D. Aggressive placement and followup programs
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E. Affirmative outreach emphasis in all programs

7. re.ocational ecucatior

G. Extended implementation of student organizations

Industry-ecucation, lztior, and community Involvement

Gccupationa: education opportunity grants, including stipends

Expancec work-study program to retain potential dropouts

K. Open-entry, open-exit programs

L. Inter-level cooperation in planning and implementing educational

programs

:ntensified vocational guidance an, counseling

N. Articulation of educational experience and requirements between

levels in order to increase number, of students to be served at

the postsecondary level.

O. Apprenticeship

P. Other elements which the States find are conducive to providing

better vocational education programs

Q. Incentives to emplors to stimulate occupational

experience for students outside the classroom

4. what have been the relationships between vocational education

enrollment and Federal funding?

Qata concerning Federal expenditures and vocational education enrollment

during the fifteen year period, 1960-1975. indicate the following

relationships,
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Fiscal Year Federal Expencit.ire

ota, 2.-irc men:

;ocatona

1960 545,313,236 3.'58. 49

1964 55,026,875 4.366.390
VEA'63

1965 156,936,015 -.430.3l

1966 233,793,671 c.2-7.2C0
VEA'68

1970 300,045,568 3.'93.;60

1971 396,378,405

1972 466,029,320 AZ, 44

1973 482,390,300

1974 548,603,000* :.:97 :00

1975 543,700,300** 4,:b: :00

Appropriated

** Budget Recommendation

Full authorization (VEA 68 3 EDDA, Dart F - 5880,300.300.

When the President's panel of Corr.ultants an /ocational Ecucaton

Studied vocational aducation curing 1961-62e it name to :me .onc us on --a:

vocational education should have a total 'uncing of 5400.J00.300 -c _ere

8,000,000 students. Five years later, 1967-68, tie Dres-cen- ;cvsor

Council on Vocational Education studieo iocatona, eauca:-on 3e:ween -rase

two major studies of vocational education :he 3at'on excer'enc?c la,ar

social distress. Consequently, wnen the 4cvsory :June:

findings to the Congress it cid so 4ith 4u1- Knowlecce --e .ant-'cu: am

vocational education could make toward soc'ai Inc economic ..ao' -J.--

particular concern was vocational education or aersons wig 'dC -a tr

through the cracks in tne social, economic, Inc acticat-ona
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PART A

SECONDARY SCHOOL VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS

Secondary school vocational education programs are offered in grades

9 through 12 to assist high school students to identify and pursue a

vocational goal through preparation for an occupation, or a family or

cluster of occupations. Occupational areas to be pursued througn

secondary school vocational education programs consist of any occupatioral

area, ,(extent those determined by the Commissioner be professional and

requiring a baccalaureate or higher degree) determined by the State board

to be appropriate or secondary school vocational instruction.

Included In the secondary level of instruction are students who are

d7_etalvan:age:: or nandLcapped or who otherwise have special needs. To meet

the needs of potential and recent dropouts, and to encourage them to enroll

in vocational education, secondary programs must develop a definite "outreach"

emphasis, providing where possible, "open-entry" "open-exit" programs to

fit the needs of such students. Secondary programs may include remedial

and technical Instruction required to enhance employability skills.

Secondary school vocational education programs may be offered on or

off campus (community classrooms) as appropriate, or in residential

school facilities (including instructional and residential costs) for

students who need such assistance to stay in school.



boo

P;EDA' AN: S.,==:.EMENTAR* VOCATIOHAL EDUCATION
y ano Aoit

stuoert enro'Imert ir programs other than for nigh

scrod' st.cer:s as Pe-come a o-poIer in t'f'erentiation of enrollment into

o-sc-et g-p-ps s.on as Postsecondary and adult. Sot only do the States

t-ey loer:i'y a student as either postsecondary or adult,

:-e-e are great .2--at'ors witnin tne States among the various institutions.

F4.2..:E2T S.ASE.:SE cetected ;net :nese discrepancies were indeed widespread

arc.N; :re Etates 'or tne years 13'3-72. So logical pattern has been

c's:c.sreo :tat :a- oe app'ieo .r,'ormly ;o a'l institutions in all States

pcstse-conorry ano aou7t.

t'e :-o:' ts orig,n with the Vocational Education Act

'..no'n; for postsecondary students. however, ever

:r.:- :at t'ne =re,' Oes'pnat'P's such as day, part-time, evening,

extens*:-: an: m s 'ro to or:41:e 'or exact designations for each

tne per':: '36E-72, t'e postsecondary program grew in enrollment

u,:37 tc 1.322.092), the adult program by 21 percent

:f Enrollment data suggest that from time to time

t'e. States aciI'ate on the issue of how to designate a

st.:e-: as i't e- xatse. any :r ad,7: oecause it is so dif'icult to

::wee t"e tw: tes For example., an IS year old student wnc has

somoIrtr. ano wn: enters a Commnity college ocatiunai ed,ucation

''ts Pc" '3°.:"'es o' Postsecondary and adult. How does

t-e -s: -ex-t s:uoer: enrollment' It depends largely upon the

:-:.:".a..ae !Te y 4'ere nt kinds of institutions offering
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vocational education programs for persons who are not regular high school

students

It is therefore recommended that vocational education abandon its

enrollment reporting procedures for postsecondary and adult, and report

instead enrollment in PREPARATORY or SUPPLEMENTARY programs, independent

of the kind of institution (other than high school) in which enrollment

occurs. Thus students in area schools, junior and community colleges,

technical institutes, adult schools, regional occup/tional centers, joint

vocational school districts, or any other kind of post-high school

institutions, would be enrolled in programs that are either PREPARATORY

to employment, or SZ,PPLEMENTARY to employment. [High school student

enrollment is largely preparatory.]

It would not be necessary to abandon the terms postsecondary and

adult, merely the reporting prccedures for identification of student

enrollment.

1-
Zir).
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PART B

POSTSECONDARY SCHOOL VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS

Postsecondary vocational education consists of training, or retraining,

for persons who have completed, graduated, or left secondary (high) school.

Postsecondary vocational education programs are conducted by many different

kinds of insti,utions. [See definition, TITLE I)

Postsecondary vocational education includes preparation for any

occupation for which there is a reasonable expectation for employment,

including new and emerging occupations, (except those occupations specified

by regulation by the Commissioner, to be professional and which require a

baccalaureate or nigher degree). Programs of vocational education conducted

at the postsecondary level include both prepaparzry and sup;7:07en:are

instruction. [See definition, TITLE I)

Postsecondary vocational education received a significant emphasis

with the Vocational Education Act of 1963, and the Amendments of 1968. Data

on increases in enrollment, together with positive evidence that more youth

are continuing their education after high school, are indications of the

tremendous need for continued expansion of postsecondary vocational education.

Twenty percent of all high school students who completed vocational education

programs in FY'72 indicated a desire to continue their education in a

postsecondary institution.
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PART C

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS FOR YOUNG ADULTS AND ADULTS

Adult vocational education is designed to meet the unique needs or

adults who have either completed or interrupted their formal edur Lion

who are unemployed, seeking employment, or employed and who need further

education and training to correct defects in employability skills, to

achieve employment stability or to advance in employment. Programs

conducted as adult vocational education are either PREPARATOPY to

employment or SJPPLEMENTARY to employment.

Vocational education's adult program must actively seek out employed

young adults, and recent dropouts and graduates who did not obtain

employment, and assist them in the adult vocational education program to

correct defects in their employability skills; many such persons are

improperly employed and their actual jobs are not directly related to

their ability, interests, and capability to work. Failure to provide in this

manner for young adults c"eates a ready supply of persons for welfare

assisted programs and future poverty roles in society.

Many adults are forced by changing occupation and economic conditions

to seek new careers (frequently more than once during their working lives)

and expansion )f vocational education t- accommodate this situation is

imperative.

A signiiicant number of young adults and adults served by the adult

component of vocational education need financial assistance in order to

perfect, or redirect, employment skills. TITLE IV provides student support

programs for this purpose.
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The enrollment goal of adult vocational education is to provide by

1980 for the vocational education needs of
10 percent annually of the

labor force. This means an enrollment in adult vocational education of

approximately 10.4 million persons. In order to achieve this enrollment

goal the rate of growth of adult vocational education will need to be

doubled.
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PART D

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION STUDENT ORGAN:ZATIONS

More than 1.4 million vocational education students were members of

student organizations during FY'74. Activities of vocational education

student organizations are an integral part of the instructional program.

Enrollment is growing rapidly and the purposcs of the student organizations

are being accomplished with increased effectiveness each year.

Six major student organizations have been operationalized in vocational

education: Future Farmers of America (FFA), organized in 1928; Future

Homemakers of America (FHA), organized in 1945; Distributive Education Clubs

of America, (DECA), organized in 1946, Vocational Industrial Clubs of

America (VILA), organized in 1965; Future Business Leaders of America-Phi

Beta Lambda, (FBLA-PBL), organized in 1942; and Office Education Association

(OEA), organized in 1967.

Each of the student organizations has unique characteristics related

to the instructional program. Each youth organization serves as a catalyst

to implement changes to keep t'e school curriculum relevant to student and

manpower needs. Membe in each organization, through planned group activities

in realistic teaching laboratories, practice democracy in action under the

guidance of qualified adult leader. Each organization has contributed to

better schools, homes, and desireole family living, and has helped to instill

a belief in the dignity of work providing students with opportunities for

competition, showing pride in a,hieving goals and gaining satisfaction through

recognition.

44._;,74
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Statewide planning documents must provide for strong State

leadership and funding adequate to assure establishment,, o:erat,or,

proper development of each vocational education student o"ga"-:at'o" t: tne

end that 3 national membership goal of six million students, o" c-e, 's

reached and exceeded.

Funds allocated by the State to Part D, Title !II are orovioec fo"

the following purposes.

A. To provide staff positions and support in eacn :4 tne inst".otiona'

areas, at the federal, State, and local levels for purposes of acrste"i ^;

each vocational education student organization to assure tnei" resx-s'o'e

growth and relevance to policies and objectives of instractioral oog"ams.

B. To develop instructional materials and provide p"ofessioral

assistance, related to vocational education student orgarizatiors, to tea.tne"

education institutions to oe incorporated into reserve an: i"ser.'oe

teacher education programs.

C To influence cooperation among student organizations to ao.:Jr:"s"

mutual goals and objectives of vocational education.

L. To aggressively involve members from ousiness, labor, comm-itl,

and others in the operation and promotion of vocational sauce nt o"gan ' :at ' :"s

E. To provioe student recognition materials at State a.c "egio-a.

levels.
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(162

PART E

PRIVATE NON-PROFIT AND PROPRIETARY SCHOOLS

Programs authorized by this Act may be carried out through

contractual arrangements with private ,,-)r-profit and proprietary

organizations and institutions where such arrangements can make a

contribution to achieving the purposes of vocational education, and

where evidence exists that such education will be substantially equivalent to

that in the public sector, at a lesser cost, and can reduce duplication of

facilities or can provide equipment or services not available in public

institutions.

[See definitions, TITLE I)

e
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FEDERAL FUNDING FOP. TITLE III

The discussion of vocational education in Title III is related to the

Vocational Education Amendments of 1968, specifically:

Part Sec.102(b), Disadvantaged Students

Part b, State Vocational Education Programs

Part E. Residential Vocational Education

Part F. Consumer and Homemaking Education

Part G. Cooperative Vocational Education Programs

The Vocational Education Act of 1(163 and the 1968 Amendments were monu-

mental legislative accomplishments which have greatly enhanced the progress

of vocational education. While this proposed Act re-arranges the sequence

of the 1968 Amendments, makes minor technical changes and updates content

to meet current needs, the basic purposes of former Acts remain unchanged.

New emphases in Title III of this Act are: (1) expen.ion of the secondary,

postsecondary, and adult programs to reach more students, and (2) renewal

of a vigorous "outreach" objective for secondary, postsecondary and adult

programs as a preventive measure to combat social and economic problems of

persons in relation to their employment.

The total maximum federal funding authorized for vocational education

in the Vocational Education Amendments of 1968 (in relation to this Title

111), was $842,500,000.

Using this amount as a reasonable and appropriate authorization for

FY 76, and using the enrollment projections for vocational education of the

U.S. Office of Education for the period 1976-1980, the following funding

recommendations are made:.



,
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Enrollment Recomended
Fiscal Year Projection Funding

1976 15,843.000 $842,500,000

1977 17,225,000 $916,025,000

1978 18,607.000 $989.520,000

1979 19,989,000 $1,063.000,000

1980 21,373,000 $1,136,600,000

In order to update the funding arrangements of Title III of this pro-

posed Act. the following changes in Title I of PL 90-576 are recommended:

Section 102 is changed to read:

Seet4on-492(a) "There are authorized to be appropriated 436519991000

$842,500.000 for the fiscal year ending June 30. 4969 1976. $66619991999

1926.025,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 3979 1977. $6751999,999

$989.520,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 3973 1978, 667619991499

$1,063,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 3972 1979. and

$666,9991999 $1.136.600.000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 4973

1980 and each succeeding fiscal year for the purposes of parts-II-and-6

Title III of this t4t3e Act. Frem-the-amegat-appropriated-orsaant

te-the-preeed4ng-semtenee-amd-a44etted-te-eath-State-ander-seet4ea-493,

99-per-eentwm-sha44-be-ava44ab4e-fer-the-pwrposes-ef-part-B-and-49

per-eentmg-sha44-be-ava44a1,4e-fer-the-pwrpeses-e4-part-6T

244-4Aere-are-a4sa-amtlier4ted-te-be-amm.epr4ated-$4910901999-eath-for

the-f4sta4-years-and-end4ng-Jmne-391-49691-and-Jane-391-49791-fer-the

perpeses-ef-seetian -422444444(44T- -Met44ng-4n-this-sabseetiom-sha44

be-eenstraed-te-affeet-the-ava444444ty-ftr-seek-pwrposesr-ef-appro--

pr4at4ens-made-pwrsaaAt-te-smbseet4en-04-ef-this-seet4en.

24e4-There-are-forther-atitiwyr4ted-t.-be-appreiw4ated-fer-eatii-f4sea4-

year-saeh-swms-as-mey-be-neeessary-ta-pay-the-eest-ef-the-adm4n4stratien

1
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and-deveiepment-ef-Stete-piensv-the-eet4v4t4es-ef-edwisery-eeume44s

ereated-vmder-th4s-tttlei-emd-the-evaimattem-and-dassem4matien-aet4-

v4ttes-reqw4red-pmrsmant-te-thts-tttlexe

(b) Except as set forth in (d) and le) of this section, furds allo-

cated to each State under Title III will be available to the secon-

dary schools, postsecondary schools and to vocational education

programs for adults in proportion to the State plan identified

needs for programs at each of these levels.

(c) Within each level. secondary. postsecondary. and adult. funds

will be available to support the following:

STATE VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS

Seav42240-= Grants -te-States State allocations under this part

category may be used in accordance with approved State plans approved

parsvamt-te-seet4ea-423I for the following purposes:

"(1) vocational education programs for high school students,

including such programs which are designed to prepare than for

advanced or highly skilled postsecondary vocational and tech-

nical education;

"(2) vocational education for persons who have completed or

let high school and who are available for study in preparation

for entering the labor market;

"(3) vocational education for persons (other than persons who

are receiving training allowances under the Nampewer-Develepmeat

amd-Tra4m4mg-Aet-ef-1962-44,044e-kem-84 -4464 Comprehensive

Employment and Training Act of 1973 (Public Law 93-203), the

Area Redevelopment Act (Public Law 87-27), or the Trade Expan-

sion Act of 1962 (Public Law 87-794)) who have already entered
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the labor market and who need training or retraining to achieve

stability or advancement in employment;

"(4) (A) vocational education for persons (other than handicapped

persons defined in seet4eA-408-46) Title I (8))who have

academic, socioeconomic, or other disadvantagements that prevent

them from succeeding in the regular vocational education

program;

"(B) vocational education for handicapped persons who be-

cause of their handicapping condition cannot succeed in

the regular vocational education program without special

educational assistance or who require a modified vocational

education program;

"(5) construction of area vocational education school facilities;

2.464-vociat4ona4-9644once-ood-counse444)9-4es4gned-44ro44-sematos

mot-serve41-4o-4444e-44-amd-eovmerated-4trforegma06-444-4Areiph

444-e4-444s-swbseet4en-Orthe-se4tet4ten-t4i-enn-brepore44en-4orl

employmentrArre44-yeeetkrne4-ereesl-

"(7) provision of vocational training through contractual arrange-

ments with private vaeatiena4-tra4nins-4nst4tvt4ons non-profit

and proprietary schools where such private 4nst4tut4ons schools

can make a significant contribution to attaining the objectives

of the State plan, and can provide substantially equivalent

training at a lesser cost, or can provide equipment or services

not available in public institutions; and

"(8) ane444ary services and activities not served in other parts

of this Act to assure quality in all vocational education pro-

grams, such as teaeher-tra4n4ng-and-supervis4en, program
evaluation,

construction, equipment _purchase, work-study supervision and
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coordination, Jpee4a4-demewsirat4sm-and-emper4menta3-pregrams1
devel-

opment of instructional materials, and 4mpreved State and local

administration and leadership, including periodic evaluation of

State and local vocational education programs and services in the

light of information regarding current and projected manpo.,er needs

and job opportunities'

"(9) vocational education student organizations."

RESIDENTIAL VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

ehr-the-purpose-of-demonstrat414-the-feis4b444ty-arid-des4rab444ty-ef-

res4dent4a4-voeat4emal-edvert4em-sehm4s-fer-eer4401-yowths-0-114,11

sehoe4-agel-the-Comm4ss4one,-46-amther4zed-te-make-grants
States may

allocate out of sums appropriated pursuant to
swIssoet4ew-40 TITLE III

to State boards, to colleges and universities and with the approval

of the appropriate State board, to public educational agencies, organ-

izations or institutions funds for the construction, equipment and

operation of residential schools to provide vocational education (in-

cluding room, board, and other necessities) for youths, at least fif-

teen years of age and less than twenty-one years
of age at the time of

enrollment, who need full-time study on a residential basis in order

to benefit fully from such education. In making such grants alloca-

tions, the-Cemm4ss4emer-sha44-Ove special
consideration shall be

Win to the needs of 'large urban areas having substantial numbers of

youths who have dropped out of school or are unemployed and shall

seek to attain, as nearly as practicable in the light of the purposes

of this section, an equitable geographical
distribution of such schools.

2There-are-awther4ied-te-lre-apprepor4ated-fer-the-purpose-ef-th4s-see-

t4eR-$26000400-fer-the-f4sea4-year-em404-Jume-NI-496914894001009
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fer-the-f4seal-year-ead4ag-dune-901-49701-and-$953900.1BBB-eaeh-fer

the-f4see4-yeer-eatitng-deme-391-4974 -and-fer-the-sueeeed4ng-f4sea4

yearT2

CONSUMER AND HOMEMAKING EDUCATION

Funds allotted under approved State plans "w4Il mty be expended elely

for (1) educational programs which (A) encourage home economics to

give greater consideration to social and cultural conditions and needs.

especially in economically depressed areas, (B) encourage preparation

for professional leadership. (C) are designed to prepare youths and

adults for the role of homemaker, or to contribute to the employability

of such youths and adults in the dual role of homemaker and wage earner,

(D) include consumer education *pogrom, and (E) are designed for

persons who have entered, or are preparing to enter, the work of the

home .4114.424. aocAllar*som400st- aot4v4t4oe. and. otheo- means- of- assu-
44my 9ua-140- 4o- .14-hememelefot edueetwlorrprogram,- -sot* es-teecher trertn-
4ng- -aod- .soperv4s4onv

oterriortumdevetopment-reseerefr.-progrwn- evefete-

t-toovspec-444- siemeestretion-and-experimentel-orogreerrr,--devrlopmerft-of

41K-tivet404-1- etateris+rs- 1,1041+0n-of-ego4Pmerrt-rtred-.9tite- t dertristre -
Moe- sod- -leedergiviihx--

COOPERATIVE VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS

From the sums appropriated to States pursuant to Title III, States may

develop, within approved State plans, programs for cooperative voca-

tional education as defined in Title I (18)(A) "A State, in order to

participate in the program authorized by this part category, shall

submit, as part of its State plan, to the Commissioner, through its

State board, a plan which shall set forth policies and procedures to
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be used by the State board in establishing cooperative work -study .pro-

grams through local educational agencies with participation of public

and private employers. Such policies and procedures must give assur-

ance that --

"(1) funds will be used only for developing and operating coop-

erative work-study programs as defined in seetien-476 Title I

which provide training opportunities that may not othe,-wise be

available and which are designed to serve persons who can bene-

fit from such programs;

"(2) ne,:essary procedures are established for cooperation with

employment agencies, labor groups, employers, and other community

agencies in identifying suitable jobs for persons who enroll in

cooperative work-study programs;

"(3) provision is made for reimbasement of added costs to em-

ployers for on-the-job training of students enrolled in coopera-

tive programs, provided such on-the-job training is related to

existing career onportunities susceptible of promotion and ad-

vancement and does not displace other workers who perform such

work;

"(4) ancillary services and activities to assure quality in coop-

erative work-study programs are provided for, such as pre-service

and in-service training for teacher coordinators, supervision,

curriculum materials, and evaluation;

"(5) priority for funding cooperative work -study nroqrams through

local educational agencies, is given to areas that have high

rates of school dropouts and youth unemployment;
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2E3---W-11Me-emewe-esmeasammi-vs-ammeo-enc-saamie*Es-ennemliell

44.404-Meth_04.44,1-semem44-44-46ve-a4nme-telpe-Seoretn-vohefre

eammattmea;-ammls-are-0---tem-411-144paer-mr-seeeett

invieiveM-44-a-seeev-eemvii4ov-mas-aeme-maot-ssf,AMe-swvotspat*on

of such students;

'(7) Federal funds made avail-We =ler tT'S Part toll not be

commingled win State Cr 1=17 funds: en:

'(8) such accounting, eve4ation. Inc fo"ov-u: oroteaures es the

Commissioner deems necessary vi:' to brosnoeo.

'The Commissioner snail apurave S4C1 :art rr -ts State :let *via fulfills

the conditions soecified &Cove, end am* or:m/s-ion 4.relatinp to

the disaicrovai cf Stat.. Plans= sane:: a:C::

'(d) Fifteen (15) percent a' tie tote funs tmr-Jor,e.e.. to eNct State

under Title III, cf tn/s Act must be used tAZ.1.1-ef- 4.1)r ticeavarthoed

students as defined in TTtTe VIE -Slot-rht flints, ter (1D)

percent must be used excl;sive'y 'or tie benefit rr' rant /capped persons,

except that monies used stiecifica7T+ 4"V". ribtiaftbDeC tashDittDpeD

programs under the provisions :f tie :I or it 'e 1 e :115 AZ: may be

considered eitnin toe recuirement of tlS oar:. *ate: Assunirc full

appropriation cf the recommended ftmerg 'eve' for rt 19,S,

the sum to support FY 1975 programs for tl* ient,otobec vomit exceed

Federal ex-enaitures far tnese p t r, N Howe :tat, 514,=_,DDD.

In addition, other funding sources are o :* tots%bevo it the State effort

to provide total services ta nancicaoced DerStffl- Ebtt State D'Er for
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vocational education shall establish the system for these purposes.)

"(e) of the total funds appropriated to each State, including those

suns set aside in (dlof this section, at least thirty (30) percent must

be allocated to _postsecondary and adult education programs, both

preparatory and supplementary."
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caused funds to be diverted from teacher education to other program aspects.

Anticipated continued expansion of vocational education, and the

outreach plan to be employed in the adult program, requires particula

attention to teacher education. The problem is not solely an adjustment to

larger numbers of teachers, but an adjustment to the needs of teachers of the

handicapped, disadvantaged, youth outreach, and teaching problems related to

retraining for complex occupations with changing qualities of sophistication.

The quality of v^cational education in the future depends upon the

same major element a. 't has been dependent upon in the past- -the teacher.

Attainment of quality in teacher eduLation cannot be left to chance.

The Vocational Education Act of 1963, and the Amendments of 1968,

caused a significant growth in the total program of vocational education,

and in the number of teachers involved. During the eleven-year period,

FY'61 through FY'72, the number of vocational education teachers increased

From 93,579 to 235,658 or 152 percent, (13.8 percent per year). Projecting

the number of teachers from 1973 to 1980, and accounting for increases at

10 percent per year (the rough long-range percentage increase) provision

7/41St be made for teachers as follows:
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Fiscal Year
Tour Vocational
Education Enrollment

Amber of
Teachers Needed

1972 11.602.144* 235.685

1973 12.072.445 243.514

1974 13.397.000 (Proj) 267.865 (Proj)

1975 14.461.000 ' 294.600 '

1976 15.843.000 " 324.100

1977 17,225,000 ' 356.500

1978 18.607.000 " 392.200

1979 19.989.000 " 431.400

1980 21.373.000 ' 474.536

* Actual

In addition to program growth many teachers leave the vocational

education instruction program through death. retirement, and return to

business or industrial pursuits - -the nob.r of such persons is estimated

to be 13 percent of the total ',ober of teachers. Thus Provision must be

no to accomodate roughly 20-25 percent of the total number of teachers.

in programs designed for first service. or preservice of teachers.

coordinators. supervisors, and administrators.

1. Teacher education programs for beginning teachers

(PreservIce. or first service) in vocational education

The States have the choice of either conducting the teacher education

program as a State function, or contracting with an educational institution

to perform this function. (Or perhaps, a combination of State originated

programs and institutional programs.)

681
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Preservice programs, conducted under contract with teacher education

institutions, will vary from State to State as a particular State views its

needs for vocational teacher education. Statewide coordination of preservice

programs is recommended, either by the appropriate State agency, or with a

designated institution to have the coordination role, or both. The purpose

of funding an 1nsticution is to obtain a high quality program of preservice

teacher education (and to assure that such program is actually conducted),

as opposed to individual institutions meeting the task according to their

whirs or inclinations without funding. The main issue is to achieve

full -time and part-time vocational education instructor programs based

upon overall statewide policy decisions about vocational instructors.

Preservice programs of vocational teacher education are intended to

include provisions for occupational testing (where appropriate), other

testing which will assist instructors to examine their personal competencies

in relation to their instruction roles, and other general assistance which

will aid in developing a highly competent vocational education instructor- -

competent in subject matter and competent in the theory and practice of

teaching and learning.

The number of teachers enrolled in preservice teacher educate in

FY'72 represents 25.8 percent of the total number of teachers. The number

of teachers enrolled in , .vice teacher education in FY'73 represents

24.3 percent of the total umber of teachers. Projecting an average of

25 percent through to 1980 suggests the size of the preservice teacher

education task, as follows:
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Fiscal Year

Number of Teachers
Preservice

Teacher Education

1972 60,759*

1973 59.288*

1974 66,966 (Proj)

1975 73,650

1976 81,025

1977 89,125

1978 98,000

1979 107,850

1980 118,634
* Actual

2. Inservice teacher education

When the number of vocational education teachers was small in each

of the States the problem of communication among them was usually not a

major problem. The President's Panel of Consultants on Vocational

Education, 1961-62, pointed out the nature of the complexities of teacher

education and made recommendations to strengthen teacher education. By the

time the President's Advisory Council on Vocational Education met in

1966-67, the problems of teacher education had become acute. The Council

discussed extensive , the nature, status. projections, and needs for

teacher education. and indicated a need for extensive development of

inservice teacher education.

The need for inservice teacher education arises from the fact that

large numbers of vocational education teachers are not generally required

by State certification laws to either keep up to date with their occupational
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area, or to keep up to date with research and methodology related to

teaching and learning. However, after the Vocational Education Amendments

of 1968 the States recognized the need for
inservice teacher education and

began to develop programs to satisfy this need. National enrollments for

inservice teacher education for the first four years of the 70's were:

1970 60,680

1971 80,746

1972 80,569

1973 91,894

Inservice teacher education must be provided around two central themes:

A. Technical occupational competency. Almost without knowing it a

teacher's command of an cccupational area can begin to slip. New

occupational ideas are generated which can change significantly

the technical nature of the teaching content. For example, when

auto emission (smog, etc.) became an environmental problem, one

State immediately prepared and conducted a short inservice program

on auto emission control and updated every automechanics instructor

in the State. The need for updating occupational competency is

not uniform among the occupations, but no occupational area is

free from potential change in its technical content.

8. Professional educational competency. Research, experimentation,

and a variety of pilot and demonstration programs are producing

new ideas about teaching and learning. Curriculum research,

multi-media utilization in teaching, and other similar elements

are being developed rapidly. There is no way, except through
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u well-developed statewide inservice teacher education program,

to update teachers about these new developments.

It is no longer possible to expect all teachers to keep themselves up

to date in both their occupational and professional responsibilities. Teacher

education must assume the responsibility to "take" inservice programs to

vocational education teachers, and such programs should be offered

throughout the yearduring the week, evenings, weekends, vacation periods,

summer - -at various locations convenient for the teacher.

C. The size of the task. The size of the task may be determined

on the basis of an assumption that inservice teacher programs

should reach each teacher at least once every three years.

During the four year period, 1970-73, the actual limber of

teachers enrolled in inservice teacher education amounted to

35 percent of the total number of teachers. Such an assumption

would show the following relationships for enrollment projected

to 1980.

Fiscal Year

Number of Teachers
Inservice

Teacher Education

1974 93,700

1975 103,000

1976 113,000

1077 125,000

1978 137,200

1979 150,900

1980 166,000
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Inservice teacher education represents one of the key quality controls

for vocational education. Enrollment data about inservice teacher education

suggest that the States are aware of the importance of inservice teacher

education and are in fact moving toward implementation of inservice

teacher education. However, the States vary widely in the extent to which

inservice teacher education programs have been developed within the States.

Funding directed to this area will emphasize the importance of the area

and provide a basis for accountability.

PART B

PLACEMENT AND FOLLOWP

The range and scope of vocational education has enlarged substantially

during the past decade. We are helping more people to prepare themselves

for work in a much larger segment of the labor force than at any previous

period of time. The growth pattern continues to move toward expansion of

vocational education with regard to the variety of individuals involved

and the kinds of occupations for which preparation is provided.

Prior to World War II a kind of understanding had developed that each

teacher was responsible for his or her owr placement. This practice worked

reasonably well; but as the size of the vocational education program enlarged,

the problem required the attention of other people in addition'to teachers.

Concurrently with the expansion of vocational education came an urgent need

for placement and followup data.

Unfortunately, these two facets of vocational education--placement and

followup--have too long been commingled into a :Angle category, and such a

44-822 0 - 75 - 44
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combination, howe4er convenient, has performed some degree of disservice

to each. Assumption of similarity in meaning, purpose, or the performance

of these two vital obligatory functions of vocational education reduces

their respective scopes, and narrows their respective limits. Regardless

of the historical logic that lumped these terms and these functions into a

convenient grouping, they are in no manner synonymous. In the continuum

of vocational education they become separable parts that will profit from

separate treatment and separate emphasis.

1. Placement

Placement of persons who successfully complete vocational

education programs is a legal, moral, and logical obligation of those persons

who operate such programs. Local education agencies must make and carry

out plans which in fact will achieve suitable placement for all persons who

complete vocational education programs. The State educational authority

has a responsibility to collect and disseminate total placement data. The

original principle of vocational education, "to fit for useful employment"

has not been lost. Placement, either on the job or at a higher level of

preparation, is thought to be one of the quality measures of vocational

education. Estimates from 1971-72 studies of vocational education (Project

Baseline) indicate that 50 percent of the students who complete vocational

education programs are employed in occupations directly related to the

training received--the remaining 50 percent include about 20 percent who

contiiued their education toward more complex forms of employment. Of the

students available for work in 1971-72, 95 percent actually went to work.

When a school assumes an obligation to conduct a vocational education

program leading to employment, it also assumes a responsibility to either
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provide a placement service for the graduates or to arrange for placement

service to be available to the graduate. No one should get lost between

completion of training and entering upon a job; it is the responsibility

of the school to extend its vocational education concern for the student to

and after job placement. The foregoing, houtver, is not intended to

eliminate the role of the teacher in placement activities.

2. Followup

Followup of students is a service function designed to refine

program quality, and to objectively determine unmet training needs. The

followup process establishes and stimulates direct contacts among the

training agency, former students, and the employing businesses and industries.

Such communication provides product viability assurance. Followup is a tool

to be used to assure ongoing quality in vocational education.

Followup of former students is an acknowledged technique for

making an accurate determination of the relevance of training to performance

at the work station. Subsequent feedback of such pertinent information

to the design and conduct of the training program provides an undergirding

of quality in the instructional program.

Followup is a continuous process and it the responsibility of

many persons, not just the instructor Knowledge about followup efforts

is nearly nonexistent and expansion of future vocational education programs

requires extensive development of followup activities. One scnool issues an

annual report entitled "Listen, the Graduates Speak"--the result of their

followup activities.
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3. Funding Level for Part R

In order to achieve the mission of placement and followup some of

the resources of vocational education must be directed to this activity.

States must provide in their plans for placement of all student: who

complete vocational education programs, including the early-leavers who

want to go to work.

From the data about placement for 1971-72, it is known that about

1.6 million students completed the vocational education program that year.

This represents roughly 13.8 percent of the total number of persons enrolled

in vocational education.

It is estimated that it costs about $15 per person to provide placement

and followup service. On the basis of the 1971-72 completions in vocational

education an amount of $24,000,000 would have had to be expended to accomplish

the placement and followup mission.

PART C

STUDENT SUPPORT PROGRAMS

The goal of Congress to make vocationdl education "available" to all

people of all ages in all communities can be enhanced considerably by

making provision in legislation for student support programs which make it

possible for students to take advantage of vocational education offerings.

Without such provision many students will be effectively denied the basic

goal Congress seeks to achieve.

5DS g..
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Students who need some kind of a financial support program to achieve

vocational competency are found throughout the nation. Many of this group

are included in the 900,000 students who drop out of high school prior to

graduation. It is highly probable that many of the dropouts are seeking

to enter the labor force; and are doing so without the vocational education

necessary to command a job appropriate to their abilities. Other graduates,

dropouts, or persons who have achieved a certificate of completion from high

school, who have entered the labor force need additional vocational education

in order to advance in their occupation or to prepare for a new occupation.

Many of these fornor students need financial assistance during their vocations'

preparation period in order to stay in school.

Funds allocated to this Part are intended to nrovide partial support

for students entering the "outreach" programs (TITIE III) for high school

students, youth out of school of high school age, young adults entering

postsecondary schools, or programs for.other adults for whom vocational

education can make 4 Cifferenc: in their ability to earn a living,

Student support programs apply to persons who are under employed,

improperly employed, imperfectly employed, and unemployed because their basic

inschool education program did not provide sufficient vocational skills and

knowledges for them to become appropriately employed.

1. Work-Study Programs

The concept of work-study programs, as described in Part H Vocational

Education Amendments of 1968, has been found to be successful in practice

and should continue in new or revised legislation with changes as suggested

below. Expanded program goals for unemployed and underemployed youth,

particularly dropouts or potential dropouts, makes work-study provisions an
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provisions be employed by public non-profit agencies. Preferably such

employment should be as closely related as possibh to the vocational

education area in which the student is enrolled.

Enrollment in work-study programs in vocational education is directly

related to the amount of funds avaiiable. The more money available the more

students who can take advantage of the program. At prasent the need for

work-study programs greatly exceeds the funds allocated. Fundirg available

per student year must be greatly increased in order to reach the financially

disadvantaged student who needs instruction in a vocational area.

The following calculations indicate the projected enrollment, and

the funding required, based upon an availability of S1,200 per student per year.

Fiscal Year

Enrollment
in

Work-Study

Funds Required
at

$1,200 per Student

1972 30,896* S37,075,200***

1973 33,681* 40,417,200

1974 36,000** 43,200,000

1975 39,000 " 46,800,000

1976 42,000 " 50,400,000

1977 45,000 " 54,000,000

1978 48,000 " 57,600,000

1979 51,000 " 61,200,000

1980 54,000 " 64,A00,000

* Actual *** Only S6 Million allotted for
*. Projected 1972, S194 per student enrolled
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have limited financial resources (about one-third are heads of households)

and could be served effectively by the postsecondary and adult vocational

education programs.

The total.of these two groups represent about 1.730.000 persons each

year who will not be in school and will not be preparing to enter productive

employment. Serving this group is a part of the outreach program of

vocational education, but this group must have financial support during

their preparation for employment.

It is proposed that vocational education include in its projected

enrollment 100,000 such students for Fl°76. and that this number be

increased by 25.00 each year through FY'80. It is further proposed that

a stipend of $85 per week be provided for each person in this group for a

maximum of 39 weeks per year.

Plumber of

Fiscal Year Students Stipend Support

1976 100.000 S331.500.000

1977 125.000 414.375.000

1978 150.000 497.250.000

1979 175.000 580.125.000

1980 200.000 663.000.000
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68S

PART 0

LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT

Public Law 90-35. Part F. Sec. 552. provided for Leadership

Development Awards to be granted to selected awardees to pursue a three-

year graduate program in the area of vocational education. Experience

with the three-year graduate program has provided evidence that the

objectives of the program were actually exceeded (but the number of persons

involved in the program was small compared with the need) and that the

investment by the Federal Government produced high returns in the form of

positions of leadership actually achieved by the graduates.

The number of persons from vocational education involved in the three-

year Leadership Development Awards program represented an extremely small

percentage of the total number of vocational education teachers, as shown

below:

Number Percent of Total

of Vocational Number of Number of Vocational

Fiscal Year Teachers Awardees Education Teachers

1970 190,364 160 0.08

1971 211.550 216' 0.10

(' 56 new awardess assigned in 1971. Total nether
of awardess in grognom, 1970-72 .216)

Despite opinions advanced that the Federal Government was investing too

highly in doctoral programs, and that too many doctorates were being

completed, the opinion does not apply to vocational education. There is

no evidence that too many doctorates in vocational education have been

authorized.
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The emphasis in the three-year graduate program is Leadership Development;

almost incidentally, within the three-year period, a person may receive other

degrees or credentials--but, t;:, emphasis is upon Leadership Development in

Vocational Education, not the degree or credential.

Recommendations:

1. It is recommended that beginning with FY'77 400 persons

be selected from among vocational education personnel (or related arras

as provided in the law) to receive Leadership Development Awards. Such

persons must be highly selected by the various States. Awardees should

be approved for 'omission to the program, and accepted by an

institution, not less than nine months in advance of the starting date

of the program. (for example, an awardee who wishes to attend thn three-

year graduate program at Sunrise University in September 1977, should

have been selected by his State, approved by the Commissioner, and

admitted by Sunrise University not later than January 1, 1977.)

2. It is recommended that such awardees be assigned by the

Commissioner to not more than 20 institutions selected by the Commissioner

that offer a graduate program with a specialty in vocational education.

3 3. It is recommended that selection of 400 awardees be repeated

for FY'80 and FY'83.

Suggested Restatement for Sec. 552

"(a) In order to meet the needs in all the States for qualified

vocational education personnel with high potential to advance to policy

making_ and leadership positions in vocational education ismeh-as-adm4n4stnatensv
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saperv4serst-teaeher-edwealarss-researehersvand-Ostrwaters-4m-vecatiana4

dweatian-pregrams4 the Commissioner shall make available three-year

leadership development awards (grants) in accordance with the provisions of this

pmt only upon his determination that students are eligible for admission

as a graduate "tudent in an approved program of higher education and- -

"(A) persons selected for awards have had not less than two years of

professional experience in vocational education or in 4ndustria4-tra4m4all

the business-industrial complex, or in military technical training; or

in-the-ease-af-researehers research experience in a social science

researeh which is applicable to vocational education, or guidance

and counseling which is applicable to vocational educations -me ac.a..1.rt

"(B) persons receiving such awards are currently employed or are

reasaaab4y-assared qualified for employment in vocational education and

have successfully completed, as a minimum, a Imeea4awreate master's

degree programs-or and;

"(C) persons selected are recommended by their employer, or others,

as having leadership potential in the field of vocational education

1-and-are-e44g4a4e -fer-adm4ss4on-as -a -graduate-student -to -a -program-of

h4gher-edweat4sa-appraved-by-the-Gommiss4amer-under-swbseei4an-(e4r

"(b) (1) The Commissioner shall pay to persons selected for leadership

development awards such stipends (including such allowances for

subsistence and other expenses for such persons and their dependents)

as he may determine to be consistent with prevailing practices under

comparable federally supported programs, but not less than $4,400 per

academic year and $800 per summer sessions with a dependent allowance

of $600 per academic year and $100 per dependent for the simmer session.
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"(2) The Commissioner shall (in addition to the stipends paid to

persons under paragraph (1) ) make grants pay to the institution of higher edu-

cation at which such person is pursuing his course of study such amounts as the

Commissioner may determine to be consistent with the prevailing practices

under comparable federally supported programs not to exceed the equivalent

of ;37509 $4,500 per academic year, and not to exceed $1,000 for the summer

session, but any amount charged such person for tuition and nonrefundable fees

and deposits shall be deducted from the amount payable to the institution of

higher education under this subsection. The balance of funds left over, after

deducting normal tuition, fees, and deposits, shall revert to the director of

the graduate program in leadership development for vocational education for

the purpose of enriching the educational experience of awardees through

internships and other kinds of involvement with the active ongoing program

in vocational education in local school districts, in State Departments of

Education, or in other activities determined by the Director to be appropr4ate

as leadership experience; and to provide part-time assistants for the

Director in administering the leadership development program.

"(c) The Commissioner shall approve the vocational education leadership

development program of an institution of higher education, by-ehe-4nst4tit4en

which has submitted an application, only upon finding that- -

"(1) The institution offers a eamprehens4ve graduate program in vocational

education, at the doctoral level, with adequate supporting services and

disciplines such as education administration, guidance and counseling.

research, and curriculum development;
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"(2) such program is designed to further substantially the objective

of improving vocational education through providing opportunities for

flexible and individualized graduate training of vocational education

teachers, supervisors, and administrators, and of university level

vocational education teacher educators and researchers;

"(3) such programs are conducted by a school of graduate study in the

institution of higher education; and

"(4) such program is also approved by the State board for vocational

education in the State where the institution is located.

"(d) In order to meet the needs for qualified vocational education personnel

such as teachers, administrators, supervisors, &nil researchers, curriculum

specialists, Lacher educators, and others in vocational education programs

in all the Stat±s, the Commissioner in carrying out this section shall

apportion leadership development awards equitably among the States,.4ak4n,

linte-aseemni-stish-fasters-as-the-Staies-vecitliena;-edweatlien-empeliments7

and-the-4mAdenee-ef-yemth-mmemOsymeni-and-sehee;-dpsiewts-lin-the-State,

"(e) Persons receiving leadership awards under the provisions of this

section shall continue to receive the payments provided in subsection (b)

only during such periods as the Commissioner finds that they are maintaining

satisfactory proficiency in, and devoting essentially full-time to, study

or research in the field of vocational education in an institution of higher

education, and are not engaging in gainful employment, other than part-time

employment by such institution (or sanctined byuch institution) in teaching,

research, or ski'," t4.4ies c.....,proved by the Commissioner."
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FEDERAL FUNDING FOR TITLE IV

PART A Teacher Education

Substantive data are not available to indicate precisely the extent

to which States have used Federal funds for vocational teacher education.

It has been necessary to use estimates based upon the experience of two

States (California and Ohio) and to generalize these data for teacher education

as a whole. For teacher education (preservice and .,,service) California spent

$218, Federal funds, per teacher for 9,370 teachers in 1973-74. Ohio spent

$285, Federal funds, per teacher for 5,600 teachers in 1972-73. The Ohio

program appears to be more stabilized, that is, growing less rapidly than

California, and probably represents a better index of the amount of Federal

funds expended for teacher education. The higher figure, $285, was applied to

national projected enrollment and rounded as follows:

Estimated Enrollment
Preservice & Inservice

Fiscal Year Teacher Education Funds Needtd

1976 194,025 $55,000,000

1977 214,1.5 61,000,000

1978 235,200 67,000,000

1979 258,750 74,000,000

1980 284,634 81,000,000

PART B Placement and Fnllowup

See p. 77

PART C Student Support Programs

See pp. 80 and 82

PART 0 Leadership Development Awards $5,120,000
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LEGISLATIVE PROPOSALS FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

TITLE V

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION APPLIED RESEARCH,

CURRICULUM, DEMONSTRATION PROGRAMS, AND

LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT

This TITLE consists of Parts C, D, and I of P.L. 90-576, and PART F,
Sec. 553 and 554 of P.L. 90-35.

Vocational education needs strong Federal leadership vested in the
office of the U.S. Commissioner of Education. In order to achieve
effectiveness of Federal leadership this TITLE proposes that projects of
national significance (as applied to Parts A,B,C, and D of this TITLE)
will be under the control of the Commissioner. Projects of statewide
significance (as applied to Parts A,B,C, and D of this TITLE) will be
under the control of the State Board for Vocationel Education.

Funds for this title are to be shared equally between the Commissioner
and the States; 50 percent of each PART to the Commiesioner to fund
projects of National priority; and 50 percent of each PART allotted to the
States (on a total population basis) to fund State priority projects.

PART A

APPLIED RESEARCH

Until the passage of the Vocational Education Act of 1963 vocational

education had been research starved. Since VEA'63 funds, in varying

amounts, have been available for research in vocational education. Research

projects funded under the provisions of the vocational education Acts have

covered a wide range of research endeavor. Funds requested under this PART

place an emphasis upon applied types of research that are concerned primarily

with goals that can be replicated in States or in local educational

institutions.

In order that vocational education programs and vocational education

opportunities are improved; needs assessments, planning, manpower information.

703
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decision oriented information, information management systems; guidance,

counseling, placement and student follow through services, instructional

practices, and technology needed to be produced, refined, tested,

disseminated, and diffused in order that ocational education at the State

and local levels will be up-to-date and adequately focused to serve the

nation's youth, especially the educationally disadvantaged youth.

"Sec. 131. (a) From 50 per centum of the sums available te-eaek-64a4e

for the purposes of this part the Commissioner is authorized to make grants

to and contracts for projects of significance to the nation w4th to

institutions of higher education, public and private agencies and institutions

State boards, and, with tte approval of the appropriate State toard, to local

educational airncies in that State for the purposes set forth in section 132,

except that no grant may be made other than to a nonprofit agency or

institution , and to provide support for a national center for research and

development in vocational education outside the Federal Government.

"(b) The remaining 50 per centum of the sums available Weeek-giate

for the purposes of this part shall be used in the State by its State board

in accordance with its State plan, (1) for paying wp-to -76-per-eentwm-of -the

the costs of the State research coordination unit, and (2) for grants to

colleges and universities, and other public or nonprofit private agencies

and institutions, and local educational agencies and contracts with private

agencies, organizations, and institutions to pay 99-per-eentwm of the costs

of programs and projects for (6) research and training programs, (ii)

experimental, developmental, or pilot programs and (iii) for diffusion and

implementat!on activities develeped-by-sueli-4nst4twt4ees-anal-agencies -and

designed to meet the special vocational seeds of youths, particularly youth,

n economically depressed communities who have academic, socioeconomic,

44.822 0 - 75 45

704
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or other handicaps that prevent them from succeeding in the regular

vocational education programs and (4444 (iv) the dissemination of information

and implementation of products derived from the foregoing programs or from

research and demonstrations in the field of vocational education, which

programs and projects have been recommended by the State research coordination

unit or by the State advisory council.

'Uses of Federal Funds

"Sec. 132. The funds available for grants and contracts under section

131 (a) may be used for- -

"(1) research in vocational educatio;

"(2) tra4n4n9-pregrams national institutes, symposia, or other

activities designed to familiarize persons involved in vocational

education with research findings and successful pilot and

demonstration projects in vo, ;Lionel education;

"(3) experimental, developmental, and pilot programs and projects

designed to test the effectiveness of research findings;

"(4) demonstration and dissemination projects;

"(5) the-4eve4topment-ef-new-vseat4eaa4-edweat4en-eurr4e0ai-apd

diffusion of information and products; and

"(6) projects in the development of new careers and occupations,

such ,as --

"(A) research and experimental projects designed to identify

new careers in such fields as mental and physical health,

crime prevention and correction, welfare, education,

municipal services, child care, and recreation requiring less

7( 5
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training than professional positions and to delineate within

such careers roles with the potential for advancement from ore

level to another;

"(B) training and development projects designed to demonstrate

and diffuse improved methods of securing the involvcr-ent,

cooperation, and commitment of both the public and private

sectors toward the end of achieving greater coordination and

more effective implementation of programs for the employment

of persons in the fields described in subparagraph (A),

including programs to prepare professionals(including

administrators) to work effectively with aides; and

"(C) projects to evaluate the operation of programs for the

training, development, and utilization of i4441-sepv4ee-a4des1

part4 kaar4y-the4r-effeet4veness-4A-prov444A1-sat4sfaetery

werk-emper4enees-and-4A-meet4Ag-pAdo44-seeds vocational education.

"Applications

"Sec. 133. (a) A grant or contract under section 131(a) may be made

upon application to the Commissioner at such time or time', in such 'tanner,

and containing, or accompanied by, such information as the Commissioner

deems necessary. Such application shall contain- -

"(1) a description of the nature, duration, purpose, and plan

of the project;

"(2) the 4.alifications of the orincipal staff who will be

responsible for the project; and

"(3) a detailed justification of the amount of qeant funds

requested',
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e4e14:-.1enes-ae44-1,--tne-at-44thavt.
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PART B

CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT

"Sec. 191 (a) The Congress finds that curriculum development is

complicated by the diversity of occupational objectives; variations due to

geography; differences in educational levels and types of programs; and by

the wide range of occupations which includes, but is not limited to,

agriculture, food processing and preparation, trades and industry,

distribution and marketing, technical, public service, health services,

business, and office occupations. It is therefore the purpose of this section

to enable the Commissioner to provide appropriate assistance to State and

leeal educational agencies in the development of curriculums for new and

changing occupations, and to coordinate improvements in, and dissemination of,

existing curriculum materialsr to provide assistance to national vocational

education curriculum centers, to conduct special curriculum projects in

selected school districts and to sponsor national curriculum worksho s and

symposia; and to enable the States to provide attention to instate curriculum

needs in vocational education fur ongoing and expanding vocational education

programs.,

"(b) There are authorized to be appropriated 010001000-fer-iho-f4sea4

year-end4ii-Jvne-301-39691-and-$41949044M-fer-the-thea;-year-en44n9-Jwne

30149701 $20,010,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1976, and an equal

amount each year thereafter including the fiscal year ending June 30, 1980

for the ourposes set forth in this .seotionv- part.
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"(2) For purposes of this subsection, 'curriculum'mater4a411 means

a plan for a teaching/learning program which includes objectives, subject

matter content, learning experiences and teaching strategies, teaching aids,

and means of evaluation. matep4a41-sons4st4ng-of-a-sev4es-of-emipses-to-sever

4msineS4em-im-aRy-osewpatismai-f4e4d-411-voitat4m4-edweatfon-wh4th-are-

designed-to-prepare-persoms Curriculum materials include curriculum guides

for teachers and administrators, and student materials for learning situations

in vocational education programs to prepare students for employment at the

entry level or to upgrade occupational competencies of those previously or

presently employed in any occupational field."

"(b) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, unless hereafter

enacted expressly in limitation of the provisions of this paragraph, funds

available ts-Galm4,64emer pursuant to subsection (b) shall remain available

until expended."

in
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702

C

EXEMPLARY PROGRAMS AND PROJECTS

"Sec. 141. The Congress finds that it is necessary to reduce the

continuing seriously high level of youth unemployment by developing means

for giving the same kind of attention as is now giver t: the college

preparation needs of those ruing persons who go on to college, to the

preparation needs of the two out of three young persons who end their

education at or before completion of the secondary level, too many of whom

face long and bitter months of job hunting or marginal work after leaving

school. The purposes of this part, therefore, are to stimulate, demonstrate

and diffuse through Federal financial support, new ways to create a bridge

between school and earning a living for young people, who are still In

school, who have left school either by graduation or by dropping out, or

who are in postsecondary programs of vocational preparation, and to promote

cooperation between public education and merpower agencies.

"Authorization of Grants and Contracts

"Sec. 142. (a) There are hereby authorized to be appropriated

061909,000-fsp-the-f4sea4-yeaP-end40,-June-i01-1%91-SPION,MQ-fsP-ik-

f4sea;-veaP-e444,414wpe-30/49;01-as444110000100 $20000.000 for the fiscal

year ending June 30, 1976, S30,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1917.

$40,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1978, $50,000,000 for the fiscal

mrending June 30, 1979 and $75,000.000 for the fiscal year ending June 30.

1980 fen-eaeh-44-the-4we-smeeeed4,44scal-yeams-te-enah1..v.t-iemm4woner

to carry out the provisions of this part.
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2410(44-Fres-ihe-sems-appropriated-pmvsmant-te-th4s-pari-the

6eamOs. Ifter-sha44-Peseeve-seek-amsente-bet-net-4N-emeess-ef-3-pte-seelem

IneeeefT-as-he-may-detepaime-and-sAa14-aiiet-sweh-ameent-ameng-Peerte-R4ses

ene-V4,44n-is4ames.-Gram, -Aotriaam-fbassal-aad-the-Treat-Territer4es-ef
-the

Pasiffa-is4ands-amserd4mg-ae-tkeir-meapseaive-meeds-fer-ass4saamee-mmt

this-part

2(24-Frem-ihe-Pemaindeig-ef-smeh-seme-ehe-cammissiener-sliaii-allemiee

$200/00-te-kash-Ctate-(emeept-these-prev4ded-fer-4m-paragraph -(4447-and-he

eha44-4m-a4141444em-alleitatd-te-eaeh-smeh-Rtate-am-amewmt-wheek-imers-the-sane

ret4e-4e-amy-pesieme-ef-sweh-remaineer-as-the-pepuiateem-aged-f:ftect-te

m4metetmv-both-kmeiwsove,-4m-she-6tate-bears-ti-Mwe-pepy4atkem-of-smsh-ages

4n- all -such- States.

"(c) From 50 per centum of the slams allotted 4e-maoh-State for the

purposes of this part, the Cmoissioner is authorized to make grants to or

contracts with State boards or local educational agencies for the purpose

of stimulating and assisting in the develcmment,
establishment, and operation

of programs or projects designed to carry out the purposes of this mart PART.

The Commissioner also may make, -4m-awah-64ate-frem-emsh-amms,
grants to other

public or nonprofit private agencies, organizations, or
institutions, when such

grants or contracts will make am-espesia44y significant contribution to

attaining the objectives of this part. PART.

"id)
rie-itate-beard-may-mse-tMe-memakm4m, From 50 per centum of such

sums allotted to this PART the State board may make grants to local educational

agencies or other pubrie or nonprofit private agencies, organizations, or

institutions, or contracts with public or private agencies, organizations, or

institutions including business and indmstrial concerns, upon such terms and
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conditions consistent with the provisions of this part and with its State

plan approved-perseamt-er-see44em-42B, as it determines will most effectively

carry out the development, establishment, and operation
of exemplary and

innovative occupational education programs or projects designed to serve as

models for use in vocational education programs.

"Uses of Funds

"Sec. 143. (a) Grants or contracts pursuant to this part may be made,

upon terms and conditions consistent with the provisions of this part, to pay

all sr-part of the cost of--

"(I) planning and developing exemplary demonstration and diffusion

programs or projects such as those described in paragraph (2), or

"(2) establishing, operating or evaluating exemplary programs or projects

designed to carry out the purposes set forth in section 141, and to

broaden occupational aspirations and opportunities for youths, with

special emphasis given to youths who have academic, socioeconomic, or

other handicaps, which programs or projects may, among others, include- -

"(A) those designed to familiarize elementary and secondary

school students with the broad range of occupations for which

special skills are required and the requisites for careers in

such occupations;

"(B) programs or projects for students providing educational

experiences through work during the school year or in the summer;

"(C) programs or projects for intensive occupational guidance4ame

counselimi4Alacement and follow-through during the last years of

4chool and for initial Job placement;

Z. 7'1,3
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"(D) programs or projects designed to broaden or improve vocational

",education curriculums;

"(E) exchanges of personnel between schools and other agencies,

institutions, or organizations participating in activities to achieve

the purposes of this part, including manpower agencies and

industry;

"(F) programs or projects for young workers released from their

jobs on a part-time basis for the purpose of increasing their

educational attainment; and

"(G) programs or projects at the secondary level to motivate and

provide preprofessional preparation for potential teachers for

vocational education.

"(b)(1) A grant or contract pursuant to this part may be made only if the

Commissioner is in the case of grants or contracts made by him, or the State

board, in the case of grants or contracts made by it, determines- -

"(A) that effective procedures will be adopted by grantees and

contractors to coordinate the development and operation of other programs

and projects carried rut under grants or contracts pursuart to this

part, with the appropriate State plan, and with other public and private

programs having the same or similar purposes;

"(B) that to the extent consistent with the manlier .0 students enrolled

in nonprofit private schools in the area to be served whose educational

needs are of the type which the program or project involved is to meet,

provision has been made for the participat!on of such students; and

"(C) that effective policies and procedures will be adopted which

assure that Federal funds made available under this part will not be

commingled with State or local funds.

9i4
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"(2) The amount available to a State pursuant to section 142(d)

shall be available for obligation for grants or contracts pursuant to

the State plan approved under section 123 (P.L. 90 -576). for paying all

of the cost of programs described in section 142(d)
and section 143(a)

during that year and the succeeding fiscal year.

"(3) No grant or contract (other than a grant or contract with a State

board) shall be made by the Commissioner under section 142(c) with

respect to any program or project unless such program or project has

been submitted to the State board in the State in which it is to be

conducted and has not-been-44sapproved been consented on by the State

board within sixty days of such submission or within such longer period

of time as the Commissioner may determine pursuant to regulations.

"(4) Notwithstanding any other provision of law. unless hereafter

enacted expressly in limitation of the provisions of this paragraph,

funds available to the Commissioner and to the State board pursuant

to section 142(c) shall rain available until expended."

7 iS
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PART D

"EXCHANGE-PROGRAMS. INSTITUTES, AND INGERVIGE LEADERSHIP EDUCATION

FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION TEACHIRGI-BUPERVIGORSI-COORBINATORGI

AND ADMINISTRATORS, EDUCATIONAL BOARDS, AND OTHER PUBLIC GROUPS.

"Sec. 553. (a) From fifty percent of the funds appropriated for this PART

the Commissioner is authorized to make grants and contracts-te-Gtate-bearilsi-as

ilef4med-4m-the-Veeat4ema4-Cilweat4em-Asi-of -49631 to pay the costs of carrying

out cooperative arrangements concerning leadership development fer-the-tra4m4mg-

er-retra4m4mg-ef for experienced vocational education personnel such as Soothers,

teacher educators, administrators, emperv4sersi-amol-emord4maters, and other

personnel who can 4m-moiler-to strengthen vocational education programs

supported by this part Act. and-the-embe4m4strai4em-ef-seheele-effer4mg

vesai4omai-edweat4em Such cooperative arrangements may be with any Neilsen

rebels-effer4mg-veat4ena; educational institution or agency; or with and

private businesses, er industry, or other commercial enterprises, or w4ik

accomplished directly by the State board. ether-edimai4emal-4m1141m14ems

44miwang-these-fop-the-Itami4eammod-aodAle44mpitni4v

"(b) Grants and contracts under this section may be used for protects

and activities such as--

g444--emekamge-ef-vesai4emai-mlweat4em-imahers-and-eiker-staff

members-w4ik-sk43led-teekm4e4ams-er-seperv4sers-4m-4ndestry-44m

eied4mg-metwa4-arramgmmente-fer-proserv4mg-empiereemi-amol

retIrement-siatesi-and-other-empIojewmt-bemefitt-dering-lbe-per40

ef-emehange4t-and-the-4 veiepmemi-and-operat4em-ef-eeeperai4ve

arsgrams-4mveIv4mg-per4o411-ef-telek4mg-4m-sebeels-prev4(14sg-vesa-
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aiem:1-edweaa4em-amd-et-expemeemeed-em -eemmere4a17-4mdustr4a4. -op

eaten-NW' -er-pr4vate-empleymema -reiaied-ae-ahe-swb4eet -matter

laugha-4m-smeh-asheeie

"(1) leadership development programs designed to improve the

quality of professional development and understanding of persons

concernimg_the relationships, functions, and needs of vocational

education programs within the context of the nation's total education

effort; particular attention is to be paid to educational problems

identified as national or regional in scope; and

1424--4Astry4es-tra4m4ng-prognots-tor-vileat4ona4-edwoot4on-teashers

and -siker-staff4mmobers -to-4mprove -the-qva44ty-of-411strut4on.

swwv4s4on. -and-adm4m4strat4opi-ot-vosat4ona4-edvsal4on-prograins4 -and-

uteslii2short-terminstitworops.ssiaorothertraini

activities designed to focus attention of vocational education policy

makers upon national social, economic, and educational issues and

priorities to improve the leadership qualifications of such persons

to integrate effective vocational education programs into the

educational experience of all persons; and long-term institutes for

highly selected, and high administrative level, policy makers

including vocational educators. State board members avid staff, local

school board members and staff (urban and rural). and representatives

of business, industry. and the public at large; and

717
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gii4--short-term-op-regtaa-Psess4on-4mititwies.-op-sther-preservOle

and-Oisepv4se-training-preqrams-or-ppOpets-des4gmed-te-4mprove

the-qmo44f4sat4ons-of-pffsons-enttp4mg-and-reentering-tke-f401-of

volat4oRai-edweat4eml-emsept-that-findsquay-not-be-wsed-fer-sto4-

Rarsi-sripAsiwworkshops-m-sonferenees-untess-these-ape-part-st

a-cont4mv4mg-program-of-4iseev4se-op-preserv4se-traWng,

"(3) national leadership develknment inStitutes and workshops for

teacher educatorst coordinators, supervisors, administrators, and

other selected personnel for the purpose of developing procedures

and standards pertaining to leadership development and other

matters that affects program growth; and

"(4) National resource panel(s) funded through one or more States,

whose purpose would be to Identify national priorities, to coordinate

and train directors of funded activities, to identify exemplary

components of leadership training activities, to be a source of

technical assistance as requested by the States or the Commissioner,

and to annually review the effectiveness of programs conducted

under this section; the members of the national resource panel(s)

would be recommended by the State boards and by the Commissioner

and would serve on a rotating basis and report to the Commissioner.

"(c) Fifty percent of the funds appropriated for this PART shall be

distributed to the States, on a population basis, to be used by the State,.

nd, or, for the Statc to contrac' with or make grants to institutions or

groups within the State, for the purpose of conducting leadership programs

for local and regional directors of vocational education, educational
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administration personnel, local boards of education. and selected State

staff; the State board shall include in its statewide plan procedures for

accomplishinj the purpose of this subsection.

"(c) (d) A grant or contract may be made under this section only upon

application to the Commissioner or the State board at such time or times

and containi g such information as he the Commissioner or the State board

deems necessary. Neither the Commissioner nor the State board shall not

approve an application unless it - -

"(1) sets forth a program for carrying out one or more projects or

activities which meet the requirements of subsections (b) or (c), and

provides for, such methods of administration as are necessary for the

proper and efficient operation of the program;

"(2) sets forth policies and procedures which assure that Federal funds

made available under this section for any fiscal year will be so used as to

supplement and to the extent practicable, increase the level of funds that

wov14 in the absence of such Federal funds, be made available for purposes

which meet the requirements of subsections (b) or (c), and in no case

supplant such funds;

"(3) provides for such fiscal control and fund accounting procedures as

may be necessary to assure proper disbursement of and accounting for

Federal funds paid to the applicant under this section; and

"(4) provides for making such reports, in such form and containing such

information, as the Commissioner or the State board may require to carry

out his their functions under this section, and for keeping such records

ano 've affording such access thereto as the-Cemm4ss4ener they may find

necessary to assure the correctness and verification of such reports,

719
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(Title V, cpnt'd)

m(e) Notwithstanding any other provisions of law, unless hereafter

enacted expressly in limitation of the provisions of this PART, funds

available pursuant to Section 555 shall remain available until expended.

246es,-684,--;m-appvev4ng-ira4m4mq-and-deve4opmemi-pmegrami-far-vmmaifilnai

edweat4mn-personnell-the-Comm4ss4anev-shal4-Ove-spem4a4-eans4derat4ma-to

pregvass-widah-ave-des4gned-tm-fam444av4ae-teaehers-w4th-new-avvv4ewlav

mater4a4s4m-vemat4mmal-edwea44an.

"Sec. 555. There is authorized to be appropriated to carry out this part,

ihs-awm-0-8281000109P-,14P -the-i4sea4 -year -end4ng-Jmne-801-4969T -and.the

sum of $35,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 49;61 1976, and each

fiscal year thereafter including fiscal year 1980.

44-4:1 0 - 75 -
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ANALYSIS OF FUNDING FY'76

TITLE I General Provisions

o NACVE

o SACVE

o Planning

TITLE II Prevocational Education

TITLE III Vocational Education Program

o Secondary

o Postsecondary

o Adult
o Student Organizations

o Private Non-profit

TIRE

$24,815,844

$59,635,000

1.6%

4.0%

$842,500,000 55.9%

IV Program Services

o Teacher Education

o Placement i Followup $466,030,000 30.9%

o Student Support (81.9% for
o Leadership Awards student support)

TITLE V PAsearch and Other

o Applied Research

o Curriculum

o Exemplary Programs

o Leadership Programs

$115,000,000 7.6%

TOTAL $1,507,980,844 100.0%

L
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The National Advisory Council on Vocational Education talked
about the flow and the pool. We would hope that through vocational
education we can stop the flow of the unemployed an 1 underemployed
people of this Nation into the pool.

We know that Federal funding for vocational education has a magic
effect because it has caused State and local expenditures to increase.
For every $1. Mr. Chairman. of the Federal money that has been ap-
propriated the States and local communities have appropriated and
provided $.5 in expenditures.

Although there has been an increase in Federal money we see a pro-
portionate amount still taking place in the State and local money. If
the Congress was to match the State and local moneys, the Congress
wc.nld have had to appropriate $2.2 billion in 1972.

Chairman PERKINS. Do you mean by that, Mr. Burkett, that if we
matched all of the funds that the States and local agencies were put-
ting into vocational education. the expenditure of the Government
would be over $2 billion ?

Dr. Buirkrxr. That is correct. Mr. Chairman.
One of the problems that we are having at the moment is that voca-

tional education is not available to all people. We have made a fan-
tastic growth in the numbers of institutions that provide vocational
education. but the growth has not kept up with the need.

Today there are approximately 2.000 institutions that have a pri-
mary emphasis on vocational education at the secondary level. That
does not take into consideration the small high schools that have one
or two programs. We are speaking primarily of the area schools. We
are speaking of those that have a rather large vocational program, five
or more. as defined in the 1968 act.

There are 1,756 technical institutes and community colleges, with a
substantial portion of their enrollments in vocational education.

Enrollment figures show that 58 out of every 1.000 total population
are enrolled in vocational education. This is remarkable progress. How-
ever, the Department of Labor statistics show that there are approxi-
mately 17 million people who are currently unemployed or under
employed.

Perhaps more of the 17 million could benefit from job training pro-
gram in vocational education. The changing concepts of vocational
education and the way these programs are perceived by people make
it an opportune time for vocational education to assume a greater role
in our human resource development.

Local and State governments are seeking direction and support from
the Federal-State partnership so that they can impact on unemploy-
ment and economic problems found in the communities.

industry. and labor are seeking the assistance of vocational
education to solve their manpower needs. It is an economic fact that
vocational graduates are removed from welfare and strengthen the tax
base of government.

For these reasons. vocational education is becoming more attractive
to government. business and industry.

One of the problems. of course. is the dropout problem in our schools,
particularly the high schools. Twenty five percent of the fifth grade
school population in 1964 left school prior to graduating in 1972.
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In addition to keeping these students in school with job training, we
must seek those already out of school and provide adequate incentive
for tl em to enroll in adult vocational programs.

The prime reason for adult vocational education is to prepare people
for employment or to supplement their education for economic or
social improvement. We estimate that there is a need to expand our
present enrollment by an additional 100.00) young adults in supple-
mentary and preparatory programs in 1976.

Much of this, of course, will be done through our postsecondary in-
stitutions. By 1980. it is feasible to expect program growth to exceed
200,000 over the present enrollment in the adult and postsecondary.

In order to do this, complete program and outreach services must be
available to young unemployed or underemployed adults.

We have not really done too much in an outreach effort in vocational
education. We have taken those who come to our doors. We feel that it
is time new that vocational education can provide an outreach program
of some kind.

We feel that one of the ways we can serve the outreach effort is to
provide some kind of student support programs. This we have had in
a limited way, of course, in the 1968 amendments with the work-study
program. It has been quite beneficial.

Perhaps we need to think of new ways. Mr. Chairman. that we can
provide some kind of outreach effort and support for those people.
particularly the disadvantaged adults, who cannot attend vocational
programs.

Unfortunately, the Congress has not seen fit to appropriate money
for the residential schools. Your foresight in placing that in the 196.;
amendments of the 1963 act was great. However, we have not been
able to really put those into operation. There are some few States that
are using State moneys and special moneys they can get from other
SOUVCPS to provide some residential facilities.

We have rural States that people cannot get to vocational education
and they could not afford to build these institutions locally. We have
certain occupational areas that we cannot afford to have more than
one or two programs perhaps in a State.

For that reason, we need to use residential schools. We also have
many young people that it would be better to get them out of their
home environment in some kind of a residential facility.

We hope that you will give due consideration again to the residential
school concept and hope the Congress will see fit in the future to pro-
vide some financial assistance.

Now I would like to spend just a few moments in talking to you
about some of the things that we think will help in strengthening
vocational education. These concepts are in the present act.

We think that perhaps by rewording and changina the act a little
bit we can strengthen these concepts. First. of course. is strengthening
the planning. You have called for a State plan in past pieces of
legislation.

State plans have been primarily a conformance document, trvirpi to
meet the rules and regulations established by the U.C. Ofitce of Educa-
tion.

7 '4.-... . 1.
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Mr. RADCLIFFE. Mr. Burkett, excuse me. At that point I would like
to ask. when you say the State plans have been primarily a conformance
document. do you view the act as treating it primarily as a compliance
document, or is that the way it has been treated administratively by
State directors and by U.S. Office of Education because I think there
may be an important distinction to be made between the requirements
of the act and the way the act has been, in fact, c:aricd out or not
carried out

Dr. BURKETT. The State plan, as I am going to try to desetikk it,
should really be a document that would be the guide for States in the
conduct of their programs. However, as the legiJation has been imple
mented there were rules and regulations drawn up by the U.S. Office of
Education that has really taken it away from an operational document
into more of a conformance document and the State directors have
had to conform to those rules and regulations that have been handed
dowr to them.

It could well be an operational-planning document but it is not be-
ing administered as such at the present time. Most States do have an
operational plan that sometimes does not necessarily conform to the
conforming document that is sent to the. U.S. Office of Education.

I think at this point I should stop and let my cohort, Dr. Francis
Tuttle, who is a State director. respond to that question.

Dr. TrrrtE. I think at the outset or up until the last couple of years
we were not able to really use the ate plan as a planning docu-
ment in our State because of the inte, eretation placed by the Office of
Education didn't allow us to expand on all of the things we were doing
in the State.

Because of some insistence from the States and some interpretation
from your staff, we have noticed a relaxation in the last couple of years
in what we could put in the State plan.

Our own State plan, at least in Oklahoma, has become, a better
planning document in the last couple of years, and more especially the
past year.

Dr. Brratrrr. We would concede, that a State plan should not only
include what is going on in, say, the public :-:hools of that State but
would take into consideration all other educational aid training pro-
grams so that the vocational educators would know how different
tarret groups are being impacted upon in meeting the'r vocational
t raining needs.

We feel that somebody has to take that responsibility and the State
hoards of vocational education need to take it.

In defining vocational education and what should be i^cluded in
that plan there is an exr- )lent definition. of course. in the 17`0`;, act.
There perhaps could be some improvements in that, including a few
more phrases. We have, on page 10 of the prepared testimony. stated
a definition of vocational education and made a few additions. For
example. vocational education conducted in private nonprofit and
proprietary under contract with State boards should be included in the
definition.

We should include those subjects that sometimes are not referred to
as vocational education. such as allied health and service occupations,
con,oimer and homemaking education and student organizations.
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We think that the plan should include, as well, the follownp respon-
sibilities and how these are to be carried out. There should be a strong
leadership development program put into the State plan.

One of the problems we face in vocational education in this country
is the act that there are several people doing the job of vocational ed-
ucation. By -several people" I mean several agencies of the State and
local governments.

We have instances in some of our large cities where there are as
many as 15 or 20 agencies all doing essentially the same program.
They may be recruiting the same group of people.

I was told at one time that in the city of Cleveland, for example,
there were 26 agencies all recruiting from the same group of people.
There is a need, through the planning process, to provide better co-
ordination so that we are not running over each other in trying to
conduct the programs.

Mr. Chairman, I think we need to take a look at the planning process
and see if there is some way we can strengthen it if we are to rewt::e
the new legislation.

One of the things which I have talked with this committee about
on several occasions is the need for strong national leadership. It was
through the foresight of this committee that you established the
Bureau of Occupational and Adult Education in the U.S. Office of
Education. Although this is on the books, really, that legislation has
never been fully implemented.

We have many positions that have not been filled. There has been a
gradual decline in the number of vocational education people in the
Office of Education and we feel that perhaps this should be looked at
in terms of the role of the Office of Education and the services that
they qhould be rendering.

On page 11 and 12. particularly at the bottom of page 11 and on
page 12, we have enumerated what we think to be some of the kinds of
services that should conic from the U.S. Office of Education. Many of
these are not being rendered at this time.

Another thing that we feel is a national center outside of govern-
ment that we can turn to to !yet the kind of services needed. such as
research, curriculum development and services to the State agencies
that they might need in order to improve and expand their program.

We baye had such centers.. They have been gradually deteriorating
due to the lark of funds. Now they are being funded through the Na-
tional Institute for Education and I have been told a few days ago that
it is the intent of the NI E to gradually phase out these centers.

This would be a great tragedy for vocational education if this was
done. So. Mr. Chairman, I hope that in the consideration of a research
and development area that von can !rive some thought to that.

We liked the panel of consultants in 1962. We liked the advisory
council in 1967. that led to the 1963 :mil 196S amendments. We would
hope that some language could be built into new legislation to provide
a mechanism for periodic review by some group outside of the Govern-
ment. We think this has been helpful and has really given us the kind
of insights and support that we need.

Another consideration would be the strengthening of the sole State
agency. One of the problems in vocational education today is the fact
that eye are finding several educational agencies concerned about voca-
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tional education. We think it is necessary that there be some kind of a
mechanism at the State level to coordinate the total program of voca-
tional and technical education. Since 1917 we have had the State board
as the sole State agencies. There are now a number of problems begin-
ning to arise out of the fact that many agencies are involved.

Mr. Chairman, we think it might be helpful to vocational education
if we could do something in the prevocational area to strengthen the
vocational guidance and exploration programs. In our study we have
a proposal for you that will deal with that. We feel. Mr. C'hz. aan.
that if we are to have an outreach effort we have to do much of that
outreach effort in the elementary and secondary schools. Many of our
youth today have not had the opportunity to explore, to find out about
the world of work until they get through secondary schools. and some-
times they go through the colleges and universities without any idea of
what has been going on in the world of work.

We feel that a prevocational effort needs to be launched in this coun-
try. The concept is being introduced in the so-called career education
concept. No one seems to be able to define it. However. we are aware of
the fact that there are three major components to really getting people
oriented about the world of work.

First is an awareness of what goes on. second. an exploration of some
of the things in the work world. and thirdly an orientation to the work
world.

Mr. Chairman, we think we have got to utilize all of the facilities
available for the conduct of vocational education. In general. many
people have the idea that vocational education is only for those in a
secondary school.

Vocational education is for people of all ages and at all levels. We
need to utilize and to build into our delivery system the use of all types
of institutions, including secondary and postsecondary institutions.
the community colleges. the area technical schools and some of our
universities and high education institutions.

We have had some difficulty in trying to define the difference be-
tween postsecondary and adult programs. We think it is imperative
that we try to combine those because when a person leaves secondary
school he is, generally speakii z. a young adult and to differentiate be-
tween a postsecondary and adult person is very difficult.

They are either in one of two kinds of programs. They are in a
preparatory program or a supplementary to employment program. We
think we could differentiate in that manner rather than differentiat-
ing between postsecondary and Ault.

I spoke earlier of the need to provide financial help for students.
We have thousands of young adults that need financial help. They
need to earn in order that they might stay in school. The work-study
program has been a good program. However. we think we ought to

ibe looking at other types of student support. such as the improvement
of the student loan programs and perhaps stipends for those that
need that in order to stay in school.

Vocational education differs from many other manpower training
programs in that we have a cadre of trained teachers and leaders in
the field. One of the st-enoths of vocational education is the fart that
people engaged in it hive a background of experience and training.
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Since 1917 we have devoted a great deal of our effort to research
in how people learn and how to teach. We feel the necessity to reallygive more emphasis in the new legislation to teacher education, both
in-service and pre-service. because the quality of vocational educa-tion in the future depends upon the extent to which the teacher istrained and kept up to date in his occupational field and the applica-tion of new ways of learning and teaching.

One of the things that vocational educators have always believedin is that they have a responsibility for the placement of their stu-dents in employment. With the high student/teacher loads and thedemands on the teacher we find that teachers are not able to give asmuch attention to the placement of their students as we would like.There is need for personnel in the vocational program to help toplace the students and to work with industry and business and laborsr that students are placed. Also, there is a need for someone to fol-low up on the students so that we can see how well they are doing and
improve the curriculum of the school. Placement and followup, al-though they are two separate things, need to be really emphasizedin the new legislation.

The Educational Professional Development Act, part F. section 552,has rendered a great service.
We have seen a number of young men and women come throughthat program that are now commanding some of the better and moreimportant jobs in vocational education. That needs to be expanded.We feel that there should be at least 400 people a year enrolled

in this program to meet the demands of the future as teacher trainers.
directors, supervisors. coordinators. and people directing the researchin our vocational programs.

So, Mr. Chairman. I would hope that you give attention in newlegislation to the Educational Professional Development Act, part F,
and its importance in the conduct of programs.

Chairman PERKINS. Let me thank you very much, Mr. Burkett, for
a very eloquent ..atenient. I can assure you that this committee in-
tends to modernize, implement. and strengthen vocational education
in every way possible in our consideration of the legislation this fall
and next year.

Chances are we will not have a bill before next year, but we wantto get the foundation laid now and be ready to move forward early
next year. I know that is the thinkino. of Mr. Quie. We have worked
together along these lines and we will continue to work together to-
ward th;s goal.

I don't know of any other money spent on any other programs where
I per-onally feel there is cheaper insurance in the world than voca-
tion,i1 and technical training. It behooves us all to play our part. We
certainly want to bring the act up to date to strengthen it in order
to make sure that we train not only the youngsters. but the elderly,
and everybody else who needs their skills updated in the years ahead.I want to compliment you for your testimony, and for coming heretoday with this panel, Now, you proceed with the panel in any way
you prefer.

Dr. Ilinuirrr. I would like to introduce the president of the Ameri-
can Vocational Association, 1)r. Mary Ellis. She does not have a pre-
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pared statement but may want to make some comments. I would
like for her to say a few words.

Dr. FLUB. Mr. Chairman. it is a pleasure for me to be here and
appear with this panel. I want to say that I endorse everything Mr.
Burkett has said and would double that.

I would call your attention to a couple o: three things that might
be of interest to you and the committee. Since the enactment of the
1968 amendments vocational education enrollments in this country
have more than doubled. I think that is rather significant for a rather
short period of time, still consider ng the fact that the amendments
have never been funded to the extent possible. States have overmatched.
as Mr. Burkett said, 5 to 1.

The second point I would like to make is, the demands for voca-
tional education are greater today than ever before in historv. We
now find ourselves in a situation where although we have the *facili-
ties and new equipment our enrollments are expanding and we still
have schools in which youngsters and adults cannot get into programs
because there is no room at the inn.

That is significant, particularly in light of the fact that with our
emerging technologies and the changing world of work more and more
persons are going to want to enroll in the vocational-technical
programs.

This is particularly critical. I submit, at the postsecondary level
where we now find declining enrollments in higher education. We find
higher education institutions scrambling for budgets and scrambling
for students.

Students generate credit hours and credit hours generate revenue.
In my recent travels across the United States the thing that has been
of real interest to me is the fact that some instituions of higher edu-
cation which have never had a commitment to vocational-technical
education are now getting interested in vocational-technical education.

I suspect this interest will continue and not decline.
Mr. Chairman, I would like to call your attention to the fact that

this Nation has appeared to have made rather a substantial commit-
ment to the development and exploration of our natural resources;
exploration in the coal industry, development in the nuclear field,
geothermal energy, solar energy, the health field, transportation in-
dustry, service industries, and you could go on ad infinitum.

I would suggest to that if this country is really interested in mov-
ing forward in the days ahead, in the 1980's and 1990's and the year
000, we should become interested in a commitment to the development
of manpower and woman power as in the exploration of our natural
resources.

I submit to you that if we spent all of our dollars, our time and
energy iv just the development of natural resources we will have
wasted a tremendous amount of resources in these United States.

0,1e of the interestino. things that has been happening over the past
years as a consequence of the 1968 amendments has been the broadened
definition of vocational education and the implementation of pro-
grams that were not heretofore on the books.

When I suggest broadened I mean the fact that more and more
people are asking for prevocational programs, for moving programs
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earlier into elementary grades and expanding further into the adult
years.

So, Mr. Chairman, while I have no prepared statement today, I
will submit a prepared statement at a later date and I would like to
commend this committee for the work it hfu, done and say to you that
we are extremely pleased the committee is holding these oversight
hearings and look forward to an even better legishition next year.

Thank you.
I)r. l3uRKrrr. Mr. Chairman, we have two other people here at the

table who have prepared statements. The first is Dr. Francis Tuttle,
State director of vocational education in Oklahoma. lie is the vice
president of the National Association of State Directors of Voca-
tional Education.

Ile is a man who has provided much leadership in this country in
the development of vocational education and we will now hear from
I)r. Tuttle.

Dr. Turns_ Thank you. Mr. Chairman, and members of the com-
mittee, I would like to tell you how much those of us in Oklahoma
appreciate the efforts of Congress in providing the 1963 act and the
1968 amendments.

We have been able to do a tremendous amount in our State in terms
of improvement of iocational education becaus- of this significant
act, and we want yon to know we appreciate it.

Now I would like to tell you a little bit about what is happening
in our State. something about our unmet needs, something about what
we have been able to accomplish. and also some of the specialized areas
that we have Leen able to work in because of the 1968 amendments.

Annually there are 51,00 persons needed in our State to met the
demands of business, industry and government services for trained
manpower. The number of trainees available for placement from pub-
lic vocational and technical education only amounts to 24 percent of
this annual demand.

This leaves 76 percent of the annual demand not even trained by
any public vocational education program in all sectors of supply.
Supply of trained manpower. including the public, including the em-
ployment service registrants and including the private sector, adding
all of these together we are meeting only 31 percent of the demand
annually in regard to the number of people that need to be trained
each year.

It has been found that 46 percent of the trained supply that is being
trained each year is from the public vocational education sector,
Eleven percent is from the private school sector and 3 percent come
from the employment service registration rolls.

The indications are that the -12 percent from the employment serv-
ice rolls need to have more upgrading and more cross training in order
to gain and hold a job. These facts clearly indicate the challemre that
we hat e in order to meet the needs for trained manpower in Okla liOltlit.

Vocational education has grown in Oklahoma but not at a rate suf-
ficient to meet the demands being placed on it for trained manpower.
For example. in 1967. the capital outlay for industrial growth in our
State was $92 million, In 1973, it was $500 million.

40
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Our own department has developed a comprehensive information
system to assist in planning vocational education programs to meet
the demands resulting from this new industrial growth.

The information system contains manpower forecasting and indi-
vidual student data which, when combined, compose the occupational
training information system. This information is compiled and pro-
vided to our local schools so that they can help plan their programs
in their particular region.

The system involves 13 other agencies, so it serves all of the agencies
in our State. Since 1968, Oklahoma has had a gain of 32.5-percent
enrollment in vocational education. That increase was from 87,000 to
116,000.

The disadvantaged and handicapped enrollment, for which there
has been a maximinn priority, has gained tremendously in our State.
The disadvantaged enrollment has increased 445 percent, and the
handicapped enrollment has increased 28 percent.

We have had a 67-percent increase in the enrollment of programs
that are supported by the part B funds of the amendments. The ex-
emplary programs and other-, have also shown an increase. Consumer
and homemaking programs have increased 7 percent.

The cooperative programs have had a 260-percent increase. Not only
has the vocational education enrollment increased in Oklahoma, but
data indicates that the persons trained by these programs are either
entering employment or continuing their education in a related field.

Seventy-seven percent of the graduates from vocational training
programs in our State are either available for the labor force or are
enrolled in school in a field related to their vocational and technical
training at the secondary level.

Of those persons who are available for the labor force, 79 percent
are employed. tiver a 5-year period, P0 percent of the persons avail-
able for the labor force were employee. .n a field related to their
training.

In a survey of graduates conducted by the Oklahoma State Univer-
sity Research Foundation, it was found that most graduates felt the
skill training they reived was very good to excellent. When asked if
they would take the same vocational program again, provided they
could start over, 87 percent indicated that they would.

Most graduates found it easy to adapt to the equipment on the job
Over three-fourths of the former students said the equipment in their
classes was similar or superior to that on the job.

The graduates regarded their vocational instructors very highly
in such areas as teaching, quality, knowledge and interest shown to-
ward the students. The students indicated that their teachers were
helpful in job placement, counseling, career decisions and providing
learning experiences.

Employers were also surveyed. When asked they were satisfied
with the employees' vocational training, 87 percent indicated they
were. They were asked to rate the quality of work produced by the
employee and 90 percent rated the quality as average or above.

There are currently 20 area vocational and technical training dis-
tricts in onr State and 17 of these are in operation. In 1973-74, the
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Area Vocational-Technical Training Schools in Oklahoma enrolled
approximately ,000 students.

Of this number, 10.000-plus were either secondary students or full-
time adults. Studies indicate that Oklahoma needs 28 area vocationaland technical training school districts in order to have occupational
training accessible to all persons within the State and to provide acomprehensive vocational program.

Increased cost of land acquisition. construction and equipment hasplaced a greater burden on the State and local sources of revenue in
the establishment of these schools. Additional sources of revenue areneeded in order to provide the State a comprehensive system.

Oklahoma has what, we consider to be a very advanced curriculum
center, maybe one of the better ones in the Nation. The curriculum is
developed on the behavioral objective approach and has beendeveloped in all occupational areas.

The center in Oklahoma has been designated as a regional centerfor the coordination of curriculum development. The curriculum ma-terials are utilized by all occupational areas. in addition. they aresought after by many of the other States that we serve, 18 in all.
Oklahoma has provided the leadership for curriculum area undertheir own expense. The regionalization is supported by the Office of

Education but recent cuts in appropriations will make this impossiblein the future.
We hope that that can be restored. Demands are constantly being

placed upon our State Department for new training programs and
new technologies are constantly making it necessary to revise the exist-ing curriculum materials.

Currently. almost 30 percent of the freshmen in the State of Okla-
homa are enrolled in vocational education. Twenty-nine percent of the
sophomores are enrolled. 40 percent of the juniors and 8 percent of the
seniors are enrolled for an average of 36 percent in grades 9 through
12 who are enrolled in vocational education.

Our goal in the State is to increase this to 65. There are currently
8.000 postsecondary students enrolled in technical education. This rep-resents a small percentage the postsecomlary enrollment in the 2-year. junior and community colleges.

There are currently 39.000 adults trained in preparatory and sup-plemertdi vocational programs. This is a token of the potential of
adints that need training.

With 84 percent of the jobs in Oklahoma being at less than the
professional level, a great need still exists. it is apparent that Okla-
homa is reaching approximately half of the youth who should be
preparing themselves for the labcir force.

A study conOucted by our own department and also with the co-
operation of business. industry and Government services. indicates
that 148.000 persons currently employed need some kind of upgrade
training annually.

This leaves 129.000 individuals annually needing training that is
not currently being met. in addition. there are approximately 50.000
unemployed individuals that need either new training or upgrading
in order to gain employment.

73:1
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Enrollments in the public schools in Oklahoma reveal that there
will not be an appreciable decrease in enrollment over the next 10-
year period. If new industry keeps expanding as it has over the past
6 years, new demands will be placed on the State to meet these man-
power requirements.

It is evident that ar increase in Federal funds would increase the
amount of State and local funds being generated and expanded for
vocational and technical education. The percentage increase of the
last 5 years from Federal funds in our State was 66 percent while the
increase of State and local funds was 73 percent.

This increase has resulted in a 50 percent increase in enrollment
in vocational education since 1968. If Federal funds were doubled
we would still not be meeting the needs of individuals, industry, busi-
ness and Government services.

Thank you for the opportunity of presenting my statement.
Chairman PERKINS. I want to thank you for an outstanding

statement.
Dr. BuRRETr. Mr. Chairman. we have with us today Mr. George

Quarles, who is the chief administrator for the Office of Career Edu-
cation in the New York City Public Schools.

Mr. Quarles has a strong background in vocational education. I
knew him first as the director of the Newark Skill Center under the
Manpower Development Training Act, and he ran an outstanding
program.

We are delighted to have a man like Mr. Quarles in the position he
is in, in one of the largest cities in the world and doing an outstanding
job.

Chairman PERKINS. I am delighted to welcome you here. Go ahead.
Mr. QUARLES. Mr. Chairman. I thank you for inviting me to rep-

resent one of the largest cities in the world. When we talk about New
York City some people think we are talking about a State when I
quote the figures in terms of the people involved.

Some of our New Yorkers also think we ought to be a State. I
think you have probably heard here in these hallowed Halls requests
for removal from New York State itself to become a State within
itself.

When we talk about 1.2 million students in our elementary and
secondary schools, 60,000 teachers, 40,000 supportive staff and 100,000
adults who are a part of our entire system in New York City we are
talking about better than a quarter million people. It is a large city.

And I think as I start to explain some of the programs and the
impact the funds have had upon our city we can probably relate this
to ;host of the big cities throughout the Nation.

The Vocational Education Act as amended in 1968 did provide
fu.ids for improvement and expansion of programs within New York
City. This represents 8 percent of the total funds being expended in
New York City.

We, over the past 3 years, have increased our VEA funds from $4
million to $8 million. This was accomplished within 2 years because
of the e3tablislunent of the Office of Career F.ducation, which is a plan-
ning unit that brings together in a coordinated fashion all of the

7.34
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structure of commissions that relate to the 70 different occupational
clusters in the areas we offer within the city. The commissions are
composed of the individual specialists who work with us on curric-
ulum development, assist is in getting jobs for the students, and
who are vitally concerned about the quality of the program that we
are developing.

New equipment within the city would be impossible without VEA
funds. Even though we have a capital budget of $100 million for
vocational programs, 80 percent of that is absorbed in salaries.

We have been able to develop what we call a unit skills concept.
By that we mean it is no longer necessary for everybody to go through
a 3-year sequence to be employable. Rather, we allow the senior who
has delayed that choice until the last year to enter into our vocational
program.

They receive 1 year of vocational education and become employ-
able at the end of that year. I think this is important as we start to
look at the total program of vocational education because I believe
that of about 300,000 high school students, all of them ought to be
able to earn a living regardless of whether they are going to college
or directly to work.

We have no guarantee that those who are going on to college will
complete college. And while they are in college they can earn a living.
So, even though right now we are only reaching approximately 160,000
youngsters. I believe that all 300,000 high school youngsters ought to
be infoled in vocational training.

When I speak of agriculture and related subjects in New York City
I invariably get a smile from people. We have 950 secondary students
who were involved in this past year in agriculture and ornamental
horticulture programs.

These programs are tied directly into our parks department, florists,
cemeteries, et cetera. The coordinator was made possible through our
VEA funds. It is important to point out that the annual VEA expend-
itures for these programs are. at this time. moderate since most of
the programs have now been absorbed into the tax levy funds.

New York City is a mecca of the business and financial world. In
Business Education we have over 100,000 secondary students and 8,000
adults who were involved in tax levy training programs.

In health occupations last year approximately 6.200 secondary stu-
dents were involved in health careers; 1,735 adults participated in
similar VEA programs, I am talking strictly about VEA programs
and the support we are getting from that money, which represents only
8 percent of the total expenditure in the city.

Since we know that youngsters learn in many different ways we
have devised alternative programs. These pri. Tams were initially
designed for those youngsters who were not achieving well in our
normal school setting.

We are talking about disadvantaged kids when I say that. Now, the
programs have been so successful that the most advantaged kids are
anxious to get into the program. I think that is good because I don't
think we should ever design any special program for any special seg-
ment of the population without having the opticn for other kids
to join.

44-822---75---47
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There are other programs, such as the Clinton program, which is an
alternative junior high school program: half a day in school and half
a day in business and industry at the junior high school level.

Tfiere are occupational programs for the handicapped with approxi-
mately 2,000 students. I don't think we have moved %% e l in this area
at all. I was talking earlier to some of my friends on the panel that
we will increase our efforts for the handicapped because sonie of the
attituks in the city is that handicapped people. just as the attitude is
toward the disadvantaged. cannot function as well as some of the better
advantaged.

I don't believe that. A handicap in no way. in my mind, would keep
a person from functioning in terms of learning a skill; 70 handi-
capped students were placed in summer jobs through the city's kouth
Service Administration and the Human Resources AdministratiNb

Our adult 'mrrains, funded through VEA. had :25.000 adults m-
volved. Some of them were preemployment, meaning that before the
person is emplo3ed he has no skills. This is a basic skill progra:n that
they are able to take advantage of.

The (alter programs are upgrading programs for adults and this in-
chu les rehabilitation centers such as Riker's Island, drug addiction
halfway houses. and the like. These are supported by the funds.

We believe, as 1 mentioned ea, crier, we net a comp ehensive system
of education. This comprehensive system of education must allow the
free flow of our youngsters into either business or industry into the
s.hools and back into industry.

If we do that ac don't lime what we call dropouts. We have a per-
mai suspendine. his education but taw a3 s knowing lie could collie back
into the system and we would %elcom them with open arms.

(*nicer education has taken a giant step in New York City. We have
a model that is working on the elementary. intermediate, and high
school level. This model has allowed the bas c disciplines. such as math.
science, and social studies to infuse the con. epts of the real world into
the everyday cureiculum and not as an ad we thing that is done once
a year, such as a career fair that would only occur once a 3 ear but is
part of the continuing system of education.

In general, the VEA funds have been used in this city to fill the
void left by tax levy funding. It has expanded the scope of occupa-
tional education within New York City. In effect. the VEA funds have
represented seed money that has a major multiplier effect in terms of
student development as %veil as the development of new and significant
programs.

The history of effective utilization of VEA funds and its impact
upon the disadvantaged and the handicapped argue strongly in favor
of continued and increased funding. This conclusion is supported by
the demonstrated value and accomplishments of the past VE1
programs.

I hope that we will continue in the same vein that our 1968 amend-
ments allowed us to and that there will be increased funding of voca-
tional education.

Chairman PERKINS. Let me compliment you, Dr. Quarles, and like-
wise Dr. Burkett. and Dr. Ellis. I see that Dr. Tuttle, from Oklahoma,
has already left. Thank you all for your outstanding testimony.
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I have some additional questions I would like to ask. but time will
not permit me. We have to answer a quorum in the House. Is there
anyone else this evening, Jr. Burkett, that we are to hear?

Buitiorrr. That concludes the testimony of our panel. I under-
stand you will have hearings tomorrow morning starting at 8:30 and
we will have six people.

Chairman PERKINS. The hearing will be here in the morning and
we will hear further from you then. I thank ytm all for your appear-
ance. I wish I had more time to interrogate, but you will be back on
this witness stand again, Dr. Burkett, before we get to further action
on the bill.

We are certainly getting off to a start, because you are out-
lining some of the needs that must Cleorporated into legislation
that Congressman Quie and I will shortly introduce.

Let m9 thank all of you, once again, for your attendance here today.
[Whereupon, at 6 p.m. the committee recessed, to reconvene at 8:30

a.m. Thursday, August 1,1974.]
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, VOCATIONAL EDUCATION AMENDMENTS OF 1974

THURSDAY, AUGUST 1, 1974

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
GENERAL SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION

OF THE COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
"Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met at 8:50 a.m., pursuant to recess, in room 2175,
Rayburn House Office Building, Washington, D.C., Hon. Carl D.
Perkins (chairman) presiding.

Present: Representatives Perkins, Meeds, Quie, and Steiger.
Staff Present: Jack Jennings, counsel; Eydie Gaskins, special as-

sistant; Toni Painter, staff assistant; Charles W. Radcliffe, minority
counsel.

Chairman PERKINS. It is a great pleasure for me this morning to
welcome You vocational educators from throughout the country here
today with Dr. Burkett.

This committee intends to cooperate closely with the great leader-
ship you have here in Washington in the next several months in
working on this legislation.

We want to get the best bill possible enacted into law and no one
can make a greater contribution than your organization. I am de-
lighted to be able to say that I have worked with Dr. Burkett and his
predecessors ever since I came to Congress in trying to strengthen the
vocational education programs in America. Naturally, we want to con-
tinue to go further.

And now, Dr. Burkett. I notice we have as our first witness Mr.
Richard Nelson. Chief of Program Operations of the Vocational Edu-
cation Section of the State Department of Education, Sacramento,
Calif.

Next is Dr. William Stevenson. assistant state director and head
of research, planning and evaluation of t, e State Department of
Vocational-Technical Education in Stillwater, Okla.

We also have Mr. George Raniey, director of the Mayo State Vo-
cational School in Paintsville, Ky., from my district; Dr. Melvin L.
Barlow. professor of education at the University of California in Los
Angeles: Dr. Eugene Bottoms. director of the Division of Program
and Staff Development of the State Department of Education in At-
lanta. Ga.; and Mr. Carroll Bennett, director of Career Education,
Des Moines Area Community College in Ankeny, Iowa.

Why don't we hear from all of the witnesses first and then we will
ask questions.

Without objection. all of the prepared statements will be included
in the record at this point.

[The statements referred to follow,:]
(731)
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thin? At a recent national conference on management information systems spon-
sored by the Oklahoma State Department of Vocational and Technical Education.
Oklahoma State University and the Center for Ocuipational Education at North
Carolina State University, the following areas of informatio:. needs were identi-
fied and discussed.

1. Maispolcer demand informationWe need to know those jobs for which
there is the greatest potential for employment. We need to know the types of

skills related to each occupational opening and the type of training necessary to
make an effective employee. We need to know the jobs in which there is an over-
supply of trained individuals. In other words. we need to have the kinds of data
and information which will guide us In making sure that our schools more ac-
curately reflect the requirements of our labor force and the needs and desires
of our student population. both youth and adult.

2. Student si.pply information.We need to know the outpnt of trained man-
power presently being provided to the business community by all types of °e'en-
patimull training. This supply data can then be interfaced with the demand data
providing programmatic decision makers a prioritized listing of those occupations
with the most critical need and with the greatest potential for additional em-
ployment. We need to know which of our programs are placing the highest per-
eentage of studenis on jobs related to their training and which programs are
less effective. We need to know the immediate and long-range occupational train-
ing plans and needs of students. It is our position in the 'State Department that
all three of these factors should be considered in making recommendations for
program expansion or cnrtailment. Are there jobs available? Are our training
programs placing students in these jobs and do students want training for these

particular occupations.
3. Financial information.We need to know the cost of training an individual

for a specific occupation. We need to know the _eturns to the individual and to
stociety for training in a specific occupation. Only with this type of information
can we have the greatest impact on training programs and the greatest return
from our investment.
Occupational Training Information System

The mechanism used for providing this information to decision makers is
known as the Occupational Training Information System (OTIS). We are now
in the sixth year in the development of the OTIS system. The OTIS publication
interfaces manpower demand and manpower supply by job title for the occu-
pationc for which there are training programs in our state. This information is
presenteti both on a statewide basis and broken down by the eleven economic
planning districts in Oklahoma. The manpower demand information is largely
provided by the Oklahoma Employment Security Commission through a con-
tractiiral arrangement. Additional special surveys are constantly being made in
order to verify the accuracy of the data and to update our information. Some
twenty agencies in Oklahoma are now cooperating through OTIS to assist in
the collection of data and in the application of this information to their program
planning.

The supply side of the CYTTS matrix is provided thrnuzh the Student Accotmt,
ing Svstem of the State Department of Vocational and Technical Education and
through follow-up information provided by other training agencies. both public
and private. The Student Accounting System provides ns with information on a
one-. three-. and five-year follow-up basis.

OTTS has become the mechanism through which all Involved agencies fs-
nnerntr. in the collection of data. This eliminates a number of different agencies
and as.sotiatinns contacting industry on an individual basis. OTIS is nnw the
major plarning tool for all of the agencies and assnciarimls within the saws
that offer traininu programs. Within the State Pepartmen- of Vocational and
Technical Education. policy has been established which ornhibirs the frt-din2 of
any- new program unless there ha a strong manpower demand dAtnonstra.-ecl in

OTIS or in individually conducted and unproved surs.c. local direr - --e of
vocational education in comprehensive high crhoola ard local snrerinter.d.,, 's
of nron eocatinnql.technicat crhnolo depend heavily strop inforrr.-ti.-n
l.r the system in determininz new program offerings. ro nre,cenregl within !-DiT

A gradual ethnirotion of those orozratr: which are not in heavy

0,,,mn,1 rc's has ben a continni^z ptd icy of the derartment.
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To illustrate the effectiveness of OTIS, in 1967 with its beginning, there w asapproximately a 75 percent match of program offerings and manpower demandin the state. In 1973, we find that there is a 95 percent match between programofferings and manpower demand. We Lave also determined that all training pro-grams, both public and private, are supplying only 53 percent of the trained man-power needed below the baccalaureate level. This, of course, does not mean thatthe other 47 percent of the jobs go unfilled but that people with less than optimallevel training are being hired. We can safely say that the training output of allprograms in the state could be doubled and, if judiciously done, would not pro-vide any oversupply of trained manpower to the state. When complete financial
information is combined with demand and follow-up data, we begin to sharpenour cost/benefit view of programs.
Et luation

You realize, of course, that information which is not used is largely worthless.Therefore, we engage in the type of dissemination effort which assures a maxi-mum use of data available. The evaluation system etnployed in our Departmentbases its judgment not only upon team visits to vocational programs by a com-mittee of experts but also upon the kinds of follow-up information which indicatethe effectiveness of programs in the areas of holding power, plaeement on jobsand continuing training in elat' I areas. Twenty percent of the programs in eachstate have this type of in-depth evaluation each year. Each program i$ analyzedin the light of the accomplishments of programs in similar schools and on a stateaverage basis. Specific commendations and recommendations for improvementare made for each program to school administrators and vocational instructors.In subsequent follow-up of programs which have been evaluated, we have founda definite higher level of support for vocational programs by the school and agradual increase in the percentage of students placed on jobs. We find that sixmonths after graduation, the unemployment rate of vocationally trained youthis approximately three percent. This is most encouraging when compared to the15 percent unemployment rate of all youth of this age.
Planning

Another method which is employed to assure that our direction is based on allavailable information is the work of the Planning Unit. Planning has been dis-cussed by another member of this panel and let me simply say that taking theinput cf the management information system unit. the personnel responsible forplanning recommend to the top administration what the new program directionshould be. Realizing that consideration must be given to the social and politicalclimate of the communities being served, the final decision as to priorities for
program development is the responsibility ofadministration. However, the majorconsiderations in these dec ,..ions are as I hare outlined in this paper.
Research

Finally. I would like to speak to the research effort which has been a part ofvocational education since the Vocational Education Act of 1963. All of the ad-vanced decision-making mechanisms which I have described to you and which Ifirmly believe have led to improved vocational education in Oklahoma havegrown out of our research efforts. New ideas must be conceived and tested. Newmethods must be developed and tried. We must continually search for the betterwar of doing our job or we must search for those new things that should be done.OTIS was first an idea which had to he tested and proven. The evaluation effort
was first a concept which had to be tried and evaluated. We had to learn thebest methods of planning through experimentation and trial. This kind of appliedresearch which has as its objective the improvement- -the immediate and direct
improvementof vocational education, is what we spend the vocational educa-tion research dollars for.

With the advent of the Research Coordinating nth. each state had a focalpoint for studying it'elf. Each state had an opportunity to determine its ownneeds. Each state had an opportunity to analyze its own situation and determinehow best it could be served by research. Research Coordinating Units nave grownin different directions in different states. But in every instance of which I amaware. that unit has become, as it is in Oklahoma. one of the strong inputs intothe decision-making process through which improvements are made. The R.C.0 'shave also taken the lead in innovations which result in program improvement.
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Programs for new and emerging occupations, curriculum development and test-
ing, improved teaching methods and classroom or shop management have been re-
searched and implemented.

States have now developed the research expertise and the level of sophistica-
tion to be able to set their own priorities for research. Priority designation
through the state departments of vocational education should ue a strong fac-
tor in determining how the Office of Education Commissioner handles that fifty
percent of the research funds reserved for his administration. To ignore the
priority recommendations of the state and to accept full responsibility in Wash-
ington fc r determining what research should be conducted in Oklahoma is. in
my opinion, wrong. There are, undoubtedly, problems of national import for
which research funds can feasibly be spent. However, the research to be con-
ducted within the states should be, in my opinion, determined by those states
involved. This has not always been the case in the past, but communication is
ongoing and hopefully progress in this direction will be made.

One additional thought about research. One of the most effective uses of re-
search funds that we have seen in Oklahoma is what we term "mini-grants"
to vocational teachers. We asked teachers who have an idea about how they
might improve their work in the classroom or their vocational programs to write
us a brief proposal for funds. We have funded sixty-four of these projects (at
an average cost of $750) in the past years when discretionary research funds
were available. We have found that through this method, teachers begin to de-
velop the kinds of research expertise needed to determine what is best for them
in their particular classroom. We may never discover through massive research
efforts the one solution to our educational problems. The better approach may be
to give teachers and local administrators the kind of intellectual curiosity which
is the essence of effective research in order that they may determine under their
own classroom or laboratory situation what works best for them with their
students.

To conclude, I hope that I have given you a picture of how in one state the
decision-making process is being influenced and the delivery mechanism is being
sharpened through an integrated and coordinated system of research, evalua-
tion, management information, and planning. Increased support for states in de-
- eloping these methods of systematic analysis will result in a more effective

vocational education system for this nation.
Gentlemen, thank you.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF GEORGE L. RAMEY. DIRECTOE. MAYO STATE VOCATIONAL
TECHNICAL SCHOOL, PAINTSVILLE, KY.

Much has been accomplished in Vocational Education since the passing of the
'03 Vocational Act. Much more has been accomplished since the passing of the '68
amendment. However, much is yet to be done.

With the added funds during the past 10 years. more students have been
trained. teachers' salaries, in many cases increased, buildings and equipment
have been improved. Not only have improved buildings and better and more
modern equipment improved the training capabilities, but perhaps just as Im-
portant. they have helped to increase the prestige of Vocational Education so
that fewer people will think of it as "education for someone else's children."

We nefsd to expand all phases of Vocational Education, especially the post-
secondary and adult levels. Students in elementary and secondary schools should
certainly have the opportunity to learn about the world of work and perhaps have
some specific training in trades of their chosen fields. However. too much time
cannot he spent in learning a trade while in high school without sacrificing their
studies in the academic fields. The tradesmen, if they are to take their place
in today's society, need to study English. math. science. history, government, and
pa . haps "music and art" the same as the students who go to college. Many stu-
dents have not reached the maturity that often is needed to really seriously devote
their study to their life's work.

In many areas these students. probably high Rehool graduates n re not financially
able to go to college or a post-secondary vocnifional school. This is probahlv more
true today than ever before because of inflation with its high cost of living.
In the school where I am Director, many students' only source of money lc from
dial Security. Several students get student loans. Some are on the Basic
Educational Opportunity Grant Program (BEOG). and some are on the Work
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Study Program. Many give up and don't try. Less than li,t of our high $.ohool
graduates go to college or a vocational school. They either get low paying jobs,
probably with no future, or else do nothing. Ma.:y will follow the example of
others and in some cases their parents, and get on welfare in a few years.

In today's industrial world most good paying job! require training. If the
parents have the financial means to educate their children, then the only ques-
tion pith the children is proper guidance and motivation. llowtner, in areas of
high unemployment and low paying jobs, It becomes difficult and even impossible
for the parents to send their children to post-secondary school whether it is
college or post-secondary vocational education. Consequently, the circle of povertyis continued.

It would be mutt more economical 'sake it possible for these people to he
trained and educated in order to earn a decent living than to counnit them to a
life of poverty on welfare. The area where the Mayo Vocational-Technieal School
is located is one of our depressed areas. The mountains with only 20c,te of the
land suitable for cultivation or building, but with a density of population of 77
per square mile in reality amounts to a density population of 385 per square
mile. There are few jobs available and only a few industries. The school grad -
ates 2.10 to 300 each year. Of this number practically all immediately get good
jobs. often in other areas and other state,. The :Aii Ool has trained III:Iny oo the
MDTA Program. Here again the placement in jobs has been high and the cycle
of poverty broken. In each case it is only the students who are financially able
or where the government has made it possible for them to attend.

If we are to reduce welfare rolls, and if we are to make it possible for all
individuals to lead a productive life and enjoy an adequate standard of living,
we must make ii possible for these people to be trained.

It is hoped that Congress will not only extend the 19e)3 Vocational Act to 19SO,
but that the financial support be increased so that all people who can benefit by
vocational education can N. served and that financial aid, through work study or
other progrms, will make it possible for these people to attend school.

PREPARED STATFIIFNT OF MEI AIN L. BARI 0W. ritoFESSOR, GRADrATF. SCHOOL OF
EDITATION. UNIVERSITY of CALIFoRNIA. Loa Asom.Es AND DIRECTOR, DIVISION
or Voc.mosm. EDUC MON. UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORN I it

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee. I would like to express my
appreciation to the chairman and members of the Committee for the opportunity
to appear before you today to discuss two of the imperative aspects of vocational
education that need attention teacher education. and leadership derflopniciit.
Mr Chairman. for most of my professional life in vocational edneation. now
nearly 35 years. I have been involved in vocational teacher education and voca-
tional ednention leadership development. It has also been my good fortune during
these years to have participated in national reviews of vocational education, and
in studies and planning for teacher education and leaden-lop development. I
regard both of the parts of vocational education as essential in the future
progress of vocational education.
Vocational Teacher Education

Mr. Chairman, the Congress in 1917 when it finalized the Sith-Haglieq Act.
etas deeply concerned about teacher education and were thoroughly aware that
finality in vocational education programs depend( d in a very large measure upon
the quality of instruction. In fact. that Congress actually appropriated funds
to carry nut the mission of teacher education.

Despite the passage of time the principle that excellence hi vocational eduea-
tion is dependent upon the kinds of persons who manage vocational instruction
has not changed. In fact it has become more complicated and considerably more
in \ olvcd due to the range and scope of the occupations for which instruction is
provided. and the wide variety of the total population involved hi the study'
of vocational education. The 1968 Amendments did mandate that vocational
Mt-Winn have emieerns for -all persons of all ages in all cominnnItteN" and this
means a wide variety of teachers with vastly different qualifications and back-
grounds must be prepared for such instruction.

The actual (mint of vocational education teachers in FY '73 was 243.514 The
growth of the number of teachers over a long period of time has been about 13.8
pereent per year Projecting the number in FY '73 to FY 'SO we can expect to
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have more than 470,000 vocational education teachers. This means that in a
short period of sc yen years we will nearly double the number of tcacbers. But
increased numbers alone is not the major problem. The major part of the problem
is the complexity of the kinds of teat hers desired and their personal and profes-
sional needs to serve satisfactorily in the area of vocational etiolation. Growing
numbers of vocational teachers mu t be equipped to teach diathantagell and
Mandl' apped students: 011W of these teachers will need to deal k ith stddents
who hate language problems: other students %yin have basic edm anion limb-
Iconsreading, writing, calculating, for example; and still other students will
need voneentrated individualized instruction be. use they are slow to learn.

Teacher education for rotational educatiou teachers has two basic parts.
First, is the program left rred to as -presenice" Raclin. education. This part is
concerned with the kinds of teacher preparation that are provided fur the
teacher who hrst enters maon the task of teaching in a vocatbmal education
program. It is this part that we have had the most experience. Over the years
we have been concerned w ith full-time and part-time vocational education
teachers; who are beginning their instructional career. The second La :1 is gen-
erally referred to as "inservice" teacher education. The task for Cab, part is
concerned with keeping the vocational instructor up to date with regard to his
occupational competence. and his professional competence as a teacher. In many
ocupations the technology has been advancing rapidly and it is dillieult fur
teaehers to keep up with the rapid growth cf the technical aspects of their
oenpational area. Also, research has been providing us with new concepts in
leaching and learning and it is equally difficult for teachers to keep up with
these developments.

The studies used by the Congress in formulating the Vocational Education
Amendments of 1968 pointed up the extreme need for attention to inservice
teacher education. Since that Act. the States have turned their attention to
programs of inservice teacher education as one means of helping teachers update
themselves. During FY '73. 93.700 vocational education teachers were involved
In "inservice" teacher education; we estimate that this number will grow to
100.000 by FY *S0. As an example I would like to cite one case for one State
'California) how -inservice" teacher education assisted some teachers to update
themselves for one aspect of occupational competence. When air pOntlt i011 N as
first in the news as an aspect of our environmental needs. California set about
to produce an instructional program for automechanics instructors about Auto
Emission Control. The program was then provided for about 300 in-tractors
throughout the State, thus updating them on the very latest aspects of auto
emission control. In a similar way other programs have been taken to instructors
throughout the State concerning new ideas in professional deve!opmentmulti-
media instruction. for example.

Mr. Chairman, the States vary widely in their programs of teat her education,
both preservice and inservice, but the needs for such programs are so com-
manding that legislation for vocational education should emphasize this area of
concern. Not since the Smith-Hughes Act of 1917 has teacher education emerged
prominently in Federal legislation. More recent vocational education legislation
has allocated teacher education to a category known as "ancillary sea ices" which
has caused people to think of teacher education only as a subordinate element
of vocational education. Legislative attention to teacher education appears to me
ro be imperative in the future. in Lact our future progress in vocationA edit' ation
depends upon it.

Legislative attention to vocational teacher education will not only evil hasize
the importance of the area but will provide a base for accountability in relatiod
to teacher education. Such attention w ill cause the States to study the meson
nature of their teacher education program-. descriitions of the R tal number of
teache-: ill the State. and the occupational and professional needs of teachers
Snell data are necessary in order to plan appropriate inservice teacher education
programs. and some States have already embarked on such stialks. Early in
1974 California published a study of 9.724 vocational education teat hers I about
4 percent of the total t. in 1.137 schwa districts. 96 community collezes. S skill
centers. :' clarreetional institutions. and 02 regional occupational i t grams and
centers.' We are beginning to know a great deal about vocational education
teachers and their needs. but the project at this stage is only a beginning.

1 I Profile of l'o,fzfional rdurorft Preliminnru Report. 1974. Division of Voiattoved
flat:cation Cat. er.itv of California. and the vocational Education Unit. California Sloe
Department of Education.
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Leadership Development
Mr. Chairman, the second area I should like to invite the attention of theCommittee to is the area of leadership development in vocational education.

In 19(i8, the Vocational Education Amendments included a part concerning
training and development programs for vocational education, which was admin-
istered through the Higher Education Art of 1965. We have now had nearly six
Sears of experience with the leadership development programs and the evidence
seems to indicate that the programs are meeting the objectives for which they
were designed and that in general satisfactory progress is being made.

The problem we are attempting to attack with the leadership development
program in vocational education is the age-old problem that many professional
groups have, as their numbers increase and their operations become more
complex, and that is the problem of obsolescence. The only resource that voca-
tional education previously had was to "let the cream rise to the top." But, that
process was slow and a catalyst was needed. The catalyst was provided in the
.Amendments of 1963 in the form of leadership development.

At the risk of oversimplifying the major thrusts of leadership development
for vocational education let me cite three aspects that have had a particular
relevance to the development of leadership. First, is the leadership development
avards program in which highly selected vocational teachers are provided a
stipend and institutional costs for a period of three years in which to engage
in depth study of vocational education in selected institutions of higher education
that offer a speciality in vocational education at the graduate level. During the
first three year period a total of 216 students attended this program (about 0.1
percent of the total number of teacher. of vcs education ). This group
has gruduated and are engaged in a variety of leadei ship and top administrative
positions. The group completing the program under my direction at UCLA are
now located as follows: 4 in university positions, 3 in State departments of
Education 3 in county departments of education, 5 in high schools and com-
munity colleges, 2 with State advisory councils on vocational education, 1 in
vocational education researeh, and 1 in private industry, The emphasis in the
leadership awards program is on leadership development and upon involvement
of the students in a wide variety of real-life vocational education programs:
the almost incidental part of the program is that they also complete advanced
degrees.

The second aspect of leadership development has consisted of the national
thrust, administered through the Office of Education, which makes it possible to
deal with national priorities in vocational education and to develop a consensus
among vocational educators concerning a variety of special topics such as par-
ticular areas of instruction, standards of performance, evaluation and account-
ability of vocational education, and others. A particular need exists for
leadership activities among high level polio} makers who's juch,inent affects
the operation of vocational education programs. Such leadership needs to he
informed leadership, that is, they must know what the vocational education
programs are, what is intended to be accomplished, and how this affects the
national and State programs of education in general. Among the persons which
may be identified as high level policy makers are chief State school officers, State
and local boards of education, office of the State superintendent of public
instruction, educational relations personnel in Governor's offices, and a host of
others.

The third aspect of leadership development consists of a wide variety of
activities conducted among the States for selected personnel within the State.
Such activities exceed mere communication problems and bear heavily

u
1poau

program development, instructional standards, planning, placement, and evalua-
tion. Some States have deve'oped special programs. evaluation for example, and
have taken these short-unit programs to selected leaders throughout the State
in order to develop a more standardized approach in the assessment of value
in vocational instruction. Administrative leadership in CaPfornia, for example,
14 vested in more than 300 people; this group becqznes the prime target for
leadership development activities.
Summary

Mr. Chairman. I have concentrated my remarks upon two pointsteacher
education and leadership development.

In the area of teacher education I believe that we have enough evidence to
warrant the attention of this Committee to the needs of vocational teacher
education. Therefore, I strongly recommend the following:
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1. Itovicie la Federal legislation language and authorization for preservice
teacher eduction for 81,000 vocational educntion teachers in FY '76 to 119,000
vocational education teachers in FY '80.

2. Provide In Federal legislation language and authorization for inservice
teacher education for 113,000 vocational education teachers in FY '76 to 116,000
vocational education teachers in FY '80.

3. Provide in Federal legislation for appropriate accountability concerning the
numbers of teachers prepared, and the nature of the training they have received.

In the area at leadership development we have had sufficient experience
ender present legislation to warrant continuation of this activity. Therefore,
I strongly recommend the following:

1. Provide in Federal legislation authority for the Commissioner to make
leadership development awards to 400 highly selected vocational educators for
FY '77, and repeat the authority for the same number beginning in FY '80 andl
FY '83.

2. Provide in Federal legislation authority for the Commissioner to: (a), eon- -
duct national and regional leadership development programs designed to improve
the quatty of professional leadership and understanding of persons concerning
the relationships, functions, and needs of vocational education programs within
the content of the nation's total education effort; (b) conduct short-term in
stitutes, workshops, symposia, or other training activities to focus the attention
of educational policy makers upon the interrelationships of national social,.
economic, and educational issues; (c) to conduct long-term institutes for Uglily
seleettsl and high administrative level policy makers whose judgment affects the
development of vocational education in the various States; and (d) to provide
for sd-hoc national review panels to evaluate the effectiveness of these efforte.

3. Provide In Federal legislation authority for the States to conduct leadership
development programs for selected persons within the State, and for account-
ability of the effectiveness of such programs.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF GENE BOTTOMS, VICE PRESIDENT OF GUIDANCE DIVISION,
AMERICAN VOCATION.U. ASSOCIATION, INC.

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I am Gene Bottoms. For the
past fourteen years I have been actively involved in both vocational guidance
and vocational education in the State of Georgia. During this time I have
served as Director of Guidance at the South Georgia Technical and Vocational
School. Statt Supervisor of Vocational Guidance, and Associate State Director
of Voeational Education. I am currently Director of the Division of Program
and Staff Development of th.- Georgia State Department of Education. In addi-
tion. I am currently serving as Vice President of the Guidance Division of the
American Vocational Association. I deeply appreciate the opportunity to meet
with yon today to share my views on vocational guidance, exploration and job
placement. Specifically. I want to look at

I. Where have we eeen in regard to vocational guidance, exploration and job
placement?

II. What should be provided for in any new vocational education legislation
in the way of vocational guidance, exploration and placement?

III. ANliat Opest of programs would be implemented as a result of a special
title for vocational guidance, exploration and placement?

IV. What are the needs that support making vocational guidance, exploration
and placement a national priority?

V. It vocational guidance. exploration and placement becomes a separate title
in voc Mona] education legislation, what outcomes should be expected?

VI. How would funds appropriated for vocational guidance, exploration and
job placement be need?

VII. What amount of dollars should he appropriated from the Federal level
In order to make vocational guidance, exploration and placement a national
priority?

I. V HAVE WE BEEN IN REGARD TO OCATIONAL GUIDANCE. EXPLORATION AND
JOB PLACEMENT

First, let me compliment the Congress on the exeellent way in which yon re-
sponded to the national priorities of motivating the talented in the early Ms.
You did this by setting aside categorical funds to do the job.

7,1S
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plans for vocational education include a planning component pertaining to a
delivery system for vocational guidance, exploration and placement. No longer
would funds used for this purpose have to be deducted from funds appropriated
from the job skill preparation phase of vocational education. Thos, a separate
title within new %mational education legislation would emphasize vocational
guidance. exploration and placement as a national priority and would move the
states toward systematic programs designed to assist each person to plan and
implement career decisions.

III, WIIAT TYPES OF PROGRAMS WOULD BE IMPLEMENTED AS A RESULT OF A
SPECIAL TITLE FOR ocATIONAL GUIDANCE, EXPLORATION AND PLACILMENT?

Such a title would provide vocational guidance, exploration and placement
for all in-school youth in grades seven through twelve, post-secondary vocational
programs. out -of- school youth and adults. The program will, through the curricu-
lum and through specialized approaches, enable individuals to discover their
interests, abilities, and values in relation to awareness, orientation, exploration,
decision making, and planning for vocational choices and the world of work.
Specifically, a comprehensive program in vocational guidance, exploration and
placement should provide for the following programs.

A. At grades seven through ten, new vocational education legislation should
pro ride programs of in-depth orientation and exploration of the world of work
for all students. The component, designed either as a separate course or as an
integral part of the existing curriculum, should be the primary opportunity for
schools to provide two types of education experiences

1. An Introduction to the structure of the world of work in order that students
only look at and classify work and maintain flexibility within a working society
throughout their adult lives.

Experiences which illustrate ways of understanding and looking at one-
self in relation to work in general, work settings, work values and tasks, and
conditions of work. To accomplish these purposes such a program would

tat put students in contact with workers in a variety of occupational groups;
bl provide opportunities for students to test hypotheses about self in work

roles through simulated work experiences and productive, responsible home,
school, and community projects related to work role; ;

(c) provide opportunities for students to visit and observe work and workers
in a va riety of settings ; and

(di organize regular group guidance experiences to assist students in inter-
preting what they learned about themselves through their experiences in terms
of possible career goals and plans.

While essential to the positive career development of all students, these pro-
grammatic efforts can be particularly helpful to those with academic or socio-
economic handicaps who may experience for the first time the relationship be-
tween the world of work and skills acquired in school, Surveys of dropouts in
metropolitan areas indicate that lack of interest or understanding of the personal
relevaw e of school to their own goals lather than a lack of ability is the princi-
pal reason most tudents choose to leave school before graduating. (Venn, 1970,
reports that of 22.4Skt dropouts surveyed in seven metropolitan areas over a
live year period. over two-thirds scored between 90-10t IQs.) Many of these
young people leave school without having learned what the world of work ex-
pects of them, what their own capabilities and values are, and lun, to relate
the understm.dings to productive survival in a work-oriented economy.

It Prgrani to assist In career derision-making and planning are recom-
mendt d for grades eleven and twelve. post-secondary students, and out-of-
s.ehool oomph and adults. The students who exit from the public school system
nit,td help in nicotitying tentati%e career goals and plans. Students considering
post - secondary vocational and technical education need help in selecting cur-
riculum offerings most appropriate to them if the resources of the institution
ale to maximized for the greatest number of halividuals. In addition, outof-
sehool fititli and unemployed and underemployed adults are seeking new career
objectives and need help in thinking through their career lives and plans.
Decisiommaking and planning assistance may he provhied by integrating special
career de, ision.making and plane...: courses, group guidance classes, seminars.
etc, into the existing curriculum or by providing intensive. systematic individual
and group vocational counseling. Decision-making and planning programs would
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5. Locating part-time jobs for secondary students that are related to their
tentative career goals,

6. Coordination of in-school learning with part-time work experience of in-
school students,

7. Youth finding entry jobs which would lead to better career options,
8. Greater youth employment in fields related to training, and
9. increased community input into definitions of goals for education.
1). An outreach function should be required by any new vocational education

legislation. The purpose of an outreach service would be to return out-of-school
youths to an appropriately adjusted learning situation such as part-time train-
ing and related employment or other individualized program designed specifi-
cally to meet the immediate and long-range needs of those previously alienated
by the traditional school structure. Because of earlier negative experiences,
these youths are got likely to seek further education on their own and will need
to be sought out and convinced that the school can adjust to provide them with
relevant, useful, successful experiences. Outreach programs should therefore
have dual thrusts:

1. To work with out-of-school youth to help them Identify career goals and to
return to school to pursue those goals ;

2. Counseling sessions to help students relate their own abilities, interests,
all individuals, regardless of the direction their career plans take.

I:. A separate title for vocational guidance exploration and placement should
include a provision for vocational counseling. The focus of such vocational coun-
seling must be upon all students and all educational levels. A prescribed voca-
tional guidance program should provide the following :

1. Prevocational counseling to help students systematically assess and per-
sonalize the meaning of exploratory work and educational experiences.

2. Counseling sessions to help students relate their own abilities, interests,
and values to possible career options.

:4. Intensive vocational and educational counseling programs to encourage the
development, implementation, and continuous assessment of tentative personal
and career plans throughout the student's high school years.

4. Vocational counseling to help students make choices among vocational
course offerings at the secondary, post-secondary, and adult levels.

5. Counseling programs to help individuals adjust to new roles as workers
until a smooth transition into the work setting is assured.

The aspect of counseling regarding personal problems and development should
be seen as a very important strand relating to and running throughout the other
guidance activities of orientation, exploration, decision-making, planning, place-
ment. and adjustment.

In summary, a special title for vocational guidence. exploration and placement
within any new vocational education legislation should provide for compre-
hen-ive and articulate programs designed to facilitate career decision-making,
planning, and implementation for all youth.

IV. WHAT ARE THE NEEDS THAT SUFPOWT MARINO VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE,
EXPLORATION AND PLACEMENT A NATioNAL PRIORITY?

How can individuals be free to choose that which they know nothing about?
How can they examine avenues which, because of stereotyped attitudes or mis-
information, they do not perceive as being acceptable? Why do we have an
oversupply of college graduates and an undersupply of skilled craftsmen in the
fields? Why have new vocational education programs been initiated in some
communities and students have failed to enroll? Why are more and more urban
high schools turning to police and security forces to maintain order in the
buildings? Why are ninny students turned off with schools? Why does youth
imemploy anent continue to increase? Why are many alienated to the adult society?

Look again at the following facts which summarize the seriousness of the
problems facing Ameriean education :

A. The nnemploynn nt rate among 10--19 year olds. those in the gap between
sehool and the job. is over 15 percent and rising, over 20 percent among blacks
U.S. Department of Commerce. 19741. Youth unemployment reaches as high

as 004 percent in sonic communities Venn, 1970).
B. A recent survey of college and university students shows that 70 pore( at

foetid their biggest problem to be that of determining what to become Sevent y-
one percent said the second biggest problem was finding someone who could help

44- '22
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them deride ACT Research Report. No. 61. 19731. .,,lay I find It easier to eth
tatty a priot with a college degree to be a skretry than to employ a pens..:.
trained to he a secretary.

C. lIt'It of business executite, indicate' they belle\ e se Loots need to plaee
greater entithast, on helping youth learn more abttut being prepared tit enter the
uorld of stork. loth less than one-third finding the prevent edited tional system
sati-factory I Finley. 19721.

lb While overall inwmploment for graduates boll tli the ages of 1. and 24
uith.stit 1.tcational training is over 24 percent. the unemployment rate for youth
"it Ii locattonal training is only 5.2 percent I Fors3-the and York. 1972).

A void) conducted by Ohio State reveals that out-of-school youth IN110 worked
in Nt 114411 had nuempltiyinent rate only one -fifth of out-tit-sett° .1 youth uirli no
aork epertence to their credit. Employees indicate a greater uillinguess to hire
youth a ith previtm experienee in the work setting t Parne%. et al. 19711.

I.: The (Mee of Education survey of 1972 seniors in apprxtniately 110 ran
donily selected high Neltoolt: revealed the following:

1. 62 pereent ol the -indent% graduating said the stliooi provided them u.:It
comielnig for employment beyond schotti

2 74 percnt of the autients indicated they uorl,ed Coring the lr senior yo.tr.
but onl3 one-third of those aoriing intlica:ed they acre etnitl,tyeti in jobs rlar,d
to their tebtattle career goals. Thus :1 heed exist- for ,treat.: coordination he-
tu vett the and the work setting to make work a totionuation of the learn-
ing experienee for students.

:t. only 29 percent of the seniors indicated the sthool %,i, providing g..1
serf it, in terms of job placement for graduates.

-indents planning to uork full tune upon lagh thool graduation.
only it IN 1.. III of the lit ys and 39 percent t.f the girl; had di J.!, to t'ultl-

graduation.
1, !trtnt thought their -411001: should halo plated ;none t,:ni.liasts 4,:i 1,

1.:Iti1;n:11 al 11 nv hui al prolily111-. offered more prat:kW& It.rk eXperletlte. atlti
helped rind jt!"; upon leaving schooll 4 if 1, olltlary -2 percent a Ill lea before trratIti-
atimi l'or-3tle, and York. 19721 The to.t,t,r11 of ,t It ' ; .1\ t-, 114 1..

those atteliectualiv handit tipped. but those tt ho f.iil to et, that .t !tool has mtatt
in:: for o it:tort-a in them (Venn 19701,

I; The i et.!:-..1, of 1970 ,..11.1,.; that half of all it ..1..t II It -rist.r.: Ilk n' eta-
plto eti ri n'v 21 of the no re than 2no 411,0:let 4,4 upat.411, r4.1 44,4% ed in t.tttu In
fart. ice at of all enti.lo3ed ttomen held posaion ,u five owipation,.

rer.i.n, ti r..g1,1011,- tdementary hoot tea, la r kkt c; t r waitress - and1,,,4-,m herea, i.ertt,zit of all male uor'sen- ere in 63 tiaae

\lotto /1 Ph four years of college. 19 per. ont .1n do W." t tri:11.
-I nit r joie: set en pert ent of a oaten u.th , tr zi,ttrk :tk a:
tt; t"ttlittutt: the .11ilt" 4T"Iin. 19721.

ll "I.:- Z, :i 1..441 TO :1,-1-t all 411.1(11t, to con,ider ),-..1.. r t.f
I for tlit'm Counseling and guitlan. 100' urn n!. zot

ro tl.,- ta.k. a- 11111111.1r17.t.11 in the report of the Nationa: A :...ry C. un..!
Votutional 11111,:ttlon.

'I he 1.1.1; of it., ,tottal cowl...ding and guidance is a p Intl 111.trIv %-,nal'
ttt,Int a 1,tItit 11 .1 0( :1111,i1:11 (114,114, 14.1111,l'inrZ an ,:.bre..rto. and t t, 7or,If
of .'r. 4a 1111-cl1111.: counselors in at !lora% however, 11.1% 0 ....
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In summary. these fact, point to a noire up-toolate. modern conmpt of cane:i-
t 1Uth int luties .-:..teniatit . organized iimaii 1.% SS hich youth learn about
the work, formulate tie%elopinentai career glob, atill plan,. alai are
ofitret1 thimutins asistant a III implementing those goal.

S. It Sot %;DINAI. GI ID %%1 F. I.% PI ORATION AND P1 V1.511 \T DIA 0%1Is A SEP %RAI I;
I Ili. I\ Stn Ai iON %I. 110 I All/oN I it.1:1.%11/1\. S \11 Si 01 it tiot,s Hi,

I.APEVI,A)

Student.. would be 111'44% oleo! opportunitie to ilisetoer peronal interests. :that-
lie.... ono Salues and relate those to the World of w ork through planned program..
(olare,ing orientation. exploration. decision-making. Pinninng. and mle...NI
plat tin itt. lit particular. voeitibinal guidanCe. eXphirathin and placement N1141111(1
Prl 14Ie the follow mg outcome.'

A. 'Students in grade, seven through ten would ample ,1 varit, y of Oecoloi-
role... see themselves ti. adult worklAr, develop positive ontlook toward

the W44114.11114' lle1011 a st.n.e of control too: their vocational live.. and
relate their present roles as students to their filtine role, a: (conkers.

B. Stutient in grade, eleven .00l to el% e would develop tareer planning and
eiz.ion-making kills: he aide to make tentative career decisions and test them.

thiain part-time work emietience in area reht:e.1 to their rawer goal.. ationre
kills net e,stlry fur flioling. obtaining anti maintaining a job. :old either tomtit:lie
t lit it anon upon leas lint the "et otalar school or obtaining employment

C. buns id an Is. age 1(1 thrtaigh would deveitp an understanding of the op-
tion avallahle t them through post-,econdary vocational-technical education:

ould. upon t biol.:411g poet -e( tool try Situational (MI loll ioti. be assisted
an appropriate toirricultun offt.ring: 1111)1 would he (41 in planning anti

implementing their next step upon completing a vocational enrrithlum.
I. Adults would be pro' tato' with guidance itt.t.essar- to maintain an estalt-

11,11ed C areer. to deelop new skill.: to ino%.e away from a declining ea ret.r
to 'let thp nod- tarter job .ething ..kills. and to ehilify their 4 41*(411Int ilnla I goal, in
ternt of new information about themelves and the world of work

Pi Early school dropout,. out-tif-.school youth. and graduates would be giten
obtaining ettiph*tnent and follow through support net tssary to

at hie\ Itece.: on the job and llo:..rd occipat band mobility
1-' Untonplo ea and malereitiployed youth and adult.: would he emit:1(1Ni 11

the ,el.ol for the ituriN)Se of helping them find appropriate educational 4 ippor-
:(-4 that will enable them to enter the world of work.

i Graduate. of seetindar and post- secondar vocational program. would
t. t in 41:480'111g joie. Must appropriate to their values.

and preparation.

51, NOM IA OUT D F,-NOS APPROPRIATED FOR VOt ATIoN %I. GD/ I , LNI.1 ()DATION AND
Ii Att.MI:fiT BE USED%

Fund. fur voeational ;rind:met.. exploration and job plat ement womb! be titol
p.1111 tpally for staff deslopment. preparation of t urrit Winn material.. progt alit
de% elopinent anti Unplenielitation. and job plaeement 1.1 applied reeart It and tie-
\ lopmental progratti.;.
/ r. a +if F. diral Fund+

Part AStaff Development.
1. l'a...t/r% lee and in.service personnel development to prepare feathers, tar.;

roft.,lonal.. guidant e ptr.otinel. administrator,. -mien iory personnel. and
i tr tit, io the oneepf.: incorporated in voeational guidance. exploration tool lob
1'1io".lif Nitit% .11(raiti be plated on preparing ta.r.ottitel (-

I ) 1 /0% (01 ri) and imideinent areer orientation and exploration cour-es ill
grade: ,ti't' :) lir/ mgh ten

it( Dovp ana itilidena tit t.irter pbtaiing :ma 41,4 iion-making oure in
gratit (.;et en through fourteen. and in :Wait program.

(. .,111t1. (:beer nNutt 1 t l'XI41 iration. planning. alai deciion mak-
ing pow epts into ea( it flea (icini( and vocational currit Winn area.

Id Prostle leadership for vueation:11 guidance and exploration program, :it
the local level.

t. I Develop and implement community observation anti work experience for
junior and senior high studont.
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4f) Provide follow through counseling and job placement assistance to earlyschool dropouts and to graduates.
91 Coordinate in-schooi learning and outof-school action around studentcareer goals.
h 1 Revise and change the secondary curriculum so that an increasing number

of students can realize their career goals.
Part B. Curriculum Dcrclopment.
1. Acquisition (and/or development) of curriculum ntaterial., equipment pur-chase and resource development to support vocational guidance instruction in

grades seven through fourteen and for adults. Priority could be given to:
rt ) Devehreing and obtaining materials and equipment for t.treer centers andfor exploration courses in secondary and post-secondary schools.

lb) Developing and disseminating brochures. booklets, briefs, and catalogs toorient students to opportunities available through secondary. post - secondary,and adult vocational education.
Developing and disseminating brochures, booklets. and briefs that provideall person, in all communities u ith information about occupations and occupa-

tional projected demands at the local, state, and national levels.
ids Developing and obtaining curriculum materials for career awareness and

exploration courses, for career orientation, decision-making and planning courses.and for fusing career oriented activities and content into each curriculum area.
I c) Developing and obtaining student assessment materials and equipment.
Part C.Program Dere/opulent and Implementation.
This part allocates funding for local school districts to:
!) Employ paraprofessionals to provide services in the areas of career center

operation, work experience education assistance, occupational materials han-
dling and as supplemental assistance to outreach, job placement and follow
through activities.

b1 initiate new vocational guidance, exploration and placement programs and
to provide startup costs for a maximum of three years. Funds allocated could. in
part. be used to support staff time to develop and implement career orientation
and exploration courses, career decision-making and planningcourses and related
seniees including vocational counseling. Outreach, placement, and follow tliroagh.

e I Offer extended year employment and release time to staff to implement
internship programs for students in work settings related to different academic
disciplines and the students' tentative career choices. to implement slimmer corn-
e.arty stork experience program.. in-depth exploration. and career planning
( our-, s for students %sin, special needs.

ti I Provide travel for students and staff to participate in observation and
s4,rk aetivitie- in the community.

c ) Provide exchange programs between school, and the business, industrial
c(Oninunity.

if I Support pilot and demonstration projects. including related research, to
promote the' concepts of vocational guidance, exploration and placement at all
echo ational leN els. including those not otherwise covered.

%II %V II ST AMOUNT OF DOLLARS ..IIOULD RE APPROPRIATED FROM THE FEDERAL LEVEL
IN oRDIR To M SEE SO( A rIONAL GUIDANCE. ENPLOR iTION AND PLACEMENT A NA-
TIoN ST RIOR/TY?

If Congress appropriates approximately $.6 for each student enrolled in grades
`f ri through twelve and in vocational education at the post-secondary and adult
level,. the result could be the emergence of an improved process by which our
,,m11 move from school into the world of work.

In conclusion. I would state that if a title pertaining to vocational guidance,
exp'ora firm and placement %%ere included in any new vocational education legis-
latin, the enrollment in vocational education and resulting satisfactory student
pray ement %%mild grow at a rate consistent with the increase in real dollargrowthof the program.
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oNer one half of the emplo3ers of our youth for the summer months have
called in to say there is a marked improvement in the caliber of students this
year nhen the truth of the matter is the students are the same only moth
improvement in their atiitudes is the case. We know this attitude impromentrelates directly to the job orientation and guidance performed by the job
placement coordinator in group sessions.

It has been possible for the counselors through our job placement program to
work with students and employers in preventing problems before they occur orbefore they become severe.

A superintendent from our local industry speaks favorably of the job place-
ment service. Ile states that through this servi«a industry has the early oppor-
twat% to screen many applicants nho have already shown interest in the par-
ticular fieb: and who hae had previous odportunities to learn employable shills.

In oar particular city, business and industry have cooperated well in the
guidance of our 3oung people by being involved as active members of our advisory
committee on career education and by planning and working on sophomore careerneck

Parents have told us that through the efforts of job placement their children
are occupied anti are not on the streets as before In earning Mono- they lea 'nthe value of umne3 and are able to buy Clothing fur self as n ell as help othermembers of their families.

The students feel the experiences, opportunities. and responsibilities are :airedthrough job placement. The students comment on learning something different
through a variet3 of job experiences. They rate the pride in having tines onn
money to buy clothes. car, and tapes as evidence of success.

The principal of one of our high school, feels lob placement gives students
an opptirtimity to find %%here they "fit- before becoming 'fled down- to theresponsibility of life.

Onr superintendent of schools states, "Work study and job placement pro-grains are proviog to be ital and necessary dimensions in the total educational
pro( es. We in Rome are (I invinced that good work experiences are aluahleawl net essary if students are to receive a etinnaeltensit. program. Programs
pisivithzez %%mirk experiences %%ill continue to expand in the Rome City Schtit,ls."

[Attachment 2]

PE, '12--Peeoa.tm nF Eot-t AIMS AND CAREER } XPtA,RAi ION FOR Sic-DEN-1-s IN 11am* s
7 's 4No 9

I am of the opinoni that this program is one that is productive as well as
edit( .itional and sim e daughter has been participating in this program thathe ha% aequired more knon It dge concerning areeis and professions than she
voaeil base had tins program not been initiated this year.

AI% Min belief is that every child in the st hod system should he required to
p.,rt ivipate in a iirogrant such as this.

I graduated from high selomil at 16 years of age in Atlanta in 1912. had they
hatl sro li a program as this during the period of my schooling. I feel I %%mild!Loy he en able to Imre made a decision iii %%hat tape of career I nanttd before I
graduated from high si hool.

It took me from 1912 until 19511 before I finally found what I really %%antedto do, 1 sexed an apprmit whip for an electrician for four years. went to busi-ness ,e110111 then afterwards a ent on to College to obtain a degree in Ilusiress
Administration and Accounting. I do not regret all of this. but today I am /IID ell %VII State Maintenance Engineer. making more money than I co . haven :my the ;Om\ t fields which I %%as PINC:Itt'd for. of course today I useWI of this education that I acquired. but still feel that had I had the opportunity
that Son are offering the students toda3 in this program I (solid have perhapstIc.pensed ith some of the above.

The days that my daughter isits and works in these different concerns. thatis all she talks about when sir conics home. and I sineerely belie%e she will line
made up her mind about what she chooses to do later in her school }ears

bo,
N tAr
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I am proud of the no t that we here in 'Ne%% ton Con* 11.1%.-- the i,eorle to
initiate something ,utli a, this for our children, as %%ell as hating the be,t boils
and properly trr ined teachers. as well as ocher, to assi-t in these extra program,

I am not a,aained to make a statement such as I have on this page and too e-
fore you have my permis,ion to u-e this in any nay you ,ce fit.

WORK ExPERIENCE rLAN CONFORMS TO OLD ADAGE

"There's no substitute for experience" is an old adage being applied in Chatham
County junior high schools through the Program of Education and Career Ex-
ploration (PECE).

Begun in 1909. PECE allows ninth traders to get out the classroom for a few
hours each week and into the "job world."

Rather than just tour local businesses and indu,tries, the students are given
nil opportunity to perform tasks and get a feel of the jet.. Sonic job -h.!, are
visited each seme,ter.

"We try to stay a'vay from just tours," expiained Jerry \V ,onston. a PECE
coordinator. "We u,nally -et up our visits about a month ahead of tune

A normal sense -ter of visits can include department store,. local inoln,trie,.
telex ision station, and ram spaper offices, an FBI field office, and e% en the operat-
ing room at area hospitals.

Another PECE coordinator. Sandy Sander, . explain,. that the prograta is de-
signed to expose students to the menial as well as lofty N.-min.-

-We try to give them a full cross- section of jobs." he ,aid.
-Now the girls even want to go to the fire and police department." Joh,...ton

pointed out -WoomerC, lib ha taken its hold e% on in our program
After each visit. the students are asked to :the the it Report, and

films in the classroom also am ment the jodi Student, are also octn-

seled about how to apply for a job, and work 'xith others.
,hnston. who helpt d develop PECE a, a state%% hie prooje root local

ein loyer, are %ery receptive to the youngsters.
1 o noted that, after a vi -it to a local department store. the ,tu lent. here

ilia dy praised for their w( the stock room.
The coordinators recount ..vo occasions when visits lead to ificin ite ,tudent

vocational decisions. Sanders said that atter vi,iting the area to -tech ,ohool. ton
,alder student quickly enrolled in a course of study there.

Johnston recalled a male student tt ho joined the military so in after a %-t ,it
to Hunter Army Airfield.

The coordinators ,tre,sed, however, that PECE does not em oar ...!e ,tatlent, to
drop out of school. On the contrary. The program is meant to ate the 4.tiag-ntq.,
an idea of tt hat profession may appeal to thaw. Student- can t ncri fi >.m, a pro
told course of study to or tively prepare them for the preferred job

John-ton believe- that the success of PECE can be niea,ured b% ir. 'r in
popularity in other parts of the state. Since its inception at 1,z ,o l9''b
the program has spread to 150 tools across Georgia.

Both federal aro -tote funding support the program, but some locil h of
funds 11 re pro% ided.

The coordinator, noted that one of their primary prob'em, tra-1,p,r-it:(ci
All hough the comity has prodded two 50-pa,,t Tiger buses for the %%oil,
tows. they are too large for mo-t parking situation,, and izol,r.oto for
trip, The PECE coordinator, plan to ask the local school board t p.o is up Ow rib
for hi 0 20-passenger vans.

Twonly is the Heat in ea( h PECE class. imposed by the -r :: , r

operating at Wilder. ('hatham, Hubert. Stillman. Groes. Ilo o a ant
Mercer junior high sehools

Why are ninth grader, selected for the program ?
-This is it,na llv a time of deco ion," J,11111('11 Onto

:onto the ninth grade they have to der ide tt hieh dire, non 'o
Whether it's to college or into th" lob market. PEcE o. ' r, nor,

ity to try out 71 r areer. the ,00rdinator, r onclud
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EMPLOYER OPINIONNAIRE

(Mark 1 answer for each question (N=219), in percent!

Yes No Not sure

I. Do you feel that you have a general understanding of the purpose of
the PrEIE program - - 916 0 1.42. Do you feel that a caress exploration course like PECE should be a
Part of the schoolcurricklim 99.5 0 .53 Do you feel that students shou'd be allowed to leave school to visit
local jobsites dints school hours for the purpose of exploring
careers and jobs - -- 9). i 0 2. 34. The PECE program allows students to spend short periods of time in
actual on-the-job work actuates under the supervision of the em-
ployer. Do you feel that this kind of actual work experiencecan help
the student to explore and learn about careers and jobs... _ . ... 97.7 .9 1.45 Would you allow future PECE students to participate in oi.thejob
work activities in your place of business. . . . ... .. .. ..... 96 4 1.8 1.86 Would you recommend that other employers in your community con-
sider participating in the PECE program __ ... 91.7 0 2 37. World you encourage your child to participate in the PECE program. 99 1 0 .98. Do you feel that you were asked too often to allow students to come
into your firm. . .9 97.3 1.89 You found it difficult to give what wit, consider sufficient time to stu-
dents when they visited your firm . --

IC. The interference caused by bringing in visitors was more than you
16 0 80.8 3.2

like to tolerate in nor mat business operations 1.4 96.8 1.8

PARENTS OPINIONNAIRE (1973-74)

;Mark 1 answer for each question. (N=711), in percent(

Yes No Not sure

1 Do vnu feel that you hare a general understanding of the purpose of the 92 2 6PECE program,
2 Do you feel that a career exploration course like PECE should be apart of the school curriculum' 92 3 5

3 Do you feel that students should be allowed to leave school to visit local
jobsites during school hours for the purpose of exploring careers and
sobs?

94 2 4

4. The PECE program Allows students to spend short periods of time in
actual on-the-sob work a:Arabes under the supervision of the em-
ployer. Do you feel that this kind of actual work experience is help-

94 2 4

NI to the student'
5 Do you feel diet your child's study of careers and sobs in the PECE

program hzs been helpful to him (her)?
89 2 9

6. Would you recommend the PECE program to other parents' - - 91 1 87. Would you want other children in your family to participate in the 93 3 4PECE program0
8. DoeEC?s your child disc ss careers more frequently at home since taking 85 11 4
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STUDENT OPINIONNAIRE (1973-74)

!Circle 1 answer for each question. Grade: (code 1) 6, 7, 8, 9 (N.. LIN), in percent'

Agree Disagree Not sure

1. I think I understand the purpose of PECE 94 1 5
2. Students do not need to learn about careers and jobs.,...,- . . 4 33 3
3 All schools should have a course like PECE 92 2 6
4. Students should not be allowed to leave school to go on work setting 2 95 3
5. Studying about careers and jobs in PECE has been helpful to me..- 94 2 4
6. I learned a lot from going on work settings that I c.uld not have 86 5 9

learned any other way.
7. I learned a lot about careers and jobs from speakers who visited our 84 7 9

class.
8. learned a lot about careers and jobs from films we saw in PECE 79 6 15
9. PECE would not be as good without our small group session: and class 81 7 12

discussions.
10. I would not recommend PECE to my friends 3 92 5
11. I know more about myself now than I did before PECE 72 12 16
12. I do not see how anything I have to study in school could be used 01: a 13 80 7

rob.
13. The high school courses I take could be important to my career and 94 2 4

my future
14. I could learn all I need to know about careers from reading books or 8 81 11

watching films.
15. Work settings are a waste of time 2 96 2
16. I am not interested in what people do at work 3 94 3
17. As a junior high student, none of the decisions I make now are rm- 2 88 10portant
18. PECE is good, bet it does not last law enough 78 13 9
19. PECE should not be taught until the 10th, 11th, or 12th grade 7 87 6
20. I would like PECE better if we had textbooks and regular lessons to 13 78 9follow.
21. I don't get to stay at work settings long enouLh to team anything - 28 59 13
22. School makes more sense to me now than it did before I took PECE .- 73 10 17

Excerpts from essays written by 8th grade students in P.E.C.E. at Rossville
Junior High School, Walker County, Georgia, (1972-73). The topic was "What
Have You Learned from the P.E.C.E.?" The excerpts quoted here were chosen as
the most rewarding to the coordinator (who laiows these students) or most
articulate of the objectives on this program. Most noteworthy to the coordinator
s the ease with which 8th grade students see themselves in the role of the

employee when given the opportunity to participate in hands-on work experiences.
The students were average kids, ages 13 to 16 including disadvantaged and han-

dicapped (26%) with mental maturity scores from 65 to 117 (median 94) and
reading levels from 5.0 to 11.7 (median 7.4). The group included boys and girls,
black and white. Several had high absentee rates before entering the program
and many came from homes with known family problems.

"And the jobs I've really never noticed before seemed to have come alive
PECE hasn't only taught me about jobs but about people. Like the people here
in PECE class. What kind of job they would like to ba',e when they get older
and why they chose this type of job."

"The fun part is going on the trips."
"We have had discussions about places we've been and visited, etc. and it

was really fun."
"I know by the way people talk I would not be pleased or happy to work in

a nur,ing home. I love to work with people and I wouldn't mind working in a
hospital."
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I leaned %%hunter I tt ardeil to work in a grocery store I couldn't want tout it tt tt ik the only jot Lould get when I was sixteen I tvould take
learned I don't cant to tit. a school teacher and I ain't gonnta be one. . . . I
wouldn't %%ant to be a telephone operator cause you could plug in the wrong
%t n.,. or sonaalnng and beside:. Its too hard

its been a joy to gut out of school. I think PECE is very good because it
tb es rot -tam like a (lass. more of a discussion. Well. becimse we can express
on feehm.s. It freedom in the class whit h we never get in the "ither classes...
I think it does et er% one good to get out and breath."

r ,..1%e learned in PECE to pick a good job and to ph k a good job is to like
ee, upation Its hard to Mid a good job with out going all thru school."

"1 taut to jot. and I uork just like I t% as a employ I learned that a lot of
jo;is are not as fun as t ht.% seem ;Ind that some f are fun."

Sonic of the old people at the nursing home are not sick at all ... Some peo-
ple lip there just like to set a talk to . The people at the jobs seem to get

tt ith tiaar bones and like their work. dome people have to work for a
and -.cue of the people Just work to get at% ay from home."

"it it In PECE (lass alone I hate learned about jobs that I have never even
heard of and jobs that I would be interested in like constriction work."

I hat e learnt 1 in PECE class that sometimes in a grocerie store that if
there is uo one thert that the manager has to work."

I tica man% different Jobs and places of training there are in one city or one
count% . that Tri-County Hospital offers 3 or 4 different courses in medical
jobs lot free All a eost is your til12- the duties of a bus boy and the sicken-
in.; pat t of the ji Pi.. and l% hat a college campus looks like ..."

"Also have learnt d it sometimes take plenty of work and skill together to do
join :sonietnnes a job requires for you to do someone elses job, like if
k or hurt %on might have to do their work and I learn some jobs

aLo h I thought tteien't any good have good pay. . . . To tell you the truth I
lean lied about jobs one ay or another."

I %tent to the nursing home and saw what was going on. The men and women
there v .re ver% old. and lots of them had nobody, they took % ery good care of
theta . I learned how to take care of old pt.sople and talk to them."

T; e men ttlio drive trucks may have started their jobs by loading the trucks.
Then the% get up to where they can back the trucks in for loading and then take

te-.r for driving trucks. They don't even have to nave a high school education."
I hat e learned 1% hat my highest interests are ..."

"1`.',-;1 I hate learned that we do some work and it's not all just fun ... If I
%%lot; at a telephone ltnpany I would wor'- outside.... but I think I would be a
trut k drier because they go every %%here all the time and they see a lot of things
tt het e the%

And 'hat a h t 1)1 different trucking companies are private trucking compaMes.
iota that most truck lines have a great many trucks and tra%lors.... I found out
how the. make wild Clierry Cough syrup, and it made me sick At Shop-Rite I
tta., taazlit how to have a coffee break.... and I found out how they change
the pro es and they raise them about 20.

:araell that it is fun to work with other people, no matter what race, sex,
Or religion and I have learned that school isn t so had after all."

"1 %,, learnt d how important construction work is and if I could, I winildn't
mind . e also learned how Puportant jobs are."

I bat.' learned how many jobs that a person can have or apply for."
I 'I it e taken a test to prove what suits my personality which was as I

. hate talked to different people about their jobs and met some
e interesting people. .. . and we've also had fun."



1Ve w.lif to South Central I 111410 no that it wa- big and had
w in it and the next week we went to Walker Tt.i didn't no that pm
learnt about cals. heaters and many more . I want to thank her for
a %el good year.-

I hope when I get in lligh hoot I will hie amalu r eta..., like this one
We liai learned about man% 'Micron job, .. and I enjoy ne.ng with pm

op maw trip, . (141 and take care
"true thing I learned that I would not win, in 3 II.11`111,1111 10 l ore hi the

w ire on the telt phone pole ... moat of time there be waspci nest in a telephone
pole

I learned that' there a It of people iilio hale a job a lot more than I
thought ',here w a, I learned that -lne plates such as Redfords whit ii
an ,fflatt hime a hit of ii irk that lin, to be dime I learne.1 that a tame o
Lo rr:ll I:. all girl, and no mem . I learned when go apply for a job the
eniploN *, %Nam sane 11.,11(.:4 Pviiil and the3 dn't want people who clown
around.

'I !IAN. found out different job, I like and diff(uent job, I don t like.... how to
Work a, a

l'hen \NV %%UM on I.13' lunl trill all around town ,lest to sv how mane jobs
o inpatien. iii ( ould cunt just n the street. I county :tartly rift%-eight."

-Von get hanges to tied out what a job is like (mist. you get to v ork
In Pl:CE this ;ear I hale learned :Minn lonnau belia%mr and about

I lime amid not to extols t to loaf and fool around working.. PE.CE waq
re illy fun, if t learn anything in this elas, then there is no hope for

41:1- ha, helped me to get a better idea of how to choose a job...
Chiiii,ing the right job 1 %ery important.. . PECE class has taught me that
working on :1 Joi. reipiire, a certain amount of effort to get the job done right ...
!Liking a good impression on :.itir inteniewer a way of showing him you
really want the job"

"The tir-t plat e I went to was the old folk: home. When Patty and I went
into 'me of the rooms tin old lady grabs us a kissed our hand. It scared the
both of us to death

"Sometimes PECE (at: be boring and ,ometime, not but I like PEC
In PECE cla-s I have learned ,o many mteresting things Like for instance.

there aro more ii. upatii ns in a telephone company than telephone operators
and line repairmen. different kinds of nurses and doctors .. Now I know th'it
you don't lime to go to college to get a good job I have had a lot of fun
learning' Thats vhy I like I'EE'E class because it' fun learning in here and
out there. too:-

It w a, a good experience to get to work at the hospital and see how much
the 1w:tants really appreciate the nurses and see how much it really means for
ti in to be there I also learned that there are a It more jobs available than a
person toubil imagine Von see the 'bilis as they really a rn

MO at Tri-County I went through the hole building.. I saw from Birth till
death.. ...II together I think that PECE i a good vin. for filing people-

k ,limmary of student remon1/4 tcerb.ituntl to their work experience, in
Pi:cE 1711-71 fret year of the program. The statements came
from ,tinlent' big, iii w hi. h they made brief notation,: after their work expert-
en., I Typing error, art the CO,nriburt tor% )

Fron the lieginterg enoiliue", halo licit med PECE ,tudents The standord
rem riot: there hail been a cla- like tin, when I IA as in savior' After

Near. cooperation and entlinmin .401 prevail,

1,40 -
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Ten years ago our state had only ten vocational program offerings in all post
high school institutions. Today, in Iowa, over 200 program options are available.
Furthermore, the Vocational Act of 1963 stimulated the development of 15 area
schools which last year enrolled over 272,000 people, approximately 9.6 percent
of our state's population. This figure includes all full and part-time students in
all program areas.

The increase of vocational enrollments in this total is equally impressive in
1966 only 2.500 full-time equivalent students were recorded. Last year, in fiscal
1973, this number had increased seven fold to 16,525. As with many other col-
leges. we have established vocational preparatory and adult supplemental al,
grading courses as top priorities. During 1967-1973 we experienced a growth in
full-time equivalencies in these programs from 41 to 3,250. In the year just ended
this figure increased to nearly 3,500.

One noteworthy trend occurring in our state is the increased percentage of
students enrolling in post secondary vocational programs in community colleges.
The table below summaries the percent in each catagory in three recent fiscal
years.

PERCENT OF ENROLLMENT BY INSTRUCTIONAL CATEGORY IN IOWA AREA SCHOOLS AND COMMUNITY COLLEGES
IN 3 SELECTED YEARS

Fiscal year-

Instructional category 1967 1970 1973

Vocational education. ,., . ,,,, rr,. ,-,,- -.-..., .. ,-, 22 34 48,:,-,
College transfer - -: -::rr: -:. 69 42 28
Adult (including supplemental vocational).,,.,,,,..,..:,..,..:.,., .... ,. 9 24 24

T o t a l- - - - -- :- - - -. .- -- -- 100 100 100

It is obvious that a greater percentage of students are selecting vocational
courses each earat the expense of the traditional college transfer curriculum.
The opportunity to select the vocational option is a direct result of the two
historic federal vocational acts. In fact, in Iowa the college transfer enroll-
ment reached a peak in fiscal year 1971 and has been declining eact year since.
By contrast, the vocational enrollment continues to grow each year.

I believe that these statistics illustrate the increasing acceptance of and de-
mand for post-secondary vocational education in Iowa and in the Des Moines
area.

I could relate numerous facts and figures which we feel are impressive sta-
tistic:, about vocational program growth and success. However, today, I would
prefer to tell you specifically what these programs have meant to the people in
the Des Moines area. Perhaps the most important realization is that a decade
ag., the majority of our students would not have been enrolled in post-secondary
educational programs at all. Each year at graduation the proud faces of indi-
viduals who o have been unaccustomed to attending ceremonies of this nature
are conspicuous In many cases. this is the first time that anyone from their
families have gone beyond a high school diploma level. Frequently, both the
family and the student have made a considerable financial sacrifice to complete
the vocational program. Just a year ago, almost half of our students came from
families with an average income of $7,000 or less. Althongh more than half of
the students are receiving some form of financial assistance, an even greater
percentage (60%1 are working at a part or full-time job while enrolled as a full-
UM 0 student. A large percentage live at home and commute to further decrease
total costs.

It is almost impossible to go about normal activities in the Des Moines area
without encountering one of our recent vocational graduates or coming in con-
tact with his or her work. For example, if you are ill and go to the physician's
(ave. you may be greeted by one of the 120 graduates of our Medical Office As-
sistant program. If your illness requires laboratory work, it will probably he
done by one of the 81 graduates of our Medical Lab Assistants program. Should
the laboratory work indicate surgery, one of the members of the operating room
team may be one of the SO graduates of our Operating Room Technology program.
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Both ill our state .tiitl throughtuit the tuition other instatulions offerin_.: post-
t ttitalart vocational programs could tell similar stories. There is tot due .non
that the vocational 1110111es available at the federal level hate stimulated numer-
ous pi ',grains tt hit h tint e benefited both tlw student and the student'. t 'manumit .

I believe that postwow:I:ay vocational programs in the United States hate
toaaolished a Blear revolt' tot sticut;,, st stein hat. deNe100(11 the Ili it

Z.. liel ti clt address a \Ude range of student and labor luaIket te
piogranis have deinonstrated abilitt to e I I trfectively ie.epai graduate:.

r (.10i:ince and alit alit ellient in a tarkt of titculations, (2 pro.itle a "second
v.' to the high st hoof dlta-0111. t a I ert e spetial target tdisatl-

tantaged and minorities as intended in the Vocational Education Atuendalents of
1'tu4s, 1 4 1 proxitle sptialized supplemental programs for eiuplet ed \totters tt hot
st elf skill upgrading

Profit 11111.1ge 110111t as a director of tocat1onal edmaticu In a cuaniunitt
tollege. I hat e set eta! suggestitat:

1 ifaic oat tit. -'1 he basic intent and language of the bitt is vX1't411144:t

444111141 .Ipprololtes tott totatonal progiamining as stated in the
Ethit :Mn Ail 01 and the Votational Etinvaiion Amendment of Into. -hould
be maintained in future legislation. I hope that t u trill 'cum t att g 'heal livid-
ilizo in ant rettsions of the km. There is no (ftlsti0a la my miti that till- prin-
t ipit, ha, init....11%1;1, A I a status and lot :Odle- In 111 t 0eatiolial tun,1, .1,
intended tit ill. We ttotild be fearful of a t hange in this approw

init.:110(d idott,,, Hi-Integrated reLional planning of all 404 ntiOnal 441411:1-

11o11 rtI e. It rrtulotetl :11(1 rettarded Speciticallt , a financial 1111 unite
Mild I e tied le th,, pinning It is' nit belief that evert plan for ca-

no rid! edift ;mon -'t lad 1 VII our lout cooperatit e abregievial planning is o, cur-
ving in tlwt -axe. Col remit thole is not enough artit bettt cti
posi-seeontlarv..1.1ult. Anon- sieialied federal programs Frequently. tit:.
iesult m a thiploatHat of spin/cu.:. fai 'litho:. and equipment It is %ital. there-
foie t i.at the plant mat be bothh sliall enough to permit a real knot\ ledge and
ui tiers1a:aling of Ow tot ational training needs of that area and large enough
for cinprehutiilt. pinall/MT

11,e'll.led at tIA plavning effort should be cureulum dettonpment. ant Wart
'1(1. IPloglala t t.tl0,ittm. and !Ileum:nit sort ices Planning sh 0111 fat us on

identift lag pro:frau.. le,-141 mi adequate otver and labor dew:Intl, student
ierest. industrial needs. and emllaallity llpport ('ollsistela \Oh this inte-
grted planning. It essential that there is some incentive for (onsolltlation ard
disn inuance .1* pr.;:r:111). that are no longer meeting, inanpott er needs

tt 111 this planning effort should be the dot elopment of
at the loeal lute). These, systt nis nnistt he structured to de-

te"wine it' the t ,wlionnitt reeeiting maximum sett from 1;-4 ocwional
dllr iovo-tnitia- Local evaluation Ira.: been suet essful in other field.: and
sh,ild insure th it lot .11 manpower deteands are being addres.stql ti th vocational

Postsiwoodar and adalt thoacitiong he eon:-
lanctl 0.44 one 4.:4t.'41,44 The 15 per, (nit sot a.itle t urrentlt mandated for post-

optiart proanams ,banal be epanded to 25 pert oft for the eombined enieace.y
to tit inv states the financial commitment to pi Qt-s00011olary and adult program-
as I 'eat an via) .oultc fesponse to t1 o thooand. National , fiC4114t.:4 ttirt

ti yo. r 19-2 the :it erage expenditure per studitt at the post-secortlary
,tel tta. pearl% It 'It 1.10. Of the secondary student usor data itoliettid that

st alto ,fed 15 pervert or le: for post-secondary program.. in fisel t ear
19-f!

W'hile ether systomq are currently to cpeees-fully address: thi.:
orobleui our extwrwn e m Town has- shottn that UPI attend aril

,,e1111 ,,ontoete p;zratie. 111-1 are well planred. staffed. and enuipped ror
rofo'. our stn 01111 nearly Ca percent 44 1.4.1 federal t oath teal money at
let 1

The Deed to (1411114n44 'dolt and ttnct qeconilary 01111111c into one eategort it
basted en the increasing diffieulty of difrercntiating full and part-time students

nether pro1,1wn exkf,.- lu diepulyz soopitorental nd pret.nrat try efforts
Nationally. the fololt art a ha.: received far less than it proportionate .hare or
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the federal dollar based on enrollments. This is especially important since thetrends in student enrollment would support the idea that students seem to preferpart-time course loads to the full-time programming which a as formerly dcne.There is also a great resurgence of interest in programs designed to upgradethe current skills of employed workers. Last year in our own institution. weserved over b.000 different students in these courses. In many cases they wereconducted onsite at an industry. Monies in our state for courses of this natureare grossly inadeouate. Each year our institution qualified for '25 percent moreaid than is available from state and federal vocation dollars. It is my firmbelief that, if additional dollars were available, we could double the numberof students we are now serving. There appears to be no end to demand forprograms of this nature.
4. Funding.Funding authorizati ris and appropriations must be increasedfor post-secondary and adult education. The demands for pro rams at thelevels continues to increase more rapidly than appropriations designated at thefederal level.
As a local director. I am faced with the problem of rapidly increasing costscompounded by an inability to expand program offeriap rapidly enough to ac-commodate student and community demands. Last year. for example. our allegeturned away over 1.000 applicants for full-time programs because there was in-sufficient space in the programs. Our experience is similar to the frustrationsfaced by ninny of my colleagues.
Quality vocational programs are always more expensive than traditional pro-grams. It is imperative that we maintain a quality while expanding our ca-pability to meet demands for additional and expanded programs.5. Dee 'ming student numbersI have one final concern ore that is evidentat the national, state. and local level; the declining birth rate. We know thatin ten years there will be fewer students graduating from high school and enter-ing post-secondary institutions. This decreasing number of students may meana stable or decreasing number of people in the labor force.
The .sc-ietal implications of this are obviousthere will to a greater depend-ence of those in the older age groups on a smaller number of people in theirprime productive years.
To a vocational educator. this development suggests that we must get na....mumproductivity from the potential student population. Our current record on thisscore is not outstanding. We know that drop-out rates in some areas exceed35 percent and that they are greatest among minorities and the dtsadvantaged.1 would suggest that we must immediately embark on a program similar to the"zero defects" program which industry adopted some time ago. Essentially, thissays that each manufacturing area should strive to have zero defects to theprogram ateduct or part that it predates. Education must adopt a siaulargraip for its product. our youth. We must be ready to assist the low lecomeillsaiivan'agi.i. and minority groups with a MeallIllg Ui co-:at:omit education pr.--gram which will result in worthwhil employment. As the nimber of y. at:available for the labor market decreases we must insure then ezia a is 1-et.ertrained and prepared than ever before. Hopefully the caarert emphasis on car-e-eduation in t it public schools will assist students in improved career decision-making.

eon lusion. I want to thank you again for the Ene work that this committeehas done in the past in shaping legislation.
I cannot over-emphasize that the programs in Iowa have been successfal Is.Io we strongly believe that vocational education works and should be ex-panded. Post-secondary vocational education does work and has resulted instudents finding jobs We think we can do a better job for more people withincreased funding at the post-secondary level.
In addition. we hope that the federal government through the t S. Ottce ofEducation will continue to assert leadership in program development, era:nation.and many of the other services which were formerly provided. The encourage-ment through federal vocational leadership has a marked efeet upon whathappens at the state and local levels. We feel that with minor changes andmodifications, these acts will continue to provide excellent vocational programs.
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STATEMENT OF DR. LOWELL BIJRKETT, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
AMERICAN VOCATIONAL ASSOCIATION, ACCOMPANIED BY
RICHARD NELSON, CHIEF, PROGRAM OPERATIONS, VOCATIONAL
EDUCATION UNIT, STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION, SACRA-
MENTO, CALIF.; DR. WILLIAM STEVENSON, ASSISTANT STATE
DIRECTOR AND HEAD OF RESEARCH, PLANNING AND EVALUA-
TION, STATE DEPARTMENT OF VOCATIONAL-TECHNICAL EDUCA-
TION, STILLWATER, OKLA.; GEORGE RAMEY, DIRECTOR, MAYO
STA', VOCATIONAL SCHOOL, PAINTSVILLE, KY.; DR. MELVIN L.
BARLog, PROFESSOR OF EDUCATION, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFOR-
NIA, LOS ANGELES; DR. EUGENE BOTTOMS, DIRECTOR, DIVISION
OF PROGRAM AND STAFF DEVELOPMENT, STATE DEPARTMENT
OF EDUCATION, ATLANTA, GA.; CARROLL BENNETT, DIRECTOR
OF CAREER EDUCATION, DES MOINES AREA COMMUNITY COL-
LEGE, ANKENY, IOWA, A PANEL

Dr. BURKETT. I would like to make a comment before we g:t under-
way with testimony from the panel. The purpose of the panel this
morning is to expand on some of the concepts I mentioned in my
testimony yesterday. These are some concepts we think you might
want to consider in new legi.dation.

Each of these individuals will be speaking to one of those concepts
based upon their experience. All of then have backgrounds and ex-
perience in areas I think will be quite helpful to you.

Chairman PERKINS. Thank you. Who are we going to call on first ?
Dr. Butuarr. Mr. Nelson.
Mr. NELSON. Good morning, Mr. Chairman and members of the

subcommittee. My name is Richard Nelson. I am with the California
State Department of Education. I am most pleased to be on this panel
for the American Vocational Association to present testimony.

I appreciate the opportunity to present a statement to this sub-
committee on the need for a major "planning thrust" in vocational
education.

My experience as a vocational education teacher. local supervisor of
vocational education in a large district, 31/0 years in Washington in
the TLITSOE as a program specialist, and 17 years in the California
State Department of Education have led me to believe strongly that
comprehensive statewide planning is the key to accountability in voca-
tional education.

In my judgment the management of the vocational education en-
terprise in this Nation, in every State and in every local educational
agency is being reviewed by State legiAatures. the General Account-
ing Office. private research groups and others.

The focus of all of these efforts is accountability. Accountability
in vocational education is dependent on an organized systematic ap-
proach to be used by its managers.

44 -' 22 (1-75---49
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Comprehensive statewide planning is the key to accountability in
vocational education. I believe comprehensive statewide planning for
vocational education is a major responsibility of the State board
for vocational education.

This board, which has been designated by the State as the sole
agency for the administration of vocational education, has the primary
responsibility for the preparation of a comprehensive statewide plan
for vocational education.

Each State board should designate a division, department, unit or
other part of its vocational education administrative structure as a
"planning group" to be administratively responsible to the State
director of vocational education.

This group should be responsible for the preparation of the com-
prehensive statewide plan for vocational education which will pro-
vide vocational education for all people within the State through
programs. services and activities authorized in the new vocational
education legislation.

I indicate here for emphasis purposes that this group should pro-
vide the total planning for a State's vocational education program
as outlined in the legislation.

To accommodate this "planning thrust," any new Federal vocational
education legislation should include in its general provisions ade-
quate funding to enable all State boards for vocational education to
initiate and conduct a comprehensive program of planning for all
programs, services and activities authorized in the legislation.

I think the planning activities should include the following, but
not necessarily limited to: First. an assessment of the existing capa-
bilities and facilities for the provision of secondary, postsecondary
and adult vocational education together with existing needs and pro-
jected needs for such education in all parts of the State;

Thorough consideration of the most effective means of utilization
of all existing educational resources within the State capable of
providing the types of programs. services and activities envisioned in
the legislation;

The development of strategic planning, both short and long range.
which specifically would be developed to assure that every person leav-
ing the educational system is prepared to either enter meaningful, pro-
ductive employment or to continue additional education;

I believe the development of procedures to initiate and conduct an
accountability system that insures continuous planning lud evaluation
which would readily be available to the State board for vocational edu-
cation, the State advisory councils and other interested parties.

The goal then of this "planning thrust" is to develop a manageable
State. county and local education agency planning system to provide
input to the State board for vocational education.

The Federal funding of the "planning thrust" has been estimated
at $25 million per year. A minimum of 3 years advance funding is im-
perative to the success of this effort.

Planning is time consuming and expensive but not as expensive as
failure to plan. In the past. in my judgment, vocational education
planning has been seen as a part of research. or the responsibility of
an ad hoc committee, possibly with consultant help, formed to solve
some specific problem.
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A continuous organized system of comprehensive educational plan-
ning is still in its infancy for virtually all State educational agencies.

The identification of a "planning group" for voce'-ional education
by the State boards for vocational education, assured of 3-year finan-
cial support, would facilitate one of the greatest advancements in the
growth, quality and effectiveness of vocational education since the
passage of the George-Barden Act in 1946.

There is a sideline, I believe. It was, in 1946, 30 years ago, that the
George-Barden Act was approved.

My comments and recommendations to this subcommittee are based
upon our experience with the California Vocational Education Sys-
tem adopted in 1970. This system is now the basis for the planning and
accountability of California's program of vocational education.

This system came about as a result of two distinct but related pri-
orities. The first was accountability. Vocational education, like any
other segment of the educational establishment, is moving toward
rendering the public a more precise account of the use of its resources.

Related to accountability is the priority for increasing efficiency.
The search for efficiency has led to an exploration of the systems ap-
proach to organizational management. The system requires that local
school districts develop an annual and 5-year program plans.

In California this means there are 375 secondary school districts
and 70 community college districts that have developed these plans.

The annual plan shall include : a statement of need: goals; perform-
ance objectives; and desieed outcomes for what we have identified as
the 12 major functions of vocational education.

1. Population needs : Providing current and usable information on
the district's populations seeking or needing vocational education.

2. Information about providing current and usable information that
identifies and projects job market opportunities and needs in the labor
market served by the district.

3. Job performance requirements that specify and update, as a basis
for instruction, the performance of requirementsskills and knowl-
edgeof each occupation included in the district's vocational educa-
tion offerings.

4. Program planning: A long- and short-term planning designed to
provide vocational education offerings meeting the needs of the dis-
trict's population and the labor market the district serves.

5. We think there is a promotional aspect that is important, in-
forming?: the public and its decision making representatives of the
st toigths and merits of vocational education, and the target popula-
tions of vocational education opportunities and advantages.

6. We think an emphasis point should be student recruitment, iden-
tifying and enrolling in vocational education those students and po-
tential students who can profit from such instruction.

7. Providing resources and services necessary to maintain, expand
and improve appropriate vocational education offerings as it develops
new offerings as needs emerge.

8. Counseling and guidance : Assisting individuals to make meaning-
ful and informed occupational and program clnices from the options
available and suitable to them.
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9. Perhaps a more important emphasis is that of placement, assisting
students desiring employment to become employed in situations which
fit their needs and the needs of employers. Perhaps a major and ex-
panding role in the system of planning should include a more definite
responsibility of the actual school site or school administrator in the
area of placement of its students.

10. Certainly the key to the whole area is the instructional area, pro-
viding vocational education offerings to meet the needs of the district's
population.

11. The area of educational accountability, review of the program:
Examining current and proposed vocational education offerings in
relation to the total school program is a most important function.

We feel a definite effort should be made to include vocational edu-
cation in the total scheme of education rather than contrasted to a
separate system from the total educational program.

12. Last, the evaluation, the ongoing and periodic assessment of
how well the district is performing its vocational education functions,
as a basis for program improvement and management decisions, both
locally and at State and national levels.

In summary then, the development of defined performance expecta-
tions, which we call desired outcomes, for any planning system, is the
most difficult and the most significant feature of the planning-account-
ability effort.

The California Vocational Education system anticipates the fol-
lowing desired outcomes:

1. Provide needed vocational educational programs, activities, and
services to persons of all ages in all communities of the State.

2. All persons leaving secondary schools are prepared to either
enter meaningful productive employment or further education with-
out being forced to prematurely make an irrevocable commitment.

3. Provide instruction for all youth in the development of aware-
ness, orientation. and exploration of occupational opportunities.

4. Provide full-time. postsecondary vocational education training
and retraining to prepare persons for gainful employment.

5. Provide vocational education for adults who have entered or are
re-entering the labor market and need job training, employability
skills or retraining to achieve stability or advancement in their
employment.

This planning process has three major purposes. First, to provide
input for the State plan as required for vocational education legis-
lation.

Second, to be a basis for program accolui, ability. and third, and
perhaps most importantly. a local, long-range planning guide for the
growth and effectiveness of the vocational education program at the
local level.

There are additional details attached here. Mr. Chairman. that you
may or may not want to discuss. r would be happy to react to it. There
is a flow chart which indicates the total system and how it works.

There is also a further attachment of how we are trying to put
accountability into vocational education by the use of the system.

Chairman PERKINS. Without objection. that data will be placed in
the record at this point.

[The documents referred to follow:]
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s

(
t
e
x
t
b
o
o
k
s
,
 
w
o
r
k
s
h
e
e
t
s
,
 
s
t
a
n
d

a
n
d
 
t
e
s
t
s
,
 
a
n
d
 
s
o
 
f
o
r
t
h
)
,

e
q
u
i
p
m
e
n
t
 
(
l
a
t
h
e
s
,
 
k
e
y
p
u
n
c
h

m
a
c
h
i
n
e
s
,
 
d
r
i
l
l
 
p
r
e
s
s
e
s
,
 
a
n
d

s
o
 
f
o
r
t
h
)
,
 
p
h
y
s
i
c
a
l
 
p
l
a
n
t
,

a
n
d
 
t
r
a
i
n
e
d
 
i
n
s
t
r
u
c
t
o
r
s
.

I
n

a
d
d
i
t
i
o
n
,
 
t
h
e
 
f
u
n
c
t
i
o
n
 
i
s
 
c
o
n
-

c
e
r
n
e
d
 
w
i
t
h
 
t
h
e
 
d
e
v
e
l
o
p
m
e
n
t

o
f
 
a
n
c
i
l
l
a
r
y
 
s
e
r
v
i
c
e
s
 
s
u
c
h
 
a
s

a
u
d
i
o
v
i
s
u
a
l
 
e
q
u
i
p
m
e
n
t
,
 
l
i
b
r
a
r
y

s
e
r
v
i
c
e
s
,
 
a
n
d
 
i
n
s
e
r
v
i
c
e
 
i
n
-

s
t
r
u
c
t
o
r
 
t
r
a
i
n
i
n
g
 
p
r
o
g
r
a
m
s
.

E
m
p
l
o
y
s
 
o
c
c
u
p
a
t
i
o
n
a
l
l
y
 
c
o
m
-

p
e
t
e
n
t
 
a
n
d
 
e
n
t
h
u
s
i
a
s
t
i
c

t
e
 
'
f
t
r
s
 
a
n
d
 
s
u
p
p
o
r
t
i
n
g
 
s
t
a
f
f

i
n
 
s
u
f
f
i
c
i
e
n
t
 
n
u
m
b
e
r
s
 
t
o
 
i
n
-

s
u
r
e
 
e
f
f
e
c
t
i
v
e
 
i
n
s
t
r
u
c
t
i
o
n

f
f
e
r
s
 
i
n
s
e
r
v
i
c
e
 
e
d
u
c
a
t
i
o
n

p
r
o
g
r
a
m
s
 
d
e
s
i
g
n
e
d

to
m
a
i
n
-

t
a
i
n

a
p
r
o
f
e
s
s
i
o
n
a
l
l
y
 
c
o
m
-

p
e
t
e
n
t
 
s
t
a
f
f

r
o
v
i
d
e
s
 
f
a
c
i
l
i
t
i
e
s
 
o
n
d
 
e
o
u
i
p
-

n
t
 
s
u
i
t
a
b
l
e
 
t
o
 
a
 
m
o
d
e
r
n

r
o
c
i
r
a
m
 
o
f
 
v
o
c
a
t
i
o
n
a
l
 
e
d
u
c
a
-

i
o
n

u
r
n
i
s
h
e
s
 
r
e
a
d
i
l
y
 
a
v
a
i
l
a
b
l
e
,

p
-
t
o
-
d
a
t
e
,
 
r
e
l
e
v
a
n
t
 
i
n
s
t
r
u
c
-

t
i
o
n
a
l
 
m
a
t
e
r
i
a
l
s
 
a
n
d
 
s
e
r
v
i
c
e
s
,

i
n
c
l
u
d
i
n
n
 
t
h
o
s
e
 
f
o
r
 
a
u
d
i
o
v
i
s
-

a
l
 
a
n
d
 
i
n
d
i
v
i
d
u
a
l
i
z
e
d

i
n
s
t
r
u
c
t
i
o
n
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7
i
i

f
l
I
I
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I
I

C
O
U
N
S
E
L
I
N
G
 
A
N
D
 
G
U
I
D
A
N
C
E
 
A
S
-

S
I
S
T
S
 
I
N
D
I
V
I
D
U
A
L
S
 
T
O
 
M
A
K
E

R
E
A
L
I
S
T
I
C
,
 
M
E
A
N
I
N
G
F
U
L
,
 
A
N
D

I
N
F
O
R
M
E
D
 
O
C
C
U
P
A
T
I
O
N
A
L
 
C
H
O
I
C
E
S
.

T
h
e
 
g
u
i
d
a
n
c
e
 
a
n
d
 
c
o
u
n
s
e
l
i
n
g

f
u
n
c
t
i
o
n
 
c
o
n
s
i
s
t
s
 
o
f
 
t
h
o
s
e

a
c
t
i
v
i
t
i
e
s
 
n
e
c
e
s
s
a
r
y
 
t
o
 
p
r
o
-

v
i
d
e
 
I
n
d
i
v
i
d
u
a
l
s
 
w
i
t
h
 
s
u
f
-

f
i
c
i
e
n
t
 
i
n
f
o
r
m
a
t
i
o
n
 
t
o
 
a
l
l
o
w

t
h
e
m
 
t
o
 
m
a
k
e
 
m
e
a
n
i
n
g
f
u
l
 
a
n
d

i
n
f
o
r
m
e
d
 
o
c
c
u
p
a
t
i
o
n
a
l
 
c
h
o
i
c
e
s
.

T
h
e
 
t
e
r
m
 
"
i
n
f
o
r
m
a
t
i
o
n
"
 
i
s

m
e
a
n
t
 
t
o
 
i
n
c
l
u
d
e
 
d
a
t
a
 
r
e
-

l
a
t
i
n
g
 
t
o
 
t
h
e
 
a
v
a
i
l
a
b
i
l
i
t
y
,

c
h
a
r
a
c
t
e
r
i
s
t
i
c
s
,
 
a
n
d
 
r
e
c
r
u
i
t
-

m
e
n
t
 
o
f
 
j
o
b
s
 
f
o
r
 
w
h
i
c
h
 
t
r
a
i
n
-

i
n
g
 
i
s
,
 
o
r
 
w
i
l
l
 
b
e
,
 
a
v
a
i
l
-

a
b
l
e
,
 
a
s
 
w
e
l
l
 
a
s
 
t
h
e
 
i
n
d
i
v
i
d
-

u
a
l
s
'
 
v
o
c
a
t
i
o
n
a
l
 
i
n
t
e
r
e
s
t
s
 
a
n
d

c
a
p
a
b
i
l
i
t
i
e
s
.

I
n
 
t
h
i
s
 
s
e
n
s
e
,

t
h
e
n
,
 
t
h
e
 
f
u
n
c
t
i
o
n
 
i
s
 
a
l
s
o

c
o
n
c
e
r
n
e
d
 
w
i
t
h
 
c
o
n
t
i
n
u
a
l

i
n
d
i
v
i
d
u
a
l
 
a
s
s
e
s
s
m
e
n
t
.

E
s
t
a
b
l
i
s
h
e
s
 
o
r
g
a
n
i
z
e
d
 
v
o
c
a
-

t
i
o
n
a
l
 
c
o
u
n
s
e
l
i
n
g
 
a
n
d
 
Q
u
i
d
-

a
n
t
e
 
s
e
r
v
i
c
e
s
 
a
n
d
 
o
t
h
e
r
 
r
e
-

s
o
u
r
c
e
s
 
t
h
a
t
 
a
r
e
 
r
e
a
d
i
l
y
 
a
c
-

c
e
s
s
i
b
l
e
 
t
o
 
s
t
u
d
e
n
t
s

S
y
s
t
e
m
a
t
i
c
a
l
l
y
 
g
a
t
h
e
r
s
,
 
r
e
-

c
o
r
d
s
,
 
a
n
d
 
u
s
e
s
 
i
n
f
o
r
m
a
t
i
o
n

o
n
 
t
h
e
 
c
a
p
a
b
i
l
i
t
i
e
s
,
 
i
n
t
e
r
-

e
s
t
s
,
 
a
n
d
 
s
u
b
s
e
q
u
e
n
t
 
e
d
u
c
a
-

l
i
o
n
,
 
j
o
b
 
p
l
a
c
e
m
e
n
t
,
 
a
n
d
 
f
n
l
-

l
o
w
-
u
p
 
o
f
 
a
l
l
 
v
o
c
.
e
d
.
 
s
t
u
d
e
n
t

19 _
_
-

I
M
P

C
o
m
m
u
n
i
c
a
t
e
s
,
 
i
n
 
r
e
a
d
i
l
y

u
n
d
e
r
s
t
o
o
d
 
f
o
r
m
,
 
i
n
f
o
r
m
a
t
i
o
n

o
n
 
j
o
b
 
m
a
r
k
e
t
 
o
p
p
o
r
t
u
n
i
t
i
e
s

t
o
 
p
e
r
s
o
n
s
 
w
i
t
h
 
a
 
n
e
e
d
 
t
o

k
n
o
w

e
i

O
l

}
M
I
N

-
F
E
W

P
r
o
v
i
d
e
s
 
i
n
s
e
r
v
i
c
e
 
e
d
u
c
a
t
i
o
n

o
p
p
o
r
t
u
n
i
t
i
e
s
 
f
o
r
 
a
l
l
 
p
e
r
s
o
n
s

w
i
t
h
 
a
 
m
a
j
o
r
 
r
e
s
p
o
n
s
i
b
i
l
i
t
y

f
o
r
 
c
o
u
n
s
e
l
i
n
g
 
a
n
d
 
g
u
i
d
a
n
c
e

.
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0°
1:et

P
L
A
C
E
M
E
N
T
 
A
S
S
I
S
T
S
 
S
T
U
D
E
N
T
S

D
E
S
I
R
I
N
G
 
E
M
P
L
O
Y
M
E
N
T
 
T
O
 
G
E
T

J
O
B
S
.

T
h
e
 
o
b
j
e
c
t
i
v
e
 
o
f
 
t
h
i
s
 
E
i
i
d
-

o
n
c
e
 
f
u
n
c
t
i
o
a
 
i
s
 
t
o
 
p
r
o
v
i
d
e

i
n
d
i
v
i
d
u
a
l
s
 
w
i
t
h
 
s
u
f
f
i
c
i
e
n
t

i
n
f
o
r
m
a
t
i
o
n
 
t
o
 
m
a
k
e
 
a
 
m
e
a
n
-

i
n
g
f
u
l
 
a
n
d
 
i
n
f
o
r
m
e
d
 
o
c
c
u
p
a
-

t
i
o
n
a
l
 
c
h
o
i
c
e
 
a
n
d
,
 
i
f
 
t
h
a
t

c
h
o
i
c
e
 
i
s
 
e
m
p
l
o
y
m
e
n
t
,
 
t
o

a
s
s
i
s
t
 
t
h
e
m
 
i
n
 
f
i
n
c
 
n
g
 
t
h
a
t

e
m
p
l
o
y
m
e
n
t
 
w
h
i
c
h
 
b
e
s
t
 
f
i
t
s

t
h
e
i
r
 
n
e
e
d
s
 
a
n
d
 
t
h
e
 
n
e
e
d
s
 
o
f

e
m
p
l
o
y
e
r
s
.

A
s
 
w
i
t
h
 
t
h
e
 
q
u
i
d
 
-
.

a
n
c
e
 
a
n
d
 
c
o
u
n
s
e
l
i
n
g
 
f
u
n
c
t
i
o
n
)

h
o
w
e
v
e
r
,
 
i
n
 
t
h
e
 
l
a
s
t
 
a
n
a
l
y
s
,
s
i

t
h
e
 
i
n
d
i
v
i
d
u
a
l

h
i
m
s
e
l
f
 
m
a
x
e
m

t
h
e
 
f
i
n
a
l
 
d
e
c
i
s
i
o
n
 
a
s
 
t
o
 
h
i
s

c
o
q
r
s
e
 
o
f
 
a
c
t
i
o
n
,
 
a
l
t
h
o
u
g
h

t
h
i
s
 
d
e
c
i
s
i
o
n
 
m
a
y
 
b
e
 
c
o
n
-

s
t
r
a
i
n
e
d
 
b
y
 
a
v
a
i
l
a
b
l
e
 
o
p
p
o
r
-

t
u
n
i
t
i
e
s
.

O
r
g
a
n
i
z
e
s
 
a
n
 
e
m
p
l
o
y
m
e
n
t

p
l
a
c
e
m
e
n
t
 
s
y
s
t
e
m
 
a
n
d
 
f
i
x
e
s

r
e
s
p
o
n
s
i
b
i
l
i
t
y
 
f
o
r
 
i
t
s
 
e
f
-

f
e
c
t
i
v
e
 
o
p
e
r
a
t
i
o
n

P
r
o
v
i
d
e
s
 
t

s
o
u
r
c
e
s
 
a
r
e

s
e
r
v
i
c
e
s
 
'
.
.
,

i
r
e
 
i
t
s
 
e
f
-

f
e
c
t
i
v
e
 
c
p
e
r
a
d
o
n

e
a

a
W o

.
1
=
1

$
 
c
m

".
...

.
et g r
t

1 i 1

C
o
o
r
d
i
n
a
t
e
s
 
t
h
i
s
 
a
c
t
i
v
i
t
y

w
i
t
h
i
n
 
t
h
e
 
d
i
s
t
r
i
c
t
 
a
n
d
 
w
i
t
h

t
h
e
 
e
m
p
l
o
y
m
e
n
t
 
p
l
a
c
e
m
e
n
t
 
a
c
-

t
i
v
i
t
i
e
s
 
o
f
 
o
t
h
e
r
 
o
r
o
a
n
i
z
a
-

d
o
n
s
 
s
i
m
i
l
a
r
l
y
 
e
n
g
a
g
e
d

.
.

--
4

et
t

g so

/

M
a
i
n
t
a
i
n
s
 
r
e
c
o
r
d
s
 
o
f
 
e
m
p
l
o
y
-

m
e
n
t
 
r
e
o
u
e
s
t
s
,
 
p
l
a
c
e
m
e
n
t
,
 
a
n
d

f
o
l
l
o
w
-
u
p
,
 
a
n
d
 
s
u
m
m
a
r
i
z
e
s
 
a
n
d

d
i
s
s
e
m
i
n
a
t
e
s
 
t
h
i
s
 
i
n
f
o
r
m
a
t
i
o
n

t
o
 
a
l
l
 
w
i
t
h
 
a
 
n
e
e
d
 
t
o
 
k
n
o
w
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O
F
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T
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N
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L
 
E
D
4
C
A
-

T
I
O
N
 
O
F
F
E
R
I
N
G
S
 
W
H
I
C
H
,
 
I
N
 
C
O
N
-

C
E
R
T
 
W
I
T
H
 
T
H
O
S
E
 
O
F
 
O
T
H
E
R
 
E
D
U
-

C
A
T
I
O
N
A
L
 
O
R
G
A
N
I
Z
A
T
I
O
N
S
,
 
M
E
E
T
S

T
H
E
 
N
E
E
D
S
 
O
F
 
T
H
E
 
D
I
S
T
R
I
C
T
'
S

P
O
P
U
L
A
T
I
O
N
 
A
N
D
 
T
H
E
 
L
A
B
O
R
 
M
A
R
-

K
E
T
.

V
o
c
a
t
i
o
n
a
l
 
i
n
s
t
r
u
c
t
i
o
n
 
f
u
n
c
-

t
i
o
n
 
r
e
p
r
e
s
e
n
t
s
 
t
h
e
 
m
a
j
o
r
 
a
c
-

t
i
v
i
t
y
 
o
f
 
t
h
e
 
s
y
s
t
e
m
;
 
t
h
a
t
 
i
s

p
r
o
v
i
4
i
n
g
 
i
n
s
t
r
u
c
t
i
o
n
s
 
t
o
 
i
n
-

d
i
v
i
d
u
a
l
s
 
f
o
r
 
t
h
e
 
o
J
r
p
o
s
e
 
o
f

p
r
e
p
a
l
i
n
g
 
t
h
e
m
 
f
o
r
 
g
a
i
n
f
u
l

e
m
p
l
o
y
m
e
n
t
 
o
r
 
a
d
v
a
n
c
e
d
 
v
o
c
a
-

t
i
o
n
a
l
-
t
e
c
h
n
i
c
a
l
 
t
r
a
i
n
i
n
g
.

M
o
s
t
 
c
f
 
t
n
e
 
r
e
s
o
u
r
c
e
s
 
a
v
a
i
l
-

a
b
l
e
 
t
o
 
t
h
e
 
t
y
s
t
e
r
 
w
i
l
l
 
b
e

u
t
i
l
i
z
e
d
 
i
n
 
p
e
r
f
o
r
m
i
n
g
 
t
h
i
s

f
u
n
c
t
i
o
n
,
 
i
n
c
l
u
d
i
n
g
 
a
n
a
l
y
z
i
n
g

t
h
e
 
n
e
e
d
s
 
o
f
 
t
h
e
 
p
o
p
u
l
a
t
i
o
n
,

i
d
e
n
t
i
f
y
i
n
g
 
s
p
e
c
i
f
i
c
a
l
l
y
 
w
h
e
r
l

j
o
b
 
v
a
c
a
n
c
i
e
s
 
e
x
i
s
t
 
o
r
 
w
i
l
l

e
x
i
s
t
,
 
d
e
v
e
l
o
p
i
n
g
 
c
u
r
r
i
c
u
l
a

w
h
i
c
h
 
a
r
e
 
r
e
s
p
o
n
s
i
v
e
 
t
o
 
t
h
e

t
r
u
e
 
s
k
i
l
l
s
 
a
n
d
 
k
n
o
w
l
e
d
g
e
s
 
r
e
-
1

q
u
i
r
e
d
 
t
o
 
e
n
t
e
r
 
a
n
d
 
s
u
c
c
e
e
d

i
n
 
a
 
v
o
c
a
t
i
o
n
a
l
 
f
i
e
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A SYNOPSIS OF THE MANPOWER PROJECTION MODEL

Occupational education and guidance programs should be planned, operated
and evaluated upon the basis of an identified need. This basic premise requires
that the occupational education practitioner must be in a position to propose and
implement new programs and/or modify or possibly terminate existing programs
in terms of the current or projected needs. Therefore, reliable and adequate
data are needed to determine the current occupational demand.

To fulfill the information requirements of the planning and evaluation process,
certain "tools" are needed. One such tool is the Manpower Projection Model
(31P11).

The Manpower Projection Model is the result of a two-year project sponsored
by the California State Department of Education with financial assistance from
Part C of the Vocational Education Amendments Act of 1968. At the operational
level of the project, it became a cooperative effort between the State Department
of Human Resources Development (HUD), the Ventura County Community
College District and the Ventura County Superintendent of Schools Office.

The basic guidelines established at the beginning of the project were:
I. The primary manpower projection techniques should be independent of the

traditional employer mail-out surveys and advisory committee opinions. These
traditional techniques, while very useful, simply do not provide the planner
with all of the occupational employment data he needs.

2. The occupational or manpower projection process should be based on estab-
lished data collecting and occupational classification systems.

3. The projections should be on a recognized local geographical data collection
area that can be the basis for comparison to similar nationally gathered data.

4. The process should be transportable to other local areas.
5. The process should be relatively inexpensive to develop and maintain.
The general goal of the project is to develop a short term (up to five years)

manpower needs projection system for a Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area
(SMSA). The "System" provides basic information useful to Educational Plan-
ners for curriculum development, determining staffing needs, facility planning,
area planning and career guidance and counseling information. During the first
two years of operation, it became apparent to the project staff, that data obtained
from the Manpower Projection Model would also be useful to a variety of agen-
cies outside education. Such agencies as city and county planning departments,
Manpower Area Planning Counci' (MAPC), the Community Action Commission
and the County Welfare Department expressed a real interest in utilizing the
data for their particular needs.

MPH PHASE I (1071-72)

The first phase of the project was concerned with developinat methodology and
discovering practical linkages to the national and state manpower projections
prepared by the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) and }MD. Linking the
local MPM system to the national system made it possible for the rational indus-
try and occupational employment trends to be superimposed on a lecal SI154"..
It is possible with this matching process to r....te directly the local occupational
job market shifts to the national ()co/national trends.

Perhaps the most important achiL gement of Phase I was the development of
the "Early Warning" Industry-Occupational (I-0) Matrices. The 1-0 Matrices
are called "Early Warnim;" because they provide a comprehensive overview of
the current and projected changes of the local labor market and thus an oppor-
tunity for identification in advance of major occupational employment changes.

The original source of local employment
the

for the "Early Warning" I-0
Matrices was provided by HRD through the quarterly series of unemployment
insurance tax reports submitted by all employers covered by the California
Unemployment Insurance Code. In compiling and processing these reports, they
are aggregated by Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) code to show the
number of persons on the payroll in a given industry. as of midmonth, for each
month in a given quarter. Using these employment data as bench marks. and
applying link-relatives derived from a monthly sample of employing units. em-
ployment of industrial activity is estimated for each month of all the state's
SM SA'S-

44-q22 0 75-- -10
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The industry structure of the BLS national I-0 Matrices follows the U.S.Bureta. of Census industrial classification categories. However, local I1RDemployment data are based on the SIC categories. The major differences betweenHRD's industry reporting format and BLS's were found in the distribution of;overnment employment by activity performed and industrial groupings by SICcode combined into single BIS industrial groups. In order that data used in theMPM's "Early Warning' Matrices be compatible with the BLS national I-0Matrices' format, local industry employment totals provided by the HRD had tobe disaggregated and redistributed, e.g., public schools and hospitals were movedfrom the "government" industry division to the "service" industry division.Many manbours were required by the IIRD Southern California RegionalOffice and local staff to disaggregate and redistribute the HRD data to the U.S.Bureau of Census industrial categories used by the BLS.
The fundamental assumption of MPM's Phase I localized "Early Warning"I-0 Matrices was that local occupational distributions within industry divisionstend to have comparable national occupational distributions in the game indus-tries. These occupational distributions have been found to be relatively stableover a short-term period. Given these assumptions, it is possible to computeoccupational coefficients (or percentage distributions) for an industry fromcensus data and other information, and project local occupational employmenttrends for the industry and anticidated movements within the industry. Inthis general way, local 1-0 projections were developed for 1972, 1975 and 1980for Ventura County SMSA within the BLS national I-0 Matrices' format, usingthe 11RD local monthly industry employment series from 1965 through 1970 asthe primary data base.

mem: PHASE II (1972-73)

The second year of r a project was spent in further developing the I-0 Matrices
by expanding their data base and localizing tie occupational coefficients. Thiswas made possible by the newly released 1970 census data for SMSA's. Againthis largf and very complicated task was accomplished through the efforts ofthe HRD staff in the Southern California Regional Office.

Additionally and simultaneously, a comprehensive In-Service Training Workshop was being designed and developed to disseminate information and illustratemethods for the utilization and application of the I-0 Matrices. This workshop
was presented three times during the months of May and :Tune. The first andsecond presentations were in Ventura County. In attendance were educators(administrators. on snors. and teachers). IIRD staff members and various
MAPC members. The third workshop was held for the San Bernardino/Riverside
SMSA. A special I-0 Matrix was prepared for that SMSA.

MPI1f: PHASE III (1973-74)

During the third phase the Ventura MPM project will take a new "tack" and
become part of a new and larger project. The efforts of the staff will he directed
toward augmenting. perfecting and continuing the various key components ofthe MPM considered essential to the success of the Joint Occupational Prepara-
tion Task Force Manpower Management Information System.

The Joint Occupational Preparation Task Force (JOPTF) was formed inJune, 1971. The purpose of this task force is to develop an effective and efficient
approach to match project manpower supply (student enrollments in vocationaleducation programs) with expected manpower demand (occupational projec-tiqns). Mr. Benjamin Hargrave. Director of the Office of Education/Training
Liaison. State Department of Human Resources Development is the Chairmanof JOPTF.

A research proposal to design. implement and evaluate a comprehensive in-
formation system to match manpower supply data with manpower demand datain the Los Angeles Basin was prepared and approved by the JOPTF's Board of
Directors in .Tune. 1973 This proposal is now being implemented as the Manpower
Management Information System Project (MMIS). The immedi ite objective ofthis project is to match occupational projections for five- an tell year period.: for
approximately 450 occupations in about 200 industrial catgorie of Los Angeles,
San Bernardino. Riverside. Orange and Ventura counties %% Rh the current and
projected student population.

The procedural plan for the new MMIS Project will be to ia4ure that the two
major informational components of the manpower managemmt information sys-
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tem, i.e., the "industry-occupational matrix" and an "educational resources inven-
tory," will interface within the system ; both of the components are essential for
meaningful educational and manpower program planning.

The major activities proposed as appropriate for the project are :
(1) To prepare cross-reference materials that will display basic employment

and educational relationships,
(2) To develop educational projection techniques that will enable the projec-

tion of enrollments and/or completions by program on a time line that is com-
patible with the Industry-Occupational Matrix,

(3) To identify additional data-gathering techniques by determining the feasi-
bility of securing educational-program data from private post-secondary schools,
formal industry in-plant training programs and vocational programs available
through military bases,

(4) To develop information-dissemination techniques in "lusive of all compo-
nents of the Manpower Management Information System and provide workshop
activities for local educators and manpower planners,

(5) To identity the cost of continuation activities in the form of a procedural
outline which will detail a plan for staff needs and other resources necessary to
implement and continue the Management Information System.

The new MA US Project will combine, among others, the resources of five (5)
organizations : State Department of Human Resources Development, California
Community Colleges, State Department of Education, Vocational Education Area
Planning and the Ventura County Superintendent of Schools' Manpower Projec-
tion Model Project.

Chairman PFRKINS. Let me thank you very much, Mr. Nelson. We
will get back to you in a few minutes. Now, Dr. William Stevenson.

Dr. STEVENSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. It is a pleasure to have
an opportunity to appear before this committee. My name is William
Stevenson. I am assistant state director and head of the division of re-
search, planning and evaluation for the State department of vocational
and technical education in Oklahoma.

My responsibility there, as the title implies, is to provide the kinds
of data and information that are needed in order for the top adminis-
tration in the department to make wise decisions relative to vocational
education expansion.

I have the responsibility for the research, the planning, the evalua-
tion and the information system which provides that kind of informa-
tion to the top administration.

I taught vocational agriculture in southeastern Oklahoma for
about 20 years. I then moved into the State department as head of the
research coordinating unit. That unit was eventually expanded to be-
come a division of research, planning and evaluation.

I would like to have an opportunity to picture for you the way these
four areas of effort fit together in order to provide the kind of data
necessary for planning. Planning is impossible without some informa-
tion upon which to base that plan.

We have to know where we have been. We have to know where we
are presently and we have to know where we are going. And only with
some background kinds of information can we determine that.

The way that this new knowledge and data meshes together to fit
into an overall plan in Oklahoma is like this. First we start with re-
search, attempting to determine the kinds of information that are
needed, what kinds of information do administrators need in order to
make relevant and accurate decisions about vocational education.

The evaluation system which we have takes an indepth look at the
delivery system at the local level. Teams go into programs and judge
and analyze the quality of the program and the needs of that program.
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The information system attempts to gather and package the kinds
of information that are needed in order io put together what adminis-
tration needs to know. Then the planning effort. which Mr. Nelson
has been talking about, does make r,rogram recommendations to the
State director and to the top adminkstration for their review.

The mortar which holds this whole system together is our manage-
ment by objectives system. What we mean by management by objec-
tives system in the State of Oklahoma is that every operating unit
within the department has a set of measurable objectives.

Those are developed at the beginning of the year. At the end of the
year we review those objectives and determine those which have been
accomplished and those which haven't and why. In addition to this,
every individual in the department has a set of job objectives and job
functions which have been negotiated with his immediate superrisor,
so that he knows precisely what his job is supposed to accomplish dur-
ing that year.

'Phis gives individual direction and individual accountability to this
effort. In addition to the management by objectives system in Okla-
homa, we are presently working with 16 other States in developing
their management by objectives system.

This is an EPDAEducation Professions Development Actef-
fort funded through them. Next year we will be working with 12 ad-
ditional States on developing a management by objectivessystem.

We anticipate that by the end of this fiscal year 30 States will be
operating on a management by objectives system.

Let's look at a management information system. What is a good
management system ? What kinds of information are needed ? At a
recent workshop and national conference held in Oklahoma, which
was sponsored by the State Department. Oklahoma State University.
and the center at North Carolina, three areas of information needs
were identified.

The first is manpower demand informationwhere are the jobs?
What kind of openings are there for technical education graduates?
We must know where the jobs are. We must know what kinds of train-
ing are needed in order for people to fill those jobs. both skill type
training and attitudinal sorts of training that we might give
individuals.

So. we must know precisely what jobs are available and will be avail-
able in the near future.

The second type of information is student supply information. We
must know where the students are. We must know the types of train-
ing that the students desire. We must know the ability level of the stu-
dents and the types of jobs that they can fill.

The third type of information is resource kinds of information
what does it cost to put on a propram? What kinds of equipment and
supplies are needed? And what types of teachers, how many teachers.
what types of training do they need.

These are the kinds of information that we are talking about in an
effective Liformat ion system.

What we call our information system in Oklahoma is OTISoc-
eupational training information stein. We are now in the th year in
the operation of the OTIS s.-stem. Each year this publication is made
and throughout the year additional reports are made.

:*
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What OTIS does is provide an interface between manpower de-
nuinds and manpower supply information. The manpower demand in-
formation comes largely from the Oklahoma Employment Security
Commission and we do have an excellent working relationship with
them.

They tell us, where the job openings are. This is supplemented by
continuing survey information in which we personally take a look at
jobs where there may be some vestion, particularly in the area of
new and expanded occupations.

This demand information is then interfaced with supply informa-
tion. The supply information, what is coming out of the pipeline of
training, comes mainly from our student accounting system in voca-
tional education.

We know how many students are enrolled in each of the programs.
We know how many of these people are being trained; that is, how
many are completing programs annually. So we are able to match the
supply and demand information.

\' e also get supply information from other training agencies, in-
cluding private schools and other types of Federal programs. This
allows us to know precisely the number, for instance, of carpenters
that are going to be needed in Tulsa, Okla., and we know the number of
carpenters that are going to be trained and available for employment.

This allows us to make programmatic kinds of decisions as to where
the most critical needs are for manpower demand.

Some 15 agencies are cooperating in this effort to produce the kinds
of data and use this OTIS information. As a matter of fact, the one
survey of industry that is needed annually, where we used to have a
number of agencies all going out to industry and surveying, we now
do that one time through the OTIS system.

Also, this has become the major planning document in Oklahoma
for planning training programs in any of these agencies. We now
have a policy in the State department of vocational education that no
new program will be offered unless there is shown to be a strong man-
power demand in the State.

To give you one statistic which illustrates what we think the effec-
tiveness of OTIS is, at the beginning of OTIS some 6 years ago t: ere
was about a 75 percent match between program offerings and rum-
power demand in the State of Oklahoma.

rn other words, we were about 25 percent off target. Now we find,
in 1974, that we have about a 05 percent match between program offer-
ings and the manpower de mand in the State. We think that this in-
crease in the accuracy with which we provide trained manpower is
largely due, to the use of the OTIS information.

iIn addition to manpower demand kinds of information we need
information about programs. This is clone through our evaluation sys-
tem. Twenty percent of the programs are evaluated each year through
a team visit.

A team of experts go out into the school, take a look at all the voca-
tional programs in that school, plus they base some of the decision on
some data, follow up information which shows the number of students
trained, the number of students placed in occupations related to that
training.
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Through this type of individual effort we think that we can move
in the direction of a (1,.eper understanding of what it is that helps
children to learn, and it may not be the same in every situation,
every county and in every school.

It may be largely an individaul mention between a teacher and his
students. This is what we are hoping to help teachers analyze.

In conclusion, I hope I have given you a picture of how a total
system of data collection, data analysis, planning and administrative
decisions are all put together and work. Additional slipport in all
of the states to sharpen and expand this kind of an effort we feel
will lead to a strong improvement in vocational education.

Thank you.
Chairman PERKINS. Thank you very ranch, Dr. Stevenson. Go ahead,

Mr. Ramey.
Mr. RAMEY. My name is George Ramey. I am the director of the

Mayo State Vocational Technical School in Paintsville, Ky.
This area is in eastern Kentucky where the school is located. It is a

very mountainous area. It is thickly populated. Actually, it is sup-
posed to have 77 people to the square mile and when we consider that
only 20 percent of the ground is suitable for farming or for building,
that gives a very high density of population for the 300 square miles.

The area is considered a depressed area. Many families have very
low incomes. Many of the people are on welfare. The welfare system
is very often criticized. I think, by all of us, but when you stop and
think, most of these people are not on welfare by choice. It is the
only way they have to live.

I have often wondered if I couldn't have been caught in the same
situation years ago. At a few turning points in my life, I could just
as easily have been numbered a welfare recipient as anyone else.

When people once get on welfare, when they don't have a skill to
sell to business or industry, I just don't know what they can do. These
people have children. the children grow up, they can't educate their
children with today's high prices and, Congressman, I am getting
more and more concerned about inflation and the effect it is going to
have on the people this year and next year and in future years.

Where you have a per capita income in a county of $1,500 and a
family has children it is absolutely impossible to educate these chil-
dren. The only thing that the parents can hope to do is to feed them
and halfway clothe them and hope that they can get them up to an
age where they can get on welfare.

This cycle is repeated o "er and over again. Some way this cycle
has to be broken. The only way. as far as I know. that they can
actually break this cycle is through training and through education.

I just don't know of any other way it could ever be broken. When
it is once broken. however, we have a new ball game altogether. We
have a continual group of people coming in to the Mayo school who
have graduated in past years to tell us, "I now live in this place or
that place in Kentucky. or some other State. I bought a home. I
married. I have a family with so many children. My children are in
vocational school or high school or college."

So the cycle has actually been broken everytime we can train people
and they can get a job. Our school graduates approximately 300 stu-
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dents a year. In all this number our placement will run close to 93
percent. That is not any particular year. That is year in and year out.

Most of these students know where they are going to work before
they even enter our school. But the thing that has always concerned
me is that education seems to be for the fortunate people who have
money to educate their children.

In our vocational acts we speak about i ocational education is for
everyone, but I wonder how true that is. The philosophy certainly is
true, but until we can provide training, until we have facilities. until
we hay" buildings and until some way we make it possible for every
boy. girl and man and woman who needs vocational education and
wants vocational education to get it. we are not providing education
for everyone.

I have been interested in a television ad, and I any sure a lot of you
have seen it. It is for oil filters. This man says you cc.n change your oil
and replace your filters at a nominal cost, or you can let your car
go and have it overhauled at a greater cost later on.

I think this is very true of what we are talking about here. If some
way we could provide training for all these people. whether they are
on welfare or not, and bleak this cycle of poverty. I think we could
get out of the welfare syster, faster and at less cost.

I think we have good proof along that line. We have had a world of
\IDTA programs at our school. The placement from these programs
has been very high. We have trained people and put people to work
thai have never been able to hold jobs.

Now they are providing for their families. The GI bill is another
good example. Here again, if a boy has these educational rights under
the GI bill he can attend school. He can learn a trade and he can be-
come productive and self sufficient.

As I mentioned a while ago. I am particularly concerned at the
present that even the number that can now go to school will not be
able to go to school in the future due to inflation. I believe it is going
to have an adverse effect this year or enrollment.

I think this will be true in colleges as well as vocational schools.
The day before yesterday I got three letters. All three were in the
same tone. "I cannot enter school." or "I cannot send my boy or girl to
school because I can't afford to send them."

One letter stated that the father is totally disabled and has been for
several years. They are living on social security. They have an income
of $1;2.50 a month, so the letter stated. This mother said. -I don't
know how in the world I can send John to school. I get." she stated.
"$9x50 more if he entered school." I don't know just what the amount
would be, but it would be a very small amount.

I wondered how in the world a family of three could live. with to-
day's prices. on ;182.30 a month. This seems to he impossible. I don't
know how they can do it.

At our school we have a dormitory for men. but we don't have a
girls' dormitory. Someday we hope to have a girls' dormitory. I hope
someday we ;lave the money to do it. The State doeQn't seem to wan:
to furnisit dormitories at vocational schools.

We provide food for a student at cost. ma-. be a little hit over cost.
W provide books at cost. The reiistration fee is ;3. The tuition. s
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$4 a month. People say anyone can pay $4 a month to go to school.
Anyone can't pay $4 a month to go to school where a whole family's
income is $182.50 a month.

Four dollars, in many cases, is simply impossible to come by. This
school, and I am sure there are many others across the country similar
to it, serves a very large area. Students must travel considerable dis-
tances by car, or they must board at the school or in town.

And, as I said before, it is only the ones who have money who are
able to go to school. On the other hand, the students are most eager
to learn. I was principal for a period of years in a high school. I spent
three-fourths of my time, I think, on discip'ine problems.

In a school such as the Mayo School the discipline problems are
almost nil. The students are there to learn. They are eager to learn.
They push just as fast as they can so that they can get through as soon
as possible.

Business and industry likes our products. We never have any prob-
lem with placing graduates. As a matter of fact, my assistant made
a statement to me the other day that he believed we could place 50
times the number of students we are placing.

Many young people are without hope. The parents are without hope.
To me it is the most terrible thing that you can imagine. If I had to
tell my children "I can't do a thing in the world for you to make a
better life, the only thing I can do is try to feed you the best I can
and buy you a few clothes," I don't know how I could do it. I don't
know how other parents can do it.

Many of these people, as I stated before, are not in this condition
by choice. They are caught up in a modern world where jobs have
changed. They have been caught tip by disabilities. They have been
disadvantaged for various reasons.

I would hope that some way we could make it possible to have
facilit;es and room for every student that wants to go to school.
Mr. Chairman, you know as well as I do the problem we have at
Mayo.

Many of our students write to Congressman Perkins and say, "I
want to go to school but Mr. Ramey won't let me in." This is a prOblem
and :t is a terrible problem. People want to go to school and, in many
cases. could go to school, but we simply don't have room for them.

Then, there are students who want to go and can't go because of
finances. I would hope that somehow Congress could see fit to pro-
v:de some Lind of help for them. I know we have many programs. All
:if them help some. None of them actually are helping enough.

It cce- approximately, as of last year. $1.200 per student. This
figure includes all expenses.

As I say. I would hope some way the means could be provided,
whether it be stipends. work study, or grants. I am not the one to
say how, but I do think an effort should be made to make it possible
for all these people to attend school.

I feel very strongly on these problems. One way of looking at it is
that I have a job I have enjoyed for many years. More than any other
job I cool have had in the world. It is working with these people who
want training, e irking with these people without skills and helping
them find ways of developing skills so that they can be employed and
can lead a productive, enjoyable life.
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There is a certain dread every morning as I go to school, I wonder
how many are going to be lined up saying, "I can't stay in school un-
less I can find some means of getting money to do so." Or, "I can't
enter school unless I can get a job or some kind of help."

Our school is opening today. It is the first time in my life I have
ever been away from school on opening day. But last night I got to
wondering if I am not sort of glad I tun up here.

I don't have to face those students today. They are going to be put
off because they are going to be there in the morning. But at least I
will put it oft a day so that I won't have to say to a student, "I just
don't know how we can arrange foryou to go to school."

Their story is going to be that,"I just don't have money. I can't pay
tuition. I can't buy books. I can't pay room and board. I can't pay
for transportation, but I still want to go to school,"

Mr. Chairman, I hope that some way can be found whereby we can
take care of these large waiting lists at our school. Waiting lists from
500 to 1,000 or 1,200. It varies from year to vear.

If we can first take care of the people and, second, that some way
be found to make it possible for all people, men, women, boys, and
girls, who desire this type of training to be able to attend school.

I thank you for your time.
Chairman IlmixiNs. Thank you very much, Mr. Ramey.
Oar next witness is Dr. Barlow of the University of California.
Dr. Banow. Mr. Chairman, it is a pleasure for me to be here this

morning to visit with my colleagues and to make a presentation to
your committee.

My name is Melvin Barlow. I am a professor of education at UCLA.
I am director of the Division of Vocational Education, Statewide Uni-
versity of California and professor of education, Graduate School of
Education, University of California, Los Angeles.

My task this morning is to talk about two facets that need atten-
tion in vocational education legislation. One is teacher education and
the other is leadership development

The Congress has given us a very good act in the Vocational Edu-
cation Amendments of 1968, and the Vocational Education Act of
1963. The problem of teacher education, however, was relegated to a
term known as ancillary services and, therefore, begins to become
subsumed under this term and occupying somewhat of a subordinate
position in this particular area.

I think we need to look at that very carefully. It doesn't take very
much imagination for us to decide that the quality of vocational edu-
cation programs depend a great deal upon the quality of the teacher
and the kind of teacher education.

And as we are increasing numbers, from about 243,000 teachers at
present, to probably 470,000 teachers by about 1980, this problem is
going to be increased. But it isn't just the numbers of teachers alone
that makes the problem.

The problem is somewhat related to the complexity of the kinds of
teachers needed. I want to describe to you, Mr. Chairman, the situa-
tion that illustrates why we need to give this area considerably more
attention.
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A few years ago we embarked upon a program of allied health occu-
pations research. We were asked by the Office of Education in this
particular program to expand the research and to develop a program
of allied health occupations study for students in grades 10,11, and 12.

We spent considerable time planning this particular instructional
program. It did not exist anyplace else. Then we went out to the
schools to find the students. In order to get 10th graders you have to
talk to ninth graders.

We went to the ninth grade and wanted to get 100 students, 25 for
each of 4 high schools. Two of the schools were all black, one was Mex-
ican-American, and one was a mixture. We went to the junior high
schools, explained the program, and hoped that we would be able to
find 100 students that would sign up.

Mr. Chairman, we had 900 that wanted to sign up. These students
bear a dose relationship to the group that Mr. Ramey just described,
although they are located in a metropolitan city of Los Angeles.

We organized this program and finally selected 100 students. We
had one criteria that we used in the selection of the students: that
the student had to want to get into the program. There were no other
criteria.

This made it rather difficult, of course, because we knew we are
going to run into students who couldn't read or couldn't write. We
simply said if they can't read and write we will teach them how to read
and write. That actually happened in this particular case.

When we had selected our students we went to the parents. We
talked to the parents about, "This is what your son or daughter is
getting into in this program." We found an overwhelming acceptance
of this particular program.

During the program we would go back to talk with their parents
again to see what impact or effect this was having upon their children.
We found some very interesting things, Mr. Chairman, such as one
father told me. "My daughter made me quit smoking." Another
parent indicated that they had been able to use health services wisely
because of this particular program.

I won't describe the details of that program but I will say thi. .at
in putting on the program we had the best teachers that we could
command. We had all the resources in the world to work with to get
these teachers.

The success of the program depended upon the teaching relation-
ships of the partici:lar teacher to the students and to the parents.
After the program seemed to be working we called in a number of
school superintendents and principals and said. "This is %%hat we are
doing." and we explained it to them.

They thought it was excellent and said, "When can we start?"
This is where teacher education mite in. We had all the information
needed but we simply didn't have the teachers to do the job.

No local school district could have all these resources to command
to put all this on. but we did provide a special area of teacher educa-
tion for this particular group. Now teacher education generally has
to have two different parts.
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One is preservire and the other is inservice teacher education. What
I have been talking about is the preservice part, before the teacher
begins to teach. The inservice part of teacher education is growing
rather rapidly.

The panel of consultants in 1961 and 6t mention d inset vice teacher
education as a very important area. The advisor.- coin ell in 1967-68
highlighted this as an important area. And. as a mailer of fact, this
past year we had 93,000 teswhers enrolled in inservice teacher
education.

I can rite two things here that are involved in teacher education,
inservice teacher education. One is the problem of keeping the teacher
up to date in the occupational area. The second thing is keeping
teachers up to date with their professional education area, learning
about the new things that are coming along as a result of research in
vocational education.

Let me cite you one instance about the occupational area. As you
know. smog in Los Angeles is very well known and is much popu-
!arized as a characteristic of the city throughout the Nation.

When we became very concerned about our environment and auto
emission control then the inservice teacher education part of our opera-
tion in California prepared an inservice teacher education program
for auto emission control.

We took this program to 3fr, auto mechanics teachers throughout
the State. There was no way these people could ever get together and
each of them become ceetipationally competent on this new element.

It .gs my understanding that we are currently in this particular area
updating it again and will make a second round of these teachers. So.
the inservice teacher education component, which we expect to grow
nail( r rapidly in the next few years, needs a considerable amount of
attention. As a matter of fact. it was only in the Smith- ghes Act
that teacher education was mentioned to any great extent.

I believe. Mr. Chairman. we have enough information about teacher
education the needs and size of the prooTams, and so forth, that we
could encourage the Committee to take a look at it for the purpose
of recognizing teacher education in Federal legislation.

Some States are studying their programs of teacher education.
California is doing this. We have just recently completed a study of
over 9,010 teachers in the State and we know a lot about teachers that
we didn't b; fore.

These teachers taught in nearly 1,100 school districts and 96 com-
munity- colleges. Mr. Chairman. the area of teacher education. because
it is increasing in numbers and because of the complexity of the skills
we are trying to teach. needs to have additional attention.

Now, let me turn Jay discussion to leadership development. This
is in the 1968 amendments and we have now had about 6 years' expe-
rience. We have a leadership problem in vocational education, as is
true of many other professional areas. if we are not careful obsoles-
cence sets in and the age-old problem of letting the cream rise to the top
as a solution to providing leadership. is too slow.

The catalyst, of course, to provide leadership development came
in the fora' of the EPD.1 Act, which gave us the opportunity to pro-
vide leadership development programs. There are two or three types
of these.
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The first type of leadership development program is one in which
highly selected teachers were provided a stipend and institutional
costs. They went to an institution of higher education for a period of
about three years. The maximum grant was a period of 3 years.

They were enrolled in courses but they had an opportunity to ex-
plore and become involved with the ongoing vocational education pro-
gram in a way in which it could never happen otherwise. They could
never buy this experience. It would never occur naturally except over
a long period of time.

In a fairly short period of time we were able to provide valuable
leadership experiences for this particular group of students. There
werA 216 in this first period. Someone has asserted that we are provid-
ing too much money for graduate schools of education and we were
overloading them with doctorate programs.

Mr. Chairman, this group represents less than one-tenth of 1 percent
of all the teachers of vocational education in the country. It hardly
can be construed to be overloaded. I think the leadership development
program has been a very successful program, and just incidentally, in
Washington today and tomorrow the directors of all of these pro-
grams are meeting.

The group that I know the most about is the group that I had to
deal with myself. Of our first group of 19, four of the people are in
university positions. Three other graduates are in State departments of
education. Three are in county departments. Five are in high schools
and community colleges. Two are with State advisory boards on voca-
tional education, and one is in vocational education research and one in
private industry.

Tim second aspect of leadership development has consisted of a na-
tional thrust and a State thrust throue. section 553-of EPDA. There
are many needs.

For example, there is a need to work with policymakers at a high
level who are developing a policy under which vocational education
operates. This particular group has been largely untouched.

They make policy about vocational education matters that they are
not too well informed about. We feel that we reed to work with this
group to help them understand a great deal more about vocational
education. Part of the leadership funds should be directed toward
high-level leadership programs.

I believe the program Dr. Stevenson mentioned a few minutes ago
included a related leadership program. That system has been pretty
well discussed with other States, and we are getting a chance to dis-
seminate this kind of information. It is a leadership function.

Mr. Chairman, I have summarized .my presentation. I won't go
through the formal presentation, but let me just say that the two is-
sues of teacher education and leadership development are very impor-
tant in terms of future legislation. We have had a lot of experience
with both of these but we have had very little legislative experience
with teacher education per se.

Vv re can supply the evidence, I believe, that will support whate%er
needs this committee may have.

Chairman PERKINS. Thank you very much. Dr. Bottoms.
Dr. Borroms. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am very pleased to be

here this morning. During the past 14 years I have been involved in the
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State of Georgia in vocational education. In the several jobs I have
had, one of my overriding concerns is how can we improve the process
by which youth can go about making the transition from school into
the world of work.

With greater knowledge you can have greater systems in formulat-
ing life goals and implamenting those goals. I will start with a per-
sonal note.

Having grown up on the other side of the mountain from you and
iMr. Ramey, and down in Congressman Landrum's district, I remem-

abcut improving the guidance, exploration, and placement process in
the cotton fields. We were laying by cotton in the red hills and, thanks
to this committee and the Congress, you passed the NDEA Act in the
late 1950's that made it possible for some of us to borrow money to go
to school.

As a result of that I am here today. Without that I wouldn't be
here. I think this is part of what I am talking about. How can we go

improvingmproving the guidance, exploration, and placement process in
education so that a greater number of young people can make this
transition.

I would like to review with you for just a moment what we have
done in this regard as we look back on the past 15 years. We know that
in the late, 1950's and early 1960's, and I commend Congress for this,
you placed priority on efforts to get at the talented youth.

We have done tluite well. In the last 6 months I have employed five
college graduates us secretaries. I have been unable to employ trained
secretaries, but I ha-A employed college graduates as secretaries.

Some colleagues of in'tze have recently looked at the testimony be-
fore Congress that deals with guidance, exploration and placement,
and we discovered that in most of your legislation dealing with man-
power, this is always made permissible for funding.

Mr. Chairman, that problem, the fact that it is permissible, is part
of the problem. Down where I come from, we talk about an old prin-
ciple of robbing Peter to pay Paul. When that is not the first priority
of legislation and when there probably is not enough dollars to deal
with the skill preparation phase, not many dollars are going into
this process of helping youngsters' learn about choices.

In 1971, 7 million vocational dollars were spent for tie process of
guidance, and that amounts to 33 cents per student in grades 7 through
12. I submit that this is not an adequate expenditure to make career
guidance a national priority to build a system to assist youth t^ begin
to identify with work and look at the alternatives available.

This is not limited to potential dropouts. The problem extends to
those who are going on to college. Of those youngsters who took the
college board exam last Year, 75 percent of them indicated they didn't
know why they were going to college and that their first and greatest
need was for career counseling.

We place such an emphasis on college that it becomes the end rather
than the means to an end. Down South we have a lot of folks who walk
up and down expressways. many of these are young folks. which I
think is part of the indication that we have locked our youths out of
the adult world and made it impossible for youth from low economic
levels to identify with work and become a part of our adult society.
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The other point I would make here in terms of needs, in terms of
making career guidance, exploration and placement a major thrust in
this country, is that if you go to the Office of Education, you cannot
find a person or an office that has that responsibility at the national
level.

It seems to me this is important enough that this ought to be. What
I would recommend in terms of new vocational legislation is vocational
guidance, exploration, and placement, for in-school youth, grades 7
through 14, and for out-of-school youth and adults, be established as a
national priority.

I believe this can best be done by making vocational guidance, ex-
ploration, and placement a separately funded title within the new
vocational legislation. Certainly this title would require that the
State and ,local plans for vocational education include a planning
component pertaining to this aspect.

No longer would funds be deduct °d from the skill preparation phase
but would be appropriated in addition. I think this separate title
would serve to place this as a national priority.

There are a few things that this kind of title would help accom-
plish. Let me enumerate five or six briefly. I think it could result, in
grades seven, eight, and nine, in an opportunity for junior high school
kids to begin to try on occupational coats, to go out and meet adults In
a variety of work roles, and to go into hospitals and manufacturing
plants and on construction jobs to observe and talk to workers.

We have gotten so bad in some of our suburban areas, I tell my
friends in the Southern Baptist Church, that we even have a sepa-
rate church for our youth. We have so segregated our 7outh from
adults that it is becoming almost impossible for them to relate to and
identify with the kind of adult world we have today.

Nobody around this table would attempt to buy a new suit without
trying it on, yet wo have expected the youngsters of this country to
make occupational choices without ever trying on any of the occupa-
tional coats to see which ones fit.

That is one thing, I think could be a result of this. Some of our work
in some of our programs in our State at this levclI am just drawing
on experience in terms of a black inner city junior high school
have indicated that youngsters we carried out into the world of work
for 20 days, 20 diffe..reni, observation visits, who had an opportunity
to talk with people from business executives right to the carpenter's
helper, had greater confidence in their ability to deal with the adult
world than those youngsters who had not participated.

It seems to me that this kind of program can certainly help to v-
kindle that kind of human spirit. Mr. Ramey said a moment ag,) that
many of our folks are lost.

There is something else I think this program could do which would
result in a concentrated effort at career planning and decisionmaking
for youngsters in grades 11 and 12 corsidering postsecondary voca-
tional education and for out-of-school youth and adults. Increasingly,
it seems one responsibility the schools ought to have is to help every
youngster have a tentative choice upon leaving school and a plan for
implementing that choice.

79s
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No one attempts to build a house without a plan, yet we expect
youngsters to build their lives without plans. In some of our schools
we have offered as a kind of beginning course a career planning seminar
for adults, and we find that a lot of adults will enroll in such a pro-
gram for the purpose of figuring out what kind of occupation they
want to pursue be ore enrolling in our school preparation phcse.

The third kind of emphasis I think this program could result in
would be in a job placement effort. In a recent study by the Office of
Education two-thirds, of the high school seniors who planned to go
to work said their schools hiLd given them no help in locating a job
upon leaving school.

I think it is time we said to the secondary schools of this country,
"You have the same responsibility to assist youngsters to move from
secondary schools to work as you have for those who move to college."

We have built an excellent system of moving from the secondary
school system to college, but we have to develop a system to bring to-
gether the consumer and the producer and create a means by which
the student and employers can come together.

If it hadn't been for an aunt of mine, Mr. Chairman, who carried
me to Atlanta when I finished high school, got me a job, figured out
how to get me a job and a place to Ivo; I would never had made it.

School didn't help me in that particular choice. In addition, when
a company today buys one of these new sophisticated computer sys-
tems, that computer company has to remain with that company for
a period of time to adapt the system to that particular business.

We have some youngsters drop out who have not worked with their
fathers on a farm because there are not that many small cotton
farmers in north Georgia anymore, and these youngsters are going
to need some help in adjusting to the world of work.

We have to build into this effort a followthrough system to help
certain groups of youth adapt to the work setting.

The fodrth kind of emphasis could very definitely be an outreach
function. One of my first jobs in vocational education was to en-
courage students to enroll in the vocational programs.

I discovered that there is a group of youngsters that has been
turned off by education. You can advertise in the papers and print
brochures, but they don't show up. And if you enroll students once
a year, they don't show up.

You have to go and knock on the doors. You have to find them. You
have to convince them that you have designed the school to help
them get a job. I am really talking about the kind of effort where we
go out and find these youngsters who ere unemployed and under-
employed, bring them to the school, and help design a program for
them.

They are not the kinds of youngsters to whom you can say, "If you
will come back 3 months from now, you can enroll." You have got to
enroll them the day they show up. That is the kind of program you
have to have.

Certainly continued emphasis on career counseling would be needed.
You can ask the question: "Where is this leading?" There are rt. loi, of
facts. They are in the paper if you want to see them.
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I would simply say that a youngster ran no more choose that which
he knows nothing about than he can return from someplace he hasn't
been. Until we build in our school systems a means through which
our youth can identify and get a glimpse of that adult world and
feel a part of it, we are going to continue to have both bright young-
sters and oiursters not as bright, youngsters from all socioeconomic
levels who are going to be turned off by the adult world.

We have to provide them an opportunity, particularly in grades 7
throng.h 12. to identify with that adult world. awl we are the only
society in the world that, in the last 20 years. has changed to where we
force youngsters to find en identity for themselves with other people
their age. and then we wonder why they reject the adult working
world.

I have identified in the paper some expected outcomes from this nro-
gram. T will not take the time to go through those. In terms of how
these fends might be used, I would recommend that they be used for
staff development.

We may have to provide some opportunities for the existing sclmol
counselors of this country to go out and work to find out how the world
works. We may have to 'provide opportunities to prepare some para-
professionals as the State. of Florida has done.

They employ people to assist with this through job placement. The
main criteria is that these people must have worked 5 years in the
world of work. No college degree is required. It is a very successful
program.

Considerable emphasis needs to be placed on materials and occupa-
tional information. You can walk into most school counselors' offices
in this country and you will find both sides covered with college
catalogs.

The only piece of occupational information is the Occupational Out-
look handbook, and if you have ever read it, Mr. Chairman, and com-
pared what is in that Outlook handbook, what it says about a
Congressman's job, to what you actually do; you will find out how
dead it is.

We need considerably more information about the world of work
and the opportunities that are available. We need funds for program
development. We need travel money. It seems to me it would have been
impossible for me, growing up in the mountains of north Georgia, to
understand what the .job of a machinist would have been through a
piece of printed material or a lecture.

You would have had to carry me to a company where machinists
were to enable me to see it. It is going to take an all oet effort to move
students from the school site into the business and industry site to talk
to these adult workers and spend some time there observing what
they do.

How much money am I talking abort? It seems to me that an ex-
penditure of about $6 per student for all youngsters in grades 7
through 12, and adding those enrolled in postsecondary and adult voca-
tional education could result in making this really a national priority.

I know that when you multiply that figure by the total amount of
individuals I am talking about, it becomes a sizable amount of money.

44-P22-75-51
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I am trying to address the need that exists. I recognize in the Federal
budget the emphasis is on balancing that budget.

Certainly this is a concern of all of us. I would hope, however. that
in the new vocational legislation there could be a separate title on
career guidance. exploration, and placement in which the Congress
could say to this Sation. "We are making this a national priority to
assist all youngsters in making a transitio% from school to the world
of work."

It would seem to me that if we want enrollment in vocational edu-
cation to increase at the same real dollar growth that is invested in
that program, it is going to take this kind of career guidance and ex-
ploration program to do it.

Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman PERKINS. Thank you very much, Dr. Bottoms.
Our next witness is Mr. Carroll Bennett.
Mr. BExxrrr. Mr. Chairman, it is a real honor for me to meet with

your committee today as a representative of the postsecondary voca-
tional educational programs in the United States.

aut certain that as you sit here in Washington you often wonder if
your efforts in the vast as reflected in the Vocational Act of 1963 and
the Vocational Amendments of 1968 really bear fruit.

Let me assure you that in the State of Iowa and in the Des Moines
area, where I ae, a vocational director in a community college, that
we are convinced that these two acts have had great impact. Without
them we would not have the number oe programs we have available.
Our young people and adults are experiencing successful employment
as a result of their participation in these programs.

I don't wish to cite extensive statistics about the changes these two
acts have brought. Suffice it to say. in 1963, in all of postsecondary pub-
lic education in the State of Iowa, there were only about 10 pro-
grams where our young people could turn for specialized vocational
preparation.

Today; I am proud to say, they have 200 different program options
in the community colleges and vocational schools in our State.

One other statistic is interesting. There were, last year. about 272,000
people in our State that were involved in full-time or short-term vo-
cational educational progiams. That is almost 10 percent of the total
population of our State.

Ten years ago, less than one-half of 1 percent were involved.
This increase in vocational enrollments is truly impressive, espe-

cially when you recognize that this system began 7 short years ago.
W e have had a sevenfold increase in enrollments. a sevenfold increase
in 7 years. It was implemented because of the Vocational Act.

Right now we arc enrolling approximately 16.500 full-time equiva-
lency students in our wink education and preparatory programs in
postsecondary vocational education.

I think there is another very interesting trend in our St^ .e. It ties
in very closely with the testimony of the other gentlemen here this
morning.

This is the percent of people who are choosing; a vocational educa-
tion program as opposed to rile traditional college education route.
Dr. Bottoms has expressed this point eloquently. Let me tell you how
this has happened in Iowa.
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Back in 1967, 69 percent of the people who were entering our junior
colleges were selecting a college transfer option. Only about 22 per-
cent, at that time, were selecting a vocational option, and we had only
about 9 percent in adult education programs.

In fiscal 1973, that 69 percent that chose the college route had de-
creased to 28 percentwhich probably is more realistic in terms of the
number of jobs available through this option.

The number in vocational education has jumped from 22 percent of
the total to almost half-48 percent of the youngsters in our post-
secondary schools. The adult education enrollment growth is equally
impressive. It is significant that much of the adult enrollment in this
area is supplemental vocational students. The adult area increased
from 9 to 24 percent, almost equal to the number the FTE generated
in college transfer area.

It is obvious that this act has had a vast impact in providing op-
portunities for people to get into realistic postsecondary vocational
education programs. In fact, we find that in 1971 our college transfer
enrollment peaked in Iowa and since that time has been decreasing
while the vocational enrollment has been increasing.

But I think the most important thing that I see as a director of
vocational education are the students themselves. I think Mr. Ramey
made that point very well this morningthat vocational education
at the postsevondary level is serving people who probably would not
have attended the school 10 years ago.

It is a pn rticular thrill for me to sit at a graduation and observe the
audience. I see parents sitting in that crowd who feel very ill at ease
because they have probably never attended a graduation ceremony
before.

I notice the looks of pride on their faces for their child. Frequently
no one in the family has even advanced beyond a high school educa-
tion. These .parents now have children or family members graduating.
It's rewarding to view the pride of these parents as they watch their
sons and daughters graduate and enter the job market.

We are finding that maws.- of the people that attend our occupational
programs a 'e people who have a great need for education. These are
the same groups we discussed earlier this morning. We found just a
year ago that about 10 percent of our students come from families
that have less than a $7,500 fr"y income.

We know that about 60 percent of our students work while they
are in school because they have to. Many of them work at full-time jobs
at night and go full time to school during the day to get this education.
Many of them have families to support.

A large percentage of students live at home and commute. They do
everything they can to decrease their total cost.

ICis very satisfying for me to know that in the Des Moines com-
munity, and certainly in Iowa, it is almost impossible for one to walk
the streets or have any contact without encountering some successful
graduate of a community college program. In 7 years we have gradu-
ates everywhere.

I have discussed this at length in my prepared remarks. Permit MA
to illustrate in the health occupations area. U you go to the doctor's
office, there is chance you would be greeted by one of our medical
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There is no question in my mind that all of this would not have hap-
pened had it not been for these two Federal acts. We have a long his-
tory in vocational education needing someone to encourage the State
anti local governments to accept the fact that vocational education is
important. I would urge von to maintain the identity of vocational
education federally and to stimulate the State and local governmen-
tal agencies to provide those programs.

Although it Is not a great percentage, obcionstr. nationwide in terms
of the monet spent for vocational education, I believe, if it were not
there as an incentive much of this money would not be spent in our
State.

I think our svctem in Iowa in the postsecondary systems generally
have been successful because they have demonstrated that we caneffec-
tively prepare graduates for entrance and advancement.

We have given a second chance to many people who have been
casualties of our traditional education system. And we don't have that
high school education barrier in our schools. People can come in and
if they want to enter a specific program they may.

I think we have a good record in the last few years of doing a better
job of serving the target groups; the disadvantaged, the minorities. I
think there are statistics to show that there are about twice the number
of people in these groups that are enrolled in vocational programs as
compared to their percentage in the total population.

Another area that is extremely important and one that needs a great
deal of added emphasis is the area of supplemental programs to.up-
grade the employed worker. He frequently has some things he wants
to do in redirecting his career. I believe de American Association of
Community and Junior Colleges will testify later in terms of specific
program options.

From my vantage point I have several suggestions that I would hope
you would consider in any future legislation. The first of these deals
with the basic intent of the law. I would hope there would be no basic
change in the intent of the act of 1963 and the 1968 amendments.

Let me plead again for retaining vocational education as a. cate-
gorical program in the Federal law. I feel that this has been a great
strength to the program and has allowed us at the State level to do
things that would not have otherwise been possible.

I Would like to reemphasize Dr. Sevenson's and Mr. Nelson's com-
ments concerning planning. In our State I see a real breakdo vm in
comprehensive planr.irg. , econdary schools don't talk to postsecond-
ary schools and manpower programs frequently don't talk to other
groups.

I think we are probably as well off, or perhaps better off than some
States, but I' hink it is certainly possible, through Federal legislation,
to encourage planning to make sure that something like the OTIS sys-
tem does occur in a number of States. I think it is a very excellent
model and one I wish our State would adopt.

I think there is overlap in vccational education Ir. svme cases. The
real tragedy is the student who starts in a secondary vocational pro-
gram and wants to go on to a postsecondary program. Ho frequently
must repeat courses. The system creates many barriers to movement
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between levels that are not necessary at all. Better planning would
take care of the problem.

Closely alined with this is an evaluation system. I think it has to be
done on a State level, but it should also occur on some regional. level.

A third thing I am very concerned about is the set aside in the pres-
ent law for postsecondary education. it the present time I believe it is
15 percent. We know that in the future the demands for a posisec-
ondary vocational education is going to increase.

In our State this isn't a great problem because we are already set-
ting aside some 66 percent of the Federal money for Ticetsecondary.
But there are, I believe, 13 States, according to the C.S. Office of Edu-
cation figures, that do not even spend the 15 percent set aside for
postsecondary programs.

I submit that the need and demand for this is going to increase
and I would hope the set aside provision would be increased. I am not
certain of the proper percentage but I think the minimum would be
25 percent of the category.

I also feel that there is a need to combine adult and postsecondary
into one category. Mr Burkett spoke to this point yesterday. We are
having increasing difficulty in differentiating between just what is a
postsecondary student and what is an adult student.

As programs expand and more and more of our students get in-
volved in part -time programs, the difficulty will decreaseI think
the economic situation has forced more such students to go to work
while they take their educationwe are finding an increasing demand
for a student who wants to work and go to school part time. That
doesn't fit with the traditional full-time program concept.

We have difficulty differentiating between an adult student and a
full-time preparatory student. I would like to see those categories
combined in some way so we could say that people above the sec-
ondary age group are vocational students. Perhaps that is something
that could be considered in the law.

Obviously, funding is important. I think there is every indication
from the statistics I have seen that there is going to be an increasing
demand for specialized vocational educational programs.

In our own case we have a similar problem that Mr. Ramey ex-
pressed. This past year we turned away about 1,000 students who
wanted to enter one of our programs. We just don't have the facilities
or the manpower to accept these people.

And, I submit, this is something of which I am not proud. It is a
tragedy when you have people asking for an education who cannot
be accepted.

I would hope that there would be adequate funding to do this. We
know that quality vocational education programs are not inexpen-
sive. I think the whole concept of vocational educational fund:n.2
at the Federal ,level has been to recognize this fact and to see that
money is there to supplement what the States and local government
agencies can do. We recognize it is going to cost a little more to do
these programs, but the benefits from the programs are so great that
it is a very, very wise expenditure.

I have one final concern. In Iowa recently we did a study of our
population trends. In our State the birth rate is decreasing. As we
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look down the road 13 years we know that we are going to have fewer
students in the age group that will be entering the work force as
well as college.

Tfils concerns me a great deal because of the increase in early re-
tirements. The United Auto Workers, for example, now have a pro-
gram of 30 -year retirement.

Nationally, there is a lowering of the aver ge age of retirement.
Down the road I envision a smaller and sm ler percentage of our
people in the work force supporting more ple. I submit that the
practices we have been following in education which permit high
dropout rates must be examined. We will need productive people in
our work force in the future to support our total population.

I submit "e should adopt the concept in education that industry
has used for some time. It Is called zero defects concept. It states that
you just can't tolerate having defects in your product.

Educational production has had quite a few defects. If you look at
our drop

is
rates, particularly with disadvantaged and minority stu-

dents. that s just more defect than we can tolerate in (lie future.
I think one good answer to this is sound vocational programs. There

is overwhelm;ng evidence to prove that our programs are able to pick
up the defects from other programs as well as prevent defects.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, I can't emphasize adequately that we feel
the efforts of this committee and Congress have stimulated voca-
tional education successfully.

We know there is a good deal yet to be done. We think we have a
system that works and we have been responsive to the needs and ask
for your continuing support.

-I thank you very much.
Chairman PERKINS. Let me thank this distinguished panel for a

most outstanding presentation. I know the full committee will be
interested in reading all of your suggestions, because they have been
most constructive.

I am hopeful that the Congress will follow most of your suggestions.
I would like to take a few minutes to ask each of you at least one
question and then I will have Mr. Radcliffe ask a few questions on
behalf of Mr. Quie.

Mr. Nelson, you stated that California requires local planning based
on local job-market data. Can local school districts find reliable local
job information ?

Mr. Nmsox. Mr. Chairman, your qualified "reliable local job infor-
mation- is something we are trying to further define. We are utilizing
all the resources of our employment service. We have developed a
pilot manpower system which is a five-government-agency effort to
try to coordinate the activity and we think we have found a fairly
successful pattern, particularly in the Los Angeles metropolitan area
to obtain reliable job-market information.

Chairman PERKINS. Thank you very much.
Now, Dr. Stevenson. regarding your OTIS system, matching voca-

tional education programs and manpower demands, do you also use
that system for actual job placement of students?

Dr. SrEvEarsort. Yes, sir. As a matter of fact. as we contact our em-
ployers to get information, the slut* information is supplied locally

LP%D
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under certain kinds of restrictions that it be used properly, so that
those people who are running training programs know where the job
openings are.

I guess there is a knowing whom ;obs are and informing students
as to where those jobs may be available.

Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Ramey, I know something about your
waiting list myself. I get letters from day to day ; I send those letters
down to you, and I try to beg you to make room for those students.
I am likewise concerned about your statement of the inadequacy of the
assistance for those children's needs.

Of course, the work-study appropriation has been very small for
vocational education and, to my way of thinking, it is a disgraceful
dereliction on the part of all of us in the Congress.

But, do you receive much money, if any, front the work-study
program?

111r. RAMEY. I don't know whether I got your question exactly.
Chairman PERKINS. Do you receive any money
Mr. RAMEY. Yes, we receive some, but it is just a drop in the bucket.

Congressman.
Chairman PERKINS. how much do you actually receive?
Mr. RAMEY. I think it is $10,000; something lace that.
Chairman PERKINS. How much are your true needs?
Mr. RAUEY. That would be hard to answer. Maybe the figure I

would give you would sound ridiculous but our students could use
$100 or $150,000 or more. At the same time, this is not taking into con-
sideration all these students that don't even start because they know
they can't pay their way and probably they can't find money to stay in
school.

This is the thing that is concerning me as much as the students we
now have. You know the conditions as well as I do. We are not reach-
ing a world of students. This last year the immediate area around our
school graduated 2,000 high school students.

Out of that number less than half went to college or vocational
schools. When you make surveys you find the majority are doing

inothing. The reason they are doing nothing is there is no money to do
an

hairman PERKINS. The situation in Kentucky is quite different
from the situation that exists in the Midwest and areas with greater
msources, of course. In areas like Milwaukee, you have one of the best
technical schools in the country.

When we were out there recently conducting hearings in the Twin
City areas of Minneapolis and St. Paul and then in Milwaukee, we did
not run into the problem of waiting lists and the inadequacy of sup-
port to the extent that you are detailing here this morning before
this committee.

What Qort of waiting list do yuu presently have at the area voca-
tional school in Paintsville of people who want to 'o to technical
sei,001 and cannot enter because of the inadequacy of the buildings
and other facilitieq?

Mr. RA3tex. T haven't checked recently. T would say it is appr-:yi-
mately 1,000. Of course. it stays around that number.

Chairman Prtnrivs. Do von have a waiting list of that nature in
the area cliool in Ashland.Ky.?
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Mr. RAEY. Yes, and Hazard. All those schools. You see, the people
we have, in a way, make it a little different situation. I don't think we
particularly need to sell vocational education to people in our area.
They know what it is there for and they are sold on it.

The only roblem is how do they get the training. How do they
afford to go to school? When you have mothers who conic in and ac-
tually beg and cry and say. "is there some way you can find for this
boy of mine to go to school?" we make every attempt that we know
how to make.

Chairman Prelims. We have to take a good look at the schools
the Appalachian area and search for information to try to put a bill
together that will solve lot of these problems. That is what we have
in mind.

Now. Dr. nu-lox--
Mr. llAmEv. I would like to mid one thing. Congressman. This is

a waste of manpower. A few years ago, with one of the vocational
rehabilitation counselors, he took one of his clients and whit they
spent on training this individual. Ile paid back more in taxes in 3
years than it cost them to educate and train this boy.

It is jest not good business.
Chairman Prelims. Yes. but it is hard to sell. I am very hopeful

that we can make a plain and obvious case that we can sell it without
difficulty next yenr.

Mr. Itystrx. We have done wonders since .1963. There is no question
about it. but we just haven't done enough.

Chairman PERKINS. Dr. Barlow, what is the basis for those spe-
cific numbers of teachers and Federal fellowships for teachers in your
testimony ? I just want to know how you arrived at those numbers.

Dr. BARLOW. In terms of the teacher:: we are simply using the past
history of what the growth has been in the number of teachers and
simply projected that into the future. There is no other basis on which
to make that projection nt the moment except simply the past history.

We have grown over the years in teacher education about 13.8 per-
cent per year. This probably won't go on forever but in the immediate
future we don't see any particular reason why it shouldn't increase
because. we are suggesting that we provide this outreach program to
move ahead to catch more students or get more students in.the high
schools, more students in postsecondary education and more of the
adult students.

But, the only 111.-,sis in doing that is the past history. In terms of
the number of'students, it is simply an out and out guess. We tried
the first 3 years with 216 leadership fievelopMent award students.

The program has been very successful. I think the objectives that
were set up, I find, "e reached them and, as a matter of fact, exceeded
them. If you take a particular case in the to awards I had at UCLA,
we will ultimately graduate 24 doctors.

We get a bonus in a sense of causing this thing. I mentioned that
this is a very. very small percentage, but there is no way of knowing
what is the right percentage in this particular case and it is just a
number. We have to simply estimate: We do not think itshouldlexceed
400 people every 3 years.

Chairman PERKINS. Now, Dr. Bottoms you placed greet emphasis
on job placement in your testimony. Would you recommend that high

SOS
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schools, area vocational schools and community colleges have place-
ment offices in their buildings/

Dr. Borrows. Yes, sir. I would advocate that the schools have place-
ment offices and that they certainly work with other agencies that
are also involved in placement; but we need to place the responsibility
on educational institutions to assist each individual in making the
transition from that school to his next step just as we have clone for
those who have moved from secondary schools to higher education.

Chairman PERKINS. Thank you very much.
Dr. Bennett, I noted you emphasized the growth of enrollment. in

your institution since the 1963 act, and the decline in the number
of students tri ll-. ferring to colleges at your community colleges.

Do you believe that this trend is going to continue?
Mr. BuxxErr. Yes: it is a very definite trend, at least in our State.

We see it continuing. I think Dr. Bottoms made the point very well
earlier when he said he could find numerous college graduates who
made application for secretarial positions but could find very few
secretaries who had secretarial training.

I don't know how he came out on that. Maybe that is good prepara-
tion. I would submit maybe it is a underemployment of manpower.
The trend is very obvious in our State.

Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Radcliffe is now going to ask some questions
for Mr. Quie.

Mr. RADCLIFFE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. These have been ex-
cellent statements and I think will be of great value to the committee.
There are just a few things I wanted to follow up on.

Mr. Ramey, I was wondering to what extent you have available
other forms of Federal student assistance, the educational opportunity
grants, insured loans, direct loans and whether or not, if you do
have them, to what extent those are being helpful and fulfilling your
needs as you described.

Mr. RAMEY. Yes, sir, we have the student loans and basic opportu-
nity grants but, for some reason, Mr. Radcliffe, it just doesn't seem
there is enough money to go around. They are all helpful but it is just
a small part here and a small part there.

Mr. RADCLIFFE. And you still have this huge gap you described
both in terms of the needs of the students that you have in school and
those that can't even be considered for admission because you don't
have the financial

Mr. RAXEY. That is right. If we had facilities, a: 1 if we could make
it possible for these people to go to school it would be unbelievable the
number of students we would have.

Mr. RADCLIFFE. Let me ask you a question that we didn't really get
into except in terms of your need for facilities. The act, as you well
know, requires the States, in distributing the Federal funds, to take
into account the needs of the localities and different populations
within the States.

?. must say, and I hope members present don't object to my sayirg
this, my own observation has been that a number of States r re not ob-
serving these requirements in the act, or at least not observing them
very well.

i
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Perhaps you wouldn't care to put yourself in a position of comment-
ing on this, but to what extent in Kentucky do you feel there is a
distribution of the Federal funds in accordance with the act and in
accordance with your needs as compared with other areas of the State ?

Mr. RAMEY. Part of that answer, of courseI don't have any quar-
rel with the State distribution. There have been in the past matching
between 4 and 5 to 1 with Federal funds. In the last legislature I think
that has been raised 7 to 1.

They all have about the same needs. As I say, we just need more and
other people need more too.

Mr. RADCLIFFE. I know eastern Kentucky is relatively economically
worse off than most of the rest of the State. That is why I asked the
question.

Mr. RAMEY. That is right, the Appalachia area is considered a de-
pressed area, which it is. I think, on the other hand, maybe we have
fairly well equalized that. They have used the Appalachia funds to a
great extent on buildings, so in a way, I am sure we have gotten more
that western Kentucky has of the total.

Mr. RADCLIFFE. Turning to Mr. Nelson and Dr. Stevenson, you
both described the planning processes. You called them different
things. In Oklahoma, Dr. Stevenson, it is the OTIS system and Mr.
Nelson has described a similar system.

I wonder, are these actually, as you understand them, aren't both
of your State's similar systems producing about the same kinds of data
and results because I think this planning process is perhaps the most
critical area that we are dealing with, at least initially.

Second, from your knowledge of other States, to what extent have
they utilized similar systems?

knowledge
are the needs, in other words?

Dr. STEVENSON. I might speak to the information part of your ques-
tion and then get to the planning part. The OTIS system, or some-
thing Si nilar to OTIS, is presently being done in about 10 or 12 States.

We have had some 35 States visit Oklahoma in order to take an
indepth look at our system, in addition to the National Information
Conference that I mentioned earlier. We are now beginning to realize
that our manpower demand and even manpower supply doesn't stop
at State lines.

In Oklahoma we have Portsmouth on the east and Wichita in the
north, Bannister in the south. They all have manpower needs we
haven't filled. Tennessee now has a project in which they are looking
at regional manpower information systems, which would be an expan-
sion of the OTIS system.

Also, they are now testing various methods of long-range projections
of manpower needs in a resource project matching the BLA, the Bu-
reau of Labor Statistics, matrix system of projection against our own
firm survey.system.

But I think the data being gathered by the States is going to be
compatible to the extent that we are talking about at least certain
types of occupations. We go down to actual job titles. We feel this is
necessary in order to make program projection needs.

But it has been my experience that there is a lot of similarity be-
tween the various systems that are being developed. In Kentucky they

Rio
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call theirs KITES. Kansas calls theirs something else. But they areall very similar.
Mr. Ilitsow. I would indicate also, Mr. Radcliffe, that California

representatives have visited in Oklahoma. I think, to a certain extent,the manpower information system that I referred to which I thoughtwas fairly reliable in the Metropolitan Los Angeles area is very rauchsimilar to the OTIS system.
My comment and request for consideration of a planning thrust, theplanning is for more than just the manpower part. I think the need toplan the educational programs is consistent with that information.
I think it is how we develop a total system of providing, if you will,at the roots level, hopefully, with an educational plan for everylocal seVrthat would include vocational education as its part.Mr. RADCLIFFE. How far away from it are you in California ?
Mr. NELSON. The State of California is in its initial stages with theDepartment, of Education developing a comprehensive education planin every school district.
We are in the second year of this process, that is, for the total edu-cation program. We have staff now initially working in the San Diegoarea starting in a large school district a pilot program where we willhave developed a comprehensive educational program plan, in a seniorhigh school in this case, which would include a component of vocationaleducation.
Hopefully, this will be part of a district plan and part of a county

plan. We are most hopeful this might be the basis for what the Stateplan for vocational education would be.
When will it take place? I think it is 2 or 3 years away. I personally

believe it depends upon some acceptance of a plan and thrust as a partof vocational education.
Dr. STEVENSON. There is also a necessity of not only providing the

kinds of data and information people need but teaching people how
t, plan because the local school districts don't know how.

Mr. RADCLIFFE. Dr. Bottoms, you address yourself to this very criti-
cal area of vocational guidance counseling, the initial stages of occu-pational guidance and you mentioned that of the Federal funds ex-pended there were only 2.3 percent for tiiis purpose, about $7 million.I have not lir ' that information before. Do you have any idea ofwhat is be ng sent in State and local funds for this _purpose? Of
course, nationally, if matching is about 5 to 1 it wouldn't come up to
the level that you have suggested for this purpose. What is it, $6?

Dr. BovroMs. Yes.
Mr. Kw/Arm My point of reference would say it would be $72 mil-

lion a year for this puropse, which doesn't seem unreasonable. Do
you have any idea what the total is now ?

Dr. BoTroms. No; I do not. I have those figures, but I do not have
them with me and cannot recall them. In our State it has taken about
$6 of Federal funds out of the vocational program to get the kind of
progratn initiated we are talking. about'.

With that kind of basis we now have in 75 of our high ..,cho9ls a
job placenient office. Attached to the testimony this morning is an
Illustration of What' has taken place in Rome, Ga , as described by
employers and school people there.

Sil.
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Also attached to the testimony is an example of the kind of junior
high exploration program where youngsters are going out into busi-
ness and. industry. I think I listed in the appendixes reactions of em-
ployers to having youngsters in their business, the kinds of sites these
kids visit, and their parents' and their own reactions to the program.

We are, by no means, reaching all the students, but it is taking an
investment of about $6 of Federal funds to redirect other State and
local dollars in this effort. I dp not have the exact ratio. It would run
somewhere in the category of $5 to $1.

With the ' we are puttiri in for each student, we are getting, in
terms of State and local dollars, five or six times that amount.

Mr. RADCLIF'FE. You are not talking about $6 per student total. You
are talking about $6 in Federal funds.

Dr. Barrows. Yes, it will take that to generate the other dollars.
Mr. RADCLIFFE. That is a much higher scale of magnitude in this

area
I have only one further question, Mr. Chairman. I hesitate to ques-

tion at all my old friend Mel Barlow, who is the dean of professional
educators, but in your reference to the emphasis in the Smith-Hughes
Act on teacher education I simply wonder how much more specific we
could get than we have in the 1963 act as amended.

When you have in the definition of vocational education itself in
that act the training of persons engaged or preparing to become
teachers in a vocational education program or preparing such teachers
to meet the special needs of handicapped students, teachers, super-
visors or directors of such teachers in such a training program, travel
of students and vocational education personnel while engaged in a
training program, all of this in reference to teacher preparation and
then, of course, in addition, we have the Professional Education De-
velopment Act devoted exclusively to separate authorization for this
purpose.

Dr. BARLOW. We can improve on what we have is the point here. It
is true, and it seems to me we even have to go a little further and make
a special emphasis, which is why we do detail some specific items on
teacher education.

What. actually happens in practice is funding isn't really directed
into teacher education to the extent of the need and perhaps we need
to emphasize the need a little more effectively in vocational education
legislation.

We know we are in a kind of transition point. We are in a bind if
we don't do something to help teachers. Then we are not going to get
the quality of the program we have. Somehow I want to make that
point very clear..

Possibly we can do so by maybe rewording some of our legislation
or even directing certain resources directly toward this particular
area. But it stands to reason we cannot achieve the goals we expect
to have in vocational education unless we have teachers to back it up.

I suppose in part this may be because we spent a long time in this
field and I feel very kindly toward it. But, on the other hand, I am
pretty suremy thought on the matter is you simply have to have
good teachers.

R1.2
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Mr. RADCLIFFE. I certainly wasn't taking exception to your basic
premise. In terms of trying to explore what more we might do in the
act itself I was trying to explore.

Mr. Chairman, I want to thank you very much and thank the other
members present for their indulgence in letting me ask there questions.

Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Meeds.
Nit. MEM:. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I want to apologize to the panel for not being able to be here and

read your prepared statements, but I will take them with me and read
them because I consider the remarks of the gentlemen on this panel to
be perhaps some of the most important testimony we will receive on
vocational education.

I have had an opportunity to talk with counsel about some of the
issues raised and to quickly look at parts of some of the statements.
I am particularly struck by Mi-. Bennett's statement wherein, on page
8, he talks about the set-aside for postsecondary education, suggesting
that postsecondaty and adults should be combined into one category
and the minimum raised from 15 to 25 percent.

I have no factual background upon which to base the following ob-
servation and question, but let me state that it has been my observation
that not only, as Mr. Bennett points out, is the expenditure per student
in postsecondary vocational education nearly twice that of the sec-
ondary students, but that the increase in the percentage of students
involved in postsecondary as opposed to secondary vocational educa-
tion is substantially greater.

Would the gentlemen on the panel, any of them, agree with that
basic premise?

Mr. I3F.NxErv. Yes. I don't have the specific data that I used to write
the summary statement but it is obvious in the last few years the
growth n rea has been in postsecondary and that trend appears to be
continuing.

Maybe Dr. Barlow could go further on that.
Dr. BAr.row. The growth rate in postsecondary has been greater than

it has in any other area but the numbers of people involved are still
small coulpared to the numbers we would like to expect in this par-
ticular area.

We have still another thing, Congressman Meeds. We have been
strugglinc with trying to define this postsecondary and adult area and
Project Ease Line brought information to ns. They didn't publish this
but I have the information that there are about 28 different ways that
:he States define postsecondary and adult.

And. for the life of me, we couldn't find one way that .could satisfy
everything, so these are kind of intangible terms that we are dealing
with. They are not very specific. We are thinking very much of the
advisability of talking about preparatory and supplementary educa-
tion as applying to postsecondary and adult.

The problem is just as simple as this: A student who is 18 and goes
to a community collegeis he an adult or a postsecondary education
student ? He is actually both. This is a big problem and has to be
resolved somehow.

Mr. MEEDS. Let's even simplify it a little from that. Would it be
possible to make a difference and draw a division between post-
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secondary and secondary at least for the moment, leaving out adult

education ?
Dr. Rummy. We can tell the difference between a high school stu-

dent and one who is in somewhat another kind of institution. That
is very easy to do. Then, my suggestion was, once he gets past high

school let's talk about his preparing for employment or is he taking
supplementary training. .

We can do k in a wale variety of institutions; community college,
institutes, area vocational schools, ad infinitum.

Mr. MEAns. It seems to me I would certainly be in agreement with
Mr. Bennett, even if he were to leave out the question of combining
postsecondary and adu',t, insofar as I would think we need to increase
the basic or minimal of 15 percent to at least 25 percent for post-
secondary vocational education.

I and sure I will get a rise out of that.
Dr. BunKETT. Congressman, at the present time I think the national

average in Federal expenditure for postsecondary vocational educa-
tion is better than 30 percent of an amount appropriated, so if you
go to 25 percent you are still under the national average, although
there are many States tilt are below that. We realize that. I chink

that would be very fair.
Mr. MEEos. Indeed. Mr. Bennett points out that there are 13 States

which are presently utilizing less than the basic or minimal set aside
of 15 percent.

how do you suggest we present that, other than putting some starch
in USOE ?

Dr. BAnLow. That is one way.
Mr. MUMS. That would by sufficient ? I understand they are simply

continuing to approve plans that clearly indicate they are not going
to spend the minimal 15 percent for postsecondary education.

I really think you have your priorities in order, Mr. Bennett, when
you are suggesting that this be clone. I think this is one of the things
which clearly this committee has to undertake a very serious study
of and consider remedial action for the amendments.

Chairman PERKINS. At this point. let me say to my distinguished
colleague that when we get a true picture of a situation with a highly

educated State, like the''State of Washington. it is easy to say that
we need 30, 40, or 50 percent set aside for postsecondary education,
and maybe for the technical institutions as well.

But v lien you get down to my area of Kentucky you find people
in these area schools and the satellite schools with only a 9th and 10th
grade education. We have more high school graduates being admitted
now, but about 50 percent of those graduates are going info an area
school.

This is the reason we have to have area vocational schools there. We
have to make certain we have something flexible that will serve the
needs.

Mr. MEEns, I had in mind the chairman's comment when I said I
was sure that would raise some question when I suggested that. I
thiAk members of the panel and Mr. Chairman, perhaps this is more a
problem of defining postsecondary in a different way.
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I think the question is, is the person going to go on for an academic
degree from high school after perhaps the eighth grade or the sopho-
more year in high school.

It may clearly be that funds which go into area vocational schools
for some students could be well designated as postsecondary, even
though the person has not completed secondary school.

I think this is probably the best way to handle that. I certainly
wouldn't want to indicate to the chairman I am not aware of the prob-
lems that exist in various (listricts of the United States.

Chairman PERKINS. I don't think we will have problems working all
that out.

Mr. MEEns. Mr. Chairman and members of the panel, I am also very
interested in the prepared statement of Mr. Stevenson and wish I
could have been here to hear his testimony.

I am very interested in your OTIS program Mr. Stevenson, and
would like to ask; Is this program operated under the control and
supervision of the State Education Department or Vocational Educa-
tion Department ? Who is the manager of the OTIS system ?

Dr. SmENTsox. It originally was a research project run by the State
university. After it became operational, after 2 years of operation.
it was moved to the State department of vocational education and
is in my direct area of responsibility, so I am directly responsible for
the production of the OTIS report and the OTIS system.

We do have an advisory committee, a very strong advisory com-
mittee, which is made up of all of the agencies represented both as
having the input and as using this OTIS data. And this committee
keeps very close watch on the types of data that we gather as well as
the accuracy of the data we gather.

So, while w run this system. it is closely supervised in an advisory
manner by representatives of all the agencies of the State that areinvolved.

Mr. Maan3. How is your cooperation with the State Department of
Employment Security ?

1)1.. SuvEssos. It is excellent. It took a little working out at the
beginning. This is one of the kinds of experimentation that you have
to go through to find out how to work together. It is excellent.

Mr. Mcnos. Are they really supplyingyou with the kinds of informa-
tion that will allow you to match up training skills, or training in
skills. which are actually in demand within the State ?

Dr. STEvrssox. Yes they are. They supply data by job title and werelate that job title to the training program which matches our job
title. Originally, they talked about groups of jobs. but if the informa-
tion is really going to be used it has to be broken down to job title.

They now have learned how to do that for us.
Mr. Mr:ns. In effect. then. this constitutes kind of a computer job

bank for the State of Oklahoma, does it not
Dr. SmrEssox. That is right.
Mr. MtF.b,.. You are aware that wider the Comprehensive Manpower

Act we have given the Secretary discretionary authority. although I
wanted to make it mandatory. that he or she develop a national com-
puterized job bank.

Do you feel this is feasible ?

815
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Dr. STavaNsow. I think there is some basis for hoping that might
eventually be practical to do. As I said, we are moving now toward
a regional concept of this. I think it is essential that we learn how to
do it at the State and regional level before we try to move too rapidly
toward a national.

If you are really talking about supply and demand information
based on job title, because this gets pretty specific, and we need specific
kinds of planning data, we need to know what the Tulsa area needs
when we plan programs for the Tulsa school system.

Mr. MEEDs..Anci you need to be able to make economic projections
and other things that are very problematical. I recognize there are a
lot of problems involved, but I continue to be convinced, as you stated
if I heard you correctly, that you found that matching jobs and skills
has become more than a State problem, and you find that because of
the mobility of our work force and because of the varying demands
of regions anG even the national economy, that simply doing this on a
State-by-State basis is really not adequate.

Dr. STEVENSON. First look at the local needs, then look at the State
needs and then the regional needs. We have a pretty good handle on
local and State but we are still struggling for regional.

Mr. BLEEDS. Thank you, gentlemen. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Steiger.
Mr. STEIGER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I, too, would like to apolo-

gize for arriving late.
I have had a chance to quickly examine your statements. I must say

I am impressed by what I read, though there arc several questions I
would like to pursue with you if I could.

Mr. Bennett, on pages 6 and 7 of your test, you discuss the basic
intent of the act's language and then goon to say :

I hope that you will retain categorical funding in any revisions of the law.
There is no question in my mind that this principle has encouraged the States
and localities to use vocational funds as Congress intended them. We would be
fearful of a change in this approach.

I am a little bemused by your fear of change. I remember well the
hearing in Des Moines on the Comprehensive Manpower Develop-
ment Act with Dominick Daniels, Lloyd Meeds, Bill Shirley and I
present. At that time it was suggested that if categorization became
a reality all the programs would disappear. I am especially reminded
of the extraordinary statement made by the Iowa State FFA chair-
man who made a very eloquent plea on behalf of retaining the category
for Vocational Agriculture.

Thus, my question is: Why are you fearful of decategorization?
And, also, what has the experience been in the Des Moines area com-
munity college and in Iowa in general a esult of the decategoriza-
tion actions taken in 1968 V

Mr. BENNErr. I have to agree with some of what you said. Also,
if your memory is good, you did get an excellent presentation from
the Iowa Vocational Association in Des Moines about 3 years ago.

I believe the same question came up about that time so I do look
at this as a continuance of our discussion of 3 years ago. I think
we have that basic difference of opinion about perhaps what categorical
funding does involve.

44-S22-75-52
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I guess. in. my thinking. based on another I yea..-s .E4r3r-n 7231., 7r111::
that some of the fears abkAit spectlit.: = int.c":"Elft-:
agriculture were probably iii-founded and I wumai tem. than 74*-you.

I think, at the same time. I sti haves Ten- Ito =la :f
we dc, not. in some way at the Federal Ittraiis sze
intended for vocational educatIon. and then ietine idrnm-tion perhaps the same wayand I ftel ..-Innfornsoie
don in the current lawthat ttni. this as Ityne .s:nre -nwr.
experience I have had. I do rhino Binds de ;et i.:..mer.ni 2.3t.sT
that general p

Mr. STEIGER.IWTMis a very different quest:on_ znzweYer.
the issues involved. As you know. I have y-reir:
combine the funding for Ribt*ctiora (d; th:rtmgh. h =r.rr s
spending plan.

Would this concept concern. You as Wea
Mr. I3ENNETr. ...No. I woula agree w you.. 3,LT nrace.-.* morcehaving funding go in in a genera.: sort or. rho. Straes

will, in their wisdom. see a poron of that :!nr
If there is a clear intent a the :a-v ncatr

be used for vocational zdacatIon_
priorities would be somewhat Lill:Ferenc at that :laze:L-r smr:
think there should be some dexibiliry there.

Mr. STEIGER. Do you agree Dr. 1.7..x:cms :hat we: -,,s-tablish a new category for vocadOnal gu_dani..e
placement

Mr. BENNETr. I haven't. fran.,:iir. :*ought :t s. -.-dazrr:Irr
I don't thinly there any doubt )e f,/
pressed this morning. I _hues I would heslcat.i tatiwnr the tam -,n7,
because I just haven't thought it fa: if:LUZ-2_ =sr -v-me t71
I would stand on it. The need Is obviousiytmhe

Mr. STEIGER. It looks as though we haves rzerzann-
the discussions we began 3 years ago. T. Ina jeLgh.o.sd sze yrru.
and it is truly a pleasure to have you. with as

Dr. Bottoms. if you might bear -vich haTe s Ha.r...trmr rain
tion or two. I must admit I am s ant xr-i-sti rc :ae yot
have drawn between career editcat:on i s sad Fnm- mg&
gorization within vocational educar.ica :!.
ploration and placement.

Would you help me to ciarit. that 7.:11.
clarification?

Dr. Bo:tons. Congre. ssma, one cf :he
question is deciding when you a 7.1.1e :nestIon a :erns tlf
education, how to respond La term` :he iedn_Eirns -3.ac seem.
have emerged.

What I am addressing here is that vocitz.,:os,:
that aspect cf education that has heen .i.cncerned
of individuals for their life's work. A.:4:r.:2;
cation has historically been concerned with It..e.:71:14
consider. learn about end make deciszons s: cam

So. in the context here we have had m this s
vocational guidance emphasis. It is a very :r.ncet-r... Ti7f

S
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at it in terms of priorities on several occasions. There has never really
been a systematic effort to implement the concept.

Probably we are at a time in the development of our society in which
there are several needs to help individuals identify with the world of
work. Many youth, particularly those in our urban centers, do not
have contact with adult workers that is needed for them to begin to
see fiemseives in an adult work role.

What I am talking about here is, in part, a part of the concept of
career education that is talked about across the country. Here I am
concerned with that kind of organized effort in the schools, particu-
larly beginning around grade seven, that is designed to help the indi-
vidual student begin to look at his abilities. interests, and values. in
order to relate these to a variety of adult work roles. Thus, they will
begin to see how that avenue, through the school system, relates to
many different work roles.

My experience has been that the potential dropout. the non-college-
bound youngsters, often cannot see avenues through the schools to
the next step. Even with many community college youngsters, college
is an end rather than a means for some tentative goal.

I contend that probably in terms of choosing the kinds of objectives
I am talking about. they are more difficult to achieve than teaching
math and communication skills. It is now time to look at how we build
into the curriculum a mechanism in which we bring youngsters into
contact with the adult world. with adult workers. Certainly, the con-
cepts I am talking about are a part of the career education movement.

However. it seems to me that these concepts are important. As
youngsters in junior high schools look at the alternatives available, it
has been my experience that as they demand a different kind of cur-
riculum in the secondary schools, local communities begin to expand
their vocational programs.

This is certainly tied to the vocational effort. I am not sure I have
completely addressed your question. I will be glad to go further.

Mr. STEIGER. As you know. in the Vocational Education Amend-
ments of 1972, we provide a title which was designated. I believe. Oc-
cupational Education." Are you saying, in effect, that as we begin to
consider new legislation we ought to tie together more precisely occu-
pational, career and vocational education?

Also, are you saying that guidance and exploration are. in fact, tools
designed to help explore the world of work without specifically tying
a child to a job ?

Dr. Borroars. Let me just say in my own mind we are talking about
what the vocational legislation did in the several aspects of career
development. Now one part of an individual's career development is
acquiring job skills.

Another part of that is learning enough about himself that he can
begin to make some tentative career choices and to implement those
choices. As I view vocational guidance, exploration and placement, it
is to address these career tasks.

Mr. STEIGER. Would it also be fair to assume that this task need not
be tied directly to vocational education? Your job as direltor of the
division of program and staff development of

is
State De-

partment of Education is an appropriate vehicle, s it not, to pursue
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that concept without necessarily tying it directly to the vocational
education division of the Department of Education !

Dr. BOTTOM& I have an unusual kind of job in which I report to
two bosses; the associate superintendent for vocational education and
the assistant superintendent for instruction. My division was set up to
bridge these two.

My experiences have over the past 14 years given me some insight in
the area. I was trained as a general educator. I worked for 12 years in
vocational education. If we are serious about getting this kind of career
development thrust in our educational system, the leadership will have
to come from vocational education. It will not come from general
education. That is my experience and it probably reflects my biases, but
that is one man's opinion.

Mr. STEIGER. I cannot disagree with you on that point. I must admit
I have generally found that educators who do not have an understand-
ing of and a sensitivity to the world of work in vocational education
have done, by and large, a comparatively poor job in giving attention
to that necessary aspect of the curriculum.

Mr. NELSON. On page 3 of your statement you address the need for
new vocational education legislation and say that we might, and I
quote, "enable all State boards for vocational education to initiate and
conduct a comprehensive program of planning for all program serv-
ices authorized under the new legislation."

Then you go on to say you would hope that a planning group for
vocat. aal education assured of 3-year financial support would facili-
tate the advancement of growth, quality and effectiveness in vocational
education.

Arc we deficient in the existing 1963 act as amended by the 196S
amendments in this regard. and if so, specifically how ?

Mr. NELSON. I think the 1963 act and the amendments could be
strengthened considerably regarding what I call a priority thrust
for planning in much more detail in the act ant in the rules and regu-
lations. It delineates very specifically what should be in a State plan
for vocational education.

The extent to which this is,' in essence. a planning document which
is, in fact, used as a basis for planning programs of vocational educa-
tion in a State, in my judgment. i3 questionable.

Whether this be the fault of the legislation. the fault of the rules
and regulations, or the fault of the way State plans of vocational
education are developed. I think is open for dialog and discussion.

However. my premise is that a planning thrust is needed in county.
State, and local educational planning. The planning that takes place
within the State. and hopefully, the planning that takes place with:n
the individual school district will find its way up through the county
or intermediate level into the State level and then. in fact. be a part
of a comprehensive plan for vocational education in that State.

I don't think that those kinds of details, at least in the wording
under the area of a plan for a local educational .-stem. are spelled
out in that detail.

Mr. STrioEa. As you know. the 196k amendments in section 123. sub-
section (4) of the State planning section set: forth a long-range plan.
or where appropriate, a supplement to our revision of a previously
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submitted long-range plan for vocational education in the State, which
program plan has been prepared in consultation with the State ad-
visory council, extends over 3 years, et cetera.

Is it, your judgment that this language is not sufficient in terms of
the specific guidance required for that purpose?

Mr. Nosox. I suggest it be strengthened with an identity perhaps
within the general provisions of the act, that there, in fact, be an
identified funding for the planning activity. In many cases, and this
was discussed yesterday, the State plan for vocational education is
construed as a legal document for the receipt of vocational education
funds.

I think it was the intent of the amendment to make it more than a
legal document to receive Federal funds. And, section (2) of the State
plan was an attempt for States to identify goals and objectives which
they could then be accountable for.

But I must say, as far as the State of California is concerned, we
have not reached that level with our state plan and we are trying to
go further and beyond by implementing this planning system within
P-the State that I have outlined in the material.

Mr. STEIGER. I'd prefer not to go into it at this time because I have
not had the time to review it carefully. However, I believe you are
absolutely correct. I think the Congress intended the State plan to be
a document for the purpose of developing a planning mechanism
within that State.

Perhaps our problem at this point is the same one as the 15 percent
in which the Office of Education is approving plans which clearly do
not meet the criteria of the law. And, if so. maybe we are subverting
what was intended, by virtue of what the Office of Education is not
doing rather than what it should be doing.

If that be the case, then I believe the committee has a responsibility
to pursue this matter. I'd be especially grateful if you would be will-
ing, when time permits, to send the committee an analysis of exactly
what you think we can do to make this more meaningful in terms of
planning.

Mr. NELSON. I would be most pleased to do that.
Mr. STEIGER. I would be grateful for that. I believe all of us on' the

committee would be grateful.
One last question, Mr. Chairman. You have been very patient.
Could each of you on the panel, to the extent that you can, give the

committee your evaluation of the relationship between vocational edu-
cation within each of your States and the Comprehensive Employ-
ment and Training Act?

Whet has happened since CETA went into effect? What is the effect
of the 5-percent money that is provided for vocational education?
Perhaps Carl Perkins asked this question already, and if so, I
apologize.

Mr. Borroms. I really have no comments.
Mr. NELSON. I would like to make many comments about this and

time does not permit. I happen to have the responsibility within the
department of education for the MDTA program and the implemen-
tation of the Comprehensive Employment and Training .Agti section
112, that provides the money for needed vocational education services.
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I think perhaps this responsibility has further biased my opinion
and perhaps it is an unreasonable request that a national priority
be on planning for vocational education. As I sit as a member of the
executive board of the mayor's committee for planning in San Diego.
which is the prime sponsor for the city and county of San Diego. and
see this juggling going on within that planning committee as they
are trying to implement CETA involving the various educational
agencies, both public and private, involving the various interested
groups who have been funded directly from Washington through
various Federal sources, the need for planning becomes so apparent.

California is most concerned about the rules and regulations per-
taining to CETA as regarding the use of the 5-percent money for
needed vocational education services.

It was quite evident to us the intent of Congress by the words that
these funds were to be expended only for "needed vocational educa-
tional services." Yet, the June 4 rules and regulations by the Depart-
ment of Labor indicated and made it permissible, as we understand,
that these funds for "needed vocational education services" could be
made available for the payment of allowances to clients of CETA.

We have felt so strongly about this in the State of California that
the State board of education has adopted, as far as the use of the
5-percent money, that the funds shall be used for educational services,
educational programs, and educational activities.

We have got a lot to learn about CETA and its implementation. I
think it is a planning relationship between the leadership primarily in
vocational education working with elected officials in prime sponsor
areas.

That is my comment regarding CETA.
Dr. STEVENSON. We have been working with a number of cities on

planning their objectives as they relate to the educational programs
and fortunately, we do have fairly close connections with those cities
and the power structures in those cities, so it has been very fortunate
in that we have been able to .at least consult with those people as they
plan their programs relating to CETA.

But, it is a new kind of experience for us, one s'aich is probably
going to be very good for us to work with new kinds of identities
and to try to orient them to where their needs really are.

I guess we now have become recognized as the agency that can do
skill training for occupations in Oklahoma. It took some people a
while to even come around to that conclusion, but I think it is inter-
esting and probably is going to be educational too.

Mr. RAMEY. I don't know whether I have any. definite conclusions
yet or not. I want to wait and see how this thing is going to work. Of
course, I feel vocational education should be given this responsibility
entirely and maybe we shouldn't.

As far as I am concerned, I would rather wait and see just how it
is going to come out on this.

Mr. Binnrrrr. In Des Moines we have, for the last 3 years, operated
the only skill center in the State. The relationship, other thaWchanging
the prime sponsors, we anticipate will remain somewhat the same.

Our prime sponsor now covers an eight-county area in central Iowa
as opposed to working with the entire State as we did previously with

. R2t
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the full-time skill center. I think there are sonic obvious problems re-
lated perhaps to just having the new procedure to follow and, as of
this moment, we still don't have a contact but tomorrow morning at
11 o'clock we will be moving very quickly to get this done because our
current contract expires on September 30.

I think it is more just a matter of working out our planning mcnha-
nism within the area. It is working out very well, and has for several
years.

Dr. BA mow. Mr. Nelson has spoken for California, Congressman.
Let me say only in addit ion that the two of us working very closely
together and knowing full well that prime sponsors are going to have
educational problems as they have developed, the unit known as the
CET: educational services center, which will stand ready to help
prime sponsors with educational problems is so new that we scarcely
have a history.

I can't report very much, but we do know that prime sponsors need
to have some opportunity, some place that will consider their educa-
tion problems and we will simply do that.

Mr. Swam. Through the University of California?
Dr. BARLOW. It happens to be located at UCLA at the moment, but

it is statewide in its operation.
Mr. STEIGER. It is fascinating.
Dr. Biatiow. It certainly is. We are excited P' ut it.
Mr. STEIGER. Again, if it wouldn't be an,inliosition4 could you give

the committee a progress re no point!
Dr. BA:mow. We will sen a o' you r conunitteeJ
Mr. Simon. I think that wgu b. very hsItful:
Thank you. Mr. Chairmatt.A
Chairman PERKINS. Any further questions?
Let me compliment the entire panel for your appearance here today.

You have been most helpful to the committee and I think we have
begun to lay a foundation for a bill that we expect to report next year
which will improve vocational education as a whole.

41m, let me thank you all. I appreciate your ary-arance.
The committee will adjourn, subject to the call of the Chair.
[Whereupon, at 11:35 a.m. the subcommittee adjourned, subject to

the call of the Chair.]
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VOCATIONAL EDUCATION AMENDMENTS OF 1974

TUESDAY, AUGUST 13, 1974

HOUSE. OF REPRESENTATIVES,
GENERAL SUBCO3IMITTEE ON RDTTATION OF TITE

COMMITTEE ox EDCCATION AND LABOR.
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met at 0:30 a.m. pursuant to recess, in room 2175,
Rayburn House Office Building, Washington, D.C., Hon. Carl D. Per-
kins (chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present : Representatives Perkins. Meeds, Lehman, Quie, Bell. and
Steiger.

Staff present : Jack Jennings, counsel: Eydie Gaskins. special assist-
ant: Toni Painter, staff assistant and Charles W. Radcliffe, minority
counsel.

Chairman PERKINS. The committee will come to order. A quorum is
present.

Let me take this opportunity to welcome all of you distinguished
educators of the American Association of Community and Junior
Colleges before the committee. We hope to have a greatly expanded
vocational education program next year and we need your cooperation
and support.

With me here is one of the distinguished vocational education lead-
ers in the U.S. Congress, Mr. Lloyd Meeds. And, we have testifying
before us today, one of his good friends from the State of Washington
and I think Mr. Meeds may want to make a statement at this time.

Mr. MEED8. Thank vou, Mr. Chairman.
I would like, first of all, to join the chairman in welcoming the rep-

resentatives of the American Association of Community and Junior
Colleges before the committee this morning. In the area of vocational,
technical, and occupational education, it seems to me that yoti gentle-
men are right where the acLiou is.

All of our indications are that the increase in vocational and tech-
nical education is occurring predominantly at the postsecondary level,
so we recognize that you are really in the vortex. We appreciate and, I
am sure. will pay great heed and attention in shaping tile legif:lation to
your testimony.

Mr. Chairman, would also like to take this opportunity to intro-
duce to the committee my friend and the representative in this group
from the State of Washington, Mr. John Mundt. Actually, Mr. Chair-
man, Mr. Mundt has had four distinguished careers, two of them se-
quentially and two of them contemporaneously.

(Si 5)
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lie started as a lawyer and was in a successful law practice in New
York City. He then served as a vice president for one of our major
cement companies in the United States and lived in Latin America for
some time in that role, returning to become director of our community
college board in the State of Washington. At the same timeand these
are the two, educator and statesman, which are the contemporaneous
careershe is presently serving as president of our community college
board and as Ambassador representing the United States on the Inte
oceanic Canal Negotiation Board in the Panama Canal negotiations.

So we have lawyer, business executive, educator, diplomat, ambassa-
dor and we are very pis-md of John Mundt out our way.

John, good to see you here.
Chairman PERKINS. Thank you very much, Mr. Meeds.
Our first witness is Dr. Peter Masiko, president of Miami-Dade

Conty Community College, Miami, Fla. and chairman of the Amer-
ican Association of Community and Junior Colleges.

Perhaps we should hear the entire panel before we ask questions.
Is that OK with you?

STATEMENT OF DR. PETER MASIKO, PRESIDENT, MIAMI-DADE
COMMUNITY COLLEGE; AND CHAIRMAN, BOARD OF DIRECTORS,
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF COMMUNITY AND JUNIOR COLLEGES

Dr. M.istKo. We are prepared to proceed on that basis.
Chairman PERKINS. Go ahead, Dr. Masiko.
Dr. MARK°. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I am Peter Masiko,

president of Miami-Dade Community College and chairman of the
Board of Directors of the American Association of Community and
Junior Colleges. With me are distinguished representatives of the com-
munity and junior college movement who will participate in our
presentation. I will list them in the order in which they will make
their presentation : Dr. J. Harry Smith, on my extreme right here, is
president of Essex County, N.J., Community College and next on my
immediate right is Dr. John F. Gred. vice chancellor, career and man-
power programs, City Colleges of Chicago and chairman of the Na-
tional Council of Occupational Education, and he will be followed by
the man on my left, Mr. Dale Ensign, vice president of the Husky Oil
Co.. former president of the Association of Community College
Trustees and former chairman of the Wyoming A dvisory Board for
Vocational Education and presently a member of the AACJC Board of
Directors. The final man, on the extreme left, the man just introduced,
the distinguished Ambassador, John Mundt, who is director of the
Washington State Board for Community College Education.

We welcome the opportunity to appear before the subcommittee
and thank you for the invitation. Before proceeding I want to com-
pliment you for holding hearings as well outside Washington. We
believe, this can be helpful in your deliberations.

With your permission we will enter our statements in the record.
I will then make a brief oral presentation summarizing our concerns
and recommendations, emphasizing a few major considerations. The
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other panel meniber, w ill briefly conunent on specific areas of concern.
Before presenting our observations, concerns. and recommendations,

I would like to eLplain the strong interest our association has in
vocational education.

BACKGROUND

The American Association of Community and Junior Colleges rep-
resents o'er 950 community, junior, and technical colleges throughout
the Nation. Approximately 1.140 community colleges. junior colleges,
technical institutes and centers offer educational training to over ap-
proximately 3 million students. For more than a decade the com-
munity college movement has been the most rapidly growing major
segment of education in America.

In 1973. 44 percent of all community college students initially en-
rolled in occupational education programs. This percentage contrasts
significantly with the mere 13 percent who were enrolled in similar
programs in 1965. less than 10 years ago. In many StatesMassa-
chusetts. California. New York. lillinois, to name a fewat least half
of all initial enrollments in 1973 were in occupational programs. Stu-
dents are enrolled in hundreds of different occupational education
programs, ranging from short term skill training programs to sophis-
ticated associate degrce programs in new technologies and the health
sciences. Special counseling services, learning laboratories, develop-
mental programs and cooperative relations with business and industry
support these programs.

Dr. Edmund J. Gleazer, Jr,. president of AACJC, has commented
recently on future directions for community colleges in his publica-
tion -After the BoomWhat Now for the Community Colleges ?'' lie
calls upon commr--4y colleges to be community-based, performance-
oriented institutions.

He states:
Target populations will include a large proportion of personnel not previously

found in postsecondary education. These will include persons who have been
unable to continue post-high school education:, Adults unemployed or in Jobs
that are obsolete, the hard-core unemployed, women in the community including
young mothers with children at home, senior citizens. The effects of serving
these populations will include a rising age level, higher proportion of students
from lower socioeconomic levels and larger numbers of "part-time" students.

As Dr. Gleazer's statement indicates, community colleges are
strergthening their resolve to serve community needs through analyz-
ing these needs and providing programs which effectively meet needs
so identified. As a result, the scope of community college programs
and services is increasingly expanding beyond the traditional group
of young iieonle just. out cf high school to include the entire
community.

Not at all parenthetically I would like to offer the view that the post-
secondary level of vocational education has increased in importance
since 1968 and is likely to continue to do so. Among the reasons for
this may be cited the declining birthrate, accompanied by a decrease
in the percentage of population under the age of 18, the increasing
number of occupational changes in an individual's lifetime, the oc-
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cupat;onal needs of younger retired persons and vigot Oils older citi-
zeas. and the number of adult women entering the labor force.

Additionally, a number of Federal and State regulations have given
impetus to the need for postsecondary, adult level, occupational train-
ing. Factor4 such as the increase in the minimum wage rate and cov-
er:I:2v. nuninium age for licensure in certain 000npat ions and the reg-
ulations under the Occupational Safety and Health Act. to mune a
few. favor the !drill!, of adult worhers.

Another point to bear in mind is that training beyond high schof)1
is needed for an ever-increasing percentage of availahle jo!y-;. not only
to wtalify for work at an entry-level. but. as importantly. for job
mobility as well as upgrading and proinotio..al opportunities within
a ;.Eiven occupation.

Compar«1 with single- purpose post-econdary vocational s.hools, the
community ,;%dleges oth r their students the combination of training
and cre:iit which promote educational and job mobility. Thus train-
ing undertaken at one stage in a worker's life can be built upon forfurther training or education. increasing his options in careerdevelopment.

Such training options can include short-term programs for entry
into specific occupations. to which further training can be added at it
later time. The options can also include paraprofessional training in
critical service industries, technologies and other areas of national pri-
ority, which provide the student with background for baccalaureate
degree work if this should later be clamed appropriate.

We believe community colleges have been and will increasingly con-
tinue to be concerned and aggressively involved in responding to the
occupational education needs of all people in their communities.

COMMENTS ON IMPLEMENTATION OF vOCATIONAL EDUCATION
AMENDMENTS or 1968

The American Association of Community and Junior Colleges again
commends this subcommittee and its distinguished chairman, Con-
gressman Carl Perkins. for the very significant improvements to the
Vocational Education Act of 1963 which were provided in the amend-
ments of W68. Most college administrators and occupational staff peo-
ple have welcomed and appreciated the substantial advancements made
possible by Congress in the Vocational Education Amendments of
1968.

In my view specific improvements have included :
ITnder the amendments, community colleges, junior colleges, and

technical institutes experienced impro, ements in the flow of money for
the occupational -:ducation preparation of persons of postsecondary
age.

The 15-percent set-aside ander part B made it mandatory to spend
at least a minimum proportion of VEAL funds on those persons no
longer of high school age. In many States this minimum has been met
and exceeded.

The National Advisory Council on Vocational Education was given
new responsibilities for oversight of the new educational provisions,
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although the required annual report on overlaps and duplication has
only been done once.

State plans for vocational education have been developed in all
States. In many States these plans have reflected more adequately the
concerns of -all persons interested in a comprehensive system of voca-
tional education and many included community colleges.

In many States the State advisory councils established pursuant to
the 196s amendments inclade effect representation from community
colleges and other postsecondary institutions.

It should ba added that under the Higher Education Amendments
of 1972 conununity colleges and postsecondary occupational education
have received new recognition as important components in the total
A ocational education delivery system. This has been v elcomed by the
community colleges ind is strongly supported today.

Finally, we have wen plcasod to note many new experiments in co-
operative planning and programing among different types of insti-
tutions concerned with the efficient and effective development of
vocational education systems.

PROBLEM AREAS A ND CONCERNS

Now, having said these things, I now turn to some problem areas and
concerns. Despite these promising developments, several problem areas
remain which we would like to bring to the attention of the committee.

I. PROBLEM AREA STATE ADM I NISTRATION OF POSTSECONDARY

OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION

The 1968 amendments established minimum set-asides to give needed
emphasis to postsecondary occupational education, following a direct
suggestion of the National Advisory Council. The amendments also
created State advisory councils and required that their members in-
clude representatives of postsecondary occupational education. Hear-
ings were mandated and appeal and review procedures were
established.

Further, the amendments provided other mechanisms to improve
State planning and program administration, to avoid program dupli-
cation, and promote cooperation and stimulate equitable funding
distribution.

A few months ago AACJC surveyed State directors of community
colleges on experience with the Vocational Education Act in their
State. These comments are based on responses from 35 States, as well
as a great variety ofother sources.

SET-ASIDES

While the 1968 admendments stipulated that not less than 15 percent
of part B vocational education funds must be used at the postsecondary
level, it appears that in many States the 15 percent is viewed as a
maximum rather than a minimum. and in 10 States less than 15 percent
has been directed to postsecondary occupation education.

S7
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According to Office of Education reports in the following States
less than 15 percent went to the postsecondary level in 1972 :

Percent Percent
Alabama 14.7 Ohio 14.7Alaska 12.2 Rhode Island 11.0Connecticut 13.8 South Carolina 11.4New Hampshire 13.0 Vermont 14. 5New Jersey 13.3 Puerto Rico 11.9New York 11.6

According to the same report, in the following States postsecondary
vocational education funds range between 15.0 percent and 18.0
percent:

Percent PercentIllinois 17. 6 Nevada 10.0Indiana 15.4 Oklahoma 10.9Maryland 15.2 Pennsylvania 17. 9Missouri 18. 0 West Virginia 15.0

POSTSECONDARY FUNDS IN OTHER Tr. ES OF THE VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
ACT

Since the set-aside for postsecondary relates only to part B funds,
the record of allocation of funds from other parts has been very
spotty. Many States repast that the State agency will not allocate
funds under other parts to postsecondary education.

According to reports in AACJC's survey of State directors, the av-
eago postsecondary percentages in the 21 States completing this part ofthe form are:

Percent PercentPart B 20 Part G 10Part C 15 Part H 7Part D 7 Handl,- A>ed 13Part F 7 Disadv,ntaged 14
We would recommend that Congress consider using set-asides in all

parts of the legislation to give postsecondary schools equitable access
to research and demonstration and the other special purposes of the
Vocational Education Act.

RESPONSIVENESS OF STATE VOCATIONAL EDUCATION AGENCY

The Vocational Education Act requires that State funds be ad-r,;,,;stered through a "sole State agency."
In our survey we found that six States have arrangements throughwinch a postsecondary agency is involved in the administration of

programs at that level. In the other 20 States reporting administrationrests with the State vocational education agency with varying resulto.
Siates reported that there was no system. formai or informal,

for coordination between the State vocational education agency andthe State community college agency. Twenty-two States reported thatthey have some "system" of coordination, either mandatory orvoluntary.
Such variations in State administration help explain the different

postsecondary experiences in the States, from favo '-able to extremely
difficult. Our concern is with those situations where postsecondary
schools and/or community colleges are denied their rightful access to
vocational education funds.

SZS
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In soul:. States relationships between State community college
cgencies and State vocational education agencies are strained or non-
existent, as the following quote will indicate :

Sole State agency systems are fine if they do not demonstrate bias toward the
secondary sector. We are still viewed by the area vocational school administrators
and some State vocational education staff as upstarts. There is an adversary
relationship in many areas of the State.

In our survey we asked the State directors of community colleges
if they or individual community colleges in their States participated
in vocational education planning. We found that in 11 States com-
munity college personnel do not participate. Plans are developed for
them by the State vocational education agency, with their input not
invited, or in some cases, their requests for participation denied. Six
of these States are large urban States with active community college
or other postsecondary systems.

In other States there is the problem of competition between area
vocational schools and community colleges, fostering duplication and
precluding effective student articulation between institutions and
creating gaps in services to persons in need of occupational education.

Our full statement provides some detail on this problem, which has
the result in some States of blocking community colleges from access
to Federal vocational education funds in whole or in part.

As we see it, the basic problem in many States seems to rest with
attitudes in the State vocational education agencies whose leaders' pri-
mary experience and outlook is in secondary level vocational
education.

An October 1973 newsletter from the American Vocational Associa-
tion states the problem very succinctly :

Although vocational education is for all people, it has been too often indentifled
as a program primarily for preparing secondary school level students for entry
level employment.

Within the education system there are conflicts, mistrusts and power struggles
between second and higher education institutions. Congress should address itself
to this problem.

Some of our survey respondents gave unsolicited comments about
another problem they experience with their vocational education
agencies, that of excessive regulation of their activities. One com-
mentator says:

The State Board of Vocational and Technical Education provides ap-
proximately eight cents on the dollar in categorical aid. then attempts to dictate
the spending of the whole dollar through prescribing all manner of standards.
certification requirements. reports and the like, with the effect that the categorical
tail wags the institutional dog.

Another concludes. "These funds should be given to the State Board
of Community Colleges for distribution and control."

STATE ADVISORY COUNCILS

The Vocational Education Act mandates that these councils have at

least one representative from postsecondary education, including com-
munity colleges. and according to our survey all but one State does

have one or more such representative. However, many-10 from our
surveyStates do not believe that community college views are
adequately represented on the councils.
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Another problem seems to be with the effectiveness of the State ad-
visory councils. In our survey 13 State directors declared that they
regarded the councils as ineflective in general, or particularly as to
their responsiveness to post-secondary occupational education con-
cerns. We would recommend that the Congress require that more than
one representative from community college postsecondary occupational
education sit on each State advisory council.

APPEAL AND REVIEW PROCEDURES

Our survey respondents reported little involvement with appeals of
State plans, but we believe that an effective appeal procedure should
be provided in the legislation.

The public hearings on State plans which were mandated by the
1968 amendments are unfortunately rather ineffective, it would appear
from our survey reports. Many viewed them as "rubberstamp.' exer-
cises which had little impact on the State plan. Others believed that
the po-tsecondary spokesmen have no impact at the hearings and are
not able to influence the State plan.

II. PROBLEM AREA : RELEVANT VOCATIONAL EDUCATION EMPHASIS

This area of concern relates to the appropriateness of funding pri-
orities in terms of tomorrow's employment needs. The Vocational
Education Act of 1963 and the 1068 amendments significantly
broadened the traditional agriculture, trades and industry, and home
economics emphasis of earlier vocational education legislation, es-
tablishing new priorities which emphasized contemporary and future
job demands and training needs.

Hoxevei, it appears to us that certain new priorities need to be es-
tablished while other priorities need reemphasis. Let me illusti ate
our concern:

1. The need for vocational education and guidance for older citizens
has frequently gone unrecognized. The mid-career unemployed and
underemployed and early retirees are two prominent examples.

2. Many newer, high-demand occupational groups, for example,
health-related, service-related and newer technologies, have received
inadequate funding emphasis.

3. 1 he funding of programs for the disadvantaged and handicapped
has be too low in many States.

4. Staff of many State vocational education agencies remains
Heavily oriented toward the Smith-Hughes and George-Barden
emphases.

We need to insure that future funding allocations reflect employ-
ment di riands of the future, rather than the past.

HI. PROBLEM AREA : ADEQUATE PROGRAM GUIDANCE

We would call the committee's attention to our concern that ade-
quate program planning and development guidance be available to
teachers and planners at postsecondary institutions.

In this area we would point to two problems. First, the State
agencies are rarely able to give program guidance relating to occupa-
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STATEMENT OF I" d. J. HARRY SMITH, PRESIDENT, ESSEX COUNTY
COAMUNITY COLLEGE, NEWARK, A.J.

Dr. Swill. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I would
like, if I may, to deviate from the norm and say that we as educators
and citizens are justifiably proud of the House of Representatives and
in particular the Judiciary Committee headed by Mr. Rodino of New
Jersey. Basically we are proud of the consequences of the action taken
by the House and for a job well done and a showing to all of us
individually and collectively that the American system works.

Recent events have shown that it works in a most viable way.
Mr. Chairman, now that we have reviewed the present legislation,

I wish to spend a few moments discussing the importance I personally,
as well as my community and junior college colleagues, attach to occu-
pational education programs and services to the disadvantaged and
the handicapped. Mind you, when we talk of disadvantaged and the
handicapped, we are talking to a sizable part of the American popula-
tion. We are not talking to just blacks and Chicanos, but talking of
Americans per se.

We applaud the Congress for its concern for disadvantaged and
handicapped persons, as demonstrated by the set - asides established in
the 1968 amendments. We hope that these funds reservations will be
retained since they insure that there will be an emphasis on the needs
of these persons in each State.

We regret to make two changes in these set-asides which are as
follows:

1. The set-asides for disadvantaged and handicapped should be
combined into a single 25-percent reservation for persons with special
needs. This would give the States greater flexibility in determining
special needs and adjusting their funding patterns accordingly.

I would like to pause to comment that this recommendation is
based on a number of reports from the States that the exact 10 to 15
percent division in current law sometimes poses problems for voca-
tional educators, who may, for example, if desired want to set up a
new program for the handicapped, but find that if they do so, they
would find the strength limits and parameters too narrow.

We were persuaded that 41, combined set-aside would give the flexi-
bility to make special efforts of this nature possible. I must confess
that at the moment I am not sure how the new bilingual vocational
education provisions in H.R. which now are becoming law, will
affect this repcmgr.er.dation. I can only say that for the present we will
let this recommendation stand, while we consider the implications of
the newly enacted provisions.

2. A greater portion of these funds should be directed to the post-
secondary level. At minimum, the postsecondary set-aside should apply
to these funds. As Dr. Masiko has already suggested, we believe the
postsecondary set-aside should have a much broader application
throughout all the Vocational Education Act's authorizations.
AACJC's survey reports indicate that a smaller percentage of handi-
capped/disadvantaged funds go to postsecondary than from part B
generally. This is 13 percent and 14 percent, respectively, as opposed
to 20 percent part B funds reported by the States providing the
information.
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I certainly find it unnecessary to get into any lengthy disposition
on the community college philosophy, but I do want to emphasize
that our colleges are deeply committed to serving persons with special
needs of all kinds. including the disadvantaged and the handicapped.
Not only are we committed to this service. we are actively involved
in it. We are trying hard, and "e are doing what I think is a pretty
good job

Comin ;lig our thoughts to the disadvantaged for a moment, a signifi-
cant point is that many ixsrsons over the age of 18 are "disadvanta,-cmd"
because so,nelim% they were no.- adequately educated in the elementary
and secondary M-hools. if indeed they finished school at all. Here. if

v (le% late ior a moment from the prepared text. so much has hap-
pole I to l cople in the States vith the most recently generated systems
%%here a number of items have been bypassed as a consequence of a

opportunity and the age of our students indicates quite clearly
that there 'is a void that we are now filling and that the community
colleges art reaching a significant part of our population heretofore
not recognized.

The Spanish-speaking Americans are particularly vulnerable here,
with their linguistic barrier. The U.S. Commission on Civil Rights
estimates that in the Southwest only 47 percent of the Mexican-
American children entering school actually graduate from high school.
When we take that as a recent figure and look at the progrew that
has taken place in the last 10 years. you can imagine what the backlog
is as regards the percentage that has been neglected or overlooked.

The new bilingual vocational education authorizations are a recogni-
tion of the unique difficulties faced by Americans who are fluent in a
language other than English.

High school dropouts and adults who are unemployed or under-
employed are "disadvantaged" almost by definition, and an over-
whelming portion of these individuals come from socio-economic
situations wh;cli fit them into more formal definitions of economic or
educational disadvantagement. As adults or near-adults these in-
dividuals need adult vocational education opportunities, and experi-
ence indicates at'ults are more willing to attend an institution with
older students.

They are willing to do this rather than be part of a high school
setting. I had the good fortune of teaching for a number of years in
an evening high school which was part of the normal presecondary
education and found that the individuals coming would not sustain
themselves in that climate and atmosrhere.

What we are doing en a communit , college level bespeaks the fact
that these individuals are more comflirtable and -apable of per-
forming on a community college level. The flexiotiity we have at the
community college gives a number of people the opportunity to take
secondary level courses concurrently with college work. Aperson being
deficient in math may well have the ability to do college-level work .n
English or social studies.

We at the community college can offer this. We have a number of
pet., le at the same time who cLE.Z working for GED, who are able to
acquire almost as much as an associate degree at the time they acquired
the GED.
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Community and junior colleges offer these opportunities in abun-
dance. Through guidance and counseling, remedial and basic educa-
tion programs, preoccupational and occupational training, as well as
open admissions, accessibility and recruitment efforts community and
junior colleges have served thousands of disadvantaged students.

A study done in 1971 by the National Planning Association (Dupli-
cation, Gaps and Coordination of Publicly Funded Skill Training
Programs in 2.0 Cities, Vol. 1. Center for Priority Analysis, National
Planning Association) indicates that in the cities studied only 2.7
percent of all persons between 19 and 44 were in sortie kind of skill
training, indicating- a population waiting to be served if programs are
available.

In that same year a greater number of 19- to 44-year-old blacks
received training. in those citie.- at postsecondary institutions (mainly
community colleges) including manpower skill training, than in other
Department of Labor programs. This is true although the percentages
of blacks served are greater in the Department of Labor programs.

I might add that in the Southwest without the community colleges
there would be almost no postsecondary education opportunities, occu-
pational or otherwise, for Chicanos.

What I am trying io say is that :hose persons who are disadvantaged
or handicapped and who are of postsecondary school age have special
needs. They may be unemployed or underemployed, they may lack
skills for employability. They may have been turned off by traditional
education. They may have dropped out of high. school without learn-
ing a marketable skill. In the case of the handicapped, those of adult
age need .programs and services appropriate to their age, in places
where their age-peers are served.

To conclude, the vocational education set-aside for handicapped and
disadvantaged is needed, and a larger percentage of such funding
should be directed toward postsecondary occupational education.

Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman PERKINS. Thank you very much. That was fine testimony.
Proceed with your next witness, Dr. John Grede.

STATEMENT OF DR. JOHN P. GREDE, VICE CHANCELLOR, CAREER
AND MANPOWER PROGRAMS, CITY COLLEGES OF CHICAGO,
CHICAGO, ILL.

Dr. GREDE. Mr. Chairmant I approach my full testimony with a sim-
ple frustration. The enthusiasm with which many of us entered col-
leges previous to the 1963 Vocational Education Act and 1968 amend-
ments has now been dampened. I think as many of us looked to those
acts as financial leverage, perhaps philosophical leverage, to bring the
programs within our junior colleges and within the common type
interlined with the actual needs of most of our students, I think the
enthusiasm has been dampened by the effective decline of both Federal
and State funding, but more than that, along with the decline in ef-
fective funding for our programs we have encountered an increased
burden of paperwork, of plans, claims, supports and audits hardly
commensurate with the funds we are currently receiving.
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I suspect there is a kind of Parkinson's law that is operating in this
situation from the late body of reports in an inverse way to the amount
of funding.

This first happened in Illinois. During the past 5 years the total
funds available for vocational education programs has'been virtually
constant while the volume of occupational programs, courses and en-
rollments has more than doubled. In 1969, the first year after the 1968
amendments, the funds that we got in the community colic ges on a
credk-hour basis were t,ough to compensate for the increased costs
of offering the occupational courses as over against the academic ones,
and this kind of carrot encouraged many local boards to more quite
smartly into the occupational programs.

Today our return averages on a credit-hour is less than half of what
it did in 1969 and less than half of the extra costs of fielding the
occupational programs. Of course, there have been some additional
payments for the disadvantaged and the handicapped. He ever, these
payments in themselves have nowhere near been adequate to provide
the extra services for these two categories, which increasingly are
community college responsibilities.

As you know, in order to qualify for the extra return for the dis-
advantaged and the handicapped under the Vocational Education Act,
we have to offer identifiable special services for these individuals yet
along with the pattern of declining funds, the responsibilities of the
community colleges have expanded.

We see this part in the increasing shifts to occupational programs.
The mere figures are pointing out that within the last few years com-
munity colleges have moved from 13 percent to 94 percent in occioxt-
tional education program enrollments, but this does not illustrate the
entire picture.

I would like to call the committee's attention to tab F within your
display, which illustrates graphically the expansion of programs with-
in my home State of Illinois. I think there are many reasons for this
tremendous increase in enrollment in the occupational programs. I
suspect we are reaching more and more of the mass of American popu-
lation. We have identified each group, socioeconomic groups that are
perhaps beyond the range of the high schools. Perhaps we have more
success in the occupational programs because they have a practical
rather than theoretical orientation.

We get many more part-time students who seek upgraging and
updating. We offer more of a program choice. There are a thousand
substantive alternatives to liberal arts and strictly college transfer pro-
grams which characterize the older junior colizges. I think an addi-
tional important factor is that increasingly the new and emerging
jobs require less than 4 years of college, but more than high school.

Again, I refer the committee to tab F, which illustrates the exten-
sive range of programs of an occupational nature which are currently
being developed. These are the programs to prepare the technicians,
paraprofessionals, middle management, and these three terms are used
almost synonymously. The profframs for this middle level of personnel
are offered currently across the full spectrum of human knowledge.
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I think, increasingly, in community colleges we identify 5 majorgroups quite in distinction to the kinds of identifications there havebeen through the secondary schools where we have had anywhere from7 to 15 different clusters of categories established. We see the businessareas, the health areas, the engineering programs, the public andhuman services and even in the performing arts, the area of humanitiesincreasingly offers job opportunities which the community cc'Aresare responding to.
I call your attention to such terms as electronic technicians, junioraccountants, dental hygienists, renal dialysis technicians, thenew breedto operate the kidney machines, child care, corrections personnel in theareas of law enforcement, prison work and in probation work, radioand TV broadcasting technicians, environmental control personnel andthe new and very exciting one which threatens to revolutionalize the

professional fielA of law, legal assistants. And these are all programswithin the purview and current offering of the community colleges.I think it is ne accident that this list is very heavy in the area ofpiddle and human cervices where the long-range employment oppor-tunities are most prominent and where the kinds of services needed byour citizens. particularly in large cities. are most outstanding. These,
of course. are the areas with the cutting edge in which the communitycolleges are moving.

Along with this broad range of occupational programs. which aregeared basically to the recent high school graduates, I must point outthat community colleges have increased responsibility for adult edu-cation. There is a substantive and documented shift from the post-secondary area for the responsibility for adult education and it is a kindof education that is heavily loaded on the occupational side. I think a
dramatic instance that might be pointed out in my generalization, just
about this time the Chicago Board of Education, under strong financial
stringency, gave up its responsibility and operation of the entire adult
evening program. including some 26.000 citizens.

The city colleges in Chicago. which are the 2-year institutions, as the
sole remaining public institution in the city. took on the responsibilty
al, I currently operate the programs whch previously were the entire
adult education offering of the secondary school system.

There are perhaps a number of kinds of adult education that com-
munity colleges are particularly conversant with."'ais is the traditional

Mortort eonnnimi'v college enrollment is bon vily enrolled toward the
evenin!, pronTaming. tow and the adult. part-time students. Somewhere
between .in and 60 percent of the enrollment at typical community
colleges would be geared to the part-time evening student. the adult,
who seeks to a great extent job improvement.

There are some newer types. however, and I perhaps had best identify
these as be:.ng geared to particular groups of individuals: ant. one of
the areas I i link that is emerging is that of in-service training for pub-
lic service employees. In Chicago we have identified a super depart-
ment at a city college called the Public Service Institute. which has
entered into close relationships with the Civil Service Commission,
with the county government and with the State and Federal Govern-
ments in a full-range of programs.

S .-..f-;
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One striking example is that the guards at the county jail in Chicago,
which is a county establishment under contract with city colleges,
which receive in-service education by the college staff on their own
home site in the county jail.

A. second program which I would just like to point out to you is that
community colleges are increasingly involved in the nationwide pro-
gram for upgrading and updating of Federal employees. The Federal
regional colleges, which operate in all 10 Federal regional districts,
have a strong heavy loading of community college input. There are in
addition to these some short-term programs that have been developed
for adults and these programs are geared to meet new Government
standards for industrial transportation safety. They are geared to en-
vironmental control and geared to consumer protection.

Let me mention three. I have had the good fortune to visit one of
the new community colleges in the San Francisco area which received
a grant from the Department of Transportation to prepare instructors
for commercial driving schools. Part of the concern of the Department
of Transportation. of course, was not only to promote better instruc-
tion for our young people, for the drivers of tomorrow, but also to
inculcate safety standards. safety habits in the teaching so it could be
communicated to the students.

City colleges in Chicago currently are offering updating short-ierm
courses for automobile mechanics throughout the whole city to make
them acquainted with the new requirements for emission control equip-
ment, as required by the Environmental Control Protection Agency.

The third and final example, the city council in Chicago is preparing
an ordinance to go into effect in September which will require all
restaurant owners and all beverage dispensers to have exposure to the
lmowledge of sanitation practices. food and beverage sanitation prac-
tices.

The city colleges in Chicago in cooperation with the others are offer-
ing courses on a 2-credit-hour basis for restaurants and for beverage
dispensers, to bring them into line with pending legislation.

The last category of adult education I would like to comment on,
which the community colleges are taking in their stride, is related to
the comment I made earlier about the Chicago Board of Education
giving the entire area of adult education to the community colleges.
What we have acquired is some 26,000 individuals, many unemployed,
many underemployed, almost exclusively low income, almost entirely
minorities, blacks. Latinos, American Indians, Appalachian whites and
recent immigrants to the United States, the whole category of indi-
viduals who desperately need communications, occupational skills plus
job training skills. and this is the mission.

This is the mission of a new agency that has been created called
Chicago Urban Skills Institute, which takes individuals. adults, in
need of these two essential ingredients. communication skills and job
skills. and provides it for them.

I think the implication of this perhaps goes beyond the specific pro-
gram. What it -uggests is that we are entering a new definition of post-
secondary education. a definition which indicates that anyone beyond
the post-high school age can better be serviced under the umbrella of
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the community college and this is true regardless of the formal level of
academic preparation even though the individual may read at the
third-grade level.

Along with this area of adult education I would point out that the
entire group, the entire target area, and this may be more true in the
big cities community colleges than elsewhere, the community college
increasingly has responsibility for the economically disadvantaged of
all areas.

We have in city colleges in Chicago an enrollment wherein 55 per-
cent of our total enrollment comes from families with incomes under
$9.000. The most affluent of our community colleges has 32 percent of
this type of student in that kind of damaged income category, the last
affluent, Malcolm X has 91 percent. For this group the occupational
education programs, particularly if they are coupled with work ex-
perience and more realistic approach to occupational education, seem
to be the most promising area.

Now. in summary, let me say that in the last 6 years since the 1968
amendments, the community colleges have moved sharply toward
occupational education, toward adult education. toward the disad-
vantaged and more recently toward the handicapped as the legal re-
sponsibility for this category has been extculed beyDnd the high
schools.

Let me move from this generalization to a few specifics on some
of the provisions of the legislation. Now. in the area of work experi-
ence we believe in it very strongly. It gives a realistic flavor to educa-
tion. It is a motivational kind of thing. It permits students to realize
they can make it in the real world and for many of our disadvantaged
this is critical. They can read about this and get their theory at a
later date.

Along with their education they can get the income which for many
of them is necessary to keep them going. You see a large trend in this
direction. perhaps even to making cooperative education a kind of
general education available not only to student3 who have identified
majors. but perhaps even as a general orientation for all of our com-
nmnity college students.

We recommend that parts G and H of the education amendments
be combined into a single part identified as "Work Experience" and
that the two of them be fused together to permit greater flexibility.

I have just three other comments I would like to make. The pro-
vision of the 1968 act which provides for cooperative arrangements
is an encouraging development which needs to be expanded. There
are cooperative arrangements of all kinds with public institutions.
Perhaps a word might be said about cooperative relationships with
proprietary institutions.

We have within the detailed testimony an example of 13lackhawk
College in Illinois. which does contract with the proprietary schools
to the mutual advantage of both institutions and to the advantage of
the students.

Finally, there are a number of occupational education services which
we believe need a good deal of emphasis and support. One is guidance
and counseling. As we see career education expanding over the whole
human spectrum of all ages, we need counselors and need counseling
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approaches which identifies for students of all ages the full range of
occupational opportunities, and they are tremendous, which relate
these opportunities to particular programs, which monitor students in
those programs and which provide for shifts in student choice, if this
be necessary.

We have need for a better approach to data acquisition. We des-

perately need better labor market data. We need better identification
of our students, what happens to them and whether their jobs relate
to the kind of training they have actually had.

I submit this is an important prerequisite before we make judg-
ments about programs not being geared to areas of manpower needs.

Last of all, there are some special projects which we would support
strongly within the 1968 amendments and ask they be continued and
expanded, and those are provided in parts C, D and I. We think they

are exemplary programs: Research and training, and curriculum de-
velopment. We believe that practice is it is hard to separate these
and we would recuuimend that all three be combined, that in the dis-
tribution of the funds that 50 percent of the allocated amount go to
the States and that the remaining 50 percent be split and administered
through the Deputy Commissioner of the Bureau of Occupational
Adult Education and the director of the community college students.

In this is ay we feel it can provide for more flexibility plus the recog-
nition of both secondary and postsecondary.

[Supplemental statement follows:]
SUPPLEMENTAL STATEMENT OF DR. Jona CHEM, VICE CHANCELLOR FOR

CAREER AND MANPOWER PROGRAMS, Crrr COLLEGE OF CHICAGO

Mr. Chairman, now that we have reviewed the present legislation, I will center
my remarks around certain programs and services which we in the American
Association of Community and Tunic,- Colleges believe are particularly essential.
AACJC believes that future legislation must establish and provide a broad range
of programs and services for all citizens which are necessary for the creation
and operation of readily available, high quality, future-oriented occupational
and development opportunities.

We have spoken earlier of the need for flexibility in vocational education, so
that these programs will address the challenges of the present and the future,
rather than be tied to a backward view. I refer you to Tabs F, G and H to see
the extensive programs in the City Colleges of Chicago, and the State of Illi-
nois, and the state's growth in postsecondary enrollments.

PROGRAM AUTHORIZATIONS

We see a current need for authorization for training programs in new and
Pm!. rginrz service occupations, such as the following::

(1) Paraprofessionals for new human services careers.
(2) Upgrading of personnel employed with agencies and private service or-

ganizations working with offender rehabilitation, handicapped persons and the
elder! v.

I ) Retraining of workers who are displaced from their careers due to retire-
ment policies or technological change.

(4) Technical manpower for energy resource research and production.
(5) Provision of occupational and vocational education programs and services

to per,on. in correctional institutions.
) Training. to strengthen employees of local governments.

(Ti Technical training to serve the manpower needs of industries under-
going rapid technological change and/or growth.

(5) Short term preparation of personnel required to implement state and
federal standards pertaining to industrial and transportation safety, -nviron-

mental regulation, consumer protection and related Priorities.

31114t
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(9) Authorization in future legislation should also provide for offering training
and related instruction to volunteers engaged in public protection and emergency
services. In addition to volunteer firemen for whom training programs are now
allowed, such public service personnel as paramedics, emergency vehicle oper-
ators and related service workers need training. Particularly in rural and
eeonomieally -depressed regions of our country, these skilled volunteers are neces-
sary for the protection and well-being of our citizens.

WORK EXPERIENCE PROGRAMS

Programs which involve some form of work experience, cooperative education,
work-study or other similar programs should be prominently featured in future
legislation, combining present Paris G and II. Authority should be provided for
training personnel to esta Ash, coordinate and supervise such programs, and to
provide student instruction related to the oork or occupational experience; to
reimburse the employers when necessary for certain added costs incurred in pro-
viding training through work experience and to pay for certain services such as
transportation of students or other unusual msts that individual students may
not reasonably he expected to assume while enrolled in such programs: to es-
tablish ma essary plocethircs for cooperation oith public and private employment
agencies, labor group:, employers, and other community agencies in identifing
suitable jobs for enrollees in work experience programs; for ancillary services
and activities that assure quality in work experience programs, such as preservice
und inserviee training for teacher coordinators, supervisors, and development ofcurriculum material- ; for participation of students ent oiled in eligible private
schools to the extent consistent with the numbers of such students in the area
served; and for such placement and follow-tip activities required to ascertain
the impact of the Program on the student, in the area labor marl.et. and the
economy.

Local or state education agencies should be authorized to provide employment
R hen necessary to assist needy students to remain enrolled in occupational and
vocational education, including those oho are accepted for enrollment: to pro-
vide for w ark-study programs administered by the local education agency and
to mak, them reasonably available, whether the school is in session or not, toall iwrsons in the area served by such agency who are able to meet require-
ments for participation. This would be public employment. for the local educa-
tion ages .y or some other public ageney or institution.

Studs nts employed in R ark-study programs should not, by reason of such em-
ployment. be consideied employees of the United State:, for any purpose.

..o..ritortrry rota co:sTRACT1NG .LSD COOPFI1ATIVT: .1( I 1;1:Y1 strs

The provisions in current law for utilization of private resources and develop-
ing of cooperative arrangements have been very useful. This authority should becontinued.

We believe it shon'it be a concern of public funding ageneies to get maximum
use of tie public dollar. Wherever there is needless duplication of %Is:idiom:I ed-ducation services there is accompanying waste, through unnecessary develop-
ment of facilities, too-small classes for economical operation, absence of optimal
opportunities of students, among other problems.

Every effort should be made to minimize duplication and encourage coopera-tion in ori-r to develop an economical and effective mix of vocational education
opportunities at the local level. This authority to use federal funds through
cooperative arrangements will not. of itself, work miracles. bat its presencein the law removes a possible blockage to glen development chile giving it im-pliet encouagement.'

Let in- sha-e with you at this time several examples of new trends in coopera-tive pla fam. and programming which at emerging. Later, Mn. En-Ign, Vice
President of the Husky Oil Company; will discuss a particularly promising co-operative model.

Dr Frank Chambers, PreQident of Middlesex County College, New Jersey. ina recent letter (Tab K) tells of a cooperative relationship he developed with Dr.Burr Coe, Superintendent of the Middlesex County Vocational-Technical schoolsy stem .

"Articulation of PnstSecondary Program; In Occupational Education," Supra, seeTab E.
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"In 1966, an MUTE. fund'd welding shop was established in one of the county
college buildings and was used by the vocational school for 2 ears . . . This
provided the vocational school system, which was cramped for :Tace with a
facility at a minimal cost. It provided for utilization of space at the county col-
lege that was not then needed for a college program. The only significant disad-
vantage was its distance, (about 7 miles) from the nearest vocational school.

We have also established a special admissions procedure for graduates of ap-
propriate programs in the vocational schools to related programs in the county
college. This procedure includes waiver of the standard high school preparatory
courses required of the usual high school graduate and substitutes solely the
recommendation of the vocational graduate's guidance counselor.

"Our Dean of Engineering Technologies serves on the Middlesex County Career
Education Coordinating Council along with the Superintendent of the Vocational-
Technical school system. This body seeks to coordinate career education offer-
ings across the county and is becoming involved with the distribution of Voca-
tional-Education Act funds to school systems within the county."

Dr. Chambers concludes:
"I consider the steps that we have taken to ensure cooperation between the two

educational institutions to have been a most worthwhile undertaking. Similar
steps, if applied on a most universal basis. would serve to prevent the overlaps
in educational offerings between community colleges and area vocational schools
that exist throughout the stile and across the country. The resultant spirit of
distrust and competition which develops as a result of a lack of such coordination
can only care harm to both the educational systems and to the interests of the
communities which they serve."

Dr. Saul Orkin, Dean of Somerset County College (New Jersey) writes (Tab
of it similar cooperative arrangement whereby his college and the local tech-

nical institute will jointly sponsor eight technology programs this fall.
He writes :
"It is too early to tell how this cooperative venture will work out but it appears

obvious to us that substantial savings will be effected by the more efficient use of
resources than could be accomplished if each institution pursued its own interests
separately. If the spirit of cooperation t it marks the beginning of this experi-
ment is maintained, I feel strongly that the efforts that are being made in this
County will serve as a landmark for cooperation among community colleges and
technical institutions throughout the State."

In Illinois, President Alban E. Reid of Black Hawk College describes (Tab M)
a succes:;u1 cooperative program with local proprietary schools in which every-
one scorns to benefit. The students receive college credit for training received at
proprietary schools. They are also eligible for state scholarships. The cost to
students is lower than if they had enrolled directly in the proprietary school. The
college benefits by gaining students who might have limited their training solely
to courses offered at the proprietary schools. The proprietary schools benefit from
evaluation by college staff and the increased status that is implied by the con-
tractual arrinigement with an accredited college. And, the taxpayer benefits by
not having to support the establishment of duplicate training programs. Recent
legislation in California permits the 99 Community Colleges to contract with pri-
vate schools and colleges.

These are but three examples of new cooperative patterns we have begun to
see emerge under the encouragement of YEA 1965.

OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION SIMVICE

AACJC would also stress the importance of including adequate provision for
essential occupational education services in future legislation.

(1) Guidance and counseling sera tees are our primary concern. These services
include establishing and provia!ag a bn,ad range of career information. opportu-
nities for vocational explorations. and rehabilitation counseling activities in-
tegrated through the curriculum. as well as specialized approaches to assist all
ind:ridtials at all age levels in their career planning and in arranging for neces-
sary educational experiences which will help achieve and adjust their career
goals. Authorization is needed for developing and packaging materials for
student, teacher and counselor to use in relating educational and occupational
requirements and opportunities. Also, future authorizations should permit paying
the cost of bringing employer and educational representatives to schools and
colleges as well as transporting young people and adults to such sites to observe
and explore educational and occupational opportunities and conditions.

S41
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It will be noted that this 11 it Includes a number of items which are a part of
the "career education" concept, including career information and exploration
and the information and guidance needed for informed career plaming, from
first career choice through the many changes and revisions which may come as
the years go by.

This is needed for all persons, but particularly needed for persons with special
needs, such as the disadvantaged and the handicapped. Here, outreach should
be part of the package, to inform such persons of the availability of occupational
training programs, and stimulate their interest and sense of potential capability.

(2) Remedial education services should be an important part of the package,
to help occupational education students overcome the deficiencies, if any, in their
earlier education. Basic literacy and computational skills are indispensable in
today's employment market

(3) Incentives for exchanges of personnel between public and private schools,
agencies, and institutions, and with government, business, and industry. Such
personnel exchanges can be an extremely effective form of communication be-
tween various groups, as well as a useful staff development device. For example,
through such exchanges business and industry can better understand the capabil-
ities of vocational and occupational education and advise on needed improvements
in programs, while in turn, educators can keep up with developments in the "real
world" for which they are providing vocational and occupational education.

(4) Inserviec teacher training and staff development programs should be
authorized and provided where needed, for example, to improve teacher com-
petency in professional fields, educational techniques, understanding of student
needs, and learning of new job market trends.

(5) Data acquisition, analysis and dissemination. Two vital components of
this are labor market data in a form useful f07 occupational education planners,
and follow-up studies on program graduates to test whether they are employed in
an area related to their training. These two items are at the heart of account-
ability in vocational or occupational education, and the reason for the federal
interest in giving it support. I have even seen it suggested that public funds be
withheld from programs which train for occupations in which there Is a surplus
of available employees, and hence limited employmert possibilities' I would
be willing to endorse this suggestion if there is a data base available to assist
planner: in making informed decisions.

16) .4 dministr ation and supervision, including technical assistance. This would
include assistance in utilizing the data mentioned above, in developing occupa-
tional education programs, and providing other needed information and services.
We have complained above that in many cases state vocational education agencies
lack the e\ pert personnel to give this assistance to postsecondary schools, and
repeat that complaint here. Perhaps calling the problem to the attention of this
Committee will help bring about an improvement in the situation.

In this connection. we would recommend developmental activities for staffs of
state and federal occupational education agencies to assist them to become
acquainted with trends in community colleges and postsecondary occupational
education.

Although we believe that these services are extremely important, they should
be considered ancillary and supportive to occupational education programs. There-
fore. NS P recommend that a limit of 20% of appropriated funds for all programs
and services may be designated specifically for these administrative support
services.

SPECIAL PROJECTS FOR IMPROVEMENT

.1ACJC strongly urges that those special projects related to promoting im-
provements and innovative experiments in vocational education which appear in
the present legislation be retained and funded at least at present authorized
levels. -,

Presently. these special projects are divided into three categories: Research
and Training (Part C). Exemplary Programs and Projects (Part D), and
Curriculum Development (Part I), each of which is separately funded. However,
we believe that greater flexibility will result if the program funding for these
categories is combined.

Duplication, Gaps and Coordination of Publicly Funded Skill Training Programa is 20
Cities. Vol. 1. Center for Priority Analysis. National Planning Association (See Tab
I and J).

s
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The Committee members may remember that in the recent report of th Na-
tional and state Advisory Councils to this Committee it was noted that many
state advisory councils recommended a similar consolidation.

Such a consolidated special projects emphasis should provide opportunities
for applied research Nliich can address itself to the identification of new ways
to create a bridge betswen school and earning a living for a variety of persons:

1. Yotrig people who are still in school or who have left school either by
gradnat'oi or by dropping out ;

2. Adults who are in programs of occupational preparation beyond the second-
ary ,chop, ;

;:. .1.dalts who are unemployed or who can be identified as underemployed.
We also NVe the neisi for the development of life-long occupational education

such as a elis of integrating short-term skill training into a career
deve/opnient continuum that extends throughout life. Much has been done in the
ie.I.no f ..,akeer ladders" but a greater number and a wider variety of techniques
appli( able to specific outs tions needs to be developed.

Ai. i . work is needed in developing techniques for use of diversified media
in occupational education.

.dditionaW . the projects should promote cooperation between public education
and inalipoAer irelicies. They should enable the Deputy Commissioner ar.4 the
Community Colleget Unit to provide appropriate assistance to state and local
educational agencies and community colleges in the development of curricula for
new and changing occupations and to coordinate improvements in, and dissemina-
tion of, existing curriculum materials. Special projects for improvement should
provide grants for the training or retraining of vocational education personnel
through exchange programs, institutions and inservice education.

We urge consideration of this funding schedule: Fifty (50) percent of all funds
should be allocated to each state for distribution to secondary and postsecondary
institutions. We recommend that the remaining fifty (50) percent be divided
equally between the Deputy Commissioner of the Bureau of Occupational and
Adult Education and the Director cf the Community College Unit of VSOE to
enable them to make grants and contracts with state boards, institutions of
higher education including community colleges, local educational agencies, and
others, for projects to stimulate and assist the development, establishment and
operation of programs or projects designed to carry out the purposes we have
indicated above.

Dr. AlAsixo. The next speaker is Dale Ensign.

STATEMENT OF Id, DALE ENSIGN, VICE PRESIDENT, HUSKY OIL CO.,

WASHINGTON, D.C.

Mr. ENSIGN. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I would
like to leave my testimony aside that has been prepared and talk to
you for a moment briefly.

Chairman PERKINS. Without objection, all of the prepared testi-
mony will be inserted bi the record.

[Supplemental statement follows :]

SUPPLEMENTAL STATEMENT OF M. DALE ENSIGN, VICE PRESIDENT, HUSKY OIL CO.

Mr. Chairman, I believe business and industry across the country will strongly
support and participate in work study and cooperative educational programs,
when they are challenged with an exciting idea and specific examples. I wish to
share with the Committee our own experiences.

First, I wish to re-emphasize one of our recommendations stated earlier. We
believe that combining fur ding for the Cooperative Vocational Education pro-
gram, Part G. and the Work-Study program, Part H. will result in greater flexi-

bility and freedom of operation for state planners. In the recent Report of the
National and State Advisory Councils on Vocational Education, it was noted
that several state advisory councils recommended consideration of such a con-
solidation 1

"The Impact of the Vocational Education Amendments of 1968" prepared for Con-
gressional Oversight Hearings, April 1974, p. 3. (See Tab D)
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The Husky Oil Company has participated in an exciting experiment in coopera-tive education involving two school systems. I will highlight certain aspects ofour venture.
Husky's program offered a practical introduction to 411 of the career oppor-tunities available in the oil industry. The program took the form of an industrial-education consortium combining-the resources of Husky, Northwest CommunityCollege and Cody (Wyoming) High School A complete summary of our programis attached to this testimony.
Each institution and the Husky Oil Company played an integral part in the

development and implementation of the program. The program was twophased,combining a cooperative work effort with a one hour, early morning, relatedclassroom experience entitled, "Introduction to Business." The course was underthe supervision of Northwest Community College staff and taught by Husky OilCompany personnel, covering every phase of the Husky operation. Outside in-structors were brought from the Company's Denver and Calgary offices. Outsideinstructors from the high school. American Telephone and Ti legtaph, MountainBell and Nielson Enterprises also participated. During the eleven week course.thirty-one inNtructorsincluding the Chairman of the Boardfollow a barrelof oil through its various discovery and manufacturing states to its final con-sumption as a finished product: geology, production, refining, supply, distribu-tion and marketing are among the aspects covered. To this was added all theadministrative service departments necessary to any organization: accounting,
communications, computers, legal, employee relations, etc.The cooperative work experience placed students at work stations in account-ing, production, data processing, and office services departments. Rotation aftertwo weeks to a new work station enabled the students to learn in all four generalareas. Three semester credits for the related class and two credit hours for thework experience were awarded for successful completion of the course.How well did the program work? The consortium members asked the studentsand received excellent responses. One observed, "Being taught by those who areactually involved in professional business fields presented a much clearer pictureto me and was more up-to-date than I could have learned in school." Another com-mented, "1 liked the rotation of work experiences giving us an opportunity towork at a variety of jobs." A third advised. "I would like to see the programcontinued and expanded, allowing this year's students to return to concentrateor specialize in a particular area."

In explaining the creation of the program, the Chairman of the Board, GlennE. Nielson, said, "The average high school graduate has little practical knowledgeof the actual operations of business and industry. Too many of our high schoolsand colleges have the theory of education, but fail completely so far as practicalknowledge or application is concerned. Industry has a responsibility and an ob-ligation to provide education and insight for students planning careers in busi-ness." By designing this multifaceted program, administrations and faculties ofboth the industry and educational institutions have not only begun to meet thisgoal, but have made N El uable contributions to their community as well. Millionsof dollars in facilities. otherAise beyond the budgets of the schools, became ac-cessible to the students. Cody High School broadened its curriculum and made ita more practical one by reinforcing academic education with career education.More Importantly, human resources on all sides were made available. Husky wasprovided seasonal employment, with the promise of knowleegeable, experiencedfull-time help upon graduation. The students were taught by those responsible forthe efficient functioning company about the inner workings of America's freeenterprise system. In the process, they acquired the most beneficial kind ofexperienceon-the-job training.
Such programs won't start themselves. It is up to those institutions that desireto form partnerships with business to make their presence felt. Industries of allkinds can look to the consortium experiment as an example of the service thatcan be rendered and the potentials they can realize by implementing a similarprogram.
The U.S. Chamber of Commerce is aztively promoting the Husky program.Communi.., ktollege leaders are sponsoring workshops and publishing articlesdescribing hew similar programs can be set up and the resultant advantages tothe student, the college, the businessman. and the taxpayer. This is practical,relevant and efficient vocational education at its best.
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self, personally explaining to them how he viewed the corporation
from where he sat and the problems that he was faced with.

We feel that this is a very successful experiment. We now have it
going in five communities in which Husky operates. We have expanded
it 300-fold in every sense and we are engaged with the U.S. Chamber of
Commerce in encouraging its adoption elsewhere in the Nation as an
opportunity for the development of partnerships between the educa-
tion community and the business community, and the great catalyst in
this that makes it so acceptable is the community college program, its
viability, its flexibility, its willingness to be involved and work with the
business leaders to set the program up, to monitor the tests, examina-
tions, in order that it might qualify, that the program might qualify
in every respect for credits and ta make it a very businmlike profes-
sional level program which it has turned out to be.

I feel that this has great opportunity in our Nation. I feel that busi-
nessmen everywhere would be willing to continue and work on pro-
grams like this and be a part of it, and I am sure that the education
community can base that practical revelant experience that they would
bring to the community.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman PERICINS. Proceed with your next witness.
Dr. Masixo. Our next speaker is Ambassador John Mundt from the

State of Washington.

STATEMENT OF JOHN C. MUNDT, DIRECTOR, WASHINGTON STATE
BOARD FOR COMMUNITY COLLEGE EDUCATIOrt, 3LYMPLi, WASH.

Mr. MrivoT. Mr. Chairman, it is a pleasure, too, to be here today,
joining my colleagues in talking about vocational education represent-
ing the community college development in this country this morning.

With apologies to the Congressmen who did not hear Representative
Meads' introductory comments, I certainly want to acknowledge them
with thanks. They were very kind and I do appreciate them.

I would like to acknowledge the staunch support for vocational edu-
cation of Representative Meeds in our State and certainly the under-
standing of the community college development in the State of Wash-
ington and across the country that Representative Meeds has always
demonstrated.

I might also refer to his initial eonunent that there has been an in-
crease in vocational -nrollments in posisecondary education in this
country' and I think he uttered that statement against the background,
too, of Washington State experience, because aoout 47 percent of our
students in the State of Washington are vocational students now. That
is an increasing percentage every year. We will soon be at about 50-50
with academic education in another couple of years.

We have given tremendous emphasis to vocational education in the
community college system in the State of Washington. Two years ago,
for example, the pecple of the State approved what, was imown as
referendum 31, providing for $50 milli, n for capital construction, and
we think that probably the people approved that referendum because
they told the voters that at least two-thirds of that moiley would be
spent for vocational facilities and vocational support facilities.

r c) re
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That referendum passed with good margin and it has been very
easy for us to keep that promise. We are spending most of our money
these days in vocational facilities.

I would like to just briefly ention two topics and then discuss two
others a little more extensively. The chairman asked us to try not to
read our statements, so I will abide by that request.

In the written statement you have in your folder there are references
to appeals procedures and to State advisory councils and I will simply
refer you to those portions of the statement

We think that a proper appeals mechanism would be a proper pro-
vision to consider when you are writing new legislation. That is dis-
cussed in the section of my, statement on "Appeals Procedures" and
then I would refer you to the suggestion under the section on "State
Advisory Councils" that adequate representation for postsecondary
education institutions, community colleges, be provided for in any new
1 tion.

We have no complaints on this score as far as the State of Washing-
ton is concerned, because on the State advisory councils in my State
there is a community college president and a community college trustee
who serves on the advisory council, and this works out very well.

I would His to comment a little more extensively about the qctestion
of State administration and perhaps refer to the Washington State
model for handling vocational education funds as this may have ap-
plication in other States.

In the State of Washington in 1967 the legislature decided to sepa-
rate the community colleges out of the office of the superintendent of
public instruction and establish a system of community colleges. This
has been the experience in other states throughout the country.

At that time, in taking the community colleges out from under the
jurisdiction of the superintendent of sub is instruction, the legislature
anticipated that there might be some s is culties in administering voca-
tional education as a result. So at the same time tk = legislature created
an organization called the coordinating council for occupational educa-
tion, and they became the single State agency in our State for dis-
bursing Federal vocational moneys.

The coordinating council, although we locally at times have com-
plaints about these things, probably was working very well when I
listened to what was occurring throughout the country. I think maybe
we have a more successful system out there than we sometimes think
when we are so close to it.

The coordinating council is made up of nine members and three mem-
bers are representatives from the community college system and three
members are from the State board of education and three are public
members. The Superintendent of public instruction and I serve as ex
officio members, or nonvoting members, of the coordinating council,
which we refer to as CCOE.

CCOE receives, disburses and accounts for all Federal vocational
education funds and has no direct operating responsibilities except for
one small program in fire service training. Both the superintendent and
my office have an opportunity to make input in the development of the
state plan that this coordinating counci: th. (TOE. develops. This
gives each level, that is, the K-12 system the community college
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system. its own authority for plan development and determining our
own priorities, subject to final approval by the CCOE.

Each of us, that is, the State board for community college education
and the superintendent's office. have a contract with CCOE we call an
interlocal agreement. And in development of the plan for vocational
education in the State I will just read one clause from our interlocat
agreement which is typical of what I am talking about and I am
quoting:

In the development of the plan and in the development of the rules, regula-
tions and policies by CCOE the preparation by the State Board for Community
College Education of their portion of the plan shall receive major considera-
tion from CCOE in determining the direction and priorities within the plan.

So we have major direct input into the developments of the voca-
tional plan for the State of Washington. CCOE then allocates the Fed-
eral vocational moneys to each of the two major operating agencies
and it reimburses the State board and the superintendent's office for di-
rect administrative costs.

I might ment ion that in our State we have five vocational technical
institutes and 27 community colleges. The funds for the vocational
technical institutes go through the office of the superintendent. I might
say that this is a somewhat untidy part yet of the organization in our
State for vocational education and is the subject of conversations be-
tween my office and the superintendent's office as we are attempting to
improve the articulation between our two school systems.

However, I can say that the system works pretty well. We have had
some problems in the past with it., but have been able to solve these
through improvements in these interlocal agreements. We have just
executed a new one this year. This also provides that communications
with our colleges will generally flow through the State board so
that we are aware of all comunications from that single State agency
to the individual colleges.

I would say that the significant characterizations of our system
could be summarized as follows :

First. the allocation decisions are not made by an agency in which
the community colleges have no input or influence.

Two, the levels join in the decision, you might say, in promoting
vocational education in the State and in developing the ple.n for
vocational education.

The second characteristic, in addition to having something to say
about the allocations, would be that they have something to say about
the development of the plan with the final approval, of course, in
CCOE.

The CCOE does have the final responsibility for developing the
State plan for vocational education. Now this relatively successful
structure for administering vocational education in the State of Wash-
ington is perhaps outside of the model usually thought of in referring
to a single State agency under the present act. However, the Wash-
ington structure has been accepted by the U.S. Office of Education
as being in compliance with the act and I guess the lesson that I
would suggest to the committee is that in developing new legislation
I would hope that you write it with sufficient flexibility so that these
types of organizational structures would be possible.
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Now, you might consider adoption of principles that would char-
acterize the structures that the States would adopt, but permit the
States to have considerable flexibility in adapting structures to their
own needs. as we have done in the State of Washington.

The other topic that I would mention in concluding my remarks
is not on the subject of administration. but refers to this question
of the disadvantaged. We found it is very diflicult to serve students
suffering economic handicaps under the present act in the State of
Washington. This is due to a number of factors.

First, none of the funds can he used to pay tuition for a student or
to provide direct financial aid. The mork-study part H funds are not
of assistance to many of the economically handicapped in our com-
munity colleges, because the limiting age of 21 excludes 67 percent
of Washington community college students from participation.

It is quite important to understand the makeup of the typical com-
munity college enrollment in this country and we are quite typical
in the State of Washington. A third of our students are over 30 years
of age. Another third are between 20 and 30 years of age. Only about
14 percent of our students last September were in high school the
previous June, so we have a substantially adult student body. Thus
the limiting age of 21 excludes 67 percent of our students from
participation.

The earnings limit of $350 per academic year is adequate for an
adult who is self-supporting and has dependents,.and then the ap-
propriation has been inadequate in the past years. In any new legisla-
tion I would recommend that age restrictions be removed, that students
in need be allowed work-study earnings up to the level equal to the
unemployment compensation of the State and that the appropriation
authorization be increased for pcstsecondary students in work-study
programs.

It would also be helpful if funds could be used to pay required
tuition for the economically handicapped.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[Supplemental statement follows :]

SUPPLEMENTAL STATEMENT OF AMBASSADOZ JOHN MUNDT, Exrctrrivz DIRECTOR,
WASHINGTON STATE BOARD NOS ColattritzTY COusor EDI:HUTTON, OLYMPIA,
WASH.

Mr. Chairman and distinguished members of this Commicte:. I wish to expand
upon some of our concerns regarding administration and planning for vocational
and occupational education, and share with you our experiences in funding oc-
cupational education programs in the State of Wa.ihington. It may be a model
which will prove vialiie in other areas of the country.

APPEALS PROMITRIS

We have mentioned earlier that our state directors reports indicate that there
have been few appeals. This may be less a sign of satisfaction than of the lack
of an appeals mechanism which promises effective hope of redress.

We would suggest that the Committee adopt language similar to that in H.R.
89 (Education Amendments of 1974, Sec. 805, amending Sec. 425 of the General
Education ovisions Act) relating to appeals of aggrieved applicants under
federal edut ion programs. This right of appeal first to the state agency and
if needed to the Commissioner of Education might be very helpful in some of
the situations we have earlier relkted in which community colleges are rebuffed
by the state vocational education agency. It is apparently not clear whether
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the above provision as written applies to vocational education. If not, a like
provision should be included in the amendments no under consideration by
this committee. We believe it might be wise to include the state advisory corm ell
more sp_tificallz, in the appeal process. Upon appeals to the Commissioner the
state advisory council might be requested by the Commissioner to conduct an
Independent investigation of the complaint.

STATE ADVISORY COUNCILS

In reviewing experience across the country, it is our strong belief that the
State Advisory Councils should more adequately represent postsecondary educa-
tional institutions and their students. Since community colleges and technical
institutes enroll approximately 1.5 million students a year in occupational
programs (and this figure is expected to increase), we believe that they should
receive greater representation than they do presently. At least one person
who has responsibility for the direct supervision cf a community college which
has occupational, vocational or technical programs should be represented on
a state council.

In our state a community college president and a community college trustee
serve on the Advisory Council. Where a postsecondary, degree-granting technical
institute system exists which is administered separately from the community
college system, a representative from such an institution should be placed on the
state council.

LOCAL ADVISONT COUNCILS

The American Association of Community and Junior Colleges recommends
that the Committee consider the establishment of local advisory councils on
vocational education.

Improvements which have resulted from the establishment of National and
State Advisory Councils suggest that similar benefits might accrue from the
creation of Local Advisory Councils.

Local Advisory Councils would encourage the development of comprehensive
local program planning in each community. These groups would be broadly rep -
r. and would represent labor, management, and every category of edu-
cational institution sponsoring occupational education, from elementary through
p:...aecondary institutions. They would participate in the formation of local or
area plans by developing recommendations to local planners, reviewing recom-
mendations from occupational advisory committees, and reviewing the planning
efforts before their transmittal to the appropriate state organizations for incor-
poration into the state plan.

Local advisory councils would provide a formalized mechanism through which
the various parties to vocational and occupational education would have to get
together. This might stimulate the development of a more useful data base on
needs for vocational education and employment opportunities in the area. It
could also promote cooperation among these parties and help prevent needless
duplication of programs and facilities, as well as spotlight needed programs
missing in a community, and groups not presently being served.

These councils should have connections, possibly through overlapping member-
ship, with the Prime Sponsor Manpower Planning Councils under the Comprehen-
sive Employment and Training Act. There are enough similarities between the
purposes of the Vocational Education Act and of CHTA that coordination Letween
the two systems is needed. Comparable local vocational education councils would
help promote this coordination.

STATE ADMINISTRATION: TEE WASHINOTON STATE MODEL

The State of Washington has developed a system for handling vocational
education funds which works for us, and which may have application to other
situations.

When the state's community college system was estabished in 1967, it was
determined that the colleges would have their own state administrative agency
and not be a part of the State Board of Education. The legislature anticipated
that this might pose difficulties in the administration of vocational education.
and solved that problem by establishing a Coordinating Council for Occupational
Education.

S.50
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This council, hereafter referred to as CCOE, has a nine-member Board, com-
posed of three members from the community college system, three members from
the State Board of Education, and three public members appointed by the Gov-
ernor. The Superintendent of Public Instruction, who is chairman of the State
Board of Education, and the Director of the State Board for Community College
Education are nonvoting members of the CCOE.

CCOE receives, disburses, and accounts for all federal vocational education
funds; it gives final approval to the state plan and in general is where the "buck
stops" in vocational education in the state. However, it has no direct operating
responsibilities, except for a program in fire service training.

The State Board for Community College Education and the Superintendent
for Public Instruction each make their own inputs into the state plan. This
gives each level its own authority for plan development and determi-,g its own
priorities, subject to final approval by CCOE.

Each of us, SPI and the SBCCE, has an interlocal agreement with CCOE with
a clause that provides as follows:

-In the development of the plan and in the development of the rules, regula-
tions and policies by CCOE, the preparation by the State Board for Community
College Education of their portion of the plan shall receive major consideration
from CCOE in determining the direction and priorities within the plan."

A copy of our interlocal agreement is appended in Tab Q.
CCOE allocates federal vocational education funds and transmits them to the

appropriate agency for disbursal to schools and colleges. CCOE also reimburses
the state community college board and the state education agency for their
direct administrative costs. I might mention that the State of Washington has
five vocational-technical institutes (compared to 27 community colleges) which
are under the authority of the Superintendent- of Public Instruction. Under our
system. funds for these vocational-technical institutes, though most of their
students are postsecondary, flow through the Superintendent. This is still a
somewhat untidy part of organizing for vocational education in our state, but
discussions are underway between my ofPce and the Superintendent of Public
Instruction to solve this.

This system works pretty well. We had a prcalem for a few years in that the
CCOE had Its own staff to exercise program authority, especially in research
and demonstration type projects. We often discovered that grants of which
we had no knowledge, and which did not necessarily fit into our scheme of priori-
ties, had been made to our collegcl. This problem was partially solved this year
in a revised interlocal agreement between our Board and the CCOE in which
these additional functions were transferred to us (and to the Superintendent of
Public Instruction for schools under his authority), a portion of the CCOE's
staff dispersed to SPI. Also all communications to the individual 27 colleges in
the community college system flow to them from CCOE through SBCCE office.

in my view, the most significant elements of our state's system wonld he these:
First. fund allocation decisions are not made by an agency in which the com-
munity colleges have no infinence or impact. This gives them every chance for a
"fair shake." At the same time, the various levels have to join together in one
decision, which promotes knowledge of what the other level Is trying to dn. and
hopefully. mntnnl understanding, cooperation. better articulation between K-12
and the community college system, and avoidance of unnecessary duplication.

S_,c-ondly. community college program decisions are made by commnnity college
neagle. who naturally have a better understanding of what the colleges can and
hope to accomplish than do outsiders. Initial planning, np to the stage of final
approval, is made by the community colleges themselves Our Board has the staff
for program approval and technical assistance in program development addi-
tionally, it is responsible for student services, most teacher preparation, and
the administration of personnel standards. We make use of part time coordin, tors
in law enforcement. real estate conrses, home and family life programs, and
others. in order to hold nermonent staffing levels down

As for ('('OE. in addition to its ultimate responsibility for vocation.: educa-
tion In the state. it hears primary respmsibility for planning for vocations! edit-
estion Tt has develoned a ,.rocess for long range forecasting of monnower needs
and of programs needed to meet these needs. We work closely with them in de-
veloping these projections. and we have faiind that it is very helpful to to in
program planning and development.
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This relatively successful structure for administration of vocational educationin the State of Washington is outside the model usually thought of when refer-ence is made to a single state agency as in the present Act. Although the Wash-ington structure has been accepted by the U.S. Office of Education as being Incompliance with the Act, I want to suggest in any new legislation that states beallowed sufficient flexibility in organization so that these types of structureswill be permissible.
Although the major thrust of my comments has been on admirlatration and

planning for vocational education, I believe that sharing with the Committee the
experience in Washington relative to the disadvantaged might be helpful in re-inforcing the presentations mad, by my colleagues Dr. J. Harry Smith and Dr.John Grede. It is very difficult to serve students suffering economic handicaps
under the present act. This is because none of the funds can be used to pay tui-tion for the students or to provide other direct financial aid. The work-studyPart II funds are not of assistance to many of the economically handicapped in
the community colleges. The limiting age of 21 e 'udes 61% of the Washingtoncommunity college students from participation, the earning limits of $350 peracademic year are inadequate for an adult who is self- supporting and may have
dependent:, and the appropriation has been inadequate.

Therefore access to the occupational education necessary for any kind of up-ward mobility i. denied to the poor unskilled adultthe person who needs accessthe most. In any new legislation I would r- _ommend that age restrictions be
removed. that students in need be allowed work-study earnings up to the levelequal to the unemployment compensation of the state. and that the appropriation
authorization be increased for postsecondary students in work-study programs.It would be helpful if funds could be used to pay required tuition for the eco-nomically handicapped.

Chairman PERKINS. That is fine testimony.
Proceed with your next witness.
Dr. lfAsixo. Sfr. Chairman. Dr. Smith could go back then for afew summary remarks.
Pr, SMITH. I will make my remarks short. I would -like to sum-

matize the recommendations of my colleagues. if I may.
1. The level of funding for postsecondary occupational education

programs should be increased to a minimum of 40 to 60 percent oftotal funds.
2. We believe it is time to consider new delivery system alterna-

tives for the distribution of vocational education funds to all State
it stitutions which will be more equitable and appropriate. Although
we are not ready at the present time to recommend one system, we
will offer several possible alternatives which may help the commit-
tee revamp the present system.

3. New vocational emphasis should be built into the legislation to
encourage the funding of programs for early retirees and older citi-
zens who are disadvantaged. such as the midcareer unemployed and
underemployed persons whose job skills are obsolete.

4. There is need for greater focus on training for occupations of
the future. rather than the past. Newer occupational areashuman
services. health-related. service industries. technologiesneed greater
funding emphasis. Flexibility should he built into vocational educa-
ti m planning to permit adaptation to future needs in a rapidly
changing society. At the present time more than 70 percent of the
work force is in the service inchistriechealth. hospitality. data proc-

Assing. et cetera. However. this may change and programs should be
ready to change as occupational patterns change.

5. Provision should be made for more rigorous State plan review
in the TI.S. Office of Education to insure that Federal priorities are
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indeed implemented in the States. The community college unit should
be given the authority to review and comment on, or possibly even
to recommend rejection of, State plans for postsecondary occupational
education.

6. To create greater flexibility and freedom of operation for State
planners, we recommend the combination of certain of the current
categories of the Vocational Education Act :

A. Combine funding for part C ("Research and Training"), part
D ("Exemplary Programs and Projects") and part I ("Curriculum
Development"), all cf which are related to improvement and inno-
vation of vocational education. The category could be identified as
"Improvement of Vocational Education." In order to encourage na-
tional and regicnal improvements, the 50-percent set-aside to the
commissioner should be retained. Of that part, half should be devoted
to postsecondary occupational education, and administered by the
community college unit of the U.S. Office of Education.

B. Combine funding for part 0 (cooperative vocational education)
and part 11 (work study), both of which are closely related in activ-
ity. This category could be identified as "work experience." Funds
should be distributed equitably between secondary and postsecondary
students.

C. The set-asides for vocational education programs for the dis-
advantaged and handicapped should be combined to allow greater
flexibility at a combined minimum of 25 percent.

7. We recommend that the Congress take a look at State voca-
tior al agency staff composition to make sure that a proportionate
number of persons employed by these agencies have professional ex
perience and expertise in postsecondary occupational education. If it
is netermined that these agencies will retain sole authority over Fed-
eral vocational education in the States. it is essential that they become
more responsive to needs ani problems at this level. Specifically. we
believe that persons with community college experience are needed in
the State agencies.

S. We urge that appropriate steps be taken to insure that postsec-
ondary occupational education institutions and community colleges
are ailequattly and meaningfully represented on State advisory
councils.

9. We recommend that Congress consider establishing local advis-
ory councils to augment the responsibilities of State and national
councils.

Because we believe that too much Federal vocational educa-
tion money goes for administration in some States, we recommend
that Congress establish an upper limit on the amount of the Federal
grant that can be spent for State administration.

We would further comment that AAC.TC believes that full fund-
ing and implementation of title X. parts A and B. of the Education
Amendments of 1972 (Public Law 92-318) would facilitate and
strengthen many provisions of the Vocational Education Act.

Mr. Msrno. T will conclude the formal presentation.
We believe that it is time to consider new delivery system alterna-

tives for the distribution of vocational education funds to institutions
on a basis which will be more equitable and appropriate. The present

ta.
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system is not working in many States. We believe that serious con-
sideration should be given to restricting the authority of the present
State boards solely to elementary and secondary vocational educa-
tion. A new agency or another more appropriate agency might better
have responsibility for administering postsecondary occupational
education.

At this time we are not ready to recommend a specific system, in
the main because we find such variations in the needs of the 50 States,
and no one pattern seems wise. With your permission we hope to
propose a system that would have flexibility to permit a variety of
options for the individual States. At this point in time we only intend
to initiate a constructive discussion by suggesting three alternative
delivery systems:

1. A first alternative delivery system is postulated on the complete
separation of funding for all programs both at the national and State
levels Elementary and secondary vocational education programs
would continue to be funded by present ygencies. However, postsec-
ondary occupational education programs would be funded through
separate agencies. At the national level the postsecondary funding
agency would be the community coliege unit in the LT.S.. Office of
Education.

At the State ievel the postsecondary funding agency would be either
an e7zisting agency or a separate agency created to give policy direction
to the postsecondary institutions in the State. Representatives of all
types of institutions offering postsecondary occupational education
progran ; in the State would be represented on such an agency.

2. Ai ,ther altei native. i structural changes are to le made,
would be to maintain the pret, 1 system of administration, but to raise
the set-aside for postsecondary occupational education to CO ,)ercent
(in line with the allotment of Federal funds). This policy has been in
effect in Wisconsin fcr many years.

In this case the existing State agencies for vocational education
should be required to alter the composition of their staff, if needed,
to inure that an adequate r portion of total State agency staff have
the expertise to give leadership to programs in postsecondary
occupational education.

R. Finally. my colic,- -rue. Mr. Mundt. has described a system which
v-orks in his State and merits conslitetation for national adaptation.
Fund, to a coordinating council composed of elementary-secondary,
pn.r..-coadary and nubile members. which makes determinations on
the 1 rribution of funds in the State and has ultimate responsibility
for the State plan and its implementation. However, as Mr. Mundt
described. the direct planning inputs and implementation responsi-
bility are carried out by agencies responsible for the level of education
inve!coi.

Mr. Chairman. and menihers of the coomittee. I wish to thank the
ronluittrc and its distinguished chairman for the priviicrre of sharing
our (fli,:idcreil opinions on the Vocational Education Amendine of
1911? 1 ready to assist the committee in the months ahc. as
it c ns deliberations. endeavoring to improve and update this
°Iasi zInr,olo. piece of legislation.

CD
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Chairman PERKINS. Thank you, all of you. Mr. bleeds. I under-
stand you have to attend another hearing, so we will hear from you
first.

Mr. MF.Ens. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
My commendations to this panel for what I consider to be a most

important, relevant, and useful bit of information for this committee.
You can rest assured that it will be a substantial portion of our con-
sideration as we attempt to achieve some balance in the 711°12 field of
vocational-technical-occupational education.

I had a lot of questions until I looked very closely at your summary,
and saw that most of them are answered there and in the testimony you
gave individually. So, let me first assure you. Ambassador Mundt. that
your suggestion with regard to an appeals mechanism has been taken
care of.

In H.R. 69, in the General Education Provisions, is the appeals
mechanism which will be applicable to your situation. There may be
some question as to whether it has to be the State educational agency
or a coordinating council which would fulfill that function as set out in
the general education provision's.-But let us look at that and, if it is
not applicable, try to make it so either by further amendment or in
the Vocational Education Act itself.

Mr. McNDT. There is one otter suggestion I made in my written
presentation that you might look at and that is that the advisory coun-
cil might somehow be made part of that appeals procedure before it
ever gets it into a court by perhaps making an independent review at
the local level.

Mr, Mi:} as. You kind of opened the door for my next question
because my question dealt with State advisory councils and this is
really twofold.

We found in our hearings a wide diversity of State advisory coun-
cils. Some are very effective. We found all were very interested and
very diligent in pursuing their roles. but we sometimes found that
they were thwarted either by the State educational agency or the
agency with whom they were dealing in planning and other things.

I would like to ask all of you very quickly if, one, you think the
present advisory council system is effective and. two, if not, how do
we make it more effective, ansi. three, do you feel in most States. par-
ticularly the ones you are most familiar with, the postsecondary educa-
tion segment of the educational system is adequately represented on
advisory councils ?

Dr. MAsmo. Dr. Sm;th can answer that.
Dr. SMITII. All ight. if I may.
Mr. \h:Eus. Well, that is a big order for a person that is supposed

to be leaving the hearing room now.
Dr. SMITH. I will try to be brief. Congressman.
Basically I think the effectiveness of the present council is pretty

much mandated by the atmosphere or climate in which they have
to function. The power base, if it is of the structure where there is a
solidness about it and we have a new entity coming on the horizon, then
it has to jockey for position.

'ortnnatel v. in many instances we are the new entity trying to get
our fair share of the stakes.



Mr. Mums. Do you feel in New Jersey that postsecondary educa-tion is adequately represented on the advisory council?
Dr. Surrn. Postsecondary, yes. Community colleges, no.Mr. M.Kens. Thank you.
Dr. GRUA. I would like to add one comment to what Dr. Smith hassaid.
My feeling in Illinois on postsecondary education, particularly thecommunity college, is that nominal representation is there in the sensethat the individuals there are either top-flight executives or are toobusy to get to the meetings or else are people who are on faculties ofcommunity colleges, but really not fundamentally interested in theoccupational educational thrust.
I would think that some kind of adequate representation of theoccupation interest thrust perhaps ought to be more specific.
Dt:. M:smo. Congressman, in response to your question. as far asFlorida is concerned. I would say that the State plan for vocational

education, which is largely dominated by the existing hierarchy at theState level, determines what happens in our State and personally Iam not particularly happy with it.
Mr. MEDS. We saw that in some other States.
Mr. ENSIGN. In Wyoming the community college sector is repre-sented on the State advisory council; with just one member. however.
Mr. MErns. Out of how many members?
Mr., Exsiox. Twenty-one. There could be better representation there

in the interest of balance. obviously. ,,.rain, here also. at least in the
beginning years of the development of the council there was a rigidityin the entire State orcranization that was very difficult to work with.
That has improved substantially and there are now some of the veryrigid categories and classifications that have been done away with and
more flexibility is there.

Mr. lir.Ens. All right, thank you.
Mr. MrxnT. We are adequately represented. I think. in the advisory

council in the State of Washington with the president and a trustee of
One of our colleges. The effectiveness of flu advisory council is limited,
I think. by the size of its staff. It was one full-time paid administrator
and a half or part -time secretary. That is the staff.

The i-onneil: of course. the advisory council. is voluntary and they
ire ,--ry dedicated citizens. They take their responsibilities seriously,but t h e .sinrde State ae-enev. CCOF has a staff of be.ween 80 and 100,
,0 von co n't be very much of a review mechanism with that kind of a
:eta ff.

Mr. MErns. Thank von very much. gx riflemen. and thank you. Mr.
Chairman. for the courtesy allowed WO in questioning further.

Chairman Pi miNs. Let inc compliment all of yon. I have one ques-
tion before I defer to my oolieagries. I realized loins before we corn-
menoed the-c hearimts that one of our major problems is an equitable
alloeation of funds between the area schools. the vocational teehnieal
school -z- and ju;or colleges throughout tit, country.

No one can C rmrec;ote more than myself the tremendous growth
that you have had in technical education within your community col-
leges. IThdoubtedly von are better qualified in the area of business
ooh apations and business professions. On the other hand, you can corn-
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pare the State of W:e,hington \\ nil the State of Kentucky. In many
respects the S' ate of Washington had the much better coordinatir.g
board at the State level. That w ill he another problem to be solved
in connection with equal distribution of funds.

But, unlessa youngster at :111 cariv age gets some basic instruction
and some basic on-the-job training in his certain trade cr craft, such
as masonry of carpentry, lie ill not la ome much of a carpenter if he
commences for the first time to learn about simple tools when he is in
the community collecres of the country.

Basic education will ha\ e to play a great part in the equal distribu-
tion of the funds.

Another thing that concerns me is that we know we are going to
need more flexibility in some States than we will neec1 in others. That
is because you have a tremendously higher dropout rate in certain
sections of the South. These dropouts will want to go immediately
into an area school or some satellite of an area school where qualifica-
tions are not so high a. to refuse them admittance. This is the flexi-
bility I am speaking about.

Let's just assume that we have a set-aside for students who have left
or completed high school, commonly called the "postsecondary set -
aside." Do you believe that all of the fends should he used in com-
munity colleges, even though there are poorer areas of the country,
such as my congressional district, where there are very few community
colleges ?

Go ahead and comment on this, all of you.
Dr. MAsuto. It is true. Mr. Chairman, a couple of us here come from

large metropolitan areas and we have a concentration of certain kinds
of problems, but the community colleges serve the entire Nation and
there are. I think, a very few congressional districts that do not have
at least one community college in them. Mainli these are fairly small
and hard-to-find out-of-the-way rural areas. They have very urgent
and specific transient problems that we are very much concerned with,
too, so there is no single solution to the kinds of problems we are
concerned with and we. too, want a kind of flexibility so that we can
address these !neat variations in the nature of the problems.

I don't think any of us would say that all of the money ought to go
in anybody'sor in any direction or at any particular level. We are
just makiwt a point that then, seems to be a natural development, a
natural inkiest in the level at which the community colleges are op-
ermine' the technical institutes and sonic of the junior colleges, and
this is where the people are anxnous to come and are willing to come
and we have ilex-eloped an expertise in many of these areas

The society is demanding certain levels of competence which we are,
I think, admirably equipped to provide and we w ant to do the inb and
we can pip- all ton'ether. but we do need help from the Congress..

Chairman PITKIN's. Yes. I appreciate that answer.
I would like to also hem' sonic of you other educators comment on

the concerns I have lust expressed.
Dr. Smrrie Mr. Chairman. I certainly, coming from Newark. N.J.,

am fully coomizant of the sharp tine of demarcation there might he
between what we have and what you have in Kentucky, but T would like
to reiterate w hat as said by Dr. Masiko and by the saw,' token say that

R
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we are concerned, aware, though that adjustment must be made based
on regionalization or sectionalizat ion, that certainly you can't, in recog-
nition of anyone, in keeping with w hat the President said. we can't
say what is good for New Jersey is good for everybody. We have to be
mindful of the fact that the construct of the Nation is what we \Var.t to
address in its totality and have to in sonic \\ ay make provisions for
souiu areas that are basically rural and there may not be numbers that
we have. but somewhere in the composition of the legislation there
should be addressed the needs of that particular community and we
really subscribe to that sort of speaking.

Dr. Glum I don't think I tried to make a case for the vehicle of the
community college a delivery system for whatever is needed by. say.
disadvantaged adults. The case I mentioned in Chicago. perhaps that
kind of school system wasn't doing the job. .,o longer could do it. and
the community colleges picked it.

I would point out that the kind of program we oiler is really not
done in any kind of plisical facility identified as a community college,
but trolly done in 3:'t0 operations throughout the city, which is li-
braries. which is in private businesses. which is community agencies,
store floats of all kinds. high schools, so that I think there is a (great
deal of flexibility in the kinds of deli % ery patterns that can be adopted
o :id it hq.: been imp to the community college because of its flexibility
and perhaps bemuse of its philisophh al approach at this point seems
in some t aces were available to be the best deliverer of these services.

Mr, EN"QIGN. Mr. Chairman. I think we have a tendency to think
about our delivery system, w here we have filer the years community
colleges or high schools or w hatever. in a sense in the terms of bricks
and mortar rather than in terms of somethinff that can be creative and
innovative outside of the four walls of the classroom.

This is where: again. the partnerships with business, the partner-
ships with other institutions' in whatever part of the country. we want
to talk alioi t. can become viable. I agree that there are all kinds of
systems that we can use w ith some imagination breaking- away from
some of their rather rigid structured systems that we have had in the

tist and certainly we must address ourselves to every quarter and in
eery section of time country and live up to the charge we have as
compt ehensive community colleges. addressing ourselves to the needs
of all con inumities wherever they are food and try to lift that

communit with its educational, its recreational, its cultural
reqUiromew-,.

Chairman PrnKiNs. Thok von. Go ahead. Mr. Mundt.
Mr. MINn-r. Mr. Chairman. von mentioned the need for striking on

Nolo able balance and I think that is a Nevi worthwhile concept. This
has been possible. I feel. in the State of Washington. The Federal

tin in . nr State ;:re distributed to the two large operat-
i a In the saperintendcnt's office and my office. approximately on
a :in-7, ) basis. I think for fiscal year 1971 the supprinten lent will re-
coi \-e ii ,nit percent of the Federal \ OCatif)11:11 moneys aml lay agency
will receive about -IS percent of the niones ,hat are distributed.

1 think this is very legitimate. You are certainly also correct. and
we subscribe to the need to d, velop career appreciation and awareness
in the lower grades. If there is not an awareness of the need to work

rc
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the National Endowment for Humanities and felt quite elevated by theaccomplishment that was being taken by Alice Lloyd Junior College,reaching out to segments of Kentucky Community that heretofore hadnot been recognized.
Dr. MAsixo. Congressman Quie, I would suspect that there is greatvariation, some of which you pointed out, which could well be a re-flection of the relative strength of the State vocational education de-partment in the respective States.
Mr. QUIE. Is this postsecondary ?
Dr. Misixo. No. Secondary gets the bulk of this. In some of theStates where the community colleges and technical institutes are chi-veloping and getting strength, they can make a better showing. Iknow may be unwise for me to say so, but I have been taking a lookat the figures here for the State of Florida, my State, and my ownexperience just does not stack up with what I see here in the officialstatistics.
When I go back home, I am going to do a little inquiring and Iwould like to get some of the money it says we get here.Mr. Qum. We had a hearing out in Minnesota, and the figures stacktip with what we heard in Minnesota. Let's see if Wisconsin stacks up.It stacks up in Wisconsin as well and in those States in which we hadhearings.
Mr. Mrxrn. I don't think Washington coincides either with my in-formation. I think you had better go behind some of these statistics.There must be some other explanation for some of these percentages.Mr. Qum. At least Washington is within the ball park of the recom-mendations anyway. I would like to ask the total amount of moneyhere that goes for secondary, Mr. Mundt. The other percent is Federalmoneys. Does that correlate with your line of thinking?Mr. Mrryr. My figures for fiscal 1972 would indicate that thesuperintendent's office received slightly more in Federal vocationalmoneys than the State Board for Community College Education did.That is not zonsistent with this table.
Mr. QUIE. That is mixing apples and oranges, isn't it?
Mr. MUNTYT. Well, the superintendent's office is in charge, of course,of the secondary and our office is in charge of the postsecondary. Theremay be some money in the postsecondary in the table for vocational

technical institutes, which would be about the only explanation I canthink of.
Dr. MAsrito. Mr. Quie, at the bottom rf tab C, which is the one Youare looking at, the bottom of the first page there, you have three States

identified, Georgia, Minnesota, and Montana, and the percentage ofFederal expenditures in postsecondary education. Then at the top ofthe next page
Mr. Qum. Page 2?
Dr. Mastic°. No; page 1 at the bottom there.
Mr. QUIE. OK.
Dr. MAsnco. Then when you turn to the next page you find when

you break down the postsecondary funds, the percentage going to com-munity colleges is quite a small proportion of that total Federal
exnendithre.

Mr. Quit. I wonder. You have a vocational school and community
college in the same city. I know in Atlanta is such a city. Students
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walk across the street from one to the other. The person in the voca-
tional technical school, if he wants to

just
to a junior college. doe-.m't

take a course at the junior college; he )ust leaves one school and goft:
10 feet to the other one. It is hard for me to understand.

Of course, you have on the third page the pecentages that go to
community colleges, and it strikes me that Georgia has zero for the
technical institute. I wonder now, are both technical schools considered
vocational?

You know how it is when you work out of your council, you let them
know where you spent it and what you have you put in niiseellantott.s.
They have Georgia as 99.7 percent miscellaneous.

Dr. MASTRO. Those may be the area vocational schools.
Mr. Qum. Area vocational schools, no technical schools connected

with it?
Dr. 3Listxo. I don't think in Georgia.
Mr. QUIE. 40 percent to 60 percent of the money in the vocational

educational funds of the State ought to be spent at the poems ry
level. You are mentioning Federal funds. but that proba ly meansthe
proper mix of the total expenditure. Would that be about right!

Dr. Masnto. We have a couple of States that already- have achieved
this and are doing very well and we would like to raise the national
standard up to that level. We think we can make adequate and ef-
fective use of the funds.

Mr. Qua. There are more than a couple of State*. that hare done it.
but some of the States have not done it. I wonder about that.

Let me ask you, you say that you ought to have a community col-
lege unit in the Office of Education and why do we need this!

You said that in the testimony. I never really got a hold on having
the community college unit. At one time community colleges needed
special help, but one of our colleagues said. "It was sort of like the
measles onceyou get one: ever- :ommunity gets one.- That spread
in Florida, as it has been out in Minnesota.

It seems to me in community colleges in most of the Statue you
don't need that special help or security. I don't really understand why
you need a community college unit in the Office of Education.

I recognize you don't ask to have a bureau in vocational education.
Dr. TIRRELL. Congressman, I think the testimony shows with 1.000

colleges and 3 million enrollment. there are only two people in the
entire U.S. Office of Education with any community college ex-
perience. That is our position with the Congref. s and this committee
appropriating sizable funds and fm.nelimg through that rneeharimn
there ought to be people there with understanding and rapport with
the community college field.

Mr. Qrrp. How about Joe Cosand headine- tip hic,her
Are you aware of that?

Mr. S-strar. I am sure we are but no one man caw do the fob.
Dr. 'MAsnto. Let me add he didn't last too lone. so any par.::e.:laT

advantage he might have had is of short duration.
Mr. Qt-Tr.. I gather it would give community colleges some 'nelp

to have a Bureau of Vocational Education over in the cornmIn:ty
college unit.

Dr. Safrim. That is what we asked for in one of our reeormer. lo-
tions.

SC 1
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Dr. 11 isnro. We found in our State that a separate organization to
administer the community colleges system has worked very effectiN ely.
And we are, in our suggestions to this committee, suggesting that the
vocal ional education funds be moved over 'into this area f( r simpler
dirt ri but ion.

Mr. Qt1E. I don't know. It just seems to me that the thing that has
always bothered me for years is the inability of community colleges
and vocational technical school people to get together. In some places
they do. But there seems to be a war going on between them. and any-
thin° has been u-e(1 to maintain that division. I would think of what
you are talking about as having merit.

Dr. Smiur. Sir. I don't know if we are staying separate. It may
api,ear that way at this level. We can say in New Jersey that over
the ear-. we have become much more compatible as the years have
passed «ith a better understanding developing for each of the thrusts
that is embodied in the institutions in Newark where we are. We have
a Technical Careers Institute that has received about million in an
FICA grant and we gave up 3.2 acres of our campus right in the heart
of the to of Newark and we are right adjacent. similar to a situa-
tion von :alluded to in Atlanta.

We have the same Advisory Board and we use their Council for
oci up:.tional programs and by dialog it means a transfer. We found
tua on. v ith a transfer from a technical institute for that sort of thing
wh;le taking courses at our place working toward a degree.

I think we are developing a dialog. Unfortunately, as in our society
if you have 9) percent of the population being of one compositicn and
10 percent of the other, you don't have a war or struggle. The prob-
lem conies when each fellow starts flexing his muscles and sees that he
has about equal strength.

That is where we are right now. I think we have developed a parity
that cause: concern on the part of others which certainly, perhaps,
and experts are indicative of .mite an accomplishment on the part of
both institution: and willingness to work together, I think, will bring
greater dividends in years to come.

Mr. Let me ask you about recommendation nine where you
said the Congress should consider whether local advisory councils be
established and you mention the National Council. In the National
Council. the Advisory Council is appointed by the President.

We didn't want the Office of Education to make appointments. In
the States the Governors appoint their advisory councils. Who was
to do the appointing of the local advisory councils?

Dr. M.isuro. Any one of us here,.
Mr. Qi-iv. Anybody. The summary by Dr. Smith expresses the

agreement of all of you ?
Dr. M.isatro. Let me tell you what we do in Miami, Fla. We have

a coordinating group consisting of the representatives from the com-
munity college and also from the Dade County School Board. For
their courses they have their own advisory council or committee. For
each of our occupational programs we have our own advisory com-
mittee.

S411:a
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We think it would be very sensible if we got together and had a
single overall advisory committee representing all of vocational edu-
cation covering both levels. As a matter of fact, we ought to get the
State universities involved in this, too, since some of our students are
able to transfer their technical work into a 4-year program, but we
don't think there ought to be a competitive committee.

We think that the important consideration of mobility of the stu-
dents from one level to another should be understood by members of
an advisory committee and there is no reason at all why both systems
working together could not agree on who some of the outstanding
people in the community should be to serve in this capacity.

Mr. Qrw. In other words, it is the syst2m that ought to do the ap-
pointing so that postsecondary schools and the technical schools and
community colleges, and probably 4-year students as well, are all un-
der one local advisory council?

Dr. MAsnco. I think the agencies involved should be involved. If
you have private institutions doing work and even, you know, indus-
try does this type of work, too, there is no reason why it could not
be a broad cross-section group so everybody knows what the other one
is doing and avoid overlapping and duplication and unnecessary com-
petition.

Mr. QuIE. You get no problems. or you have lesser problems. in
the States where community colleges and vocational-technical schools
are unified as far as the Federal Government is concerned. Taking
California as an example, you have no problem with secondary as a
part of that and local unit taking care of secondary, because you are
dealing with units in particular States. Where there is a portion of
postsecondary money that goes to community colleges and a portion
of postsecondary mo.ley that goes to vocational education technical
schools and the colleges and schools serve different regions; and when
you haw to combine these institutions with the secondary schools you
have an administrative problem it seems.

Who is your appointive officer in our Federal office?
Mr. Mi-xm. There is another contemporaneous aspect and that is

application of the Comprehensive Employment Act and the Man-
power Planning Council is prime sponsor.

My staff has advised me that there is a sufficient overlap there of
similarities betweer CETA and vocational activity that were involved
in tIle local advisory councils, so perhaps there should be some kind
of overlapping membership contemplated in the local advisory
councils.

Mr. QUIE. You are suggesting then we use the same prime sponsor
concept in determining what that local area is, say, if you had 100.000
population or more or a combination of that for one local advisory
council for that area and then leave it to the Governor to decide and
the rest of the States how it is set up.

Mr. MrsnT. I don't have a specific recommendation. 1 just call your
attention to the fact there is a similarity of interests here and I think
probably you should take it into consideration in developing recom-
mendations.

44-3:2 U 75 - 55
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Mr. Qit:. Thank you.
Mr. ENsfos. One more thought. Congressman. I believe there needs

to be more dialog between the community college sector and the high
school sector and the higher education sector and all and as to how
an advisory council might be appointed.

I remember the time 1 was serving on the regular school board and
also on the college board and tried to get tile two boards together to
just talk to each other. There was a great reluctance because they
thought th ir problems and opportunities were so dissimilar.

Finally. , :ogram was arranged, a meeting began at 7 with din-
ner and got through at 1:30 in the morning and from then on these
people began getting together and now students are being bused from
the high schools to community colleges for occupational programs
from the, t colleges to the high schools. where there are facili-
ties there that are needed by the community college.

We are getting what is in fact coordination of these kinds of ac-
tivities. If you put 100.000 population criteria on this. Wyoming
would be in serious problems and other States as well where this kind
of smaller unit of coordination guided by an advisory council is es-
sent ml and it seems to me that where there is leadership in a com-
munity. whether it is found in the high school or found in the com-
munity college or found in business or found wherever, that they
can draw these factors together and give this kind of meaningful cross
utilization of existing facilities and resources. I think that it would
be well to have it structured that they deyeiop that way.

Mr. Qum. I like the idea or the concept you are talking about and
tiw implementation of it. but I am struggling with it. I note that you
probably were the catalyst and that we don't understand all of the
States well enough. We have to have flexibility out there. Who is going

be in charge ? Somebody has to be a catalyst. you say.
Mr. (;rat-DE. Without realizing what may come up this may be in

Dart I think as a result of the fact the State boards, in my judgment.
lte; never been able to make the kind of articulation necessary be-
tween secondary and postserondary.

It may be at the local level where we have a face -tt -face relation-
ship. let us say. between the Chicairo Board of Ediu ation and the
cit y colleges NN here there has never been a kind of formal group which
11,1s been able to work out some kind of program articulation where
a student can move with ease through the whole system.

We find developments. for instance, in specialty areas. We have
what NNt' call a health manpower consortium which gets together peo-
ple in a particular specialty. across the full range which includes the
community colleges. senior institutions and the employing institutions
and I think that perhaps another kind of approach which may be
fort hcoming.

Chairman PFRKI Ns. Let me at this point call on the distinguished
Uentleman Iron' Florida. Mr. i.ehman. from whose district comes the
chairman of this panel. I do want to mention also that Mr. Lehman
NN have part in writing this legislation.

Cu' 1tr
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We know he regrets he was not here earlier to introduce the first
speaker and the chairman of the panel, I)r. Masiko.

Mr. Lehman.
Mr. LEII3IAN. Thank you. Mr. Chairmar .
I want to apologize to I)r. Masiko, an old and dear friend of mind.

but I was not here earlier because I had a few functions to take care
of in my office that seem to keep coming up on the spur of the mo-
ment. but it is a privilege to have Dr. Masiko here.

I think one of the things eta has been so good about community
colleges is that they do work, they do a good job, and they can do a
good job in vocational education. I want to be sure these institutions
have the opportunity to participate not for their sake but for the sake
of the people who want to get into vocational education.

I can't help but see how well Vocational Education is worki;ig,
whether it is in science or medical and paramedical facilities, or what-
ever, it is working and I am going to do all I can in this legislation
to see that vocational education is adequately funded.

Thank you for coming.
elMiT111/111 PERKIN?.. Mr. Steiger.
Mr. STEIGER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
If I may, I'd like to follow up this problem of the advisory councils

I)r. Smith. first of all. I must say your statement has been very use-
ful and I enjoyed having a chance to listen to your testimony. How-
ever. in recommendation number eight of your summary you say.

We urge that appropriate steps he taken to insure that postsecondary
occupational education institutions and community colleges are ade-
quately and meaningful represented on State advisory councils."

What do mean by "adequate and meaningful"?
In Washington, Mr. Ambassador, you say you don't thing it is

"adequate and meaningful" because you have 1 out of 21?
Mr. MrNuer. We have 2 out of about 15.
Mr. STEIGER. You have 2 out of 15. Is that adequate and meaningful ?
Mr. Mt-NDT. The way it works out I think we feel we have an ade-

quate, hearing in that group. There are many other people from busi-
ness and from labor. agriculture, as distinguished from institutional
representatives. There are a couple of representatives that are there
to defend the interests of the superintendent of public instruction. So,
the institutions are adequately represented on the advisory councils.
The advisory council does not have to be composed of just institutional
representatives.

Mr. STE/GER. As a matter of fact, perhaps we could solve this prob-
lem if we were to eliminate institutional representation.

Mr. MUNDT. I think institutional representation does bring about
discussion and knowledge of problems of operating these institutions
and they should be there.

Mr. STEIGER. OK. How do we define "adequate and meaningful"?
Mr. MuNivr. Congressman. I might pass the buck and say we are

hoping that you will. but in trying to be helpful we know full well
whether "John" says 3, 2 or 15. too much depends on the composition
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of the 2 individuals, whether you can get your share out of the part
if you have 13 others to do battle with.

We are saying here that if representation, and I think, this being
the House of Representatives, that if representation is what we are
asking for in an adequate and meaningful way, we want to make sure
there is not a disproportionate amount of the other segments in the
community and that we have a fair and equitable representation. It
will be meaningful if we get the numbers, but I think, too, of the
quality of the individual.

I may say if we get 3 out of 15 and there are 4 or 5 other groups
that h eve to be represented other than our 3. they may be ending up
being total donkeys and we may get nothing. but if we have 3 thorough-
breds running there, we will come out with a good share of what-
ever is being given out. so I don't think I can in a rather definitive
way say, "This is what we consider adequate." or "This is what
we consider meaningful." but my thrust would be if you can determine
the factors for the proportions of society that need representation,
then establish equality and once you do that we have to make sure
we do our homework to see to it that we get some people of quality
there representing our interests and that will give us the adequacy
we need.

Mr. STEIGER. That is helpful.
Go ahead.
Dr. MAsrko. Congressman Steiger. if I can pick up Congressman

We's question about the local advisory committee, first, we would
like the opportunity to do some thinking about this back home among
ourselves and to come up with some suggestions or recommendations
to the committee.

One of the questions I have with reference to these committees is
whether or not you are thinking of political types in the makeup
of these or whether you are thinking primarily of education and/or
people in business or industry and the citizenry generally.

It would make a difference in v.-hat kind of response one would
give.

Mr. STEIGER. In behalf of Mr. Quie. I think it would be helpful if
perhaps you would supplement your testimony with some commentary
on how you perceive a local advisory board. who appoints it, who
ought to be on it and if you go that route at all.

Mr. QrIE. If you will yield. I think there are some operating now
and perhaps you can indicate where they are. This voluntary setup
and perhaps their experiences will help.

Dr. MAsmo. I think our Florida system is a system doing a pretty
responsible job. It does not work as at least we think it ought to, but
at least we have a mechanism for getting these two mechanisms to-
gether and we have it in our own shop in Dade County. but, you know.
two equal forces coming head to head, who resolves what and how
does the thing work out ?

But we will be happy to work on this and submit further testimony.
if we may.
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Now, on the State Advisory councils, we might suggest that there
might be more people on it. We would feel very strongly that these
committees need people on the working level who understand the op-
eration. They need not be a majority and maybe they should not be
a majority, but somebody who understands what is ping on in the
field to help the advisory committee.

We think the councils ought to have more staff so they can do a
more responsible job. We might want to suggest that the representa-
tion insofar as it coming from the educational sector might bear some
relationship to the proportion of students in vocational education at
each of the major segments.

Mr. ENSIGN. I was privileged to be the chairman of one of these
councils for 2 years. I really think the general makeup of the council
is pretty good. The balance that is suggested is really a good balance.

We did feel a little later on that the community college sector was
not too well represented. I remember in 1970 there was $90,000 of
Federal funds to be divided between seven community colleges and
I don't know that that is quite adequate or meaningful.

Chairman PERKINS. Thank you.
Let me compliment all of you distinguished representatives of the

American Association of Community and Junior Colleges for your
most complete testimony.

I want to thank all of you for your appearance. You have been very
helpful to the committee, and we will be in contact with you in the
later weeks and months as we proceed to write this legislation.

The committee will stand adjourned, subject to the call of the Chair.
[Whereupon at 12:30 p.m., the committee was adourned, subject to

the call of the Chair.]

[American Association of Community and Jrnior Colleges, exhibits
A through P follow :]
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TAB A

AFTER THE BOOM .

WHAT NOW FOR THE
COMMUNITY COLLEGES?
Ldmund I Gleazer, Jr
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The eunerscan assocunon nil Community and Sumo, Col 'clef, established in 1920.
represents *erne 1000 insteuttorts myoleed in POstseCOndin education maronts of
the members are communes and rumor colleges though the roster also includes two-
veer techngal rosteuets and branches or unnersities In addition, the Assonaton
Promdes ofOnnunds TO, individual andution and tor affiliation of organizations
interested in the adnareensent of postserisndan education

An elected board of CleeclOrs governs the kelesEteteals COthrrotteeS, tornrrinslons,
task torCes and count-es made up of penons from the field engage on planning in such
area as liderwriezratson, curn:talurn development instructional irnp,hensent, student
personnel work and lesslatne attairs Activities of 1ACIC include a wide yariety of
services to members and special protects organized to advance sarious institutional
proven],

The AssoCsalon publishes handbooks and reports related to protect and other
activities The Communes and !union College fournal trOlO which the et(Ompansing&Rade n monist/4 is the nsonthis magazine of the 'atonal organization

tOrrod I Gr jet Jr Author 01 the article is president of the national organization
ginner furor college president he has hewed 1ACIC since 1959 The article stems

nOrr. Of CAN et s and the Associations Urgent concern with state and adminntrative
dieveloome st cOrrenuces and tumor colleges
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AFTER THE BOOM . . .

WHAT NOW FOR THE
COMMUNITY COLLEGES?
Edmund J. Gleazer, Jr.

1 he decade of the sixties was one
of growth in numbers to people in
sollege age number, of institutions
and hinds for educational purposes
it both state and tederal lesels
I here were more people and more
people who wanted to go to college
the number sit mon ans between
the ages ot 14 and :4 inc teased bs
I?". dining the 1910 s more than
Ilse times the rate of increase of
the preceding three decades And it
was this Inc lease in the swung adult
age group coupled ssith national
sof iol goals and unlit 4111.11 .14111a

lions that led to the iviatest (11113(111
of espansion 111 the 1.1,100. 01 post-
seccindars education the continue
nits tullege SS as a s1110111( .1111 part tit

that espareion

THE SIXTIES

late in the 1910, as the states
tar ed up to the net essits tit meeting
an unprecedented demand tor edu-
cation master plans for posher nnd-
an were des eloped Al-
ternati, es were sougnt to establish
ing a slate college in ewers counts
piss ate institutions gale the impres-
sion ot hosing all thes could do
The public sector had to eypand
and in its expansion some educa-
tional opportunities were central-
ized while others were der en
trollied, the latter resulting in estab-
lishment of c ommunits college,
within commuting distance of most
citizens

Not irnIs did the colleges emerge
as expression in state ;odic% but
there were powertol communits
forces at work It this is going to
be a good plate to Ilse II Ise are
goiag to hold our sung people in
this area, we need a if lege That

was the message expounded in

hundreds of newspaper editorials
and munch,' In chambers in 0111-

merr e education «inimittees (Olen
the desire was for a regular col-
lege but economic realities sug-
gested the ads isabilits of settling"
for a two-year institution It is iny-

"Community colleges
now exist in a far more
competitive environ-
ment than that of the
sixties."

portant to see that time community
college was both an espression of
state planning and o culmination 01
substantial interest in the local om-
mond%

The result was a hug sloe. in
America,, educationthe establish-
ment of me hundred cominu tit,
colleges in about a ten-year period

Growth 0..1, the dominant theme,
is ith its counterpoint or commands
satistaction at hming additional me
den, e a progimme oimmunits
Junior Crow, Up" was a headline

in a national publication And 'moor
didwith the number of insr u-
turns doubling and enrillments
more than tripling 11 13.1, the period
of the boons in American education
and tumor was in the middle of
it, basking in new and thoroughly
moose,' public recognition

THE SEVENTIES

Now we are into the seventies,
and the climate is less conducive
to haskolg f wt Ism ousting a gold-
en memory the exhilarating
grooth period with its built-in for-
gn,nes, features for mistakes in
fudgmem and .neffectise perform-
ance Hard social facts command
am-floor The population in the age
group tradibonallv served hs post-
secondary educomin is if-scum; off
and will be decreasing for the nest
IS, sears, If the current forth rate
trends continue the percentage of
the population that is 11-24 sears
old will continue 'n decrease
through the year 2000 Ov ;0 .

of the nation', high school gradu
ales are now going on to some form
of postsecondary edur anon In some
states user 70". tonhnue This
means that the United States has a
higher proportion of young peopl,
enrolled in some form 01 post-

°MIN% (4111( alum than any other
11.111(111 Now, expert, tell us that
substantial inc teases in Oserall par-
ticipation rates of young adults in
postsecondary education seem un
likels Instead, total enrollment is
no'st likely to decline in the nest
der ads-

Iducational opportunities are still
unmen She arnegie Commission
on Higher f &noir( n in 197t esti-
mated a need for 175 to 2t; new
c °noncom} colleges by 1480 in order
to .0 hiese the goal ot putting a
CO ,mummy tollege within commute
tog distance of men. potential
student

Out in some part, of the country
the capacities of both private and
public postsecondars institutions are
under-utilized, and many institu-
tion, are oggressisels seeking
'Luctomerc " There appear to be

different perceptions about the value
01 college a, an immediate expert-
ence after high school graduattoo
New questions are being raised
about the waits of the college
degree as a tic ket 10 a gird lob
I inancial pressures experienced by
large numbers of institutions are
severe as the, attempt to MIN costs
in lint- with declining incomein-
some often based upon the number
of students enrolled They find that
costs have a momentum not quickly
or easily reduced On the part of
the public, a new mood of consum-
erism is in the air and the quasi-
monoply of academic institutions is
being chollengef. Sy mounting nuns-
hers ot people buying services from
proprietary educational ond training
organizations

Communist college, now exist
in a far more competitive environ-
ment than that of the sixties devel-
opmental education, occupational
education, and other services con-
sidered by the community college,
to he among their distinctise °th
ings are found in a growing number
of e,'ts 'hat ha,, 2 nese
awareness of the educational mar-
ket financial aid programs open up
opportunities to the student to
choose the institution or the experi-
ence that gives most prom .e of
meeting his or her individual needs



Educational me( tuf,oas »loth Ile
quentiv hase been authoritarian on
their treatment of the consumer hod
their controls chalk nged as re-
sources must he sought on the basis
of pollination Obseousls our plans
cannot be based on the experience
and data to the settles We hase
moved into J new and different
period and it is essential that the
changed environment be recog-
nized acknowledged and dealt
with

A NEW PERIOD OF EVOLUTION
The ' new and different period

calls for a respoiise nom mom, and
communits colleges ditterent from
the first two periods of tumor ( 01-
lege esolution In its tint fuse
decades of growth, trom ammo
matels t900 to the earls 1950 s the
Junior college was pre, isels that,
the first two tears of the four sear
college program The pronars asp
ration tit poilessionals tai the held
was fur the institutions to be al -
kno%ledged as part of higher
education, and for the credits of
transfer students to be accepted
The ofeentatroit was toward a
model tit higher education with
emphasis upon a scrotal dimension
the 'urn°, college for two sears
the four-sear college, graduate
schools, etc Two sears of that at -

demo hierarchy was the chosen
domain of the junior or two-sear
college

In the late forties and earls tithes,
posidential commissions and other
national voices called for unnersal
educational opportunities of at least
two seats besond the high school
The if* ,%1, for institutions that
would pros ide a low-COSI tuition
free broad and flexible (Ulm ulunt
to people of all ages in the cum
mond, The late Jesse P Bogue rib
predecessor as exc., Wise officer of
what was then called the American
A,0(1.111011 01 Junior &lege, ,vote
a detinllOe h001. tin the 1. ononunth
colts ge in 1950 But it fisok the
sotetal forces of the snows to tiring
realization of the coot flits in terms
of new institutions throughout the
tountrs colleges that with the
developing self assurance of site
and experience t o add bet more
Sett duetted less ion, erned about
imitation of the academic .JS,
freer to winos ate to seek the logic al
OdUCJI1011at torms derned from the
characteristics of their students Vs
national observations in 1971
prompted me ,0 write
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An esluialostal 030,1.1n1,11 the public
tun or college which hail been forged in
another tone 10 meet other needs
showed propose or posscssinc. an allay
Me and tesporlme Otlallh 10 ile.
needs These needs related to the ton
trot lit the word tommund, whoh was
more often modihing whip. n the
Marne of these institutions historical',
it could he said that host tame the
(flange in name then tarot the condi
lions that pressed the college hi he
come what the name stood for

What does the name stand fury,
No issue presses more heal ih upon
people in the field than this one
What is the mission of the c ontmu
nits college, Who is it to sync- Is
it to tie defined in term, at the coin
sentninal at adentit Model or is it
something di`fercnt, Other issues
ate deisafise from this one Ques-
tions of appropriate titian, ral pat-
terns tharaiterishis of tin ults
learning sriategies, and ,llUk tures of
goserna all hang on that bast(
ttur W, -who Is the institution to
senor 'rid I set` the picture clung
mg so oar kedls that in ms so.. the
COMMUn h College ma, he entering
the Mon lam, period in its estilu
tom as . educational institurion

The changes in direction ale not
abrupt but I do note an .1(
of mient in (Timmons already
probed by J few instotutions I took
for the mosement to broaden to
bet time purposne and to be bzwd
upon the was the institutions &lint
their fields tit at lisps Up to this
point community colleges general's
base sought to sine elle( tosels the
students who base come to then,
Open admission, polities hate at
ttaCtell a broad sariets of students
.] remarkable doersits Institutional
secsi is t ustornarils hase been in
the consentional academe pat Lases
with courses, credits esantinations
grade', degrees c liniment c.rnents
campuses classrooms das and
t sening programs In the phrase
"unfound, college the accint too

often has been on the word Sol
lege

HOW DO WE DEFINE OUR DEED1

tutoal to the WWII` tit commu
nits colleges to their sitalits to
their public support is the deli',
tom of their fields of actisits It will
not he out of plat in vvw it the
increasing 'Offeror` to ecti(atiOn as
J Set,Ice industrs to fete, to an
article in the Harsard Ifo,soness Re-
slew about growth industries and
market dettnition Marketing Also
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p a is the wan lheodure resin
title, his article

Isers maim industry was once a
growth industry But some that are now
riding a case of growth enthusiasm are
set) much in the shadow of decline
Others which are nought of as sea
wined growth industries hase actual!,
stopped growing The railroads did
nor stop growing because the need for
passenger and height transportation de.
closed That grew The railroads are s

troohle Cod a. not because the need
was filled by others (cars trucks, air
planes men telephones', but because
it was not filled by the railroads them
seises The, let others take customers

because the, assumed thernselses
to lie in the railroad business rather
than in the transportation business The
reason the, defined their industry
wrong was because the, were railroad-
oriented instead of transportation
orienti if the, were ptIXIMIoriented
indi ad of customer oriented

an espanding market keep, the
ManUlatlOct to" K./11g to think very
hard or iniaginatisels It thinking is an
intellectual r.pome to a problem then
the absent.. of a problem leads to the
ahsenue tit thinking II your product
has an automatically expanding market
then sou will not got, much thought
10 non to ccpand it

-Obviously, our plans
cannot be based on
the experience and
data of the sixties."

les It uses evamples from motion
pictures the petroleum Indust.., drs
cleaning, electrical utilities and
grocers stores to show what hap
pens when an Indust,. defines its
chief product in the narrowest pos-
sible terms

The slew that an industry is a Cu,
tomer satishing process not a goods
produsieg plumes., its suit for all buss
nessmen to understand An industry
begins with the ruse timer and bus needs
not with a patent a raw marerial or a
selling skill Coen the customer s
needs the industry de.elops back-
wards first concerning itself with the
phssical delis,. of customer satistac
lions Then it mimes back further to
cleating the things bs which these cos
factions are in part achiesed How
these mat -orals are created us a natter
of indie.renc, to the customer In
short the organization must learn to
think of itself not as producing goods



Of services but as by1.nl? tuttonleft as
doing the things that will move people
want to do business with it

A truly marketing minded tom Inca
to Create value satisfying goods and
sersices that consumers will want to
buy What it offers for sale inflsofe,
nol only the generic product or service
but also how it is made isolable to
the customer in what form when,
under what conditions and at what
terms nl trade most importin what
it 'dims inn sate determined not try
the seller but hs the buses The seller
takes his cues from the buses in such
a wax that the IlfOduff becomes a con
sequence in the marketing effort not
sue verso

How do we define our held'
Levitt maintains that es ers motor
industry was once a growth indus-
try Communits colleges were (Of-
taints that through the moles But
if now sse define our business as
community colleges aft. we hkeh
to suffer the esperiences ot the rail
roads the near escape ot the motion
pictures or the tate of grocers
stores in their Nkomo by the su-
p rmarket' I our held community
colleges or poosecondars educa-
tion,

WHAT DO nom WANTt

In Dallas, St Woo Miami, Den-
%or, and scores of other places the
colleges are now there The rail
roads are WO but people choose to
go by plane What is it that people
in the communities want and need
to which the college can respond in
service' Do we know' How do we
find out in a continuing was? Edu-
cational institutions hams oiten as-
sumed in the past that they possess
something that the public needs
and the public will come for it
something the ondisidual needs to
get ahead to become creden-

haled, as a foundation for life '

The altitude has often been, We
know what sou need Come and get
it (or try tot In the Iceure, fewer
number% mas he willing to make
the trip But suppose instead of
challenging the citizens to storm
the citadel for its prizes this corn
mum's-based institution started
with the "customer's needs Sup-
pose the approach were to create
valuesittsfsing goods and services
that consumers will want to buy
What kind of needs would we find'

Career development would surely
be one People of all ages are pur
suing a search that begins with the
question 'What are sou going to
be when you grow up'' People of
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the community «mtinue to need
information about lob opportunities,
requirements for lob entry, possi-
bilities for upgrading or retraining,
and the requirements for these
Tiles also need ways of identifying
their own interests aptitudes, and
potential and to find out where lob
placement sersices are available
Mos I say again that such interests
and needs are no longer confined
to high saux)1 and college age stu-
dents, but persist throughout a per-
son s life Can the community -based
postsecondirs institution be respon
me to these persause and continu-
ing needs'

there is no question about needs
for Indoulual development Young
people seek a sense of identity
They look for help to %foss that
uncertain threshold to adulthood in
a sir lets in motion One ot the most
serious problems facing us, we are
told, is the mounting incidence of
mental and emotional disorganiza
ion Can a community-based edu-
cational institution minute respon-
ses to individual feelings of anony-
mity and alienation' Can it assist
tne individual to establish and
achieve personal goals' How does
the community college do this dur-
ing the individual's lifetimein the
transition from « uth to adulthood,
then with the questions, concerns,
and anxieties of the indos-dual in
m,dcareer, and later wiln the older

''How can community
colleges contribute
toward more effective
family relationships?"

individual anticipating retirement
and adjustments to the problems
and possibilities of age? Are there
any flues to service in the report
that 27 )ears C rim now 50". of the
people in this country will he Ines
SO and one in three will he (A or
older'

We may find community needs
for services in tanuly development
Most adults cairn responsibilities for
lamds life. a most complex assign
ment, with a minimum of organized
preparation for the %arum, roles
played The extent of family disor-
ganization has been ampls docu
mented How can community col
leges contribute toward more
effector family relationships'

there are needs for institutional
sersices for esample Demands
ate placed on governmental agen
cies floral, state, and federate to
improve the delivery of services
through ostensive programs to up-
grade emsting emph ,ees and to
improve training and educational
opportunities for new employees
Under federal revenue sharing,
funds will be made as adable to state
and local governments for their allo-
cation to community priorities,
which may he used to improve the
quality of the delivery system in
state and local governments

We have had conversations with
representatives of the National
Training and Deselopment Service
about how the interests of that
organization and those of commun
ity colleges could relate toward
benefits to 18,000 units of govern-
ment nationwide NTOS is an agen

y of interest groups serving state
and local governments, including
such organizations as the Council
of State Governors and the 'Memo-
urinal City Management Association
An NIDS vice president notes

Part of our mission is to see that
mayors, city managers, fire chiefs, state
agency directors and county commis.
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additional paraprofessionals are
required Clearly a long time span
to secure necessary approvals might
insure that the needs would not be
met or that other agencies will step
into the breach The quality of flex
ibility will have implications for
funding patterns, accredtation pro.
cedures, and college governance

6 The quality of fleubilits further
suggests the need fo- performance
criteria Students begin their associ-
ation with the institution iron.
where the. are And the starting
points may vats wide!. It is difficult
to conceive o' the traditional con
ventional academic model achiev-
ing success with the broad hetero-
geneits of population to be sersed
by the community-based posher.
ondary institution there is need for
a results-oriented ss stem which will
awoke measures of performance
with diagnosis of student need
measurement of student progress,
andis it too (11()( h to suggest
esaluation of teacher performance
in terms of student achievement

CONTINUING OBIECTIVES

The communits college that de-
fines itself as a communits -based
pertormancebaSed postsecondary
institution .111 hase sour basic con
bnuing objectors

1 Current accurate and compre-
hensise information about the com-
munits and how the institution is

serving its tommunits
Access to information that en-

ables the college to deselop its
human resources consistent with
national needs and trends

3 A comprehensis e plan espressed
in terms that can be understood and
supported h, the communits

The Adds to lush,. its need
for resources and to demonstrate
that the. base been used ettectoely

It it is suspected that the commu
nits-oriented customer '.oriented
institutions are prone to that dread
ed mats& being all things to all
people please note the discipline
imposed The college program will
be data based objectises will be
ctearls stated, a comprehensise plan
will hase communits support and
the need tor resources will be lust-.
tied and mei, enectise utilization
demonstrated

The approach is not traditional
the traditional approach, begin. with
the courses to be taught But all
indicators point to traditional edu-
cation as a stable industr Changes
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are occurring in the basic concept of
postsecondary education and of the
clientele for postsecondary educa
bon, A service- oriented, postsec
ondary enterprise will emerge Will
the community colleges continue to
br in the middle of it, or will they
gra', for recognition as respected
academic institutions at precisely
-he time that new role models are
demanded by the larger society?

Back to levitt's example of the
railroads again

Even after the advent of automobiles,
trucks, and airplanes, the rairoad ty.
coons remained imperturbably self-
confident, If you had told them 60
years ago that in 30 sears they would
be flat on their backs, broke, and plead-
ing for government subsidies, they
would have thought you totally de.
mented Such a future was simply not
considered possible It was not even a
discussable subject. or an asSable ques-
tion or a matter which any sane per.
son would consider worth speculating
about The very thought was insane
Nei a lot of insane notions now have
matter-of tact acceptance for eumple,
the idea of 100ton tubes of metal
moving smooth's, through the air 20.000
feet above the earth, loarred with 100
sane and solid citizens casually drink.
mg martinisand they have dealt mei
blows to the railroads

What 'insane' notions should we
speculate about, How we define our
business is one of these and basic
to almost esery.hing else Payment
of services, qualifications of staff,
strategies for learning, and patterns
of control Ire Important issues But

they are derivative Issues in their
degree of suitability and appropri
oteness from the nature of the tasks
to be performed. Who is to be
served?

SOME ELEMENTS FOR
CONSIDERATION

What does it mean for an instltu
lion to be community based?

Its services will relate to the edu-
rational needs of a population gen.
erally withir commuting distance of
its service centers, or the definition
of community may be geographic
or governmental, eg, a county or
metropolitan area or a section of a
metropolitan area Ordinarily the
word community would not suggest
homogeneity of socioeconomic and
ethnic charasterisliss

People who use the facilities of
such an institution would not he
required to change residence to do
so

There will be local participation
in the policy and program directions
of the institution Often a local
board will have governance respon-
sibilities or in some cases a local
advisory committee In almost all
cases, numerous local program ad
visory committees will be main.
tuned

College services and programs will
relate positively to the identified
educational needs in the areas stip-
ulated as the college communities

How do we define community
college services or community.
based, postsecondary education to
differentiate from those of the state
colleges, universities, and proprie-
tary specialized schools, How do we
differentiate from the public schools
particularly with reference to adult
basic education and vocational edit
cation as well as developmental
programs)

Some characteristics of comm
nitycbased, postsecondary education
are.

1 Students stay in the "commu-
nity" as differentiated from "going
away to college " They continue to
live in their own residence or that
of their parents They will be en
couragea to be active participants
in community drama, publications,
orchestra, political life as contrasted
with college theater, music, etc , and
student government

2 Community facilities and re-
sources will be used in the institu-
tion's services Programs will be
made available in industrial plants,
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BEYOND THE OPEN DOOR . . .

THE OPEN COLLEGE
Edrnt:ncl.i Gleozer jt

In the months since After the
8cora" first appeared llournal. De-
cember , lanuary 1974) I've horn los-
:ening to and soliciting attitudes
around the field as to where we
we're goingnot oust in reference to
community services but to the very
essence of community colleges

If the concept of community serv-
ices is to broaden from a department
of the sollege or a sector of college
asrvities to represent the total stance
of the college and if the concept of
service is to yield to the notion of
community use of the college as an
educational resource for individual
and community development let
me propose a framework of a new

"By the close of the
bicentennial year, we
should have a coherent
and very visible
theory regarding the
role of the community
college in community
development."

An address prepared with the assist-
ance of Michael Kipp and presented at
the Conference on Community Services
and the Community College, Valencia
Community College. April 19 1974
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system and suggest some ways to
get us from where we are now to
being truly community-based and
performance-oriented

While there are a variety of fac-
tors which both stimulate and sup-
port the evolution of the commu-
nity college beyond the boom"
economics values toward both
community and education, public
accountability- demography and
touches of enlightened leadership
it would be a mistake to a.ume
that such a major transition will take
place without a ripple As more
than 1,000 institutions (1 400 or more
by 1980). in settings as different as
North Platte and Chicago. become
more clearly community-based, more
oriented to performance than cre-
dentials. they will encounter several
strategic questions in their own de-
velopment

1 What are the markets within
this community, How do we trans-
late community perceptions into city
objectives)

2 Civen what we've got to work
with, what arc the program possibili-
ties outside the confines of tradi-
tional academic practice, what are
the operational implications of
these?

3 Having thrown away the pack-
aging from "Higher Education," what
are the criteria for success, How do
we measure output and summarize
it for fiscal legal. and managerial
purposes,

4 How suited or adaptable are
Reprinted from the August/Septembe Community and junior College
journal Copyright 1974. American Association of Community and
junior Colleges, One Dupont Circle. r W , Washington, D C

the current resources specifically
staff and physical plant?

S If we're to become something
different, how accommodating is the
current public policy climate in wnich
we operate,

t. What resources and vehicles
are available to provide technical
assistance in advancing both the
concept and effective practice of
postsecondary education which is
truly community-based and per-
formance-oriente&

The program proposed here is
premised on the belief that the sug-
gestion of a third maim period of
evolution as not only valid but
healthy and exciting A parallel be-
lief is that the transition described
above calls for a comprehensive
response by the field through the
national associationparticularly in
the light of AACIC's newly articu-
lated mission "To provide nation-
al leadership of community-based.
penormance-oriented postsecondary
education

My purpose is to propose the
shape of such a response and on
doing so to enlarge upon some fac-
tors which make it timely and appro-
priate



What Must Be Done?

Oser the last seseral sears there
has been very socal and widespread
interest in 'staff deselopment' In
spite ot the somewhat negative im
phi atm° carried by the label its
importance to people in the field
has been reflected time and again
at ,conterences anti in curses. like
Ponect focus In tact this issue
among all Others bubbled up so
strongts at AACIC's too national as-
sembh that New Stan sir New
Students was selected as the topic
For the second one The statement
from that totunt talc across pre-
sec% de and cc serswe deselopment
stressing the tmpodance of compe-
ten.% standards as a basis for selec-
tion and planning, the need for ex-
panding the funds asailable for staff
deselopment and the need for
A %Cif to pian a podital role as a
clearinghouse a lobbyist and a pre-
sider of technical ass stance The
tone throughout suggested that the
inIttatise must he taken its the odd
itself

In toe wake ot such an expression
or interest it is tempting to accept
the mandate and to act, precipit-
ously and single - minded, on the
issue To do so though, woul 1 miss
the mark on two important counts
urn the relationship between staff
deselopment and instaboonal de-
selopment al..i second the tact
that the bcsond the boom future
will in no was he an eats extension
ot the past

the °serail effectiveness of a col-
lege depends upon many things
Competent staff and adequate fund-
ing are certainly critical but they
are insuttic cent tor enduring eftec-

ti-g22 Ii -
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tweness Two other elements which
are extreme's powerful are Ill the
organizational structure allocation
ot authors and responsibilits. fo--
mat ::amework communication
processes work roles and 12 the
climate that develops as people work
together goals, constraints group
relationships and leadership Noth
ing ot lasting value will come from
an effort to deselop start compe-
tence unless it is accompanied by
an equal's sigorous effort to ensure
that organizational structure and cli-
mate keep pace with individual de-
selopment

In a sense institutional develop-
ment is malty both a context for
start deselopment and a mission-
related strategy for carrying it out
At its best it includes not only train-
ing and education but operations
research planning and goal setting
Ind team building around situations
that are both real and consistent
with what s on she horizon

Meeting the Future on Five Fronts

The words mwion related" are
kes Sensing that a new era is at
hand the real challenge for AACIC
is to gwe specific assistance to mem-
ber institutions as they seek to estab-
lish new missions and mobilize re-
sources behind them This assist-
ance ought to take the form of five
high's interrelated programs to 'Help
answer the questions posed above

first Advancement of the prac-
tice and theory of community- based,
pertormarice-oriented postsecondary
education through a pattern of prot-
ects eg the 1974 Assembly and
Protect 76 to be reviewed later.

S7)

Second Research on the measure-
ment of output and the use of such
measurements in planning, budget
ing counseling, and evaluatiod

Third Anatssis of the legal and
polies climate in which "commu-
nits colleges tunChOn

Fourth Development of the' new
start tor new students"

Frith Establishment of a field-
based research and development
network to proscde sisal national
linkages and pursue the programs
described above in given localities

The burden tor the effectiveness
of such an ambitious effort rests
heayds with the kind of coordina-
tion possible through the last of
these In a sense, it represents the
huh ot the total program, each in
turn, though, merits closer inspec-
tion

Promoting the Concept

What does the name community
college stand for," I asked in
'Atter the Boom NO issue presses
more bedsits upon peop'e in the
held than this one How we de-
fine our business is basic to
almost esersthmg else"

One set, mewl point of depar-
ture was offered As Senator Harri-
son Williams of New terse% when
he introduced the Comprehensive
Communits College Act of t%9 He
said that these institutions have
demonstrated their potential (em-
phasis addedi to respond to soce
et. s changing needs in ways that
bring improvement to the commu-
nos Alan Nee, president of Car-
negie Corporation, speaking at the
1974 AACIC Convention sounded
a similar note and proposed tha:
obtectwes often perceived as sec
ondars he pen new priority

Other institutions will have a part
to play of course but I see the com-
munity college as the essential leader-
ship agency Indeed I m going to make
the outrageous suggestion that com-
munity colleges should start thinking
about themselves from now UR ellIV
secondarily as a sector of higher edu
cation and regard as their primary role
commonly leadership Not ,east
they Can become the huh of a network
or institutions and community agencies
the Sigh at hoots industry the church,
voluntary agencies, Youth groups even
the onion yst< m and the courts
utilizing their educational resources and
in turn becoming a room', e or them
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and able to tits i lit cell deel-
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t that the meket is tonsider-
ahl. larger than ,hat IraditIin has
led se. to expect IA ;thin went tun
i.nes a'one we know that I wets,

ly yaw, w es 6 one sour, an
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men!. those i nines It is
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AVt represented h the learning
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site of lull-time students are now
engaged in learning esperiences
sponsoied h non-educational insti-
tutions such as labor unions, pro
sate industrt museums professional
and trade assotiatit.n. and gosern-
mental agencies That number is
larger than all students noss enrolled
in colleges and unisersitres

zero education grossth? liardls
But the «nwmunits college is be no
means without competition Mans
others recogmze training and edu-
catmn as one ot the growth indus-
tries in the decade ahead Proprie-
tors schools alone hale grown from
a scant WV correspondence schools
In 1960 to an 'more...we 12 000 to-
dat The American Co< ett for Train
mg and Deselopment reports that
CS or a members hale budgets ot

000 and over There are doz-
ens or organizations breaktng into
the oonterence and seminar busi-
ness

for better or worse most of those
who see a share ot this market are
presented bs their tradmons irom
plan mg a thorroughls opportunistic
role The comer-Tunas collehes are
0,, ru ePhon Staled in the extreme
the kind ot ,ommunin, education
that esi still Cenator ,till

ottage industr barred trom
rapid thelopment hs Ieh old and
new categories adult educat...a
eten.ion community stirs ices «m-
tinuing idus.vion nontraditional
studie liteiong learning and men
ha.ther edui alum

iu pit our own house in order
and he tirepared to compet etrec-
toels we must mose swabs to
s hart thi dimension. of communits
«fur anon Granted es firs commit
nit, Is unique dimensions will al-
ssa.s. deter We arc now though in

.1 kind ot prescience period sshere
, (ontem fur ore, dew

mining the (titterer,' es or making
II`, 'fa! gent ahout dealing
wth them In response the nest

need to he marked In a
<on< erid and unified imort lo t hart
,hat estend what c \wail
able and des clop a sit pport ice
ItaRlf,tak .1,f it all SOIlle tit the
J1,11111 1.11/11 implied Ate

Or 'It t ollr<t '' rerlt prw-
I here is ohs roust, a great

deal happening right now come or
it u a trial md error ha... AV K-
need, to hang together the prac-

flies Mitch place more emphasis
on communits than 'sollege

Determine patterns and trends
We see through our categories"

The promising activities of today
must he subject to close scrutiny to
determine principles and general
guidelines We need to know what
seems to work and under what con-
ditions

Define operational problems Us-
ing Ira& ma: college resources in
nontraditional wass places a new
set ot d, "ands on the institution
We need to know what they are so
as to factor appropriate wall of re-
sponding into both planning and
trammg

De, elop specdrc skills and tech-
niques (4 Yen a trend to commu-
nits based postse«rndars education
there are a varlets ot areas where
the state ot the art needs to he ad-
tanced defining the communtl),
analszing its interests getting citi-
zen participation promoting a now
program or placing the role of the
broker in drawing on uommunitk

resources While some of these
can be adapted from current prac-
tice others need to be developed
de noeau

Stimulate the expansion of corn-
nninds edurapon ilcing the base-
line data generated mitialls we need
tcr wsteinamalls estend communits
tilts a t ion Ss stematicalls " here
unpin.s the conscious stimulation of
markets 'senior citizens' and pro-
grams tattled health) through the Ju-
di, mu. use or-seed monet Ctimu-
'anon should als i be provided era
the 1974 Assrnibh topic C ommu-
nits based education

orrtet tai I Rs the close of the
re, (mover./ ,11.1' ,111J101144 hose a
',Mired/ and set, swsrhle theory re
4. ding the role of the community
cihet:i. rn «urrnurnrisi deselopment

Extending Output Measures

Wrong in The Center 11agazme
in 'mud« 1971 Robert Ai Hutchins
warns I that a large conspicuous,
Mahout. ,stern on h the hopes
ot so main .o. p, .ned s innot hope
In ,,t.11711 111:11 k in a proud of de,

talk`, it can 011M '11a1 it has
;intelligible purposes and is achies,
mg them Though he 1\ .1, reteri rig
lit the entire tield ot t duration his
ornarks are partieularl appropriate
tor tommunit colleges lied frech..



Inger, writing in the New York Times
a few days ago, criticized American
higher education for turning aS,1),
from intellectual issues to concen-
trate on housekeeping and book-
keeping Recent television docu-
mentaries about higher edui atom
he noted, have handled the sub,ect
as if it concerned the rescue of
bankrupt railroads Stating that "ed-
ucational leadership demoralized
by present fiscal problems and ter-
rified by a future of declining en-
rollments--lacks the spirit and the
voice to draw public attention to
questions of substance," Hechinger
calls for a new sense of educational
purpose as vital to the nation s pm-
gross

As we specify purposes beyond
the traditional confines U higher
education' the necessity of being
able to work toward objectives be-
comes more evident Without the
benent of some measurement of
results other than the production of
degrees or the accumulation of cred-
its we are hight, limited in taking

"(By 1979) we should
have broken the cre-
dentials monopoly by

. Dpening up the
matter of alternative
credentials. .'

full advantage ot our present mo-
mentum let us boefly consider
why

°Nero, es serve a two-fold pur-
pose Before the fact they provide
the bass for resource allocation,
atter the fact they provide the basis
for evaluation If the purpose of
evaluation is to be anything but Pu-
nitive for cumbersome as its innoc-
uous best) it must be based on the
relative success in achieving oblec.
lives that do not reduce all perform-
ance to an hour of academic credit
This applies whether the evaluation
is of students, staff, programs, man-
agement, or whole institutions Un-
less we can in some way measure
performance we have no way of
answering the question who bene
tuts, who pays,"

There has been a great deal of
interest recently, and some excel-
lent groundwork, in utilizing cost
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4..
benefit analysis in postsecondary c-d-
ucation In spite ot the excel nt
work underway in organizations
such as WICHE, ETS and the Illi-
nois Community College Board,
though, the passion tor analyzing
costs ,ar outstrips the mileage gained
in measuring output While this
simation endur. s the entire resource
allocation picture in our field will
remain static Funning formulas,
staffing patterns pricing policy, cur-
riculum planning, and the establish-
ment of institutional priorities are
all limited by credit -as- output logic
The corollary of course, is that new
wass of defining results will either
come from the evolving experience
of the field or will he created, out
of Justified necessity, by the legis-
lative analysts

The attempt to measer outcomes
in education has traditionally met
with a great deal of resistance It
alwass WISC., the spectre of reducing
the drama of human development
to an impersonal calculus or making
irrelevant comparisons among per-
sonnel programs or institutions
While these misgivings are not with-
out basis they are more extreme
than they need to be For one thing,
only the most obtuse technocrat is
unaware ot the limits of quantifica
Lion In matters c planning though,
it c an be one of the educator s best
devices when order of magnitude is
at issue And in our field, magni-
tude IS at issue What is more cal-
culating than what Ivan finch calls
'the hidden curiculum of school-

ing' when dictates that cash citi-
zen must accumulate a minimum
quantum of school years to obtain
his cim. rights c' By the same token
what is more liberating than the
197, ruling by Chief Justice Warren
Burger (Griggs v Duke Power Com

'A;
pans that any school degree re-
gulled or test given to Prospective
emplaces must measure The Man
for the lob," not The Man in the
Abstract Herein hes the essential
rationale tor becoming more per-
formance based '

It I and others are right in our
predictions, the people in our insti-
tutions will become more vocal in
their conviction that they can make
a manifest difference in the byes of
individuals and the communities in
which they live Rather than being
defensive in the face of pressures
tor accountability our field and the
Association should take the offense
in discovering and making use ot
she various WAS in which that cid-
terence can he recognized Some
ot the immediate steps which seem
necessary are

Get a picture ot the state-ot-the
art and work in progress by draw-
ing together current research and
practice AACIC needs to maintain
no, only cognizance but a contribu-
tor s and coordinator s relationship
with at:Nance-, in the measurement
of output We need to

iSvsternatirallv fry rt by placing a
'measurement -01 outcomes' com-
ponent on all experimental protects

Sondate research an the meas-
urement of output in the affective
domain and other areas which do
not lend themselves to easy quan
ntication

Develop an expanding data bank
on comparative costs benefits, op-
erating ratios and the like tor use
in institutional planning and training

Develop a set or planning para-
meters for community colleges mov-
ing toward a greater orientation to
community

Develop specoic skulls and tech-
moues for the effective use of out-
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Developing All the College Staff

Let us first establish the para-
mount importance of staff develop-
ment To begin with there is the
obvious economic fact that staff ac-
counts for nearly 75% of all the re-
sources in the field Beyond that,
start constitutes the only resource
capable of transformation "Money
and materials are depleted, equip-
ment is subject to the laws of me-
chanics It can perform well or
badly but never more efficiently than
it was originally designed to do
Humans alone can grow and de-
velop Therefore it is essential that
this resource he used as fully and
as effectively as possible"

Overshadosvirg all other observa-
tions, though. is the fact that it is

ultimately the staff, and specifically
the faculty, who do the work of the
college Bearing in m -cl the rela-
tionship -iced earl qktween staff
development and institutional devel-
opment, then, what would be some
of the characteristics of an effective
development thrust,

It should he mission-related
There are several implications here
Development for the sake of devel-
opment will never be effective or
well supported Aside from the
fact such efforts translate poorly into
action and results, there is good
reason to believe that expanded ca-
pabilities without a definitive outlet
increase frustration and lob turn-
over Terry 0 Banion makes refer-
ence to an interesting survey of new
faculty on the type of information
most desired as part of their in-
service training As a point of de-
parture, most wanted such things as
goals of the college, objectives of
their departments and objectives of
the courses for which they were re-
sponsible They were asking, in
other words, "staff development for
what?" One has to wonder who
needs development in such circum-
stances The irony is that such fac-
ulty groups are frequently given
workshops on writing objectives and
and setting goals

The absence of an orientation to
purpose also gives staff development
the trial.and -ei.w, patchwork look
Without a sense of intended impact
there is a tendency to "buy-in" to
fads and ride favorite hobby horses
without any way of recognizing dos-
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appointment or inconsistency This
is also the case in pre-service devel-
opment Th s stage of preparation
is so critical that it needs to be
strongly guided by the purposes of
both the individual and the ' buyer"
the community college field Too
often, pre-service preparation has
been more obviously guided by the
purpose of the preparing institution

In all fairness, though, the field's
best defense is to answer some
questions with compelling clarity
'What is the mission of the com-

munity college? Who is it to serve?
Is it to be defined in terms of the
conventional academic model or
something different,"

Ultimately, it should be team-ori-
ented Considerable research has
shown that the basic work group

we should be
prepared to help forge
a public policy which
accommodates our
momentum 'beyond
the boom.'

is the strongest influence upon lob
satisfaction, performance, absentee-
ism, and turnover Yet we have
historically "developed" people in-
dividually and in stratifications and
have created adversaries by default
Doing the lob in an institutional
setting has substantial advantages,
but requires grass roots action and
administrative support The devel-
opment of individual skills or abili-
ties at one level may do little to in-
crease the chances of getting some-
thing done

This principle doesit preclude the
use of experiences of an educational
nature which stratify the field ("pres-
idents only") One of the chief rea-
sons why groups fail to function well
together is that they have inade-
quate problem-solving procedures
Individual development can go a
long way toward providing a broad-
ened conceptual framework of en-
hancing skills The point is simply
that these efforts should be viewed
as a means to developing the effec-
tiveness of the team

There are also pre-service impli-
cations here We usually develop

administrators and faculty along sep-
arate tracks, allowing them to be-
come 'team" over crises and nego-
tiation tables We must expand the
effort to build pre - institutional teams
during the didactic stages of their
preparation

It should he widely as ailable This
held boasts nearly 1,200 institutions,
9,000 trustees, 16,000 "managers"
and over 200,000 faculty O'Banion
reports that two years ago only 4%
of the existing staff members bene-
hied from the in-service portion of
EPDA While the impact of staff
development needs to be far more
widespread, it would have taken an
increasr of more than $17,000,000
to expand the impact to lust 25%
of those on the lob While there
is no substitute for the double-occu-
pancy log, we've got to substitute
communication for transportation
where possible, take advantage of
economies of scale available by re-
gionalizing, and develop approaches
to peer and self instruction

It should be able to expand
Closely related to the need for a
widely available approach to staff
development is the recognition that
our field will grow over the next
decade For example, the number
of presidents, deans, s ce presidents,
and department chairmen will dou-
ble by 1980 If faculty turnover con-
tinues at the rate of 16% per year,
the need for development should
expand at more than twice the rate
of natural growth in the field While
it might be reasonable to expect
some third party assistance, the field
needs to be building a means for
financing and deliving on the de-
mands imposed by its own growth
Staff development is a cost of doing
businessa line item in the budget

Objective IV fly the close of the
decade we should have a delivery
vehicle for meeting the staff rinstitu,
:tonal development demands in our
field which is capable of operating
without third party financing

Research and Development

There will obviously be need for
many partners in the enterprise the
universities, private research organi-
zations, public and government au-
thorities, and the multitude of inde-
pendent consultants who work on
various aspects of the community
colleges' developmental needs
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is ti

torn: ot the harer can perhaps best
he understood b at.gmenting a de-
sctprion from the Association of
American 14z. :Kat Colleges

The, pros de the setting for the train-
ing o a ooad ranee or educational

,.., 1 hes arc- the ,te fn. the
de.- demont,,Q,
,vogranw and mode, or instruction and
es,n trong upon

Ti edvcal sin in their r Vanes
I no onduct reca sh on ooth the
."<25,,,,TIC.11 or educational impact and
.he polies climates in which the. tune

The. continue as in the past
o be and or presider, 01 Cornmunits
CC...cation in ti-etr OAT right

Consider the possibilities for in-
ternships or residencies in such set-
ungs Consider the esperimental
pos,,b'fies trom bases of operation
as diserse as Appalachia and metro.
Wort VSashingon A tspical cent
ter might be insolsed directls or
rhugh sub-contract in the tollow-
ins pre-administratise internships
and residencies in which iniumbents
would be equired to pros de man-
agement paining and consulting ser-
sices on a penormance basis inch-
sidual studs proctrns team desel-
opment processes teld conference
and workshop 5er.rCeS diagnostic
,enices and institutional research
exptirnenial communits peselop
met- programs public polio re-
search research on measuring out-
put and production o publications

The imple nentation problems not
ono tor such a network but tor the
en-T program are considerable in-
deed VS e are in tar though pass-
mg It:rough another ma or era in

desetopment w impesShe oppor
tun I es r we seize them

The Assembly

The Assembly topic tor 1974 will
be cocnr7.nits based performance.
oiened education So tar sons
near.nes Trace been tteld tong to
e ,iodate the topic and dentin some
ii '7? c,,cal questions which need
to be addressed what sse se found
is that were not 'calls well pre
Weed to approach he topic we
ease no opeatIonall. useful defim

on or con,Jrlit, education no
g,K>d exnp,es baseline data
't-rr m-sn credit 0.,entation and a
tea. u. Nntirmance crater a

\S.F. 5 l proper stratees ' What0e cc 1 nu^,t-based organiza-

(We should designate)
developmental centers
around the country,
co-lccatea with exist-
ing community colleges
and similar in concept
to the medical school

Lions can be usefully involved in our
Assembl perhaps most import-
ant!. what outcomes should we
look tor from such an Assembly and
how can we get them'

The Bicentennial

Earlier I alluded briefly to Protect
76 Basicalls this would be a mat
ter of the 1 000 community colleges
in the counts getting their commu-
nities engaged in "town meetings"
on the future of America and their
communities

I see this as being critically im
portant for two reasons

1 It giseS us an opportunity to
demonstrate our potential for mak.
trig an impact on the lives of people
and the communities in which they
use

2 It g,es us a sehicle for bump-
ing our institutions more squarely
into the center of their communi
ties

As leaders in community devel
ownert can we help people deter.
mine what are the "critical choices
tor Americans or Critical choices in
our area' Can we provide initia
toes for people to sit down together
and identtts issues needs, goals,
struregies for raising the quality level
of communfts lire' What kind of
commun.!. do we want'

Presuming we will base such a
protect how can we take adsantage
or it tor marketing analssis"? How
can we use the protect as a basis
tor planning and promoting the
userall direction' of community col-
leges' Can we train 'town hearing"
people for the communities in which
there is no communits college'

These are immediate opporfuni
ties I commend them to sou
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TAB C

American Assouat um of Community and lunior

June 17, 1974

MEMORANDUM

To: Piles

From: JET

Re: PSE 15% Setaside in VEk of '68

Table B and 22 in Voc. Ed. Info. No. S - FY '72 by USOE-BOA: clearly present
the problem of the '5% minimum PSE setaside mandated in the YEA of '68. in

Table 8 on page 15 we find the following:,

STATE Fed. Exp. PSE

1-Alaska
2-Delaware 15.o

3-D.C. 12.9

4-Indiana 15.4

5-Maryland 15.6

6-Mass. 13.7

7-N.H. 9.4

8-N.J. 13.5

9-Ohio 14.8

10-R.I 10.6

11-S.C. 11.5

12-Vt. 14.7

13-W.Va. 14.8

14-Somoa 10.9

15-Trust Territ. 12.5

The minimum mandated was not carried e,t in 10 states and 2 territories in
1972, and it appears that in 3 additional atates the minimum has become a max-
imum.

But, furtner analysis indicates that in sore states the 15%, HE setasi is

used for area vocational schools and other traditional vocational pro-

grams. From the same table.

State % Fed. l,..a,_RSE

1-Ceorgia 57.7%

2-Minnesota 57.5

3-Montana .6.4
or nuo.fotn, I. 1 %% `,1J,I 1111 %% .11.100., I) C :1/2 VI 4 -MD
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However, on page 34 in Table 22 of the same report we find that the 1 going
to Community Colleges frog the PSE funds is as follows:

State X Exp., in C.C. 's

1-Georgia 0.2%
2-Minnesota 5.9
3-Montana 8.4

Therefore, it is clear that in some states the 15% minimum PSF setaside man-
dated in the VEA of '66 is:

1 - Not being carried out
2 - Beitn5 used as a maximen not minim -m

3 - being credited as PSE in various institutions.

i*.
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LIL
June, 1974

HE:MANX:I

,f Vol -es 1 and II "R.ports on the Implementation of the
'ouattosal ldocition A-,ndments of Igne

Els J.t . Tfzre 11

The rtadlre, of On 1462 pazos In these two volumes, with an attempt to
ud,rstand 'ette- haw ,nstsesondary vocatiolal educat ton can be even more suc-
cessful in the future, is an undertaking that few will probably undertake.

The comments seltcced from the two volumes have been grouped under sly
ileadins, come with inls one quote beciu.c it best .;tatti the point and nth, r':

with 3 or 4: for the, are btief and tuioforec each other. The underlining is

mine.

11KA, IT\ ( TO'.;! F:h,\CADEMIC }DUCA': 10:: IN P. .F.

In the California report on page 46, ue find the following:

"Vocational tritoing has been so combintd with the other purposes of 11e

ccmmoittv college that the students pursuing vocational education ohloctivcs
hive twin Indtstligutshable from students pursuing transfer programs or

progra--. As the result of this blendtae of curriculum. students

}:tear illy are net perctived hi the ..nm-enity as hemp "vocational", thus

helping to eltmlniate liagering assoe fated with mi.conrcptioos te-

garding vocational education. Stideut are not labeled "vocational", but
Are lust " students": regardless of eau,attonal goals. Rein: ahle to_tt-

t end 1lat 1,111 oh...Lett the 1s bec011ing
non, and it" tor the ilu.not aud tncreasinolv ac:eptable (or the

THE GEO:Tn OF P.S.E. VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

The growth of PSE enrollments is pointed out in least (our places.

The .1trvland report states (page 397)

"Enrollment in postsecondary occupati.rallv-oriented (vocational-technical)
pro,r4-s has :a:reased approsimid. 1, p,r,.at ovor the 6-year period
I901 -73, ihi try Inc:, Ise in :1111't-e anu part-time students is tit

rvsu1t cl 1,1 tv...rso in the t 1' cr of_cc.-unit!.clirees Ind
total nom!. of plogra.s av,Tiablc to ',cite studentL."

a



SS.)

Washington State nl.,ites

"The concurrent (1901 ictin 'v 5...t . It :
Atilt, the statewt ...vste,

vehicles over stit,!, to deliv..r t .. -
onro- 1-1tels t - -
arional .0 nature. t1:. t t--
In real number te.s for f :so tl
served 125.19. re -,, tt : - ^.
enrollees plus 15.") '^ the 5 .^

operated under co-: 0

The so:story of re, -rts from 5:1:e advi.oro :

"Why; 1 c , _L 1_

it: ,

fs: -. t. /t
te

And .1r0-. t 1^

..'

s sit

r

of th ;. ve, tt

,t t..-
11.1soe .at

A at-flat so ;44,

"All tost-kor 1 , it: 1. - I.,:,,1^?
post,eca.,..tr . "Nt. 1

This plan is i^ ' -: -tr... -.

,orth

,e,. .n1,1
s.hoo: in: toh p
the .< ,^ I Ic'C'
and no. e.cre.1,s Arl.0

In 711g:nl.t 1.1 tr..1 trI5r I:

The co-re..ono:. colt ,e s :^i.r.
Stitt,tions le, .^ 4e-17
Claisdlso..::1"" " --

'test . trot ..1 is , :" :eve. .'2
the follot:rN (pate

There Ire 1^,.
vototiond

. : :", .
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t .... r. . st h - co:T;un.ity t !

., LI, ,est. P.-ata o:
P., ri,-t aid Litl.cr ri.Lug ..1 eIstirr, --ous of ^

ti.rn, I t r t, ts.ri. r.,

,~:'ciliate ind autuonty of seco,I .ry j-,d Ps:
(601)

Ire raisnd in t Iliw

n i .9.neer.: _1 __it). . tn.`
..T I 10 C,

Z0 A 11,t _ Artvukt.,.

:.Caen u. tle s , -ais,s this concern(page 1376):

"Stec ,,c,_ ,t're A T C C11. of ; IM(` t' --
nee, C. State di ,.z^ nt of e'nratio., to cvercce t.or. in 1inr'e-
,art Carol. 11 ' Loc..; tic a L'. r, 'I.. cy _.,r. of olher rdu.atun
to . -.. 1 t .)AA, -- tut. r,

11L

It r . CtIrrt
. .111 I.

it we oczt lanai f,
of pron,rars; as will
dr e: t to

th!_.

1.0.5 1.1 count,: cor,uilt7 C.011Ci,-
CO. nunitt eollcges and 21 of L'.

r,i. at the p: tsocoWary 1C "A.)
cnrollr,nt, vary widely. II_

- It
^co ,,iaroca:

,.rd 35 arca vocatior..,1
area vocrtional scnools

i b._r type.

7r 041

'The count 11 has Ilstcned to, n..nticipatcil in, and made recommendations for
settlmg tne debate o "rr who edcat. those pt, who are deci,ncted
as poitsecondary ^.ttients.

at-a:11011g to d, .cioF a cw.- rati.e....apatiiaca to
tpI 1.c rgctrecory' us t cog,"

And, in Let, thec it. an e.tire ci.ction on pages 11.2 to 1371 on the artic-
ulatien of Secondary and PSE programs.

1,9 ED Fo4 tor ( coescfls

The need for the local advisory bodies 14 called for in the Kentrcky report(0317)

"Lar.q, hus
asoevaisLis ingoi vis3142_nal lo-
cal and regional vocational education administrators ITust lean heavily on
the to 'vacs., and tndustr: zuidanci, i . the d.,.elo,nent and
.01, ,t .

1.0 d. e..1 tae sec tion .tith thc sur_rary 0)
Adyl y Council reports (page 991).

"Dur Loa lie past 2 .cirs; a nuher of State count it,. has,: studie1 the f..Y1C.-
CA )Al. la at / on, 1.1.ne S by t trot. q SCraq .end Iiir: Al,14 ILO
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cc tool VC, It LW. ii ii'' at ondary 01' pot ci 0-.11ry lc vi 1 t
of _the_ co,, ir.1 1 c yezer.t..112,. ou t to f I t. 1.t.-
contr 1-1. rsii,n I.
Seto d to ..111.1 .t it ri clot in of pins d 1 2
any form of advisory co nittee."

Pr an 1., ; also :al Is for representative ,,31(1.). in each Common, tl Col 1. ,sir 're( ,r, r (pt a 14.7)

t Iii bI of /.1 .1 LW slit,1111 cri.ate re t v coopei_l roll
a o. .n cl to-__ .

chid tug It it in ti, aie , viii, 1, ponsibl I it'. for r, i Ina
the it ti ;al .uetatvai ram Sri 11 ; ,ttoil of o , .0. ...es, art 1 si uot.o.natio,

u. .o it tonal ,thicat ion ; L. 11 1. n_peratir -I-
coordintri it bet ',en arols of osritir,iiti ton Li I i rt,.uct. the tt. 10t1 -

( con(
pi the r'iotcur I. invo,

On pivs 1409-1%:0 ten. is a e 1,, u -.Ion of lo. ,1 and pi uprdm adv co-, ( en-
mi t t, cc. It arid appear that a foil- i,at ion of ii is nrnces- could stre:o
vor.,t ion '1 eduLat pros: ,s.,

I Ruh: I or it8t

In the Kent utt report PS was it., laced to h,ve a "Iva priority" (pal. 269),

"ro v11 .1E1', 1'1 and t ed11. at s lc e v tic o re, 1 -cc''
0 .ti',d truth N111, 1963, "ut (IOC tp. .Lt t
shou 1 (c,. ii, ' l,u) t. czt inn _n- 16 ycsAr,_

r JO (1tf.1,, out 011 ir_;C:"1: 3 ; r , 1 ,C111
need to b. led 3 1 t I yintic,' to 2.12azi-1 i, , i I a. .,11..:at itt
tont u..kv bac had a eorJ low nrior, t%7 It n, eds to ci, rats, d to i hi' r
level of support and tne enroll-cnt rwiuld ut lucre:sod i,:erabl i

lh, state (port on pace 724 indicates the 15Z minIrmm for PSE has beco-e
tic, ,aximum.

"II :tem percent aas r,sorvad for use by ,ormk.lity -elle Qs?, branch t_ -es,
and postcecondary InstItuz ions . Pro_ acts were submIttea for their al location-.

The above in inte^dcd to i ive i ha( PPround in preparation for the Ii" elcanent
of nt% vosat lona) odutat ion ltgIclat lop.
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CHAPTER

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, REGO,"1ENCATIONS AND

SUGGESTIONS FCR FURTHER STUDY

Su-mary

The study was conducted to determine the nature and extent of artic-

ulation activities between and within post-secyndary occunational pro-

grams in the public vocational-technical schoolsA4d-junior colleges of

the states bordering Alabama. It was hoped that such information might

provide a basis for more rational decision-raking in planning for artic-

ulation improvement, as well as identifying directions for further study.

vocational - technical school, and public

junior colleges in the states of Florida, Gcargla Mississippi, and

Tennessee ....ere Included in the survey. The response indicated a strong

interest in articulation with 96 Percent of the 140 institutions in-

volved responding. Ninety percent of the returns were usable and formed

the basis for the data anal;sis.

All 126 (90: of the total) institutions providing usable returns

offered some type otbu?Iness related occupational programs In the
LP

Rthealth related occupations, 74 4 percent of the junior colleges and 82.4

4'percent of the vocational-technical schools offered sore type of training

programs in this area. In th,,...1fazyico relate:, Pecu:ations 75.9 percent

of the junior colleges and 92 1 percent of the vocational-technical

schools offered some type of training programs in this area.

the

while in
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and 70.6 percent of the vocational-technical schools offered some type

of training programs in this area. It would appea that the commit-ert

to occupational programs by the two types of institutions was not st,b-

stanti,fly different, with the possible exception of the service relatc

occupations.whete_the vocattonalz.technAcal_scheols appeared to have a

somewhat stronger commitment.

QLeWitlrco_Lit....of-Lothtypesof institutions within a 50 mileor

_li44cormuting distance of each other and both types having strong

commitments to occupational programs, articulation of effort would see-

to be desirable. Th;s problem should become even more acute as accont-
,

ability_sont-knues to be stressed. 1atseesillogIcal thtthe11,12c.

will continue to support-costly _duliCatlon.

Occupational education administrators apparently recognized the lr-

creasing desirability for upward and changing occupational mobility

through Programs that continue to build on previous work and schoolir

experience. Over 90 percent of all respondents indicated that these

objectives were desirable. However, this commitment was not reflecte

in the actual articulation practices reported.

While the commitment to occupational nrograms seemed similar for

the two types of institutions, recognition fcr this type of educatior2'

experience was confusing. For programs reported at, the technical lev:1,

86 percent of the junior colleges awarded associate degree credit, but

for technical level programs in vocational-technical schools students

were awarded clock-hour certificate credit in 91 percent of the cases.

Thus the student ,:tio chooses an occupational education experience In t.

vocational-technical school as opposed to that sere exoerience 7n a

junior college -ay be limiting 717s on-nrt nit, fe upl1rJ r.^ucatir.7"1

mobilit).

44.822 0 - 75 . 57
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percent of junior college trade-skills students were seldom or never

provided the oprortunity to meet and interact witn Junior college

technical program students. A similar ratio existed with regard to

the opportunity to observe classes in related programs, where 97 per-

cent of the vocational-technical schools and 64.9 percent of the junior

colleges seldom or never provided their occuoational students with such

opportunity.

While the joint use of facilities zmd equipment would be tied to

the proximity of the two types of institutions many operated either on

the same site or within easy access of each other and the articulation

of specialized and expensive programs would anpear desirable. However,
__--

ft492Lcent mf the junior coaesanche vocational------
technical schools did not engage in any )crint.aci..1-1-ty--uslu, Forty-four

--------_____---------------
percent of tre junior colleges indicated so'e Joint use of specialized

equipment in related programs but only 14 5 percent of the vocational-

technical schools did so. Increasing interest in the possibilities of

jointly used tocilities and ecuip-ent was indicated, with 65 percent of

the junior colleges and 52 percent of the vocational-technical schools

reporting planning discussions in this direction.

Approximately half of both type institutions indicated that they

were rverating under written policies which defined occupational pro-

gram responsibility. Approximately half also felt that unnecessary dup-

lication of occupational progrzms had been eliminated, although articu-

lation between the programs v.hich were of,ered by the two types of in-

stitutions was still very much needed as indicated by the lack of artic-

ulative oracrcAs ,f.nortcd

,,''.1,'i ,(
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In seeking infor-atior fro- t'e local level as to hho should provide

the leadersh; art'c.lat.on 1-:-c-ut tne evoluticn.ry backerovid of

tnv t.qc tyre a::arent %ocational-technical schools f.

lo c.'. to state 't.e: leazdrs' 1- f.-st ard tne:i to loc'l effort, whlj .ne 1
-

to I:cal of 'or; first and then to tee state level. 11

ifTMs fact yo 1: -a.e 1-71i:at'ors in zlarnid for articJlation ir:rnve-e

rent, :art-c Iar': In reoar: to ye roles of azo'cies and legal bodies

in resc1.1-: :roo*c-s of artieJldtlor.

Kodever, a rctce 01 t'e -ritte' s.-:est.on 'Cr erticulation

i-oro.c-ent tnere -ere 2':-S -"ere ooth ty-:s of insti%tions ould rec-

s stater:o sac" as proorr acoroval to elrn-

nate neoozs ,..,o t .n of .zrstitt,t,o;,?1 roles in occuca-

tice!T , 1t. ac the esta:lis- ert of gJidelines for

art o.1:tior t; to eff:::'.21, ir:.: :rt dto roles, plus

ant ftdsral,le,,els to elim-

inate :ea`o.Yss :-:-z inst.t.tions.

Coclsscs

Fro:- tre .rfc--a:- ratered, it a:pearcd thet the conditions

fosteri-; tre -ieo for !-:-o..: bet.ecn occu:ational pro-

gras ,.ocat'ohal-teorr';a1 sc-ocls and trier colleces were wide-

spread aro to a large cegree rectr-i:,: at tn. local level. It was

a::a-ert t-at t'ere 'at as yet deseloced no re;or thrust to

resol;e ;nese iss.es at t'2 IZCO tnO.oh t'e iss.es were coin

Into fto..s af tra -t :u' no to a lesser de,lree, at the state

The atcie Is t,f t-at cure as 'D aticulut 0 r"ort.

_ .

Cr.
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but by-and-large these did not match the magnitude of the problems.

This generalized con lusion was based on conclusions stated below:

With sligh y bettor than fl2 percent of both toes

of institut ns thin fifty, or less, miles of

each other d a th all the vocational-techlical

school: and frost all the junior colleges offering

some type of ccuoational programs, articulation of

these offerings seemed very desirable.

It would appear that there was an obvious lack of
articulation and an unnecessary erount of confusion
where similar learning experiences wore defined by
different terninoloye a:Jarded different kinds of
recognition, and not transferable from one type
institution, or prngram, to another.

Few occupational adinistrators felt that occupa-
tional tirocraris should be termmal and provide no

foundation for 4urter studye yct tie single purpose
seiarate institutius, And the bureaucracy which had
develoond arena' this system, v.as still et odds with
this onanded conceit of core compreensive and con-
tinuing occupnional Education.

While curriculum coordine.tion of occupational Pro-

grams left rodcn to t. denired, activity in this area

of practice exLeedi.1 Oct ot,,er practice! as a measure

of articulation rrcrt i an tnc ty:os of insti-

tution surveyed, IrcicotInl bernaps the area of

joint curriculo- QWt i.ould be a fertile area

to begin articulation expbnsior. .

There was little articulation cffo-t reported in the

area of practices reined to staff irteraction and

student Int,racticn indlcotin not only tfc difficulty

of this kind of effort between scbargte institutions
but perhaps an over e nls on accoJnt,bility for
time spent in skill developent as oncosed to the
more letang hie vales of personal interaction in
progran, improverant and student growth.

While plc inq efforts for the jo,nt use of facilities

and egu:-Ent Inc,c,', a strong ccncr, in this area

of ectiviL,, little ,,.nn icce-ollsned. Cc ,etition

and suunicitn ce: c y 41ffriog ;,'torus of funding

from b.' na and st:.te levels could p-ohably

account nx: of tne difficulty enccdgteed rn this

arei,

S.9!4
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The two types of institutions differed so-ewhat in
their feeling about .00 should provide leadership
in articulation improvement. Vocational-technical
schools had traditioally looked to the state and
federal levels for f,..nding and guidelines, while

junior-colleges nad ceveloped on a philosoony of
local involvement. The proper balance in the area
was a matter yet to be resolved, but occupational

education could obviously no longer be considerea
in a local or state context alone,

The tradition of a separate system of vocational education from

the rest of the education system was probably nowhere in sharper focus

than between the newer concept of the comprehensive community college

and the traditionally single purpose vocational trade school. in the

region surveyed, while recognition of the increasing obsolescence of

this duality was apparent, the mechanisms and pressures for change were

just beginning to be considered and developed at the local level.

Recommendations

Increased effort should be rade at each local institution whether

vocational-technical school or junior college to try and overcome the

kinds of deficiencies in articulation practices as identified in the

study. In addition certain broader recommendations could be made in

relation to an overview of the information presented in the study.

Continued efforts to bring vocational-technical
schools and community-junior colleges under the
same, or closer, organizational structure at the
state level should assist in efforts to improve
occupational education articulation. Other -

studies indicated tnat this had been achieved in
approximately half of the states.

Continued effort to reoroanize vocational-
techn:cal ;mols junior colleges into com-
prehensive co,-Jr1tv colleges at the local level
should pro.1(.: r ^r - rt,culct'on Of :c:.,:1-
t1;,-.;1 *1 t'
of rally ,nt in
dua' systers.

1J
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Establish statewide guidelines and recommen-
dations for the irnlerentation of articulation
agreements on occuptional programs between
vocational-technical scnools and junior colleges

with regard to such items as credit transfer-
ability, institution orot;ram responsibility,
joint use of facilities and equip. ent, j^ it

faculty appoint ents, equitable funding t ween

similar programs in sevarate institutions, .om-
petency based credit recognition,. joint curric-
ulum develop -ont projects, early entry for high

school steJents. etc Tnis gust not be con-

wIst

as recc
1%-=lcLta:-

lircontr:l=
u oveth

state-

") wide

rer necessary to telncic:oess

of making naxi, use of time, talent, and

facilities for the total population.

Develop curriculum articulation guidelines for
continuous occupational growth and development

within the varlous ousiness, health, service,
and industrial related occupational clusters.

Develo; f".7,;c: ndivIduallzod instructional mate-
rials and technl,,,:s suited to cont;nuous pro-

gression within the occupational cluster curric-

ulux

Continued erphois on the "career education"

concept us a -eans of bringie5 oen^ral and

occupational education into an articulated

relationship

Suggestions. f.or further Study

This study involn.ed a st,tus determination of the articulation

of occupational programs in the region sursayed for the purpose of pro-

viding information for decision-raking in planning for better articu-

lation of occupational programs between
vocational-technical schools

and junior colleges A nu7ber of items emerged from this process which

are suggested for further study.

To determine methods for stindardizing occt.na-
tiona/ cr-Pdit rtco,ni);;ne for e' -11c., between

''t

V:21ETCy
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To establish and expand better manpower data
and its utilization in occupational program
development and coordination.

To determine cost benefit analysis in relation
to more efficient occupaticnal program operation
through articulation.

To resolve the confusion of program and course
description betv.een institutional tyoes, and
levels, of occupational education experiences.

To determine the need for competency based
occupational program evaluation.

To assess the effect of the "career education"

concept on articulation at the secondary and
post-secondary level.

To develop curriculum materials comnatible with
the occupational clustering approach and individ-
ualized progression.

(11
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TAB F

COMMUNITY COLLEGEAMETIN lbw* 1974

CAREER EDUCATION AT ILLINOIS PUBLIC COMMUNITY COLLEGES
Ream and Flinn %Innen

The cumnionty canoe la oftes viewed
as society's answer to the need foe upended
ed.ratkatal opportunity. Monads of M.
bob Ws school gradvatse nth swag
ability main further education to qualify
for careen within the broad nuclant of
setvd-profeselonal and technical employment
In addition, confronted inn rapid when.
logical animas an economic fluctuation.
the Individual who Y biped secondary
school agt ls faced with a *odd Is which
Oh and corm outloob ate constantty
chain&

In 1965. the Minor General Assembly
establobrd -technical ttaineig and educa-
tion" as one of the four pnnopal =LON
of the Mote% public community weeps '
whin they stated in the Public helot C0131111
Art" a comprehemen community college
program shall include coons In occupational,
sunitactudal or technkal fields Lelia dl.
tartly to employment " In 1972 and 1973.
the Cannel Assembly nieffirmid Its support
of mew education by providing mks flat
g reat support for norebutimem oxupetional
inglaCt1011 This action supported the Illinois
Commeruty Colter Bard which nabbed
as a Mak Monty to ".1,oand occupational
aid cunt ideation propane to inset the
reds of the State of Visa with partkadat
emphasis oe Infanta vocational WS train-
ing and retraimia."

The Minds Public Connumby CcDapss Estimated die to cothicdos method

CHART I
CRETAT HOURS CARRIED RY STUDENTS AT INDITRIN

IN OCCUPATIONAL COURSES, 1966 1973

1,000030

900,000

1100,000

703,030

600000

'Alamo

4ao,000

300000

now
100,000

910.000

Sown: Ualt Cost Stables of the BMWs Community College Roan and
Bond of Mew Edewattaa.

have made test arida la meeting them
chilliest* la Wane, then ktretumons
here sotrobt to meet the broad lab of the
D otion of Vocational Education ad Relia-
bibtatIon. especially In attempting to provide
mammon at col community college In all
crew prop= area Also, one of the 'imam
thrusts of blaster Plan Ul of the Musa Board
of Higher Education r in the area of the
CollePate Common Market concept Efforts
ere being made to fulfill this goal

Marts 1 and II are dlunntive of the pop.
ulanty of career education tiffany at
moss Public Community Lobelia Chart 1
shows the total credit hours ilenattea by
students In casser/vocational COMICS at mid
term front 1966.1973, while Chan 11 lists
fall surnester headcount and fulleinie opilv.
abut (PTE) enrollment for those sun
years

The impact of the instructional program
et Ultras Public Conimmtly Colleges can

CHART II

FALL SEMESTER CAREER/OCCUPATIONAL ENROLLMENTS
AT ILLINOIS MK COMMUNITY COLLEGES

1961.69 1969.'0 1970.71 1971.72 1972.73 1973.74

Headcount 23,441 31309 6.,703 47,403 33,131 67,666

.- .
Pre 6,346 16020 23.693 29,111 32,632 40,363

Wed oe tetbated nedtene annual fulkinie annithmeats

SC:a
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TAB G

Dist.
No.

Table 7.

ENROLLMENT IN ILLINOIS COMMUNIT7
OCCUPATIONAL PROGRAMS,

Community College

COLLEGE
FALL 1973

Occupational

Appendix

Programs

Enrollment Per Cent

501 Kaskaskia 664 41

502 DuPage 2,718 27

503 Black Hawk (2,905) (43)

Black hawk East 295 52

Black Hawk Q.C. 2,610 42

504 Triton 5,137 31

505 Parkland 1,353 48

506 Sauk Valley 1,094 60

507 Danville 1,134 50

508 City Colleges of Chicago (18T-4-56) (40)

Kennedy-King 4,895 59

Loop 4,238 36

Malcolm X 2,896 66

Mdyfair 802 22

Olive-Harvey 1,267 26

Southwest 2,268 48

Wright 2,090 25

509 Elgin 1,42) 38

510 Thornton 1,371 52

511 Rock Valley 2,094 38

512 Wm. R. ratper 3,502 40

513 Illinois Valley 618 22

514 Illinois Central 3,897 45

515 P,airie State 1,367 34

516 Waubonsee 677 30

517 Lake Land 1,136 39

518 Carl Sandburg 573 33

519 Highland 621 49

520 Kan',akee 771 23

521 rend Like 207 16

522 Belleville 1,762 34

523 Kishwauttee 516 27

524 Moraine Valley 1,833 30

525 Joliet 2,052 39

526 Lincoln Lard 1,128 24

527 ! :or ton 877 48

528 ncHenry 554 40

529 Illinois Eastern Colleges (926) (20)

Lincoln Trail 199 23

Olney Central 345 15

Wabash Valley 382 32

530 John A. Logan 485 32

531 Shawnee 386 47

532 Lake County 1,734 32

533 Southeastern 287 32

534 Spoon River 230 39

535 OaKton 570 16

536 Lewis and Clark 1,626 58

537 Decatur 276 25

601 SCC Last Et. Louis 454 18

Totals 67,466 36

Source: Illinois Community College Board
;
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TAB I

i!,

April 12, 1974

Mr. John E. Tirrell
Vice President of Governmental Affairs
American Association of Community and
Junior Colleges
One Dupont Circle, N.W.
Suite 410
Washington, D.C. 20036

Dear Mr. Tirrell:

Two years ago, The National Advisory Council on Vocational Education
contracted with the National Planning Association for a study of du-

plication. The study was completed and forwarded to the United States

Office of Education. It is a rather voluunous manuscript and we have

only one file copy. However, I am enclosing a it which was prepared

last week for the Commassioner of Education on the subject of duplication
which should be helpful to you. If you care to send someone by our office,

they are welcome to look at the file copy of the National Planning Assoc-
iation Study and take whatever notes they wish.

Sincerely,

Calvin Dellefield

enclosure

.,o1 :3
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Ime Amu= mgr. the hationn: advisor, Council on Vocational Educationarms nf aup_inatint it vocational eoucation and manpower
=wain arrograuswie,jk_ei ^tee The study covered all publically '

Sesemse rrnmr-ame masintatered oc :Pm Department of Health, Education, and
Multers ass =se Emmen:men: of Labor, with the exception of adult education
ilovicram

Ine =mu =act-setaetua: smile there may be duplication, there were alsoWPM it triittimg nrogramt The duplications generally were not ofa ican: t aeries= aegram it 4 be eye t thejLithation hasmen =wow anT,-mclaul since
tars report was complete ;since there has

'mem sr zignifican: increase in vocational education funding and the
lerear-sserc of .A1= hC2 orogreate remeined relatively constant pendingammear of awe mennower legislation.

imempar ell= the summer of the Cnmprehensive Employment and Training
ze sal= reniaret MDT... wits anticipated funding increases for

arocciess Iscutatinz orograme art the writing of new vocational education
-isigspiatios ens via trig inclusion of usjor new progress for Post-
scownsw- zr-cusitious. eau:la:ion it the Education Amendments of 1972,Mess=tstc tem: see yropiee of ouplicatiot me, become more serious
isms it nal beet it :me neat These ongoing and new programs will be
mur=me__74cleli us determine am changes in the situation since the
JaliC s=12:y is recommended that another major study of
misiLissitsus be aeon u r". tc tc oezernine the impact of the new
Zwernenenclyn Employment sac Training et: and the degree of cooperation
er-isCiZU adieeftt :haat nee menisower programs and the vocational education
anugtrimw 34 use Inau. savel.

lbw 1=setantli etted of oun_ica :iot concluded that while there may be
ismruss sz nro=us c.:ter:up among different agencies in a given city,
Zara ditreren: nro;..^:ene after server different populations. Por example,

ms=staris. course/ are on!, offerer by the secondary schools, anyone
et=_!- A metastonaary institution would no: be able to be trained asa se=mittr. Ix addition, our-of-schoo. youth and adults would also beassum =is area. =seas tnel COU1 afford to purchase it from
rcvctte nThir7itt-a- strACD.I. nwer..antang program offerings at different
iseimszions n- agencies often means s greater choice of training
esersartmaLt.ues in: :nom seating orenaratiot it a given occupation.
reelMasest are n. concert whet the tots. number of trained workers is greater
=es bee mamas: 0: ions ovm-labie or whet programs could more efficiently
ass mfmuttivp- be cfrarat a: cave: titsititutiette and still stet individualant attar marks: mesas. Ever is Progress operate at capacity, have entrancewon _sets. AMM are au.e Lc [Witt s"... graduates in jobs, excess costs
mr. me Zmn=tm it the eras of =ogres administration.
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Caps in occupational offerings may result in limited occupational options
for enrollees or in shortages in trained manpower to fill available jobs.
These gaps may occur because of over-emphasis on some training areas or
when the total level of funding is insufficient to provide a wide range
of skill training choices.

According to the study, the various occupations is the Business and Office
411tOt were often overlappin:. Courses to train clerks, typists, secretaries,
accountants, bookkeepers, and data processors were often found in secondary,
postsecondary, and DOL programs. Certain health offerings, particularly
licensed practical nurse, nurse aide, and medical and dental assistants,
were often found at a number of institutions within a city.

Many of these overlaps are not significant when you examine the small total
Lumber being trained and the demand for these skills. Others are low
skilled, entry occupations and many institutions offer them because of the
heavy demand by students and the relative ease and low expense of providing
training in these areas. What may be of concern, however, is the fact that
overlapped programs contain substantial numbers of students. In some cities,
students being prepared for those occupations offered at more than one type
of institution may account for well over 75 percent of all students in public
skill training programs. In several cities, it was found that these students
accounted for over 60 percent of all occupational students. This is a
somewhat misleading observation, however, since duplication may result from
large numbers being trained in one occupation at oar institution and a
very small number at another. Moreoever, all students may be placed in
employment after graduation.

Availability of identical types of occupational training is not necessarily
undesirable unless (1) institutions are serving the same target population,
(2) overlapping programs result in a surplus of trained labor relative to
the labor market, or, (3) such programs add substantially to administrative
Costs.

The conclusions of the previous duplication study, which should be a guide
for monitoring the problem in the future, are:
A. Special facilities funded by Department of Labor but operated by public
education systems provide opportunities for skill training for populations
which otherwise might not be served by existing public institetioqs.

-(1)

S. There is VOnsiderable administrative overlap be een manpower programs
in the nation's cities and frequently iTia of amrdination in the provision
of some services to enrollees. Increased administrative coordination
appears to be needed to maintain quality programs

a--- cla--
C. n services exist an may be substantial: For the out-of-school
groups, ma skill training is needed and for teenagers
with their extremely high unemployment rate, and their lack of work
experience, the shortage of training opportunities is critical.

44.82.; 0 7:1 -
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D. Vocational and occupational programs enroll all population groups.
Sowever, to some extent, the different groups tend to concentrate in
different institutions. With few exceptions the secondary vocational
programs served equal numbers of blacks and whites, whiffs very small
proportions of both groups are served in DOIL programs for youth. For
ed4lts enrolled in preparatory institutional vocational programs, however,
blacks tended to be enrolled in both types of institutions equally while
whites were overwhelmingly concentrated in postsecondary institutions. )

L. Duplications exist in many dies in the occupations for which skill
training ,.1Fffiie.ai1---iictrUrequently in those occupations foc which
there is a surplus of workers, indicating kneed for improved coordination
between programs and better planning in relation to-Ene-rartmr-Siiket.
It appears that efforts in this direction will require training services
for program administrators and the provision of technical assistance.

9
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TAB J

HIGHLIGHTS OF A STUDY OF DUPLICATIONS AND GAPS
IN PUBLICLY FUNDED SKILL TRAINING PROGRAMS

Pursuant to a Congressional charge to the National

Advisory Council on Vocational Education, the U.S. Office

of Education contracted with the National Planning

Association in 1971 to conduct a study of duplications

and gaps in public skill training programs.

The term "public skill training" was defined as

publicly supported training which provided enrollees with

marketable skills for entry level positions through

formal classroom institutional programs. The study

included training programs in private institutions

which provided skill training to Federal manpower

program enrollees on a contractual basis but excluded

adult vocational and on-the-job training even when

publicly supported.

Adult vocational programs were excluded in-as-much

as they are normally single courses not programs of

study, and are usually not for preparation for entry

level employment but are for upgrading or for personal

use. On-the-job training was likewise excluded since,

although it contains a training component, it is in fact

not a training course but actual employment.

The study was conducted in twenty urban areas

selected from all regions of the nation and included

very large cities such as Chicago and Los Angeles and

smaller cities such as Allentown Pennsylvania, Portland

9
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Oregon, and Hartford Connecticut. In all, data were

collected from 20 secondary school systems, 37 post-

secondary institutions, and 66 Federally funded manpower

training programs.

Highlights of the Study

The study reported,'

"...little overlap of skill training between
Federal manpower programs and other public institutions
and that special facilities funded by Federal programs
but operated by public educational systems provide
opportunities for skill training for populations which
otherwise might not be served by existing public
institutions.

"...considerable administrative overlap between
manpower agency programs in the nation's cities and
frequently a lack of coordination in the provision of
some services to enrollees. Increased administrative
coordination appears to be.needed in order to maintain
quality programs. Further'centralization or consolidation
does not seem to be warranted unless the quality of the
services provided to target groups can be maintained
or improved.

"...some overlap in occupational offerings between
educational institutions and the manpower agencies.
However, in most cases the schools currently do not have
the broad range of services required to keep (target
groups) in skill training programs until they acquire
marketable skills.

"...gaps in services exist and may be substantial.
For the out-of-school groups, a marked expansion of skill
training is needed and for teenagers with their extremely
high unemployment rate, and their lack of work experience,
the shortage of training opportunities is particularly
critical.

"...vocational and occupational programs enroll
all population groups. ...lae secondary vocational
programs served equal numbers of blacks and whites
while very small proportions of both groups am served
in Federal manpower programs for youth. For the adults
enrolled in preparatory institutional vocat:Jnal pro7mns,
however, blacks tended to be cnrol)ed in
institutions equally while v,nites were overwhelnin,ly
concentrated in post-secondary institutions.

9"i
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"Duplications exist in many cities in the occupations
for which skill training is offered and occurs frequently
in those occupations for which there is a surplus of
workers indicating a need for improved coordination
between programs and better planning in relation to the
labor market. It appears that efforts in this direction
will require training services for program administrators
and the provision of technical assistance."

Findings of the Study

The study reviewed all publicly funded secondary,

post-secondary, and Federal manpower skill training

programs serving the residents of the twenty cities

and collected data on racial characteristics of

enrollees, occupational offerings, and supportive

services of each institution. Almost one million

students were enrolled in the institutions surveyed of

wnom about 400,000 were in'skill training programs.

Enrollment by institution. In all three types of

institutions, about 40% of enrollees were in skill

training. Although manpower programs are considered

to be primarily skill training for the unemployed and

underemployed, these programs provided onay supportive

services such as day-care, health care, or counseling

to many of their enrollees, and were very similar to

the educational institutions in the proportion, of

enrollees receiving skil7 training.

Of those receiving skill training over 60% of

the total were in secondary school programs while

post-secondary ir':titutions (nririly junior and

community college::) accountrA fcr le. than,
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Institutional manpower programs accounted for about 10%

of those students enrolled in plalic'skill training in

the cities surveyed.

The heavy reliance on junior and community colleges'

to provide the occupational training at the post-secondary

level reflects the small number of technical institutes

and area vocational schools in the cities included in

the study.

The post-secondary skill training enrollments include

substantial numbers of Federal manpower program enrollees

who had been placed in post-secondary institutions for

training. Approximately 20% of the Federal manpower

program clients who were receiving skill training were

trained in publicly adminiitered secondary and post-

secondary institutions and about 10% in proprietary

schools. In addition, over ono-third of the manpower

program enrollees receiving such training were in Skills

Centers funded by the Federal government but operated

by local educational agencies. Less than 2O of the

manpower program skill training was provided by the

manpower agency itself.

The use of existing educational facilities and

organizations by Federal manpower programs tended to

redwa the likelihood that there would be duplications

in the educational and training services provided in

the cc:^munity.
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Occupational offerings by institution. Overall,

more than 75 of all the skill training emrollments were

found to be in office and in trade and industry occupations.

About 80% of enrollments were in these occupational

areas in both the secondary schools and the manpower

programs compared with only slightly over 60% at the

post-secondary level. The post-secondary schools also

emphasized technical education which represented almost

20% of their enrollments but which was less than 5%

in both secondary schools and manpower programs.

Even in those occupational areas where the secondary,

post-secondary, and manpower programs all provided skill

training, however, the skill level was likely to be

different. The study report cites the health field as

an example in which the bull: of the post-secondary

programs were geared -o medical and dental technicians

and associate degree nurses, while the secondary and

the manpow,r programs concentrated on medical E.E,sistants,

nurses' aides, and orderlies.

This difference in occupational emphasis, the report

points out, would also tend to avoid duplication in

the offerings among the various skill training

institutions.

Duplications in occupational offerings were, however,

not uncommon. In the business and office occupations area

courses for c]erks, typists, bookkeepers, and data

processor: were often four.1 ;n all th.re of
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institutions. In trades and industry occupations,

drafting, auto mechanics, welding, auto body and fendor,

electrical occupations, cosmetology, and fo-u o.lrvioe

were often found to be offered by several institu:i -s

within the same city.

The report points out, however, that the content

of these courses may be different and mayoin fact, be

training students for different levels of work within

the same general occupational title. Moreover, wnil.

program offerings may overlap, the different instit..t'on,--

often served different populations. If ,4,.-'"=tio-

were entirely eliminated, adults, for examplo, wool!

not be eligible for skill trail .g in occupations avaLlatle

at the secondary level and would be forced to pur:.::hse

such training from proprietary schools. The s..ze situation

would apply to out-of-school youth wno would te unlikely

to return to the secondary school environment from

which they had dropped out.

The report states that overiappl, prozram offerings

at different institutions often means a greater ohoioe

of training opportunities for those seeking preparation

in a given occupation. The duplication of effort .s

a concern when the total number of prcgram zr-ada''s

from all institutions exceeds tne number cf

opportunities in the occupation in the cc===ity.

By-and-large one would expect skill in

a given community to corcg-,--,:n cr.. --------= 4 ----
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workers were in short supply and avoid occupations in

which there were already a surplus of workers. To

measure the duplications and gaps in program offerings

against labor market needs, the programs in each of the

twenty cities surveyed were compared with lists of

surplus and shortage occupations compiled by the local

Employment Service.

Almost 17% of all skill training enrollees were

being prepared for occupations in which there was

already a surplus of workers. Less than 15% were in

training for occupations in which there were shortages

of skilled workers. The data suggest that it is likely

that throughout the country there are many cities where

skill training programs are not adequately related to

the local labor market.

Availability of supportive cervices. Recognizing

that skill training is not sufficient to improve the

employabirn of many disadvantaged and minority group

members who are most in need of occupational preparation,

the study examined the extent md character of supportive

services provided by the different training institutions.

The supportive services included vocational guidance,

counseling, adult basic or remedial education, English

as a second language, legal aid, child day care,

transportation, health services, and job development

aril pinccm:nc.
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Counseling, job development and placement, vocational

guidance, and transportation were the most frequently

provided services at the secondary level although man,

program administrators indicated that vocational guidance

was inadequate even where it was available. Surprisingly,

. rumber of secondary schools also provided legal aid,

health services, and child day care for their students

who 'required such assistance.

Most supportive services were more frequently

available at the post-secondary schools and the manpower

programs than at the secondary schools. Transportation

services, which are extremely important for disadvantaged

students, were provided by only 24% of the post-secondary

schools. However, a few of these schools had made efforts

to overcome this problem by locating facilities near

the student populations in the inner city.

Health services were defined to cover preventative

and treatment services and did not include emergency

services such as the availability ol a school nurse.

Such services were provided by over three-quarters

of the manpower programs, 30% of the post-secondary

institutions, and 15% of the secondary schools.

All services were provided in at least some of the

programs at all levels and in all types of institutions

indicating that barriers to the provision of supportive

services can be overcome if the adn3nistrator decides

that the services are impor,anl, enough.

4.-)
4, 1 .4.04 i
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Target populations served. The skill training

programs included in this study differed significantly

in the racial composition of their student bodies.

Public secondary school programs were about equally

divided between black and white students while post-

secondary programs were predominantly white and manpower

programs predominantly black. Most manpower programs

also served proportionately more women than the

secondary or post-secondary programs.

To a large degree the enrollment of racial

minorities in post-secondary institutions was limited

by the availability of supportive services required by

the disadvantaged.

Although minority populations were served in all

three types of institutions, there appears to be little

duplication since the different programs :serve different

types of students. Secondary procrams are designed

for in-school youth and serve an age grouprenerally

excluded from post - secondary institutions. Even the

manpower programs for youth serve only 2% of the high

school age students enrolled in skill training programs,

the remaining 98% being trained in the secondary schools.

For adults in skill training, almost as many

blacks were enrolled at the post-secondary level as in

manpower programs. The report points out that since

ran: of these Tianpoer T.r:-.,n ;-a;nec:3p.rc :.ctually

attc,i'ling po:;t-seconda:v ',051161Ls Lhe pol,,,ntial

v
AO ,,,.., 4
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duplications are reduced. Moreover, programs for

adults are needed to provide a second chance for older

persons who did not receive suitable skill training at

the secondary level.

Of greater significance than the potential duplication,

according to the report, are the caps in services to

minority populations. While about 500 of black youth were

enrolled in skill training in the twenty cities (almost

entirely in secondary institutions), only slightly more

than 3% of the black adult population in these cities

were enrolled in such programs.

Program administration. The study reported that

little coordinated program planning existed among the

various public skill trainin; procnems in the cities

surveyed.

Many seconJary school admini:-trPturs felt that

they could not spare the t57P to coordiraio with other

systems because of the pre%,,;ure of scheduling, progrm.

development, etc. within thuir own :.chool syf,tem. Available

staff tine was already cor:nitteu o internal administration

and time rer.ained for :;onnultation with other

institutions or for relating oroexam p]ans to labor

market or denol7aphic data. r,:oreove, rany administrators

felt thaf. much of the required iiifemation e.as not

readily available in a form which was useful to them.

cc 'itio= L. 1-' -f' YC

plann-n; and cacy_;...Aio- .-".re rot possible.
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At the post-secondary level, the variety of

institutions (technical institutes, area vocational

schools, and community and junior colleges) made it

difficult to coordinate programs. In cases where a

city-wide system existed, however, coordination was

easier and in a few cases coordination was, arcomplished

through an office at the state level.

The report indicates that efforts were being made

at a few post-secondary institutions to credit students

with courses taken at secondary schools. There was

however, little being done to relate program offerings

to labor market needs )r to job opportunities although

many program administrators recognized this shortconir4.

Manpower program administrators were also faced

with difficulties in coordinating their programs due

to the time required for regular program administration.

Even within -Ole various mappc:rer pro,7rcms in a sin.;le

community, problems of coordinatior .,rote due lo

differences in priorities, funding sources, znd_target

populations.

The study found that under the CA"PS planning

system in existence at the time of the study, the

CAMPS committees had been unable to develop the degree

of cooperation and coordination among the various local

programs that was desired.
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Of particular concern at the post-secondary level

was the size of skill training enrollments and problems

associated with serving disadvantaged populations.

The report states that in many communities little

or no vocational offerings were provided by the local

community or junior colleges. Such a condition

seriously limits the vocational training opportunities

for adults and may force many of them to forego formal

training if they cannot afford the cost of a proprietary

school.

With regard to serving the disadvantaged, the report

points out that only about 22% of post-secondary skill

training students were black compared with over 47 and

615 in secondary and manpower programs respectively.

Increasing the relatively limited enrollmcnts of racial

minorities in skill training at the post-secondary

level would require expanding the supportive services

necesrary for disadvantaged students to fully benefit

from such training. Increased availability of legal

aid, child day care, transportation, and health services

at post-secondary institutions appear to be especially

needed to adequately serve the disadvantaged groups.

The report cites the 1970 Direst of Educational

Statistics whicn shows that only 455 of secondary

students enter college and only half of these students

complete the four-v" ,r me -r:1- . These data enphazdze

tr need for inoreL',co n::i31 .,oir:Irg for a:lulcs :.nce

only about 405 of secondary students were found to be

enrolled in vo:a.doL.1.1 pro, Unless poet- secondary
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institutions expand their ::kill training offerings

and supportive services, the majority of students, and

particularly disadvantaged students, who leave secondary

schools without vocational training will have limited

options for preparing for the world of work.

4
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TAB K

MIDDLESEX COUNT?' COLLEGE
t >nn 'Cr,. Jersey 2,8817 20, 51-A00' Olhce of the Pritvdent

June 12, 1974

"a-. John E. Tirrell
Vice President-Governmeutal Affairs
American Association of Community

and Junior Colleges
1 DuPont Circle NW
Suite 410
Wa,hington, D.C. 20036

Dear Jack.

In response to your letter of June 4, 1974, I am pleased to
offer the following information on our cooperation watn the Middlesex
Count,' Vocational - Technical School System.

One of the first steps that I took upon assuming the Presidency
of 'Ilddlesex County College in 1965, was to establish a cooperative
relationship with Dr. Burr Coe, Superintendent of the Middlesex
Ccunty Vocational-Technical school system, I did this for a number
of reasons.

(1) I stronali support p'ilosophically the concept of
vocational-education and that it can be provided by a
variety of instituti-..v1.

2) We have in tne Middlesex County Vocational-Technical
School System that appears to me to be one of the finest
such systems in the country.

(3) Financial support for both the Vocational Schools and
tae Count,. Collece is provtded, to a great extent, by
te same soutces, that is, the state legislature, and
Count- Board of Freeholders. Thus, it seems desira-le
to prevent duplication of services and tnus a waste of
tae tax7ayers MOlev.

a ropult. ^r Cec and I developed a position paper on the
respons.L.Ilities of each educational system that was de-igned to
prevent duplication of services and to foster cooperation between
the two organizations. There have been numerous examples of such
cooperation over tne succeeding years.

44-322 0 - 755.
9'44- '7
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In I as ", -A : d 1 1 hn c o , 41, ,s ta )1 is .ed in one
- tn_ C ,Ant4 p, 1 a: ldingh and .15 a 1 s, th vocational
, iol fr 2 ',oars. In 19r,), it h'-car, it .s sar to romove I.

-fa is, of t io dev, loam, it of 0,- cnan.ral and Civil "no, n ..rand
canoloo d-orams. Tis providod t"o vocational sohc1 ,t, m,

.ico-n was cr amp,d fsir s ace, .ith a "'toil It at a minimal cost.
It ,rovia ,d 'or It: 1 1 z ,t ion o " ac at t Coa-t C.11, lo that
a, not t len i. d. hr a co1lq. :ogram. .n1 . sign' floant

cisad% ant a to was It': distance (about 7 mil ) mg" ,ho hoar, ,t
gcati onal

iii an e,tinliIhod a s,ecial ad^iss.ons rocedurt '-r
graa,ate, r ams Ii tn .ccationa I schools to

pr.,cram- t Co :nt co 1 )roCrOur ltd u:c,ti.', or t indarc 1 j1 sciool raratOri cours r-1,11rod
f usual ,,tqn sc-1-01 gracuato Inn sthstitut,q solely the

r-commond lt10.1 of t ocational aradaat, 's guidance counselor.
.ad num-rou-, laatos a f the lectronics

and 1,raf t.ng D.,sion programs admitt,d o tic basis to the communit.,
v-i OC.3 1,1,etrIcal and .nginferino '1,cnnologi proram,.

, tjm., ,ion, poi 1c% alas invelv,s ,11^..;trio intereoted vocational
o,u1 a-niors sits Jr campus ,iac ,..ar on a s. ,c1,11 Vocal: to.ia 1
vi 'ii fir coon ieltng a-il ,AtIvisein,nt our faculty and ocein-
lit : t ,`

r no 1 .) -ri aq T-c ,mIoat", sery ,s on the liddl,s0x
t:0 , ,:oordinatino Council along o 1 th the

..rihtenu it t Voeatioral-- .onnical school ; st,m. This
"trio oat.' car,'-'r educ:t ion of ferings aoro, the

,,,ant: and is coming involved wit 1 1-.e din triuticn of Vocat lona 1-
lucation \ct 'n-sit to echwol s:st,ms thin tne county.

I consid, : 5.,p-, t'.at we nave ta%en to ensaro cooperation
tne two educational institutions to ha /2 Peen a most

andertanin 1. Similar stops, if applieo 'ins more uni-
-or -,a1 basis, Aould serve to 2reyent toe ov,rlaps in educational
on f, rinqa .sot community col 1-ges and area ocational schools
t -at axi:t tnroAi -oat t ie state and across t le coi,ntri. Toe re,a1-
, a: ir.t of Aist rust and compet.tion to', d" ':lops as a result
f i Lb:. of cur-, coordination can oil: cause 'tarn' to Dot's educational
stems and to tao interests of the comAluni ties tney s-r'/e.

I lope taat tnis information is satisfactorl to your needs,
nd 'Cu 'au success in your presentation before the House
.d .onion and I,,bor Committee.

Sincorolv,

v. 2/724/e,Ac,,
Fran% '1. Chambers
President

"..77rp

cc. r. honneti 1...rig at

sncloiure

/IF
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TAB L

June 12, 1974

Dr. John F. Tirrell
Vice President - Governmental Affairs
American A-sociation of Community
an! Junior Colleges

One Dupont Circle, N.W., Suite 410
Washington, D.C. 20036

Dear Dr. Tirrell:

I have been asked to respond to your letter of June 4
requesting information about this College's experience cooper-
ating with the local technical institute. You will find en-
closed a copy of the general agreement which has 13..!en accepted
by the two ' nstitutions. Under the guidelines set by this
aareement, we have obtained approval from the State Board of
qi,jher Cducation to offer iointly the eight technology programs
listed in the agreement. The programs will he launched effec-
tive September, 1)74.

ivy anticipate that the enrollmeits in the eight programs
will be relatively small in the first few years and then will
increase sharply by the end of the decade. It is our estimate
t this time that forty to sixty students will be involved as
of the fall, 1974,, semester.

I is tco early to tell how tl'is cooperative venture
ware' out but It appears obvious to us that substantial

sivings will n ffec-te,1 by the more efficient use of resources
i- alp: accomi.lished if each institution pursued its
inter' sts sel'aratolv. 1' spirit of cooperation that

r,r-s the beginning of this .xueriment is maintained, I feel
strongly that the efforts tl are being made in this County
will serve as a landmar for cooperation among community
colleges and technical institutions thr 1 the State.

k
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Dr: John E. Tirrell
Vice President - Governmental Affaits
American Associatiun of Community
and Junior Colleges

June 12, 1974

My only suggestion to others who might be considering
cooperative programs between community colleges and technical
institutions is to determine whether the boards and administra-
tions of the respective institutions are willing to make the
-o7prorise to initiate the programs. It they are not, no

,f discussion will see the programs through to fruition.
-E,ortant that both sides, the college and the technical

institute, nali7e that mutual respect is a fundamental premise
in such an enterprise. Until that respect is present, little
progress can be made.

Sincerely yours,

r

Saul Orkin
Dean of the college

SO:ee
Encl.
cc: Dr. Smith

Mr. Kenneth Wright, DHE
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TAR M

BLACK HAWK COLLEGE

Moline, Illinois

June 14, 1974

TO: Dr. Alban E. Reid

FROM: Dr. Richard J. Puffer

SUBJECT: Cooperation Between Black Hawk College and Local Proprietary Schools

You have requested some inforration
which will help you respond to the letter

from John E. Tirrell of tne AACJC. The follving points should be considered

by anyune giving testioony on the cooperation
which eAn occur between com'iunity

colleges and p-ivate or proprietary schools.

1. Black Hawk College uses clear-cut contractual agreements with each

proprietary school. A sample of such an agreerent is attached to

this memo and can he for arded to Hr. Tirrell. The advantage of

this type of written agreerent is that eacn party knows clearly its

responsibility and obligations.

2. The students receive benefits, particularly in Illinois, because this

arranger. nt pewits apolicatiun for the Illinois State Scholarship.

3. A further benefit to the student is that these agreements have rade

it possible for students to get training fro,: a proprietary school

at lower costs (througn Blact Had;,
College) than if he or she had

applied directly to tie proprietary school. This is possible, in

part, because tne prorrictary school is certain of receiving payment

for every student enrolled, it ssmoti-es has difficulty in

collecting from students enrolled individually

4. The stAcnt receives another benefit in the fora of collene credit

for training received at a rro,ric,ary school. At Claci Lawk College,

this credit can be applied tei.ard an Associate in Applied Science Degree.

5. The student receives a further benefit through tnis arrangement sincr

Black hawk Coll,gs! ad:inirtrators and
faculty rc,cers visit the schools

to evaluate tne cpalit: of instruction. Thus any other evaluation Core

by State egencies or accrediting groups is
supplemented by the evalua-

tion done by our o.ri starf.

6. There is also a benefit to Clack maal Col ego since students en-ollrg

through Black hawk In orivate or nro-rietiry schools are often encoJra?ed

to contlrue t-elr edpeatIon to.ard aii Associate in :not ice Science

their original enrollient in the lollcge increases our errollrent flq,des

ior State v..portisnient figures, and
tneir subsecuent enrollment to con-

tinac to4ar., a uc,;ree also in,reases our cnrollront. The net rccult 't

that the Colley ras 1. per sl4aiant nody over which it can soreco its

fixed costs of operation.

9 3'1



7. The private or urc4rIeta-/ scnco': Is as: 3:i stec. i--ce -ti
affiliation wt' tne o-'' t. c:':ege :1-cs tz -rc-:.:
in the eyes of :cter,t-al st..:zrts. -ate .---..;
easier. The private sv,col ,s. t-e-e::-:. az':
students, and to 1-7:To.: its sta". ec.-:men: a-c 31
enroilments grc.

8. An additional benefit to tne comr6n-t. -s t'at tft-s 1 -1-cl-
ment expands tne range of :Tos-s
college stucerts :/itn no' ext-1 =-,-.
The invest-ent mace ty ea:n .re : :. It
time and effort to coorcY-ate a-c t-e
College has teen ati. to --I- .-as. zit; 11---nLm
serving a significant :; st.cents

Attachment:
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TAB N

ELTEEm 176.3gZlyy

hudcy oft summer
school and work program

-e t e ea e

Husky Oil Company has a Summer School and Work Program at its Cody Wy
wring off:Ce which provides high school students w :h surirr.r emp'oyment and

at the same time. gies them the opportunity to learn cf business from those who

are responsib'e for al: of the tuna ors of a major corporation
Husky has develOped a special courso called Introduction to Business in

which thirtrone company and other business volunteer owe the students
practical introduction to ail of the career opporturives available in the 0,1 ..

a. dustry

[HUSKY]
Because of the cooperation of :he !pea' community college and high school

each participating studePt .eceives coltege and high school credits for success-

ful completion of the course
Having seen the success of its Cody effort HuSve. has stated this program in

hie oher company locations arc is fling to increase the sae of its classes by

having other businesses pagneicate

BACKGROUND .n the summer of Mask, 0. Company established a Summer School and
,cork Program rcr highschool-age summer emp'oyees at its Cody Wyoming

offices While Husky has some 2600 emplOyees 'ocaled in various off ces though-
lu: the United States and Canada Mere are 206 ful'.tirre employees at the Cody

corpora:e Ce The company w th rfte cooperation of Northwest Com:nu-ay
Coll.ge of bowels Wiori g and Cody High Sc.00l created a two-phase on-
the ;OD fa,r rig program povicirc stvderts with sumrre: emfLoyment and ex-
pos"; their .o the caree- Opporturit es m rie on irdustry throng', a scecral

course entitied MI:di-et on to Business

MOTIVATION in expa ring the eascn 'or Husky s eremitic San a program Chairman of the

Board Gienn E eison said
The se- ous and ,der. -; gap ' ^al exists between wits required fc gainu

emptoymert r our rap c:, au:Or/a:mg economy and the capacity of ;re present
educational system to pros de these Sktits .s a major problem facing education
today As lye ^pee 'or more art bete' education has increased it has become
essential to search for ^ew are mere efectiye means of meeting tre career de-

vetoer-err neecs of staderts and Me erno crnent demands of industry
The average SCf'001 Or oogege gady.ate has little practical knowledge

or the actual Opera: c' business arc rd.:at? Tor many of ou- ,;r", sor,0010
and colteges ^aye c' eiucat on pat tail CO1:"Ietely $0 tar as practical

krow'edtte 0' app cat on ire .t,":,"'"e'it

he uPA^ Strateqt Center -A.m.* v.," iii ' -

933
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Industry has a responsibility and an obligation to provide eauCation and in-
sight for students planning careers m business

Our aim n setting up in s on the -10b training course was to provide the stu-
dents with nstructiOn from educated people who have had the Opportunity of
Putting the theory taught in school into practice in the business world

PROGRAM A Hussy V ce Pres ident aria nad beer in program efforts with the com-
DESIGN AND munity college was charged with development and implementation of the pro-

IMPLEMENTATION grim He quickly arranged a meeting between the President and Distributive
Education Diector of the Community College the Cody High School Principal
and Guidance Counselor and the Husky Office Manager for Cody

Through subsequent meetings with the educators it was agreed that Husky
would develop a two-phase program to give students a broad orientation and
exposure to career opportunities in the business world and that this program
would br age the gap between the theory received in the educational institutions
and its pactical application in the business woId

Hussy became responsible for offering suitable employment and on-the-lob
training for the Distributive Education part of the program For the Classroom
portion it provided the program direction meeing facilities the course outline
a company coordinator and the nstructors

The schools agreed to establish guidel.nes and to specify the academic and
Distribut ve Education requirements for college and high school credits to be
earned by participating students Each school also offered the services of an
individual from its Professional staff to work directly with the coordinator to help
him with instructional raining suggestions audit cusses review Distributive Edu-
cation work raining and to condct the final exzmination which would qualify
students tot academic credit

The Husky Office Manage became the over-au i,rogiiian Coo;,,inator respon-
siole .Jr developing the course the c'ass schedule recruiting instructors and
organizing the student work pogram

THE SUMMER SCHOOL tre number of students se ected to Partici Pate n both phases of the program
AND WORK PROGRAM has beer governed cy HUSK, s requirements for seasonal and vacation relief In

the fist year they "ad eight students in 1972 they had nine and in 1973 twenty
This oast summer five local business firms each sponsored one student ern-
plovee and more loos wee made available n the Husky organization They had
nine girls and e'even boys

At Husky the Pograrn Coodinato determines the number of students that
can be gain':, . employed There are no make work lobsas they would de-
feat the gi.irpose of the oograt

Pather than select n.; students by high academic grade averages he looks for
students who are regarded as °lough: ieaders incl ned toward a business career
and w^o .e clanni^g to 7.0 on to co. ege He ece,es a iist of poSpecove em
cloyees from the high a^1 intery ews ;helm to determine that they meet
Hi.ssy s qua' 'icatio^s ore ser Curia iriterested wou it be satisfied with thy avail-
able odors and wales AJU'd ge able to catic pate during the entire eleven-
wees program

Work Phase
On .t"e- ct I a ^ ^4 a " s pro. ded n the for,wing departments Control
ACCOU'r -7; Cash o Sr ^ti ^n Ma-ni'. Aci-i7unting Poduction and Office Serv-
ices For summer t"te Criplen wo.e rotator: through the va ous work
section.; .3 Il,w mar mum *it;CSL.r` tr, vu' Ous ICES and work experience Dur-
no the' hat pc'ilm .,a; 1^ ^00,0, t was decided that it would be better

tor HJSKi and t'1" SU tents -; ^3," each student emain at a Certain lob for the
lull ,me Tn s h rr been rho pramii-0 s nice
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AcadMtc Phil
Each morning before the start of the regular work day the students meet with
an instructor for at least an hour They do not receive pay for this time, unless a
class runs into the work day

The "Introduction to Business' course was developed with the view of expos-
ing the student to as many career opportunities as possible in the oil industry
During the program thirty-one instructors--including the Chairman of the Board
follow a barrel of oil through its various discovery and manufacturing stages
to its final consumption as a finished product geology, production refining
supply distribution and marketing To this is added all the administrative service
departments necessary to any organization accounting communication com-
puters legal, employee relations, etc

The eleven-week program consists of a minimum of sixty hours of class and
tour time intermediate take home exams to make sure students understand the
material, periodic summary overviews given by the Coordinator to tie the classes
together and a final exam given on a pass/fail basis Successfu, completion
entitles each student to three hours of academic credit and two hours of distrib-
utive education credit at the college level, as well as three hours of high school
credit

INSTRUCTORS All of the instructors who volunteer their time, are experts in their heir's who are
actively working in the areas of their subject matter Many are Department Man-
agers They are recruited as rruch as possible from the Cody office however, in
areas not directly handled by Cody staff is requested from otter- company offices
Their presentations are arranged 'a coincide with a regular Cody business trip
to conserve travel expenses The same procedure is used in scheduling non-
Husky employees such as AT&T and Mountain Bell representatives who volun-
teer to speak on communicationswhile conducting routine business in Cody

Prior to each year s course tne Coordinator submits his list of instructors to
the college for approval This list indicates the various academic qualifications
of each instructordegrees attained universities attended and management
positions held in their respective companies This step is regarded as important
in maintaining the academic credibility of the course and subsequent credit for
the students

Each instructor must present a class outl,ne for the Coordinator s approval
based on the agreed plan with the college The outline has to show extensive
coverage of the course matter with a rThnimum of six important areas of the pro-
fession The instructor also supplies questions covering these areas for the ex-
aminations

KEYS TO SUCCESS Because the Introduction to Business Course exposes students to such a
wide scope of professions and functions ,n a short period of time Husky estab-
lished live requirements to make sure the students reta n the prominent features
of each class and that the whole course has continuity They are

I class outline with support materials

2 questions Covering key points of each lecture

3 take home examinations to monitor student understanding

1 periodic overviews tieing the course matter together and stressing the inter-
departmental tunct.ons and cooperation that are required to make a corpo-
ration a successful ai d profitable operation and

5 periodic auditing of class lectures and materials by the school representa-
tives

From Husky s experience the Coordinator is the key to the success of the
program He develops the course and class schedules recruits instructors and

9 3:--;
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organizes the student work program He audits all lectures and provides the
Periodic overviews which present the over-all business picture In addition prior
to each new lecturer s presentation he briefs the instructor on the nature and
make-up of the students, reviews the proposed presentation, and advises him of
possible areas of overlapping material covered by prior instructors In selecting
the person to take on this responsibility, Husky recommends someone with a
general over-all working knowledge of the business areas to be covered in the
course

THE FUTURE FOR The only difficult problem Husky staff has experienced with their Summer School
THE HUSKY and Work Program is with expansion Because of staff size, Husky is limited in

PROGRAM the numoer of students which can be gainfully employed during the summer
Despite this the company started the program in five other offices in 1973 Cal-
gary, Alberta, Lloydminster, Saskatchewan. Denver, Colorado, North Salt Lake
Utah and Omaha, Nebraska

Husky is also trying to increase the side of its classes by interesting other
business firms in each area to participate This is considered crucial to reaching
a greater number of students The company was able to add five students to the
Cody course because loyal businesses agreed to each sponsor a student em-
ployee

SAMPLE COURSE OUTLINE: "INTRODUCTION TO BUSINESS"

Oa. a , n
Day --
On o. .

Oar I '
Dar I

DO " -'
Dr 2 -
Day

Oar ,

Darr 6 , ,,

Dar 57 -14

.4. .6. sz
On 60 AN ge

Day 0 51. 0 S ' - -

0 5 , 04 5 5 ' . - . ,

13ar y,

On -
on la 1.4., "a ...IN..: ,- a e

Oar SO - . n .ese

Dar 24

On V - -.
Day 0
Day if' ,

Darn n a s,
Do It . V.-

Oar 51 F laa, nate
Oar 52 na N,a

nae se,

CONTACT FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

C R Rice
Manager Employee Berefits
Husky Oil Company
P 0 Box 380
Cody, Wyo g 824U
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Soul letter ot 1 th isked it rte had int t esery ttlon, on the ammo'-
onto lor ittntintterin..: too awn it education in thr. ,tare to 4ener it it h to Aorke,
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ro pro.,:r tra let elopmert it tit dies, This tended to create a onfus ion at the tot it

leN.el an intro,tut 0,1 some duplication of ettort from the st.te let el On Mat 29th

tne t I OF took tt non uhtch will probabh ebminate moot ot the problems \t their
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Incidentallt the ,tatf'mohed h to been a,,igned to the <PI The t Orr
munitt Mstorn inten to to earn out it reponsibilttieo oriel t r0 ht, on

t r olio. with in h, tdu it with the nece,, it, eperttse who ire at re td, ;n the tom
round, I olloze, of the -t ire

1 R(; \1 !ITF

mneerelt. tour,,

tOfl\ C Nn \17T
Dire( for
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no dcrol ales and

cs :-e e :f funds. An annual

trIttc- rc::-: toad.

11.

CCCE sali, a: c- a c.artorl, basis, rese Board the actual osts

Iro--ra: t-b ;7' -Os res;.:siblltits
this ao-ac znt -:at re.-:....se-e-t by C.:CF. for s,...th costs shall not

exocao a -::" arl ' for -.^,s a;-Le-en: to be prepared and

tf I each \:ar

C. l'-^1E.

2-; 'Or of

Leis t-e res:tote shall OCCr in full rPcognitIon and

Co--_-- ;u-- . z t-a: ta.e place bet ear, the CCiE and th.r

t-e;
tnrc..3- Eta:e z;O-o :crate Ec,oaticn.

9 `n
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In the develeprent of the Plan and in the development of the rules, regulatichs

and policies by CCOE, the preparation by the State Board for Community College Ecu-

Cation of their portion of the Plar shall receive major consideration from CCOE in

determining the directions and priorities Othin the Plan.

Staffing patterns of the three agencie, n the fulfillrent of this agreement,

should accuratel:, reflect their respective functional needs. The ratter of personnel

selection, required to conform to personnel standards established under the Plan,

rust be a responsibility of the respective agency.

Among the functions which should be performed as a direct service to local edu-

cational agencies through the office of the State Board for Community College Edu-

cation are:

a. program development and improvement

b. curriculum development

c. student group leadership

d. teacher ecucation, exclusive of four-year institution

contracts

e. administration of personnel standards

The Director of the State Board for Cormunity College Education and the

Executive Officer of CCOE shall jointly evaluate the effectiveness of this roessirn-

rent of functicrs prior to May 1, 1975, for the purpose of raking recomsendations to

CCOE as to the appropriateness of coi.tinuing these arrancements.

D. DISPOSITIO:; DF SUPPLIOS ECUIPrEVT

All personal or real property acquired by Board, the costs of which are

reimbursed by CCOE pursuant to this agreement, shall be distributed and/or trans-

ferred to CCOE upon termination of this agreerent.
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E. VER2,1 ArEE':%Ts

It is mutually agreed and understood that no alteration or variation of the

tents of this agreerent shall be valid unless made in writing and signed by the

parties thereto and ti'at no oral understancircs or agreements not incorporated

herein, or no alterations or variations of the terrs hereof, unless made in writing

between the parties hereto, shall be binding.

F. PROM1BITI':! ;'AnST tSSIT:"ElT

This contract or any interest therein shall not be assignable by either party.

G. TEMVATIO.: C F APEEENT FOR CAtSE

lf, through any cause, either party shall fail to fulfill in a timely and

proper manner its obligations under this agreement or shall violate any of the

covenants, avreements, assurances or stipulations of this agreement, the other party

shall thereupon have the right to terminate this agreement by giving written notice

of such terrination and specifying the effective date thereof, the effective date

being at least ninety days subsequent to the notice, unless otherwise mutually

agreed. In the event of such termination, all finished or unfinished documents,

data, st, es, surreys and reports prepared by either party for the other pursuer'.

to this agreement shall, at the option of the intended recipient, become its proptrty.

H. DURATI071 OF F67!ErErrr

This agreement shall be effective as of July 1, 1974, and shall continue until

Midnight, June 30, 1975, unless terminated as provided for in section G, supra.
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II. Extent of Participation

Current Involvement

a."" b - 1, ,n

1.1a, 5, r 3 7 a r1"- ,1'as 4.,-,1"a.. 4, '4
. lt, tatat Sr'

, ;a it" h.. .1 A s. rs On

ct ' t ' a - S 4

, et Z^,f ; _.;' a"? :2' ns,) s ,

's erroe,ed 5/,'

TABLE 1 Community Colleges Bar 'ming
Manpower Training Programs

Numb.. of %of Total
SPectf led I nvolvemeet Ruponelents.

a.t

22.

Ratnondants

.34 3

3)..' c -b- 594 s completed

t.a " . ^ 5- et a' .5 5

51.3 P' r 51 21I. ces
e^-1 --" ,

3.".3 S'i
-4 ,13.e4 e." al, 3":3 '33_ I.
Settea e".."-Ol'a3Ca ^ a", -513" Cs

vv,rd a' in,. >1,3""s 4"o
4,2 02.--3 eache.'s " 4'3, " 7-'4 " '

Icn3 I 3rd - 3" VDT4
br4O-3-"s a",1 u",:. s-ye

Interest in and
Information about MDTA

Cal " - :3-'1' ,"'rl er, ^ YDTA
ViZtaii "s Nat, -25:_":1 taS `5 "I, at

Tit-2.1e 2 'es .",th" holes r I

irt MDTAN t` 543
'JP 1 535 , san. 'sc.

1 143 r4 T",),

TABLE 2 Community College Interest in
and Information about MDTA

Numb.. '4 of Total
Ratponding RespondentsauesIvennatre Item

ta

a. 54" .5

- ca. S i 7

^ese nn." -^5.1
^:.rt me re-,

a a
De., a 3 )-s

S de"' lass "r ie3 Oc..-cat.cns Den,e,
C4Ilece 3' t.le^at

ne3,,, 40 ..011Nes eMer 4,4 4t r,Ow er,Jgn
dbiSr. 1.13)T4 ?' 3,0 "Ji. any ttl,"4 about the
bcSs'h' I.. 4` l'3 3".at irt ,et,cts 3 breaJnyvn

,a ns t:ele/een '0374 an ,es and the

So,e o' the olt cuit, -'as be atti tp..table to tne
MDTA ad-,nstrave between the

3 S Deca.t ',ens lanc and the US Office a'
Ec,ca,: Th s J,5 4,, also n the 5), es
"as nc. a sta,-, agarC sir M 3 narr,t, aria
szr^e is.cts \IDTA J"i a st.ve

,,' , In...Pr,. 5555 NI' trl C.) rrn,nC,

sed-ed that Ines Jehieat.),,
he re3ar31^g St3TA s 4te,

,",iea

Availability of Services
:1 irt a ^3^t3,..5?' "3 "al ,74"5.31t3,'S 1,45'

Iles as

s raa5t 3' a";, 33 'Li,
--s
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Table 3 sho,,,s the Aa,lab,1 the se,s,

,n all the rescon,ing ,ollegs 41,,-9 I 3rJ ,),leyea

nancovve sri s MDTA ,h'-r,,'
tcot,,,,,, II) ,s r,ane,

ahead'. ^J C '0.5er Ir 3 ..n; 5 Tr. ,

suggeat 931 Ihro,,an cat r
teco,re st*encjthene0 by de' 'e'
seces

NevertheIt.1.$ J h.4h C.5"''.33e I' 3 'y
colleges D'rer such ser, ,e, 3, '5., $ t .r`-; J-52

open 000 admissikinS "cr. 5...331'..h3 4,0
grams 954 98013, 35. 3, "0...I', I"
$a," rhe.,e ger"c1.,:." "on ')

Trle Kest 3,od 3bo Ser5.,e5 CO, "
c Ileoes ooth \IOTA brogra a ant; 'lb e '3131

..)t) JesrhI0Orheh Jhd ob 35.1.3) E..305,on 'hose

C,aO aerv,ces Cr, C5,10.5JeS '

strengthen lice' r,anDorscr ,,,a4./ab.: I, artn.r

:ant",
Aith. ,311 h qh Dert.entaie ir all Lone9es

rep.srIf ,h3hta.n.hg orhra.,:s 0,1 Is

the oe,,entages has"ng :onr,,ts ,,th low/ h5,3h2,0,3?,

sger,es " J3'9 1,3hned cot 54-r, 3' ,

h010...otto9 ;,hrsap.s hat 3915944 hri5h2 e

,e,sers 300' ,..Drrhdt On '9, 13501 ',arse' neegS . :c^
anCtOwer agenc,es 'heretore. oreter
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rerincts as ,stens,,,e ent it CO, ^4An,'Y

c011eg.,1 to us,,,y ,,stn, lect,le,s 419 J05 55.35

TABLE 3 Availabil ry of Services
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Availability of Services
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TABLE 4 Availability of Services by Flagon
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IV. Expanding Participation

The Rationale for
Accelerated Participation
What beets are der,red trOrn cornpre.,ers,, ran
power tra,r,q 3 .7,,on,,,,n,ty ,ollege ,ett ne, To
answer this QueStQn the team O. OunSultantS uld,ted
thIS study dent,' ed a number of character,stcs that
make it des,ratnle fp. cJmmun,fy colteges to serve as

oente,s 'or ...umo,en..ns,se manpower train
,ng sery.ceS as presCribed ,r1 the Manpower Development
ano Tr a,n,ng Act .1' 1962 The are the exist ng
,..harac!ef,spLs consOere0 bs the ConSJttantS 10 P, the
most ,.p0,tant

1 Comprelsens.ve Tavng and Eat on P,ograms
Most communfy .01 egos 3,fer a^ge ,f educa,on and

rig programs lOm ,n0,1 term courses Z3 associate
Jeers pr,yyarny ydrO,S ors and n 'he .beral
.t.t, As su,l, ,cmv,,ty Looleges have demonstrated
thx,r w,lvlaneSS and aba,y, to bros,de an ecl,...raYonal
del very syste, whch meets the needs of the People in
thee con,"umt es Feduentl, c000eraYve work expel,
ence programs ,vtone Aork it buSneSS ,nduStry Jr
government agen,,es w.th ,orft,nuvg Skill 'raving and
add,Yonal educ,tcr Thus t s poss.bie fo, MDTA
trances to enter , o ed.,at on and tra.nng heyohd the
MDTA begnn rig Cased un Mat acp,own arc. b,..1;,
o Seve the x-ec,f : and soes.,,a reeds of ,^O, tlu a15
Many cor--un'tv l:aleges gear the ,,se ,e.r resoces

sere both soe, al-group needs and nd,,dual earnng
approaches E -cnas,s ",reds ngls bung plape,y
pe,forman,e oror,eC.,:es ather than on grades and Yme
expended ^ :lass

2 Extens..e SacOd,, Sen. ,,,ys
F so manage nenf and ad n Str3' cn Ju,ea(h 0,n
sel g and yc Jar ,e ,ob oaow up evalua-
t ors hbran, and wa-ngeso...rces and and
star' cieveur men servces are 'eau ,ed ^ of'e'ng
manpower tram rig Most corn-unv, ..olegas nave
strength n these .voces and ar" capable Jf levelccvg
other sen.nces as needs ,K0-e acnre, t T^e -add. ',a^ J.
are ntensive c.aro3C1 es n s 'a' ess cost,,/, 'flan
orran Ind dreamg a ,omoete.y new anc...ecarr
3On, r, Strat Or tO Can, Cr ors " 3, "Pepe
de": Sk Cerve, V add on -anpow, ra nvg

Dor pe,onne. w rf en,patne',C
and _hara.te,,s; s Mds roam ,t

S'i,ed /.01, Sc .1.` Der$Or$

3 aed ct U' Jf Dplcaf
Taxpayers ae great , con,eved the

se, ces agen, es and o.ogarns Tne ,..,cOc,,Onaed
gr Sen., in `he waster, dop, at on
rac, es staffvg a d eou tv"eh ^:, d^ge go .
o' :ed and ..^cf tnsted ETocacn and ranvg s

pd "' o1dlly yulnerao because cf he ,a.at,vend high
prcp.rt.cn D' tax ,e,an,es be vg expended The con'

oo,lege nas 'ne pd3C .ado- nsat,e mecnan

srec,a1,.ed fa: hPes and .rStr,,PUndl tC operate 3n
MDTA SkOls Cen'e, .Vtn a add,,onal
Personnel and equipment Only an exp,,,,s,cn 'at'e' than
t^e estatdhsnment of sery ces ,s needed to fc,omcdate a
Sk,l,s Center epe,at on n most cases The *low or

'ands nrc,,gh an CR1SZng co,^munty conege
structure would fend to 'educe the oass,b,htv, of
aupl.atctn at 5,,..es

4 OppurtaraYes tor Intellectual Growth
The commun.ty college erlyror ent with its .vide
variety of courses procrams and cornr%nay events
makes rt eas,, tor the Skills Center student to azh,eve his
pr'-a'y Joa' of saleable skals. and Louple this oPoor
1my, wrh ,ograrns to develop .neueLwal growth and
to reduce sonality, cultural or 1nOuStC tmrr,ers
Trough so, . ,nteraCton With a 0,vers,ty of other
sodents In sach a settog, the constant stvnulat.on and
encouragement to explore, nctu,re, and learn abet.
-^ank,nd oresent These opportun tes are reek/
Present n a Skills Center operated Independently ot a
COrnrnur IN, college

5 Ettacat,on Mob,l,:y
moorlant factor In preparing Or a career .s the

OLLOrl,..n.tV for a person modify Jr expand his
acruoatlonal goals Alhen a Skis Center ,S an integral
Oar' Of a comman,y, codege is Partell nantS
ately have access to the enpre range of ed,,ca,onal and
.artier learn n) oPPortan,tes of 'wed ,n that Inst,tut,on
,vin a 7,nurnurn ddr^ matral.ve obstacles In contra;
a separate Skills Cener establishment must by neces
sly Put certa,n 1,,tations Jn tht, student since t car
arse' ,anCv fhOSe areas of Pa.rung and educator for
whch is ,gamzed and staffed and for erh,cn
equipment and far,l,tes are available Persons attenang
an .nde^endently operated Sk,ils Center often r rd
transfer to a college d,ff,cutt The pombersoree nagoya-
Yons that are recurred through such a dual adm,n,stra
tvF process are generally to demanding for the h,;:,cai

H$ Center enrollee Mob.hty ,s enhanced when the
Skills Center ,s an .ntegral Cart of a common Iv college

6 A Dgn,f.- Set yng
For rt cathantaged Persons to fee, a par; yt the total
so,,e;.. the, ;ra,n ng Must be COnduCted in a setting
tnat prOdu,e$ a feeling of self respeCt, and personal
worth A Skills Center operated as an integral part of a
,ornmunty college makeS i1 poss,ble 'or its enronees to
become a part of the rhamst,eam v the college, with the

O'n,leges and resPeCt afforded other students The
enrollees in martoOsser training must haw V e CO 0pr
torch to ::art,cpate re all of the college sen.nc inether
student gowrnrnent SUPPOrt serwces or leisure actiu
ties D.sadvantaged persons esPeCally, want no Part of
segregated atnarg and they are hancl,caoped,ydempar
'asses', by any actor ur PrOC20,..P fxces them

segregated and Solo an's A C,,mrnu, 'Y
r:,,nert reduces the c woo y or cont noed

segregat on and ,sciat or
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V. Manpower Planning

The Cooperative Area
Manpower Planning SN,sten.
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training related to several onstrai is .nit, :t h 'ha,
id the Chicago %1APC sihn as the Chicago '.'DTA SC ihs
G n ter, Model Cities pagrams, day a it.' sehte"rnt'itt'i
Pt blic SRice Careers ahsiparns and G E D pr'
12 Urban Priagress CsnterS

El P3,) Community Culler?, ITexast, a relatnA ly ishr.

institution ..tarticipates in the 11,per R an I. Man

Dower Area Planning COoncil Furthermii tr e allege

has been consickred as a candidate tor the t n Of a
MDTA Skifis Center tor the area in, On ath n is

retlected in the following ttaternent by 'Phi Upper

Rio Grande MAPC

Acduisiticat .0 a Skit's Conte, is 0. 're highest
orrortly under Present caegerh Prftdrath
design An (peratiOnal center nould proiotte
valuable resource eas is assiin latnd elder

orirne sPonyorsingi by the ty and in kenning
with Ahatever degree at C.151.57)1 .atian

.0MeS trlY11 anticicaed legislation Present

:Panning indicates that a SKOIS Crete'
'inte tt"et-t velv acsrated conioni rim

tth. ne, P Co, Covr
d!,1 bh ar ahhnent5 sin" nil.

1,1 The -a51 hp,irtre
is to i.arremidct es; Pit t and ,m`rtWe the
a'?ap {A' ,,s t'eS

atlylntattes be lair et: by h irri the MAPC

0,(1 the cot-tniahly cal'edeS by a that.. inters.,
inyolyea.ent of 'he col'eges In 10(a mnpe.ver channing
aCtivies The MAPC wives as a stnihr in Nhish

nu hstro...s mamiosyer intetests n the ,to h.-unity .00
verge Private .rd raubl,C mt:n avers .riser
social agencies and transit and hd n at In insh haiarts
may 0001 their resOurCLS Ihruthl, that rnnChaMSM

14

ty t 01101 .".tV therehare be
t1.1:)1,11,0,1 by ortnnaioa tha vath a flow at
comprehensive inanpower ottani-who, CUrnMarlity

eutteaCh by the college is enhari. ad by s,sti an
adiliation Ltke.vSe a a MAPC uhh.eS the resources of
the fa, ormrhmity YOrlsde a significant g.i0 .

y of manpower teaming and till vnv,AS to

the Contrnonity tte bridled

By irv.yot.n4 ,1,airirriunity e 0145tt., Into MAPC plans
,,roatio between TI r .Yrt,Jtl 01 the Basal and national

labsir hicks aid 3 HO, 5,..10' a' mandOwer Sappho

,amtnutlitY satilede bici-ornes a reality CorninunitY
colleges interested n participation In Illant)0Wet plan
rung activities may obtain intomation un the losal
MAPC from ate local offices of the State emplOY'rent
service

A Irvine Culinary trainee from Ss.ithern rseyada mancemes
Tra.nma Chntn. Clark County Commanay Collee' vavlang nn
ha last lob *at, tut il,frorrVISOI otasennha in lb. bAttrpuncl
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VI. Skills Centers Operated by
Community Colleges:
Some Examples

Among the community colleges engaged in operating
programs under the Manpower Development and Train
mg Act of 1962, a number have emerged as comprehen-
sive manpower training skills centers Earlier in this
report, brief reference was made to the oreanizational
approaches followed by colleges The ensuing review of
selected cases illustrates in greater detail the range of
circumstances underlying community college entry into
MDTA programs, the character of the response by the
colleges and her experiences in operating MDTA Skills
Centers. Furthermore, specific obstacles that had to be
overcome in these selected cases are identified

Portland Community
College (Oregon)

In the summer of 1963 Portiand Community College
was contacted by the Oregon Board of Education and
asked to develop group Protects in the fields of
clerk-stenograoher and insurance specialist. These group
protects were funded and in operation by September,
1963 Early in 1964, the college was asked to develop
Oregon s first MOTA multi occupational training pro.
tee% In resounding Portland Community College made a
commitment to develop a service system that would
provide training for the disadvantaged referrals of all
agencies in the community From this beginning in
1963, Portland Community College has served as the
main delivery system of MDTA training services in the
Portland metropolitan area.

The successful development of MDTA trailing pro-
grams at Portland Community College may to traced to
a number of fac.ors

1. The community college movemenr in Oregon -
a recent one compared to some other states-
has a tegislative mandate to provide a balance
between lower division transfer and skill train-
mg programs for an members of the commu-
nity

2. The rollege, because it was a relatively new
institution, was not tied down to a traditional
,r .ctr,r-oriented philosophy, but was able to
develop and operate a two-year institution with
a student centered philosophy and purpose,
and

3 A rattler large investment of public hinds in
Oregon community colleges cdrreShOnded with
the first alkxations of MDTA fund^ in Oregon,
The stair, legislature made it clear that whir
over Possible, emphasis should be placed upon
the provision n' manpower development sir
vices by CO,,nni ni'VC011eges,

In late 1964, the college committed itself to devel-
oping the capability to provide services to disadvantaged
Persons of the community MDTA b..-came, and is still,
the backbone of this service. The coordinator of MDTA
at the college was given department chairman status The
deans and ,nstruchonal department chairmen were to
cooperate in curriculum and program development and
to incorporate manpow.ir group skill protects into the
ongoing programs of th. college. Despite a period of
erratic MDTA funding and increasing demands placed
upon the Portland Community College resources, the
college, nevertheless, developed a team of support
personnel, teachers, and supervisors specifically qualified
to serve the needs of disadvantaged trainees. Soon after
the initiation of the program, the local county welfare
agency began negotiating for these services for their
clients Since then, welfare chents-now referred to as
"buy-ins"-have been integrated in the basic ed'cation
program along with clients from the Division of Voca-
tonal Rehabilitation

During the early growth period at Portland Community
College, the use of MDTA funds aided the development
of training programs. Such training programs as those fo-
food service occupations, dental technicians, and ;dental
assistants might not have been possible if MDTA funds
had not been available. On the other hand, the Portland
Community College budget provided a cash corm',
Nihon, in addition to the in kind matching, through the
contribution of professic rat and non-professional staff
time plus the rental of nonpublic space, utilities and
maintenance of public tacilities. development of mstruc
tonal materials- and support services that aided the
development of a basic education an skill training
capability for disadvantaged clients.

City Colleges of
Chicago (Illinois)

In November, 1970 City Colleges of Chicago began a
training experiment involving 120 male and female
unemployed adults-mostly Black This operation was a
non-residential, vocational, academic, GED training, and
lob-placement program conducted in a ienovated section
of the Gen vat Services Administration complex located
on Chicago's Southude.

Although this new facility-later named the Chicago
Skills Center-followed the federal agency's guidelines
for planning and funding, from the beginning its
operation was distinctly different from other metropols
tan MDTA training centers. The key difference was in
the management and program monitoring of the Center.
Thiokol Chemical Corporation-a private firm heavily
involved in other federally funded training programs-
was selected through competitive bidding to 1) design
the Center's training programs, 2) hire and train the
staff, 3) maintain budgets and other controls, 4)
maintain liaison with the industrial end commercial
communny for the pla,eme.nt of tha Center's graduates,
and 5) operate programs.
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The need for such a trainingcenter m Chicago had been
considered earlier, However, it did not gain momentum
within the City until late in 1968, after several months

o exploration and study by the Public Building Com

mission of Chicago and the City Colleges of Chicago, in

cooperation i th the Mayc 's Comniltet for Economic
and Cultural Development. With the need for such a

center documented, these agocies submitted an applica-

tion to the Economic Development Administration, U S.

Department of Commerce, for a direct grant to con-
struct a new training facility in the Chicago Redevelop-

ment Area as part of Chicago's mid-city economic
development protect Later in the same year, these
agencies modified the original request and made applica-

tion for a planning grant to establish a permanent skills

center The request was approved by the Department of

Health, Education and Welfare in December 1968, and

work started immediately, under the coordination and

direction of the City Colleges of Chicago, to bring the

concept into reality,

"r"."-Vv:'

Job placement counselor conferring with student, Chicago Skill

Center, City Colleges of Chicago

The following chronology reviews briefly the events
associated with the establishment of the Chicago Skills

Center

1
A survey was conducted to determine the extent
Of possible community, business, and government
involvement in the Skills Center,

2. Based in part on the above survey and endorse-

ments, temporary facilities for an .terim center

were leased and funds were allocated to renovate

and equip the temporary operation,

3 With the cooperation of hie Illinois State Employ

merit Service, and the Divis.an of Vocational and

Technical Education of the Illinois State Board of

Vocational Education and Rehabilitation, an

MDTA contact was developed

4, A request for proposal to operate the facility was
issued and Thiokol Corporation was selected as
the contractor to staff and Operate the temporary

center,

16

5 The City Colleges of Chicago assigned a protect
manager to provide guidance and liaison between
Thiokol and all local agencies involved with the
center, and

6 Renovations, purchases, installation of equipment
and supplies, and staff hiring )roceeded under the
mint supervision of Thiokol aro. the Protect
men.,ger of City Colleges of Chicago

In May, 1973, a newly constructed facility was
opened. Thirty-nine programs are now offered by thr
Chicago Skills ante Although initially City Colleges of

Chicago contracted Thiokol Corporation to operate the

Center, it is now completely operated by City Colleges
of Chicago

Community College of
Denver (Colorado)

When the Community College of Denver opened in
September, 1968, the manpower section of the Colorado
State Board for Community Colleges and Occupational
Education approached the college administration with
Program needs. The college was committed to an
open-door admission policy and had, as its purpose. the

meeting of community needs. With this as its frame of

reference, the college agreed to accept the request of the
Manpower Section, Pilot operations began at the college

in October, 1968 A multoccupahonal program was

provided as an integral part of the college.

Drafting student at work, Denver Skill Center, Community

College of Denver

MDTA trainees were referred to an orientation, basic
education and occupational exploration phase which
provided counseling and an assessment of thee remedial
needs and occupational interests, Once these needs and

interests were determined, the trainees were individually

programmed toward specific occupation obtectives, se-
lected from some fifty occupational offerings of the
community college. If training .a the chosen occupation



was riot available or offered, the warier!, alto, fed the
option of referral to other public or private training
agencies so that training requirements could be satisfied
immediately In either instance, the trainee was Placed in
occupational courses attended by the regular students,
and we, never labeled as a disadvantaged MDTA trainee
His deficiencies in educational cavelopment were ad
dressed concurrently with occupational training, Reme-
dial courses were directly related to that occupation for
which the enrollee was being trained

This concept presented some dal ties The foremost
task of the protect was the impiementation of a program
with enough flexibility to permit the acceptan.e of a
trainee into an on-going occupational class at any time
Curriculum had to be adapted to provide meaningful
experiences for the midquarter enrollee, student-to-
student tutoring situations had to be implemented, and
supportive staff development workshops had to be
established, These were some of the innovations that had
to be developed to accommodate MDTA trances

Upon meeting the basic criteria at the college, an
application for designation as an MDTA Skills Center
was submitted The designation was received in 1970
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Maricopa County
Community College
District (Arizona)

The Maricopa County Skills Center was established
under the direction of the Phoenix Union High School
District in 1963 immediately following the enactment of
the Manpower Developm,nt and Training Act of 1962
The high school district operated the program directly as
an auxiliary of the Phoenix Union High School Adminis
tratwe Office until the summer of 1968 In July of
1968, the high school district requested the Arizona
State Department of Vocational Education to release It
from this responsibility because of a change in polizy
concerning the administration of post-high school educa-
tional programs. At this time, the State Department of
Vocational Education requested that the Mancopa
County Community College District Assume the adman!,
trattve responsibility for the operation of the Skills
Center and its related manpower programs in the
county TIie mane,. oa County Community College
District agreed.

The Mancopa County Community College District
operated most of the skill training in the county for the
various manpower programs involving the disadvantaged,
minorities, the unemployed and the underemployed
citizens of the community The three largest contracts
have been with the State Department of Vocational
Education the Arizona State Employment Service Work
Incentive Program, and the Concentrated Employment
Program, The programs are 90-percent federally funded,
and the training funds come from the US Department
of Health, Education and Welfare, through the State
Department of Vocational Education The allowances,
or stipends, for the trainees come from the U S
Department of Labor through the Unemployment Com-
pensation Division of the Employment Security Com
mission.

Advisory committees exist in most of the skill
training areas In addition, the college has organized an
umbrella-type advisory committee for the total program.
Fifteen of the largest community orienred organizatior
and agencies were requested to designate a representa.we
to serge on the committee.

fiu

4*, .mh.

Welding instructor and trainee in Combination Welding Program,
Wilmington Manpower Skills Center, Delaware Technical and
Community Coliege.

This review of specific experiences of community and
iunior colleges presently operating MDTA Skills Centers
indicates the wide vartatto-i in local restrictive and
permissive conditions underlying the establishment and
operation of MDTA Skills Centers.

17
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VII. Job Training Clusters and
Supportive Services

The training offered in MDTA Skills Centers operated
by community colleges varies from college to college
The basis for training program development is the

character of the demand for manpower in the labor

market served by the college Occupational clusters are
structured to reflect this demand

tit Nuu Fnigran at 1..ii

Skill Li 'Item ChtC4,1,'

i o ooper if i tin

For example, the Sat Antonio Skills Training Center,
San Antonio Junior College District, offers the following
occupational clusters, among other Programs

Clerical Cluster
File Clerk
Clerk-Typist
Clerk, General Office
Stenographer

Automobile Mechanics Cluster
Service Station Attendant
Service Station Mechanic
Car-Care Center Serviceman

Elec rr ical Appliance Serviceman Cluster
Air Conditioning Mecham(
Refrigeration Mechanic
Heavy Household Appliances
Small Household APPI,e'rns
Basic Electrical Systems

Automobile Body Repair Cluster
Basik Body and Metal
Billy B. huild and Alignment
Snots fret Fenders
Preparation Washing, Sanding, Plugging

Painting, Grinding, and Polishing

18

Ocaupational clusters at Southern Nevada Manpower

Training Center, Clark County Community College,

consist of

Clerical Cluster
Clerk-General °flue
Clerk-Typist
Book keeper
Clerk Steno
Legal-Steno
Medical Transcriber

Hotel- Restaurant Cluster
Set up er Dish up
Pantry
Cook's Helper
Busboy /girl
Waiter Waitress
Cof feegirl
Food Checker-Cashier
Posting Clerk
Front-Desk Cashier

Electrical Mechanical Cluster
Installer-TV
Electronics Technician
Field Service Technician
Bench Service Technician
Installer Appliance
Appliance Repairman
Refrigeration Appliance Repairman

Automotive Cluster
LigritLine Mechanic
Tune-up Specialist

Brakeman
Front End Alignment

Other occupational clusters offered at skills centers in

other community colleges include
Metal Trades
Health Occupations
Building Maintenance
Social Service
Child Care
Carpentry
Heavy Equipment
Meat Cutting

111.

Student bring tutored for filigh School Euulvaloncv Cedar-air
examination at Des Moines Skill Cer ter Des Moines Area

Community College
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In addition to training in specific lob t kills, a
comprehensive array of supportive services are povided
to the enrollees The following services offered oy the
Wilmington Manpower Skills Center, Delaware Technical
and Community College, are typical of the supportive
services offered by community college training centers

Basic Education
Communication Skills
Employment and Educational Counseling.
and Testing
Pt.onal Counseling
A Job Development and Placement Office
Follow up of Graduates by Job Developer
A Pre-Vocational and Job Orientation Program
A Child Care Program for Trainees' Children
O'her Supportive Services as Needed

3y combining opporrunities for training in specific
Pb skills and a wide array of supportive services (as
described above) with the possibility of continuing with
further education and training in other programs of the
community college, enrollees a'e provided avenues for
comprehensive development, this increasing the likeli-
hood of employability and advancement in the labor
market

..i

Student and instructor checking out earthrnover in Heavy
ECP.Pment Operator/Repair Program, Vainington Maroc....
Skills Center, Ve laware Technical and Community Coilese

19
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VIII. Summary
The following findings can be summarized from the
AAC.IC study of MDTA programs in community col
leges

1 1 he philosophy and operating practices of commu
!Inv and tumor colleges tend to be consistent with
the intent and purposes of the Manpower Develop
went and Training Act of 1962.

2 A forge n, mber of comminity and pima.' colleges
have been eserating MDTA programs but there are
only a few officially designated MDTA Skills
Centers,

3 Advantages offered by community and Junior
college participation in MDTA programs include
the availability of comprehensive training and
education programs under a single administrative
structure, extensive support services, economies
achieved through the reduction of duplication o'
training and education efforts, easy access for
enrollees to opportunities for intellectual growth
beyond the scope of MDTA activities opportu
!Imes for lateral and vertical educational mobility
for MDTA enrollees, and the provision of training
opportunities for disadvantagA persons ir a digni-
fied social environment

4 Community and lunior college organizational
approaches to the operation of MDTA range from
off campus operations to the incorporation of
MDTA programs as an integral Par t of the college
environment,

5 Of the services necessary for successful or ,ration of
MDTA programs, a high percentage of the colleges
a., eyed showed strength in most services with the
exceptions being in lob development or top engi
neen^g activities and in lob coaching activities

6 Among the problems experienced by community
and tumor colleges in operating programs under
MDTA inadequate funding and difficulty of pro-
viding salaries for instructors between grant periods
were frequently citeu,

7 Program guides and administrative procedures pre
scribed by MDTA rules and reguiations created
operational difficulties for some community and
Junior Colleges

8 To insure inclusion in local manpower Planning
activities, a number of Community and Junior
colleges participate in the activities of the Man
sower Area Planning Councils the local eaten
von: of the Cooperative Area Manpower Planning
System, and

9 A large number of community and Junior colleges,
almost 40 percent either Nave unaware that they

20

t.

could apply fur institutional participation in MDTA
activities or were uncertain regarding the proce-
dural prerequisites for such involvement

On the toils of this study, the project staff prepared
recommendations which are summarized below The
primary recommendation is that Community colleges
presently not participating in MDTA programs explore
the feasibility or serving as centers for manpower
training

The additional recommendations are as follows

1 That colleges currently offering MDTA programs
but not officially designated as MDTA Skills
Centers initiate discussions with the MDTA agen-
cies to acquire such a designation,

2 That community colleges, either independently or
through state community college agencies, work
with the state MDTA agencies the state employ
went service and the state education agency to
develop state procedures in their respective states
to facilitate greater utilization of community col-
lege resources in conducting MDTA programs.

3 That community colleges improve their informa
lion bsse for planning purposes by affiliating with
local manpower planning councils.

4 That federal agencies, particularly the Department
of Health, Education and Welfare, involved in

manpower development and training, examine the
applicability of their training rules and regulations
to community colleges,

5 That federal agencies responsible for manpower
development and training (Department of Health,
Education and Welfare and Department of LabOrl
explore ways of providing continuity of funding for
manpower development and training programs, and

6 That efforts be continued to improve the channels
of communications between Federal and State
agencies and the c xnmunity and junior colleges to
maxamte the utilization of community and jun10,
Colleges as a resource in manpower training efforts

Clerical Skills students work in audiovisual laboratory at

Milwaukee Area Tech; -el College Wixom/rd.

SG?
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[Additional infonnut ion for the record :]
Kam Pi.s \ St' L., COLLEGE.

Monterey. Cu %.. September 18, 1974.
Hon, CARL D. PERKINS,
Chairman, House Committee on Education and Labor, Rayburn house Office

ittai919. Wuxhinytmg D.C.
DEAR Co:scut:881w Ptamixs: On August 13. 1974, testimony regarding new

l'ocationa: Education legislation was given to the House Education and Labor
Committee by the AACJC Commission on Government Affairs. At that time a
summary was offered to the Committee which explained, most succinctly. that
which is believed to be proper by our Board, in the interest of improving the
V.E.A. of 1963 and amended in 1968. Now is indeed the time to improve ocupa-
tional education designed to improve the upward mobility of the poor. un-
sl.illed adult, as well as the traditional community college student.

We trust that the Committee shall find favor with the enclosed summary of
recommendations. and that voices such as ours shall be heard in bringing about
the neeessary improvements for National Occupational Education.

Sineen ly yours.
Mrs. LILYAN ELDRED,

President, Monterey Peninsula College Board of Trustees.
Enclosure.

NEW VOCATIONAL. EDUCATIO::
HY

AACJC COMMISSION ON GOVERN MENTAL AFFAIRS

1. The level of funding for postsecondary ocupational education programs
should be increased to a minimum of 40% to 60% of total funds.

2. We believe it Is time to consider new delivery system alternatives for the
distribution of vocational education funds to all state institutions which will
be more equitable and appropriate. Although we are not ready at the present
time to recommend one system. we will offer several possible alternatives
which may help the Committee revamp the present system.

3. New vocational emphasis should he built into the legislation to encourage
the funding of programs for early retirees and older eit;zens who are disad-
vantaged, such as the mid-career unemployed and underemployed persons whose
job skills are obsolete.

4. There is nee' for greater focus on training for occupations of the future,rather than the past. Newer occupational areashuman services, health-related.
should be built into vocational education planning to permit adaptation to future
needs in a rapidly changing society. At the present time more than 70% of the
o-,:rk force is in the service industrieshealth. hospitality, data processing, etc.
However. this may change and programs should be ready to change as occupa-
tional patterns change.

5. Provision should be made for more rigorous state plan review in the U.S.
Office of Education to ensure that Federal priorities are indeed implemented in the
states. The Community College Unit should be given the authority to review and
comment on, or possibly even to recommended rejection of, state plans for post-
secondary occupational education.

6. To create greater flexibility and freedom of operation for state planners, we
recommend the combination of certain of the current categories of the VocationalEducation Act:

A. Combine funding for Part C (Research and Training). Part D (Exemplary
Programs and Projects) and Part I (Curriculum Development). all of which are
related to improvement and innovation of vocational education. The category
could he identified as "Improvement of Vocational Education". In order to en-
courage national and regb.aal improvements, the 505. set-aside to the Commis-
sioner should be retained. Of that part, half should be devoted to postsecondary
occupational education, and administered by the Community College Unit of theU S. Office of Education.
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B. Combine funding for Part G (Cooperative Vocational Education) and Part
H ( Work- Study). both of which are closely related in activity. This category
could be identified as "Work Experience". Funds should be distributed equitably
between secondary and postsecondary students.

C. The setasides for vocational education programs for the disadvantaged and
handicapped should be combined to allow greater flexibility at a combined min-
imum of 25%.

7. We recommend that the Congress take a 'mil: at state vocational agency staff
composition to make sure that a proportionate number of persons employed by
these agencies have professional experience and expertise in postsecondary occu-
pational education. If it is determined that these agencies will retain sole au-
thority over Federal vocational education in the states, it is essential that they
become more responsive to needs and problems at this level. Specifically, we be-
lieve that persons with community college experience are needed in the state
agencies.

8. We urge that appropriate steps be taken to ensure that postsecondary occu-
pational education institutions and community colleges are adequately and mean-
ingfully represented on State Advisory Councils.

9. We recommend that Congress consider establishing Local Advisory Councils
to augment the responsibilities of State and NationalCouncils.

10. Because we believe that too much Federal vocational education money goes
for administration In some states, we recommend that Congress establish an
upper limit on the amount of the Federal grant that can be spent for state
administration.

We would further comment that AACJC believes that full funding and imple-
mentation of Title X. Parts A mad B. of the Education Amendments of 1972 ( P.L.
92-31S) would facilitate and strengthen many provisions of the Vocational Edu-
cation Act.



VOCATIONAL EDUCATION AMENDMENTS OF 1974

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 29, 1974

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
GENERAL, SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION,

OF THE COMM-TEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
Seattle, Washington.

The subcommittee mi. pursuant to notice, at 9 a.m., in room 204
of the Food Circus Center, 305 Harrison Street, Hon. Lloyd Meeds

of Washington, presiding.
Present: Representatives Meeds (acting chairman), Quie, and

Hawkins.
Also present : John Jenniars, subcommittee counsel ; Martin La Vor,

minority legislat iv 3 associate; Toni Painter, staff assistant.
Mr. Mems. The General Education Subcommitte of the full Com-

mittee on Education and Labor will be in session for the taking of fur-
ther testimony on 11.R. 14454, a bill to extend the Vocational Eduza-

t ion Act through 1980.
At the outset I would like to thank my colleagues, Congressman Al

Quie of Minnesota and the soon to arrive Congressman Gus Hawkins
of California for taking time from busy schedules to be with us

today in our further study on vocational education across the Nation.

This subcommittee has already conducted several days of hearings
in Washington. D.C. We had field hearings in Raleigh, INC.; Fond du

Lae. Wis.: and Minneapolis. Minn. After today's testimony. we will 1*

returning to Washington, D.C.. and will be taking further testimony
across the Nation and in Washington. D.C.

The purpose thef, hearings is to examine the progress made

under the Vocational i.a;Lication Act of 1963 and the Vocational Edu-
cation Act Amendments of 1968. The amendments of 1968with which
I might say Congres.smar. Quie, myself, Chairman Perkins. and Mr.

Steiger of Wisconsin were probably the major people involvedseem
to me to be landmark legislation in vocational education. It has made

possible vocational education for millions of people which would not
otherwise have been available.

In the 4 years following the enactment of the 1968 amendments.
vocational education enrollments increased from about '1 /2 million
to almost 10 million students. Federal funding for vocational educa-
tion doubled within those 4 years and State and local funding more
than doubled.

The success of the 1968 amendments has been truly impressive. Yet.
I think. no one would dispute that there are still unmet needs in voca-
tional education. The unemployment rate of youth is today triple
the national average unemployment rate. Vocational education courses

(963)
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in schools throughout the entire country have long waiting lists of
students anxious to learn skills but uho are unable to enroll in voca-
tional education programs.

Part of the answer in meeting these unmet needs undoubtedly rests
with increasing Federal support for vocational education. But an-
other part of the answer must be in efforts by the Congress to recast
the Federal administration and Federal requirements under the act
so that State and local governments are encouraged to make even
greater commitments to vocational education. and to make this com-
mitment in a manner so that as many people in the country as pos-
sible who need and want vocational education will have ready access
to training and retraining.

We are here today to listen to the experiences of state and local
officials in Washington State. as well as several consumers.- individ-
uals who are being trained or retrained through vocational education
programs in this State.

In my opinionand I think in the opinion of most people who have
sonic knowledge of the vocational education programs throughout
the United Stateswe have one of the finest vocational education
programs in the entire fifty States. We are here to discuss those suc-
cesses. s. But we are also here to hear your problems and get your advice
on how we can best solve, not only your problems. but problems you
visualize in vocational education and how we can recast legislation
to achieve this result.

I have been very proud of vocational education in Washington State.
Al Quie has heard me talk about it now for probably 6 or S years and
I am delighted that he had this opportunity to get here and join with
me in these hearings.

I would like to call now upon the gentleman from Minnesota. Mr.
Quie.

Mr. Qrtr. Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
It is a pleasure to be here in the State of Washington. It is my feel-

ing we can learn a lot more on what is happening if we get away from
Washington. D.C.. and get everything. put together in a blended pack-
age. Having been in North Carolina. Wisconsin. Minnesota. I have
noted from the three previous hearings that there is a vast difference
between those three States. and I expect from Washington as well.

I do expect to hear some rood things about vocational education in
the State )f Washington. The State of Washington has been an en-
thusiastic supporter and actually the architect of vocational educa-
tion. Lloyd really spoke the truth when he said re worked together on
the 16 aniendnients.

I want to say you have an outstanding Congre&-..nian in Lloyd Meeds.
He has worked hard: he is knowledgeable and can be depended upon
for the kind of ass;srance we need in ivriting legislation so it will effec-
tively provide the kind of training that young people need.

It is our belief that everybody who goes through formal education
should end with a skill to 2T- t gainful employment. That is really our
moat. We recormize the States are 0-Ain(' to have to put in more money
than the Federal Government does. This is noted in the ratio between
the State and the Federal Government.
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I am pleased to be here, Lloyd, in your great State. I recall when I
was in the State legislature we got some information from the State of
Washington on which to base some of our ideas in Minnesota, not only
in vocational education but also for handicapped children. I know we
are going to hear from those people, as well.

It, is a pleasure to be here, and I compliment you on your tremend,ous
Conerressman before we start.

Mr. MEEns. Thank you very much, Al, for those kind words.
It, is unseasonably warm in Washington State, and any one of you

who would like to take your coats off, please join me.
Joining us now from the, sunny southland of California is our col-

league, Gus Hawkins.
Gus, by way of background, we have just opened our hearings and,

if you have anything you would like to say, we would be delighted to
hear from you.

Mr. HAwKiNs. Not at this point. I am sorry to be late.
Mr. Nfrs.ns. There is a wise man. He walks in and is going to survey

the scene before he speaks.
Our first witness is Bruce Brennan, who is representing Dr. Frank

linmillet, the Superintendent of Public Instruction. Bruce is the head
of the Division of Vocational and Adult Education in the Superinten-
dent's office. He is a person long interested and involved in vocational
education.

Bruce, it is a pleasure to see you again, and I am sure it will be a
great help to have you before the committee.

STATEMENT OF BRUCE F. BRENNAN, ASSISTANT SUPERIN-

TENDENT FOR VOCATIONAL-TECHNICAL AND ADULT EDUCA-

TION, STATE OF WASHINGTON

Mr. MENNAN. Thank you verb' much, Mr. Chairman, and dis'n-
guished members of the committee.

Those of us in Washingtol. - ' have labored in the field of voca-
tional education long have be mud of the contribution that our
Congressman, Lloyd Meeds, has made to the field of vocational
education. We are proud of his intense interest and knowledge of the
technicalities of the Federal legislation as they relate to the field of
vocational education.

1 would like to on behalf of the common school system and on behalf
of the State Superintendent of Public Instruction, Dr. Prouillet, ex-
press our personal appreciation to Congressman Meeds.

I would like to add that we in Washington well recognize an
excellent program of vocational education in the State of Minnesota.
It is a program on which we have visited on numerous occasions and
we feel that every time we have been there we have gained greatly and
our programs here have benefited from the experience of the State
of Minnesota on a number of occasions. You have a number of very
outstanding vocational programs in the State of Minnesota and I
think you should be justly proud of the kind of activities that are car-
ried out in those programs.
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I would like to again, if I may, this morning. Mr. Chairman, make
some general comments about vocational education and make a few
references to the materials we have prepared foryou. One is a general
overall statement of content that relates to a little bit about what we
are doing in vocational education in the State of Washington at the
present time. a little bit about the state of the art. and some display
materials for your information.

First of all, I would like to relate to you that vocational education
is alive and well and continues to be that way in the State of Wash-
ington. We feel, as a matter of fact, it is unusually alive and well as a
result of some recent changes that have occurred in as remote a place
as Olympia and as remote a place as the State superintendent's office
in the State agency.

We have had, as a result of the election of Dr. Brouillt as State su-
perintendent, a major change in the organizational pattern of the
State office. That major change, as a matter of fact, the first change
that Dr. Brouillet made upon assuming the superintendency, was to
reestablisl- vocational education in the State age cy as a division and
reestablist it to divisional status.

That has, o')viously, some very strong implications. It does, indeed,
put vocational education at the policy decisionmaking level within
the State agency, so that the programs of vocational education have,
indeed, an opportunity to interrelate on an equal basis with and
throughout all of the programs of education in the State as that agency
deals with those programs.

Having divisional status for vocational education has allowed us to
do some other things in the State agency as well. It has allowed us to
pull some of the allied kinds of educational activities together within
that division.

At the present time the title of that division is "Vocational-Techni-
cal and Adult Education Services." I would like to say that is not quite
descriptive; it does not really set forth all of the things that are con-
tained within that division. It obviously contains vocational-technical
and adult education. It also, of course, has pulled together the thrust
of career education that is currently active in our State, and we have
also pulled into that division the activities of industrial arts, particu-
larly as your 1972 amendments indicated the possibility and potential
for certain kinds of industrial arts programs to review vocational
approval.

We have done some of those kinds of things, made some of those
kinds of changes within the State agency, and those changes have
been made within the framework of an increased emphasis on the field
of vocational education.

Dr. Brouillet, in a statewide election campaign for the State super-
intendency, did find within the population of this State a very strong,
strong feeling of support for vocational education and a strong urge
and strong feeling on the part of the population of this State that
vocational education was an area of educational emphasis that needed
an increased emphasis and support :ma he had been very strong in sup-
port of that interest and desire on the part of the constituency.

I would like to refer. if I may. briefly to a couple of the appendices
we have provided for your information.
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First of all, appendix A does contain a kind 01 statistical picture,
hopefully a programmatic picture of the kinds of things that are oc-
curring in the State of Washington in the field of vocational education.
As we sat and analyzed this information and took a look at it. it does
reflect planning information that was received in our State office from
222 different school districts in the State. In order to set that in some
kind of program framework for you, I might inform the committee
that at the present time there are 313 school districts in the State of
Washington; 248 of those school districts are now operating approved
vocational programs. This is a figire that is up substantially from
where it has been in the past.

In 1969, as an example, we were at 201 school disticts in the State
that were operating approved vocational programs. In 1973. there were
227. As I indicated to you, at the present count it is 248 school districts
throughout the State who are operating vocational 1 ...ograms.

Wa have, of course. in this State still a number of non-high-school
districts that are small, remote school districts in which substantial
opportunity to operate programs of vocational education is not yet
available, but we are indeed working on those kinds of things.

I would like to mention a couple of things that this document has
said to us. It has really shown us the impact of your activities both
in the 1J63 Vocational Education Act and the 1968 amendments. It
has shown the impact of that major legislative activity that your com-
mittee and the Congress has enacted. The impact of the 1963 act we
see most strongly reflected in the increased levels of the programs de-
veloped. In trying to summarize some of this. the impact of the 1968
amendments, we viewed the impact of that having to do with the ex-
tension of vocational education services to certain kinds of individuals
with speck needs.

I may at that point comment on special needs of the individuals in
our society whom vocational education had. prior to that time, not
been adequately serving.

I would like to refer you to appendix B. Appendix B sets forth a
synopsis of all of the programs and special projects that were funded
under several different special categories of the Vocational Education
Act or amendments of 1968. In this synopsis it sets forth a specific
description of each of the projects that were funded in the State, the
type of activities which were carried out by that special funding in the
categories of cooperative projects, in the categories of disadvantaged
projects, handicapped project:, exemplary projects. and so forth.

[Appendix B is retained in subcommittee files.1
We provided those for your committee. Mr. Chairman. so that you

will have an opportunity to see just exactly and specifiLally the kinds
of things that have occurred in the State of Washington and in the
common school system as a result of the funding that has been made
available in those particular categories that deal with special projects.
That information is contained for your use in appendix B.

I would also like. if I could. in terms of the kinds of growth that
has occurred in the State i,i the field of vocational education. I men-
tioned the increase in the number of school districts that are operating
and conduce ing programs of vocational education ; in 1969 we had
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108.000 vocational instructors. In 1973, we are over 163,000 vocc, iona'
instructors in the State.

In 1969 we had, in the common school system, approximately 2n
certified vocational directors employed by local districts. In 1973, we
are well over 60, and we anticipate to be over 70 certificated vocations'
directors emplcyed during this aimingyear.

I would also like to indicate one other thing that came out of on
analysis of planning information and that has to do with the drastic
increase of interdistrict cooperative activities. Where development o'
expensive vocational programs is not always a feasible thing in a
small, relatively poorly financed district, when several school districts
are given an opportunity and some incentive to join together in a
neighborhood district cooperative basis. we see substantially enhanced
opportunities for programs of vocational education to come into
operation.

A special thrust of the superintendent's office in this past year and
for this coining year is the earmarking of certain funds that come
from part B in the Federal vocational funding for the purpose of de-
velopment of skill centers. We have finished a 1-year statewide fund-
ing of 21 different feasibility studies throughout the entire State of
Washington. studying the feasibility of the development of interdis-
trict skill renters for secondary students who are not now being
afforded ample opportunity to receive vocational education program
instruction.

We are looking forward now to the second year of beginning some
initial planning of sonic of those feasibility studies that showed the
greatest promise. In this second year of funding, we are also antici-
pating picking. up some additional feasibility studies in those areas
which we were not able to adequately fund last year and. at the same
time, fund sonic extensive studies of the information that has been
gathered in this area of skill centers.:-.

We have developed a great level of enthusiasm throughout the State
in terms of local school districts and the populations that they serve
on the subject of skill centers and we anticipati, that a future rapid
growth and development of the provisions of vocational education op-
portunities throe i thise kind of interdistrict cooperative relation-
ships will take pli.ce.

The State of Washington currently has some examples of skill cen-
ter operations that are exemplary. The committee at some time may be
interested in some additional information about that. We have not
gone into a great deal of detail in some of those areas.

I would like to. If I may, Mr. Chairman, kind of blend in a little bit
of a prejudice at this point. This has to do with the close working re-
lation-hip that exists l'etwcen the common school vocational educa-
tion program and labor and management in this State. We insist upon
a heavy involvement of advice and counsel from the users of the prod-
ucts of vocational education programs, namely, labor and manage-
ment.

We do have a very close working relationship, one which we feel is
enhanced and which we attempt to enhance at every opportunity.

I think, in terms of discussing it with people in the field of labor
:Ind management, in terms of the opportunity I have this morning to
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make some general kinds of suggestions to the committee in terms of
the content of your legislation and potentials for some change within
that legislation, I would like to urge the committee to consider giving
an increased and enhanced opportunity for involvement in vocational
education programs to the interest of labor and management insofar
as legislative mandate is concerned.

Let me give you an example of what I an talking about at this point
and maybe ask you a question. You know, in the Federal legislation
we detail very specifically the kinds of interests that you wish to have
represented in our State and national advisory councils. You set forth
the characteristics of the types of people, yet we really don't do that
for the State board. That is one quick example.

I think that it is possible for us, as we deal with this subject of
enhancing, the involvement level of labor and management in our
vocational and educational activities, it is important when we get to
the place of suggesting various interests that ought to be represented
in advisory committees, as an example, that opportunity be given to
organizations that are, indeed, representative of those interests to
have an opportunity cor input, for recommendation of individuals
whom they feel would make appropriate representatives of their in-
terests. I simply add those in taking advantage of this kind of an_.

opportunity to talk about a couple of those things with you.
I would like now, if I may, to refer to appendix C that has been

included in our information presented to the committee. This very
briefly sets forth for the committee what the picture is as far as
funding vocational education in the State of Washington. I don't
think there is probably one single aspect of this business of providing
vocational educational services that is any greater of an influencing
factor than, of course, the funding mechanisms and the manners in
which moneys are made available to local school districts and the
sources of those moneys, those funds, and, of course, the intent and
purpose of those moneys.

In kind of general terms, of course, Congressman Quie did indi-
cate we are a very high match State. The State of Washington is,
indeed, matching Federal funding at a higher than the national aver-
age level. Federal funds, however, in our State at the preseiit time in
the common school system are less than 10 percent of the total ex-
penditures that occur in the name of vocational education in common
school districts. The remaining approximately 90 percent of the fund-
ing that accrues to a local school district to enable them to operate,
vocational education is split approximately ono-third to two-thirds.
It is approximately two thirds State money, State's weighted-atten-
dance support, and it is approximately one-third local effort. Local
effort comes from sources that include the much maligned local school
district excess levy which is becoming an increasingly difficult source
of support as we continue to see school districts suffering repeated
levy losses. We have a school district in Congressman Meed's home
congressional district that suffered six successive special levy losses
and that speaks very strongly to that one-third of the 90 percent and
the availability of that resource for the school districts to conduct
an adequate, meaningful program of vocational education. It is ex-
tremely difficult to accomplish.
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I would simply like to indicate to you that the State legislature
hrin the State of Washington has been most suppoece in the field

of vocational education. Their provision of weighted support is prob-
ably the single most important and significant factor in terms of the
operation of a vocational education program in a local school district.

I have provided this information and it is pretty much a summary
type of info. If you have questions or interests that go beyond the
detail that is contained there I would be happy to respond to any of
those inquiries.

I would like if I may, then, quickly to go on. Without taking as
much time as I would like this morning, I would like to bounce along
on a couple of other quick thinks.

No. 1, we are very supportive of the efforts of Lowell Burkett and
the American Vocational Education Association in the kinds of things
they are beginning to deal with as they write and promulgate and
work with draft legislative proposals dealing with vocational educa-
tion. We find very, very minor areas within this draft about which
we have any major concerns, but we are indeed supportive of the
efforts of that association and particularly of course, of the leadership
that is provided by j.dowell and his activities in working with
Congress.

Prior to this opportunity to present this information to you, I did
call together a group of local administrative personnel from local
school districts throughout the State and threw some questions at
them. I said, quickly, in summary kinds of statements, what are your
major concerns with the existing legislation, what kind of cautions
would you like to present to the committee in terms of those concerns.
Quicly and rapidly, maybe I could run through a few of these with
you to kind of give you a little feel of what the field is reacting to,
what kind of attitudes exist in the field.

The field is very, very supportive of the concept that separate
legislation continue to be maintained and identified in the name of
vocational education. There has been much concern expressed on the
part of local people that, as an example, there was a trend that many
bee.an to see in the 1972 activity that had vocational education in-
cluded in higher education legislation, and a concern was expressed
about that, a concern that we are very supportive of maintaining
vocational education as separate legislative authority and not having
it contained within higher education, as an example, in ESEA either.

One of the other concerns that I would like to mention briefly to
the committee, and one in which we have some concern and reserva-
tion about the work the association has done to date has to deal with
the subject of leadership development. What appears to be in legisla-
tion, what appears to be in this draft in the minds of local adminis-
trative people, is an overinvolvement of higher education in those
kinds of activities.

I don't mean our comments to be negative in terms of activities of
higher

is not
in terms of our support for the system of higher

education. That s not the purpose. But we do want to offer for the
committee's consideration the concept within this area of leadership
development, it is probably one of our most critical local problems,
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that is, securing adequately experienced and developed administrative
personnel, for example. Within this area, we don't feel the local dis-
trict level has been given the opportunity yet to deal with some of the
kinds of leadership development for which they have the potential to
deal.

As an example, let me quickly run you through a man coming out
of the trades and industries who generally is going to come to us as
an instructor in a vocational education program. He comes to us with
a requirement that we impose that he has adequate work experience.
As an example, if it is an apprenticeable occupation, he must have
served an apprenticeship. There is 4 years of his activity. He must
have worked 3 to 7 years as a journeyman. He comes to work with
us as a vocational instructor and we begin to give him inservice kinds
of teacher training activities and development, work with him. But
that individual is not going to be able to participate in some of the
kinds of leadership development programs that are mandated in some
of these kinds of legislative proposals that deal with people who only
have a master's degree going in or who must have a master's degree
to go into the kind of program that can be supported with this leader-
ship development resource.

I offer for your consideration the resource that is available in local
school districts for certain kinds of leadership development activities
that we feel could assist in working in positive fashion toward some
of our most critical staffing problems.

I would like to mention the subject of definitions. My experience
in the local level has been such that we have tried to work with your
definition of disadvantaged and the DOL definition of disadvantaged,
and we have tried to make some kind of coordinated sense out of some
of those differences in terms of operation of local programs.

We have had some substantial difficulty in the past because an indi-
vidual who meets a definition in one sense of the word "disadvan-
taged" is still in a program that is being dually supported and we
have some difficulties with some of those kinds of definitions.

We would like to suggest that the subject be given some considera-
tion so that closer correlation could be drawn between those kinds of
defiaitilnal contents.

We are concerned about the status of work-study at the present time
because some of the requirements that are related to income factors
are in considerable need of updating.

Another one of the major concerns related to Inr office in meeting
with local administrative people has to do with funding patterns, ob-
viously. This is kind of the juice that makes the cart run. Local people
find themselves being asked to develop programs of career educa-
tion, as an example, where we are now in the process of working in
the development of industrial arts progrns. We have had these addi-
tions added on to the vocational educatio i responsibility without ap-
propriate kinds of categorical aid being attached to them. So the local
man's question to us in the State office as we work with him and say :
"We, need to develop these kinds of programs," he says : "OK, do you
want me to take the vocational funding away from the other program
and put it over here to do this?" when in the opinion of many of us
the regular vocational program is still in need of adequate funding.
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Certainly you will hear these kinds of funding comments from
State agency people particularly, so I won't discuss that any longer.

I would like to quickly bounce along to two or three other com-
ments for you and then summarize our presentation.

We are concerned and pleased about the planning activity that was
mandated in your 1968 amendments. We are concerned that that
process be strvngtht red more front a compliance base than it appears
to be now. It simply is a kind of a compliance operation and we would
like it to be more adequately representative of real planning ratner
than simply an attempt to be in compliance with certain kinds of
requirements.

We are meeting regularly and attempting to do what we can at
the local and State level to coordinate some of the kinds of activities
that are carried out or were carried out under MDTA and now CETA
with vocational education activities. That gets to be an extremely diffi-
cult process when it appears to a local administrator, for example.
that the Federal process is mandating the same kind of things through
two different approaches. We are concerned about coordinating mech-
anisms in which these various activities can be coordinated.

We understand that the national level has considerable concern
about that as well, so I will not belabor that.

We are also considerably concerned at the local level, as we talk
about this activity of coordinating different kinds of legislative au-
thorih there is much concern in the common school system about your
title t of 92-318 in the area of occupational education, whether or
not the Congress really intended that to be a "double dip" for the
portion of higher education that is related to vocational education
type of activities or whether you had something else in mind there.

I would like to summarize by mentioning briefly to this committee,
in following up on extensive testimony that was presented to you
when you had a hearing here in Seattle on the 1968 amendments, that
testimony had to do with the subject of the sole-agency requirement
that is contained within the Federal act, the difficulty at that time
that the State of Washington was having with that requirement.

As time has gone on, as problems have been created and recreated,
and in some instances solved. we have seen some opportunities for
change here in the State of Washington. At the present time, the in-
terlocal agreements are in existence between the coordinating council.
which in mar State is designated as the sole agency. The interlocal
agreement that is signed between that agency and the respective edu-
ctitional atreneies. SPI and the college system, that interlocal has
been materially altered this year and we view the changes that have
occurred in tliat domment as positive and they are going to give
greater opportunity for better coordinative activities within those
agencies.

In terms of general summary on the subject of sole agencies, we
are indeed comfortable with the language that deals with that subject
in the AVA draft. We feel that does not jeopardize the kinds of
changes we have been in the process of developing in the State at the
present time and during the past year.
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We would be concerned if, indeed, the language that dealt with the
sole-agency authority bad the potential or appeared to have the
potential to jeopardize some of the alterations that we have been
accomplishing in this past year. They to not appear to contain that
jeopardy at the present time.

I would simply like to summarize by saying to you that I think
you sense. as we do, a substantial change in the attitude of the popula-
tion of our country toward the business of vocational education and
the attitude of students toward it. I would like to caution you, on that
point of optimism, which would be a great place to end, except that
I received a notice in the mail the other day that indicates to me
that we still have a little way to go in this business of correcting the
image and attitude on the subject of vocational education. I thought
we had come even further than this.

You may be like our house with teenaged drivers, so you are looking
at insurance rates all the time. You look for every way there is to get,
hopefully, some kind of reduction. This is a good-student discount
application from a major insurance company. It says that under the
category of eligibility requirements the student must be taking aca-
demic courses. We still have a little way to go.

I really appreciate your kind attention.
Mr. MEEDs. Thank you very much, Bruce. for excellent testimony.

Unless there is objection, your prepared statement, and appendices
A and B. will be entered into the record after your testimony here.

Without objection, it so ordered.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Brennan and related appendices

are as follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF BRUCE F. BRENNAN. ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT FOR
VOCATIONAL - TECHNICAL AND ADULT EDUCATION, STATE SUPERINTENDENT OF
PUBLIC INSTRUCTION

Mr. Chairman and distinguished Committee members. on behalf of Dr. Frank
B. Brouillet, Washington State's Superintendent of Public Instruction, we wish
to extend our appreciation to you for conducting this hearing on Vocational
Education Legislation in our State.

This special recognition for vocational education in Washington is particularly
appropriate when viewed within the context of the personal efforts Dr. Brouillet
has put forth in behalf of this important aspect of education. One of the first
major changes he effected upor assuming his office was a major organizational
change regarding vocational education. This change restored vocational educa-
tion to divisional status within the State Agency. This change spoke loudly and
clearly to his intentions to make vocational education one of the major priority
thrusts of his administration.

Dr, Brouillet has continued to emphasize this need in his management of the
agency : and his staff is regularly reminded of the agency's priorities as vocational
education is repeatedly given high recognition.

Vocational education today in the common schools of Washington State is a
growing and developing program. It is working to extend its opportunities to
more and more studentsall persons in need of services in the communities
of the State.

Attached to this statement, as Appendix A. is "Vocational Education in the
Common Schools of Washington State 196C)-197R." This study displays historical
data showing trends in the recent past and an analysis of planning information
dealing with the period up to 197S. Planning information from 222 school districts
throughout the State was utilized in this document.
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Then' has been heavy emphasis in the preparation of this information on input
from the local district level. Our agency is strongly committed to the em ,ept
that local effort is vital and the role of the State should be to provide assistance
and support -not to be Involved in the direct Operation of educational programs

The Vocational Education Act of 1963 shows substantial effects throughout
this information, mainly in more districts offering more programs to more
students. The Vocational Amendments of 19( also show major impact, particu-
larly in develoving and enhancing the planning process and also in the develop-
ment of special services to target groups NNIto,e special needs had not been
recognized previously nor adequately met.

The planning information summarized in Appendix A also clearly indicates
certain trends in vocational education in Washington State. Included among
these is a major trend toward Interdistrict Cooperation. This trend is of suffi-
cient importance and interest to both the State Superintendent and the State
Board of Education that certain earmarking of Federal Vocational Funds for
this purpose has been accomplished for the just-completed 11/73-. school year
and for the new 1974-75 fiscal year. A major el^trent of this trend will result in
expansion of the common schools' vocational effort itre-ogh secondary skills
centers growth.

Other trends surfacing through analysis of this information include an interest
in and need for development of career education activities and also certain needs
for divecsification of vocational programming in order to he more responsive to
needs in smaller school districts.

Earlier mention was made of the extension of additional vocational education
services to certain target groups. Included with this statement, and labeled
Appendix B. is `The Synopsis of 1972 -73 Common School Federal Vocational
Project. in Washington State Funded Under 90-576." This synopsis sets
forth aeseriptions of projects funded in Cooperative. Exemplary. Home ar I Fam-
ily Life. Handicapped and Disadvantaged categories. The Committee will find
in this information the specific activities that have occurred in local school
districts as a result of P.L. 90-576 funding and as a result of the directions that
you indicated were important in the 1965 Amendments.

Not readily visible in these appendices, but extremely important to the program
of vocational education in this State, is the close working relationship that exists
between the common schools vocational nrograms and organized labor and man-
agement. Working with well over a thousand different local labor-management
advisory groups has enabled the common school system to develop and conduct
realistic programs closely related to the needs of today's industrial society and
the multiple and complex needs of today's student.

The efforts of labor and manar,ement through this process are of such im-
portance that we would like to mike a special recommendation to this Committee
on this point. Our suggestion Is that vocational legislation should be altered so
as to enhance this reMoonship and strengthen the tie that must be as viable as
possible between vocational education and industry. We would be pleased to
respond to th_ Committee in more detail on this point if you so desire.

Washington State's 1,..,ttis.ature has been supportive of vocational education
and has continued to work in a positive fashion to provide financial resources.
State-level money is the major support source accruing to vocational programs
operated in the common schools. These fording patterns are displayed in
Appendix C. This information should be viewed in total over the three-year span
shown because of the impact that impoundment activities have had on certain
years.

In general, the federal funding is matched at higher-than-the-national-average
in Washington State. Federal funds are less than ten per cent of the total expendi-
tures. The remaining ninety per cent is made up of approximately two-thirds
State and one-third local effort. The use of federal dollars in common school
programs is directed primarily toward support of developmental activities ; while
State and local resources speak to maintenance and operation support as well as
capital outlay.

The weighted-enrollment-support factor in Washington's apportionment
formula is the single most important factor in providing the services of vocational
education in local districts.

On the subject of new federal legislative considerations, we would like to
indicate our support for the efforts of Loa ell Burkett and the American Voca-
tional Association and to further indicate general agreement with the major

S



thiast of his Association's current draft of Legislative Proposals for Vocational
Education.

In preparation of a brief list of statements that will include our principle con-
cerns on current and proposed voc: tional legislation, our agency met with a
representative group of local administrative personnel and as a result of those
discussions we would like to present to the Committee. in summary form, nine of
these items as expressed by those individuals who are closest to the action.

1. Vocational legislation should be a sei.arately e::pressed subject by the Con-
gress and not become an incorporated portion of either ESEA or higher Educa-
cation legislation. Concern was expressed about the inclusion of Vocational
Amendments in P.L. 92-318 in 1972.

2. The need for more realistic and more effective Leadership Levelopment is
critical. The overdependence upon the institutions of higher education as the
sole providers of this service causes major concern to the local practitioner.

3. A strong need exists to update and clarify definitions and criteria, partic-
ularly as they apply to Disadvantaged, Handicapped and Work Study.

4. A contemporary problem of local program personnel has to do with the ac-
quisition of scarce training materials ( welding rods, for example). We recognize
that this is not a subject you are likely to deal with in legislation ba may well be
one that you, as individuals, may assist with in communicating the need for some
pre-prioritization in this area.

5. Local concern is very strong as we continue to see vocational education
responsibilities expanded without concurrent categorical aid being provided. A
recent example is the inclusion of some Industrial Arts programs in vocational
education without categorical funding for this purpose, We are concerned that a
dilution of support levels for regular vocational programs not occur as a result
of these changes. Local districts are saying, "We will be glad to implement these
changes but without specific aid, how do we accomplish this without lessening our
effort in regular programs?".

Closely related is the all too common situation where one-time federal funding
on projects results in the development and provision of a needed service and a
subsequent curtailment when funding is withdrawn.

6. The Committee has heard many expressions of concern about the process
of planning vocational Activities. Additional direction appears to be needed in
order to redirect what is now essentially a compliance process to what should be
a more effective and meaningful planning procedure.

7. Local vocational administrators are presented wit!: :more and more complexi-
ties in their communities as they attempt to coordinate the various services
being presented to their constituency. Actions of Congress in MDTA and CETA
are continuing to create problems of coordination for local vocational personnel.

8. Actions of Congress in passing the Higher Education Amendments of 1972
P.L. 92-318--are also (Pausing some concern regarding your intent and how the
provisions of Title X Occupational Education in the post-secondary system is to
relate to vocational programming in ..ommon schools. If, indeed, this was in-
tended as additional funding for this type of educational activity at post-
secondary institutions, «as the intent to restrict those systems' participation in
P.L. 90-576 funding or was it intended, as some local people question, as a
"double dip"?

9. Concern over State Level Administration continues to be evident in our
State although optimism is being expressed as a result of recent administrative
changes that have been achieved. These changes have occurred within the inter-
local agreement currently in effect between the Coordinating Council for Occu-
pational Education and the State Superintendent of Public Instruction. The re-
lationship of constitutional authority and current State Statutes in Washington
to the sole-agency (state Board for Vocational Education) requirement of P.L.
90-576 and preceding Federal Vocational Legislation was presented to your Com-
mittee in hevings held here in Seattle on the 1968 Amendments by Congressman
Mike NlicCoiWck.

Those concerns have not been altered by any interim changes and as recently
as this past year a study team from the U.S. Office of Education declared the
Washington situation to be unique among the States.

The main consideration we wish to express today on this subject is that the
progress we have mode in clarifying the respective roles of the several agencies
involved in vocational education not he jeopardized by restrictive changes in the

!-.,;i-c.. '
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federal requirements. The drafts of proposed changes we have seen to date do
not appear to create any major difficulty in this regard.

NV( have been encouraged by progress that has occurred administratively this
past year to solve problems. Current language in the American Vocational Asso-
ciation uraft appears to be supportive of the types of changes that are now being
implemented.

Much, of coarse. remains to be accomplished to brine vocational education to
the level of acceptant within the total educational enterprise that it deserves
The foresight and perception displayed by the Federal Congress in passage of the
initial s(k:I mal legislation and its succeeding restatements is the single most
important cause for the currrnt role this program enjoys. The work of this Com-
mittee is vital to the future of this important educational service.

Our agency is anxious to be of whatever assistance your Committee may con-
sider appropriate in this regard. This opportunity is certainly appreciated.

(Appendix A)

A PICTURF. OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION IN THU COMMON ScIlOOLS I K-12) OF
WASHINGTON STATE 196(1-78

INTRODUCTION

This study is hased on the presentation of historical data to show the trends
in the immediate past in vocational education in the State since 1966. It carries
through the present to the immediate future ( the future being the next live
years. 1973-78. for which the latest vocational education plans of the school
districts are available). The plans of 222 districts were utilized.

The plans have been formally signed by the President of the School Board of
each district. It is very clear from reading the plans that the author of a plan
in most cases has been the superintendent. business manager, curriculum director.
vocational director. school principal and/or a vocational teacher.

With all the variations in the plans. many commonalities were evident.

SUMMARY

The Vocational Education Act of 1963 and the Vocational Education Amend-
ments of 1968 have had a profound effect on vocational education in Washington
State.

This study is divided into two time periods : 1966-72 1973-78.
The first period (1966-72) is history. The effects of the Act of 1963 are

clearly visiblemore districts offering vocational education through more voca-
tional education programs to more students.

The second period 1973-7R) is the future. The Vocational Amendments of
1968 required all school districts to prepare a tive year plan for vocational edu-
cation and update it annually.

The trends in vocational education are clearly indicated by the five-year plans.
Significant trends are: Inter-District Cooperation. Career Education. Diver-

sification of Vocational Education.

INTF.R-DISTRICT COOPERATIVESOPERATIONAL

Letter identifies the cooperative.
Number after the letter indicates number of districts in cooperative.
Cooperatives include : Urban and ,aiburban district.: urban and rural districts:

urban. suburban and rural districts: rural and rural districts: suburban and
suburban districts: school districts and con mity cAleges.
A-6 Tri-Cities area Kennewick, Pasco, Richland. Finley. Kiona-Benton. Colum-

bia No. 400.
B-2 Stevens County area : Colville. Kettle Falls.
C-7 Spokane Valley area West Valley No. 363. Central Valley. East Valley.

NINO. F.venian. Deer Park. Riverside.
D-6 riper Yakima Valley area : Yakima. West Valley :Co 208, .1Ioxee. Highland.

Selah. Naches
E-3 Willapa area Raymond, South Bend. Willapa
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F-6 Skamania-Klickitat area : White Salmon, Trout Lake, Glenwood, Lyle,
Wishram, Klickitat.

G-4 Mid Yakima Valley area : Zillah, Wapato, Toppenish, Granger.
H-8 Clark County co-ops Evergreen. Ridgefield, Woodland, LaCenter, Van-

couver, Battle Ground, Camas, Washougal.
1-6 Gray-Pac area : Aberdeen. Elam, Iloquiam, Montesano, North Bench, °costa.
.1-3 south King County area Ilighline, South Central, Federal Way.
1:-4 Island County area Oak Harbor, Anacortes, South Whidbey, Coupeville.
L-5 Coulitx area : Longview. Kelso, Castie Rock, Waliklakin, Rainier, Oregon.
M-3 ISI) No. 114 area Port Townsend, Chimacum, Quileelle.
N-3 (Cascade area) : Nlossyrock, Morton, Onalaska.
0-2 (Okanogan County area) : Oroville. Tonasket.

( Snohomish County area) :1 Everett/ISD No. 109/Everett CC, Snohomish,
Marysville.

Q-2 (Thurston County. area) :1 North Thurston, Olympia.
R-3 (Chelan County area) :1 Cashmere. Leavenworth. Peshastin-Dryden.
S -2 (Pacific County area ) :' Ocean Beach, NaselleGrays River.
T-4 Puyallup Valley area : Sumner, Orting, Entonville, White River.
U-a (Whatemn County area) : ' Bellingham, Ferndale, Meridian, Lynden, Nook

sack Valley, Mt. Baker.
V-2 (Adams County area) :' RItzville, Lind.
Career education is:

A seris of experiences Within the existing curriculum which equips the
chino With: An awareness of the world of work ; a favorable attitude towards
work. leading to the ability to select, prepare for, and pursue a career choice.
Supporting statements:

Career (Attention is a part of all subject areas and becomes an integral part
of each indiviodal's life experience from early childhood through adult lire.

Career education enables the individual to relate both iu-shool and out-of-
school exlerienees to personal goals.

Career education requires a cooperative effort involving parents, educators.
the minium:it y, and the individtml

Career education is based upon concept that the community is an extension
of the classroom.

Career education will expand the individual's knowledge of readily visible
careers and offer exploration of less apparent careers.
1tc prepared for his/her next career step:

If an individual is to achieve this goal, he must be able to receive the benefits
resulting from:

Cilteer education as an integral part of all instruction: I programs.
Appropriate career counseling and guidance activities that enable the indi-

vidual o develop a sequential. or redirectional career development procedure.
Flexible curricula designed through assessment of community socio-economic

trends and parentedueatoindividual attitudes.
The availability of a career education information center.

CAREER F.MICATION

The followlom data was obtained from the reporting school districts via the
animal and . 'ear Districtwide Plans. It should be noted that the data includes:

1. All reporting districts,'
2. All vocationally approved programs!'
a All career education programs and anticipated plans for further career

education integration.=
It should also he noted that the data shows there is considerahle variety of

orogra in integration and activity throughout the State and that career education
k expanding very rapidly k-adult.

Tentathe title
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VOCATIONAL ENROLLMENT COMPARED TO TOTAL 9 TO 12 ENROLLMENT

Unduplicated
Total 9 to 12 vocational Vocational

enrollment enrollment enrollment
Oct 1 (constructed) in FTE's

1966-67...:. , - .. .. , . ................ 214,000 77,449 12,965
?23, 556 103,723 16, 835

'7
232, 554 108, 349 19,455

:::-::: 240, 025 111,040 21,639
197041 -----..--- ....... 244, 831 111.917 23, 125

248,136 119, 414 23,769
1972-73 747, 529 119, 761 25, 140

Note: Vocational enrollment is presented here in relation to total high school enrollmaat, both as unduplicated (named)
students and as full-time equivalent students

Enrol iron

250.000

200,000 .

150,000

100.000 .

50.000

TOTAL 9-12
ENROLLALENT

,ADU?LICATED
VOCATIONAL
ENRo....Mtm

VOCATIONAL

ENROLLMENT
F 7 0 .^

V1CATIONAL ENROLLMEVI

;tiPAREC TO

/-12 T0TA,. ENROLLMENT

0, 07 09-70 70-'1 71-72 72-73

PERCENT OF HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS ENROLLED IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Unduplicated
9 to 12 I...cations'

enrollment enrollment
Oct. 1 (constructed) Percent

214, 000 77,449 36.2
1867-68 223,556 103,323 46.3

232, 554 108, 349 46.4
240,025 111.040 46.2
244, 831 111, 917 46.0

1971-72 '',7 248, 136 119, 414
1977-73. 247, 539 119,761 48.4

Note: During recent years, almost half of the 9 to 12 students have taken at least 1 vocational education course

4-S22 0-75----63
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504..
PER CENT OF

HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS

ENROLLED IN

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
40%.

304..

20%.

101,

01 1 I I

66 67 67-66 6:1-01 69-70 70-71 71-72

VOCATIONAL ENROLLMENTPERCENT OF 9 TO 12 ENROLLMENT

Vocational 9 to 12
enrollment enrollment

in FTC's Oct 1 Percent

1966- 67---= . . 12, 965 214,000 6. 1
1967-68 ............ ......... - ........ .... .... ........ 16,835 223, 556 7.1
1968 -69 19,455 232, 554 8. 4

21,639 240, 025 9.0
1970-71. . 23,125 244,831 9.5

23, 769 248, 136 9.7
1972 -73 . ... ....... ........ ... ............. 25,164 247, 589 10. 2

Note 10 percent of the total 9 to 12 class hours consist of vocational education Summary: 10 percent of the total 9 to 12
program is vocational mid reaches 50 percent of the high school students. (Approximately 20 percent of the high school
program is language arts, reaching 100 percent of the students.)
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12.0%

10 0%.

8.0%

6.0%

2.0%.

VOCATIumAL

ENROLLMENT

AS PLR CLNT

OF TOTAL 9-12

ENROLLMENT

0t, 67 67-68 68-69 69-70 71-71 71-72 72-73

VOCATIONAL ENROLLMENT BY SEX

UNDUPLICATED STUDENTS (CONSTRUCTED)

1966-67 1967-68 1968-69 1969-70 1970-71 1971-72 1972-73

Male - ..... ... 17,954 26,074 28,171 10,823 31,709 37,476 42,196
................ .. ..... ... ........ 59, 495 77, 249 80,178 80, 217 80, 208 81, 938 77, 565

Total...._, ........... 77, 449 103, 323 108, 349 III, 040 III, 917 119, 414 119, 761

Note' The percent of boys in vocational education is increasing Unduplicated students are named students counted only
once, though enrolled in more than I vocational class.
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FEMALE VOCATIONAL ENROLLMENT

UNDUPLICATED STUDENTS (CONSTRUCTED)

1966-67 1967-68 1968-69 1969-70 1970-71 1971-72 1972-73

Other 1, 909 2, 894 3, 329 1, 356 5,445 7, 191 8,134
Business and office .. 17, 598 24, 358 26, 979 31, 622 29,159 31,444 28, 783
Home and family life. . :9, 988 49.997 49, 870 11, 239 45, 604 13, 303 40, 348

Total 59,495 77, 249 80, 178 80, 217 80, 208 81,938 77, 565

bete Hidorically, girls enrolled primarily in home and family life vocational education Likewise, the "other" category
has increased from 3 to 11 percent of the total female enrollment in vocational education classes while business and
office has decreased from 67 to 52 percent. Home and family life has increased from 30 to 37 percent.

"OTHER" FEMALE VOCATIONAL ENROLLMENT

UNDUPLICATED STUDENTS (CONSTRUCTED)

1966-67 1967-68 1968-69 1969-70 1970-71 1971-72 1972-73

Distributive education , 1,139 2, 003 2,100 2, 327 2,486 1, 870 2, 527
Health occupations . .., ,,, , , . 19 160 153 107 298 490 555
Trade and industry. ,.. . _.. 289 362 337 389 443 657 626
Agriculture. -- 79 219 349 soy 890 1,498 2, 253
Home economics, gainful. , , , 53 150 390 1,042 1,328 2,080 1,449
Diversified occupations. ........ .. ... ,-..., .. .. ,..........,. ....... ,... - . - 596 1,024

Total ..... . , 1, 909 2, 894 3, 329 4, 356 5, 445 7,191 8,434

Note The "other" category of female vocational enrollment has been expanded and shows growth in all programs
including such programs as agriculture and trade and industry.

Students
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MALE VOCATIONAL ENROLLMENT UNDUPLICATED (CONSTRUCTED)

1966-67 1967-68 196849 1969-70 1970-71 1971-72 1972-73

Major:
3istributive education 1,067 1.372 1,428 1,489 1,736 2,380 1,632
7 rade a %I industry.. - - . . ---- --.- - . 2,356 2,710 3,216 3,524 3,461 4,400 4,326
Agriculture _ _ _ 7,999 11,675 11,546 10,754 11,376 10,987 12,074
Business and office..., ...... ..... 4,376 6,713 7, 178 9,449 8,717 10,481 10,265
Home and family life 2,148 3,574 4,591 5,383 5,963 7,642 11,863

Minor:
Health 0 5 6 15 73 61 40

Home economics, gainful_.... -_,._ .. 8 25 206 209 383 553 750

Diversified occupations 972 1,246

Total . _ . 17, 954 26,074 28,171 30, 823 31, 709 37, 476 42,1%

Note. Male enrollment is predominately in agdculture; with horns and family life and business growing significantly

s ,oritS

50,000

40,000

30,000

Ye ,r 6t

MALE
VOCATIONAL
ENPOLLmF2,7
UNDUPLICATED

=

67-68

1i f1f 1,111 11111 IT1 I I ............. III .. . ... tip

68-69 69-70 'p -71 71-72

6.-ME-0A1'.;UL

72-73

Vocational programs by district

Total districts with vocational program 222
Districts offering

Home and family life 199
Business and office 192
Agriculture 139
Trade ana industry (T&I) 82
Distributive education (DE) 57
Health occupations (HO) 42
Diversified occupations (DO) 57
Home economics (gainful) (HE) 39

.'I*.1141r
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VOCATIONAL

PROGRAMS

BY DISTRICT

192

.119_
U
S

N

S A 82
S C

I 57 57

0
C

U
42

39
F L
F

U

C H 0 H
0 0

DISTRICTS WITH AGRICULTURE

Distects
having or
planning
program

Enrollment
in F.T.E.'s

196647.
1967-68

1969-70

1971-72.
1972-73

1975-76.
1976-77

.

.
-

.

....-.:.

. .. . ..

:

.. .....

:...:

.... ... ......

-.--.:_-_-.:.:.: -..-

............. ..

::::: -.: .... ..... ..-,---.

.... . ..,,,,,.-.-1...,::.:-:.:--..:--,

133
132
125
132
134
138
139
147
149

1,996
2.162
2,121
2,401
2,635
2.742
3,017

..-..-.,

......-.......w

Note: Astral, enrollment in F.T.E.'s per district mortised from 15 students in 196647 to 22 students in 1972-73.
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DisttiLts with

AGRICULTURI.

Carollsent44 r
I II
I II
I 11

I II

0-99 60.69 69-70 0-71 1-72 2-73 73-74 74-75 75-76 76-77

DISTRICTS WITH BUSINESS AND OFFICE

Districts hay-
ing or plan- Enrollment

fling program In F.T.E.'s

1967-68 ... . ..........

1969-70 ..... ..... ......... , .... ...
1970-71

55 2,633
102 5,740
161 7,373
166 7,978
178 7,858
183 8,075
192 8,396
192
192
192
192

Note: Business and office education was included in federal legislation for vocational education In 1963. The effects on
business and office programs and ecrollment became evident between 1966-1968.
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nISTRICTS WITH DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION

Districts having
or planning

program

1967-68

197G-71
1971-72. .......
1972-73
1973-74

_

=

==,7, 7 = S:,
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

_

:= 7,r7 ::.

:::::::

35
37
50
54

59
57

72

Enrollment
in F.T E.'s

802
881

1,336
1,530
1.530
1.502

Note: Includes P.E. preparatory.
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Otstricts with

OISTIORUTIVt LIDUcATI h

1-72 72-73

DISTRICTS WITH DIVERSIFIED OCCUPATIONS

r 1 ri r 1 rl
I

I I II
I II II II
I II II

.1 1. ii
t-74 74-70 75-70 76-77

UostrIcts
hawni or
planning Enrollment
Program In F.T.E.'s

1966-67..

20
1971 72 37 459

1972 73 . 57 782
54 ..........

1974-75
66 ... .... ..

Note. Diverawd occupations is a new program which commenced in 1970-71. It is cooperative (school-business)
on-tiw-tob training for careers for which there is insufgaent student demand 311 a school district to warrant the snits.-
tIon of and continued support for a program in a single vocational area of training.
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DISTRICTS WITH HEALTH OCCUPATION EDUCATION

DtstrIcts
Iuring of
Planning
;foram

EnroHenAnt
m 1.1 E.'s

196647... ...
116741

1961-70 ,
1970-71 -

1971-72 ... -..
1972-73 ,
1973-74 -

1975-76 -,

.... , .

.
:-.: =

..:-., -. -.,-
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.
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1

3
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10
16
37
A2
61 ,

64
64

I
35
58
79

117
192
261

.., ,

Note. Severe plays= sent Text, than one dsttre.
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Enroneont

rrrri
I
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11 .1
71.7: 7:.-7 '1.'4 74. 5 75.75 15.17

DISTRICTS wae ifOME AND FAMILY LIFE EDUCATION

Districts
Raving or
planning Enrollment
pommel In FTE's

196647- - - ii ..... .... ...... .......... ...... 1

1968-69
1969-70 _

1971-72 ................... ...... ....... .................... ......

1974-75.. ....

1916- 17....:..:..::.x -.:..x . .. ..

179 6,794
182 7,148
III 7,312
190 8,131

818197 8,
292 8.516
191 8,436

2011

208 ...

Note- Enrollment has increased from an average of 38 FTE's per district in 1966-67 to 42 In 1972-73. Effective 1971-2
State requirements for graduation regarding horns and family life eduation were revised.
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Students Dtstttcts Ustricts with

10,000 250

4,000 200.

6.000 150.

4.000 100..

2.000

0

C

p

Er.rollnent

HuME L 1AM110 L111. tDCSA710,

-ns 77-71 1-72 .-71 74-75 75--,. 7,-77

DISTRICTS WITH HOME ECONOMICS (GAINFUL)

Districts
having or
planning
program

1966-67_ ........
1967-68 ..... ...........

. ............
.-,,, .....

.......

.....
..... .......

.. , . :.:.:-_-, ...
..................

-,,,, ...............,,,
....... ....

...........
1

5
9

1963-70.. ....... ... ..... . ....... . ..... .............. ..... .. ...... .. ....... ..... 12
1970-71 :- . -: -::::.--- :: ........... ::.:: 25
1971-72 -- :::: :::- : : ::::::-:: : :::: ::_:: - ::-::-:: - : :- >-= 34

39
197344 : : ::: ::: : ::: :: ::::::: ::: : : :.: :::: ::::: 7 451974-7a - - ................. , ... --. .--,:.,:-.:- - - -, .:. -, -,, .,

,

. -...,,,-.. -,,,,, - -
1975-76 - - - --- - ------ -- ---- ---- -
1976-77 - :. ::_ : ::: : ::: : :-::::-:-:::: ::: -:::: : , _::::

Enrollment
in FTE's

8
35

142
208
351
419
511

,...::: :-:

Note Home economics (gainful) inch. des occupational preparation in areas of food production, management and service
clothing production, management and service, teacher aid, care and guidance of children, institutional, and FEAST.
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DISTRICTS WITH TRADE AND INDUSTRY

Districts
having or
planning Enrollment
program in FTE's

1976-77.. .. .. .. ... ......................

33 723
42 834
50 1,123
56 1,303
64 1,617
83 1,834
82 2,186
103 ,., ...

.......

... ........

Note Average FTE enrollment per district was 22 students in 1%6-67 and 26 in 1972-73
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u.47 313-138 8,4 4-'0 0-71 .1-72 .2-73 73-74 74.75 75_74 76.77

VOCATIONAL ENROLLMENT BY PROGRAM IN FTE's

Agriculture.. - ,
Business and office
Distributive education... , _ .
Home and family life... .....
Trade and industry... ....
Diversified occupations:

Health -- -
Home economics, gainful

.

1966-67 1967-68 1968-69 1969-70 1970-71 1971-72 1972-73

: 1, 996 Z 162 2,111 2,401 2,635 2,742 3,017
: -: 2, 633 5, 740 7, 373 7, 979 7, 858 8, 075 8, 396
_ .. _ _ 802 881 1, 336 1. 530 1. 530 I, 502 1, 575

_ . 6,794 7,148 7, 312 8, 139 8, 818 8, 516 8.436
. . .... 723 834 1,123 1, 303 1, 617 1, 864 2,186..... ......... . -.... ......... .._-.. ...-,,. 199 459 782

9 35 58 79 117 192 261
:: - , 8 35 142 208 351 419 511

..... 12,965 16, 835 19,455 21, 639 23,125 23, 769 25,164

Note The largest enro'iment is in home and family life and business and office. Yet vocational education is becoming
more comprehensive by otlering more programs and more diversity within programs.
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Vocational education is changing because the world it operates in is chang-
ing. in the next 5 years. the major changes will be :

More vocational education through inter-district cooperation.
More Career Awareness to enable students to make intelligent decisions about

career preparation.
More diversity in programs to give students greater selection for occupational

training.
APPENDIX C

STATE OF WASHINGTON, SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION, DIVISION OF VOCATIONAL-TECHNICAL
AND ADULT EDUCATION SERVICES

1971-72 1972-73 1973-74

Amount

Approxi-
mate

percent Amount Percent Amount Percent

Total dollars spent in vocational educa-
tion 9 to 12 1

Total local and State support 9 to 12 2
Total Federal flow-through money

spent in vocational education 9 to
123

Total State weighted support 3.....,
Total State basic support a
Total local effort above basic and

weighted support 3 ........ .,..

$25, 332, 013
23,159, 032

2, 172, 9S1
8, U6, 270
7, 238, 534

7, 234, 228

100.0
91.4

8.6
34 2
28.5

28.5

U8,511,694
25, 679, 363

2, 631, 331
9, 216, 3%
7, 680, 204

8, 782, 763

100.0
90.0

9.9
32.3
26.9

30.8

$30, 667, 18 1
27, 436, 453

3, 230, 728
10, 219, 350
8, 516,12S

8, 700, 978

100.0
89.4

10.6
33.3
27.7

28.4

1 Based on DVE 70-5F which is an annual yearend report of all expenditures in vocational education from all funding

sources.
3 Actual dollars spent minus Federal Row-through funds.
3 Actual allocation of Public Law 90-576 funds to local school districts.

Actual vocational weighted support provided to districts through apportionment formula.
FTE's based on 1,080 hr at $365, $378, and $386 for appropriate years.
Balance remaining is local effort even thougn very small amounts have not been deducted for the minor weighting

factors such as staff weighting, disadvantaged, small high school, et cetera.

Cuc
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Mr. 11fEEDS. Could you just describe the administrative structure for
vocational education for the Stag; of Wabhington?

Mr. BRENNAN. At the present time, as a result of 1967 legislation
that dealt with the subject of separating the community college sys-
tem from the common school system and making it a separate system,
the difficulty arose as to how to respond to the sole agency requirement
of the Federal legislation. The compromise was struck during that leg-
islative session. That created what is called the Coordinating Council
for Occupational Education. That coordinating council is designated
as the sole agency for the receipt of Federal funds and for the develop-
ment of the State plan for vocational education, being the agency that
meets the requirement of the Federal act.

Then, that coordinating council has that responsibility that I men-
tioned to you and is responsible for the Federal funding. Under con-
tract or in terms of an interlocal agreement with each of these major
educational agencies who need, obviously, to have as much involvement
as they can, it creates a very difficult situation when you have a sepa-
rate agency dealing within those respective agencies authorities and
communications processes and operational procedures.

We attempted to operate from 1967 to 1969 with no interlocal agree-
ments of any kind. It did create so many problems that the 1969
session of our State legislature saw the introduction of corrective leg-
islation. It did not pass and as a consequence of that discussion the
interlocal agreements were drawn between the coordinating council and
the respective educational agencies for the conduct and operation of
their programs of vocational education. Therefore, at the present time,
under the current interlocal, the respective educational agency is re-
sponsible for the supervision and conduct of their vocational programs
that occur within their respective systems.

Our business with the interlocal even spells out the communication
process whereby the communication related to the subject of voca-
tional education flows from the local level to the respective State ed-
ucational agency and then from that agency to the coordinatingcoun-
cil, rather than having the coordinating council dealing with the local
district program directly.

Through this plan, we are able to provide for a local district a single
agency to deal with and yet meet the requirements of the Federal act
in terms of their existence of a sole agency for the State.

Mr. MEEDS. I notice on a flow chart of funding that going through
the Coordinating Council for Occupational Education, of the ap-
proximately $54 million in State. local. and Federal funding, only 7.8
of Federal funds and 5.6 from State funds go through the coordinat-
ing council. That is less than a third of the money which is in any way
controlled by the coordinating council. Is that approximately correct?

Mr. BRENNAN. Yes. The major portion of funding in the common
school system. as I indicated to you, is 10 percent Federal funding.
The State agency receives that approximate amount of money from
the coordinating council. The State agency receives the rest of its
State funding in the name of vocational education directly from the
legislature to the superintendent of public instruction and the local
resources indeed generated locally by local districts.

e
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Mr. N1EEDS. The control of the balance is divided between, then, the

programs at the local level and the superintendent of public instruc-
tion for K through 12 and through the community college, State

board of community colleges and the local community coileges, the

balance of that honey, of the total 54.1, 7.8 percent of it and 5.6 go

through the coordinating council, about a third?
Mr. BRENNAN. Yes.
Mr. MEEDS. That is Federal and State, they go through the State

coordinating council.
I have a flow chart that shows $7.5 million for vocational education

from local funding; $38.8 million from State funding; and $7.8 mil-
lion from Federal funding. The flow chart shows $5.6 million going
from State funding into the Coordinating Council and all $7.P million
from Federal funding going through the coordinating council, which
would be a total of about $15 million, less than a third of the total. The
remainder of the funding goes through the superintendent of public
instruction, K through 12 programs, and through the State board of
community colleges.

Mr. BRENNAN. I am aware of no mechanism that applies for local
funding to flow through the coordinating council.

Mr. MEEDS. No, it doesn't show that.
Mr. QrIE. If you would yield
Mr. MEEDS. Yes.
Mr. QrIE. It is interesting. From the State money going to the

superintendent of public instruction and the State board of com-
munity colleges, those two figures add up to $3.8 million. I don't know
where they get the $5.6 minion.

Mr. BRENNAN. I would be pleased to take a look at the chart and
analyze it and return it to you.

Air. MEEDS. Maybe we can get the answer this way. Are you aware
of any State funds that are going through the coordinating council?

Mr. BRENNAN. Not that go to the local districts. Some certain State
money does go to the coordinating council for certain kinds of pro-
grams they conduct and operate. Certain State money is for support
of matching Federal receipts, a very small amount, plus the coor-
dinating council does offer a program of fire service training and that
is basically State supported. so certain State moneys do accrue to the
coordinating council. I am not aware of any money coming to the
count I over $5 million. I would question the accuracy of that.

Mr. MEEDS. In the flow chart that we have, as Mr. Quie pointed out,
the total of funds from State funding going into the superintendent
of public instruction and the State board of community colleges
directly equals the total funding. While there is a spigot showing $5.6
million going through the Coordinating Council for Occupational
Education, it would lie, an additional $5.6 million that is shown on
your chart

How much effect do you feel Federal funding actually has in the
State vocational program, either at the elementary-secondary level
or at the postsecondary level ?

Mr. BRENNAN. Don't get the impression that I am down grading
the impact of Federal funding because I certainly would not ever

44 -Q22 1-75-64
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do such a thing. The purposes for which moneys are appropriated.
I think, has to do mainly with the impact that they have, obviously.
In fact, the purposes for which Federal vocational education money
and the intent for which it is provided to States and consequently to
local districts is an eminently important kind of a purpose.

It is for purposes basically of promotional development of voca-
tional education. Tho 3e are the hardest kinds of money to come by
from either the State legislative process or the local district resource,
so they are extremely important funding. It is the kind of seed money
that generates and draws other money.

It is the kind of money that allows a local school district, for
example, which has no one working in the area of vocational educa-
tion, to secure some financial support to employ a person to perform
the needed activities and work that promotes and develops and causes
vocational education programs to grow.

That is one example of a need in a local
`school

district. Probably
the most difficult thing to achieve in a local school district is support
for nonteaching personnel.

Mr. MEEns. If your flow chart is at all accurate, it seems to me the
impact of Federal funds has been totally isolated through your co-
ordinating council. None of the other State funds, nrrle of the other
local funds, are flowing through the coordinating council, so you have
isolated the Federal funds so that the impact on them, if any

Mr. BRENNAN. That occurs through the vehicle of the State planning
for vocational education. The State plan is a responsibility of that co-
ordinating council. That coordinating council does develop the State
plan. They d vclop it by giving major consideration to the input into
that State plan from the respective systems, from the respective educa-
t Tonal agencies that their systems represent, and then that coordinat-
ing council puts together that State plait. Then these respective
agencies agree to abide by the requirements of that State plan in their
interlocal agreement and arrangement: Therefore, the coordinating
council, through the content of that Site plan for vocational educa-
tion, is. indeed, providing that unification of the vocational educational
activity and providing that input and impact on all of the rest of the
finding mechanisms.

Mr. MEEns. So all funds expended for vocational education, from
;oval, State, Federal levels. must be spent according to that State plan?

Mr. BRENNAN. That's right.
Mr. Mr.Ens. I notice also in looking at the flow chart that $7.8 million

in Federal funding is going into the coordinating council for occupa-
tiond education and $2.6 million is coming out of that spigot and
into the State board for community colleges. This would be over the re-
quired 15 percent of the Federal act. Is that generally true?

Mr. BRENNAN. Yes.
Mr. MI:Ens. Over 15 percent is being generally expended?
Mr. BRENNAN. Yes.
Mr. Mums. Is more than 10 percent being expended for the handi-

capped ?
Mr. BRF.NN N. I can't respond for the community collegesystem. We

are living with the callouts in the common school system. We have had
some input. incidentally, from my discussion with local people and
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some suggestion has been made that maybe within those callout figures
in the Federal act, maybe ranges might be a little more appropriate
than specific numerical callouts, dealing with the concept maybe there
will be some areas where certain percentages ought to be a little higher
or a little lower.

Mr. Alms. Maybe someone testifying today can tell us if 10 percent
or more of the Federal funds are being expended for the handicapped.

Mr. I3RENNAN. Yes.
Mr. Mums. You said you had some problems with the term "dis-

advantaged." I think we all do. Can you tell us, Bruce, how the deci-
sion is made initially and then how it is carried out as to how "handi-
capped" is defined and how those programs are executed? Is there a
target rule, are there individual students, what happens?

Mr. BRENNAN. We use the Federal definition of "disadvantaged,"
of course, and we have had much difficulty in applying that definition
in certain settings in the field of vocational education.

Let me give you an example of one institution which read the Federal
definition of "disadvantaged" and said: "Every student in our school
is disadvantaged if you want to apply a literal application of that defi-
nition." It did not contain such things as need criteria. It did not
contain such things as income criteria or revisions of any kind. It sim-
ply indicates, in terms of definitional content, that it is an individual
who needs assistance to pursue and achieve satisfactory progress within
the regular vocational program.

That local administrator's extension of the meaning of that term
was that it would apply to everybody ; everybody needs some special
assistance in order to succeed in a regular vocational educational
program.

Mr. MEEDS. How can we as Federal legislators determine if 15 per-
cent of the Federal funds being expended in the State of Washington
are actually being expended for "disadvantaged"?

Mr. BRENNAN. We have participated in a GAO audit about which we
ire anxiously awaiting the results, incidentally. That audit was con-
ducted last fall throughout the entire system and it was a rather ex-
tensive investigation of that precise question and we are even at this
point continuing to ask, when are we going to hear something from
the results of that.

We have attempted to extend the definitions of "disadvantaged"
as we have received them from the Federal level and extend them to
the local level. They must define the individual meeting that defini-
tional requirement, and all of the money expended, the 15 percent
in that disadvantaged category, is expend'4 through the common
school system on a special project base. Th (.al system must submit
a proposal to us. They must identify the kiiid of service they will
render and they must identify the kind of population they are going
to serve. They must expend that money, then, according to the project
that we have approved. Our office does review and approve those proj-
ects prior to that funding.

Mr. MEEDS. How do you feel, speaking for the State superintendent,
about the earmarking, the requirement of the 15 percent set-aside, if
it is a properly determined set-aside, the requirement that 15 percent
be expended for postsecondary vocational educaticn, that 15 percent
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be expended for disadvantaged. and that 10 percent be expended for
handicapped?

Mr. BRENNAN. We are supportive of the earmarkings as they relate
to disadvantaged and the handicapped. with the one kind of a theo-
retical reservation maybe that says it might be better to deal with
some of those in terms of ranges rather than specific numbers. The
specific 15 percent might not bt as appropriate in one State as it
might be in another State. We would like to think a little bit of flexi-
bility in there might he appropriate.

We have had a little bit of difficulty with the terminology as it
relates to secondary and postsecondary.

Mr. Mr.Ens. That was to be my next question. In most of the hear
ings we have conducted thus far, we have found that the greatest,
increasescertainly an a percentage basis. in vocational education.
participationan' taking place at the secondary. postsecondary level.

We have had a number of requests for increasing the minimum
as NIT.. Quie just reminds me. it is not the ceiling. it is the floor, a
minimumof increasing the minimum of the 15-percent set-aside for
postsecondary education. I think considerably more than that is being
expended in the State of Washington for postsecondary education.

'What would you think on a national basis of increasing that
. percentage?

Mr. BRENNAN., My immediate reaction would be to be cow sortable
with where we are now and respond by making reference also to this
AVA draft which does refer to this business of terminologies as they
relate to postsecondary and secondary and that kind of thing. They
are recommending vocational education abandon the enrollment pro-
cedures that relate to postsecondary and adult. Rather than to con-
tinue to deal with those callonts. deal more appropriately with enroll-
ment statistics as they relate to preparatory and supplemental types
of programs. That would be a much more meaningful kind of a
statistic.

It is very difficult for many of us to conceptualize between a sec-
ondary and postsecondary welding training program. You are teach-
ing a man to become a welder.

Mr. MF.F:DS. It depends on where it takes place rather than what
kind of program it is.

Mr. BRENNAN. Yes. that's right.
Mr. MEEDS. Thank you. Bruce.
The gentleman from Minnesota.
Mr. QrIE. Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
I would like to go back again to that sole agency you are speaking

of here. In the definition it indicates that the State board means the
State board designated or created by State law as the sole State
agency responsible for the administration of vocational ccication, or
for the supervision of the administration or local education in the
State. I don't see that the State board. being the coordinating council
for vocational education. actually is responsible for administration of
vocational education or supervision.

I recognize in the State plan it says that any State desiring to see
the money designates the State hoard as sole agency for the admin.
istration of the State plan or for the supervision. It seems to me that

-,"
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is where you found your out. If we had put the word "and" in there
you would have had trouble with the coordinating council.

Still, if you go buck to the definition of the State board, it seems to
me you are still in trouble with the coordinating council. The coordi-
nating council actually prepares the State plan. Do they administer it ?
The superintendent of public instruction handles the administration
of it and the State hoard of community colleges is on the other side.

Mr. BRENNAN. It is by virtue of an interlocal agreement and this
arrangement has been cleared with the attorney general in the State
of Washington and also with the U.S. Office of Education and deemed
to Ix' in compliance with the Federal requirements.

Mr. Qm. Is that because the superintendent of public instruction
and the State board of community colleges are a part of the coordi-
nating council ?

Mr. BRENNAN. I would assume that must have been part, of the
consideration. I was not a party to the determination that allowed this
to be in compliance.

Mr. Qum. Looking at the flow chart, it seems to me that a tremen-
dous amount of money stops at the coordinating. council. If all the
coordinating council does is development of the plan, what is all of
that money spent for ?

Mr. BuNNAN. I would defer on that question to Art Binnie. He
will be here this afternoon. He is the director and the staff man for the
coordinating council.

There are certain se' vices that have been provided to the school
districts in the past by the coordinating council. I indicated to you,
we have recently negotiated the interlocal arrangements whereby that
program development staff that was formerly housed with the co-
ordinating council has been set over to work with the common school
system in the State superintendent's agency.

Therefore. our intent and purpose was to have all of those indi-
viduals who work with the coordinating council but had to have con-
tact with the local school district. they more appropriately would
reside with the major educational agency rather than the third agency,
namely, the coordinating council.

The coordinating council does have staff. and I can respond in a
general way, but I would prefer you get the detail from the coordinat-
ing council's own director.

They do a number of things in addition to the plan of develop-
ment. They enter into contractual arrangements with 4-year institu-
tions in providing teacher education activities. They do a certain
amount of planning in terms of vocational education, forecasting. de-
velopment of market analysis and needs, and some evaluative work
in the kinds of things that are going on in local (i.stricts. plus they
have had up to this point a larger involvement with MDTA and so!,e
with CETA. As I indicated to you they operate a curriculum ma-
terials laboratory. They have the fire service training activities. There
are a considerable number of services rendered and performed by the
coordinating council.

Mr. QtrrE. It would be good to get that information. From the flow
chart $54.1 million goes in from Federal, State, and local sources.
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When it finally gets down to the local school districts, the voc-tech
schools, and the community college districts, it is $43.7 million. We
have $10.5 million that stayed back there someplace and I would like
to know where it was spent.

Mr. BRENNAN. There has been a continuing concern about that
voiced from the local level, obviously, and my 20 years in the local
level biases me that way, obviously. Our agency is committed to as
great a level of flow-through as we can possibly develop and maintain.
Our intent and purpose is to do that precisely whenever possible.

Mr. QUIE. I :Tether about 20 percent of the total money stops before
it gets down to the local school districts, but looking at it, it seems
that a little more than 30 percent of the Federal money is stopped
before it gets to the local level.

Mr. BRENNAN. If you refer to just Federal money this year, out of
approximately $8 million in Federal money coming to the coordinating
council, about $2.8 of that will stop at the coordinating council level
and the remainder will be split between the two agencies. We will get
somewhere over $3 million in the common school system this year in
terms of flow-through money and the community college will get an
approximate like amount.

Our split between the college and common school systems is 49-51,
with the common school system on the 51 end of that figure.

Mr. QUIE. Do you put the vocational-technical schools over in the
S through 12 level or in both secondary and postsecondary?

Mr. BRENNAN. There are both. They are what we call nongraded
institutions for lack of a more descriptive term. We have problems
with federals when it comes to reporting requirements. They come
out and say, "You can't be both. You have to be one or the other."
They base most of their i.ationale for that requirement being thrust
on us on some of the callouts that are in the Federal legislation, in re-
(yard to postsecondary and secondary identities.

I think that is one of the reasons you will find us so supportive of
the kinds of suggestions that are being made here by Lowell Burkett
and the American Vocational Association as it relates to the reporting
process. Those indeed are combir.ation kinds of institutions. They
serve both secondary and postsecondary students without distinction
as to who is which, if that is the way to say it.

Mr. QrIE:. DO von put a percentage on the total that flows down
through to secondary as opposed to postsecondary?

Mr. BRENNAN. It is about 50-50.
Mr. QurE. In terms of Federal money.
Mr. BRENNAN. About 50-50.
Mr. QT'IE. Are you saving in the 50-50. that you have made an esti-

mate of the voc-tech schools? Or have you put the voc-tech schools
entirely in the secondary?

Mr. BRENNAN. They are within the secondary 50 percent. The VOC
tech schools are about 26 percent.

Mr. QrIE. Of the voc-tech schools themselves. have you divided them
50-50?

Mr. BRENNAN. No : they are a part of the secondary.
Mr. QrIE. They are part of the secondary ? Even though they are

providing training for postsecondary. you count them in there?
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Mr. BRENNAN. Yes, in our State they are administered under the
State superintendent of public instruction. One of the basic reasons
for that, of course, is the constitutional requirement that our State has,
in fact, our State and your State's constitution reads identically in the
sections dealing with education ; they are stated to be part of the
superintendent s constitutional authority in this State:

Mr. QUIE. Do the community colleges have identical programs to
that of voc-tech schools?

Mr. BRENNAN. They will be running programs of vocational educa-
tion that will also be meeting the requirements of the State plan for
vocational education.

Mr. QUIE. Are they identical? Can you go to the community colleges
and get the identical programs that you can in a voc-tech school?

Mr. BRENNAN. Not necessarily operated in exactly the same way.
There will be some differences in the process and the instructional
delivery system itself that will be found to be different in the voc-tech
institution as compared with a community college or high school, for
that matter.

Mr. QITIE. Does everyone who attends the vocational training pro-
gram at the community college also have requirements for academic
courses ?

Mr. BRENNAN. I don't believe so.
Mr. QUIE. So you can go to the community college laid take no

academic courses t
Mr. BRENNAN. Yes, that is my understanding.
Mr. QUIE. Can a secondary student go to a 'toe-tech school and drop-

out of the academic courses in the secondary school?
My. BRENNAN. It is possible, if it is deemed to be an appropriate

kind of program for that individual student, and that would not occur
without substantial counseling contact between that vocational-tech-
nical school and the high school from which this individual was a
recent departer.

This is another one of the reasons why we are so strong on main-
taining those institutions as integral parts of the common school sys-
tem, so they begin to relate integrally that way.

Mr. QUIE. Do you have any information on the percentage of stu-
dents in vocational-technical schools that are taking some academic
courses in high school, and the percentage that are not?

Mr. BRENNAN. Yes. In slicing through the enrollment in the voca-
tional-technical institutes, at any given time. you will find about 18
percent of the student population in one of those institutions will
be an individual who is a concurrent high school enrollee. He is spend-
ing he.lf a day in that technical school and a half day in his home high
school, any one of a number of high schools that are within com-
muting distance of the institution.

You will find close to a like number. about 18 or 19 percent of that
enrollment in that institution will he individuals who do not possess
a high school diploma and who do not currently have a connection
with a high school in terms of concurrent enrollment.

You will find about 55 percent of the student population in institu-
tions of that kind are people who have, indeed, completed high school
and you will find 8 or 9 percent of them are people who have had part

i Oi 2
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of a college or uni%ersa experience. Man people are degree holders
who are in 'he pro( es s of a retraining program of one kind or another.

Mr. Quiz. How many voc-tech st hools do you e in the State?
Mr. BRENNAN. Five. Technically we have six: one is operated under

the college system. and five are operated under the common school
system.

Mr. Qum. When you say the common st Iwo) s -tem. does that mean
the community colleges?

Mr. BusN.ts. No.
Mr. QuiE. How many nnunity colleges ale providing ocational-

technical training similar to the Noctech schools?
Mr. BRENNAN. I assume all of them.
Mr. QU1E. All of the rest of them ?
Mr. BRExxxx. All of the community colleges operate with some

degree or amount of vocational education.
Mr. QUIE. The kind where they can get Federal support
Mr. BRENNAN. Yes.
Mr. Quit:. You say all the rest. Iim% many are there ?
Mr. BRENNAN. Twenty-six.
Mr. Qum. Besides that. how man other institutions of higher edu-

cation or postsecondary institutions ryce.% e any type of assistance?
Mr. BRENNAN. The 1trincipal movement of Fedez al vocational money

to 4-Year institutions is in the art a of teachei education. the support
of teachers who are prepam ing ti a, hers for the fields of distributive
education.

Mr. QUIT none of the basic funds go to the other institutions?
Mr. BErxsax. Except some of the reseaz ch moneys and exemplary

money will occasionally flow into those institutions.
Mr. Quin. How :nanY students would there be in yoc-tech schools

and how many students in the community colleges taking vocational
educational courses:

Mr. Barxxxs. Constructed into FTEsthls is where you lose your
companiblity. of tout Sct10ii.j, bod counts is. ono thing and in terms
of body enunts in :he Nov -tech s ho,)16 at the present time you have
around ()klies. I cant recite the college system. Our agency
has no formal contact in terms of statistical information that deals
with the colle,e systems.

Mr. QUIE. Going through some of the appendixes here. I noted that
there etas a not, h gltatti increase in male eniollment in vocational
education than female.

Mr. BRF::xty. We are busy talkin,, about title IX now with local
school distrit t pez -onr, I. W e re, ently had an experience where some
information that %%as pivsente,I to a student in a lib+ school indicated
th it tie :yin) .c a.t. for the entollment of IN:Z. We had
to change that. But them has ken that traditional pattern. I'm sure.

Mr. Qt zr. I don't know if ou trill have any trouble with that line
beiause fi ni the figures I see there ;Lie more females reeeiving voca-
tional educat tar there are males.

Mr. BM. NN N s. There is a it a% y in% °Bement with home and familx
life in the public school system.
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Mr. QUIE. In looking at the various vocational educational pro-
grams, a portion of women are involved in home and family life pro-
grams, but the biggest increase for the males was in home and family
life.

Mr. BRENNAN. We are going to get SO'lle male home and family life
teachers, too, one of these days.

Mr. Qua:. I notice in 1966-67 in trades and industi, you had
4.300 and that is raised now to 4,300. In home and family life, it Me.l'
,100 and that has jumped to 11.800. How do you account for the
great surge in home and family life among the male students?

Mr. BRENNAN. Special effort.
Mr. Qum. You must have some special program here.
Ms. NANCY JOHNSON. An enlightened school administrator.
Mr. BRENNAN. The efforts of Nancy in enlightening the school

administration. [Laughter.]
Mr. NI Ems. Would the gentleman yield at that point?
Mr. QurE. Yes.
Mr. MEEns. I would like to ask you a question at that point because it

bears exactly on what he is saying. I notice also in appendix A that the
growth in vocational education at the secondary level has been ap-
proximately from one-third of the students to one-half, which is a
very commendable growth, hut, in breaking that down, I noticed some
of the same things the gentleman from Min, ota has noticed, that the
greatest increases have taken place in hohe and family life and in
agricultural vocational education.

This may he the kind of pattern we want in the State of Washing-
ton. but I am sure the gentleman from Minnesota recalls with inc that
one of the (qr.' is we had in the 1968 amendments was to try to place
some impetus in areas other than home and family life and agricul-
tural vocational eilucation.

What I would like you to do. Bruce. is respond to the following
questions:

Why has the biggest percentage increase occurred in those areas
over the 1966 period ? Pleue just do it in uriting L. use it is, I know,
very complicated.

If there is no objection. »e will insert the answer in the record at
this point.

[The document referred to follows :]
SUPERINTENDENT OF Pret.tc IrisrarenoN,

Olympia, Wash., October 7, 1974.
Hon. LLOYD MEF.DS,
House of Representatives.
11' ash ington. D.C.

Dr.Aa RkeitEsEsrArtvg MF,EDS: During the recent hearing conducted by the Gen-
eral Subcommittee on Education In Seattle on Augu.t 25, you asked us to provide
additional information on secondary vocational enrollment trends in the State
of Washington. It is our understanding that this information is to be included
in the text of testimony presented at your hearing in Seattle.

Since gross numbers do not always show direction, we have translated the
figures in the materials pre.ented during your hearing into percentage increases.
The following figures repro -ent changes between 1969-70 (the first year of the
implementation of the Vocational Amendments of 19(6) and 1973-74. We be-
lieve that these figures better represent the intended thrust of the legislation.

fi 1
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PercentageArea : increase
Health occupations 253. 16
Home economics related occupations 199.03Trades and industrial 79.43Agriculture 42. 39Distributive education 8. 56Business and office.. 6. 62Home and family life 5. 86

A further analysis of the enrollment in the Agriculture program shows in-
creased enrollments related to the Agri-business and Horticulture components
of Agriculture (Agricultural Mechanics, Ornamental Horticulture, Landscaping,
Forestry, etc.). Another development in this area is the inclusion of over 3,000
young women during the 1973-74 school year who chose to pursue studies in
Agriculture as compared to the 196940 enrollment of 468 young women.

Thank you for your continued interest and support in vocational education.
Sincerely yours,

Batrca BRENNAN, Assistant Superintendent.
Mr. BRENNAN. I might indicate to you that our effort in the area of

skill center development, as I mentioned earlier, is precisely directed
at the kind of problem you are relating to. We feel also that, as
an example, when we get to the development of vocational educational
programs that fall in the T. & I. field. they are expensive programs;
it is difficult to develop; it is difficult to work and develop job market
needs, as an example, and recognize how a single district can mount
a program of that kind.

This is why the superintendent has designated as one of the single
highest priorities of the agency the area of development of skill
centers in which we will be requiring the other kinds of vocational
educational programing to be developed. rather than the kinds that
you see such a substantial increase in there.

Partially. another reason for the major growth in home and family
life statistically has to do with the movement of several large school
districts of our State from "nonapproved" to "approved" home and
family life programs that meets the standards of the State plan for
vocational education. We have had substantial movement of several
large, major districts in the State from "nonapproved status" to "ap-
proved status." which would tend to show some inflation in that figure.

Mr. Qt-rtE. In 1963 we had a great deal of objection to removing
the earmark. Vocational agriculture thought that it would lose out
if it didn't have the security of the earmark and so did home eco-
nomics. We dropped the earmark in 1968 for agriculture and, rather
than losing out, it grew in numbers in the State of Washington.
We retained an earmark for home and family life in the legislation,
but earmarking didn't just hold it where, it was before. It also grew.
Do you think we can now drop the earmarking for home and family
life and let them compete with the rest of vocational education?

Mr. BRENNAN. We would like to see and we do support the recom-
mendations that are contained here. that home and family life educa-
tion be included in the definition for vocational education as is recom-
mended by the AVA draft.

We are concerned that the only earmarking we have now on home
and family is to part F activity. If we really had our "druthers",
we would see home and family life restored categorically the way it
was prior to the 1968 change. But, without that as a "druthers," we,
are supportive of the inclusion of vocational. home cc, and home and

/--
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family life within the regular definition of vocational education as
suggested in this draft.

Mr. QUIE. Am I hearing you say that you not only want homemaking
to be in a category by itself, but that you also want homemaking or
home economics leading to gainful employment in a separate category?

Mr. BRENNAN. Yes. That is acceptable.
Mr. QIIIE. Why do they need a separate category ? Why can't they

compete? If you convinced the men to take part in it, why do you
need protection?

Ms. JOHNSON. I don't think a separate category for the wage-earning
aspects is necessary. The definition in the AV A draft. some of us are
somewhat concerned abcitt the fact that the occupational training is
spelled out in that because training food service workers you are train-
ing for an occupation and it doesn't matter which service area does
the training.

I think there are concerns for the earmarking and the calling out
for the family life aspects. I think we could compete, because we were
there from 1917, but in the new 1968 amendments the definition of vo-
cational education did not include the work of the home.

Mr. QuiE. That is correct.
Ms. JOHNSON. So that is why we want to make certain, if there is

not a special earmarked category for consumer homemaking, that it
is included in the definition of vocational education which would allow
us to be an integral part.

Mr. MEEDS. Would you identify yourself for the record. Nancy ?
Ms. JouNsoN. I am Nancy Johnson. I work in the office of the State

Superintendent of Public Instruction.
Mr. Qum. Nancy. did I hear you say that if we could change the

definition so it would not be limited to training for gainful employ-
ment, but also include the homemaking. then you would be willing to
have the earmark dropped ?

Ms. JouNsox. I think we could live with that because we have estab-
lished the need for this type of education. A lady behind me indicated
in response to your question of why the men are interested in home and
family life. I think there are two specific reasons: We have become
more involved in child development laboratories and the recognition
that young men are also fathers, and then the other thing has to do
with the requirement for high school graduation for girls to take home
economics until about 3 years ago. Tl.at «as dropped by the State
Board of Education and now there is room for the boys in the
programs.

Mr. Qt-tE. Let me ask you a couple of other questions here.
Would you find it acceptable to put the handicapped set-aside and

the disadvantaged set-aside together? For example. instead of 15 per-
cent for the disadvantaged and 10 percent for the handicapped. 25
percent for both ?

Mr. BRENNAN. It would certainly provide some additional flexibility
at the State level in adjusting figures within ranges. that would be a
step in that direction.

Mr. QrIE. We are going to ;`IlVe testimony later from the Wash-
ington Association for Retarded Children. Are you going to remain so
we could ask a question after that testimony ?

Mr. BRENNAN. I certainly intend to.

`:"
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Mr. QUIE. For a last question. if von had your "druthers." what per-
eenta (re of the ,-econtlary Ft11001 14 lidelit' NN201111 ) on like to see taking
some kind of vocational training?

Mr. BRENNAN. That answer, I guess, has to do with all those to
whom it is an appropriate kind of educational experience. It is (1 iffiellit
to attach a percentage to the total student population. A lot of people
deal with the S:i-1.1 kinds of situation. They say automatically because
of the Net that S:i percent of the workforce does not held a require-
ment for a baecaliturente degree that automatically makes it appro-
priate for S:i percent of the student population in any given school to
have a vocational educational experience.

I a,u not sure I am ready to go that high, but I am ready to go higher
than %ve are now.

Mr. Qua :. R icrht now yon are at 4S.4 percent ?
Mr. BRENNAN. WV are not even halfway. but we are hopefully on

our way.
Mr. Quit:. Would there be anything wrong if everybody learned

some kind of vocational skill before they left secondary school ?
Mr. BRENNAN. So lowe as in the process of developing that kind of

opportunity we didn't tend to get in the way of having opportunity
of that kind a% ailable for people who really had to have it for bread
and butter reasons. It would seem to me. in that kind of setting. if yon
had loo percent of the people involved in a N OCati mil educational pro-
gram. yon ma v very well have some people in some programs develop-
ing and learning skills for %vhieh they are not going to make immediate
application. I would he concerned to that extent.

Mr. Qua :. Is that had?
Mr. BRENN \N., Not so long as we can afford it. But I don't want that

to occur at the expense of having somebody being denied. somebody
who really had to hay, it.

Mr. QT -n :. Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
Mr. MEEDs. The crentleman from California.
Mr. II \ WRINS. Mr. Brennan. to return to the clarification of the Co-

ordinating* Connell. is this a concept developed, as I understand. in
Washington merely to meet the requirement of the Federal law or was
it done for other reasons?

Mr. BnENN x N. I would offer a personal opinion. Mr. Hawkins: That
the basic reason for the crevelopment of that was a compromise in the
process of attempting to establish two systems that were both going
to deal with vocational education programing. and an attempt to meet
the Federal requirement. .

That coordinating unit does. indeed. have a purpose for its existence
beyond simply the meeting of the Federal requirement for the receipt
of Federal money because there is a need to coordinate the needs of
these two respective agencies as they deal with vocational education
services.

Our State lecrislature is particularly concerned about how unneces-
sary pro(rram duplications can he avoided through this council.

Mr. H NVKINS. Is this dealt with in the American Vocational Asso-
ciation draft and. if so, how does the definition or the requirement in
that particular draft differ from what is now being clone?

Mr. BRENNAN. The Vocational Education Association draft, as it
deals with the subject of sole agencies. makes mention of the opportn-
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nay for the State board to contract with other agenciesfm not
certain I can lay my hand on the precise language but it does make
provision for that State board, the sole agency itself, to farm out, So
to speak. the actual operational responsibility for an actual program.

Mr., II twKixs. Would you recommend the draft language be incor-
porated in the Fedei al law?

Mr. BRENNAN. Yes. We were judged to be, this State, on the sub-
ject of the State administrative structure, as a result of a study of the
U.S. Office of Education, unique among the 50 States.

Mr. HAwKiNs. Uniquely good or uniquely bad?
Mr. BRENNAN. That would be a personal comment.
Mr. IIAmitxs. Mr. Brennan, does the coordinating council decide

how much of the Federal funding goes to your State department for
the high schools and how much goes to the community colleges?

Mr. 13RENNAN. Yes; that is a three-way negotiation process between
the three agencies. but the ultimate decision rests with that coordinat-
ing conned.

Mr. IlAwKiNs. Does it make that decision every year?
Mr. BRENNAN. Yes.
Mr. HAwKiNs. Is there any basis on which that decision is made?
Mr. I3RENNAN. Yer. We do make within various categories annual

adjustments and readjustments. This last year, as an example. when
we received some additional money as a result of impoundment re-
lease funding. we didn't make the traditional exact alinement of per-
entage cuts of that money be-anse there were certain kinds of activi-

ties within the college system where they identified some priorities
that were more critical., The common school system was really hurt-
ing, for example. for work-study money. and the community college
system war: hurting for some home and family life funding. We were
able to strike within that negotiation process some alteration within
that 50-50 division. That is total, now, not by category.

Mr. H.tWKINS. Is it consistently kept at approximately the 50-50
percent distribution?

Mr. BRENNAN. Yes: that has been relatively consistent at that level.
Your State does it on a pure State 50-50 percent.

Mr. QUM. You are talking about Federal money?
Mr. BRENNAN. Yes.

QUIE. Not State money?
Mr. BRENNAN. Right.
Mr. QUIE. As I read the law, I don't know how you do that.
Mr. BRENNAN. Whatever we are doing. we are making it work

within the structure we have at the present time. Many people. of
course, have some differing kinds of reservations about the structure.

Mr. IIAwmx.s. Yon repeated today what all of us in Congress have
been pressured with, that is. that separate legislative authority should
be maintained for vocational education. Just what is your justification
for that ? We don't always get the justification. we don't always get
the rationale as to why this is necessary.

Mr. BRF.NNAN, I am nearly convinced that had it not been for the
foresight, of Congress in 1917 in the establishment of Federal legisla-
tion setting aside money for the specific purpose of vocational educa-
tion, I am not convinced at this point in time that we would have any
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meaningful vocational education yet within the educational structure
and system in our country.

I am convinced in my own mind that the foresight of the Congress
at that time had really looked at the entire system of education and
viewed what had transpired over its history up until that time and
simply said that unless we do something specific of this kind, the busi-
ness of vocational education is simply not going to occur to the extent
and to the quality and the variety that must occur within the educa-
tional process. That is, in part, a personal reaction; the traditional
approach of the educational system has not always been strongly in
the direction of vocational education.

Mr. HAWKINS. So, briefly, we get the other argument that Federal
mandates should not be made and that local education people know
best and will make the correct decision. Your suggestion is somewhat
different from that particular position and that is the reason I asked
the question.

Mr. BRNNAN. I think it is incumbent upon our Federal Congress
to call out some specific priorities from time to time.. We feel very ap-
propriately that vocational education is one of those callouts that is
necessary.

Mr. IlAwiti Ns. Also in your statement you made reference to the
actions of Congress and MDTA and CETA as creating certain prob-
lems of coordination. Would you clarify that and amplify on that
particular statement, as to what problems you are experiencing now
in CETA, for example, as to the lack of coordination.

Mr. lInExx.tx. There exists now within the CETA arrangement
through local prime sponsors the opportunity for those local prime
sponsors to potentially duplicate programs that are essentially di-
rected to the same objectives that vocational education systems in
communities are directed.

Mr. ITAwfuNs. In other words, some duplication could result as a
result of the Comprehensive Employment Training Act?

Mr. BRF:xx.tx. Yes; it could duplicate the programs already in
existence.

Mr. ITAwfuNs. Do you see any way those differences can be re-
solved by administrative regulation or by negotiation?

Mr. BRF.NNAN. We are presently meeting now in this State with a
task force designated for the purpose of exploring where we can go
with coordination and coordinative entities of these various kinds of
programs. That task force is representative of the college system and
the common school system and a number of other agencies, including
the coordinating council and the Governor's manpower element.

Our State, incidentally, was the subject of special Federal funding
for this task force because of the need for a better mechanism for
coordination that is so widely recognized and at the Federal level
many people thought that Washington might have a better chance to
come up with a solution of that problem than would some other places.
although we have not reached it yet.

Mr. ITAwittxs. One other question. You made reference to inter-
district cooperative skill centers. Do I understand that these skill cen-
ters are operated by several districts at the secondary level and that
they provide certain training skills? Would you simply amplify on
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those somewhat? It seems to be a very desirable trend and I think
there should be more in the record to support what you are doing in
those particular skill centers.

Mr. BRENNAN. The development of secondary skill centers is a re-
sponse on the part of our agency and, hopefully, will be a response
eventually on the part of local school districts and groupings of local
school districts to the need to provide specialized, relatively expensive
vocational education programs in the setting where no single small
school district has either the resource or student population or demand
or industrial need to be able to mount those kinds of programs.

For the most part, we are going to find those programs will be in
the trade and industrial areas. They will be programs that will be
closely related to those kinds of employment needs that will be identi-
fied. There has been concern on our part for many, many years that
we really haven't done the kind of job in vocational education nor
made opportunities available in relat;sely small school districts. This
has been a really difficult problem to address. Our State board has con-
tinued to request of us a more responsive kind of activity in vocational
education for small school distr;,:ts, relatively small school districts.

Mr. HAwitixs. These skill centers, I understand, are designed for
the small districts who need to cooperate in the development of these
programs and not for the special kind of student in the largest
districts?

Mr. BRENNAN. Exactly.
Mr. Ittwitiss. Thank you.
Mr. MEEDS. Thank you, Bruce, for an excellent presentation and an

obvious good overall knowledge of what is happening in vocational
education in the State of Washington.

Mr. MEEDS. We have taken longer than usual with the first witness.
This lays the groundwork for the following witnesses.

Our next witness is Ms. Kathleen Barnett of the Washington Asso-
ciation for Retarded Children.

Ms. Barnett, we are delighted to have you before the committee.
If you have a prepared statement, we would be delighted to make it
a part of the record. You may summarize or you may read it into the
record, if you wi3h.

STATEMENT OF KATHLEEN BARNETT, CHAIRMAN, WASHINGTON

ASSOCIATION FOR RETARDED CHILDREN; ACCOMPANIED BY

LUCILLE N. MAY, CARL 0. JACOBSEN, AND PERRY L. LILTESTRAND

Ms. BARNETT. I am Kathleen Barnett, governmental affairs chair-
man for the Washington A.-,-,ociation for Retsrded Citizens.

I would like to preface my remarks by saying that the Washington
Association for Retarded Citizens has recently been looking into the
10-percent handicapped set-aside vocational education funding for
handicapped studeats. Because I am a volunteer for the association,
keeping up with many areas of governmental affairs, if the committee
has any further questions about what I am going to say, I would refer
you to Lucille May, the staff assistant for our voc-rehab committee,
or Perry Liljestrand, the executive director of our association, or Carl
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Jaiobsen, a member of the committee, who are here with me today.
Mr. MEEns. Would those people like to come forward.
Ms. BARNETT. If you are interested in any substantiating material

to my remarks, those people would be happy to meet with your staff.
Often employers expect the handicapped to be twice as productive,

twice as a conscientious and twice as problem free as their "normal"
workers. If the handicapped are to have a chance on the competitive
job market, they must be properly trained. The Vocational Education
Act provides a way for the handicapped to receive the vocational
training that they need for successful employment.

In order to be classified as handicapped. an individual should (1)
meet the criteria for classification as handicapped by the State edu-
cational agency; (2) be diagnosed and classified by qualified pro-
fessional persons: and (3) be unablo. because of his handicapping
condition. to succeed in vocational programs designed for persons
without such handicaps.

Using the above criteria for determining if a person is handicapped
necessarily means that a school would have to identify individuals,
not groups. The school would need to have some evidence that this
individual could not succeed in a regular program.

To the maximum extent possible. persons identified as handicapped
should be integrated into the regular vocational education program.
Services needed to help a person succeed in these normal programs
may be provided by Federal vocational education funds or by other
cooperative agencies or organizations.

This evaluation of a student's ability to be placed into a regular
vocational program. either with or without special assistance, should
mean that extensive information is available on the numbers and types
of handicaps served by Federal vocational education funds. This in-
formation is not avaialble, which only leads one to assume that the
students are not being served as individuals. their abilities are not
properly evaluated, and that efforts are not being made to work
these handicapped persons into the regular vocational education pro-
grams. Why must recognition of a handicap by ft school carry with it
the implicit necessity for special programs when, in fact, perhaps all
that is needed is special assistance.

Providing special programs for the handicapped should be a last
resort, but it is recognized that sometimes this is necessary. Not every
handicapped person, no matter how much special assistance is re-
ceived. will be able to succeed in the regular vocational education pro-
gram. But caution must be used in determining that a program is
special. Only services over and above those provided in regular pro-
grams can be considered special services and may be paid for out of set-
aside funds The mere fact that a handicapped person is being served
is not enough to warrant use of these funds: the service must be some-
thing which is in excess of the services provided nonhandicapped
students.

In the establishing of needed special programs for the handicapped,
there is much confusion on our part. It would seem that when a pro-
posal is submitted fo" funding that the names and handicapping con-
ditions should be detailed in the proposal. Especially since the special
program is for those who could not fit into a regular program, these
people surely must have been identified. But since data on the types or

4.1
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numbers of handicapped is not available, we must assume that the
proposals are written in some % ague manner. Are all Federal voca-
tional education funds awarded only after receiving a firm outline
of the program and the individuals to be served?

Apparently Federal vocational education funds are not primarily
for the purpose of continuous funding programs, but instead for fund-
ing the special vocational needs of individuals. However, several com-
munity colleges in the State are contracting with sheltered workshops
to provide continuous programs. It is possible for these sheltered work-
shops to contract directly with the State. Why has this not been
encou raged ?

According to a recent written response from the executive of the
Washington Coordinating Council of Occupational Education, the in-
terlocal cooperative agreement is not currently operative. If that is
so. how were the priorities established without the risk of working in
opposition to those established by others engaged in vocational train-
ing, such as vocational rehabilitation? This is especially noticeable
when both agencies are contracting with one vendor, sheltered work-
shops.

The 10-percent set-aside Federal vocational educations funds were,
in fiscal year 1974 in Washington, used by approximately 52, schools
intolving from $584.000 to $721,000. different answers received on
different occasions from the same person in response to the same
question. According to an informal stir% ey. these funds are used for
a lariety of programs, sonic extremely good and definitely vocatioi ally
oriented. some not.

An informal telephone survey indicates that 45 percent of the total
10 -pert nt set-aside for Federal vocational education funds are used
for nonvocational training. per se. Thus, it appears as if, at me
only 55 percent of fiscal 1973 funds were used for direct prevocational
or vocational training for handicapped persons.

The implicit attitude of some schools, in fact, the majority. seems
to be that if a handicapped person is involved then the Federal voca-
tional education funds can be used with apparent disregard to the
last resort intent of the law. These vocational programs for the handi-
capped include such items as wheelchair ramps, music appreciation
class, aquatics motivation, sex education. et cetera.

The major question that arises from this survey would have to be:
Are Federal funds allocated for the purpose of vocational education
for the handicapped actually being used for that purpose only ?

Federal vocational education funds should not be used for any
program which cannot be demonstrated to prepare students for em-
ployment be necessary ,o prepare individuals for successful comple-
tion of such a program, or be of significant assistance to individuals
enrolled in making an informed and meaningful occupational choice.

Moneys should be spent for specific vocational preparation. One
would hope that local regular education moneys or excess cost funding
would provide basic educational training for those handicapped

When a handicapped person needs vocational training to enable
him to live a productive life, why should he be satisfied with less
than precisely that 1
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Mr. MEEns. As I get the thrust of your testimony, it is that one.
while perhaps enough funds to reach the 10-percent level are actually
being allocated under the hemline. "handicapped," part of that may
be used for programs other than those defined as vocational educa-
tion, to prepare a person for the field of work; and, two, that it
is very difficult and almost nonexistent in this State to identify the
individuals, so really you have some question as to whether the 10
percent may actually be achieved. Is that the major thrust of your
testimony?

Ms. BARNETT. Yes; and I guess No. 3 would be that the accounting
system for how the funds are being used. the feedback from the
gtate, what the guidelines and regulations should be to the State
and to the local school district and from the school districts hack to
the State, I think that leaves something to be desired. I think all
they have to do, as I understand it, is just report how many people
they served.

Mr. MEEDS. In view of the fact that you. I think very correctly. point
out that handicapped persons should be as much as possible integrated
into the regular program and that we have required a special set-aside
which would he directed only to special programs for those people.
we have a difficult situation. It is difficult for us to legislate to make
certain that funds are spent specifically for handicapped people and,
at the same time. to fulfill. I think. what we both agree with as the
optimum to integrate those people as much as possible into the regular
system:

How do ou propose that we do this, on a pro rata share ? In oti,,qr
words, if a handicapped person is being integrated into the reoular
educational program. then those specific handicaps would be taken
into consideration and a pro rata share of the handicapped portion of
the special funding be used ?

Ms. BAnsErr. I am only knowledgeable as to how special ed is ad-
ministered in this State. In the last 2 years it is really developing into
a marvelous program. That is one of the reasons, lx;cause of the very
good accounting system of identification, and, yes, the pro rata system
is used when a handicapped child is probably only in a resource room
or he only uses the time of a special teacher or speech therapist or
whatever.

Mr. MEEns. So they are already doing that ?
Ms. BARNETT. In special education they are.
Mr. MEEns. But they are not doing it in vocational education?
Ms B%itxrrr. Vocational training is a different department in our

State. I tl ink we have a good pattern in our State on how to account
for special ed students. T am cerhinly oidv a layman in this. but it
SITIDS to 111P have the resources here to do if properly.

M Mrros. Would any of the other people like to comment on that ?

STATEMENT OF LUCILLE N. MAY, FIELD REPRESENTATIVE,
WASHINGTON ASSOCIATION FOR RETARDED CHILDREN

11.4. NT %I. My name is Lucille May. T am a field representatil e of
the 11'9.461)0.ton ssoPiation for Retarded Children.

One the things. in response to your question. is. as T under..t:oul
the law and the intent of the law, if a student can be integrated into

ln 23
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a regular program without needing special assistance. then funds for
that program should come from the regular vocational funds or
regular school funds.

Mr. MEEns. Yes. correct.
Mr. Qi IE. Would you yield there?
The law specifies that it should he made available to thog %%ho re-

quire a modified vocational education program because a handicapped
person cannot succeed in a regular program. It seems it N mild be
within the 1:m to do as %%as suggested, and provide assistance for them
to stay within the regular program.

Ms. MAY. That is what I said. If they do require special assistance
to remain in the special program, then handicapped set-side funds
could be used to provide that special assistance .

I would say, in response to your question, Mr. Quie, if they can be
integrated properly, without any special assistance. I don't think
any of the handicapped 10-percent funds should be used merely be-
cause they are handicapped.

Mr. MEEDS. Are there any other comments?
Then one final question. Do you feel that 10 percent or more of

Federal funds are actually being expended for handicapped in voca-
tional educational programs in the State?

Ms. B.ursvrr. We have the numbers that we requested from the
executive of the coordinating council, and it doesn't seem as though
it is 10 percent.

Ms. MAI-. The set-aside for handicapped vocational education is
10 percent of part B amount allocated. In 1973, that amo,int was
$702.4-17. rurther. I have information from him which details %vhich
schools got how much money. and the total for that is only $584.567.
So there seems to be some discrepancy between the amount of 10
percent allocated and the amount of money expended.

Mr. QrIE. What is the total part B funds?
Ms. MAI% I don't have the total part B funds.
Mr. MEEns. Do we have a total of part B funds in the State?
First of all. do we know that is 10 percent of part B ?
Ms. MAY. Only because it says it is.
Mr. MEEns. Second. do we know that some of that money is not

being used for administration?
Ms. MAI-. I don't have evidence to show it was not used. but I would

question using :.:120,000 for administration.
Mr. MEEDS. Yes, sir.

STATEMENT OF CARL 0 JACOBSEN, DIRECTOR OF VOCATIONAL
PROGRAMS

Mr. JAMD',EN. I am Carl 0. Jacobsen. director of vocational pro-
grams for the Source Foundation and recently resigned as a counsel-
lor for Vocational Rehabilitation.

I want to make sure we have established something on the use or
misuse of the 10 percent. I am more aware of it at the postschool
the adult level. the community college level, the technical school level.
than at the public school level.

I just wanted to establish that, aside from the questions of how
much money is going to adminkt ration, there has been an out-and-
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out misuse of the funds along the lines of using moneys in one eom-
munity college for what I understood to overhead breezeways
between buildings. This definitely does not benefit the hanalciipped
person only: it beoelits everybody on that campus.

When I confronted the college district president about such a
thing, his response w -is. "We realize this is probably misuse, but no
one else ever asked for the money to be used in a program.- As far
as I am concerned, the money is not being used in a program for the
Inudii,ipped people but often applies to the whole campus populat ion.

I can give other instances, and I have a comment to make along t he
lines of integration of the handicapped into the regular vocational
programs. I am for flu concept : I believe it is the European model.
I don't think we can get away from this special label that goes en
handicapped people hen they have separate programs. But I tun
om-i-rned when a «mple of actually rather mildly handicapped peo-

ple I have now in the restaurant training program, who have spent
two terms. 2 years. in a technical training program of food service
training at two different institutions, and are pretty much relegated to
the pots and pans department. dishwashing. if you will, and, for
instance, had never even learned to empty or clean a deep-fry bay,
which is a pretty common function and an important function in a
restaurant.

are my concerns. That is all I have.
Mr. Minins.1. am going to interrupt for just a moment.
Bruce. do von have that information ?
Mr. IlnrxxAs. Mr. Chairman, we can give it to you later.
Mr. MzEos. Does anyone know holy much money. Federal funds.

under part B came into the State of Washington? Here we go.
What was the total expenditure?
M -. MAI-. The amount allocated, the 10 percent part B allotment.

was !4702.7-17. Tl e amount expended was $5S4,56T.
Mr. MEEDS. So the allocated portion was equal to 10 percent of

:I;.R27.023, but the expended would not equal that?
Ms. MAI. No.
Mr. Mmos. The gentleman from Minnesota.
Mr. Qt.m. First. I would like to compliment Ms. Barnett for the

excellent statement. It again points out to me that it is an absolute
necessity that we set aside money for the -handicapped. I wish we
would reach the day when that wasn't necessary. but I don't see it on
the horizon.

It is hard for me to understand why that has to be the case. In
Congress it is virtually certain that legislat' 2er nel, ing the handi-
capped is going through. I don't understaod what liappens to that
locally. I am certain we need it.

Ms. BArticryr. If we have to compete for funds with everyone else,
if we don't have any specific security, historically we are always short-
ended.

Mr. QUIE. You practically get left out.
Yon make an excellent point about making certain that individuals

are served. When we passed vocational ehabilitation legislation in
this Congress, we had that same concern and, therefore, required that
an individualized plan be eatered into with those who would provide
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the services. Do you think that would be applicable in the case of the
set-aside for vocational education for the handicapped?

Ms. liAnNETr. It seems to be applicable in special ed. You have a
cont tact for what they are going to teach a child and then you have

the teacher aceount for whether they did it or not.
r. Qtth. t hat under your State department ?

Ms. BARNETr. Yes, under our State requirement.
Mr. Qua:. The State of Washington seems to me to he in the fore-

front it: special education in the elementary and secondary schools.
Ms. liAnNErr. Yes; we did it without litigation. too.
Mr. Quit:. That is another thing that intrigue-' me. Washington al-

ways seems to be in the forefront. In Minnesota in 1957 we wrote spe-
cial oklucat on programs for the handicapped and we looked to Wa-n-
ingto.. on the source of most of our information. Now we have the
Federal (Iovernment interested in the State of Washington as to what
they have in the way of vocational education.

M-. BARNETT. 1 think It just hasn't been developed. I think it is

coining. The emphasis of vocational education for the handicapped is
coining: it is the next step.

NI r. Qt 1E. The next witness, I understand, is going to be the chair-
man of the Ath isory Council on Vocational Education who has the
responsilnlity of evaluating the Federal money. Hay" you taken this
up with the advisory council?

M-. No: we have only contacted the coordinating council at
tin- point.

Why haven't you contacted the advisory council ?
ha, e worked it for a short period of time at this

point.
Mr. Quin. When the State plan is submitted, the advisory eounciI

has to be e(qt-tdted. so it seems to me that is an avenue you could
sue. The advisory council, 1 assume. under Washington law. is not
owned by the State board of education. Is it only those on the State
board of education that are elected that are owned?

Mu'. if the gentleman would yield. I think the advisory
council may feel that way sonwtines, but I think it is pretty indepenti-

ent as a group.
Would the gentleman yield?
31r. QUIE. I es.
Mr. Mr.r.un. Have you ever been contacted by any member of the

advisory council?
Ms. MAY. Never. In fact, we didn't even know it existed and we

didn't find out about the public hearings until after they were held.
Mr. MEEDS. Thank you.
Mr. QU IE. You raised some points which I assume means that you

don't think these programs have been integrated adequately. Have
yon made a survey so you say say in which schools you feel they are
not integrated at all?

Mg. Ku:NETT. I have not.
Mr. Quit :. Ifax e you?
Ms. MAY. Our survey was mostly concentrated on where the money

is expended. where they received the Federal funds. Most seemed to
go for special programs and not for integration. We did not get into
enough detail to know how much precisely.

-te
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Mr. Qua:. What kind of coordination is there with vocational iehab.
and the regular special educational program for secondary school
students front your ;tae effort. and tins program of set-aside voca-
tional education ? You know they are interrelated.

M. The only thing I can say about that. we asked Mr. Binnie
about that. They ozed to ha e Interlocal Cooperatiie Agreements.
My piestion to hint. and this response CaTlie on Aug: st Di. 1974. he
stated that the Ituerlocal Cooperative Agit timent to winch I iefei red
is ! of currently operative. There is 110 oilk.al Cooperation. I (1011't
know if there is any unofficial cooperm ion or not.

Mr. Qt-m. When on use the figures of the discrepeny of a hundred
thousa. i or so. do ou k!! .w v at at la .'!. -I., i tit 's
set as:cie ? I think NOUr fil.r.lit: of 7o..: um:, be ',tett) close iron the

h.Inded to us. It se, rts To be going ciovt n each ar.
To extent 1- the State or local matching? Wt, heal d the testi-

mony eat her this 1.itirniTi., that the 1-.der.11 mOney for ocat ea-
cat on amounts to about 1.0 percent of Ow total a.i1011111 of vocational
ed.,cwon money spent on the State. so that means there is a Tzli ntatch
ftu ec t 1V dollar that goes into the gt! :end level. What sitel of a match
do %or; find on the set-aside?

Ms. M NY. I MB rots kTIOWledt.IVablv of that p0;11t.
BNRNEIT. I aril noT. either.

'Mr. (LTIE. It is inti resting. In a survey I saw mat it aint
to it; c i every dollar.

You mentioned t ix sheltered work-hop. What kind of tram:iv, does
a slielteterl workshop pi oc !de' Are they q'. ii died untie: the
WiLlt ki"d of training are they got ? This i- the first time I have
conic acre` workshops being, involved.

M. NI tY. A sheltered workshop provide- independent lic my
mulling. which is one of the questionable ocational programs: intle-
perdent skills. They are tin:II:tied to p rovide 'intensive vocational
trninr. and job placement anti followup. in many instances much
better than community colleges and probably much !Lore economi-ally.
We find several communny collerys are contracting with the sheltered
workshops by providing staff to provide the -c programs. I don't
understand why the sheltered work-hops aren't cow raetini, tliiectl-
wispthe State inst, ad of eoin., throrgh : cominiinity college to pro-
vide .here sem ices. but sheltered MOrk:110N. I feel. ale capable of
providing. sonic, of the services Mlle' I..etter than some of the commu-
nity colleges.

Mr. ( ;t-w. The turning, we Are talking about in vocational educa-
t't'11

NIs. M cr.
Mr. Qtr. Are you just starting, out on an effort to bring, all of this

into ',lid evidence' Are we. or those people in Washington. going to
he ario some real hard evidence on this

Ms M %Y. We ha% e some questions about the way the money has
Le. it spent in community t ollegps and these questions mostly arose
f: cr.) the fact that tin one seemed to he able to tell us from the council
1,nw iltatIV people have what specific handicaps and are being served.
We our:A it difficult to understand how they could provide programs
for i! idea's if they didn't know who the individuals were. There -

(I -
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fore, we decided it would be appropriate to gather the information.
Depending on what we find in our final analysis, yes, you will probably
be hearing from us.

Mr. Qum. Thank you.
Mr. MEEns. There is one quick question I have. There is a require-

ent in the law that a member of the State Advisory Council "having
special knowledge or experience or qualifications with respect to the
special educational needs of physically or mentally hnadicapped per-
sons... Who is the member on the State Advisory Council with those
qualifications?

Ms. limulErr. Mr. Leonard Long of the Office of Governmental
Affairs.

Mr. MEEDS. So there is such a person?
Ms. Mar. Yes.
Mr. NIEEns. Do you feel you are having input into the State Advisory

Council ?
Ms. Mar. Well. I would say no. since we didn't know it existed.
Mr. NIEEDS. That's why I asked.
Ms. Km Also because this person also works for the Department

of Social Services; he is a State employee, so it seems there might be
some conflict of interest, although I wouldn't want to make accusations.

Mr. laws. All right. Thank you.
The gentleman from California.
Mr. I Itwx.iss. Ms. Barnett. just one question. You stated on page 2

of your prepared statement, at the bottom. you say, "An informal
telephone survey indicates that 45 percent of the total Federal voca-
tionall education funds are used for nonvocational training. per se." Is
that 45 percent of the set-aside?

Ms lianNETr. Yes, of the set-aside. Federal vocational funds.
Mr. 1I.twictxs. That 45 percent would include such activities as music

appreciation, sex education and se forth that you believe should be in
the general educational setup and not designated as special assistance
to the handicapped, is that right ?

Ms. Rtircurr. Right.
Mr. HAWKINS. This informal telephone survey iris conducted by

whom ?
Ms. 13.taxtrr. It was conducted by Dr. James Moss of the Child

Development and Mental Retardation Center.
Mr. If aWK1 NS. DO von know how t borough it was? Was it a random

sampling ?
Ms. MAY. It Was not al random sampling. They contacted all 52

schools that received the set-aside funds.
Mr. If wx,i N., So it consi-ted of all 52 schools that were receiving

pie funds and out of that this conclusion was derived ?
Ms MAY. Yes.

If.twnixs Thank yon.
Mr. MEF.Ds. Thank you very much.
I would just ask the gentleman who discussed the problem of the

breezeway at the community college. sir, would you please write a
letter to us outlining the specifies of the instances with the community
college that built the breezeway and charged it all, as I understand, to
vocational handicapped funds?

Mr. JACOBSEN. That is my understanding.

nzs
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Mr. MEIA)4. I would like to have "ou document that and what you
consider to be utilization of vocational handicapped funds in other
instances for purposes you might consider to be related not only to
handicapped but to other people and for which there is not a pro rata
cost distribution.

Thank you very much. We appreciate it.
It seems we have problems that we are not delighted to know exist,

but we are happy to get the information on them.
[The information referred to follows:]

WASHINGTON ASSOCIATION FOR RETARDED CITIZENS.
Olympia, Wash., November 12. in3.

Hon. CARL D. PERKINS.
Chairman. Committee on Education and Labor, General Subcommittee on Educa-

tion, Rayburn House Office Building, 11-wehington.
DEAR REPRESENTATIVE PERICNS This letter is written in response to pod'

August 28. 1974 request for me to document my contentions that Vocational Edu-
cation funds for the handicapped were being used for "overhead breezeways- in
community colleges.

I am not so sure that I can document. I can only attempt to recall after nearly
two (2) years. In the fall of 1972. while still a Washington State Department
of Vocational Rehabilitation Counselor, I casually asked Eve-ett community
College staff persons names forgotten) how the Vocational Education annuls
for the handicapped were used on their campus. Their replies indicated they
knew of no program use of molt ttu.ies, but, rather. they thought the monies
went for physical plant improvements. such as breezeways between buildings.
Not too long afterwards, in December 1972. I inquired of Dr. Paul McCurleY.
President of the Snohomish County Community College district (Edmonds and
Evlot community collegtso if this as the ease. lie indicated that it was indeed.
but only bemuse no one had ramie a request for any other use of the foams 1 it
was my feeling that Dr. McCurley's intentions were good t. I see that Everett
Community College subsequently lists its program as "Special Education School
Service Aid Program" which I would also have to question as appropriate.

I should also add that before talking. to Dr. McCurley. I had talked by phone
to a staff person tagain. name forgotten) in the Vocational Education se, that
of the State Community College system office in Olympia who indicated that
office was not happy with the use of the funds at Everett Community College for
physical plant improvement.

Although I cannot recall all the exact details of the above. I believe an aught of
the Community College System Vocational Education expenditures will stiltsan-
tiate the essen of lay contentions. whether it was -breezeways- or other physic al
plant improvements benefiting all the campus populatipn.

Something I can document is my greater overall awareness of the misuse I or
lack of use of funds. The attached eludes of summaries of data compiled as
the result of WAR(' surveys of community colleges and how they utilire Handi-
capped Vocational Education funds is self-explanatory. Only about five 17,1
Vocational programs appear to be offered. and some of them appear to be Inly
token programs. Having close personal knowledge of Skagit Valley College. I
would say they were very unkind to themselves in describing their progun be-
cause I know they hate directly pro% bled Vocational Educational ser%b
namely. through New Leaf, Inc sheltered workshop, to the handicapped

Sincerely,
emu. AconsEs.

ifember Washington .1 Re. Voratir,nal Rehabilitation and Emplown, nt
committee.

VOCATIONAL. EDUCATION FOR THE ilANIVICAPPED IS THE STATE OF WASHINI.DoN

Federal funds available through Public Law 90-.17f, the 1968 Amendments
to the Vocational Education Art of 1963. sect 1'22 ; a)411. are being allocated and
miler', in a variety of ways in the state of Washington.

.tlIonition of -Part 13" fonds is received initially by the Coordinating Connell
for oletipational Elluatimt ; Washingtm State) w Melt then distributes the
money to the Office of ti Superintendent of Public. Instruction and the State

Z9
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Board for Community College Education. The SPI further distrillutes its funds

to vocational-technical institutes and school districts. Apparently.- each commu-

nity college receives yearly allocations based on the number of handicapped

persons residing in the entire community pertaining to the college district. Saco!
districts must submit grant-type applications for specific programs or projects on

a yearly basis. It is not clear whether this is also true for the vocational-tehniNal
institutes. It may be that funds are not applied for specifically by vocational-

technical institutes but allocated on a "priontie," basis. In order to qualify Ior

fund:. vocational institutes must show that 10q of their enrollment are persons

with handicaps under the definition of P I. 90,I7t3.
krures provided by the CCOE for fiscal 1973 indicate that a total of

was allocated to the state of Washington in that year. r..27:-.13ti went to secondary

level programs in local school districts (231. $69.647 to vocational -technical in-

stitutes (5), and $236,786 to community colleges 1221
Information regarding expenditures of these monies was obtained informally

from each of the institutions identified in the CCOE A telephone interview
was conducted with the person in each institution who seemed most likely to he
knimledgeable of the use of federal fund: for vocational education of the handi-

capped in that institution. It is possible that --on* individuals so contacted
may not actually have been thoroughly cognizant of programs or specific use of

fund:. Thus. there may be some inaccuracies in this survey However, every

in- titution reported was personally contacted. Therefore. the data can be said

to retle:t verbal information regarding vocational education for the handicapped

that informally available to anyone desiring such information This report can
be vieued as a point of departure for further studie' and one which rai,es ques-

tion: pertinent to any future efforts.
Types of expenditures as reprted by those inter% iewed were ca.egorized as

follows:. (see Table I)
1 Equipment. nr facilities modifications.
It Other non-direct uses ie g. identification of population. transportation).
:I. 1;indance and counseling (also "tutoring"
4. -Independent living" programs.

training or placement preparation
o I pre- vocational and vocational-related skills.

1h i Vocational skills.

EQUIPMENT OR FACILITIES MODIFICATIONS

Ty Neatly, vocational-technical
institutes utilized fund: in two ways' equip-

ment faeiTities expenditures and guidance and eoun:selinz service. None of the
iti,,rtu.n,il technical tic-tit tite. had -pet ial programs fa. the handicapped separate
from regular vocational programs The handil apped population was usually iden-

tified :1: physically disabled, many being DVIt referrals : disabled veteran.. or

rictros of industrial accidents. The exprec-e(1 principle behind ue of fund- In-
:.PPropriate adaptation to exi-tins prograii.-1 through guidance and cotin-

:.elin or.wedure-z and special equipment as needed Exampies of ud, equipment

.1 mato ria I, r ti-efill to 011 ci.t .14 d, not primarily the handicapped

awl in-tructional equipment or furniture adapted to reeds of the specitic handi-

cap.
cor..noinity colleges and school district: funds for equipment similarly

on, oninainity college expended sortie funds on wheel. hair ramps. another for

re-t no)dtti-atton. and elevator :wit-, math electronics del ice. tape

re order awl a large pin di. t! -riary were purchased by another

ommanitl cnlleae Me boil do.trit bught -mall engine with Nhich to teach
--...w1,1v and re.i.--'nil ly of engine part-. Aaot her district. over two years,

bought pottery equipment to ttablish a tully eulipped pottery -hop. Handl-

caw o I mild: in that district hate also been used in previous tear- for other

art- :1,,d raft activitie.: piireliase; leat,,er ceo Ina marhitie. candlemaking
coif ra.er .rid -el-vetting rhateria ()ti .,zher di-trier used funds for %No:Irina

104 - and phot_traphy equipment. 1 :de tare equipment utilized with a job-
tra ming pro:: rani and tape rei nler u-eil to produce reading lessons to enable

vocational education talents to upgrade reading skills are examples of more

vo, .17ton:0;v-related ii-e- of fungi.; by m chnol (11-tro t-
iirrent ii,e of bandit apped funds for in one school district involved

the pan lia4e of washing and ins machine., bed linen. tables and a cash
rezi-ter. wood handtols and a sewing ma lune. to be used in respective wen-

tionai areas within a state-built modular home.
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OTHER NONDIRECT USES

Other kinds of nondirect use of funds ranged from a health inventory to the
purchase of a vocational assessment tool. In the case of the former, a com-munity college paid part of the salary of a person to identify and screen all
handicapped persons enrolled in the college, and additionally, paid for a con-salting psychologist to help staff handle special needs of the handicapped. The
vocational assessment tool purchase involved transportation to the East Coastand training there of two staff members in Its use. In this case, as in many ofthe school listriet projects funded initially through handicapped funds. thedistrict has continued the assessment program through excess cost funds.

One very small rural school district paid for transportation to another district
program for their one handicapped student. Three intermediate school districtsused handicapped funds to assist smaller districts to apply for handicapped
funds with the purpose of upgrading vocational offerir.gs for the handicapped.

Another use of funds by a community college is difficult to classify and hasbeen included in the category "non-direct use." Support was provided for a
so-called "aquatics motivation" program for 165 individuals, including mentally
retarded and emotionally disturbed children and juvenile and criminal offenders.
This same community college has two other ongoing programs for residents ina state institution for the retarded, a teacher training program and a "survival"program (living skills) for adult residents. Current use of furds by this collegeincludes hiring a consultant to generate enrollment in the college by wheelchair-bound persons.

GUIDANCE AND COUNSELING

It is interesting to note that several community colleges who used handiscapped funds for equipment also utilized part of these monies for guidance andcounseling services for their handicapped population. Three of the five voca-
tional-technical institutes used funds for equipment or facilities modificationand all of them additionally involved handicapped funds in counseling services.One large vocational-technical school described these services as "tutorial".where lab assistants are inveived in specific courses to help handicapped per-sons meet 2encsral program goals.

A significant aspect of the use of vocational education funds from the 1968law is an apparent intertwininz and/or confusion of persons identified as "dis-advantaged" and "handicapped" Funding is differentiated according to identi-fication of a population by either of these labels. However, programs in the
vocational-technical institutes and in some community colleges which are "inte-grated" apparently do not differentiate programs per se for these individuals.An e :ample of this confusion is use of funds by two community colleges for
courses "teaching" interpersonal skills development. One course involved a groupdynamics method to enable employed persons to realize better job relations
among co-workers. The population enrolled in the group dynamics course wasclearly not necessarily "handicapped" or "disadvantaged" as defined by PI,90-7,7(3. Apparently federal auditors have informed the sponsoring college ofthe inappropriate use of federal funds in this instance, as the course has been
discontinued although it was felt to be succescfstl and to have filled a com-munity need.

Another community college used handicapped vocational funds to support sal-aries for several courses taught to a mentally retarded population; one involved
"effective communication" and another focused on sex education.Thus it appears that when educational institutions have no special, separate
vocational education programs for the handicapped, federal monies for thispurpose are being spent for special equipment and/or guidance and counselingservices for those persons who can he considered and counted as "handicapped."
It also appears as if in some cases monies are being granted to educational units
to encourage vocational programs for the handicapped where there are none. Itwill be seen in the discussion of direct vocational programs for the handicappedthat federal funds also have a "seeding" function for these programs. The dif-ference in use of funds between non-direct and direct vocational programs resultsperhaps from differences in existing programs in these educational facilities Itcan be assumed that staff, supportive facilities and population serve-' at presentdetermines use of these funds.

j 0 31
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INDEPENDENT LIVING PROGRAMS

Several community cwileges identified their use of federal handicapped funds
as "independent thing" programs for severely retarded older persons (ages
1s-30-H. Such skills would include home care, housekeeping, personal hygiene,
shopping, eating in public places, bus experiences, and some social skills. Some
other commuaity colleges declared that their programs were "prevocation and
listed reading and orating, time-telling. street sign identification as skills taught
along with "home management" and "consumer" behavior. In some cases such
programs mere called "basic education for adults." The population pat (five('
usually was identified as moderately to severely handicapped. Malty of these
community college programs are being conducted at local sheltered workshops.
Teat hers salaries were paid by federal handicapped funds, classes in these skills
ranged from set end hours a week to daily classes, one to two hours in length.

Dist mei ion has been made in this survey between so-called "independent living
skills peogram. as in the above mentioned examples, and actual job training
or job preparation. Living skills are thus not seen to be actually pre-vocational
although many piofessionals in the fields of special and vocational education
might argue that the distinction is artificial. It would seem preferable to identify
as pre- vocational those skills which directly have to do with desirable job-related

iors. Examples of these behaviors would certainly have to include time-
telling and independent transportation experiences. The rationale, however. for
the distinethon made here is eased on evaluation of the major thrust of the pro-
grant tat question. If the program u as predominantly living-skills oriented and
but leded time-telling and bus experiences it was classified as "independent liv-
mg If the program included time-telling and such experiences as getting to a
work plate on time alo.g with more specific job-related behaviors such as jani-
torial skills, house4 leaning, lawn mowing or specific workshop tasks (assembling
or disassembling boxes) it was classified "prevocational."

Di tint tion butm l'4'n pre-vocational and vocational was also problematic. In
the ,a-c (,1* %motional education for the handicapped. and, in particular for
ntnaded person.. the distinction may be made on the basis of type of work

'IN ,,! !, rut "dot enter" setting where so tie activities are engaged
in that ;,,%.Ive simple work skills and even where state-supported contracts ate
al rind out, would have to be considered pre-vocational. Vocational skill train-
ing might best be described as specific job training in which students are plated
in on-site sotings.

Slithered w urk-.hops which engage primarily in contracted work are difficult to
eta- ba .ed on the above criteria. Several successful. well-paying workshops
gist in the state of Washington, usually in heavily agricultural or other rural
areas win re in al industry iF; usually low-skill and heavy labor. In these workshop
.ottim,s retarded arsons work at a variety of local industry relevant tasks:
taking apart woos, n pallets for the lumber industry and tying fishing lures
in trout Stream aril., are examples. Sheltered greenhouse work and orchard work
are t t tdontlti succe.zsful employment areas for retarded persons in rural agri--
cult tiral districts Thas. distinctions made for the purposes of this survey between
%manorial and prevocational are difficult and perhaps artificial. Appropriate cri-
teria has been. therefore, the vocational direction of the program and evidence
of ailpitealtility to specific job behaviors.

Mist "independent lit ing" progranis surveyed were conducted tt ith particit ants
in activity centers or sheltered orkships and thus were older adolescent or
adult retarded persons. Some programs included "classroom skills"reading and
computational skills. usually in terms of sign identification, time-telling and
money hanging. One program conducted for residents at a state institution
through a community college was typical of programs that provided global train-
ing': "language arts". hygiene. home economics, social skills, remedial education,
all were said to be part of the program. Another community college-sponsored
program took residents away from the institutional setting to participate in
experiences involving public behavior: eating in e4aurants. shopping in mar-
kets tP

differ.olt alai interesting use of handicapped vocational funds was for a
training or gram for retarded mothers with normal children involving home
care and child care skills. Only one community college conducted a "living skills"
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program with a non-retarded population. Visually Impaired persons, 16 years and-older. were given training in skills to promote Independeuce and self-reliance as
well as specific training or review of braille reading, typing, grooming. and somephysical therapy. These were individuals in a rural area not served by state
services for the blind (located In Seattle).

JOB TRAINING
Premcational

As has been mentioned, programs were classified "vocational" If specifically
jobrelated, where on-the-job training or siting was part of the training. "Pre-
vocational" indicates the program involved workshlp training, usually in com-
ponent aspects of skills which are not specifically related to competitive Jobs.
Included under this classification were programs relating to job placement :
testing vocational strengths and Wealiesses, teaching application and interview
prig-Ann-4. An example of the latter type of program was called -Personalized
Job Orientation Programs" by one school district. The same district provided
special individualized instruction for 20 mentally retarded young -tors in the use
of cash registers. adding machines and typewriters to prepare them for entry
Inv/ State-supported work study programs (Distributive Education and Trades,
Industrial and Health Occupations). Another school district bought a eonimer-
(gal laundry supply and delivery service plant to teach handicapped youngsters
job skills This program was not designated to train students specifically for jobs
as laundry operators. The delivery program did, however. result in driver's
II enses for one-half of the youngsters in olved in the program t15 total).

Plograms which were called "pre-vocational" but not clearly able to be dif-
ferentiated from "independent living" programs were conducted by one com-numity college and by one school district. Thee programs usually involved
-framable" children and often were tied to activity centers and shelteredworkshops

TMR, y mngsters were Included in one vocational training program for EM
students involving "glaphie arts" (offset printing) as collators and staplers.
Se)**ral districts placed handicapped youngsters in simulated uork envinminent
experiem es. One program included elementary level TMR children. junior and
senior high school EMR and culturally disadvantaged children in the building of
a complete greenhouse as well as planting and care of growing things.

Pour e.f the five community colleges whose programs directly served handl-
( ipp,,1 populations in job training used funds Nab for pre- vocational and voca-
tiot a1 programs and are thus listed in both categories. School districts use of
curd nu' o as generally more strictly limited to either pre-vocational (usually
Tlill students) or vocational (EMR or ED or LID).
rocittiorm/

Most programs using handicapped vocational funds that were einssified as
`vocational" included on-thejob placement experiences for secondary school
students Funds often were spent speeifically for salaries for a coordinator or
supervisor of sash programs, or for part salary for the regular vocational edu-
cati,m person. In one ease, salaries were partially supported for persons em-
ployed in the job placement situation to supervise and spend extra training time
with handicapped persons sited there.

One goilool district program built and operated a grPIlho,IQP sir liar to the
program mentioned under pre-voentional, except that specific- plaeement in
nursery establishments were made for program partieirants For kinds of
ogricultu al businesses in the local community were analyzed for necessar entry
level skills:, these same businesses provided temporary and permanent placement
for h indicapped persons in the program

. miscellaneous cat, gory included salaries paid for teacher trainers by a
eoranomity college. One shool district used funds for one.ba It of salaries for
two special edneattrat teachers It is not clear whether in either case the thrust
of rho program was vocational.

CoNCLVSTONS

Mtn gathered in tLis survey. although informal and undocumented. point
nut balance and distribution of different kinds of programs by kinds of edoca-.
tional institutions (Table 1). It seems from this survey that a majority of -wheal
distriets used funds for job training tei-,oseS directly serving the handicapped.
Community colleges and vocational tees i.i,a1 institutes used handicapped funds
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in less direct ways, often for peripheral supportive services and/or equipment
or facilities modification.

A possible explanation for the differential use of funds might be dire( th
related to the kinds of programs educational institutions are set up to combat
Indieations that many programs for which community colleges received federal
funds are in ftiet conducted at activity centers or sheltered workshops not con-
nected to the colleges point out the function of pre - established programs Amounts
oi !willies grunted for time periods often limited to on ,ear inhibits any possible
expansion of programs toward truly vocational education specificially for handi-
capped persons. Thus, loonies in similar amounts to those thus far allueated
would seem to be best utilized in established programs where populations so, far
not given vocational training can be included in such programs or where expan-
sions of specific job training programs can be made to include new occupational
areas and a greater range of skill areas.

Tints. if we read the intent of the Vocational Education Act rightly, t.des
should be being spent for specific v icational preparation. One would hoc; that
local regular education monies or excess cost funding would provide bow educa-
tional training for those handicapped individuals who can be directed toward
eventual, participation in meaningful employment.

QUESTIONS OF INTEREST

The general procedure for allocating federal funds for vocational education for
the handicapped was outlined in the beginning of this paper. It is not clear
what criteria are used by the CCOE to determine relative allocations for the
Office of the Superintendent of Public Instruction and the State Board for
Community College Education. Allocations based on priorities by the SPI to
determine funding for school districts and vocational-technical institutes would
also be of interest. According to law, one member of the CCOE should be repre-
sentative of. or a spokesman for, handicapped persons by way of experience
with and knowledge of problems of the handicapped. Membership by was of
expertise in the CCOE would be of interest, particular13 in terms of vocational
education f,u tie ha ndicappeil and especially for those handicapped persons not
remixing support for training through other funding sources.

Another question of interest relates more specifically to allocation of funds
by the State Board for CCE. One is led to wonder from the data of this survey
why vocational education funds used in sheltered workshop or activity centers
are allocated to community colleges and not directly to the service agency.

A gross estimate of expenditures by category for fiscal '73 lends weight to the
conclusions one is tempted to nuke from the data front this survey. A coinsena-
the estimate from figures provided by the CCOE I letter June 7, 1974 through
A Blume( matched with interview infornmtion indicates that 30r; .4 Hie total
vocational education funds for fiscal '73 were utilized for equipment In fa( allies
moditblition and guidance and counseling for the handicapped. If m1-I ailed
"indopendent living" programs are added. the figure increases to -15 , of total
funds used for nun vocational training per sc. Thu.. it appears as if most
only 55,', of fist '73 funds were used for direct. pre-vocational or xo, tbmal
training for handicapped persons. The major quest ion. then, that arise, fron.
this survey would have to he are federal funds allocated for the parpose of
to, at local (Theo t for the handicapped actually being used for that

TABLE I PROGRAMS USING VOCATIONAL EDUCATION FUNDS (PUBLIC LAW 90 576) FOR THE HANDICAPPED
IN WASHINGTON STATE-- FISCAL 1973

Other nondirect Counseling and Independent
Equipment use guidance I

-----
Vocationallechnical

Total Partial Total Partial 1o!JI Partial Toni Partial

3 5 . ...,
Communit. COOK,: 6 2 2 8 5 12 2

S 1 S - 4
School ;Winos 6 2 5 0 1 0

Ip'il 15 15 7 2 :4 9 12 2

Note V-catinri il tor hrical n a comondut c lieges n 22 schocl n Z5 (totaltotal nun be of
programs paitial programs oni, pit et total use of funds S program withsheltered workshop)
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JOB TRAINING

Programs
Institutions (either or both

Prevocational Vocational pre and vocational)

Total Partial Total Partial Total Partial

Vocat,111technical
Coma unity colleges .. , ..

SchocIdistrictS -

Total.......... ........

-

........

5
S.4
6

..... .
4

3

.
4

- S.4
8

..

1

... , 5' .. ...

S.4
13

... ... ..

3

11 7 12 5 18

Note. MiscellaneousTeacher training, community colleges 2.

WASHINGTON ASSOCIATION FOB RETARDED CHILDREN,
Olympia, Wash.President, CoMMIMity College.

DLAR Site: The Washington Association for Retarded Children Vocational
Rehabilitation Committee is surveying existing services to meet the vocational
needs of mentally retarded people in the state of Washington.

As you know, Vocational Education legislation of the past provides for 15%
of the Vocational Education funding in the community colleges to be used for
programs for the handicapped. Therefore, assuming your college has some sort of
priii,ram utilizing this funding, could you briefly describe what the program
consists of, including the following information :

1. Name of program.
2. Classes offered.
3. Total program budget.
4. Number of students enrolled if number of mentally retarded are

known, we would appreciate knowing).
Division dean to whom program head is responsible.

U, Do other funds augment the program? If so, how much and what is
the source?

7. Have you had sufficient response from the handicapped community to
justify continuation of the program if it were not for the mandatory nature
of the program? If you have no such program, could you explain why?

If you have no such program, do you plan implementation of such?
Could you utilize the Washington ARC or other (e.g. State Division of Voca-

tional Rehabilitation) consultation on implementation in the future or modifica-
tion of the present program?

If you have an example of an outstanding program that is unique, please
describe.

Sincerely, MmutAY ANDS RsON,
rha,,.man

WARC Vocational Rehabilitation Committee.

In accordame with the Federal Vocational Education Act, PE, 90-570, 10 per
untwa of each states allotment of funds shall be used for the purpose of pro-
:ding wational education for handicapped persons. Funding is provided on the
s-ruidion that the handwappell because of their condition cannot succeed in

the r(.zu'ar OentiOna I education program w Moon special educational asistance
or ol.0 re Luire a modified ocational education program ( Sea ims 122 of PI,
110-",70 I.

As dcfined the Federal Register of May 9, 1970: "handicapped persons'
n retarileil, hard of hearing, (leaf, speech impaired, visually handi-

d. seri, usly emotionally disturbed, crippled, or other health unpaired lion
liy reason of their handicapping condition cannot succeed in a visca-

n i1 ,,r conmuncr and homemaking education program designed for persons
u thout such handicaps. and who for that reason require special educational
.1-sisl'inee or a modified vocational or consumer and homemaking education

iiriBtur to the State Board for (' immunity College Education, Washington
s,. le ha en alliicatoil $2,00(000 00 for the current fiscal year for the purpose of
- ',i e,tocatiiin to l'andicappeil persons as outlined in the Voeational Edison-
v i kt. PT, "0-57C Till, :mount I, then allocated by the Board to the twenty-

onanlioi0 college districts of the stite who make expenclitutTs in accord-
ith the Federal allocations. The distribution to the districts is based on

the proportionate size of the general Polialation of the district on the assump-
ion that handicapped co- ditions are r lotively uniformly distributed across the

state. The following is a distribution of colleges as of June 1, 1974
1035
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Mr. MEEns. Our next witness is Wally Johnson, chairman of the
Washington State Advisory Council on Vocational Education.

You have a prepared statement. It is a rather lengthy one. If you
like, we can insert it in the record and you may summarize. Is that
satisfactory to you'?

Mr. mUNSON. I would like to hold to it.,
Mr. MEEns. Very well. Please proceed as you wish.

STATMENT OF WALLACE JOHNSON, CHAIRMAN, ADVISORY COUNCIL

ON VOCATIONAL EDUCATION: ACCOMPANIED BY BOB PUTMAN

Mr. Jortxsox. Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee:
I am Wallace Johnson, chairman of the Washington State Advisory
Council on Vocational Education. On behalf of the council, and its
director, R. H. Putman, I would like to express our appreciation for
having the opportunity to participate in this hearing. My remarks will
be brief and based primarily on the attached report, prepared for the
National Advisory Council and based upon our evaluations within
our State.

Mr. MEEns. Without objection, the attached report will be made a
part of the record following the testimony of the witness.

Mr. .Tonxsox. We welcome you to the great State of Washington,
on behalf of the committee, a State that consistently ranks among the
top States in vocational enrollinent and quality of vocational
programs.

The Washington State Advisory Council belioves that Public Law
90-576 has produced excellent results. One of the objectives of the act
was to make quality vocational education available to all persons in
all communities of each State. Due to an exemplary network of com-
munity colleges throughout our State, five excellent vocational-techni-
cal institutes concentrated in our population centers, strong secondary
emphasis and nationally recognized interdistrict cooperation, voca-
tional education in Washington is within one-half hour's drive of 90
percent of our population.

Vocational enrollment in our State since 1968 has paralleled national
growth. while on r State's population has increased but 31%! pereent
during the same period. The need and popularity of vocational pro-
grams has increased tremendously., Today about 46 percent of the
enrollment in our St .te's community colleges is in vocational programs
compared to 24 percent in 1967. A number of our vocational programs
ha ve wn iting lists of over 2 years.

The National Adviscry Council on Vocational Education has re-
ported to your committee that the national ratio of State dollars to
Federal investment is 4.7 to 1. In our State the ratio has averaged
about 6.5 to 1 in the years following passage of the act.

Mr. Stop right there. I am hearing this figure. It sounded
to me earlier like was 9 to 1 because 10 percent of the total was
Federal money. I saw the figures nnebody else used of 61A. The
figure to me turns out to be a little less than 6 to 1. How about sub-
mitting for the record the figures?

Mr. JonNsox. We will do that.

44- ,22 77,

i 3S
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Mr. HAVKINS. You are speaking State dollars and you are in
chiding local dollars as well

Mr. Joussos. Yes.
Mr. MEEDS. You are .)eaking now. are on not. Mr. Johnson. of

total both secondary and postsecondary and I think Bruce was speak-
ing of a match in elementary and secondary only ?

Mr. .Toifxsox. Yes.
Mr. MEEDS. Is that right?
Mr. JOHNSON. Yes.
[Information requested follows :}

ADVISORY COUNCIL ON VOCkTIONAL EDUCATION.
Olympia, Wash., November 13, 1974.Tian T.Loxo Mutts,

Member of Congress, Cannon House Office Building. waahington, D C.
DEAR CONGRESSMAN peens: In your General Education Subcommittee hear-ing in Seattle on August 28, Congressman (Me asked us to clarify our testimony

that "Washington State spends $6 5 to each $1 of federal vocational educationmoney."
Following is a chart depicting actual expenditures:

Fiscal year
Federal State/loca l

1969
1970.. 3 724.103

3 823,612
24,980.825
34,561.0101971

7 722.056 36 435. 5621972
6 178,378 44 :11 775

1973
7 324.609 61 303,724

Total.
= . 28, 272. 758 201.662. 896

Note Ratio :s $1 Federal to S71 State, local

The 0.5 ratio we reported is accurate for fiscal years 19704973 inclusive. This
amounts to four instead of five years as reported. The five-year ratio is 7.1 asshown above.

ThN Council is also mindful of the Subcommittee's nhallenge to look into voca-tional education for di-ladvantaged and handicapped people. This study is under-way and Aiould he deliNered to your office no later than March 1. 1975.
Sincerely,,

H. II PUTNAM. rxecti tire Director.
\It-. -TotiNsox. Thouoli the accomplishments of the OS amendments

have. in,leed, been impresske. we still have a ways to go. One of the
clue -t ions posed in the National Advisory Cowie' l's study iudy s how longwill It take before each State am adequately meet the netuh of it citi-
zens. We think that Washnorton State ould be in good shape between11)01 and I'N5. as-zuniiiy, continual Federal leadership in the interim
period. Some States; fe.,l that it will rake longer. until 1990 or beyond.to a et tile basic ob jeeti ves of the sot.

We l-o feel that the objectives of the act. in term; of di;advant:ored
al I i:un.hcappe41. itzte not been adequately met. In -pite of set-asides
in our State. for example, the peroontalle of rlisauil anta00,1 students(.11,,,ned in ,nentional pi ()grains i- ttebuiit the same ratio the propor-tion of d; -advantaged to total population. Tholndi -ome proo'ress has!wen Ittarle, e feel our efforts must produce a higher ratio of disad-i anta,red and handicapped enrollment.

Second. State pla lis. as specified Law 90-:;76. have be-come too much -eoniplianee document:, Jiber than uwaningful plansfor aeromplishment. The Office -f Education's emphasis seems to be

1,039
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preparing a report detailing what the State is going to do with the
Federal dollars it receives, rather than a true analysis of needs, estab-
lishment of priorities and objectives, and plans to meet those, needs. A
real State plan should embrace both points of view, with the States
held accountable for results.

The State of Washington has experienced difficulty with organiza-
t ional strnetnre emanating from the sole-agency requirement to develop
and administer the State plan. We understand that other States have
experienced similar difficulty-, but we cannot speak for those States.

In our State the "sole" agency turned out to be more of a coordinat-
ing vehicle, while we believe congressional intent was that the sole
State agency would be responsible for managing as well as planning
vocational education. The Washington State Advisory Council on Vo-
cational Education is completely convinced of the necessity of a strong
State board as the sole agency that must be responsible and accountable
for vocational education. In fact, our council has a longstanding policy
statement in this regard which is attached for your information.
Though Congress should not dictate to the State the structure of the
State board, perhaps it should emphasize, clarify, and strengthen the
original intent.

The States continue to have data problems. Some of those problems
are caused by inadequate data systems within the State, but significant
difficulty is caused by differences in data systems between HEW and
the Department of Labor. The 1968 act authorized $5 million to help
resolve this problem, but that section was never funded. We believe
the time has conie for Congress to reconsider joint HEW-Labor fund-
ing for the development of a common data base.

It is the conclusion of the Washington State Advisory Council that
stroll!, Federal legislation is still necessary because we have not totally
achieved the goals we set for ourselves in 1968, and vocational educa-
tion still has not been well enough accepted by the educational enter-
prise itself. We believe that the now or revised Federal act should con-
tain greater flexibility for the States to make decisions regarding the
ii of appropriated moneys. In short we are saying that categorization
should continue but with greater flexibility. For example, we see no
reason why part C, part D, and part I could not be combined into
oiw general category. Parts G and H could also be consolidated.

We urge the committee to recommend continued set-asides for dis-
ad% antaaed and handicapped and greater coordination of manpower
and CETA programs be required:

We urge the committee to consider forward funding as a part of any
new or re% iced legislation. This would greatly aid the planning process
and program continuity.

We urge that the new legislation strengthen the sole State agency
Jule. or at the very least clarify and reiterate congressional intent of
Sall -rue a!rencv authority and aceonntability.

We support the concept of career education and urge the committee
( lisider the strengthening of career development as a part of future

le station
And. lastly. we urge the eontinuation of the State advisory councils

on vocational education and the National Advisory Council on Voca-
tional Education. We believe that the State advisory councils and the
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National Advisory Council are meeting their intended purposes as
set forth in the act. These citizen advi,ory groups have become an ef-
fetive force in planning aessistance and evaluation of vocational edu-
cation. They provide an avenue for citizen input available in no other
way.

The Washington State Advisory Council has researched public opin-
ion and evaluated vocational education In terms of positive recom-
mendations for improvement. We are pleased that 75 percent of our
recommendations have been fully or partially implemented. Advisory
councils are contribntingto improvement of vocational education, and
this was formally recognized by the State directors of vocational edu-
cation when in 1973, in a-Ymbly they pawed a resolution snpporting
the national and state advisory eounils. We recommend continnance
of the national and state advisory councils at a line item, and the only
chan,e we could recommend for improvement would be to mandate
more lay citizen membership in the makup of State councils. As it now
exists mininmm requirements ant wei.,hted too heavily toward educa-
tion and State agency membership.

In summary. we congratulate Con,ress and we congratulate this
committee for devising a piece of legislation that has produced su, h
Ttendid results in so import:pit an area. However. we hope some
attention will be given to imp oved coordination between manpower
programs and regular vocational edu, ation prorams. This is very.
Ner important.

In spite of the a oomp'islin ems. e :41 do rot reach enowyli of
the people who need vocational education. tl.n- areal Nation We .'011-
t,11110 to release air to tlt) percent of our thin people from education
to the working world that are not prepared in term- of job skills. and
peririp-t oven basic skills for emplo.ment. Continued national priori-
ties for vo..ational education are miller:it e.

nark yon very much.
Mr. MF.Ens. Thank you.
I am aoint to 3!:k a tmestion. I m ill preface that question W all a

remark and I W IIl at some speei tics of that question.
The charge has been mate by a number 'if people. including

arty son- council meml)ers from various States m here We have held.
hen ring,.4. that they feel t are no more t ha a paper o,anization
Ni ;eneral question is. do you feel that woo :Ire more than a paper
Orzziniint ion

Mr. .1oli.so. The 31'sV Cr to that it; 0-, We do. We feel,. ate inure Linn a paper oigani We feel We have (.011.4(1er-
:11,1e impaot on enimPle, aqI iillnded to earlier.

i have been
lento,' or are :n the process of It -in.: 'no NN e have a bettercooperat ion between the 000rdmatin, cowl ii And the various

ants, and we have an excellent pro,ram.
Mcvo:. rght. Let's ,et .nto the soecitics of that question.

One. have you ad vized the Strue ((lord:mum:I vouncil on the pro)l-I-r:on of ry 0,,e of its one-N oar :Ind !o:Irranao pl.mz ?
r No: v e LI Ve 110r.
r Mt n.:. You ha w e not



Well, of the approximately five that have been submitted since

I96 s, how ma,sy have you advised the coordinating council on?

Mr. Jotixsos. I have not been with the council all of this time.
During my stay on the council. the last three State clans, we have had

increasing participation. In the preparation of the state plan particu-

laly we have been consulted.
There was a time when that did not occur, but because of our work

we have been able to have some influence on the State plan during its
preparation stage. We have a staff person who worked with the council

who may wish to add to that.
Mr. EEDS. Yes; I am interested in the total history.
Have you advised with regard to all the one-year and long-range

plans for voila Mind education in the' Stat of Washington?
Mr. PATMAN. Mr. Chairman. I am Bob Patman, the executive di-

rector of the council.
I think we have some input into each State plan in terms of the

evaluative reports we have had. but it has not been the type of input we
%% unlit like, in the early :48.res of our council.

I think the chairman stated it correctly, in about the three State
plans just past we have hail significant input before the fact. We were
a part of the planning process and this is increasing and improving
and we are pleased %vith this. It has taken a lot of work. We have had
to really keep the pressure on and keep working on our relationships
to achieve this.

Mr. M ErDS 'fit ye you ever threatened not to sign off on a State plan
14, -o,:e roar advice wa, not accepted ?

Mr. P riots-:. We threatened not IT, sign off on the State plan if
we were not involved in the early phases of the plan.

Mr. Mutt,. Did that emedy the lack of involvement at an earlier
stan?

Mr. P Mt.\ N. Yes. sir.
Mr. Mum. You are retlnired to evaluate plans. I assume part of

your testimony. the atta.hed memorandum. is vonr evaluation of at
lea-t part of the vocational education program for the State. right ?

Mr. .1, ill V..1 oN.
\11'. MI ! SO it %% ell speak for itself.
Mr. Putman. hate ion t %er made any soggy-don with regard to

;,t At Stale Me: from your evaluation of last year's
State plan

Mr. Pt- t \v. Yes.
NIH D.Z. G111' Me of that.

'Er PI Ft ir 111 a r ate have been concerned in the
fe. c .loat ion- about -one of the -ystem data needs in our State.

.alled ad:ttain to these :,nil male recommendations about
,;11.r ilia rt .:,'t 4. done in a short period of time.

It ould voty pg 1to tit -myooding years' State plan or plans.
'Ili'. lei. been on a number 'of our recommendations such as

stu,in follm mil 'roved foreca.i,11, models, and so on, on
%%::,.11 action I. been tal,en by the coordinating council. although the
re- At are not as %%e \%mild like to Qee them as vet.

III'. MEED.4. Mr, !II ifiel you did not feel that the needs
of the disadvantaged and han lien pped \very being properly met.
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Mr. Pt--rm %N. I 0 1 I rather streak to the last full year. We had
6 meeting- of the fall council and %%e kid appioximatelv L meetnicrs
of Its standing committees. It 3% eta!Tel. ahl Jut a day a month per mem-
ber between committee work and bet %% een the full .ouncil meetings.

Mr. NrEED, The gentleman flout Minnesota.
Mr. Qum. Mr. Johnson. I w as looking at a series of figures in the

report that perhaps \ on can clear up for me
On the first page of the report pre! :tied for the National Advisory

Council for the year 1973. the amount of Federal funds %%as S6.:011.00o.
On pate 4 you have r..6.2 17.1 10.

Mr. Pt--rmAN. Page 4 is only part B.
Mr. QUIT. Part B Then I don't knoi what the first paize is Go to

page 9 and You have t?-7.3.24.000. Federal Tpenditures. I assume that
is the total from :111 arts. I do! knio what that refers to on pat-re 1.

Mr. Pi-t %mx. Col.gressman. 1 bel.eve page 1 refs rs to the total
amount actually alioeatt d to the State. Goinr over to page P. that is
attually expenditures. w hides some of the carrymcr fuudS.
Therefore. the figure. don't exit tly a,'a up. The first pacre is alloc :red.
and the la-t page. 1 I e. is zh tual expenditures Patre 4. as I rt I all.
was just part B funds if I am rememlering the construction of these
elm its correct IV.

Mr. Qum. I see. So you had substantial carryover. What was the
year you had the biggest carryover

Mr: Pc-rmAN. 1970.
Mr. Quu... But that must have been ,Nur:ed over to 1972 as %vell ?

Pt- 7`i t X. I an: i4 the ease.
Mr. Qt-IF. Because von have the large amount of 9 million.
gr. PVTMAN. Yes.
Mr..TotiNsox. Conerressman. I would like to point out, in spite of a

carryo% et that We nn tit :lave received. you will note for the disad-
vaiune.ed there is a continuir., det rease :n the amount of expt es
on llisativantazed in 1971.197?. and 197'1.

Mr. Qua. Handicapped as well.
How do you account for that
Mr. JOHNSON. I 0.111t aommt for that. I don't know why that

happened.
Mr. Quay.. Would Cult be the coordinatinr, council which made the

decision that in 1971. instead of having just about 26 percent allo-
cated for disadvantaged. it would be cut to 161,, percent

Mr. JOHNSON. Yes. 161, percent.
Mr. Qt-IF. For hip.dicappeti. in 1971. they allocated 17.3 percent

and they cut it down to 12 percent ?
Mr. .JOHNSON. That's correct.
Mr. QUIT- Judring from what we have received. I surmise that it

would he even further out in 1974. The figures aren't here. but I am
kind of putting things together.

Have You found why the coordinating council has put less emphasis
on the disadvantaged and handicapped since 1971 ?

Mr..TottNsev. We e not.
Mr. Qt-u. Do von think that is your responsibility ?
Mr. JoHNsox. I think that conies within our responsibility to find

out why.

.It t
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Mr. Quiz. Do you have any information m the Federal or the State
and local match on each of these set-asides such as you have with the
total on page 9?

Mr. PtrrMAN. No, we don't have that.
Mr. Quiz. I hope somebody has that.
You say that on the advisory council there is one educator for every

3.6 noneducators and you say that is too many educators?
Mr. PUTAAN. No. sir. IN e are talking about the minimum require-

ments of the act. We would like to see more lay citizens required
there., We have gotten more lay citizens by adding to our council. Our
point was, if we followed the minimum of the act, we would feel there
would Le too many educators and State agency employees, but we
compensated by adding more lay citizens and the Governor has ac-
cepted that.

Mr. QUIE. From your experience, you think it would be better to
*et some of the other States to do what Washington has done?

Mr. PITMAN. That's right.
Mr. Qt-in. On page 2 of your statement. you say that. "The Office

of Education's emphasis seems to be preparing a report showing what
the State is going to do with the Federal dollars it receives, rather
than a true analysis of needs, establishment of priorities and objec-
t i cs. and plans to meet those needs. A real State plan should embrace
both points of view, with the States held accountable for results."

Now. are you pushing your own State to comply with this
recommendation ?

Mr. 1)1--rm.v.x. We certainly are attempting to.
Mr. QUIE. Are they following the 75 percent of the advice that they

haze accepted from you ? Or is this one of the 25 percent that they
haven't followed ?

Mr. PITMAN. Yes, we feel they are. We feel the planning is really
starting, to improve. There is better analysis, there is better follow-up
of -tudents where we can find out what is happening to them.

Some of these systems haven't been in existence long enough for us
to get the data to be able to use them for evaluative purposes. but at
lcaq we are doing a better job of setting these systems up and using
this mechanism to get the information.

We are pleased those things have been done. We are not there yet.
IV, are a long way from building a truly comprehensive State plan.

Mr. Qr7E. Who makes the decision on the mix of State money as to
wl,at Washington designates as secondary and what Washington desig-
nates as postsecondary, and who makes the decision on the manq ge-
ment of the money?

Mr. Pt ry v\-. The mix is negotiated. as was stated accurately this
ma) mi, by Mr. Brennan. We feel that it should not be negotiated. We
fey] that is the responsibility of the State hoard under the provisions
of the act. and that the State hoard should stand up to its respon-
sihlity. They make the final decisions. but the amounts are actually
negotiated between the three agencies.

Mr. Ot-tr.. The nce.otiation is over Federal money ?
Mr. PUTMAN. That's right.

Qt-tr,. Who makes the decision on the State money?
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Mr. Purm That :S the legislature.
Mr. Quit:. is t Lone ?
Mr. PTMAN'. It i 011 a formula basis.
Mr. Quit:, Then. from what I hea:1 and wl,at you are savimr.. while

the planning may be coordinated, the manag,ement of the program
has no coordinated management ?

Mr. 1.11-ermAN. NV001(111.1 go so far as to say there i 110 coordination.
but we feel there is inadequate coordination. Many times we needed
final decisions that didn't come. We felt the cooperation wasn't there
that should have been there:

Mr. Quir.. Do you think the Federal legislation should be changed
so this would be more clearly stated ?

Nfr. Pr rXt N. Yes, suns I do. as an individual. and I believe from a
str,ng st.otil our eo",cil bps tad -en in term,: of its published poli:es.
we would favor a clarification, at least on this point.

NIP. Quir. Getting back again to the question of the' di-,advantaged
and the handicapped. would we have 0 chance of hearimr from on

before we start mark in!-, up legislation? I don't know when we will
-tart. Conceii ably we could start by the end of March. Would we.
by that time. be able to get some information from you?

Joitxsox. Yes. I believe that is po,.--ible. I think we could to
that. We are currcnt Iv investiinaing -mile other areas; but I bel'eve
we do leave and can find re,onree, to give you some better in formAtfon

On that.
Mr. Qt' K. Thank von.

M' !.. The C:.1 fort, in.
Mr. II itu a I:ttle -hoci,ed at the lo

that is allocated for the expenses of the couneil to terms of the fun-
tions and responsibilities that we expect of the council. Of the 1..z.0011

which I think you indicated was budgeted for the advisory council.
how is that divided between sahiies. travel. per diem, and so forth?

Mr..loitxsox. I don't hal e' the -peci+ie amounts before me.
Mr. II kWiiIIN's. 'HMV Many en'llOyees are there
NIP Jou xsox. One and t

IlAwKixs, I assume the subcommittees meet monthly or how
frequently ?

1\ fr. Pt T31 ix. Approximately es.
Mr. HAWKINS. The connril meets NN11011'.
Mr. Jon xsox. Every other mom h.
M:iv I add to that, the council meets every other month ha-ically

because of the shortnop of funds. There weren't enough resources
available. so %t hat we did hedule le -s full council nwetings and
held more committee meetings to stay within the budget.

Mr. II kwKIN. That was the point I was driving at., It just seems
to me m ilk iv of the landinir of the courcil you couldn't po-silly he
expected to meet any mole thin that. Von couldn't ossibly do it.

Wo,ild you say thi,t that amount is a real handicap to the con
NT It was a feat handicap. Some of the additional ly

W01. c had planned for the la-t s ear we were unable to do

because of the lack of resources. With one and two-thirds men. you

in4r,
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cannot do the quality of research and investigation that is required
by the council and mandated with that amount of money.

Mr. Haw Kt NS. DO you have an office furnished to you or do you rent
out of the $48.000?

Mr. PUTMAN. W E rent out of the ::',4S,000. We get nothing front theState.
Mr. HAwiercs. You have one office in the state'.
Mr. PUT MAN. Yes: that's correct.
Mr. llawKiNs. Is that office located in Seattle ?

Mr. PUTMAN. It is located in Olympia, in the State Capitol Building.
Mr. ITawKiNs. Is that free
Mr. PurmAx. We must pay for that out of our allotted funds.
Mr. I fawKiNs. That is all I :have. Thank you.
Mr. MEEns. I am going to make this comment. I am strucl: as is

the gentleman from California and also. I think, the gentleman from
Minnesota, at the paucity of funds for Your council. It seems to me
that some method of better financing foe. a State advisory council

neceary if they are going to become more than an advisory council
working on compliance documents. as you properly state. It seems
to me they lia-e to be better funded. They have to.have more meet-
ings. They have to involve more of the public in hearings to really
get the proper input or they simply become the vehicle of the State
coordinating council or the State superintendent of public instruc-
tion or whatever, in submitting this compliance document.

Von might be gratified to learn we have heard this charge in every
State we have been in. I think the low funding of State advisorycouncils is one of the very pertinent reasons for this fact. We aregoing to take it into consideration.

Thank von, gentlemen.
Mr. QUIP I recall what Mr. Jacobsen said about using the set-aside

money for the breezeway. If that is the case. what kind of a mecha-
nism' do you have, as a.St..te advisory council, to find out if that is
hem, clone and draw it to their attention ?

Mr. ,Torixso., The only mechanism we ha-.-e is a direct investigation
of a particular area. We do not have a system by which the informa-
tion is fed in to us or a regnlar systematized basis to make sure that
compliance is carried out.

Mr. Qum. Then you aren't serving very much on a complaint basis.
You are not conceived a.; an organization in the State where they
can come with a complaint ?

Mr. JoussoN.
Mr. Qt. it :. So the evaluation that is done here is that which you get

from the coordinating council ?
Mr. ,Tottxsox. And what we get through investigation.
Mr. Qum. To really do a proper evaluation job. it would require

a tremendous increase in funds
Mr..lonxsox. Yes.
Mr. QUM. Yale ought to ha -E- more lay people so you are really meet-

ing the needs of the State. I think that is an upgrading we ought to
take into consideration in future legislation.

Thank you.
Mr. Mr.nos. Thank you very much.
(The complete statement of Mr. Johnson follows :)

ri ;7
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PREPARF.D STATE.MENT OF \VALI ACE JOHNSON, CHAIRMAN, WASHINGTON
STATE ADVISORY COUNCIL ON VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Mr. Chairman tn,l Members of the Subcommittee f I am Wallace Johnson,
Chairman of the Washington State Advisory Council on Vocational Education.
(set. notes.t My remarks will be brief and based primarily on the attaed
report prepared for the National Advist,ry Council and upon our evaluations
within our state. The National Council prepared a nationwide summary which
has been provided to your Committee. (See Meeds' remarks.) We NN elcome you to
the great State of Washington, a state that consistently ranks among the top
states in vocational enrollment and quality of vocational programs.

The Washingon State Advisory Council believes that Public Law 90.576
has prodmed excellent results. One of the objectives of the Act was to make
quality tpeational education available to all persons in all communities of each
St.iTt.. Ti.i to an exemplary network of community colleges throughout our
State. In excellent votatiotiattechnical institutes concentrated in our popula-
tion centers, strong secondary emphasis and nationally recognized. inter-district
cooprata t:. vocational education in Washington State is within V;.. hour's
drive of of our population. Vocational enrollment in our state since 1968
ha, paralleled national growth. Nhile our state's population has increased but
3'2', duling the pet bid. The need and popularity of vocational programs has
increased tremendously. Today about 46% of the enrollment in our state's
coniniumty colleges is in vocational programs compared to 24% in 1967. A num-
er of our vocational programs hare waiting lists of over 2 years.
The National Advisory Council on Vocational Education has reported to your

Committee that the national ratio of state dollars to federal investment is 4.7
to 1. In our state of Washington the ratio has averaged about 6.5 to 1 in the
5 year, billowing pas,age of the At (See notes.)

Though the accomplishments of the 68 amendments have indeed been im-
pre,,ive. we ,till have a ways to go. One of the questions posed in the National
Ad% icon ( 'outieil's study is how long will it take before each state can adequately
ine t the needs of it citizens WP estimated that Washington State would be in
gout shape between 1941 and 198.5. assuming continued federal leadership. But
the majority of the dates etimated that it will take until 1990 or beyond to
accomplish the basic objective of the Act.

We also feel that the objectives of the Act, in terms of disadvantaged and
handicapped. have not been adequately met. In spite of set-a,ides. in our state.
for example. the percentage of disadvantaged students enro::ed in vocational
law:frau-is is about the same ratio as the proportion of disadvantaged to total
population Though some progress has been made, we feel our efforts must pro-
fit], e a Eicher ratio of (11,41(1%am:1:red enrollment

Secondly. state Orals as specified in Public Law 90-576 have become too much
"compliance documents" rather than meaningful plans for accomplishment. The
Office of Edis ^tion's emphasis seems to be preparing a report detailing what
the state is going to do with the federal dollars it receives, rather than a true

(,f needs.. rOablishnient of priorities and objectives and plan./ to meet
tln,Q0 r,,/q. A real State Plan should embrace both points of slew, with the
States held aceountable for results.

The State of Washington has experienced difficulty with organizational struc-
ture emanating from the ,nix agency requirement co develop and administer the
State Plan. We understand that other states have experienced similar difficulty.
but we cannot speak for those states. In our state the "sole" agency turned
out to he more of a coordinating vehicle while we believe Congressional intent
was that the "sole" state agency would be responsible for managing as well
a, planning vocational education The Washington State Advisory Council on
Vocational Efluegtion is completely convinced of the necessity of a strong
State Board a, "'lie sole agency that must be responsible and accountable for
vocational education. In fact, our Council has E long star. :ing policy statement
in this regard which is attached for your information. Though Congress should
not diotato to the state the stracOfire of the State Board. perhaps it should
cmoha,ize. clarify and strengthen the original intent.

The states continue to have data problems. Washington is no exception. Some
of those problems are caused by inadequate data systems within the state. bat
significant difficulty is caused by differences in data systems between HEW
an 1 the Department of Labor The 194,4 .let authorized SI million to heln resolve
this problem. but that section was never funded. We believe the time has come
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common data base.
It the conclusion of the Wa.sbington State Advisory Council that itrimq

fed( nal 1 e gotlatton 18 still ticce.sxary because 11,1% e 1114 totally adnevi41 the
goals we set for ourselves in 196S. and vocational education still has not been
u ell-enough accepted by the educational enterprise itself. We belies that the
ncrr ol ieristl federal art 11011ITI eoutaut giedt t flexibility fur the states to
make decisions regarding the use of appropriated inf2aies. In short, we are
saying that categorization should continue, but with greater flexibility. For
example. ue see no reason why Part C. Parts 11 and Part 1 could not be com-
bined into one general category. Parts G and Part H could also be consolidated.

We urge the Committee to recommend continued set-asides for disadvantaged
and handicapped.

We urge the Committee to consider forward funding as a part of any new
or revised legislation. This would greatly aid the planning p:ocess and pro-
gram continuity.

We urge that the new legislation strengthen the sole state agency role. or
at the very least clarify and reiterate Congressional intent of single agency
authority and accountability.

We support the cunt:cot of career edin a:bat and ;11%.T. The C0'111111f Tee Ti, I .1n.

Nitier the strengthening of career development as a part of future legislation
And lastly. ue urge the continuation of the State Ad% ivory Councils on Vo-

ational Education and the National Advisory Council on Vocational Educa-
tion We believe that the State Advisory Council, and the National Advisory
Coma it ire meeting their intended purposes as ,pt forth in the Act. These (lit. en
dthkory groups have become an effective for in planning as,istance and
e%.duation of rotational education. They provide an avenue for citizen input
available no other way.

The Washi,:,gton State Advisory Council has researched public opinion and
e titivated vocational education in terms of positive recommendations for im-
provement. We are pleased that 7:iq of our recommendations have been tuily
or partially implemented. Advisory Councils are contributing to improvement
of vocational education and this was formally recognized by the State Dire( tors
of Vocational Education when in 1973, in assembly. they passed a resolution
supporting the National and State Advisory Councils. We recommend continu-
ance of the National and State Advisory Councils as a lino item, and the only
change we couii recommend for improvement would be to mandate more lay
citizen membership in the make-up of State Councils. As it now exists minimum
requirements are weighted too heavily toward education and state agency
membership.

In summary, we congratulate Congress and we congratulate this Committee
for devising a piece of legislation that has prodth ed such splendid results i71 sn

important an area (see notes). In spite of the accomplishments. we still lo not
reach enough people. In this great nation we continue to release 50 to 60r: of
our youngsters from education to the working world that are not prepared in
terms of job skills. and perhaps even bask skill,. to be employable. Continued
national pririties in vocational education are imperative.

Thank you very much.

'WASHINGTON STATE ADVISORY COUNCIL ON VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

POLICY ON SOLE AGENCY

it is the policy of this Council to support sole state scenes rnsponslhil"-: for
all rotational education within the State of Washington This sole state azere-
flosizimtion shall inchulr administration of voenTiliTISI education. or supervision
If the administration thereof by local Nthentif)pal acencies. and control of

Washinzton State and ff-deral funds for vo.ational edneation.

Foil:owl-so Ts r RrPorvi- PUT rTIF V TON7 tr ATA T (',r- \( T* TV %-.

Ms: T. EDTr TION S I %IT. uF W AIIING1(1N. ON- I II T -T OF TUE Vae %TWA U
.%1F V11%1 F NTs OF 1960 PURI T. \\r 90-7;71;,

SECTION 102

Wha t amount of federal funds has your state receked ITI each of the last tie
years')



Year

Amount Amount Amount Carryover to

authorized allocated spent next year

1971
6,975,973 0)-

1971
6,561,480 6,127,658 422,210

1972
6.504,524 7,137,419 18, 388

157:
(') 5 279,144 5, 702,889 681,283

1970: ,
(I) 4 734,695 2 689,667 1,105,028

%A' availab:e
2 As the pie pertains to PUDliC UN 90 57: v.e cartel .vith tisc.1 year 1970, the 1st year funds v.ele available under

that act

It the full amount authorized had be on apinoprlated, u hat amount would

your State hate' eft ed in ea, It of the 1:14t th e years?
There are no monk :10.111,040 ithin our state on what may have been

ant',
Anat. t a Mount et the Fed. fund. W ore actually spent in each of the last

five yea r
The aboo e table relict t the amount spelt including carryover from the pre-

lions }t::r.
It fund, lover held ever from year to year, Why NN 51,2 till.: done?

he ,h 0, funding of 19..,0-516 caused to large carryover from 1970

to 1971 and subequent fun ling delays resulted in other carryovers.

SEcTI,N 104 111 I I 1) (A)

What i the ratio of ediu ors to nouPdinato,rs on your Council? Should this

ratio be different ?, If so, limo
The ratio of educator. nor)-edacatorz. in Our Council is "I to 3.(i. In member-

,11,1# reqinreinentq. ue feel the so righting of educators is heavy, but we have been

ands' to compensate by adding mere in the lay citizen categories.

flON 1041B) (1) B)

To oo hat extent has your Council been consulted on vocational education policy

in the State beyond the oo citing of the State Plan? Please give exanzples.

We Were mandated by our State leg:slature to make an evaluative study that

impacted vocational education policy. We have been asked by our Legislature

to testify on numerous occasions regarding proposed legislation affectng voca-

tional education. The State Board in the pant year has sought our opinion on

overall Evaluation Policy, a Program Review Process and a study of the effec-

tiveness of local advisory committees. They also regularly involve the Advisory

Council in vocational orientation training for non-vocational teachers.

SECTION' 104(B)(1)(C)

To what extent have the recommendations contained in our Council's evalua-

to n report been implemented? Please give examples.
Progress has been made in implementing recommendations, particularly in the

current fiscal ear..: detailed -talus report is attnt hed as Exhibit A.

SECTIoN 1,418) 1111u)

What alternatives to an annual evaluation report would be more effective

than the present systetiO What actions have you taken to follow up recommenda-

t 211.2 not adopted? Please give example,
Generally. we feel tl , annual requirement i.e meeting the intent of the act.

in the act restrict, Ado kory Council, from preparing interim or special

reports. The De( ember 1 deadline for the annual report does not allow finaliza-

tion of an pertinent data. particularly from the common schools. Though more

a matter of regulation. We recommend that the annual report due date be
changed to Februao 1.

31o,t of the action taken to date concerning follow-up on Council reconunenda-
(ions luau been a combination of staff contact and formal requests for status
reports. Twice, in an effort to get long oserdne status reports, we threatened

to take the recommendatbm arid lack of repim-e to the public.
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SEC! toni 501110 .GNU I I)
INN e you found that other agencies (e g. I.EA. public , private schools. post-

secondary institutions) desire to use the Council as a resource? Please gist. ex-
amples of services provided.

SECTION toi(b) (a) ANn (4)
Yes. First. requests for data normally in tertos of published evaluation re-

ports:- second, requests for ;udgment or 8,.e.ment 1,f particular situnt ain- nor-
mally solicited through triephi.ne calls to Comp al's stoff ; third. requests forCouncil staff to address faculty on the current status of %ocational educatom ;and last.- requests to guest lecture classes of students in job cutlook for
tionally trained people.

Is your Council able to function as the independent and autonomous agency
the law and regulations require`' Are there practices in your state that impedethis

Yes, we are able to operate independently am' autonomously. There are nopractices in our state to impede this except a reluct, nee to appropriate state fundsto assist in supporting the Council. The attitude in our state is still too mucl ."The feels require advisory councils, so let the fed, fund the councils."

SECTION 1419

Are there problems in your State with the definitions provided in Section 10?If so \% hat changes should be made. and why?
We generally subscribe to the definitions as written.

SECr; oN 108 111

To what "scent does the State Board use private rot ational training insti-
tutions" Please give data ? ear by year.

We can find no instances of the St ite Mucci un g proprietor\ inst.t utions for
training under PI. 90- 711(1. Considerable centractiag t. dine with pro s. to .rliui,i.for NIDT.A training. The State Board has established a proprietary .thou) ad-\ isory committee to facilitate better understanding, cooperation and stateplanning

SECTION 122

What has been the allocation of resources. in total dollars and in percentage of
all roe ational education dollars spent in your State. for eachof the purposes under,et lion 122 for each of the last five years?

1974 1973 1972 1971 1970

Total allocation, part . 6 827 023 6 217 oat 6 213 164 5, 001.295 4, 779 695Percent of total allocation. 97 9 95 6 95 5 94 7 99 7
Secondary expen litur e 00 1.269 450 1 220 546 1, 123 604 1,137, 845Percent of total expo drture .... 21 2 18 5 19 9 30 8Postsecondary expenditure (1) 2, 805 006 2 856, 182 1, 467 149 915, 281Percent of total expenditure 46 9 43 3 25 9 24 8Adult expenditure .- (') 31 6?8 580 098 618. 264 17, 619Percent of total expenditure 5 8 8 10 9 5Disadvantaged expenditure (i) 987 107 1 155,728 1.467, 045 591 245Percent of total expenditure 16 5 17 5 25 9 16.0Henricapoed expenditure ( ), 771 70: 770 "R 978, 100 405, 863Percent of total expenditure 12 1 11 7 17.3 11 0Construction expenditure . (I) 155 097 18 965
Percent of total ex-enditure
Guidance and counseling expenditure.., (4)

2 8
, (542 -51-1)

3 __

: (177, 161) :(29 285) A8 523Percert at tota: expenditure 9 1 2 7 5 1 3Conti acted cervices expenditure . (4) 0 0 0 0Percerir of total expenditure ,
. .Ancillary expenditure --z: .... -_,, (') , (2 247 459) (1 295 556) (584 733) 573 741Percent of total exoenitture S7 6 19 5 10 4 15 5--- ----------------(I)Total expenditures, part B 5 979 998 6, 601 937 5, 654 102 3, 689.667

hit a.a !able
Fi;.UrE' ShNSP in parentheses are included in other categories in the table and therefore are not included in the total.
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SECTION 122

Are there problems with the definitions of post-secondary education, adult
education, or other terms in your State? If so, how should they be changed, and
why?

1e., we laue some difficulty One problem is that we have vocational-technical!
Institutes that are both .econilary and post secondary, so a "clean" reporting by
those categories is %ery difficult. We also stave a problem with "adult." We de-
fine "adult" as "supplemental", but this may create problems if all states do
not interpret adult in the same maner.

We recommend that people eharacteristics and needs be emphasized in the
definitions.

SECI1ON 1 2 2 I C ( 1) (

.1re the definitions of handicapped and disadvantaged used in your State
adequate? If not, how should they be changed, and why?

We are satisfied with the handicapped definition but we feel that disad-
vantaged definition is too broad for program application. We're not sure that
this is necessarily bad, for in program use perhaps the definition should be re-
lined in the procedure. de%ehmeil by the State.

Are 10% for handicapped and 15% for disadvantaged adequate in relation
to need? Please document.

Probably not. lint the real priddein is that we simply do not know. We feel
that insuffieient analysis has been made to determine real need.

.1re the set-asides used as maximum allocations rather than minimums in
your State?

No, they are used as minimums.
Is there maintenance of local effort in programs for the handicapped and

disadvantaged?
Yes.
What would it take to meet the vocational education needs of the handicapped

and disadvantaged in your Stato?
With disadvantaged. we '-till tend to deal with symptoms rather than root

so pros revs ha, been Ion All efforts for the dkadvantaged are not Ileitis:
tied togethervocational education and manpower training for Instance. Wt.,
do not feel the answer Iles in massive transfusions of money. What we need
is better total analysis of individual needs, better planning and forced co-
ordination of all agencies dealing with the problem. Programs for the handi-
capped ere much further ahead. but oetter coordination of all agencies involved
IC ao necessary. More money is necessary for training facilities for handicapped.

SECTION 12 ( ) 11)

Is consultation with the Advisory eianicil adequate? What changes should
be made?

Con.iiltation on the Stale Plan is adequate The toll isory Connell i. included
in the planning proco.s from beginning to approval. After several years. of frus-
tration in this regard, we are now very happy with the Council's involvement in
the State Plan.

SECTION 122 (

Does the piddle hearing make a substantive contribution to the planning
process? What changes would you suggest and why?

Our Cotinc:1 feels that the pubic hearings hale contributed little to the planning
process. It is done after the fact rather than before. We believe that public bear-
Ilig *41401111 I 1114(1 to ;1ISt in determining needs and evaluating how vela
those need have been met in previous year. Our Council 110111,1 a,.c.Ao in
holding public hearings in order to assist the planning prv2ess. Our funding has
been ,adequate to conduet statewide hearings.

SECTION 123(4)

What effect do the regulations. guidelines. and management practices of t'SOE
and the regional offices have on the planning process in your State? If there are
problems, please give examples.

.1 olz-9
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f't rtain13. igulation% and guideline% are itecc,,ay for the planntag unit t.
bur )% 0 ha e made the folio» ing ohm' at ntstnteftectnruect

I 'Ile regulation and guideline Itae ham:DI fiequent enoi..:11 and in
su, maialer a to make 111toric comparison (11Ittellit

..: The atndeltues ha3e tended to tot .t, Inure anemic!' to toi mat ratio,' than
to k otitent of the plan:

Th, 1,1 our State Board ).is tit teroditt e .1 tate plait that tttalel
bt r .1 (1;(1(.(11( do( ,to,par rattly! I li,11( .1 tt 1,1r,tr

11(, ha% clicoliraLty(1 the Board to, look upon iot ational education planning
.1 a : NT Itiuetc t ompt. kaItt imbrat mg total anal } -.is of need.

1,-1.11,00 of prim Ines and nit,a,ua t, objet 1,1.01 to meet the turd'.,
e).01,... 1 It .Ii o(allotial

.1t lot( 11,c111(lt11(.; wants,» or, and hotild eudn.it t. local. state and federal
it 1, t Dui it the i tunprlie101e plan ,liould be t \drat ted tederal repo( t

()111* net olt plati ung 11,De been t :irefully consideied
1,3 our State Board tint and planning ha% unlit oved considerably

it ItC :equiremnt result in an nutlet %tatement of the needs Intl of the
e% tit .ould be required to meet e need':

I ho . 'Intent planning pro, e., 1% Mod.» ard . the tendency is to luidertate
» a plan iiithin atinDpated fund. The prot.e.. lie bast (1 on

i-(,,nltit of need. etablislinitait f priorities and funding to a«.ontpli%li tho%e
ti)

St (to\

1% t he planning proct. inhibited by a 1.01, of adequate data"
a% iie reported in our Thud Report in N member, 11172. the lark of

t.tadardilatitai in data t odei non pro( edilres III the arital% vet ational education
de's 0:3 -y%tein% raises el ens question tett:trilling the reliability of any

on. It d 1 in i ail ,t 11 t. t,1 i i .rat;, ' t 1.1

11:111.11t 1"11,,w-111, and .101, 1,1"joeto ti dal., on tato) ide ba,is. 1, e to our
rite t.ni and reffitant rectinunntlation. «.m.itlerable progres ha been made

. tore( asting and student folio)) -up: boil ever. in%ntlicient progres ha
I n made in our triti-. in .tandard1/1,,..: aml eentralizing )(watt, 11,11 t din .1*1,,11
dam We constantly urge the State Board to de) chip .1 true management

I. hand, .typed 113 our tril art itt, ,,1 gaityational trim tat 0
a, ,,,i.orted iu our Fourth Report.

What fon\ ard funding prim edures w(,111id permit federal dillittn to be used mo.t
etiit ietifly?

Earlier determination and I id, :aloft of ;.rang to the tares are imperative
to improving the plan, .ig pro, also like to see an attempt made
to allot at least tune of the total appropriation on the basis of projected
need ard priority rather than formula.

1. data attet.sible to the .1(11%ory Council to allow vim to compare
.1% %tared in the State Plan iiith actual act onipliliments \\*hat changes are

...ar,
T., the extent data is a) ailable. it 1% at t esible to the Advisory Council. Changes

ece...-ary to itiipriot, the sy%tein relate to organizational tructure and the
tie( r,toproeitt of a matiaginnt information ..ytetil for i ovation:11 education.

St'i'r Ott 12

In tour State. ii hat type of coderation i given to Part .1.. B. C, and I)?
r, ( .1,1( (al I .1 t t IN de) tooping .1 'on a%ting mode'

f, t, t c ,11,o)). r .lint job la .1 TM model ha bovn net 1 ft ted :01,1 1
opera t tonal

rt B. Due to expansion of vocational facilitle in our state. cot:Won:11
t ratio ng is iittlun :10 minutes of of the tide's population. As mentioned
ti, foci iti.uth. lent attention ha been delete l
to the needs of our di-advantaged citizens

'4,1,11, it at nent', 11 i% g,, en to rolatit. nhihty .f LEA' to .iipport
otaiional education related to their eommunities

1) :.tItti te , been made 11.,..t halo it gib( -11,9,)(11t."
..11 1,1-t. We are not -ati..fied us ith attempts 1'4, compare programs and delivery
%)%t. nt. As pre) 0,11,1y mentioned. our state needs a centralized management in-
formation %)%te,11 for itional Dill, at ion

11 i',1111
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Is there a problem of demographic data not accurately reflecting need? If so,
please give examples.

lea. We are not on the OES system. Also, our State does not measure youth
unemployment

&caw; 123(6) (o)
Are there instances in your State where LEA'S were constrained in establish-

ing needed vocational education programs bemuse the State required them to
raise funds that the LEA could not in fact raise? Please give details.

Certainly matching requirements are a constraint, particularly for new
programs. At the start of a new program the tendency of the LEA is to want
the program federally funded. Some programs have not been instituted because
of the requirement, but accurate records of this have not been kept.

SECTION 1 2 .( ( 7 )

Are the minimum personnel requirements in your state realistic? What changes
should be made, and why?

Yes, they have been recently revised and represent fair minimum standards.

SECTION 1 2 3 ( 8 )

P vocational education planners receive adequate data from the employment
services? A re there obstacles to cooperation? Please give examples.

No. the data received on forecasting job opportunities is not in a form usable by
education. There is a willingness to cooperate, but the employ went service says it
Lac inadequate funds and time to design the forecast to meet educational needs.

What obstacles stand in the way of cooperation among agencies in the area of
economic development? What changes should be made.

We have had a couple of instances of industries being courted by our Commerce
D:-partment, then being "scared off" by environmental concerns. One was an oil
rookery. the other a copper mine. Rather than lack of agency cooperation, we
believe this happened at the height of the environmentalist movement and there-
fore wag a combination of factors.

SECTION 1 2 3 ( 1 1 )

What are the federal, state and local dollar expenditures for vocational educe-
tbm in each of the last five years?

1973 1972 1971 1970

Federal expenditures.. . ........
State a id 10014expendttures

7.
61,

324. 609
353, 724

8.
44,

984. 173
507.678

7,
36,

222. 056
435, 562

3,
34,

81.., 612
561, 010

Extrapolating from the last five years, how long will it be before your state can
furnish vocational education to "all persons in all communities of the state"?

This is very difficult to answer: however, based upon the progress of the past
five years would indicate that we could be in good shape within the next 5-10
years assuming continued federal support. We now have some vocational educa-
tion easily accessible to 90% of our population. We do not believe our goal should
be to provide all programs and services in each community. but to have them rea-
sonably accessible.

The problems of the disadvantaged will not be so quickly resolved so we are
talking in long-range terms of 10-15 years.

SECTION 1 2 3 ( 1 7 )

After two years of experimenting with a new Table 3. are you satisfied with the
way it is used by the State Board and with the review and approval process of
ITSOE? If no, what changes would you recommend, and why?

Table 3 seems to be serving a useful purpose. The State Board uses it to good
advantage, and we believe it has hell)ed improve the planning process.

4 4 22--7 -417

0.:
'uJt 4
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sitcnoN 1:3 I I S)

Has this provision resulted in the exclusion of the mentally retarded, eeuca-
tionally disadvantaged. or the handicapped from programs? Please give examples.

No. though we are not satisfied with the progress made, particularly with dis-
advantaged, we do not believe this provision has been a restraint.

The sr:filial:Hu of educational equipment and facilities that would promote
handicapped participation in regular vocational programs are limited. Only
recently various schools and institutions have started improving the educational
environment in the sense of making it more receptive to the handicapped individ
nals to pursue various vocational occultation,

SECTION t '2 3 131

How effective has the review and apt ro% al role of CSOE been? If there have
been problems. please give examples.

Both the central and regional offiees hate been helpful. We do feel that too
much attention is paid to format.

In cases in which the State Board has declined to implement recommendations
of your Council. without adequate documentation. has the Commissioner of Edu-
cation adjudicated the matter? In such an event. was the adjudication to your
satisfaction?

We have made no appeal to the Commissioner.
Has any local agencj found it necessary to request a review? Please give

details.
No.

:r.CTION 131-145 t C) AND (D)

Are exemplary programs directed at the needs of your State? What changes
would you recommend. and why?

We have not been satisfied with initial efforts. but good progress has been made.
Is there an adequate system for the dissemination of the findings of research

and exemplary programs in your State?
We believe a wider distribution of findings should be made. particularly when

results may have broad application. Good progress has been made on dissemina-
in the past year.

Does the Board of Education offer financial or other incentives to local school
districts to implement programs which have proved successful as exemplary
projects?

No.
sterioN -1 r.1

\Vali the klect.ne of Jot( Corm is th re now a need for residential programs
in your state? Please give examples?

With the decline of Job Corps. speculations are that need does exist fOr resi-
dential programs here in the State of Washington. Currently. about 99r1- of the
state vocational programs are on non-residential campuses. The only institutions
that provide residential training are le.eated in the penal/correctional institu-
titHIA, schools for the deaf and blind. and a few others. We believe that an
-stensive feasibility study should be conducted 1...rsess the needs of youth, ages
15 to 21, in urban areas. so that data can lie su'..stantiated on the needs at.d
aeeeptttnee of vocational technical residential programs.

SECTION 1(1 11E1

How is the one-third mandated for the disadvantaged being used?
To provide relevant homemaking education to dropouts and young married

secondary students and low-income families with special emphasis on consumer
education (Mid development, and nntrition, detailed program information is
available relating to the various programs upon request through the Iterating
agencies. Superintendents of Public Instruction and community colleges.

ADPITION AL Q rarrtoms

1 Have separate Parts C through I helped of hindered the (L(velopra nt of
vo-lattal education in your state?

We believe that our :late has benefited front Parts C through I.
Could some, or all. of those categories be effectively consolidated into a single

11x- grant for vocational t
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Certainly C and I) could he combined. Excluding Part hich e
should be separate, perhaps all could be combined if the purposes of the bloc
grant were clearly spelled out.

2. Will there still be a need for State Mans it there is consolidation', If
do present state plan requirements netsd strengthening?

Yes. definitely. Consolidatkm would change the funding method but not twee
s.arily the 'imposes to be achieved I* ilw ad. States must continue to ,zo their
priorities in order and be held accountable for results. The requirement mid
their use should relate less to format and be more concerned with content

3. Do vocational education students in your state find Jobs In the area of their
training?

Though we a. ..ot satisfied with the accuracy of our data on a statewide basis,
follow-up on 1973 completions indicates;

'Percent'

Continuing
Employed education Unemployed unknown

Secondary.. . ----
P011140:011111IY : :

17 43 5 35
58 12 6 24

Is this situation better now than it was in 1968?
Yes. Again, though we don't have accurate data, indications are a much

improved employment rate.
Are legislative changes needed related to coordination of training or job

openings?
No, we do not believe so.
4. How many students were enrolled in vocational education in your state in

each of the last five years? How many were in secondary school programs each
year? Post-secondary? If possible, please also give a breakdown of enrollments
by program (e.g., distributive education, agriculture), by ethnic group and by
sex.

See chart on next page.

1973 1972 1971 1970

Agriculture:
Total . . ._ . 23. 717 15, 680 16, 060 13, 305

F . - . , , , -.: r. 0) 1, 957 1, 297 (I)
l9 13. 723 14, 783 ()

20, 381 16,764 0,039 9.782
F....... ........... ............... (') 7,434 5. 092 01

(I) 9, 330 5 947 (I)
Health

Tote - .... 7, -.: :::: , : ..,,,..- ,,,,,, -.-. 9,122 6, 957 7, 672 6, 039
F ... . z..... --.:-. r. :-....... r. .. 0) 6.167 6,434 ().:.
M.

_. ..
(') 790 1,238 ,I)

Homemaking
Total :::-- ,, : ss -_, , s :: 87, 209 72.216 74,241 66,638

F . , :-_,,,,,r: r r.r, :::: , , (l) 61,654 66,568 (I)
_ . ill 10,557 7,673 0)

Octup iprei-:
_ .. ..... _____ _____ .: 8,509 6, 570 4,568 1,549

F. s :: :: : ,..: , ,.: (II 5,208 3,964 (I)
61 0) 1.362 694 (I)

Bus -Office
Total . _ . 79, 055 62,081 55, 971 57, 039
. ._. .. (I) 46,679 43,948 (I

0) 15.402 12,023 (I)
Tech.

8,485 9, 115 10, 608 8, 611
F.- , . : ........ . . : : , 0) 1.697 223 (I)

T. & 1
(I) 7, 488 10, 385 (I)

63, 374 55. 550 45, 743 51, 608
t . (I) 7.250 4,810 0)
M : : s (I) 48,300 40,933 (I)

Oth e r
ss:: s

Total 43, 357 21,672 (I)
F il) 9.542. 3,505 0)

(1) 12,130 1,558 (')

Not applicable.
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VIUNC

1173 1172 1172 1176

Amen= ladles

Sped* semeasal

NA'

NNAA*
NA'

%
3.116fa
3,156
3,553

1, A512AN
A415
A434

NA
NA
NA
NA

1 Net applicable.

5. What percentage of all secondary students did vocational students rePre-
sent each year? Pau

ant

1973
31.7

IVA ,Int $1.1
31.2

1970
KG

8. How many vocational education teachers have taught in your state In each
of the test live years? Aawai

lin 6,763

1971
1979

4
[Exhibit A]

STATUS IRPONT OT 0011SIDZIATION GIVEN TO WU ADVISORY 0OURCIL
=COXYLxDATIONS

Recommendation No. LThe lossialature should direct the Coordinating Conn-
ell on Occupational Education to develop and implement a more effective informa-
tion system which centralises and standardises the information required fin'
planning, coordinating and evaluating the total vocational education effort in the

State.
Stots..Though not /undated legislatively, the Coordinating Council has taken

some steps to improve the vocational education information systems. Under
1974 State Plan objective #111, the CCOE committed $88,710 to begin the
design and development of an effective information system. Additionally, under
State Plan objective #52, $94,906 is committed to the gathering and assimilation
of data for auditing which will be relevant to many aspects of an effective informa-
tion system.

Recommendation No. 2.The Coordinating Council for Occupational Education
should implement a vocational graduate follow-up survey with certain common
information to be collected by all public vocational delivery systems.

StetsxThe CCOE funded research projects during the past two years to
develop student follow -up systems, one for use by community colleges and one for
high schools. The community college research led to a uniform follow-up system
that Is now operational in the community college system. The high school follow-
up approach has been field- tested, but to date no attempt has been made to
implement the system statewide.

Recommendation No. &The Coordinating Council for Occupational Education
should examine the feasibility of an employer-based follow-up system.

Stair.. Though some research projects have been undertaken that might have
some bearing on this recommendation, basically little has been done to examine
the feasibility of such an approach.

Recommendation No. 4.The Coordinating Council for Occupational Education
should sedan high priority to the development of evaluation systems for voca-
tional education programs.

Stairs. -- Considerable effort has been made by CCOE to install meaningful
evaluation. Under State Plan objective #5.1, $263,970 has been committed to
develop evaluation and audit models. Additionally, a Quality Assurance group
was created organisationally, was staffed and Is now operational

Recommendation No. 5.The Coordinating Council for Occupational Education
should publish the reaults of research and exemplaryprojects and should see that

1057
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all school districts and interested educational institutions are informed regarding

these projects.
Status.The Coordinating Council for Occupational Education has funded a

retrieval system from ERIC which will provide a printout of all documents in the

system pertaining to a given subject This service is available to educators at no
cost and is computerized. There apparently has been no emphasis to circulate
key findings from research projects that may be of general interest.

Recommendation No. 6.The CoordinatingCouncil for Occupational Education
should assign a high priority of staff and funding for the field testing, refinement,
and expansion of its present efforts to relate manpower requirements to vocational
enrollment.Biattra.Untier State Plan objectives #6.3 and 6.4, $311,054 is committed to
further updating of forecasts and planning guidelines, and a model development
to forecast five emerging occupations. To date, the application of the forecasting
model has been mostly within the community college system. Additional emphasis
is needed for application to vocational-technical institutes and high schools.

Recommendation No. 7.The State Board of Education and the Coordinating
Council for Occupational Education should include within their respective cer-
tification requirements of all teachers an exhibited competence in the following:
a. Orientation to the "world of work" and concepts of career education; b. Coun-
seling and guidance skills with career emphasis.

Stattra.Minimum standards adopted into the State Plan speak to experience
requirements for certification of vocational teachers ; thus the world of work
competency would not be relevant there. Knowledge of the techniques of coun-
seling and guidance and concepts of career education are appropriate pre-
requisites to certification of vocational teachers, but apparently nothing has been
done with this recommendation.

No response to this recommendation has been received from the State Board
of Education. However, materials supplied by the Office of the Superintendent
of Public Instruction' indicate that little or no reference is made to career
guidance and counseling, career education or the value of non-teaching work
experiences in teacher training and development.

Recommendation No. S.The Coordinating Council for Occupational Educa-
tion and the Office of the Superintendent of Public Instruction should take steps
to expand Project WAVE so that it is available to all teachers and counselors
in the Sti.te of Washington.

Status The Coordinating Council for Occupational Education has budgeted
three additional WAVE workshops over 1973 and has committed $101,277 to the
effort in objective 1.4 of the 1974 State Plan.

Recommendation No. 9.The Coordinating Council for Occupational Educa-
tion should design and conduct special workshops in vocational education and
career education concepts for school directors, trustees and administrators in all
delivery systems.

Status.The 1974 State Plan objective #1.2 calls for five workshops for 150
directors, trustees and administrators to "become better informed on vocational
and career education concepts . . . ."

Recommendation No. 10.The State Board of Education should include within
its existing occupational education requirements substantial attention to the
development of good work attitudes and habits and human relations skills
required in the working world.

Status.To our knowledge, nothing has been done with respect to this recom-
mendation. In fact, no response to the srggestion was received from the Board
of Education. Response from the Superintendent of Public Instruction indicates
that attention was called to the recommendation but no action is reported.
Though the CCOE concurred with the recommendation, we are aware of no
efforts by the Council to implement the recommendation.

Recommendation No. 11.The State Board of Education and the State Board
for Community College Education should see that good work attitudes and habits
and human relations skills are 'given increased emphasis in the vocational train-
ing programs under their jurisdiction.

*Pamphlet: Certification of Teas:Sere and Administrators, Superintendent of Public
InsbneUon, 1962

1
. Pamphlet : Standard* for Teacher Education, Superintendent of Public Instruction,
962.
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Status--Response front the State Board for Counnunits College Education
indicates that following receipt of this recommendation, each college reviewed its
curriculum with its occupational advisory committees with work attitudes and
hunisn relations skills in mind.

No response from the Board of Education was received. The Superintendent
of Public Instruction indicates staff attention was called to the recommendation,
'ea no action is apparent.

Recommendation No. 12.The Cooperative and work study models for occupa-
tional education should be given real encouragement in overall funding patterns
and speei 11 effert should be made to expand this son-the-job- experience model
for vocational training.

Status.In 1973 the CCOE awarded a research grant to develop guidelines for
a cooperative program in office education. A manual was prepared and work-
shops held to implement the program. We are aware of no other efforts on the
part of the CCOE.

Recommendation No. 13.Tbe Coordinating Council for Occupational Educa-
tion should plan and conduct employer conferences involving management,
labor and vocational educators to explore meaningful ways to expand on-the-job
training experiences.

Status.During 1973 the CCOE adopted regulations mandating the establish-
ment of local program advisory committees. This undoubtedly will have some
beneficial effect, but there has been no concentrated effort to axplore ways for
employers to expand on-the-job experiences.

Recommendation No. 14.In conformance with P.L. 92-318, the Legislature
should create a Postsecondary Education Commission with membership broadly
representative of the general public and all major elements of post-secondary
education in the State. At the appropriate time the Advisory Council on Voca-
tional Education will make recommendations regarding this Commission.

Status.This requirement of the federal act a as not funded and imple-
mented: therefore, the recommendation is not appropriate until such time as therequest is effected.

Recommendation No. 15.The Legislature should mandate a study of state-
level organization of vocational education to be made within one year after the
creation of the Postsecondary Education Commission. The study should be con-
ducted by the State Advisory Council on Vocational Education.

Status.Senate Floor Resolution No. 73-71 mandates such a study. The resolu-
tion stipulated a select senate committee to make the study rather than the
Advisory Council as recommended. A report of senate study results is not dueuntil late 1974. The Advisory Connell undertook an independent study reportedNovember 1973 under separate cover and entitled, "Vocational Education in
Washington State: A Study of Administrative Organization."

Recommendation No. 16.The State Advisory Council on Vocational Educe-
tior ..ndorses. in general. the recommendations made in the report on SCR-2
by the Superintendent of Public Instruction dated September7.1972.

Status. This recommendation called for no specific action.
Recommendation No. 17.The Cordinating Council for Occupational Educa-

tion should spearhead efforts to maximize use of vocational education schoolfacilities.
Status.Facility use will be monitored under evaluations and audits as

planned by the Coordinating Connell for Occupational Education Quality Assur-
ance. The Coordinating Council for Occupational Education, to our knowledge,
has not aggressively pursued positive ways to maximize facilities.

Recommendation No. 18.The Coordinating Council for Occupational Educa-
tion should establish on-going communications with training groups within busi-
ness, industry and labor.

Rtatua.In their initial response to this suggestion, the Coordinating Council
for Occupational Education committed themselves to develop. by August 1974,
a system of regular contact with business. industry and labor groups.

Recommendation No. 19.The Coordinating Connell for Occupational Educa-
tion should place more emphasis on studying counseling and guidance in ourschools.

Etat na.As a result of a similar recommendation in our Second Report', the
roordinating Councillor Occupational F,ducation organized a task force to "study
the effectiveness of career counseling in our common schools system, to report

Second Report, Part 1. State Adel.ory Connell on Vocational Education.
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findings and to make recommendations for improvement arising from the study."
This past summer the Coordinating Council for Occupational Education issued a
progress report. In essence, the task force recommended a career counseling
model, institution of career counseling workshops and the design of a survey
instrument to determine the current status of career counseling in the state.

Recommendation No. 20.The Coordinating Council for Occupational Educa-
tion should initiate a study of the effectiveness of local advisory committees as a
follow-up to change in State Plan regulations on advisory committees.

Status.A study is underway by the Quality Assurance group of the Coordinat-
ing Council for Occupational Etneation. Both the study methodology and survey
instrument were reviewed and critiqued by Advisory Council staff.

Recommendation No. 21.The Coordinating Council for Occupational Educa-
tion should, in developing its next State Plan, draft subgoals that specify desired
accomplishment in measurable or verifiable terms.

Status.In working to better its planning process the Coordinating Council for
Occupational Education has improved in developing measurable objectives. Fur-
ther emphasis is needed. As a case in point, the, Coordinating Council for
Occupational Education's own analysis of 1973 State Plan accomplishments
acknowledges that eight of its own obJectiveir apear not to be measurable.

Recommendation No. 22.The Coordinating Council for Occupational Educa-
tion should increase its emphasis on meeting minority vocational education needs.

Status. The Coordinating Council for Occupational Education has employed
a staff specialist and has completed Revert:pilot projects to identify types of pro-
grams needed and most effective program utilisation.

Recommendation No. 23.The Coordinating Council for Occupational Educa-
tion should assign higher priority to leadership development as an adjunct'ot
vocational education.

Status. The Coordinating Council for Occupational Education emphasised
student organizations in its late 1972 reorganisation. Since that time, numbers of
active chapters and student membership have shown modest increases-13% and
14% respectively. Leadership development has been added by the Coordinating
Council for Occupational Education as a standard for vocational program
approval.

Mr. !Keens. Our last witness before lunch will be Dr. Waiter Iohn-
son, district president, Spokane District 17; a member of the State
board for community college education, who will be accompanied by
students, Robert Curl, of Green River Community College; Sgt. Gil
Davis, one of Everett's finest, of the Everett Police Department.

STATEMENT OF WALTER JOHNSON, DISTRICT PRESIDENT, SPOKANE

DISTRICT NO. 17, STATE BOARD FOR COMMUNITY COLLEGE EDU-

CATION, ACCOMPANIED BY ROBERT CURL AND SGT. GIL DAVIS

Mr. CURL. Dr. Johnson left, thinking you would be adjourning for
lunch.

Mr. MEEns. Dr. Johnson is not here it
Dr. JOHNSON. I am Walter Johnson.
Mr. MErzs. Dr. Johnson, we are endowed, as they are in Minnesota,

with a number of Johnsons. I beg your pardon if I misintroduced you.
Please proceed sir.
Dr. JOHNSON. In my discussion with Mr. Mundt as to the possibility

of what might be said to this group, it occurred to me that you have
heard across the Nation statistics; you are going to receive this morn-
ing many, many statements concerning statistics and the future of vo-
cational education.

As I listened, I became a little bit concerned that what I was going to
say would probably sound like some person with a doctor's degree
pontificating to you with not much relevance to what was going on.
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But, as we move down the road, I think what I lave to say is specifi-
cally related to the topic under discussion and will he related to many
of the things you have heard this morning.

I made some notes as I listened. First, I would like to compliment
Bruce Brennan on the tremendous job he did in outlining the voca-
tional activities in the State of Washington.

If I might move back into history a little bit, quite a bit, and then
move forward in the field of philosophy in vocational education and
education in general.

This nation was built upon a concept, as you well know, that an edu-
cated citizenry is necessary for the conservation of our democracy.

Accepting that. we developed a philosophy which was more of a
rationalist philosophy, promulgated in early-days by people such as
Robert Hutchinson, of the University of Chicago, and others, that the
only thing we needed to do to educate a man was to cultivate his in-
tellect, develop his thinking ability, and he would have the tools, then,
and the res.sonii-ig to accomplish all tasks.

I would hasten to add that that concept, that philosophy. is still
prevalent in higher education. We face it every day in the institution I
represent. That may have been sufficient in those days when probably
10 or 15 percent of the high school graduates attended institutions of
higher learning. Of the number who enrolled, probably 50 percent of
them graduated, and this Nation could accommodate that small per-
centage of the population in those kinds of educational endeavors.

I offer a suggestion that today when 50, 60, 75 percent plus, in some
areas, high school graduates are entering colleges, and the number
graduating is much higher than in the past, that this Nation no longer
need's that kind of educational institutions but must shift gearsand
this is what this committee, I understand, is attempting to ascertain
how that shifting can best be accomplished, into an educational frame-
work where we do educate people in fields of endeavor that are related
to and relevant to everyday life. In other words, toprepare people for
those areas where the lobs exist.

I am under the opinion that if we canand I am speaking from the
standpoint of higher educationplace vocational education in a spec-
trum where it will he recognized by the fathers and mothers of the
Nation who have a dream of a college education for their children
they will accept the fact that the youngster who happens to be enrolledina body and fender class at the college level is a college student. Then
we will have accomplished a great deal.

With that, I would like to move to a little perusal of some of the
written material I have.

I have briefly stated two philosophies. The one that it seems to me
legislation should be based upon is decisions of what should be taught
and the way it should be taught are made by reference to the useful-
ness of the knowledge in our everyday lives.

The Federal Government should recognize that education is a process
which continues through life and persists most effectively in the years
of maturity, thus the need for adult vocational education.

I think that educational self-dependence can be best developed when
a student is permitted to work at tasks that have meaning and signifi-
cance to him. This goes back to some previous testimony where there
was mention made of the enrolling or forcing of students into music,
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sex education, et cetera. Maybe those areas had meaning and relevance
to those students but, in my opinion, the legislation should be designed
so the student can make that choice, as to whether or not that kind of
education is relative to their vocational objective. It may be for some
students; it may not be for all students.

Continuing self-education, self-initiated, I believe, is most likely to
take place where the student has attained expertness or a sense of
mastery in a few fields of enduring interest or use, rather than sniatter-
ings acquired in a great many fields.

Again, this refers to some of the previous testimony which relates to
a specific vocational objective, rather than a shotgun approach to pre-
paring people or citizens for employment.

It seems that direct experience, planning, organizing, manipulating,
constructing and investigation, in conjunction with reading and the
acquisition of knowledge, are best pursued voluntarily. In other words,
do not fore academics on post-high-school students simply because an

ieducator feels it is in the interest of a "well-rounded" student. Maybe
some students should be in that mold, but perhaps not all of them.

I think of an instance in the past where a new President arrived
at a college and immediately instituted a requirement that 50 percent
of the work of the vocational students must be academic. Ip that par-
ticular school, the percentages were very active because 50 percent of
the students in the body and fender program failed the first year and
the GPA went down because they weren't able to master history,
psychology, and philosophy. They were put on academic probation and
removed from the college.

Again, this goes back to legislation based upon a philosophy,' if
the Federal Government is going to finance vocational education, it
should be related to and designed to prepare the individual for gain-
ful employment. If that individual wishes to be a welLrounded in-
dividual, I think there are many other avenues available to him.

Tools of learning, such as mathematics, science, and the use of
English, to have meaning as well as to be most economically mastered,
should be connected immediately or in the process of learning with
the ends for which they are instruments, rather than acquired as sep-
arate disciplines vaguely related to possible distant use.

I am using these examples because this is the only way I know to
illustrate things. In a police science program --. one time we required
speech of all the students. It wasn't very successful. I take off my
hat to the ladies. Occasionally they have a good idea. We did save a
lady speech teacher who came on the staff and said, "Would you fund
me so I could spend 3 months with the police department in Spokane
to see the kind of speech that the policeman who is on the beat needs?"
We did, and as a result, there was a judge's docket, there was a court-
room atmosphere set up so that the police science students studied
speech in a setting that is the same they would be required to use to
testify, in court. It is very successful and the dropouts in the class
diminished significantly.

This is what I am talking about in this philosophy, relating the
learning to the immediate objective.

Education programs should make allowance for the difference be-
tween different students and the same students at different times,
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and recognize there is a wide indivi lual variation of subject matter
or problems with sufficient meaning or interest to engage the student
in active learning that will'lead to understanding.

It seems to me Federal legislation should be very wary of the re-
striction of age limits, recognizing that people have different inter-
ests at different ages, the stratifying of enrollment periods. Because
people have an interest at a giy,en time, 6 months or a year later that
interest may not exist, or their opportunity or need for education
may .not exist.

The next philosophy may be somewhat in variance with some of
the things 1 have said previously.

Intellectual development- cannot and should not be isolated from
the development of the whole personality and the student's educa-
tional program should give proper weight not only to intellectual
factors in personal growth but also to physical, em'tional, moral, end
esthetic factors as well.

I hasten to add, in those programs where that type of education is
necessary, it should be funded and an integral part of a vocational
program.

For example, physical training is a definite, required part of police
science training. Art, at least we are told by our cosmetology instruc-
tors, is a very definite part of cosmetology training. Baking, cake
decorating, these kinds of esthetic values are involved in those kinds
of purely vocational programs. If they are related, they should be
funded and a part of vocational legislation.

Educational institutions have a responsibility for providing direc-
tion and basic education for the student's career choices. in other
words, vocational counseling and guidence. I find this broadly inter-
preted as his total life decisions. and also to prepare for specific
occupations in many fields. or not to use the "shotgun" approach. I
am saying an educational institution should have a variety of edu-
cational offerings, so a student is not forced into a specific occu-
pation because that is the only type of education offered in that
institution.

It seems to me the community college should not force the student
into the liberal arts and general education programs. There perhaps
should be opportunity provided for those students in a vocational
program who have the interest and ability and the decision to par-
ticipate in programs that will develop their social, cultural, eco-
nomic, and political background.

I am saying that I would hate to see this Nation set up two sep-
arate stratified educational tracts, which is common in the European
nations, where we would separate people and say these people will
go this way and get a higher education; these go this way into voca-
tional education, and never the twain shall meet.

I hope the legislation will not promote that kind of a division
among our students.

In conclusion, may I be permitted to paraphrase a statement you
have probably heard many times from John W. Gardner. which I
think is pertinent to the type of hearing you are holding, in which
he says:
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An excellent :elutober is infinitely wore admirable than an Incompetent phi-
losopher. The society which scorns excellence in plumbing because it is not an
exalted activity will have neither good plumbing nor good philosophy. Neither
its pipes nor its theories will hold water.

I would hope that community colleges of America have developed,
at least the majority of them, in light of a philosophy that is in har-
mony with the concept that all men are created equal, that all are
entitled to an opportunity for education? regardless of whether it
might be academic or vocational or otherwise, and it would be funded
by the citizens so that this objective can be accomplished.

I thank you.
Mr. ME Ens. Thank you, Dr. Johnson.
(The complete statement of Dr. Johnson follows:]

PRZFARID STATZIEF.NT OF Ds. WALTZ' S. JOHNSON, PRZSIGUT, WASHINGTON STATIC
COMXIINTTY COLT -SOS DISTRICT No. 17

Mr. Chaiman and committee members, my comments will be directed toward
a basic philosophy which should undergird all legislation as it pertains to voca-
tional education.

Many educators and the Institutions they represent have not responded to the
needs of our complicated technologically based society. This problem Is most
graphically illustrated by the fact that two opposing philosophies of the nature
and purposes of higher education in America have been elaborated during the
past quarter century. These opposing philosophies have significance for today's
discussion.

One philosophy assumes that the distinctive factor in man is his rationality.
and the cultivation of man's reason is the sole aim of education, or. of life itself.
Since the reason is a separate entity, cut off by definition from its physical and
social origin, and is everywhere the same, education must be everywhere the
same.

This point of view envisions post high-school education as non-vocational, non-
professional, and non-specialist. Our schools thus become comparatively fixed
and static institutions.

The student who thrives on the program of studies set before him win succeed.
According to this view, on the other hand, those who are not attracted to such
studies or who fail in them are not academic material.

The pressures for education especially vocational education in a dynamic
technological era are constantly increasing but only a limited proportion of the
people possess the kind of ability and/or interest required to profit from the
rationalist pattern of education.

Furthermore. such a philosophy is in violent conflict with the early history of
this nation when it was recognized that the fate of a democracy, perhaps even
its survival. was contingent upon an educated citizenry. To the early states-
men. this meant the total citizenry, not just a few of the elite.

Authoritative writers. such as, Robert Hutchins, Mortitner Adler, Bryan
Hollingshead. and many presidents of private liberal arts colleges have advocated
the rationalist position which obviously is not conductive to the growth and
development of vocational education.

Those who subscribe to the realist or opposing philosophy advocate a realistic
approach to education and strive to arrange an educational environment in which
it is possible for the individual to find his own way toward full development.
Decisions as to what should be taught and the way it should be taught are made
by reference to the usefulness of the knowledge in our every day lives.

Knowledge 1-1 conceived, not as an end in itself, but as a means to a mime
abundant personal life. and a stronger. freer social order.

It is my personal belief that any and all legislation pertaining to vocational
education should be based upon the philosophy of the realist and provide for
the fact that all men share common needs as citizens, as individuals. and as
members of families.
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Educational laws should not concentrate upon the likenesses of men but should
Is cognizant of their differences and should provIk for the establishment of
differentiated courses of a specialized nature tu train men for their occupations.

The federal government should recognize that education is a process which
continues through life and persists most effectively in the years of maturity
thus the need for adult vocational education.

l'oNt high- schools should accustom its students to the habit of engaging volun-
tarily in learning experiences rather than of submitting involuntarily at certain
periods to formal instruction.

such educational self - dependence can be developed most effectively if the
student is permitted to work at tusks which have meaning, significance, or
interest to him.

Continuing self-education, self-initiated, is most likely to take place where the
student has attained expertness, or a sense of mastery in a few fields of enduring
Interest or use, rather than smatterings acquired in a great many fields.

That direct experience planning, organizing, manipulating, constructing and
investigating, in conjunction with reading and the acquisition of knowledge
are pursued voluntarily.

The tools of learning such as mathematics, science, and the use of Eng lieh,
to have meaning as well as to be most economically mastered, should be con-
nected immediately, of in the process of learning, with the ends for which they
are instruments rather than acquired as separate deseriplines related vaguely
to possible distant use.

Educational programs should at all points allow for the fact that between
different students, and In the same student at different times, there is wide Indi-
vidual variation in the subject matter or problems which have sufficient meaning
or interest to engage the student in active learning that will lead to understanding.

Intellectual development cannot and should not be isolated from the develop-
ment of the whole personality, and the student's educational program should
give proper weight not only to intellectual factors in personal growth, but also
to physical, emotional, moral, and aesthetic factors as well.

Educational institutions have a responsibility for providing direction and basic
education for the student's career choices, interpreted broad17 as his total life
deewons; and also to prepare for specific occupations in many fields, or for
further intensive education toward the various professions.

The community college should offer the liberal and general education essential
to the development of men and women as well-rounded individuals and as mem-
bers of their social, cultural, economic, and political communities.

All of the aforementioned philosophies and/or their component parts can
perhaps be reduced to the intrinsic worth of man and bo., he can best be preperea
to play the role most beneficial to himself and society.

In conclusion, may I be permitted to paraphrase John W. Gardner. "An excel-
lent plumber is infinitely more admirable than an incompetent philosopbew. The
society which scorns excellence in plumbing because it Is not an exalted activity
will have neither good plumbing nor good philosophy. Neither its pipes nor its
theories will bold water."

In conclusion, may I state that the truly comprehensive community-colleges of
America have developed in harmony with the realist philosophy.

Mr. MEEns. Would you two gentlemen like to make a short state-
ment, either or both of you I

Mr. Cum.. We were prepared to.
Mr. Mons. Please proceed.

STATEMENT OP ROBERT CURL, VOCATIONAL STUDENT, GREEN
RIVER COMMUNITY COLLEGE

Mr. Curti. Mr. Chairman. members of the committee. ladies and gen-
tlemen, I have come here today in support of the vocational education
program as it is currently operating in Washington community
colleges.

CGS
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I would like to start with a little background of myself. I'm a native
Washingtonian, born in Everett and raised in the Bothell-Kenmore
area. I graduated from Bothell Senior High School in 1965 with a
grade point average that was somewhat less than admissible into the
University of Washington. It was probably just as well, because I
really didn't want to go through 4 years of general sutdies and not
really be specialized in one field after those 4 years.

I worked three short-term jobs and realized I was not building a
future toward myself and my future family to be. As you will recall,
1965 was one of the peak years for the draft, due to the Vietnam
conflict.

Rather than be drafted and taldng my chances, I went in one day
and sat with an Army recruiter and looked over their guaranteed edu-
cational programs, which would be eseful in civilian life. I decided
that air traffic control held the most challenge and potential for these
needs.

In March of 1966, I enlisted in the Army and went through their
air traffic control training school at Keesler Air Force Base, Biloxi,
Miss. I was then transferrer' ) Europe and, after 2 years, became the
tower supervisor at the busiest ....my airfield in Europe.

After being in air traffic control for a few years, I decided this was
the type of work I wished to pursue when I was once again a civilian.
Realizing, though, that there is a definite difference between military
and civil air traffic control, I wrote the FAA at home for any informa-
tion that might help with transition from military to civil air traffic
control.

The FAA thanked me for my interest and told me I would have to
wait until I was out of the service and then apply with the Civil Serv-
ice Commission and wait my chances. My parents sent me a news-
paper clipping that stated an FAA official in Washington,D.C., had
proclaimed that Green River Community College had the No. 1 rated
air traffic control school in the United States.

I was released from active duty in February of 1969. In the mean-
time, I had taken on a wife and the responsibilities thereof, so I didn't
feel at that time that I could just go to school. I again was looking
for employment and again had three short-term jobs. The last of the
three developed into a 8-yaar job and in the second year I was pro-
moted to branch manager with a national company. I realized before
the end of that third year, however, that within the next several years
there was no place for me. to ivance other than just a branch manager.

So, realizing this and wanting more of a future for myself and
family, and the fact that we had just become parentsthis was kind
of a blessing for us, of course, but it also makes it harder to quit work
and go to schoolthe wife and I decided I would go to school part
time in the evening while working full time. I would go to school at
Everett Community College with the idea of transferruig to Auburn,
Green River Community College, in the fall of 1972. My wife would
go to work and if my part-time schooling and her full-time work
worked out satisfactorily, I would enroll.

In September of 1972 I did enroll at Green River Community Col-
lege for the air traffic control program, as well as the transportation
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program; realizing that Civil Service does the hiring for FAA and
the possibility that I may not be hired or, if I were hired, it may take
quite some time, so I wanted to cover my employment bases, so to speak,
so I took up a second field of transportation.

Both fields were quite educational and interesting. I maintained a
8.69 cumulative grade point average in both degrees concurrently,
which is some indication of what I thought to be the quality of instruc-
tion and maintaining my interest.

Several of the other students that I became acquainted withfor
example, Gary Laurich, is now with Republic Freight Systems as ter-
minal manager; Carla Hagan :Is now with the Port of Seattle in man -
agement; and Milke Bourher is now with Sunvan, a national moving
and storage company. Some of these positions opened up before the
people were through college. Most of them were working within a week
or two after college.

I graduated in the 1978-74 school year. Within a week of my gradu-
ation, I was hired as a district manager for the State of Washington
for a national transportation company.

I feel that the quality of instruction, the hard- and soft-ware train-
ing aids. the flexibility of the program, being able to study a certain
phase and then go off to such places as the Seattle-Tacoma Airport to
the tower or to the Auburn approach control center, to actually see
what we have been studying, as well as to have the qualified people
instructing the programs who have had many years in the field, rather
than just the book Itnowledge, so to speak, themselves through a uni-
versity: I feel this adds to the program immeasurably.

Due in part to my interest in both programs, I became active in Delta
Nu Alpha, transportation fraternity, through the Green River chapter.
I later can for and was elected to the present office o; president of this
fraternity.

The fraternity itself is primarily a function to get students and busi-
nessmen in the field together and to get feedback from both sides so
we know what we should study in school and what will be expected of
us. Also, if you know the people ahead of time that are in the industry,
it will help you find a job once you are through school.

During the 197844 school year, there were 18,201 full- and part-time
students at Green River Community College. Over 40 percent of these
students were enrolled in at least 1 of the 27 vocational education pro-
grams offered. I feel that these vocational education programs are
worthwhile and necessary to the future of our economy and our statis-
tics, employment statistics. I am proud to say that a portion of the
taxes I am now paying go for the furtherance of this education.

I will conclude by saying that I hope that these or similar programs
are available to my 81/2-year-old daughter when she is old enough.

Thank you.
Mr. MEMELThank you, Mr. Curl.
Mr. Mzxne. Mr. Gil Davis.

STATEMENT OF SGT. GIL DAVIS, EVERETT POLICE DEPARTMENT,
EVERETT COMMUNITY COLLEGE

Sergeant DAVIS. The Everett Police Department became the vehicle
of my profession on October 6, 1967. Three months later, I and numer-
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ous other recruits from the surrounding area begin a 4-month school in
basic law enforcement at Everett Community College. The purpose of
this school was to teach the rookie officer all oft ae basics he would need
to make him effective in his chosen vocation. The basic school does ac-
complish its purpose; however, there are some areas which are covered
only lightly, due to time and cost constraints.

Some time after completion of basic training, I became aware that
my work revolved around citizen service more than crime-busting I
had envisioned. In this area of service, I felt inadequately trained to
offer the counseling and advice that my work demanded on a daily
basis. To be able to listen attentively, assume an emphatic role, and
issue sound, realistic guidance with logical alternatives were skills I
had not acquired to a sufficient degree.

I felt I needed to do something to upgrade myself and my position.
I returned to Everett Community College as a student, taking courses
which I felt would assist me in my job and which my counselor as-
sured pie would ultimately lead to a degree.

In my opinion, the gams from attending Everett Community Col-
lege have upgraded my position as a police officer, as a police super-
visor. and as a human being. There is a feeling of self-respect gamed
from successful completion of educational courses that influence a per-
son's self-perception. With a highly positive self-perception, a person
is more apt to be motivated and perform abovestandards.

I can now go forth in my profession with a feeling that I can deal
with others on an even keel. biv education has given me the multidi-
mensional view so vital to be effective in our changing society. It has
given ine the tools and skills to enable me to do a more professional job
in meeting the goals and objectives of law enforcement.

I might expand a little. As I was listening to Dr. Johnson here, I
originally began school at Everett when it was Everett Junior College
in 1960. Sty only purpose, really, for going to school then was to play
football. I did quite poorly academically, dropped out, did some odd
jobs, and like Mr. Curl I also elected to join the Army rather than be
drafted. This way I got the schooling I wanted in the Army.

After I came out of the Army in 1966, I came on the department in
1967 and I have been a student ever since, part time, but I have been
an on-and-off student for about 14 years now.

Mr. Mum. Thank you very much. nil.
I will start with you. Gil. Do y el that the education which you

received at Everett Community tA., lege has significantly enhanced
your ability to perform the functions in your chosen field, law en-
forcement I

Sergeant DAVIS. Yee, sir.
Mr. Mane. You stated that you found you were more in olved in

citizen service than crime busting. Was the course in law enforcement
relative to citizen service, more relevant to citizen service, than crime
busting?

Sergeant DAVIS. Dealing with people, which is primarily what we
do, I found, as have other oticers in the past, that we needed to know
why people were doing the things they were doing and what kind of
advice we could possibly give to them, through the social studies types
of courses, which were a great help to me, as were a lot of psychological
courses and sociological courses, particularly the police courses and or-
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ganizations in management helped me to do what we were supposedto do.
Mr. Maws. Mr. Curl, as I understand it from your testimony, youactually majored in two things% air traffic control and transportation,

and you ended up in transportation; is that correct?
Mr. Cum.. That's correct.
Mr. MEEDS. Did you complete the course in air traffic control?
Mr. Cum.. Yes; I have a degree from both courses.
Mr. MEEDS. Do you feel you could obtain work in the air trafficcontrol field?
Mr. Cum; I hope to do this; yes.
Mr. Mans. You prefer that over transportation?
Mr. Cum.. I think that I would ; yes. I have more of a backgroundin air traffic control. I have just been working this summer intransportation.
Mr. MEEos. That is what rather amazes Inc. It seemed to me from

your testimony that you really preferred air traffic control and endedup in transportation. I am interested if you feel the course was suffi-
cient to enable you to step into a position in air traffic control.

Mr. CURL. Most definitely.
Mr. MEEDS. Why haven't you clone so?
Mr. CURL. This is done on the hiring through the Civil Service. I

scored well on a civil service test. I had a 92.7. However, there are
Many 105's due to the 10-point veterans' preferences. When they hire
each area, these people get chosen first. It is my understanding that in
each area they are authorized so many bodies, per se. Funding plays
a big part in it also. They still need more controllers than they are
able to provide, but I do hope to get back into air traffic control.

Mr. 1IF:rus. But your failure to be in air traffic control today is in
no way ascribed to inade, .0.1acy of the course?

Mr. CURL. Definitely .Lot. Mr. Joseph DeJoie, the head of the Air
Traffic Control Department, Green River Community College, lets
each of the students know collectively that completion of the course is
in no way going to guarantee you a job. This is something that is
governed wholly through the Civil Service. But we are completely
qualified.

Let me back up a moment. I assume you gentlemen are away; that
the Federal Aviation Administration does have a school, several
schools, in fact, in Oklahoma City, Okla. Many of the students that
graduate from Green River Community College that I know of have
not been required to go to this school. All other potential new-hires
must go to Oklahoma City. Green River graduates just start with
on-the-job training. This speaks highly of the program.

Mr. MEEDS. Yes; this spealw quite highly of the program.
The gentleman from Minnesota.
Mr. Qum. Mr. Curl and Mr. Davis, what did it cost you to go to

the community college to study?
Mr. CURL. As far as tuition, sir?
Mr. QUIE. Yes; out of pocket.
Mr. CURL. Each quarter of tuition was $81.30 plus books and

naturally supplies. I was assisted through the Veterans' Administra-
tion on this.

GUI
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I also maintained an Is to 19 credit hour average. Some quarters I
was up over 20 credits. Twelve is considered full time. This, of course,
is at no extra charge. once you paid a flat fee of $83. It is less if you
take less than full -time credits. If you pay the full $83, you can take
as many credits as you can handle. If you go over, I believe, 18. you
have to get approval from the registration office.

Mr. Qum.. If you had been under 21, would it have been different?
In Minnesota if you are under 21 or have been in the service, you can
go free.

Mr. CURL. I wish it were that way here.
Mr. Qum. Is it the same thing if a person is under 21 ?
Mr. CURL. Unless you are on a grant of some sort, I believe every-

body pays the same. Vietnam veterans get a reduction in tuition. Other
than that, it is my understanding everyone pays the same.

Mr. QUIE. What did it cost you at Everett ?
Sergeant Davis. Approximately $75 a quarter and generally $30 in

books, $30 a quarter. These were reimbursed. The city paid mine upon
successful completion of the course.

Mr. Qomm. I want to direct a question to Bruce Brennan. When you
talk about State-Federal-local expenses going into vocational educa-
tion, does the local include the payment these gentlemen made, or is
that something additional that goes into vocational education?

Mr. BRENNAN. The fees that are collected from students are con-
sidered to be a local revenue.

Mr. QUIE. What about the community college? Is that outside of
your bailiwick ?

Do you know, Dr. Johnson ?
Dr. Join:sox. Yes. The $83 fee that these gentlemen mentioned is

a fee that is set by the State legislation. That is the maximum fee
per student per quarter based upon what they consider a full-time
student or 15 quarter hours. It can scale down because a portion of
that, $14.50, is student activity fees, and the local community college
district has the option of setting their own student activity fees as
long as it doesn't exceed the $14.50. Everybody pays the same. regard-
less of age.

The Vietnam veterans that the gentlemen referred to do pay that
fee. The only difference is the State pays it for you.

The specifics to your question, now, the tuition is basedthe activity
fees are for student activities $47 of the tuition goes to the State as
bond retirement for construction of facilities.

I might add, with the exception of a recent $50 million bond issue
in the State, the community college student is the only student forced
to pay for the building in m:hich he receives his education.

The balance of the money,. then, the $27, goes into a local operating
budget, but they are State institutions, so specifically the answer is
"Yes,' that money is State money.

Mr. QUIE. Dr. Johnson, I think you have made an excellent state-
ment. I like it when people get into the philosophy of education, as
you did so well here.

I gather that you don't want to divide education into either/or,
but rather use the rationalistic approach to vocational education?

44-822--75-- '8
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Dr. Z-liixsoN. Absolutely. I think you have two good examples of
that right here.

Mr. QUM. You talk a great deal about decisions that have to be
made by the student himself. What you are really trying to teach is an
understanding of concepts. In other words what a person feels and
thinks. Is that what you are doing in both areas? Is there any way i.o
do that until the person is ripe to start absorbing it'?

Dr. JOHNSON. I don't know.
I might digress a bit. There was a study done, I can't think of the

man's name because it's been about 80 years ago, but it delved into the
background education of our national leaders, many of whom were
Congressmen. You gentlemen are not old enough to have been included
in that study.

The amazing thing he discovered that, in direct contradiction to the
type of thing we are trying to do, that is, to squeeze our education
down to the third grader, the 3-year-old, the 2-year-old, the preschool-
er. and so forth. the people who became leaders of the Nation normally
started their education at a later date, 7 or 8 years of age. A recent
psychological study indicates that.

This has a bearing on your question, that I think when people are
ready for these educational programs they will succeed and they
cannot be spoon fed. Take these young gentleman here. Although he
was forced through circumstances to delay his education because of
the Army, because of jobs, marriage, and other things, maybe that
was a blessing in disguise, because when he did enter into an education
program, he was ready. Perhaps he would not be ready if he was able
to enter the University of Washington at 18 years of age.

Mr. Quin. There are many studies that indicate that many individ-
uals have to be 8 years of age before they are ready to move into it.

My question is, do you wait until that happens within the person or
is there something that education can do to stimulate the growth so it
develops earlier?

I am not talking about whether it occurs at 7 or 8 or 6 or 5. I an
talking about the low averages in high school.

Did something happen in the education system that set tip some bar-
riers that prevented you from graduating earlier/

Mr. CURL. Well, let me answer by saying that I could have done
better; I just didn't care; I was not interested at that point in my life
in going to school every day.

Mr. QME. I recognize that is the truth. A doctor I talked to says
that 80 to 85 percent of all illnesses are psychosomatic, but whether
they are psychosomatic or not, they are Just as ill. So you didn't do
well because you weren't interested in it.

Can you look back in your education and analyze yourself to be able
to point and say, here is something that stood in the way of my having
that interest? Have you found out what it was that developed your
interest in the military so you were able to grapple with the concept
when you reached that point as a traffic control officer or before you
took that course in the military? It seemed to be that ripening age.

Mr. Cum. I think, as was common with a many of us, when I
was high school age, 16 through 18, I thoughtTgew a great deal morethan I really did.
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After I did graduate from high school and was in the job market,
I realized that I wasn't quite so smart as I thought I was, and I think
that this was a maturing factor with me more than anything else, so,
rather than just looking for a good time, I established some goals for
myself.

Dr. JOHNSON. Educators have not reached a point where we can
speed up the maturing of individuals as we might with growing plants
by more sunlight, less water, fine fertilizer, or chemicals. I don't think
we have that ability. Sometimes we probably help unknowingly by
some of the things that we do.

Mr. QuIE. An educator or researcher said to me that at least two-
thirds of the educationally disadvantaged are caused by the school sys-
tem, rather than the cultiiral and social background of the students.

Dr. JOHNSON. I would say, barring psychological or physical dis-
abilities or mental disabilities, he is probably right. It is a poor com-
mentary on the system.

Mr. Quiz. The other question I would like to ask you is whether you
think evaluation could tell the quality. I have a feeling that some in-
dividuals went through the liberal arts concept they call rationalisms,
which really deals in feelings rather than rationalism and, therefore,
they ended up never being able to rationalize!

Is that same thing true in the teaching in air traffic control or the
training in human relations? It could be, as you mentioned, the body
and fender, and intellect actually is enough that they can remember
all of the instructions that go into it. When I was a chemistry student,
they called it a cookbook chemist. Are we producing a cookbook chem-
ist as a graduate or are we graduating people who have concepts that
they carry with them? The ability to handle the whole diversity and
flexibility necessary to handle their iob

Dr. JOHNSON. You could write a dissertation on that. I think we are
still turning out cookbook chemists. Hopefully, we are moving away
from that concept. The young man in the air traffic control program
pointed out the relationship between the actual air traffic control op-
eration, the visits to the field, the airfields, so they had an iderstand-
ing of what goes on, so when they go back to the classroom they can
see the relationship between these.

In the academic area, if we ever move into that field, I thhik we may
go a long way toward accomplishing the objectives you statt.d.

There is a national move to develop course objectives. This is some-
thing new in the field of academia. Course objectives started in
in vocational education. This has caught up with academia.

I think you can develop course objectives in chemistry. What should
a chemistry student know when he finishes that course and how should
he be able to apply it? This should be done in psychology, history, et
cetera. We haven't done it very well.

Mr. Quiz. Thank you. That is one of the most intriguing points in
education.

What I would like to see is the National Institute of Education be
financed adequately so they could do some work on that. I think we are
just beginning to scratch the surface of what the potential of educa-
tion is.
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These people have expressed in their statements what is available
to individuals. There was a time en they would have been cut off
at the end of a formal high school education which was not fulfilling
their needs. But now we are beginning to move into education through-
out the entire life. Whenever the time comes that you can handle it,
you can move into these concepts.

Mr. Mune. The gentleman from California.
Mr. HAWKINS. I have no questions.
Mr. MEEDS. We are going to break for a little while for lunch. I

understand there is a cafeteria where we can eat. We would like to
have any of you ;,)in us with the caveat that we are unable to pay for
your lunch.

We will recess for one-half hour.
[Whereupon, the subcommittee recessed at 12:45 p.m., to reconvene

at 1:15 p.m.]
AFTERNOON SESSION

Mr. MEEDS. The General Subcommittee on Education of the Edu-
cation and Labor Committee of i,he U.S. House of Representatives
will be in order for the taking of further testimony on the Vocational
Education Act Amendments of 1968.

Off the record just a moment.
[Discussion off the record.]
Mr. MEEDS. On the record.
Our first witness this afternoon is Arthur Binnie, who is the State di-

rector of the Coordinating Council for Occupational Education.
Art, please come forward.
You have a prepared statement which we can enter into the record

which you can summarize or read into the record if you choose.
Mr. BINNIE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Should I restate for the record my name and position ?
Mr. Mms. Please do.

STATEMENT OF ARTHUR A. BERNIE, STATE DIRECTOR, VOCATION-
AL EDUCATION AND EXECUTIVE OFFICER, COORDINATING
COUNCIL FOR OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION

Mr. BINNIE. My name is Arthur A. Binnie. I am the State director
of vocational education and executive officer of the Coordinating Coun-
cil for Occupational Education.

In this State, our agency compares to what most other States call the
State board for vocational education.

In complying with your letter to be somewhat brief in my remarks,
I will just pick out a few key points from the testimony that I sub-
mitted to you.

Mr. NEEDS. Very well. Without objection, your prepared statement
and exhibits and attached letters will be made a part of the record
at this point.

Mr. BINNIE. That's fine.
[ The complete statement of Mr. Binnie follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF ARTHUR A. linam, STATE DIRECTOR Or VOCATIONAL Ent:-

CATION AND EXECUTIVE OFFICER, COORDINATING COUNCIL FOR OCCUPATIONAL EDU-

CATION, STATE OF WASHINGTON

Mr. Chairman and Honorable Members of the Committee : My name is Arthur
A. Binnie. I am the State Director of Vocational Education and the Executive
Officer of the Coordinating Council for Occupational Education. Our state agency
compares to what most states have traditionally called the State Board for
Vocational Education. It is unique both iu name and in many aspects of its
func,:onai relationships within state government. Those uniquenesses are a part
of what I want to report to you today since they have contributed since 1967
to rat. successes Washington State has experienced in implementing the Federal
Vm at ional Education Acts.

My purpose today is to quickly review the state of the art. We have achieved
growth both in quantity and quality of programs that isvery significantlya
balanced growth across the states common schools and community college sys-
tems. Then, I propose to review and describe the implementing steps, including
a glimpse of the organizational structures that our state is employing to create
and support this state of the art. Lastly, I propose to share some of our thinking
about certain plusses and minusses, as we perceive them. in the development and
direction of vocational education at the Federal level.

In presenting these perceptions, bear in mind that I wear two hats. This
pro:ides me the opportunity for viewing vocational education from both the
policy development levelwearing my hat as Executive Officer of the policy-
setting Council, and viewing the operational aspectsthe implementing steps
while wearing the State Director's hat.

About a year ago, Chairman Perkins asked our office a series of questions
about the state of the art in Washington State. He was asking, in some very
perceptive questions, for an accounting of our stewardship. As we gathered and
organized data in ,response to those questions, I believe we produced a compre-
hensive view of this state's progress under P.L. 90-576 in the years from 1963
to 1972. Those data also include, in thoroughly identified categories, projections
for 1977. ,

I have carefully reviewed those data and the questions upon which they were
constructed. We have moved two years further Into the 1972-77 projection pe-
riod since that report was completed. But our biennial data, including F1-1974
is not yet finalized. Therefore, I have attached our response to Chairman Per-
kins to this report as a detailed view of the state of the art. From more recent
data that has become available, we are getting some closer fixes on the projec-
tions it contains. I see no occurrences or trends that might suggest those .pro-
jections are significantly inaccurate.

In other testimony here today you have heard some of the key portions of
thin data. My colleagues have told you of the over-all growth of vocational of-
ferings. the increases in enrollments. and the high priority which our citizens
place on Improving the state of the art as evidenced by the dollars of local and
state support that overmatch Federal dollars almost 7 to I. You have also heard
about some of the unmet needs still existing. By most comparisons it appears that
we in Washington State are moving ahead in positive directions. Perhaps just
dollars being invested is not the most reliable indicator of progress.

But if we accept the data of Project Baseline as a reliable standard, their
latent tabulations approached a completely different indicator; the numbers of
persons being served. Project Baseline shows that our state Is serving 66.3 per-
sons per thousand in vocational programs. The range, across the states, was
reported from a high of 89 7 per thousand in Utah to a tow of 14.6 in the Dis-
trict of Columbia. By rank order, Washington State is third in the nation. Within
that figure. the secondary school vocational clientele was being served on the
basis of 33.9 per thousand population, which ranks 70 nationally, and the post-
secondary clientele were being served at 19.7 per thousand which ranks first in
the country.

Let me cite one or two extreme examples from the Baseline data in order to
approach my next point. The State of Delaware, for instance. ranks 7th in over-
all vocational enrollments per thousand population . . . 569 compared to our

3 (174
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66.3. In the secondary systems, Delaware ranks 2nd . . 55.5 compared to our'7th ranked 33.9. But in the post-secondary systems, Delaware serves 1.6 perthousand . . . ranking 45th compared to our first ranked 19.7. Georgia serves
35.7 per thousand in secondary schools, 1.8 more than Washington State. But in
poet-secondary, Georgia serves 3.6 compared to our 19.7 . and is ranked 33rdcompared to our first.

I submit that further exploring these data, and many other similar studies,
evidences an equity in Washington State that is not matched elsewhere. Theintent of the Congress to make vocational education opportunities available for
everyone, has been interpreted here to mean just that . . . everyone. And I sub-mit further that a very important reason exists to explain that equity in ourstate. That reason is the unique structure for vocational education management
that evolved under our state laws. In place of the traditional structure in which
the vocational education agency has been grafted onto or carved out of an-other portion of the states' educational heirarchy, our state created a new andfree-standing agency. Serving both the common schools and community colleges,it is the creature or captive of neither.

Community College Director John Mundt alluded to our state's unique struc-tural arrangements in his appearance before your cummittee a few weeks ago inWashington, D.C. Testifying on behalf of the American Association of Junior
Colleges, he suggested that we may well have a model structure working that has
some potential for application in other states.

This may not be the foram in which to explore such a suggestion in depth. But itsurely relates to your overviewing national vocational education for me to em-phasize the relationship that any states' internal structure bears to the successof the expectations of Congress. Much has been said about maintaining intended
directions through the device of categoric funding. Much has been said about
secaring desired results through carefully drawn Federal regulations. But the factremains that those, or any combination of Federal controlling devices, appear tosucceed only when they are matched with equally enlightened state-level man-agement.

I do not mean to imply that the kinds of skewing in secondary vs. post-secondaryfunding priorities that I illustrated a moment ago are brought about by personswith bad intentions, seeking to thwart Congressonal intent. I am certain their
intentit-as are fully honorable. Nor, do I advocate that in ordering our priorities
we should ignore state and local needs to the extent of instituting an inflexible
set of national priorities. But I must confess that as I explore priority-setting
within many states, there does appear to be an almost axiomatic result stemming
from self-interest. The theorem appears to be that the highest priorities for voca-
tional education always exist in the particular segment of the educational system
to which the vocational agency reports. With remarkable frequency, enlightened
self-interest prevails in practice.

I agree with Director Mundt's suggestion that the equity maintained between
the two delivery agencies in our State is atypical and that it merits some careful
consideration by other planners. The role in that which has been and is beingpleyed by our wholly independent state vocational agency is inescapably linked
to the outcomes we have been experiencing here.

Make no mistake. Maintaining an effective equity in the face of equally per-
suasive and sometimes opposing urgings from our partners is not an easy matter.
I sometimes must remind my colleagues that we are not necessarily seeking equal-
ness while we search for equity. But he fact is, making objective judgments is cer-
tainly enhanced when the vocational agency is divorced from vested interests in
the delivery systems. We apply management-oriented decision making, evaluating
where the needs are and applying dollars based on WHAT is being proposed for
kids in classrooms, not WHOSE classrooms the kids are in. Watchdogging against
the subversion of developmental dollars to maintenance and operation purposes
becomes more effective also when it's not the watchdog's M & 0 problems that need
solving.

Because of Mr. Meeds' real interest in some of our state agency operations, I
will take just another moment to report on some recent state-level developments
related to implementing the Federal vocational education acts.

We Northwesterners may have a reputation for unorthodoxy and what occurred
July 1 of this year will undoubtedly add to that reputation. In the interests of
seeking improvements in our vocational programs, our agency suggested that per-
haps the delivery agencies could get some tasks done better than we could by
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continuing to do those tasks ourselves. That's unorthodox approach number
one . . . admit that somebody else may get the job done better. Number two, I
advocated and have agreed to reassign about a third of our agency's personnel.
As a task force, they will work for a year under the direction of the Superin-
tendent of Public Instruction. And I am dedicated to making that Work out so well
that in the joint evaluation targeted for next May, those assignments may be-
come permanent. You KNOW that bureaucrats aren't supposed to offer a third of
their staff to another agency !

These staffing alterations and the negotiations that brought them about have
helped provide solutions, or potential solutions, to certain functional problems.
Chiefly, to the improvement of program development, youth group leadership, in-
structor certification or other competence assessment, and inservice teacher edu-
cation. It would be a mistake, however, to view these alterations as having
"solved"and I put that word in quotesall of our real or imagined problems in
state level administration. Insofar as our administrative remedies can take us.
these and other functional alterations that are still to be worked out move in posi-
tive directions. Where there are problems within the statutes, however, adminis-
trative agreemens obviously cannot provide the necessary remediation. What can
and I sincerely hope may yet emerge administratively, is an agreed-upon package
of legislative remediation designed to correct some of these otherwise insoluble
problems.

Now, let me move rapidly to some final remarks about pluses and minuses in
legislation at the Federal level.

if our scenario contains victims and villains, certainly the states have become
the victims of the appropriations process villains. Our State Advisory Council
chairman already told you here today that it's tough to run the railroad on a
funding base on continuing resolutions. When the additional uncertainty of a
potential impoundment is added, much in the way of useful planning just grinds
to a halt. I don't know what the reasons for this are. Each member of our Con-
gressional delegation seems determined to improve A. And perhaps this year will
prove to be the turn-around point, with BR-69 having passed and been signed. I
hope so . . . and I won't belabor THAT point further.

On balance, I am disappointed with the outcome thus far of the promised new
vocational leadership from the U.S. Office of Education. The potentials of the 1972
amendments have not been very expeditiously developed. If there is some new
impact by vocational education in the Federal heirarchy, it hasn't yet reached
the Northwest territory. I hasten to add, however, that within the constraints
under which they must operate, the Region X Office of USOE has built and main-
tained an excellent working relationship to our state offices. That is, however,
in my judgment, the result of their doing a good job in spite of the system, not
because of it.

Related to those 1972 amendments, our governing board adopted a carefully con-
structed definition for "Industrial ArtsVocational" into the State Plan just a
week ago tomorrow. Together with some start-up regulations, we expect to trans-
late that change in the Federal act into improved programs by the time of our next
budget cycle.

As one final event relating to the 1972 Amendments, Mr. Chairman, I appeared
earlier today for the first time as a member of our State's Council for Higher
Education; more particularly, a representative on that Council in fulfilling its
role as the state's 1202 Commission. Despite the inexplicable abdication of the
U.S. Office from its initial and rightful insistence to review the "broad and
equitable representation" of these commissions demanded by the Act, Governor
Evans has moved ahead to bring that kind of balance about. I am really optimistic
that the little planning funds were received may hatch out some usable new di-.
rectioas in this year ahead.

In reviewing recent Federal developments, I must express my keen dis-
appointment at the House action to reduce Part I research funding by 75%. In
any business enterprise, research investments protect the integrity of theproduct.
Education is little different. It is particularly disappointing when not only single
states' research was affected but the national curriculum network was jeopardized
by this $3 million loss. I believe that the six-state curriculum laboratory being
operated by our agency at this time is one of the most resultful projects recently
undertaken. It has been an excellent investment from a cost-benefit standpoint
and a most useful tool for the vocational educators. At the time of passage, as
vou know Mr. Chairman, I voiced real concern for whatever priority decisions
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brought about that reduction and was joined in that by numbers of my colieagu'sfrom the National Association of State Directors,
In conclusion, I want to express ray gratitude to the subcommittee for theconcern that your being here to conduct this bearing represents. There are timesin which those of us in the field are Isolated, or we think we are, from the deci-sion-making processes at the Federal level. It is reassuring to have this kind ofopportunity to communicate our concerns and to express our appreciation forthe support you have provided us. I believe the record of our stewardship inWashington State is a good one. We Lave carefully invested Federal dollars instrict accordance with the purposes for which they were appropriated. Thosedollars have produced measurable improvements. I assure you that our agencyproposes to continue that careful stewardship.
Thank you.

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION COORDINATING COUNCIL FOR
OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION.
Olympia, Wash., June 18, 1973.Hon. CARL D. Panama,

Chairman, General Subcommittee on Education, House of Rep -esentatives,
Rayburn Building, Washington, D.O.

DEAR CONGRESSMAN PERKINS: In response to dour request we are pleased toprovide data relating to vocational education program activities in the State ofWashington. The interest and concern displayed by your office in the cause ofimproved vocational education opportunities has been widely noted and deeply
appreciated by those of us on the firing line. Enlightened cooperation betweenthe Congress and the States is a key constituent of successful progress. I ap-plaud your leadership in bringing that about.

Your letter requested a variety of comparative data. As you noted, there can
be some difficulties in responding when data collected in past years may have
assumed a format in collection and storage that is incompatible with the manner
in which your questions are asked. However, to the best extent poseible. the en-
closed data responds to those. questions. Please feel free to ask for additional
clarification in any event where we have not provided sufficiently responsiveinformation.

Again with thanks for this opportunity to be of service, I am,
Sincerely,

Anima A. BINN/E.
State Director and Executive Officer.

A number of very significant steps contributing to improvements in the de-
livery of vocational education services to the people of the State of Washington
have occurred within the past ten years. A cardinal underlying rationale under-
lying many or most of these has been the refocus of emphasis from "program
centered" planning and activities to "people centered" planning and activities.
Encouraged by Federal leadership in the Vocational Education Act of 1963 and
the Amendments of 1968, our State's legislative and administrative response to
meeting new and reshaped occupational training needs has been positive and
resultful.

Chief among 'hese has been the very creation of this agency ; a unique free-
standing statutory body whose entire responsibility it is to administer the pro-
grams of vocational education, or supervise the administration thereof, under
the State Plan for Vocational Education. Serving both the statewide common
schools system and the statewide community college system from an independent,
objective, statutory base, this Council has provided leadership and direction that
compliments legislative priorities at the Federal and State levels that urge rapid
expansion and improvement of the delivery of vocational education services.

The concurrent (1967) action by the Washington State Legislature in creating
the statewide system of community colleges has provided additional vehicles over
which to deliver these services. From a 1967 base wherein approximately 24%
of the programs in community colleges were vocational in nature, that ratio has

to approximately 44% today. In real numbers terms for FY-1972,
secondary vocational programs served 132.801 persons while postsecondary pro-
grams served 125,194 persons in the combination of 89,624 community coLeges
enrollees plus 3F.570 enrolled in the five Vocational-Technical Institutes operated
under common school jurisdiction.
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It cannot go unnoticed that the U.S. Office of Education's 1971-72 survey of
the 50 states indicated the per-capita support at the state level for vocational
education ranked the State of Washington first In the nation. Legislative ap-
propriations and locally generated funds have, together, provided first class
support for the vocational educatica enterprise in cur State. This, we believe, says
more about where our citizens put their priorities than all the rhetoric which
could be written about the philosophic acceptance of occupational education's
goals of providing alternatives to baccalaureate-level job objectives.

We believe also that implicit in this acceptance of alternatives to college-level
studies is the Implementation and acceptance of long held beliefs within our
State in what has now been conceptualized as "career education" nationally. A
philosophy that visualizes an educational process u a continuum, providing the
competencies suited to the needs of the individual as they are needed by the
individual. A process which does not preclude later opportunity. A process which
succeeds in breaking the lock-step progression terminating at whatever level
its initial continuity is interrupted. A process that demands flexibility of itself
instead of its user.

Vocational education is only one component of that process. But the lessons
learned regarding student-centered service delivery over the years by the voca-
tional education community have well prepared that community to provide
leadership in applying those learned lessons across the whole spectrum of educa-
tion . . whether that be the extension of career awareness into the lower
grades, or the applications of career orientation into high schools am' beyond,
related to programs of career preparation.

Nothing about this process says "you should '. go to college". Instead. it says
to some that there are satisfying, needed, rewarding occupations that don't re-
Quire college degrees to enter. Further, it says, many exist which will never
make the requirement for degree holding. But the real promise of the process is
contained. In our judgment, In the absence of the "either/or" implication that
unless one embarks upon and uninterruptedly completes professional prepara-
tion, only severely diminished later opportunities to do so wonld exist. It was
this ultimatum, perpetuated in large part by higher education itself, that had
to be dispelled. We believe great progress toward that goal has been made in
Washington State.

Perhaps your question about our views of the "growth of vocational education
withi% (your) state" was not designed to elicit these perceptions of philosophic
r.)nacts. However, it has been a long held perwmal belief of the undersigned
that continuing to explore "vocational education" in isolation from the whole
of the educational process has resulted in some distortions in public percep-
tions of onr efforts and progress. Certainly one of these, at least, has been to
perpetvte the separation of "vocational" from "general" education and con-
tribute to the implication that somehow something less than total success results
from a vocational education. Therefore, I lett that "growth", as evaluated in
the detailed data that follows, merited also being viewed in the total perspective
of growth that has occurred in the educational process within our Stare. In my
judgment, only part of "growth" is measured in numbers. An equally important
part is not easily measured since it relates to philosophies and perceptions. Tint
in long term effect, the latter may be more important than the former . . . growth
in numbers follows growth in perceptions.

Proceeding then to the specifics of your ouestinns. the following oat'? has
been assembled to match. as nearly as possible, the eeheme your questionnaire
established.

Table I responds to question #1. total enrollments for FY43, 6R 72. pro-
jected FT-77.

Question it2 and its subsections relate to data based upon programs con-
ducted under Part B of PT, 90-57(1

Table, e responds to question 2(a) : job training enrollments In high school
programs.

Question 2(h) asks for some perceptions of the growth and development in
Federal job training programs for youth and adults. highlighting. the initiation
or expansion of newer jobs: emerging occupations. Although unrelated to Part
B funding as stipulated to be the parameters of this section of the resnonse.
Federal job training does imply the activities of liBTA programs. covered in
same additional detail under question 2(f). These lliTYTA sponsored programs
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have consistently produced useful, innovative approaches to training with many
applications to parallel vocational needs throughout the system. We believe
additional values have been developed by our employing a system of competi-
tive bidding for these programs wherein a variety of local educational agendas
are obliged to rethink their approaches to training problems in the face of com-
petition from other local educational agencies. In both terms of time and costs,
this has proven productive. In term of cost/benefit results, our insistence on
successful placement as a key component of the contract selection process has
steadily raised the success ratios. These same institutions frequently apply
lessons learned under these specially funded programs to their regular curric-
ulua. Directly relating to Part B programs, I believe a useful correlation can
be shown in Table #1, indicating growth and projected growth in certain key
areas. Health occupations are rapidly expanding. You will note the growth
patter.4 from a little less than 2000 in 1963, more than tripled by 1942 and
almost tripd again in the 1977 projection. Part B funds have supported crit-
ically needed new programs of training for Emergency Medical Technicians.
medical and dental paraprofessional' and community health aides. In the field
of public service, we have also employed Part B funds for essential fire serv-
ice training and contributed to police science development and coordination.
These aids to public health and welfare are of great value to our State's citi-
zens while simultaneously providing employment opportunities with rapidly
expanding futures for tae trainees. The opportunities are equally applicable to
new entrants to the labor market and retraining and upgrading needs. You can
note also the cyclical nature of Technical (16) training, following the pattern
of Washington's general economy. The 1963 to 1968 reduction, a 1972 plateau
and the more than doubled 1977 projection tracks the decline and resurgence of
engineering-related jobs in our labor market. Many specific technical skills have
been developed to compliment the State's industrial developments in aerospace,
forestry, sea resources, agricultural engiLeering and ship building and repair, in
addition to others. You will note also the steady growth of the category "Dis-
tribution", as service trades and marketing needs expand with the economy. A
special emphasis has been placed on the development of training programs within
the scope of the hospitality Industries as the business of touriam becomes one
of Washington State's growing economic resources.

Table S relates to questions 2 a-f-c the Posthighschool enrollments, further
refined to reflect the division of postsecondary training in ow. State between
the statewide community college system and the firs Vocational- Technical In-
stitutes that remain under the jurisdiction of the Superintendent of Public
Instruction as part of the common schools system. A further factor in poet-
secondary enrollments is represented by a sector of the educational enterprise
about which this agency's records contain only estimates; proprietary vocational
schools. We estimate that an additional 20.000 persons per year are enrolled
in these schools. That additional numbers do not appear in either Table #1 or
*3 since factual information and breakd iwns are not available.

Table 4 completes the response to question 2(a) relating to "adult" enroll-
ments.

Table S responds to questions 2(d), Disadvantaged, and 2(e) Handicapped
enrollments.

Table 6 responds to question 2(f) regarding those unemployed (which we
equate with enrollments in Preparitory programs) and those employed but
needing retraining (which are shown as Supplemental program enrollees). The
third section of Table 6 responds to MDTA enrollment data and completes
question 2(f).

Question 2(g) (1) asks for a detailed description of the methodology employed
by this agency in distributing funds from Part B among local educational agen-
cies. The following extracts from the State Plan for Vocational Ednestion.
designed and administered by the agency, portray those details.

Extract: State Plan. Part I, Administrative Provisions.

SECTION 3.25: CRITERIA TOR DETERMINING RELATIVE PRIORITY or LOCAL APPLICATIONS

3.26-1 Manpower Needs and Job Opportunftios.The manpower needs and
job opportunities are determined through: the endorsement of programs by ap-
propriate local ve.t.ationat education advisory committee(b) (See Section 8.42-1),
a statewide 'mployment /enrollment forecasting 'ystem which compares actual
enrollment with work force trends and then measures the impact the actual
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enrollment has ou demand, data from the Washington State Department of
Employment Security, data from the U.S. Department of Labor, recommenda-
tions from- the State Advisory Council, and data and surveys and other studies.

8.26-2 Vooatiouti L.lucation Nccds. -The Coordinating Council for Occupa-
tional Education will annually identify vocational cducation needs of the groups
of persons described in Section 10241(a) as to not only reflect the delinea-
tions name in Section 102.51(d) of the regulations, but to also assure that there
is a proper and equitable balance maintained among the various services and
activities as covered In Section 102.51( b). Vocational education needs, showing
continuing, changing, and/or emerging needs, will be measured by the incidence
of dropouts, handicapped students, disadvantaged students and youth unem-
olopuent and other information.

The result* of the evaluation records will be used as a basis for reviewing
existing programs to determine the need for reoffering, improving or cancelling
out programa.

320-3 Relative Ability to Pay.The relative ability of a local education
agency to pay for its educational programs, services and activities is not ap-
plicable because of an equalisation formula for the common schools and be-
cause of state appropriations for community colleges.

8.26-1 Relative Cost, of Programs, Services and Aetivities.Relative excess
program costs are factored into the state appropriated fund allocations to each
local education agency, and therefore the basic excess costs are generally covered
through state appropriations.
Eratnyks of seplioation

The encluiabrance formula is based upon four factors specified by P.L. 90-576
(factors are underscored below) :

Manpower Needs. 175 possible points.
Each new approved vocational program in an identified occupational area-

25 points (Endorsement of vocational programs by an appropriate vocational
education advisoty committee constitutes identification of a need for training
of manpower for specific occupations)

VocationSI Education Needs: 100 possible points.
Districts with a high incidence of high school droponts-25 points.
Districts with a high incidence of disadvantaged students-25 points.
Districts with a high incidence of handicapped students-25 points.
Districti, with a high degree of youth unemployment-25 points.
Costs of Program, Services and Activities : 725 possible points.
et.rtitleated Vocational Direction-850 point maximum.
Vocational Supervision and Vocational Counseling-150 point maximum.
Dollars Spent by District for Vocational Education-225 point maximum.
(Data is based upon expenditure per full-time-equivalent vocational student

using $900 as the minimum rriv expenditure. Nine-hundred dollars represents
average Nude and weighted revenue to district per vocational 1TE.)

Ability to Pay : Covered by State Equalization Formula.
Following is the explanation of ansigineent of points per district.

POINTS Lamm WI' "X" scuocu.

L Manpower Needs-1715 Possible Points

New programsData was extracted from applications for approval of new
Programs in vocational education. These programs were those approved for Ant-
time operation within a district during 1972-73. Each approved new offering
(not class or section) has a value of 25 points and those processed after August
21 were not included at the time of the allocations.

ocational Education Needs-100 Possible Points

Dropouts Data for these entries was taken from annual consolidated A-1
reports (submitted annually to Administration & Finance) which contain drop-
out statistics for the 1970-71 school year. A scale consisting of reported per-
centages of dropout is developed and points assigned accordingly The greater
the need for dropout prevention through improved vocational programming, the
greater the number of points generated. Maximum of 25 points per district avail-
able. (Scale of .1% to 8-0q.
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HandicappedData was taken from the annual DVE 70-18 report of enroll-
ments and completions in vocational education programs for the 1071-72 school
year. A maximum of 25 points was assigned on a scale of .1% to 5.0% with
districts twirl a high reported percentage of hantcappeci to total secondary
students receiving the greatest number of points.

DisadvantagedData was gathered and analyzed in the same manner as for
handicapped. The point scale ranged from .1% to 15.0%. Maximum of 25 points.

UnemploymentData was taken from information supplied by the Depart-
ment of Employment Security. This data was not supplied district-by-district,
but by labor market area. School districts were then considered as being within
a given labor market area and points were distributed accordingly with dis-
tricts in high unemployment areas receiving the greatest number of points. The
maximum number of points awarded any one district is 25. (Scale of .1% to
14.5%-)

III. Costs of Program, Services and Activities-725 possible points

Vocational directionData was taken from two questionnaires submitted by
each district : Form C132-5 (Page 11 of the Annual Districtwide Plan for Voca-
tional Education) and Memorandum No. 72-15. All vocationally certificated
people named lu these questionnaires were double-checked against data supplied
by the certification office for verification of vocational certification.

A full-time, certificated Vocational Director receives a maximum of 350 points
(prorated for less than full time). A vocationally certificated instructor serving
full time in the capacity of a Vocational Director receives a maximum of 200
points (prorated for less than full time). A school administrator serving full
time in the capacity of a Vocational Director receives a maximum of 50 points
(prorated for less than full time). There is a maximum of 350 points for voca-
tional direction in any one district.

Supervision and counselingData was taken from two questionnaires sub-
mitted by each district : Form C132-5 and Memorandum No. 72-15. AU vocation-
ally certificated people named in these questionnaires were double-checked against
data supplied by the certification office for verification of vocational certifica-
tion. A vocational counselor receives a maximum of 50 points for full-time voca-
tional counseling (prorated for less than full time). There is a maximum of 150
points for combined counseling and supervision.

Dollars spent for vocational education programs Data was taken from the F-
198 Annual Financial Statement (Part 11, Programs 20 and 28 Reports). Total
district Program 28 costs were divided by vocational FTE's to determine district
costs per FTE. A figure of $900, approximate 1971-72 income generated by each
vocational FTE, was used as the base (basic support $385, .2 vocational support
.3 high school support, .116 staff support, and ether weighted support factors
all total an average of approximately $900). A maximum of 225 points was as-
signed according to vocational FTE costs.
Variable matching of looal fonds for Federal fonds

The nonfederal share of expenditures !s based on statewide nonfederal expendi-
tures. Only the total expenditures from the state' allotment is considered in
determining the required nonfederal share of such expenditures.

The nonfederal share of state and local expeditures is the difference between
the federal share and the total expenditures for the purposes for which a federal
share is paid.

(Ref : State Plan 3.25-1)
Table 1 responds to question 2(g) (ii), displaying dollar amounts and per-

centages of allocations compared between cities and poor rural areas.
Table 8 responds to question 2(h), construction and equipment investments.
Question 3 of your series relates to "Other Federal Programs".
Table 9 commences our response, displaying the numbers of persons served

in our Exemplary Programs. In addition, details of these are shown in ATTACH-
MENT #1, completing the response to question 3(a ). The progress is self-evident.

Question 3(b) relates to Residential Vocational Education. The State of Wash-
ington ham no such centers and in all of the planning to date, no clear evidence
is at hand to support a move toward establishing such centers.

Table 10 responds to question 3(c), consumer and homemaking education.
We were able to incorporate the data in context with the revised questionnaire
received from your office to supplant the orginal question 3(e).

1681.
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l'abie 11 indicates the growth of Cooperative Education ; question 3(d).

To Ste 12 responds to question 3(e) ; Work-Study protrains
Question 3(f) has been answered by the inclusion of a publication titled "Voca-

tional Research Projects Funded in Fiscal Years 1971 and 1972". This publication

sum/arises some of our important research projects, funded under Part C

monies.
Question 4 of your series relates to the outstanding contribution of our State

Advisory Council within the last Ave years : In may judgment and while isolating

one contribution is difficult, the Advisory Council's Second Report, published 1971.

was outstanding. It's thesis dealt with the "image" of vocational education held

by a selected sampling of six publics within our State. 1000 responses were

selected for exhaustive amtl:rsis. Of real value to the professional legislator and

the publics themselves were the positive images which emerged. In further

response to the question, detailed responses have been filed by our office to each

of the succeeding annual reports, including details of appropriate steps taken

to implement noted improvements. These have included closer working relation-

ships with their Council's Public Information Committee, longer time-lines for

their input to the development of the State plan for Vocational Education, the

establishment of periodic joint meetings between our two bodies, and improve

meats in local advisory committee requirements and use.
Your question 5 asks for a summary and recommendations. I believe the data

enclosed adequately reflects the progress made through the investment of Federal
funds in the vocational education program, statewide. Certainly, it would be a
first order recommendation that the Congress and the Administration canoe the

appropriation and allocation process to occur in a more regularized and more
timely fashion. As a manager of an enterprise, convinced of the values to adequate
planning, the uncertainties of funding in thee., past years has worked to the

serious disadvantage of progress.
In response to the specific question of the "Better Schools Act of 1973" it is a

matter of record that I joined a large number of my counterparts across the

country in voicing strenuous opposition to this proposed legislation. The proposal
to totally wipe out the existing vocational education legislation and replace it
with as incomplete a set of working principles as is contained in that Act cannot
help but alarm me. Its threat to Consumer and Homemaking Education alone
is alarming. The thrust of the Act toward elementary and secondary education
to the exclusion of postsecondary education is nexplicably counter to all recog-
nised evidence of Increasing needs for vocational services by adults. It must also
be recognised tUt the abruptness with which Ur Act proposes to complete-,
supplant existing Fteeral prescriptions contained in guidelines for categorical
funding with as-yet unprepared State mechanisms can well lead to chaos. It,
indeed, such a transition is desirable, most outfit/dr the olleortunit7 to make
such a radical transition must be provided to the States.

As a final comment, relating to the decentralisation of the U.S. Office of Educa-
tion, I believe myself to be enough of a realist to recognise the potential loss
involved in any decentralisation. That is, the lose of a power base. In the
struggle to gain attention among the many priorities competing for the ear of
the Congress and the Administration, splintering the policy setting centers to
some form of regionalisation can seriously reduce the net effectiveness of the
Office of Education in the legislative arena. Moreover, in terms of precedents
emerging from policy setting, the creation of precedents by each of the Regional
°Sees will be, cumulatively, less effective and more confusing than whet has been
the case in a centralised once. I find little to support the rationale that we who
deal with the Federal office will discover a closer rapport from such a new ar-
rangement. I was encouraged by the increased visibility implied in the reor-
ganization of the U.S. Office . . . visibility for vocational education. However,
the slowness with which implementing steps are being carried out tends to cast
doubt on the eventual net gains we can expect to achieve.

1017BLIO LAW 00-557--PAIT DExcann..aar P10001AMI

Since the inception of the funding of exemplary projects from the 1968Amend-
ments, the major thrust of the State of Washington has been in the area now
called Career Education. The local vocational directors felt that providing aware-
ness and exploratory experiences for elementary and secondary students, and
guidance, informational services and strengthening of placement services for
post-secondary students would strengthen vocational programs over the State.

R2
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Exemplary projects may involve only one school in a school district when the
project is being carried out. However, the effect of that one project has a multi-
plier effect upon the other schools of that district through the district's own
Jimmie* Programs, through staff meetings, through teachers, administrators, and
counselors sharing ideas, and through dissemination of information from the
school district and State office of processes, methods, and activities. The elect
is also multiplied through workshops and seminars where participants in exem-
plary projects share their experiences with those from other school districts.

In 1972 there were over 15,0000 students involved in K-12exemplary programsand over 4,000' in post-secondary programs. Our reports show that since theemplementation of the Part D exemplary project funding, we new have over
125,000 students who have been directly involved in projects. By 1977 we are
estimating this to be in excess of 300,000. The 1972 figures do not include thenumber of students who are involved in the KCTS-TV Educational Programsthat are broadcast over Western Washington and fed into the Yakima Valleyarea.

The following pages contain details of FY-72 projects and funding levelsapplied to these developments. There are three sections. The first exhibits Com-munity College (Postsecondary) Projects and the second section contains Com-mon School (K-12) Projects. Section three displays committed funds.
TABLE LVOCATIONid. ENROLLMENTS: TOTALS INCLUDING FEDERAL, STATE AND LOCALLY FUNDEDSTATE OF

WASHINGTON

By nocepstional arle 1963 1968 1972 19771

9.823
5.543

Health 1. 965Cassesw and I 50. 725
MINsomthill; caretional
011ee. 12.604
T%Ichnical

and
11. 180do Industry 39,145Group ;Mans

lanedial.
warsaboul

NEC
D

13,747 15, 680 31, 434
8, 787 16,754 18, 138
3, 230 6,957 14,991

72, 745 72, 216 78,017
1. 267 6. 570 4, 153

44.807 62.011 92.315
9. 344 9, 115 1A 115

53, 140 55,160 69,118
14, 101 6,46803

: 12.307 1,
2,

%I
A 023

/dal 125.560 219.095 4 257.136 333,171

Filidtosadi Includes 11.01 aid OM in aas total.
3 Iodides Nun, 0.02, 33.06,ead M. all 1111 sin rIPM.

UndrallesInd awollwent Opts.

TABLE 2.ENROLLMENTS UNDE! PUBLIC LAW 90-576-111611 SCHOOLSSYATE OF WASHINGTON

By occeostionnl aria 1963

trIbittloin 769
& 515

Neddt
Hemeirsaking,

Metal
Trsdas and industry 7VGrZlsirdlowl
th

Total 39.969

1168 1972 1977

10, IV
3,070

150
160

n, 247
131

2,664

I, 568

12,186
4250

551
2,633

41, 925

5, 057
11,3S3

11,473
6, 00
5,471
1.516n,m
6, 111

25.2*
2,434

94, 970 125,717 121.85

1 Projected.
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Homemaking, occupation
Olice
Technical

1, 370

9, 139
3, 133
1, 401

4, 515
2,268

18,051

2,1301
3, 692

812

257 1,183 4, 756

257 I,236 3,365 2,744

lied& 1,370 2, 232 3, 466 2,268

Homemaking. occupabonal 334 180 623

Oita 3, 465 5,146 5,701 12,978

Technical
3, 718 2,825 2,858

Trades and industry 1,780 6,757 k 268 10,466

Group guklance
2, 715 4009

%medial
1, 403

NEC_
1M6

Vocational-technne institute portion of Poston:0AM- 15- 139 25, 341 29, 226 50,000

By Program:
2, 019

106 6,143
3,545

Tracks and industry 4,630 15,777 13,519

Gram guidance
1, 303
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TABLE; - ENROLLMENTS UNDER PUBLIC LAW 10-576-POST HIGH SCHOOL STATE OF WASHINGTON

1963 1968 1972 1977 c

Csmareelty college portion of posbecondary 7,5:2 19,895 23,144 50,510

if PNIValn:
gacitbstiz

Total 18,641 45,141 58,112 103,953

$3 r01 detail data not available.

TABLE 4.-ENROLLMENTS UNDER PUBLIC LAW 90-576-ADULTS STATE OF WASHINGTON

By occupational area 1963 1968 1972 19Th

Apiculture
1,301 2,673 1,862 9,063

OutrIbution ........... -,....-. ... ... , .... ........ ..,, 4,517 4,442 6,151 5, 229

Month 595 888 1, 532 4, 322

Homemaking, occupational. 773 ,924 1, 197

Office
11, 414 9;62 26, 639

Technical
11,980 5,425 4,470 5, 449

Trades end industry 32,720 43, 719 28.E 19, 945

Group guidance
351 1,922

Remedial
1,277

NEC
2,027

Total 52,123 43.973 53,683 73,766

Prolectsi.

TABLE 5.-DISADVANTAGED AND HANDICAPPED ENROLLMENTS, STATE OF WASHINGTON

19631 19681 372 1177

Disadvanbeed pawns sewed le.- ION sad paid 10,946 11,055

needs amain.
Ileoilim;pod emirs served In regular 20 spircist needs 4, 860 5, 340

provrams.

gr=g data not collestad.
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TAKE 6.--ADULT ENROLLMENTS-UNEKKOYED. EMPLOYED MID MOTA COMPARISONS-
STATE OF WASHINGTON

1163 1968 1972 1977*

Preparatory program. total

By occupational area:
gglikultbern

HOW
Consumerant homemaking
Nonworking, ectepational
Dike-
Tedreical
Trade sad indeatriel.
GrounemmIdance.

() 19,895 58, 701 115,75:

NEC

Seplementst props*, total

Sy compational mew:
Awricultetutiroe.n.
D 2. 673 1 1162 9,063

4, 422 i 951 5, 229Health.
Kg 1.532 4, 322Consoler earl

22.649 12. 696 22,493Homemaking. accrwational
773 624 1,197OWN

11.414 9, 689 u., 630

Remedial
NEC

1 Z 027
1, 277

351 1. 9/22

Technhad
5, 425 4, 470 5, 449Trade and industrial

Group 5,idato

IOTA institutimul program worbeents 1, 828 1,992 4, 426 5, 500

251 1,249
at

VI. . KV
1, 29$ 5,384
2, 295

6. 920
4, 814 2)..011

334 3, 313 1,440
5.146 10, 223 32.034
3, 7118 4,653 % 551
6, 757 22, 095 USE

2, 7l5 =,312
1, 403

9$6

(I) 91,963 66, 334 9f, 259

By occupational wen:
Agrkulture
Distribution 42

86 219
52
35

495
OwHealth 16 220 155 610Homemaking, eiropational

134 4Office
311 276 557

7 38
770

5
Trade and indotrial. 1.293 615 951 1,925Group guidance..

181 360 550NEC
2. 263 55

* Identifying dais not collected.
2 Projected.

TABLE 1.-DISTRIBUTION OF FUNDS. CITIES OVER 250,000, POOREST RURAL AREA. STATE OF WASHINGTON

Federal dollars State plus local dollars,Population 1910 fiscal year 19T1 fiscal year 1972

Amount Percent Amount Percent
Geographic arm Number hmeat

Total Slats 3, 400, 410 100
City of Seattle I 524,110 15
SMSA (lqess Soothe) 1,724, 721 51
NonSMSA 1,160, 573 34
Poorest rural arm I 139,212 .4

8, 984,173 Ifiit. 0
1,252.995 14. u
1, 369, 895 15.0
6, 361, 583 11.0

301,463 3.4

44, 5'1,678 100.0
5, 12 ZS 12.0
5, 64,7 511 13.0

33, 135, 93$ 75.0
1,163, 836 4.6

Settle is the State's only city with a population over 250,,Setoforo
speaking and

The "poorest rural arm selected using a comparison
housing. horsing values, median income and families below poverty levels, evolved Into anarea ictroirlinogTvero Inter:Idiots iciher4 districts of the State,encompessom 5 rural counties.
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TABLE 8.INVESTMENTS FOR CONSTRUCTION AND EQUIPMENT, STATE or WASHINGTON

196348 1969-72
1973-77

(projected)

Construction:
Federal.. ..... ........ ............. . ..... $258,051 $255,101 Unknown

6, 492, 428 27, 730, 216 $50.000, 000

6, 750, 479 27,985, 317 50.000,000+

Equipment'
Federal,: 3, 993, 940 3, 325, 607 3.500. 000
Stet, 3, 990, 655 I?, 457, 216 12, 000, 000

Total..... ........ ....... .. ... ............. ..... .... 7, 984, 595 15, 782,823 15.500, 000

TABLE 9 EXEMPLARY PROGRAMS 'NUMBERS OF PERSONS SERVED, STATE OF WASHINGTON

1968 1972
1977

(projected)

Total persons served 19,000 14 000

K-12 system 15,000 2,000
Postsecondary 4. 000 7,000

Figures do not include projects funded directly from U30E/Commissioner. Further details of programs ars included
as attachment No 1.

TABLE 10.CONSUMER HOMEMAKING AND OCCUPATIONAL HOME ECONOMICS, STATE OF WASHINGTON

Focal year 1960

Howe
economics Home

Fiscal year 1963: useful 'COMICS
Vcationel horns employment gainful

Eon (homemaking) employment-
Enrollment statistic 09.01 -419.6i 09.02

Secondary 29, 898 49, 731 160
Adult 20,827 22, 744 1,107

Total 50125 72,475 1, 267

Fiscal year 1972

Part Consumer home- Part B: Occupational Korn'
making-09.01 economics-09.02

Disadvan- Disadven-
Total taged Handicapped Mod Handicapped Total

Secondary.. ........... . 52.600 1,559 357 98 13 2.633
Adult. 19.616 1,000 448 147 19 3.937

Total ....: ... ,.. 72.216 2.559 855 245 32 6.570

Final year 1977 (projected)

Part B:
Part F: Occupational

Consumer hems
hementakift economics

01.01 09.02
(total enrolled) (total enrolled)

Secondary 28, 474 1.516
Adult 49,543 2.637

Total 78, 017 4,153

4 4 -S112-75-89
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TABLE 11.COOPERATIVE VOCATIONAL EOUCAT1ON. STATE OF WASHINGTON

Enrollments
1977

1163 1968 1972 (projected)

Wonder). ,, ....................... .. .. 769 2.884 4,326 3,803
Postsecondary 257 1.296 1.457 1.800

Total 1, 026 4,170 I 5, 773 r 5, 603

Of Mese, 1,209 welled under pt. G. Publk Law 10-576.
3 Of West 1.100 enrolled under pt. G, Public Law 911-576.

TABLE 12.WORK-STUDY PROGRAMS, STATE OF WASHINGTON

1977
Enrollments 1963r 1968 1972 (projected)

Seconda 379 209 400
Postseconry dary 177 258 400

Total 556 467

Icleedlying data eel eellated.

Mr. Bissrz. I plan to quickly cover three thingsFirst, what has
happened in vocational education because of the '63 Act, the 1968
amendments and the 1973 amendments.

Second, your specific question on why we have experienced, Mr.
Chairman, balanced growth in the State's common school system and
community colleges and balanced distribution of Federal dollars, as
you put that question to me specifically.

Third, to state some concerns I have about the future.
Finally, I apologize for not being at lunch with you, but I was being

updated as to what questions were asked this morning to try to have
some of those answers for you, so I will try to answer some of your
questions from this morning.

First of all, very briefly, I have attached to my remarks the data
that I sent to the Honorable Carl D. Perkins last year regarding what
has happened in Washington State in vocational education as a result
of the vocational education acts.

I- would like to say, if you look at the attachments on there, you will
find that vocational education in Washington State has grown and it
has crown considerably over the period of time.

A number of things have occurred in Washington that we think have
made both the common schools and the community colleges stand out
in the Nation. I won't try to elaborate on those since they are in there,
except to say, like the rest of the Nation, vocational education in
Washington has grown at all levels.

I think that a critical part of your question might relate to this
growth and the quality of the growth in the secondary and post-
secondary systems.

I would like to refer you to page 2 of my prepared testimony, about
why we think that Federal dollars have been distributed equally among
all levels of the system. Excuse me, it is page 3 at the top. Project
Baseline reports that our State is serving 66.3 persons per thousand in
vocational programs. The range across the United States was from a
high of 89.7 per thousand in Utah to a low of 14.6 in the District of

1CF17
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Columbia. In rank order, our State ranks third in the Nation in people
served per capita. Within that figure, secondary school vocational
clientele was served on the basis of 33.9 per thousand population in the
State of Washington, and we ranked seventh. The post-secondary
institutions which include the vocational-technical institutes and com-
munity colleges, were serving 19.7 per thousand and we ranked first
in the Nation in serving post - .secondary clientele in vocational
education.

I think in response to your question of how did that happen, one of
the things that we need to see is how we compare to some other State.
For instance, the State of Delaware ranked seventh overall in voca-
tional enrollments, 56.9 compared to our 66.3 In the secondary systems,
Delaware ranks second, 55.5 compared to our seventh ranked 33.9. gut
in postsecondary, Delaware ranks 45+h. They are not serving the post-
secondary area in that State based on the Baseline statistics.

Similiar statistics for other States indicate that when they have a
very high secondary enrollment they may have very little offered
post secondary.

In the State of Washington, we have had equal growth and equal
balance based on a number of things. First of all, a sincere commit-
ment on the part of multiple agencies at the state level to deliver voca-
tional education. The superintendent of public instruction committed
both philosophy and dollars and the State board of commit city colleges
committed philosophy and dollars and our State legislature has com-
mitted itself in making vocational education grow.

In our State, however, I think in 1967 when they created a coordi-
nating council independent of other agencies to receive the Federal
funds, it set up the condition wher_e_hy the funds could be disbursed on
a more equal basis to the system. What we find is that, reviewing the
data, when other States attach their State board of vocational educa-
tion to one segment of the educational community or the other, the
funds tend to flow most to the education agency to which they are
attached. Being unattached, we have no axes to grind; we have ac-
cepted the role and commitment of vocational education for all people
of all levels, and we have become partners with the superintendent and
the community colleges in delivering that role.

Now, I would like to skip off of that. You will see the balance of
other remarks in this prepared testimony.

I think that we feel, or I feel personally, that the 1963 act, the 1968
amendments and the 1973 amendments have had real significance in
shaping vocational education. They caused us to change from specific
job orientation to people orientation. I think that as a result of those
changes we have served people needs on a higher level than prior to
1963.

We are concerned with some things. We are concerned that in the
U.S. Office of Education the staff assignments responsible for voca-
tional education are less in number than they were in 1968. We know
that they are distributing the support for vocational education fmin
the U.S. Office tr., the regional offices and we have had real cooperation
from region 10, but we are concerned for the reduced staff pa 'Ileum-
t ion at the U.S. Office level.

We also would like to report that, since the 1972 amendments. Wash-
ington State has just last week incorporated "Vocational Industrial

Joss
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Arts" into the State plan which will allow us to make a stronger com-
mitment to the congressional intent of that change in the act and a
stronger commitment to career education in Washington State.

As one- result_of the 1972 amendments, Mr. Chairman, was not
present this morning because I was attending my first meeting of the
1202 commission, which in the State of Washington is the Council on
Higher Education.- Our Governor has appointed myself, Dr. Brouil-
let, many other appointments, to make that a balanced commission to
do the postsecondary planning coordination. We see that the efforts of
cooperative planning in,011 of education should cause better articula-
tion. So we are really reacting to -the 1972 amendments.

We are concerned a little bit about changing directions in the U.S.
Office and changing funding ,patterna under the appropriations. For
instance, part I research under Public Law 90-576 was reduced from a
$1 million level to a $1 million level in the House appropriation bill.
A potential result of that could be the loss of the national curriculum
network that was established just two years ago, into which we en-
tered as one of seven networks in the United States and which we felt
had maximum potential. Our curriculum lab is serving six States and
eliminating unnecessary duplication in curriculum developments. To
have the funding base reduced by two thirds, we felt, endangered the
continuation of the curriculum network and, of course, we corre-
sponded with you.regarding our concerns on that.

We are concerned that we remain able to continnethat network for a
while longer because we think it might be something that would have a
big payoff for vocational education in the future.

Basically J guess that I can summ.arisz my prepared remarks by say-
ing Washington State has had major growth because of the Federal
Vocational Education Acts. We: have always supported categorical
funding of the State office responsible for vocational education be-
cause we think the Congress, in its wisdom, often points out priorities
to us that would have gone unseen at the State We think there
have been changes in disadvantaged, handicapped and other areas that
would not have occurred had there not been categories in the Federal
act, and we support that.

To move on, Mr. Chairman, to respond to some of the questions
that I understand were asked ails morning and to respond to any ques-
tions you might have now, I borrowed from Congressman Mee& the
chart here that pointed out all of the faucets, with the funds flowing to
the State of Washington and to the coordinating council.

understand there was a concern about $5.6 million in State money
that flowed into the coordinating couneil and that disappeared and did
not get used in the year 1971-72. I think that is the right year. I think
that when this chart went to the printer, a fly flew by, because it should
be $0.56 million or $560,000 in State money for the coordinating coun-
cil. I checked this out with our own budget office and I checked it out
with the advisory council. The correct figure is $560,000. At no time
have we received state funds in the coordinating council of mare than
$1 million. The largest amount received by the coordinating council
has been around $760,000 in any 1 year. In the biennium, we ap-
proach $1.5 'million ; that is in the biennium. So the figure that you
felt got lost certainly would get lost if you were looking for $5.6 mil-
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lion. We never had it. I would like to point that out and return the
chart to Congressman feeds.

I also would like to respond to a great deal of discussion this morn-
ing regarding budgets and the use of Federal funds in Washington
State, particularly regarding some responses we made to a committee
dealing with handicapped persons, that, as I recall, occurred within
the last month. We received a letter from that group, wanting us to
provide them with some information and asked for a response time of,
I don't clearly remember, somewhere around a week or 10 days. We
did gather together figures to show how much vocational money was
earmarked for handicapped and how it was distributed.

I don't laiow that we were able to answer all of their questions at
that time, but we tried to get the response back to them and it is my
understanding that some of those figures have been quoted this
morning.

I will say that if after receiving our response, however, there was
any misunderstanding regarding our reply, we have had no further
dialog with them. So we have not been able to respond to any of the
questions they may still have.

It is true in 1972-73 allocations, $702,000 of Federal money was ear-
marked for handicapped. It was earmarked to meet the required per-
centage of 10 percent under Fcderal law. That money was distributed
to the other agencies primarily, because what we do with Federal
money is try to flow as much to local educational agencies as possible.
So out of that amount, we allocated to the superintendent's office
$355,746, and to the State board of community colleges $2S4,532. We
retained in the coordinating council $62,170. With that money we re-
tained. roughly $25,000 was used

Mr. Ilawiiixs. How much was the amount retained
Mr. BINNIE. In the coordinating council. $62,170.
Mr. HAWKINS. Thank you.
Mr. BINNIE. Of that, some was made available for grants and to

nonpublic schools, and $25,000 of it, roughly, was used for administra-
tive costs. We employed a disadvantaged-handicapped specialist that
year and her salary and expenses were taken partly from disad-
vantaged and partly from handicapped. So there was about $25,000
used for administrative costs.

'There may be additional detail we provided to the group that re-
quested the information, a detailed breakdown on what schools ac-
tually received handicapped money. In the superintendent's office
they distributed it on n proposal basis and with the community col-
leges they distributed it on a formula basis related to the number of
handicapped in the district.

The largest amount that I am aware went to a community college
is about $15,000. Funds were distributed over a number of schools
and also the voc-tech institutes participated and they were allocated
out of the SPI dollars instead of the handicapped dollars. In each
case it is our intention to have those handicapped dollars meet the
needs of handicapped people.

With that, 1 guess I would be happy to respond to any specific
questions.

Mr. MEEDS. Thank you very much, Art.

J090
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My first question is a bit of a general question : What impact is the
1968 Educational Act amendments having on State vocational pro-
grams in the State of Washington? Is is considerable; is it minimal?et,

Mr. Bmtre. Any specific part of the amendment you are referring
to, Congressman?

Mr. MEEns. The entire act?
Mr. BENNIE. The entire act.
I think that the significant change that I have seen is considerable.

It is considerable in that we are people- oriented in direction, trying
to meet the needs of people and trying to assess people's needs in order
to do that.

I believe that the act has given us leadership and direction and that
has resulted in changes in programs.

Mr. MEEDS. We have heard testimony this morning that the role of
the Federal dollar and the Federal act is through your own organiza-
tion, the coordinating council, which prepares and has adopted the
1-year and the longer range plans for State vocational education. We
have heard that you did not have much, if any role in the actual ad-
ministration of programs which were not financed by Federal dollars,
which, incidentally, is about 6 to 1, anywhere from 6 to 1 to 9 to 1, de-
pending on Ni,liether you are talking about postsecondary or
elementary - seconds ry.

We have heard that the State plans are nothing more than a com-
pliance, document and, if you put that combination together, it sug-
gests a very minimal role for the Education Act Amendments of 1968.
That, frankly, is my concern. Does it have a bigger role than that and,
if so, what is their role ?

Mr. 131x:ctE. I see the role as being greater. The agency is responsinte
for reeeiN ing the Federal dollars and far disbursing those dollars in
the program changes. Its prime responsibility is for preparation, ad-
ministering, and cupervising the State plan for vocational education.

We don't directly go to our State legislature requesting State dol-
lars for program operation. We are dealing with about $8 million in
Federal. The total bud,t.et approaches $50 million in the State of Wash-
ington for vocational education.

The State plan has two sections. It has an administrative section.
which includes policic- rules, and regulations, and through those
policies, rules, and regulations, all programs in the State are affected.
In other words. every school or every district or, for that matter, the
agencies, when they commit to receive Federal dollars, are also com-
mitted to making f. r the programs meet the standards for voca-
tional education in the ;-tate.

So in an indirect method, then, the State plan contents in section 1
havc an impact on every vocational education program in the State
of Washington, not limited to Federal only.

The second part of the plan is the 1- 4nd 5-year projections. We have
been working to improve that plan, to make it a more realistic plan, a.
better plan for Washington State. I think we have made marked im-
provements in that. It does include both State and Federal dollars for
planning and projections, as well as local dollars, are included in the
superintendent's portion. Community college people include those dol-
lars that are State dollars for vocational education and they produce
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projected new programs in enrollments. So I would say that the plan,
in fact, is a State plan. We think it improved last year with greater
cooperation from the advisory council and with the other agencies.

We have recently, I think, moved into a new arrangement whereby
the participation of other agencies in giving us a plan will be greater
than before. The partnership and goal-setting will be greater than ever
before. So, while the management concept of the council or State
board. whichever you would like to call it in Washington, may seem
minimal in some people's eyes, I think the payoff is maximum. It is
maximum in bringing together an articulate plan with the involvement
of the operating agencies.

Mr. MEEDS. Preliminary figures of the General Accounting Office
indicate that approximately 29 percent of all Federal vocational edu-
cation funds going into the coordinating council are retained by the co-
ordinating council for administrative purposes and are never passed
down to the actual consumers. the students.

First, isn't that a rather high amount for administration? Secondly,
if that is not all being used for administration, what programs are
being administered by the coordinating council which might account
for it ?

Mr. BINNIE. To respond to that, I have not seen the same figures
you have, but let me give you rough percentages of what usually

happens.
In 1972-1973, under Public Law 90-576, $9,091,199 were received

under that act by the coordinating council; $2,236,062 were retained
by the coordinating council of the $9 million, which would approximate
p.robably 25 percent. I am just guessing on that. $3.5 plus was given to

and $3.3 plus was given to community colleges for grants di-
rected to local schools. Of the $2.2 retained, approximately $1.2 was
made available to local education agencies and actual program opera-
tions through grants.

To give examples of these kind of grants, $145,000 in grants was
made available in research. $138,000 made available in exemplary ;
actual grants for curriculum development amounted to close to
$300,000. Much of 1.2 million was not used for overhead or adminis-
trative cost but was used for curriculum improvement or program im-
provement for local education agencies, some agency or another. That
would put us in the neighborhood, I think, of about 12 percent. some-
where in there, of actue.1 fixed costs retained; of Federal dollars used
for administration.

In our agency, the cost of our agency is mostly met with Fed-gal
dollars. We receive about $t in State dollars for every $7 in Federal.

Mr. MEEDS. Are there any State dollars going into the coordinating
_ouncil ?

Mr. BINNIT. Yes. In the second half of the biennium just finished,
we have $766.000 a year in State money.

Mr. HEEDS. How much ?
Mr. BINNIE. $766.542 this last year.
Mr. QrIE. That makes it a total of $1,000,070 retained for adminis-

trative costs.
Mr. BINXIE. That would put it over a million dollars for administra-

tive and fixed costs, plus the 700, you are right. We retain that.

392
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Some of that is used elsewhere, for instance, we have total respon-sibility for providing fire service training and the program ap-proachesI am guessing, I don't have the statisticsabout $300,000
in fire service training costs. We operate through fire districts and wetrain both paid and volunteer firemen. Since the amendments lastyear we also train volunteer firemen.

Mr. Quiz. For a city fire rather than forest land ?Mr. Bzionr.. This is primarily firefighting for industrial and resi-dential property as opposed to forest firefighting. Forestry personneldo attend some of the schools with regular fire department personnel.Mr. HEEDS. What difference in allocation of all funds for vocationaleducation is there now that didn't exist in 1967? Is the money beingallocated any differently now than it was in 1967 ?
Mr. DINNIE. I don't know that I can respond to that since my tenureas director has been only now 2 years. I am not quite familiar withthe distribution process employed in 1967. At that time there wereseveral State community colleges and common schools and vocationaleducation was, prior to 1967, under the superintendent of publicinstruction. The State board for vocational education was administer-mg funds and I was a local administrator. At that time on an ap-proved class basis, funding was based on priority of administrative

cost, equipment cost, and supplies that were excess costs of vocationaleducation. Those districts that had vocational education and had ap-proved programs were eligible to make claims against those moneysthat were available in the State.
Now, I believe our nev. process is one that tends to cause the Federaldollars to be spent more for improvement and expansion as opposedto operation. At least our goal is to use those dollars for forward-

moving things rather than operational costs. We haven't completely
succeeded on that, but we are hoping to move in that direction.

Mr. Mans. Some of the charts from the superintendent of publicinstruction this morning indicated that the substantial gain that hadbeen made in vocational students enrolled in secondary vocational ed-ucation programs had taken place in the traditional areas of home
economics and agricultural vocational education. Yet this was some-
what contrary to the aims of the 1966 act, aims being to redirect some
of the funding away from the areas of less potential for job placement
and into the skills which were more in demand.

No. 1, is that your understanding of what has happened; and, two.
if so, why is this State different ? Do we need an increase in vocational
agricultural funding and students in the face of a declining market or
declining job market in those fields?

Mr. BINXIE. Yes. I will try to respond to that. I did not see the
charts. but I suspect it is accurate that we have an increased enroll-
ment in agriculture and an increase in family life and consumer
education.

In agriculture. I would like to say that the Vocational Act Amend-
ments did, in fact, change the whole direction of vocational agricul-
ture education; that where we used to be primarily training agricul-
tural education for onfarm occupations. the agricultural education
today is multifaceted. It is training people for business-related occu-
pations to agriculture, training people in forestry, which wasn't con-
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sidered agriculture back prior to 1968, at least by educators. There
was a major effort toward natural resources, fisheries, and forestry,
both for disadvantaged persons as well as in regular programs.

The growth of agriculture, as I look at it is a little bit different thing.
Agriculture itself is a motivator. a turner on for many young people.
They relate to agriculture because they live in a small community and
they want to go to work in that community. They realize they might
not any longer be picking grapes by hand or doing some of those
manual things that so much equipment does today, but they see the
need for the combine repairman, the person who understands hy-
draulics. the person who works in the distribution business of agri-
euture. Those are the areas that agriculture has turned to and they
have turned to the city occupations also in both the nursery business
and occupations related to turf management and landscape manage-
ment and that type of thing.

So the agriculture you have seen growth in is not the agriculture
of prior to 1968. I think it has addressed itself to occupational change.

In the consumer and homemaking areas, I wouldn't try to give a
reason for growth other than that what we realize today is that every-
body is a consumer-homemaker. Therefore, a great effort has been
pushed forth since 1968 to improve the training of young men in con-
sumer-homemaking skills and occupations. Every one of us is going
to have to learn to deal with a marriage, its successes and problems.
consumer purchasing and consumer buying and child rearing. In our
expansion in those areas, I think we have advanced to young people
in both the secondary and postsecondary level the need to be a good
homemaker. So I think that has been a worthwhile increase in enroll-
ment, and I would anticipate that enrollment will grow as we put
more effort into that area.

I would like to add one other thing. In our State, we have been
working very hard on developing a forecast model that would pre-
dict future job needs and would predict our present output from the
existing education system. We have that model now in the initial im-
plementation stage within time community college systems. In other
words, the future growth which they project to the State office of
Program Planning and Fiscal Management, that eventually gets to
our legislature, is based on projections of the job market that we
are using. They would not be allowed to start new programs in areas
that are projecting decreased job needs.

This system is one I think we are probably leading4the country on
in this fOrecast business. We have included in that model, incidentally,
outputs from the voc-tech institutionswhich are doing an excellent
job in the State of 'Washington outputs from the private vocational
schools, and outputs from the community colleges. We do not project
job need on enrollments, because we feel that is a false figure, but on
people who take jobs out of these programs; placements.

Mr. MEEns. Thank you.
The gentleman from Minnesota.
Mr. Qcn. I would like to follow up on Mr. feeds' questioning. On

p. 10 of the appendix to your statement, you project that in 1977
agriculture is going to jump from 15,680 to 31,434, which is the most
enormous jump of all of the projection of any increase. Now, that
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really goes further than what you suggested you are going to be
training. You see the increase in 1968 jumped from 13,747 to 15,680.

Mr. BINNIE. Yes, in 5 years it almost doubled.
Mr. QVIE. In that 5 years, it seems to me that the increase would

have occurred between 1968 and 1972 and agriculture might be level-ing off.
I can understand the others pretty well,because the consumer home-

making and homemaking areas stay the same. I don't understand why
you project a drop in occupatonal homemaking.

BINNIE. The agriculture projections I think I would have to re-view again before I could give you a meaningful answer. I would be
telling you stories if I tried to give you an immediate answer. I would
answer that in writing if you so desire.

Mr. QUE. OK.
Mr. BINNIE. In the "homemaking, occupational," I would say that

a:e found through our new forecast model that persons we were pre-
viously predicting as completors from enrollments in these occupa-
tional areas may have job codes that really fall into other areas. While
the production of people as workers is still maintaining the same over-all level, they are being pointed into some other occupational areas.
like food service workers which is in the T. & I. job program. So someof those jobs have apparently decreased there in a gainful homemaking
category, the area we are talking about.

"Useful homemaking" was the area I predicted about a minute ago
and you can see we have shown an even trend upward in "consumer
and homemaking. useful." But we do show a decrease in "occupational"
because some of the output is really credited by job code to other oc-
cupational areas then homemaking. That was the change we brought
about through our forecast model when we tried to project those
occupations.

In agriculture, as I said, other than from the expansion into areas
that were not previously considered agriculture. such as forestry and
sea resources and that type of thing. there still may not be a true
doubling, I really don't have the facts on that.

Mr. QUIE. Does table 1, that includes what we find on table 2, table
3. and so forth, or does it go to table 4 ? Do you add those together
to get table 1?

Mr. BINNIE. Table 1 is a total unduplicated enrollment figure in
those occupational areas. It would be inclusive of some of the other
charts that are here. That shows the total enrollments and it includes
occupational ateas, handicapped, disadvantaged. postsecondary, andsecondary.

Mr. Qum. Does it include the manpower?
Mr. Bixxre. No; it would not include the manpower figures because

we reported those differently to 3IDTA. They are not taken into the
normal count.

Mr. Quit. In your vocational-technical institutes that are postsec-
ondary, you didn't have anything in 1968. You have 106 of them in
1972. Are you really planning on taking off there? You go to 6,143.
What have you planned now?

Mr. BINNIE. At the bottom of p. 11?
Mr. QUM Right.

1195
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Mr. 131 Nxit. There are, by statute in our State, five vocational-tech-
nical institutes presently operating. We did not have a detailed break-
down available for 1968 and could not reconstruct it separately. At that
time there was a mixture of secondary reports and voc-tech institutes
under the superintendent of public instruction. They enroll both high
school and posthigh school students; that is one of tile unique features
of the technical institute. So the figures were all coining in under
secondary reporting.

Last year, the first time, in 1972-73, we collected their enroll-
ments differently. The projected growth is on a line growth that we
anticipate all vocational education to grow. We don't know whether
these existing institutions will double in size or whether there will be
new institutions built. There is a lot of discussion in our State ahoy
expanding those institutions.

Mr. (Iris. Also on the voc-tech schools, you propose office training
jumping from 4,500 up to 18,000. That also may be the problem you
mentioned of accounting differently in the future between high school
and voc-technical. I notice in agriculture and office there is a projected
drop in both of them at the high school level. Is that correct I

Mr. BINNIE. Part of that is separating it out from one reporting
system to a dual reporting system.

Mr. Qum. The thing that strikes me on the trade and industry. how-
ever, is that the postsecondary level seems to be going down and at the
high school level there is a dramatic increase. Itou see the switch in
amounting, if it's all in accounting. Agriculture and office go one way
and trade and industry go the other way. Whatabout going from 5,000
to 5,000 T. & . in high school, and dropping from 15,000 to 13,000 in
postsecondary vocational-technical ?

Mr. Bixxis. There is a concerted effort on the part of the super n-
tendent to expand high school vocational programs through the de-
velopment of skill centers. Those programs are designed to serve multi -
districts, especially in small district areas. So I wood anticipate that
the projections there reflect the derOopmeat of those programs in
areas that didn't previously have them because they were high cost.

Now, in the other area, T am not prepared to rcyond to that.
Mr. Qun. If you could, I would like to know what you are doing on

the & I. program. I would expect there would be a rapid increase
on that.

I would like to ask you about the tables on cooperative vocational
education. It is my expectation that we would see continued growth ns
you did have occur during 1968 to 1972. There seems to be an expected
reduction in growth at the secondary level. How do you account for
that ?

Mr. RIXXIE. I think we are running into two kinds of problems
there. Cooperative vocational education had a rapid and increased
growth and is still growing in our State at this time because of money
earmarked for co-op that provided opportunities for the coordinators
to go out and work the students into jobs that related to their train-
ing. That is the concept of co-op ; the job has to be related to train-
ing and produce competency and experiences related to the training.

With money beilig pushed in that direction, we saw the expansion
of this. What we are discovering now is that we are running into
multiple coordinators trying Lo work the same job market.
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You find in the large metropolitan areas with several school dis-
tricts and several high schools, plus postsecondary institutions, that
they are competing somewhat for the same job market. Employers
can only handle so many people of this caliber in the related training.I think this is a concept that will now slow down, cooper 0:lye edu-
cation development, as far as numbers. You can see the difficulty with
small school districts that may be only a bedroom community 10 miles
away from a larger city. It is very difficult for them to get into where
the co-op jobs are and compete with the city school coordinators who
are there all the time.

While expansion may occur. I think you slowly begin to reach a
saturation point in the jobs available. We will still see, I believe, somegrowth, especially as it moves into cne smaller districts throughout
the State.

Mr. QCIE. You anticipate here a reduction rather than a growth,
according to your statement ?

Mr. BENNIE. I would predict today that this would probably re-main stable with slight growth.
Mr. QUIE. Let me also ask you about your testimony on p. 5. Yousay,
In the interests of seeking improvements in our vocational programs, our

agency suggested that perhaps the delivery agencies could get some tasks donebetter than we could by continuingto do those tasks ourselves.
What are you saying about ,"delivery agencies" here?
Mr. BINNIE. That statement relates to a very recent trial arrange-

ment that we have entered into with the delivery agencies. In ourState, we have multiple State educational agencies. The superintend-
ent of public instruction is responsible for all programs in the com-
mon school system, K through 12, plus the five voc-tech institutes.
The community college board is a second State board. The coordinat-
ing council, which I represent, is the sole agency for receiving Fed-
eral vocational dollars.

We have these three agencies and, of course, if you include the
120-2 commission, which in our State is the council on higher education,
there is a fourth educational agency.

As "operating agencies" we define those agencies responsible for
delivering programs to people. That is the superintendent of public
instruction in the common schools and roc -tech institutes, and the otherside is the community colleges. These are the agencies who operate
programs : our agency doesn t.

What we have had in the last few years, before 1:.iging about this
changeover. is a partnership relationship with some jurisdictional dis-
pittes as to who is responsible for management and who is responsible
for operations. There were functions we felt were overlapping and
conflicting, so we have assigned Si total staff from our agency to work
this next rear on a trial basis with the superintendent. Their responsi-
bility is to cause improvement and expansion of the vocational pro-
grams in the common schools and roc-tech institutes.

Mr. QL-IE. Right.
Mr. BINNIE. That arrangement will be evaluated in May t see if it

is more effective.
Mr. QrIE. The delivery agencies that you are proposing is really one

delivery agency?
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Mr. BINNIE. There are two delivery agencies in public education in
our state; two in vocational public education. One of those is the com-
munity college system and one is the common school system. A third
one is the private vocational school system.

Mr. Qum. You talk about reassigning a third of your agency's
personnel.

Mr. BINNIE. We reassigned them to the common schools, the
superintendent's office.

Mr. Qum. That is the superintendent of public instruction?
Mr. Brion:E. Yes. The community colleges have a different concept.

They put forth that they would like to manage and deliver vocational
education services in a different fashion, without program assistance
at the State level. They say their expertise in curriculum develop-
ment, and youth group leadership and those functions that we assigned,
lies in their local education agencies and that they would get the job
done without a State staff. So they asked for no one to be assigned to
them during this trial period.

Mr. QurE. What is the size of your staff ?
Mr. Brionz. My staff, before the third went off, was 101.
Mr. QurE. 101. So you have about 38 or 34
Mr. Bxxxm. I remember the figures now. We assigned 31 people,

and of those 16 were piofessionals, to SPI. We have 32 people left
that I call program 01, regular voc-ed, in our office who deal with P.L.
90-576, and the balance of the people in our office are on some kind of
special funding, like CETA or fire service training. We have a sep-
arate corrections clearinghouse grant. We have a separate six-State
curriculum management center grant.

At this time, of the staff that is left, which numbers about 70, about
one-half are on regular voc-ed and one-half on special grant funding
of some sort.

Mr. Qtnr. Are the 31 that are with the superintendent of public
instruction. in this year's trial going to be paid by you?

Mr. Brxwm. Yes, they are still on our man-year head count and on
our payroll for the trial period.

Mr. Qum. Who gives them supervision ?
Mr. Bnorm. They are supervised by Assistant Superintendent

Brennan, whom you heard testify this morning.
Mr. QUM. You provide no supervision over this?
Mr. BINNIE. I work with Superintendent Brennan on goals. priori-

ties, and direction, but for the trial period, if it is to prove effective,
we have to let those persons become system oriented, so I am not
exercising any direct supervision over these people.

.Mr. QUIE. Will you continue to fund that personnel or will you
just give them the money?

Mr. BrxxrE. If this is successful after evaluation and those people
were to be permanently assigned to the superintendent's office, we
would seek to have their man-years transferred to that office. It would
still be legal and appropriate to support their salaries with Federal
dollars, -within an interlocal agreement to the superintendent's office.

Mr. Qui.E. I imagine some of the $31,4 million in Federal money
that goes to the local schools through the superintendent of public
instruction goes to personnel for salaries.
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Mr. BINNIE., No that money that we put in the grants areas. The
$31/2 million goes to local schools. There is an interlocal agreement
with CCOE and which supports the supervision staff in the superin-
tendent's office. That is not part of the grant money that goes to local
schools, but it is provided.

Mr. Qtr/E. You mean none of that 31/2 goes to the superintendent
of public instruction's own staff in administering the program?

Mr. BINNIE. That's correct. That $31/2 million is provided for service
to local education groups and not for State staff. Under the present
interlocal agreement, not counting those people on my staff, there is
$169,000 provided for administrative costs in the superintendent's
office. That is separate.

Mr. Qum. So this would be the first time you would have federally
funded personnel in the superintendent's office for vocational
education?

Mr. BINNIE. That is not true, no.
Mr. QUIE. I don't understand. Help me.
Mr. BmitE. Back in 1969, when we were trying to get the agency

organization working, we felt that we needed some administrative
line supervision to the field from both the community college office
and the superintendent of public instruction's office. This was before
my time but that was the feeling of three agencies. So they provided
for the assignment of some persons to coordinate and supervise local
education agencies. Seven positions were supplied to the superintend-
ent's office and six positions, I believe, were supplied to the community
college board. Those positions were supported under agreements be-
tween the coordinating council, the superintendent and the college
hoard to provide direct supervision for vocational education, collect
data from the field etc. What we were trying to get around was multi-
agencies each dealing with local educational agencies and, instead, to
direct it through a funnel system where it goes to its own supervising
board and then cnmes over to us as data collected for Federal purposes.

We operated, on the basis of those splits, from 1966 until this fiscal
year began. At that point, we were still having jurisdictional conflict
and communications problems on the actual program expansion and
development processes and those related functions. So we took the
program development people, which consists of T & I. family life.
and so forth, and made these assignments. That adds 31 additional
people to the 7 that were already there. In the discussions that led to
the current arrangements, we asked why shouldn't some personnel be
assigned to the community college board staff to do the same thing.
The answer was that the community colleges would like to try to get
that clone in alternative ways without direct State supervision. So
the people were assigneed to SPI only.

That assigned unit was our complete program development unit.
Everybody who was doing program development tasks last year was
assigned to SPI.

Mr. QUIE. Those 31 will be doing virtually the same thing with
SPI as they were doing when they were in your office?

Mr. Emir& Virtually the same thing. The functions were all iden-
tical, although in our analysis of last year, those 31 people were prob-
ably, on an average over all 5 service areas, spending about 10 percent

G99
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of their time in curriculum development or improvement or consulting
with community colleges. That is roughly 10 percent or 3 man-years
of time.

Now, they won't be doing that this year, so the community college
board will have to get that work done some other way.

Yes, functions they will be doing are exactly the same as they were
last year.

Mr. Qum. If it works out well after this year, will your tenuous
agreement of the coordinating council being the sole agency, be jeop-
ardized if you have a third of your staff off in another agency?

Mr. BINNIE. That is a good question. That is a very dangerous thing
to do and it is something I am wrestling with right now. Traditionally
from the time of the initial vocational act, the service area people, the
home and family life people were the guts and heart of vocational
education.

In more recent years, vocational education agencies have evolved, I
think, into more management-based systems as far as State participa-
tion and relating to their being the "sole agency."

Now our task to pick up, with the 30 people I still have on voc-ed,
the preparing, administering and supervising the State plan; a real,
meaningful, honest-to-God State plan. It has to contain policies
and good standards to cause improvement in vocationredducation.
We need a better assessment program that will help set better State-
level goals for this year.

If. as an agency, we fail to produce that, then we could be reduced
to nothing but a Federal flowthrough agency. But I think there is a
meaningful task to be done by a State agency that does not relate
to operating programs. We are going to go about in this next year
trying to prove that that can happen.

Mr. Qum. I assume that, despite what the Federal offsets are, you
are convinced that it would be a wise administrative move to put those
31 out with the SPI?

Mr. BINNIE. I believe we are, with the 31, even if they were trans-
ferred. still showing compliance with Federal law regarding prepar-
ing a State plan. I think we can do that. I think we can provide a
management system that distributes dollars and gathers data to show
the impact of Federal dollars and vocational education growth. I
believe we can provide related services to that. I think that the pro-
gram things in our State rightfully belong with the systems and that
is what we are trying to work out.

Mr. MnEns. Will the gentleman yield at that point?
Mr. QUIE. Yes.
Mr. MEEDS. Assuming the validity of what you just said, isn't that

also necessary with the community colleges?
Mr. BINXIE. The interlocal agreement is equa:.
Mr. NT EMS. You are not providing any staff at all for the community

colleges?
Mr. BINNIE. That's right. They do not want to build a large State

staff. They only want to identify the functions to be carried out. For
instance, if they have a great need for insurance programs, they sub-
contract with an insurance coordinator at Bellevue Community Col-
lege, let's say, to develop this curriculum. It may not be 100 percent
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accurate. So a field person involves himself in that curriculum develop-
ment package. The finished curriculum comes back to the State office
and goes into distribution for all the State system. Their process is
one of management orientation rather than oriented to having spe-
cialists at the State level. The functions they have been given are the
same as the superintendent's.

Mr. Qum. Let me read what you said in another place here. This
is June 13,1973. You said, in the response prepared for Congressman
Perkins:

"As a final comment, relating to the decentralization of the 'U.S.
Office of Educationl I believe myself to be enough of a realist to
recognize the potential loss involved in any decentralization. That is,
the loss of a power base."

Then you go on talking about that. Is what you are doing analogous
to the U.S. Office of Education?

Mr. Btxrxix. No; the loss of power base is not on our council. We
have the choice, I think, in the State of Washington to take a bureau-
cratic point of view by expanding our authority and jurisdiction or to
take a point of view of trying to take our State organization and work
out an effective administrative structure that we can arrive at ourselves
without it being forced upon us.

There may be a great loss of power base. It is a weakening thing when
you give away 31 i;eople when you could have kept them to manip-
ulate programs and standards and systems. But if they can do the job
better and if the programs can prove better because of their assign-
ment to another agency, then we should not hold them only because
we are considered a "sole agency."

I believe, really, we should have a single State agency and that all
education should report to one source. But we don't have that in Wash-
ington. We have to analyze the functions and we have to get the peo-
ple related to the functions in the place where they can best deliver the
goods. It is not an easy thing to do and we are not sure it will even
work, but we are hopeful that it will.

Mr. Quiz. In your relationship with the regional office is it easier
for you to have the regional office in the same State? Are there any
functions handled by the regional office that could better be handled by
the State office? I should say, is there anything that the U.S. Office of
Education is doing themselves or through the regional office that could
be better done b,y the State office if they give authority to the State ?

Mr. BixrEr. operation with the regional office is very good and I
don't think that they have been interfering in any way with the func-
tions that we could handle here. We have had difficulty with the U.S.
Office out of Washington because of a number of departments dealing
directly with local education agencies such as gathering research pro-
posals in voc. ed. that the State offices may not even know about. Those
things cause difficulty, because there may be a proposal being submitted
contrary to the plans of the State agency. But that has occurred less
frequently than before. Our regional offics.: contact has been good.

Mr. QUIE. Did any of that $766,000 that came from State money go
to staff at all ? Did that just commingle with the 2.2 million that you
retained on the Federal money?
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Mr.,BissiE. I could probably get an accurate report from the busi-
ness program administrator, Mr. Roley. I would say that that mixes
with our total budget and some of that is directly earmarked for fire
service training; a good portion of it. The balance is maintained at
that $100,000 level because we need to observe, the maintenance-of-
effort clause in the Federal law that says we shouldn't reduce our Fed-
eral funding.

We have pushed for additional State funding concepts so that the
State agency should be State funded rather than Federal funded. Our
legislature and the office of the Governor has mainta:iied the $760,000
level whenever the budget comes up. It has been fairly stable for a
niunber of years. The only reason it is stable is because of the main-
tenance-of-effort clause.,

QLTIE. So either all or most of it is earmarked rather than
commingled ?

Mr. BixxiE. No; about half of it is earmarked for fire service
training as requested for that program. Half of it is mingled into
the cost of operating the council. It, does not go out in grants.

Mr. QUIE. It. Is commingled so you would not be able to identify it?
Mr. BINNIE. We can identify it.
Mr. QVIE. Oh, you can. Will any of those 31 that are going to SPI

be paid out of dint $766,000?
Mr. Blyystr.. fliere will be a percentage of their salaries taken from

State funds.
Mr. QUM. Were any of those 31 used for the set-aside programs

so that work you were doing in the coordinating council for the set-
asides would then be done by SPI ?

Mr. BINNIE. Yes; one of those persons was the person we hired last
year as assistant handicap coordinator. The superintendent's office

lias also done that for some +ime, so her involvement will be now with
that base.

Also, in set-aside money, for instance, is consumer homemaking for
depressed and undepressed. Some of that in very small percentage
supports staff such as the home and family life State staff. They now

will manage that money.
Mr. QUIE. How big a program is the vocational program for the

handicapped when you include Federal money plus State money?
How much matching do you put up for that?

Mr. BINNIE. I can't respond to that question because the only money

we handle for handicapped in our agency are the Federal dears under
Public Law 90476. Other Federal money is pursued and sought after
by the gyrating agencies for handicapped. I am not even sure of

the level of figures on that. I would have to check with those offices.
Mr. QUIE. Is there any commingling or any use of the set-aside

money in vocational education with the regular State money for spe-
cial education ? I see about $65 million for special education.

Mr. BINNIE. To my knowledge, it is not, but then I would have to
look at specifics. For instance. I know the SPI does proposal selection

and funds projects based on those proposals.
Those community colleges that I am familiar with have taken the

exact $1?.000, or whatever it is. and put it into a project. For instance,

Green River Community College works with the mentally retarded

44-S22-75-70
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people at the Kent Skill Center. They have put all of their special
education money into one pot each year for Elie last few years. Now,
another school may work with the blind or the deaf or some other
physically handicapped persons and that decision is made at the local
college. I am not aware of the commingling of those funds. I would
have to check deeper to find that out for you.

Mr. QUE. Lastly, how does the number of personnel in this whole
planning operation compare with similar State efforts in planning
for expenditure of that money?

Mr. BINNIE. Excuse me. don't quite understand the question.
You mean on handicapped?

Mr. QUIE. You have a handicapped program. You have a title I
program, an individual program, title III programs, and various
programs of that nature, having set up a staff to handle similar
responsibilities to those being done by the coordinating council. The co-
ordinating council, I understand, is limited to vocational education,
is that correct?

Mr. BINNIE. Yes.
Mr. Qum. Now, you have 101, with 31 now moved to SPI. How

does that compare to similar activities with a much higher total Fed-
eral dollars? Others were substantially less.

Mr. 131xxtE. The only thing I can try to relate to, to get a fix on
that, would be the Project Baseline data about how much the State
of Washington spends on administration compared to other States.

Mr. QUIE. That is compared with other States rather than comparing
it within the State?

Mr. BINNIE. Within the State, excuse me. You are asking within
the State how are we related to other programs in the number of
people supporting other programs?

Mr. QUIE. Yes , take, for instance, title I, ESEA. It is different,
I know, because it is title I, but the projects have to be approved at
the State office level. How does it compare with that or part B of
title VI for exceptional children?

Mr. Bixxin. I don't know the answer to that because I don't know
the superintendent's stalling pattern in those areas. The only staffings
I am familiar with are those in vocational education.

Mr. QUIE. Could you get that information?
Mr. BINNIE. Yes. You would like to know the ratio of the number of

people we have supervising and administering Public Law 90-576 as
compared to title III and some of the others?

Mr. QUIE. Yes.
Mr. 131xxiE. I think Bruce tr'glit still be there and we can get

together and figure that out.
Mr. QUIE. If we can get that, then we can make a judgment. You

may have a pattern that every State ought to follow.
Mr. 13INNIE. Hopefully.
Mr. QUIE. That's all. Thank you.
Mr. MEM& The gentleman from California.
Mr. HAwitixs. Mr. Binnie, I am very impressed with what the State

of 'Washington is doilyg in the field of vocational education leadership
you have exhibited. It is because I feel that way that I am disappointed
on pnge 6 of your statement you seem to be very cynical about Federal

1.1
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leadership. On the bottom of the page you indicate the potentials of the
1972 amendments have not been very expeditiously developed. You
say, "When the additional uncertainty of a potential impoundment
is added, much in the way of useful planning just grinds to a halt."

I can't understand why it is that, in view of the fact such a small
part of your budget is derived from the Federal Treasury, that this
uncertainty would cause your program to grind to a halt in terms of
planning and in terms of the potential for the 1972 amendments. It

Incseems to e that needs amplifications as.to what it is that you expected
of the 19772 amendments that has not yet been realized.

Mr. BiNxiE. First of all, I am speaking to you of the concern that
I share with other State directors on funding by continuing resolution
each year for several years. There are two dangers with that. One is
that you can't meet the cost of education and operations when the
funding levels remain the same. Each year the fixed costs take a little
more money and the money that flows to cause program change be-
comes a little less based just on inflation. At the local level all their
costs are up, so you keep serving less people with the same dollars.

The continuing resolution concept was not approved until very, very
late this summer. so we really are gambling in the state plan by as-
suming that we are going to have the same level of funding next year.
We can't project forward-looking planning unless we are allowed to
reflect in the state plan higher levels of funding than those anticipated
from a continuing resolution.

Mr. HAWKINS. You are complaining on only 10 percent of your
budget ?

Mr. BINNIE. That is true. but that 10 percent is the 10 percent that,
systemwide. causes improvement, innovation, and change. Those are
the things most people want to try to do, something new: they need to
update their equipment: they want to implement a new program.
Those are the things that really make up planning. The continued
prooess of running the program again another year is being taken care
of by State funds for the most part so that tint will continue.

If you stop the Federal dollars. vocational education in Washington
will not stop it will continue. But some of the innovation and change
that it caused will be slower than it has been in the past.

Mr. Iliwnixs. I didn't know you were relying on Federal leader-
ship for the innovation and changes completely. I would assume in a
State such as yours which has exhibited such leadership, this innova-
tion would not he assigned only to the 10 percent but would be cer-
tainly also included in your State budgeted money.

Mr. BINNIE. Yes. I can respond to that two ways. One is that we do
realize, I think, that federal leadership has had a major impact is
Washington State. I stated that to begin with. I remember at the time
I was a teacher and local director the 196? t came out. I don't think
that I really knew at the local level how , ven address the special
needs area of disadvantaged and handicapped until some federal funds
were put there that caused me to think about it. In thinking about it.
we got some additional local innovations within those broad categories
that caused some new things to happen. The stimulus came from fed-
eral funds. Maybe that would happen here anyway. Maybe it would
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happen under bloc grant funding. But I know that many of those kinds
of changes have occurred because of funds from Federal Acts.

The local people are the ones who make the real innovation occur.
the people on the firing line at the voc-tech schools, the people on the
firing line at the community colleges. They are better innovators than
we are at the State offices, I think. They deal day to day with the
students.

Mr. liaw.xiss. That is the reason I don't understand the statement
you seem to be looking to Washington for that innovation when you
agree it is at the local level that it is developed. That is why I ani a
little surprised that you expect some leadership out of Washington
that. you are not getting in your territory.

Mr. BECCIE. We can go to that question and tie it to the one of the
Federal level of staffing of the U.S. Office of Education. They are mov-
ing from the leadership-setting role to only an administrative role in
gathering data. The L.S. Office of Education has been reducing the
number of people involved in supervision of vocational education on
a national basis.

The concern of the State directors is that the U.S. office staff will be
depleted to the point where they will be unable to provide Congress
uitli the necessary data base and assistance and necessary information
base upon which to make wise vocational education legislation in the
future. The U.S. Office will be unable to respond to questions about
vocational education because the vocational educators won't be there.
That's the concern that state directors have and that's a concern f.at
I speak to regarding the fewer positions devoted to vocational educa-tion at the Federal level.

Now, about the innovation itself. I don't believe that so much has
occurred, although it possibly did come, directly from their having
input into the legislation. I can't speak to that one way or the other.
But I do think the Federal impact for innovation comes from giving
states the ability to provide some funds that are not otherwise avail-
able for operations. I think the budget of the State of Washington is
stretched to meet the operational needs. I am not sure even at this point
if funds are adequate. There should be higher State funding to meet
the operational needs of vocational education, or of all of education
in Washington State. But it is the Federal dollars that provide an ad-
ditional source of dollars so the local teacher can try out his idea, so
he can get some assistance in doing it.

Mr. HawKixs. Turning to another question now, on page 14 of your
appendix material, table 7, you will notice that in the Seattle standard
metropolitan statistical area you indicate that 66 percent of the Wash-
ington State population is represented and that area receives 29 _per-
cent of the Federal funds as compared with the rest of the State, which
consists of 34 percent of the State's population and which receives
71 percent of the Federal funds. It appears to be about the same situa-
tion that is true in my own State, but it suggests that the program is

imore rural than it is urban by far. I don't know whether or not that is
a historical carryover, but it would seem that that is a rather unbal-
anced distribution of the money when rural areas receive such a sub-
stantially greater sum than where the needs appear to prevail. I won-
der what is the explanation for that type of distribution.
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I have been 20 years trying to get one in my own State. I hope I
get an explanation in this State better than I do in my own.

Mr. BiNxit. We ll, I don't know if I can completely respond to that,
Congressman, but we have been working on a design or direction
the last few years of trying to expand vocational educational oppor-
tunities in the rural schools. They have been limited somewhat. out-
side of the field of agriculture, in getting into vocational programs
that prepare them for jobs in the business and office field, in the trade
and industry field, and others.

This has been a real move on our part. I don't know if I can explain
the fact that the Seattle statistical area receives a third of the money.
What we probably think is that the growth in vocational education is
needed in remote areas and that funding change and improvement is
going to need to be greater than in the metropolitan area.

Now, Seattle does have a number of existing opportunities. They
have the Puget Sound population base containing 18 counties with 20
some campuses. That is quite a base of community colleges and all
of those have very strong vocational programs. There are also two
voc-tech institutes in the Puget Sound area related to Seattle and there
are another two in Tacoma.

I guess I am really not able to answer your question. We have not
felt there was any inequity in meeting the needs of Seattle.

Mr. QUIE. If the gentleman will yield.
Mr. HAWKINS. Yes.
Mr. QrIE. That evidently is irue on a State and local level to be

even a greater percentage to the non-SMSA scale area.
Mr. HAWKINS. The chairman also calls to my attention that part of

the criteria is that due consideration will be given to the relative
ability of the particular local educational agencies within the State.
particularly those in economically depressed areas and those with high
rates of unemployment, to provide the resources necessary to meet
the vocational educational needs of the communities served by such
agencies. It would seem to me this distribution and high dropouts also
is included. This is in the reverse relationship to that criteria which
is written into the act.

If you can't give the explanation today. I think we would appreciate
if. after giving due consideration to it, you can give U8 some explana-
tion of why that criteria is not followed and why this distribution,
which appears to be a maldistribution, is actually prevailing.

Mr. BINNIE. Yes. I would be glad to get an answer together,
Congressman.

Mr. H.twsixs. Thank you.
Mr. MEEDS. The gentleman from Minnesota.
Mr. Qrt-E. I have just one point. I assume since the population is

69 percent in Seattle plus the SMSA, that approximately that number
of State legislators come from that area 1,Q well. Here in Washington,
the legislators must have agreed to that. So it will be interesting.

Mr. HAwxn..-s. Do you think they really know about it?
Mr. QUEE. I asked earlier because I want to find out who in the

world made the distribution of the State money? They said that was
made by the legislature. The Federal money is negotiated, so you
would think the legislature knew about it.

/).
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Mr. BINNIE. I will be glad to pursue that and get an answer to that
for you.

[Response follows prepared statement.]
Mr. MEEDS. Let me not ask a question but raise two points. First of

all, I thank the gentleman from California for touching on that. This
is precisely what we were trying to prevent in the enactment of the
1968 Vocational Act Amendments and here I find it in my own State
and in my own congressional district, which is particularly dismaying,
as Everett is part of the Seattle metropolitan statistical area.

I hope you have a good explanation of that.
Second, I am apprehensive, let me say I have mixed emotions

about your testimony with regard to the 31 people being transferred
to the superintendent of public instruction.

First of all, I thought that there might not be sufficient input through
the coordinating council because of the paucity of funds going through
there. while much more of the funding was going through other areas.
And if that group, those 31 people. are really going to have an input
over here in the superintendent of public instruction's administration
of -vocational education programs in the State. and if the State co-
prdinating council is going to have an input to them, then that is one
thing: but, if they are simply being funneled off over to the State de-
partment of public instruction with no coordination with your office
and no management left in your office of those personnel and none
of them going over to the community college sector, it looks very bad.
It may be that it is necessary to write into the law something to pre-
vent that kind of ripoff, if that is what it really turns out to be, so
I 1 'pe you will consider that very carefully and I hope you will be
able to show us that those 31 people are really having an input with
Federal dollars into the total vocational education program of the
State of Washington and

it
indeed have some control and sonic in-

put into them. Otherwise, t seems to me to be a violation of the purpose
and intent of the Federal law.

Mr. QUIE. Will the gentleman yield ?
Mr. MEEDS. I would be delighted to yield.
Mr. QrIE. I would also be interested to know what you would save

if the law was changed so you wouldn't have a sole agency and you
could run two agencies ? How much of that money would actually get
to the coordinating council and then down to the school districts?

Mr. 131xxiE. I thought qlsmt that, about why have the sole- agency
law. If there were no requirements to have a unified plan, nobody
would have to prepare one. lf there were no requirements to have
reports, nobody would have to submit any. Those are functions for
assessment of need. No one would have to do that. We have doae a
functional analysis of the State agency and we are convinced that the
greatest task to be done is within the superintendent's office regarding
program expansion and program development. We put people with
the know-how there to accomplish that task. hoping there would be a
positive response.

If these other tasks must be done, somebody is going to have to do
them. It doesn't matter if you have those persons in one agency or
three agencies. The question is what functions mast be performed aid
how many staff people does it take to perform them. I think if we
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can't use the functions of the coordinating council that they can't still
go undone ; they must be done in order to meet the law.

Mr. QUI& They have to come from those other two sources?
Mr. BINNIF Yes; they are collected from those sources.
Mr. Qum. What about each of those that made their reports

separately ?
111xxit. You could divide up the staff that is left and put them

in both agencies and they will gather the reports for you. The danger
however is the articulation problem; the need for the development
of common practices and procedures, common policies. We feel. I
would think, that you would have very different standards and very
different directions and policies. if there was no coordinative unit to
bring the concepts and ideas together.

Mr. QUI& How ninny people do you need to run the $38 million
that comes from the State ?

Mr. BINME. Do you mean if you put it under one agency?
Mr. QUIE. How many does it take now to run that? That doesn't go

through the coordinating council ?
Mr. BINXIE. Oh, the impact, it's true, the impact of those State

dollars are being run by the same staff, the same supervisors who are
controlling the Federal programs. It is really not separate; it is the
same programs, spending the Federal and State dollar. If you improve
it you have improved the whole program. not just the Federal portion.
So that same person is working on the total program, not just the
Federal program portion.

Mr. QUIE. If you have people in the coordinating council, it seemed
to me what Mr. Hawkins' question was that the Federal money isn't
that important. The one important thing is the loss of the coordinat-
ing council because you wouldn't be operating then, but you would
still have $38 million coming out of the State. if not more.

What kind of staff does the superintendent of public instruction
now have on vocational education in the location before the 31 and
plus the 7 you gave them ?

Mr. BINNIE. The people responsible for vocational education in the
superintendent's office were seven vocational educators. He also has
a business officer, excuse me; he has other support staff. He has a busi-
ness office just like we do; he has planners just like we do.

Mr. QVIE. There are no State-funded personnel ?
Mr. BINNIE. Not that are part of the vocational education division,

that are doing vocational education. There are other people that are
supporting career education and other concepts that are supported by
State dollars.

Mr. "),rir.. It seems unhealthy that 100 percent of the administrative
costs comes from the Federal dollar even recognizing that you have a
few sheckels coming out of the $786,000.

Mr. BIXNIE. I agree with you. That is an unhealthy situation.
Mr. QUIT.. That is wrong.
Mr. BINNIE. The ability to improve that is to get State support for

administration, but that is really a tradeoff. If you take part of the
State funds and put it into the supervision and you release more of the
Federal funds, then what you have been able to release is earmarked
Federal moneys that may be used to inns atersiel develop new things.rs

4
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Mr. QrIE. But it is not a total tradeoff because all administrative
responsibility flows through to the Federal Government. Because we
ure legislating on the national scene, and the State on the State scene,
the State legislature's concern is merely to get money out to the school
district. However, I would think they are not addressing themselves
to the whole personnel problem, the planning problem and the man-
agement problem on the State level because they aren't putting any
money into that.

Mr. B1NNIE. I haven't felt that way. I don't think that is true. Our
staff in the State of Washington consider ourselves, oddly enough,
State employees. The State can fire us: the State can hire us. If we are
talking about a source of funds that happens to pay salaries. that is
true, but the bulk of that source at this point in our agency is Federal
dollars.

We address ourselves to the State plan. We try to make sure that our
plan meets with the Federal intention. But the plan also contains local
and State dollar planning and we are concerned with the State of
Washington program.

Mr. QrIE. the elementary and secondary schools, as they
are administered by the superintendent of public instruction. have to
answer to the State legislature?

Mr. BiXNIF. Yes.
Mr, QrIE. They are elected by the people. You and people who are in

the superintendent of public instruction's office working on vocational
education are answerable to the C.S. Office of Education?

Mr. IiixxxE. That is :not true.
Mr. QrIE. That is not true ?
Mr. litxxim.. No, sir. I am just preparing todaya budget to submit to

the State legislature. I am afraid our State legislature feels that every
dollar that comes into the State is under their control. We have to go
through them with our State program to show the expenditures, where
it is going to be spent and they have to approve it. The consequence
of not approving it would mean maybe we couldn't accept the Federal
dollars or that the Federal dollars would flow back. But they analyze
our budget. They analyze our program of work and our interrelation-
ship with the plans of the superintendent and the community colleges.
They make statewide decisions and we are subject to the control of the
legislature.

Mr. QrIE. I have great admiration for Congressman Meeds who
works on this. I think that it is very helpful and you are very fortunate
to have the regional office in your own State. beyond that. I surely
hope you wouldn't look at the U.S. Office of Education as being the
source of intelligence. senitivity, or knowledge of what ought to go on
in the State of Washington.

Mr. BIsxIE. I agree.
Mr. MEF.Ds. Thank you, Art, for some very thought-provoking

test imony.
[Information referred to follows:]
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Hon. LLOYD MUDS,
U.S. Congressman,
House Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

Damn LLOYD: At the conclusion of the subcommittee hearing held in Seattle, sev-
eral questions calling for further clarification remained unanswered. We nave
some doubts about what is the most effective manner by which to communicate
additional data or comments addressed to those questions. As a beginning point,
for example, the enclosed copy of Art Binme's letter to the Washington Associa-
tion for Retarded Children addresses one issue raista in that hearing. That was
the allegation that "differences" exist between the allocation of tunas for vo.e-
tional education of the handicapped and the distribution of those funds.

My procedural question is whether this letter copy will serve the purposes of
the committee in clarifying that question or whether some oth.er form of com-
munication from us to the committee would be more appropriate. Secondly, from
a procedural standpoint, would it be more appropriate to attempt to file a single
consolidated response addressed to the series of questions rather than to attempt
to answer them separately.

A third fcctor is the timeliness in which we need to respond. That is, for the
purposes of inclusion in the record of this particular subcommittee, by what
time would all our responses need to be filed?

With regard to the question raised about the allocation and distribution of
handicapped monies, it is most unfortunate that those persons testifying before
the committee were less than fully informed. A result was the creation of a
mistaken belief which was picked up by the press, based on an allegation that
something in the vicinity of $100,000 had been allocated for vocational purposes
for handicapped students and not distributed to those purposes. As you note from
the enclosed letter, the explanation for that supposed difference is essentially
uncomplicated, The Association for Retarded Children did not inquire ant' we
did not detail our accounting processes under which "expenditures" are tallied
only after-the-fact. Additional categoric funds way encumbered for special
Purposes but not yet expended. Our records indicate .nat an amount of $132.224
of handicapped funds has not yet been "spent" but it is encumbered and will
eventually go to the purpose for which it has been earmarked.

There is, then, really no problem. And certainly there is nothing sinister about
the supposedly "missing" monies.

We are naturally concerned to place these facts before you as an individual
This letter and attachment will serve that purpose. It may not, however. be in a
format useful to the purposes of the committee. That procedural problem, as I
said, is one which I would appreciate clarification for.

It was good to have the pleasure of hearing your most timely remarks last
Saturday evening in Lacey. I was particularly appreciative when you initially
addressed the gathering as "Democratic workers and enlightened Republicans".
There should be no difficulty fitting me somewhere into that while still preserving
the educator's role of bipartisanism.

I look forward to visiting you there in D.C. during the first of my AVA Intern-
ship experiences between October 28 and November 8.

Cordially,
CHARLES A. JOHNSON.

E.recatire Assistant, Office of State Director.
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COORDINATING COUNCIL FOR OCCUPATIONAL EDucATIoN,
Olympia, Wash., September 16, 1974.Mr. PERRT J Lim.rasmaxn,

Executive Director,
Washington Association for Retarded Children,
Olympia, Wash.

Dr.Aa LELTERTRAND: I was interested to hear the testimony of Mrs. Kathleen
Barnett and several others representing your association at the Congressional
Hearing in Seattle on August 23. The focus they brought to the needs of the
handicapped were a worthwhile contribution to the purposes of the General Edu-
cation Subcommittee.

It is unfortunate that additional discussions between us did not occur prior to
this hearing regarding the concern you expressed over funds expended. I indicated
in my testimony that communications begun between your association and this
agency were still quite incomplete. I indicated further my expectation to pursue
further some of the issues raised in your letter to us of July 23. Such further
communications will not, however, serve to rectify some mistaken impressions
which were picked up by tke press from the hearing. Thosemistaken impressions
were an unfortunate by-product of incomplete understandings upon which your
organization's testimony was based.

I refer specifically to the matter of a reported "1100,000 difference" between
the allocation and distribution of handicapped funds from the 1974 monies avail-
able. I am not aware of the sources of your information and, therefore, cannot
respond specifically to the spending figure you reported of about$585,000. But let
me assure you that there are no "unaccounted for" funds.

Our official records indicate that the amount of federal vocational funds allotted
to handicapped purposes in FY 1974 was 3682,702. That is the amount reported to
you in my letter of August 16. Of that amount, $101,538 was allocated for tasks
carried out for handicapped purposes within three state agencies: The Superin-
tendent of Public Instruction, The State Board for Community College Education
and this agency. $254,609 was allocated to the community college system for use
in handicapped program activities. $326,555 was allocated for use in those pur-
poses by the common schools and vocational-technical institutes through the Office
of the Superintendent. Those three figures total the $882,702 monies available.

Actual state agency expenditures and claims from schools through August 7,
1974 amount to $550.478. Funds that have been encumbered for project use but
that had not. as of that date, been claimed amount to $132,224. I suspect that its

ighis latter amountfunds that are encumbered but that have not yet been
spent", which accounts for the supposed "difference" or "unaccounted for

money. To simply say that this money has not been "spent" is accurate but ob-
viously does not reveal the full truth of the matter. Had I known the purpose
behind the questions in your letter of July 23, or had I been requested to further
clarify our response of August 16. this additional level of detail could certainly
have been made known to you in time to prevent any possible public
misunderstandings.

Let me add one further point of clarification. Under the regulations for the en-
cumbrance of funds, those monies are not available for any other uses unless
officially unencumbered. Any "difference" between allocated and spent monies
relates only to the factor of time. We do not anticipate disencumbering any part
of the $132.224. We do anticipate receiving claims for completed projects that will
result in the full expenditure of all appropriated dollars. The headline in the
Seattle Times would have been more accurate had it read "Some Aid Not Used
By Schools YET."

I have enclosed for your information a copy of a memorandum to Deputy
Director Wimer from our Fiscal Officer. It provides a further breakdown of these
figures. Should a level of still further detail be helpful to your purposes, I would
appreciate an opportunity to provide additional facts.

Sincerely,
ARTHUR A. BrortE.

State Director and Executive Officer.
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COORDINATING COUNCIL FOR OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION,
Olympia, Wash., December Li, 1974.

Hon. CARL D. PERKINS,
Vgairtnan, General Subcommittee on Education, U.S. House of Representatives,

Rayburn Office Building, Washington, D.C.
GENTLEMEN : The enclosed supplementary data is prepared in iesponse to ques-

tions that arose in the course of the Subcommittee hearing held August 28, 1974,
in Seattle, Washington. The questions from the membersMr. Meeds, Mr. Quie,
and Mr. Hawkins are not exactly quoted but do paraphrase the substance of
their individual inquiries.

Mr. MEF-DS. What is the distribution of personnel in your agency, by their func-
tions, and to what extent are those personnel supported by Part B funds under
Public Law 90-576?

The agency is assigned 101 man-years for fiscal year 1974. Those are inclusive
of professional, median, and clerical personnel. Of that total, only 69 are funded
to some extent from federal funds under Public Law 00-576; i.e., 31 professional,
5 median, and 33 clerical positions.

A more accurate perception is, therefore, that 31 professionals are assigned to
fulfilling purposes associated with Part B of Public Law 90-576 in this agency.

Salaries and benefits for those 69 man-years in fiscal year 1974 total $1,099,513.
Of that amount, 48% ($522,979) is achieved from federal vocational funds and
52% ($576.534) is supported by state funds. Expressed differently, federal voca-
tional funds of $522,979 could be said to provide full support for 33 of our total
man-years, aproximately half of which would be professionals.

The materials from which Mr. Meeds obtained his perceptions apparently indi-
cated that thit, agency used 28% of its allotment of dollars under Part B of Public
Law 90-576 funding to support fixed state administrative costs. The inference,
further, was that all of our 101 man-years were so used and that all of the man-
years were professional staff. Related to the preceding breakdown, however, fixed
administrative costs for the 69 man-years supported only 12.3% of the federal
Part B allocation in fiscal year 1973 and that amount was further reduced to 8.9%
in the year in question, fiscal year 1974.

To complete a description of the staff assignments. in addition to those 69
man-years, the balance of the man-years by function and source of support are
as follows:

Fire Service Training Programs, 100% state funded, 9 man-years (3 clerical
and 6 professional).

Veterans Administration Contract, 100% V.A. funds, 6 man-years (2 clerical
and 4 professional).

MDTA/CETA Program, 100% MDTA/CETA funds, 13 man-years (6 clerical, 1
median, 6 professional).

EPDA Grant Program, 100% EPDA funds, 3 man-years (1 clerical, 2
professional).

Mr. lamps. Can you compare the administrative, state level support provided
in your state for vocational education programs with the support employed for
state level administration of programs such as Title I and Title III of the
ESEA?

Note : A similar question try this was asked by Mr. Quie elsewhere in our testi-
mony. The following data and observations are designed to respond to both.

Details regarding support for vocational education programs. services. and
activities are provided in the preceding response. Support for Title T. ESEA.
funded for fiscal year 1974 at $19 million is reported to be 6 man-years. (See
enclosed memorandum from Superintendent of Public Instruction dated Sen-
tember 6, 1974.) Title III. ESEA. funded in fiscal year 1974 at $2.3 million, Is
reported (September 6. 1974 memorandum) to be 3.5 man-years. It is our belief.
however. that no useful conclusions can he drawn from a direct comparison of
only costs/staff assigned to state level administration of vocational education
and those associated with Title I and Title

Implicit in grants management are both direct supervisory and administrative
responsibilities and indirect ones. These are initially set by the grantor. based
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upon a series of judgements about the nature and degree of controls required toachieve the grant's optimum objectives. In grants to states, a further set ofjudgements are applied by the granteesthe statesin subgraute to local edu-cational agencies and others who will perform the eventual services.
Historically, the controls required to satisfy the objectives for vocationaleducation grants have been more direct than indirect, and of greater complexitythan those for general education purposes. It is to be assumed that the essen-tially pioneering objectives sought by vocational education program fundingmakes closer supervision and more detailed reporting desirable.
It cannot escape notice either that what has been described as "catalytic" and"change-agent" efforts in vocational education have largely been providedthrough the efforts of administrative personnel. These persons have been theagents for change. Much of the overall net progress has occurred from attitudinalchanges among both publics and general educators. "Administrative" salariessupported the efforts of the persons who brought these changes about. Whilethat may not be obvious in analysing administrative productivity, I believe it istoo important a factor in the overall assessment to be omitted from mention.In evalu ding "administrative" costs, the possibility for misperception alsoexists from omitting local administration and only counting "state-level" costs.That is, the nature of controls exercised over varied program activities fre-quently are designed to include major amounts of local supervision. That tends,in my judgment, to be more often the case with general education activities andwould account for further skewing in the comparisons between ESEA and voca-tional education administration at the state level only.
With the much perspective added, 1 submit again that it may be of little valueto attempt to capture measurements of productivity from comparing allocateddollars or people to two such dissimilar activities as vocational education andESEA, Titles I and III.
Mr. Qum. Page 10 of your appendix materials (Report prepared for GeneralSubcommittee on EducationJune 15, 1973) indicates agricultural enrollmentsfor 1972 at 15,680 and shows your 1977 projection as 31, 434. In view of whatappears to be a general decline in agriculture jobs, how do you account for thatrising projection?
First, let us employ more current data than this 1973 response. Part II of theState Plan for Vocational Education (page 84, July 1, 1974) indicates reviseddata as follows:

Ag and Ag-related enrollment projections (preparatory and supplementary)
1974

21, 3071975
22, 7771979
27,763

While the growth curve we presently project is somewhat lower and flatter, thesense of Mr. Quie's question is still applicable. Why is there growth at all? Theexplanation remains, consistent with my testimony at the August hearing, thatgreater numbers of agriculturerelated occupations are included in "Ag" data.Further. that these occupations, such as forestry, acquaculture and sea-orientedoccupations, irrigation technology, and ornamental horticulture ("urban agri-culture") are showing increased needs for qualified workers in the State ofWashington. A two-page chart, entitled "Section IPrograms Offered in 1972",dated January 25. 1974, is enclosed (see Exhibit I). It details these projections byoccupational (OE) code for the years 1975 to 1981.
These data are the product of an improved forecasting system developed by

one agency. The development of that system and its applications to managementthat have extended well beyond our agency into other state agencies, is a storyin itself. For the purposes of this response. however, we believe these data to bereliable as a :emit of applying this sophisticated forecasting methodology. Theexplanation for Increases remains, as stated, the inclusion of growing numbers
of ng-related occupations to data that in years past would have consisted almost
entirely of production farming occupations.

Mr. FlAwams. It appears from your data that greater amounts of support arebeing provided for rural populations in vocational programs than for urbanpopulations in the Starstical Metropolitan Areas of Washington State. In viewof the federal emphasis for priority support to urban areas, how do you accountfor that?
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Analyzing fiscal year 1974 data, it does not appear that our "rural" populations
are receiving greater support than those in urban areas. In fact, the reverse is
true, (See Exhibit IL) But, requisite to understanding this picture, one must
grasp some uniquenesses in our population distribution. What is "urban" and
what is "rural"? Additionally, we need to explore what those dollars purchase
since tracking gross allocations alone based upon population simply will tend to
show those dollars gravitating to areas with the largest concentrations of per-
sons. Are there, however, significant differences in what those dollars will pur-
chase in "urban" versus "rural" areas?

It would be helpful to recognise some overall aspects of our population distri-
bution. The thrust of your question touches only two extremesmetropolitan
and rural areasbut educational resources must be distributed over the other
populations as well. From 1973 census data, 57% of our residents live in 265
incorporated cities and towns. Of those 1,976,830 persons, 74% or 1,467,466
reside in our 25 largest cities which range in size from Seattle with 515,000 to
Kennewick with 16,200. The remaining population of 509,364, or 25.8%, are
spread over 240 other cities and towns. Twenty-five of these additional towns
and cities have population between 5,000 and 16,000 persons and are located
outside the "metropolitan" designations. From size, geographic and economic as-
pects, these really cannot be classified or treated as "zurar in terms of programs
needed and wanted.

Meeting the needs of these citizens, vocational education has dramatically ex-
panded. The enclosed data (Exhibit II) related to the common school system.
Additional services are, of course, provided by state-wide community college
system that was established in 1967. Its operating costs (exclusive of federal
funds) were $29.3 million in 1967 and reached $80 million in 1978. Enrollments
rose from 40,612 in 1966 to 122,859 in 1972. Vocational enrollments have risen
from approximately 12% of that 1965 total to approximately 44% of the 1972
total. Interestingly also. program completora throughout the community col-
leges in 1972 consisted of 60.1% who completed ocenpatItnial/vocatIonal programs
and 39.9% who completed academic programs. Retention in vocational programs.
therefore, remains proportionately higher even as Uwe programs continue to
expand.

Vocational program growth in the common schools has been equally impres-
sivefrom about 200.000 in 190-70 to slightly over 250,000 in 1972-78.

No analysis of "funding" can rest on federal allocations alone. In total dollars
expended. state-wide. the federal portion for fiscal year 1970 through fiscal
year 1973 has remained between approximately 10% to approximately 18% of
the total, as seen in the following chart, serving an increasing clientele:

Pager 'mints In documents'

1970 1171 1972 1973

State and local expenditures . ..... , . . ...s ..., $34.561 $36,436 St' In $54 7n
Federal expenditures s _,:. .: : 3.124 7,222 6, 171 9, 172

Total expendutures. --......,.... ........ ... ..... --- 38 385 43,151 50. 510 63.160

Students served I . 219, 512 229,311 241.571 262,1171

I Exclusive of group guidance.

In concluding this review. one additional point is important to consider.
"Urban" programs. as elated previonsly. exisied and were well supported in
Washington State prior to the 1963 Act. From a developmental standpoint, im-
proving and expanding those urban programs has been proportionately less
costly than establishing the new programs required outside the metropolitan
areas. The "catalytic" purposes required under Public Law 90-576 enst more
in plowing new ground. I believe, therefore, that not only have 1414:4 A A roam

received a greater share of actual dollars, but those dollars have purchased a
greater array of services within existing facilities than, proportionately, has
been the case in our rural areas.

Sincerely,
ARTEMIS A. BiNNIlt.

State Director and Executive Officer.
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SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION,
Olympia, Wash., September 6, 1974.

Memorandum to : Charles A. Johnson.
From : Bruce Brennan.
Subject : Man-years of supervision for title I and title III ESEAnow PublicLaw 93-380.

Current staffing levels for the Office of the State Superintendent of Public In-struction for these Titles are as follows: Title ISix man years with a currentyear funding level of $19 million dollars. Title IIIThree and one-half man
years with a current year funding level of $2.3 million dollars.

We have not provided this information for Title V since that particular Titlehas as its purpose the strengthening of State departments of education and,
therefore, that information would not be useful in making the type of compari-son you are attempting.

We trust that you will deal with this information in its proper perspective inas much as this total agency is currently at a 250 man year level. This infor-mation ze.os in on those individuals within this agency who are specificallyresponsible for these Titles. It does not indicate the extent of involvement of
other personnel in the agency of a supportive capacity.

If we can be of additional assistance, feel free to contact us at any time.
Blues Barmy.%

EXHIBIT I

SEC. 1. PROGRAMS OFFkRED IN 1972

OE codes

Projected demand

Program titles 1975 1976 1977 1971 1979 1910 1981

01.01 00 ...... Agri mduction 122 121 120 118 117 116 11401.01.01
,....... X

gri tochnicsan
01.01.04 Agri education
01.02.00 Agri supplies/services .... ...... 84 87 90 93 % 100 10401.02.01 Agri business
01.02.02
01.02.03
0102.04
01.02.91 Animal technician DNA DNA DNA DNA DNA DNA DNA,.

Veterinarian aide
11.02.99 Farrier

Horseshoeing
9 9 9 9 10 10 10

01.03.01 Agricultural machsnms ...... ... 29 30 31 32 33 34 3601.03.05 Farm equipment reechank
01.03.91 Agri mechank
01 0304 Dription technician DNA DNA DNA DNA DNA DNA DNA01.0500 . Environmental horticulture 336 348 360 373 386 400 41501.05.01 Ornamental horticulture .
01.05.02 Hato:Aire - -
01.0503 Groundskeeper
01.05.04 Greenhouse operator
01.05.06 landscaping

Tun management
Greenhouse and nursery

management
Floriculture

01.06.00 .. .... Agri resources 55 57 59 61 62 64 66
....,

Natural resources techni-
cian.

01.0602 Recreation 142 147 153 159 165 171 178Recreation technician . - -Park ranger
01.06.04 WIWI,* 170 177 183 190 197 205 2130106.07 Fish and PM technician
01 07.00 Forestry 124 125 124 125 126 125 12701.07.03 thaltiog
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(Exhibit IlJ

COMPARISON OF VOCATIONAL EXPENDITURES IN WASHINGTON STATE
SMSA's AND RURAL AREAS COMMON SCHOOL SECTOR, GRADES 9-12
AND VOC.t,TIONAL- TEc11NICAL INSTITUTES

METHOD

1. SMSA's were defined in accordance with Washington State Em-
ployment Security designations.

2. School districts within each SMSA were identified, and classified
as "urban."

3. School districts outside SMSA boundaries were classified as
"rural."

4. Encumbrances of Federal funds (Public Law 90-576), all pur-
poses, were identified for each district in SMSA's for 1974-75 school
year.1

5. Budgeted allocations of State vocational funds were identified for
each SMSA district for 1974-75 school year.

6. Budgeted allocations of local 'vocational funds were identified
for each SMSA district for 1974-75 school year.

7. All sources of revenue (4, 5, 6 above) were added together to
show total expenditures in each SMSA and those totals were added
together to show total expenditures for vocational education in all
SMSA's.

8. Full time equivalent (FTE) students were served in each district
in each SMSA were totaled and divided into total SMSA expenditures
to arrrive at average FTE cost. (State vocational funds are allocated
on a vocational FTE base while Federal Part B funds are allocated
on a formula which speaks to the requirements of Public Law 90-576

and which relates to th., nature of vocational services offered. All other
Public Law 90- 576 purposes are funded on project, written proposal
base.)

9. SMSA figures were subtracted from total expenditures and total
state FTE's to arrive at rural figures.

COMPARISON Of VOCATIONAL EXPENDITURES IN WASHINGTON STATE SMSA'S AND RURAL AREAS COMMON

SCHOOL SECTOR, GRADES 9-12 AND VOCATIONAL-TECHNICAL INSTITUTES, 1974-75 SCHOOL YEAR

SMSA-112 school districts I
Amount

Total Public Law 90-576 funds encumbered 51.113.956
Total State and local funds allocated 32, 348,020

Total 34.161.916

Rural-144 districts. 3 Total vocational funds (al' sources) encumbered/allocated 7.163.715

41,325,691

SMSAs as designated by Washington State Department of Employment Security' 1. Seattle SMSA: All of King and
Snohomish Counties, 2 Tacoma SMSA. All of Pierce County, 3 Spokane SMSA: All of Spokane County, 4. Yakima SMSA.
All of Yakima County, 5. PasouKennewick SMSA. All of Franklin and Benton Counties; 6. Portland SMSA: All of Clark
County (State of Washington),

Rural districts. for these purposes, are all those districts located outside the boundaries of standard metropolitan
statistical sins (SMSA's).

Note. Average expenditures per FTE, SMSA districts: $1,391; average expenditures per FTE, rural districts' 9722.

I Actual expendltureq for 1973-1974 school year were used for vocational-technical
In...Mute% rather than budgeted and encumbered figures.
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Xing County:

Scheel district

SEATTLE SMSA

State and Public Law
local, 90-576, FTE

1974-75 1974-75 students

$2,422,340 $119,199 1,514Federal Way ; , ; , .:, - , :, . , . , . , , ...,..,.... 532,256 11,527 471Enumclaw ------------ 126,122 2,608 138*tor island
161,086 1, 965 126RIthlie 1,630,910 32,057 1,104Vsstan Island_ -.... ......, ... .. .. ....... . ---....- ... - .... . , 23,459 1,161 20Renton - . . _

2,007,051 180,795 1, 36513404vite
994,139 25.492 627South Central ... ................... . ... .-.,.., .. , 95,988 3,001 64lower Snoqualmio - - . - - , 44,574 2,717 40Auburn : - : , .: : : , , - , - . . , ..... 636, 223 7,711 392Tahoma.. ........... ---.. .:-... :::: : :-: :::::: , 72,993 4,591 66Snoqual me Valley . - . . - -... , . , , , 98.950 2,143 93
484,625 15,814 440Shoreline .. - . . : : . ... : ..- ............... ---,:-. ... , ........ - 507.653 13, 497 450Lake Washington .
915,602 14,433 717Kent . , 924,649 75,726 720Noilhshors , . ---. : . -..- .: ::-.:: 266,014 8,039 211

Total
11,999,652 602,671 3,553

Snohomish County:
Everett , ..... ... ..... ,:-.:., . , ......... 649,166 28,966 556Ulm Stevens - -

:- 111,884 2.322 103Mukilteo
256,543 12,127 211Edmonds

1, 343, 351 24,200 1,029Arlington s.
128,632 9,144 115Matysville..
188,151 70,866 190
103.239 5,930 105Snohomish ... . . . , , ::::: .: ... 186,4111 4,769 203Sultan . 63.391 4,037 36Darrington 40,852 4,912 30Granite Falls ......... ..... . .-:-,:- - -,-:-:-:-. ...... . - - .:- 16,862 2.572 16Stlow404..., ....... -,....:-....,, ......... ..... --.--:-.., ... --,, ... .... ....... - 84,936 3,125 90

Total

TACOMA SMSA

Total. .

It

3, 173, 412 173, 670 2,684

Pierce County:
rdyallup. ..

595, 006 24,326 494Tacoma ..: 4, 654,500 364,657 3,155Umversity Place
33, 001 179 47Sumner

19L 986 11,436 191
28, 366 13, 789 29Clover Park .

3. 521, 951 309, 762 2216Peninsula .
174, 401 9, 468 132Franklin Pierce 316.749 23.446 345%We4
158, 602 4,093 152Eaton wile 73,415 6,324 75White River .. 53.993 2,625 50File 139,786 10,120 128

Total
9, 971, 759 131.536 7, 014

SPOKANE SMSA
Spokane County:

Spokane . .
1, 160, 364 11,304 1,104Medial La ka ........... ........,,. ...... ............ .., ................. .-_-_,.,. 81,849 2,732 82Mead

124,459 2.264 150Control Valley - - - - 431 567 15,166 334Freeman . . 34.067 2.143 35
147, 468 5,761 93East Valley 92 735 178 93Libe't. .. ....... .. .... ........ - -,-:- -:-, - ---. .. .. , ........ ....... ,------, -, 73,243 5,359 52West Valley... ....-,..... .... .. .............. .... ........ ...... , ........ 1611, 764 982 176Deer Park .

74, 161 4, 287 76Riverside 53,24 2,590 51

2, 552, 428 52,210 2.246



School district

State and
local,

1974-75

Public Law
90-576,
1974-75

FTE
students

Yakima County:
YAKIMA SMSA

Neches Valley 102,578 3,350 81

Yakima 467, 532 23, 075 469
Moxee 62, 139 1, 750 69

Se:ah 132, 687 6, 824 128

Mabton 27, 950 1,608 20
Grandview 144, 616 16, 099 125

Sun nyside 174, 610 2, 269 170

Toppenish 144, 093 3, 251 144

Highland 50,988 4,412 52

Granger 77, 041 3,787 71

Zillah 123, 878 5, 662 59
Wapato 130,770 4,055 104

West Valley 152, 933 6, 391 144

Mount Adams 47,421 3,787 41

Tctal I, 839, 236 86, 320 1, 667

PASCO-KENNEWICK SMSA
Franklin County:

Pasco 235, 162 15,685 230
North Franklin - 87, 349 6, 878 61
Kahlotus 34, 815 4, 183 63

Total 351, 326 26, 746 354

Benton County:,
Kennewick 367, 690 9, 420

331Krona-Benton 44,000 2, 697

Finley 33, 264 5, 736 21

Prosser
N,chland. ., .. .......

. : . .
..... .. ..... .. .. ........ _.. . .

. , . . , 101,532
280, 511

12,828
12, 267 227

101

Total - 826, 997 42,948

PORTLAND SMSA
Clark County:,

Vancouver
La Center
Washougal
Evergreen
Camas
Battle Ground
Ridgefitid

821, 085
42, 000
89,685

233,416
75, 518

342, 497
73, 997

10, 358
4, 937
2,358

19,873
1, 0)8
2, 143
1, 321

...,

i;
:21
81

331
73

Total I, 678,198 42, 008 1,469

Mr. HEEDS. Our next witness is Fred Miner, director, vocational-
technical education, Tacoma. He is accompanied by three students,
Charles T. Duren, Paul H. Wilkins, and Mrs. Lynetta Schwartz.

Please come forward.
It is a pleasure to welcome you before the committee. You have

prepared statements. Would you make those a part of the record and
vou could summarize, which, in view of the lateness of the hour might
be helpful if you care to. You may, if you wish, read them into the
record.

STATEMENT OF FRED V. MINER, DIRECTOR, VOCATIONAL-
TECHNICAL EDUCATION, TACOMA

Mr. MINER. It is good to be here and to have your colleague here
from the State of Minnesota.

41 '2'2
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We are, as has been mentioned before, very proud of vocational
education in the State of Washington and attribute a great d:al of
that to the interest on the part of our Congressman. We have been
for a period I would like to describe as a number of years in this role
of leadership in vocational education.

To identify myself, I am director of vocational education,my title is
assistant superintendent for the Vocational-Technical Institute in
Clover Park Schools. I have also for more years than I would like to
remember perhaps served on the board and I am presently legislative
consultant for the National Council of Local Administrators of Voca-
tional Education.

As someone said a few minutes ago, some of this occurred before
my time ; as far as mine is concerned, none of it occurred before my
time. [Laughter.]

Mr. QUIE. You started in 1917.
Mr. MINER. Maybe that has a suggestion in it.
I hope you will allow me to paraphrase awl give the major thrust of

my testimony. The hour is late and the weather is beautiful and I
know everything that is going to be reacted to has already been said
today, but I will take a few minutes to kind of introduce you to some
of the thoughts. I will spare you from a dissertation on philosophy. I
have that in my background, too, but we will save it for another day.

I have a feeling that one of the major problems in the system or in
our Nation now is inflation. I like to feel that vocational education is
an appropriate solution to some of our Nation's problems in this direc-
tion because we in vocational education are in the business of producing
producers.

If you will notice in my testimony, I believe that Congress has a
role in the leadership of this Nation. I think you need to address your-
self as you have in the past, the Land Grant College Act, the Smith-
Hughes Act, to, in effect, be a catalyst, and 1 think a new direction is
needed at the present time, that is, to point out to many of us it is
more important to be producers than it is to be consumers in this
critical time. That is the thrust of vocational education and I am very
happy to be a part of it over the years.

In my testimony I have pointed to some confusion in the language.
I think it is particularly important for the Congress, when it ad-
dresses itself to legislation, to keep us communicating. In our State
we have an outstanding example of what I would call semantic con-
fusion, to use such terms as occupational education, coordinating
council for occupation education to administer the State plan for voca-
tional education. There are such terms as career education. We are all
the time at the local level trying to sort these things out and com-
municate appropriately.

I think some of this confusion and the need for careful language
is illustrated by some of the problems of accounting. When you start
to count things up and you ask us to be accountable in terms of
stewardship and -ve resort to statistics and figures and so forth. it is
important that we have the language clear so that, in effect, we are
olvin7 You the kind of information that you expect from us..

I think it is a problem of being responsible. I think a nation needs
to be very careful of its language. We hope that you, in drafting this
legislation, would consider it.
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I know you have before you the study draft that was prepared by
Dr. Barlow, Lowell Burkett and Victor Van Hook, the AVA and the
National Association of Directors of Vocational Education. We re-
viewed that and I have some input, as a matter of fact, into some of
the pi ON 1,1011S of that act and I think it goes a long way to add some
clarity of language.

I like the term "prevocational" that has been introduced to describe
some of the categories, career education? career awareness, occupa-
tional exploration. The draft takes these kinds of terms, and puts them
into a defined category that I think will enable us to provide sonic
accounting for you and some responsibility.

Mr. MEEDS. May I interrupt there, Fred?
Do you think the financing of career education is solely the responsi-

bility of vocational-technical-occupational education or isn't it, should
I say, without being too leading, is it not more properly the function_
of the total education community ?

Mr. MINER. I would agree that it is more properly a function of the
total educational community. I don't mind the involvement of voca-
tional education because we need to be a part of that educational com-
munity. We are a part of it. That is why, when a choice in 1.967, was
presented to us legislatively here in our state, to remain a part of the
public school system or move into the higher education system, there
were a number of vocational administrators who workrdtdiligently to
remain a part of the public school system because we in this relation-
ship can have some influence. I think, upon the role of elementary
education and probably a little bit more impact as we sit around the
table and work with principals and curriculum directors in high
schools. So we feel that we have had an obligation in this regard, but I
would hate to see the whole load of that challenge moved into the area.
of vocational responsibility.

Perhaps moving along, I analyzed in my testimony some of the
nrovisions of that study draft. I mentioned the language "prevoca-
tional" that I like.

I would also point out that I am a little critical of the title provisions
involving educational leadership and there has been some reference
to that made in earlier testimony. As a local director, our challenge is
to provide leadership training and vocational education teacher experi-
ences to people who come out of the shops and out of the industries and
out of the crafts and we haven't seen very much results of that from the
past expenditures. Federal expenditures. in teacher education. I would
like to see that section strengthened and more emphasis placed on
teacher education resources at the local level and that is where the job
has to be done.

I think that is one of the reasons why you get this disproportionate
amount of growth in agriculture and home economics because these
areas are staffed from the universities in terms of the preparation of
teachers, so the preparation of teachers is logical, they are in the uni-
versity system. But in the trades and industry area, our people are
brought in from the crafts, from the shops and the welding areas and
so forth, and we need resources to provide teacher training for these
people and also to introduce them into the leadership role.

If we are going to change this system, we are going to have to look
to the shop and to the local people to provide that kind of input.

11120.
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I would hope the new drafted legislation will go to that aspect of it.
Perhaps at this point I had better stop and let the committee probe

some of myI hope you will be kind to me.
Mr. lIEEDS. Would the students who are with you like to summarize

their statements so that we would have all of the testimony together?
[The complete statement of Mr. Miner follows :]

PRI2A.RED STATEMENT OF FRED V. MINER, ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT OF CLOVES
PARE SCHOOLS, ADMINISTRATOR FOR THE CLOVER PARK AREA VOCATIONAL TECH-
NICAL INSTITUTE, LEGISY.ATIVE CONSULTANT FOR THE NATIONAL COUNCIL OF
LOCAL DIRECTORS OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

This testimony on Federal Vocational Legislation, while not the official policy
positions of either my local school district or National Council of Local Admin-
istrators, comes from almost 30 years experience as a local Vocational Admin.
istrator and almost that many years of serving on the Board of the National
Council of Local Administrat rs. I am pleased to be asked to place these observa-
tions on your record.

The National interest and the strength of Vocational Education requires that
'Congress continue to set educational priorities and legislate in support of Voca-
tional Education. Inflation is identified today on all fronts as cur biggest national
problem, and inflation is nurtured by a scarcity and shortagt of products and a
Shortage of services. Skilled producers of goods and services are desperately
needed, and this is the central purpose of Vocational Education. Perhaps Con-
gress and this Committee in its leadership roll, as it establishes priorities and
ft 'IS it eppropriate to use Vocational Education legislation, will emphasize the
basic importance of producing more and consuming less. In any event, Vocational
Education legislation and the accompanying appropriations has always been a
bargain investment for the nation. Too often, education in general has been
sold on the selfish basis of how much more money could be earned in a lifetime;
for example, we boast with a college degree you will earn more money. Voca-
tional Education, in sharp contrast, speaks to the quality of the individual's skills
and the individual's ability to produce and serve. This is a less selfish attitude
and this purpose itself could be held up as a national goal and congressional
priority. "Learn to Produce More" might be a good anti - inflation goal. To sum
it up, Vocational Education needs continued federal legislative emphasis and
continued congressional priority expressed in both strengthened and expanded
Vocational authorizations and appropriations.

As Legislative Consultant to the National Council of Local Administrators, I
have r^viewed and made suggestions concerning legislative needs which have
been incorrorated into the American Vocational Association (AVA) and the
National Association of State Directors of Vocational Education Study. I am
sure your Committee has a copy of this Study under authorship of Mel Barlow,
Victor Van Fook, and Lowell Burkett. I endorse this Study and its recom-
mendations as a basis for strengthened Vocational legislation. The Study in its
recommendations builds upon the existing laws and has the great merit of being
a refinement of present legislation; legislation which, for the most part, is doing
a good basic job. The Study, by reorganizing and regrouping existing law, accom-
plishes the elimination of some confusion that has developed in the laws and
languages with which Local Vocational Directors must deal; for example, such
terms as occupational education, career education, etc. Local Directors are par-
ticularly concerned about this language confusion and urge that the terminology
fired to describe Vocational Educatio . be carefully drafted. Confusion in the
language leads to confusion in program and leaven oangress and the public
without a method of holding educators accountable Ind Directors wish
to be accountable for their stewardship. They earnestly desire to respect con-
gressional priorities and purpose. and to this end Local Directors have, by resolu-
tion. a-ked for a careful uRe of legislative language. The term pre-vocational sug-
gested in the AVA Study, Title II, to describe Vocational guidance, Vocational
exploratory, and Vocational awareness experiences eliminates some confusion,
this a recommended improvement, When pre-vocational and other purposes are
included in the legislation, they should be separated by title and by !gliding, as
.recommended.
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There to a further potential for confusion when Vocational Education purpose
is written into legislation for higher education as was done in PL 92-318, Higher
Edncation Amendments of 1972. Ia this lagis'ation, the term "occupational educa-
tion" is used to describe the Vocational 2:!acatlon purpose. Had this legislation
with its Vocational Education purpose labelled in this Act, "Occupational Educa-
tion" been fnnded, widespread confusion most _ertainly would have resulted.
To avoid this problem, Vocational Education legislation should be kept separate
from legislation for either higher education or elementary and secondary
education.

Aa a Local Director, my biggest challenge is to help tradesmen and craftsmen
become good teachers. Legislation in some way should insure that in-service
education funds go to the local schools where this teacher education job can be
done. Vocational teacher education for the local classroom and shop teacher must
be conducted on-the-job. Teacher education and funding for this purpose needs
strengthening in legislation. This on-the-job teacher education purpose is, in
any view, not clear enough in present law or in the AVA Study suggestion. Local
Directors understand better than anyone the need for 1-cally developed teacher
in-service education.

In writing legislation it is important to keep in mind that Vocational Educa-
tion is neither secondary nor post-secondary, it is neither higher edncation nor
lower education by legislation or by definition. Vocational Edncatlon serves all
age, and I hope Congress continues to legislatively mandate its central purpose
as "i-b,"---employmentproducts and services. The very strength of Vocational
Education is its purpose, carefully defined in federal law, and its focus upon
all ages and all groups. Vocational Education is the purpose which brings people
of differing ages together teaching them for a common purpose employment in
the production of the nation's (mode find services.

The AVA Study previously referenced organizes existing Vocational Education
purposes into five logical titles. This organization will be easier for Local Direc-
tors to understand and work with.

Title /"State and Local Advisory Councils and State -wine Planning" is an
easily understood and logical arrangement. The major improvements in this title
are the addition of consumer representation on the Advisory Councils and the
State-wide Planning section is new. Both of these changes are needed and will
add strength.

Title 11"Pre-vocational" is a new and better way to describe those activities
that have been "kicking around" in some semantic confusioncareer awareness,
occupational exploration. and career decisions. Thee items have a logical pre
vocational relationship and need to be grouped and supported. Pre-vocational
is an excellent label and I urge yon to legislate this as a logical category. As
this pre - vocational title becomes operative, it is important to prevent its develop-
ment and funding from detracting from the central purpose of Vocational
Education.

Title III "Vocational Education Program Support". This is the central focus
of Vocational Education and this title provides block grant support for all
stndents and all programs. While there may be some question regarding the
wisdom of funding this title as a block. careful and expanded state planning can
be used to eliminate most of these concerns. At least this gronped approach is
worth a try and I support this design as long as the purpose of the title is very
clearly expressed. This title, as written, does protect by percentage call-cuts
disadvantaged and handicapped programs, and specifies a balance of Vocational
expenditures between youth and adults. In these call-out protections. I concur.

Title Ii "- -Vocational Education Program Services"Teacher education serv-
ie under this it need to be more sharply focused upon the in-service ftloiter
tratning need The AVA Study draft is somewhat (ride& of past Vocational
teacher training expenditure.. and this criticism is justified. The teacher training
section of thik title needs careful attention. Student follow-up cervices and stu-
dent support fun time are logical aspects of this title. Student support provisions
need to be updated to reflect the changed economic climate and inflation since
lfie' The Study has made these recommendations

7 'ft 1 --Fin. I\ in the AVA Sta.!) proposal. funds for Applied 11se .rph,
curricuium de eiontnent. eetriplary projects. and leadership devel(ria:wra to
divided between the Commissioner and the States. This division of hit;nlivp
and funding, seems logical in the support of goals which may be identified I v
both levels of leadershipState and 1c deral. As a Local Director who has need
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for action in research, I submit that the greatest need is for ttbat I choose to
call uetton researchthe "let's try it and see if it vork:,- variety.

Perhaps on this research issue, I am a little like the Vermont farmer who,
When approached by the agricultural agent to try a new research-developed farm-
ing method. responded that he didn't need it as he already wasn't farming half
am well as he knew how! I'm in favor of Vocational research but feel it would
he numt effective if conducted as Applied Bc.vcorch in full view of the Local
Vocational Directors who, like the Vermont farmer, are already not delivering
Vocational Education as well as they know how.

It kas been an honor to appear before you on behalf of Vocational Education.
I um proud to be a participant in this Vocational Education enterprise.

Mr. Mums. Lynetta, would you like to lead off I

STATEMENT OF LYN.e.2TA C. SCHWARTZ, STUDENT, CLOVER PARK
VOCATIONAL-TECHNICAL INSTITUTE

Mrs. ScuwAirrz. My name is Lynetta C. Schwartz and I reside in
Tacoma. I graduated from Puyallup High School and presently I am
a student enrolled in the 9-month stenograrhy course at Clover Park
Vocat ional-Techn ical Institute.

As a high school senior I was a student in distributive education,
known as DE. It provided education, business, and work experience.

After high school and before enrolling in the vocational-technical
institute. I attended Green River Community College for one semester.
I changed from the community college to the voc-tech school because I
did not feel they were working to get me into a trade. I felt the courses
were a duplication of my high school classes. I needed training to get
a job.

And I was lo %king for a job for the pure fact of bread and butter,
because I was on my own, and I didn't have much time and much
money to do this.

One of the main reasons for choosing the voc-tech school was the
practical training at a reasonable cost. This meant a lot to me. This
was the most important factor why I attended this voc-tech school.

I feel the closer you make education to the real working world, the
answer as you mentioned, Congressman Nfeeds, that unemployment
tripled for students, and I really feel there is a gap here, to the fact
that if you get a student so he can work accurately and competently
to go out and get a job, the chances of being accepted in this job and
not turned away for no previous work experience. You will find here
in my next paragraph the reason why I am saying this.

Some of my friends from other big)i school classes went looking for
jobs after graduation and found this barrier of "no piz;-:ious work
experience". At the same time, in my case bemuse of the distributive
education course. I had been working for the last 9 months as a student
trainee in a major department store. I was 9 months ahead of my
fellow students, my fellow classmates.

There is another problem and that is known as, I title it "pure
uncertainty". to the student as to what trade to follow. We had career
training days in my high school and sure they were valuable to me,
they got me thinking so I could make a decision. The time was well
spent because they got me to thinking and you neeed to do this to
high school students. but, because I didn't make the right decision,
as other students don't, they spend much of their time and savings for
this education in their search for the right education.

ill 23
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I was really pleased when I stopped, on the spur of the moment, at
Clover Park one day and decided this is where I wanted to go. I
walked in and here in black and white, in pamphlets. are the 52
eourm.s that on can take at Clover Park. It told me exactly what
skills I am going to learn. I wasn't given something like this when I
went to (ireen MI cr Community College. I was given English,history,

ndug.; all over again that did not go into the business line, kind of a
cal ry -on from high school, but it was a duplication all over again.

I would like to stress that my main reason for going to vocational
school is being able to get closer to industry,

That is it.
Mr. NII:Ens. Thank yon. Lynetta.
Lille complete statement of Mrs. Schwartz follows:]

NEPA RED STATEMENT OF Max. LYNETTA C. SC II WARTZ, STUDENT, CLOSES PARK
VOCATIONAL-TEC II NICAL IN &MU TE

I am lIrs. Lynetta C. Schwartz. S022 South D Street, Tacoma, Washington.
I enrolled at Clover Mirk Vocational-Technical Institute on March IS. 1i 4. in
the tone-month stenography course. I will complete this course in January. I
am oho serving us vice-president of the Student Council for the coming year.

I attended Puyallup High School as a student in Distributive Education which
condones education, business and work experience. I was active in Distributive
Education Clubs of America (DEC.%) on the local, state, and national levels. This
s, anonal student organization proved valuable to me. It taught me leadership
skill'. useful for my employment and community involvement.

After high school and before enrolling at the vocational technical institute, I
attended Green River Community College for one semester. I changed from the
community college to the roc-teh school because I did not feel they were working
to get me into a trade. I felt the courses were a duplication of my high school
classes. I needed training to get a job.

What motivated me to enroll at a vocational-technical institute? That is the
question I am here today to answer for you.

One of the main reasons for choosing a voc -tech school was the practical train-
ing at a reasonable cost. This meant a lot to me as a young married woman seek-
ing to enter the job market.

I feel the closer you make education to the real working world, the less the gap
will be between industry and edeczted manpower. When you apply for a job
the chance of employment is hampered without previous work experience. This is
a fault in our education process.

Some of my friends from othe,. h; h school classes went looking for jobs after
graduation and found this barrier of no previous work experience." At the same
time. in my case, because of the DE col se in high school, I had been working
for the last nine months as a student trainee in a major department store.

Throe early years after high school graduation are burdened by "pure uncer-
tainty" as to what trade or field to follow. or which is right for you. With this in
mind. students spend time and their savings for education in this search. Many)
as I did, become unhappy or dissatisfied.

sfy decision to attend a vocational-technical school came a..er learning that the
program was spelled out in "black and white" so I could see the skills which I
would learn. Also. the financial requirements were minimal : the length of training
time was not unreasonahle: and instructors seemed to have a dedicated attitude
to help me fulfill my new goal.

At my vocational school, in the business and office occupations department,
students have opportunities to work under actual business conditions. This in-
( Ind, s minal machines they will find in the business world, mock interviews in
front of television cameras, lessons on résumé writing and, it wme courses, actual
cooperative job experience.

Anything of this nature is necessary and actual student involvement is valuable
for industry. You need to be realistic as to what industry is looking for today ...
not yesterday.
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STATEMENT OF CITARMS T. DUREN, JR., STUDENT, CLOVER PARK
VOCATIONAL-TECHNICAL INSTITUTE

Mr. DUREN. My name is Charles T. Duren. Jr.. and I reside in
Tacoma. I am a high school student enrolled in the Airframe and
Powerplant course at Clover Park.

I have completed my first year as an aviation mechanic. Last year I
went to school one half day at a high school and a half day at the
roc school. Because of the program available at the voc school. I was
able to complete my high school by earning elective credits in con-
nection with the A. & P. course and will graduate with my high school
class.

I picked a vocational-technical career basically because I didn't feel
like taking a bunch of worthless elective courses at my high school. I
felt I should start aiming myself toward a career at that time. My
father suggested the course to me because he went into the course after
retiring out of the military. If he wouldn't have suggested this course
to me, I would never have known about it. The counselors, if you
don't go and ask them, they will never tell you.

My reaction to the A. & P. career training is that it is an excellent
program. The teachers are outstanding. You could not do any better
as teachers go. All of the facilities are there.

The only hangup I can really think of is the students themsel . es.
There wouldn't be any problems except high school counselors tend
to use the vocational schools as a dumping ground for students who
don't do well in a normal high school. They feel. if they can't do well
in a normal high school, they should go to vocational school.

This isn't true because in a vocational school, more or less, they are
adult programs and you have to be a more responsible. a more reliable
person. to go into these adult programs and that's not what the counsel-
ors are sending, they are sending students who have particular learn-
ing difficulties.

Going back to different schools. my main hangup is you have to
provide your own transportation. There is no transportation to get you
back and forth from school to school, and this is pretty hard on 15 to
16-rear-olds.

Going back to .-ounQelinl.r. one of the points I would like to make is
that a nurnbcr of students who start the course don't finish it. This
wastes teachers* time and the school's resources. I feel if you want to
go to this school, if you start it, you should finish it, otherwise you are
just wasting the teacher's time and the school's resources.

Of course. now. looking to the future. after completing my A. & P.
program. I am looking forward to a job. Right now the aerospace field
is litirtinz for people. not so much in this area but in other areas.
Say. for iii=tanoe. if T did L' into the military service. this would be
something I could fa]] bark on.

Vocation schools are fantastic. They provide an alternate to high
schools lwause allot of students go to high -school and high schools tend
to teach vo you don't want to learn. like, for instance. Eng-
lish. Where is English going to get yon when you get out of school?
If you are .troi ng to be a secretary or something like that. I can see your
point. but if you are i.roing to hate a tec:inical career; that isn't going
to get you anywhere.
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I think that we could make high school an alternative to vocational
schools, because if you go to vocational schools you can take the re-
qui..ed subjects there and they relate to your course. I'm not the smart-
est guy in the world, but the vocational schools have taught me a for-
real technical career and these skills that I have learned I can relate to
almost any field.

The course is designed for a specific career field but it also offers an
education which I can fit into any number of areas. The career training
in this course just puts you leaps and bounds ahead. It is just like
going to college, except you are in high school.

Thank you.
Mr. MEEns. Thank you, Canaries.
[The complete statement of Mr. Duren follows :]

PREPARED STATEMENT of CHARLES T. DuREN, Jr., STUDENT, CLOVER Rodrir
VooATIoNAL-TECHNicAL INSTITUTE

My name is Charles T. Duren, Jr., 8608 Tacoma Avenue Smith, Tacoma, Wash-
ington, and I am a high school student enrolled in the Airframe and Powerplant
career training course at Clover Park Vocational-Technical Institute at Lakewood
Center, just south of Tacoma, Washington.

I have completed my first year of the aviation mechanic course. During the 1973 -
74 school year, I attended one-half day of formal high school classes at Mt.
Tacoma High School and the remaining half of the day in the program at
Clover Park V-TI. For the 1974-75 school year, I wig. be enrolled as a full-time
student in the A&P program.

Because of the program available at the voc-tech school, I will complete high
school by earning elective credits in connection with the A&P course and will
graduate with my high school class in June, 1975.

I nicked a vocational-technical program because, basically, I did not want to
stay in high school and take a bunch of "mickey mouse" elective courses. My father
suggested Clover Park V-TI to me since he we through the same course after
retiring from military service.

Dad is employed by Aero-Jet General and was involved with hovercraft pro-
gram. He's due for promotion this fall to senior foreman after being there Just
two years.

My reaction to the A&P career training is that it is an excellent program.
Teachers arP outstanding . . . you couldn't do better. All facilities are there.

The only hangup I can think of is the students themselves. There wouldn't be
any problems except :flab school counselors tend to use, especially voc-tech
schools, as dumping grounds for students who have problems learning in school.

It is my observation that some counselors have sent some very irresponsible
students to the A&P program. Its an adult program . . . you have to be a
re,ponsible, reliable person . . . that's not what high school counselors are
sending.

I thini, one of my main hangups about going to two different schools is trans-
portation. There are no busses for the 15-16 year old student who is a junior.
Thi, requires a car or have your parents drive. This was a great strain on my
parents because both my parents work.

(-;, dog back to counseling, one point I wan to make is that a number of students
who ,tart the program do not finish it. This wastes teacher's time . . . students
arc there to t.ret general credits . . . this sorta hums me off.

Looking to the future after completing my A&P training, of course, I'm looking
forward to a job. Now the areopace field is hurting for people. not so much in
this :iron. but in other areas. If I were to go into military service, my training
wontd Jen great help to fail back on.

Vocationaltechnical schools. this school and others of this type, are fantastic.
They provide an alternative from high schools. Many high schools are trying
to teach you what you don't want to learn about, like English, etc.

I feel we should not have to go to high school unless we want to. Required
colirses ore available at Clover Pa rk V-TI so we can earn a high school diploma.
These required courses are related to our elective career training and are
mucii interesting since they have a purpose which we can see.

j
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Pm not the smartest guy in the world, but those V--TI instructors taught me
a technical career There are so many skills taught that I can relate to almost
anything. The course is designed for a specific career field, but it also offers
education which will fit into any number of areas.

My A&P course is like a dream come true. Career training puts you leaps and
bounds ahead.

Its just like going to college in high school , ,, . that's the way I look at it.
Mr. MEEDS. Mr. Wilkins.

STATEMENT OF PAUL H. WILKINS

Mr. Witaixs. My name is Paul Wilkins. I am a resident of Tacoma
also. Obviously, I have had one career and I am starting another. I
am a retired Air Force colonel.

Using the voc-tech approach to train myself for business, T am half-
way there. I attended the welding class, graduated, and I think I was
No. 1 in the class, I recall. This next month, I start the machinist
class. My ultimate objective is my own business, a floating marine
repair facility providing welding and machine work, so that's my sec-
ond career.

Pertaining to the school itself, as I stated in my statement, I think
it is an outstanding facility. The instruction was brilliant, personal,
and effective. The facility itself is adequate. I feel that the funds are
needed to update the equipment and provide some new equipment
and techniques that are available in the industry now that cannot be
taught there now because the equipment is not available, welding and
cutting, for example, of the exotic metals, stainless steel specifically.

This type of equipment should be made available because these are
the metals that are being used in the industry today. They need the
money to buy that kind of thing.

Other than that, I think it is a great place and I am going to go
there again.

Mr. MEEDS. Thank you very much, Paul.
[The complete statement of Mr. Wilkins follows :]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF PAUL 'WILKINS, TACOMA, WASHINGTON

I am Paul H. Wilkins, a retired United States Air Force Colonel, presently
residing at 7101 Foster St. SW., Tacoma, Wash.

Having been asked to provide a personal evaluation of vocational-technical
school facilities, equipment and training effectiveness from an "older re-trainee
viewpoint," I submit the following:

During the period April 1973, through March 1974, I attended the welding
course at Clover Park Vocational-Technical Institute on a full-time basis.

In my judgment, the training provided was excellent and fully qualified me
in the following areas : oxy-acetylene welding, inert gas welding (TIC). short
arc welding (MIG), arc welding, dual shield welding, basic metallurgy, basic
blueprint reading and safety.

The technical competence of the instructors assigned was superior and, in
many instances, made up for the fact that much of the available training equip-
ment was only adequate.

I believe the vocational-technical training schools are an extremely important
part of every community. Their training provides vitally needed skills. of all
types, to satisfy the work force requirements of business and industry alike.

I also believe that, to some extent, the voc-tech schools have been "short
changed " treated somewhat like "poor country cousins" of the more academ-
ically oriented portions of the school system. For example, the machine and
welding courses need their plant facilities and training equipment upgraded.
Both need more modern training equipment. Currently available cla. --room space
is extremely limited and not conducive to productive studying,
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Perhaps an "in-depth study and analysi," of the entire school system coca.
Ronal-technical training resources would :

(I) Reduce, what appears to me to be, excessive fragmentation of in
equipment resources. Each school seems to haven little of this, and a little of that.
More like hobby shops tlmn effective vocational-technical training centers.

(2) lt(sluce total instructor requirements through consolidation of equipment
and training locations.

(3) Improve management and maintenance of equipment resources.
(4) Provide some equipment back-up at selected locations. This would reduce

instruction time lost to equipment break-down or scheduled maintenance.
In summary, the Clover Park Vocational-Technical training activities are

vitally needed in the community. In my judgment, they are doing a creditable job

in fulfilling that obligation, and worthy of total community and state support.
For myself, the welding program which I have completed is part of a package

goal which I have in mind. With the addition of machinist skills, also gained

through vocational-technical instruction, I plan to develop n floating machine/
welding facility to service the "on-the-spot" marine repair market.

Mr. Mrr.ns. Just a very general question to you, Fred. Is the distri-
bution of funds to the voc-tech schools the same as it is through the
rest of the system, through the elementary-secondary, post-secondary ?
How do you get your share of this, both State and Federal?

Mr. MINER. The distribution of both State and Federal funds in the
common school system, public school system, is uniform throughout the

system.
One thing I didn't mention that could be pointed out here, perhaps,

we are nongraded in the sense it doesn't make any difference whether
sudents come to us at 16 or 60. They are all grouped into a package and
we don't like this classification that indicates that they are part of a
system of education. Post-high school and high school doesn't mean
nitich to us. We, in effect, find economy and we find educational advan-
tages and psychological advantages in terms of grouping together
people of different ages. If I can get mothers and daughters together
in the same class, I have accomplished something, fathers and sons
working together for a common purpose, I have accomplished a great
deal. So this is a major thrust.

We have the capability to do that.
Mr. MEEDS. Do you feel that your position is adequately represented

on the coordinating council?
Mr. MINER. Well, my answer would be no. I think the committee is

aware of the fact in our State the coordinating council is appointed
by the Governor and that the State Board of Community Colleges is
appointed by the Governor. The public schools system through which
I function and derive our resources is managed by an elected State
Board of Education and administered by an elected State superintend-
ent of public instruction.

Perhaps that anwers the questions.
Mr. Mums. Finally, do you think the position of the voc-tech insti-

tutes is adequate represented on the State advisory council?
Mr. MINER. We have one member from the tech institutes as part of

that body. I don't see se-;ons limitations there with the exception that
the appointment process puts a kind of problem there with relation-
ship to the common schools to that group and also to the State system
of community colleges. We are elected and dezive our source out of that
kind of a process and the other systems, the State system of community
colleges and the coordinating council, derives its basis from appoint-
ments.
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Mr. MEEns. Lastly, I have a question which I hope both Lynetta and
Chuck will answer.

As I got the thrust of your testimony, you dec:ded to go to voca-
tional-technical institute because von felt it was more relevant, more
pertinent. to what you wanted to coo? Did I miss that ; is that a correct
statement ?

Mr. DUREN. That's correct.
Mr. MEEns. Did you try to take the same courses, Lynetta, in com-

munity college that you Anally took at the vocational-technical insti-
tute ?

Mrs. SCHWARTZ. The answer is no. I was taking DE, distributive ed-
ucation, in high school. There is a postsecondary division called man-
agement which is offered at Green River. I toured and went to different
junior colleges because I didn't have the funds to go to a 4-year school,
and I was sold on Green River. I got enrolled into that and it was
business. You can say I can relate it to what I am going to do now, a
stenographer and possibly I would like to grow from there, so I am in
what you call secretarial sciences, which is a bit off, but it will still end
up ;II a business where I have had experience. You can interrelate them.

I would like to point out one big hassle which I missed, but I've heard
and I am sure other students'have, too. and a person who spoke today
said the same thing. You come out of the community college with a
degree and end up havintz to get another degree to get a job.

For that matter, there is unsuccess stories, too, about voc-tech schools,
somebody not getting a job. But there are so many success stories of
students coming from voc-tech schools. The high placement is a selling
point that voc-tech schools should be shouting about, because it is fan-
tastic. and it is something our counselors should be telling us about.
That is something I forgot to say.

Mr. MEEDS. Did you hear anything about vocational-technical
sohools from counselors at all?

Mr. DUREN. Very little. The only thing we got from counselors was,
if ou want to go to voc schools, come and see me. That was it.

Mr. MEEDS. I'll call you; don't call me.
Mr. DntEx. Yes.
Mr. 3fEEns. Thank you.
The gentleman from Minnesota.
Mr. QrIE. Lynetta, Chuck, Paul. it is great hearing from you. It is

interesting to get people to tell their personal experience witty certain
types of education.

Lynetta and Chuck, did it cost you anything in tuition fees at the
voc -tech scliool ?

Mrs. SCHWARTZ. Well. I had a pretty successful senior year so I
acquired a couple of scholarships so the money problem was there
bemuse I was living on my own, because I still had to go to school and
work to absorb the cost there. But I am paying out money now because
I am over the age of 21 and you have to pay when you go to voc-tech
sehool. so I am receiv'ng that expense for education all over again.
But, if I didn't have the scholarships, yes. I would have to pay.

Mr. QrIE. What do the scholarships amount to? What would you
have to pay, do you recall?

11'4:9
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Mrs. SCHWARTZ. Well, the expense from the scholarship covered
Green River Community College. They are very reasonable at the voc-
tech school, like $54 a semester.

Mr. Qua:. The scholarship was for Green River?
Mrs. ScliwArrz. Right.
Mr. MINER. Our tuition is $54 a semester. As you mentioned here,

the break here is the age of 21.
Mr. QurE. You don't have to pay under '21.
Mr. :MINER. Yes, under 21.
Mr. QUIE. $54 a semester? Is that the same as a quarter?
Mr. MrxF.a. It is the traditional semester.
Mr. Qum. So that would be substantially less expensive than the

community college.
You are under 21, Charles ?
Mr. DUREN. Yes.
Mr. QUIE. So it is not costing you ?
Mr. DUREN. Well, yes, it is, because we pay a shop fee, but it is just

barely a fraction of the cost of what you yourself use in the course. It
is just a fraction of the cost of the materials you actually use. It is

very reasonable.
Mr. QUIE. Paul, what do you pay? You are over 21?
Mr. WILKINS. Yes, sir. It is $54 a semester plus your welding equip-

ment. I think the total cost of the course to me was about $240.

Mr. Qui:E. A semester?
Mr. WILKINS. Rightno, that was the total course.
Mr. QME. The total course. Did it cost you more in welding rather

than some others?
Mr. WILKINS. You had to buy your personal equipment, welding

leathers, gloves, certain tools you have to have. Some of it is fairly
expensive.

Mr. Qure. What education did you have prior to going into the

service?
Mr. WILKINS. I have a degree.
Mr. Quit. From your experiences as an Air Force colonel, did you

pick up any credits at all that would be admissible in an institution of

higher education ?
Mr. WILKINS. I graduated from the Air University, military

science, all of those courses in the military.
Mr. Qum. So you are an individual who really had a lot of choices

and you chose this?
Mr. I'VitxrNs. I chose this route to a busines of my own, a complete

change of career. I spent 30 years flying airplanes and using my head
and I love to use my hands.

Mr. Qum. You use your hands a little bit flying an airplane. What
were you flying?

Mr. WILKINS. When I retired. I was flying F-4's.
Mr. Quit. Is being able to work with your hands something you

wanted to do for a longe time?
Mr. WILKINS. I have done it all of my life. I have built two boats

and am building a 50-foot boat in my back yard right now. I just like

to keep busy.
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Back to the oc-tech for a moment. I have another example I think
is very germane to the discussion here. My daughter was divorced a
year ago with two small children. She had no saleable skill, a high
school education, nothing else. She went to Clover Park voc-tech,
entered the bank teller's course and was hired out of the class before
she graduated. She is now working for a national bank. She is off
my welfare roll and financially secure. So that is a plug for the
school.

Mr. QumE. That is good. I am especially pleased that you are here
because there a tendency on the part of people to look at education
as something that should be available when you are at the age of
Lynette or Chuck.

Mr. WILKINS. You should never stop trying to learn something.
Mr. Qum. Fred, you are a consultant for the National Council of

Lo, .1dministrators?
Mr. MINER. That's right.
Mr. QLIE. As you deal with that State agency or agencim you go

through the superintendent of public instruction and they have an
awful lot of personnel up there. You are dealing with the they had
before. and the 31 additional now.

What about your counterparts in local administration dealing with
title I or special education ? I understand there is $65 million in special
education money that compares with a total of $10 million in vocational
education, Federal, State, and local. They have 3, I understand, as
compared to 101, plus 7, plus 6. Take your counterparts dealing with
compensatory education i.nd title I of ESEA. I suppose there probably
aren't a half a dozen people at most in the State depai:,ment of
education working on that.

Where is Bruce? Bruce, how many are there?
Mr. BRENNAN. Here.
Mr. QUIE. How many are there in the State department of educa-

tion handling title I of ESEA?
Mr. BRENNAN. There is less than that. I can't tell you for sure.
Mr. QUI& How many people do you have in your whole department ?
Mr. BRENNAN. In the total agency. 250.
Mr. QumE. That is the total of everything.
Let me ask you, how do you deal with all of those people as compared

with your counterparts dealing with such few people?
Mr. MINER. I am going to sidestep that one. I am glad you referred

some of it to Bruce.
I am concerned about your proliferation of agenci,s. I think that is

implicit in my plea for clear language and accountability.
I think it is not so much a problem with the numbers but the clarity

we have in terms of administration and organization. I know that
share, as a member of the National Council of Local Administrators,
the concern that comes into the administration, sometimes because of
language.

I think, if you want to count the people that are involved in home
ec and so forth, you can do it, if you call it home ec, but if you call it
two or three different things you are going to be confused with even
your ability to count them. I guess I am defending to some extent. I
believe, what has been traditionally a need in the State for leadership.

11.31.
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I think probably, contrary to the comparison you might make with
the Elementary and Secondary Act, vocational education has needed
this national and State visibility. I believe the people who have been
there in the past available to us to lead have been necessary and I think
it has been an appropriate expense. But I think some of the things that
you have been boring in on here today in terms of administration are
obviously part of our problem.

I am glad to have this kind of question asked, even though I didn't
answer it.

Mr. Qum. I think we got an answer.
It shocked me to read in the Rochester. Minn., paper about a student

who graduated from high school and who could not read. Minnesota
has the best record in the Nation on literacy and yet this student gradu-
ated from high school. We have to be concerned about that. Nationally,
I think we ought to be as high as Germany and Japan on people able
to read.

I think that there ought to be some way we can get to the bottom of
Why there needs to be a top-heavy State administration on vocational
education as compared to other areas. It may be that they are doing
something for you as an administrator that your counterpart as an
administrator, say, of a large high school in your district doesn't have
done at the State level. Is that true?

Mr. MINER. No. I think as a local director we would like to see that
filter down to us. In other words, what I was pleading for in the area
of teacher education was funds to do this teacher education job on the
local level.

If you will look at my testimony, you will End that I have recom-
mended that research be done in a mode that makes it visible for a local
director from the local area because that is where the action is.

I think that we could do with less filter, perhaps, in other words,
funds stopping at the State level. However, I am not too concerned in
our State about the amount that stops there but about the confusion
that presently exists.

Mr. QuIE. '1 hat is all.
Mr. Mum. Could I offer one other observation here?
The committee is quizzed frequently in terms of disadvantaged and

handicapped services, the degree to which we serve the disadvantaged
and handicapped is the way we spread our curriculum, how many
different things we can offer. If we limit what we can do at the local
level. we limit the ability to put in these kinds of people.

In the tech institute, for instance, the one I operate and administer,
we have almost 60 different curriculum choices. I have been aware of
this over the years as I have tried to address myself, as you have, in
legislation, as to how best to serve these kinds of people. It is almost
directly in proportion to the spread of your curriculum. If you have
many things going, then you can find places that these people can fit
and they can find choices. Not often do our local schools spread their
curriculums wide enough. I think we have the widest curriculum choice
in the State of Washington on the things people can choose.

Mr. MEr.n.". The gentleman from Caifornia.
Mr. HAwioNs. Could you furnish us some idea of the dropout rate,

the waiting list, and the placement record of the type of education that
you furnish?
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Mr. MINER. We are nongrlded in the sense that we take people of all
ages and we do our best to ;lreen input. However, our input screening
is not as severe as it might ,ue in some cases, so we have a substantial
dropout. Part of that dropout is based upon the fact that people can't
really conceptualize what is involved in welding until they are in it.

The dropout is prxhaps not a bad thing because the person who dis-
covers after a few months that his eyes or his nervous system won't
stand up to welding moves into another program.

I can't tell you what our c:ropout rate is, but it is substantial. If vou
look at it in terms of the people who leave one course and probably
end up in another course or another opportunity, I don't have the
figures on that.

Our placement rrte of those people -Ito complete the course and stay
with us is upward of 80 percent. W' talking about people here who
don't even complete the course. We have had some courses that we can't
finish. We have a telephone repairman course, a lineman course, and
we haven't been able to graduate a group yet. We are one of the few in.
the United States preparing telephone people, installers, and linemen,
and so forth. Companies will come in and hire the entire class when
they are a little more than halfway through the course.

What I am really saying is that we are oriented to putting people
on ions and we judge our success based upon our employment rate.

ITAwaTN-s. Do T understand that you screen out rather carefully.
then. those that apply and that there are more applicants than you
actnallv :wept ?

Irr. MINER. Yes T don't know how carefully we screen them mt.
We leave a lot of that screening to the individual instructor. We don't
believe a counsellor who is trained somewhere else is good in screen-
ing weldino. This welder here, I am sure. was interviewed and
screened by the welding department. You see. with a hundred and
some instructors screening, I get different degrees of severity of where
they draw the line in terms of who is acceptable in the program.

T have to live with that variation. The only way I can standardize
that variation between cosmetology and welding is to give teacher
training to those instructors, and that is why I need more of a teacher
training staff development fund.

Mr. HAwsiNs Would you think that there are possibly some dis-
advantaged or handicapped persons seeking jobs who should he ac-
cepted ?

Nfr, MINER. I would say that. I think we run that risk. We do at
times make a poor evaludion, in looking over my staff over the years.
in terms of judgment. they have bent way over backwards on the op-
posite side. The washout or attrition rate, the fact people leave us,
is probably an indication that we take too many and don't screen care-
fully enough.

An instructor who is raced with an individual who comes to him
and says. "I want to learn what you know. I want to learn to weld
like yon", it does something to the instructor. He right away loves
him and he wants to take him because he is proud of that. If he comes
to you and says. "I want to be an airplane mechanic" and that is your
trade. vou are stimulated by this and I think, to answer your question,
we pro.bably take more than we should.

; 1 133
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Mr. MEFD. I thank you very much, Fred. Lynetta, Charles, Paul.
We appreciate all of your testimony. You have been very helpful.
Thank you.

Our next witness is John W. Keith who is president of the Wash-
ington Vocational Association.

John.
I see you have some members of WVA with you. I see.
Mr. KEITH. Yes. Mr. Chairman, Mrs. Carol Mooney who is immedi-

ate past president of the Washington Vocational Association.

STATEMENT OF JOHN W. KEITH, PRESIDENT, WASHINGTON VOCA-

TIONAL ASSOCIATION; ACCOMPANIED BY CAROL MOONEY

Mr. KErrn. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee :
As a general remark with regard to the Washington Vocational As-

sociation being asked to testify today. we would like to take the posi-
tion of supporting those things supported by the American Voca-
tional Association and also make reference to those items within the-
testimony that you have in regard to those decisions made by the
house of delegates of the Washington Vocational Association over the
past several years.

In general information, an increasing emphasis on vocational edu-
cation has been seen and, within the organization of the Washington
Vocational Association, the increased number of persons who are in-
volved in that organization for the promotion of vocational education
has increased dramatically over the past several years.

In an attempt to decrease costs of vocational education within the
State, interdistrict cooperatives have been establisl ,9:1 that will allow
more students to be involved in vocational programs than we had in.
the past.

The appropriateness of past legislation has been alluded to prior
to this time. I would like to break down briefly the testimony with
regard to the document you have in terms of the strengths of the
legislation and in most references to those in the AVA document pre-
pared as their legislative proposal.

The No. 1 item with regard to the concept of a single State agency
for vocational education, it is somewhat apparent within our orga-
nization there is consistent confusion within the State toward the
guidance and development of vocational education because we are
involved with three agencies, each speaking to vocational education.

By resolution at the American Vocational Association and by the
Washington Vocation 1 Association, the Washington Vocational As-
sociation is working on proposed legislation. for a single agency. We
have a workshop scheduled which we hope at some time, Congress-
man Heeds. you would be lble to attend.

Second, within the breakdown of categorical funding, we feel there
is a strong need for vocational education to be categorically funded
to continue to operate programs. We feel that identity within those
programs is important. We feel that vocational education may not
get the needed emphasis should we be dipping from the pot rather
than having categorical funding for th .3e areas.

44 22-75-72 11J
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In the local area, with regard to categorical funding, an example
of the kind of program that has arrived from and been developed
to help students from categorical funds would be a part F project
which last year served 12(1 families. For the record, we have an eval-
uation breakdown of that program if you gentlemen would like to take
a look at that.

Mr. Nit:Ens. Without oPection, the document will be made a part
of the subcommittee files.

Mr. KEITH. With regard to the disadvantaged and handicapped
programs that have been alluded to earlier, we feel it is a vitally im-
portant area, an area that probably has seen tremendous increases
in the last several years.

This past year at the annual vocational conference, is one of the
fiat time that we have had in-serving training for teachers in specifi-
cally the disadvantaged and handicapped area. This emphasis is corn-
ing about and instructors at the various levels and delivery agencies
are getting necessary information and knowledge with regard to estab-
lishing programs for t.ose types of students.

As in testimony earlier this morning, by the Washington Associa-
tion for Retarded Children, the Washington Vocational Association
would endorse and like to provide assistance in helping to obtain-
ing ploper vocational education to meet the needs of disadvantaged
and !ffindicapped students.

Within the local areas. disadvantaged and handicapped programs,
speaking now as a local director in a three-school cooperative, we have
been fortunate to be able to provide four new programs for disad-
vantaged and handicapped students within the last 2 years.

With regard to oversights that we feel have been or may have been
left out of the vocational federal legislation, the definition of voca-
tional education should he explicit, that each and every person be aware
of what the difference is between vocational, career. and occupational
education. There is a great deal of inconsistency and misunderstand-
ing when we talk about this in the local areas with the local advisory
committees, is a good example.

Even with our superintendents and principals, if you are the voca-
tional director, you are also the career education director. Why doesn't
it all come out of the same pot, this type of thing, so there is mis-
understanding there.

With regard to the testimony, on page 4, No. F. speaking to that,
"Career education and prevocational education training is important
and needs to be funded, but not at the expense of vocational education."
This is not with the idea it should be left out. Should it not be funded,
however, we are in accordance that prevocational education and
career education are necessary, but that funding should be provided
for that also, in addition to the funding for vocational education.

One of the problems that is faced by the local instructor and local
director and local person involved with vocation is adequate planning
of vocational education over longer than a 1-year period. Each district
in this State now has a 1- and a 5-year plan. As was alluded to, the
Federal funding, even though, again. I won't quote the ratio of
dollars because we have had several different categories today, that
ratio is an incentive to the local districts, especially in this State with
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the special levy situation the way it exists, in terms of planning for

new. innovative-type programs.
We would like to at this time ask that appropriate funding might

be made on a :)-year basis rather than an annual basis. That would fa-

cilitate planning over more than a 1-year period. It is difficult to plan

in the spring and try to implement in the fall, not being sure of whether

or not you are going to got the anticipated funding.

We feel vocational legislation should be kept separate from higher

education or elementary and secondary education to maintain an
identity. However, being a product of the three delivery systems, the

common school, vocational program. and community college program,

and eventually it 4-year institution program, that vocational education

can still maintain its identity, but there must be a very close

relationship.
Thank you.
Mr. MEEDs. Thank you very much. John.
Mrs. Mooney. did you have anything to say?
Mrs. MooNEy. We wrote the testimony4ogether, so I think my point

has been made.
Mr. MEEns. I was struck in your testimony, John, about the term

'oecupational should not be substituted for the term "vocational."

Can you amplify a little on that, please ?
Mr. KEITH. WWI/Dour own State, as an example, as was alluded to,

I believe, by Dr. Miner, we have the coordinating council for occupa-

tional education, but we have vocational education. It becomes very

confusing. As a first-year director it took me quite some time to
decipher whom I was dealing with and I think this is what we are
speaking about. This is vocational education where everybody involved

with it is a vocational person and not an occupational person.
Mr. MEEDS. What if we lumped everything together eventually and

just called it "careers." Pick whatever name you want X, but that en-

compasses all of education. How would that be?

Mr. KEITH. This is going to be a personal observation, not involving

the association at this point.
It would be very difficult working in the local schools and I think one

of the things, the reason why vocational education, handicapped, spe-

cial education, have continued to grow and meet the needs of the stu-

dents and the community is that it has had an identity. Lumping every-

thing in one pot and working with local superintendents and local
school boards would be very difficult to get out of a vast argument with

all of the disciplines within education as to which share of the pot is
mine. which priority is the best priority. I can see a multitude of

problems.
Mr. MEF.ns. Indeed, we haven't arrived at that point yet, have we?

Mr. liEren. No.
Mr. NEED. I see from your testimony you share my views that career

education which is acquainting people with the entire education proc-
ess, what is available in education, should not be borne by vocational

education alone.
Thank you.
The gentleman from Minnesota.
Mr. Qum. Thank you.
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As I look at career ;Audition. it is really the total of all education,
rather than just pointing.

On the question of occupational education. my own feeling is it could
be culled occupational education if it wasn't for the home economics
part of it. That gets to be more of a vocation. the :ocation being the
way of 1 i fe.

We really don't educate for a vocation as we might have thought of
it once before.

I was wondering. if we fully developed career education, if there
would be a category for occupational education ?

Would you have any trouble with that if it ever reached that point ?
In other words, if the whole concept of career education continues but
then occupational is a category within it ?

Mr. KErrn. Using career education as a broad category and, within
that. occupational education. which would then encompass what we
now have as occupational-vocational education.

Mr. QUIE. That's right.
Mr. KEITH. I think as long as the terminology of "occupation" were

defined so that each individual who was working with it understood
the relationships there. I think this is more of a problem at this point.
We have referred to it as vocational education since the 1917 Smith-
Hughes. That terminology has carried on. We have added other things
to it.

Whatever is the terminology that is used. personally I would have
no problem living with the term -occupational education" as long as
it was defined as to where it fell.

Mr. QUIT. You mentioned that your Washington Vocational As-
sociation has recommended that there be a single State agency for voca-
tional education. Does that mean you would divide the community col-
lege part of it ? Take a chunk of their responsibilities and put it over,
say, in the superintendent of public instruction, and the community
colleges would run the rest of it? By pulling vocational education to-
gether are you recommending that you divide the community colleges'
responsibil ity ?

Mr. KEITH. In actuality. I guess the answer to that would be yes.
Our purpose here. I believe, in speaking to the single State agency for
vocational education is that, in essenee. it is necessary to have an or-
ganization not a portion of any one of our present agencies that pro-
vides the type of unification and cooperation that should need to exist
among the programs from the K-12 system, the N'oc-tech system, and
the community college system.

We feel the only real way that that can occur is with the admin-
istration and supervision of vocational education being under the sole-
ageney responsibiilty for all of it.

Mr. Qum. Coming from a State that does that, at the moment, I
don't agree with Sou.

I look forward to continued hearings. I hope we get to California
where they really have an integrated community college and vocation-
al-teehnical school system.

I understand. Gns, you don't even have the voc-tech separate as they
do Inge in the State of Washington.

Mr. I muss. Thai's Hein.
Is it tL same in Minnesota ? j ;*N7
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Mr. QUIE. No. In Minne,zota e have the community colleges off by

themselves and don't have the component that the State of Washingtoa
does. The voc-tech has what the community colleges have here, as well

as the voc -tech that they have in the State of Washington.
I have a couple of other questions. You talk about designation here.

Are you talking at all about retaining the designation of the categories

within vocational education. such as agriculture. T. & 1., and all of

the others? As you talk about it here, is that any part of your testi-
mony? Was there something subtle that I missed in that?

Mrs. MooxEy. I will respond to that.
We are feeling, based on resolutions passed by the Washington Voca-

t ional Association and also the American Vocational Association, there

is a real concern on the part of vocational educators that if you tend

to generalize vocational education into one large pot. you sometimes

lose specific goals and objectives you need to find within vocational
education. So there has been action saying we need to maintain the
identity of distributive education. business and office. family life, and

so forth, within State leadership. State people that can provide leader-
ship at the State level, as well as programs identified that way at the

local level.
However, I think we are also saying it doesn't matter so much if a

program would be labeled 1'. & I. or home cc.. you know. like food

service as an example today. We are not uptight about something being

labeled one way and not another. But I think we are feeling that we

need to have expertise available in DE and home economics and not
just, a broad person labeled as a vocational educator.

Mr. QUE. Ms it been a problem that you drop the identification on
the Federal level as far as the legislation is concerned? Since 1968, have

you liad any problems ?

Mrs. Mooxzr. We really within our State still have these sections

identified, so at this point at the local level I am not feeling it.
Mr. QUM I would gather the fact we don't identify nationally does

not hamper you at all locally, and I can see why you would want to
identify it locally.

Mrs. MooxEy. May I respond to one other question you asked while

I have it in mind ?
Mr. QUIE. Yes.
Mrs. MooxEy. You mentioned that you don't look at home and fam-

ily life as an occupation. and 1 would like to say I am a home and

family life educator and I would like to take exception to that and
say we really look at the work of the home as an occupation, as a role

a person fills better if they are trained to fulfill that role and so we
look at the work of the home as an occupation.

Mr. QUM That is interesting, because I thought that was the only

reason we were holding on to the word vocational.
The other thing I want to ask about is industrial arts. What is your

relationship in the area of industrial arts? Should that be integrated

in with vocational education ?

Mr. KErrn. At the present time. I may not be able to answer it spe-

cifically. the State plan. I believe. has included. in most instances, I

think. it falls under the prevocational is that right. Herb?
Mr. 13w.. It is the exploratory aspect of it and the preparatory

aspect of it. MR
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Mr. QUE. That is tied in on the State plan that is submitted under
the RIG, amendments

Mr. BELL. That's right.
Mr. QuIE. But there is no Federal money ?
Mr. BELL. No Federal money at the press at time.
Mr. QUIE. So my question to you is. should they be all lumped

to,ret her so there would be Federal money ?
Mr. KEITH. Yes. and I think I alluded to it earlier in terms of

career education and industrial arts education. If we are going to
use and include it now and treat it the same way as the rest of voca-
tional education. then it should be a funded area proportionately to
the other ones, rather than adding on another program and saying
dilute what you have now to make it a part of the program.

Mr. QUIE. In F you say career education and prevocational educa-
tion training should not be funded at the expense of vocational edu-
cation. Are you talking about industrial arts as prevocational educa-
tional when you use it there ?

Mr. KEITH. In terms of the sentence. yes.
Mr. QM. OK. I see. Thank you.
Mr. MEEDS, The gentleman from California.
Mr. HAwKixs. I have no questions.
Mr. Mr.Ens Thank you both very much for your testimony. I ap-

te it.
Mr. KEITH. Thank you.
[TI.-z, complete statement of Mr. Keith follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF JOHN W. KEITH. PRESIDENT, WASHINGTON VOCATIONAL
AssocIaTION

Mr. Chairman and distinguished Committee Members. on behalf of the Wash-
ington Vocatiottai Association. we appreciate the import nits to be a part of
tills hearing and welcome you to the State of Washington.

The Washington Vocational Association is comprised of instructors. super-
visor, and directors of iocatioral education, and has as its purpose the improve-
ment and promotion of vocittional education.

We support Lowe! Burkett and the AVA staff in their efforts to provide input,
direction. anti support for good vocational education legislation. The views
expressed here today. represent action taken at national and state delegate as-
semtlie- of the American Vocational Association and the Washington Vocational
Association members.

I. STRENGTHS OF PRESENT LEGISLATION

A. Administration of vocational education in the states should continue to
r' -t with a sole agency. as outlined in the AVA Legislative Proposals for Voca-
tomal Education. dated August 1. 1974. Since vocation education is offered at the
secondary, post secondary and adult levels, and serves students more effectively
when there is articulation between they rais levels. these programs need to be
under a single state agency.

The need for a sole state agency was dramatized in Washington State. when
the 1973 and 1974 WVA Delegate Assembly passed resolutions calling for uni-
fication of vocational education, under "A Single State Agency for Vocational
Educa tion".

B Continuance of categorical funding is important. We support funding for
Title: I. II. III. IV. and N' as outlined in the AVA Legislative Proposals for
Vocational Education. dated August 1. 1974. It is recognized that categorical
funding is necessary to perpetuate the disciplines among vocational education.
The AVA House of Delegates in 1972 supported categorical funding.

Increases in categorical funding for vocational education have brought cor-
responding increases in allocation of state and local funds for vocational edu-
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colon. Growth in vocational programs for youth and adults in individual school
districts has been closely related to tategurnal funding from the federal and
state let el.

C. Continued funding for the Dkadvantaged and Handicapped needs to be
emphasized. Prior to the 19d1 Vocational Amendments, the number of students
hoolved ut mutational education was sevt rely I -ted. Following the amendments
:int! appropriation.... programs have been deteloped and expanded to provide
training to meet the special vocational needs of many of these students.

II. 0ERSIGIITS IN PRESENT LEGISLATION

A. There is a need for a common term and a vicar and specific definition of
vocational education. To provide a common ground we need to nse the term
',cation:11 edmation so that clarity is consistent. The term "occupational"

should not be substituted for the term "vocational ".
Resolutions at the 1973 AVA and 1973 WVA assemblies speak to the uge of

the term -voeatimull". Agencies responsible for planning. budgeting, and fund-
ing of vocational education should use -voiat' qal education" in designating
their agencies and programs.

B. Congress needs to provide permanent authority for the expenditure of fed-
eral vocational education monies over a period of every two years.

C. AAA and WVA members strongly feel that vocational education legislation
Qubuld not be a part of legislation designed to deal with higher education or
ilementary and secondary education. Identity for vocational education is needed
through separate legislation for vocational ec:acation.

D. Anthorization for appropriations needs to be increased to reflect increas-
ing needs due to expansion and inflation.

F. Career education and pre-vocational education training is important and
needs to be funded, but not at the expense of vocational education.

Attached for the Subcon 'Bee files is a special report sighting an example
of a program that has utilized Part F funds from Public Law 90-576, for a con-
sumer homemaking program for disadvantaged families. Part of the program
originally funded with this money is now being funded under state and local
funds.

Our association is anxious to be of assistance to your committee. Thank you
fe the opportunity of allowing us to present our views and concerns on voca-
tio..al education.

Mr. MEEns. We had one gentleman who had indicated a desire to
test ifv. Mr. Norval Duncan. Is he still here ?

Mr. DuNcAs. I am.
Mr. MEEns. Mr. Duncan represents the Washington Federation of

Private Vocational Schools.
If von have a prepared statement, we would he delighted to make it

a pa it of the record and allow you to summarize it.

STATEMENT OF NORVAL DUNCAN, REPRESENTING WASHINGTON
FEDERATION, PRIVATE VOCATIONAL SCHOOLS

Mr. Drxr.vs. Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
I think. first of all. it is appropriate to thank you in behalf of pro-

prietary education for being added to your agenda at the 11th hour.
It is very late and I will be as brief as possible for that reason.

The statement I wish to enter into your record was prepared by Mr.
Donald Waldbauer. president of the Washington Federation of
Private Vocational Schools.

Mr. Mains. The prepared statement will be made a part of the record
without objection.

Mr. DuscAx. The WashinrOn Federation of Private Vocational
Schools appreciates the opportunity to participat in your quest for
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better vocational education cui a national basis and more specifically
within the State of Washington.

During the past 5 years, proprietary vocational schools have been
included in Federal legislation in many ways. Not only the schools
themselves but our successful graduates thank you. The overall
emphasis has been excellent from both the Federal and State level. In
the State of Washington, the Coordinating Council for Occupational
Education has provided excellent leadership with all phases of post-
secondary education to include the proprietary sector.

There a7e three areas of concern that we would like to address
specifically.

No. 1, the 1202 commissions. We are concerned with the Federal
legislative wording in the amendments of the Higher Education Act
of 1972 witll respect to section 1202 in title X. The makeup of the com-
mission is to include one private school representative. It has been our
assumption that it was the legislative intent to include the proprietary
vocational sect ,r as this private representative. It is our concern that
the present laz.guage may be misinterpreted to exclude the proprietary
vocational sector. Thus, if this is so. we may ask for a change in this
legislation in the future.

Mr. QuIE. Do you have any problem with that in the State of
Washington ?

Mr. DUNCAN., No.
Point No. 2, executive branch regulatory agencies. The education

commission of the States has created a model bill for proprietaryvoca-
tional schools for the use of the States. This proposed bill has gained
nationw.de support. Currently, the proprietary schools in the State of
Washington are working with legislators in our State to implement an
up-to-date legislative act patterned after this model bill.

It is our concern that the overzealous reaction in the name of con-
sumer protection by the Federal Trade Commission has, in fact,
hampered constructive development of effective proprietary school
legislation and has even hounded schools out of the business. Proprie-
tary vocational schools in the State of Washington have served over
20,000 students during the past year. Should these schools be forced
out of business, the public would be deprived of their often unique
services which are not available in other schools. These students would
then be added to the tax-supported school system. This would create
a tremendous impact. the public would be deprived of a resource which
in turn would not help the consumer but actually cost them more.

Point No. 3. the Comprehensive Employment Training Act of 1973.
The federation wholly endorses the concept of moving primary re-
sponsibility for manpower training to the local level. This concept
has great potential and should be of great value in meeting the needs
of manpower training. This places a great responsibility on the prime
p on ,Y) r. We hope that this Prime sponsor will make the timely deci-

sions nece,ary to make CETA cost effective, whether the training is
conducted in public or proprietary schools.

You 'ill be interested to know that a substantial amount of man-
power training funds have been allocated to proprietary schools with-
in our State. These programs have been conducted successfully, show-
ing excellent rest:Its from the standpoint of student completions and
training-related rob placements.

That is the end of my prepared statement, Chairman Meeds.
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I would like to briefly comment on a few things that are contained
within the statement.

I believe in the second paragraph where we as a federation express
our appreciation f'r being included in many Federal prog I,. it
does typify a phrase you used a few minutes ago concerning the total
education community. The proprietary schools, I believe, should be
considered a part of the total education community. Based upon the

ifact that we are within our State serving 20.000 people annually, it is
a sin:nificant contribution to vocational education.

Concerning the reg,ulatory legislation that we feel should be passed,
you will be interested to know that we attempted to have that law
submitted to our State legislative bodies in the 1974 session. Because
of the press of other business, it was not possible. We are hopeful as a
group that we will have these r6gulatory laws passed in the 1975
session.

I have heard considerable testimony concerning the training of the
disadvantaged and the handicapped. The vast majority of proprietary
schools in our State do have working arrangements for training
through the division of vocational rehabilitation and we have a sub-
stantial number of schools that are involved in manpower training.

The primary sponsoring agency for the new CETA program in King
and Snohomish Counties is the King and Snohomish manpower con-
sortium. Tomorrow, I will be te :tifying before that committee and just
today finished a compilation of some interesting statistics that I would
like to bring to your attention.

This does not relate to a statewide report, it relates specifically to
King and Snohomish Counties. I feel that the statistics that are preva-
lent here ,re typical.

In the ast 2 years, from Jt 072 to the present time, wit} 'n King
and Snohomish Counties thei, have been 346 trainees referred to
proprietary institutions ; 57 of those trainees are still in school. Gentle-
men, let me amend my comments somewhat. I am reporting on 11
schools. T have been aslml to bring this report together in less than a
week and I had 11 responding schools and these are the schools and the
statistics.

The number of referees i 146. The number still in school is 57.
Those that are through their training or dropouts or dismissed students
number 289. Those that completed the program number 215, which
is 74 percen4- of those re,:erred to the Program.

Mr. MEEDS. Did I get the figures right. The first was 346 referred?
Mr. DUNCAN. Yes, sir, 57 are still in school.
Mr. .MEEDS. You say 2S8 dropped out?
Mr. DUNCAN. No, sir, 289 are those who completed training, dropped

out, or were dismissed from training.
Those who completed the program r'imber 215. which is 74 percent

completion ratio. Of the 215 who completed the eourqes of instruction,
179 are documented as placed in training-related positions. That repre-
sents a placement figure of completions (,f 83 percent. As an industry
we are proud of that.

Wr feel that constantly. in order to stay in the marketplace. w 'lave
to 1. .o .ble. I feel that we have some very valid statistic fiat
are wressive.

I would be very happy to respond to any questions.
Mr. IIEEDs. Thank you very much, Mr. Duncan.

3142
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onlv question is. how many contracts or grants from the co-
ordinatin,, council or the State vocational program, either at the
elementary-secondary level or the postsecondary level, have you
received in the last 2 veins ?

Mr. Di-xcAs. None.
Mr. Mnd):. one at all ?

DrxcAN. None. The only funds we received, either Federal or
State. are training related.

Mr. MEEns. To CETA?
Mr. DrxrAx. CETA, the division of vocationai rehabilitation. the11 IN program. the Bureau of Indian Affairs, whatever the case maybe.
The only State funds we receive are in payment of tuition and books

and supplies and training-related costs.
Mr. Mrrns. In other words, you have received no contracts or grantsunder the Vocational Edueation Act amendments of 1968?
Mr. DuNcAs. None whatsoever, sir.
Mr. MEEns. Thank you.
Mr. DixcAN. We are in the strict sense of the word tuition-sup-

ported schools.
Mr. MEF.os. The gentleman from Minnesota.
Mr. Qua. In other words. you get alone. better with some of theother agencies than you do with vocational education?
Mr. DuscAx. No, sir. I think our relationship with vocational edu-

cation within our State is quite good. I think that tremendous strides
have been made in recognition of what we are capable of performing
in the way of training services. I believe the record will indicate the
number of manpower dollars, the number of WIN dollars, the divisionof vocational rehabilitation, I believe those figures are climbing con-stantly based, hopefully, on performance.

Mr. QUIE. It is interesting to me you get money from the Depart-
ment of Welfare and Vocational Rehab, but you don't get anything
from the Office of Education.

Mr. Duxc 1N. Mr. Quie, I think possibly I have confused you. Theonly money, we receive from r.ny agency are in payment of tuition for
training a student. W2 do not receive any grants at all, none at all.

Mr. Qum. I see.
Mr. DuxcAs. I am sure we would be receptive, if you would like to

consider it.
Mr. Quin. The 20.000 figure is exclusive of correspondence courses?
Mr. DuxcAx. This relates to resident training in private vocational

schools yes, sir.
Mr. Qui E. Do you ha, e any correspondence courses from any of your

schools in the State of Washington ?
Mr. Dux, N. To my knowledge. Mr. Quie. there are no Washington-

based schools that offer correspondence training.
I would like to qualify that. There are two I was not aware of.
Mr. Qum. What do they teach and how many enrollees do they

have ?
Mr. CHARLES Jonxsox. One is in electronics technology and the

other is in police investigative technology, private detective training.
Do von want the enrollment nationally or within the State?
Mr. (.2 VIE. I suppose within the State.

11 43
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Mr. Jou N11N. I would gue,-5 the total bet N\ een the two, within the
State. \VI 111(1 hr :M, ma be students.

Mr. Quit:. Thank
Could we have onr name ?

Jot '40 1 win Chale-: Johnson, assistant to Dr Binnie.
Mr. ME: us. The o.entleman bout California.

\ Nom. I have no quest tons.
Mr. Akins. Thank you very much. Mr. Duncan.

beha I of the subcommittee. I wonld like again to thank the peo-
ple lot the pies and the jam and jelly and also, all you survivors. for
our pat "'ewe and for you tenacity to stay thron!di the hearino-s. I am

saes they are going to be ten- helpful to us in ourdeliberations on this
bill.

'['!tat is all. The committee stands adjourned.
I \Viiereupon, at 4 t lie hearing was adjourned.]
j In format ion submit ted for the record :]

1 ROBI t ME: COM \ION TO Tilt' V 1 RIM'S INS.TITI-1 IONS WHICH OFFER VOCATIONAL
EDUCATION NV II II SuusEsrED SOLUTIONS

INr000CCTIO\

The authors were asked to conduct a workshop on the problems common to
the xarions offering. ountIonul education programs. The workshop
m as part C the annual Washington State Vocational Education Association con-
vention. In attentlae %yery local directors of vocational education from the
set 'notary :glands, vocational-teehnival institutes, and community colleges of the
state. The personnel from Nlicatinal-tehnical institutes who participated in
the work.Imp ere limited in number and therefore their input is not included in
this report.

Rather than speak to the workshop participants, the authors elected to involve
*VIII in a ,truetured dialogue to Identify the common problems mid attempt to
suggest solutions, This report is the result of that dialogue.

TIIE OPINIONNAIRE

The authors selected SO quotes from the current literature on vocational
eau. anon. Of the sl). 50 were selected to sample a number of potential problems
area in vocational education. The quotes were then made into an opinionnaire

h reqiured that the workshop participants Agree or Disagree with each
of them

The opinionnaire was given to the local directors tne day before the workshop
This permitted the analysis of the responses before the workshop began

and hopefully generated thoughts in the minds of the participants about the
ova ounul (Aut.:won process which may have been dormant for a while.

TILE PROCESS

The workshop process was a modified Delphi technique. The authors presented
the result of the opinionnair with an explanation of the statistical procedures,
foihmed by three short speeches which interpreted and expanded on the results
of t he opimonnaire.

The pa rtuapants were then divided into small groups of seven or eight with
representatam of the secondary schools and community colleges in each group.
Ea( it group s% as directed to identify and write doss!) five or more problems com-
mon to otational education with the constraint that funding was not to be
ha laded.

The groups efforts were posted on the wall of the meeting room on large post-
ers and ea, it set of problems was discussed. As L. ght be eApected, there were
many reptitions and the total group resolved all the problems listed into 12
common problems. Each individual then voted for the five problems he ^on-
sidert d to be the more important which concluded the activity fro,: that day.,
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Prior to the meeting the follow jug day. the authors tallied the votes and
established rank order for the twelle problems. The opnnozmairc results. thegroup problems, the composite , roblems and the rank order of problems were
all posted at the beginning of the meeting on the second day. This se-ved to
remind the group of the progress they had made the previous day.The task set for the participants the second day was to suggest solutions tothe problems they had agreed were important to vocational education.

First, small groups seggested solinion.s and then the groups shared their solu-tions with the total group. Second, the small groups selected or reiscil solutionsin light of the constraints all vocational edw Aron must hie with, Firally. thetotal group selected from among the -realistic lotions those that had thegreatest possibility of success,

THE PROBLEMS COMMON TO 0C.110N.U. EDVC.1

This section will present the material generated by the Ivorkslegi in t ho samesequence as it evolved. The material generated w ill be followed 113- a sli ((o.(and conclusions section which will include the authors' intetpretation of pos-sible future action to alleviate the problems identified.
Opinionnaire results

The following pages are the t. Ali the instro.tions The onlychange is that in place of the agree i ti sp(d.se. there anew.' s the percentof the secondary school and community college for al directors who agreed withthe quote. Also presented is the probability level assomatcd with the test ofdifference in response rates across the two groups
Thirty-three secondary school and twenty-one community college 10( al (!sec-tors responded to the opinionnaire. The fit e percent level of confidence requires

that 37 (68.5%) of the '5-I respondents had to sel Agr e or I lisagree. otherwise
the response was not different from chance and w (odd not permit a conclusion.1r the response rate reached criterion, but the probability was ley than .65there was a significant difference across the two groups which means that asvocational educators they did not share the opinion.

OPINIONNAIRE

[Percent Agree by Secondary and Community Collegc with Total and with
Probability Levels]

The Tuesday afternoon and Wednesday morning sessions require groups thathave a mix of s.ccondary school, vocational technical institute. and communityco1leg2 personnel. 'Would you please facilitate the grouping by providing yourname and circling your primary azthation? (secondary) t VO-tech)(C.C.)
Following is a series of quotes taken from the literature about vocational-

occupational education. (A bibliography is attached for your inspection.) The
quotes selected address issues related to students. instructors, curriculum,organization, roles, and the rationale of voearional education,

Would you please circle the "A" preceding the quote if you agree with it and
circle the "D" preceding the quote 'f you disagree?

Percent agree

Probability S S. C C

1 The real problem in America is nut child labor. but child
idleness

P= 13 97 81 91

2 Educational requisites of a c inpng occucationa' ,rect...m
demands that moth of yocatIonal education be otterej at
the Post-high school level

P< 7.1 52 SI 67

3 Vocation, certification bassi on yob excetlence .gnores the
nee:: tor instructor co-ncetenc, ,n arcs 0, ner tq ii tn;ce
speCi tic to his occulmor

P =95 70 t7 ES

4 The contemporary techrmiw 431 eon' 71), has i.ttle to at4e,
tne untrained. undereduca.ed ho...IJ-be woreer There is
no room at the bottpm

P 95 91

5 Vocational teacners ano r,c1t,0'121 counselors combined hire
less influence on stdoents tn.:Ace of career, than do the
stulents peers

P= 43 49 48 48
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Percent agree

Probability S.S. C C.

6, It the institution (the community college; in adjudged unique
solely on the basis of its special ser rims to students who do

not transfer. it fails to measure up

P= 87 73 67 70

7. The technical institute has providad she leadership for tech-
nical education in this country

P= 04 61 29 48

8 In a technological society, especially today's labor market,
unemployment is more often the result or a lack at education

and skill than a shortage of lob opportunities

P v.06 03 00 10

9. The basic purpose of the career-orie..ted approach is not to
force students to make an early selection of a specific career.
but rather to make all young people aware of the options

available to them

P=.70 91 95 93

10 "th aPPropriate division of labor iscalted for between education
and inciust;y, with education doing what it can do best
(educate more broadly for a life of work and citizenship).
and industry doing what it can do best (train for the specific

job)

P=.72 27 29 28

11 It now appears that the comprehensive 2-year college will be
the enamel institutional home of the technical curricula.

P<.01 36 86 56

12. Vocational education cannot be meaningfully limited to the
sk,Ils necessary for a particular occupation

P=.57 76 86 80

13. The *Wive of vocational education should be the develop-
ment of the individual, not the needs of the labor market.

P= 50 49 38 44

14. Vocational education in the high schools has failed to give
students useful skills or place therm in satisfying lobs.

P<.01 18 67 37

15. The relationship of the rob to the field of training appears to
hive no significance in influencing the levelof employment,

wages, and earnings following graduation

P=.66 18 14 17

16. Among all vocational graduates those
from high school have

higher unemployment rates than those taking Junior college

and other postsecondary vocational coursr s.

P'-.03 55 86 67

17. Often times a number of personal vocations' failures eventu-
ally enhance ultimate vocational satisfaction

P= 19 42 67 52

18. A factor in the support given to wee' education is that it

promises to upgrade vocational education status in the edu-

cational community

Pex,69 82 81 82

19 It is not important to select a vocation early ant then learn the
requisite skills, that would be fine for a Simple society, but

it is unrealistic today

P=.51 39 52 44

20, Only a small proportion of entry-level lobs for high school
graduates require the specific training and skills offered by

vocational education

P- 51 18 29 22

21. Vocational choice is influenced more by sociological factors

than by psychological or personality determinants
P=.37 61 76 67

22. We should no tongai separate liberal education from career

education and set them against one another, either in our

thinking or in curriculum structures.

P -.59 94 86 91

23. This career education thing is really another gimmick, isn't
it? Another name for vocational education to pump up the
supply of auto mechanics, I don't see how it affects higher
education except to promote more anti intellectualism.

P=.68 03 05 04

24. By virtue of his unique psychological characteristics, each

worker is best fitted for a particular type of work
P=.95 36 33 35

25. The existing system of curriculum choice is already more
heavily influenced by .'tat students say they want than by

anything else

P=.83 55 48 52

26 The preparation of the vocational-education teacher should

include an appropriate liberal-arts education

P=.45 67 52 61

27. The area vocational school becomes more significant then

just another in Aitution or administrative device It is the
most effective means yet devised to make it possible to
expand vocational programs for many additonal cccupa.

lions

P<.01 79 19 56

28. Mandatory occupati-nal courses for all siudents is the key to P= 85 12 14 13

-access of the career education concept
29. C .e of the difficulties in getting students to make realistic

occupational choices is a result cf our accepted statuspatterns
P=.42 91 100 94

30. There is a growing realization that public education must be

seen whole and that all of its parts (elementary education,
secondary education, and the various /errs of education
beyond the high school) must be reUated to each other

P= 59 94 86 91

31 The policies they (legiulators) formui-le ordinarily sere only
to enable the schcols to continue as they are or to survive

from one emergency to another

P= 84 73 71 72

32. A career 'education erno`3SiS for the
classroom teacher does

not represent a vast body of new knowledge to be added to

the curriculum.

P=.37 73 57 67

33. All students should make a tentative career choice by the P= 95 06 10 07

end of kindergarten and should modify or reaffirm this
choice periodically throughout the school years.
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Percent agree

Probability S S. C C

34, By the end of his senior high school year, each student should PG.01
have acquired a sufficient degree of competence in at least
one occupational area to be empluyed

91 43 74

35. The community college, because it offers both college transfer PG 001
and terminal occupational education programs, represents
an :deal setting for technician training.

39 95 61

36. The basic science and mathematics departments of the corn. P <.01
muny college contribute efficiently to technician training.

39 76 5
37. Vocational instructors do not profit from State conferences, P=.11 03 19 C9State office programs, correspondence ^rograms, etc., but

they do profit from local workshops a . university teacher
education programs.

38- Too few educators have work expetience outside education. P =.13 91 76 85Almost all of them went frcm Public schools to a teacher
education institution and immediately returned to the public
schools. Too many such teachers have never had to keep up
with an assembly line, to feel the vibrations of heavy
equipment at work, or to cough at the odors of a heavy
industrial operation. They have neither experienced the
boredom of performing; routine lob in a mechanical fashion
nor the exhaustion that can come from physical labor. They
know little more about the realities of lowlevel white-
collar and clerical Jobs or technical and professional Jobs
outs:te the education industry The,: have never met a
payroll or missed a payday They believe a college degree
is the best and surest route to occupational success.

39. The best of community collegt.1those realty serving their
Communities with open-entry openexit practices, zero-
select entrances, and linkages to all community institu-
tionsare already doing career education

40. Limited experience with programs designed to retrain unto)
Dloyed worker has indicated that one of the principal
deterrents to individual success in such programs is the
significant lack of an appropriate general-education
background

41. It does nut seem wise to assume that the determination of
the type of an institution appropriate for posthigh-school
vocationel.educ...,on opportunities is an "either -or" matter.
Rather, it appears more likely that there is possibly a need
for several different types of institutrons

42 A high school art course, for the prospective artist. represents
vocational skill training.

43. Preservice and inservice teacher training of all vocational
education instructors should be the responsibility of a
single State institution of higher education.

44 Colle4 training should genetally follow, rather than pry de,
entry into the professions

45 The factors that contribute to vocational success are not the
same as the factors that contribute to vocational satisfaction

46 Stated interests emerge as the more important predictor of
occupational choice

47. Federal and State funds continue to flow into many communi
ties with programs that are ineffective because the local
People do nct exercise their responsibilities for evaluation

48 Those responsible for enforcing State policies and regulations
cannot often st as consultants Consulant services
should come in part tram State agencies independent c
State departments of education, particularly from the State
universities.

49 The local schools, relieved of part of their responsibll. 'or
vocational education (by skills centers and/or area yoga-
tr., hoots). will be able to perform better the fuoctrons
that are left them 1 ten can improve their programs of basic
education essential as a foundation for vocational education
and employability.

50. There appears to'be some deliberate misrepresentation by
administration and faculty about the Job market for grid-
dams.

P= 36 70 86 78.

P= 54 7C 62 67

P= 23 8 67 76

P =.44 67 81 72

P=.72 24 24 24

P=.70 33 38 35

P= 88 21 19 20

P= 18 70 48 61

P = 66 65 76 82

P= 95 33 29 32

ft= 87 39 33 37

P=.12 73 aS 63
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FOSTED DURING THE FIRST SESSION

Responses to the. opinionnaire
Overall high agree : 17 quotes z.t. 1. 3, 6, S. 9, 12, IS, 22, 29, 30, 31, 3S, 39, 41,

42.47
iiverall high disagree: 10 quotes gr 10. El. 20. 23. 28. 33, 37, 43, 45, 4S.
;se( cnitiary s( h,uol ommonity college significantly diftering responses: 9 quotes

= 2. S. 11. 14. 16. 27, 34, 33, 36.

trt day schedule
:2 30 Introduction of actility and analysis of opinionnaire.
3 .00 Small group determination of common problems.

30 Total group discussionconsolidation.
4 .00 Total group rank order of consolidated problems.

Second day schedule
30 Assignment of solving teams.

9 00 Brain storm solutions.
9 45 Coffee.
10 LI Solutions tt ith constraints.
11 .00 Group leaders report on suggested solutions to problems.

THREE SHORT PRESENTATIONS

In tr6ductory remarks by Dr. Henry M. Reitan
The opinionnaire you responded to was a measure of rota individual assess-

ment of vocational education rationale, organization, and practice. There were
33 secondary school respondents. 21 community college respondents and only two
respondents from vocational-technical institutes. Due to the small number of
vocationakethnital institute respondents that category was omitted from Ole
analysis.

A Chi-siquare single run test was used to determine th. proportion of responses
needed to conclude that as vocational educators you held the same opinion about
a particular quote.

You agreed on 17 quotes.
You disagreed A ith 10 quotes.
You differed on 9 quotes
You were non-committal on 14 quotes (your responses by group and com-

bined were about equally divided between agree and disagree).
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The response chart identities the quotes in the four categories mentioned above.
Those of you with extra copies of the opinionnaire may want to record the resultor if you will leave your address after the workshop is completed we willmall you the results of the opinionnaire and your deliberations.
A vocational educator's brief analysis of opinionnaire responses by Dr. WilliamJoh Schill

There are some inconsistencies in your responses. It is not my attention to
dwell on the inconsistencies, but some seem worthy of mention.

You agree that there is a need to view education as a whole from elementary
school through post-secondary study (quote #30). Then the secondary school
respondents put down the community colleges while praising themselves and the
community college personnel responded in kind (quotes #2, 11, 14, 27, 34, 35).
The infighting among vocational educators may be one of vocational educations'
larger problems. To phrase that differently, one of the problems may be that
vocational education suffers from jurisdictional hassles in the face of agreementon philosophy and rationale.

You agreed with quote #31 "The policies :hey (legislators) formulate ordi-narily serve only to a rable schools to continue as they are or to survive from
one emergency to anotner." Yet your responses were positive in support of careereducation which is a program initiated by USOE bureaucrats and Legislators(quotes #18, 23, 39).

It may be that one of the problems of vocational education is the lack of localoptions and the lack of creative leadership.
You rejected the university while agreeing that vocational instructors need

snore than job experience. You agreed that the dichotomy between liberal andvocational education is a false one while rejecting or being non-committal on/Notes which were based on research data from other disciplines.
It may be that one of the problems in vocational education is that there is nomeans currently to keep abreast of relevant literature and research.

An educational psychologist's analysis of opinionnaire responses by Dr. Rose-
marie McCartin

It is no news to you that feedback on tasks can lead to change in behavior.
We psychologists don't know much, but that we do know. (Oliver 1967). So hereis some feedbackdirectly derived from your responses. Four areas of con-
cern emerged: Assessment, Continuity in Vocational Education, Motivation, andTeacher Characteristics.

Assessment: Research indicates that the assessing of vocational learning is in
a primitive state. It certainly has not received its share of effort. In fact, a ma-
jority of the states have no established plan for assessing skills and knowledges
of occupations. Even more woefully wanting is research on affective outcomes
on beliefs. values. and attitude change. (L ireen 1967.)

Quote #47 "Federal t. id State funds continue to flow into many communities
with programs that are ineffective becau,o tl local people do not exercise their
responsibilities for evaluation."

#12 "Vocational education cannot be ric:n limited to the skills neces-
sary for a particular occupation "

Although the findings from numerous :ate the importance of em-
ployee-or relation,hips. the necessity of good communications. and good relation-
'hips among workers, we really don't know yet how to educate to attain theseend prodwts.

#45 "The factors that contribute to vocational success are not the same as the
factors that contribute to vocational satisfaction."

Continuity and discontinuity within vocational education on the American
scene is evident. Ruth Benedict is best known for citing this conflict but it recurs
with various themes from time to time. e.g., we train in one way and another
set of skills is demanded on the job.

Among the needs cited in vocational education literature is that of linking
prior experiences to current tasks. Hughes (1968) found strong support for the
cum.: ire nature of cognitive information as well as for consistency across in-
stitutional levels in terms of student goals.

30 "There is a growing realization that public education must be seen whole
and that all of its parts (elementary education. secondary education. and the
various forms of educating beyond the high school) must be related to each
of her."

ti
2 Ai 4." 9
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Conetn of motivation : 0;:portunitv of vocational education to be or to provide

the best learning situations is possible : it offers high relevance of task to life,

leads to high interest and high achievement, to close relationship of verbal

learning to performance (we learn and then we do), and choice is nn important

factor.
":1:andatoi ors upational courses for all students is the key to success of

the Career Education concept
.721 "Voratnmal choice is influenced more by sociological factors than by

ps3 enologica I or personality determinants."
Tuchinan cites the need for vocational education teachers to use alternate

teaching styles to meet student needs while (After (1967) noted that the longer

or inire experieneed a teacher is the it:v.4 flextble he becomes in using alternate

stylev. e g. Bloom noted the need for flexibility in pacing for mastery. e.g.. -I)"

Kid. could perform well if given more time. The uniqueness of the voca-

tioaal edm ion teacher is both an asset and a liability. Since he has acquired his

competence fry in on the job training he %ION'S the world of work realistically but

since he Isis not deivendid upon academic !corning for his competency he often

does not are this as an important source of learning for others. Concomitantly

his OM 11 1:1(; of imideinic accreditation may relegate him. often unfairly, to the

loner professional ranking. Such a situation introduces a defensiveness and a

stain, litcblem w Lich prevents a focus on Ntudent need and concentrates on

in,vtrur,r esteem needs. These four points may have contributed to a vocational

education teacher's version of the blue collar blues and have placed the vocational

education teacher in a position which prevents him from fully contributing to the

solution of the workers problems in America.. ,
"One of the difficulties in getting students to make realistic occupational

ehoices is a red 1 of our accepted status patterns."
4+1S "A factor in the support given to Career Education is that it promises to

uptrinie v ocational education status in the educational community."

it now appears that the comprehensive two-year college will be

the principal institutional home of the technical curricula."

.:71
educational requisites of a changing occupational spectrum demands

that much of vocational education be offered at the post high school level."

43:: "The cominunitY (llege, because it offers both college transfer and termi-

nal oecunotional education programs, represents an ideal setting for technician

training."
=07 "The area vocational school becomes more signifleauf: than Jost another

institution or administrative device. It is the most effective means yet devised

to make it possible to expand vocational programs for many additional

oceupa tint's "
4414 "Vocational education in the high schools has failed to give students useful

skills or place them in satisfying jobs."

COMMON PROBLEMS
IDENTIFIED BY SMALL GROUPS

The problems identified by the small groups during the first work sessions are

repeated here exactly as they were posten even though. in most eases, they re-

quired interpretation in order for the total group to grasp the meaning.

First Net of problems group one

1 diseriminatory counseling
2. single state agency absence.
3. skill center impact.
4. instroctions upgrading retraining.

making individualized instruction work.
6. faculty discord.

First Net of problems croup 2

1 amount of paper work involved in vocational administration.

2 lack of pre-service training for roc. ado.
3 flow can communication within a school system be improved so that the

intent. purpose and programs of roc. ed. be better understood (is there a need for

in service Y R.1).
4 ink the role definition of the roc mini been sufficiently studied and docu-

mented? Front the point of view of the (1) state office (2) local district (3) as we

see it.

44-S22-75---T1

k 3 I no
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5. Lack of authority to get things (lone. Do local roe directors have adequate
control of resourees (authorityi to carry out responsthildies? Budget disci e-
tom? if not. how can this be accomplished?

d. is -over justification- of vile programs costs being imPosed when compared to
others? How do we cope with or ameliorate this condition?

7. How can joint H.S. roe tee CC program planning be brought about? is this
a sena* the state office can provide or is it strictly up to the localities':
First set of problems groups 3 and 4

1. lack of unified state leadership.
2. a mutual concern for legislative action.
3. need for a total delivery system.
4. inadequate vocational guidance.
5. problem of line authority for local roc ed directors.
6. secondary /post secondary articulation.
7. need for performance based curricula.
8. updating roc teacher competence.
9. luck of trust between K 12, VT1, CC.

First act of problems group 5
1. fragmentation across levels and institutions and agencies resulting in com-

munications problems.
2. lack of effective and reliable information base for employment opportunities.
:t. need for continuity in career awareness curriculum in all organized learning

programs.
4. open communications with non roe educators in local districts.
5. acceptance of local control of ME allocations for roe ed programs.
6. 1$ there an agency which could accept the role as agent of change in roc ed

and earrer ed concepts.
First set of problem* group 6

1. improve roc ed image.
2. make curriculum relevant to student needs in light of bus. and and.

requirements.
3. efficiency of the educational process.
4. sufficient resources.
5. better articulation between edue and industry.
IL better articulation between edue agencies.
7 regulatory restrictions regarding educ and training pertaining to legislathe

and union restrictions on length of training time etc.
Following the presentation of opinionnaire responses small groups of local

directors generated a list of 37 problems in vocational education. The total group
135 then compared the sets of problems and consolidated them into 12 problems
common to yo tational education ac rosy institutions. Finally, the directors M sited
on the importance of the problems from which were clerked the following rank
order of problems to be considered.
Rank order Tally

Articulation between and within high schools, vocational-technical insti-
t kites, community colleges, skills centers and colleges

(a) How can communication within a school system be improved so
that the intent. purpose and programs of vocational education
be better understood?

(b) Ho.v can joint 11.S., VT1, CC program planning be brought
about?

2 How can the role and function of vocationaeducation administratorsbe clarified and defined?
la) How can we resolve the problem of line authority for local.

aim?
3. How can the public image of vocational education be improved? 194. How can the effectiveness of vocational guidance and counseling beiniprovedI

c a t How can counselors he furnished with an effective and reliableinformation base on employment opportunities?
(b) How do we rid the schnook of discriminatory counseling prac-tices w Idyll militate against vocational education Students?

2."

13
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r. nom t mid state agetic noVe crivet viy roordllialti
t ) Is there a State agency that could :oleo the role of chain4c

agent:
( hi) Is their a need for a total delivery sytein'!

6. Can the trend um ay (nail lot al control be re(ersed?
(a) Do local ocational dire( tors hale adequate ((mnia of resources

to tarry out rsponsibilities.:
During the second session of the workshop, the local directors of ((watimal

etille:M1011 addressed thetasel% es to the first ix of the tmehe problems ahuli
were rank ordered on the pre( ions day. SLIBill groups considered the pitillins
independently and then shared the solutions they had :aril ed at. Then they m e
directed to consider all the solutions suggested and selet t from ammo; theta
those solutions %%Inch mere the most viable gilen the constraint: with «lot lb
vocational education Is faced.

Following art 'he solutions selected. The solutions are stated exactly as pro-
posed by the luca ectors.

15

PROBLEM : ARTICLAllON
Solutions

Ex(hunge of bulletins. Staff ineelingc:. With incom imp the in/mini-a rat(Irs
of the trade of etunnitinu ((thins, t on% lure administrators to extend use of fatili-
tIes and dine, exchange (iit during toffee between (ocatilinal and Wood' arts,
murk on ("minium projects and interdisciplinary staff. Hi tureen use of joint
isor committees. joint meetings of directors. counselors. instructors. re( ogiiihe

inhatieed placement for high st hool students « ho transfer to tucational- (tthuieai
institutes or community 4 (Illeges. compare pet farina flee based. t ritei ia acr(P.:4
institutions. and State pay bonus for cooperation :n toss agencies.

Posibi.ity of single state Institut oni--e.g. go to legislature in a unified m y
unified competency based comic Ma P.R. unified In u eommunity using area ad-
visory 4 °mat Mee: nem slot ter to staff from (Motional director; share Iaullnon
goals ; and cluster clas,cs for job talentation.

PROBLEM : ROLE AND FUN( TION

jot, :cription designed with no conflicting duties
Local agency define flan role and murk with administrators to communicate

that role.
State office could provide information to other administrators to clarify role ul

()rational education.
Administrathe training 'intl.:rani to include role of %oeational education ((odd

of work and %ocati(mal. edum align! theory.
Roles may be clarified by in( (theillent in professional organiZat ion.
Research by state midi literature re( iew on role of director.

PROBLEM : OF %0CATIONAL EDUCATION

Teacher pride in job and (onvey to students.
Continue optsn't unity for itiipr.t( enient a ml emphasis this gram to to students.
l'tintinue 10( al giwid toddled', Initairt ant events.
J4411 beat groups fii(( anis et.
Open house and trade fairs.
Etabli:h general athis4lry rulanilttee for PR problems.
Establish t oimilunity and industry based satellite program-.
Include service club members lilt ativistory committees.
Share ma !nation and accountability technique: with the public.
Work harder on phi( einem. follomup and info. on ath an. ed training.

: %0CTIONAL GUIDANCE AND CAI VSELING

Clarify role of guillane. counseling and registration.
with the ba,ines, and industry community

se busine and industry personnel as 4 minelors.
Counselor.; and teachers periodically (1 inge
Get guidance and counseling personnel !mid( ed hl vocational education work-shop:,
Insure 0.w of information on %ol RI lon to the CollnlorR,

I 1 .%2
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PROBLEM: COORDINATION OF STATE AGENCIES

State publish visible plan and disseminate to all, include guidelines, plans and
timing.

Each existing agency involved in vocational education identify their objectives
and identify those in common.

Create a new agency and build in new needs.

PROBLEM : RE-ESTABLISH LOCAL CONTROL

Equalized funding for all areas of vocational education involvement.
Clearly identify amount of funds included in formula which is available for voca-

tional education.
State furnish broad goals and allow local options in meeting.
State bonus to local agencies the It cooperate on planning and program offerings.



VOCATIONAL EDUCATION AMENDMENTS OF 1974

TUESDAY, SEPTMEBE.'2 24, 1974

HOCSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
GENERAL SCBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION

OF TILE COMMITTEE ON EDECATION AND LAPAR.
TVashirgton. D. C.

The subcommittee met at 9:45 a.m.. pursuant to call. in room 2175.
Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Carl D. Perkins (chairman of
the committee) presiding.

Present : Representatives Perkins. Quie. Peyser. Steiger.
Staff members present : Jack Jennings, counsel; and Toni Painter,

staff assistant.
Chairman PERKINS. The hearing will come to order.
The hearings today are on H.R. 14454, to extend the Vocational

Education Act.
It is our hope to get a bill on the floor next year.
We have held some very constructive hearings.
At this time, we have before the committee representatives of the

National Advisory Council on Vocational Din -ttion. You may pro-
ceed in any way you prefer.

STATEMENT OF CALVIN MLLE:FIELD, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
NATIONAL ADVISORY COUNCIL

Mr. DE.LLEFIELD. Mr. Perkins, I am Calvin Dellefield. on the staff of
the National Advisory Council. I would like very much to first intro-
duce Mr. David Van Alstyne who is cochairman of our legislative com-
mittec. He has a remarkable record. I am very proud he flew in from
New York this morning just to be with us.

He is a senior partner of Van Alstyne. Noel and Co.. investment
bankers in New York, and has an extended career of public service.
For 10 years, he was in the New Jersey Senate. He was president of the
senate, acting Governor of New Jersey, and for several years he was
chairman of the Appropriations Committee there.

Itt, serves as our cochairman of our legit.lative committee. He will
present the testimony for the national council.

Chairman PERKINS. We will hear from Mr. Van Alstyne at this time.

STATEMENT OP DAVID VAN ALST SR.. COCHAIRMAN. LEGIS-
LATIVE COMMITTEE, NATIONAL ADVISORY COUNCIL ON VOCA-
TIONAL EDUCATION

Mr. VAN ALSTYNE. Thank you, Mr. Perkins, and members of the
committee.

(1147)
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You have copies of my official testimony printed so, with your per-
mission. I won't read it.

I would just like to say a few things that I think are primarily perti-

nent to the issue.
I think one of the most important things. in order to understand this

legislation which you gentlemen are proposing. is to just take a minute
or two to give a little background on the vocational program of the
cottit ry which I think is terribly important.

The first Vocational Act was passed in 1917, the Smith-Hughes Act.

It set up a few sketchy ideas of a program and the Government

authorized $7,200,000.
.Tuinping quickly, after 46 years we come to the year 1963 which was

a momentous year because Congress passed a very excellent bill on

vocal- imuil education.
In that period of time, 46 years. the number of people taking part

throughout the United States in vocational education had gotten up to

4 million. But in 196:),, when Congress passed that excellent bill, it
started a momentum going which was acceleratei by the wonderful
Amendments of 1968.

In those amendments the matching funds came into existence and the

State and national advisory councils came into existence.
It is very interesting to note that from 1963 to 1973. in only a 10-year

period. because. in my opinion of that excellent legislation, the number

of people in vocational education jumped from 4 million to 12 million.

I think you realize that is the reason I think history shows how im-
portant this legislation is that we are now considering.

I thing Congress did a magnificent job in 1963 and 1968.
Then. of :nurse, we had another bill of 1972 which was good but was

not so important.
We of the national council feel that the bills that we now are work-

ing under have been so well phrased that we would hate to see anything
modified in principle. Maybe a consolidation is advisable; obviously
something can be improved.

What we are recomment-7;ng are suggestions to be put on the present
fa amework which we don c want to see touched at all. Therefore, we
will talk somewhat in generalities. The ideas will be specific but we
think it would be presumptuous for us to actually put the detailed

language. give the detailed language to you when we feel that your
committee, could much more effectively frame the bills than we could.

One of the points we emphasized is that the success of the whole

vocational program of the United States lies in the planning of the
individual 50 States. We think that the job that the individual States
have done have been something absolutely remarkable. Therefore, we
think in this bill it is much more important for the bill to set guidelines

for the States than absolute specific "must do this," or "must do that."

I was talking with several of the State representatives here just
before this meeting started. They were commenting that the problems
in Iowa are quite different, let us say, front the problems in Rhode
Island. Therefore, the more flexibility we give the States, the more
effectively they can do their job.

On the other hand. we feel very strongly that each State plan must
go to the Department of HEW and be reviewed by the Office of Edu-

cation to be sure that the guidelines and the principles are carried out.
1
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It is interesting to note that the States have done such a oo rhar
1973. when we had 12 million people in the prmzrun. there 'vas t :late
over $3 billion spent on vocational education. Of that amount_ -ilanci-r
less than $500 million saute from the Federal Government anu Fq21It1 T

over $.5 million was put up by the States. Some of the -ztates nor in
tat io of 11,) or to 1 of the Federal Government. and one or the --ares-
put up 10 to 1 of what the Federal Government did.

So. the States have been responding to this program -Pry -,Eicienti-T-

and very enthusiastically.
Mr. DELLEFIELD. Attached to the record is a i'sr of $.-3IP conF

vocational education that the national council has summarized.. That
is part of the record. sir.

Mr. VAS Atsn-NE. Here another thought tin ,t -Ye: feel --Pri-

stron,Fly about.
As the enthusiasm for vocational education increases over .11

land. we find from a practical standpoint that there should. ,e fore
stress on the guidance and counseling program. The more .tficiert
guidance and counseling programs are. detimtely the more Prficien z_--.7-11

he the whole vocational program.
Another factor that came in. the administration did not ,--se at his

year to apply any money whatsoever to tram teachers. They -ootf.::rie
position that there were too many teachers in the country. an excessi-if
teachers. and. therefore. that was not appropriate. Thev faliten to rase-
into consideration that the excess of teachers has :o do vith zenerai.
education and there is actually a paucity of teachers for --ocarzonaL
education.

One of the reasons that vocational education _s not .gotng -'aster. _a
spite of the enthusiasm for it. is that there is a 'ack tT -earne,-s.
terribly important. We think the bill ihould ,tress -hat )oint tnct
funds should be provided to train more teachers for --nein:onto -du-
cation. We stress again that we should slot 'P:1VP OM It :izsi7 ,n :e T'1

of 10 or 15 percent for the disadvantaged or nandicanpett -nmerrmes
in the enthusiasm of the whole they seem to ret ost a :le
shuffle.

We were delighted to -,ee that. though the Administrruon r

have it in the bill. that both the House and the -enato At)proor 1U ms
Subcommittees on this have fully funded the ""tatP '1111el:S.

We think it is terribly Important That means that -ne - nutter --tap'
gets a minimum of $50.0o0 and tae :4tates .ncreasing ',mounts ase'
on population.

These men and women give a tremendous amount if -ime no --e

think that it is a very wonderful riting 'liar, -hey lave pen

funded.
We also come to the point of oareer oducation. The -oorr

the National Advisory Council concerned .tseif Jrnnat
education.

With :tour permis-ion. would ?lice to make t'iar r

record.
On the other hand. as important as ,ve chime areer

am) realizing full that vocational fqiticat:on i -,art .r

ace qeparate we think that Congress paF-. -F.narato mt"

We would like to keep this present vocational nil ena rite --m
career education if you see tit to have it separate awe, -uuteet
o f career education.

14 r
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We have a feelin!,, and again this comes along the lines of setting
up major guidelines. leaving the States rather flexible. Here in the
Federal funding for vocational education we have three different
items : vocational research, grants to States for innovation, curriculum
development and grants to States for research.

There it is like the pea in the pod. We think it should be, lumped
together and let the States delineate and direct the moneys they get
in different directions that will best suit their need.

So. we think that that category should be lumped into one. We
have that in our report.

You will have ant report which has been written, sir.
Those are all the principal highlights I wanted to bring to your

attention.
I have finished, unless yon have some questions for me.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Van Alstyne follows:1

PREPARID :-.1ATEMENT OF DAvin VAN MAMIE, JR , CO-CHAIRMAN, COMMITTEE ON
LEGISLATION. NATIos.u. An molly COUNCIL ON VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

The NACV belie\ es that the Vocational Education Amendments of 1968 Is
an exemplary piece of legislation. In considering its extension and revision, the
council retounmends that the basic purpose and format of the Act be retained.
Mei e are some changes and improvements which elm be made to provide greater
flexildPty to the state. in planniny and implementing their programs, but these
changes c an be made within the tgtrueture of the existing Act.

We hello e it is imperative that the Vocational Education Act he maintained
as a ,eparate and distinct entity, so that the progress made under the impetus
of th4 IHGS Amendments can be maintained and accelerated. We see the Voca-
tional Education Amendments of 19418. as written, as an outstanding example of
consolidated legislation. which permits broad latitude on the part of the states
iu the. use of Federal funds, whip at the same time identifying and supporting
specific national priorities. The major portion of the Federal funds for voca-
tional education are allocated under Part B, Grants to States. The states are
free to use these funds as they see fit to meet their indiviudal necjs, within the
i cry broad scope of the Act. The catecorial sections of the Act, Parts C through
.T. were expressly designed to meet specific national concerns which were not
being adequately dealt with by most states. The funding for these categories
acconnts for less than one-mutter of totrA Federal vocational education funding.
The new Part .1 eategorial funding for Ili-lingual Vocational Education, which
was signed into law only last month, is one more exam-de of a national or
regional need, which was not being adequately addressed on a state-by-statebais.

Section :ill of the Education Amendments of 1974 (r.r. 9:3-380), which pro-
vides for a simplified state application for Federal funds, will help eliminate
ranch paper NN 01k and simplify the procedures required under the Vocational
Edueation Act This new provision will help achieve many of the results envi-
sioned In the ((incept of consolidation, and will permit the states to devote a
greater amount of time to annual and long-range planning of their vocationaleducation programs

As we stated before this Subcommittee on July 12, in Wisconsin, we believe
that little revision is needed in the present law if it is fully implemented, prop-
erly administered. and adequately funded. Some changes are needed In the
fn cowing areas to insure that the goals of the Act are carried out

STATE PLANNING

We believe that the state planning procedures in the 1968 Amendments are
e-Nential for the development of sound vocational education programs. As we
have pointed nut before. state plans have tended to become merely compliance
documents rather than effective planning tools The State Plan is the heart of
the ltlfiR Anamdment, and its importance must he re-emphaqzed. The new pro-eicion 93-350 for a sic gle state application should permit greater atten-tion t'), be given the state plan as a tool for anal zing needs, eqabiishing
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priorities, allocating resources, and ascertaining the extent to which the goals
of the Act are being achieved. The specifications of the state plan, as contained
in the Act, should be guidelines, rather than formal requirements, in order to
allow the states greater flexibility in designing their programs. However, the
review and approval by the U.S. Office of Education should be retained, in order
to assure that the goals and purposes of the Act are adequately being met.

As the NACVE recommended in its Fourth Report in 1971, there should be
specific funding set aside for state panning and evaluation, which would permit
the needs assessment required by the Act. A needs assessment should be basic
preparation for the development of the state plan, but very few states have ever
made such a study.

The NACVE has just completed the summary and compilation of the 1973
reports of the State Advisory Councils on Vocational Education. We request that
this report, entitled "Unmet Needs and Unresolved Issues of Vocational-Technical.
Education in the United States," be made a part of the hearing record.

One of the major issues addressed by most State Advisory Councils in their
reports was the need for articulation between secondary and post-secondary
vocational education. We think this is a problem which can and should be dealt
with in the annual and long-range state plans. In the Education Amendments
of 1P72 (P.L. 92-318), Congress authorized a new program for post-secondary
occupational education (Title X, Part B). Unfortunately, this program has not
yet been implemented because of lack of funds. Last year, the National and State
Advisory Councils on Vocational Education passed a joint resolution urging the
funding of Title X. We recommend thnt the Committee consider means by
which ti,, lines can be established between Title X and the Vocational Education
Act, in order to enhance the articulation between secondary and post-secondary
programs. This has already been done to a degree by extending the mandates of
the National and State Advisory Councils on Vocational Education to cover the
new post-secondary occupational program. These ties could be further strength-
ened by providing for the inclusion of Title X, Part B programs in the state
plans for vocational education. Articulation between the secondary and post-
secondary programs would then of necessity become one of the major focuses of
the planning process.

The problems of urban vocational education, with its higher costs and greater
concentration of disadvantaged students, have occupied the attention of the
Council for much of the past year. We have held public hearings in five major
cities and our report of these hearings will be submitted to you when completed.
We believe that the state plan should deal specifically with the special needs
of urban areas, and that a needs assessment study, as part of the state planning
procedure, would help insure that the cities get their fair share of vocational
education dollars.

VOCATIONAL TEACHER EDUCATION

The Council recommends that Part F of the Education Professions Develop-
ment Act be incorporated into the Vocational Education Act. Th., &dministration
requested no funds for EPDA in the FY 1975 budget on the grounds that there
is a glut of general education teachers on the market, and that other areas of
special needs in teacher training are provided for in other pieces of legislation.
Vocational education, we feel, is one of those areas of special needs. Qua liti
education requires a continuing program of professional development for voca-
tional administrators, teachers, and guidance counselors, but that need is not
adequately addressed in the " ocational Education Act.

GUIDANCE AND couisszusta

The continual strengthening of guidance and counseling programs should be a
major priority of new legislation, Under the present Act, guidance and counseling
is one of the areas in which Federal funds may be used, but we urge that specific
funds be earmarked to provide pre-service and in-service programs in vocational
and career education for all counselors, and to make counselors more aware of
job opportunities and labor market demands.

This is one of the recommendations contained in the Council's Sixth Report on
Guidance and Counseling. That -eport has been well received in every quarter,
and a meeting is planned for next Spring in Washington to explore ways of
implementing the recommendations of the Sixth Report. The meeting, to be
funded by the U.S. Of of Education, will be sponsored by the American
Vocational Association and the American Personnel and Guidance Association,
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and held in conjunction with the Joint Meeting of the National and State Ad-visory COMWIIS on VW:0114H! !Anemic'''. We would %%Octne participation in
that meeting by this ('laumittee.

A closely related issue is Ilmt of job placement and easing the transition from
school to cork. In the Education Amendments of 1972 IR!, 92-318), Congtess
made it the rt ,pon-iltility of the Commissioner of Education to promote the
development of job placement pritua anis as part of the regular education system.
It has long been the position of the ('omic!! that vocational programs n Well do
not include the ff Om -up and job placemont are incomplete programs. We urge
that this purpose be reiterated sitecitically in the Vocational Education Act.
The NACVE has completed the first phase of a School-to-Work study to explore
the feasibility of this approach, and has found great interest on the part of both
educators and business and industry. The second phase of the project is now
getting under way. under the auspices of the National Association for Industry-
Education Cooperation.

CATEGORICAL FUNDING

The Council repeats its belief that there are certain national priorities in
vocational education which must be emphasized. Hut some cat,gories in the
existing bill could be combined to allow the s'ates greater flexibility in meeting
the particular needs of their area. For e.zample, Part C (Research), Part 1)
(Exemplary Programs and Projects), and Part I (Curriculum Development)
could be merged. This would allow the states to put the money where they felt it
could make the greatest impact in furthering the goals of their state plan. One
state may need to use the bulk of these funds for a two or three year period in
curriculum development, while another state may be at the stage where a con-
centration on research and innovation is necessary. Part F of EPDA. if tr;:ns-
ferret! to the Vocational Education Act, might also be included in this merger.

Part G (Cootterative Vocational Education Programs) and Part H ( Work-
Study Programs) could also be combined to permit the states to place the
emphasis where experience in a particular locality indicates the results have
been most beneficial, or where the need is greatest.

Continied emphasis must be placed on programs for the disadvantaged and
the handicapped. We urge that at least the present set-asides of 1:1 percent for
the disadvantaged and 10 percent for the handicapped be retained, and that some
provision be made in the law or in administrative regulations to assure that these
funds are used for the purposes intended.

We note that i'.L. 93-380 moulds the Education of the Handicapped Act to
authorize grants to institutions of higher education, including community col-
leges, vocational and technical institutes, and other non-profit education.) agen-
cies, for the development and operation of specially designed or modified programs
of vocational. technical. post-secondery or adult education for deaf or other
handicapped persons. with priority consideration given to programs serving
multi-state regions or large population centers, and to programs adapting existing
programs of vocational and tech:neat education to the special needs of the
handicapped. We think some means should be explored to facilitate greater
coordination of programs for the handicapped under this Act and others, such
as the Vocational Rehabilitation Act.

We are also 1 the problem of providing vocational education to
the Amerietn Indian population. Reservation stliolds are not eligible to partic,
ipate in Federal or state vocational education or community college programs.
This is an area of special concern which rte encourage the Committee to
investigate.

FORW kliD FUNDING

In Section 802 of P.T.. 93 380. the congress declares it to he the policy of the
Tnited Status to implement immediately and continually section 411 of the
General Education Provisions Act, relating to advance funding for education
programs We recionmend that this polies be reiterated in new vocational edu-
cation legislathm, ttith sitecific reference to the importance of forvtard funding
to vocational education, due to the added) costs of equipment used in vocational
progrmns.

ADVISORY COUNCILS

The advisory council system has been a majar force in the success of pro-
grams under the 1908 Amendments. As Congressman ()tile stated in the dedi-
cation tit the Handbook for State Advisory Councils, prepared by the NACVE,
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Q111.11:Sitter the earliest dnys of our Nation, iodine education has iutoltbd
and ohm/flied the interest and idtentbm of Mizell.: and citizen groups.... it is
quite logical therefore, that Congress should have provided an instrumentality
for eoncerned, infctrmed, and interested citizens to hare an (dileial vim(' III thI
deVeiopIllent of the ocupational education system of our country' the Nat band
and the State Advisor:, Councils on Vocational Education.... We believe that the
National Sind the State Advisory Councils ou Vocational Education may laboone
the precedent for leen:lath ely mandated citizen organizations to be utilized in
evaluating other federally funded public service delivery systems. Thus. your
Nat limit! and State Advisory Councils Imo have a future impaet on our Nation's
governance far beyond our public education s,%stem. END QUOTE.

We believe that the Ian, as written, clearly defines the functions and re-
sponsibilities of advisory councils. "e %vould urge that you consider amending"
seethe' 104 ( hi (1) ( A ) relating to the memlership of State Advisory Councils
to priwide for greater representation by business, labor, and the general public.
As currently written, this section %%eights the membership of State Advisory
Councils heavily on the side of educators. Many states have overcome this Im-
balance simply by expianding their original membership to include more lion-
educators, but we feel it should be clarified in the legislation.

We also urge that new provisions fur the funding of State Advisory Coun-
cils be eonsideree.. The has provides that each state council shall receive a mini-
mum of t5;0,000. As % ou know, many sta.s still receive less than that figure.
The IV 1975 ulpropriatiolls bills, yet to be enneted, Teovide fundsfor the
first time since 19(i8 ---to bring the state councils up to the $50.000 authorized
minimum.

Even the $.50.000 figure. by today's standards. is hardly adequate to allow the
State Advisory C/maciIs to properly fulfill their responsibilities as required by
Ian. You require that the State Councils advise the State Board on the devel-
opment of the State Plan. evaluate vocational programs, services, and activities
n1;111/1 the state, and publish /11111 distribute the results thereof. prepare an animal
evaluation report of the miniml and long-range 'migrant plans, and !odd at least
one piddle hearing annually.

The members of the State Advisory Councils are dedicated citizens. who con-
tribute Intuty hours of their valuable time to tla work of the councils. They have
(lone a remarkable job over the past six years on a shoestring budget. But they
c;ti never really do the kind of job you have asked of them without adequate
stall' and a realistic budget.

The problem will be multiplied when Title X, Part B of the Education
Amendments of 19T2 (Public. Lan 142-31 8) is implemented, as the National alai
State Advisory Cmneils time given the same responsibilities under that law OS

have under the Vocational Education Act. While the law does state that
the State Advisory Councils should receive funds, the determination of fund-
ing is left to administrative decision. We wlk' like to point out that P.L. 92-
3Ds does not similarly provide that funds be made available to the National
Advisory Council to carry out its new responsibilities under Met program.

The Subcommittee has expressed tut interest in the matter of local advisory
eennelk ou vocational education. We believe that local councils can be very
effeethe. but their establishment is, we believe, a state and local decision. and
should not. at this time. be part of federal legislation. Every stnte, either by
law or regulation. provides for loyal advisory councils im vec.ational educathm,
either 011 the basis of individual occupational fields, or broader school system
councils.

Many of these laws and regulations have been inoperative, but the State Ad-
visory Ottawas in many states have recently began corking with the State
IWpartment to activate these local councils. Ill the State of Kentucky. regnant!
advisory commits have been set up. and the Kentucky State Advisory Conned
has given each regional emoted $1,00 out of its budget as start-up money. This
is it lead that other State Councils might fellon. if they hail sufilibient fonds.
.attached is a comprthenskt -eport on chat is happening In the various states
nitb regard to beat ads isory (lain/its. The information is abstracted frion the
1973 SACVE reports, and additional data ails provided by the State Advisory
Councils.

YOUTH ORGANIZATION

VoentiOoR1 Youth Organizations have, for many years typified the co ..era-
don bet aces eclat atitot mail the private sector chichi Is Jiving so urgently sought
today. These student organizations have sirligneo members with the in-
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centives and guidance which we recognize :tow as essential to bringing rele-
vance to education. The Council's Seventh Report, In 1972, was devoted to Voca-
tional Student Organizations, and in it we recommended that Congress rec-
ognize these organizations as integral to instructional programs in all areas of
career education, and support them financially.

ItAXPO WEIL DAT.t

Section 102(a) of the Vocational Education Act provides $5 million to be
transferred to the Secretary of Labor, under terms and conditions mutually
satisfactory to the Commissioner of Eduent Ion and the Secretary of Labor, to
finance national, regional, State, and local studies and projections of manpower
needs as they relate to vocational education program's. This provision has never
been impistmented, and the Council urges that this provision be re-emphasized
In new legislation. Such data, in a form %chi' can be npplied to the needs of
vocational education planners, is essential for a meaningful needs assessment
and state planning program.

The National Council has been concerned with the development of career edu-
cation. While pleased with the basic concept, the Council has had some ques-
tions about the manner of implementation, One of our greatest concerns has
been the confusion between vocational education and career education.

The Eight Report of the NACVE, "A National Policy on Career Education,"
attempts to provide a clearer understanding about the distinctions and relation-
ships between career edueationand vocational education. A copy of that report,
which was just published, Is attached for the hearing record.

In that report, we recommend that separate authority and funding be main-
tained for career education as provided In P.L. 93-380. Career education should
not be a Dart of the vocational education bill, but should be kept in separate
legislation. Vocational education funds should be spent on vocational education,
and separate and distinct funding should be provided for career education.

Too often, the terms career education and vocational 'Attention have been used
interchangeably ith much resulting confusion. One particularly important ex-
ample of that confusion was the action taken by the U.S. House of Represen-
tatives in the FY 1975 Labor-HEW Appropriations bill. The NACVE. in testimony
before the E.S. Senate Appropriations Subcommittee on Labor-HEW, last July
17th. pointed out that the House had reduced funds for vocational education
curriculum development from $4 million. which was the amount a voila! le in 1974
and requested in the 1975 budget, to tr.1 million. The rationale for this reduction
offered in the House report was that the States, the National institute of Educa-
tion. and the Office of Education were providing the needed support under other
programs "such as career education." We stressed at the time, and would like to
repeat again, that career education and vocational education are not synonymous.
The curriculum development being done in the name of (-weer education to date
has l,een primarily concerned with orientation in the work a-t hie at the rtlemen-
tary and secondary levels for general education students. This does not meet the
needs of vocational education curriculum development, which deals with teaching

occupational skills, especially id emerging new fields such as allied health
professions and environmental technology.

We see career education as an ail-encompassing cane' pt, and vocational eduen-
tion as one of various component programs within that concept. Career educa-
tion is the facilitator which will help bring about the integration and cooperation
required for a more effective educational system. Rut oeational and technical
education, at both the secondary and postseentalary levels. are strong pillars of
the career education concept which must not be weakened. Career education is
not a substitute for vocational education. Without strong vocational and tech-
nical programs. the career education concept is meaningless. We urge the Com-
etiee to consider in the statement of purpose of the new bill n section which
will help clarify the relationship between vocational education and career educa-
tion, and to stress therein the importance of modern. innovative vocational and
technical education programs as part of a comprehensive educational system
relevant to the needs of our eomemporary society.

fai
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UNMET NEEDS AND I:NCI:SOLVED IsSUES or VOCATIONAL-TECIINICAL EDUCATION IN
TILE UNITED STATES

FOREWORD

The endings, evaluations and recommendations of the State Advisory Councils
on Vocational Education, as reported in their Annual Reports for 1973, are sum-
marized in this report of the National Advisory Council on Vocational Vacation.

Each year NACVE has studied these Annual Reports as a part of its responsi-
bility for determining the "condition" of vocational-technical education through-
out the nation, as well as for obtaining clues as to any special studies and efforts
we should undertake to resolve issues and problems of national import. So useful
have we found our analyses of the SACVE Annual Reports' grass roofs informa-
tion on a state-by-state basis, that we decided to publish this information for
possible use by other concerned organizations, agencies and researchers.

It should be noted that the summaries were prepared as objectively as pos-
sible from the actual reports themselves. No effort was made to interject addi-
tional information or to editorialize. It must be admitted, however, that favorable
editorializing did occur in several instances when ou: staff expressed some satis-
faction with the format of a particula. report. The reports from Alaska, American
Samoa and Connecticut were not received in time to be included in this document.

Yellowing the "Overview Stimmary of Major Findings and Recommendations,"
the state -by -state summaries evvanged in alphabetical order.

JAMES A. ERODES, Chairman.

OVERVIEW SUM MAZY OF MAJOR FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONs

The 1973 Annual Evaluation Reports of the State Advisory Councils on Voca-
tional Education dramatically departed from previous years' reports in that
they concentrated their discovqlons on qualitative, rather than quantitative con-
cerns of vocational technical education. Whereas in past years considerable
space was devoted to the inadequacies of data concerning manpower needs,
student enrollments, etc., with recommendations for improving reporting and
analysis. most of the Council reports for 1973 simply reported satisfaction with
the progres.----albeit slowthe State Departments of Education were making
in this area. Statistics, if any, were usually contained in the Appendix. Recom-
mendations usually were confined to urging the State Departments of Education
to continue the efforts already initiated for developing management information
systems so as to improve relevance of program offerings to the needs of industry
as well as youth and adults desiring and seeking vocational ?ducation and
training.

STATE PLANS

Commending their State Departments of Vocational Education for having.
in most instances, exceeded the goals and objectives of the State Plans in terms
of increased enrollments and number of programs in operation in the past .everal
years. the Councils raised If ;hly sophisticated, qualitative questions:. For ex-
ample. in discussirm the acc.msibility of vocational education to youth and
addits, many Councils painted out that having vocational schools located in
such a nay that no person need travel more than a minimum number of miles
was but one criterion: a much more significant criterion is whether or not
students would find the programs they desired in the school closest to their
homes. If not. then as far as the student is concerned, vocational education is
not accessible!

COOPERATION WITII STATE DEPARTMENTS Or EDUCATION

Another reason for so many of the 1973 Council Reports eschewing quantita-
tive analysis and evaluation was the fact that many of their findings and con-
clusions were based on public hearings and survey questionnaires mailed to

1162
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parent-. students. former students, and emplojers. As a result, the Councis were
say mg to their State 1 iepa rt 'omits of Education :

"Yon have provided us with more than ample data as to ghat you are
doing and how %tell you are doing it. Now we :Ire going to 17ud out %that

being dime. µflat needs to be tome. am! V. hat are junr plans, if ally, tor
meeting these needs, and how can we help your

This attitude of the Councils has led to intrew-ingly cooperative working rela-
tionqups between the Councils mid the State Departments of Education during
the pat year as evidenced by a number of jointly conducted and funded studies,
1,111.1e hearings. and workshops for improting professionalism of teitchei 5. cram-
,ador. and administrator. at the state and local level. Many Councils have
j nied with and supported their State Boards and State Departments of Etinca-
1,.n ut seeking additional state legislante funding for vocational-tectinical
11111 atom. and in consolidating under the aegis of the Division of %%almond
"An, at:oll. responsibility and authority for all manpower development and
t num. programs V. it hill the State.

FUNDING

.111e Councils have gone even further in this matter by recommending that
: I -t..,e funds for adoration including higher educationbe disbursed by a
-1LO, . aetic the State Deportment of Education. Rationale for the remit-

110.. 1,11 Is based on the fact that higher education is receiving a dispropr
,tar -hare ..f funds in terms of population needs because colleges and um-

. r.ro !hive greater clout and prestige 111 the legislature than do vocationat
.1101 s. But if educatitmal funds were disbursed on the basis of need and
414 the public. vocational educationit is believed, -could receive di
more :a ttey Ilion the total funds available for education.

Anot:ler area of ioneern. and mutual support between many of the Councils
Ileir State Departments of Education is the problem of late receipt of

fed-rat fund. A possible resolution, %Nide!' the Councils and the State Depart-
inent are advileating. he baying their State h i.-rlatures provide advance funds

the state Department of Eduentbill whieh .told he reimbursNi to the State
ill nt receipt of the federal monies. While forward federal funding was the pre-
ferrd and bad been so recommended in previous years. the Councils
did not -ec this happening in the near future.

CARFTR EDUCATION

R, far the most often repeated concern of the State Count ibt was the slow
1.1 e . pit are-s I. Ing made implt went ing Camel Education in the elementary

lamb. through the State. Noting that educators. Int.inerernien
ri i zela. anise were in support of the Career Education concept. the Councils

?ood out that except for federally funded pilot demonstration and exemplary
prole, t-. little financial commitment was evident from either State liellartmelds
41( or State legislatures. Furthermore. what funds are allocated. are
t Il 1t from already cearce vocational education ttionieq. A large majority of
the 1..1111 ibt urged their State Departments of Education to obtain additional
1,:11.1.. for career Eduatinn from both the State legiclatures, other litanies avail-
:ale to the State Deimrtments and from local school systems in order to make
t ,rei,r Education available quickly to all students presently in grades K through

1, 1- intere-tins to note that in digeticsing professional development of school
0,1,oc.r..ratorg tem Pere. and eouncelorc. ittruiv Cauncils called fir including

ill Career Education and ollitional education. Many Councils also
tr., 11 d that zublanee toml.elor certiticatIon requirements be expanded to hi-
e:Pale tt ork.experience.

TOI-TIT ORGANIZATIONS

A groc int: number of Couneibt. as compared to the 1972 Annual Reports,
re, ,alitlica.lett that effort (mob: be increased liv the St:tte Department,: of
Edo !thin in suoport of vocational youth club-, and their growth in number and

.11,1,er.hrp. tine State Connell recommended then these club,: be expanded into
titulary institutions; another recommended that 1111 vocational students
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be required to join n club relevant to their program of studies. and a third ree-
111)111entled that vocatiuml instructors be required to take in-service courses in
youth club leadership.

JOH PLACEMENT

id:ovule:a se:vices for all high sehool graduates and sehool leavers as tt
re,onsildlity of the local school system aa, advovitted by more Councils than
lit prmions years. Several Councils specifically mentioned they wore awaiting
the refsirt of the School-toWork Project of the National Advisory Council on
Vocation:II Education before taking strimger action in urging this responsibility
on Paal school Systems. This particular topical voneern appears to be one of
the more important coining to the foal.. and aill undoubtedly receive consider-
Ole attention by the Councils during 11174

PIM ATE TRADE seHoOls

Utilization of proprietary trade schools by local school systems. and their
on the skilled manpinser suppiy of a community or region also a

groeing eoncern of the Councils. While less than 205, of the Coll Ileik discussed
the. twitter in their reports. 1110. all recommend that more recognition Is' given
it. and gi eater utilization be made of the proprietary trade schools. In addition,
se% oral Council, recontmendt d that the State Departments ofEducation improve
regulatory practices of the Prhate schools.

DISADVANTAGED AND HANDICAPPED STPDENTS

While recognizing that more disadvantaged and handicapped students were
violently enrolled in %o0ation:1 1 programs Ilion :it any time in the past. the
Co in, it, expre,,ed concern about the ',till very small percentage of there stutlentm
being erved in terms of the numbers needing cotillion:II education. Of all the
pr,iblem. this seems to be the One 011 aIiicli least progress has been made in
teria of need and potential.

ARTICUr AVON

.trtieulation of secondary school a ith post-seeondary school vocational and
Obelinical programs i. another problem. which a number of t'onnells have found
a, rontliming to be difiii tilt of solution. Chile the poliltID IA clear, and rectum
mewl:won, for T8,11iIr2; it are simply stated, implementation faces many
barriers. partivularly of institutional autonomy --en in Stale supported in-

of higher education. While some progress can be reported. it is not
yet of significant proportion. exrept for isolated sitimtions.

(ouRDINATION warn DTHER 3tANpOWER DEVEIOPMENT PROGRAMS

C.mrdinat bin of %lea tionai .4)11 programs with other community and
are a noinpouer development pro':.. Is and IltIiViIiPH remains it continuum.. Koh-

bid the Council, report sigIlilicatit progress being made. This is an urea
%%here the Connell.: are %%ticking closely with their State Departments of
I.:dor:dim' in achieving good results.

DPAL 5(11001. SYSTEMS AND hansom- romN1ITCIES

A number of the Councils also report considerable progi:,...s being MOP by
their State Departments of Education in the invohement of twill school systems
in the devehannent of the State Plan. However. many of the Councils found it
neces,ary to revoinmend further effort in this direction.

In their 1972 reports, a number of Councils urged their State Departments of
Edmation to take mere. -wry action to improve the utilization of vocational pro -
gram advi-ory committees by Meal seniad systems. and Offered their 11:4:41,talle

any such often. Not only did the 1973 Conned reports indicate that such
action had 11(4.11 initiated. but al. even Inrger number of Councils recommended

ar, ion. At :1 matter of fact. utilization of local advisory committees ranks
among tae ten t,1) eoneerns of the Councils as indicated In their 1973 reports.
This high le%el of concern wil, noted in the early reports received by the National
,kilvi,ory Council on Vocational Edueation. As a result. the National Council
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assisted a well-known researcher in this field to conduct a special study of this
problem. The report of this study, "Local School System Advisory Committees
and the State Advisory Councils on Vocational Education" is available from theNational Council.

CONCLUSION

As an overall general observation, it appears that the problems and issues
of vocational-technical education which were plaguing our nation prior to pas-
sage of PL90-576 in 1968, when the State Advisory Councils on Vocational
Education were established, are still with us in 1974. This despite considerable
progress on many fronts as the result of massive infusion of funds by the federal
and state governments. The factual evidence is that the problems were so acute
in 1968 that four years of progress has succeeded in only making a dent. More
importantly, however, our experience during the past few years has developed
the guidelines which educators, manpower developers, economists, business
leaders, legislators, and interested citizens must pursue if the promise and
potential of Career Educationof which vocation-technical education Is a major
componentit to be fulfilled. The 1973 Annual Evaluation Reports of the State
Advisory Councils on Vocational Education are a significant and major contribu-
tion to the development of these guidelines and in pointing the direction of our
nation's effort to provide skilled manpower engaged in satisfying and productive
effort in all facets of our economy.

SUMMARIES OF THE 1973 ANNUAL REPORTS OF THE STATE ADVISORY COUNCILS
ON VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

ALABAMA

The recommendations contained in the 1973 Annual Report of the Alabama
Advisory Council on Vocational Education are summarized as follows :

1. Curricuiar materials developed and distributed by the State Department of
Education should be validated by industry.

2. State funding program approval priorities should be based on job op-
portunities, student interest and aptitude, program cost, and job placement
factors.

3. The State Department of Education should design, develop and implement
a coordinated state-local level planning system.

4. Local boards of education should appoint local advisory councils.
5. The student counselor ratio was 5,143 students for each vocational coun-

education facilities.
II. The State Legislature and local boards of education should establish the

goal of enrolling 40% of the secondary, post-secondary and adult work force
population in vocational education and training.

7. Articulation and administration of vocational programs between the various
institutional levels should be improved.

Some of the findings leading to these recommendations were :
1. Career education programs in elementary schools and iu teacher education

institutions is making good progress.
2. In 1973 only 28% of the students enrolled in grades 7-12 were enrolled in

vocational education programs.
3. The State Department of Education provided training for new and ex-

panding industries which Involved over 3,000 people in 3 3 locations.
4. Only 16% of the high schools offer organized jc-a placement services,
5. The student counselor ratio was 5,143 students for each vocational coun-

selor : approximately of the high schools did not have a full-time general
school counselor assigned.

ARIZONA

The Council's report is in two parts. Part I concerns the Council's recom-
mendations: Part II. "Addendum" reviews other activities and includes sum-
maries of several projects. articles, and a state-wide cyclical assessment program
built around an instrument developed for this purpose by the State Division of
Vocational Education.

t vt1.1
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Career education
The Council endorses the concept of Career Education and urges that voca-

tional-technical education be properly considered an integral part of Career
Education.
Counselors and teacher.;

The Council recommends expansion of professional development and in-service
training programs to meet the critical shortage of qualified teachers and
counselors.
Funding

The Council is concerned about the desirability of needs assessments for
teachers, facilities, and equipment. Of special concern is funding of teachers'
salaries when class enrollments are less than ten students, facilities are less than
adeqoate and equipment is not relevant to the world-of-work.

Coordination
The Council reported, "no coordination exists among the secondary schools.

community colleges, manpower programs, apprenticeship training and private
schools relative to what programs should be offered, where they should be offered
or the limitations of enrollments in the programs."

Youth clubs
The Council recommends that the Division of Vocational Education continue

its efforts to expand the number of vocational-technical education youth clubs
and organizations.
Job placement

The Council recommends that primary responsibility for job placement of
students remain with the Department of Economic Security rather than being
taken by the schools.
Relevancy of program.? to needs

Adult education has decreased in Arizonn each of the last 3 years. The Council
urges a reversal In this trend by expanding both vocational and college degree
programs for adults.

A decided trend to move adult vocational education to the community colleges
has emerged. Also more Arizona community colleges are offering vocational edu-
cation programs at both secondary and post-secondary levels particularly in the
rural parts of the state-
State plan goals

Here attain, concern was expressed by the Council that the goals, objectives
and activities for the FY 1974 State Plan were developed without using needs
assessments. Aniong other recommendations on this matter, the Council urged
the Divi don of Vocational Education to bola public hearings and to consider
making the assessment a joint venture with the Advisory Council, Department
of Economic Security, Department of Ecot.canic Planning and Development and
other cooperating agencies. Nevertheless, the Council reported that the FY 1973
goals, objectives and activities appear to be realistic and eblailulltle.

Acceptance of council recommendations
While the Council does not indicate its satisfaction or dissatisfaction with the

consideration given by the Division of Vocational Fllitleation to the Council's pre-
vious year's recommendations, the record does appear satisfactory.

ARKANSAS

Tile Arkansas Council's 1973 Annual Report was more of an impassioned plea
for vocational education to be viewed in its proper role within the totality of the
educational system of the state and the nation than an evaluation of vocational
eduention per sr; e.g.:

". . we do not question why thousands of children have reading prob-
horns ; rather, we invest millions of dollars into symptomatic `remedial read-
ing programs.' At the same time, vocational courses are judged more crit-
ically. For example, if a s ;cational course does not place eighty-five per-
cent of its graduates direet'y into employment it is considered a failure."

44 -822
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A4 a result of the overall %iewimbint that the Arkansas Conned takes, it !Lad.?
a number of recommendations calling for major changes throughout the entire
educational system of Arkansas.

For vocational-technical and career education, the Council's findings and rec-
omendations centered around the topics discussed below :

I Career effneation.At the eltonetary shool lead, some 2000 students in
pine school di,,tricts were involved in career education "awareness" programs in
1972. In 1973. this number had been expanded to :4)0 students in 22 school

N By 1978, it is expected to have 14,000 students involved. This number of
students. however, is only 5.5% of the projected enrollment for 1978.

At the secondary level, the number of vocational programs has been expanded
by 13% to cover 46,000 students in grades 8 through 12.

At the state office level. a career education coordinator has been appointed to
promote and coordinate all career education activities within the state depart-
mnt and throughout the state.

bisadrantayed and handicapped students.Of the approximately 65,000
disadvantaged youth in high school, about 26,;', are enrolled in vocational educa-
tion programs. New programs have been approved for approximt. another
10.000.

Almost S80 handicapped students were enrolled in special programs, as om-
pared to 700 last year.

J. I cervribillty of Vocational and Technical Education Programs.
I a I c.condarp lerel.The number of vocational programs offered at the
secondary level has been increased by 13% and now serves 46,000 students
in grades 8-12, as compared to 36,000 students in the previous year.

In addition, 5 mobile units were utilized to bring orientation and explora-
tory programs to 370 students in remote areas of the state.
On Post-secondary schools. Some 5.600 students were enrolled in the
state's 15 area vocational technical schools. 2 community colleges and 5 col -
leaes and universities. Funds have been budgeted for 10 new area vocational
schools.

t. The state plan.The Advisory Council finds that despite the shortcomings
of the State Plan as a planning document, the State Department of Education has
made great strides in making vocational education available to incasing num-
bers of youths and adults throughout Arkansas.

CALIFORN IA

The Fourth Annual Report of the California Advisory Council on Vocational
Education and Technical Training focused its attention and recommendations
on coordination and articithdhol of the planning processes controlling the
administration and operation of vocational-teehnical education throughout the
Mate. and on impro%ing the organizational and staffing patterns of the Depart -
nu'n of Education vocational staff.

The Council noted that components in the statewide planning to .ess--the
State Plan, area master plansare presently neither compatible no. tegrated.
Thin. it is not surprising that the Council would report that the ,tate Plan
-does not contain articulate or representative statewide priorities, goals and
objectives." To resolve this problem. the Council has sugge,,ted a series of rec-
ommendations to he implemented by the end of the calendar year 1974.

To assist the evaluation netivities of the State Department of Education.
local educational agencies. and the Council itself, the Council has identified
12 flinctIon-; of vocational education around which performance may be as-
,,essed. A study of the effectReness of vocational education in California local
edneational agencies. based on these 12 functions. indicated that :

1. Fifty percent or more of the ditricts surveyed report doing an above
average or superior job in providing vocational education programs and services,

2 1 )igtrietc appear to be experiencing the greatest difficulty in providing the
following functions:

(a) Student recruitment.
( h) Guidance and counseling.
(ea Placement and follow-up.
(dl Population needs.
le) Evaluation.

417
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Nlautz that -ince 1%9. the i eparttuent of Kohnation*, voeational edm
st.;1 1:a. been funded exiiteoeoly by federal ft.nd,. the Council raised the ques.-
11.111. a, to whom the ,tate", educational leadership is accountablethe :ederal

guvrtinient or the people of California. Optint.: for the Later. roe Council rec-

ommended that the State Board of Education ,and the Board of Go%ernors of

the California Junior Colleges t seek from State general funds the monies
needed to tOta Ily ,I1PPort dutini-trati ye .err i, es. f.'./r the 1:475--7t; budget this

tunonnt would be :i:1 .21111.04m for both Boards.
While the state Department of Edit, ation has expres,ed agreement with a

preeion, year', recommendation of the Council that funding for eareer
non projects be driteen front all education sources rather than primarily from
eocational education fund,. no action has been taken to implement this EC-

f.innieffilation. The Council reiterated its stand on this matter. and further
,!oftlittelltlt-41 that by the end of ralendar year the Board of Ediiation

and Board of Covernots of the California Community Colleges take action to
nnpTement the career edmation eoneept "-o that all present and future -tudents
nay benefit.** The Coma it al,o made recommendatiims dealing with career
2.nidance sercir's were found to be -*notably poor** in a special study conducted

1* the Connell.
Com ern wa, expre,,ed by the Council concerning:
1. Lark of a domed role of (immunity colleges in Regional Occupational

center, and Regional (weupational Programs.
The posibility of annecezny duplication of services of the ROC's and

lit WS,.
3 Lark of tommunhation and articulation. training and education. training

and manpower dee elopment agencies by the ROC's and ROP's.
crediting much of the grin% th of secondary and adult vocational education

to these coniparati%ely new types of in,titutions. the (*.find' called for rc-livion
of rite concerns %%Rh their role and operation by the end of calendar year 1t..74.

COLORADO

Tito colorado Council reported great progress in the development of a stare-
mid., plan for career clog ation. and looks forward to adequate funding at the
,tate !oral level-. Toe plan calls for a Stare Eli! arson Coordinating C,tim
and for dotal Career 1:lineat7on Adcr.ory Committees.

The Council. in reporting the State Department of Education's res,-,eai-e to its
four reeornmend mon, made in last year's report. ,tated. -Varying degrees of
:tenon were tak 11 on eaeli of the problem, and re, ontmendations: taken.'"

The current Animal Report contains on!. several -elei red .rein- from a num-
ber width were preentedby position paper and in discussionto the State
Department of Eduation. as follow :

1 Need for dialogue beteeeen state and national leaders before changes are
made in funding and legis!ntion.

Salaries of vovanonal and technical teachers should reilect their ::ears of

work exnerienee and not be based ,olely on academic critena.
3 Intlii-trial Art, programs are appropriate to Career Euaration but shouid

not be funded from iwational (lineation appropnation,
I lark of qiuleto proficieney in basic skill, in grade- K-12 be asseswd

and a long-range plan for development and implementation to ,eme*.ly he

!detained ,hortclunings.
DELAWARE

'rite 1973 Report of the Delaware Advi,ory Council on Vocational Ecliwatb-n

tea roncerned %eitit the qualitative ae..:ment of the pregre -- being made by
the liepartment of Piddle Instruction in implementing its pre year' malor
recommendation,. While progre,s has been '.ub-tantial in several. areas. the
Department is '4111 ,tmlying the feasibility of other'- One -.itch reicmir.endation.

temptimt to o oreome the uncertainties of tinting in the receipt of federal fund-.
hit, the Governor and legi,lature providing lot at hoot dl- tracts wih funds f.-,r
athance planning and establishment of new programs. to be reimbursed to the

State upon receipt of federal fund-.
Among continuing concerns of the Council are thoe dealing-with:
1 Reduction in -tate finds to those ,chool- sending -tudents on a

time basis, to vocational centers.

1 CR
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2. The high cost of acquisition and maintenance of shop equipment for voca-
tional-technical programs.

3. Lack of adequate undergraduate and graduate programs for vocational
teachers.

4. Lack of measurable goal and objective statements in the State Plan, and
too great a dependence upon available federal funds in determining vocational-
technical program offerings.

In accordance with recommendations made in previous years by the Council,
the Governor established the Delaware Advisory Council on Career Education
to serve as the catalyst in developing coordinated planning for the entire field
of occupational education, 'minding vocational education, manpower develop-
ment, etc. All other state agencies concerned with manpower development, includ-
ing the Department of Economic Development, would participate in the program
of the Ads isory Council on Career Education.

Properly proud of the fact that, in 1970, Delaware became the first state to
legally establish, encourage and financially support vocational youth organiza-
tions. and that in subsequent years the legislature has increased the amount
originally appropriated by 300%, the Council is understandably dismayed that
the Budget Act FY 1974 provides no funds for vocational youth organizations.
Particularly so, because the State Board of Education provided double the legis-
lative appropriation from its available federal funds.

In addition to this set-back, the Council found that bureaucratic red tape
within the Department of Public Instruction is serving to frustrate and discour-
age vocational youth organizations in a number of ways. The Council has rec-
ommended reinstitution of legislative funding and that the intent of the original
legislation be implemented immediately.

For several years the C',uncil has recommended that each school district be
provided funds to hire employment-placement officers at a ratio of 500 students
per officer. The State Board of Education has been able to partially implement
this recommendation by providing funds for the hiring of at least one such officer
per school district. The services of these officers has been found to he relatively
successful ; if the proper ratio could be achitved, the Council is convinced the
program would achieve its objectives as envisioned.

The Department of Labor assisted in the training of several of the employment-
placement counselors.

The Department of Public Instruction established a Task Force on Career
Guidance and Placement Services. The Task Force has concluded that the effec-
tiveness of the guidance-placement system was directly related to the ability,
experience and enthusiasm of the individual officer. The Task Force recom-
mended that certification for this position should require work experience in
business and/or industry, and that such experience be recognized by advanced
placement on the State Salary Schedule.

In order to determine how well cooperative agreements were functioning among
the 11 state agencies and their components charged with some responsibilities
fur vocational education for exceptional children, the Council obtained special
position papers from appropriate officials. A study of these papers revealed a
rumber of unmet needs. The Department of Public Instruction agrees it is timely
to review the total role of vocational education and its impact on the handicapped
from early childhood to the retirement age, and has taken the leadership in the
development of It State Plan for Vocational Education for the Handicapped. The
Connell %sill conduct an in-depth evaluation of this matter in the immediate
future.

The Council also recommended that persons with special needs for vocational
education could best be served by a single agency serving both a clearinghouse
function and as an educational and training institution. The Delaware Technical
and ('ommunity College was suggested. Ilowever, the Department of Public
Instruction can take no action on this recommendation, suggesting that this is
matter for consideration by the Occupational Education Consortium embracing
the three institutions of higher education in the state.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

The 1973 Annual Report of the District of Columbia Advisory Council on
Vocational Education is devoted almost entirely to the problems of implementing
the career education concept in the D.C. school system. Pointing out that career

fi 1
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development has, for several years, been the third of four priorities of the -moo*

system. the Council feels that,
"Career development, as well as some other programs. .s tolerated arr.:7

because it has its own funding. Career development inolud e ar: r

comprehensive, plan for education in the District wnien noes not :low
and will not until there is really high level input into long range tanning_

The Council's evaluation of the D C. State Plan for 1 "Y :973 :001i -ne lormat

of quoting the missions and responsibilities for impiemenung easy- lats.-atm. nen

reporting its own findings and recommendatiens. Some of he :innings -snow

1. Planning of the elementary area of career development to De the 'veaaest ran

most vaguely defined.
2. At the junior high level. as with the elementary level. :he tam or aarclaistra-

tive responsibility for the implementation of career development ;rrograins .
ously hampers the total effort.

3. Industrial arts curriculum content in the junior alma envois .as een

greatly improved during 1973, but there is no operating :honer 7f1)21 :enerai r

state source either for the program itself or for in--ervice tranung r

. Because of the separate nature of the administrative -tracrares the ayeAr

development F.N.emplary Project within the Division If Instructional -ei-eTee_s.

its concepts are often not reflected in curriculum development v tier .ei:ar-
inents of the school system.

:i. Career development at the high school ievei ,ccitpies )v ar -le azerse,i:

amount of space in Plan FY 1973.
An extensive number of recommendations were mane ov -tml'ounci.:. °merlin?:

career education development as well as vocational programs :nu ,.iiinsentiz...._11

levels of the school system and the variety of program offerings -:ern
in these recommendations.

The C'ouncil's report includes summary reports of its:
1. Public hearing.
2. Seminar on Career Development and rinon Apprentice:tide 7ranes.
In reviewing responses by the D C. school .vstem Tevions -ears. ee-m-

mendations of the Council. the recommendations were organized mi,

of interest.
FLORIDA.

The Florida Council's Annual Evaluation Report. rather ,ommere a .-s war-

age of most of the major issues of vocational and -ecnnicai education_ . enorred

considerable progress and improvement as a .esut. .t 'ne -fferrs t -ne tate
uird of Education and its staff.
Topic.The acceptance and implementation ,f ireer ,-meation neffer

by the State departments of education. the State anvisorr ,ounclis Lain
school systnnis.

In 1973. the State Legislature . proprated S from tne -enerni

nue Fund for the (level( merit and implementation of i mono areer dirartoa
program in each school district It has been estimated 'hat .-neemi main: iii

be needed for 3 years while career education Is Becoming an iatearai r !.ae

regular on-going prograta.
Approximately 25e", of all elementary slmoi ,zninents grimes _na

of all students in grades 7-9 were involved In career education rotuams untrz
1973.

Topic Professional development.
.1pproximately 7,000 teachers. administrators inn l'intiance ermine: -eee

involved In staff development workshops at the eien! lave(
Topic Coordination with other State manpower manning. evnonment. nca-

lion awl training agencies.
There were no specific indicators that the -dates _oats and i mortr:n4 1n-

tional education are related to other economic mannower 'fore-

the State. although there 's evidence of -xtensive eorninat:nn along. are

agencies for providing training ,pporrnattins vnien rare ricrac

1974 State Plan is expected to provide for the ,neceic nicerors z.ting :

1973 State Plan.
On the negative side. it seems appronrate t.n more *nay ac -tare . -f)

prtidin¢ snecial training programs for nee. ,tua nom?: _acinstreu
topic Ftilization of manpower projections ,cong mi ,Iere.enmeir Tare:. n-1

other demographic data in planning for -ocationai :nu sr.nicat

1.1 70
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Lack of adequate. %alid and timely labor market data continues to be one of
the major deterrents to the 4 1Tee111i 1111(1 orderly de% elopment of a statewide
program of vocational education.

Topic Utilization of locr.l school system and school program ad isory
committees.

In its 1972 Annual Report the Council recommended that each district school
board and junior-community college have en acthe general ad% isory committee
and appropriate program advisory committees for is a t binal and technical tsim -
thin. In 1973. the State Board of Education issued regulations to this effect. The
Council and the State Board then initiated a joint effort to hold, in early 1974. a
statewide workshop for school district and junior-community college staffas
well as selected local advisory committee memberson how advisory committees
should be utilized by school people.

Topic.Support and expansion of vocational youth organizations.
Approximately 100 new vocational education youth organizations were t stab-

list ed during 1973.
Topic. Job placement.
The 1973 session of the Florida Legislature enacted legislation requiring dis-

trict school boards to maintain job placement and follow-up sm.% ices. effective
September. 1974. for students leaving or graduating from the public ',entil
system While this legislation does not pertain to the junior-community colleges,
the Advisory Council urges the State Board of Education to issue regulations
requiring the same job placement and follow-up set.% ices for school leaders and
graduates of these post-secondary institutions.

Topic serving the needs of the disadvantaged and handicapped.
There was an expansion in number of programs and enrollments for disadvan-

taged handi-apped and adult students. Enrollments in public schools-community
college vocational education programs increased from 004,878 in 1972 to 709.00G
in 1973 117.22 r., ). Instructional units increased from :i.200 in 1972 to 6.420 in
1973 (22%). Factors contributing to this expansion %%ere:,

1 Development of new programs for each of these target groups.
2 Expansion of work-experience and work-study programs for the disad% an-

taged students.
Addition of several more local councils for the education and rehabilitation

of the handicapped.
4 Increased information made available about these programs.
71 Expansion of guidance services and occupational specialists for these target

groups
ti In-service training programs for teachers of the handicapped.
Despite this considerable progress, there is need for continued effort in all of

these at tivities to expand programs to serve the unmet needs of the disadvantaged
and handicapped students throughout the State.

Topic Relevance of vocational and technical education program offerings to
student and employer needs.

Emphasis throughout the State has been placed on offering vocational and
technical education programs for those job fields which appear to pros ide the
greatest employment opportunities. However, labor demand and supply demand
data are not sufficiently definitive or timely to make possible effective planning or
evaluating of vocational programs on a regional, district or local level. Addi-
et-wally. continuous job placement and follow-up data is needed in order to estab-
lish the degree to which a program is effectively meeting individual student needs
or labor market demands. The Council commends the Department's plannow
in is initial implementation phaseto establish a statewide computerized system
for the collection of educationally relevant inanpimer data t including student job
pia( ement and follow-up data)

The total program of vocational and technical education has continued to grow
at a rapid rate in both number of programs offered and number of persons -.en ed.

Topic Accessibility of vocational education at the secondary and post-second-
ary levels.

Vocational education opportunities at the post-secondary and adult leels are
now n ithin commuting distance of appr^ximately !IS per eat of the population. At
the seconda,7 school level. however, much still needs to he done. In 1973, less than
20r', of the students in grades 7-12 were enrolled in job related instructional pro-
grams By 1978, projections call for 57% of all high school South to be enrolled for
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at least two years in a shill iieveliminent program. The Advisory Council recom-
mended that this tina.-ta'ae be speeded up considerably by the State Board %%Inch
was urged to increase its eborts to obtain necessary funding.

Topfr.Meet mg the plats and objectives of the State Plan.
The FY 73 state Plan %Nils de% eloped as a planning document rather than an

"instrument of compliance- % itb federal regulations. As a planning tool, hou -
ever. it Nerves only toe needs of %ocational education at the state level. State
(ace planners should now begin to address themselves to making the State Plan a
useful planning document for the local school systems. Furthermore, it is recom-
mended that

1. All goals and ,,bjectives be clearly and explicitly stated in quantitative and
measurable form. For the FY 73 Plan. it is not tiossible to determine the extent to
which a given goai was met since objectives were not identified with prescribed
degrees (extent) ) of completion.

2. Each pool and objective be assigned a priority ranking on both an annual
and long-range basis according to program, level, target group and geographieal
Mention.

3. I iideeti% and acthititbs ibbsigned to carry out these objectives, when ap-
plieabli at the local le% els. be so identified as a means for pinpointing responsi-
bility and accountability.

The FY 1974 State Plan, it should be noted, indicates movement in these
directions.

Topi nab a rtienlation of curriculums and programs between the secondary
and post-secondary schools.

Articulation and coordination between secondary, post-secondary and adult
education agencies has been strengthened and extend considerably during the past
two :sears. Three principal factors are responsible:,

1. Establishment of the Community School concept, with State funding sup-
port. calling for Jonit and coordinated use of facilities and staff.

2 State Board of Education regulations requiring establishment of coordinating
councils in which a junior-community college is located.

3. Impact of the Comprehensive Program of Vocational Education and Career
Educat ion.

Tome.Acceptance of Advisory Council recommendations by the State Depart-
ment of Education.

The Advisory Council feel', that its FY 1970, 1971. 1972 and 1973 Annual
Evaluation Reports have been well received by the staff of the State Board for
Vocational Education. However. there are a few recommendations which have not
been responded to sufficiently directly or definitively to enable thy' Conncil to Let-
ter assess the appropriateness and effectiveness of its evaluation efforts. In addi-
tion. the Council

1. Has as yet not been able to determine specific factors which Influenced the
success or failure of the implementation of its revommenda time:

2. Would appreciate receiving on a timely and continuing basis copies of
research reports, evaluations. statistical data and memoranda directed to educa-
tion agencies amp institutions in the State dealing with the Council's mandated
functions and responsibilities.

GEORGIA

The 1973 Annual Report of the Georgia Advisory Council on Vocational Educa-
tion is a brief statement of its philosophy concerning career and vocational
education, sotne generalized findings of the deficiencies of these programs
throughout the state, and several recommendations.

Among the Council's findings are:
1. Only 2% of the 649,000 children in grades KA are in any type of career

awareness program.
2. Only 9.2% of the 305.000 students in grades 7-9 will participate in some type

of -xploratory or prevocational course during the year.
3 Only i9.2% of the 229.900 stldents in grades 10-12 are enrolled in vocational

education programs providing Job entry skills.
4. Post-secondary and adult education vocational-technl.cal programs are still

not araPable to many adults, although planniag is now underway to remedy this
situation.
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The Council's recommendations, in brief, are:
1. The State Board establish a task force to develop a comprehensive plan for

implementing career education K through 12.
2. Staff development funds should be directed to provide training and retrain-

ing of all high school counselors to prepare them to deal with career guidance
and counseling, and that counselor certification requirements include work expo-
sure/experience.

3. The State Board develop, establish and fund a series of placement offices to
be responsible for adequate placement services to tudents in jobs, colleges,
vocational-technical schools. or other programs.

4. The State Board of Education should implement a comprehensive program
evaluation component as part of a total management Information system.

The Council took a strong stand in urging that all high school students should
work in a job related to their career plan, not only for the acquisition of specific
entry-level skills, but also for educational credit and personal funds. For these
reasons, the Council recommended that high schools take the initiative for plac-
ing students in entry-level jobs, following-up school leavers, and establishing
operational relationships with employers.

GUAM

The 1973 Annual Evaluation Report of the Guam Territorial Advisory Council
for Vocational. Technical and Adult Education exhibits a high degree of
philosophical educational sophistication coupled with a very practical understand-
ing of the vocational-technical education needs of the people of Guam. Thus, it
was quite disappointing to find that the recommendations of the Council were
frustrated in implementation by the fact that the Governor vetoed the legisla-
titre's budget. This estopped submission of the Territorial Plan for Vocational
Education for approval. Since the Territorial Board of Control for Vocational
Education must have local funds for matching federal funds for vocational
education, little or no expansion of s ocational-technical education programs is
anticipated in 1974.

The Council found the Territorial Plan for Vocational Education valid in its
:zoo's, objectives and baste assumptions. Much of its Annual Report v:as devoted
to an exposition of the need for a community college in Guam, and the occupa-
tional curriculum which should be offered.

It is interesting to note that for the school year, only 20 students were esti-
mated to be enrolled in gainful post-secondary vocational education at the set"-
ondary level, the total estimate was 698. This is 166 less than in 1972.

HAWAII

The 1973 Annual Report of the Hawaii Advisory Council on Vocational and
Technical Education devotes much of its discussion and recommendations to
needed changes in the State Department of Education's administrative st.ucture,
staffing, funding, and cooperative relationships concerning vocational-technical
education. The Council contends, and is supported by a May, 1973 evaluation
study by staff of Region IX, U.S. Office of Education, that the office of the State
Director of Vocational-Technical Education is grossly understaffed, particularly
lacking adequate professional staff.

Lack of availability and accessibility of vocational education in the community
colleges as to many individuals is a growing concern of the Council in that not
( non gh variety of program offerings are available. This same concern is expressed
n that it will be 19SO before present plans will be Implemented, assuming full
funding.

Lack of adequate reliable data for planning purposes, and vague definitions of
community college autonomy. are inhibiting factors to effective planning, articu-
lation and coordination of vocational-technical education.

A number of specific recommendations were made concerning counseling and
guidance. Among the more seminal ones are:

1. Certification requirements for all educational personnel should include voca-
tional guidance training and all present teachers and counselors with no such
training should he required to participate in such an in- service training program.

2. The State Board for Vocational Education should encourage the further
development of communication between business, industry and labor and the
vocational teacher and counselor.
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The Council became involved in the problem of veterans being approved by
Veterans Administration for attendance in vocational programs. The V.A. regu-
lations concerning full -tide attendance have been interpreted as preventing
attendanat at rommunity colleges offering flexible scheduling. The Council

recommends that meetings be held to clarify and resolve this problem.
The Council strongly urges the .ommuntty colleges to develop arrangements

with secondary schools to permit early admission of high school students to
vocational-technical programs. such a policy, on a large scale, is hindered by
the fact that the community co:leges do not receive funds for the early admission

student.
Other major recommendttfons dealt with:
1. Expansion in the number and support of vocational youth organizations.
2. Development el' a reimbursement system whereby state funds will be used

for vocational education until committed federal funds are released, which

would be used in part to reimburse the state.

IDAHO

Des Ate the fact that geographic barriers and population sparsity in areas of
nth( indicate the impossibility of making vocational education readily avail-
at,le to atl people. the effort is being made. School districts are combining funds
and expertise. and some larger schools are building or leasing facilities for
expanding occupational offerings, Earl, year sees a slow but steady growth in
egaoinnents. State support of vocatim.., education has also steadily grown,
%%idle federal support has remained static over the last six years.

Career education
The Council is concerned with the continuing confusion of misinterpretation

of vocational education vis-a-vis career education, and endorses the guide for
career education. -A Comprehensive Educational Program for the State of
Idaho" prepared jointly by the State Department and the State Department of
Vocational Education.
Job placement

The Council has been by the directors of the area vocational schools
that informal job placen.em ectivitles of Instructors and administrators are
serving to place all well - trained, properly motivated students. The same is true
for students in the secondary schools, particularly those in cooperative educa-
tion programs.

levance of vocational education to student and employer needs

Fo llow-ep data on high school leavers and graduates is quite limited, bu: each
of the area vocational schools is working toward improving its follow-up system.
These latter schools are also moving in the direction of open-entry, open-end
program's. The Council recommended that special attention be given to determin-
ing student abilities at time of entry and that training lie individualized. The
Council also suggested that recognition be given to the value of programs oper-
ated by other agencies.
State plan and goals

The State i'lan goals and priorities were appropriate and based on the needs
of the population to be served. Available data indicate the Iaepartment of Vo-
cational] Education met Or exceeded the goals in most areas.
Relationship of vocational education to the State Department

The Council recommends that any reorganization plan for education in Idaho
insure that all education be the responsibility of the State Board. and that the
State Department of Vocational Education report diretly to the Board.

Funding
The Council reemphasizes its previous year's recommendation that the State

Board continue its effort to secure full funding of the Department of Vocational
Education, and also aggressltely pursne surplus funds available to the 1971
legislature to contruct additional vocational education facilities.
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ILLINOls
The 1973 Annual Evaluation Report of the Illinois Advisory Connell on Vo-

'althorn' Education opens with a list of questions concerning a 1 lllll iber of "sacred
cows" of the educational system of our nation. e.g.. 'What is so sacred about
'required' subjects and hours necessary for a secondary school diploma?" The
Council has been listening for answers to such 11111...U011S. Int i ilM t I ng that the
answers could lead to needed major changes in public education. Interestingly
enough, a number of states have raked these same questions, and are finding
sowers which are bringing about fundamental changes.

Fo lloa lug are some of the major findings and observations reported by the
C4nincil:

1 While the present funding formula by the State for vocatbmal eilueation
program: at the local level has a number of inequities. any new formula must
ha% e striking advantage: to be worth its implementathin cost.

2. There is need for h total nmnpower planning ,:yhalll h14.11 would fold local
and regional one- and five-year plans Intl, the Sta R.'S fiat"- and the-year plans for
vii ational education nod manpower development. Currently into the State office
are over 6.10 separate 'acid district plans.

3. Programs in th , secondary level area voeational centers are still too heavily
elnicentrated on traditional (xcupations despite growing manpower demands in
health and public service oceumitions. Of -the $2.354.870 rf:.1barsed to these
centers in 1973. 14,I0 went for industry-orhanted programs. 21.jr/c for health
occupations and 101.:70 for public service occupations. The first area eenter VOIR
alipriwell in 1911.I: at present there are 24 such centers. Yet noisy there is no
statewide plan for area center development based on either individual or occu-
pational needs.

4. In terms of labor market manpower needs projections vis-a-vis vocational
education output. the schools turned out over 2La times as many (dike ocenpa-
ibms personnel as the labor market needed. On the other hand. the agricultural
geoupation output % be:ow the estimated needs.

5. The Connell continues to object to funding of elementary school career eda-
enti411 programs out of scarce vocational education funds. although proud of
the extent to which Illinois has embraced and implenc -.t.,1 the career educa-
tion concept.

6. The Connell feels that the goals of the State Plan are slid. comprehensive.
appropriate and are a rcitmable reflection of student needs. The indications are
that many of the objeetives were fully met. Boa ever. a large number of second-
av - Muds., it is glIISPli, are not offering voeat band imi,:rrinis relevant to student
neds.

7. The Council finds a great of willingness by the State Board and its
staff :and the agencies to share infornin'ion of all types. but it does not find real
evidence of 4.4atiprehelkive t,Ite-level planning. One of the -lost critical defi-
ciencie. is availability of valid data for planning purposes and should be resolved
in the near future by the State Iblard's new 'Management Information System.

S. Students attending post-secondary vocational institutions feel more satis-
fied with tluair progmis than do secondary school students Also. 14b-pl.leentent
of oast secondary schools is mint better than secondary schools.

Among the current reetanmendations of the f'onnell. the following are con-
sidered rattler innovative in terms of usual State Advisory Council reports.

I. Encourage local school districts to «airditinte the delivery of adequate sup-
poi tive services for general health. early identifleathin of learning disabilities.
referral acsictanee for sight and hearing problems, and emotional disorders.

2 Emphasis on safety praetiees in classrooms. shops and laboratories (and
information about new state a ml federal laws and regulations.) should he given
additional attention by state staff and teacher training lastitlitions.

3 Take affirmative action to provide female students adeounte access to ro-
e 'howll and technical wine !Hon across C..e ite by eliminating: sex bias in
occupational curricula and sex 4terentypinz in occupational programs.

In-so-far as previous years' reommend:Mous. the Connell reported satisfac-
tory implementation progress on 7 recommendations and unsatisfactory progress
on 4.

The CI mei] has commissioned a timber of studies by private and public re-
searvli organizations: nil of these are listed in an appendix to the Report.
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INDIANA

The 1973 Annual Report of the Indiana State Advisory Council on Vocational-
Technical Education indicated a high degree of activity in promoting vocational
education as an educational option, bolding regional public hearings to obtain
input of local community leaders in education and industry, and attempting to
determine the relationship of manpower needs with vocational - technical train-
ing programs offered by public and private vocational schools.

In pointing out that there has been 89.1% growth in secondary vocational edu-
cation program enrollments during the past 0 years. the Council urged that
velal emphasis he ghou to expanding vocational education opportunities for
women in a wider \ inlet). of programs than currently available. Other recom-
mndations concerning the State Board of Vocational and Technical Education
n ere t hat the Board :

1. Assume the role of the 1202 Commission as described in PL 92-318.
2. Talse a leadership role with regard to proposed legislation and funding for

v,.1 at ional educat Lou.
:t. Assign staff to establish working relationships between education and In-

dust ry am: the community.
4. Sapport a program of public awareness to improve the communication to

the citizenry as to the opportunities available for students In vocational educe-
t b in progress.

Tile remainder of the Itspart was primarily devoted to describing the various
post-seondary technical programs, teacher education and in-service professional
de\ elopment programs offered by colleges and universities in Indiana. Also in-
chided there summary statistics dealing with regional population changes, voca-
tional slucation enrollmeins, and funding. Of a total of $30,187,505 spent on vo-
rational education in Indiana. 66.1% is provided by local communities, 27.1%
I. the federal government, and 6.8flo by the State.

IOWA

The 1973 Amnia! Report from the Iowa Career Education Advisory Council is
ii, voted to a re% len of pre mid in-service teacher preparation activities directed
toward implementing the career education concept. Recommendations of the
cows it are

I A definition for the term Career Education be developed by June, 1974 for
the State Dopiirtnient of Education by a broadly based group of knowledgeable
Persons representing all levels of education, business, industry, the legislature and
the general public.

2. A plan to be developed by June, 1974 to coordinate the efforts of all univer-
itie4 and colleges in the state to infuse the career education concept in all under-
graduate anti graduate school teacher and administrator preparation programs.

::. All curriculum guides now under process of revision (or to be revised in the
future) and scheduled for release by June, 1975, include the career education
Coll' epr.

4. A working state coordinating committee be activated by June, 1974 to develop
a ph,:t which nill encourage universal implementation of the career ecP.:satIon

cow-silt in all schools in the state, including elementary, secondary, and area
scioods. and the public and private universitiesand colleges.

The remainder of the Council's report consisted of a review of the statas of its
1972 recommendations to the legislature and the State Board.

KANSAS

The 1::. .h:14 State Advisory Council for Vocational Education, in its 1973

Affilthil Wiwi. found that the goals, objectives and priorities of the State Plan
for \ °eat band Education there:

1. Valid in terms of student needs but were only indirectly related to employ-

meta eeds and could sot be evaluated in terms of these needs ;
:!. of slot general nature in terms of specific population groups did not permit

an evaluation of haw comprehensive the goals might be in terms of these groups:

3 Belated to other manpower development agency programs in a variety of

W70 :
4. Not amenable for analysis as to implementation except for specific activities

listed under each goal. e.g..

, 11 76
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Stale plan goal.lnerease the number of elementary schools in the stateoffering World of Work programs as part of their curricula by 19% in E.Y. 1973.Council evaluation.There are approximately 2.500 elementary schools inKansas. The 10% projected increase in elementary schools cffering World ofWork programs was 195. This is hhort of the projected increase of 250 but stillrepresents a substantial increase.
INVeN er, not all the activities listed under emit goal were stated in measura-ble terms. e.g.,

State plan 9001.-114.velop summer programs for disadvantaged students.
Council craluation.There were no summer !Programs for disadvantaged stn.dents in F.Y. 1973.
Other major findings were:
I. The manpower planning system K-musT (Kansas Manpower UtilizationS3stem for Training) appears ad:mote for planning of vocational education.
2. The computerized student accounting system which will lac eXpIllIdell toInclude all area vocational-technical schools, community colleges and moniedschool diotricts should make it possible to compare school output of vocationallytrained students with manpower needs.
3 Coordination and articulation of instructional programs as well as coopera-tion among educational institutions at various levels is improving, but is still aproblem.
4. The State reimbursement policy which requires post-secondary institutionsto maintain a level of 75% placement of vocational graduates, and 50% ofseeondary institution vocational graduates, has forced the schools to assumeresponsibility for the placement of their graduates.
Following are several of the major recommendations made by the Council:1. The Division of Vocational Edueation should restudy its procedures for

developing goals and objvctives for the State Plan.
2. The State Board should consider lifting its moratorium on the establish-ment of new vocational education pr-grams.
3. The State Board should initiate a study of staff requirements in the Divi-

sion of Vocational Education in light of the fact there has been no increase instaff for the past eight years.
KENTUCKY

The 1973 Annual Evaluation Report of the Kentucky Advisory Council forVocational Education and Manpower Development and Training contends thatwhile vocational education programs are directed toward meeting the needsof people. the problems are brought about by not being able to reach all thosewho ask for and need vocational education.
In Kentucky, vocational education is geared for the most part to secondaryschool students (CO% of enrollment). Adults account for 33% of enrollments,

and post-secondary vocational programs has never risen above 8 in the last10 years. In FY 73. this figure dropped to 0%. The Council urged strong measures
to provide for expansion of enrollments at the post-secondary level.

Convinced that improvement and expansion of vocational education in Ken-tucky will depend upon greater utilization of community resources by vocational
odneators, the Council's 3 recommendations in its Report dealt almost entirelywith this matter, as follows

I. Advisory committees should be required for each school offering vocational
edneation programs: that annual and five-year projected plans submitted by theschools to the State Department contain a list of committee members and how
the committee has been and will be utilized : and that continuous in-service
teal:111ot programs be provided the committees in order to enable them to func-
tion effectively.

2 The State Department should provide funds to permit at least one voen-
tional teacher in each vocational region of the state in a wide range of oecupa-
ti(hoal dells to engage in an industry exchange program.

3 C000erative education students at the secondary and post-secondary levels
to, increased by as much as 7105- during 1974.

LOUISIANA

The 1973 Annual Evaluation Report of the Louisiana State Advisory Connell
for Vocational and Technical Education recognizes the lack of adequate planning

7 7
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staff in the Bureau of Vocational Ed Ileatiall as a major factor in any critique ofthe State Plan, as follows:
'.Of major Import to an objective and constructive response to this evalua-tion report is the Omer-cation that in the early calendar year 1972 timeframe for preparation of the fiscal year 1913 state plan, the staff of theVocational Education Bureau of the State Department of Education con-sisted of only one person."

In addition, the Council reports that Louisiana has made less effort than moststates iu providing matching funds to federal educational monies, ranking nextto last among the 50 states.
The year 1913, however, should be regarded as a turnaround year in the his-tory of vocational-tech:11mi education In Louisiana. "Rather than vocational edu-catiou being the 'stepchild' it rose to the forefront of priorities for education.Career education was also given a boost, with .1-8 million appropriated to im-plement this omeept statewide. Louisiana Is believed to be the first state toiniti,lie revision of curricula and retraining of teachers statewide along thecareer education concept."
(Inc of the 1973 legislative acts affecting

vocational education provides thatthe state Board of Education may appoint advisory councilsequally repre-sentative of employer, employee, educational, public, and ethnic minority groupsfor each post-secondary vocational technical school. "There was no previousstun. requirement for schools to have advisory councils, and many did not."After reviewing the status of its 1971 and 1972 recommendations, the Coun-cil's 1973 major recommendations are cot.zerned with ;
1. Providing adequate planning star in the Bureau of Vocational Educationto develop comprehensive. clear and concise state plans for vocational (slum-Bon in measurable evaluative terms and utilizing electronic data processingprocedures and equipment for an all-inclusive management information system.2. Developing an all-inclusive centralized foliow-up system on students pre-viously enrolled In vocational programs.
3 Vocational programs at state correctional institutions be conaolidated undera single coordinator at the State Department of Education level.4. Providing an adequate number of vocational guidance counselors at theelementary, secondary and post-secondary school levels.

MAINE
Starting with a general review of M.- Council's activities, the 1973 Annual Re-port of the Maine Advisory Council on Vocational Education devoted Its nextsection to a discussion of vocational education at the national level. Pointingout that while American education had started in the 1960's with optimism andconfidence In Its ability to meet the challenge of the decade, this Attitude hadchanged to skepticism and disillusionment by 1970. Vocational education, how-ever, not onTy survived, but is currently enjoying a boom in terms of public In-terest and financial support. While this heightened interest is gratifying. It isalso sobering because time public may come to expect more from vocational edu-cation than It can deliver! Thus, vocational education mast make certain thatthe expectations are realistic. The Maine Advisory Council considers Its publicInformation activitiesadvocacy of expanding vocational education opportunitiesand development of an informed public through utilization of lay boards andadvisory groupsas cruciaL Particularly so in understanding the variety ofcritics and criticisms of vocational education some well-founded; others self-serving.

Nevertheless, as the Council report states. ". . . though we can disagree withthe conclusions (of the critics), we cannot ignore the questions . . . The targetdoesn't disappear when the marksman misses." Several of the major questionswhich were raised are:
Flow Is vocational education to be held accountable to the State?How do we justify the obvious inefficiencies in our use of resources for POCAtional education? In the development of new resources?
What are the Nsiitl measures of success for our public system of vocationaleducation?
What are the rigidities and infiexibilities in our present system that may limitor hamper the needed growth of vocational education?

11 7R



As an example of an unsatisfactory response to pressures in vocational educa-
tion is the growth of "eredentialism" defined as formal paper requirements.
ally set in terms of education, aide!' are unrelated to an visible requirements
of a program or job. Since vocational education dentonArates it., value not by
paper but performance on the job. it would be a tragedy if vocat' I education
programs were to become concerned with meeting credentialing requirements
rather than the relevance of the work to be performed by the students upon com-
pleted of their training programs. There is a real danger that this situation can
occur for students, teachers and institutions.

Another unsatisfactory response is the establishment of additional centers for
vocational education without providing additional programs of education and
training, or additional available hours for students who cannot meet the regular
scheduled hours during which programs are offered.

Without flexiiiiiity in program offerings and scheduling of programs, students
who desire, need and could benefit from vocational education will continue to be
excluded.

A third type of unsatisfactory response is for vocational educatorsin their
attempts to prevent vocational education from becoming a "dumping ground"to
insist on enrolling only those students who are "highly motivated." The Council
pointed out that, "In a year in which the people of Maine have committed them-
selves to extending vocational education opportunities to 97% of the secondary
School population in the state, the possibility that the programs may exclude all
but the 'highly motivated' seems unworthy of this commitment."'

As a group of concerned non-professionals, the Advisory Council urged the
professional vocational educators to address themselves to questions being asked
about vocational education by the general public rather than further refining
professional positions with other professional educators at this moment in time.
As important as are the relationships with other educational professionals. the
Council feels that the people of Maine need to know how to reasonably judge
the success of vocational programs. If their expectations are unreasonable. they
will become dissatisfied. disillusioncil and will not support vocational education.
The type of questions suggested by the Council have already been indicated. Ad-
ditional questions, such as the following, also need answers :

1. How sigaiticant should job placement be as an immediate measure of
success?

2. What should be the extent of the opinions of students and employers in
shaping vocational education?

S. Are using enrollments a sufficient kistifleation of vocational education?
4. Are these different measures of success for secondary, past- secondary and

adult education?
G. How can the impact of vocational education on the economic development of

the state be measured?
That "the professional leadership in vocational education at every level should

begin a prblic discussion with laymen about the reasonable measures of effective-
ness for Maine" was the first recommendation of the Council's report is not sur-
prising in view of the above discussions. Other recommendations dealt wish

experimentation in extending the use of vocational whim:tier. facilities. advanced
placement, Increasing enrollments and other ways for creating a more flexible
syster...

MARYLAND

While Maryland's vocational education system continues its expansionist trend.
some measure of the distance left to travel, the fact is that it serves only 30%

of the students in grades 7-12 according to the 1973 Annual Report of the Mary-

and Advisory Council In Vocat' Teebnical Education.
Among other findings contained in the Report are:
1. Students preparing for professional jobs represent 43% of enrollment,,

whereas professional jobs represent only 16% of the workforce.
2. Students preparing for skilled and middle manpower jobs represent 34%

of the enrollment. whereas these jobs represent 79% of the a orkforce.
3. Students not prepared for jobs represent :M% of enrollment, while unskilled

workers represent only 5% of the workforce.
The implicatiohs of these statistics are fairly obvious :
1. A disproportionate amount of educational resources are invested in the

preparation of youth for professional jobs as compared to the demand.
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2. The resources of our schools are nut being utilized in keeping with the needs
of modern society.

3. School advisement services and utilization of resources need basic alteration
and redirection.

In analyzing the State Plan, it was found that the stated overall objectives
were all exceeded in 1073. However, for certain specific programs and target
groups there a as a nie variation bet een planned enrollment objectives and ac-
tual achievement. The variation appears to stem from an inaccurate planning base
on which to make realistic projections of enrollment.

In reporting action taken by the State Board on previous years' recommenda-
tions, the Council indicated the current status, progress or lack of progress, and
where considered pertinent. reiteration of the recommendation.

Current major recoi lllll endations of the Council, briefly stated, are :
1. When receipt of federal funds is delayed, local educational agencies should

be provided their allotments and then reimburse the State upon receipt of the
federal monies.

2. The State Board should require each local school system to establish and
maintain an active advisory council, and to provide funds for the council's
operation.

3. The State Board should establish optimal student-teacher ratios for each.
type of vocational-technical program and require adherence by local educational
agencies.

4. A more comprehensive reporting system which includes all adult vocational
enrollments should be developed by the State Board ; also the Board should pre-
pare and distribute a document which relates job titles and educational programs.
in terms of the DOT, SICC, USOE vocational program titles and vocational
cluster titles.

5. The State Board should appoint a task force to investigate the potential of
utilizing proprietary schools to provide vocational training for public school stu-
dents a here such training is not otherwise available.

6. The State Board should establish certification requirements for para-pro-
fessionals in the field of vocational guidance and a minimum level of in-service
training in career guidance for guidance counselors.

MASSACHUSETTS

The Massachusetts Advisory Council on Vocational Technical Education's 1973.
Annual iteport is a reasonable, stimulating and up-to-date critique of most of
the major problems and issues of vocational education. This report might well
be used as an assessment for the nation. TLN central focus of this report is its
evaluation of the total manpower delivery system of Massachusetts in terms of
both the people being educated and trained) as well as the employer. Included
in this focus is the intent, process, and results which relate to that focus.

While the Council applauds the substantial progress made since the mid-sixties
in both improving the quality of occupational education and making such pro-
grams available to more people, the Council also finds access to occupational
education programs is still too limited. The Council also commends the increase
in Minuend and human resources allocated to vocational education in the state.
but the fact remains that the allocations have been made with no assessment of
cost-effect iveness

"A central question raised by the study's findings and concleslon: is
whether improvements in the present delivery system require only more
, oldie support. money, time and patience. The Council concludes that what
is really needed. and needed soon, are different things done in different ways:
and this requires some fundamental changes in the institution termed oc-
cupational education. (emphasis added)

The State Department of Mai aiion in a June 1073 report dealing with its
plan to direct its resources in 1974 for improving and expanding vocational edu-
cation receiied strong commendation from the Council. The Council citations,.
lomeier. that until measures relating to cost-effectiveness and impact become a
part of the planning and budget system. there is no guarantee that priorities are
reflected either in that system, or that results will reflect intent.

The State Plan implies a continuation of a major program to expand the
reigonal vocational school system, a program Involving some $250 million or
more. The Council found that insufficient data exists today upon which to make

ISO
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long-range etnunatments to any one deliver) system. 'Ile Council suggests a
deeps. look at alteranhl tieularly a considei ation of transforming
the area seltools into resource cowers.

The Council finds that t 11P (1 Ms identity resources represented by the private
501001 sector are largely being neglected by the stat a and local ountnunities in
their efforts to plan for the future. Furthermore, the private Si hoots are required
to meet certain statulards terthout being aft orded protection against unfair com-
petition from public programs which may, in fact, be less cost-effective than the
private ones.

Adequate delivery of sere ices to the handicapped seems to be inhibited by a
lack of mechanisms for effectively identifying the handicapped population, and
by Poor voltoonnied t tons among agencies serving the handicapped

Vocational programs appear to be reasonably well related to industrial needs,
although deeper analysis indicates an insufficient knowledge of real labor needs
as voiced by industry. Furthermore. much of the so-called successful record of
job placement is more attributable, the Council believes, to industry demands for
manpower which ~veils the current modest output of the vocational education
system.

At present. there appears to be an inadequate level of eiminninleation between
the community colleges and other institutions offering secondary and post-sec-
ondary occupational programs It also appears that a communication problem
of major tin qortions exist s atm nig :nil between vocational schools, feeder schools,
and the local administrative and policy-making levels.

MICHIGAN

Among the flue recommendations contained in the 1973 Annual Evaluation Re-
port of the Michigan State Advisory Council for Vocational Education, the fol-
lowing two are of particular interest :

1. Apprenticeship- related lassroom instruction, recruitment, counseling, and
training, should be expanded and improved in close coordination with apprentice
program sponsors.

2 In ordor for the Council to develop on effective relationship with elected
officials and those is ho influence legislation. the State Department of Education
sbonld forward to the Council, for informational purposes, bills which have been
drafted for legislative action.

The Council conducted an important and successful Conference on Federal
Revenue Sharing which provided "a much - needed common ground for mayors,
superintendents. vocational directors and others who attended."

The Council is undertaking the preparation and release of eight television
spots and eight radio tapes to help improve the "image" of vocational education.

Reaffirming its continuing interest and concern in all its previous years' recom-
mendations, the Connell stressed as "new directions," continued progress by the
State Department of Education in the implementation of:

1. Career education.
2. Vocational education performance objectives.
3. Local vocational advisory councils.
As an appendix to Its report, the Council included an analysis of a question-

naire completed by 175 persons who attended the Council's publ'2 meetings. A
review of these findings indicates a number of topics which need further in-
terpretation and additional communication by local and state authorities.

MICRONESIA (TRUST TERRITORY)

The 1073 Annual Evaluation Report of the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands
Advisory Council on Vocational Education is devoted to a description and self-
critique of the Council's activities vis -a -vis vocational education problems and
needs of the Trust Territory, In addition to its responsibilities towards vocal.
tional education. the Council Is also known as the Trust Territory Manpower
Advisory Council.

The main activities of the Council were described as follows:
1. To make a manpower survey which would include a skills inventory for

Micronesia and an analysis of the manpower requirements for the future.
2. To emphasize the development of "ocational programs for:

(a) Clerks, typists, and secretaries.
(b) Business management,

:11 1 S
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3. To encourage the development of career-oriented curricula.
4. To strengthen the vocational teacher training pr 'grains for 3Itcrone4ia.
5. To conduct a follow-up study of those trainees who have completed voca-

tiolml programs.
The Council reported progress in each of these activities, with completion of

the two studies scheduled for next ear operation of the Council Las teen
facilitated with the appointment of a e administrai.ve ot er

MINNESOTA

The Minnesota State Ads isory Council on Vocational Educate n. as well as
the state Board of Education. are convinced thir using the State Plan as the
No.:, for conducting an es aluation of vocational-tc-chmeal education in the state
t. not feasible.

. the Plan information is inadequate for an accurate jud-mient to
regard to the goals and priorities established within the Plan The Plan is
also totally inadequate in communicating the mcomplishineuts of voca-
tional-technical set.% ices to the state."

It is the Connol's position that sot:tabula, education calm( t be surveyed in
isol.:tion. Thus it is that its 1973 report is concerned with defining the rule of
edin atom. establishing the purposes of etlacato u. and relating these purposes
to allotation of resources. Several ingentou analogies are offered to indicate
how resoun a albsatton and cost-benefit can he urilized to determine program
offerings Most impoi tautly, the Council calls for program offerings to be based
ou direet iesponsiseness to the needs of the pr_ople of the state as determined
by needs assessment studies and utilization of Ilk al advisory eounnittees.

.s_ major recommendation of the Council is that the states administrative
sit in tare fur all of education be consolidated Instead ur B.rards and a Com-
haion. the state -.Mothd establish a single Minn, rota Cowl( ,n Educational
sees Hes responsible for the total educational s)steni of the state.

With speitic reference to vocational edit( ation problems and needs, the Cour.-
ril notes that the needs cited in 1070 continue to exist. In its 1073 Report.
number of issues are identified. with appropriate recommendations fur their res-
olution. Some of these needs are

1. Need to increase public awareness of the priorities and bases for resource
allocation in vocational education

2. Need for the governor and legislature to re-tore funds cut from vocation-il
efitle:It1011.

3. Need for utilizing facilities and resoares for vocational education in the
community before building new schools

-I. Need for des eloping new criteria for determining whether a program is to
be discontinued other than the job placement record.

a. Need for more practical methods of assuring equal opportnnity for all stu-
dents regardless of race. national origin. or sex.

1S. Need for the State Board of Education to make more effective use of the
State Advisory Council on Vocational Education.

MISSISSIPPI

The Mississippi .`.lvisory Council on Vocational Education. in its 1973
Atifill Heport contains ummaries of the evaluation study male by the Conn-
ed of 15 secondary school district. and 5 post-set .mdary school districts Eat h
of the ehool districts was visited by a COMIIII,TeP composed of representatives
of the State Council, the Ref% teacher educators. and the State Derrartment's
vim-aroma, edut :Ilion staff Each visit amounted to two and one -half .1 17c. The
broad areas of consideration were admitostratlon, curriculum. relationships cs-,.:h

the )(Nl economy. students and teacher,
111th respect to relationships with the local economy. it was foind that

the 1/4el titulary schools. ten school districts 1 were &an,: t,erage or abesve
average in getting representatives from business and industry to rani, irate in
pro:fru:11 curricular development. and the other 5 I were rated !.-low
average At the post-secondary level. it was found that 1 school I was
an ecellent job of initiating and maintaining haison with business and indistrv.
2 schools (2-,) rated above average. 1 school I average. and 1 scho-1 - I
below average. However, only 2 schools rated average or ata-A-e in rnaklng
of general advisory and craft committees.

,4-s22-77.-73
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Thee findings led to a recommendation to the State Department that on-sideration be given to initiating and developing a format tied procedure to begiven to local directors of secondary and posy-seciaulary prognons that wouldeffiamrage them to utilize the services of their craft and advisory committees onau actrte and consistent basis
other major recommend:00M, dealt
1. 0.11,1deratinh be gnen to a public relation, program for those school dis-tits %ocational.teehnical regional conitilexts.

CIaitiouing emphasis be given m remedial intruetion for vocational stu-dents b.% specialists in language, art and mathematic s3. Pro% alma occupational orientation to all middle grade students.
4. Vocational education ha, not as yet taken a leadership ride in guaranteeingbetween elonalary and postseconday programs.
5 Ilandlamk. on policy and procedures for State Department and local schoolofli-ia Is concerning vocati aml and t education be de% eloped.In its report, the Council found that
I Vciational edneatom enrollments had increased from 102.5U4 in 1968 to121.510 in 11113
2 Programs and funds for the disadvantaged and handicapped have increamlsubstantially.
3. While sufficient manpower data is available for planning purposes. the ac-curacy of the data is still q(estiona,de.
4. Viicat band education has nut as yet taken a leadership role in guaranteeingjob pane em' at of us graduates.

5 t oeational education opportunities seem to be easily accessible to everyinan. woman. lay aml girl in the state.
6 Mare and more schools are rapiOly becoming involved in offering careered t ion.

MISSOURI
The 1973 Animal Report of the Missouri Advisory Council on VocationalEduc ati011 1 a eullei,e. clear report of its findings. conclusions and maim:nen,dation, on 'pet ific factor,. Most interestingly, for each stated factor (objective)

ealuated. the Report includes a statement of methodology and resourcesi,tudie,, report,. etc.) utihhed. The Report also includes statements of progress
in implementing,previous years recommendations by the State Department ofEclacaticm. current static- of the recommendations, and a restatemeut or revisionof Cie original r,curnmendation as may be neces,ary. With little reference to anythe Report provide, it comprehensive overview of the problems. issuesand needs of vocational-teehnieal education throughout the state. For thisreason, a brief summary of the major recommendations, as %sell as status ofearlier reommendation,. follows.

1. Each local educathmal agency applying for funding for a vocational pro-
gram provide jn,tilieation data. including a needs assessment survey, Identicalto and in the same format as that used by the State Department in justifyingtinkling for new programs

2 Teaber certification at the elementary lesel require completion of at leastone course hieli tresses the basic philosophy,, concepts and methodology ofcareer and economic education
Recommemlations made by the State Department as the result of periodicevaluations of hical educational agencies mast be implemented by the agency

55111011 one ear under penalty of a hiss of funds.
4. The oneept of year-round school combined with use of individualized

hi.trnetihn biased on packaged units of instructional material should be pro-
moted by the State Department in order to better utilize vocational educationfacilities in terms of handling more students more adequately.

5 The State Department of Education should initiate a study Immediately
to develop a financial reporting system which would provide information onvocational program costs on a unit basis.

6 Junior colleges should he encouraged not to duplicate existing occupationaleducation programs being offered by area vocational school, and local educa-
tional agencies in the geographical area served by the college.

7. Mandatory licensure of proprietary schools. recommended in 1971 by theCouncil and supported by the State Department, was submitted for legislative

:; 3
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action in 1973. Passed by the Douse. nit ,v le
suppo)t the State Department ,a Education a .

Stare Department of ;i:1011 .141 Ian* 0 (WI . ;

retanamendation that no additional 1 ea 1
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In assessing the State Plan for Pao:. ;l donntho air
Votarionul :hair:mon 'malted 1,11C tv,i1 tr ;.1; vovna..
the goals, objectives and at urines ire hose 110 i'I ,1 le ,rte-
pro ohm.; an improved vocational education vr. ae
State Plan piaceti little no nothasis kit -(1.11, . :1 st .rms
considered unpin-taut by the Conneii. g..

I. Platement of graduates.
2. Cooperation with priInte schools.
3. DroiMIt prevention and re-entry of Woo-ours.
4. Local advisor, committees
5. ..No mention of the Indian. the lily real 111210D1; I 'le fain.
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in attempting to matt h cocational pro:train airnilt till aannoor er1S. f
'mirth ular interest ere insights provided as 0 Ile 1111Zt1,11e:44 I fUte C
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The Connell recommended that vosarbono 0111-at:on tentI- a f^=6-
tio11111 viii ter training tailler than -pectin. :ainniz t ever 1 rITtrrie
shulent, with More Otal(111:4.

The Colima reported that* post-econoarr !ism:mons .re
commendable job of providing ,oh placement /I hen- i,1,ients or :at ienTtd-
ary schools do not ..m to have grasped h1, esannsa,ii,r arr. r are'

comments on the Stare Plan tar 117; le one:: larac--nr.zeiti:-.
simply as .1 compliance dotal:nem or mt.:ming ,oerni mos Inter tan .
plaiming document for %o ation:II ,diit.lition 11 lontana. 71.e on... m "32111

basic elements ..f a planning liocinnint. n.
1. If a goat is included in a t.tre Pian. nen r mond e

to assure its implementation. ortit.% is. -lie .oat! 11011111
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secondary level.
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Department of Education.
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:nth in percentage of urban students; 13th in postsecondary and nth in secondary
enrollnitnts. In other comparisons concerning enrollment, Neloaska rated above
the national averages. including percentage of Negro enrollments and handicapped
stadebt enrollments. Despite this commendatory record. the Council urged fur-
ther t Nnansion in vocational education program opportunities for students in
urban enters. minority groups and the disadvantaged

onnol's Deport made a number of recommendations dealing with cur-
dex 04)1)1110u for vocational education.

the matter of relationships with the Nebraska legislature. the Council's
< \e. utiae director has registered as a lobbyist for vocational education. The
t out, 1 recommended that the Si ate Board for Vocational Education should
inld.y a full-tim registered lobbyist on its staff.

1:-t,4 '.11-linient of vocational program advisory committees for the seven post-
ry school areas uas strongly urged by ti:, Council. Among the responsibili-

t4 d t,.ese advisory coinnittees %%mild be maintaining, a communication linkage
e gate Ad\ isory Council, the State and Regional Labor Offices, and the

stilt Nhinponr Ph.nning oinee.
In 1leuaeiItIIIL the Career Education concept in all the schools throughout the
,t( Is.'s urged by the Council in recommending that the State Department of

I do, di ',of' :
I .1 -Sign personnel to assist local school systems in this matter.

Conduct workshops and seminars to help teachers implement the concept.
her traftlog institutions include career education ca:m...pts and practices

in ours* offerings to prospective teachers.
c aim nl ,lied for an entirely new approach for supporting. vocational youth

z,,n s, enlarging student membership. and in-olvement of all teachers and
-who"! aiiministrators in the clubs.

1 tiring 1973. the Legislature considered transferring MDTA. and Mc-reuse
Da a Lg. Volunteer Fire and Safety Training, and Emergency Medical Technician
Tra mai:. from the Division of Vocational Education to other agencies. The Coun-
c0 o,nmended that this transfer not be 111110.

it expressed general satisfaction with prog.ress the State Department
f Edin as making in implementing previous years' Council recommenda-

von. I lily in one areaa shortage of proverly prepared vocational teachers
, alq..1 for reaffirmation by the Council of its 1972 recommendations for
minro\ennqa

Tile Nebraska Advisory Council took the occasion of its 1973 Report to strongly
trf- n oppositbai to consolidation of programs and funds for vocational ethics-
tior and to support the present vcaem of categorical funding.

1, 1' interesting to note that the Nebraska Council has decided not to seek state
fonds for its operations because "the fact that the Council is not dependent upon
st.ce fonds also assures greater freedom to recommend more support for voca-
tional education by the state legislature ..."

Tio Council's report was devoted primarily to answering a series of questions
ohmitted by the National Advisory Council on Vocational Education in prepara-
tion for Congressnmal hearings.

There is very limited use of private v,catioral training institutions by the
Spit. 11 and for Vocational Education. To date there are no data available on the
eft' tit of private usage by the State Board.

Tile Council reports an extremely satisfactory relationship in terms of both
nat'wri and availability of data with both the Employment Service and the

Et onoim Development Agency.
"The Council found that while definitions of handicapped and disadvan-

t rged are 1,1eutiate. there was difficulty in achieving a uniform understanding
at the local level oolong all participating. However. this wash t the main
pr,blem. There seemed to be a reluctance on the part of some local educational

news tLEAs a to do anything for these people. A high percentage of
are still not participating."

NEVADA

Ti 19'3 Annual F. alaation Report of the Nevada Advisory Connell for Man-
1197. r Training and Career Education contains a description and rationale for

dilation model deeltiped and utilized by the Council in working with local
- and school st sterns. One of the basic tenets of this model is that evalua-

t n 1- most effective when it builds upon and involves the people directly affected,
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I.e., self-evaluation. Built into the self-evaluation strategy is self-implementa-
tion of agreed upon recommendations for change.

The Council reviewed the status of vocational education objectives as stated
in the Nevada Plan for Career Education for the 1973 'Nava Year, The Council's
report lists those objectives attained, partially attained, and not yet attained.
In all, 54 objectives were listed, with 40 considered "attained."

A revie% of the status of the Council's major recounnendations to the State
Board revealed:

1. Career Education has become a high pr'ority item within the State Depart-
ment of Education.

2. The State Department of Education has held several Career Education Semi-
nars for local schm., officials.

3. The State Department of Educatior, has established an Articulation Com-
mittee in an effort to implement the Cou .cil's recommendations concerning in-
creased articulation and coordination of itrograms in order to eliminate dupli-
cation.

4. The Employment Security Division has loaned a Manpower Economist to
the State Department of Education to assist in planning priorities for vocational
priorities at the state level.

5. The University of Nevada, Reno, has established a Career/Vocational
Teacher Education program.

Major current recommendations of the Council are:
1. The Nevada legislature appropriated $2 million annually to support career,

vocational, technical and adult education throughout the state.
2. A study be madt. to identify all sources of vocational and career education

funds and their distribution so that federal revenue sharing funds be apprcpri-
ately utilized for such educational programs.

3. Vocational education agencies determine program outcomes and initiate
planning efforts to develop measurable goals and objectives.

4. A student follow-up and placement programs be initiated.
5. The State Department more actively involve the Council : local school offi-

cials: private school. college and university officials; business, industry and the
public in the preparation of the State Plan.

NEW HAMPSHIRE

The 1973 Annual Report of the New Hampshire Advisory Council for Voca-
tional and Technical Education offers three interesting insights into how State
Councils can function to the benefit of vocational education as follows:

1. The Coucil prepared and distributed 150.000 brochures throughout the State
appealing to citizens to support pending State legislation for the establishment
of 20 secondary coca timid education centers. The Act was passed. with an initial
appropriation of $3 5 million. The Council, the State Department of Education
and the liw.iness and Industry Association of New Hampshire joined together in
this promotional effort.

2. As a result of Council efforts, the Business and Industry Association of New
Hampshire reactivated its Subcommittee on Education in active support of voca-
tional-technical education.

3. Carryover of federal funds from one year to the nest by the State Deoart-
such a good Job in net-paring individuals for healtb-care occupations that there is
a strong oosIbility there will soon be a surplus of trained people in this field
in New Hampshire and surrounding states. The Council recommehed therefore,
tht requests for establkhment of new or expansion of current health care Nth( a-
tion progrms bo re rattily studied.

Among other folior recommendations of the Council are the following:
1. Local advisory and craft committees, especially on the post-secondary level,

should become more involved in the problems of their particular area with regard
to fob opportunities available to students completing school.

2. Federal funds for vocational education should he provided at least one year
in advance or a new system be developed whereby planning could become a realis-
tic endeavor.

3. Carryover of federal funds from one year to the nest by the State Depart-
ment of Education. which was almost 595- of the total federal funds for 1972,
should never exceed 10-15fir of the original allocation.

4. The State Plan should move from a "compliance document" to a planing
program by incorporating the concept of Nfanagernent by Objectives.
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5. Each vocational education center tie staffed with a least one vocational
guidance counselor and a viable placement service should be established andmaintained.

6. The preparation ot vocational guidance counselors should include a hands -onoccupational exposure.
Two interesting statements were contained in the Council's letter of transmit-tal, to wit

"Although this Report evaluates the past ear's programs, in reality it is
the culinination of a five year Council effort to place vocational training into
the mainstream of the .ducational process thereby providing the occupational
preparation necessa0 to fulfill the requirements of our society, which are
predicated on the ability to work."

and
"The Council still contends that the concept of training all our students

for worthwhile occupations in the job-oriented society is a viable one. but
that a Mere exposure to a vocation cannot be constructed as a replacement
for a proficient vocational education."

NEW JERSEY
Careful reading of the New :Jersey State Advisory Council report provides an

adequately comprehensive picture of vocational-technical education problems.
needs. ',sues and progress for the knowledgeable and intervsted citizen. Several
summaries of detailed studies are excellent. Of particular interest is the Council's
statement of continuing interest and follow-up of seven topics reported on in
previous years. its insistence on positive action by the State Department on
previons ('ears' recommendations, and its lescrption of planned 1974 evaluationprojects. These projects are

1. To determine the extent to which guidance and counseling has related to
occupational training and development of secondary students.

2 To determine the extent to which (vomit tiona: coordinating councils are
performing within each comity to !n,plemea, vocational education on an equita-
ble basis throughout the counties they serve

3. To determine the extent to n hich the community colleges. the area vocational
technical schools and the private profit' vocational schools are sueeessful in
prepring students for occupational earners and placing students in jobs for
which they have been trained.

4. To determine the extent to teacher education departments are adequately
preparing teaehers for new directions in vocational education, new program
areas, and unmet needs in vocational education.

There is an absence of any tangible plan to effect progress in the area of
vocational teacher education programs by both the Division of Vocational Edu-
cation and the Department of Higher Education. In the Council's opinion. the
Division's cutback of almost $145.000 from the planned $1 million for teacher
education was disproportionately high.
Funding

Federal funds an still being received too late in the fiscal Fon r t., permit
systematic alloeations I.y Opt" of student. program. and area. On the other hand.
total vocational education exprnditures in FY 1973 ($22.8 million) remained
almost the same as in FY 1972 ($22.7 million).

A pilot project velop a model which directly Involves the fiscal allocations
of the state for voi -tional education programs. services and activities at the
local school district le, el is making excellent progress.

The vocational educational output in health programs exceeded total estimated
state demand in all health occupations. On :he other hand. there were shortages
between anticipated output and demand in agriculture, distribution, business and
office. and trades and industry eatego-:es. The Cooncil expressed its concern in
this matter by raising the question of the possibility of confusion in the definition
of "program enrollment" or in the method of counting students.

From a fiscal standpoint, the State Plan is gradually becoming a useful
managerarnt tool. However. there still exists a discrepancy between Division
expeetation as stated in the State Plan and actual result(' in terms of enrollment.
program. and completion numbers. The Advisory Council raises the question a3
to the data base for enrollments being quite different from the data base for
completions.

_1187
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ltrcnast Menda
if the :ea recommendation. made by the Council in its 1972 report. atisfae-

tor implement ntif piogre. slaw:tr.; to be taking place only on four. The
remainder were reitet ated as recountendations in the 111i3 report.

NEW MEXICO

The New llexieo Advisory Council on Vocational-Technical Education noted,
in 1973 Annual Evaluation Report that vocational education programs were
expanded considerably over last fiscal year, mut substantial progress was made
in Implementing programs in areas of critical need. However, tb2re were several
anomalies :

1. Enrollment in cooperative programs was down by 15.2%.
2. 1ork study enrollments u ere also considerably lower than projected.
3. While enrollments of disadvantaged increased substantially over last year's

ire je4 t ions, post-secondary enrollment was down.
The Council also noted that -while much has been said about career education,

the state failed to fund any career education programs." It was recommended
that the state Plan include specific funds which schools would be required to
expend for career education, and that specific career education programs be iden-

. titled and implemented in grade levels K through post-secondary.
.Indy by the Council of four vocational education programsagriculture,

aktrilmtive, health, and officesuggests that a substantial imbalance exists be-
tu een current voeational training and actual State manpower needs. The Council
recommends that a thorough State-wide analysis of vocational education pro-
grams be undertaken to determine which programs should be emphasized in order
to meet the State's manpower needs.

Voicing the nation-wide concerns about the need for improving vocational
guidance end counseling. a ma ;or recommendation of the Council In this matter
is to require all counselors to have some business or industry experience.

A coauorehensive group of recommendations is made by the Council with respect
to job placement of school leavers and completers. Re'aognizing that there are a
number of agencies and organizations in the field of job placement, the Council
points out that few. if any, are particularly concerned with placing young stu-
dents lacking job experience. The Council recommends, therefore, that the schools
accept the responsibility for developing ti job placement program which will in-
clude cooperation and assistance from employment service agencies and organiza-
tions. To implement this recommendation, the Council further recommends that
monies be made available so that an employment counselor be employed by each
ma for edueational and training institution in the State.

The Council also recommended that universities be allocated particular funds
for vocational teacher education, and that provisions be made to involve

Industry in a meaningful way with in-service training of vocational education
teachers. NEW YORK

It was refreshing to find the main thrust of 1973 Annual Report recommenda-
tions of the New York State Advisory Council on Occupational Education
concerned primarily wits student needs for relevant occupational education. The
recommendations dealt with :

1. increasing opoprtunities for cooperative work experience.
2. Increasing elective options in both academic and vocational causation

programs.
3. Greater utilization of private schools.
4. Greater articulation between secondary and post-secondary programs to

eliminate redundancy of courses for students.
The Council has also approved a task force report which recommended, among

other Items:
1. College level credit be awarded apprentices and journeymen for work

experience and relevant instructional courses through the Regent's External
Degree Program.

2. Utilization of union leaders by local Advisory committees.
The Council also responded in detail to the recommendations of the Fleisch-

mann Commission Report, pointing out some errors of omission in dealing with
occupational education. The Council was particularly concerned that every

fa 1 SR
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student in the State have an oportunity to enroll in occupational educationprograms.
A sub-committee of the Evaluation Committee has been appointed to concern

itself with Career Education in New York.
The State Department of Education, in conjunction with the Council. had a

two-day workshop dealing with local school system advisory councils. Over 159
people attended the workshop, A complete report of the workshop is containedin the Annual Report.

The Council contracted for a study of the effectiveness of Job Placement
Coordinators during 1972-73. The Couacil expressed dissatisfaction with thereport of the study. Further action to be taken, if any, was not indicated.

As the result of a preliminary study of occupational education for handi-capped students, the Council has contracted for a detailed study in 1974 by
Ohio State University Center for Vocational and Technical Education.The major thrust of the recommendations of the 1973 Report dealt withstudents and their educational needs.

The Advisory Council's concern about the problems of articulation between
secondary and post-secondary schools led to a contracted study and report during
1973. The conclusions provide little hope for progress in this matter. except
possibly at the local school system level dealing with a post-secondary institution
within its geographic borders. Even this hope is highly problematical.

The Council views as constructive the actions taken by the State Education
Department in implementing its previous year's recommendations. These dealt
with the guidance and counseling function, staff and support services,

NORTH CAROLINA

The 1973 Annual Evaluation Report of the North Carolina Advisory Report
on Vocational Education contains summary reports of forums on occupational
education held in each of the eight educational districts in the state. The forumswere designed to:

1. Look at citizen status of occupational programs.
2. Give citizens opportunity for input into planning.
3. Allow citizens to express views concerning occupational education.
The reports were organized around the following topics :
1. What did the people say?
2. What did the administrators say?
3. What (lid the instructors say?
A special report dealt with the vocational youth organizations. While the

number of such organizations has shown steady but slow growth, the Councilfound that only one of five petential members belong to these organizations.
Another special report dealth with the ase of advisory committees by the

schools. While the findings were generally favorable they were also mixed.
Recommendations made by the Council are summarized as follows:
1. The goals and objectives of the State Plan should reflect program qualityconsiderations as well as (mantity.
2. The goals and objectives section of the State Plan be distributed to alllocal institutions offeeng occupational education at least one month prior toschool opening.
3. A task force of appropriate educators he appointed to study the problems

and possibilities of articulation of occupational education curricula betweensecondary and postsecondary institutions.
4. The State Board of Education make a major study of the occupational

education needs and aspirations of grades 9-12 students.
5, A major study be made of the professional development needs.
0 The State Board of Education should strongly urge local boards of Mum-tint) to organize lay citizen advisory committees, and that the State board

provide an intensive in-service education prwram for school administrators andteachers on effective use of advisory committees.

NORTH DAKOTA

The 1973 Annual Evaluation Report of the North Dakota State Advisory Coun-
cil for Vocational Education opened with a report of observations of tennis of
evaluators who visited 17 secondary schools, 4 post-secondary schools. The teams
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conststed of one consultant, one state staff member, and one or more Advisory
Cminil members. Observations reported were highly commendatory.

Among the areas of concern which resulted in a number of recommendations by
the Council for improvement were:,

3. Preparation. training, motivation, certification and professional development
of vocational teachers

2. Relevance of vocational programs to needs of students and employers
;1. General lack of guidance and counseling for vocational occupations at the

secondary level ; and high ratios of students to counselors
4. Inadequate funding for research in vocational education as well as forreim-

bursement to local school systems for secondary level vocational education pro-
grams

5. Utilization of advisory committees for occupational and teacher education
programs as required by state regulations

Evaluation by the Council of State Plan goals and priorities, and the extent to
which vocational education is serving people and their needs indicated satisfac-
tory progress is being made in most instances by the State Department of Edu-
cation. Meeting the needs of the disadvantaged and handicapped, however, was
quite unsatisfactory. Satisfaction was indicated with progress being made by the
State Department in implementing the Council's 1972 recommendations.

The council's report contained considerable background information and data
which served as the rationale for the Council's conclusions and recommenda-
tions. Also in the Report is a summary of the objectives of the State Plan, HAWS
outcomes sought and achieved.

In addition to recommendations made, the Council passed two resolutions, as
follows:

I. that the Council recommend some form of Joint approval of all postsecon-
dary occupational programs be implemented by the State Board of Vocational
Education and the State Board of Higher Education

i. that a State Supervisor of Industrial Arts be appointed.

OHIO

The Ohio Advisory Council for Vocational Education, in its 1973 report, eons-
mended the administration, the legislature, the State board and the State De-
partment of Education. and the Division of Vocational Education for effective

leadership for making it possible for 70% of Ohio's school students to have access
to at least twelve different areas of vocatiinal education. This goal will I*
achieved when construction of currently approved building projects is approved.
However, the Council pointed out that unless the legislature increases the number
of new vocational education units that can be allotted to school districts for the
&cal year starting July 1, 1974. the growth of vocational education services will
not be in keeping with these new facilities.

The Council also proudly stated that Ohio leads the nation in the develop-

ment of career education programs with approximately 120,000 students enrolled.

contained in the Council's report were twelve objectives of the State Plan for
1973. Among these objectives, and projected enrollments for 1978, are the
fallowing :-

Otrjectise

Percent of
all students

in 1978

Enrollment (fiscal year)- - - - --
1973 1978

Career education, kindergarten to grade 6 . .... ..... .......-- ..... .... . 62.9 74, 345 75 .625

Career education, grades 7 and 8 - - ... ..... - .. ..- - ... , 63 0 26.611 233.133

Career education. grades 9 and 10 . . . . . be. / 22.529 247,071

Occupational ecrk adjustment for drottout prone youth below 16 years . 35 6 6 197 25.675

Post. secondary vocational programs for persons 1: to 21 .... . ... .. 4 1 19. 350 37,200

Adult verkers. - -- . - . 5 1 148.980 253,678

Residential vocational schools, youth 16 to 21 _
0 2,000

Of the seven recommendations made by the Council in its report, two are of
particular interest :

I. The State Board of Education should provide incentives for each vocational
center to eqahlish a job placement program in cooperation with.

2. The State Board of Education should urge that all federal funds available
for all types of vocational education and/or training or retraining, be channeled
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through the United States Office of Education and its counterparts at state and
local levels.

The Council's report contained summaries of four important studies dealing
with career and vocational education in Ohio. Two studies were commissioned
by the Connell, and two by the State Department of Education.

OK I.A it011 A

The 1973 Annual Report of the Oklahoma Advisory Council on Vocational-
Teebnical Education opens with a highly complimentary letter concerning the
work of the CmindI from the State Director for Vocational and Technical Educa-
tion to the 15 Commisi-oner of Education. The Council respondM in kind on
the section of its report dealing o Rh the ;Arent to which Council recommenda-
tion% have received due consideration by the State Depattmert td Education.

Major recommendations of the Council dealt with the following concerns:
1..1 new state funding procedure should be developed for local school system

secondary vocational programs that is based upon community ami area needs
Ith consideration of supply-demand job factors. (Pre,ent funding is based on

in-tructor reimbursement only. )
2. In-service training of vocational teachers should he improved to make itmore meaningful and available to teachers. and that appropriate credit be givenfor this training ns weld as equivalency credit for on- the -Jot training.
3. There %tumid he less rigidity in time-frames for students enrolled in voca-

tional rourses, especially in the senior year. so ns to allow a better choice of
options through exposure to more vocational luucsibilitlea.

4. A follow-up stud} of vocational program graduates and school leavers heconducted by the State Department of Education, with an offer of financial
assistance by the Council.

5. Industrial arts progrnms. as part of Career Education be supported by
funds from the legislature and local school dist ricts.

6 Reenlist. almost 50% of the total vocational enrollment is spread over skill
areas of average to marginal demand, counselors should be providing studentswith more orientation on employment rTr;u:rements and opportunities at anearlier grade level for the high demand categories.

7. Increased and improved use of local advisory committees.
S. Amending state law to provide a depreciation fund for replacement ofequipment in school vocational shops.
A. Increase the number of vocational youth clubs at the post-second/11y levels,10. The need for the Department of Elocution to prepare long range plans

for providing vocational programs for the disadvantaged.
11. The need for the State Roard to take a more active role in the letting

of contracts for building area schools.

OREGON

The format of the 1973 Annual Evaluation Report of the Oregon Governor's
Advisory Council for Career Education followed very closely the suggested guide-
lines recommended by Vocational Education as developed in cooperation with
the I' S OM* of Education and the ad hoe committee of State Advisory Council's.

1 1- aridity and appropriateness of State Plan 1-Judi* and proioritiea in terms ofstudent need and employment opportunities?
(a After going into a detailed but non.technieni expiation of the nroe-

eses involved in establishing goals and priorities, and commending the StateDepartment of Education for embarking on its new Career Program
Planning System. the Council pointed out some potential problems with the
system and recommended some preventive measures.

Oil More of the goals should be written in measurable performance terms.
(c) The rationale behind the selection of objectives should be more PXplicity stated.

2. To what extent are vocational education opportunities available to allpeople at the secondary post-secondary and adult levels?
While considerable data are available as to what is happening or will be

happening, the Council speculates about "what is not happening but should behappening." The Council recommends that the State Department of Education
mount a comprehensive study resulting in a report that would address ace-m-plishments as well as matters in need of initial or farther attention.
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Other questions to a filch the Council report addreses itself are:
1. Articulation.One of the sources of difficulty in achieving articulation is

that far too many instructors at every level of transfer perceive articulation as
a threat to classroom autonomy. The Council recommends that the State Depart-
ment of Education develop an articulation plan which will include occupational
programs.

2. Job Placement and Follow-Up.---The Council expressed satisfaction with
the new follow- -p data-collecting system the State Department of Education is
planning to implement. However, there was uo discussion of job placement
activities as such.

3. Carver Education.After a detailed discussion of the Career Education con-
cept. the Council recommended that the State Department of Education's Career
Education Section emphasize upon every school district in Oregon the importanca
of career education and encourage each district to place greater budget t
human resources into career education.

4. Extent to which Council's recommendations have received due consideration
is generally satisfactory.

PENNSYLVANIA

The Pennsylvania State Advisory Council for Vocational Education sees as
one of Its major roles that of serving as an advocate for vocational-technical
education. In pursuance of this objective, the Council sponsored a Governor's
Workshop Conference on Vocational Education during 1973 to identify major
issues of vocational-technical education and the advocacy positions which the
Council might advance. The report of the Conference will be studied for im-
Idementing action to be taken during 1974.

The Council also commissioned two indepth studies of :
1. Occupational education for the handicapped.
2. Professional preparation programs for vocationaltechnical teachers and

administrators.
The Council is also engaged in a series of a 1 ivities to improve the image of

vocational - technical education throughout the state.
As u result of an iudepth and thorough study commissioned by the Council,

the status and needs of occupational education for the handicapped were sum-
marized as follows :

1. There are many occupational areas in which the handicapped can success-
fully hold jobs. but training is not being provided for all these areas.

2. Counseling for the handicapped leaves much tobe desired.
3. Work experience progreras for the iatuuicapped present special problems.
4. Differing interpretations at the local and state levels of the definition of

"ha Olt-upped" is a major weakness.
S. Special services and training provided the handicapped can make them as

competitive. or even more so, than the nonhandicapped on the job market.
O. There were relatively few projects in which local advisory committees were

utilized.
7. It. :..rface between the schools and other agencies involved in serving the

handicapped is minimal.
In addition to several other conclusions. the Conosil has made appropriate

recommendations to resolve the problems revealed in its study. The recommenda-
tions include an on-going evaluation and follow-up system for the Bureau of
ial:tic:sal Education and the Council.

As the result of a commissioned study by the Council of programs offered by
the University of Pittsburgh, Temple University and Pennsylvania State Uni-
vrsity in preparing vocational-technical teachers and administrators, the Coun-
cil reemuniends that :

I. The Bureau of t ocational Education should establish an wegoing procedure
to e% aluate these programs in terms of accountability.

2. In-service programs should be developed.
A position paper concerning these matters has been presented to the Bureau

of Vocational Education.
PUERTO RICO

The Puerto Rico Advisory Council on Vocational and Technical Education, in
its 1973 Report recommended *hat the State Board, in cooperation with the
Council hold at least 3 public hearings to help determine the effectiveness of
tocationai education throughout the Island. This recommendation was based on
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the re-ults of a public bearing conducted by the Council during 1973. At this
met tint;. a number of groups including the Committee on Education of the Manu-
facturer's Association provided considerable information of value to the Council
in conducting Its evaluation responsibilities.

As the result of an in-depth study of graduates of vocational-technical courses
by the Vocational-Technical Education Division, the Council recommended that
priorities for funding and conducting vocational-technical education programs
be established on the basis of labor market demand. To help accomplish this
-objective, the Council further recommends that strong local school advisory
committees be established.

While the Council participated in a study, and discussions, leading to a com-
pletely new organizational and administrative structure for vocational and
technical education in Puerto Rico, it still has several reservations about the
new structure as reflected in several recommendations.

The Report contains detailed description of a recommended Management
Control System for the vocational education in Puerto Rico. This system is based
on the Council', Executive Director's stadies for his doctoral dissertation at
New York University.

Analysis of enrollments in the various vocational program offerings showed
that :1 programs satisfactorily met or exceeded objectives set for 1972-73. How-
ever 3 programstechnical, distributive, and adultfell short of their objectives.
Since it is these very three which should have the highest priority in Puerto
Rico. the Council recommended greater funding of these programs to attract
students and provide high quality instruction.

RHODE ISLAND

The 1973 Annual Report of the Rhode Island State 'Advisory Council on Voca-
tional Education contains an in-depth report of the status of Career Education
in the state. Essentially, the Council found a number of Career Education proj-ects in the but no comprehensive plan nor system has yet been de-lineated. The Council recommended that the state Department of Educationestablish a Division of Career and Vocational Education which would be re-spoto-ible for all facets of career, vocational, and continuing education fromearly childhood through the adult years.

Much of the Council's report is devoted to a discussion of the fine leadership
pro' ided by the former Divisiar, of Vocational Education in promoting careerawl vocational education, an in creating nine area vocational-technical educa-
tion -( 'tools. This Division wise abolished last year. The Council is urging the
Department to re-establish the Division.

The Council al-o recommends that the Governor's State Manpower Planning
Offi ce convene all state agencies concerned with manpower development anddata processing (e.g.. Administration, Education, Emplovment Security, Labor,Social and Rehabilitative Services. Economic Development, Community Affairs)into an information -system task force for the purpose of integrating the data
collection and dissemination activities of the concerned agencies.

Among the major recommendations made by the Council in its 1973 Annual
Report was the designation by legislation that the State's correctional facilitiesjninile and adultas a school system in order to receive increased state and
federa I editeation.il aid funds and to attract attention to the importance of educa-tion in the rehabilitation of inmates While the State Department of Educationhas the proposal under consideration, the State Department of Corrections has:upointed n fulltime coordinator of education programs.

SOUTH CAROLINA

Among the current recommendations contained in the 1973 Evaluation Reportof the South Carolina Advisory Council on 'Vocational and Technical Education
are several which had been made in previous years. In addition, the Reportcontained a sectir,n on the previous years' recommendations, responses by theState Board for Vocational Education and the State Board for Technical and
Coaprehensive Education. and a statement by the Council as to its satisfaction
or dissatisfaction with the responses. These two Boards are separate entitles
and require separate consideration by the Council in conducting is evaluation
prourams and in presenting two R.-1g of recomno.rulptIons. The i'owlll's recom-
mendations to the State Board for Vocational Education are as follows:
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1. Increase the goal of 60% of till secondary students participating in voca-
tional education to at least b0%.

2. Emphasis must be placed on greater utilization of facilities.
3. Initiate a system to obtain data on the number of students iu each year's

class who have completed a vocational program.
4. Expansion of cooperative type vocational programs.
5. luerea. e enrollments iu adult vocational education.
6. Participate in development of a statewide data system of reporting output

of oceupati mal training programs.
7. Provide for more minority ethnic group representation iu administrative

positions, and prepare annual reports.
Some of the findings %%hich support these recommendations are :
1. The state's goals reflected only slightly the other manpower development

programs within the state which should be closely related to vocational
ed neat ton.

2. Noticeably absent %%ere specific provisions for returning veterans.
3. tither noticeably absent data was that permitting to number and percent

of students uho actually complete an occupational training program before It a% -
ing school.

4. The coordination and articulation of training opportunities between %oca-
tional and technical education i. still a matter of paramount concern.

5. Since only a minority of secondary school students actually enter hudier
education, the public secondary schools should assume the job plat meat re-
main:alai it.% for the high school student completing or lea nig the public :school
.syst

6. The use of local ad% isory committees should be intensified in many instance...
Recommendations to the State Board for Technical and Comprehensive Di:aa-

tion are as follows:
1. Develop written annual and long-range goals and objectives.
2. Provide an annual written report by Center and system-%%ide of the costs

of the TEC program in the state.
3. Participate in development of a statewide data system of reporting output

of occupational training programs.
4. Continue emphasis on articulation/correlation of programs.
5. Provide more minority ethenic group representation in administrative posi-

tions and prepare annual reports.
Sonic of the findings supporting these recommendations are
1. The major concern of the thirteen TEC centers had been training of skilled

manpower for new and expanding industries. They have been notably successful
in this matter,

2. There has not been any type of planning document, up through 1973. com-
parable to the State Plan lot Vocational Education or comparable to the Stite
IStiard of Education's "Objectives for South Carolina's Schools: A Pi% e Year
Plan."3. Indis ideal programs at the TEC centers have been under tight control of
the Board, which requires careful documentation of the need fur aav new
program.

4. Coordination and articulation of occupational education programs appear.:
to present it cry complex problem in that ento ing TEC students have vitr
le% els of skills and educatimial bin kgrounds. Don e% er, for students owl/1'011,4
TEC programs, articulation agreements have been worked out with a number
of col'egc s and um% ersities for pros uling college credit fur TEC courses,

5. Job placement of TEC students is excellent. However, the numbers of
graduates of many programs is extremely low. The reason for this may be that
TEr are placed on jobs before graduation,

6 No data here prodded to indicate evtent to which TEC centers serve specific
imputation groups, although eat h center tillers remedial programs.

7. Little or no data %% ere a% tillable concerning relative expense of program.;
by program type or by center. Ilovt ever. a soplio tweed «milliner-based systeia
is now being installed which %% ill provide the kind of data needed to make
appropriate analyses and reports.

SOUTH DAKOTA

The South Dakota Alt p.ury oonicri on Positional- Technical Education. ill it-
1 973 E% ablation Report. finds Part I of the State Plan an exmtIlnt begiooing-
for a procedural manual. It 'iv i(it", a «anpentlium of applicable State And
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Federal law, leghlative definition, qualifications and ;Oki descriptions of Statein per- nmel, a, well as the key policies and procedures of the State Di-
Ni-ion meeting the conduct and progress of vocational education in South
Da kota.

Part II of the State Plan sets forth in detail and in logical order the can-
templated actions of the State Division with respect to vocational education.
These actions are based on specific and valid demographic and other data. The
que-tions which must be asked of Part II are :

1. Is the data properly gathered and are the projections valid?
_'.. Based on this data, what 8hould vocational education do?
3. Given present or reasonably probably resources, what can vocational educa-

tion do?
Recognizing that the data collection process leaves much to be desired, the

Council points out that the process is constantly being improved.
The Council also points rent that vocational education is the only level of

education which has evidenced any effort to initiate and implement any type of
needs-resource planning in its management. Thus the planning process, as prim-
itive and crude as it may be at present, must be seen as evolutionary. Eventual-
ly. it will probably set the stage for the planning process for all of public educa-
tion if properly staffed and funded.

One of the most progressive steps in the planning process being taken by the
State Division is the requirement that local education agencies justify their re-
quested budgets for reimbursement on the basis of local manpower needs.

In August 1973, the Advisory Council distributed a questionnaire to 350 voca-
tional educators soliciting opinions as to the performance of graduates of South
Dakota's vocational-technical schools, theorb.s and techniques being taught in
the vocational programs of their schools, and the status of the machines and
equipment used for training purposes.

TENNESSEE

Recommendations of the 1973 Annual Evaluation Report of the Tennessee
Ad isory Council for Vocational Education advocated that :

1. Certification of school guidance personnel require courses in career educa-
tion, occupational guidance, philosophy of vocational education plus work
experience.

2. The State Board initiate a program of cost analysis of postsecondary
vocational education programs and continue such study of secondary programs.

3. The Division of Vocational-Technical Education keep the Advisory Council
better informed on the development of the State Plan and involve Council mem-
bers in this development.

4. The State T'ioard establish a new formula for the allocation and distribution
of state and federal funds to local school districts.

5. The State Board take the lead in encouraging the top leadership of both
general education and vocational education to join together in encouraging a
commitment to and implementation of the career education concept at all levels
of public education.

6. More training be made available for those in unskilled and semi-skilled
occupations.

7. The Information Management System developed by the State Board for
secondary schools be expanded to include post-secondary programs of public as
well as proprietary vocational schools and programs.

R. The State Board provide more leadership as well as in-depth operational
guidance to local school syterns in the proper use and function of local advisory
committees and require the use of such committees for all vocational programs
re( PM= federal and/or state funds. (The Advisory Council offered its assistance
in implementing this recommendation.)

9. The State Board begin efforts to bring under its supervision private and
proprietary schools offering vocational education courses in the state.

The Advisory Council took the occasion of its Annual Report to commend the
State Board and Department of Education and the legislature for important
progress on a number of fronts concerning vocational education, as follows :

1. Completing program evaluations for 14 local school systems, including 105instructional programs.
2. Obtaining accreditation by the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools

for 19 of the 27 area schools, with 6 more due shortly.

.47 A" Cs
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3. Providing one high school credit for vocational education courses for an
hour's Glasswork in the same '. ay as for acti4leruic classes.

4. Establishing policy which will enable a local school superintendent to
apply for a 12-mouth program whereby vocational tccabers may be on salary
while maikng contact with business and industry to improve his her professional
capabilities.

5. Increase in funding of vocational education operating funds by I9-c. and
capital outlay funds by 1005c by the legislature.

6. Passage of the Comprehensive ocational Education t by the legislature
which requires each count} in the state to make %ikationa! education ay.3.14b,e
to all students and to provide facilities to acconimodate at least sot"..- ali
students grades 9-12. All capital and operating costs are to be b.,rne by the state
This Act also provides for counseling in grades 7-12 at the ratio of 1 c/..nase:
per 200 students.

While the passage of the Comprehensive Vex:ati.,nal Education At may wea
correct many of the deficiencies found in the State Plan, and provide for im-
plementation of Council reonnmendations, it was neverthedes.. felt important eq.
the Council to articulate its still present concerns, some of which are summarized
below :.

7. The accuracy of the data on which the goals and priorities of the State Plan
are presumably bused is highly questionable.

2. The Adult Basic Education group and unskilled occupant as are largely
being overlooked as a responsbiility of vocational education.

3. Consideration of output of labor supply from other manpower development
alai training programs appears to be very weak.

4. There are wide differences in projected vocational outputs only a year apart

TEXAS

The Texas Advisory Council for Technical-Vocational Education. in its 1973
Annual Report, A It( directed Eiliontion Sy4temEducatson 7o Lecing and
.Haling a Living, re% iews all its previous years' recommendations.. actions taken
by the Texas Education Agency i and other agencies, to implement the recem.
mendations. and reaffirms or revises the recommendations iv considered neces-
sary. In addition, the recommendations were consolidated into 13 appropriate
clusters with a topical index, for ease of study and analysis.

In its Foreward. the Own% il pointed out that a great imbalance exists between
the educational experiences students receive and those needed to most effective-
ly Junction in our present ociety and economy. This despite ti,e f..,
have been generous in their support of education in many respects. and the pr-
fessional educator has spent more time and effort in preparation for his her
job than at any time in our history.

Among the several reasons ascribed to the lack of responsivere,s of the educa-
tional system to the needs of individuals for occupational education is the -tra-
ditionalism" affecting all levels of education. The Council points out that since
1965 Texas has allocated $451) million for area school construction at secondary
and post-secondary vocational and technical institutions while one state uni-
versity spent the same amount of money on capital improvements in only 5 yea rs_

The Council's current recommendations were made as the next step" for
action previou'ly taken on Council recommendations in the full:wing areas.

I. Career education.
2 Financing.
3. Serving needs of special groups.
4. Guidanot. services
5. Public awareness of tne needs and resources in technical-voerational

education.
6. Administration.
Wall respect to administrative organization of the Texas F.du-ation Agency.

the connei! pointed .0ot there Lis in re gr wrh ind emir --
in technical-vocational education in the last 10 years than in the previous his-rry
of vocational education. and that a study is n w needed to determine what
changes need to be made in the administrative crranizatirn cf TEA to mere
effectively serve the needs of the State.

A section of the Annual Report it devoted to an evpositirn cf the z-tidies and
other data used by the Council in support of its 0- ni si ns and reccrninetla-
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thins. These studies %%ere commissioned by either or both TEA and the Council.They were:
1. Texas Guidance Information Program
2. Occupational Education Public information Survey3. Local Advisory Council-Committee Study4. Governor's Conference on Technical - Vocational Education. 1973
5. High School Career Interest and Information Survey6. Texas Edncation Product Study
7. Supply-Demand Information System for TexasS. Texas Industrial Start-Up Training Program
9. Apprenticeship Training Study
culler studies are currently underway or are planned for initiation in 1074.The Council completed an unusual study which resulted in the compilationof research projects. pivot projects, exemplary programs and developmentactivities from 1967 through 1974. Approximately $14 million of federal, stateand local monies were spent on these projects, with over $13 million comingfrom federal source,. While positive conclusions have not yet been drawn, thereappears to be substantial overlapping and duplication of activities.
Following are statements taken from the Council's report in response to specificevaluation findings:
1. The State's goals and priorities are not clearly set forth in the State Plan.2. The State's goals and priorities are valid in terms of student needs andemployment opportunities based upon present projections. However, present in-formation is inadequate for realistic planning and management.3 It 0. estimated that the 900 teachers and 30.000 students involved in pro-grams for the disadvantaged still leaves some 70% of the disadvantaged whocould benefit from such programs unnerved.
4 Private schools have not generally been accepted as a full partner in thetotal resources of the community in public planning.
5. Most goals set by the FY 1073 State Plan were exceeded, many in a sub-stantial manner.
6. Coordination of training opportunities among agencies has increased sub-stantially in the last 4 years.
7. Several post-secondary institutions provide effective placement departmentsand advisory councils, Mine others are much less effective. At the secondarylevel;. most of these activities have been done by vocational teachers and co-operative training coordinators.
8. Even though commendable progress has been made in the last five yearsin expanding vocational education opportunities at all levels, there remainroan% -.Went. ttho do not ha ye aveoc%; to these programs in Texas. It is not onlya % fallibility of vocational programs, but of sufficient comprehensiveness to servethe needs of the individual and the community. For example. 70% of the voca-tional offerings are in the three areas of auto mechanics, building trades andcosmetology.
9. Substantial progress has been made in the last two years at the state andlocal levels between agencies :tin] industry in providing "start-up training" and.other support for expanding and up-grading needs of industry. Funds requestedfor these special needs were not appropriated by the St Ete Legislature for thebiennium 1974-75. However, considerable support and visibility for the conceptMasdeveloped.

UTAH
The following remarks are excerpted from the 1973 Annual Fsa illation Reportof the Utah State Advisory Council for Vocational and Technical Education.

SUM MARY OF EVALUATION

Earmarked money for vocational education programs in the elementary andseeondary schools ha: increased ubtantiallv during the past four years.The-t- earmarked vocational funds pyramid as they are used in the schooldistricts because of the "added costs" provision in the funding legislation: andth districts are spending one and one-half to two regular dollars for every oneearmarked donne.
The ',umber of Utah high school graduates who intend to go on to a comma-+dr% college or four -v'- it college or wiiveritv has decreased from 69 percent inthe %piing of 1070 to 53 percent in the of 1973. The number who intend
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to go to a vocational school or nosiness senooi .as _aniaineu Prra'%::::ate,
same. The number who intend 'o .;et .aurr :eti [re noeiae
substannahy . and the number \\no attend .> zo o as IZ-1

During 1973, the pool .4 unemployed -nun:; te=nse etween gas i-
creased in size and is sligntly -mailer -his par :mu ast. L.. as
growing each year during the past .several -;es.rs .:nu -.as
for this .)eitc.

The number of students leaving 'Ilan -annex ,efore aer _zr :-

crease this year : reversing the trona I.: :)ast several '= =Yrs.
enrollments ate gown an: ear ..)71-";

post-secondary enrollments are up.
An analysis of the enrollments anti the anpropriations ) e !.t

as compared to the total post - secondary nroianents nprerrn:t_Las. I,- as

that approprzatIon, to the technical illeges ,ainaue ) t1:11.1

Instructioual dollars spent for ocationat -ducat:on .t .10
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number of skilled job openings sllen annot a lied erause
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Vocational ducation opportunities rust a nave aore ran, ale 1 .1::::1-

eargml persons so they :nay prepare for -)ossinie triniormeor. a r'ess
there are jobs: with consideration )eing even a -act _aart-aual_
and interests.

The goals and objectives al the 1972-73 qate ?Ian Jr "r r!ar.cnal
are. in general. appropriate and realistic.

The goals and objectives .n the ..)73-71- `rare Thin -)r "rearrnat "dr"ar:r-.
continue to provide realism! raideiines -or -ocationai -nuent:ct as
but are found wanting in three specific 3:PaS :

One, there is nothing .n the state 'Ian , al:,..-ment -artier ar,ae
phase of the Career Education 3osit:on 2aner :oprove r
Board of Education.

Tree). the stare Plan does Lot give strong -mamas -einInz.
students become snccessfullY placed In ;ans.

Three, the objective wnicn -vas n ;nor tate 7ans ign mcet
students will derelon skills rot vnica her oind rater ae :Dar
has been omitted and is evidently no Longer an wet:7e.
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employment.
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'iECOlf MENDATTONS

One The state Board for -ocationai 7duclt.on noT.d
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leave high school. ,ither it :rimier:on prom - ,n:n-

it.OTIVP might he 'hat .v 9'7z -0 r -r -.L. -
will have dere'oned an .ntrv-evei alarzetanie Ki.: -7-n -r:
the labor market
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Tiro. A job placement and follow-up program should be instituted within
each of the 40 school districts. Every high school student, as he leaves school
upon graduation oi before, should receive assistance toward successful placement
in his next step in life. whether he goes to work, goes on to further schooling,
or enters some special category such as military service. Further, communica-
tions channels with former students should be maintained and assistance and
follow-up should be given for six month,: after each student leaves school.

Three.The State Board of Education should institute a program to imple-
ment the -career choice" phase of the Career Education Position Paper which
states : "A student should identify a tentative career goal as a matter of record
and within his senior bigh experience, will be..given an opportunity to devote
the time necessary to meet his career needs in a chosen area of concentration."

Four.The State Board for Vocational Education should select and appoint
a committee to study funding of vocational education in the secondary schools
to develop a funding formula that will assure the continued growth of vocational
education in Utah to submit to the 1975 State Legislature.

Firs. The State Board of Education. which is .also the State Board for
Vocational Education. should meet fonr times a year as a State Board for Voca-
tional Education. where the meeting is devoted exclusively to vocational educa-tion concerns. problems and progras. The State Advisory Council should be
invited to advise concerning the meeting agenda and to participate in the meet-ing.

six The State Board for Vocational Education, the Board of Regents, local
education agencies and institutions, the Legislature and the Governor's Office
should review prior Advisory Council recommendations and give strong con-
sideration to continuing to implement them within the school system of thisstate.

VERMONT

The 1973 Annual Report of the Vermont State Advisory Cc:email for Vocational-
Technical Education is in great part an evaluation of :

1. Youth Club Organizations; and
2. Cooperative Vocation Education in Vermont.

Yo U. oraanizations
The Council found that only 23.4% of all 11th and 12th grade students enrolled

in vocational education programs were being served by the six nationally rec-ognized youth c pnizations, as follows:
I istrito ,ive Education Clubs of America.
Future Business Leaders of America.
Future Farmers of America.
Future Homemakers of America.
Industrial Arts Clubs of America.
Vocational Industrial Clubs of America.

The Council's concern. then. was focused on how these youth organizationscould expand their programs and membersLip. Following are several of the
major recommendations of the Council

1 That a coordinated program of mutual benefit be developed between Voca-tional Industrial Clubs of America and the Industrial Arts Clubs; and that
funding for an Industrial Arts Club state coordinator be provided.

2 That each school design some of its local Vocational Club's activities toinvolve participation by non-members.
3 The Department of Education. when certifying vocational teachers, require

a competency in organizing and operating Vocational Youth Clubs.
Coriperatire (duration

Pointing out that Cooperative Education enrollment at the national level has
continuous grow th since 1b38, the Council reported there is still con-

.rable me-under-tanding by employers and the public as to the distinctions
m t ween cooperative education and other work-stduy programs. Using the edu-
cationally Revived definition of cooperative education, the Council found 21
program,: in 1973 1:. in 1969 with an enrollment of 620 (93 in 1969).

Among findings of the Council. the following are cited
1 Only 2 student,: were working in i.tate government agencies despite the fact

that the State i, the large,t employer in Vermont ( with over 5,000 employees).
2 The majority of cool 2rative education experiences were service oriented

caa
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food stores, eating and drinking places, auto dealers, gasoline service stations,
medical and health services.

3. Manufacturing has a low student placement rate even though it has the
highest rate of employer participation.

4. Over 38% of the students are placed in Industry employing less than 10
petiole.

Major recommendations made by the Council are :
1. More students be placed in cooperative education programs.
2. Department of Education exert leadership and persuasion on all depart-

ments in State government to provide cooperative education opportunities.
:3. Increased emphasis be given to the placement of cooperative students in

larger businesses and industries.
Other recommendations

A number of other recommendations made by the Council, and responses by
the State Board of Education are contained in the Annual Report. Of particular
interest Is the recommendation that job placement of students who have partic-
ipated in occupational education programs be encouraged as integral parts of
the program. The State Board's response was complete agreement plus plans
during FY 1974 for making job placement one of the major components of
career education.

VIRGIN ISLANDS

The 1073 Annual Evaluation Report of the Virgin Islands Advisory Council
for Vocational and Technical Education is its second report and was prepared
only six months after completion of its report for 1972. Therefore, the Council
reaffirms all the recommendations of its 1972 report stressing the urgency of the
following:

1. Legislation be passed by the V.I. Legislature for the construction of two
new Occupational Training Centers to service public, private and parochial
'students, adults, school drop-outs, the under- and unemployed, and handicapped
persons.

2. A massive informational and public relations campaign to be conducted to
stress the value, existence and necessity of strong occupational education pro-
grams for the benefit of the economy as well as individuals.

3. A total manpower needs study to be conducted, both long- and short-term,
to assist educational planners (among others) in determining needs for occu-
pational education and training programs.

4. Counseling and guidance component of all schools should be enlarged.
5. A job placement office should he established in each school.
0. A large increase in remedial instruction staff should be provided, par-

ticularly in the areas of reading. writing and simple arithmetic.
Among several of the special problems reported by the Council is the Increas-

ing influx of non-citizens' children requiring vocational education. Their numbers
were greatly underestimated last year and so physical facilities and staff for
their vocational education is lacking. Some 100 students seeking vocational
education had to be denied this opportunity during 1973.

VIRGINIA

The 1973 Annual Evaluation Report of the Virginia State Advisory Council
on Vocational Education reported, in its Evaluation Summary that:.

1. There is a groundswell of favorable attitudes developing towards vocational
education as indicated by business leaders. labor leaderu, government officials.
legisla tors. educators. the general public and students in

(0) Studies by the Council.
(h) Public bearings.
(r) Increased enrollments at both the s' 'iry and postsecondary levels.

2. Vocational education opportunities are exp.ling rapidly but not quickly
enough to meet the needs of students, employers and the economy.

3. Funds for vocational-technical programs are not adequate to meet the needs
of students and employers. Moreover, state funds for vocational education receive
an extremely low priority when compared to funds appropriated for higher edu-
cation and remedial manpower training programs.

4. Adult enrollments in vocational education programs are rather small when
compared to the need.

fg 200
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ft. Artieulation Of vocational 'migrants between the high schools and coin-
nmnity colleges is especially 111 nee it of improvement.

t. While substantial data concerning both 1118111ower and educational needs isavailable, it is scattered among various gm eminent agencies.
7. There is a definite need to improve the coordination of institutions' voca-

tional program offerings and employment opportunities.
8. While the community and 4-year colleges have well-organized job placement

programs, most high schools have not as yet accepted 11511 major responsibility theassisting of graduates in finding employment and foam% Mg up their graduates.
9. Vocational guidallte and counseling services are in serious need of improve-ment in the secondary schools.
10. The business. labor and imlustr:al community has far too little involve-

ment in advising and influencing course content and instruction. although there
is a nidespread expressed oilling,"ss to do so from that sector of the economy.

11. There is a serious shortage of appropriately prepared professional pers.m.
Ind to staff the rapidly expanding programs in %omit tonal education. This include.:
Noentional teachers. supervisors, administrators. researchers, vocational ccull--lots and teacher educators.

12. The State Plan goals and objectives are. in general. appropriate.
13. There is :1 substantial manlier ,f students enrolled in location:11 educationprograms in the high schools a ho are not members of relevant youth organiza-tions.
14 Proprietary schools, with an enrollment of over 1S.000 students, are niakin"a substantial ,:!--ibution to Virginia's trained manpower.
The Coto eirs recommendations were deeloped around the above findings assupported oy appropriate statistical data in the text. Ilooeer, seeral additional

recommendations were made as follous:
1. The State Board of Education should establish organizational patternswhich will permit those speaking for vocational educationuon to :ugh Mate effect i% ely

and forcefully the needs. mission and priority of vocational education :It thehighest levels of decision-making.
2. The State Board of Education should continue to emphasize the necessity

for and the adantages of local advisory ciumnitteys, a tal establish as a hojor
goal the appointment of a general advisory committee for vocational education inthe local school system.

3. The State Plan objective n Web states that "By June, 1976, at least 9Or'r
of high school graduates not continuing formal education lane a job entry
skill" makes it highly important that research be conducted to determine Jobentry level skills for the various ocenpations instruction is oirer,,i,

4. The high schools in the state need to increase their enrollments in market,
able skill programs from approximately 30','0 of the student population to ap-proximately

The Council's report also contained a resolution it adopted on April 4. 1973
addressed to the State Board of Community Colleges eequesting additional state
financial. budget and administrative support for postsecondary and tel
education programs.

Of interest is the follomin_ statistical information on Virginia's public schools
In 197. Sle'r of the students also entered first grade twehe ! ears earlier LT rmlu-

anx1 from high school. and 47c'e ent on to college. Set en percent continued their
education in a formal setting other than college. Forty percent of the students
who entered the first grade twelve years earlier did not continue formal educa.,tion beyond high school. IEditorial note Apparently the drop-out rate is 111,',
prior to graduating from high school.)

WASHINGTON

The 1973 Annual Report of the Washington Advisory Council on Vocational
Education included an in-depth study of the state administrative organization for
Vol a tional education. So:ae of the major conclusions of the stud} are

1. Under the (organizational structure created by the Community College Act
of 191;7. there has been unrest. divisiveness and lack of unified direction in o-
cational education at the State level.

2. Key problems resulting from this structure are:,
(a) conflict between the 2 major agencies responsible for the delivery of

vocational education
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(b) lack of comprehensive state plan for vocational education
(e) lack of relevant statewide vocational data and a system for manag-

ing such information
till confusion regarding the roles of the Coordinating Council for Occu-

pational Education, the Superintendent of Public Instruction and the Com-
munity College Board

The C'ouncil's study requited in a recommended organizational model which,
hile it is oncerned with anis, one facet of the needed organization of the en-

tire educational enterprise of the state, is seen as compatible with future orga-
niza timial structure plans. Or the 7 recommendations made by the Connell in its
Annual Report, three are concerned with implementing the Advisory Council's
suegested organizational model.

other recommendations were concerned with the Coordinating Council for
Orrin 'anoit! Edueation.

1. Developing of a 'student follow-up system.
2. Further retining its model for forecasting statewide vocational program en-

rollments in selected occupations based upon projections of the workforce
composition.

a. Improving career counseling and guidance In the high schools.
4. Expanding career education.
In analyzing the 1973 state Plan, the Council reported :
1. The goals are stated too broadly and priorities are unclear.
2. In terms of employment opportunities. insufficient forecasting was done to

de% plop a completely realistic plan. However. progress fs being made by the Ca
mdinating Council in doing a much better job of forecasting and planning.

3. Most of the measurable objectives set torn h, the State Plan were met or
exceeded, though in some eases data was not availlble.

4. The State Manpower Pica should be include in the State Plan Vocational
Education.

Little formal and planned placement activity takes Place in high schools.
The Council considers this to be an unsatisfactory condition and anxiously
a aits the remits of the National Advisory Council's report on Its School-to-
Work project. The St rte's 5 vocational-technical institutes do an excellent job of
pb,ceinent. Their activities seem (0 be a coordinated effort of counselors, teach-
ers. and advisory committees with a combination of formal and informal em-
IdoYer contact. All but 2 of the state's 27 community colleges offer some place-
ment services. Eight have fall-time placement officers. Ten community colleges
are tied to the Department of Employment Security's Job Bank System.

O. A total of 45% of the state's community college enrollment is now in vom-
it. programs as compared to 12% nine years ago.

7. The Council is satisfied that good progress is being made in implementing
ea reer awareness programs in the elementary grades statewide. Greater emphasis,
however, is needed at the secondary and adult levels.

WEST VIRGINIA

The West Virginia Advisory Council on 'Vocational Education, in its 1973
Annual Evaluation Report, briefly summarized the content of a report developed
in a study of vocational facilities and programs in West Virginia. The study was
flouted with a $35.000 grant to the Council from the Economic Development Ad-
ministration. Another study rommissioncel by the Connell was concerned with
devloping alternative futures for vocational education in West Virginia. The
ectite il has also expanded the scope of its advisory and consultative services to
inclinie the elf.% en Regional Planning and Development Councils of the State.

Special note was made of Bic.. National At:-isory Connell on Vocational Edu-
cation'. School-toWork project. The West Virginia Comiel is planning to imple-
ment the findings and recommendations of this project as soon as the report
becomes available.

xvItile the Council's report contains considerable statistics provided by the
State Division of Vocational Education no attempt was made to analyze the
statistics in depth. In its 1972 Annual Report the Council noted :

". . . the discrepancies between State and Plan budgetary enrollment and
completion objectives for 1972 and the actual figures precluded au meaning-
ful analysis of progress toward meeting thoseobjectiv

1202
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The analysis that was made of the 1973 State Plan did indicate, however, that
significant strides had been made in developing a State Plan that parallels the
program enrollments with program objectives.

In reviewing the status of its recommendations made in 1971 and 1972, the
Council reemphasized the need for continuing effort by the Bureau of Vocational,
Technical and Adult Education in several areas, including:

1. insure that local school systems adequately prepare students for job oppor-
tunities in their regional geographic areas.

2. continue regional guidance morkshops and other activities which will help
develop highly competent vocational counselors.

The Council's 1973 recommendations covered a wide range as Indicated below :
1. All local school systems be provided State Office assistance in designing new,

expanding or discontinuing present vocational programs based area-wide present
or projected job meet:

2. All State agencies imolved in monism er and economic development co-
ordinate their resources and cmapet ate in unbolt( ing the quality of life of IVest
Virginia's citizens. Leadership in this effort to be provided by the Governor's
Orace of Federal State Relations.

3. CAMPS be given the authority to compel coordination with the collection
manpower training data.

4 Greater utilization of local and regional industry-education advisory
commit tees.

5. Private schools in West Virginia. with nearly Ti of the State's total post-
st-condary vocational enrollments, recche consideration as a partner in meeting
the State's needs for vocational education.

ti. The recent passage of a .$21)0 million vocational school construction law by
\Vest Virginia means that by 1977 the State mill be able to enroll 45,000 second-
ary students in vocational programs. The State Department of Education should
use the next three years to develop a comprehensive career education program
to take advantage of the new vocational! fan Rifles which will become available.

7. "rofessional development in-service training courses be developed for school
ado Astrators, «mnselors and teachers.

s. Job placement assistance for graduates and school leavers be accepted as a
responsibility of the schools, and that special staff, additional if necessary, be
assigned to this function.

9, State Board of Education commission a review of the present funding allo-
cation formula to determine whether a new formula more responsive to the needs

%11Miti !deal school systems can be developed.
10. The Office of New Industry Training in the Bureau of Adult, Vocational

and Tel 'mien' Education be assigned the responsibility for the operation of the
Area Vocational Program.

WISCONSTN

The 1973 Annual Report of the Wisconsin Advisory Council on Vocational
Edw atom is unusual in several ways, In the first place. its ealuative function
is concerned primarily with the extent to which the State Plan's specifically
stated and quantified objective. hale been met. This part of the report is handled
in a simple and easily understood manner. It should be noted that most of the
gala's were not only met, but actnall3 surpassed.

The second unusual aspect of the Report is the number of recommendations
dealing with reorganization of the 1',$ Caro of Education, and calling for the
establishment of a separate Federal Da pa rtment for Education and Monism er
Development.

The third distinguishing eiement is its in-depth analysis of a `.Pc, lal study
comparing the responses of Council members m ith other segments of the popula-
tion in Wisconsin as to their views on priorities for vocational, technical, and
adult education. In this "people speak" report. there was unanimous agreement
that the greatest priorities were concerned with providing vocational-technical
education for initial job tntry for high school graduates. drop-outs. and appren-
tires. The seennd major priority dealt with retraining and job advancement for
the unemployed and the veterans.

The Advisory Council also expressed strong support that the present delivery
system for postsecondary vocational. technical, and 'adult education in Wisconsin
remain under the control of the State Board.and local boards of vocational
education.
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One of the major areas of difference between the Advisory Connell and the

State Board is the (bunch's athocao that speific State funds be appropriated
to support vovational ts.lUrntlou prOgralll, at the secondary WWI. "No State dol-

lars have been earmarked for l(ocational education to Wisconsin's high schools."
This situation is eNpected to change soon as a result of the Council's efforts.

WYOMING

Recommendations of the Wyoming Advisory Council for Occupational Edu-
cation, in its 1973 report, Occupottimal Education in Wyoming, were that the

A. State Department of Education and office of Occupational Edlication:
1. Continue to further develop, implement and evaluate career education

at all grade levels (K-14) as well as at the adult continuing education level.
2. Continue efforts to orient teachers to effectively work with handicapped

and disadvantaged students.
3. Continue to cooperate with the Advisory Council in sponsoring public

information programs designed to broaden °ammon:II education programs
and employment camortunities for Wyoming students and nouns.

B. State Department of Education and Cionsultani for tn.( upational Guidance
develop and implement in-service preparation of counselors to improve occupa-
tbonal guidance services.

C. state Department of Education and Coordinator of Occupational Educa-
tion emmtinne providing leadership to itsi educational agencies and mininunity
colleges in the development of comprehensive short and long-range planning sys-
tem; for occupational education.

I). State Department of Education and University of Wyoming continue to
provide oceupatomal education iu-service workshops for administrators, teachers
and guidance counselors.

E. State Department of Education encourage public schools and community
colleges to accept responsibility in job placement and continuing education of
students.

ellairnlall PEMUNS. We will not ask questions at this time. Mr. Van
Alstyne, bat vo %yin Ask questions of the entire panel later.

Mr. VAx At.sTysE. Thank you for listening to my testimony.
hainnan PratIoNs. May we hear from the next witness?

Mr. Dia.t.Erna.n. I uould like to introduce Ifr. Tom Bogetich from
the California State Advisory Council.

Chairman PtIMINS. 1Ve're pleased to have you here this morning,
Mr. Bogetich. You may proceed.

STATEMENT OF THOMAS M. BOGETICH. EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
CALIFORNIA ADVISORY COUNCIL

Mr. Bum:Twit. My name is Toni Bogetich. executive director of the
California Advisory Council on Vocational Education.

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee: You have my testi-
mony. Rather than reading it. I would like to have it entered into the
record.

Chairman PialKix.:. Without objection. your testimony will be in-
serted in the recor'd.

Mr. li(14.1:rn n. I have ako brought three reports of our advisory
council. I could hope you %%mild consider this as part of our testimony,
also.

[Information referred to. held in subcommittee files.]
Mr. litaanieu. We believe in California our program of vocational

education is unique. Consequently. so are ninny of our problems.
The uniqueness of our program. I would say. is that we consider

vocational education as part of the educational program rather than

'1.04
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apart from. Therefore, you will find vocational education oirered in
the comprehensive high school and in the community college rather
than in separate institutions for vocational education.

We also believe that responsible growth of vocational education can
only be accomplished through an effective planning process. However,
the plannin,r process or the task of planning is complicated because
of the variety of independent and somewhat autonomous jurisdictional
bodies involved in vocational education.

In our testimony, we point out the Lumbers of different types of
holies that are involved in California. Llecause of the lack of cooper-
ari,,n, and articulation among these different agencies, it has resulted
in numerous duplicative services and programs in competition for the
same resources.

'We have described a number of planning mechanisms that we are
faced with to plan and implement vocational education in our State.
All these mechanisms are intended to maximize the available resources
for vocational education.

rn fortunately, the resultant planning is neither compatible, nor is
it inte?...rated.

We find, also, that Federal requirements are not useful either in
terms of putting it all together. IN e are hopeful that the new Federal
legislation will provide for both Federal and State leadership needed
to articulate and coordinate all the planning systems for vocational
education and that would generate useful information with the mini-
mum amount of paper work.

The growth of vocational education has ken, as pointed out by Mr.
Van Alstne. directly related to the financial support both at the State
and Federal levels. We have seen that vocational funds from the Fed-
eral Government have been the main stimulus for vocational education
growth in the State of California.

We have seen a dramatic increase in vocational education enrollment
as a result of Federal funding. However, at the current levels of sup-
port, we see some problems in terms of future growth bemuse of the
staggering rate of inflation and the increasing costs of program
implementat ion.

In our testimony we have prepared an analysis of the financial sup-
port of vocational education in California which illustrates our point
that Federal funds have dramatically increased enrollment in voca-
tional education in our State.

However. there are several points I would like to emphasize here.
One is that enrollment levels have begun to level off and that the level
of support behind every student has decreased rather than increased.

For example, in 1909-70, there was approximately $190 of support
for every student in the vocational education programs in California.
Bv 1972. it had risen to $210. But, as of last year, it is roughly $180
per student.

With respect to the financial aspects of vocational education, there
are several points that we make in our testimony. One is equity. An-
other is coordination and cooperation among the various Federal fund-
in sonrcee. the need for additional support. and also the method for
determining categorical and set-asides.
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1Ve recognize that. although categorical support has given attention

to areas of need, they have tended to promote excessive paperwork
and administration at the State and local levels.

Let me give you a "for instance" here.
In terms of set-asides for disadvantaged. we have found in our State.

that requests for funds to serve this particular population are usually

feur to five times those that are available. Because of the method of
administering these funds, we find that there are increased ad:ini-
strative costs, funds are distributed on a piecemeal basis railer thin
trying to get at concentrations in large urban centers to eliminate

particular disadvantagements.
We never can satisfy the overall need to serve this particular

populat ion.
N e are also concerned al- -nit the growing cost of administration be-

cause of the various funding sources for program and services in voca-
tional education and manpower. This is due to the number of different
delivery systems. We suggest that the new legislation should promote
and influence an articulated delivery system within each of the States.

You have before you our specific recommendations. Rather than
read them to you. I would like to just clarify a couple of points.

Chairman PERKINS. Permit me to interrupt at this point, this is so.

important.
You speak about the growing cost.
The administration costs of the program throughout the rations

States of the country vary sn much. I want t 'mow specifically, how
you deal with that in your testimony?

Mr. Boorricu. In my testimony, only to bring this to your attention,
we noted that the categorical approach has increased administrative
costs. We have suggested that consolidation of parts of the act would
be helpful. This would reduce sonic of the administrative problems
arising from the categorical approach allowing the State to provide
greater leadership to the school districts by getting out of the paper
syndrome and into a leadership position again.

Chairman PERKINS. In order to achieve the same increase in enroll-
ment that you have had in the last several years, how much of an
increase in funds would you need, especially in !:ght of today's
inflation?

Mr. Boorrwit. That is difficult to estimate.
We had provided some background material to the National Ad-

visory Council that indicated that, at our present rate of growth and
financial support of vocational education. it would tak, until the year
2065 to satisfy all the people in California who need vocational
training.

Chairman Pr.axixs. Proceed.
Mr. Boo rids. In terms of clarification of point 5 on page 11, we

suggest that the State planning for vocational education be replaced
by a State planning process and that the Advisory Council be the
focus of the planning process giving final approval to the State plan
rather than the Federal Government. This does not preclude the
State hoard for vocational education or any other agency responsible
for program and services from approving plans or procesr:es under
the various Federal acts related to education and training. Presently,
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HEW arbitrarily and administratively makes some changes in the
State plan w ithoat the ith oh ement and advice of the State advisory
council.

What we are suggesting; is: Get all the people together, in order to
maximize lite available resources and programs together by makingthe people n the State work together cooperatively in an articulated
delivery system.

We also recommend that to 1:->tter address a statewide system of
education and tilt:- ing required for employment that the advisory
council on vocational education should repcit to all agencies involved
in the delivery of services rather than only the State board of voca-tional education.

That concludes my testimony.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Bogetic follows :1

PREPARED STATEMENT OF THOMAS M. rionEncII. I.D. D.. EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
CALIFORNIA ..1DtISORY COUNCIL ON 1 OCATIONAL EDUCATION AND TECHNICALTRAINING

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee :
Vocational education in California has been served well by a longexistingplan of cooperationa partnership, if you will, between local and state educa-tional agencies and the federal government. As representatives of the people,you are to be commended for your continued interest and support for voca-tional education.'
We believe our vocational education program in California is unique. Con-sequently. ,o are many of the problems we face.
As a delivery system, vocational education programs and services are beingdirected to an estimated 1.600.000 youth and adults in our state. In addition,some 2t),1.000 or more Californians are being trained in the private sector.

Coordination. and articulation of vocational education programs and services
are a major concern of the Advisory Council and will be the focus of my com-
ments today. ,r;pecifically, my comments will be directed toward:, (1) vocational
education planning, (2) financing, (3) administration.

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PLANNING

The California Advisory Council on Vocational Education believes that
responsible vocational education program growth can only be accomplished
through effective planning. However, the task of planning is complicated by
the variety of independent and, somewhat autonomous, jurisdictional bodies.In California. this includes secondary school districts, community colleges,
regional occupational programs and centers. adult education programs, man-power agencies, private schools, and other sources of education and training.The lack of coordination and articulation among these bodies frequently re-sults in the following:

'Unnecessary duplication of programs and services
Competition for the same resources
Duplicative involvement of community and business personnel in advisoryand support capacities
Competition to offer similar and separate programs and services to the sameclientele
T'nneessary duplication of state and local administrative support services
Inequitable allocation of limited resources to different parts of the state,which results in unequal educational opportunities in certain areas of the state
Duplicative legislation for funding and administration of programs and services
Planning for vocational education programs in California is attempted through

three separate planning mechanisms. Namely. these are: (1) the CaliforniaState Plan for Vocational Education. (2) area master plans, and (3) localdistrict plans for vocational education. In addition, cooperative voluntary
1 Vnentienn1 pdacsttnn Education and training required for entry, advancement, andreentry into paid empinyment.
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planning efforts are being accomplished among local educational agencies
throughout the state_

State Plan.The California State Plan for Vocational Education is pre-
pared by the staffs of the State Board of Education and the Board of Governors
of the California Community Colleges in consultation with the Advisory Council.
The Plan is prepared in compliance with guidelines set 1)% the United States
Office of Education. The Council views this effort as purely an academic
exercise and has noted that the Plan, as presently written, provides a poor
foundation for the comprehensive statewide planning process needed for im-
proving and expanding vocational education as part of the total educational
system in California.'

Approval of the California State Plan is often completed by the U.S. Office
of Education month3 after the beginning of the fiscal year it covers. For exam-
ple, this year's Plan was approved around September 10th. Adaptations to the
Plan are often made administratively and arbitrarily in negotiations between
the State Department of Education and the U.S. Office staff without informing
or involving the Advisory Council. This appears to be inconsistent with the
legislative intent of Congress.

Aea maNtur plans In an effort to effect more comprehensive vocational plan-
ning utilizing toddle input. the California Legislature pia wided for the establish-
moot of a statewide planiiing mechanism is the forte of vocational education
planning areas. Five pilot vocational educational planning areas were estab-
lished in the state dnring 39439 and 1970. Each pilot area was directed to pro-
duce a master plan coordinating the resources, manpower needs. and vocational
io'ograms in the designated areas. together with recommendations for implement-
ing such plans. Each of the master plans was to be submitted to the state's ed-
ucational ageni ies wherein steps were to be taken at this lrvel to prepare a
state master Ilan for vo4ationa! education consistent with state and federal
mmirements for vocational education It was intended that the planning process
and resultant master plat would lie generated upward from the local "grass
roots- level to the state level However. we are still without a master plan for
vocational education and are at lea two )ears away from one.

Local plans. The local district plan. our third planning mechanism. is prepared
by local educational agencies. Each plan is prepared with measurable objectives
and is intended to seise as a local management tool fiir strengthening operations
and accountability. In reviewing tins third mechanism. it appears to the Council
that district plans are nothing more than compliance documents also

With all of this platming going on, one can only conclude that planning is very
important. Unfortunately. the various components in oar statewide planning
process are presently neither compatible nor integrated. On the other hand, fed-
eral requirements for planning are not proving to lie useful either.

It would facilitate local program growth if federal leadership would provide
for an articulated and coordinated planning system which would generate use-
fill information with a minimum amount of paperwork.

Despite dittienities with fragmented planning. program enrollments have in-
creased from 911.889 in 1969 to over 1,600 000 in 1974. The following table il-
lustrates enrollment growth since 1968.

TABLE 1 CALIFORNIA STUDENT ENROLLMENTS IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Enrollment I

Year Secondary
Community

college Adult Total

1959 to 1970. ji: 347,411
408, 325

303,605
305.036

290,973
194,649

941,889
908.010

1970 to

_"'"
533,912 338.564 325,555 1,198. 031

1971 to ................. 592,616 329,641 311,663 1,233,920

1972 to 1973 - 587,615 377,318 441, 687 1,406,620

1973toI974 : :_ ==---- 643,566 533,191 463. 771 1,640, 528

1977 7 to 1978 679,227 5E9,678 486,960 1,755.865

l Source. California State Department of Education, Vocational Education Support Unit.
I Estimated enrollments.
a Projected enrollments.

'Fourth tumuli Report. Fiscal Year '572-75, Sacramento:, California Advisory Council
on Vocational Education and Technleal T. wiling, 1974, p. 8.
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The growth rate. lames er, has declined to an annual rate of about 2-3 per-
cent. We have recommended that our state's educational agencies and 1.e_asin-
ture take a more aggressive role to accomplish the goal of providing equal edta a-
tional opportunity for job preparal-ion.

FINANCING VOC ATIONAL EDUCATION

The growth of vocational education is directly related to financial support.
Ilistorally, the manlier of people receiving education and training for emplos-
anent has increased dramatically with each increase in the level of federalsupport

The Council has noted that. although federal funds represent less than 25 per-
cent of all funds expended for vocatantal education, they still appear to be the
major stimulus affecting the expenditure of state and local dollars and pronnit-
lug the growth of vocational education in Califoraia noweser. the current lest.'of support can no longer stimulate additional opportunities for vocational ed-ucation because of a net reduction in federal support caused by a staggering
rate of inflation resulting in increased program cots. The liztalNiN of vocational
education funding Wu .trated in '1 able 2 will substantiate this point.

TABLE 2 AN ANALYSIS OF FINANCIAL SUPPORT TO VOCATIONAL EDUCATION IN CALIFORNIA

Financial support

Percent Percent State and Percent Total PercentYear Enrollment increase Federal increase local increase expenditures Increase

1969 to
1970 to

.....
71

908,010
1, 198, 031

3 8
35 9

25,431,708
29, 188.862

41. 5
148 0

145. 846, 816
211 635.389

132 0
45 0

171.288,524
240,824,251

112
53

0
61971 to 72 1. 233. 920 2 9 37, 514, 372 28.5 222, 241, 948 3 6 259, 756, 320 7.91972 to 73... I, 406.620 4. 3 38.574, 011 2 8 237. 595 989 6.9 276.170,000 6. 41973 to 741 1, 640, S28 1 6 39, 789, 636 3 2 260.210,384, 9 5 300, 000.000 8.6

'Estimated.

There are some intereing observations to be made from this analysis
1. While anazwin' salmon has increased significantly, program enrollment has

begun to level off due to increased costs.
2. Federal support of vocational education contributes significantly to state andlocal support
3. Because more students are currently enrolled in vocational edueation. the

level of total support per student has decreased approximately $10 during thepast five scars
4. More efficient use of existing funds as well as additional financial resourcesare needed to extend vocational education to more people.
Several other fat tors should he considered ut toe deselopment of :any new voca-

tional education legislation. The first is equity. California k the largest state
in the anthill. representing 10 permit of the total population and contribute, ap-
proxinattel 20 percent of the federal tax dollar. Our so( ational educatnut pro-
gra w. on the other hand. temesents appruXiialely 12 pereent of the tot:.! na-
tional eniollment. yet levels e. only around S percent of the YEA lake:anal It
would appear that federal funding lesck should acknowledge the number of
people sets ell a. well as the ut ed, for swallow' calm atom cis aces.

Another is fede..il ThoTe are seseral source of fedlal final, for
edm.ttorn and tr.:thilig required for enitilt* Mehl. honesIloneser. due to the la. s of
coordial.,' 'on anti cue; t,rafi...1 among tedeial funding sources. the state is unable
to consolidate them to have the greatest impact and benefit to people.

The third as the need for additional fedi ral support. To pros ale equal educa-
tional opportunities for job perpa rat Lott .s an impossible task at oar " art Hit
support level. A Conn( al seamy of Califiurnia school district, kecondary and
community t oPegesi militated that only 21 percent of tbc distrhd, repotted h .It
or more of their graduates were equipped Is ith an to cupational skill upon gradua-
tion At our recent public hearing,. the need for addinonal resources was ex.

3 Report of Sur, ey Het/ardor,/ 7 alb e l'unetione of Vocational Parrett lion. Sneranient0California Ade Isor2, council on Vouttlenal 1.duca len and Technical Training. 11174.
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purred repeatedlly. Dramatically inereadded -iii p. rt. hota federal andrequired to move us front 21 percent to a greater :rm.:der of d.stros A- _rid:. a-eiin Tat) lt. 2, California appears to be %%tiling to a-urae part of tnat resldWe are hopeful that Congress a di onnplement our effort arc:. a. s.41.so that all people desiring vd-ational edivation :nay benentA 9durth is the inetnoll it dettlal:1111:: t'ate::,:= al ulal T-V atInnal Ellud atom Amenilnients of 19Ks ',vivid- 'ha: :.), le-- ..anof the available program fund's be categorteally di-trIbuted a ordinz zo ddpe).:-tied progiain areas idd . con,unter-honielnakinZ. ":.- r :a:Jiurpe e.g t.ted. handicapped. research. etc d A:though the 'atedgorn al approaelt has directed sums rt to areas ti a --d ) f tad:,tended to promote excessive paperatork and are co-4:y td) admirnste: szae.and local level:. The net effect is that the inip:ementaion f triesde prd4r.ransha- re,tricted them front riveting the leg:dative intent d)f (don-tress
S mad consolidation 1- apparently needed. and Parts C. L and I. and G and Hare prime candidate,. II))%ever. we %%mild urge that Co: ,v-o- oinzlder a n_efficient meth-.1 for determivtint catezora.al arai set-as.de fund.lin; .ere reducation that reilect, zietual detudmsrated need.- yetba-ed mein the unique characteristics of ed,V, ,:aze and

04 .1tIONAL EDULATION AnIliNtsTaa.:to5

1 he administration of public vocational eduddart.,,n a:
vuld ii through at lea-t three agenciesthe state Board of E.1 a tc.on. the Board(,),verniir, of the California Community Conezes.. and :at- Ca.:f rti.a Man-poacr Servides Colima. The AdV1..g)ty C.AtUcli is t.dr.)..erned aLdd.):.: theco-t u f and other indirect serr1ce- repared :o dervoiational education program- in California. Ti e) Counci. strong:7 .r."-:;--;*--r".- !LE'eXpa:1-.'411 fif eau( ational opportitn1t3, :0 greater ailm'edd.r= fnot 4.ndone an unneessary proliferation of -a:dep.-..it- r.: rd,d-at: ina: i..ati. r.deliNery nieehani-ms td.tati, and federal) that rest::: mn ineff.d::ent. nse d:f theiii :tihit!e resource-. Suet, resources could c) better extended -f anaril) delier3 -tent that Closei3, apprualte, e.1 ed-: na:pportinnt3 and that redmes unnee-ssary duplication of eff-rt W, apc-arthat a single -tate agerid-} Louldl noire etfitarntly sad et--:17t-.y tif.eilelidr of all education and traming required fur

.1t the federal and -rate levels. the independerIce and different d.m fvo,:itional education and manpower k a grow:fig edineern to %le 4 ar.dvocational edneators. The deve4opment of additidmal fading -.;:stoma: education a, contained 1:1 the Educational Amendments cf 1'72 ?I,Comprehensae Empioyment and Truing A).:t f , Pi d'---1C3 .aril the Educational Amendment- of 1974 d HR t) are D.-. exa.m;:esdifficulty in putting it all together. It is stie-e1 7t'at this w 'i.): dfedt rill and ,tate leader-lup to atiluenoe an artid_rilatell. d>m-.)r-ner_s".re de.--.r?-tern for ocational tdmaima.

P.F.t OS( SIFND.1.7.0Nz

In c).nolusion. the Vocation ii Etlacatom An.enda.e-.ts r,4--"A-1in an dxpandcd ..),(1 improved %))carlor.al edit uitim .-r gram in rail ManyCailfernian- are Idenetirrinz ad are appred larive the dfrdz_.=.-n: "d1and financial support of P41111.1t1.,n anti training required fir en-ard. ymen
proci)led by these amendments and other fedlera: 7..-Ads Conn( it din Vocatioral Edimation and Ted an.. al -)folloa recommendations for unproverner.f,

leg:slat ii
1 Fora aril and inmea-icil fandi-g pr)-drided for el.-a% na: d=ddit-da-:

gram- 'a order to noire eleeitrely and effiotently serve f
2 A niddre mint:11de method of allod aring funds to me --a-.

that th) iiktribution of fund- a ithin -he .de .n ado,a. Expressed need- and fundlnz reil u-n.-nru h Ind'.r.tiros 'red inc-?'.7.-,dratedat: Ii ii remsard effort- re-iviing in hign -r!-n- ser-ed.
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3 New federal legislation for rotational education should influence noire
ceordnitniou and ooperatum among all agencies illVoled in tin delivery of
edm at on and training required for enite went.

a n Fedi rat funding should he earmarked to Influence more effective. exten-
e. and coordinated planning activities at he state and national levels
.1,a Stateiiide planning fur sucatwnal education be improved with the

Intim% ing adaptations :
Tile requirement for a State Plan for Vocational Education should he re-

placd iiith a requirement for an annually steenntied assurance of compliance
v.itti the intent et all tederal acts pertaining to education and training for
tuplo3 went. and

Each state be required to develop an articulated planning process. inc,nd-
ing ail agencies airfoil «I in the deli ery of programs and servie s to poople, tal

:3 n The planning process result in a coordinated and articulated state master
plan for tocatioual dueation. and

The re:pure:Dents for a eoordinatvd, articulated dlanning process and
resultant master plan for voeational education lie dtve:oped in consultation tit ith
the slate .1th isoo and

51 The Advi,ort l'onocil annually approve the state master plan and planning
pr. c ess rather than the federal government.

PLItHiNs. Thank you very much for your excellent
teo imon V.

Mr. Kiser.

STATEMENT OP ROBERT RISER, MEMBER, IOWA STATE ADVISORY

COUNCIL ON VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Mr. KNIT. Thank you. Mr. Chairman. and members of rite sub-
committee.

am Bob Kiser. 4
!en a member of the Iowa Vocational Education Advisory

comic I for the past 5 yen rs.
I represent the nostsecondau educational institutions that offer

041HOnal technical education on the
The remarks that I will make are representative of our 13-member

council in Iowa.
I probably should point out at this time that our council is ma he

np of :el en members front business. industry. agriculture and the
general public. and the other six persons represent various facets of

education.
We formulated our opinions over the last 4 years by a series of

field visits to 28 different high schools and postseco»dary schools

within the State of Iowa. We visited with approximately 350 students.
teachers. administrators and board members during these visits and.
in addition. the Council sponsored public hearings at which approxi-
mately 235 people had an opportunity to present their eonceris to
the council.

Specifically, we have been asked to speak to the area of cooperative
and work-study education.

There is considerable confusion. even among the professionals in the

interpretation of these two terms. They are not synonymous. The co-
operative programs are used by school systems as a teaching technique



for providing the student w:tii enly.ovi.lent
prepare hiln for entr::- :nu) a speeint: Jec-.bat: )11.

The cooperative method ot -ocationai
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=hould continue to be separated. T, -nuur -hat- '11113111e

aids into one particular aid :nay .essen he ;Inn en.? r
edtwation or blaybe ;Le r:Ltun
of the States.

Historically. Iowa has )een -he ,:arLanat :der:: a
cooperative method to prepare stflaerts :or rnnio-:Itfnr..

Within the data you have 'ecelye.i. -nu
charts which indicate llar -he nfliston r ar spec 1

tire State of Iowa. =ince :97:: :as nar:-:e,-!:
of students who are tating adrantatre r coneric.
both the secondary anti ostsecomiar- =cnoots.

Niedlinn amt i -moot :c.nera-
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From the data -hat -7P :-.ar "AZ,' i'<-.k

expand pro2-rams at a rate of .er -ear. .e z: =tr.: mr-1
the potf,ntlal for proe-rmr. you a 2E- 11:1
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W t101 to oail Your mention -o t -r^niern _:e
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pro trams are ,tinunisninz. -he ea.son :-..at :e r ---
dents are dinuni=hinz = t::ar -:.e -atar: r
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cons. Ihirtne- -hr 'ass. _ --ears -mfr.': -to

watr; were available n 'ne r. 7 : fir r
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to obtain extra truieaze. :rom
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tional in&t mita ion programs. We haven't been able .o hire enough stu-
dent& to assist the instructors. The services of work-study student
supplement the program. increase the effectiveness of the instructors.
and provide income for the low-income student.

We would urge the committee to take a serious look at the limita-
tion& gol ,-rning the maximum allowance which may be paid to students
involved in the vocational work-study program.

We have o or three other comments here which I would like to
make regarding other elements 'in Public Law 8S-210 and Public Law
t1(1-7.76. I am sure that the committee has and will continue to be con-
cerned with these.

During 1973. we considered the effect of the career concept on the
teacher preparation institutions within the State of Iowa. We visited
the three state universities and made a serious attempt to discover how
the career concept was being implemented in the preservice program
in these teicl,er preparation institutions. We found that little, if any-
thing. was beim-, done to introduce this concept in the regular teacher
preparation programs at these institutions.

We would like to suggest that the 1975 vocational amendments con-
tain a provision for specifying that preservice teacher education
activities wt.i-h qualify for grants under the acts be directed toward
implementing the career education concept. I believe an amendment

this would apply to the 1972 higher education amendments.
We also hear from time to time that the State plans for vocational

c Neat ion. are compliance documents. Our State plan includes compo-
icuit parts which require us to consider the labor market needs and
s,a,lent intere-t in implementing. and continuing our programs of voca-
ti,u 'al technical instruction. We believe that the State plan. is a desira-
ble in ztrument because it provides a management approach to meeting
The goals and priorities based on the needs of the population of the
State.

Statewide planning is logical and necessary and should be a part of
all education and not just vocational education. The planning concepts
,.ontained in P.L. 92418, with The Higher Education Amendments
31T ery important.

We also share Mr. Van Alstyne's opinions regarding the utilization
of Part B hitch. because we think in some of the States vocational and
tf hniral education offerings at the postsecondary and secondary lel el
fitly lint be in balance. There is a necessity to encourage the develop-
ment of a balanced program keyed to the State needs at both the sec-
ondary and postsecondary levels.

We see no major problems with the 1968 amendments. We do not
zee rite need for development of a completely new bill.

I want to thank the committee for listening to this testimony.
Seared on my left is Mr. Harlan Giese, who is the e.:ecutive director

of our council.

r7 4 3
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If the comniittee has any questions that they would like to pursue
further, we will be happy to further your understanding.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Robert H. Kiser follows :]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF ROBERT H. KISER, MEMBER AND PAST CHAIRMAN
OF THE IOWA VOCATIONAL EDUCATION ADVISORY COUNCIL

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, thank you for the opportunity
to present information for your consideration as you deliberate on amendments
to Public Laws 88-210 and 90-576 I am Bob Kiser, a member of the Iowa Voca-
tional Education Advisory Council. I have been a member of this Council for
the past five years, and I represent postsecondary educational institutions that
offer vocational-technical education programs in our State.

The following comments are representative of the thinking of the thirteen
members of the Iowa Council. I wish to point out that the representation of
the Iowa Council consists of seven persons from business, industry, agriculture,
and the general public, and six persons from education. The opinions of the
Council members have been formulated during the past four years from infor-
mation gained from field visits to approximately twenty-eight schools. During
these visits the Council members have visited with approximately 350 students,
teachers, administrators, and board members. In addition the Council has spon-
sored nine public hearings during the past four years at which approximately
235 persons have had the opportunity to express their opinions to the Council.
Other data has also been collected by our staff for consideration by the Council.

We have observed that there appears to be some confusion, even on the part
of professionals in education, about the terms "cooperative" and "work study".
These terms are not synonomous. Cooperative programs are used by school sys-
tems as a teaching technique for providing the student with employment skills
and knowledge which prepares him for entry into an occupation. The cooperative
method of vocational instruction involves a combination of alternating periods of
educational and employment experiences coordinated by school personnel. In the
majority of cases the cooperative student is paid a wage by the employer so
that the student receives the benefit of workmen's compensation insurance ,Thov-
erage in the event of an injury.

Work study programs have been implemented in schools for purpose of drop-
out prevention. The low income student participating in the work study program
is enrolled in a vocational preparatory program taught in the school facility. The
student from the low income family is given a wage earning job, outside of self( )1
hours. with some public agency. His salary is paid by the public agency who in
turn is reimbursed with federal funds channelled through the State Education
Agency.

Historically, Iowa has been one of the national leaders in using the cooperative
method to prepare students for employment. Numerous programs were opera-
tional even prior to the 1963 Vocational Education Act. During the period of 1963
through 1968 the number of new programs implemented annually was approxi-
mately equal to the annual expansion prior to 1963. The same is true for the
period Irc,ra 1968 through 1972. From 1968 throogli 1972 Part G, (90-576) funds
were being used to reimburse existing programs where enrnllments had grown.
Following n 1:172 TT.S.O.E. clarification on the use of Part G funds. an increase
in programs occurred which is illustrated by the graphs 1 and 2. The increased
growth nf programs in 1972. 1973. and 1974 is illustrative nf the effect of cate-
gorical grants to state-. Funds for specific purposes do motivate action which
prnvide programs to meet student needs.
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The Council has prepared a third graphical illustration relating to state-wide cooperative programming. Graph 3 illustrates that on a percentage basissmaller secondary whim' systems, for the period from 1968 through 1973, tendto be less likely to implement cooperative programs. Your attention should beculled to the marked increase in percentage of offerings from 1973 to 1974 wheneonipared to the base year. We are developing an analysis for the Department ofPublic Instruction w hkh identifies the greatest potential for new program im-plementation based on student population, and county economic factors. Thismay be of assistance to them in directing staff consulting efforts to maximize theestablishment of new programs where there is greatest deficiency. Some prob-lems in cooperative program implementation relate to the need for reorganizationto larger school districts hi the State. However, local interest resists this kindof proposal and for this reason new programming approaches including jointefforts by neighboring school districts could create an even further expansionof cooperative programs in the small school district.
Preliminary estimates show that approximately 90 new cooperative programscould be implemented in the medium and larger size school:, in Iowa. Accordingto past experience, the St. :e Education Agency has been able to motivate theimplementation of fifteen new programs annually during the years of aggressiveeffort. Considering this. the state staff would have sufficient work for six yearsto meet this need. The above estimate of new programs does not include thepotential for new programs which could be established in the smaller schoolslocated In counties with sufficient economic base to support cooperative programs.Continuation of categorical aid for cooperative programs is justified in onestate which has a comparatively small population and a comparatively large num-ber of cooperative programs. N' td 1 illustrates the potential growth in areaswhich have high youth unemployment and high student dropout.
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Student participation in work study programq in Iowa has increased every year
during the past four fiscal years. Thic is a healthy situation. Graph 4 reveals that
more students of postsecondary age have become involved in work study type pro
grams, particularly during fiscal year 1973. Council field visits with school admin-
istrators and teachers during tlizcal year 1974 have revealed that there is a de-
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crease in interest in this type of program. This is primarily due to the students
ability to more readily obtain employmk It .n the private sector. These persons
have also reported that constraints on the amount of funds that may be paid to
the individual students for public employment hr,der the work study program
makes it more advantageous for the student to dnd employment in the private
sector. Employment of low income students in the private sector achieves the
same goal as t:w use of work study funds. We should point out, however, that
were these same students employed in the public sector through the use of work
study funds a dual objective would be achieved. The second objective would be
the improvement of instruction through the hiring of students as instructor aids
or in other jobs to provide hnproved services to the local community Serious
consideration should be given to mslating the laws and rules and regulations gov-
erning maximum allowance which may be paid to students involved in the voca-
tional work study program.
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We have several other comments that we wish to call to the attention of the
committee which do not re:ate to cooperative and work study programs. This
Council's 1973 Annual Report called attention to the need for adjusting pre-service
teacher education activities to the career education concept. We found that little
was being accomplished in the institutions of higher education toward this pur-
pose. We suggest that the 1975 Vocational Amendments contain a provision for
amendments of the 1972 Higher Education Amendments specifying that pre-service
teacher education activities which qualify for grants undr, that a,-,bt be directed
toward implementing the career education concept.

This Council has been told that the State Plan for Vocational Education is a
compliance document. The State Plan includes component parts which require the
identification of labor market needs and student interest. These data are used
in formulating a plan for program implementation within the State. It is this
Council's opinion that the requirement for the State Plan should 1w retained in
any new legislatio' because it provides a management approach to meeting goals
and priorities based on the needs of the population of the State Stateside
planning is logical and nece,.sa ry a id should be a part of all of education and not
just vocational education.

4.4



The liVA Amendments required that a percentage of Part it fund. shall hedevoted to vkbentional and teclieli,d programs offered at the postsecondary levelDuring the suctri.11og six years it has be(4ne evident that the a ording in theMR' should he changed to encourage a balance of programming keyed to statesneeds at both the secondary and postsecondary level.Finally, the Council secs no major problems Al ith the 196.5 Yoe:Mona! Amendmelds. It may he necessary to rewrite some eetioris of the amendments but a oo.Mete new bill does not seem necessary.

Chairman PERKINS. Thank you very much.
Do you wish to make any comment ?
Mr. Gust:. Not at this time unless yon have questions.
Chairman P lmixs. Mr. Stone. we will hear from Kentucky.

STATEMENT OF T. K. STONE, CHAIRMAN, KENTUCKY ADVISORY
COUNCIL ON VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Mr. Sosr.. Mr. (Thairman, and members of the committee: I muT. K. Stone from Elizabethtown. Ky.
As I listened to the testimony by these other people. I get a littlescared. I am half-scared to start out with. I feel more so because they

are the so-called experts in this field and I am not.
Around this table. I am the only unpaid member of this group whois t:iing today. You will be able to tell that as you listen to mytestimony.
But, I bow to nobody in the sincerity of the plea that I make todayin the name of vocational education.
As I start, Ole trend of this thing will indicate to you that it doesnot have much relevance to what we are talking about, but I have chosento do it in a particular kind of way and I hope you fellows will bear

with me until I get through.
Before I lft, I told the folks hack home where I was going. They

Said. "Those Congressmen won't pay any attention to you. They won'tlisten to von.-
You are up there talking now. so you probably are not listening now.but up until now you have been listening.
I have worked at the First Hardin National Bank in Kentucky since

1971. Prior to that time. I spent some 4(1 years as a teacher. coach and
superintendent of public school s stem. of Kentucky. during which
time. and this is from the heart. I developed a strong feeling of aweand respect for the enil)eN of the legislative bodies that govern our
United States. These feelings have remaine I constantly t;.rongh the
years. I am not looking Cot a job. I am - i. in this from my heart.

Durin!, this period of time. I taught in the oublic schools and taught
American Government and history. I contact( d hundreds and actually
thousands of students. I hat e tried throuLdi the year:. to inatill that
same feelino- of respect and awe for the Member of Congress that I
have. Never in my wildest dreams did I ever imagine I would he here,
myself. appearing before a group such as you to apport, a plea for
such a tremendously important segment of our education program as I
do today.

As a student. I never took a vocational class. not °ay. As a teacher, I
never taught a vocational class, not one. In college. I never took a vo-
cational class, not one. So. when I became superintendent of schools. I

r7.;
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But our school people and you folks and society, I suspect, with someindirect help from organized labor, has turned the thing around.
On September 19 of this year. Thursday of last week, I checkedwith our local high school people to find that we had about our usualnumber of students to enroll in the vocational school there but thedifferent thing was that there were 3 others who wanted to enrollbut couldn't. They were turned away. There was no room at the inn.This situation included only llth and 12th graders.
I was told that if the 10th graders had been able to enroll, as regula-tions now permit. there would have been at least 50 others turned away,most likely more than 50. the school people told me.I wondered if this was just peculiar to one little high school inKentucky. So. I got on the telephone: it took about 2 hours to do it.It revealed that in our fifth region with 13 high schools, there were1.049 enrolled in the vocational schools of that region with a total of285 11th and 12th graders who wanted to enroll but couldn't. They

were turned away. There was no room at the inn. And 545 more 10thgraders who wanted to enroll but who had no chance at all. Now,that 545 was a conservative figure.
This means that in one little corner of one State in these United

States, the State of Kentucky. this year there were 830 high school
youngsters who were denied the opportunity to learn how to make aliving. Now, nobody wanted to deny them this opportunity. There wasjust no room at the inn.

And this, when the enrollment figures of the total high schools of
our state were decreasing- while the number of students who wanted
to take vocational education was increasing.

Well, this told me a story.
The stigma of the blue-collar worker. it seems to me. is going by-by.I am sure von have read: as I have. that in America we have the

highest unemployment of any nation. Like it or not. we are living in
the technoloeical and industrialized age and I am constantly being
told that industry has little to offer the young worker without a skill.
They have no place for them. Indlistry in our area continues to call onuc to help them train and retrain their people and we continue to fall
short in our efforts to meet this request.

Now, we had previously submitted our report to you folks about the
story in Kentucky. If you have done your homework. and I assume
you have : if you have not. you can you have access to material but
there is one little statistic i want to insert.

In 196449. of the total hinh cehool enrollment in our State. 17 per-cent of those vol octe,,; were involved in vooational education gain-
fiud In 1972-T3. 5 years later. that percentage had
increased to 32 percent. almost double in a 5-year period.

Now. I am not naive enoneli to believe that the thinr I say to yonto not been said to von many time,: before orally or in print.
lint we th:ik it is the t pe of rhino- that needs to he said. ac Preculent
Roosevelt salt; :it one time. again and again and again.

I came acrocs a booklet the other day who contents and title shook
me. I don't have time to tell von about the book but the title pretty
Winch tells the story. The title "Tin. Void h We laven't Servell." Really.
it is they for whom I speak today, knowing full well, as you know.
that. as we serve them we also serve all society.
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John W. Gardner said it real well: "If we believe in individual
dignity and responsibility, then we must do the necessary. sometimes
expensive. often complicated things that will make it possible for each
pers0:1 to have a decent job if he wants one."

I honestly don't know how much additional money it will take to
finance the total education program. I don't know. I hope you don't
ask me that question. I just know the need is there. I see it every day.
I talk to the teachers; I talk to the parents; I talk to the kids. I know
how they feel as they walk away from being unable to get in that
place where they can learn how to make a living.

t think 1 know where a lot of those kids are going and I would
rather not talk about that.

In closing, may I repeat my previous statement of early and con-
tinued feeling of awe and respect that I have for you and your fellow
legislators. I have only a real faint idea of the demands that are made
on you folks from time to time. I know it is tremendous.

As I have talked to my Congressman Bill Natcher through the
years, he has done a good job of convincing me that the requests I
make of him are not the only ones on which he has to make decisions.

Our purpose today, as the kids back home say, is to try to tell it like
it is and have the faith and the hope that you folks in your delibera-
tions will remember those 10 little words in that slogan that sat on
my desk for so long:

"For every child. all that he is capable of becoming.-
I would hope that that would be the collective philosophy for all

of us and for all of you folks in Kentucky.
We are grateful for what you have done already. We believe that

you believe in our cause. I know you do. As far as I am concerned.
I feel that you are going to make the effort to do all you can with
what you have to do with and really no man can ask more than that.

In summation. may I say these few words?
If you forget everything else I have said, and you probably will.

I sincerely hope that you will remember this: You have put together
in the Vocational Education Amendments of 1968 a tremendously ef-
fective vehicle within the framework of which we as advisory councils
throughout the country can work in getting the pulse of the people
of the country, the people who are going to send their kids to these
schools.

We think we can work in getting the pulse of them, working with
the I)epaitment of Education, with the expertise of the Bureau of
Vocational Education in our States. We believe that we can help to
refine and improve the total program within the framework of the
legislation that you already have. in an advisory capacity. I would
like to stress, not administratively. We don't want to run the ship.

The basic structure of the present legislation does not, in our opin-
ion, need to be altered.

What we need, what we really need, what we desperately need. gen-
tlemen, is more room at the inn.

Thank you.
Chairman PERKINS. Thank you very much, Mr. Stone.

if is-4.<4.a,
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I 110 lc(` OH 111V accompanied by other members of I advisory
cuuurl. front ot ber States.

\Vc will hear now from Mr. Cool; from :Nlaryland.
The prepared statement of Mr. K. Stolle :

Pot P.1.1iFI) S'TATEM ENT of T K. S tom:, C am As. KEN1UCKV .klIVISOlil
COtNCII. (IN VW' PION . \l. I.:01 t ''ION

Mr ('hairnmn and nwinbers of the committee, I want to explain to you why
I'm here toda3and to do it best. I must tell Oil a little stork. If you \\ ill be
patient. I think the point Di like to make \\ill IIP Plop as the story unfolds. it
may differ from the usual pattern of statements made before you and it maye en he contrary to protocol But 13 iOld to no one in the sincerity of my plea.

I :1111 T. K Stone. Chairman of the Kentucky Adisory Council for vocationaleducation and presently l onnected with the thst Hardin National Bank in
I:Hi:0)0111(m Ti in the department of customer relations and business development.Prior to iii w ith the bank, I spell, some forty years as teacher.
coach, principal, and superintendent in the pall(' school stem of Kentuckyduring which tune I Ile eloped strong feelings of both awe and respect for the
legislative bodies of our Nation's government and these feelings hoe remained
constant and strong through the years.

During this period of time, I have had contacts with hundreds, yes, literally
thousands of students and have tried diligently through the years to instill thesame feelings in their thinkingnever dreaming in my w ildest fantasies that oneday I would be appearing before such a group as you making a supportive appeal
for a phase of education in which I have becGme tremendously interested.

Asa student, I never took vocational education classeseither in high school
or collegeand as a teacher, I never taught in this area and when I became super-
intendent. I soon learned that soeiety's emphasis was on preparing youngsters for
collegewith comparatively little attention being given to whether this was
really the direction they should take. The idea wasget 'em ready for college.

Si,' it behooved a school superintendent to get 'mu ready for collegewhich Iproceeded to attempt to do. With some degree of success, I trustapproximately
CO percent to 65 percent of our graduates were going on to instituticns of higher
learning We were told that this was great and our accreditation at State and
regional levels reflected this so-called progress in higher rankings. Quality edu-cation and the pursuit of excellence we proudly proclaimed.

But something began to bother me a few years ago. A nagging little question
kept 'sniping up in my mindand I kept pushing it back, hoping it would goaway. But termite-likeit refused.

The questionatuall3, it was three questions (1) What were we doing for
the 40 percent who didn't go to college? C2) What were we doing for the dropouts?and 1 3) What were we doing for the CO percent or 70 percent or 80 percent of
those who did enter college but didn't finish? In helping them to earn a living,that is

This hugged meno endbecause l arly in my career. I had placed a little 3 x 5
card in a protium nt spot on the desk in it* office where I could look at itand it
at nu) every day It had on it my philosophy and may goal stated in ten simple

oni.----Pnr every childall that he is capable of becoming.- Not a had philoso-phnot a had goalfor ate onefor everyone who carries a bit of the responsi--
bilitv of educating our people

yes it sounded good but it finally dawned on mc that this was a classic
example of one not practicing what he was preaching.

Si. I got busy -: td to boil down the efforts of several years into a few words
we were able, through monies provided by you or your predecessors to establish
a vocational extension center in our community.

Now our problem was solvedor so I thought. Not so My own high school, it
developed. had only 3!) students who wanted to enroll in our beautiful, functional
new facilit3. And, frankly, it took a little armtwisting to get that ninny.

The story w as pretty much the same in the other high schools w hich were to he
serviced lw our vocational center. The total enrollment was much less than we
hail hoped and expected

The battle to overcome the status symbol of college bound youngsters and to
remove the stigma of the blue collar vocational school hound student had polar-
ized And it abnost polarized me

.r can
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But our m,h(,o1 people--and societ:.wr.n ce71.aps nel;,
organized labor and pertiaps. e% ..n Jr.-- a -rend f :
thing around. On September 19, Just Thur-day f we-, I :-
local high school people to tint? ti.at we :7 . 7: f
enroll 44) but 43 others wanted to enr, :: tat. c. rney -%-re
there waswas no room at the inn

.1nd this situation included only 11th and 1h I w
graders had been able to enroll ,a n- v
been at least another :0 turned awaymos: iky = mar-

I wondered if this was ju-t peculiar re h.zr. el A 7'7,7
took only about an hour or tworevealed Ina: .n -ur w::::. :3
schools) there were 1.049 enrolled in the vocat:-.E.a. se:
total of -2,45 11th and 12th :traders were :a77..-ti aw-ay :nere. was a. 7

the inninn )and 545 more 110th grader- wm,
chance at all. This 54 n-az- a cunservati7e :::e -cm =en
means that in one little corner of eight unt.es :r.
youngsters were denied the opportunity 7 , I: :nage a
wanted to deny them this opp,7tunity: there was :usz 7.-.- af .7am. Ar_f
thig. when the enrollment figures of the was
the number of students who wanted v na ed:,sa:::67. was

The stigma of the blue collar workerso 1,.r.g a :'ad
going bye-bye.

Um ure 3ou have read. as I have. that .n A=er.:a we nave :ze
ployment of any nation

Like it or not, we are living in a technolor_.:21. i agea:. I a=
constantl3 being told. industry --e 7.:%7
a skilland industry continues to call 4,n us çy :7an-d ar.,f. re-
train others and we continue to fall sh in -ur eff.,7:s

For the record. I would like to inser: ne s:nz.e --a-ernen:
elear that I in no way desire I b.-..:re th, va:-:e f :n.Ters-b:-.7
ing. After all, it w-as that wh:da nave me -he rzyse.f f 7
a useful life of service tr ankindand w.-n- h w :
before you today

We have previously subri,it:ed :7 . 7" -7. ' :
Education amendmer.ts nr. E47i7'27.-- -77 .7.. g:- We

spent a considerable amount if .n ga:her.::z ant. ;77,:car.r..z -f
reportand it tells the -tory w-.. The .2 7', 7. .f 7
done your home work and I m. y j7 y gn
least havehave access to it.

It k my desire to in a different rr_anner
more personal and inear.: ;e ... -7 -f
figure, In 19+3-c-ti9 of the total -oh :7 7e7-en.: f
enrolled in Vocational za.nf-:: -:::7.1- 7:-.aer.-. 7n
high school enrollmear 3 2 .7 : : --7
helps to explain why there:- nc r a. a-

I am not naive enough to believe tha: wha:
said to you many. many rines
lii l% el or. that we believe

I came acro-zs a little ;:let th =. dav wt. az-t.
me no little Time 41-es r 1

turbo itself pretty much re: s -7.- -- -77 - Y Ha---
Served --

Really. it is they for wh I 7 K- -v f
as we serve themwe a'so te,-ve s

.Jehn X Gardner has ii.; -v- t
respor.sibi'it--then we a 4:- -h- 7- ; 7. - f--7. 1-

plicanA th :s that %A:1 - 7. .7.7 -7.- --
if he wants -,ne"

I honestly don t h w : : -izze -:e
total vocat,onal -. 7- -- --
mentor a reshuffinz -f
need is there I
Voc-ational Educa:.:.n. :7. :ay h s -

In cI4,sinz mir I 7e7e- 7 7, f 7'
feel.nz of awe a-Ji resr-- f 7 7 f- -- -_-- 7_
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faint idea of the tremendous demands that are made of you for all kinds of
services and facilities - -II have talked to my Congressman Bill Nat,cher on
numerous occasions through the ears and he's done a prt to good job of con-
vincing me that my request was not the only one his committee had to coasider).

Your record in developing a sound ocational educiuton program in our
United States is a success story of no mean proportions for that all of us
here today are grateful.

Our purposeai least my purpose today, is ti. as the kids back Minn. say
just try to tell it like it isand have the faith and hope that .ti will in your
deliberations remember the little ten %%in.(' slogan that Ras on the card on my
desk for so many years"For evry Child all that he is callable of becoming."
This must be the collective philosophy and goal for all of us

We are grateful for what you're doingwe believe that you believe in the
cause for which we plead today mid I for one, Honestly. feel you e-'11 make the
effort to do all you can %% ith what you have to do %% ith. Really. no man can as':
more.

In summation. may I say these felt words and if you forget everything else I
ha,-e said I sincerely hope you %%ill remember this

You have put togetherin the vocational education amendments of 196Sa
tremendously effezti:-c vehiclewithin the framework of which e as advisory
councils. in getting the pulse of the genera! public, and %%orking h. conjunction
with the State Board of Education, the State Department of Education, and
more specifically with the expertise of the Bureau of Vocational Educationwe
believe we can help to refine and improve the total programin an advisory
capacity that isnot administrativelywe do not want to run this ship.

The basic structure of the present legislation does not. in our opinion, need to
be basically altered.

What we need -what we really needwhat we desperately need is more room
at the inn.

It has been a great honor and thrill for no' to appear before you on this oc-
caasion and I shall be eternally grateful.

Mr. Chairman and members of the committeeas Perry Mason mould put it
"The defense rests."

STATEMENT OF ROBERT COOK, CHAIRMAN, EVALUATION
COMMITTEE, MARYLAND STATE ADVISORY COUNCIL

Mr. COOK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Gentlemen. I am Bob Cook of the Maryland State Advisory Conn-

Pi' on Vocational Technical Education, and I am pleased to appear be-
fore you as a spokesman for the Maryland council.

I am an economist and director of a private nonprofit corporation.
I don't know whether I should admit to be an economist it today's

market. It mar lead to questioning the credibility of what I have to
say here.

Like Mr. Stone. I am not paid for serving here. I am a member of
the council. But it is very important work and I am glad for the
opportunity.

We have also entered a written statement for the record.
First, in my statement we believe the Vocational Education Amend-

ments of 196', ,ire good legislation, that they do much to upgrade the
educational programs in our State. But there is still much to be done.

We feel +-hat we can be substantially assisted in doing this by new
Federal legislation.

We believe that the problems which I will enumerate now are desert'-
ing of your attention and we respectfully recommend that you enact
this legislation so that it will address these problems.

I
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one ,zurx e . onit f pt ;ilt of the students said that their counselor
helped them find wta.k. Sixty percent of the :students in our State
recognized the unmet need for career counseling.

A random :-.111'NVN' of the (reneral pul)lic that we did in our State
shows that 91) percent belie\ e that the schools should be active in

art e! trunian, e and To pc' cent beliexc that the school should take
.111 til part in planning the child's education toward a job. Over

per, eat think that the school system should place its graduates
In s at the hi 0.11 school level,

A few specific reconunendations based on our explorations in
Maryland :

We believe that there should be ,reater funding for career develop-
ment programs; for vocational guidai ce. counselinLr and placement.
We belie\e that dila-m.4i rent fieation connselors should be schooled

tinalitied in the tOcatlonal technical career fields. We belie\ e that
to ...hould use support personin 1 and that fund- -hould he made avail -

41,h p fit these persons. tfaine.1 in it'eas other than educatio. for place-
ment. (111nellritr. and fl)1101l np, for providing information to students

ational-technical careers and in administering tests and otheritro.n,uns.
'Ti ., State educational Institut 'ons should be encouraged to develop
teri an.- 11 career guidance and encouraged. required. if possible.

711 it all ,,:1111 steins have a staff or stall person responsible for
l,' in and flex elopment wit hoot a host of conflictimr duties.

and that the `'hoofs at the hill school level provide job placement
-follow up service.

excutive d itvtoi' comment"d to me OM., 11101'11in:: that he
,10 ,,()11,t,,,e, That doesn't hat e a placement service and he knows

, ,f hntth that does.
Wt th,nk that a recommendation should be to take steps to insure

-tud, tits arc made better aware of the wide variety of careers
to then,. They can't .elect an occupation if they don't even

1;!1,)W that that occupation exists.
fcsa 1' re. onimendations not dire, tiv derived from the earlier

1, .4i11101; We itcheve that it 1< neee,:,-ary to eliminate the la,: hehNeen
XvIncli are entkwin, as a 1 c -nit of tochnohwical change

ot.1 the time that school -t stems heoln to train students
ft,t, Tilt`,e new o,.(mpattons

'nelle; c 11,1,11 Th tOCOilOnfli ed110:0.1011 teacher ,110111t1 receive more
nco';/' +gement el 1 14, gix moic -tature In order to attract people to

the L, Id \ oentional education to keep them it it.
( Th. Federal funding let el. we bellex e that the elimination of the

eIt,c,f.t% of Fed. 1.11 funds -611.1 14' t'11111111411.041 by fOrWard F04101111
f'11 I 111: Federal fifild, I reale, `rreat

1(), 110011, vel
;R he,.. that Cie iols of in opt let,Ir should be 111\T-44...rated

TI \\ Trdt iiwt 1 all plat in pi ox 'ding °cat ional trainintr for
Lool -floIent-= In -one proh;WIV that they call

.1(1 ,t);1 111,1 And hailer than au x public (ill' addl.
.'11;11 '011111111T 4:11 CN14111(, laVk that ilk, lanoanwe in the act is

not po-iti e enough in it -pect to the pioprietart schools.
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We think that the State ad% i,..or councils should be continued and
strengthened. We belie% e that they alp doing a good job of bridging
the pp between the profe,sional eancator. the employer. and the public
at large.

We think that there should he some method to provide that local.
adl isory council, are actix el3 1m-oh ed in occupat ional education by
funding and mandate for the satin. reasons that 3 on sustain State ad-
visory conneils.

That concludes my comments.
Because Maryland is quite close. we are fortunate in having not only

our director. Mike Morton. lint four other members of the Maryland
advisory council here.

We will be happy to respond to questions.
Thank you for this opportunity.
That concludes my statement, sir.
[The prepared statement of Mr. George Lechlider follows.]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF GEORGE LECHLIDER, MARYLAND STATE ADVISORY COUNCIL
ON VOCATIONAL- TECHNICAL EDUCATION

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee: I am George Lechlider of the
Maryland state Advisory Council on Vocational-Technical Education. It is a real
privilege for me to bring you the views of the Maryland Advisory Council.

Among the membership of the Council are persons from all walks of life as
required by the law. Therefore, «e have many divergent IeN and opinions ex-
pressed on the Council. Arriving at a consensus is not always easy As one mem-
ber excitedly stood up and stated to another member during a recent meeting, "By
gosh, for the first time this year, I agree %% Rh you!"

In :1 study of .1n .1ursinciit of Vocational 1 location Progress in Maryland
1969-1972. the Council found that "The Vocational Education Act Amendments
of 1968 have had a significant impact on the development of Maryland's vocational
education sstein. as can be seen in au examination of enrollment. expenditures.
facilotie (Rational guidance and career development, vocational teacher educa-
tion. and the vocational-technical education data system."

In the period between 1909 and 1973 the total vocational enrollment has in-
creased by 27.c7,-, at the secondary level and over 200r, at the post-secondary
level with a reported decrease of 9% at the adult level.

We are not unhappy ith the 19115 Vocational Education Amendments This is
not to mean lam ever. that everything is "ro*" The folios% ing testimony is ad-
dressed to still xisti:,g weaknesses in vocational education as ha% e been identi-
fied by the Maryland State Advisory Council,

IMBALANCE IN EDUCATION OUTPUT WITH LABOR DEMANDS

In the Councils Fourth Annual Report ,serious imbalance was identified be-
t een the iglus ation stein and eniplosment needs Forty five percent of Mao land
students are preparing for pr,:fi jobs r lien the labor demand is projecting
a need of only 1t;%- Ii 1940. Only 31(1 of our students are preparing for skilled
and noddle manpower jobs while the work force %%ill accommodate 79% of the
jobs in the category. Tenty three percent of our students are not preparing for
any job Iltle our wiirk force will need onlv 5,-; unskilled labor. The implications
are these

1 A disproportionate amount of educational resources are invested in the pro-
fessional labor suppl as compared to the demand

2. There is a serious imbalance 1101% PHI 11)/1 expectations and job availability.
3 Many students will have ti, settle for jido. 011%iderably different from their

expecta tions.
The r, otiri't'. our schools are not being expended in keeping Mth the

needs of society.
7. High unemployment among droptnit and general students is due to the im-

balance in job potential and the number of unprepared workers.

4
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The reason for these serious imbalances is the overemphasi , on professional
and college level training and almost complete lack of career ideation and the
breakdown of the guidance system as it relates to vocational-technical education.

The Maryland Advisory Council is concerned and would point out that the
above data implies that

1. Advisement and students and their career decisions are not based on reality.
2. There is a nevi for programs to develop a greater awareness of career

opportunities for individuals throughout their educational preparation.
3. The allocation of educational resources needs basic alterations in keeping

with the projected manpower needs of contemporary society.
Studies conducted by our Council point out the need to improve comprehensive

vocational guidance programs.
A Study of Career Guidance in Maryland found that less than 50% of the high

schools in Maryland provide vocational guidance to their students. A few of the
reasons for inadequate vocational guidan"e include:

1. Lack of time and/or appropriate t; ling on the part of the counselor.
2. Many counselors work primarily a middle class college-bound students

while neglecting the lower class and di.. Avantaged students
3. Lack of adequate vocational information on the part of the schools to present

to students.
4. Overburdening of counselors with non-counselor duties.
Counselor training was found to be a prime reason that counselors were both

unprepared and often uninterested in career counseling. State certification
requirements for counselors was found to be a major .actor contributing to poor
vocational counseling. In a survey of past graduates from Frederick County,
Maryland, high schools only 6e",1( of the respondents said that their counselor had
helped them in obtaining employment. As in most states Maryland does not re-
quire even one course in vocational counseling. A number of diverse programs
have been designed in an effort to improve career guidance. These programs often
include one or more of the following:

1. Utilization of existing community agencies (HEW, 1971)
2. More relevant use of testing (Loudermilk & DiMinico, 1969) ; (Terrier,in71)
3. Creation of specialized jobs for support personnel (Morton, 1970)
4. Development of more meaningful and relevant counselor training (Swain,

1971)
5. Institution of placement services in the schools (Gambino and Briant, 1969;

Wehrwein, 1970)
6. Employment of audio visual and automated materials (Harris, 1970, Roberts,

1970)
7. Creation of special programs to assist the handicapped and disadvantaged

student (Mller, 1968).
The use of support personnel trained in fields other than education was found

to be a practice gaining greater acceptance among educators (APGA, 1968).
The discovery that differential staffing enables school systems to provide in-

creased services in career guidance without increased cost was one advantage
given for employing this method Support personnel were found to he particularly
useful in the areas of testing, data gathering, giving information and performingclerical duties.

As a means of assessing student needs in career guidance. 7,871 Maryland
junior and senior high school students filled out a survey questionnaire. Over
finq of the students indicated a preeent need for career counseling.

In interviews with eight Maryland County Superintendents, this study foundsuperintendents to support counselor specialization. counseling for vocational
students and job development and placement In response to the question. "What
kinds of preparation and experiences would you like to see per:ons involved in
vocational guidance have?' They included vocationally related coursework.
work experience. work internships and group enameling coursework. They alsowould like to see counselor certification requirements changed to permit entry
of non-educators with work experience into vocational guidance. to require voca-
tional experience by counselors. and to require that counselors take more thanone course in the area of career guidance

During interviews with heads of six comr.elor education programs in Marylandand District of Columbia. it was found that only one course uas offered in
career guidance The counselor educators did not agree on the use of support
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personnel to ease counselor load which would enable student service to be
improved It was apparent. l ever, that although they indicated vocational
counseling to be one role of the school counselor, no school seemed to be adequately
preparing its graduates to fill this role at this time

In another study conducted by our Council "Public Attitudes Toward Voca-
tional Technical Education in Frederick County." 559 random telephone and
personal interviews were conducted. Ninety percent of those interviewed believed
the school should he active in career guidance and 70," indicated that they be-
lieved the "schools should take an active part in planning each Childs' education
toward a job.- The 8th or 9th grade was designated by about half as the point
at which schools should begin providing students with vocational information.
Over half of the participants also indicated that they would like to see the school
system place its graduates in jobs. When asked if they would like to see the
county school system spend greater amounts of dollars on job counseling, over
half indicated affirmatively.

Although several innovative programs have been initiated in Maryland. it must
he concluded that efforts to improve vocational guidance and counseling have not
Dern especially productive. In spite of support from the Division of Vocational
Education, the Advisory Council and others, vocational guidance and counseling
remains very weak and the prospects for significant improvements are uncertain.

RECOMSIENDATIONS

As you probably have noticed by 110W. one thing all the Council members agree
upon is that vocational guidance needs more attention than it received in the
Vocational Amendments of 1968. After taking into consideration information
gathered in four reports written and published by the Maryland State Advisory
Council on Vocational-Technical Education. we submit the following recommen-
dations for your consideration on vocational guidance and counseling in drafting
the new vocational education amendments of 1975.

1. Provide greater funding for personnel in the area of career development,
guidance. counseling and placement.

2. Encourage States to develop and maintain a state-wide occupational data
system available to all sclm.,1 systems,

3 Encourage States to change the certification requireme its so that counselors
are required to take more than one course in the vocational areas.

4. Encourage recognition by certification of support personnel trained in areas
other than education.

5. Counselor education programs should he encouraged to establish a major
in career guidance. with appropriate courses.

6. Training programs should he offered in the schools and community colleges
for support personnel. Areas in which support personnel might be trained are:
placement and follow-up: vocational and occupational information : and voca-
tional test administration and scoring.

7 Evaluate present guidance and counseling services how afforded by the
school systems. particularly in view of student needs and their views on the
services that they want offered. Each system should have a plan for career
guidance with clearly stated program objectives.

8. Encourage all school systems to employ an individual responsible only for
career development. This person would he responsible for ensuring that voca-
tional guidance is provided in all schools and as effectively as possible.

9 Provide in-service training in career development for counselors already
employed in the school system. If specialization was desired. one counselor from
each school could receive the training Training should stress practical applica,
tion of 'Knowledge.

10 Encourage each school system to provide Interest and aptitude tests and
meaningful interpretation of all secondary level students.

1.1 Provide placement and follow-up services for all students requesting the
service including drop-outs. The moq effective placement service would probably
be operated on a system-wide basis. In this way the greatest number of job list-
ings %%mild be available for matching with the greatest number of students. Have
available. current occupational information for student use.

12. Provide counselors and other personnel in a ratio that would allow all stu-
dents to receive career guidance Neither youth nor Adults are able to select
an occupation if they are not aware of the existence of that occupation.

3 20,()

I 7$ 7
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Other areas of which o 0 feel insufficient attentlon has been given ray Congressin the 1966 Vocational Amendments are
Re.teareh in tnurflnq ecru pal tang resulting frtan the rapid change in tech-nology is causing employment trends away from manufacturing to service ori-ented jobs. Education systems are lagging in the development of programs in

emerging occupations.
Increased emplut.is 110111(1 he oil prOftW.1011:11 dtVelOpalent for vocational :id-miniqrators arl teachers. I er3 year in Maryland high school vocational pro-

grams are being closed for the lack of a qualified instructor.One of the "crosses" %ocational edllea (ON and in turn local school systems
have been burdened with is the uncertainty of federal funds. We strongly encour-age "forward funding" for vocational education

Investigate the potential of utilizing proprietary schools to provide vocational
training fur public school Atudents %%l ere such training is not currently availableor where substantially equivalent trailing can be provided by the proprietaryschools at a lesser cost.

State Athiory Councils have prosci to be of great alue in broadening theoutlook and undtbrstanding of the needs of the community for vocational andtechnical education State advisory coma its ha% e mule substantial progress inthe short tune of their existt nce in "bridging the gap" beta een the pmfessional
educator. the busines's community. and the public at large For this reason. statead% isor3 touncik should be eontinued and the federal funds increased in sup-imirt of these mimed. to enable them to be even more effective espeially iii theea of research. public inputs to state plans and meaningful evaluation.For the same ven,1)11.4 a. Gated above. Federal legislation should make someprovision Au- strt mgt.!. advisory «annals at the Iowa( level by both funding andmandate or by encouragement by higher levels of funding %%here /ova/ councilsare act tvel, invoh (41 In the occupational education .3 stem.

Congress has assisted Maryland to achie%e Iwo heights in quality viveationaleducation The Maryland Ad kor3 Count 0 is committed to continuing improw-
ment of vocational-technical education In the 196S Amendments with the modi-fication., ehanges, and additional fedctal funding. e believe Congres. \\ ill Ma-terially assist educational programs for our youth and adults and improvebusin.:.s and industry for our e(-01101113
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Mr. l'1,1-41:. Tha 011 vei much for your testimony.
NIr. Lopez from New Mexico. would von care to make some com-

ments?

STATEMENT OF DANIEL H. LOPEZ. EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR. NEW
MEXICO STATE ADVISORY COUNCIL

1,01.Ez. ('hairman. and :-.111),oniiiiittee members. 1 :1111 1):ili
Lopez. e.erliti e director of the \k.\\ Mexico State .1thisor- ( tamed
on Vocational Education.

.Mv council has asked me to make this presentation here totlay. They
.t.tid the:: greetings. also their apologies for not being able to he pres-
ent. Tin' Cl/St of t :ansport at i0/1 preclude- them front hying here today.

I «111 be ye! N brief in my remarks.
I have submitted a copy of our testimony. I trust it will be entered

Into the record.
The particular portion of the 196s ..t-t that 'New Mexico wishes to

address more directly. though we are certainly interested in the entire
Act. 1. t hat potion dealing with the disadvantaged and handicapped.

.1s von are perhaps aware New Mexico has an ethnically diverse
pojetlat ion and on-etinentl that is w by we alt. particularly Intetested
in the poi lion of the act dealing with the disadvantaged anti handi-
capped.

In New Nlex"..00. we have -to percent Spanish-speaking population.
pet cent nat i% t..titerican-. 2 percent blacks. anti the rest are Orientals

and what tte 1111!Tilt consider A.torlo-Ameri ati. or whatever the appto-
piate term is.

In the ;Ilea of disalls-antatred. we feel that the State has dote' a good
job in atteulptIlU g to meet the needs Of this student. Tile disadvantaged
-ttitlent Ili New Mexit o has lot-title/us that are not iinjtjut. to the gen-
eral :411(IIlt 1101,11114-e. hoc 0X:11111)1V. 11% the 11111e that they reach a coca-
tinted inAitiltom tlit.%- have problem- in e:Mint*. arithmetic and the
like that heed .serial attention.

In this area. reas.lit, fluidizer for the di-advantaged. we feel
that retut dill ti ain't., I an be It/m-1(1141 to correct such problem. IVe
are certain. by tht way. that rentodial tt hint, doe. walk because we
letx-i. some int:tutiors in New Mexico w here t hi- type of trainin,* is
belng tiortied along with the retrilla -tion and the stlece-s of
the diadvantaged stinktIt. and nand! apped has been commendable
indt ed.

\Vt. feel -peciticallv that h% helping the di-athatitatred wt. can rid
am conaminit of the pm oblem. of unettiplo mem and other -ocio-

jo ()Merle.; that testi!' from mad«piatt. fiainincr.
c would -trongl,- urge tlti- -ailtconintittets to consider at b a-t

keeping the preent portion of 11110 that are earmarked for the
diathantaged anti lilnilicapped Iimret !Vila! 11111111,' of
the 1.111LfliaLft iii the at to In.tlre that ILI. 010111) of people is, paid the
attention that it need, and tle-er% 0, ill order -to heelitne 1)1'0(11114We and
eln1110ahle

( )III' tt ri11111 1)n.4'111.011M :111111-1.,-.1. 11.t'It 11 IV to that portion
of the law (I.:ding with thstol\antatred anti handicapped. Itowever. we
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tltt ha%e a fe%% that we think tie highli!it at least
briefl.

One IS is the area of teacher preparation.
Like some of the other people who lia%e testifietl here today. we

feel that unless we clupha:-.i/a, preparat Ion of the %ovational-education
teachei at the tumeisit let el that %IN ailMaretinCatiOn %%111 lag
behind ill pro% idin the kind of sci %ice that should and must pro-
vide our youngsters.

So. we strongly vise that the act prtt% It on languare to support
vovational-education teat her preparation at the um% eisity level.

Another point that concern us. and a has ahead% been mentioned.
is in the' alga of :fuitlance anti counseling.

Too many of the present guidance and counseling staff are not
aware of the jolt oppottuniti that do not require college training in

industrialndustrial z.ociety. Thezefortt. the% continue tot hannel students
towards college zather than making them a ire of job opportunities
through vocational traiin,,r.

A. ate aware. there is a high rate of underemployment among
a gicat numlau of giaduate:, h 010 0111 um VrZ,itieS. We feel that this
situation could he partly corret ted sty pro% 'RIM!). some language in
the new act %%-hit 11 would assist its in 114.611in, our present ,t.ruidance
and t.ounselint, staff members an.1 thereby ha% e them provide the kind
of t °tinseling- to our pi escnt high school and even postsecondary
students which w ill make them aware of obtaining - citable employ-
ment throutrh %ocational

Another point that we feel is cry important and that should be
addressed m the proposed act is in the area of job plaeement.

Ifigh schools- anti postsecondary school.: ate rtainly in a position
to know the interests and needs of their particular students. There-
for, the ,['pools could channel job plat einem. not in a competitive
%vat with the present employment services within the various States
but as a partner to help OW %\ here they %vould have
the best chance of ,trews and certainly would he able to utilize the
skills that they trained for.

So. :wain we trait[ the .:uhvontinittee that the new a,t relate specifi-
call to the id, a of hat till!' lib Utrieen, at the secondary and
p stset.ondary vocational Inshttitions.

State aoivi.my council- ha\ [lon a contnwnilable joil in trying to
e011111:101103re the needs .4 Itusinc--; at.71 industry to not only educa-
tional :went les hut to the community as a %vliole. So. we believe that
the State ad% ism coun .ils and eit.lcilt, the m7tional council should
be supported in the langmage of the new act.

.knother .hest of the act. an71 certainly our Council xvishes to make
this point I li' ti. that wt endoNe , the prokismn for a State plan. We
think it is neettssor% fot tt ithout planning. we hate far _too much
duplication in both etiott xitenditutes. However, a State plan
chonld be more tit:171 in-,t a compliance document.

Therefore. we would uro-e tile sub. ommittett to consitlet language in
nett [lilt /ITIVl!d, for itioper airiCii1:ttion f,,r all pro-

oains lt1 ocational edu, at ;on ac.ottling to -lie. guidelines in the
State plan.
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Again, we want to stress the point that the State plan is a necessary
and useful instrument if utilized and developed properly. In its pres-
ent form, however, it perhaps is of little use in some States.

Finally. I just want to mention that flexible funding: is certainly
necessary in those portions of the act that provides for certain typesof projecs. Certainly, the needs of each State are Different. There-
fore, mandates that require each State to have the same efforts in
curriculum development, for example, will serve little purpose in im-
proving vocational education in the individual State or Nation for thatmatter.

Therefoze, we would urge this committ"e to consider some consoli-
dation in the categorical funding at least in those areas where it is
deemed practical to do so.

In closing. I just want to mention that the New Mexico Advisory
Council fe, Is that we has e a good piece of legislation in the 1968
amendment. We do not propose that the act be changed entirely.
Instead, what we are Kiggesting is some modification, some redraw-
ing of the language in the act in order to improve it. Bat. on thewhole, we certainly are very happy with the act and we would
strongly recommend that it be continued as it is, especially in principle.

Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Daniel H. Lopez fol!ows :I

PREPARFD STATFMF:NT OF DANIF:L H. Loezz, EXF.CUTI%E DIRECTOR, NEW MEXICO
STATE ADVISORY COUNCIL

Mr Chairman and members of the subcommittee. I am Dan Lopez, Executive
Director of the New Mexico State Advisory Council on Vocational Education.My Council has :liked me to nu-Ike this presentation here today on their behalfThey send their greetings and apologize for not being able to be present.The New Mexico Ad%i. try Clamed vi,he, to, addre,, shelf pnmarily to that
portion of the 1965 Amendments dealing with the handicapped and disadvantaged
students, particularly as it concerns New Mexico. In this endeavor, the Counciluishe, to be as clear a, possible about its vieu hot neverthele,s uccint in it,
presentation A few generPi comments, however,, will also be presented on someother ,pecitic, of the present Amendment.

Nets Mexico. a, pul are perhaps avare. is an ethnically diverse State Its
population is comprised of approximately 40 percent Spanish Surname, 7 percent
Native American', 2 percent Black". and 51 percent that may be clasitied asOthers for lack of a better term It is esential. therefore, that any new legislation
provide for specific monies to be earmarked for the purpose of meeting the need,of this diverse population

The 1963 Vocational Education Act as amended in 196S provides for the appro-priation of at least 15 percent set aside funds for the disadvantaged and 10
percent for the handicapped The purpose of the special ,et aside funds is to pro-
vide vocational education for persons who have academic, socioeconomic. physical.
psychological or other handicaps that prevent them from succeeding in regular
vocational education programs This provision in the present Act. the New Mexico
Advisor}- Council believes is certainly an essential and excellent provision whi.
will assure that the needs of the less fortunate students are met through special
vocational education training. To insure, however, that set asides are used in
accordance with the intent of the Congress. it is imperative to provide in the
Act some measure of accountability by the states: that us. the Act should provide
for sunny procedure whereby states would be held accountable for using theseninnies for their intended purpose.

We are well aware that some 10,1 educational agencies in New Mexico and
across the Country as uell are -,pposed to set aside fluid, for variou reasons.
Their rationale for abando^.ing set aside funds for the handicapped and disad-
vantaged is that it is iifficult to identify either of these groups They argue that

A 17>_t-'
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the paper work that a:1:st te ax.:=;.-Lshed f as--fes ner-fer-i. a_se.

of these funds unfeasible. The N- M-m:' a; re-.11-its
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According to litany itxprt.:. SO per( ent of all jobs in the United State.: by 19S0
N Ill not require a college degree. Consequent13 . it is impitrato (t that guidance
and counseling personnel begin to alert high school students to the fact that a
ct(l'ege degree NN ill not necessarily assure them of a ,lab in the fatark. Ibiw ever.
as most of us are aware. counselors are still intent on channeling all student,
tow ards uno crsitj training N allow informing the student .tbout (ither opportuni-
ties for advanced training In order to afford students the lNide..t and best choice
of preparation for future eniploj went. it is in minima that ((muscling personnel
bit properly trained in both the latest counseling technique,. and occupational
alternative, afforded our ever changing technological socotty. Accordingly.
the new or amended .1(tt should provide for training or retraining of counseling
pers( nnel in a waj that they would make student: aNN are to type: of educa-
tion would enable graduates to obtain employment.

It placement of vocational students mint hey inie a major retzpontzibility of
the training institution: It is imperative that the teaching of job skill: he

elated to, the interest, of the student and that thVy will have a rea-
onable ( hart e of braining emplojment in the kill area for w hIch City trained

Plact went must be( mite a re_ular re:111,lilbilit) of all education itistaarion,
T. achieve this end, NN V .1 laild urge strongly tliat the new lgislattoft provide for
a placement effort at the lo( at vocational schools.

The responsittilitietz of State Ad% isor3 Councils hat e in reused tremerab'usly
sin the enact/11,m of the iftqs Amendment. Enrollments have draniamally
Int r( ased 111:1W kV V li,,,t-,VCIltlarY have been established. and un
the whole. Stan' aml Local govet =etas Itioe gre, lv expanded their Nocational
education erTort e( apled with this rapid expansion and in ( eleration of ()ea-
ti,,nal edit( atom the emigres, has also enlarged the scope and nature of the
:state .,1 isor3 restionsibiliti, Along N% added responstbilititz.
how ioer, -nth( i ri' funds ha% it not been nude ailabie to emini ils In order that
they ( an meet their new anti (t% it, expanding duties Consequently for State
Ad% i(tr, comp ids to keep fibre:a:it of their :paneling role, w t. strongly urge
that the Fist al Year 1t'77( appripriations loll provide for the iitithoriffell level of
funding of g:111.04(11 for eat h State

Currently there is little or no coordination between levels of inzztruction in
%(« ational tritium: Too nianj trines prog anis- at all levels of instru( Non are
'la rely 41111,11 an.,I1, of similar training that is going on at the primary see
malare or pii,t.,,,,nuary feN,1 It een, thnt no attempt is twin_ made in the
Narions level, of instruction to assure that students piirsuing certain occupa-
tional ,kills are guaranteed a graduation in training wlipottunities from one level
to the next

an t ffort to promote am( illation anion: the tariouc level, of in,traction.
is well to in lude .1 provision lk rile '''',firt flan that would provide for (tom-

prelienso <-( planning in artit Illation of vocational pr.,Zrakk, it levels of
:riot's ti on

Fotallj the NeNN COUT1(11 CPI 1.,Z111ZO.: the r wed for allow mg
ea(h State the rat st flexibility in determining its ow ti priontj area, pe( 'al
need In kepin.; NN irk this idea 111 flexible funding. New Mom( strongly re( orn-
mends that w it it the ex( potion of the set as.les for the (bsathantaged and
',Amite:11(141 as maeli of tl rgorical finals its 11 eon-
s«lidation of ategori, ill funds will permit (fa( h state to ions Ptit' a te
problem, that :ire unique to individual :rate: and of a high print

RFC )M MF*,r1) \VON,

bratty the NVN *Afexi, o Advisory emu:, 11 has tried to point eut some
fvfl, .f (it tl ( oft, (In w ith reg..rd to the pre-nt orison Ian arl.,11:11 t

For purposes of ...ommar% we will ,IttTat the .e\ en ponits NN :11 ro heave
with this Sub-coninotto

1 'Ily the dismIN.intagell and handl( apped set aside fund: he l',,ntInued and
in( rensed

That tht new a, t proN id for teat her prparation ( f ational ation
tent! era

I That coml.:tiding and indonc staff be retrain( witty a voIN- towards- mak-
ing their a ' A ; t r i , 1 the 11.ark r and required nitro. tier t o p a: to spareii ttiday* job market
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Pritpaitom STATEMENT or Bats' R. HOWARD, EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR, KENTUCKY STATEADVISORY COUN ON VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Mr Chairman and Members of the Committee My name is Billy R iloward,F.xecutiNe Director of the Kentucky State Advisory Council for Vocational Edit-canon, and it is a real honor for me to have an opportunity to appear before thisCommittee today
Approximately one year ago, Mr. Chairman, you received a report from Dr.Carl Lamar, Assistant Superintendent of Public Instruction for Vocational Edu-cation. Kentucky Department of Education, Frankfort. which showed the prog-ress am' development of vocational education in Kentucky over the past tenyears It is the most complete and detailed d,scription of what has happened overthe pact ten years in vocational education in Kentucky that I have seen. Mr.Chairman, in view of the thoroughness of this report and considering that youhave reviewed it, and similar reports from other states, we are not here today topresent you or the Committee with one statistical table after another and reporton what you have already heard, read, and know.We are here to discuss the Vocational Education At of 1963. as amended in1968, the impact it has had on vocational education in Kentucky and, hopefullyto respond to any questions that you or other members of the Committee mayhave As you well know. State Advisory Councils are. in the main, lay citizens whorepresent certain sections of the public. Our Council brings together a wide rangeof experience and expertise from many fieldsmanagement, labor, education, andthe general public Therefore. comments from us today on vocational educationwill, by necessity. reflect a lay viewpointbut a viewpoint which we believe willbest serve the interests of people in need of vocational education

GROWTH AND EXPANSION

In the past ten years, vocational education enrollment has more than doubledin Kentucky. This is true at all levelssecondary, postsecondary. and adult Pro-grams for the handicapped and disadvantaged have grown by leaps and bounds,and enrollment has kept pace A struggling program with only a small numberof buildings. staff. 'students. and inadequate resources prior to the 1963 VocationalEducation Act, has grown into a respected and viable component of Kentucky'seducation system We have 75 vocational facilities. separate from Cie regular highschools and community colleges, presently operating across the state with suffi-cient numlers under construction, on the draw ing boards or approed for con-strue Lion to brine the total to over 100 in the next five years. Our total enrollmenthas grown f,om 79.124 in 1963 to 1S5.319 in 1973

Prat1c SUPPORT

For any program supported by public funds to accelerate at the rate vocationaltion has in Kentucky in the past few years. it must have something thatappeals t.. the public and has public support and favorvocational edrcationobviously I., this support The appearance of groups of people before the StateBoard of Ed, itpin to make presentations supporting their requests for new andexpanded vocational facilities is a common occurrence, and the response of theBoard has been most favorable.

IMPACT OF THE 1968 ACT

The Kentucky Advisory Council is convinced, and I am convinced as well, thatthe N eatinnal Education Act of 1063 as amended in 19138 is a very complete and
thc,rough piece of legislation w inch recognizes the important role vocational edu-cation plays in the American economic and education systems In may opinion, the
real strength of the legislation lies in its provisions to serve the general as wellac the flaique needs of the people Its specific language assures that attention will

to certain. identified needs of people Its impact on vocational education
has been tremendous ir. Kentucky and it has helped place vocationpl educationin a new perspe( tive in the minds of the public It has helped to stimulate greater
'mii,- interest in and support for i,,eatinnal educatIm in all sections of the state
This can be substantiated best by simply tracing the development of vocational
education in our state over the past ten years
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PUBLIC AWAKENING

The demands for new programs and services, for new vocational education
facilities, for renovation of existing facilities and for intreased spending for
vocational education in general has been at an all time high in our state for the
past the years, and has been brought about, in my opinion, by an awakening of
the public toward the contributions that vocational education is capable of
making to the educational system. The 19tib Vocational Education' Amend-
ments must be given its share of the credit in bringing on the awakening.

PROGRAM EFFECTVENEBS

Recognizing that vocational education has experienced a tremendous physical
growth in Kentucky in the past decade, counting the new and expanded build-
ags which have been built and pointing to the increasing enrollment and new
programs are not sufficient in determining whether the needs of people are being
served. can safely say, I believe, that we must have Lie facilities in order
to offer the programs, but the real test in the effectiveness of the programs comes
later. It is easy to measure the tangible gross th--count the new buildings,
the new %% ork stations. the new teachers, the neN students. and the new
dollars. But dealing itli the intangiblessuch things as relevancy of programs
and course offerings and their effectiveness in meeting the needs of people is
much more difficult to measure.

I believe the can be measured effectively only through contacts with and
through the involvement of people ... People ho provide the jobs. and people
who receive the training. Although we keep this foremost in our minds, and
attempt to establish and maintain these contacts we are not as effective as we
should be. We often become so togged down with administrative nsponsibilities,
putting out brush fires, and making ends meet that we keep putting off one of
the most important parts cif any vocational education programmaintaining
contact with the businesses, industries, communities, and individuals we serve.
We believe it is past time to bring about a greater degree of citizen involvement
in the direction of vocational educaticn programs, and we believe we are on
the threshold of seeing this come about in Kentucky.

CITIZEN INVOLVEMENT

In he spring of 1971 the State Board of Education apopinted a vocational
education achisory committee for each vocational education region in Kentucky,
The State Advisory Council had earlier recognized the need for regional com-
mittees and had recommended to the State Board that they be established.

In the spring of 1974 the State Advisory Council, in the process of preparing
a special report for the National Advisory Council on the impact of the 1968
Vocational Education Amendments in Kentucky, turned to these Regional Com-
mittees and asked for their opinions on the most significant improvements in
vocational education in their regions since enactment of the 196. Vocational
Education Amendments The response was good and the list of improvements
was long.

Those improvements receiving the greatest number of responses were:
1. Providing new and expanded programs
2. Providing new and expanded vocational facilities and equipment
3. Identifying and initiating programs for the handicapped and disadvantaged
4. Strengths .ing cooperative and work study programs

Reducing the number of school dropouts. and
ri Developing a greater public awareness to the need for vocational education
It is obvious, therefore, the 1968 Vocational i"ducation Amendments have

nelped bring about a aide range of improvemeats, and that people at the local
and regional levels are quick in identifying them.

Regional Advisory Committees as a result of the survey, have come thoughts
also on what any new vocational education legislation should look like :

1. It should pro--ide for advanced funding
2. It should provide more funds to support programs already underway in

the categories established. and
3. It should provide for greater participation by representatives from busi-

ness. industry, and labor in vocational program planning and evaluation

4-
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Earlier in my testimony, I made reference to the impact the 1968 vocationallegislation has had on awakening the public to the need for vocational educa-tion. This awakening has brought on a mw degree of citizen tiiiolyenient in%ocational education Nhich we have sot expedenced before I would like toaddress this point at this time.
I doubt that any other State Advisory Council in this country has had astronger interest in and Las gken more attention to fostering citizen invohe-

ment in vocational education than has the Kentucky Council We see this comingabout through organized, functioning advisory committees at the local, regional,and state levels. We can envision these three lest+. of advisory committeesdeveloping into an advisory committee system which would provide for localadministrative unit ut craft ) committees and tegional 1 multi-county, com-mittees to systematically hose inputs into the %yolk of the State AdvisoryCouncil. We see, with proper organization and support, local committees ad-vising Regional Committeos; Regional Committees advising the State Council;and the State Council thus being in a very fortunate position of having inputsfrom the ''grass roots" level before it attempts to advise the State Board ofEducation
We are fortunate to have 14 Regional Advisory Committees in Kentucky.The vocational education regions parallel very losely the state's area develop-ment districts The total membership on the, committees is approximately300 The State Board of Education appoints the members. and the memo rsrepresent basically the same categories found on the State Advisory Council.The State Board has defined the roles and functions of the committees. In ad-dition to Regional Committees we have many program., but not nearly enough,

which have organized Craft Committees.
We see real value in meaningful involvement of local citizens in vocationaleducation We see them playing valuable roles in planning and evaluation;in helping to identify and rank program priorities; in community relationsand in helping give a sense of direction to vocational education in its constantstruggle to keep vocational education programs relevant to the needs of thepeople and to the economy.
We feel so strongly that citizen involvement is a necessary component ofvocational education programs that the Kentucky Adiisory Council voted togive a 1,000 grant to each Regional Advisory Committee to support theplanning and evaluation responsibilities and nen% ides of the Committees forFY-75. In order to receive this grant, each Committee agreed to provide theState Advisory Council with an annual retort wloch evpresse.. the Committee's

concerns, interests, observations, and recommendations Each Committee alsoagreed to hold one regional public meeting for the purpose of gathering citizenviews on vocational education.
We have received plans of work dev;doped by the Committees showing howthey will use the grant in fullfilling their responddlitie. Many of the planswere excellent showing that considerable time ii as -pent in planning for theuse of the funds In all cases the plans were sound.
Sendnai are planned. conference are -cheduled. and meetings are beingset rip all the ,tate to Itegioi al tdi 1i ronnulttee, to' bring peopletogether who can roe direction to vocational (aim ado!, in conducting pre.ent

programs and in planning for futon nes.
In my opinion. the quality of \ watiimnal education must keep pace with themmntitv of neatinnal edo atom. and tins can hest be achieved through mean-Ingrid involvement of advisory committees in the evaluation process. I viewlocal and Regional Advisory Committers as the basic link. between peopleand programs. and as a reliable and eential resource to the State d:isory

Council Their contributions in the State Adsisori Council's vont/a/row -rod to(lute Omit the vocational education need. at the local level and the effective-
ness of existing program,- cannot he overemphasized State All% kOry Councilshave been given the re.ponsibility to evaluate ineational programs. senices,and ;WAN hies, and they Inky a..unied these re-ponsihilitis The ral heart of invrcational program is the relationship, between pupil and te:o her. and what
takes glare in the classroom. laboratory. or shop f believe the People bestequipped to evaluate the effectivene:: of any local program are those nearestitlocal people.

The job of State Adi 1er, (Mullen, are much too log for them to handle aloneThey must have proper rapport and invohement of peopif at the local levelN'or only i this typo ,,f invollement pdtp ate.nally ound. it I, tho proper thing to
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do As you knoo, Mr t it is a long may Ingo een Pikes ille and Paducah,
and a It of ioi,th,.nal elfin anon aeti% it is taking place in betmeen.

It ms personal feeling that aw nm federal 5ocational education legislation
should strongly encourage the c.stablislinient and utilization of an organized
s3steni of 5ocattonal education ad% isttry committee, mini a conimatilation.
sstt.iii leading to; the State Ails isory Council. l'erhap, some incenthe should be
offered to eitcoarage the detoptitetit of such sp-tssin.

PROGRAM (ONSMIDATION

Although the Kentlick Athisor Council has expressed support for the Con-
tinuation of the lfisis Votational Education Amendments in much the same form

for the next the par., it is not opposed to ,oniti degree if con,olitliltion of the
1.4miptinents of the legislation In this resptsct, the Council has taken the

folitm mg position
I Fund, set aside for the handwanped and di,ads a Waged tinder 1'.rt B should

continue Kent itck 's successful past experience in morking 55 ith the nandicapped
and disathantaged stongl support tilt, position

2. All fund, going to support 5ocational education programs, tinder Part B
could he t onsolidated ex, ept those ;hung Isc support the handicapped and dis-
advantaged 11(.55 t.5 or, the Council belie5e, that caution should be exercised in
esmsolitlating the funds since there mould then be ins assurance that one pro-
gram or (..Itt.zor 000ld lit siphon if the fund. %%Inch have heretofore gone to
support program, at other hick

3. Parts t' and I could be consolidated and would probably facilitate the
in .t of administration

4 Part F; Itultt remain in the new legislation and should he funded. Kentucky
ha, .1 need for residential school,. and l'etild lustily more than one.

Part 1' should be identified sparatt.1 and identified a, specified programs.
It Part, I; and II I Muhl be consolidated and 'mould probably facilitate the ease

of administration %subsoil aw impact lin their effeeti5eness.
7. EPICA and Part 1 'if the Art emonleznent cacti other. These two supportive

sirs ices should he combined arm should he continued

FUNDING

There should he ad% a need funding to the states based upon an approved
State Plan uhich sets forth a sound procedure for implementing programs,
'en% ices, and .n% Ito. There should be a permanent carryover provision in
order to eliminate the hasty expenditure of funds before the end of a fiscal year.

The federal allocation of funds for 5 sic:Own:11 and technical education certainly
slisoild he greatly increased user the next the years Kentucky has constructed

titiatlited staff and lilt, generally Iles eloped it, position whereby it ran
launch 1 ctinsprolien,he pris2Tai of 5ocational and technical education to serve
the need, of instructional prog,ranis for the people of the state Additional fa-
talities art. ne, led :hid fund, are needed to expand programs. services, and ac-
thine.- The dentaml for socational education prAgrams and services far exceed
:hint:11de ressonces f sr implementing them

Titer, has heirs considerable' discussion relative to the states' needs for a
greater decree of flexibility ta the administration of funds However. we are
not cons incest that more flexibihts 1, necessary, needed. or desirable States have
set up administrative procedure, to administer the various categories now found
in the 1:14155 Amendment, Kentucky has been making coanges in it, vocational
oducotis n administration procedures sins e Ifitlitt to structure an operation which
551: 1rout it to reach the objet the, of the current socahonal legislation.

1TioN11 AND STATE ktiVISORY COUNCII.s

The aufonsany and independence of the National and State Advisory Councils
should he protected. and the councils in smaller sta! s should he assured of
wietltiato titultPlat .appoint to allow them to function in the manner which
Congress intonds.d. Federal fund, for State .ktivisory Council support should
continue to come to tits. State Councils directly

In conclusion may I sa5 that slump.: the first six. months of this year. the
Icentorls% Ads por% Connell des otod ii icdp,rit% of its Attention to matter, Pole
cernioLr %,..atpmal edu au to lucn,l,itun \ tiniprehensise re% li\ of the impact

2 44
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of the 1968 Vocational Education Amendments on Vocational Education in Ken-tucky was made, and it is quite evident that the impact has been great. Thelegislation is basically sound and gives direction to and support for the kinds ofvocational education programs, services, and activities needed in the state. Inaddition to providing support for regular vocational programs, it identifiesspecific classifications of people to be served and requires that a certain portionof vocational education funds be used to serve their needs thus assuring thatthose who are in greatest need will recc.ve attention. It provides special financialsupport for programs in cooperative vocational education, work study, consumerand homemaking, curriculum development, education professional development,research and exemplary programs, construction, and citizen involvement. Theseprograms are extremely important if vocational education is to remain a viableinstrument in satisfying the occupational needs of people and the manpowerrequirements of employers. The 1968 legislation must be given a great share ofthe credit in helping to stimulate greater public interest in and support forvocational education and for helping brini; additional vocational educationfacilities and programs to all sections of Kent acky.I believe that any vocational education legislation contemplated or passed bythe Congress now or in the near future should add to the momentun. generatedand fostered by the provisions in the Vocational Educatio Amendments of 1968.Mr. Chairman, and members of the Committee, I apprec.nte the invitation toappear before you today, and for giving me the opportunity to t!!::,cuss a subjectas Important as vocational education.
We recognize the exemplary service this Committee, and its Chairman, haverendered in promoting and supporting sound, progressive educational programsin this country, and particularly the time and attention you have given tostrengthening and improving vocational education in this country. We shallremain indebted to you for your service.

STATE ADVISORY COUNCIL FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
AND MANPOWER DEVELOPMENT AND TRAINING,

Frankfort, Ky., December 13, 1974.Hon. Can D. PERKINS.
How of Repreaentatives,
Waalt:ogton, D.C.

DEAR MR. PERKINS: In response to your letter requesting additional informa-tion regarding my testimony before the General Subcommittee on Education,September 24, 1974, on the extension of the Vocational Education Act, I submitthe following:
1. How much Federal money comes into your state? $12,426,319.
2. How much is retained? 100&-
3. How much goes oar to the schools? $11,483,214. The remaining $943,105 isused in the Bureau of N ocational Education for staff.
4. How are state employees funded? $943,105Federal Funds;, $977,315 StateFunds.
5. What percentage of Federal funds is going to secondary schools and what isthe percentage going to postsecondary schools?
Part B Funds:. Secondary-26.6%; Postsecondary-34.1%.All Federal Funds: Secondary-17.7% : Postsecondary - 19.5%.
These figures were furnished by stall' in the Bureau of Vocational Education,State Department of Education.

Very truly yours,
BILLY R. HOWARD,

Executive Director.
Chairman PEPI: INS. Let me thank all of tln advisory committee

panel and compliment you for your presentations today in behalf of
an expanded vocational education program.

T would like to ask the gentleman from Iowa a question.
How did it happen that your work-stud applicants doubled from1970 up to 1972? no you feel that the stipends that we are paying

those students a re adequate?

. - -'
, I-%
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Mr. KISER. This doubling in participation within that 1-year period
occurred. I think. twimarily because of a carryover of funds that were
not utilized in a prior funding period.

As you note, the information does not include fiscal year 1974.
When I referred to the diminishing utilization of work-study funds

by the student in fiscal year 1974.I want to report that this is based on
a series of personal observations made by our council in visiting with
school administrators and students in various school systems in the
State and at the hearings that we held during the past year.

The stipends are not keeping pace, in our opinion, with the infla-
tionary period that we are experiencing.

Chairman Primiss. The fact that you had some money there shows
that the work-study program is still inadequately funded.

Am I correct in that ?
Mr. KrSER. Yes.
Chairman PERKINS. If you had additional funds, the applications

would increase?
Mr. KISER. Yes.
Chairman PEamss. Perhaps not at as rapid a pace as in 1971 and

1972, but you would have a tremendous increase: is that right ?
Mr. KISER. That is correct, Mr. Perkins.
Chairman PERKINS. Can you tell us to what extent you are short

of work-study funds, from your applications?
Mr. KISER. I do not have that data with me.
Harlan, do you have any data on that ?

STATEMENT OF HARLAN GIESE, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, IOWA

STATE ADVISORY COUNCIL ON VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Mr. GIESE. I am afraid we don't have that information.
Chairman PERKINS. Would you want to venture a guess or estimate?
Mr. Grwsz. There is the utilization of these funds with the mini-

mum-type reimbursement that is available to the institutions and the
students.

If there was a higher reimbursement ratio to the public agencies.
you would have many more students taking advantage of the work
study funds.

Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Peyser.
Mr. PEYSER. Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
I. too, want to thank the panel for their presentation and their

written testimony to back up much of what you have said.
Now. I am sure that von are aware that in the days ahead there

are going to be ninny efforts in budget cutting because of the fiscal
problems the country is facing. I am personally of the opinion that
this is not an area that we should do any cutting in. I am convinced
that the committee will basically feel the same way,

Mr. Van Alstyne. you, in your written testimony, make reference
to career education.

I am a little concerned over what the implications ready are here.
Is there any feeling on the part of your panel. for instance. that

there is an overemphasis on liberal arts education. that there should

24C
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be it deemphasis on liberal arts education, at the inoher educationlexel now?
I wonder how you view this in terms of the higher educationsystem,
Mr. VAN ALSTYNE. Mr. Pevser. I think 1 can speak for myself atthe moment.
I happen to be an overseer of Fatrleigh-Dickinson Univer,ity. Ithas 200000 students. It is almost entirely higher education.
I was a graduate of 'Williams College. Yon know that is nothing

but higher education. I have been on that council. I am vice chair-man of the board of Bergen County Community College. So. I runthe gamut.
The reason that I accepted a place on the national advisory coun-cil is that I did feel there was a tiev.endous amount. there were many.many good plumbers who were lost when they tried to be second-grade philosophers.
In the conversation that I had with the commissioner of educa,tion earlier this year. I said one of the greatest numbers of unem-ployed people in the world are Ph. D.'s. fine of the least unemployed

are the people who graduate from vocational schools.All I am trying to do. my emphasis is to take care of a problemthat is here and not deemphasize higher education in the slightest.Mr. PEystar. I appreciate the clarification.
Incidentally. I had a son at Williams College. and I ant a trusteeat Colgate University. So. obviously. I have been very active in theliberal arts field over the years myself.
I do not want to see or to have the belief developed that we aretrying to deemphasize in any way liberal arts education because in

looking at one of the lines in your testimony it says "there is ademand that education he made more relevant to the achievement ofthe got-d
My feeling is that good life is a very difficult term to define butdr. agree that we have to make the availability for vocational educa-tion: we also have to make it attractive and have guidance people

knowledgeably involved aiming in this direction.
I also world he erally concerned if I felt there tva- any effort tosomehow downplay. whother it i, the philo-opher, or the artists orthe other people in this countrv. because I don't think that is whate want.
Mr, VAN A !STY NE. If I understand von correctly. I think you andI agree exa( tly.
I would like to say one more word.
In my tesiznony. I emphasize the fact that I think one of the thingswe lack more than anything in our present system of vocational educa-

tion is enough good guidance and counseling. There are not enough
people who are trained to guidance and counseling. As the Immg menand women come up to mil& them as to direction they should((o..-..hould they ;,go towards liberal arts or should they go towards voca-tional training?

I think our whole educational system would be tremendously im-
proved if we stressed that factor more than anything else.
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Doesn't that coincide w it h your thinking?
Mr. PEysr.a. Yes; it does. That is exactly what my thinking is.
I wanted to be sure we were both on the same track on that.
This problem speaks for the rest of the panel, as well, on that par-

ticular issue,
Thank you very much. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman PERKINS. Thank you very much. Mr. Peyser.
Mr. Quie?
Mr. Qum. One of the things that struck me about the State of Wash-

ington field hearings on °eat lona] education is that the State of
Washington rt -iced al>out $ million from the Federal Government,
passed ;lout SJ .11 ion on to the community colleges, vocational tech-
nical schools and secondary schools, and retained $2 million for them-
selves.

They put some of that money out on a project grant basis. I found it
interesting that in their coordinating council, which is the way they get
around that sole agency operating the program. they have. I believe,
101 employees. The superintendent of State public instruction had

employee:, administering vocational education and the com-
munity college board had six employees. That makes 114 employees. all
paid by the Federal Government., There are no State employees paid
hr the State government on vocational education.

The total budget for vocational education in the State of Washing-
ton was $54 million. For handicapped and special education. the total
budget was ::,(415 million. They had three employees in the State in that
program.

I would like to know if you have any knowledge in your own State if
there is anything comparable to that. How much comes into the State?
How much goes out to the schools? I row much is retained and how are
the State employees funded ?

I told them out there I thought it was unhealthy that the State
Legislature was ha ing no impact on the State administration. They
had impact. of course. by providing programs. Most of the money that
yon have indicated in your statement conies from within the State but
the ratio varies, Someone said 5 percent conies from the Federal Gov-
ernment. In some other States the Federal Government's share is less
than that.

Could I get an idea from Kentucky, Iowa, California, M tryland and
New Mexico ?

Mr. Bici.:Tion. I can respond for California.
Washington is not unique.
At one time. California had $s00.000 in the Governor's budget for

support of vocational education administ rat ion at t he State level, That
was blue-lined ont in 19(h. Presently: 10 vocational education pro-
fcional ,tatf are fl.nded solely with vocational education money at
the Department of Education. plus an additional 00-pins clerical staff.
an additional IS professional staff. these are approximate numbers.
in the Communit College Board of Governors. phis sonic clerical
staff. the total number of which t am not totally sure.

Approximately $3 million to $4 million for vocational education ad
min' ration entirely front vocational education funds out of the ap
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proximately $40 million that comes into the State. Another $2 mil-
lion is spent for teacher preparationin service and preservicewhich
is administered by the State agencies.

So. Washington's problems are not unique. It happens all over.
Our council has questioned who does the State staff owe its soul to,

the Federal Government or the State of California ?
We suggest that the State finance the administration of vocational

education.
Mr. QUIE. Presently you must match within the State 50-30 at least

on the Fedcral funds. How would you feel if we had a law which
would require at least 50 percent matching in State administration ?

Mr. Boot-rim. Amen.
Mr. QrIE. Could we go on to find out from Kentucl.y ?
Mr. How UtD. I think what be said is basically true of Kentucky.
I think we have depended a long time for Federal funds for staff-

ing purposes. I think this is true in many respects.
What percentage of State funds go into staff positions vorsus Fed-

eral funds. I could not give :-ou the figures on that but I am sure it
is quite high.

I think what he has said fairly well reflects what goes on in Ken-
tucky.

Mr. QUIP. Would you or the other gentleman frcm Kentucky, Mr.
Stone. send up the figures so we could put them in the record?

Mr. STONE. I don't have the figures but I have an Amen.
Mr. QUM. Well, you send us the figurer.
How about New Mexico?
Mr. LOPEZ. We don't seem to have that problem in New Mexico.

particularly because the allocation in New Mexico is so minimal.
Last year. we received $2.7 million.
The present vocational education staff is able to handle that without

diverting too much of the money for administration.
Mr. QrIE. Most of the administration money comes from the State?
Mr. LopEz. From the State, itself.
The present staff handles most of the routine distribution of the

funds.
Mr. QrmE. Would you submit also the details of what it is?
Mr. LOPEZ. I will be happy to.
[The subcommittee requested the information but did not receive

it.]
Mr. QrIE. What about Maryland ?
Mr. COOK. Mr. Morton, our executive director. tells me that in

Maryland there are 32 State employees in the department of voca-
tional education and they are paid 50 percent by State funds and 50
percent by Federal funds; approximately $400.000 each for about an
$800.000 payroll.

Mr. Qrw.. You are right on track.
Mr. GIESE. We have approximately 25 professional persons in the

vocational division of the State department of public instruction in
our State of approximately 130 professional staff members in the
whole department. , a very approximate figure, there are approxi-

I.
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mately 40 percent State funds supporting the vocational division and
about 60 percent Federal funds.

Mr. QUI& California.
Mr. DELLEFIELD. I thought you might be interested in noting the

figures that Mr. Bogetich mentioned, that California has about as
many professional staff to supervise and provide leadership in voca-
tional education as the L.S. Office of Education to provide vocational
education leadership in the whole Nation funded out of Federal
funds.

Mr. QUIE. Does anybody else want to comment on that ?
Another area which interests me is that of certification. In Min-

nesota's vocational-technical schools it is not necessary for a teacher
to have the same kind of certification as a teacher in a secondary
school. Of course. that is true in junior colleges, community colleges
and State colleges and universities, as well. You have a certification
requi rement.

Is it the case in all your States that in the secondary school everyone
has the same certification requirements to teach other subjects as they
do to teach vocational education, or does it vary by State?

Could we get from California what your situation is because you
have all of your technical schools and community colleges together in
one.

Mr. Boorricu. Yes.
We do not have separate trade schools or vocational schools. It all

happens within the confines of the community colleges or seconder:-
schools.

Our vocational teaching personnel have somewhat different criteria
for certification based upon occupational competency. If a person hap-
pens to have degree. that is fine, too, but that is not the sole determine-
tor. The main determinator is the vocational competency and with a
minimum of. 2 years of trade experience.

You can have a combination of occupational experience and educa-
tional experience to give a combined total of 5 years which the new
certification law indicates is necessary. If a person came directly out
of industry he would have to have at least 5 years of trade experience
to teach vocational education at the secondary let-el. The community
colleges have their own certification system but basically based upon
occupational competency. also.

Mr. QUM. Is this any problem?
Does it run that way in the rest of the State?
We can speed that up if you are all nodding affirmatively on that.
Maryland has something different.
Mr. Conic. For the secondary schools. 5 years' work experience is

required and 18 hours of college credits in appropriate subjects for
certification and within a period of 7 years. 34 hours of college credits
have to be attained by the vocational teacher.

At the community level, there is no certification requirement. They
resist any kind of uniform system.

Mr. Qi-TE. T talked to some teachers in Minnesota. and their rationale
seemed to have some merit to me. It went like this. in the elementary

/
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and secondary schools, teachers are doing more than just teaching
skills. They have the responsibility for the whole development of the
child. Once youngsters leave the secondary school, t'ien that deve'op-ment has almost been completed. No matter what kind of postsecond-ary institution it is, the teachers are involved in teaching people
additional skills. Incidental to that there is a great deal of personal
development and human relations, and learning how people interact
with each other, but teachers don't have the responsibility for it in the
post-secondary school that they did in elementary and secondary.

How does that fit with you gentlemen?
Mr. DELLEFIELD. There is another rationale, Mr. Quie. That is, inorder to find teachers with the competency to teach at the journeyman

level, the skill trades rarely would you find a man with the combina-
tion of journeyman level and supervisory experience in the skill tradeand have a college degree at the same time or even several years ofcollege.

The usual procedure is to find a person with a high de Tree of
competency and presumably some experience in supervision so that I ehas had responsibility for teaching other kinds of employees and 1,uthim on the job teaching and then require that during the next several
years he attend the university and learn the pedagogy and othertechniques.

The most important part of the vocational education is the thorough
and competent knowledge of the trade, itself.

Mr. Qua:. Are you addressing yourself to the National Advisory
Council on the question of certification of secondary school teachers?

I believe that the growth of demand for vocational technical schools
and postsecondary vocational courses brought about that kind of
demand at the secondary school level. We are going to see more and
more increased demands for training of schools at the secondary level.

Mr. DELLErretz. Yes.
Two years ago, the National Advisory Council made a study, wethought it might be a problem. At that time, we found that the general

pattern was the pattern that California just described and it did notlook as if certification would be a major problem for vocational
teachers.

On the other hand, certification for coum.elors is a major problem
because there they require the usual academic kinds of proper back-
grounds and usually, I think, these people are not well aware of theworld of work.

Mr. GIESE. I wonder if it would be possible to comment.
Essentially, our State has the same requirements that have been elab-

orated previously with regard to teachers at the secondary and nost-
secondary level, with the exception that at the secondary level, while
the State plans and certification rules provide for the opportunities for
nondegree people to teach vocational subjects, in practice with local
automony, oftentimes there is an effort to employ first the degree and
then the occupational experience.

So. you do run into a problem there.
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Another item relating to this, and, hopefully, this is only a State
problem that we can resolve, there seems to be an attitude of reluctance
on the part of the universities, an attitude to provide these brief pre-
service training programs and in-service training programs in teach-
ing methodology to the trade teacher unless they are reunbursed.

Mr. QtrIE. Let me ask a couple questions about California.
You mentioned on page 3 of your testimony:
Adaptations to the Plan are often made admint:tratively and arbitrarily in

negotiations between the State Department of Education and the U.S. Office
staff without informing or involving the Advisory Council.

You say :
This appears to be Inconsistent with the legislative intent of Congress.

I would say it is not only inconsistent with the legislative intent, it
seems to me that the legislation is very clear that it is required.

Now, what is being done to bring that about?
Mr. BOGETICH. I had a brief meeting with Dr. William Pierce yester-

day in his office, the Deputy Commissioner, an have an appointment
to meet with our regional staff in San Francisco next mouth to bring
this to their attention.

We realize that the State Advisory Council does sign off, so to speak,
on this compliance document prior to the State Board of Education
approval. This was done in June. Between June and September 10,the
State staff and the region 9 office negotiated, modified, made some
changes to the State plan and we were never apprised of thosechanges
or involved or informed.

Therefore, it is our intention to bring this to the attention of region
nine office and tell them like it is and what Congress intended to be in-
volved, inform and give advice on the State plan.

That is why we offered the suggestion to get away from a State plan
that is only compliance document.

Mr. Qum. If you need further help on the legislative side let us know
when we draft this regulation. We will make the language a little
clearer, if necessary.

The other question I would like to ask you about is the formula.
You indicated that there is about 10 percent of the tot.). population

in California, about 12 percent of the vocational education enrollment,
and you are getting 8 percent of the money.

Now. is that eight perc.nt of the money accurate?
Mr. Boot-riot. We arrived at this figure by taking the $550 million

that is allocated nationally. and subtracting the 10 pekeent that is held
by the Commissioner, leaving roughly $.500 million. Cialifornia's
authorization is somewhere in the neighborhood of $40 million. This
is how we arrived at. the 8 percent in our testimony.

In terms of taking a look at the exact formula percentagewise,.we
would have to do a little more investigation of thatpoint.

Mr. Qrrr. If von have any suggestions for a change in the formula,
I wish you would let us know. We got into a great deli of difficulty
in the formula in title T. Vocational education has gone along without
much controversy. If there is a serious problem, I think we would
like to address ourselves to it when we revamp the legislation.
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Mr. Boorricii. I would hate to have you give incentives to Statesthat are doing a fantastic job, that would result in the rich gettingricher and the poor getting poorer. We wouldn't want to be accused ofpromoting that. We don't have an exact answer but we note that theremight be a better allocation formula.
Mr. QUIE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Steiger.
Mr. STEIGER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
This is a very distinguishedpanel.I am sitting here laughing to myself and hoping the gentlemanfrom Minnesota does not get too deeply involved in formula, since wespent 18 months trying to straighten it out. I don't want to see us gothrough that on vocational education. You may be sure we will watchthat matter very carefully.
I will go to the National Advisory Council first and then briefly intoeach of the statements that you have. I am deeply grateful for whatyou have done and the kind of perspective you give us.I am a little unclear, in trying to reconcile the report of the NationalAdvisory Council, the eighth report, in which you say as recommenda-tion No. 7--
Mr. VAN ALSTTNE. Excuse me, sir.
What page of the testimony?
Mr. STEIGER. On page 7 of the September report.
You say in there any new legislation dealing with career educationshould be considered separately from the Vocational Education Actin order to keep clear the distinction between vocational education andcareer education.
Dave, in your statement on the last page, page 12, you correctly ex-press the distinction between the concept of career education and thecomponent programs of vocational education and then say, "We urgethe committee to consider in the statement of purpose of the new billa section which will help clarify the relationship between vocationaleducation and career education.
Now, my problem is, if, on the one hand, you say it ought to be aseparate bill and, on the other hand, you say we should clarify therelationship. how am I going to do that
Mr. VAN ALSTYXE. I will let Cal answer.
Mr. DF:LLEFIELD. Mr. Steiger, our concern was that because of theconfusion between vocational education and career education somepeople consider career education merely another name for vocationaleducation, which it is not, that there be two separate bills, and thatin the vocational education bill, itself, you indicate why career educa-tion is not involved in that bill, that career education is somethingdifferent and it is handled elsewhere.
An example might well be, for instance. in the Senate Appropria-

tions for this year they indicate that because there was money in cur-riculum development in NIE. there was no need for $4 million in cur-
riculum development in vocational education. We know that NIE
development in career education is used at the elementary school toget children ready to know aliout the world of work. This does not
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help develop skilled career programs at the secondary and post-
secondary level.

So, we urge that those two not be combined in one bill.
Mr. STEIGER. That helps clarify that problem, Cal. I appreciate

that.
I am a little concerned, however, in the work that the National Ad-

visory Council has done and in your own recommendation in your
September report, are you in effect, and I will ask it in two parts:

One, are you saying Congress ought to adopt a career education
bill ?

-Mr. VAN ALSTYNE. That is right; very much so.
When I testified before you came in, Congressman, I pointed out

the fact that our eighth report of the National Advisory Council is
entirely concerned with career education which the Council endorsed
unanimously, our belief in the idea of career education.

The principal thing is that what we are afraid of is that we believe,
just as most of my colleagues here from the States have said, we be-
lieve so thoroughly in the excellence of the present bill we now have,
1963 and the amendments of 1968, we don't want that changed or con-
fused with anything.

The record is absolutely fantastic, the growth of vocational educa-
tion since that bill was passed in 1963.

So. we would prefer to have a subject as important as career educa-
tion taken care of in a separate bill.

Mr. STEIGER. Then the second part of my question is: What, if any-
thing. do you recommend or have you thought about in terms of the
problem we created for you and for ourselves in occupational educa-
tion as a part of the education amendments of 1972 and the relation-
ship between occupational education, career education and vocational
education ?

Mr. VAN ALSTYNE. When the word occupational education reared
its ugly head, and the reason I use the word "ugly" is because
all it did was confuse the verbiage, I went to the dictionary to look
up the difference between occupational education and vocational edu-
cation, and I wish every body here would do it ; after you have done
it, to find out what you have learned.

I don't quite know the difference. Some day somebody might explain
it to me and I might understand it. I don't see that there is any
difference.

All of a sudden. somebody decided to use the words occupational
education and I suddenly find that they mean vocational education.
So, why did they change it ? What was the point?

Mr. STEIGER. Would any of the other members of the panel want to
help me better understand what we ought to be doing about those
three somewhat distinct but not very distinct problems that we have?

Mr. DELLEFIF.I.D. lir. Steiger. I am not certain that they are distinct,
at least two of the three, I think in the committee's discussion when
the occupational amendments were passed Mr. Quie and yourself dis-
cussed the difference between vocational education and occupational
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education and you indicated that you saw them as synonymous. I
think that is basically the feeling in the field from those \vim under-
stand and work in the field. The confusion comes from people outside
of the occupational or vocational education field who try to make a
distinction.

Mr. STEIGER. Should we then explicitly fold occupational education
and vocational education into one regardless of what we decide to
call it ?

Mr. DELLEFIF.LD. I think it is one.
Mr. STEIGER. So that it becomes a single act instead of two separate

acts?
Mr. DELLEFIELD, Very definitely.
Part of our testimony 's that we would hope that title X of the oc-

cupational education be moved into the Vocational Education Act and
that is in our testimony.

Mr. STEIGER. I saw that.
I wanted to make sure we got that more clearly on the record.
Mr. BOGETICIT. I would like to comment.
I think there is confusion not only in Federal legislation but among

professional educators. We have so many terms. and because voca-
tional education as a term has bad a stigma for so many years, we try
to use new terms and in the process we confuse the troops in the field. I
know when I did my dissertation work I tried to see in terms, of the
effective domain. whether or not the students involved in the program
felt any different if they were in vocational education, career, develop-
ment, occupational education. In terms of effect, the words vocational
education meant more to them than any other term. So, call a spade a
spade.

The other thing is career education. This is one of our concerns too,
and I would support the National Advisory Council is separating the
terms and funding sources. Career education has been assumed as a
vocational education movement because the funds that have supported
the development of career education have come from vocational edu-

' cation funds. That is a problem.
Some of the greatest opponents, therefore, are people from voca-

tional education because of this funding problem as well as some of the
academicians who see that this is another way of getting vocational
education into our school system rather than an infusion process. By
introducing careers and career development at the earliest levels of achild experience in our education system, students at the secondaryand postsecondary level, they will be demanding vocational education
training rather than finding out by chance through inferior counselingthat it is an alternative and probably a better alternative than someof the postsecondary higher education aspects of education.

I would support what the National Advisory Council is saying.Mr. STEIGER. Anyone else on the panel wish to comment on that?Mr. COOK. Just that I don't want to take issue with my colleagueshere but I would hope that if we separate careerI concur that, occu-pational and vocational ought to he folded in as a synonymous thingbut I would hate to think that we would Er, et a separate act on careereducation and get it lost in the shuffle. If it has teeth so that we are
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not pulling money away from vocational education for career educa-
tion fine. But if there is a trade-off, 1 think it ought to be left in
there, and there should be explicit terms within the present legislation,
defining them and funding them separately.

Mr. STONE. I don't like to be in a position of bragging on the gentle-
man from California because California does a pretty good job for
themselves, bat, speaking from Kentucky we concur wholeheartedly
in the philosophy that e has expressed.

From another State, we say another Amen.
Mr. STEIGER. That iz; a very unusual event, I must say.
We will mark it down as a red-letter day of agreement for California

and Kentucky.
Mr. STONE. I said I did it reluctantly.
Mr. HOWARD. Mr. Steiger, if there is any confusion between career

education and vocational education we in Kentucky have to think it
is the same. Because, where do we go to get our money for career
education? We go to vocational education. How is it administered?
It is administered through the Bureau of Vocational Education.

Applications come for special projects across the State in the field
of career education and they go to the Bureau of Vocational Educa-
tion. What else can we think? It has to be one and the same.

Mr. STEIGER. A valid point.
Mr. BOGETICIE. May I make one more point, sir?
Mr. STEIGF.R. Certainly.
Mr. BOGETICII. One of the things that I would caution Congress in

considering separate legislation for career education is that you do
not consider career education as a program but consider it as a process.

Mr. VAN ALsTYNE. As a concept.
Mr. BOOETICII. As a concept; yes.
I fear if you install it as a program, then we will add another track

in our educational system and we have too many tracks already.
Mr. STEIGF.R. I share your concern on how we get that done.
We tend not to think in concepts. That makes our job somewhat

more difficult.
I am sure between Jack Jennings and Carl Perkins and Mr. Quie

there is enough intelligence and expertise that they can get that job
done.

Mr., Kiser, in your statement on behalf of Iowa, you have talked
about the importance of cooperative education and work -study edu-
cation, and basically if I read you correctly, you are saying we should
maintain them as separate and distinct programs; is that correct?

Mr. KrsEa. That is correct.
Mr. STErnEa. My problem with that, if I may seek to follow up with

yon, is not every State will have identical needs in cooperative edu-
cation or w,,..k-study.

My concern here is that, if we design this as a categorical program,
if we maintain them as separate and distinct, it comes out of the
block of money that goes to Iowa, Wisconsin or California, wherever
it goes; it gives yon no flexibility at all in terms If a decision that
the State makes or local school districts make about the need for ex-
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pansion of cooperative education versus a restoration of work-study
or vice versa.

How do we overcome inflexibility if we maintain strict categoricalpro ms?
Mr. Kim. Our primary concern is that either one of these functions

be not diminished because they are serving two separate groups of
students. We see the cooperative programs as very vital towards pre-
paring students toward a specific occupation.

Our concern would be, perhaps it would be easier to administer the
work-study funds and channel the money out for that purpose. We
think that each type of program serves a separate function. I guess
we are looking at that from a parochial standpoint in Iowa where
we view both of them as being necessary and that an elimination of
the categorical definition might tend to diminish one or the other to
a greater degree than we would like.

Mr. GIESE. With regard to your question on this matter, we at-tempted to illustrate a situation which we think is different maybe
than- the rest of the Nation, different from the point of view that, ini-
tially, as we began to study cooperative programs, we were of the
opinion that we were oversaturated with these programs in the State.
Upon further detailed analysis, we developed a map which is enclosed
in the testimony which, in fact, indicates that we have not even begun
to scratch the surface.

From comparison with other States, it appears that we may be on a
per capita basis far ahead of most States in the establishment of co-
operative programs.

The second poirt, with regard to work-study programs, we are
probably a unique state in that generally we are not considered to be
a poor state. We do not have some of the high numbers of low-income
families that many other states have. Yet, from our analysis, 1, ap-
pears that we have sufficient numbers of people who could benefit from
work-study funds.

Considering both of those points and with a kind of cursory over-
view of comparing our State with other States, it doesn't seem that
the Congress would create a problem by maintaining categorical aid.

Mr. STEIGER. Thank you for your further comments on that.
One of the questions for which we sought an answer in the other

hearings that we have held up to now has been what percentage of
Federal funds is going to secondary schools and the percentage going
to postsecondary schools in each of the Stites.

I wonder if I can go around the table and have you give us that in-
formation or, if you don't have it, submit it to us.

Can we start with California?
Give us your enrollment.
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Mr. BOGETICII. Enrollment in California is in excess of 11/2 million
students.

The approximate division of funds is somewhere around 50-50
percent : 50 percent postsecondary and 50 percent secondary. Those
figures are ball park.

I can give you the exact figures and I can provide them to the
committee.

But the term as to how those funds are distributed is jointly made
between the board of governors of the California Community Colleges
and the State board of education through a joint committee on voca-
tional education.

Mr. STEIGER. If you would, could you submit to us the exact break-
down?

Mr. BOGETICH. Yes.
Mr. STEIGER. We will put that in the record at this point with the

unanim. ,s consent.
[The intormation to be furnished follows :]

CALIFORNIA ADVISORY COVNCIL ON VOCATIONAL EDECATION AND
TECHNICAL TRAINING,

Sacramento, Calif., October 2, 1974.
Hon. CARL D. PERKINS,
Chairman, House Education and Labor Committee,
Rouse Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. PERKINS:, On behalf of the California Advisory Council on Voca-
tional Education, I would like to thank you and the Subcommittee on Edu-
cation for the opportunity to provide testimony concerning vocational education
legislation.

Enclosed are the materials requested by the Committee relative to adminis-
trative costs and distribution of YEA funds in California.

With regard to administrative costs, may I point out the foliowing major
items:

1. The 1973-74 Governor's budget indicated a total of 85,572,083 for the admin-
istration of vocational education and related activities.

2. $3,633,196 was used by the State Department of Education for administra-
tion of secondary programs. The Department of Education was authorized 175.9
positions in the Governor's budget of which approximately 105 were professional
staff and the remainder clerical.

3. $811 '48 was used by the Chancellor's Office of the California Community
College kr administration of postsecondary programs. The funds were used to
support approximately 1S professional and 9 clerical staff.

4. $573,700 MIS utilized for teacher training activities.
5. $130,000 was used by the Department of Education to support career educa-

tion efforts.
I hope that this information is helpful, and please do not hesitate to ask for

additional assistance.
Sincerely,

THOMAS )f. BOGETICH, ED. D.,
Executive Director.
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1973-74 YEA APPROPRIATIONS

Part
Community

secondary colleges
Amount (percent) (percent)

A. Disadvntaged ...... .._ .. .__ .... .._. _,. .. _ .,,,,... $1, 692, 691 56 44B. Vocational programs., .-:---.,:- -
....___,

34,929,859 52 48C. Resauch ... .. ... .. ... .. ....... .-..., ... ...... .................... --,.---... 762,090 25 25D. E zonplary
355,464 54 46F. Consumer and homemaking - , - ,-, - - 2,624,047 78 22G. COoperative ... .,,,,..,,,,,,-..,,,.., ..... ,:.

...., ..... ................ 1,036,981 50 50
62 38

Mr. HOWARD. In Kentucky, last year the total enrollment was around
185,000. This includes all three levels. There were around 112,000 at
the secondary level; 12,000 at postsecondary level and 60,000 at adult
level. There was very little growth in the pt itseconclary level. Numeri-
cal growth was just 70 to 80, percentagewi -e very, very little. Most of
the growth in our State has taken place al the secondary level.

You will find that most of the fund:, are distributed this wayaccordingly.
Mr. STEIGER. Do you have the breakdown ?
Mr. HOWARD. I don't have the breakdowli but I can get that to you.Mr. STEIGER. New Mexico?
Mr. LOPEZ. I don't have the exact breakdown with me.
The present enrollment figure for all students in New Mexico is

65,000. It is approximately 15 percent, and at the secondary level
Excuse me.
P is about 39 percent for 1973. That is from 15 percent in 1969.
I have more complete figures for the 4-year period. If you wish, I

would be happy to submit them ft, the record.
Mr. Sin., am. Why don't we have that included at this point.
Thank you very much.
[The subcommittee requested the information but did not receive.]
Mr. STEIGER. Maryland?
Mr. Coox. Mr. Steiger, I have data for 1971-72 for Maryland.
Secondary. in 1971, was $26.43.
Postsecondary. cominun:ty college, $103.40, about four times.
In 1972, there was a subst intial change.
Secondary was up to $42.0 from $26.
Postsecondary was down to $62 from $103.
So, we are having quite a shift.
Mr. STEIGER. Are you talking about $62 per student ?
Mr. Coox. Yes.
Mr. STEIGER. Do you have the breakdown there of the percentage dis-tribution of the Federal funds?
Mr. Coox. The Federal share : Community colleges get about 17 per-

cent and the remaining 83 percent goes to the secondary or high school
level.

[Information supplied by Mr. Morton follows :]

,1-



Mr. JOHN F. JENNINas,
Counsel, Committee on Education and Labor, General Subcommittee on Educa-

tion, Washington, D.C.
DEAR Ma. JENNINGS I In response to questions asked the Maryland Advisory

Council on our testimony of September 24, 1974, we are supplying the following
information :

1. The total number of persons in the Division of Vocational Education is 44.
Salaries far fiscal year 1975:

Federal $363,617
State 322, 802

Total 686, 419

1255

MARYLAND STATE ADVISORY CouxclL
ON VOCATIONAL AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION,

Annapolis, Md., October 14, 1974.

Total State Program Costs:
Federal $473, 281
State 403,011

Total 876,292

The salary figures do not reflect a salary increase of over 5% which will be paid
totally by the State.

2, In regard to certification of high school vocational teachers, Maryland teach-
ers must have five years successfrl work exnerience in the trade they are teaching
plus 18 hours of college courses from a selected program. This is regarded as the
equivalent of a college degree. They have three years to complete the 18 hour
program. Within the next seven years the teacher must complete a 34 hour pro-
gram which is regarded as a masters degree equivalent.

For community college instructors there is no certification requirement.
3. The Maryland State Advisory Council expects to receive $50.825 from the

Federal government, $16,932 from the State for a total of $67.757 in FY 75.
4. In FY 73 Maryland allocated $5,927,579 to the secondary school systems and

$1,535.601 to the 16 community colleges. This comes to approximately 80% for
171.784 high school vocational students and 20% for the 19,170 post-secondary
vocational-technical enrollment.

VOCATIONAL-TECHNICAL FISCAL YEAR 1973 STATISTICS

Post-
Secondary Percent secondary Percent

Enrollment 3171, 784 90 $19, 170 10

Total Federal : $5, 927, 579 80 $1, 25.000 20

I hope this information will he useful to the Committee in its deliberations.
Also, I am enclosing a report we did in assessing vocational education in Maryland
from 1969-72.

The Maryland State Advisory Council members present at the hearing were
impressed widi the caliber of questions and apparent knowledge of the Congress-
men on vocational-technical education. I look forward to meeting with you in
October.

Sincerely yours.
MICHAEL R. MORTON,

Executive Director.

[Report referred to is retained in subcommittee files.]
Mr. STEIGER. Thank you.
Mr. RISER. We don't have our statistics with us from Iowa on this.
However, most of the growth that has taken place in N ocational edu-

cation has taken place at the postsecondary, level.
We will make that data available to you.
Mr. STEIGER. Thank you very much.

44.822 0 75 - no
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[The information referred to follows :]
CAREER EDUCATION ADVISORY COUNCIL,

Des Moines, Iowa, October 29,1974.Hon. CAE. Plains:se,
Chairman, Education Subcommittee, House Education and Labor Committee,

House of Representatives, Washington, D.C.
Dzsa Ma. PERKINS : We wish to express our appreciation for the opportunity to

testify before your committee on September 24, 1974 regarding the proposed 1975
Vocational Education Amendments. During that testimony you and several mem-
bers of the committee raised questions which we were not prepared to answer at
that time. Since September 24th we have been collecting the statistical data for
response to these questions. We have assembled this data into graphs which we
are enclosing with the hope that they will be valuable to you in this form.

The enclosed Graph 1, segment A, shows the total State and Federal vocational
allocation for fiscal years 1970 and 1974. Segment B of Graph 1 shows the trend
in State administrative expenditures for the same two fiscal years. Segment C of
Graph 1 shows the percentage of total federal and state funds used for state ad-ministration expense for the two fiscal years. We believe that this graph will
provide you with an illustration of the extent to which federal appropriations are
used to support State level administrative expense in Iowa.

You and/or the members of your committee asked the testifying State Council
representatives about the balance in programming efforts by the States with re-gard to enrollments, program availability, and dollar expenditures. Graph 2 illus-
trates the growth in enrollments that has occurred between fiscal year 1970 and
1973 at the secondary and postsecondary levels by occupational area. We are also
taking the liberty of identifying the percent of enrollment increase by 1973 ac-
cording to actual enrollments at the secondary and postsecondary level. Graph 2
illustrates that enrollments increased 48 percent at the postsecondarylevel duringthe four year period while enrollment during the same period increased 23% at
the secondary level. It becomes apparent that th .e is a stronger commitment to
vocational education at the postsecondary level in our State than at the secondarylevel.

Through examination of Graph 3 it appears that enrollment growth is not
keyed to real labor market needs. There is some question in the minds of the
Iowa Council members about the need for providing categorical support for con-
sumer and homemaking programs. We have a program cost study which was
completed to recent years which r.weals that the per pupil cost of a home eco-
nomics program typically is less than the average cost of academic instruction
in the high schools. The original concept behind vocational aid was to provide
assistance to schools for the exceptional cost of the vocational program. There is
no question in the minds of the Council members about the value of and need
for home economics instruction. There is some doubt in Councel members minds
as to the need for categorical expenditure of federal vocational support funds
for this program. We feel that retention of the State Plan is essential to strength-
ening state administration so that enrollment growth is keyed to real labor market
needs.

We understand that certain education groups are encouraging that great em-phasis should be placed in future legislation on expanded funding of postsec-
ondary vocational programs. We feel that writing a mandate of this nature into
legislation would be a gross mistake. The enclosed Graph 4 Illustrates that inIowa. more than 70% of the State and Federal vocational funds have been com-mitted to postsecondary programs during each of the fiscal years from 1989
through 1973. We feel that it would be more appropriate to include a provision
in the legislation that the State Plan will s:.otc a balanced effort in terms of pro-
gram opportunities, enrollment. and dollar commitment to the residents of theState at both the secondary and postsecondary level.

Graph 5 illustrates program growth trends nt the secondary and postseeond-
ary levels The greater program growth at the postsecondary level is most likely
due tl more liberal reimbursement policies for postsecondary vocational programs
than policies which are in effect for secondary programs.

Sincerely.
HARLAN E. GIESE,

Executive Director.Enclosure.
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STATE OF IOWA

Graph 3

Career education Enrollments - Job Preparatory
and Cooperative Programs

Secondary Schools (Grades 9 through 12)

Occupational
Preparation
(Home Economics)

Homemaking

Trade and
Incustrtal

Of .uca

istributive

Agriculture

1970 1973

Source: Annual Reports

1. Health (219) and Technical (114) enrollments in 1970 only.

Graph by Iowa C Education Advisory Council
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Mr. Smoi,n. I now go to Mr. Howai 1 and Mr. Stone in Kentucky
on your regional ail% isory committees in which you voted to give
$1.000.

In all of the testimony we have had throughout these hearings since
they began there has been an increasing concern expressed about the
planning problem. All of you have 11:., upon it in saying basically the
State plan is nothing more than a document which says here is what
we are doing without any real effort.

Is the Kentucky experience at this point. Mr. Howard. worth our
further consideration?

What are you finding as you go through this process of regional
councils?

Mr. HOWARD. In Mr. Stone's absence. 1 will respond.
We are very satisfied. really, with the type of citizen involvement

that, we have in Kentucky.
About :3 years ago. the State Board of Education appointed re:zional

committees. They identified their role, their function, their responsi-
bility.,and made the appointment. We have in the neighborhood of
300 people who serve on these committees.

Now, the regions are set up somewhat like our area development
districts. This is a coordinating, committee. in addition. to render ad-
vice on the direction of educational programs Hopefully, that is the
way they are working. We feel so strongly that regional committees
ought to be that our Council issued $1,000 grants of its money to cad,
regional committee to rapport its evaluation and planning activities.
Now. we have seen some good things come from this small amount of
money. We have seen some work plans develop: we have seen reim
committees begin to hold the types of meetings and the types of con-ferences. seminars and what-have-you across the State of Kentucky to
bring the people together who ought to be together who can look at
vocational education.

We feel our job is too big to do alone. We don't see how we can do
the kind of job that we have been assigned to do with the resources we
have available. By necessity. we turn to the local people. We turn to the
regional committee. We see the thing that ought to be one step further.
We want to see local advisory committees in terms of perhaps advising
us on a single building or a particular program within a building: craft,
committees, with inputs into the regional committee. with inputs into
the State advisory council. so that we will have some real grassroots
input into our activities before we attempt to advise the State board of
education on a matter as important as vocational education.

Mr. STEIGER. What is your budget for the State advisory committee
in Kentucky?

Mr. How rum Our Federal appropriations. and that is our sole source
of funds at this point, last year was $56.000 regular funds.

Of course. we picked up sonic carry-over funds, some 1973 funds,
also.

It cost us $14.000. which represented around 26 percent of our regu-
lar appropriated money.

We made a choice. We could either hire a staff person with $14,000,
or we could spread it out into the State and get regional committees
involved and active, and that is the choice we made.
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Now, tae committees have agreed to write and give to its an annual
report which will express that co:ionittee's concerns or observations or
recommendations. They have also agreed to hold one public meeting in
each of the regions.

It is that type of organization that we are trying to set up. We feel
we are makino- good progress with it: We encourage it.

Mr. VAN ALSTYNE. I think you might be interested in my taking my
national council hat off and putting on my hat as a New Jerseyite.

We in New Jersey. probably from the ve'y beginning. have had the
equivalent of regional councils, equivalent because we had 21 counties.
Each counts has a county superintendent of schools.

Our system works. Any vocational education school or any com-
munity college. any institution of any kind that is engaged in the
activity of vocational education that applies for funds, the funds go to
the county superintendent of schools and he discusses it with them.
Then that is more or less of a regional group in the county.

From there is goes :o Trenton, to the conunisioner of education. It
seems, to work pretty well.

Mr. STEutial. Has the national council made any recommendation
or held an examination on this question ?

Mr. VAN Ar.sTYNE. On page 9 of my testimony. the third paragraph.
it is very simple. The subcommittee has expressed an interest in the
matter of local advisory -minas on vocational education. We believe
that local councils can 'be very effective but their establishment is, we
believe. a State and local decision and should not be part of Federal
legislation.

erV State. either by law or regulation. provides for local advisory
councils on vocational education either on the basis of individual oc-
cupational fields or broader school system councils.

Mr. DELLEFIELD. I might add that if the State councils are going to
assume this responsibility. you might anticipate providing them with
additional funds.

In addition to Kentucky, New York and Indiana, Florida, Maryland
and litany other States are acting as a sort of host for the local advisory
councils in providing training programs for their members, in setting
tip coordinated evaluation programs. and are operating in much the
same way as the National Council and State council relationship, a
coordinat ion of equal partners working together for a better evaluation
system and a better planning system..

Mr. Boof;Ticii. Speaking for California, at the same time that the
State advisory council was created in 1969, the legislature created no
more than 12 area vocational planning areas and then funded five pilot
areas. The way the legislative process worked, the money was drawn
out of the vocational education pot to the tune of between $200,000 and
$300.000 per year to fund five pilot areas; to fully fund all 12 areas it
would cost a million or a million and a half dollars per year to effect
a statewide system of lay input into vocational planning.

One of the unfortunate things and one of the pleas in my testimony
is that Federal leadership needs to be exerted in the new legislation
that indicates some type of parameters and guide lines so that planning
is articulated among and between all state agencies involved in voca-
tional education as well as providing for grassroots and lay into the
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planning process and that the vocational education advisory council
be the focus of this process to bring it all together.

We have found, for example. the legislature was concerned that no
effective planning was going on and did not consider the State plans for
vocational education as an effective planning document. However, they
did not put enough teeth in the legislation.

So, what the 'urea committees do is not compatible with what the
State does.

You know, the twain shall not meet.
The reports go in and they sit on the State board's desk and nothing

happens to them. There is a sense of frustration. An awful lot of peo-
ple are bowing out of that particular thing. Right now, we are in the
process of trying to figure out some better way of accomplishing it.;

Mr. CooK. As our testimony indicated. we feel very strongly and have
as a high priority in our work program the strengthening of local ad-
visory councils. In Maryland, they are not mandatory : they are op-
tional with the local educational agency and they vary all over the
place, from excellent to many that are just paper councils.

We believe that there should be some means of strengthening them
either by mandate or by funding and we have attempted. as Mr. Delle-
field has indicated. We have held seminars and anticipate more to do
what we can and we plan to fund from our limited funds some regional
conferences to do this.

We feel it is essential and that this is, as my colleagues indicate here.
a grass roots approach.

Mr. STEIGER. I want to thank all of you very. very much for the time
you have spent, for the kind of leadership you have given.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman PERKINS. Let me thank the entire panel for yt nr appear-

ance here this morning. You have been most helpful to the committee.
We appreciate your taking yqur time to come here and assist us on such
an important piece of legislation.

We may have you back again before we write the final bill but we
expect to get a bill as early as possible next year. Naturally, we are
pleased with the cooperation that we are receiving from interested
groups and people who are interested in the welfare of the country.

Thank you very much.
The subcommittee will now adjourn.
(Whereupon. at 12 :05 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned. subject to

the call of the Chair.]
(Information submitted for the record :]

AREA VOCATIONAL. TECHNICAL SCHOOL,
Moberly, Mo.. November 14. 1974.

Hon. CARL D. PERKINS,
Chairman, House Education and Labor Committee,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. PERKINS I have been corresponding with the Honorable William
L. Hungate, Representative of the Ninth District of the Great State of Mis-
souri. concerning employment problems of young people. Mr Mitigate advised
me to inform you. as chairman of the House Education and Labor Committee
and of the General Education "illicommittee of my views concerning these
problems.

As I am a counselor in vocational education. I feel I have a great respon-
sibility in seeing that the needs of our nation's youth are satisfactorily ful-
filled It is a general concensus of opinion. we are hindering our future labor
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supply. We spend huge amounts of tax money each year In training these young
People at vocational-technical %clods for skills enabling them to obtain gainfulemployment earl.. in life.

Our vocational students make mature occupational choices at an early age,and eagerly train for two or more years to be able to enter the world of work
and achieve their ambitious. When the student reaches the end of his technical
training, he is informed he must reach the magic number eighteen (18) yearsof age before he can work in industry. As a rule less than half of those in our
graduating classes are of that age, so the ones who are seventeen must continueto sit and wait giving up opportunities of placement till finally he has reachedthis magic birthday.

Other programs suffer during the students' second or terminating year at voca-tionaltechnicni school, those programs are ontheJob training. and job place-
ment bureaus. These programs cannot function effectively be, ause industrialemployers will not/cannot. practically/legally make use of these services, both
of which would greatly benefit the student.

I feel the law does not protect vocationaltechnical graduates as notch as itInhibits him. Even though our graduate is young. he is very much above the
untrained person who is hired off the streets. A vocational-technical studentshould be nide to work part-time in industry during his training and immedi
ately after his training regardless of age 17 or 18.

I hope, that as chairman of these powerful committees, you would weigh thefactor, involved nod initiate legislation to charge, or make exceptions to theexisting bondage limier which our young laborers must endure.
Youth is our hope for tomorrow. If we takr, care of them now, they will takecare of us in the future.
With best wishes, I am sincerely yours,

DENME E. FOSTER,
Area Vocational Counselor.

Mc GaAwIIKI, Boox Co.
New York, N.Y., September 23, 1974.

Mr. Joax J. Jrxxixos, Counsel, General Sub-Committee on Education, House
Committee on Education and Labor, Rayburn House Office Building, Wash-ington, D.C.

Mr. en uws W. RADCLIFFE. .1/i/10Eitm Counsel, House Committee on Education
and Labor, Rayburn House Office Building, Washington, D.C.

Ge.xnEstEx: Thank you both for the time you spent with Our small AAP
delegation last Tuesday afternoon to Inform us of the status of plans to extend
or amend the Vocational Education Act. While most of giese points came outin oar dicussion with you, I would like in this letter to record points that weat McGra wIfill hope will be considered as the Committee progreses throughhearings a ml revision or amendment drafts. While these suggestions are ourown. you will find that they are largely supportive of positions already ex-pressed by others In developing our position on these matters, we have reviewedthe following papers:

i1. Legislative Proposal for Gem preparedand Vocational Education. I113 the Bureau of Occupational and Adult Education (May 1. 1974)
2. Legislative Proposals for Voentbuial Education. prepared by the American

Vocational Association (Mn 3 2. 1971. final draft)
3. Statement on Vocational Guidance. Exploration and Placement, prepared

113 Mr Gene Bottoms, Vice President, Guidance Division. American Vocational
Asoeiation, Inc. (August 1. 1974)

4. Testimony on Vocational Education for the General Sub-Committee on
Educatio.i. Committee on Education and Labor. I'.5. Ihe-e of Representatives
(August 13. 1974)

First, of course, we advocate funding at a higher level. We regard it ashighly unfortunate that funding for voentional education has never been closerto the levels called for in authorizing legislation,
Record. we urge increased emphasis On "career exploration" programs at theinnior high selemi level. Snell programs lie in an area of potentially conflicting interests of the traditinal vocational educators, and the proponents of the

more ".eneral education concept of career education advocated by Sidney Mar -land. Rut controversy or no, effective programs are being 41ev,'oped at this
level for the purpose of helping young people to increase their ability to make
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good career decisions. Through games, simulations, reading and audiovisual
materials. testing programs and the like, such programs can be significantly
more effective than the kinds of vocatignuil guidance programs that were avail-
able when most of its were in school. And because their purpose is to improve
vocational decision making. we LeiiVVe it is appropriate for them to be provided
for specifically and generously in au} extension of the Vocational Education Act.

Third, we hulk that careful attention will be given to relining and maintain-
ing standard taxonomies of occupations and courses of instruction in order to
facilitate planning and communication. Tho government publications which are
presently available and which are important steps in the right direction are

Standard Terminology for Curriculum anti
Instruction in Local and State School Systems
State Educational Records and Reports Serie,.
Handbook VI GPO 1970 #E 5.223:23052
Vocational Education and Occupations GPO 1969 #FS 5.2S0:80061

One small example of the kind of thing that can be done to facilitate voca--
noon! education planning on as s3stematic basis with effectiv? taxonomies of
occupations and courses of instruction is the enclosed -Curriculum Planning
Guide for Office Occupations" prepared by the Gregg and Coinumniiv College
Division of McGraw-Hill. Such tools as this. based on a synthesis of voct,tioi.al
education curricula in seven states. will clearly be of only limited value if the
titles of courses, Jobs and job clusters mean different things to different people.

We stress this 'Joint because we believe it is particularly important; we have
not seen it in other propasals for extension of the V(wational Education Act
that we have seen this 3L.r, and because this is an area in which significant
further progress can be made with little or no need for additional funds.

Fourth. we support the idea that more funds should be made available for
post seconilar3 (1111t10:1:11 education. especially fir community colleges and for
continuing education programs.

Fifth, we hope that we will not. as a onsequence of consolidation efforts.
1 Nib sight of the merits of cooperative education programs wide!' distinguish
them from work experience and work study programs. Specifically. we consider
the coordinating ride of the schools in cooperative education programs to b''
veo important. We would CIIIIIider it unfortunate if well-planned and well-
coordinated cootierative education programs were to be supplanted by work
study and work experience programs in which work activity is not closely coordi-
nated with instruction in the schools

CordiaW yours.

O

Jonx F. VANCe,
Executive Fier Preaident.

1
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